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The Kings Can Do No Wrong!

It was only a few brief months ago when representatives of

several of the all-powerful major producers sat on the witness stand

in U. S. District Court in Philadelphia and, with abundant confi-

dence in their opinions, sought to impress upon the court the detri-

mental effects of double features on the industry and the public.

Chief among the major executives who testified were Ned E.

Depinet, president of RKO Pictures, and J. Robert Rubin, vice-

president and counsel of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

With almost parental benevolence, these gentlemen sought to

explain to the court how the double feature policy would damage
those very individuals who were demanding the right to support a

poor picture with an additional feature. With the patience of a

Job they undertook to justify the fact that they were employing

dual bills in their own theatre affiliates in other territories. In

effect, they told the court that they had been "forced" to adopt

the practice by their independent competitors.

But, in recent weeks, scores of theatres controlled by M-G-M
and RKO theatres in the New York City area have switched from
single features to duals—in some cases at reduced admissions. No
alibi that this change in policy was "forced" by the independents
is offered now by the producer-owned chains. It is simply a case

of "good business," they frankly admit. They found the practice

profitable, so they went for it every day in the week.

But, you, little independent exhibitor in Philadelphia and
Washington, it is bad for you to save yourself from suffering loss

on our poor pictures by double featuring. You will have to take
your loss, because this dual bill policy is wrong; it will hurt you.

Why do we do it, you ask? After all, we are the masters

—

WE CAN DO NO WRONG!
Mo Wax.

MERRITT CRAWFORD SEES MAJOR PRODUCER
QUITTING HAYS ORGANIZATION

- See Page 5
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EVENTS on the MARCH!
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

BLOCK BOOKING FOSTERS MONOPOLY, CONGRESS TOLD

Congress Warned Of

Majors' Propaganda

Against Pettengiil

Block Booking Bill

Pressure . . .

Warning members of Congress that they "will

probably be subjected to the fiercest as well as

the most subtle kind of pressure" by the major

film companies against his bill to outlaw com-

pulsory block booking and blind selling, Rep-

resentative Samuel B. Pettengiil entered remarks

in the final issue of the Congressional Record

to indicate that the measure will be pushed to

the limit at the January session.

The Congressman from Indiana made it clear

that his was not a censorship bill saying that it

was his belief that Congress was not prepared

to enact any censorship measure. He declared

that his measure, H. R. 6472, "is limited to

preventing the movement in interstate com-

merce of films leased to the trade under the

practices of block booking and blind selling,

and to prevent monopolistic practices in the

industry."

Better and Cleaner . . .

"It is anticipated, of course, that if the bill

becomes law it will result indirectly and effect-

ively in contributing toward the showing of

better and cleaner films."

Compulsory block booking and blind selling,

the remarks continue, "virtually rob the local

theatre man of any discretion—and he has to

show pictures which he knows his community

does not want to see. I do not mean to suggest

that theatre managers are philanthropists. As
a rule they are only occasionally ready to sac-

rifice their profit for the benefit of the com-

munity and to put on the shelf some picture

they have already paid for. However, it is

obvious that they would prefer to be able to

please their community if they could, and this

is not possible under the present system."

Fosters Monopoly
Touching upon the monopolistic tendencies

of the block booking system, Pettengiil "boils

down" these dangers to "(1) suppression of

legitimate enterprise, and (2) an inferior prod-

uct to the consumer.

"Compulsory block booking accomplishes

both. The independent theatre owner is

shoved aside by the affiliated chains. The movie

audience has to take what is served up to it

—

good, bad and indifferent."

January Push . . .

The bill's sponsor explains that due to the

"tremendous pressure of work" it was impossible

to secure hearings on the measure during the

session recently terminated. However, he says,

"at the January session every effort will be

made to secure hearings" before the Interstate

and Foreign Commerce Committee.

"This bill is one of the very important meas-

ures that will come before Congress next ses-

sion," Pettengiil declares. "It is the result of

(Continued on Page 7)

Oct. 1 New Date Set

For St. Louis Trial

Delays . . .

The three defendant major film companies

in the St. Louis anti-trust suit won another

postponement last Tuesday when the case

opened before U. S. District Court Judge
George Moore. A large battery of legal talent

representing Warner Bros., Paramount and

RKO, as well as a long list of witnesses for

the plaintiffs, Fanchon and Marco, were on
hand, but the court adjourned the case until

October 1st on the plea of Warners that their

chief counsel, former U. S. Senator James A.

Reed, had suddenly been called out of town

by the death of his sister.

There was considerable wrangling between

the defense counsel and U. S. District Attorney

Russell Hardy. The latter again insisted that

these delays are seriously damaging the inter-

ests of the plaintiffs, who, meanwhile, find

themselves unable to secure product for their

three first-rrun theatres, the Missouri, Ambassa-

dor and Grand Central. Hardy asked the court

Allied of N. E. Demanding

Top Hat' On 1934-35 Deals

Following appearance of an editorial in the

August 14th issue of FILM BULLETIN, point-

ing out that RKO owes "Top Hat" to exhibi-

tors who hold 1934-35 contracts. Allied of

New England has advised its members to de-

mand delivery of the Astaire-Rogers musical as

part of lact year's deal. The organization's

bulletin urges members who signed 1934-35 con-

tracts with RKO to "notify the company by

registered mail that they will insist upon the

delivery of 'Top Hat' " on last season's agree-

ments. They are advised that "RKO is legally

as well as morally obligated" to give exhibitors

this picture because they were promised three

Astaire-Rogers musicals, whereas they received

only two.

The editorial in FILM BULLETIN declared

that "if a theatre owner signed an RKO con-

tract on the strength of receiving two pictures

in addition to 'Roberta.' starring the dancing

duo, it appears that the mere expedient of

changing a title from 'The World By the Tail'

to 'Top Hat' does not entitle RKO u> re-sell

'The World By the Tail' under the title of

'Top I [at' to those same exhibitors."

Indie Theatre Circuit Possible Soon In Phila.

Introductory moves have already been made by a number of prom-

inent exhibitors in Philadelphia for creation of an independent theatre

circuit similar to the group organized recently by Attorney Milton C.

Weisman in New York, it has been learned by FILM BULLETIN.

The report indicates that several secret meetings have already been

ield and that a well-known lawyer has been approached to formulate

the legal phases. 1
.

i

One of the theatre owners who is known to be active in these

preparatory confabs stated: "This is the best plan for exhibitor coopera-

tion I have ever heard. It is foolproof."

It is understood that the sponsors of the scheme will organize

when they have about 25 theatres signed.
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for "immediate action" and said that Fancho

and Marco are "victims of a conspiracy" and

the theatres involved are "being destroyed."

Denial . . .

Local attorney for Warners, Samuel Jeffries,

denied that such was the case and declared

that it was the common practice, in cases of

death in the family of counsel, to postpone

hearings. He told the court that the U. S.

Government is trying to "crucify innocent

companies." '

!

October 1st was finally set by the judge for

hearing of the temporary injunction plea of the

plaintiffs. This was agreed to by Hardy only

after the film companies had consented to pay

the expenses of the Government's witnesses,

which the Federal attorney claimed cost be-

tween #4,000 and #5,000.

Executives' Trial Sept. 30 . . .

This latest delay in the injunction proceed-

ings throws it back to follow the criminal con-

spiracy trial of the six executives of the three

major producers, scheduled for September 30th.

Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO; George J.

Schaeffer, vice-president of Paramount; Harry

Warner, president of Warner Bros.; Herman

Starr, president of F irst National; Abel Cary

Thomas, secretary of Warner Bros., and Grad-

well Sears, western sales manager of Warner

Bros., are slated to go before the Federal Court

on that date to justify their actions in connec-

tion with the alleged "freezing out" of the

independently operated first-run houses in

St. Louis.

A N. Y. CRITIC

IS DISTURBED
ABOUT DUALS
In Which Andre Sennwald Discusses

Two For The Price of One'

Decrying the recent spread of double

features in New York as "probably the

worst thing that has happened to the

cinema, artistically speaking, since the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences called Clark Gable and Claudette

Colbert the most distinguished screen per-

formers of 1934," one of the foremost

metropolitan newspaper film critics, Andre

Sennwald, views with alarm this tendency

in an article which appeared in last Sun-

day's New York Times.

Recognizing that the dual bill policy

must be good business, or it would not be

adopted by exhibitors, Sennwald quotes

C. C. Moskowitz, Loew's general manager

in New York, for testimony to that fact.

Nevertheless, the movie reviewer feels that

the widespread use of the dual policy will

drag down the quality of film product—

and following is what he has to say on

this topic in his Sunday dissertation, en-

titled "Two for the Price of One";

"There is not much room for argument in

discussing the pestilential spread of the double-

feature program, lately climaxed and solidified

when the great Loew and RKO theatre chains

formally adopted the practice. It is probably

the worst thing that has happened to the

cinema, artistically speaking, since the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences called

Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert the most

distinguished screen performers of 1934. Its

effect on Hollywood will be to speed up a sys-

tem that has always suffered from overproduc-

tion. It will, if that is possible, corrupt the

standards of the film public still further, thereby

increasing the hazards of making films like "The
Informer" so considerably as to discourage

whatever artistic enterprise is still alive in

Hollywood.

"This is so obvious that it is useless to write

it down except as a formal expression of cha-

grin. The uncritical masses that have permitted

the American screen to become a mammoth film

cannery are definitely in favor of this bargain

counter arrangement which makes it possible

for them to see two pictures for the price of

one. The rise of the double bill during 1935

has been the natural response of a highly com-

petitive industry to the demands of its cus-

tomers. An exhibitor is a bad business man
when he clings to the single feature and lets

his rival across the street take his clientele away

from him.

' C. C. Moskowitz, who manages the theatre

operations for the Loew organization, assures

me that box-office results prove the commercial

benefits of the double bill. He points out that

the system has its disadvantages for the exhibi-

tor by reducing the audience turnover at the

same time that it is increasing the film-rental

cost.

(Continued on Page 7)
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Warners -Fox May
Make New Pact With

Musicians In Phila.

Vaudeville . . .

Negotiations have been reopened in Philadel-

phia between Warners, Al Boyd and the

Musicians' Union to seek a solution to the im-

passe which resulted in vaudeville being dropped

in the Earle and Fox several weeks ago.

A lengthy meeting was held on Tuesday and

while no immediate results were apparent, it is

understood that ground was broken for some

agreement on the number of orchestramen and

their salaries in the two houses.

The Earle and Fox have experienced severe

drops in their business since the stage shows

were discontinued. Meanwhile, two independ-

ent houses with vaudeville, the Carman and

Fays, have been drawing the regular vaudeville

trade which formerly traveled downtown. These

two factors are said to be behind the revival

of the negotiations between the Warners, Boyd

and the musicians.

MERR.ITT CRAWFORD

OBSERV1NQ
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW RELEASES

Eastern Pa., S. N. J., Del.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!

COLUMBIA
Public Menace Sept. 30

FOX
Thunder in the Night Sept. 17

Here's to Romance Oct. 9

METRO
Bishop Misbehaves Sept. 14

Broadway Melody of 1936 Sept. 21

PARAMOUNT
Two for Tonight Sept. 13

RADIO
Return of Peter Grimm Sept. 12th

WARNER'S
Little Big Shot Sept. 7

Goose and Gander Sept. 19

Special Agent Sept. 20

UNITED ARTISTS
Dark Angel Sept. 21

This is the second article by Merritt Crawford, veteran trade

paper writer, now on the FILM BULLETIN staff. Mr. Crawford,

one of the real pioneers of the film industry and former editor

and publisher of several outstanding trade journals, will report his

observations of the industry scene each week in this publication.

For almost a quarter of a century, he has been active in various

branches of the business, prior to which he was associated with

metropolitan newspapers, and this background should make his

comments of particular value to theatre owners and others in the

film industry.

NEW YORK.

Will H. Hays is due back in New York this week. The "Little General" has

been in Hollywood since July 1st trying to straighten out numerous knots and
tangles in trade practice and policy, which grew out of the collapse of the NRA and

threatened to produce dangerous discord among the allegedly happy family of

which the former member of the Harding cabinet is the titular head.

It is said, that the ""General" has not been entirely successful and that some of

the Big Boys, who used to jump, lie down and roll over, whenever the "General"

snapped his whip, now refuse to stay put. They are looking forward to a big year

with mounting film rentals, and anything which may fetter or limit competition

they regard unfavorably. Only the threat of actual governmental interference

might halt them and at the present this possibility seems somewhat remote.

The MPPDA head, however, is more foresighted than most of his member-
ship. He recognizes the danger to his empire, once Uncle Sam takes up seriously

the questions involved in the steady pressure brought by the five major companies,

with their vast theatre control, against the independent theatre operators, tending

directly to iheir ultimate absorption or elimination. Hays also recognizes that he is

not what he '"wsefer be." In fact he is distinctly persona non grata with the present

administration, despite efforts to woo Presidential support through the employment
of Roosevelt's son-in-law, John Boettinger.

So the so-called "movie czar" is not without his headaches. Too many of the

jewels in his cash-and-carry crown are turning out to be only paste and the tin is

tarnishing.

Now, it is currently reported, he is coming back to his New York headquarters

to find another headache, worse even than any he has had during this somewhat
hectic summer on the West Coast. It is the possibility that one of the three non-

theatre owning companies in the MPPDA, which have helped to give it a semblance
of being broadly representative of the film industry, is contemplating withdrawal

from his organization.

These three companies are, of course, Columbia, United Artists and Universal.

But which one of the three is the one threatening to kick over the traces, is still a

matter for some speculation. All of them are, in a sense, "independents." They
do not compete in the theatre field with the exhibitors upon whom they must depend
to book their productions. They are all of them highly successful because they
receive their main support from the independent theatre owner.

The sole reason why they have remained members of the Hays organization,

in recent years, at least, has been that they hoped to obtain an adequate share of

the bookings from the houses and circuits controlled by the Big 5. This business

has been steadily dwindling. Also, the terms upon which it has been secured ha\ e

been consistently growing less profitable.

(Continued on Page 7)
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laughs are pretty frequent; but the tears

are turned on several times. There are

several thrills in connection with some

more or less genteel murders rival gangs

pull off, which will help this in action

houses. The tear-jerking hokum will

please the neighborhood ladies, too. Lack

of real name strength will prevent it from

doing better than fair business anywhere.

PLOT:
Armstrong and Horton, a pair of fake watch

pitchmen, inherit Jason when her daddy wishes

her on them and walks out to be shot by gang-

sters. They find her useful as a shill in their

"business" until Farrell, the girl in the room
across the boarding-house hallway, puts her

foot down on the boys' gag. Armstrong un-

successfully tries to place the child in an or-

phanage; but later when he is arrested in a

raid on a penny, where gangsters hang out, she

is ordered there by the court. Still later while

dodging the cops after him for a murder he

did not commit, Armstrong learns from
Farrell that the gang, which murdered
the kid's father and who also engineered the

murder for which Armstrong is wanted, have
kidnapped the child from the orphanage and
are holding her until he shows up to claim her.

Their leader is afraid the cops will get Arm-
strong and he, being a weak sort of character,

will spill all he knows. The good old last-

minute rescue comes when Armstrong finds his

"manhood" and walks in to claim hte baby.

After the shooting is over it looks like wedding
bells for Farrell and Armstrong with Jason

making the third member of the family.

AD TIPS:
Sell Jason plenty. She is new; but will please.

She proves herself in her initial venture de-

spite the fact it has all been told before. The
rest of the cast all, doubtless, have their fal-

lowings. You might try a resemblance contest

on this one at a matinee. And you might give

away "get acquainted" photos of the new little

star as a sort of build-up.

NONNIE.

> ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
. of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a staff o'.

trained clerks and office files. No
missouts.

iREEING theatre owners of the worr\
I that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

IFFICIENTLY operating the largest film
I delivery service in the world.

IAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service
and efficiency at a minimum cost

HORLAGHED
Delivery Service II

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St

WASHING I ON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public. Phila.

ATLANTIC ADVENTURE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Moves fast

and holds attention all the way thru

. . . Newspaper reporter yarn . . .

Names lacking, making this suitable

for double feature bills only . . . Rates

• • —

.

Columbia

68 Minutes

Nancy Carroll . . . Lloyd Nolan . . .

Harry Langdon . . . Arthur Hohl . . .

John Wray . . .

Directed by Al Rogell

This meller skips along at a rather fast

pace from start to finish, making it OK
stuff for action spots. It is about a news-

paper reporter who gets fired, only to un-

cover a sensational murder, winning back

his job and his gal. Nothing original, but

handled with a maximum of speed by
director Albert Rogell and played to the

hilt by a capable, if weak, b. o. cast. Most
of the action takes place aboard an ocean

liner, all the central characters having

drifted on for one reason or another.

Nancy Carroll might still mean something

in neighborhoods, but her box-office

strength is generally close to nil. Harry
Langdon, comic, brings a few nice laughs

and his name may help. Lloyd Nolan, re-

cently of the New York stage, and a

husky, pleasing personality, does his job

as the reporter neatly. Name weakness

holds this down and should be used as

part of dual bill. It will please action

fans immensely.

PLOT:
Trying to cover a big blaze and not dis-

appoint his girl friend, Nancy, for a dinner en-

gagement at the same time results in Nolan
losing both his job and his girl. The district

attorney is murdered and Nolan traces the mur-
derer aboard an ocean liner. Meanwhile, Nancy
becomes involved in a jewel robbery because

she resembles someone else and she gets aboard
the same ship. After a good deal of excite-

ment, Nolan and his girl trap the d. a.'s killer

and the crooks. It ends in a clinch.

AD TIPS:
Sell it as ACTION—that's what it is. Lang-

don is remembered and should be billed.

L. J.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address
communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre
operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-
tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

PROJECTIONIST
Young man; non-union; 10 years' ex-
perience, first man 5 years; will go any-
where.

FB Box 111,

FILM BULLETIN

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices
Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 llAfF Af.na
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by Nonamaker
CLEM'S GALA OPENING-
MAURICE (Casino Theatre) FELT played

host to Daily News-Mabel Love Women's Club.

And what a raft of publicity the sheet gave

him. Had his picture in the paper 'n' every-

thing . . . CLEM'S had one of the swellest

openings the street has seen for a long time.

The sandwiches were great, the other thing3

swell; and that Italian Hillbillie Jazz outfit, the

nerts . . . Price Premium opening another red

letter day in Vine Street social life. Over

thirty different dish deals displayed . . .

The O'Mahoney vs. Sonnenberg wrestling

match at the Arena Friday night brought out

many film folk sport fans, including AL DA-
VIS, ABE EINSTEIN, CHARLIE GOLD-
FINE, GIL FLEISHMAN, MO WAX, DAVE
SHAPIRO, et al. . . .

BUHLER SERVES A DRINK—
In the Fox Saturday evening we walked to

the fountain for a drink. FRANK BUHLER,
standing nearby, rushed over to fill a cup with

water and hand it to the lady friend. Some
service! Dropping vaudeville has lessened

Buhler's activities greatly, although he is still

the most particular booker of short subjects in

the territory. He will look at a dozen and

book none.

HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!
With all the trade talk about big grosses this

season, we still insist that too many movies are

flopping. In the Stanton Friday afternoon,

from 2 to 4, a handful of people were looking

at Warner's "Little Big Shot." And at Keith's

Saturday, between 4 and 6, "The Clairvoyant"

(G-B) was run off for the benefit of exactly

35 people by actual count. This despite the

fact the English made film received excellent

newspaper reviews and show build . . . ALLEN
LEWIS, Girard Theatre, proud pappy of seven-

pound girl baby since Sunday . . . HARRY
LA VINE still carries black and blue body

marks as evidence of last week's drop into a

Vine Street cellar . . . Condolences to LEW
KRAUSE, whose brother-in-law passed away

Saturday . . . ANN ROSEN (Capital) attrac-

tive and still unattached, celebrates third an-

niversary with Ed. Gabriel's exchange . . . GUS
AMSTERDAM, RFC attorney, and son of Ben,

is the proud pappy of a seven-pound boy, born

Friday . . . Grandad Ben is happy although he

is still suffering with that rheumatic arm pain

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

N. Y. CRITIC DISTURBED

ABOUT DUALS

(Continued from Page 4)

^iain that they do not

lifter entering the thea-

" 'It is interesting
t^J

note,' he writes, 'that

often patrons will cc

like two features,

tre they almost invajably remain for both fea-

tures. So far our Iheck-up indicates that by

seeing two pictures at one sitting, the movie

fan still comes back again during the week to

see two more pictures. The frequency of at-

tendance has not been cut down. It has been

many years since our theatres had such attend-

ance as greeted our first week-end double show

in houses like the Paradise, Ziegfeld, Seventy-

second Street, 175th Street and Lexington.'
"

Floods Fail To Halt
Horlacher Trucks In Md.

Despite hazardous flood conditions prevailing

along Maryland's Eastern Shore during recent

weeks, Horlacher Delivery Service contrived to

make all its deliveries on time. The film ship-

ping company chartered several airplanes to get

the all-important reels to theatres in the effected

area. Exhibitors are praising Jim Clark and
his staff for their excellent work carried on
against really tremendous odds.

Congress Warned of Majors'

Propaganda Against Pettengill Bill

(Continued from Page 3)
years of investigation and agitation. The mem-

bers of the House will probably be subjected

to the fiercest as well as the most subtle kind

of pressure on the part of the big producers,

a group which has unlimited resources and

great powers of publicity at its disposal."

MERRITT CRAWFORD — (Continued from Page 5)

The three companies named have been steadily finding themselves of lesser

and lesser importance in the councils of the MPPDA. Their suggestions for the

adjustment of increasingly difficult competitive conditions have been more and
more disregarded. It is said, that all of them have begun to see the "writing on
the wall;" that as the trend toward concentrated control of the industry by a

handful of bankers and big producer-distributors, who also dominate the theatre

field, becomes tighter and tighter, their position will be no whit better than that

of the small independent film producer. In fact it will be worse, because of their

far heavier overhead.

So it isn't altogether strange that things may shortly begin to happen, which
may forecast the cracking-up of the Hays empire. At this writing there are no
clear indications as to which of the three non-theatre-owning producing-distributing

companies it will be to take the initial step. But if one of them does, the other

two are quite likely to follow without much delay.

Probably it will not be Columbia. The Cohn boys are among the wisest and
most cautious executives in the industry. Their company is perhaps the only one

in the film field not owned or dictated to by Wall Street bankers. Its economic
position is unique. But it is feeling the pressure of Wall Street and of increasing

competition, nonetheless, and has been forced into selling practices, which have
resulted in much criticism by a multitude of exhibitors and which, if not corrected,

will inevitably do harm to the good will, which Columbia has previously earned.

Furthermore, certain other majors seem to be out to deliberately damage Columbia,

as evidenced by recent trade paper comments.

As to United Artists, it is difficult to see why this company should take such

a step just at this time. Of course, it has been greatly weakened by the merger
between 20th Century and Fox. Its production line-up for the year looks good as

far as it goes, but requires reinforcement by the addition of at least six to ten more
good attractions, if it is to show a real balance on the right side of the ledger.

Most of United Artists' offerings, however, will be of such box-office quality,

in all probability, that they will have little difficulty in obtaining bookings with all

the leading circuits. This would be the case, no doubt, if they were not members
of the Hays organization. But this does not provide an adequate reason for United
Artists' withdrawal at this time.

The third company is Universal, headed by the dean of all motion picture

producers, "Uncle Carl" Laemmle, the battle-scarred veteran of a hundred fights

for independence in the industry. He has the courage, the fighting qualities and
the warm friendship of countless independent showmen, who will give him loyal

support if he decides to break away from the Hays organization, which has not

been over-helpful to Universal during recent years. So, perhaps, it may be
Universal that is considering making the first move?

If it is, future developments should be most interesting. Old-timers do not

forget the fight Carl Laemmle (he was not referred to as "Uncle Carl" in those

perilous days) made against the grasping Patents Company. He was .in "independ-
ent" then and he has been an independent ever since in that old lion-heart of bis.

Perhaps he may again lead the film industry out of another jam?
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AS I SEE
THEM . .

.

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. Th«
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some picture*

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+ ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

for him but he does not disclose his identity;

and she continues to play the part of the ''rich

society girl." However, she begins to have a

dull time due to snobbery, etc., and is thrown

frequently into the incognito prince's company

due to his clever manipulations and his faculty

for being in the pro;^^ place at the proper

moment. When at a v social event at the

hotel the prince discloses 's true identity Dee

thinks he is kidding. Alt, Lederer spends a

night in jail tor lmpersoni ting royalty anu a

miscellaney ot otner charges, followed by a

mammoth New York ofnciai reception—all endj

well just as Dee is going back home heart-

broken and Lederer shows up again as an ele-

vator operator, answering her ring to go down.

AD TIPS:

Sell this on the charm angle. Get it over as

best you can by truthfully saying it is of the

same delightful school of entertainment as "It

Happened One Night," etc. Sell it first to the

women; building up Lederer as that new type

of polished, sophisticated, charming lover. The
men may come anyway, and coming won't be

disappointed. J
NONNIE.

the unfortunate lovers and an outstand-

ing performance by Minna Gombell, as

the iniquitous mother of little Cora Sue

Collins, aid the picture no little. Kruger's

under-playing goes too far "under" in sev-

eral scenes, but, on the whole, it is impres-

sive. Young Miss Collins delivers an en-

ergetic portrayal, her best to date. "Two
Sinners ' will smash no box-office records.

It should do average or better in most
spots and will please those who see it.

PLOT:
Kruger, well-to-do English gentleman, is re-

leased from prison after serving 15 years for

the murder ot his wife's lover. Shunned by his

former friends, he goes away to France, where
he meets Martha Sleeper, employed by Minna
Gombell, profligate widow, to take care of her
neglected child. Kruger, in love with Martha,
tells her the story of his past and she, bewil-

dered by the shock, runs away from him. He
thinks she, too, does not understand and leaves

before little Cora Sue has convinced Martha
that she should ask his forgiveness. Martha
then becomer involved in a dispute with her
employer and is sent to jail for one year. The
child brings Kruger back to help her, but she
mui.l serve her sentence. Cora Sue's mother
is killed in an accident and Kruger adopts the

child. When Martha is freed, they all go to

live on Kruger's country estate.

THE CAY DECEPTION

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY ROMANCE . . . High-

ly amusing adult fun . . . Francis Led-

erer and Frances Dee questionable

b. o. draws . . . Lacks action . . . Rates

• • for neighborhoods and rural

spots and • • + for class.

Fox

80 Minutes

Francis Lederer . . . Frances Dee . . .

Directed by William Wyler

A most charming and light tidbit that is

a sparkling example of that school of light

comedy made famous by Alfred Lunt and

Lynn Fontanne, and frequently striven for

by various movie producers. More than

adequately produced and excellently en-

acted this frothy Cinderella-finds-her-

Prince affair splashes across the screen as

cheerful, graceful, easy-to-take entertain-

ment. It's ultra-sophisticated handling of

the almost ridiculous romantic. One of

those pictures women will rave over—find-

ing in it the visualization of all their

dreams. Men will not find it hard to take

either. Both principals certainly have in-

gratiating personalities and extract from

their parts every ounce of comedy, drama,

romance, and what not invested therein.

It's definitely a class house picture, how-

ever, and lacks the physical action neces-

sary for neighborhood and rural spots.

PLOT:
Dee, winner of a sweepstakes, takes her #5000

and sets out for one wild fling in the big town.
Lederer, .i prince from ./ mythical Continental
kingdom, Studying hotel management in the

United States incognito, meets her while "work-
ing" as a bell boy. He falls for her and she

TWO SINNERS

BOX-OFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Faithful and care-

fully made production of Warwick
Deeping's "Two Black Sheep" . . .

Sincere performances help . . . Quali-

ties are "major" in every phase . . .

Rates • •.

Republic

75 Minutes

Otto Kruger . . . Martha Sleeper . .

Minna Gombell . . . Cora Sue Collins

Directed by Arthur Lubin

Here is a typical Warwick Deeping
story, fraught with the drama, the tender
emotions so appealingly put on the pages
of the novels written by the author of

"Sorrell and Son." Not that "Two Sin-

ners" is another "Sorrell," but it is par-

tial to those same qualities that made the

latter story so popular. The same vein of

tragedy is current throughout, the same
sort of gentle, hapless people are buffeted

by cruel fate. All this has been handled
intelligently and with proper feeling in

the new Republic film. It makes an en-

grossing and touching movie, if not a par-

ticularly distinctive one. Sincere playing

by Otto Kruger and Martha Sleeper as

AD TIPS:

Warwick Deeping is one of the most widely

read authors in this country. His "Sorrell and
Son" should be mentioned in all copy, this as

its successor. Kruger can be sold to the women.
He appeared in "Chained" and "Vanessa" for

M-G-M.
R. B.

LITTLE BIC SHOT

Reviews in a paper with the

COURAGE To Say What It Thinks
are the only reviews worth reading

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY-MELODRAMA . . .

New child "find" . . . Story a re-

vamp of wise guy racketeers going

soft over kid who gets mixed up with

them . . . Excellent casting of sup-

porting players; but they lack draw-

ing strength . . . Okeh for neighbor-

hoods and action houses . . . Rates

• • —

.

Warner's

80 Minutes

Sybil Jason . . . Glenda Farrell . . .

Robert Armstrong . . . Edward E. Horton . . .

Edgar Kennedy . . . Jack LaRue . . .

Directed by Michael Curtiz

Very reminiscent of "Little Miss Mark-
er" but a capable job right down the line.

The new starlet has a personality that

will get you if you don't watch out! She
sings, dances, does impressions, really acts,

and cries real tears. And the casting in

this fast-moving opus of petty and not so

petty racketeers is well nigh perfect. The

(Continued on Page 6)
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Theatre -Crabbing Majors

Are Set To March Again!

How short is the memory of man! It was a brief six or seven

years ago, at the height of the balloon-inflated, crazy prosperity of

the late Twenties, that the Big 5 theatre-owning major film com-

panies were still rampant on a spree of theatre-grabbing. Gorged

with wealth, gained from the sale of their films to independent

theatre owners, these producers had set out to compete with their

very own customers, to drive them out of business if need be, in

their campaign to swallow completely the film industry.

Virtually defenseless in their unorganized conduct of business,

the independents were easy prey for the big fellows and, but for

the intervention of a fateful economic upheaval in 1929, the Big

5 might well have forced every small theatre owner out of business.

The depression throttled the avaricious desires of the Big 5

and Paramount and RKO, caught with more theatre-holdings than

they could carry, were forced into receivership and bankruptcy.

But any observer of the trend of events in this industry never

doubted that these companies were finished with their old policies.

They settled back for the siege while the prosperity balloon

deflated. For these past six years they have waited, somewhat
impatiently, soaking the independents more than ever for their

film and amassing huge profits that will be used to exterminate

those who paid them the money.

Because they were not active in acquiring theatres during this

period, thousands of independents have been lulled into a state of

false confidence and security. How mistaken they are!

"PARAMOUNT TO REBUILD CHAIN!" shrieked a head-

line in last week's Variety!

They are on the march again—and it shall probably be tragic

to observe the disorganized, pusillanimous attempts of independent
theatre owners to retain their place in the industry.
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WINDOW CARDS
and POSTERS
are a TIME-TESTED ana

PROVEN EFFECTIVE
Medium of ADVERTISING

UT
it is the EXTRAORDINARY

Card or Poster That

CONSISTENTLY attracts ATTENTION
and METROPOLITAN is ever alert

in producing this!

A NEW Size A NEW Effect
A NEW STYLE WINDOW CARD AND POSTER THAT IS

EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE WILL BE BROUGHT
TO YOUR THEATRE BY OUR REPRESENTATIVE
WATCH FOR HIM! — HE BRINGS GOOD NEWS!

METROPOLITAN
PRINTING COMPANY

TO BETTER SERVE YOU — TWO COMPLETE PLANTS

1601-3-5-7 GUILFORD AVENUE 1330-34 VINE STREET

BALTIMORE PHILADELPHIA
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GOVT DETERMINED TO PROSECUTE MAJORS IN ST. L

Dep't of Justice

Provoked By Delays

St. Louis Trial

derious . . .

Indicating the seriousness with which it re-

gards the anti-trust case against three major

film companies in St. Louis, the Department of

Justice has asserted that it will demand the

transfer of the case to a special court if another

postponement should be granted the defendants.

The trial is now scheduled to start on September

30th.

In Washington, officials of the Department

are not reluctant to state that they consider this

one of the most vital anti-trust actions in many
years. The persistency of the Attorney Gen-
eral's actions in this case, they say, can be at-

tr.buted to the prevalent conviction in Govern-
ment circles that the big film companies have
been getting away with illegal acts for some
time.

In view of the aggressive attitude of the Gov-

ernment, it is unlikely that counsel for RKO,

Paramount and Warner Bros, will seek any

further delays and the trial is virtually certain

to get under way next Monday.

Indie Theatre Chain

Developing In Phila.

On New York Plan . .

.

It has been learned that considerable prog-

ress has been made by the small, but substan-

tial, group of Philadelphia independent theatre

owners who are sponsoring formation of an

indie theatre circuit on a plan similar to that

of the recently organized Independent Theatre

Circuit, Inc., of New York. Several prelimi-

nary meetings have been held, it is understood,

and a tentative list of eligible theatres drawn

up.

WILL NOT JOIN HAYS ORGANIZATION

HARRY THOMAS
President of First Division, denies that his com-

pany is contemplating joining the MPPDA.
Hays' organization. "We haven't even thought

about it," Thomas said. Story appeared in

Variety last week.

W. RAY JOHNSTON
President of Republic Pictures, answers the

published rumor that his outfit would step into

the Hays' ranks, saying, "As Monogram or Re-

public, we haven't discussed it for over three

years. Not a chance."

From information gathered by FILM BULLE-
TIN it appears that while the sponsors will

restrict the number and type of theatres to be

included in the circuit, the basis of eligibility

will not depend on the size, but on the repu-

tation and tenure of the exhibitor in the busi-

ness. Desire seems to be to eliminate new-

comers and those who are known as chronic

chiselers.

To Buy and Protect . . .

Chief purposes of the chain would be to give
the independent members film buying strength
and a maximum of protection against new and
unwarranted competition in the form of re-

opened garages, etc. It is aimed also, of course,

at regaining for the indies some of the clear-

ance and product advantages taken from them
by the Warner Bros, circuit.

Leaders of the movement are convinced that
certain of the majors, particularly Universal,
Columbia and RKO would welcome a buying
group to afford them an opportunity to declare
independence of Warners, who have complete
control of the situation in this territory and
largely command their own film terms.

B. O. Stimulants

Not On The Wane

Up, If Anything . . .

Although there may be a slight shifting in the
box-office stimulant field from dish give-aways
to lotto games, there is no noticeable decrease
in the volume of business boosters being used in

eastern theatres.

If anything, the practice of bolstering the
weaker nights' business by offering something
in addition to the picture seems to be on the
up. Many exhibitors who had formerly shied
from premiums have tested them in recent
months and found that the old bargain spirit

still pervades the public.

(Continued on Follon ing Page)

Theatre" For Sale

The following significant advertisement

appeared in Sunday's Philadelphia In-

quirer: "MOVING Picture Theatre build-

ing for sale, now a garage. M-6I In-

quirer."
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Games Vs. Dishes . . .

At present there is considerable competition

being waged between the dish dealers and dis-

tributors of the various theatre games which

have only recently spread throughout the east.

The games are proving profitable to a limited

degree, but the substantial dish deals are still

the backbone of many theatres' business.

Disadvantage of the games from the exhibi-

tor's viewpoint is the lack of necessity to attend

every week to accumulate anything. However,

in neighborhoods or towns where the people

are of the class to whom give-away dishes are

not desired or appreciated, the games afford

entertainment and mildly respond to the

gambling spirit.

All Dual Bill Moves

Wait On Phila. Case

Up in October . . .

The ultimate outcome of various anti and

pro double feature moves by exhibitors and

distributors throughout the nation will be de-

cided in the Circuit Court of Appeals in the

Philadelphia district. That is the opinion of

members of the Attorney General's staff in

Washington and the reason why no other court

actions are being inaugurated to compel the

majors to discontinue the use of the anti-dual

clause in their contracts.

The status of Harry Perelman's suit against

the major distributors in Philadelphia in which

the ruling by Federal Judge George Welsh was

mst the film companies, has remained un-

changed since the decision was rendered in

J. inn. its ind tin appeal entered by the defend-

ants.

Morris Wolf, chief of defense counsel, is

now preparing the appeal papers and the case

is scheduled to be heard during the latter part

of October or early November. On the de-

cision of the Circuit Court rests the future of

dual bills in theatres all over the country, in-

asmuch as a victory for the major producers

will result in immediate application of the dual

ban clause in their contracts.

Indie Producers Watch . . .

Probably most vitally concerned in the out-

come are the independent producers and dis-

tributors, who face virtual extinction if the ban

should be declared legal. A large portion of

the business accruing to the indies comes from

double feature territories, while exchanges in

single feature areas, such as Philadelphia, have

difficulty making the ends meet.

Department of Justice officials have indicated

from time to time that they hold the view that

the majors are violating the anti-trust laws in

barring independent product from theatres on

the same program with their films. The attitude

of these attorneys in the Department is believed

by most observers to reflect the general legal

opinion in the country and points to the final

decision in the Perelman case.

Another factor not being overlooked by

those interested is the conclusiveness of Judge

Welsh's decision. This able jurist left no doubt

in anyone's mind that, while double features

may be poor business tactics for exhibitors or a

poor method of film assimilation for the public,

the policy of the majors in forcibly forbidding

the showings of another feature with their pic-

tures tends to eliminate the independent com-

panies and create a monopoly for the few big

ones. Much credit for the presentation of the

material which enabled the court to hand down

so definite and far-reaching a verdict belongs to

former Congressman Benjamin Golder, who

was head counsel for Perelman.

Legal circles familiar with the case grant the

appeal little chance of overthrowing the District

Court's ruling.

PA. EXHIBS BUYINC MORE

FILM FOR COMING SUNDAYS
Exhibitors in Pennsylvania are reported buy-

ing more features for 1935-36 than in any pre-

vious season. Reason, of course, is the likeli-

hood that movie houses will have fifty-odd addi-

tional playing days with the coming of open
Sundays in November. Independent exchanges

are getting a good portion of this extra business,

since they ask smaller commitments than the

majors.

Chas. Bickford Mauled By Lion

HOLLYWOOD.—Charles Bickford, screen

actor, was seriously hurt Monday when a lion

with which he was working on the set of Uni-

versale "East of Java" threw him to the

ground and sunk its teeth into his neck and

other parts of his body. Attendants rushed to

the actor's aid and succeeded in beating off the

animal, but not until Bickford was bleeding

badly. He was hurried to the Hollywood Hos-

pital in critical condition.
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NEW RELEASES

EASTERN PA. S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!
COLUMBIA
Public Menace Sept. 30

FOX
Here's to Romance Oct. 9

METRO
Broadway Melody of 1936 Sept. 21

PARAMOUNT
Wanderer of the Wasteland Sept. 21

RADIO
Family Tree Oct. 18

Powdersmoke Range Oct. 11

WARNER'S
Goose and Gander Sept. 19

Special Agent Sept. 20

UNIVERSAL
King Solomon of Broadway Sept. 20

Storm Over the Andes Sept. 23

UNITED ARTISTS
Dark Angel Sept. 21

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
i of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
I

missouts.

iREEING theatre owners of the worry

I that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

IFFICIENTLY operating the largest film

I delivery service in the world.

IAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

flELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

ORLACHED
Delivery Service H

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

H

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

This is the third article by Merritt Crawford, veteran trade

paper writer, now on the FILM BULLETIN staff. Mr. Crawford,

one of the real pioneers of the film industry and former editor

and publisher of several outstanding trade journals, will report his

observations of the industry scene each week in this publication.

For almost a quarter of a century, he has been active in various

branches of the business, prior to which he was associated with

metropolitan newspapers, and this background should make his

comments of particular value to theatre owners and others in the

film industry.

NEW YORK.
GOVERNMENT'S THREAT-

Considerable consternation was caused in the legal circles representing Warner
Bros., Paramount and RKO during the past week, by the unofficial announcement
that officials of the Department of Justice were considering a petition for the

appointment of a special court to hear the anti-trust case in St. Louis. Ostensibly,

the application would be aimed to end the numerous delays which counsel for the

defendant companies have obtained although all have professed to be ready for the

hearing on the disputed issues which is now set for October 1.

On the other hand the appointment of a special court might open up an

investigation far wider in its ramifications than is contained in the local criminal

indictments obtained against the companies involved and some of their individual

officers and affiliates, and it is this possibility, principally, which has been found
disturbing, by the eminent legal counsel in the case.

DISASTER—

It has been reported that Department of Justice officials have been severely

critical of the tactics employed in delaying the trial of a case, which is generally

regarded, especially by independent theatre owners, as one of the most important

anti-trust actions of recent years. How important it is regarded by the Government
may be measured by the statement of Assistant Attorney General John Dickinson,

in charge of anti-trust cases, who is quoted as saying that "if the Government fails

in sustaining the indictments it will be the most tragic disaster that ever occurred

to the small man in the motion picture business."

In effect an acquittal of the defendants, if it is sustained by the higher courts,

would mean that the smaller exhibitor would be compelled to take the product of

the big companies at the time and on the terms arbitrarily decreed, or not at all.

It would create a monopolistic situation that might compel the little theatre owner
to close his house for lack of product if the big distributing combine so decided.

This possibility, of course, has been fully recognized by most independent

show met;, who have felt, however, that before such a situation could arise Uncle
Sam would step into the breach and protect his interests. This, at the present, is

his one best bet. Just at this time the big fellows, even if they have a private under-

standing among themselves, are not prepared to undertake a further merger or

concentration of their producing-distt ibuting activities, although they are definitely

set for the acquisition of more theatres in key positions. Also they are distinctly

jittery about the St. Louis case.

EXHIBS MUST PRODUCE—

But the independent showman should not take too much satisfaction from all

this. His economic situation becomes steadily more perilous. For whal the hie

fellows cannot accomplish in one way they may be able to in another.

(Continued on Following P<>}n)
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responsive audience. It will satisfy those

fans, inasmuch as there is a good deal of

action and fair suspense worked up to the

climax. The yarn is just routine, dealing

with the good girl who has been accom-

plice to a gang, but decides to go straight,

only to have the gangsters harass her

when she meets an honest bank manager.

Director Charles Lamont makes the most

of a cheap production, keeping the se-

quences skipping along at a good pace.

Failure of this to be suited for anything

more than part of a dual bill is due to

weakness in cast. Blackmer and Shirley

Grey are O. K. in romantic leads and

Madison and Betz carry gangmen roles

with proper menace, but they are not sale-

able. Will get by in cheap action nabes

and rurals, but impossible for better class

spots.

PLOT:
When Shirley Grey tenders her "resignation"

to Madison's gang, she gets a razzing that leads

her to pull off one more job, single-handed, just

to show what she can do. After that, she

travels west and goes to work in a bank. There

she meets Blackmer, the manager, and a ro-

mance grows between them. The gang, how-

ever, finds her and they try to force her to

help them rob the bank. They pull the job and

kidnap Blackmer, but Shirley calls the police

and, telling them who she is, takes them to

the hideout. In the gunfight, Shirley is slightly

wounded and Blackmer tells her he loves her

regardless of what she has been.

AD TIPS:

The gangster angle is all-important and

should be sold in action spots.

LJ.

CAPPY RICKS RETURNS

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY - MELODRAMA . . .

Very entertaining programmer . . .

Has plenty of action and sentiment

. . . But would have to be a master-

piece to overcome complete lack of

marquee names . . . Rates • • —

.

Republic

67 Minutes

Robert McWade . . . Ray Walker . . .

Lois Wilson . . . Florine McKinney . . .

Man Mountain Dean . . . Oscar Apfel . . .

Lucien Littlefield . . .

Directed by Mack Wright

Here is a swell little comedy-melodrama
based on one of Peter B. Kyne's most
popular stories, but a case of heart-break

when one has to figure its box-office value.

CLEM'S
Independent Movie Supply House

30 Years of Faithful Service to

Every Theatre Owner

M VIM: S I REE1 PHILA., PA.

Production is fully adequate, yarn first

rate, players excellently fitted for their

roles—but the cast is too much for even a

masterpiece to pull against. Once the

patron gets inside the theatre, "Cappy
Ricks" will entertain immensely, but there

isn't one name in the cast that will draw a

sou to the till. For action spots, there is

a dandy rough and tumble fight, with

Man Mountain Dean, the bearded wrest-

ler, getting plenty of laughs with his maul-

ing, which is on the "Three Stooges" or-

der. There are also thrill elements in

Walker's swimming and diving from ships.

McWade turns in a grand piece of acting

as the gruffy old Cappy. If sold strongly,

this may bring fair returns, but in the face

of its lack of one draw name, it rates

below-average. It is not a sea story.

FLASH PRE -REVIEW
BIG BROADCAST
Paramount

A lot of stars and lesser names in what

amounts to a series of screen vaudeville

acts. Makes for mediocre entertainment,

but the long list of attractive names will

bring it through to better-than-average

business. ELK (N. Y.).

PLOT:

McWade, Cappy Ricks, comes out of retire-

ment to help Kenneth Harlan and Lucien Lit-

tlefield, who are running his lumber business,

outwit his rivals, attempting to secure passage

of a law prohibiting the use of wooden shingles

as roofing, thereby cleaning up with their own
patented roofing material. McWade sends for

Walker, his go-getter assistant. A whirlwind

campaign is initiated to obtain sufficient peti-

tions against passage of the bill, during which
Walker falls in love with Florine McKinney,
daughter of the rival boss. Things happen
quickly when thugs are brought in to destroy

the petitions, with McWade rounding up Man
Mountain Dean for the big fight to a happy
finish in the office. Walker suspects McKinney
of being her father's spy for a while, but it is

proven otherwise.

AD TIPS:

Best to sell this as one of Peter B. Kyne's

best stories. Veer away from the sea story

angle, billing as "A salty tale of the water-

front." Omitting cast altogether and featuring

the author may not hurt.

NONNIE.

MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from Page 5)

"Monopoly" is the natural and necessary solution of their problem, with just

enough trust-controlled semi-independent producers and theatres as camouflage to

make it appear that "competition" still exists. With the rapidly rising market in

practically all film stocks, this tendency will steadily become more acute. Even a

conviction in the St. Louis case will do little to hold it back.

The only present protection for the independent exhibitor is organization,

effective buying pools and the like. But even this is not going to be his ultimate

solution, in this writer's opinion. Eventually, the independent showmen must com-
bine to form their own producing units and to create a chain of distributing points,

which will offer definite inducements to independent production talent. Only a

movement along these lines can successfully oppose the concentrated power of the

huge financial interests, that steadily dominate the major film companies more
and more and dictate their policies.

ATLAS CORP. OPERATIONS—

No proof of this statement is needed. Nevertheless, I respectfully refer those

interested to examine the increasing holdings of the Atlas Corporation, an invest-

ment trust, frequently mentioned in connection with reorganization proposals for

RKO. This company for some time has been a most important factor in Paramount
and 20th-century Fox. It is reported that the company has acquired Mike Mee-
han's stock interests in K-A-O, which operates theatres principally in the metropoli-

tan area. Meehan's holdings of K-A-O preferred stock are said to total $3,500,000,

a mere drop in the bucket, by the way, as compared with the Atlas Corporation's

interests in the other companies mentioned.

Apparently, Atlas has not yet bought in to Warner Bros.-First National or

M-G-M. Its other theatre holdings, if any, are not known. At least no published

data is available. But this investment trust's holdings already arc sufficiently signifi-

cant to make future developments decidedly interesting.

What banking or industrial group it may be which controls the Atlas Corpora-
tion is not indicated. But it may be the subject of future commentary in this

department.
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Phils. Musicians Deadlock g
The Philadelphia Musicians' Union are ap-

parently "digging in" for a long winter siege

after their recent compromise proposals for

settlement of the wage dispute with Warner's

Earle and Boyd's Fox were rejected by the thea-

tres. "Further propositions will have to come
from the circuits," said an official of the union.

Warners will have to use four orchestramen

and leader at the Chestnut Street Opera House

in connection with showing of "Midsummer
Night's Dream;" they go with the house.

"39 Steps" Clicking In N. Y.

. G-B's "39 Steps," which got just so-so

reviews in most Philadelphia and Wash-

ington newspapers, was favored with rave

reviews in the New York dailies and is

clicking to big business at the Roxy.

Sennwald, of the Times, rated it second

only to "The Thin Man" in the mystery-

comedy field; other metropolitan critics

were equally enthusiastic. Picture is in

its second week at the Roxy.

9. T. M. ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

At the first of the new season's series of

weekly meetings the Independent Theatre Man-
agers held last Thursday aat 1313 Vine Street,

the following were unanimously elected as offi-

cers: Barney Cohen, Admiral Theatre, President;

Allen Lewis, Girard Theatre, Vice President;

John C. Ehrlich, New Ideal Theatre, Secretary-

Treasurer; Jack Blumberg, Regis Theatre, Chair-

man of the Board, and George Nonamaker, of

FILM BULLETIN, director of publicity.

Meetings will be held every Thursday at

11.00 A. M. sharp and all theatre managers are

invited to attend.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

from Philly

by Nonamaker

The personal contacts Warner house man-
agers made in getting signatures to the Open
Sunday Movie Petitions may serve them in

good stead now that Warner's have them all

selling reserved seat tickets for the Chestnut
Street Opera House road showing of "Midsum-
mer Night's Dream."

JOE SCHAEFFER'S 1316 Vine Street ex-

change will be known as the "Variety Ex-

change." We suspect Oscar Neufeld of being
god-father and christener . . . Incidentally, and
it's positively true, Oscar was seen walking on
Vine Street carrying a Bible . . . Astor Thea-
tre, New York City, billposts Philly on De
Mille's "Crusades" . . . Now it's the Met re-

ported as housing "Great Waltz"—giant musi-

cal from the Center, New York . . . NATE
STIEFEL back to the Howard, Washington

. . . ELI GINSBERG, Sir Eli, who was seen

on the boardwalk most of the summer with

daughter, Flora, tells us that she is now ill.

Here's hoping she has a speedy recovery . . .

Is it true that "ADMIRAL" BARNEY COHEN
and CY (Roxy) COHEN are brothers? . . .

MISS WILLENSKY, IEPA Secretary, has hay
fever. Comes from singing, "How Am I Doin',

Hey, Hey!" . . .

. . . Vacant store fire at 13th and Vine Streets

brought out fine display of fire apparatus . . .

Fox did the obvious and admitted first 100
redheads presenting themselves N. C. for "Red-
heads on Parade" opening . . . Bill Goldman's
56th Street Theatre opens Friday, the 20th . . .

"Kuhle Wampe" (Garrison) banned in Ger-
many bobs up again at special showing ar-

ranged by Film and Photo League . . . Variety
Club golf tournament on September 20th at

Whitemarsh Country Club a huge success . . .

Greatest number of prizes ever . . . PHIL REIS-
MAN, RKO, cabled his prize from London

. . . BILL FISHMAN, formerly at the Eagle,

now at George Resnick's Cayuga . . . Greenway
reopened Monday . . . GERSON SHALITA
now assisting AL RAY out at the State . . .

Birthday greetings to Sid Bloomfield, Glenside
Theatre; Morton Glass, Lyric Theatre, and Iz

Segall, Rivoli Theatre, who all celebrated their

natal days during the past week . . . Warner's
reported reopening the Poplar . . . Herb (Ex-

hibitor M. E.) Miller on vacation to Cuba, etc.

. . . STANLEY GOLDBERG, National Screen
Service, transferred back to Boston, from
whence he came . . . The many friends he
made while here wish him well! . . . SAM
BLATT, promoted to manager of the "Sweep-
stakes" Department at Quality Premium . . .

AL LONDON, formerly at George Resnicn's

Cayuga Theatre, now selling Nash cars . . .

JEFF (Daily News) KEEN, back from vacation

at Reading, Pa., says he was pestered by acro-

bats looking for breaks . . . What! No play
dates in Philly yet on Paramount's "Once in a

Blue Moon"? . . .

JIM CLARK is set to succeed himself as

prexy of the National Film Carriers Association

when the delivcrymcn meet in New York Oc-
tober 7, 8 and 9 . . . Quite a crowd of Phila-

delphia film and theatre men hopped over to

the big town to see the Baer-Louis scrap . . .

MORRIS WAX is back from his anti-hay fever

sojourn in the White Mountains . . . OSCAR
NEUFELD entertained Miss America Tuesday
morning at the Variety Club . . . SID STAN-
LEY is acting as "Theatre Doctor" for Comer-
ford Circuit . . . BILL SALMON, shorts booker
for the same circuit, was married Saturday.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery servicel"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Curriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600
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AS I SEE
THEM . .

.

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

SPECIAL AGENT

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . T men vs.

gangsters . . . Shows in detail how the

income tax checkers work . . . Moves

swiftly for the most part building for

fast action finish . . . Has sufficient

names in cast to pull them in; al-

though most of stars lend little to

proceedings histrionically . . . Rates

• • — and • • + for action houses.

Warner Bros.

78 Minutes

Bettc Davis . . . George Brent . . .

Ricardo Cortez . . . Jack LaRue . . .

Directed by William Keighley

Hearst-Cosmopolitan production. Fast-

moving "inside" on how the Treasury De-

partment agents work to ferret out income

tax evading gangsters. But we are under

the impression that this type of film has

about played itself out; that the cycle has

about been completed, and that enough is

plenty. In an effort to portray in detail

just how these Federal agents work, much
time is taken up with seemingly endless

talk of an explanatory and banal nature.

Plenty of action gets going toward the

shots-in-the-courtroom finish. Wisely, from

a box-office angle, the cast has been peo-

pled with stars who doubtless carry sales

weight. Brent and Davis, while capable

do not exert themselves to any extent

Brent, the hero, coming through with-

out SO much as a ruffle. Cortez as the

"head man" of the gangsters, walks away
with what acting honors found herein,

while i.. te is capable, as always, in a

smaller part, as another gangster. Direc-

tion satisfactory, but ordinary.

PLOT:

Brent, a T-Man posing as a newspaper re-

porter, trails Cortez, gangster, who has in his

emplo) Davis, who keeps his only set of book-
keeping records. Failing to get Cortez to stick

in jail on any other charge the income tax boys
working with local cops are determined to pin

the "evasion" charge on him. Falling in love

with Davis makes it easy for Brent to enlist her

in the scheme and she double-crosses her boss.

From this point on things begin happening with

melodramatic rapidity; with plenty of shoot-

ing, chasing and what not right up to the fart

fade-out clinch with Brent and Davis in a

phone booth.

AD TIPS:

Sell as a T-Man picture . . . Successor to

G-Man thrillers . . . For lobby displays drag

out the old machine-gun stuff and add some in-

come tax data that you might be able to un-

earth. Explain what a T-Man is; and back up
poster cut-outs with newspaper headlines of

gangster crimes and income tax invasion items.

It's still timely stuff, but no longer front page.

NONNIE.

THUNDER IN THE NIGHT

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MURDER - MYSTERY . . . Just

another one . . . Entertaining and
with fair suspense, but has no claims

to distinction . . . Can Edmund Lowe
put it over for you? . . . Rates • • —

.

Fox

67 Minutes

Edmund Lowe . . . Karen Morley . . .

Paul Cavanagh . . .

Directed by George Archainbaud

Done in the recently popularized gay-

mystery mood, this latest attempt to follow

the "Thin Man" pattern results in a mild-

ly amusing and suspenseful film. Were
the mystery a bit more mysterious and the

comedy a bit funnier, "Thunder in the

Night" might have been worthwhile. As
it is, it will have to pass as just another

one of those things. Edmund Lowe car-

ries his role of the carefree Budapest de-

tective in his familiar style. His drawing
power, on the decline for the past two or

three years, is at low ebb right now and
cannot be counted on to pull this up to

average grosses. There are no other mar-

quee names in the cast, although Cava-

nagh and Morley are competent enough
performers.

PLOT:

Lowe, chief of the Budapest detectives, delves

into a murder which leads him directly to the

home of Cavanagh, diplomat and his friend.

Developments point strongest suspicion at Cav-
anagh's wife, Karen Morley, who was formerly
married to the dead man. She married Cav-
anagh after she had learned of her first hus-

band's "death." Forced into the position of ar-

resting his friend's wife or proving someone else

guilty, Lowe gathers all the suspects together

and reconstructs the crime to prove that a girl,

the partner of the deceased, killed him in a

fit of jealousy when he threatened to leave her.

AD TIPS:

Mention the "Thin Man" type of mystery.

"Laugh while you try to solve it."

R.B.

RETURN OF PETER GRIMM
BOX-OFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Too heavy and
spiritual for average audiences . . .

Deals with return of spirit after

death . . . No physical action whatso-
ever . . . Barrymore splendid in what
amounts to a one-man performance
. . . Rates • • —

.

Radio

80 Minutes

Lionel Barrymore . . . Helen Mack . . .

Donald Meek . . . Edward Ellis . . .

George Breakston . . .

Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.

Spiritualistic spook stuff given a sombre,

gosh-awful serious production of almost

religious dignity. But believe it or not,

it gets you. This is probably the first time

that an actor gives an oustanding perform-

ance during half of which his features are

blurred so that he is seen only through his

voice. It is also one of the numerous
times that Lionel Barrymore, in portray-

ing any given character, turns that char-

acter into Lionel Barrymore. In this case

Peter Grimm becomes Barrymore, grunt-

ing, stomping, snarling and chuckling in

the true Barrymore tradition. Even the

ghost is more Barrymore than spectre. Has
been carefully produced, and supporting

cast are adequate. But it's mighty heavy
for the naive moral melodrama it is.

PLOT:

Barrymore, old-fashioned dictatorial Dutch-
man, whose business is raising flowers, arranges

the lives of his pretty ward, his clerk, whom
she loves, and his villainous nephew, whom he
wishes her to marry. Everything arranged, he
dies. Realizing his mistake he "comes back"

to set things a-right and has a pretty tough
time before "contact" is made and he can "re-

turn to the hereafter" once again—taking with

him Pip, the dying boy, through whom he spoke

his word to the others.

AD TIPS:

It's all Barrymore—so sell him first. Try the

spiritualistic tie-up the theme obviously suggests;

but be careful how you handle it.

NONNIE.

GIRL WHO CAME BACK, The

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Routine gang-

ster stuff about girl accomplice who
tries to go straight . . . Not bad for

action spots, but n. g. for elsewhere

. . . Rates • • —

.

First Division Release

66 Minutes

Sidney Blackmer . . . Shirley Grey . . .

Noel Madison . . . Mathew Betz . . .

Directed by Charles Laniont

"Girl Who Came Back" was obviously

made for those houses where anything in-

volving gangsters, regardless of how far-

fetched or loosely produced, will find a

C Continued on Page 6)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some picture*

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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This Dispute About Top Hat'

In our issue of August 14th, FILM BULLETIN first question-

ed the right of RKO to sell "Top Hat" as part of the new season

program to those accounts who had presumably bought the picture

of their 1934-35 contracts. That editorial has resulted in demands

by numerous exhibitor organizations and individuals that RKO
deliver the Astaire-Rogers musical to holders of last season's

contracts.

RKO officials have denied that "Top Hat" is a 1934-35 re-

lease and insist that their company promised only two pictures

with these stars and has released both. Harrison's Reports, issue of

September 28th, also advises its readers that "it will be difficult

for an exhibitor to establish a claim on "Top Hat" as part of the

1934-35 product. Harrison's prints a statement by an RKO official

that RKO put Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers in "Roberta,"

which was announced without any stars, because "the heads of the

company felt that 'Roberta,' with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers

along with Irene Dunne in it would make more money for the exhi-

bitors than the two pictures combined — 'Roberta,' with Irene

Dunne alone, and 'The World By the Tail' ('Top Hat'), with Fred

Astaire and Ginger Rogers alone."

We must disagree with both Mr. Harrison and the RKO offi-

cial. Exhibitors who bought two Astaire-Rogers pictures and

"Roberta" on their 1934-35 RKO deals ARE entitled to get ALL
THREE!

Examine these facts: In its pre-season year book for the 1934-

35 season, RKO displayed ads on "Roberta", which was to be the

"Queen of All Musicals" . . . "Told to the Lilting Melodies of

Jerome Kern"—all of which is the usual advertising fluff. But it is

important that "Roberta" was to be the film version of one of the

year's biggest stage hits, which had run for a year on Broadway.

(Continued on Page 4)
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WINDOW CARDS
and POSTERS
are a TIME-TESTED and

PROVEN EFFECTIVE
Medium of ADVERTISING

UT—
it is the EXTRAORDINARY

Card or Poster That

CONSISTENTLY attracts ATTENTION
and METROPOLITAN is ever alert

in producing this!

A NEW Size A NEW Effect
A NEW STYLE WINDOW CARD AND POSTER THAT IS

EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE WILL BE BROUGHT
TO YOUR THEATRE BY OUR REPRESENTATIVE
WATCH FOR HIM! — HE BRINGS GOOD NEWS!

METROPOLITAN
PRINTING COMPANY

TO BETTER SERVE YOU — TWO COMPLETE PLANTS

1601-3-5-7 GUILFORD AVENUE 1330-34 VINE STREET

BALTIMORE PHILADELPHIA
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"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

GOVT SEEMS SET TO PUSH ST. LOUIS CASE TO LIMIT

St. Louis Trial Opens With Film Musicians Settle;

Executives Facing Criminal Charges Vaude Back In Phila.

Special to FILM BULLETIN

No More Delays . . .

ST. LOUIS.—Another last-ditch effort by

the battery of attorneys for RKO, Paramount,

Warner Bros, and six of their executives to de-

lay the opening of the trial on criminal con-

spiracy charges against them failed, when Fed-

eral Judge George H. Moore rejected their pleas

and ordered the selection of a jury to proceed

Tuesday morning.

A long and bitter legal battle was waged all

day Monday between U. S. Government forces

and the counsel for the film companies, which

are charged with conspiracy to violate the anti-

trust laws. The chief reason advanced by the

latter in their requests for an additional respite

was the illness of Abel Cary Thomas, secretary

and general counsel, one of the defendants, is

seriously ill with arterio-scelerosis and apoplexy.

Attorneys for Warners claimed that Thomas'

ailments prevented him from being present or

even from submitting to the taking of deposi-

tions. They introduced affidavits from eminent

New York physicians to prove that Warner's

counsel may, possibly, be able to testify in a

few months.

Hardy Objects . . .

Russell Hardy, representing the Government

in the case, promptly protested that this was

another attempt to indefinitely delay the start

of the proceedings. He brought Dr. Robert

Kane, prominent local surgeon, to the stand to

testify that Thomas may never be able to appear

in court, since his life would be endangered by

doing so.

Sensing that this avenue of temporary escape

was blocked, attorneys for the three film com-

panies then sought to have the equity hearings

for a preliminary injunction heard before the

criminal trial. It was their contention that the

Government itself had sought this procedure

previously, but had recently changed its mind.

Judge Insists . .

.

However, Judge Moore ruled that the trial

must proceed without further delay and former

Senator James A. Reed, chief of defense coun-

sel, consented to have the case get under way,

despite the fact that the conditions were "very

unfair and unjust."

One more attempt to win at least a single

day's delay was made by Samuel B. Jeffries,

local attorney for Warners, but the court said

that the selection of the jury would proceed to-

morrow (Tuesday) unless Hardy would consent

to this delay. The Government's counsel de-

clined to grant any more time.

Reed then asked that the indictment against

Thomas be dropped, inasmuch as the Govern-

ment felt he would never be able to stand trial,

but Hardy also rejected this motion.

Far-Reaching Case . .

.

This case is probably the most vital and far-

reaching attempt to smash the major film

monopoly on record. Arising from the alleged

"freezing out" of an independent competitor

who sought to operate three first-run theatres in

this city in opposition to Warners, the case as-

sumed "trust-busting" proportions and the Fed-

eral Government stepped in and showed an un-

usually aggressive attitude.

The accused major film companies refused to

sell first-run pictures to the three Fancho and

Marco houses after they had outbid Warners

for them, despite the fact that while the affiliated

Warner circuit was operating them, they had no

difficulty in obtaining all the first-run product

they needed.

Earle, Fox . . .

The dispute which has kept vaudeville out of

Warner's Earle and Boyd's Fox, Philadelphia

downtown stage policy houses, for the past five

weeks, was amicably settled Tuesday night, after

an all-day conference between officials of the

Musicians' Protective Association, Local 77,

A. F. M., and representatives of Warners Thea-

tres and Al Boyd. Stage shows return to the

Earle this Friday (October 4th), while the Fox

gets under way again the following Friday

(11th).

Terms of the settlement, it was learned by

FILM BULLETIN, are as follows: Earle to em-

ploy six regular musicians at $70 per week.

This scale is the same as last year's. This

house will also use sixteen alternates, eight in

afternoons and eight in evenings, at $25 per

week.

Fox will employ fifteen men at $70, plus

twenty alternates, ten in afternoon and ten in

evenings, at $25.

Reason for alternates, of course, is to give

work to unemployed union members, at same

time bolstering appearance of orchestras in the

two houses. The regular alternate scale is #50,

and doubling up cuts in half the salaries and

hours of these men, but spreads work over twice

as many.

"Film Companies Should Welcome Independent

Theatre Circuit In Phila.", Exchangeman Says

That a circuit composed of independent theatres in Philadelphia will prove
advantageous to most of the film companies, is the contention of a local

exchangeman, who requested that his identity remain undisclosed.

"The film companies should welcome an independent theatre circuit in this

territory," he commented. "The theatre situation in Philadelphia is too unbal-

anced, with Warner Bros, having so dominant a hold on the territory that they

are in position to command everything they desire—and get it. An organized
group of responsible independents will command the respect of every major
film company, as well as that of Warners themselves. It would give the dis-

tributors a real competitor with whom they could deal in opposition to Warners."

Meanwhile, it has been learned that plans are steadily going forward for

creation of a substantial indie circuit in the Philadelphia area. The movement
is known to be non-partisan, including members of both the MPTO and the

IEPA and is understood to be based on the Weisman plan adopted in New York.
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Allied Planning

Exhib - Controlled

Producing Company

Progress . . .

The independent exhibitor-controlled film

producing venture, first revealed in the Septem-

ber 11th issue of FILM BULLETIN, is progres-

sing, according to what little information can be

gleaned from Allied headquarters. For it is

Allied that is sponsoring the plan.

After a preliminary meeting, which was held

during the Allied of N. J. convention in Atlan-

tic City last month, subscriptions were sent to

a selected number of exhibitor leaders in the

various territories. These men were to approach

others who migth be interested in coming into

the deal, which involves the establishment of a

new independent film producing unit under

capable production people either in Hollywood

or New York.

Fell Short . . .

While the total amount sought by the move-

ment's leaders was not subscribed, enough re-

sponse was shown to encourage them to pro-

ceed with the plan. Meetings of Allied heads

have been held in New York during the past

two weeks for the purpose of consolidating the

scheme and getting it actually under way.

An Organization Committee of Allied leaders

and responsible theatre owners will guide the

venture through its formative stages and will

carry on the negotiations with producers who
might be in position to take charge of the pro-

duction work. It is understood that several im-

portant free-lance producers of major calibre

have already been approached and the plan

explained to them.

Many Waiting . . .

The majority of theatre owners who have

considered the plan are known to believe a

watch and wait attitude in the best for the

present. However, those who are assuming the

burden of getting the company under way will

undoubtedly shut the door to late-comers, as

far as equal interests and benefits are con-

cerned.

Allied leaders, Myers and Samuelson, par-

ticularly, have long contended that exhibitor-

controlled production is a vital necessity, that

continued concentration of production facilities

in the hands of the Big 5 will eventually crush

indie exhibitors. This plan is their solution and

it will be interesting to observe whether or not

independent exhibitors can put this across.

Exhibitors 'Crack

Down' On Producers

With Legal Actions

Beset . . .

Apparently acting on the advice given them

by Abram F. Myers at the Allied Convention

in Atlanta last May, independent theatre owners

throughout the country are answering the unfair

practices of the major producers with numerous

law suits. At that time, the Allied's general

counsel remarked, "I wonder what the situation

would be if there were a hundred suits pending

against the producers at one time"?

EDITORIAL
(Continued from Front Page

)

While no stars were named for this picture, every reasonable exhi-

bitor was entitled to the belief that several important names would

appear in the cast and that it would be one of the best picture on

the entire RKO schedule.

Granting that the presence of Astaire and Rogers enhanced

the boxoffice value of the picture, it must be admitted by RKO,
too, that they did not fully appreciate the potentialities of the

dancing pair at the time they were placed in "Roberta," BECAUSE
THE PRESS MATTER OF THE PICTURE FEATURED
IRENE DUNNE ABOVE, AND IN LARGER TYPE THAN
THE NAMES OF ASTAIRE AND ROGERS! So, it seems quite

unlikely that RKO felt it was giving its customers better than twice

as much as was coming to them.

Furthermore, there is that fatal similarity in the titles and

themes of "Top Hat" and "The World By the Tail", which serve

to convince one that RKO had the same picture in mind when
they issued their 1934-35 year book. The "Tail" referred to in the

latter title is obviously the tail of a full dress coat; the same "tail"

referred to in the song Astaire sings in "Top Hat".

But, these technicalities are not really the point of the dis-

pute. RKO promised their accounts last season two Astaire-Rogers

films - - "The Gay Divorcee" and "The World By the Tail" and

"Roberta". If "Roberta" is, as RKO's president claims, really the

second Astaire-Rogers film, then where is "Roberta"?

But, there is something far more fundamentally wrong with

this business of buying films BLIND—so blind that even the sellers

have no idea of what the pictures will be—and getting BLINDER
every season. That is what should be stopped!

Mo Wax.
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While there may not be a full one hundred

suits to be answered by the majors, they are

beset today by just about as much as they care

to handle at one time. Heading the legal actions

pending against them is the celebrated St. Louis

case, in which three of the big film and theatre

companies are charged with conspiracy to

restrain trade.

Lesser Cases . . .

In other parts of the country, suits of lesser

importance are either filed or threatened ayainst

them. In several territories RKO faces suits

unless it delivers its biggest current money-

maker, "Top Hat," to exhibitors who contracted

for their 1934-35 product.

In Minneapolis and St. Paul, the majors

refused to deliver product to two theatres which

were charging ten cents admission and found

themselves in court to answer another conspir-

acy charge. Decision in this litigation is ex-

pected this week.

In New York, the aggressive ITO organiza-

tion has notified the majors that they disapprove

of their practice of withholding release of

worthwhile pictures on a previous season's

contract for delivery the following season. Suits

will be started in individual cases, organization

leaders stated.

Furthermore, the ITO intends to start a suit

to test the validity of the majors' policy of

forcing the sale of short subjects with their

features. And, if this is not enough, the ITO
wants its members to get "Top Hat" on their

1934-35 contracts, or else—meaning a law suit.

Master Arts Sues

National Screen

NEW YORK.—Charging that National

Screen Service has violated a contract by which

they were obligated to stay out of the advertis-

ing and accessory business, Master Arts Prod-

ucts, Inc., and its president, I. Schwartz, filed

suit for #500,000 against the trailer concern and

the American Display Corp. in Manhattan

Supreme Court last Thursday.

Schwartz, who sold his Ad-vance Trailer

Service to N. S. S. about six years ago, claims

that while National controlled Master Arts he

was receiving a salary of #600 weekly as gen-

eral manager. Several years ago, he bought the

company for #30,000 and N. S. S. entered into

an agreement with him not to engage in or

finance anyone else in the advertising and acces-

sory business. He alleges that the trailer com-

pany has been financing American Display

Corp. in competition to Master Arts.

Herman Robbins and Sam Dembow, as well

as Charles Casanave, of American Display, were

served with summonses to appear at the hearing.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVmQ
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

Three items provided the main topics for dis-

cussion among film men in New York last week. The
Louis-Baer prizefight last Tuesday evening made the

day a semi-holiday for most of the industry's execu-

tives. At any rate little else but the coming battle

was discussed in the offices that day and little outside

of the routine business done.

Then on Wednesday there was the luncheon

tendered by the A. M. P. A. to Martin Quigley at

Jack Demps2y's ham and egg emporium, upon the occasion of Mr. Quigley's 20th

anniversary as a trade paper publisher, which brought together some 268 (official

count) of the industry's great and little personalities, including Will H. Hays.

Martin, who is naturally modest, had to listen smilingly to a veritable barrage

o.
r

the fulsome tributes, that are the order of the day for such occasions, which
must have made him squirm under his calm but blushing exterior. Generally,

such nice things are said about people only after they are dead and with equal

sincerity. De mortuis nihil nisi bonum. If the same rule holds for a highly success-

ful film trade publisher, who, happily, is very much alive, so much the better.

Certainly, a good time was had by all. Except, possibly, by Martin, himself, who,
it is said, did look slightly embarrassed at times trying to recognize himself in the

eulogies which inundated him.

The third item of discussion in the film district after the Louis-Baer contro-

versy and the Quigley celebration were concluded, was, of course, the scheduled

(Continued on Page 9)

"Regardless of What Happens in St. Louis,

Those Majors Stand Convicted Before This Court."
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT ON THE OPEN*

BEAUTIFULLY REMODELED HOWARD THEATRE OPENS

HIGHLY CREDITABLE RECONSTRUCTION ACHIEVEMENT

On Friday evening, September 27th, David E. Milgram opened his rebuilt

Howard Theatre, 2614 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pa., to an invited audience

that marveled at its comfort and beauty.

Entirely remodelled from roof to floor, the Howard is now among the most

beautiful neighborhood theatres in all Philadelphia.

Particular care was taken with the essential

factors of a motion picture hous°—the booth

and the screen. Both embrace the r ost modern

of features and assure patrons of f. jltless pro-

jection at all times.

Creature comfcrts are likewise well taken care

of by the mort comfortable of seats, retiring

rooms, heating and temperature devices, refrig-

erated drinking founts, etc.

Modernistic in scheme with special art work

throughout, the theatre emerges a thing of

beauty that all will appreciate. The murals as

painted by Harry Brodsky's craftsmen are an

artistic triumph in themselves as set off by the

latest system of concealed lighting

The floor was lowered three feet giving the

theatre an appearance of considerable added

height. The stepped-up ceiling effect adds to

this impression. In lowering the floor the en-

tire outside appearance of the theatre was like-

wise changed—the steps from pavement to out-

side lobby being eliminated; and the box-office

being replaced directly on a level with the

pavement.

Luxuriously appointed, the renovated Howard

is really startling when one first sees the new

house and has frech in his memory the old.

Additional changes to the front of the house

are an ultra-modern marquee and the last word

in poster frames.

A large group of local film men were present

to wish Dave and Sam, who will manage the

theatre, the best of success. David Supowitz

was roundly congratulated for his architectural

accomplishments. Over thirty baskets of flow-

ers were received; and it was obvious that the

entire industry wished the Milgrams well.

DAVID E. MILGRAM

We are happy

to have supplied

the LIGHTING FIXTURES
for David Milgram's

Beautiful, New
HOWARD THEATRE

PHILIP BORTMAN
155 W. CHEW ST., PHILA., PA.

HANcock 0652

Dave Milgram is highly respected for his

business acumen, although still comparatively a

"youngster." He is only thirty years of age;

but has been in the movie business thirteen

years, starting with his dad when he was seven-

teen years old.

"A Good Job

Our Greatest Satisfaction'

We Welcome Inspection

Of Our Latest Job

—

MILGRAM'S HOWARD

Litman & Miller
Contractors and Builders

Philip Litman Frank Miller

5331 ARLINGTON ST., PHILA.

GREenwood 9329

THEATRE ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR

It was a pleasure to do a good job

for Mr. Milgram

LEONARD BRICKLIN
1117 DUNCANNON AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA

DAVenport 7630

He is now operating eight houses in conjunc-

tion with Ray Schwartz; and immediately fol-

lowing the Howard opening he plunged into

the task of rebuilding the old Drury, which is

to be re-christened the Temple and will reopen

within four to six weeks.

THEATRE ARCHITECT REMODELING - REBUILDING

DAVID SUPOWITZ
246 S. FIFTEENTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA
PENnypacker 2291
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Above is photographic view of the front ceiling and procen'.um of the Howard Theatre. The
columns and side panels are flooded by subdued, indirect lighting. Lavish draperies frame
the screen when the draw curtain is open.

See the Howard Theatre

Hsud then sec —

HARRY BRODSKY
"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 © TRInity 1189

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPH AND
NEWS ON THE HOWARD OPENING

ON PAGE 8

"Congratulations,

Dave Milgram,

on your beautiful

HOWARD THEATRE

You Displayed Your Good Taste

and Wisdom By Ordering an

APEX Marquee and Sign."

Martin Miller.

APEX SIGN CO.
614 S. 9th St., Phila.

WALnut 1190

NIGHT VIEW OF FRONT
Modern is the design of the theatre front.

Neonized marquee of modernistic design with

reversed letter attraction signs at each end. Huge
oval frames, built of marble, cover the walls

on each side of the doors'. These hold the

standard size posters and photos.

RCA
PHOTOPHONE

congratulates

the Management
of the

HOWARD THEATRE
PHILADELPHIA

In keeping with this mag-

nificent new theatre build-

ing, the management has

installed RCA High Fidelity

Photophone equipment, to

guarantee its patrons clear-

er reproduction of sound in

the human voice, the musi-

cal instrument, or any oth-

er sound recorded on the

film. The management

further realizes that this

means consistent patronage

and consequently greater

box office receipts.

PHOTOPHONE DIVISION

Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Camden, N. J.

A Radio Corp. of America Subsidiary
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT ON THE OPENING OF THE HOWARD THEATRE-

Above is a photograph of one of the beautiful murals which line the walls

of both sides of the interior. Each mural is framed on the side by flat

columns holding attractive modern fixtures.

FILM AND THEATRE MEN SEEN AT OPENING

Among those present at the opening of

the Howard were:

David Barrist

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Schwartz

Jake Fox and Son

Murray Beier

Max Gill is

Ben Kassoy

Sam Phalen

Joe Price

Ralph Jordan

Oscar Neufeld

Herb Elliott

Jack Greenberg

Morris Wax
Harry Barrist

Dave Deitz

Norman Beckett

. . . and many others

CONGRATULATIONS TO
DAVE MILCRAM

On the Opening of His

NEW HOWARD THEATRE

We Were Proud to Furnish

NEW WILLIAMS SILVER
SOUND SCREEN

and

UNIT TWIN MOTOR
GENERATORS

P E N N
Theatre Supply Co.

J09 N. 13th STREET, PHI LA.

RITtenhouse 3273

FRIG ID AIRE
The General Motors Refrigerator

DEPENDABLE REFRIGERATION
FOR EVERY PURSE and PURPOSE

Household - Commercial Cooling
AIR CONDITIONING

J. J. POCOCK, Inc.
Distributors

1920 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

MILGRAM'S HOWARD
—Another Job

Furnished by

uaker City
Supply Company

BUILDING MATERIALS

EDWARD E. GOLEMAN

S. W. Cor. 4th and Washington Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.

HOWard 61 3 l MAIN 2746

The SEATS
and

CARPETS

of course, came from

NATIONAL
THEATRE
SUPPLY

CO.

1315 VINE STREET
Philadelphia

SPRuce 6156

To reach every

theatre owner

in the Phila. & Wash,

territories

YOU MUST ADVERTISE
in FILM BULLETIN
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NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!

COLUMBIA
Public Menace Sept. 30

FOX
Here's to Romance Oct. 9

This is the Life Oct. 10

METRO
O'Shaughnessy's Boy Oct. 3

I Live my Life Oct. 5

It's in the Air Oct. 12

PARAMOUNT
Big Broadcast Oct. 27

RADIO
Powdersmoke Range Oct. 11

Rainmakers Oct. 11

Family Tree Oct. 18

Hi! Gaucho Oct. 25

WARNER'S
I Live for Love Sept 27

Case of the Lucky Legs Oct 5

UNIVERSAL
King Soloman of Broadway Sept. 20

Storm Over the Andes Sept. 23

UNITED ARTISTS
Dark Angel Sept. 21

Red Salute Oct. 4

Barbary Coast Oct. 12

Red Salute' Gets

B'way Picket Line

Anti-Peace . . .

The violent birth pains by which American
movie makers are introducing social viewpoints

in their films gave vent to another outburst in

New York Sunday when a group of pacifist

students took up a picket line in front of the

Rivoli Theatre on Broadway, where "Red
Salute" is being shown. Police broke up the

demonstration, but not until the 30 young men
and women, most of them college students,

had exhibited several signs protesting the

showing of the film and urging a boycott

against it in pamphlets which were distributed.

The picture, a United Artists release, re-

putedly deals with the advantages of militarism

over pacifism and liberalism. Placards carried

by the pickets read: "Boycott 'Red Salute.'

"Not a dark home in more than 20 years

of film delivery servicel"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER. SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

Students Want Peace. United Artists Want

War." The protestants, members of the Student

League for Industrial Democracy and the

National Students League, contended that the

film maligns their groups and "blackens the

ideals" they stand for.

Earlier in the same day, two young men

were arrested in the theatre when they per-

sisted in loudly hissing the picture.

In his review of "Red Salute," Andre Senn-

wald, critic of the N. Y. Times, says the

picture "emerges as a burlesque of the Ameri-

canism for which it is presumably battling."

Demands For Top Hat'

On 1934-35 Pacts Pile Up
Two more exhibitor organizations last week

added their voices to th~ growing chorus de-

manding delivery by RKO of "Top Hat," the

current Astaire-Rogers musical film, on 1934-35

contracts. The ITO of Ohio, Allied unit,

advised members who had signed for the com-

plete RKO product last year to send registered

letters to the exchange stating their intention to

book the picture.

The MPTO of Connecticut followed the lead

of the Allied of New England in urging mem-
bers to insist on delivery of "Top Hat" on

lact season's contracts.

MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from Page 5)

hearing on October 1st of the now notorious St. Louis case and its possible outcome.

That the big companies, including even those not directly involved in the Govern-

ment's action, are all panicked for some mysterious reason out of all proportion even

to the seriousness of the possible consequences is now becoming generally recognized.

It is clear that they fear a Governmental probe into the general situation even more

than they do the effects of an adverse decision in the present case. From Friday

to Sunday there was a veritable exodus from New York of eminent legal counsel,

not only representing Warner Bros., Paramount and RKO, the companies directly

involved, but also other big distributors and financial interests, all bound for

St. Louis, to be on hand when court opened on Tuesday. The latter, of course,

be on hand when the Government presents its case will be impressive,

will act only as observers, but the total array of expensive legal talent, who will

be on hand when the Government presents its case will b impressive.

If Uncle Sam obtains a conviction, it is certain that dozens or scores of similar

actions will be begun in various parts of the country against the big producer-

distributors and this may serve as one reason for the appearance of such a string

of distinguished and costly counsel at the trial. The huge retainers which these

men demand, whether as pleaders or observers, is sufficiently indicative, however, of

how seriously the major companies regard the matter. It is obvious that they are

scared, mainly because they do not yet know just how much and what kind of evi-

dence the Department of Justice agents may have uncovered. It is still anybody's

guess and until the court proceedings disclose the extent of the Government's case

there will be plenty of headaches—and maybe afterward, worse ones.

Officially, of course, the case appears to be simple. Partisans of the big com-

panies pooh pooh the idea of the Government being able to prove any conspiracy.

It was just one of those things that happen in the regular course of business.

Warner Bros, had to give up the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Cen-

tral Theatres in St. Louis, because they could not make them pay the demands of

the bondholders. At the reorganization, Fanchon and Marco made the best bid

for the houses, which Warner Bros, also bid for unsuccessfully. But Fanchon and
Marco did not get the first-run production contracts with the theatres, which were

retained by Warner Bros, and used by them as double features in their other

St. Louis first-run houses, against the Fanchon and Marco competition.

All of which, it is maintained by those friendly to the companies involved, is

strictly in accordance with approved trade practice and properly not conspiracy.

The question occurs, however, that if any of these contracts have expired since the

Fanchon and Marco interests took over the three houses and were refused product

on the ground that the contracts belonged to Warner Bros, a different interpretation

might be put upon the situation. Especially, if Warner Bros, had obtained a renewal
of the first contracts originally obtained for the Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central, but now used by them to double feature at their other first-run

theatres against Fanchon and Marco.

But even these possibilities do not sufficiently explain the jittery condition of the

big boys over this case. There must be something mote that worries them. It is

hoped that this will be disclosed or at least indicated as the Government's case pro-

ceeds. There will be no safetv or security for the small independent theatre, if, for

anv reason, the Government ra<e sHos up.
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REVIEWS
C Continued from Page 12

)

piece of comedy in that gay, carefree

mood. Entrusted in the hands of Guy

Kibbee, Burton Churchill, Hobart Cava-

naugh, and those competent zanies, Allen

Jenkins, Eddie Conrad and Shaw and Lee,

the doings swing along at a ridiculous and

funny pace. Conrad, incidentally, de-

serves watching; he's a comic comer. No
elaborate dance numbers, just lively, in-

formal fun—that's "I Live for Love."

Not enough name strength to make it

mean much more than ordinary business,

but will surprise the customers and please

them immensely. Go after it and it may

pay dividends.

PLOT:
Marshall, a guy with a voice, sings upon im-

pulse with Conrad, Shaw and Lee, wandering
street "musicians." When ca c t opposite Del
Rio in a play in rehearsal she ices on him
wanting her favorite, Alvarado, to get the part.

Much to the disgust of Churchill, the producer,
and Cavanaugh, his "yes man," Marshall walks.

Kibbee, soap manufacturer, looking for a voice

for his radio broadcasting, finds it in Marshall
when his agent, Jenkins, brings him in. When
Del Rio is invited as his guest artiste on the

air the battle starts all over again; and doesn't

stop until Del Rio finally makes up her mind
she loves Marshall more than she does Alva-

rado, her career, or publicity.

AD TIPS:

Sell this grand new voice, Marshall. Also
plug the fact that it is comedy with music,

rather than another musical.

NONNIE.

STORM OVER THE ANDES

BOX-OFFICE RATING
ADVENTURE MELODRAMA

. . . Jack Holt in a typical and enter-

taining aviation adventure yarn . . .

Will please his followers . . . Rates
• • in action houses.

Universal

82 Minutes

Jack Holt . . . Mona Barrie . . .

Antonio Moreno . . . Gene Lockhart . . .

Grant Withers . . .

Directed by Christy Cabanne

There is plenty of action, romance and
adventure in this typical Jack Holt film.

The star, as a daredevil aviator, war fight-

er and sacrificial lover, carries virtually

the entire burden of the picture and his

fans will love it. Title has too much of

the scenic sound to it and will not help,

but there is enough Holt stuff to please

them once they're inside. Gene Lock-
hart, newcomer comic, brings a good

number of laughs and will be seen more
often in the future. The balance of the
cast are OK and Tony Moreno, hero of
many silent films, does a nice comeback
job as a South American flier. Most of
the action takes place in the Gran Chaco
territory of South America, where Bolivia
and Paraguay are at war. Plenty of ex-
citing airplane stunts and fighting keeps
the action at top speed between down-to-
earth interludes of romance and comedy.
This will do average business where Holt
is a favorite.

PLOT:
When Holt and Grant Withers have a dis-

pute about Withers' girl, Holt knocks him out
and hops off in his plane. He next turns up
in the embattled Gran Chaco area and becomes
a hero in a plane battle. After he saves Mor-
eno's life, Jack falls in love with his wife.
Once again he rescues Moreno and after an ex-
c'ting air battle with Withers, who is flying an
enemy plane, in which Holt is wounded, the
latter gives up his affair with Moreno's wife and
bows out to leave husband and wife to their
reconciliation.

AD TIPS:

Sell Holt. Better to avoid the airplane angle,
since these pictures are not so strong at the b. o.

Adventure and comedy are important in this

and copy should stress them.

L. J.

GUNNERS AND GUNS

BOX-OFFICE RATING
WESTERN . . . With novel set-

tings on a dude ranch and featuring

gun battle between big city gunmen
and cowboys . . . There have been
many better and many worse . . .

Rates • •— only where this type of

horse stuff can play.

Mitchell Leichter Production

(Released by Republic)

60 Minutes

Edmund Cobb . . . Edna Aselin . . .

Edw. Allen Biby . . . Black King (Horse) . . .

Directed by Jerry Callahan

Ordinary horse opera with setting the

modern west and a large dude ranch,

which features some bathing beauty shots

around a swell swimming pool. Love
story is almost as important a factor

as the gangsters vs. cowboys business.

Black King, the featured horse, docs not

do or add very much to the picture, and
the cast is practically unknown with pos-

sible exception of Cobb, who has been
around for years in westerns.

PLOT:
Cobb loves Aselin, but finds a rival in villain,

Biby, who is a gangster hiding out at the

ranch with his party. Biby murders Aselin's
father, who is a "reformed" gangster now hold-
ing the money for the rest of the boys in jail.

After the usual hard-riding and chasing over
the hills and a pitched battle between gangsters
and cowboys there is a final clinch and a quick
fade-out.

AD TIPS:

Only good for doubling even in a house that
can get away with horsies. Don't oversell on
the horse angle—as the beautiful beast does not
do much in this frolic, although billed as "The
Horse with the Human Brain!"

NONNIE.

THIS WOMAN IS MINE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . "Weakie"

made in England and releases by
Paramount here ... It is boring and
poor sound hurts more . . . Should be

cancelled . . . Rates •.

Paramount Release

68 Minutes

Gregory Ratoff . . . Benita Hume . . .

John Loder . . . Richard Bennett . . .

Directed by Monty Banks

There is very little excuse for "This
Woman Is Mine." Why Paramount,
scouting for British-made product to dis-

tribute in this country, ever selected this

one is beyond understanding. The story,

much of it played against a circus back-

ground, is a heavy, cumbersome affair in

which no character holds the sympathy of

the spectator. Gregory Ratoff, actor with

a desire to write, is credited with the story,

and one only has to see the enormous role

Mr. Ratoff has handed himself to under-

stand that he must have written it. As a

lion tamer, the star-writer handles a dra-

matic role with a dialect that somehow al-

ways sounds comical. The balance of the

cast perform capably enough, but their

names will be almost total blanks at the

b. o. If all the technical features of this

picture were excellent, it would still be a

tiresome bit of film fare, but it is made
even worse by some of the worst sound

we have heard in recent months. This is

a good one to reject and Paramount
should require no American exhibitor play

it.

PLOT:
Lion-trainer Ratoff sells Katherine Sergava

an idea to marry him in return for favors he
has given her, although she does not love him.

Seeing another circus performer, John Loder,

winning her love, Ratoff tries every means to

hold his wife, but gives up when he becomes
convinced she loves the other man. In one
last gesture, he goes into the lion's cage with

his hands bound behind him to meet his death.

AD TIPS:

The circus angle may help some spots. Rich-

ard Bennett should be spotted in all copy. The
title offers ideas for clever printed matter stunts.

L. J.
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FIGHT FILMS PACK 'EM IN—
We sincerely trust everyone had a Happy

New Year . . . All you boys . . . Mickey Mouse
. . . The Tower Theatre (seventh anniversary)

. . . and others! . . . JACK LITTO, Eureka

Theatre, making a play for U. of P. trade by

holding "Frosh" Night; running special col-

lege football shorts, etc. . . . The Louis-Baer

fight films are tops among filmings of this

nature . . . They have the enviable record of

playing to S. R. O. in a projection room, with

repeat showings necessary to take care of all

Vine Street who wanted to give it the double

O. . . .

NEUFELD UP TO OLD TRICKS—

OSCAR (Bible-Student) NEUFELD wants it

elaborated upon from last week when we said

he was seen on the street carrying a Bible so

that all the fellows will know he had the Bible

opan to "Ruth"—telephone number alongside

. . . He also says he went "slumming" the

other night—crashed the Bijou; shot clay

pigeons in an Eighth Street shooting gallery;

drank two nickel beers and ate a hot dog . . .

Variety Exchange getting going with wrestling
films, movie sweepstakes, and other things in the
offing . . . It's out of our territory—but TOM
MOORE had to close down the Rialto, Wash-
ington, D. C, after a few weeks of pictures and
CREATORE, band leader, with around 35 fid-

dlers in the pit . . .

/. T. M. TO MASQUE—
The Independent Theatre Managers will soon

be asking you to buy tickets for a Hallowe'en
shindig they are planning . . . CHARLIE (Man-
Mountain) DUTKIN promises to do his old
"School Days" vaude act—weather permitting

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
i of theatre business.

A SSISTING theatre owners with a staff of
trained clerks and office files. No
missouts.

IREEING theatre owners of the worry
I that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

IFFICIENTLY operating the largest film
I delivery service in the world.

AKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service
and efficiency at a minimum cost.

HORLACHEO
Delivery Service H

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

. . . BARNEY and SID COHEN, MEL KOFF,

KARL MUNSER, from Darby, and others came

off second best in a battle with Jersey mos-

quitoes on their last visit to the shore. Barney

says a land breeze blew in with them . . . Uni-

versal can take a bow on their compilation of

"Camera Thrills"—the fastest, most thrilling

photographing of death, natural and otherwise,

yet to splash across a screen . . . IZ BOROW-
SKY will have a birthday soon . . . The boys

on the street are all pin ball fans . . . BEN
(Master-Art) STERN fully recovered from re-

cent illness . . . LOU BLAUSTEIN showing
improvement from day to day. Everyone in the

territory tickled pink to see the N. S. S. man
getting back on his feet . . . CHARLIE (Penn
Theatre Equipment) COHEN sick abed. Here's

wishing him a speedy recovery . . . HARRY
FELT says he never felt better in his life!

OPENINGS AND CLOSINGS—

The town's two jinx houses seem to be the

Mutt and Jeff of the city's movies . . . The
Met, which closed last Saturday, being Mutt,
and the still closed Little, Jeff . . . JAKE FOX
busy with renovating plans on the old Elrae,

Twenty-second and Cambria Streets . . . To be
known as the Hollywood. DAVE SUPOWITZ
architecting . . . DAVE MILGRAM and RAY
SCHWARTZ expect their Temple (old Drury)
to be ready in some five weeks. SUPOWITZ on
this job, too . . .

BRITISH LION NOW GIRAFFE

HERB GIVEN reports his G-B contracts

way over number signed last year. Looks like

Herb's outfit is set solid in the good old U. S. A.
. . . BENNY HARRIS, Masterpiece, and ED.
BORETH all enthused over "Dealers in Death"
—new three-reeler they have in . . . JOE EN-
GEL, aided by SIG WITTMAN, closed the

deal for Universal product to play Warner
houses in the Philly area.

Strand, Berwick, Announces

Opposition To Sunday Movies

BERWICK, PA.—The independently oper-
ated Strand Theatre leaves no doubt in the
minds of these Pennsylvania townspeople as to

its opposition to Sunday movies. Its program
last week announced an unequivocable stand
against the opening of movie houses on the
Sabbath.

The program note stated, "The seventh day
should be dedicated to the biggest and best

organization in the world—the church."

The house is operated by the Patriotic Sons
of America, the organization which went on
record as blaming some strange, subversive

"foreign" elements as plotting to bring Sunday
movies to their state.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN
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AS I SEE
THEM ...
Reviews of New Films

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of
indicating our rating of the boxoffice
value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can
give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types
of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus (— ) will be used
occasionally to indicate slightly above or
below the point rating.

BROADWAY MELODY OF 1936

Long, Jr., the Ebsens and June Knight are

stand-outs. Robert Wildhack, the "snore

expert," brings one of the funniest and
most original comedy bits to the screen;

he'll get a howl. "Broadway Melody" is

a grand show. It will be among the^big

grossers so far this season, although no
record breaker.

PLOT:
Eleanor Powell comes to New York to meet

her schoolday sweetheart, Robert Taylor, who is

producing a musical show. She hopes to get a

dancing spot in the show, but Taylor is occupied
with a feud with Jack Benny, leading gossip

columnist, and is also having his troubles with

June Knight, his backer, who has designs on
the leading role. With Taylor searching for

a "name" leading lady, Benny builds up a

mythical French star by constantly referring to

her ability in his column. Taylor insists that

he must have her for his show, so Una Merkel,

his secretary, induces Eleanor to pose as the

mysterious Mademoiselle. It all turns out hap-

pily when she proves to be a great hit and
Taylor realizes his mistake in not having given

her the part in the first place.

AD TIPS:

Powell should be billed as "The New Danc-

ing Sensation," "The Female Fred Astaire."

Jack Denny's radio popularity is widespread and
should be utilized. Stress the story to overcome

notion that it is a musical revue.

ELK.

Ethel Merman, alone, has an opportunity

to display her talents in a musical se-

quence. The main story is also weak and

hardly affords an excuse for inserting the

various specialties. If the playing time of

this picture isn't extended, it should click

to good grosses, but it will drop sharply

every day of the run on unfavorable word-

of-mouth.

PLOT:
Jack Oakie operates a radio station which is

in a bad way financially. To prevent it from

going on the rocks, he tries to attract the inter-

est of a wealthy and eccentric fan, Lyda Ro-

berti. He needs #5000 to buy George Burns'

television invention and enter it in an interna-

tional contest. Chasing Lyda, Oakie and a

friend go off on her yacht and she lands them

on an island where a jealous lover leads them

a hair-raising chase, attempting to do away with

them. Finally Oakie wins the contest by his

exciting broadcast from the scene of his predica-

ment.

AD TIPS:

Do not misrepresent the entire list of play-

ers as being involved in the story. Those fea-

tured in specialty numbers should be listed sepa-

rately if kick-backs are to be avoided. However,

the names are the BIG thing about the picture

and they should be plastered all over.

ELK.

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MUSICAL COMEDY ... Not the

best—but among the best musicals

. . . Great tap dancing by Eleanor
Powell the highlight ... A stronger

story would have made this tops . . .

Will be among big grossers of the sea-

son . . . Rates • • • • —

.

M-G-M
90 Minutes

Jack Benny . . . Eleanor Powell . . .

Robert Taylor . . . Una Merkel . . .

Sid Silvers . . . June Knight . . .

Vilma and Buddy Ebsen . . .

Frances Langford . . . Robert Wildhack . . .

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

The new "Melody" is a first rate musi-

cal film, chock-full of sufficient entertain-

ment ingredients to please the most exact-

ing fan. The best dancing outside of the

Fred Astaire pictures; several swell tunes,

and a decent share of comedy go to rate

this among the best musical shows yet

brought to the screen. The story lacks the

freshness and originality brought to the

picture by the fine cast and is its weakest

point, although not below average for

musicals. Eleanor Powell is quite the

sensation with her amazing tap dancing.

She should run Astaire a close second for

screen dancing honors. In addition, she

has an ingratiating manner and a pleasant

voice that will make her strong with the

fans. Jack Benny, top radio comic, and
the droll, dour Sid Silvers handle the

comedy material in fine style. Other sing-

ing and dancing features by Frances Lang-

ford (seen in "Every Night At 8"), Nick

BIG BROADCAST OF 1936

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Lots of

names, but some of the poorest ma-

terial they have ever had . . . Cast

will drag 'em in, but word-of-mouth

will not do this any good . . . Don't

stretch playing time . . . Rates • • •
for short engagements.

Paramount

97 Minutes

Jack Oakie . . . George Burns and Gracie Allen

Lyda Roberti . . . Wendy Barrie . . .

Benny Baker . . . Specialties by Bing Crosby

. . . Amos 'n' Andy . . . Charlie Ruggles . . .

Mary Boland . . . Ethel Merman . . .

Sir Guy Standing . . . Bill Robinson . . .

Ina Ray Hutton . . . Ray Noble . . .

Directed by Norman Taurog

The huge aggregation of "name" per-

sonalities corralled for this musical comedy

assures it above-average box-office returns.

But, unfortunately exceptionally inade-

quate material has been handed to almost

every player and the result is a hodge-

podge of a ridiculously central plot and

poor specialty numbers by the stars listed

above. The large and unusual cast places

"Big Broadcast" in the position of a strong

drawing attraction, but those very per-

formers most responsible for its advertis-

ing appeal will sorely disappoint the

patrons. The specialties by Crosby, Amos
'n' Andy, et al, consist of mediocre, stale

material and are awkwardly contrived.

i LIVE FOR LOVE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY with music . . . Tongue-

in-cheek comedy with a million dol-

lars worth of voice in Everett Mar-

shall . . . Moves at snappy tempo . . .

Will please everywhere . . . Rates

• • and may build to better on word-

of-mouth.

Warner Bros.

64 Minutes

Everett Marshall . . . Dolores Del Rio . . .

Guy Kibbee . . . Allen Jenkins . . .

Burton Churchill . . . Hobart Cavanaugh . . .

Don Alvarado . . . Shaw and Lee . . .

Eddie Conrad . . .

Directed by Busby Berkeley

A pleasant surprise all around. Direc-

tor Busby Berkeley has found that in place

of mammoth dance spectacles there is

more spontaneity in the likeable manner

of introducing songs in the Rene Claire

style—just for the joy of it—on street cor-

ners with a cacophony of street noises as

accompaniment to the "music" of itinerant

"musicians;" in the bath to the accompani-

ment of the running shower, etc. And
what a grand voice this fellow Everett

Marshall has! He warbles several more

or less mediocre numbers, yet his clear,

powerful voice endowes them with a gran-

deur that resounds throughout the theatre

and makes them sound like something

better than they are. The story is a frisky

(Continued on Page 10)
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ST. L0UIS--THE INDEPENDENTS' MARNE

At St. Louis, the independent forces of the motion picture

industry, with the aid of the United States Government, are waging

a veritable Battle of the Marne—a last-stand struggle to retain

some vestiges of their stake and prerogatives in this industry they

helped to construct. For those forces, the spectre of defeat is a

frightful one.

Observers of this industry, including, we believe, the Federal

Government, having watched a clique of five theatre-grabbing

major film companies degenerate into a vicious, greedy, monopo-

listic group, now dread to contemplate the consequences for the

independent factors in the industry if that clique wins the stamp

of approval by acquittal at St. Louis.

Heaven help everybody outside of that select group of five if

the Government is unsuccessful in its attempt to checkmate them!

Not alone the independent exhibitor and producer, but, too, Uni-

versal, Columbia and United Artists, who have confined their

interests to production and have not sought to grab the theatres of

their customers, may find themselves being crushed in the vise-like

grasp of the mighty 5. There will be no stopping them.

The testimony of the Government's first witness, Harry
Arthur, reveals tactics employed by the majors, which are all too

well known to hundreds of independent theatre owners. The
threats, the bullying, the heartless cruelty of those organizations

have not been uncommonly used to force their terms from weaker

opponents. By the very nature of this industry's production

monopoly, the independent has been placed in the position of

accepting the producer's conditions—or else!

Merritt Crawford sees one more hope after St. Louis—a Con-
gressional investigation of the entire industry. Every independent
MUST demand that, if this legal battle is lost. It will be the last

resort!

Mo Wax.
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EVENTS on the MARCH/
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

WARNERS TOLD F&M HEAD HIS CO. MUST BE SLAUGHTERED"

Gov't Charges Warners Sought To Escape

Trial By Settlement of St. Louis Case
Special to FILM BULLETIN

Wrangles . . .

ST. LOUIS.—Thus far, much of this momentous case involving the future of

the motion picture industry has been given over to intermittent wrangling between

Special Asssistant Attorney General Russell G. Hardy and the large array of legal

luminaries representing Warner Brothers, Paramount and RKO, and five of their

executives.

The touchy, quarrelsome attitude of defense

counsel is conducive to the belief that they are

really nervous and dubious about the strength

of their case. A good deal of their efforts have

been directed, during this trial in which the

film companies and their officials are charged

with criminal conspiracy to violate the anti-

trust laws of the nation, toward unsettling the

Government's case by constant sniping at Mr.

Hardy on technicalities.

Hardy Hits At Monopoly . . .

Particular target for the defense attorney's

attack on the opening day of the trial (Thurs-

day) was Hardy's introductory speech to the

jury. In discussing each company's place in

the industry, he mentioned the assets, percent-

age of film production and theatre holdings of

each of the defendants. This brought howls

of protest from lawyers for the producers and

demands for a mistrial.

Former U. S. Senator James A. Reed, chief

counsel for Warners, objected on the ground:

that such data tended to prejudice the jury

against the defendants and was deliberately

brought out by Hardy for that purpose. Fed-

eral Judge George H. Moore overruled the

objections in every case and permitted Hardy
to continue.

It was evident from this line of attack that

the Government is well informed on the status

of the major film companies' hold on the in-

dustry and will fight its battle along the wjdc

front of monopoly.

The defense lawyers, sensing this, fought

every question by Hardy which introduced any

facts concerning the lineup of the production

and distribution factors in the industry. Even

such questions as those regarding the number

of features produced yearly by the major film

companies, how prints are distributed and the

definition of a print were objected to by them.

Arthur First Witness . . .

Harry C. Arthur, president of Fanchon and

Marco theatres, the plaintiffs, was the first Gov-

ernment witness brought to the stand on Fri-

day, after Hardy and Reed finished their open-

ing addresses. Fireworks were not long in

coming]

Arthur told of a meeting he had with three

Warner officials, Gradwell Sears, Herman
Starr and Abel Cary Thomas, at which they

told him that his company was the "lambs that

would have to be slaughtered" because they

had decided to "get" the bondholders com-

mittee, who had financial control of the three

houses in St. Louis, the Ambassador, Missouri

and New Grand Central. The Fanchon and

Marco head declared that Starr said, "We have

nothing personal against Fanchon and Marco,

but we have to teach the bondholders a lesson.

We're sorry, but you are the lambs that will

have to be slaughtered."

Refused Settlements . . .

Arthur then stated that he asked for some

suggestions on how his company might with-

draw from the fight, offering to turn over opera-

tion of the houses to Warners. This was re-

jected by Thomas, who insisted that his com-

pany was going after the bondholders' com-

mittee.

l'hc witness continued with a recital of that

conversation with the Warner executives, stat-

ing that Thomas threatened to play double

features at ten cents admission, if necessary, to

break Fanchon and Marco, in order that they

might regain control of the houses.

Met RKO President . . .

Arthur next told of a meeting he had with

Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO Pictures,

during which the latter told him his company
had been compelled to break a promise to sell

their pictures to Fanchon and Marco and sold

them to Warners after "they put the pressure"

on him. His excuse was that Warners were

their biggest customer. "We had to sell them."

He recounted also a meeting with George

J. Schaefer, of Paramount, at which he was

told that Fanchon and Marco would not get

Paramount product because Warners threatened

to disrupt the company's reorganization scheme

in Detroit unless Paramount pictures w ere

given to Warners in St. Louis.

Warners Sought Exit . . .

Saturday's testimony by Arthur was high-

lighted by the statement that Warner Bros,

sought to avoid having the case come to trial

by offering a settlement in return for having

the Government drop the indictments. De-
fense counsel jumped to their feet with objec-

tions to this testimony. Frederick L. Wood,
attorney for Warners, was vehement in his

protestations, claiming that his clients never

sought to settle the case, but that Sol Rosen-

blatt, former NRA Division Administrator, was

instrumental in seeking to bring the Govern-
ment and Warners together to settle it.

Wood declared that the Department of Jus-

tice had deliberately tried to "trap" Warners
into offering a settlement, so that it might be

used as evidence against them.

Hardy offered to bring Rosenblatt in as a

witness to substantiate his statements that War-
ners were behind the settlement offer. Attorney

General Homer S. Cummings is reported to have

loft a meeting in his offices in Washington, last

May 17th, which was attended by a representa-

tive of Warners, with the remark that "The
United States Government cannot be com-
promised."

Weisman Discusses

Indie Circuit Plan

Men Everything . . .

In his sixteenth floor office, at 1450 Broad-

way. New York City, attorney Milton C. Weis-

man, counsel for the I TO, Receiver for the

Fox Theatres and most recently, organizer of

f-Pi
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MILTON C. WEISMAN
"Up to tin- Individuals," lit S«n
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a circuit of independent theatres, leaned back

in his swivel chair and said, "The success or

failure of our circuit plan, or any other, for

that matter, depends to an overwhelming degree

on the quality of the membership". The occa-

sion was an exclusive interview with this FILM

BULLETIN correspondent.

'"We are absolutely confident that we have

a sound, practical scheme for giving independ-

ent theatre owners the advantages that normal-

ly fall to those who have strength—strength of

organization, of buying power, of cooperative

effort. But, our success is not guaranteed by

the worth of our plan. Ultimately, we shall

stand or fall by the conduct of the individuals

who make up our organization."

Protection . . .

Mr. Weisman outlined the principal pur-

poses of the Independent Theatre Circuit, Inc.,

which he formed at the request of a group of

some 70 theatre owners in the New York area.

Concisely, these are:

1. To give the independent exhibitor buying

strength, in order that he may compete on more

equal basis with the large chains.

2. Protection of the members against new and

unwarranted competition and against unfair

competitive practices.

3. To adjust competitive differences between

members.

"Constructive" . . .

"The independent, individually, is in a poor

position today. He is subject to all sorts of

unfair policies foisted upon him by the more
powerful interests in this industry. Only by

consolidating his efforts and resources with

Others in the same position can he, or they, hope

to gain recognition and right to a fair break,"

the prominent lawyer said.

"This New York circuit of independents is

constructive," he continued. "It is not out to

fight anyone <>r any company. Its prime purpose

is to protc< t its members from unfair competi-

tion and to give it buying strength."

Exhib Arrests

To Test Chance

Games In Phila.

Four Lockups . . .

Theatre business stimulator games face a

crisis in Philadelphia.

Following the arrest of four local theatre

managers about two weeks ago, who were held

in #400 bail for hearing in Quarter Sessions

Court, Superintendent of Police LeStrange or-

dered all district inspectors to investigate and

report all chance game devices being used in

theatres. It is quite likely that this may be

the opening of a concerted drive to wipe out

all games that smack of gambling or lottery.

The four managers arrested were: Emanuel

Lewis, Jumbo Theatre; Allen Lewis, Girard;

John Ehrlich, Ideal; Isador Schwartz, Frolic.

Three were reported using "Lucky" and one

"Bank Night." Arrested Thursday, September

26th, on warrants sworn out by A. Alfred Was-

serman, attorney in the Market Street National

Bank Building, the exhibitors were warned by

Magistrate Hamburg to discontinue the games

and were given a postponement of one week.

At last Thursday's hearing they were each held

in #400 bail.

Parents-Clergy Object . . .

Mr. Wasserman, Pennsylania State Repre-

sentative from the 23rd District, told FILM
BULLETIN that his action in this matter was

prompted by the protests of a number of his

constituents, both lay and clergy, who told him

that the games were gambling devices and were

enticing children.

The attorney stated that he personally inves-

tigated the conduct of the games by visiting sev-

eral theatres and became convinced that they

are illegal under the anti-gambling laws. He
withheld action until one person told him of

a case in which a child went to some lengths

to obtain the admission to one of the movie

houses in which a game was being played.

More Arrests . . .

Wasserman declared that he has additional

affidavits and warrants ready and will have

them served unless the issue of legality is settled

quickly.

When questioned on the point of theatres

permitting anyone who asks for a card to play

the games in the lobby, an effort to overcome

the illegality of requiring purchase of an ad-

mission ticket, the attorney gave it as his opin-

ion that this was merely a subterfuge to cir-

cumvent the law and would not influence any

court in ruling against the games.

He told this correspondent of an analogous

case in which candy stores sold easter eggs

with various colored creams inside. If the

purchaser's egg had a particular colored cream,

a prize was awarded. A Federal Court in

Pennsylvania ruled that this was a violation of

the anti-gambling laws and ordered it stopped.

This, he pointed out, despite the fact that the

purchaser actually received full money's worth

in the original easter egg.

Injunction . . .

Mr. Wasserman also asserted that he is con-

templating institution of an action, under a

previously untried law, to enjoin theatres from

playing the games until the matter has been

fully decided in court. Unless he is assured

that the pending cases will be heard within

a short time, he may start this action by the

end of this week, he said.

Uncle Sam is the Indies Last Hope
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C-B Celebrates First

Anniversary Oct. 20-27
G-B, American outgrowth of Gaumont-

British, will celebrate its first anniversary

in this country during the week of Oc-
tober 20th to 27th. Principal feature of

the occasion of this meteoric film com-

pany's first birthday will be the nation-

wide premiere of its latest and, said to be,

most pretentious production to date,

"Transatlantic Tunnel." The cast of this

imaginative story includes such American
favorites as Richard Dix, Madge Evans,

Helen Vinson, C. Aubrey Smith and Les-

lie Banks. It will open at the Roxy,

N. Y., on October 25th, and will be

shown simultaneously in every metropoli-

tan city in the country.

Though Gaumont-British is one of the

oldest film producing firms in the world,

having been organized in 1898, its Amer-
ican offspring announced its inaugural

just about one year ago. Making rapid

strides in adopting American film meth-

ods, this organization established itself as

a very important factor in the native in-

dustry within a few months. One of its

current releases, "The 39 Steps," recently

broke a long-standing attendance record

at the famous Roxy Theatre.

NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J, DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!

COLUMBIA
Public Menace Sept. 30

FOX
Here's to Romance Oct. 9

This Is the Life Oct. 10

METRO
O'Shaughnessy's Boy Oct. 3

I Live My Life Oct. 5

It's in the Air Oct. 12

PARAMOUNT
B!g Broadcast Sept. 27

Virginia Judge Oct. 4

Two-Fisted Oct. 8

RADIO
Old Man Rhythm Oct. 4

Last Days of Pompeii Oct. 11

Powdersmoke Range Oct. 1

1

Rainmakers Oct. 11

Family Tree Oct. 18

Hi! Gaucho Oct. 25

WARNER'S
I Live for Love Sept. 27

Dr. Socrates Oct. 19

UNIVERSAL
King Soloman of Broadway Sept. 20

Storm Over the Andes Sept. 23

Fighting Youth Oct. 11

UNITED ARTISTS
Dark Angel Sept. 21

Red Salute Oct. 4

Ba'rbary Coast Oct. 12

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

To those of us who recall Harry Warner and the

Warner Brothers (their Warner features) of some

twenty years ago, when the industry hadn't yet

determined what the length of a "feature" should be

and "programs" were still the order of the day, it is

difficult to recognize the man, who is appearing be-

fore the Government tribunal at St. Louis. In those

all-but-forgotten days the Warner Brothers occupied

a few crowded, stuffy offices at No. 130 West 46th

Street, Manhattan, and their production efforts were

confined to three-reelers, which they were trying to convince the industry was the

"natural" length for a "feature." If I recall correctly they sent Sidney Olcott and

a girl named Valentine Grant to Ireland to make a number of these three reelers

but the results were hardly sensational. Just another Warner "flop," of which

there had been plenty in the past.

Harry Warner and the Warner Brothers then were listed among the "inde-

pendents," feeling and fighting their way upward (to fall and fight again many
times before "My Four Years in Germany" came along and before the Vitaphone

contract was cast into their lap by Harry Rich, the agent for the telephone people)

and their viewpoint and sympathies then were those of the "little fellow," the

small exhibitor, the venturesome producer, who risked his slender bank roll and

the dimes and nickels he could assemble from his acquaintances, on an "attraction"

that might or might not "click" in the then free and open State Right market.

Times change! In those days Harry Warner certainly had plenty of courage

as well as fortitude. I am sure he still has. He has shown it on innumerable

occasions. Some time the story may be told how he defied the banded bankers of

Wall Street, at a luncheon at the Bankers Club in New York City, walking out on
them in righteous anger after calling them unprintable names, when they told him
he must take William Fox into the then exclusive sound-film fold, and surrender

certain of Vitaphone's unique and monopolistic advantages. Later, he weakened,
of course, and Bill Fox was given a ground floor place in the financial talkie set-up,

but this in no wise belies Harry Warner's fighting spirit.

Consequently, it is not at all edifying to see him wriggling like a fish on hook
as the Government develops its case in St. Louis, while his eminent counsel, whose
fees alone would have paid for a score of Warner Features in an earlier day, fights

desperately for delay.

Still less edifying, at least to this writer, is what Harry Warner today is

fighting for! Of course, it will at once be said that he is struggling for acquittal

from the Government's criminal indictment against him and the other defendants
in the case. No doubt this is correct enough. But above and beyond this is the

fact that Harry Warner is one of the spearheads of the forces of monopoly in

this industry. The other defendants are but incidental.

And what he is fighting for is the power to say to every motion picture show -

man, not under the protection of one or another of the major companies, all uf

whom are dominated by one or the other of the two great banking groups, what
pictures he shall play, when and at what price he shall play them or let his screen

go dark.

Some one once wrote, "How doth success change a man?" But, after all. :1ns

isn't important in this case, except, perhaps, to those who admired Harry Warner's
fighting qualities in other days. What is important, is what is going to happen to

the industry, if the St. Louis defendants are acquitted? Probably, the best answer
is a Congressional investigation of the whole subject, an unpleasant and disturbing
possibility, but the only recourse of the independent showman, if he wishes to retain

his business and his independence.
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(Continued from Page 8)

suspenseful situations during the Bishop's

efforts to solve the robbery and straighten

out the rightful claims of the girl, whose
father has been cheated out of his share

in a valuable invention. If a reel had
been clipped out, this would move much
faster and make more exciting entertain-

ment. It drags quite noticeably during

the latter third. Should do average busi-

ness in small towns and certain neighbor-

hoods, but rates below generally in cities.

Has fair amount of action, but tough to

sell to action fans.

PLOT:

Maureen O'Sullivan arks Norman Foster's

aid in robbing Reginald Owen, who has cheated
her father of his part of a patent they owned
together. Foster, having kidded the girl into

believing he knows something of gang:ter

methods, is forced to help her. With the aid

of several holdup men hired by them, they

bind Owen and his wife and rob them, then

plan to meet at an old inn. However, Bishop
Gwenn and his old maid sister, Lucile Watson,
enter the scene, discover the loot and take it

home with them, leaving a note asking the

thieves to visit him. Upon learning the reason

for the robbery, the Bishop returns Owen's
belongings to him, but forces him to pay Mau-
reen for her father's share of the patent. She
then marries Foster.

AD TIPS:

Feature the comedy. Refer to it as a lively,

fast-moving comedy-romance. Action houses

should play up the detective angle.

L. J.

OLD MAN RHYTHM

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COLLEGE MUSICAL ... Shy on

laughs and draggy in spots . . . Marks
Buddy Rogers' return to screen, but

he's been away too long to mean
much . . . Lyrics and music surpris-

ingly good . . . Weak b. o. . . . Rates

• +.

RKO
85 Minutes

Buddy Rogers . . . George Barbier . . .

Barbara Kent . . . Grace Bradley . . .

Eric Blore . . .

Directed by Edward Ludwig

Back at dear old Whoozis College for

another musical comedy—this time ter-

ribly shy on comedy and story, but with

Fim I Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PUILA., PA.

RJTtenhouse 7«2K • TRInity 1)89

a few surprisingly singable tunes. A lot

of intended comedy was written into the

"Old Man Rhythm" script by Sig Herzig
and Ernest Pagano, but far too much (al-

most all) of it fails to click. The good-
looking, vivacious and youthful cast do
their best with what amounts to very diffi-

cult material, except the aforementionsd
songs by Lewis Gensler and Johnny Mer-
cer. These are handled nicely, both in

singing and dancing, by the youngsters.

Chief excuse for "Rhytbm" was intended
to be the return of Buddy Rogers to film-

dom. His new debut is most undis-

tinguished. He simply walks through a

light, romantic role that gives him little to

do. And, it seems to me, he's been away
too long to mean much at the box-office.

George Barbier struggles nobly with a

role for which he is not exactly fitted,

that of "the most elderly freshman on the

campus." As long as the boys and girls

are singing and dancing, this makes for

mild, innocuous entertainment; but, oh,

those long dull spots when the talk neces-

sary (?) to the plot come along! It will

take strong selling to make this bring
decent returns. On the face of it, way
below average grosses are slated for it.

PLOT:
Barbier decides to investigate low college

marks being made by his son, Rogers, by mak-
ing a personal visit to the campus. Discovers
it is girl trouble with Bradley and since he wants
his son to marry Kent, he decides to enroll

at the school and get the education he always
wanted. By doing so he breaks up Buddv's
love affair and fixes it up with the right girl,

while he becomes the most popular fellow in

the school. He even usurps the title "Old
Man Rhythm" when he gives in to a long sup-

pressed urge to beat kettle-drums in a jazz

orchestra at the college prom.

AD TIPS:

Dig out the old college pennants for this

one. Sell it to the young crowd on the col-

legiate musical angle; to the elders on the idea

of an old man going to college and stealing

the youngsters' stuff.

NOTE
"Old Man Rhythm" pulled after two
days of scheduled week first-run at

Keith's, Philadelphia.

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . "Is Zat So" is back

again . . . Dumb prize-fighter yarn
poorly remade "quickie" here . . .

Will nose-dive at the b. o. . . . Rates
• -K

Paramount

CO Minutss

Lee Tracy . . . Roscoe Karns . . .

Gail Patrick . . . Kent Taylor . . .

Grace Bradley . . . Billy Lee . . .

Directed by James Cruze

The old stage comedy, "Is Zat So?"
reappears on the screen once more, this

time under the title of "Two-Fisted." It

is quite obviously a cheaply produced Par-

amount "quickie." An almost continual

exchange of wisecracks between Lee Tracy
and Roscoe Karns, furnishes its chief

comedy element. Other production fac-

tors contribute in branding it a mediocre

offering. Upon Tracy's drawing ability

depends whatever success it may have.

Prize-fighter yarn may find some mild

favor with less discriminating audiences

but is a far below-the-average attraction

for most houses. Portrayals turned in by
cast are routine at best and Cruze's direc-

tion is entirely undistinguished. William

Lackey, the associate producer, formerly

supervised many pictures for Monogram,
but this is by no means up to his previous

standard.

PLOT:
Karns is a dumb prize fighter and Tracy is

his manager. They get into complications with

Taylor, a Park Avenue playboy, who takes

them into his sister's mansion to act as butlers,

while getting him into condition to beat up his

brother-in-law. They stage a boxing bout for

charity in the mansion, during which Gail Pat-

rick's child is discovered missing. When the

mystery is solved, her husband is exposed for

illegally handling some financial affairs and is

forced to relinquish all claim to the child.

Karns and Tracy also draw happy conclusions

to their individual romances.

AD TIPS:

Mention that it is based on "Is Zat So?" and

that it was written by Jimmy Gleason. Appeal

of prize fight stories is pretty well shot, so best

not to feature that angle. Sell it as a wise-

cracking farce.
ELK.

Reviews in a paper with the COURAGE to

Say What It Thinks are the only reviews

worth reading

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service I"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCusi 4181 RACE 4600
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from Philly

by Nonamaker

LOCAL BOYS MAKE GOOD—
BUT FOR HOW LONG?

FRANKIE RICHARDSON, singing m. c,
who skyrocketed to fame from local vaude
houses to Hollywood and Fox Films, is back
in the old home town shaking a stick at his

"Hollywood" orchestra up at 1001 Rising Sun
Avenue . . . EL BRENDEL, the Swede comic,
who bought a McClatchey home in Stonehurst,

and who likewise jumped into Fox Films from
the vaude stage, is back treading the boards in

a unit playing whatever time is left in the mid-

west . . . The only localites still tops in their

particular fields seem to be EDDIE WHITE,
from South Philly, who is still slaying them
with his Jewish dialect stories, and SERGE
FLASH, peer of all the ball and stick jugglers,

who can be found listed in local suburban
phone books as residing in Overbrook Hills in

Merion . . . Of course, there are also recuper-

ating FRANK TINNEY, of South Philly, who
sits on the steps and watches the days go by,

and Pamahasika's dogs, pony, monkey and bird

circus housed at 515 West Erie Avenue, Phila-

delphia, and advertising weekly in Billboard for

dates . . .

DIGNIFIED PUBLICITY
As part of their carefully planned publicity

campaign for "Midsummer Night's Dream"
Warner's bring Ian Hunter and Anita Louise

to Philadelphia as city's guests . . . They ap-

pear here and there and talk to high school

kids . . . JOE (Egyptian) CONWAY observes

CLEM'S
Independent Movie Supply House

30 Years of Faithful Service to

Every Theatre Owner

1224 VINE STREET PHILA., PA.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

eighth anniversary by requesting patrons to

bring in a flock of paid admissions so that he
may celebrate . . . Park, Allentown, opens Oc-
tober 5th, LOU GLICK, managing . . . FRED
FELT'S daughter (MRS. MILDRED RUBIN)
has baby girl tipping the scales at 7\z lbs. at

Mt. Sinai Hospital, September 30th . . . NA-
TIONAL FLAG AND BANNER moving from
Thirteenth Street to 1224 Vine Street . . .

PARAMOUNT EXCHANGE reported build-

ing a new home on Summer Street (Metro
Boulevard) . . . CHARLIE STIEFEL to build
a 2000-seat house at Twenty-third Street and
Snyder Avenue . . . NORMA MARGOLIS,
I. E. P. A. stenographer, quite sick a-bed . . .

I. T. M. President BARNEY COHEN reported
as being head over heels in love again . . .

Goldman's 56th Street Theatre giving keen
competition a battle by running something spe-

cial every night in the week. Amateurs, give-

aways, games, etc. . . . "Case of Lucky Legs"
scratched on short notice after being booked at

Stanton . . . Censor trouble . . . "Public Men-
ace" (Columbia) replaced it . . . RKO'S "Old
Man Rhythm" got only two days of week's
booking at Keith's . . . Opened Fridav, pulled
Saturday night . . . No biz . . . "Call of the
Wild" spotted in quickly . . . Apex, colored
house in West Philadelphia, goes under ham-
mer Monday at noon . . . Fays, Lincoln, Car-
man sorry to see Earle and Fox resume stage
shows . . . Three vaude houses, only ones in city

for five weeks, handled heavy trade while two
downtowners were on "whole show on screen"
basis . . . LEO POSEL may soon build ;

new one . . .

Theatre Building Boom
Expected in Philly Soon

Rumors are flying of the building of five new
theatres in Philadelphia within a short time.

Bill Goldman interests are reported eyeing a

spot in the Sixty-ninth Street area. Charlie
Stiefel is said to be set to build at Twenty-third
Street and Snyder Avenue. Leo Posel has defi-

nitely stated that he will soon build, but de-

clines to name the spot. Unnamed individuals

are rumored contemplating the erection of new
theatres at Sixty-third Street and Lancaster Ave-
nue and in Frankford.

' ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
k of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a staff of
trained clerics and office files. No
missouts.

'REEING theatre owners of the worry
B that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

gFFICIENTLY operating the largest film
delivery service in the world.

IAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service
and efficiency at a minimum cost.

HORLACHED
Delivery Service ll

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address
communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DEL, MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave..

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila.. Pa.

To reach every

theatre owner

in the Phila. & Wash,

territories

YOU MUST ADVERTISE
in FILM BULLETIN

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 0156
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

8 LIVE MY LIFE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
SOPHISTICATED FARCE . . .

The usual Crawford glitter and

glamour in a light, trifling comedy
. . . Practically no action—all talk

. . . Aherne aids romantic appeal

. . . Rates • • • —

.

M-G-M
92 Minutes

Joan Crawfcrd . . . Brian Aherne . . .

Frank Morgan . . . Aline MacMahon . . .

Fred Keating . . . Eric Blore . . .

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

It glitters, but is far more brass than

gold. Here is another Joan Crawford
glamour film with all the polish and gab-

biness of "No More Ladies," plus the

particular directorial comedy flair of W.
S. Van Dyke. This is far from the stand-

ard set by this capable director in his pre-

vious efforts but it has enough of the reck-

less, light fun-making to result in a mildly

entertaining farce. Crawford's glamour
is aided no end by the presence of that

lanky, good looker and clever performer,

Brian Aherne. He will set the ladies'

hearts a-going pitter-patter. As the young
archeologist for whom the gorgeously be-

gowned, bejeweled Joan sets her cap,

Aherne rather walks off with "I Live My
Life" as a personal triumph. The story

is inconsequential, of course, but a care-

fully selected cast carries it lightly over its

duller moments. While not up to snuff as

good farce, "My Life" has an attractive

romantic combination and several other

popular performers to pull it through to

considerably above average grosses gen-
i i .illy, although its sophistication will not

make it so strong for rurals.

PLOT:
Joan, daughter of Frank Morgan, touring the

world on a private yacht, meets Aherne, a;i

archeologist who prefers unearthing statues on
a Greek Lland to working in an office. It'';

love at first sight, but Joan isn't serious and
gives Aherne a phoney name. He follows her
to America and is hurt when he discovers her
hoax. Finally meets her again and it's a case

of "taming the shrew," with many arguments
and make-ups until the climax. t hen, by ar-

rangement, Joan is to jilt Aherne by not ap-

pearing for their church wedding. But, she

surprises him by showing up and they start an
argument as they are being married.

AD TIPS:

Aherne should get billing as a great new
romantic figure, Joan's best leading man in

many moons. He has what Gable, Montgom-
ery and all other lovers have—put together!

Spot W . S. Van Dyke, director of "Thin Man"
and other comedy triumphs, in all copy.

NONNIE.

RED SALUTE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Militaristic, anti-

radical theme is bringing this boycot-

ting and hisses from liberals in cities

... A good comedy, but poor theme
selection . . . Will get by without

trouble in rural spots, where it rates

• • +. Possibility of opposition

makes b. o. rating in cities impossible.

United Artists (Reliance)

78 Minutes

Barbara Stanwyck . . . Robert Young . . .

Cliff Edwards . . . Hardie Albright . . .

Ruth Donnelly . . .

Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Reliance has made a good comedy on a

theme that stands to ruin whatever chance

it had for box-office success. In these

times, a story in which a military-minded

young American goes around punching

the noses of other young Americans who
belong to peace and "radical" organiza-

tions is hardly the proper theme for a

funny movie. Demonstrations by individ-

uals and groups sympathetic to peace,

liberalistic and radical organizations

which have taken place in New York

City, both in front of the Rivoli Theatre

and inside, during the current showing of

"Red Salute," are a tip-off to the possi-

bility of similar trouble which might be

encountered in every metropolitan city

throughout the country. These are bound

to affect the grosses on the picture ad-

versely. In rural towns, where the ele-

ments are less social-minded, it should do

slightly above average, but it would be

foolhardy to hazard a rating of its returns

in cities, where the opposition might read-

ily amount to boycott proportions. In it-

self "Salute" is a better-than-average light

comedy, combining enjoyable perform-
ances by Robert Young, Barbara Stan-
wyck and Cliff Edwards. There are sev-

eral very amusing situations and the dia-

log is in the erratic, "It Happened One
N;ght" style. Pity it could not have been
used in a story less disturbing to Amer-
ica's liberal elements.

PLOT:
To break up her affair with Hardie Albright,

a radical, Barbara Stanwyck's father, a general
in the army, ships her off to Mexico, where, in
trying to make an escape back into the U. S.,

she meets Robert Young, an enlisted soldier.
They get into a scrape which leads them into
plenty excitement. Forcing Cliff Edwards to
drive them in his trailer, they maintain a
scrappy attitude towards each other but soon
their adventures bind a romantic tie between
them. Arriving back in Washington in time
for Albright's May Day speech, Young shows
up the agitator at the meeting and wins Bar-
bara's open affection.

AD TIPS:

Best to slip this through as quietly as pos-
sible, billing it as a comedy along the lines of
"It Happened One Night." Any attempt to
play up the flag-waving propaganda, which is

done poorly and seems rather silly, might stir

a hornet's nest of opposition. Play it up as
Stanwyck's first real comedy role — and she
handles it well.

BSSHOP MISBEHAVES, The

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Clever, but some-

what draggy, yarn about mystery-
solving clergyman . . . Lack of names
will hold this back, but will please

those who come in. Rates • • —
in cities and may do better in rural

spots.

M-GM
84 Minutes

Edmund Gwenn . . . Maureen O'SuIlivan . . .

Norman Foster . . . Lncile Watson . . .

Reginald Owen . . . Dudley Digges . . .

Lillian Bond . . .

Directed by E. A. Deupont

This is remindful of "Father Brown,

Detective," concerning, as it does, the ad-

ventures of a man of cloth in the realm of

detective work. It is an amusing piece,

written and played with a sly humor that

will prove especially pleasing to the older

folks, while not failing to entertain the

younger ones. However, it is extremely

doubtful if "The Bishop Misbehaves" will

prove tc be box-office. The title is against

it and the cast will not bring them in.

Edmund Gwenn, Britisher, delivers an ex-

cellent characterization as the inquisitive

clergyman with a flair for sleuthing, but

he is an unknown in this country. Mau-
reen O'SuIlivan is the best known name,
and while the others are very capable per-

formers, their names do not mean any-

thing on the marquee. There are several

(.Continued on Page 6)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. Th«
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain type*

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • O Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+ ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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THE NUMBERS RACKET

Exhibitors are born gamblers. The same spirit that impels the

dole-recipient to place a dime of his food money on a "number"

apparently is imbued in the theatre owner who has willingly

accepted the "numbers" racket as an integral part of the industry

in which he makes his living.

In motion picture business, however, "numbers" were not

instituted by the major producers to satisfy this craving for the

excitement of gambling among exhibitors. If one is to trace the

origin of this vicious practice of selling sixty "numbers" to repre-

sent a season's film product, it would be learned that it came about

because certain producing companies were so involved in complex

financial difficulties, brought on largely by their theatre manipula-

tions, that they had no time to plan their fi|m products for a new
season.

Was it unreasonable, if Paramount and Fox were able to get

away with the numbers racket, without so much as a squawk from
exhibitors, that the other majors should hastily adopt this fantastic

method of selling their films? Of course not. That is how every

new unfair practice has become generally accepted in this industry:

one of the companies tries it out and, if the suckers go for it, it

becomes part of the selling policies of all the others.

What a kick those gamble-loving theatremen must get when
they buy sixty cats in bags! What a thrill to open the bags in the

hope of finding a few good ones among the many foul-smelling

dead cats!

They enjoy it so much, no doubt they will make no effort to

change the system by going to some effort to outlaw block booking,

which has made this numbers racket possible. The Federal Gov-
ernment and Congress seem eager to help the exhibitors, but the

boys like surprises so much!

Mo Wax
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EVENTS on the MARCH/
"Reporting the Industry's "News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

TREND OF ST. LOUIS CASE CA USING DEFENSE CONCERN

Defense Attorneys In St. Louis Trial

Tiring Jury By Persistent Wrangling
Special to FILM BULLETIN

Little Progress . . .

ST. LOUIS—Progress of the trial of RKO, Warner Bros, and Paramount and

five of their executives was almost imperceptible last week. The laborious, slow

procedure involving the recounting of old conversations between groups of indi-

viduals, innumerable interrelated financial dealings, leases, theatre bookings, profits,

admission prices, and all these cluttered with

countless innuendoes, has been made even

slower and more involved by the constant, per-

sistent wrangling by the battery of defense at-

torneys over almost every question and answer.

Observers here are of the opinion that the

purpose behind the tactics of the defense coun-

sel is to weary the jury by lengthening the

trial as much as possible. It is an old legal

application of the psychology that a tired group

of jurymen will be less apt to render a decision

based on a careful weighing of the evidence

than a fresh group.

Arthur Scores . . .

Undoubtedly, the testimony of Harry C. Ar-

thur, his narrative of conversations with the

Warner officials, in which he was told that his

company would have to be the "lambs that are

slaughtered," had a telling effect on the jury

A lengthy period between the delivery of such

damaging testimony and the time for a decision

is greatly to be desired by the defendants.

A great deal of last week's court time was

consumed by the defendant's lawyers, who were

busy either interrupting Russell Hardy, special

Government prosecutor, or the witness. When
not occupied with these tactics, they were seek-

ing to force Arthur to produce a vast number

of records. Federal Judge George H. Moore

finally refused the defense's request for these

records, many of which were the property of

individuals and companies foreign to the entire

proceeding.

During the argument on this point, Ernest

Wilkinson, attorney for some of those from

whom the records were sought, told the court

that one of the defense lawyers had told him

that the requests for this data was "foolish, but

part of the game."

Counter-charge . . .

The charge was hurled by defense counsel

several times during last week that Arthur, the

Fanchon and Marco group and Harry Koplar

were seeking a monopoly for themselves in

St. Louis theatre business. Frederick Wood,

one of Warner Bros. lawyers, said on one occa-

sion that they had tried to obtain control of

nil the first and second run theatres in the city,

so that they could dictate their terms to the

producers and drive Warners out of business

here.

Again, Wood declared that Arthur is de-

liberately trying to send Harry Warner, Her-

man Starr, Gradwell Sears, George Schaefer,

Ned Depinet and Abel Cary Thomas to jail.

"F. and M. is the enemy in this camp," the

Warner attorney stated. "Arthur is the man
who personifies all the companies supoenaed by

Warners and he is the man who is trying to

send these men to jail for his own private gain."

The companies referred to as being supoenaed

were those from whom the defense attorneys

were seeking to obtnin records.

Summary . . .

Summnrizing the testimony and points scored

thus far in this momentous industry airing, one

is inclined to record that the most impressive

points have been scored for the plaintiff. Ar-

thur's testimony will be difficult to overcome

and it would seem that the efforts by the de-

fense to upset him psychologically are evi-

dence of their unsatisfactory position.

From the status of the case at this point, it

appears that the hearing will continue for at

least another four to six weeks. Judge Moore

seems unwilling to rush the opposing counsels.

Unless he should suddenly decide to take mat-

ters more firmly into his own hands, there is

little hope that the case will reach its termina-

tion before six weeks, and may easily extend

two weeks beyond that time.

RKO Passing From

RCA To Atlas Corp.

To Control . . .

It was announced last Friday that a portion

of the controlling interest in RKO held by the

[\adio Corporation of America has been sold

to the Atlas Corporation and the investment

banking house of Lehman Eros. These organi-

zations also secured an option to purchase the

remainder of RCA's holding in Radio and it is

believed likely that this option will be exercised

before long.

Announcement was also made that RKO will

rhortly be reorganized. The producing com-

pany has been in the hands of the Irving Trust

Company of New York, trustee under the Fed

eral Bnnkruptcy Act, since June of last year.

The Atlas Corp., recently one of the most

active factors in the motion picture investment

field, is said to have designs on obtaining con-

trol of several of the major film companies, for

the purpose of combining them into one huge

organization. This company was an outstand-

ing factor in the reorganization of Paramount,

which was approved last June. Floyd Odium,

president of Atlas, is a director of Paramount

Pictures, Inc., as is John D. Hertz, who is a

partner in the Lehman firm.

IEPA To "Retrench" Its Membership;
Plan To Eliminate "Drones and Slackers"

It has been learned that the leaders of the Independent Exhibitors' Protective Association

are planning to "reconstruct" the organization from the ground up, eliminating from the

membership those exhibitors "who have used the body for what it was worth to them, without

giving anything of their time, efforts or money in return."

That is the statement made to this correspondent by one of the heads of the Allied unit.

Chief complaint is that a number of men have been carried along by the organization, making

use of its facilities, asking advice and receiving aid on their problems, but they do not pay

their dues consistently or lend a fair share of their time to aiding the group.

"We will retrench our membership and eliminate those drones and slackers," this indi-

vidual stated. Our organization will be stronger with fewer good men. than with a large

number of unappreciative, hangers-on. Such men do not want a really independent organi-

zation; they fail to understand that the very presence of the IEPA has restrained the film

companies from taking undue advantage of them. They want something, more than that, they

want everything, for nothing. Well, we don't want them—and we're going to get rid of them!"

Under the new plan, it is understood, everyone who has not paid dues to date in full

will be dropped from the ranks. But, members will also be required to attend meetings and

cooperate in every move started by the group. Those who fail to fulfill their obligations will

not be granted any of the services or use of the organization's facilities This scheme IS

expected to become effective within the next few weeks.
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Paramount-RKO? . . .

Rumors were persistent several months ago

that Paramount and RKO eventually would be

merged. Considerable credence is given these

reports now that Atlas has gained a foothold

in RKO. It was often said that Atlas Corp.

desired to obtain a controlling position in RKO
to bring about this consolidation.

Representative A. J. Sabath, chairman of the

Congressional committee investigating bond re-

organization of Paramount, openly stated at

Monday's session that he was certain "that the

underlying reasons for all the litigation about

this company (Paramount) have been the desire

of certain groups to gain control of this com-

pany."

Frank A. Vanderlip, who resigned his mem-

bership on the Paramount Board because he

felt that John Otterson was unsuited for the

leadership of a company in the amusement field,

told the committee that John Hertz (Lehman

Bros.) was one of those who had directed Otter-

son's election as president of Paramount from

"behind the scenes."

Atlas has its fingers in Warner Bros., Fox

and Loew's, too, although in a much more

minor degree than in either RKO or Para-

mount. Howevei. recurrent stories of contem-

plated plan* to merge a number of the majors

into one giant corporation seem to take on a

cloak of reality with each new financial move

by the bankers.

Chance Came Hearings
In Phila. Postponed

The hearings of four Philadelphia exhibitors

on a charge of operating lotteries in the form

of chance games played in their theatres was

indefinitely postponed when it came up before

the Grand Jury last Friday. Three of the thea-

tres had been using "Lucky" and one "Bank

Niylit." The houses are continuing the games.

Meanwhile, police of this city have been

making a thorough check of every type of game

and give-away being used by theatres in their

districts and this data is being compiled by the

polite department.

Lichtman Quits U. A.

After Coldwyn Tiff

Authority . . .

A dispute with Samuel Goldwyn over author-

ity to approve contracts is reported to have

b?cn the cause of Al Lichtman's resignation as

president of United Artists latt week. Licht-

man, who had signed a five-year contract only

a few months ago, is said to have claimed the

authority, under the terms of his contract, to

pass or reject all contracts without consulting

the various producers. Goldwyn objected and

invirted on the right to supervise sales of his

pictures.

Repons of differences between Goldwyn and

the newly-elected U. A. president have been

current almost since Lkhtman took the post.

The system of having one individual hold the

authority to pass on all contracts was a radical

departure from past U. A. procedure, but Licht-

man was said to have insisted that that be part

of the deal by which he took over the job.

Pickford . . .

Question of a successor is now stirring film

circles. Some have said that Goldwyn himself

desires the post, but the probable answer is

that the distribution and sales job will be split

up between a few men from within the ranks,

while Mary Pickford holds the position of

nominal president of the company. Maurice

Silverstone, at present head of the foreign de-

partment, is prominently mentioned to replace

Lichtman.

Harry Thomas Tours
Harry Thomas, First Division president, is

on a tour of the company's offices in the middle

west. He is expected back in New York soon.

ARTHUR A. LEE
. . . His Company, G-B, Celebrates Its

First Anniversary from October 20-27

with Release of "Transatlantic Tunnel"
Throughout the Country.

Levine Takes Over
All Republic Prod.
Expected . . .

A changa in the production setup of Re-

public Pictures, which, everyone close to the

affairs of the new indie outfit felt must event-

ually come, took place last week, when reports

from Hollywood indicated that Nat Levine as-

sumed complete charge of production.

It was known that the trip to the coast two

weeks ago of Herbert J. Yates, financial back-

er, and W. Ray Johnston, president of Repub-

lic, was for the purpose of straightening out

M<?m%

We thought this numbers racket was illegal
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reported difficulties between Levine and Trem

Carr, former production head of the old Mono-

gram company. Levine, it was said, was at

variance with Carr's production activities and

had asked for complete charge. A possibility

that the head of the Mascot unit might with-

draw from the Republic group brought Yates

and Johnston to the studio hastily.

Lerine's Record . . .

Levine has established an enviable record

for himself as an independent producer. His

Mascot products for the past two years have

rated as the best indie films produced. Operat-

ing on considerably lower budgets than the

major studios, Levine has, nevertheless, de-

livered pictures that compared favorably with

the program run of features coming from the

majors. In addition, he has long held the

leading position as a producer of serials, no

major studio being able to compete with him in

the chapter play field.

One of the last pictures Levine produced un-

der his old Mascot label was "Harmony Lane,"

which has received rave notices in the trade

press and is being classed with the best pictures

released so far this season.

Republic Gains . . .

Coupled with the announcement that Repub-

lic has increased its budget for the 1935-36

product $1,000,000, Levine's position as head

man in this company's production promises

much in the way of first class films. Levine

commands a high respect among talent in Hol-

lywood and many outstanding players would

prefer to work under him, knowing that they

will be seen in carefully made pictures that

enhance their reputations.

Carr will handle all business and financial

matters for Republic on the coast. M. H. Hoff-

man, who headed the Liberty unit which was

absorbed by Republic, stays as an associate

producer under Levine.

All production will be moved to the Mascot

studios.

Croup Take Phila. Apex
The Apex Theatre, Fifty-first and Haverford

Avenue, Philadelphia, was sold at auction Mon-
day afternoon. A group of local exhibitors,

consisting of Marcus Benn, Morris Wax, Harry
Fried and J. Fox, bought the property at a

figure estimated to be close to #20,000.

Indies Protest RKO Safes Policy

Officers of the IEPA (Philadelphia) met with

Frank McNamee, branch manager of RKO, on
Monday to take up complaints of members on
RKO'S sales policy. Exhibitors have stated that

the film company is unreasonable in its terms
for the new season and is demanding inordinate

rentals and percentages. The question of

whether "Top Hat" is on the 1934-35 con-
tracts was also discussed, but McNamee declared
that that matter would have to be taken up
with the company's officials in New York. He
offered to adjust any individual grievances
through the organization.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

U "UP AGAIN" .

This week has been unusually fu!l of news in

the New York sector of the film front. Also, there

have been more than the average run of what used

to be called in the army "latrine rumors," which

appear to maintain a consistently high popularity

Jl (^k j among some sections of the film industry and trade

J H press.

Among the latter may be noted that Universal

is "about to be sold ' for the umpty umpth time, a

rumor which reappears so often that it is taking on

the quaiiiies of a chapter serial. The industry has come to look forward to its

release each fortnight or three weeks like any other old favorite, though it has

been running so long now that it begins to lack originality. In fact, it has become
so trite as not to rate even a denial from "Uncle Carl" Laemmle or his able

co-adjutor, R. H. Cochrane, any more.

Nevertheless, it has become one of the favorite fictions of the trade, whenever
a prominent executive shifts from one or another of the big companies and seems

to have no immediate place to go. The significance of this constantly recurring

rumor may lie in the fact that Universal, in spite of the many vicissitudes the com-

pany has gone through in recent years in the intensified competitive conditions it

has had to meet, still occupies a strong strategic position in the industry. If it

could be eliminated or absorbed at a bargain price, one of the last few remaining

obstacles to the complete domination of the film business by the powerful interests

which are seeking to dictate to it absolutely, would be removed.

ST. LOUIS . . .

The St. Louis trial, with its trends now indicating that the Government's case

isn't as strong as many hoped, still forms a major subject of interest. It is

admitted that Judge Moore's adverse ruling against admitting in evidence testimony

as to conversations between certain of the defendants and representatives of Fanchon
and Marco, will make it much harder for the Government to prove its contentions of

conspiracy.

The case will continue for at least a fortnight or three weeks more, however,

and in that time much may develop that now cannot be forecast. The Govern-
ment's setback nonetheless is a matter of concern to every independent theatre

owner in its eventual implications. Every exhibitor organization ought to begin to

consider plans now as to what course they should take for mutual protection in the

event that the Government is unsuccessful in establishing its case.

HAYS ARBITRATION . . .

"Voluntary arbitration" was suggested by C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel

for the Hays' organization and head of the Film Board of Trade, at the National

Film Carriers' luncheon at the Park Central last Tuesday. He submitted it as a

practical solution of local differences, and as an alternative to the courts. He
opined that exhibitors and distributors could take their troubles to a "fair forum
of industry men" and there thresh them out to everybody's satisfaction, if only

the exhibitor would consent to accept a contract agreeing to "arbitrate."

Mr. Pettijohn said, more or less correctly, that "the only way arbitration c.ui

be successful in this business is to keep the lawyers out." But he didn't intimate how
they could be kept out under his "voluntary arbitration" plan, nor what protection

the independent showman would haye with a "fair forum of industry men," accept-

able to the Hays' outfit and their local Film Board. I doubt if the invitation to

independent exhibitors to put their heads in a bag, as it were, by signing up for

this kind of arbitration will be received with general enthusiasm.

For all that, it is regrettable that some method cannot be discovered which
will adequately meet the problem of adjusting the differences between exhibitor

and distributor which arise in the natural course of business. Theoretically, of

course, arbitration is the thing. But in actual practice it hasn't been found to work
out, in the film business at least. (Continued on Pttg4 0 I
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As it is, it seems that it will do its best in

rural theatres, where the circus is more
appreciated than in cities.

PLOT:
When Becry's wife runs off with their boy,

ending their unhappy marriage, he attempts to
do his tiger-training circus act in perturbed
condition and has an arm clawed off. Leaving
the circus, he then wanders around for several
years, until his old friends find him and take
care of him. He finds out that his wife is

dead and obtains permission from the court to
have his son with him for several months. Be-
lieving stories told him by his aunt that his
father had been cruel to his mother, Jackie re-

fuses to be friendly to Beery, but he soon
learns the truth and they become pals. Beery,
meanwhile, is preparing to resume his animal
training act. On the first night he is to re-

enter the cage, Jackie's aunt appears and Beery
hits her in a moment of anger. When his son
rushes to her side, he believes he has lost his
love again and goes into the cage reokles'-ly.

H : fi^ds him-elf full of fear but when his boy
comes to tell him that he loves him and be-
lieves in him, he does his act.

AD TIPS:

Avoid any mention of the circus background.
Play it up as a heart-stirring drama. It is an
excellent attraction for children.

R. B.

THE LAST OUTPOST

BOX-OFFICE RATING
FOREIGN LEGION MELO-

DRAMA . . . Fizzles . . . Long, over-
drawn romantic episodes ruin this
one's chances . . . Bits of action make
it fair attraction for action houses . . .

Rates • • — generally.

Paramount

70 Minutes

Cary Grant . . . Claude Rains . . .

Gertrude Michael . . . Kathleen Burke . . .

Directed by Charles Barton and Louis Gasnier

Paramount apparently set out to produce
another "Bengal Lancers," but they ended
up with a mediocre, stilted romanticized
Foreign Legion romance. Story is poor, re-

sorting to a hackneyed triangle theme that
places more emphasis on the romantic epi-
sodes than on the action or color of the
locale. As a matter of fact, the best mo-
ments of "Last Outpost" are derived from
the stunning exterior scenes, which were
apparently clipped from a couple of old
Paramount pictures ("Grass" and "Four
Feathers"). The story provides only mod-
erate action and little of the adventure one
usually associates with foreign legion yarns.

Reviews in a paper with the
COURAGE To Say What It Thinks
are the only reviews worth reading

The situations in which there is action are

so implausible that they will more amuse
than excite any fairly discriminating audi-

ence. At best, this app.ars a fair offering

for children and gullible action fans. It

rates below average anywhere else.

PLOT:
Cary Grant is saved from death by Rains,

an English Intelligence Officer. In the hos-
pital, the fcrmer falls in love with Gertrude
Michael, a nurse, who turns out to be Rains'
wife. Learning the situation when he returns
after a three years' absence, Rains plots to kill

Grant when they return to the front. Finally,

however, Rains sacrifices his life to save the

fort and the two lovers are free to marry.

AD TIPS:
Tie this up nith "Bengal Lancers," as a sim-

ilar story. The love story for the ladies; the

adventure and action for the children and
action fans.

ELK.

Warners May Control

Four Freihofer Houses
The deal by which the four theatres formerly

ownrd by the estates of William Freihofer and

Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger were purchased for

$1,650,000 last week, still remains shrouded in

some mystery. Albert M. Greenfield and

Lionel Freidman, agents, negotiated the deal

for the T. N. F. R. Realty Co. It is not known

who the individuals behind this company are,

but it is not believed that Warner Bros., who

were negotiating for the properties several

months ago, were actually involved in the deal

financially. However, reports indicate that

Warners are now seeking to lease the four thea-

tres. Tower, Nixon, Roosevelt and Frankford,

from the new owners. At present Paramount is

operating the houses and has a long term lease

on them.

Ayres To Direct For Republic

Lew Ayres will have his long-awaited oppor-

tunity to direct a feature picture, when he goes

to work on "The Glory Parade," a Civil War
story, for Republic. The former Fox contract

player will also appear in "The Leathernecks

Have Landed," for the same company.

NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

FOX
Here's to Romance Oct. 9
This Is the Life Oct. 10

Bad Boy
^ Oct. 16

Way Down East Oct. 18

METRO
I Live My Life Oct. 5

It's in the Air Oct. 12

Rendezvous Oct. 25

Perfect Gentleman Nov. 1

Mutiny on the Bounty Nov. 8

A Night At the Opera Nov. 15

PARAMOUNT
Two-Fisted Oct. 8

Little America Oct. 4

Hands Across the Table Oct. 18

Eagle's Brood Oct. 25

Pctsr Ibbetson Nov. 8

RKO
Powdersmoke Range Oct. 1

1

Family Tree Oct. 18

Rainmakers Oct. 18

Hi! Gaucho Oct. 25

Three Musketeers Nov. 1

UNIVERSAL
Fighting Youth Oct. 11

Affairs of Susan Oct. 21

UNITED ARTISTS
Barbary Coast Oct. 12

WARNER'S
Shipmates Forever Oct. 18

Dr. Socrates Oct. 19

Case of Lucky Legs Oct. 24

Western Penna. Allied Holds

15th Convention Oct. 28-29

The M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsylvania,

Allied unit, holds its fifteenth annual conven-

tion at the Schenley Hotel, Pittsburgh, on

Monday and Tuesday, October 28-29. Con-

gressman Samuel Pettengill, sponsor of the

anti-block booking bill, is slated to be one of the

speakers. Abram F. Myers, Sidney Samuelson

and Fred Herrington, secretary of the unit, will

also address the delegates. A number of ex-

hibitors from eastern Pennsylvania and Ohio

are expected to attend.

MERRITT CRAWFORD — (Continued from Page 5)

It was found that the distributors too often controlled the odd man. Which
was one reason why the Supreme Court outlawed "compulsory arbitration," no
doubt, once the standby of the Film Boards in "adjusting" complaints.

The courts, lawyers and all, still seem to be the theatre owner's best help in

time of trouble with the distributor, costly as they are.

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices
Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirement!

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Not a dark houst in more than 20 ytars

of film delivery servicel"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ats'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
LOCiut 4181

PHILA.
RACE 4600
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SHORT SUBJECTS
from Philly

by Nonamakar

GENTLEMEN, TAKE BOWS!
If I had a florist shop, perhaps, I wouldn't be

so generous. However, carnations to CHAR-
LIE SEGALL for putting aside exhibitor par-

tisanship and aiding in efforts to solve exhib

problems . . . Dogwood to HARRY LA VINE
for getting Republic off to a swellelegant start

in this territory by selling indie product with

dignity ... a posie to NORMAN (NOOKIE)
BECKETT for the way he handles ye corner

cigar shoppe ... A sunflower to "WHITEY,"
the traffic officer on the Thirteenth and Vine

Streets corner—the whitest cop to ever wear

a uniform ... A cornflower to HERB GIVEN
for maintaining an always pleasant p:rsonaLty

while doing a mighty fine job of selling G-B
. . . A gardenia to MOE VERBIN, manager
of the Europa, Philly's only art house, because

he never went "arty" over it ... A sprig of

honeysuckle to "Adnural" BARNEY COHEN,
I. T. M. prez, because he is still the sama
blindingly flash dresser as he was when working

two days in one at the Family on Market Street

. . . A rubber plant to GEORGE SOBEL for

mastering Polish up Tacony way . . . And
some golden rod to HARRY FELT for learn-

ing Italian out at the Bell . . . Roses to DAVE
BARRIST and CHARLIE GOODWIN for

being the first in the premium business and
still maintaining an enviable quality . . . Also

a bachelor button to BARRIST—just because

. . . A century plant to BENNY HARRIS for

his family accomplishments ... A violet to

EDDIE GABRIEL for his swell sense of humor
. . . A tulip to SAM ROSEN fcr his square-

deal-ed-ness . . . Carnations to JOHNNY
GOLDER for being a good listener to hard-

luck stories . . . Forget-me-nots to CHARLIE
(BLIMP) DUTKIN because he is ctill "Uncle
Charlie" to kids attending his theatre and loved

by them . . . Chrysanthemums and nastur-

tiums to JOHNNY UHLRICH because he's

"regular" . . . Buttercups to CHARLIE STIE-
FEL because they seem to be marching along

with the times . . . Bayleafs to BEN STERM
because he delivers what he promises . . .

Fringed gentian to OSCAR NEUFELD be-

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINI STRICT

Philadelphia

Locust 0338

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

cause he is always doing something for some-
body else when he should once in a while be
doing something for Oscar . . . PEERLESS
EXCHANGE gets a bunch of wistaria for giv-

ing the boys some re-issues (' Scarface," "Hell's

Angel," etc.) that actually made some money
. . . Thousands of orchids to JAY EMANUEL
for what he is doing for the Northern Liber-

ties Hospital . . . And some wild sorrel to MO
WAX because he actually pays me to knock
out such pansy tossing columns as this . . .

And some ambrosia to you and you and you

—

who shouldn't feel slighted if you are not men-
tioned; but who should patiently wait until we
get around to you!

NOTE — For a flock of belly laughs
look up "THE LANGUAGE OF THE
FLOWERS" (the meaning of different

flowers) in the back of any reliable dic-

tionary.

BRIEFS—
Nixon's Grand re-opens Friday, October

25th, under direction of LOU BERMAN,
PHIL WOLFSON managing . . . CHARLES
HARRIS, formerly with Metro and Hollywood,
now with Price Premiums . . . Warner's State

adds vaude every Saturday beginning this week
. . . NORMAN LEWIS expects to re-open the
Montgomery, East Montgomery and Girard
Avenues, within a month . . . Fox ran trailer

that they had brought 'em back alive—mean-
ing stage show and pit men . . . Major Bowes'
Amateur Unit due at Earle for Philly showing
soon . . .

I. T. M. Plan Affair
The Independent Theatre Managers' Asso-

ciation of Philadelphia has scheduled a dinner-
dance to be held at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
November 3rd. A limited number of guests
will be invited to attend, in addition to the
organization's membership.

CLEMS
Independent Movie Supply House

30 Years of Faithful Service to

Every Theatre Owner

1224 VINE STREET PHILA., PA.

ERVING theatre necdi with a knowledge
I of theatre bueineea.

A -ISTIryG theatre owneri with a staff of
(«jn-?d clerks and offi:e file*. No
mntouts.

IREEING theatre owners of the worry
I that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

[FFICIENTLY operating the largeat film
delivery aervka in the world.

IAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

FIELDING the epitome of safety, service
and efficiency at a minimum cost.

HORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public. Phila.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM UULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCI

AU forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107

THEATRES WANTED

PKNNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or leu

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia..

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila.. Pa.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

To reach every

theatre owner

in the Phila. & Wash,

territories

YOU MUST ADVERTISE

in FILM BULLETIN

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING
Wo have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

9 Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
0 • • © Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus (— ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

by First Division and augurs well for

what may come from this outfit in the

future.

PLOT:
Lawrence, mistress of a well-known actor,

leaves him and takes up with a group of artists

in the Latin Quarter. Meeting Fairbanks, -trug-

gling playwrite, she goes to live with him. Her
love inspires him to work upon "La Boheme."
When he reads his play before the actors' com-
mittee, the leading ladv is smitten with him
and is instrumental in having it accepted for

immediate production. Lawrence, jealous, per-

suades Fairbanks to break an engagement with

the actress, resulting in the play being post-

poned. Fairbanks meets her again at a bal

masque, however, and when he explains about
his struggles and his love for Lawrence, she

agrees to help him. Lawrence meets her old

lover at the same affair and he persuades her

that she is standing in Fairbanks' way to suc-

cess, so she runs away. Fairbanks finds her,

but she is too ill to attend the opening night's

performance of his play. Rushing home to tell

her of his success, he is too late; she has died.

AD TIPS:

Sell Lawrence, who is a well-known musical

comedy actress. It is a strong drama and the

campaign should be directed to the women. It

marks Fairbanks' return to the screen—in his

greatest role.

NONNIE.

inouth build-up to overcome the lack of

marquee names. Even where film spec-

tacles usually are weak attractions, this

should do above average business.

PLOT:
Foster, a simple blacksmith, is idyllically

happy with his wife and child until they die,

because he hasn't sufficient money to save them.
After that he becomes an arena gladiator, and
lives only for money, which he plans to give
to David Holt, the child of a gladiator he has
killed. Years later, the adopted son (now
played by John Wood) revolts against the
cruelty of the times, refuses to accompany Basil
Rathbone to Rome, where a position of wealth
and power awaits him; and is ultimately forced
into the arena by Louis Calhern to fight for
his life and that of Dorothy Wilson, his slave-

sweetheart. When the volcano bursts into ac-
tion, they are saved; but his father-by-adoption
dies.

AD TIPS:

Dress the marquee and front to impress with
the bigness of "Pompeii." Miniature Roman
arena can be constructed cheaply in lobby for
advance. Compo pillars at each end of mar-
quee, with pennants strung between, offer a
flash opportunity.

NONNIE.

MIME

BOX-OFFICE RATING
Drama in costume . . . Excellent

production of touching devotion

drama . . . Gertrude Lawrence and
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., outstanding . . .

Adult entertainment, rating • • •
for class houses . . . • • + gener-

ally, but n. g. for action spots.

Alliance (First Division Release)

84 Minutes

Gertrude Lawrence . . . Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Diana Napier . . .

Directed by Paul L. Stein

An artistic triumph all around! "Mimi"
is definitely adult film fare, an engrossing

blending of romance and tragedy, basecj

on the familiar opera "La Boheme." It

boasts excellent acting and qualifies as

major in direction, production values, re»

cording. Although a trifle high-brow, if

has plenty of simple emotional appeal^

which should make it a honey for thf

female trade and carry it through to bet«

ter than average grosses in the neighbor
hoods. Rates high for class spots, qf
course, but will not attract the action fan$,

Gertrude Lawrence surprises with a moif
effective dramatic role, as the girl wrjp

sacrifices all for the career of the map
she loves, but has not wed. She is a

charming actress and handles her on.g

song number effectively. Fairbanks, Jp, f

turns in the most sincere and polished per-

formance of his entire career. A grand
musical accompaniment effectively accents

the dramatic highlights of the story.

Tragic end will not hurt, but should send

the ladies out wiping their eyes and re-

membering to tell their friends about it.

This is the first Alliance (British) release

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII

BOX-OFFICE RATING
SPECTACLE MELODRAMA . . .

Impressive spectacle stuff with plenty

of action and several real thrills . . .

Cast, although not well known, is ex-

cellent . . . Should please all around

. . . Rates • • •—

.

i^—^—^—— ' mm^mmmmm
RKO
95 Minutes

Preston Foster . . . Basil Rathbone . . .

David Holt . . . Alan Hale . , . Louis Calhern

Dorothy Wilson

Directed by Ernest B. Schoeds»ck

Merian C. Cooper and J3rnest Schoed-

sack, creators of "King Koflg" and "She,"

turn thier hands once again, to pageantry

and spectacle and come of| with an im-

pressive bit of filmic ostentation of the

grandeur and brutality that was the Rome
of old. As movie spectacles go, "Last

Days of Pompeii" is better than average.

There are several really exciting scenes

and the entire film has a dramatic big-

ness about it. The life and death battles

of gladiators and slaves in the huge

arena; the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, and

other scenes are realistic and thrilling

stuff, due largely to the remarkable tech-

nical effects and careful reproductions.

Nothing but the title and locale of Bul-

wer-Lytton's original has been retained,

and a rather maudlin, melodramatic story

has replaced it. However, it is quite like-

ly that the movie version will appeal more
widely to the masses than the original.

There are no names in the cast that will

help this over the box-office hurdles, but

the spectacular scenes and stirring acting

by the players should stir enough word-of-

O'SHAUCHNESSYS BOY

BOX-OFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Usual Beery-

Cooper father-son yarn . . . Has sev-

eral emotional moments that will stir

spectators . . . Fair suspense and good
performances aid it . . . Rates only

• • in cities, because of circus back-

ground, but should do better in small

towns.

M-G-M
86 Minutes

Wallace Beery . . . Jackie Cooper . . .

Spanky McFarland . . . Henry Stephenson . . .

Sarah Haden . . .

Directed by Richard Bolesiawski

Those two tear-jerking experts, Wallace

Beery and Jackie Cooper, go through their

father and son routine once again in a film

that holds a good deal of appealing emo-

tion and several suspenseful highlights.

Unfortunately, I believe the circus back-

ground of the story will hinder the box-

office potentialities of "O'Shaughnessy's

Boy" in metropolitan areas. Circus stories

have been eminently unsuccessful and I

doubt that even so capable a team as this

can surmount this impediment to better-

than-average grosses. The performances of

Beery and Cooper are excellent. Several

scenes between them are moving and will

leave the female eyes wet. Too, when the

one-armed father enters a tiger's cage to

perform his act recklessly, because he be-

lieves he has lost his son's love, one is held

in apprehensive suspense. There are other

scenes which touch and engross the spec-

tator. Had almost any other background

been chosen for this story, its chances for

success would have been greatly increased.

(Continued on Page 6)
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EXHIBITORS' KINDERGARTEN
LESSON No. 1

It Is Not Generally Considered Smart

To Support Competitors

We shall take up for this, our first, lesson in elementary movie

business practices the problem: Is it wise for exhibitors to support

film companies who have set themselves up as theatre competitors?

Let us look at it.

The most successful, financially, film companies are those who
have accumulated huge circuits of theatres, through which they

compete with their own customers, the independent exhibitors.

These companies naturally play their own pictures first in their

theatres, and they also go to great lengths to prevent independents

from obtaining any worthwhile pictures from other producers

ahead of them. They force the meek little independents to wait

a long, long time before they may play pictures after their houses

Also, they advertise widely in an effort to bring the independents'

regular patrons to their theatres. In brief, simple language, these

theatre-owning film companies are very, very powerful competitors

of the meek little indies.

But, you remember I said that those very film companies make
more money than any other film companies. And, let me ask,

where does all that money come from? That's right, it comes right

out of the pockets of those same meek little independents, who are

faced with the opposition of these powerful competitors.

Now, I hear someone ask: "Wouldn't it be smart for the little

indies to buy first and most from those film companies who mind
their own producing businesses and leave the theatre business to

theatremen?"

A very good question that is also a very good answer. Yes,
my children, Universal, United Artists, Columbia, Republic, First

Division and all the other independent film companies are not
busy trying to put independent exhibitors out of business by operat-

ing theatres against them. They should be supported before a

single picture is bought from the others.

That is all for today.

Mo Wax.
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"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

GOVT HOLDS UPPER HAND IN ST. LOUIS CASE TO DATE

Defense Stakes Hopes For Acquittal Sunday Movies Vote
On Hurling Monopoly Counter Charges Perils Pa. Theatres

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Unsuccessful . . .

ST. LOUIS.—As the hectic legal sparring be-

tween Government attorneys and counsel for the

five major film executives continues unabated in

this anti-trust conspiracy action, it becomes in-

creasingly evident that the defense is staking its

chances for escaping a verdict of guilty by im-

planting in the jury's mind the impression that

the plaintiff, not they, was seeking a monopoly
on the theatre situation in St. Louis.

The efforts of the attorneys for Harry War-
ner, Ned E. Depinet, George Schaefer, Herman
Starr and Gradwell Sears to prove this conten-

tion started the second day of the trial and

have been carried forward ever since. The in-

jection of reference to Harry Koplar's reputed

legal battles with Warners in this city was made
to lead to the suggestion by ex-Senator James

Reed that Fanchon and Marco, with Koplar,

had sought to gain complete control of the

first and second run theatres here. Koplar, not

legally involved in the action, has, nevertheless,

been one of the most frequently mentioned in-

dividuals in the case—this at the insistence of

defense counsel.

Counter Charges . . .

Last week, the defense followed another

track of counter-charging, alleging that an at-

torney for Allen S. Snyder, Arthur's partner

in the three theatres from which the defendants

are charged with withholding product by con-

spiracy, sought to coerce Depinet, RKO presi-

dent, by threatening an anti-trust law prosecu-

tion unless he sold his product to them.
Few observers here believe that these coun-

ter-charge tactics have availed the defense any-

thing to counteract the forceful, damaging testi-

mony given by Harry Arthur and several other

Government witnesses, who have corroborated

his statements. The film men's brilliant legal

talent face an extremely difficult problem to

overcome direct charges that the five defendants

were each involved, by their own remarks, in

a conspiracy to withhold necessary films from

the plaintiff's theatres. The Government has

also made out most conclusively that the moti-

vating reason behind this alleged conspiracy

was the ruthless desire of Warner Bros, to get

what they were after—the title and manage-

ment of the three movie houses—from the

bondholders' committee.

Arthur Substantiated . . .

Most impressive witness in substantiating Ar-

thur's testimony was Jack Partington, Fanchon
and Marco president, who testified last Wednes-
day that what Arthur had told the court of his

meeting with Starr, Sears and Abel Cary
Thomas, Warner officials, on March 6, 1934,

was accurate. Repeating the remark made by
Starr that "Fancho and Marco are the lambs

that must be slaughtered," he confirmed in al-

most every detail the testimony of the former

witness.

Partington said that Grad Sears told Arthur

and him that "Warner Bros, have a large equity

in those properties and we're going to get them
back."

He also repeated the story of their visit to

George Schaefer, who told them that Warners
had threatened Paramount with trouble if they
sold their pictures away to F. and M.

Reed Charges Threat . . .

The charge that John S. Leahy, Snyder's at-

torney, threatened Depinet with just such a case
as is going on unless the F. and M. houses got

RKO pictures was hurled by James A. Reed
at last Thursday's session. In the course of his

testimony about a meeting he had with Depinet
at which he was seeking to obtain RKO product
for the three houses, Leahy said he pointed out

to Depinet that he might become involved in

an anti-trust action.

Reed quickly took hold of this to remark,

"What you were trying to do is this. You
were trying to get RKO pictures for the group
by endeavoring to threaten Mr. Depinet."

The witness flushed as he called back to the

gray-haired Reed, "You can't make a speech

like that without letting me answer!" And he

answered. "No, that's not so. I never threat-

ened Depinet. Arthur had no monopoly and if

he did and violated the Sherman Act, I am
confident the Government would have acted."

With the Government tapering off its part

of the case, several other witnesses filed to the

stand to bolster the basic testimony of Arthur,

who naturally is the key witness against the

producers.

In next week's issue we shall undoubtedly be

reporting the progress of the defendants' case.

Guesses as to what course it will take are haz-

ardous and would constitute no more than mere

conjecture. But, more than one observer of the

proceedings so far is convinced that strong and

hitherto unrevealed testimony will be needed

by the defense to break down the effect of the

Government's days in court.

Double Feature Appeal

Slated For Nov. Hearing

The appeal by the major film companies from

the Eastern Pennsylvania District Court's de-

cision in the Harry Perelman double feature

case is slated to be heard by the Circuit Court

of Appeals during November. The Federal

Court's ruling found the majors guilty of con-

spiracy to violate the anti-trust laws and ordered

that they be restrained from refusing to allow

showings of their features with another full-

length picture. However, the defendants ob-

tained a writ of supersedeas and immediately

appealed the case.

It was learned yesterday that the Department

of Justice has indicated its interest in this case

and has inquired as to the date of the appeal

hearing.

Local Option . . .

As the date, November 5th, for the vote on

Sunday movies in Pennsylvania approaches, the

dangers of the local option clause of the

Schwartz-Melchiore-Barber bill, assume a sig-

nificance and an aspect of jeopardy that was all

but lost on many exhibitors during the fight on

the bill in the State Legislature.

FILM BULLETIN inaugurated its attacks on

the measure at the time it was introduced on

the grounds that the local option feature was

dangerous. It presented a threat to the theatre

which is situated in an individual community

within short driving distance of other communi-

ties which also have theatres. What will hap-

pen to the house that is forced to keep closed

on Sunday because the referendum has been

voted "no," while neighboring comunities vote

"yes" and the theatres are permitted to operate

on Sunday?

Critical . . .

Just this situation is presenting itself to nu-

merous of highly perturbed theatremen in small

Pennsylvania towns who ignored early protests

against this feature of the bill. They find

themselves now in the position in which they

must either go out and battle for "yes" votes

and thereby incur the ill will of the church

groups in their towns, or face the prospect of

ruin if they are kept closed on Sunday, while

neighboring houses are open. With a consid-

erable portion of their regular patronage being

drawn to other communities on Sunday, a small

town theatre may find it difficult to survive.

So, these exhibitors must go out and campaign

for a "yes" vote.

Campaigns . . .

Meanwhile, nevertheless, the opposing forces

on the issue are girding themselves for a state-

wide fight on the referendum during the final

JESSE LEVINE
Jesse Lcvine, 45, salesman for Uni-

versal in the Scranton territory, died sud-
denly last Saturday morning of a heart
attack. He had been with U for five

years. His wife and two sons, who live

at Chatham Court Apartments. 49th
and Locust Streets, survive him.

Joe Engel, branch manager of Uni-
versal in Philadelphia, said, "Universal
and I lost a sincere friend and a grand
worker in Jesse Levine. We will miss
him." A large group of film and theatre

people attended the funeral, which was
hold Sunday morning.
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week before the election.

Few opponents of the liberal Sabbath really

believe that the large cities are not in favor of

Sunday movies. It is hardly likely that they

will concentrate their fight in Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, etc. It is in the rural

districts thai the church groups confidently ex-

pect to defeat the measure and stand a good

chance to do so.

On November 5th, 272 communities will

vote. Whereas those who seek liberalization of

the old "Blue Laws" hesitate to make their

fight an aggressive one, the opponents have an-

nounced that they will adopt "modern" meth-

ods of Flinging out the votes—by having flying

squadrons of workers with autos carry their

supporters right to the polls.

The independent exhibitor forces, who ener-

getically fought the bill in the Legislature, are

now watching from the sidelines, still opposed,

but unable to actively enter the campaign now

for fear of jeopardizing some within their own

ranks.

Fox Head Testifies

At Patents Inquiry

Far Afield . . .

"How much money does your corporation

spend to lobby in Washington?"

The question came suddenly from Matthew

A. Dunn, blind Representative from Pennsyl-

vania and a member of the Congressional Com-

mittee on Patents, and was addressed to Sidney

R. Kent, president of 20th Century-Fox. It

happened last Friday in the meeting room of

the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York City, where

the Committee is investigating pooling and

cross-licensing of motion picture sound patents,

and the impertinent query was asked while Kent

was explaining the relationship ot his company

to the Electrical Research Products, Inc.

(Erpi).

"It was evident that the Fox boss was caught

unawares, since he did not answer the question

directly, but personalized it. "So far as I

know, I haven't spent any money down there

for Fox Films," was his reply.

Congressman Dunn pursued the line of ques-

tioning. "That may be true, but does your

company spend anything?"

"Not that I know of," Kent answered.

"Well, how are you people so successful in

keeping legislation from being enacted which we

believe is going to be of benefit to the people?

How is that done?" the committee member
asked.

Kent replied that his interrogator was better

able to answer that question than he.

"Do yau want to know my answer?" asked

Dunn. "My answer is that the corporations

spend gigantic sums of money for that pur-

pose."

Mr. Kent's denial ended that repartee.

Query On Hays . . .

Will H. Hays, head of the MPPDA, sat in

the meeting room awaiting his call to testify,

but was not reached. Instead he listened to

Mr. Kent answer a few questions concerning

the producers' group over which he rules.

Asked for an explanation of his company's

association in the Hays organization, Kent told

the committee that 20th Century-Fox pays the

MPPDA #100,000 yearly. He could not ex-

plain how the charges were apportioned to the

various major producers, saying that it was

worked out on a basis "known only to Mr.

Hays." He thought that the total paid into

the Hays organization by the members is

"about" #600,000 per year.

Charge Erpi Threats . . .

Last Thursday's session of the inquiry was

devoted to hearing the testimony of former

sound equipment manufacturers who charged

Electrical Research Products, Inc., with forcing

them out of business.

C. C. Colby, former president of the Samson
Electric Co., said that hisi organization was

compelled to get out of business after fifty years

of existence, due to the fact that Erpi "intimi-

dated" their customers, small theatre owners,

threatening them with legal action on patent

infringements if they bought Samson sound ma-

chines. Joseph Numero, of the Cinema Sup-

plies Co., told a similar story.

The commiitee abruptly called off further

hearings on the scund patent phase of the in-

quiry after Kent's appearance on Friday, failing

to give any substantial reasons for its acion.

It may decide to take it up again later, how-

ever.

G»B's 1st Anniversary

Progress . . .

G-B is celebrating its first American Anni-

versary this week. Within the brief period of

one year this company has established itself as

one of the most formidable film producing and

distributing organizations in the country, jus-

tifying the sales and advertising policies fixed

by those who have conducted its activities in

America and demonstrating the wisdom of the

parent company's production staff.

G-B, today, is practically as much an Ameri-

can film organization as any native company.

Its product is being made with a definite eye

toward the U. S. market, as has been indicated

by its most recent films. Acquisition of a num-

ber of important American stars is further evi-

dence that G-B desires to make pictures that

are typically suited for our market. The Anni-

versary Week release is "Transatlantic Tunnel,"

The Houses That Exhibitors' Jack Built
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A. P. WAXMAN
. Ace G-B Explo'tteer

with Richard Dix, Madge Evans, Helen Vinson,

C. Aubrey Smith.

American Men . . .

The manpower behind the American G-B

organization is entirely native. Arthur A. Lee,

widely recognized as one of the ablest film dis-

tributor executives in the land, is vice-president;

George W. Weeks, general sales manager, and

the well-known A. P. Waxman, advertising

counsel.

Waxman, dean of film advertisers, has had a

large hand in the progress made by G-B during

its first year. The ad material that has eman-

ated from his department has been of material

aid to exhibitors in making G-B Pictures profit-

able at the boxoffice. Thoroughly and force-

fully American, his copy yet held claim to a

distinctiveness for which Waxman's work is

noted.

HERBERT W. GIVEN
. . . Sells Philly G-B

1ERRITT CRAWFORD

L
THE \

) Bo JdK V UN Ljr

lOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

G-B has gone a long way on the road to suc-

cess in this one year. The nation's independ-

ent exhibitors should be appreciative that this

fine new film market was opened to them.

NEW YORK.

Some time ago the Atlas Corporation was men-

tioned in this department as an investment trust and

JBMkT. V ||k management company whose future activities in con-

Kd V At nection with the film industry might be interesting to

v *
. h watch. It was noted that Atlas occupied a leading

position in the stock ownership of both Paramount

and Fox-20th Century. It also holds a considerable

block of Loew's, Inc., common stock and Warner

Bros, bonds.

Floyd B. Odium, the young Oklahoma lawyer, who heads the Atlas Corpora-

tion with its $300,000,000 capitalization, is a director in Paramount. In the new
deal concluded last week, by which the Atlas Corporation and Lehman Bros., the

bankers, took over most of RCA's $16,000,000 holdings in RKO, with an option on
the balance, Odium now becomes chairman of the board of RKO.

All this may merely indicate that the Atlas Corporation, which is an investment

trust, with important stock holdings in over 200 companies, regards the film indus-

try as a good "buy" at this time. Basically, the Atlas' business is to invest in the

securities of concerns which it believes have an underlying value sufficiently greater

than their market price to make them worthwhile. This, however, necessarily

implies that Atlas must have some say in the management of companies in which

it is interested in order to effect such reorganization of their affairs as may be

required.

For this purpose Odium is in a class by himself. In various utility and other

large companies, which have become involved in tangles that appeared to be impos-

sible to untwist, he has proven to be a veritable genius at untangling them. Wall
Street has long recognized Odium as a master at resuscitating and reorganizing

properties, which had been under water so long that everyone else had quite lost

hope.

This does not indicate at all the near probability of any further merger of the

big film companies. The Sherman anti-trust law is still on the statutes. But it

may well be that some sort of a working understanding will be made possible by
the interlocking interests of these three great film companies (Paramount, RKO,
20th Century-Fox), with Atlas as the link and Floyd B. Odium as the directing

force.

There is some mystery as to identities behind the Atlas Corporation. Roger
Babson has referred to it on several occasions as a "Morgan group." It is certainly

the largest investment trust in the field and is said to include a considerable block

of British capital, so that its interests and operations are international.

Lehman Brothers, the bankers, who frequently act jointly with Atlas, as in the

case of the recent RKO deal, are very close to the "Morgan group," if not actually

part of it. So it appears that the "giant" of Wall Street, which dominates a score

of the leading industries—steel, automobiles, munitions, etc.—has finally secured a

key position in the motion picture industry.

With all the world heading for war or preparation for war the potentials of

the motion picture for propaganda, greater even than those of the daily press,

form a factor which the great financial interests recognize very clearly and heir

desire to see the film industry in "safe" hands, as a protection to their interests in

other industries, may be an additional and decisive motive for investment and con-

trol, quite aside from the possibilities of great profits. However, this leads u> more
distantly afield.

As to the immediate effect on the independent theatreman's business, there

will probably be none of importance. But, an ominous cloud is discernable in the not

very distant future. When finance capital as big and influential as that represented

by the Atlas group enters an industry, they seldom stop short of a complete, if not

wholly direct, control of that industry.

(Continued on Page 6)
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names for his support, make this a poor

bet for box-office honors. The picture is

shaped in the pattern of Grace Moore
musicals, with the inclusion of several

operatic arias and some newly written

songs. The singing of Mr. Martini is

really stirring, in both operatic and popu-

lar numbers, but his debut performance

suffers immeasurably because not sufficient

time was taken to give him even a rudi-

mentary training in histrionics. He is

young and photographs well, but carries

the burden of a heavy accent, which

makes his performance seem even worse

than it really is. Added to Martini's act-

ing deficiencies is the uninspired and un-

original direction, and a plot that lacks

the humor and verve needed in such films.

Schumann-Heink is delightful in her role,

adding great charm to the scenes in which

she appears. She will be seen and liked

very much in the future. Better class

spots, where Martini is known, should do

at least average with this. But it is a

below-average attraction for other thea-

tres, rating poor for rural towns and
action neighborhoods.
PLOT:
A struggling young vocal student, Martini,

finds a patroness in Genevieve Tobin, through
the aid of Schumann-Heink. She sends him to

Paris to study, where he falls in love with Anita
Louise. Genevieve comes to Paris, interferes

with his romance and, trying to push his career

too fast, ruins it. He disappears for a while,

Anita discovering him again as a song-plugger.

She sets about rebuilding his career and lands

him on the stage of the Metropolitan.

AD TIPS:
Sell Martini as the great new singing sensa-

tion, star of the Metropolitan Opera Company
and the radio. Also deliver him to the ladies

as a new romantic troubadour. Mention him
in connection with Grace Moore, as being the

male counterpart of that star.

ELK.

Variety Club Ladies Masque
The Ladies' Auxiliary of Variety Tent 13

(Philly) are holding their first annual Bal

Masque this Saturday night. The Hallowe'en
Party is expected to attract a big turnout.

Oscar Neufeld is aiding the ladies with the

preparations.

Chance Games Charges
Dismissed By Grand Jury
The Philadelphia Grand Jury dismissed the

lottery cases pending against four local exhibi-
tors arrested several weeks ago for operating
chance game business stimulators. Consequent-
ly, Allen Lewis, Emanuel Lewis, John Enrlich
and Isador Schwartz, who had been using
"Lucky" and ''bank Night," were discharged.

It is unlikely that any further action will be
taken to interfere with these theatre prize
games, which have made considerable inroads
in the territory. It has been learned, however,
that Philadelphia police have been instructed
to keep an eye on theatres using games to

see that they do not overstep bounds construed
to be within the law. Some feel that this

action is directed against games in which cash
is used as prizes, but there has been no special

ruling on this phase.

Preferred Gets Imperial 7
The Philadelphia and Washington exchanges

of Preferred Pictures, Inc., will distribute the
seven Imperial Exploitation Specials, which are
being released nationally by William Pizor and
Lew Berinan. The deal was concluded latt

week with Ed Waters, Murray Beier and Her-
bert Taylor representing Preferred in the nego-
tiations.

The Imperial Seven presents a group of fea-

tures that lean heavily on the exploitation side.

Such titles as "Murder By Television," which
stars Bela Lugosi; "Manhattan Butterfly," and
"Second Choice," by Rob Eden, author of sev-

eral successful novels, indicate that the product
wiil be real showmen's pictures.

In addition to the feature group, Imperial

is producing 13 Poetic Gems by Edgar A.
Guest, one of the most widely read newspaper
feature writers in the country, and 13 Color
Classics, which are novelties and travelogues

done in the latest color process.

N. Y. Circuits - Operators Settle
The three-month-old wage dispute between

Loew's and RKO Theatres in Njw York and
Local 306 of the Operators' Union was settled

at the end of last week when seven-year waga
contracts were signed. Terms as reported by
the union are: #1.86 per hour in circuit neigh-

borhood houses and #2.55 in central city de
luxe theatres. Pact also provides for a week's
vacation with pay for each bocthman.

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

ERRITT CRAWFORD (Continued from Page 5)

This has a significance for every independent producer and theatre owner that
should not be overlooked. Unless recent reports are wrong, the fingers of that
same financing group is reaching into the independent production field and may
soon dominate it. It must be remembered that the lords of Wall Street never
want a complete, 100% monopoly in any industry. This has proven again and
again to be undesirable and provocative of trouble from legal and governmental
sources. The ideal set-up is a dominant control of about 70% of the business in
an industry, with the practical control, through allegedly "independent" and "com-
petitive" companies, of the remaining 30%.

If they are able to effect this in the film industry (and it appears quite likely),
they will have no danger of government interference and the independent theatre
owner and film producer will have to tie up to the tail of the kite or fall to the
ground. This is certainly not a hopeful prospect taken by and large. But, it must
be uttered and reckoned with, for, unless exhibitors really learn and believe in
cooperation, their days as an influential factor in this industry are numbered.

In which Bob tips

off Joe on a new film

October 23, 1935.

Dear Joe:

Even after I read all those rave

reviews on "Harmony Lane" in the

trade and newspapers, I was still a

bit skeptical, so I hied myself off to

the Capital city to take a peek at it.

Listen, Joe, I saw one of the grand-

est shows that has been produced

this year. It's a honey that has

everything, drama, comedy (and

how) and those great songs by

Stephen Collins Foster. It's the

story of his life, you know, and Old

Black Joe, Swanee River, My Old

Kentucky Home, Oh Susanna, and

his other melodies are played as the

background for a swell story. Get

this one for your house, Joe, but

don't wait till you play it—go down

to see it yourself first.

The Old Side-kick,

Bob.

HARMONY LANE
A MASCOT PICTURE

— With —
DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY

EVELYN VENABLE

ADRIENNE AMES

WILLIAM FRAWLEY

JOSEPH CAWTHORN

•

COLD MEDAL FILM CO.

203 EYE ST., N. W., WASHINGTON

Metropolitan 2133
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SHORT SUBJECTS

by Nonamaker

LITTLE BITS—
Narberth Theatre celebrates eighth anniver-

sary—one of the features being an all Disney
Silly Symphony and Mickey Mouse program
including that cartoon gem '"Orphan's Benefit"

... In event of Sunday movies the Stanley-

Warner managers from the west, who came here

to reap the benefits of that seventh day off,

may make an exodus homeward . . . ANN
ROSEN, Capital beauty, is a Penn football en-

thusiast ... So is JOE ENGLE . . . LEON
BEHALL in tears because he wasn't mentioned
among last week's flowers . . . MEYER ADLE-
MAN sporting a new moustache. Prize of one
dented film can to anyone guessing number of

hairs . . . MO WAX wearing garters for first

time in years . . . FRANK HAMMERMAN'S
son, Ben, cast for leading part in Max Rein-

hardt's show now in rehearsal in New York
. . . Warner's reopened Arcadia, Reading, with

daily change policy . . . NATE MILGRAM
had birthday. Celebrated by putting out extra

one sheet at Lorraine . . . BENNY HARRIS
busy getting time on several new action pic-

tures just in; and "Game of the Century," pro-

fessional football short, that Warner's and
Comerford took . . . "POP" KORSON going
to tour territory; renew old acquaintances, et:.

. . . GEORGE FISHMAN seen "reminiscenc-

ing" with his wife at Arden, Del., the free love

colony . . .

NAPOLEON—
You should have seen DAVE ("Little Na-

poleon") BARRIST in riding togs as he strut-

ted up the street Saturday afternoon whip in

hand! . . . BARNEY COHEN, the Admiral
Theatre Cohen, still head over heels in love

. . . PERRY LESSY takes in three movies in

Camden on his day off—getting practice for

open Sundays. He visited and claims he sat

through shows at the Drive-In ("Valley of the

Nude"), the Parkside and the Broadway . . .

' LEGS" CLEANED UP—
Rumor has it that JACK BLUMBERG is go-

ing to build a 1000-seat house on South Broad
Street—sugar daddy unknown . . . SHUBERT

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

THEATRE rumored going burlesque plus
films—the only thing holding it up being a trick
phrase in the lease requiring lessee making
many alterations demanded by fire marshal aa
a result of the fire that closed the house last

winter and drove the strip artists into Broad
Street . . . Warner's "Case of the Lucky Legs"
goes into Earle after censor cleansing forced it

out of the Stanton several weeks ago . . .

ITM AFFAIR—
The I. T. M.'s second annual banquet will

take place Sunday evening, November 3rd, at

8 o'clock in the Hotel Pennsylvania mirror
room. Dancing, all-star entertainment, etc.

See any of the boys for "invitations" . . . Sat-
urday vaude also now in the S-W Cross Keys,
Circle, Keystone, Kent, Logan, as well as the
State . . . VARIETY CLUB to have a big
vaude-film affair at the Met November 18th
. . . Negro operators form Local 307 affiliate

which will be known as Local 307-A, A. F. of
L. . . . One angle on the double feature situa-

tion is the lady who telephoned a theatre and
asked: "What time does the feature that no
one wants to see go on?" . . .

SIGNS OF THE TIMES—
Prosperity note: Uptown tilts scale 5c.

Salute' Held Back In Phila.
"Red Salute," United Artists' anti-radical

comedy, has been pulled twice from the Aldine
Theatre, Philadelphia. Hope that agitation

against the film by pacifist and radical groups
will subside is believed to be the reason for

the delayed opening. Showings in New York
and other cities were met by picket lines out-

side and hisses inside theatres.

Java Head Into Karlton
First Division's "Java Head" goes into the

first-run Karlton (Warner's) this Friday. Anna
May Wong and John Loder are the stars of

this Oriental melodrama.

CLEM'S
Independent Movie Supply House

30 Years of Faithful Service to

Every Theatre Owner

1224 VINE STREET PHILA., PA.

E

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
I of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a staff of
trained clerks and office files. No
missouts,

jREEING theatre owners of the worry

B
that they may have forgotten
part of their show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest film

delivery service in the world.

AKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

FIELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

ORLAGHED
Delivery Service II

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

H

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
USFIERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers* Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInitv 1189

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films

By ROLAND BARTON

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

BOX-OFFICE RATING
SHAKESPEARE'S FANTASY

... A notable attempt to elevate the

movie standards and somewhat of an

artistic triumph . . . Beauty, romance,

fantasy and comedy combined in a

glittering "spectacle" version of

Shakespeare . . . Too long . . . Curi-

osity will pull it through in large cities

. . . Shakespeare in person couldn't

help it in the hinterland . . . Rates

• • • • in class houses; • • • —
in neighborhoods; • • — in rurals.

Warner Bros.

132 Minutes

James Cagney . . . Dick Powell . . . Jean Muit

Joe E. Brown . . . Frank McHugh . . .

Ian Hunter . . . Olivia DeHavilland . . .

Anita Louise . . . Victor Jory . . .

Hugh Herbert . . . Mickey Rooney . . .

Directed by Max Reinhardt and

William Dieterle

An appraisal of all the literary, artistic

and filmic virtues and faults of this first

talking picture attempt at Shakespeare

had best be left to those critics who are

confined to longer columns than I am

here allowed. "A Midsummer Night's

Dream" is still a commercial movie to be

delivered to the public through exhibitor-

owned theatres, so let us consider its box-

office aspect. It is a beautiful motion pic-

ture and a noteworthy effort to raise the

estimation in which the screen is held by

the better-educated, or "intelligentsia," of

the world. That, it will accomplish, for

Shakespeare has been faithfully translated

to film in a movie, which, while it is a

Max Reinhardt "spectacle," is still more

the work of the immortal Bard of Avon.
Therefore, theatres catering to "class" or
student audiences will find a ready and
eager response awaiting "Dream." It

should do excellent business in such

houses. But, what of the average city

neighborhood theatre, where Shakespeare

is someone often heard of, but far less

often read? In cities where the picture

has been roadshowed, the tremendous
publicity accorded it by Warners and the

local newspapers should have stimulated

sufficient curiosity to bring better-than-

average returns when it reaches the

"nabes." The audience will probably be

bored by the two hours, twelve minutes of

fantasy and poetry, but they will laugh

aplenty at the antics of such of their old

favorites as Joe E. Brown, Frank McHugh
and Hugh Herbert, making the Bard's

lines seem more hilarious than they ever

read in print. The middle class city folks

will want to see Shakespeare's play to be

able to say they had seen it. These fac-

tors will count in all but the cheap ac-

tion houses, where the response will be

comparable to that accorded "Dream" in

country theatres. There (we hope we are

proven wrong), the sight of Jimmy Cag-

ney in Shakespearean garb is likely to

bring a lot of giggles at the start. The
beauty of Shakespeare's poetry may in-

trigue those who have never read any of

his works enough to command silence and
attention, but not enough to make them
enjoy so lengthy a film that has so little of

those qualities they commonly associate

with their movies and desire in them. I

sincerely believe every rural theatre own-
er should run "Dream," if he can obtain

it on very reasonable terms. Everywhere,

there are some people who look forward

to seeing it and they should not be de-

prived of the opportunity, providing

Warners do not insist on making the

showing too hazardous a venture for the

exhibitor. Hastily reviewing the film it-

self, it should be mentioned that the War-
ner stock comedians are extremely funny;

Cagney handles his ro'e of Bottom capa-

bly, if in undistinguished manner; Dick
Powell gives the poorest performance in

the play; such lesser names as Ian Hun-
ter, Victor Jory and Olivia DeHavilland
turn in the best Shakespearean characteri-

zations; the musical score is grand. Re-

gardless of its merits, or lack of them,

Warner Bros, deserve a compliment for

trying to help the movies "grow up."
R. B.

IT'S IN THE AIR

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Moves at snappy

pace with plenty of Benny-isms . . .

Healy a howl . . . Plenty of laughs

all the way through . . . But, it all

adds up to "just another" comedy
that rates • • business down the

line.

M-G-M
80 Minutes
Jack Benny ... Ted Healy . . . Una Merkel
Nat Pendleton . . . Grant Mitchell . . .

Directed by Charles T. Reisner

A gag-studded comedy that pulls laughs

consistently throughout. As a sports

racketeer, Jack Benny has a part that

fits him like the proverbial kid glove.

His material is better suited to his suave,

slick, nonchalant style than any he has

been given in his previous two picture

attempts. Ted Healy, however, walks off

with laugh honors as Benny's stooge. Nat
Pendleton, too, as a "T" man on their

trail, has his laugh innings. The goofy

plot keeps the comedy hopping along at

a merry pace, building to a snappy finish

with Benny doing a stratosphere stunt 14

miles up in the air. From the b. o. angle

this looks like an average grosser, al-

though it might go a bit higher where

Benny's air build-up has been very strong.

Those who see it will like it.

PLOT:
Benny and Healy, easy money sports racket-

eers, take to the wide open spaces when "T"
man Pendleton gets hot on their trail for tax

evasions. In a swanky midwest hotel. Benny
meets his wife, Una Merkel, from whom he

has been separated since she gave up trying to

reform him. He is soon mixed up with a gang
of beer, salami, etc., manufacturers, and Mitch-

ell, an airplane manufacturer, who promote
him into attempting a stratosphere flight for

publicity. Benny balks, but is induced by his

wife to go through with it and then go straight.

After making a success of the flight and doing

an extremely funny broadcast from 14 m :
l-,^

up, Benny is told by Pendleton that he can go

free if he pays up what he owes in arrears.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as a comedy howl. The stratos-

phere angle offers many lobby and marquee
display ideas. Miniature compo figures of

Benny and Healy hanging from baloons, etc.

Sell Benny as being in his funniest picture.

NONNIE.

HERE'S TO ROMANCE
BOX-OFFICE RATING

LIGHT MUSICAL . . . Serves

principally to introduce Nino Mar-

tini, singer. His singing is excellent,

but balance of picture below par . . .

Should pull average grosses in class

spots, but rates • • — in nabes gen-

erally . . . Flop for rurals and action

houses.

Fox

87 Minutes

Nino Martini . . . Genevieve Tobin . . .

Mme. Schumann-Heink . . . Anita Louise . . .

P-.e:5 ;naid Denny . . .

Directed by Alfred E. Green

As a vehicle for introducing the beauti-

ful voice of Nino Martini, Metropolitan

Opera and radio star, "Here's To Ro-

mance" serves moderately enough, but a

meagerly contrived plot, Martini's sad at-

tempt at acting and a lack of saleable

(Continued on Page 6)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+ ) and minus (—) wjll be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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35 -36 May Strike New Low

For Poor Major Film Product

No film season for the past five years opened with so much optimism pre-

vailing in all quarters of the industry as this one—and none has been so productive

of disappointment and gloom—for exhibitors. The hopes of thousands of theatre

owners for a season that would bring them out of the mire of debts and losses

in which they wallowed for four lean years, have gone a-glimmering as the major

studios have poured forth more inferior pictures than any previous three month

period in the industry's history.

With the Federal Government spending billions to revive trade, all business

has been given a sadly needed impetus and stocks have been sent soaring and a few

dollars have been put into the pocket of the man on the street. Exhibitors hope-

fully looked for a fair portion of this money to come into their boxoffices and vhe

mortgage no longer loomed so omniously overhead. There was a boom in theatre

buying and hundreds of theatres got their first dressing up in five years.

But, what has happened? True, the first few weeks of the Fall season wit-

nessed a spurt in theatre business. People were hungry for movies and had the

price of admission. But, pause to consider what the movie houses have been able

to offer them in worthwhile films. Check the number of money making pictures

that have come from the big studios since that time. THEY CAN BE COUNTED
ON THE FINGERS OF ONE HAND!

How many BIG pictures have you received this season from the so-called big

producers? What has Paramount given you to warrant its exorbitant demands?

How many duds has Metro hand:d you to nullify the few dollars you were

permitted to make on their specials? Chalk up everything else RKO has delivered

against "Top Hat" and you're on the red side of the ledger.

But, we see all this as only of passing interest. Search deeper, if you will, for

the basic cause for this dearth of worthwhile films and you will stumble inevitably

upon the fact that certain of the majors—and we mean the BIGGEST of them

—

have become convinced that exhibitors only require a few stand-out "bait" pictures

each season—and let the rest be trash!

You, Mr. Exhibitor, arc apparently not interested in doing something to cure

this deplorable situation. You evince little or no interest in eradicating the block

booking evil that lies at the very base of this decaying structure and is threatening

to destroy the industry and your investment.

But, HOW LONG DO YOU THINK THE PUBLIC WILL STAND FOR IT?
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EXHIBITORS
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EVENTS on the MARCH!
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

Defense Has Hard Task To Swing St. Louis Case!

Court Refuses To Dismiss St. Louis
Indictments Against 5 Film Executives

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Motions Overruled . . .

ST. LOUIS.—Federal Judge George H.
Moore overruled on Monday the motions of

counsel for Harry M. Warner, Herman Starr,

Ned E. Depinet, George J. Schaefer and Grad-
well Sears to dismiss the anti-trust indictments

under which they are facing criminal charges

here in U. S. District Court.

The defense had spent an energetic three

days the latter part of last week in an effort to

convince the Court that the Government had
not made out its conspiracy case against the

defendants and that, therefore. Judge Moore
should instruct the jury to return a verdict of

"not guilty".

Charge Lack of Proof . . .

The array of high-powered defense lawyers

argued that the testimony of Government wit-

nesses had been merelv a recitation of events

which were not linked up to prove a con-

spiracy. Frederick H. Wood, one of the War-
ner attorneys asked the Court, "Where in this

record is the necessary link to establish a con-

spiracy on the part of the defendants?"

Pointing out each of the three defendants

connected with Warner Bros., Wood argued

that they had not been tied in with any con-

spiracy. Warner, Sears and Starr, he claimed

had merely been protecting their business in-

terests in a legitimate manner.

Of Starr, who was charged by Harry C.

Arthur with making the remark that Fanchon
8C Marco were "the lambs who have to be

slaughtered", Wood said, "What about him?
They didn't like his manner and he made

some threats. All he did was put his signature

on certain leases. That's all, and that's not
enough to tie him in with a so-called con-
spiracy."

Gov't Recalls Witnesses . . .

The Government scored one of the most
telling points in the entire proceedings last

Wednesday, the day it rested its case, by win-
ning the approval of the Court to recall two
of its most important witnesses, Harry C. Ar-
thur, head of F & M, and Thomas N. Dysart,

chairman of the bondholders' committee of the
three theatres involved in the action.

The purpose of this move was to link the

testimony of these two witnesses with all the de-

fendants, instead of directing it exclusively at

Warner. This is expected to prove a strong
weapon against the defense and their counsel

indicated their fear of its effect by battling

furiously to prevent it.

Basis for Appeal . .

.

It is believed by observers here that the

Court's grant of this point to Russell Hardy,
chief of Government counsel, will be the focal

point of an attack on an adverse decision, if

such should be the outcome of the case. This
was evidenced by the fact that attorneys for the

three defendants refused to cross examine Ar-
thur and Dysart when the Government turned
them over. Ex-senator James A. Reed angrily

referred to the move as "a trick", and the

Court sustained Mr. Hardy's objection to the

remark.

Wood had this to say: "Arthur was the Gov-
ernment's opening gun and now they are

making him the parting salute."

And, again it should be pointed out that

unless the defendants can successfully and con-

clusively contradict Arthur's testimony, the de-

fense faces the probability of conviction. They
have opened their defense and have a difficult

job on their hands.

Penna. Communities

Decide Sunday Movie

Issue At Polls Tues.

November 5th . . .

Next Tuesday, November 5th, is the day on

which 272 Pennsylvania communities will de-

cide if they wish to preserve the ancient state

"blue laws," or liberalize them by voting to

permit the opening of movie houses on the

Sabbath after 2 P. M. On that day hundreds

of thousands of voters will go to the polls to

indicate their pleasure on the Schwartz-Mclchi-

orre-Barbcr bill referendum, which provides for

a vote by local option.

This week, both pros and cons are feverishly

active in preparing for the decision. Heavy
barrages of propaganda are being let loose by
both sides. The pros, principally, are affiliated

chain theatres, business and real estate inter-

ests. The cons, principally, are composed of

professional reform groups and certain church
organizations.

Pros . . .

Chief among the arguments presented by the

pros in favor of the bill is the one that Sunday
movies under this measure will in no wise affect

the church, inasmuch as the late hour of open-

ing permits fulfillment of one's religious duties.

To this they add the following points: In-

creased employment; halting the flow of capital

to other communities where the law allows

amusements; a more liberal, but not an "open"
Sunday; increase in business for local merchants

and real estate values.

Cons .

.

.

Those opposing the bill maintain that Sunday
movies is sponsored solely by the producer-

owned chain theatres to increase their revenue;

that it will seriously affect the church and the

morality of the people; that this measure is the

opening wedge for a complete overthrow of

the "blue laws" and a wide-open Sabbath in

the state.

One of the most telling blows yet struck by

(Continued on Page 4)

Cardinal Dougherty

Opposes Sunday Film

Shows In Phila.

Cardinal Dougherty, who ordered the Catho-
lic boycott of all film theatres in Philadelphia
more than a year ago, has announced his oppo-
sition to Sunday movies as being "injurious to

the cause of religion and morality," in a letter

to Rev. Dr. William B. Forney, secretary of
the Lord's Day Alliance, disclosed on Monday.
The letter, written by Msgr. H. L. Lamb.

Chancellor of the Philadelphia Archdiocese, in

reply to an inquiry by Rev. Forney on the
Cardinal's stand, states, "Cardinal Dougherty
is opposed to the exhibition of commercial
motion pictures in public theatres on Sunday
and is of the opinion that if the proposed
measure (for Sunday movies) be passed bj

Philadelphia the result will be injurious to the

cause of religion and morality.

"His Eminence has requested me to inform
you that his attitude on the motion picture

problem is well known to all and that he has

seen no reason to change it within the last

few months."

Bishop McDevitt, of Harrisburg, and Bishop
Boyle, of Pittsburgh, also issued similar opinions.

Dr. Forney reported.

Stick Around,

Uncle Carl!

Now that everybody has taken a crack

at selling Universal Pictures to everyone

except Haile Selassie, we humbly sug-

gest that all the rumor boys hush up
while Uncle Carl Laemmle, who is en-

titled to have something to say, says a few

words about it.

The grand old veteran frankly says

that he will sell if and when he gets a

decent offer and one that lets him out
cleanly and with something to show for

his many years as the one, honest-to-

goodness independent fighter of them all.

He is entitled to such an offer, but we
sincerely hope he decides, if and when he
gets it, not to accept. For Carl Laemmle
has been one of the worthhwile factors in

.in industry that harbors too many who
regard a fair break for the little fellow as

just foolish sentimentalism.

Stick around, Uncle Carl!
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the "blue law" adherents was the enlistment of

official support from the Catholic Church, issued

through statements from Cardinal Dougherty,
of Philadelphia, and the Catholic leaders of

Harrisburg and Pittsburgh.

Campaigns . . .

Both sides have utilized the radio extensively

in their campaigns. Warner Bros. Theatres

have plastered Philadelphia with porters urging

a "yes" vote. Trailers are being shown on all

chain theatre screens.

J I was learned early this week that both par-

tisans will have people at the polls next Tues-

day to exhort the voters to favor their views.

Undoubtedly, the churches will get in their

strongest plea from the pulpits next Sunday

and the Catholic Church will swing a huge

number of votes to the side of the antis. But,

observers still persist in the belief that senti-

ment in the large cities is overwhelmingly for

a liberal Sunday and they mean to get it this

time.

Whatever is the vote in each community, it

means that no change can be made from that

decision for five years.

Last Saturday, the Board of Jewish Rabbis
passed a resolution against Sunday movies and
on Monday ministers of the Methodist, Baptist
and Presbyterian churches passed resolutions
urging Warner Bros, to reverse their stand and
oppose the bill.

Exhibs To Demand
Second Capra Film

Until Nov. 30th . . .

Action by Columbia Pictures in notifying

exhibitors that they will net release the second

Frank Capra production this season is result-

ing in letters from numerous exhibitors that

they will expect delivery of the first of the

1935-36 Capras to replace it.

Both the I. E. P. A. and M. P. T. O. of

Philadelphia are notifying their members to

write to the exchange in accordance with

Clause No. 17 of their contracts. This pro-

vides that an exhibitor may claim a picture

which the producer states it will not release

the same season, by advising the film company
before November 30th that they desire it. A
number of local theatremen have already writ-

ten to Columbia on this matter.

The Film company's letter to exhibitors

stated as its reason for failure to deliver this

picture that the director is "seriously ill". How-
ever, since two Capra productions are slated

for release under 1935-36 pacts, exhibitors feci

they are entitled to the first of these.

An Error

The date line on last week's issue of

FILM BULLETIN, Vol. 2, No. 8, was
inadvertently printed as "October 30th".

This, of course, should have been Octo-
ber 23rd.

Ascap Suit Delayed

Until January . . .

The Government's suit against the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
ran afoul another snag last week when it was
announced that the case, which had been
scheduled for hearing November 4th, was post-
poned until January by Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard. Reason given was the Govern-
ment would require about three months for

presentation of the case and Judge Goddard
said the courts would be clogged by this lengthy
procedure.

Rumors have been current for some time
that the case will never reach the courts.

Meanwhile, Ascap, through E. C. Mills, gen-
eral manager, has announced that there will

be no change in its rates for theatres and that

all contracts will be renewed at prevailing

rates.

Al Lichtman To M-C-M
NEW YORK.—Al Lichtman, formerly of

United Artists, has joined Metro, according to

an announcement made last week by Nicholas
M. Schenck. Lichtman, who recently resigned

his briefly held post as president of U. A. after

a dispute with Samuel Goldwyn, is slated to be
special assistant to Schenck, president of Loew's

Inc., handling executive and special sales duties.

Lichtman is one of the most highly regarded

film salesmen in the business, having had an

exceptionally successful career with United
Artists until the breach which led to his sud-

den resignation several weeks ago.

JACK CREENBERC WEDS
Jack Greenberg, amiable head of Phil-

adelphia's Film Board of Trade, sur-

prised most of his friends by hopping off

to Elkton, Md. to be married to Miss
Ann Mack Tuesday morning. Jim Clark
was one of the few in on the event and
the Horlacher boss acted as Jack's best

man. Now that they know, the industry
is wishing Mr. and Mrs. Greenberg the

best.



INDEPENDENT THEATRE MANAGER!

2nd ANNUAL BANQUET

SUNDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 3rd
8 O CLOCK

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
39th and Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia

All Star
Entertainment

Dancing
Novelties

W-H-O-O P-E-E
IS THE ORDER OF THE EVENING

At the last minute Barney

Cohen advised us that the

only photograph he had

was the one taken of him

by that Jersey cop who

locked him up last week—

and that has a number on

it!

JOHN C. EHRLICH
. . . Secretary-Treasurer

BARNEY COHEN
. . . President

JACK BLUMBERG
. Chairman of the Board
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CONSTRUCTIVE SHOWMANSHIP PART OF I. T. M. PLAN

THE VICE-PRESIDENT

Croup's Meetings Devoted To Exchange
of Management and Advertising Ideas
This organization, now totaling over fifty members, is the result of an idea

presented by Jack Litto, Walter Potamkin and Jack Blumberg a little over two
years ago.

The purpose of the group is to assist each

other toward achieving a better management
of theatres. Ideas are inter-exchanged weekly;

reports on business done by the various pic-

tures played; exploitation stunts are outlined;

suggestions as to the bec t method of selling

future product to the public are made—all as

a sincere endeavor to help every man to become
a better manager for himself and his employer.

Present officers of the I. T. M., elected Sept.

17, 1935, are Barney Cohen, Adm-ral Th°atre,

President; Allen Lewis, Girard Theatre, Vice-

President, John C. Ehrlich. New Ideal Theatre,

Secretary-Treasurer; Jack Blumberg, Regis The-
atre, Chairman of the Board, and George Non-
amaker, of Film Bulletin, publicity director.

The following are members of the organisa-

tion: Nat Abelov, Is Segal, Sid Bloomfield,

Steve Bcdine, Is Borowsky, Charlie Dutkin,

Phil Gerson, Morton Glass, Kay Katz, Max
Korr, Perry Lessey. Sol Lewis, Walter Potam-
kin, Al London, Paul Resnick, Sam Resnick.

Larry Ruch, Geo. Scbel, Max Steinhouse, Max,
Michael, Morris and Cecil Felt, Irving and
Maurice Phillips, Lew Cohen, Murray Cohen,
Rube Shapiro, Leonard Eddleson. Harry Felt,

Irving Coopersmith, Jack Litto, Abe Resnick,

Joe Kane, Nate Milgram, Cy Cohen, and many
others.

Folks:

This is Vice-

President Al-

1 e n Lewis,

one of the

finest boys in

the I. T. M.
But, like
most vice-
pre sidents,

Allen is af-

f 1 i c t e d

by that
strange psychology which impels those

poor, subdued individuals to have tiny

photographs taken of themselves. We
don't know whether it's modesty or fear.

FILM BULLETIN is happy to cooperate

with this group in making their 2nd Annual
Dinner-Dance a success.

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

CHARLIE and AL

P E N N
Theatre Equipment Co.

309 N. 13th ST., PHILA.. PA.

RITtenhouse 3273

BEST OF LUCK

TO

I. T. M

KRANKEL'S SANITARY

SUPPLIES

305 S. 40th STREET PHILA.

Compliments

H. KRANKEL
Bell Phone:

EVErgreen 4912

BERLO

VENDING

CO.
1518 N. BROAD STREET

Philadelphia POPlar 6011

COMPLIMENTS
from Weil-Wishers
Jack Litto — Eureka Theatre

Abe Resnick — Hamilton Theatre

Barney Cohen — Admiral Theatre

Cy Cohen — Roxy Theatre

Lou Cohen — Wissahickon Theatre

Is Segall — Rivoli Theatre

Harry Felt — Bell Theatre

Rube Shapiro — New Penn Theatre

Jos Kane — York Theatre

Nate Milgram — Lorraine Theatre

John Ehrlich — New Ideal Theatre

Ben Stern — Master Art Products

Charles Klang

B. 8C S. AMUSEMENT CORP.
Chas. Stiefel

Jacob Blumberg

George Sobel — Ritz Theatre

Morris Wax

Harry Fried

Wm. Spiegel

Leo Posel

Norman Lewis

and Abe Rovner

Oscar Neufeld

Dave Starkman

Moe Verbin and Family

New Jersey Messenger Service

Blackwood Theatre — Blackwood, N. J.

Fern Rock Theatre — Phila., Pa.

Ben Harris — Sara — Twins
and All

THE EXHIBITOR
Jay Emanuel

M. P. T. O. of

E. Pa., S. N. J. and Del., Inc.

I. E. P. A., Inc.

P.

COMPLIMENTS
OF

NOOKIE
AND

LORILLARD CO.
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Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

COMPLIMENTS OF

K. LITVIN
Theatre Builder

421 EAST LOUDEN STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

I T M. TID BITS

— by Nonnie —
PRESIDENT: Barney Cohen, now manager

of the Admiral Theatre. Has made a man-
agerial Cook's tour of Philadelphia with de-

tours to New Jersey and Boston, Mass. Has
blinded many Vine Streeters with his sartorial

elegance (?). At the present time is head over

heels in love for the steenth time; and has

just paid a fine of $6.50 to a New Jersey
court for speeding.

VICE-PRESIDENT: Allen Lewis— an all

right fellow; but who ever found any work for

a vice president to do?

SECRETARY-TREASURER: John C. Ehr-
Iich. Swell man for the job. No one has ever

been known to get a nickel out of him without

sixteen certified requisitions and a black-jack.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD: Jack
Blumberg. Now known as "the executive". A
hard worker for the organization and to him
a vote of thanks should be given for his un-

tiring efforts to put the second annual affair

over in a big way. Take a bow. Take two
bows.

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: George Nonama-
ker. Modesty forbids.

MOST OF THE MEMBERSHIP: The
noisiest, peppiest, most energetic gang it has

ever the president's pleasure to try and call to

order for a meeting. They all talk at once.

Parlimentary rule is something they evidently

never heard of or don't care a damn about.

CY COHEN is sergeant at arms; but even his

sand-bagging cannot quell the enthusiasm of

such boys as Nate Milgram and Perry Lessey.

But these boys really accomplish things of

benefit to their theatres. Drop in one Thurs-
day at 11.00 A. M. (you're welcome) for one
of their meetings and you will be impressed.

1

1

GROUP OF ACTIVE MEMBERS OF THE I. T. M.
LEFT TO RIGHT STANDING: Lew Cohen, John Ehrlich, Murray Cohen, Rube Shapiro,
George Nonamaker, Leonard Eddleson, Irving Coopersmith and Harry Felt.
LEFT TO RIGHT SEATED: Jack Litto, Abe Resnick, Jack Blumberg, Barney Cohen, Joe
Kane, Nate Milgram and Cy Cohen.

HOLLYWOOD
MOVIE STAR
"PARTY"

LAUGHS!

THRILLS!

EXCITEMENT!

THE NEW THEATRE

CAME
WHICH GIVES YOU

SCIENCE and

SKILL

NOW
READY

FOR
YOU!

FOR PARTICULARS

WRITE or CALL

Dennis Games Co,

1226 VINE STREET

DISTRIBUTORS OF "LUCKY"

PROTECTED BY U. S. PATENT
and COPYRIGHTED
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

J. STEWART SILVER

GREETINGS
TO THE BOYS OF THE

I. T. M.

Triangle Sign Co.
13th and VINE STREETS

Philadelphia

COMPLIMENTS OF

National Flag & Banner Co.
1222 VINE STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Preferred Pictures, Inc.
1323 VINE STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Charlie Donohue, Manager

Sincere Good Wishes

TO

I. T. M.

FROM

Price Theatre Premiums

AND

DAVE SEGAL
1237 VINE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COMPLIMENTS OF

EDDIE GABRIEL
AND

LEON BEHAL

COMPLIMENTS OF

SAM ROSEN
FIRST DIVISION

COMPLIMENTS OF

DAVID F. NEMAN
Philadelphia Representative

INTERNATIONAL TICKET CO.
1235 VINE ST. SPRuce 4713

COMPLIMENTS OF

The Exchange Grille

1335 VINE STREET

Where the Film Men and Managers Eat

Flavor Products Co., inc.

Sole Manufacturers and Distributors of

SILVER AY PERFUMED CRYSTALS
A Pleasant, Effective Deodorant

We Carry a Full Line of Janitor Supplies

At LOWEST PRICES

A Trial Order Will Convince You

54 N. 5th ST. • PHILA., PA.

COMPLIMENTS

KEYSTONE
STATE

PROJECTIONISTS

LOCAL UNION No. 1

The Firm Philadelphia Chartered

Organization of Moving Picture

Machine Operators

COMPLIMENTS

OF

HARRY La VINE

REPUBLIC PICTURES

COMPLIMENTS OF

Shelly Electric Co., Inc.

1237 VINE STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

COMPLIMENTS

OF

HARRY CRIECO

COMPLIMENTS
OF

QUALITY PRINT SHOP
1208 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

(§lh §>rntdT

(ginger Ale

$ah> Sri|

— DISTRIBUTED BY —

Scotch Ginger Ale Co
233-35 NORTH JUNIPER ST.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Also Distributor of Famous

STAR BEER and ALE

Bell:

LOCust 2573

Keystone:

RACE 9949
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Hearst Quits California;

Revives Film Exodus Threat
HOLLYWOOD.—Warning that film play-

ers are seeking engagements outside the state

and film companies may move their studios else-

where for the same reason, William Randolph

Hearst wrote to the Daily Variety last week to

tell the world that he was compelled to close

his California places and move to New York

because of the California income tax.

The immensely wealthy newspaper publisher

and film financier complained that between the

Federal and California State income taxes he

was paying out a large portion of reputedly

enormous income. Film stars were finding, too,

that it is wiser to earn their money outside of

the state and "are accepting engagements in the

East or abroad."

''I am inclined to think," he wrote, "that if

some alert motion picture company should es-

tablish studios in Florida or Delaware or New
York City, or some suitable Eastern place, they

could get many of the most valuable stars away

from California."

Louis B. Mayer, head of Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, commenting on Hearst's letter, stated

that it was "inevitable that others will be

obliged" to quit the state, thereby intimating

that the threat of an exodus of film companies
was being revived in an effort to have the

state income tax revised downward.

NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!
COLUMBIA
Superspecd Oct. 21

FOX
Music Is Magic Oct. 31

Metropolitan Oct. 31

METRO
Rendezvous Oct. 25

Perfect Gentleman Nov. 1

Mutiny On the Bounty Nov. 8

A Night at the Opera Nov. 15

Ah! Wilderness Nov. 22

Riff Raff Nov. 29

PARAMOUNT
Eagle's Brood Oct. 25

Wings Over Ethiopia Oct. 25

Peter Ibbctson Nov. 8

RKO
Hi! Gaucho Oct. 25

Three Musketeers Nov. 1

UNIVERSAL
Affairs of Susan Oct. 21

Inside Out Oct. 21

Remember Last Night Oct. 28

East of Java Nov. 18

WARNER'S
Case of Lucky Legs Oct. 24

MERUIT CRAWFORD

OBSERV1NQ
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

The death in England on September 30, of Wil-

liam Kennedy Laurie Dickson, chief of Thomas A.

Edison's technical staff at the time the "wizard"' was

experimenting with animated photography, turns a

page in motion picture history. Out of these experi-

ments came the kinetoscope camera and "peepbox,"

w which were to form the foundation of the film

^^^fl * .
1 industry.

It matters little now that the courts later ruled

that Mr. Edison had only taken and commercialized

the inventions of others and so could not correctly

be called the "inventor of the motion picture," nor that the "screen machine"

which neither he nor Dickson could evolve was devised by others. His fathership

of the industry cannot be denied. And in this paternity, Dickson deserves indis-

putably an equal share.

The Eidoloscope projector of Eugene A. Lauste, who died last June, showed
motion pictures on Broadway and in Coney Island in May, 1895, nearly a year

before the Vitascope, the projector devised by Thomas Armat, of Washington, D. C,
and adopted by Edison at the plea of his agents, Raff 8C Gammon, showed "peep-

box" films on the screen at Koster 8C Bial's 34th Street Theatre in April, 1896.

Lauste, also the pioneer sound-on-film inventor, is credited with the invention

of the so-called "Latham Loop" and second sprocket, the essential patents around
which Edison and the Biograph Company sought to establish a monopoly of the

motion picture when the Motion Picture Patents Company was formed in Decem-
ber of 1908.

In France Louis Lumiere and his brother Auguste, inspired by Edison's "peep-
box," and the film of Eastman, brought out their justly famous "Cinematographe"
camera-projector, which, using the Edison film, ante-dated by months the Vitascope
of Armat, although its appearance here at the Union Square Theatre came a few
weeks after the Vitascope showing at Koster dC Bial's.

The Eidoloscope, with its film nearly 2 inches wide, was destined to pass into

oblivion as far as the industry's progress was concerned and now occupies a place of
prominence in the exhibit of early motion picture apparatus at the Smithsonian
Institute, Washington, D. C, where are also displayed the models of Mr. Lauste's
early sound-on-film experiments, which have had a vastly more important bearing
on the modern movie.

But the Lumiere machine, patented in France, February 13, 1895, and Armat's
Vitascope properly may be said to be the ancestors of the modern projector, with
the priorities going to Lumiere's "Cinematographe," although patent applications for

numerous other projects were made in England, France, Germany and elsewhere
almost concurrently with these.

Out of all this confusion of invention came innumerable litigations and eventu-
ally the formation of the Motion Picture Patents Company, wherein Edison and the
American Biograph Co. pooled their patent interests and sought to control and
license all motion picture activity. The story of the fight made by the "independents"
of that era to get a place in the sun is too well known to need repetition hero.

Eventually, the United States courts declared the Patents Company illegal and in

restraint of trade and their "patents" invalid, and fined them heavily. Thereafter,
the industry was to go forward, regardless of camera or projector patents, to work
out its destiny. At least until the era of sound and scene, Wall Street and the big
"electrics" seized upon it.

Conditions today in the industry are, of course, vastly different than they were
twenty-five years ago. Film business is far more complex and immeasurably bettei

organized, than it was then. The capital investment is hundreds of times greater.

(Continued on Page 10)
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(Continued from Page 12)

closing scenes, to finish up as a moderately
amusing film, taking the good with the

bad. That crazy, eccentric comedy, like

the scene in which MacMurray teaches
Lombard how to cure hiccoughs by drink-

ing water from a glass in reverse, or when
we first see him playing hop-scotch on
linoleum in a hotel hall, gives "Hands"
its funniest moments—but there are far

too few of them to make this sum up to

more than average-plus. The two stars

occupy the screen almost all the time and
carry their antics with deftness—especi-

ally MacMurray, who is Robert Mont-
gomery plus more boyish appeal. Ralph
Bellamy is nice as the wealthy, crippled
admirer of the girl he can't have. Except
in action and rural houses, this should do
just a bit above average.

PLOT:
Lombard, manicurist, with a yen for a

wealthy husband, goes after MacMurray, who
has a ritzy name, but no money, she thinking
he has both. He is killing time while waiting
to marry a rich society girl for her money.
Bellamy, rich, but crippled, wants to marry the
manicurist, but she finds herself slipping in

love more and more with MacMurray, despite
the fact that she has discovered that he spent
his last dime to show her a big time. He moves
into her flat as a non-paying boarder and love
finally overpowers them both, after they frankly
describe themselves as "a couple of heels" for
fortune-hunting.

AD TIPS:

Call this the gayest comedy since "It Happen
ed." Give MacMurray top billing; his name
has a larger following than Paramount appar-
ently suspects. Tell 'em, "It will make old
folks gay and young ones giddy."

R. B.

FALSE PRETENSE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY - DRAMA . . . Good

farce idea goes screwy due to heavy
handling . . . Capable performances
make it mildly amusing in its lighter

moments . . . Title affords exploita-

tion chances . . . Best for dual bills

. . . Rates • • —

.

Chesterfield-First Division

66 Minutes

Sidney Blackmer . . Irene Ware . . .

Russell Hopton . . . Betty Compson . . .

Edward Gargan . . .

Directed by Charles Lamont

The basic plot of "False Pretense" is

swell farce material, but because the pro-

ducers imagined it was necessary to put

the emphasis on heavy romantic doings, a

dual bill program picture has resulted.

The production is made with care, the

cast is capable and in some cases more,

there is a fair amount of action, but the

realization that this might have been a

very funny movie completely takes the

edge off whatever values it has. When an
indie outfit like Chesterfield learns that it

does not have to try to cram every plot

ingredient into every picture it makes, it

will make better films. This will mildly

please the customers who can be brought
in, and the title gives showmen plenty of

chance to exploit the show. However, it

fits best as part of a dual bill, with some-
thing that is practically all action, drama
or comedy. This mixes them all.

PLOT:
Blackmer, society elite who has just gone

broke, meets Irene Ware, unemployed waitress,

on a bridge, where both contemplate suicide.

They make a business deal by which he is to

sell stock in her, introduce her into society, then
cash in when she marries some millionaire.

Blackmer meets his old flame, Betty Compson,
while Ware falls for Russell Hopton, a boot-

legger posing as a millionaire. But, when
Ware's ex-sweetheart truck-driver shows up,

complications ensue. A jewel robbery is tossed

in to help straighten out the mixup, after which
Blackmer pairs off with Compson, while Ware
melts in Hopton's arms.

AD TIPS:

The stock certificate idea can be revived to

advantage. Sell shares in the girl. The "Bride

for Sale'' idea is also good. A "Be Yourself"
campaign will attract; but there are dozens for

a picture like this. Get after it.

NONNIE.

Umversal's 4 Big 1934-35

Specials Getting UnderWay
HOLLYWOOD.—Four Universal specials

still to be delivered on 1934-35 contracts are

being readied at the studio hera. They are:

"Magnificent Obsession" with Irene Dunne,
which was completed last week and will be

released about the end of December; "Next
Time We Love" with Margaret Sullavan, which
went into production last week; "Show Boat"
and "Sutter's Gold," both of which are sched-

uled to go into work before Christmas.

Caynor To Metro For One
Metro borrows Janet Gaynor for the lead in

"Small Town Girl" opposite Robert Montgom-
ery.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCI
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rate9. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from Page 9)

Yet in many points there is a distinct analogy between the two periods.

Wall Street, big finance capital and the great electrical combines with their patent

control are striving to do what Mr. Edison and the Biograph group, with their

favored licensees, sought to do with the film industry between 1908 and 1914, by

means of their alleged camera-projector patents.

For a time it looked as if the Edison-Biograph pool would get away with it

and that they would be able to annex the whole industry. Just now it appears as

if the powerful interests mentioned would shortly be able to do the same thing.

The writer is no prophet, but he has a feeling that they will not and for the

same reasons that sent the old Motion Picture Patents Company into the discard.

There are many signs in many directions which indicate that Uncle Sam is about

to take a hand in the game. And patents are always an uncertain quantity;

eventually, they are sure to lapse.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
from

by Nonamaker

VAVDE IS BACK—ON WEEK-ENDS!
Saturday stage shows are back—and how!

The following houses are all vaude-film on that

day: State, Circle, Midway, Colonial, Logan,

Cross Keys, Kent, Alhambra, Keystone, Alle-

gheny, Oxford and Tower . . . Earle has started

Sunday midnight shows . . . Leonard MacClain

in at Commodore as organist . . . Strand at

Germantown and Venango has new seats . . .

Ogontz cuts prices to 15c and 25c . . . JOE
(Egyptian) CONWAY ran "Ghost Show" one
evening last week with spook stuff starting at

11.30 P. M. and his ad copy "daring" his cus-

tomers to attend . . . Lincoln and Fays also

Sunday midnighting . . .

rush opening-
Lou Berman and Phil Wolfson had a little

trouble getting Nixon's Grand ready in time

for opening last Friday . . . The Building In-

spectors and the Fire Marshall added consid-

erably to their headaches; but, according to Ber-

man, everything was straightened out and from

Saturday on they were okeh . . . Low-priced

dual bills are the Grand policy . . .

SEGALL'S TONSILS—
First Division's SAM ROSEN mighty pleased

in getting an endorsement on "Mimi" from

Mrs. Arthur Goldsmith, motion picture chair-

man of Philadelphia Federation of Women's
Clubs and allied organizations numbering 28

. . . I. LITWIN, Metropolitan Printing execu-

tive, got himself married Sunday, October 27th

. . . CHARLES SEGALL is resting up for a

tonsil operation which may happen at the end

of this week . . . JACK BLUMBERG eagerly

looking forward to that blessed event in Feb-

ruary.

HARRY GRIECO had his paint slingers

coating most of the fronts of exchanges, supplv

houses, premium dealers, etc., in the 1200 block

of Vine Street with dark green paint . . .

Plenty of exhibitors and others, including OS-
CAR NEUFELD, got too close and were wet-

^ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
* of theatre business.

SSISX1NG theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
[

missouts.

-REEING theatre owners of the worry
that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest film

delivery service in the world.

IAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

FIELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

ORLACHEQ
Delivery Service n

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

H

M-C-M News Panned En Baltimore

BALTIMORE.—A campaign directed against

Hearst-Metrotone News is being carried on here

by the League Against War and Fascism. Let-

ters terming the publisher "a fascist" are being
received by theatres which play the reel. Each
letter usually contains a number of names and
urges the theatres to stop showing the news.

Blofson Reports Printing Boost
Al Blofson, of National-Penn Printing Co.,

reports a great increase in the volume of the-

atrical printing being used by movie houses

since the opening of the season. "Optimism
seems to be the keynote," the popular printer

stated, "and exhibitors are doubling the quan-
tities of their programs, heralds and posters in

order to reach wider potential audiences."

Harmony Lane' Gets Astor Run
Mascot's special, "Harmony Lane," opened

Tuesday night at Broadway's Astor Theatre,
N. Y., for an extended run. Jack Fier, vice-

president of Mascot, handled the arrangements.

Picture is expected to have a two or three

weeks' engagement at the Astor, which recently

housed "Crusades."

$1.75 Per Seat For C-B Picture

WASHINGTON. — The Belasco Theatre
charged $1.75 per seat for the opening per-

formance of G-B's "Passing of the Third Floor

Back" last Friday night. Billed as the "world
premiere," the first night's show was for charitv,

the Children's Hospital Fund. One of A. P.

Waxman's ballyhoo artists gave the picture a

great send-off with a big campaign.

ted . . . Quality Premium expansion of DAVE
BARRIST and CHARLIE GOODWIN has
them taking additional space to store their

myriads of dishes, ovenware, gifts, etc. . . . JOE
PIERCE, Viola Theatre, died suddenly October
24th. Our sincere condolences . . . MRS. AL-
LEN LEWIS is not well . . . Resumption of

vaudeville at the Fox and Earle has cut heavily

into the biz at Fays . . . We hear that a local

film man who died recently left next to noth-

ing for his family. Why not a film men's
emergency insurance fund? . . . MOE VERBIN
dropped in to say hello and add that the Eu-
ropa is booked solid with tcp Rues p

:x . . .

ELI GINSBERG back with MURRAY BEIER
handling Jersey, Delaware and Harrisburg ter-

ritories . . .

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
LOCust 4181

PHIF A
RACE 4600

"Fittest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

Shouts Broadway

'HARMONY LANE"
Opens an Extended

Engagement At the

Famous Astor Theatre

The Blase Main Stem

Has Gone Sentimental

Humming

"OLD BLACK JOE"
"SWANEE RIVER"

"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME'
"OH, SUSANNA"

And All Those Other

Stephen Collins Foster

Songs

'HARMONY LANE'
An epic in music of

an immortal man's life

— With —

Douglass Montgomery

EVELYN VENABLE
ADRIENNE AMES
JOSEPH CAWTHORN
WILLIAM FRAWLEY

COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

PR. SOCRATES

BOX-OFFICE RATING
GANGSTER MELODRAMA . . .

Good story of this type, but suffers

by apparent careless treatment in pro-

duction . . . Has suspense, but not

much gunfire . . . Rates • • • — in

action houses and rurals: • • + else-

where.

Warner Bros.

70 Minutes

Paul Muni . . . Ann Dvorak . . .

Barton MacLane . . . Robert Barrat . . .

Helen Lowell . . .

Directed by William Dieterle

This is a good melodrama on the sheer

strength of the story. Had Warner Bros,

taken more pains to make it a finished

production, it might have been one of the

best of the gangster film cycle. Through-
out the picture, evidences of haste or

carelessness are obvious and, consequently,

exhibitors' returns on it will be consider-

ably less than what they might have been

if two more reels had been allowed for

more complete development of the story.

Several situations are extremely suspense-

ful, such as the one in which Muni goes

into the gangsters' hideout to save Ann
Dvorak and injects dope into each gang-

ster's arm, supposedly as a typhoid anti-

toxin. Other sequences are gripping, but

not, by far, to their fullest extent. I al-

ways had the feeling that each scene

could have been built up with much more
excitement. But, W. R. Burnett's inimit-

able gangster yarns (he wrote "Little

Caesar") have power in themselves and
"Dr. Socrates" shows enough to make
fairlv exciting melodrama. Paul Muni, as

usual, is sincere and believable. Helen
Lowell brings a few laughs as his house-

keeper. Ann Dvorak is appropriately

sympathetic. Barton MacLane again

turns in a good gang chief portrayal. He's
apparently tops in this line today. Give
this a good-minus rating for action and
rural houses, and average-plus for others.

PLOT:
Muni, former Chicago surgeon who quit

when he failed to save his sweetheart's life

after an accident, settles down in a small town
and is eminently unsuccessful in his efforts to

build up a medical practice there. Jealousy of

the only other doctor in the town holds it

against him, as is the usual prejudice against

a stranger. Unable to meet his grocery bills.

Muni gets a hundred dollar bill for extracting

a bullet from gangster MacLane's arm—at the

point of a gun. He fails to report the case to

the police. Ann Dvorak, hitch-hiking, is picked

up by MacLane just before they hold up the

town bank. She escapes from the car during
the hold-up, but is shot and suspected of being
a member of the gang. Muni protects and
cures her and love grows between them. After

Muni is forced to treat the gang leader's arm
again, he returns home determined to tell the

police. He finds Ann has been kidnapped by
MacLane. Muni goes to the hideout to get

her, while Federal agents prepare to attack the

house. Muni, duping the gang, injects dope
into their arms on the pretext that he is pre-

venting them from being afflicted bv an

imaginary epidemic of typhoid. The G-men
shoot it out with MacLane, who is unaffected

by the dope longer than the others. The town
acclaims Muni a hero, but he has plans for Ann.

AD TIPS:

Where gangster stuff is welcome, sell this as

such. Elsewhere, it can be sold as a study of

small town prejudice—and another grand per-

formance by Muni.
R. B.

METROPOLITAN

BOX-OFFICE RATING
OPERATIC-ROMANCE . . . Car-

ried solely by Tibbett's grand singing

. . . Everything else about it is medi-

ocre, or worse . . . OK for class spots,

where it rates • • + , but it will nose-

dive elsewhere . . . Rates • • —
generally.

20th Century-Fox
SO Minutes

Lawrence Tibbett . . . Virginia Bruce . . .

Alice Brady . . . Cesar Romero . . .

Luis Alberni . . . George Marion, Sr. . . .

Directed by Richard Boledawski

This hangs together as entertaining film

fare only by the robust baritone voice of

Lawrence Tibbett. To the evele of oper-

atic movies, launched by "One Night of

Love," Producer Darryl Zanuck offers his

contribution and the first production for

Fox carrying his personal label. It is

nothing to rave about, nor will it mean
money to the vast majority of exhibitors.

Tibbett's magnificent voice records beau-

tifully and it is bound to impress those

who enjoy singing. In an effort to pro-

vide something for the masses, he renders

two semi-popular songs, "Road to Manda-
lay" and "Glory Road," and he handles

these with a volume and lift that is bound
to send a tingle up the spines of the most
spiritless individuals. But, between the

Met singer's numbers, a slightly dull, pro-
saic thread of story is expected to hold
the spectator's interest. It will not. Deal-
ing largely with the petty rivalries of oper-
atic personalities, the story and its

handling are commonplace. Several ex-
cellent troupers surround Mr. Tibbett, but
the material put into their hands is too
routine to allow them a display of their
true talents. The ebullient Luis Alberni
is again the volcanic vocal teacher.
George Marion, Sr., is outstanding as a
temperamental conductor. In class houses,
Tibbett's name will sell "Metropolitan,"
but it will go below average in city neigh-
borhoods and rates poor for rural houses.

PLOT:
Alice Brady, a has-been opera singer, starts a

company of her own when the Metropolitan
turns her down. Tibbett, also disappointed
with the Met, joins her company. She tries to
win his affection, but he has fallen in love with
Virginia Bruce, a singer. Brady quits the com-
pany, but Virginia turns out to be a wealthy
heiress and comes through with a check to put
on the opera. It is successful and Tibbett and
Bruce wed.

AD TIPS:

To sell those who are not interested in opera,
feature the romance and comedy; also give
space to "Road to Mandalay" and the Ne"ro
spiritual "De Glory Road." For houses where
opera is appreciated, mention the aria from
"Barber of Seville," Toreador song from "Car-
men" and the "Pagliacci" prologue.

ELK.

HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY-ROMANCE ... Has

that light, capricious type of comedy,
but not enough to make it more than

fairly amusing . . . Goes too heavy on
the romance . . . MacMurray turns

in another gay performance . . . Rates

• • — for better class spots, less for

action and rurals.

Paramount

85 Minutes

Carole Lombard . . . Fred MacMurray . . .

Ralph Bellamy . . . Marie Prevost . . .

Ruth Donnelly . . . Astrid Allwyn . . .

Directed by Mitchell Leisen

Amusing. This might have been one

of the season's gayest comedies, if Para-

mount hadn't felt it necessary to insert a

most boring stretch of that sticky roman-

tic sentimentalism for which authoress

Vina Delmar is noted. Starting happily

enough in that popular madcap manner
of "It Happened One Night" (when will

critics cease using that as the screen

comedy yardstick?), "Hands Across the

Table" continues a rather merry pace un-

til Carole Lombard and the handsome,

fresh Fred MacMurray discover they are

really "that way" about each other. Then
the show bogs down and becomes a weari-

some love-sick balderdash. Luckily, it

picks up its early humor again in the

(Continued on Page 10)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of
indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can
give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus (—) will be used
occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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EXHIBITORS INTIMIDATED
BY PHILA. FILM EXCHANGES
ON SUNDAY MOVIES ISSUE!

Last week, that "powerhouse gang" of film companies, com-

prising a small clique of majors, who are convinced that independ-

ent exhibitors have no rights, legal or moral, were discovered to

be engaged in another demonstration of their own unique method

of intimidating independent theatremen.

Pennsylvania was preparing to vote on the Sunday movies issue and, while a

great number of exhibitors favored the measure, others were opposed and felt that

it was unsound both morally and economically. But, the right or wrong of com-

mercial entertainment on Sunday is beside this issue. The point is that those indi-

viduals have minds and consciences and are as much entitled to their viewpoints

as any exchange manager or stock-owning executive.

But, the latter hardly think so.

Either of their own volition (which is unlikely), or under orders from home

office big shots, the Philadelphia branch managers of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 20th

Century-Fox and Warner Bros, involved themselves in a campaign of polite, but

nonetheless, unfair and insidious intimidation against theatre owners who were

using (or who they believed might use) the medium of their screens to express

their opposition to something they honestly believe is wrong.

Now, it may seem mild enough for a major film exchange manager to phone

or call in a small exhibitor who uses the company's product for the specific purpose

of "suggesting" that the theatreman is making an "unwise" move. But, everyone

aware of the tremendous power wielded by the major producers, and of the almost

criminal use to which certain of the more powerful ones ofttimes put it, understands

that such an action actually constitutes a mild THREAT!
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DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS

TO LUCKY' EXHIBITORS!

METROPOLITAN PREMIUM CORP.

DAVID S. MOLIVER President
(who introduced theatre games in Phila.)

NOW
Direct Factory Representatives
for the largest gift merchandise
manufacturers in the country

1UCKY' EXHIBITORS
can now buy the
most beautiful prizes

at

20°*> to 50ro SAVING
We save you the "middleman's" profit!

LARGEST VARIETY IN THE COUNTRY!
SEE US BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER

MAKE IT YOUR BUSINESS
to see the complete displays

at

SHOWROOMS WAREHOUSE

t226 VINE STREET wjm 312-22 SPRUCE ST.
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EVENTS on the MARCH/
f

tt

WARNER, OTHERS DENY CONSPIRACY IN ST. LOUIS

Jury Must Decide On Witnesses' Veracity

As St. Louis Defendants Deny All Charges
Special to FILM BULLETIN

Clash . . .

ST. LOUIS.—With the trial of the five ma-

jor film executives rapidly drawing to a close,

following the completion of the first full week

of defense testimony, it has become apparent

that the fate of Harry M. Warner, Ned E. De-

pinet, Herman Starr, George J. Schaefer and

Gradwell Sears will rest largely with the im-

pressions of their own veracity transferred to

the jury.

Hardly any substantial documentary evi-

dence was offered by the defense during the past

week to refute the charges made by Harry C.

Arthur and other Government witnesses that

Warner Bros., RKO and Paramount entered

into a conspiracy in violation of the anti-trust

laws to force Fanchon and Marco out of theatre

interests in this city. In the main, the defense

merely offered the direct denials of the defend-

ants themselves to the charges made.

Jury Must Decide

Thus, the jury finds itself confronted with

the problem of deciding who is telling the

truth. Arthur, Jack Partington, both of F. and

M., and Thomas N. Dysart, chairman of the

bondholders' committee, told them of various

statements made and actions taken by the de-

Universal To Produce

William Powell Picture

In reply to an inquiry by FILM BUL-
LETIN asking if his company intended

to deliver the William Powell picture,

"My Man Godfrey," scheduled for release

to 1934-35 contract holders, R. H. Coch-
rane, vice-president of Universal, wrote

the following reply:

Dear Mr. Wax:

The answer to your letter of October
30th is "yes." Universal plans to pro-

duce the William Powell picture, "My
Man Godfrey." Most of the delay has

been due to casting difficulties, but we
have had that sort of trouble throughout
our whole career, and we prefer delay

rather than to cast improperly.

Cordially yours,

R. H. COCHRANE.

fendants in an effort to obtain control of the

three theatres which F. 8C M. had taken over

from the bindholders. Now, the defendants

take the stand and enter categorical denials of

these charges and assert that what they did was

done individually and in an effort to save their

investment in St. Louis.

Difficult . . .

At one point in last week's proceedings, when

Harry Warner was on the stand, Special Gov-

ernment Prosecutor Russell Hardy turned to

Federal Judge George H. Moore and asked,

"How are we to meet this kind of evidence?"

As difficult as it may seem to Mr. Hardy to

counteract simple denials, it is certainly more

difficult for the jury to make up its mind about

the veracity of the witnesses. It does not aid

the Government's case any not to be able to

produce documentary evidence of the all-impor-

tant conversations allegedly held at various

times between Arthur and other Government

witnesses and the defendants. It leaves open in

the jury's collective mind a question of doubt

—

and that may be all the defense needs for

acquittal.

Universal Borrows

illion For Product,

Gives Option To Buy

$1,000,000 . . .

The stringent condition of Universal's

finances, which has been largely responsible for

the spread of persistent rumors that the com-

pany would pass from the control of Carl

Laemmle, was somewhat alleviated by the con-

summation of a $1,000,000 loan from Standard

Capital Corp.

The deal, it is reported, also involves an op-

tion by which Standard may purchase U within

three months. Thus far, the only film man

known to be connected with the financing

group is Charles R. Rogers, formerly a pro-

ducer with Paramount. Other prominent names

in the industry have been associated with Stand-

ard, but none have been confirmed.

Full Steam Ahead . . .

Meanwhile Universal will apply the $1,-

000,000 to its big production schedule, which

includes several of the highest budget pictures

it has ever produced. Executives of the com-

pany have stated that they will not allow any

financial negotiations to interfere with produc-

tion or the quality of the product.

EXTRA!
May Take 2 Weeks To Count Phila. Vote
FILM BULLETIN was advised Wednesday morning by George Keasey, Super-

intendent of Philadelphia Elections, that it will require from ten days to two weeks

to count and officially certify the vote. Until that time Philadelphia movie houses

will not be permitted to open, according to the bill, which provides for certification

and official approval by Mayor Moore. There is a slight possibility that theatres

may be permitted to open on November 17, but the likelihood is that the first open
Sunday in this city will be November 24.

SUNDAY MOVIES VOTE IN PENNA. SPLIT

In most of Pennsylvania's larger cities, the ancient "blue laws" went crashing

to defeat as this state voted on the Sunday movies issue Tuesday. As FILM BULLE-
TIN goes to press, the following results are in:

Voted "YES":
Philadelphia (344,785 to 130,369), Scranton, Lower Merion Township, Wilkes-

Barre, Chester, Bristol, Langhorne, Pittsburgh.

Voted "NO":
Narberth, Lancaster, York, Pottstown, Ambler, Shamokin. Allentown, Bethle-

hem, Conshohocken, Boyertown, Doylestown, Hazleton, Norristown, Soudertown,

Quakertown, West Chester, Sunbury, Harrisburg, Royersford.
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ADVERTISING RATES

Write or call us for our Advertising Rates.

Weekly circulation 1000 copies, covering every

theatre owner in the Philadelphia and Balti-

more-Washington territories.

Producers' Profits

Paramount . . .

Variety reports that Paramount will show a

net profit of approximately #3,000,000 for the

first nine months of 1935. This, despite the

poor product which has been coming from what

is undoubtedly the most disorganized major stu-

dio in Hollywood.

20th Century-Fox . . .

A net operating profit, after all charges, in-

cluding Federal income tax, of #1,996,324 is

shown by 20th Century-Fox for the 39 weeks

period ending September 28th. This is an in-

crease of #490,111 over the corresponding

period in 1934. This, despite one of the worst

early season product deliveries ever made by a

major producer.

N. J. ALLIED TO BERMUDA
What promises to be one of the most divert-

ing conventions ever planned by an exhibitor

group is the final session of the 1935 Convention
of Allied of New Jersey, which will be held on
a mid-winter journey to Bermuda. The con-
ventioneers sail from New York on Saturday,
December 7th, on the Queen of Bermuda, re-

turning December 13th, after two and one-half
days on the Island. A large contingent of

Philadelphia and Southern Jersey exhibitors are

planning to make the trip.

Operators Hold Gala Affair
The M. P. Operators' Union, Local 307,

celebrated their 25th anniversary Sunday night
with a gala dinner-dance at the Broadwood
Hotel, Philadelphia. Some 750 persons at-

tended, including Judge Kuhn, Sol Rosenblatt,

Al Boyd, David Weshner, Ted Shlanger, Ben
Amsterdam and Simon I.ibros. Three promi-

nent orchestras furnished music for the show
and dancing. Attendees termed it one of the

most brilliant industry affairs in years.

_F I L M BULLETI N
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS

Columbia Line - up

Impressive

Columbia seems headed for its biggest year,

if one is to judge by its impressive line-up of

big star specials. After a slow start, due to

some extent to an inflexible, unbalanced sales

policy, which has since been adjusted, this

company is attracting considerable attention

with its program. Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby,

Peter Lorre, George Raft, Ronald Colman,

Grace Moore and Claudette Colbert are all

slated to appear in Columbia pictures for the

1935-36 season.

Boyer As Sheik

Before anyone else thinks of it, we

want to be on record as suggesting

Charles Boyer for the old Valentino role

of "The Sheik," or in the lead of a re-

make of "Fazil," which Fox made years

ago with Charles Farrell and Greta Nis-

sen. This fellow Boyer would set the

ladies ga-ga, as the common people say,

in either of those roles.

(Continued from Front Page

)

It was learned, too, that one of the exhibitors who displayed an anti-Sunday

movies trailer received a mysterious phone call, purportedly from City Hall,

"advising" him to discontinue showing it.

Several of the theatremen to whom this "gentle" pressure was applied had the

courage to tell the producers' agents to go plumb to h— . More of that attitude will

go far toward correcting the abuses as freely practiced by the small clique of film

companies who set themselves up above decency and fair play.

But, every exhibitor must realize that the basic reason for their attitude goes

deep down into the structure of the industry as it is today. The foundation has

become rotted! Just a few majors are taking power unto themselves to which they

are not entitled, but which they will have and hold JUST AS LONG AS EXHIBI-
TORS REMAIN DISORGANIZED, easy "set-ups" for just such intimidation as

was practiced in Philadelphia last week!

Mo Wax.
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MAJORS FILE APPEAL BRIEF

IN DOUBLE FEATURE CASE

Claim No Conspiracy Shown By Evidence

Seek To Justify Use of Anti-Dual Clause

Counsel for the nine defendant major him companies involved in the vital

Philadelphia double feature case filed their appeal brief last week, and the matter

now awaits hearing before the United States Circuit Court of Appeals. The brief

of the appellees, Harry and Louis Perelman, is now in preparation by Attorney
Benjamin M. Golder and will probably be filed within the week.

The date for the appeal hearing will be set

by the court shortly after the reply is entered.

Probably this will be during the month of No-
vember, approximately one year after the open-

ing of the hearings on the Perelmans' action

in equity, which got under way November 22nd,

1934, before U. S. District Judge George
Welsh. This action resulted in a decision

against the film companies, finding them guilty

of entering into a combination and conspiracy

in restraint of trade by inserting the disputed

double feature clause in their film contracts.

They were ordered by the Court to "cease and
discontinue their agreement, combination and
conspiracy to prohibit the exhibition of feature

films distributed by defendants in conjunction

with other feature films on double feature pro-

grams."

The defendants immediately obtained a writ

of supersedeas, delaying the effect of the Dis-

trict Court'j ruling pending the appeal. This

will be heard before a bench of three of the

following four Circuit judges: Buffington, Da-
vis, Thompson and Woolley. Proceedings will

take place in the Federal Building, Philadelphia.

There is thon quoted the allegations on which
the plaintiffs based their complaint against the

defendants, setting forth the fact that exhibitors

were prohibited from showing double features

by insertion of the clause in defendants' con-

tracts; that this was done and maintained
through an "illegal combination, agreement and
conspiracy;" that the film companies refused to

deliver films under their contracts if this clause

was violated. In addition it is remarked that

the plaintiffs' bill points out that Warner Bros,

control the first-run theatres and independents

must play dual bills in order to make their

programs attractive to the public.

Cite Court's Wide Scope
The brief notes the fact that Judge Welsh

permitted the discussions to be conducted on a

wider scope than the action required or allowed.

Block booking, admission prices, who operates

first-run theatres, "why the public likes Mae
West," etc., were all brought into the testimony

despite their irrelevancy, it states.

"We felt then and feel now that these

subjects, however interesting, were irrele-

vant to the case."

The point is made that the double feature

clauses do not prohibit the showing of "two fea-

tures, three, four, five or as many as he pleased,

as often as he pleased, provided only that the

feature of the particular defendant was not a

part of the double feature program."

"The provisions (d-f clauses) also

showed that the restriction applied just as

much to a second feature distributed by a

defendant as to a second feature distributed

by an independent producer."

This is intended to dispute the plaintiffs' con-

tention that the clauses were aimed at the in-

dependent producers alone.

Points In Appellants' Brief
Among the outstanding points made in the

appellants' brief, which was prepared by Mor-
ris Wolf, their chief counsel, was the contention
that no evidence was introduced by the plain-

tiffs to prove an actual conspiracy by the de-
fendants—and that this is the crux of the entire

case. This is indicated at the very opening of
the brief, wherein it states the three "questions
involved."

"1. If the defendants inserted in their

contracts with exhibitors provisions restrict-

ing the use of double features as the result

of concerted action among the defendants,
was there a violation of the Sherman Act
or of the Clayton Act? (Italics are Apel-
Iants'.)

"2. If the defendants inserted in their

contracts with exhibitors provisions restrict-

ing the use of double features as the result

of the exercise of their individual independ-
ent action and not as the result of con-
certed action among the defendants, was
there a violation of the Sherman Act or of

the Clayton Act?

"3. Can or should the court have
found that there was a contract, combin-
ation or conspiracy among the defendants,

in view of the unanimous contradiction of

any such contract, combination of con-

spiracy by the witnesses who alone could

know whether such a contract, combination
or conspiracy existed?

Object to 'Independent'
The brief argues that the terms "Indepsnd-

ent producers" is "both inaccurate and mis-

leading. As against "majors", the smaller film

companies should be called "minors", it is de-

clared.

"The question of dependence or inde-

pendence does not enter into the situation

at all. The major companies are just as

independent as any other producing com-
panies ate."

In order to clear up the misapprehension,

v/Iuch the brief states exirtcd, that the defen-

dants sought to ban all double features, the

following is noted:

"In other words, none of the defen-
dants says to an exh'bitor, 'If you want

our pictures you may not show anybody
else's pictures on a double feature program
on any way that you please*. They merely

say, 'If you want to show our features

you may not show anyone else's features

on the same program'."

Claim Exhibs Oppose Duals
Much is made in the brief of the claims that

the "majority of exhibitors is opposed to

double featuring". The statements against

double features by Ed Kuykendall, president of
the M. P. T. O. of A., who said that his or-

ganization has "approximately 4800 independ-
ent exhibitors" in its ranks, are quoted, and
this tag line is added after them:

"Remember, these are not the words of
the defendants. They are the words of 4800
independent exhibitors."

The public, too, is opposed to duals, it is

said. The testimony of the civic and church
leaders who appeared during the hearing are
quoted in substantiation. Therefore;

"The defendants' motive in prohibiting
it can surely be said to have been a proper
desire to meet the views of their immediate
customers, the exhibitors, and their ultimate
customers, the public."

Legal Issues
Discussion of the legal questions involved in

the decision occupy a considerable portion of

the brief. Whereas the plaintiff claimed that

there was "undue" restraint of trade, it is con-
tended by the appellants that this was not
shown by the evidence. (It is necessary to

prove "undue" restraint).

On the issue of conspiracy, the appellants

insiot that no admissable, direct evidence was
introduced by the plaintiffs to warrant Judge
Welsh's decision. Regarding I. E. Chadwick's
testimony about Louis B. Mayer's speech in

which he declared, "It is no secret that ways
and means have been worked out by the dis-

tributors in New York to wipe out this menace
and stop the double feature practice", the

brief argues that the statement was made after

the anti-dual clauses had been inserted in the

defendants' contracts and he was, therefore,

(Continued on Page 6)

AL FRIEDLANDER
. . . First Division's vicc-prcxy and tops adver-

tising head, is making the industry sit up with

ace ad stuff on the B. I. P. films being handled

by F. D. Material on "Mimi" and "Dance

Band" rank high in movie ad art.
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(Continued from Page 5)

"doing nothing more than stating a historical

fact". Legal precedence is also quoted for the

contention that anything Chadwick testified was

said by Mayer is inadmissible as evidence.

Mayer had no established right to speak on

behalf of the defendants.

Kuykendall's Testimony
Frequent leterence is made to remarks made

by Ed Kuykendall concerning an alleged meet-

ing of the defendants to discuss ways of fight-

ing duals. This testimony was considered

among the mort damaging to the defendants'

case. The brief seeks to convey the impression

that the M. P. T. O. president's testimony did

not confirm the conspiracy charge, but rather

opposed it. What Kuykendall had said was this:

"They (the major producers) simply

agreed, I think unanimously, that it was a

menace, was destructive—the dual bills

—

but they did not agree unanimously what
action they would take at the time. That
was the one trouble we had; we could not

get them together."

The testimony of representatives of each of

the defendants is quoted in support of the

claim that the ar.ti-dual provisions were inserted

on their personal recommendations and not at

the concerted demands of their superiors.

These points of circumstantial evidence are

pointed out to indicate lack of conspiracy:

(1) The entire difference in language em-
ployed in the clauses and the lack of uniform-

ity of the penalties provided.

(2) The provisions were adopted at var-

ious times.

(3) In some cases the clauses originated in

home offices, in others through the local Phil-

adelphia branches.

(4) In some cases the provisions were used

only in Philadelphia, while in others they ap-

plied to the entire country.

In conclusion:

"The Court is respectifully requested to

reverse the decree of the lower Court and
dismiss the bill on the ground that the

plaintiff has proven no violation of the

Sherman or Clayton Act."

NEW YORK
LETTER

You say you're interested in getting reactions,

rumors and random bits from Broadway? Well,

here goes!

The influence of the failure of "Midsummer

Night's Dream" at the boxoffice is already

shown in the decision of several majors to shelve

their plans for future Shakespearean films . . .

Your worst fears about "Dream" at the b. o.

seem confirmed; it's nose-diving . . . Radio City

Music Hall will play Paramount's "Peter Ibbet-

son," one of their two annual choices from that

company's product . . . But, I hear that "Ibbet-

son" is all right class stuff, but won't get far

in other spots ... I hear "Way Down East" is

menacing low gross records wherever it has

played . . . G-B's "Tunnel," now in its second

week at the Roxy here, has far out-grossed

Metro's "Rendezvous" running simultaneously

at the Capital . . . Outstanding foreign language
boxoffice attractions to have hit N. Y. in years

is "La Maternelle" at the 55th Street Playhouse.

A great picture for the femmes . . . Another
import, "New Gulliver," Russian feature length

puppet film, is a unique attraction, doing ca-

pacity biz . . . Rumor had it this week that

Erpi bid for Universal, but it is a fact that

Erpi itself is for sale . . . A. T. and T. wants

to wash its hands of this subsidiary . . . Para-

mount is howling about "Hands Across the

Table," but records show that it is not setting

any houses afire with biz . . . Variety is in

line for the Pulitzer Prize for Journalism for

their exclusive scoop on Hearst's departure from
California and his advice to producers to move
their studios elsewhere . . . Hasn't Zanuck been
the flop so far with Fox! . . . You'll get more
of this next week, whether you want it or not!

ELK.

Variety Tent 13 Gets Going
The Philadelphia Variety Club, Tent 13, held

its first fall luncheon at the Bellevue-Stratford

last Wednesday and celebrated the re-assemblage

with a grand show. Benedict Gimbel, Jr., and

Leon (Doc) Levy were Kings for the Day.

Leonard Schlesinger stepped into the shoes of

chief barker Earle Sweigart, who left a sick

bed to attend, but couldn't handle his duties.

Talent included Ben Bernie, Graham Mac-
Namee, Powers Gouroud, Boake Carter and
several of Major Bowes' Amateurs, minus Oscar
Neufeld. It was highly successful.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

Among those at the I. T. M. Affair Sunday Evening we see . . .
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HAYS ON "PROGRESS'

Will H. Hays' enthusiastic forecasts for screen

progress, higher artistic standards atid new high levels

in entertainment with sound and color, at the semi-

annual convention of the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers in Washington last week, have been heard

oft times before. No one will deny that the technical

improvement of films has been constant and also that

it has far outrun, with only the rarest exceptions, the

story and directorial talent employed in film produc-

tion.

Technical perfection, however, does not necessarily imply boxoffice attraction

quality or pictures of wide audience appeal. And what the majority of exhibitors

—and the public—prefer is more of the latter in the run-of-the-mill, or so-called

"program" pictures, even if it be at the expense of this glossy technical perfection.

The facts indicate, unmistakably, that the quality of these "program" products

have deteriorated to an alarming degree within the past two years. M-G-M, Para-

mount, Fox, who have delighted in referring to themselves as the "topnotchers" in

film production, have been turning out films which are obviously made merely for

the sake of fulfilling commitments to exhibitors who have signed contracts under

the compulsion of the block booking system. Here is something for the General

to dig his teeth into if he honestly wishes to have something to brag about.

AND TRADE PRACTICES—

Furthermore, Mr. Hays might apply his unquestionable foresight and ability

toward correcting some of the trade abuses practiced by the most powerful of the

major producers who rally under his aegis whenever trouble threatens them. For

this, too, he would earn the thanks of thousands of independent exhibitors. Let

him leave the technicians to themselves. They are doing quite well as it is. But,

let him examine the trade practices, sales policies and competitive methods of the

companies, whose morals and public relations are his especial charge, and he will

find that he has a regular Augean job on his hands.

Of course, this is quite a lot to ask of him. If he set out to clear house in genuine

earnest he might find his tenure as czar terminated by a revolt of the great producing-

distributing organizations, which have been his meal ticket for so long. They have

no desire to regulate themselves and voluntarily end the unfair and high-handed

trade practices many of them employ, especially toward the smaller exhibitor. It

is probable that they intend to defend these vicious practices to the bitter end,

whatever that may be. For they can visualize only immediate profits and thus

disregard ultimate possibilities of harm to all the industry, themselves included.

But they might listen to Mr. Hays, if he approached them in the right way.

He has helped the lot of them out of many a tight spot before. And with his

superior foresight he must surely see that the present method of operation, with

its block booking, producer-controlled theatres competing with independents, and

innumerable other instances of unfair and illegal trade practices, definitely invites

and demands eventual governmental control and regulation of all their commercial

operations, which will be tantamount to national censorship.

ANOTHER "QUALITY

HIT
MAKES A BOW

7 ?

THE GLORIOUS

Orange Glow
DINNER SERVICE
• A new creation from a

pottery noted for its long

line of record - making

hits!

• Beauty and daintiness

personified in this gor-

geous dinner set that

your women patrons

WILL ADMIRE and DESIRE!

NOW READY!
The GREATEST KID DEAL

in HISTORY!
"THE MAGIC
SLATE GAMES

"I 3 weeks at 2^ P® 1- piece

QUALITY PREMIUM
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Serving Exhibitors from Coast to Coast

HOME OFFICE: - 1305 VINE ST.. PHILA.. PA.
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NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!

COLUMBIA
Feather in Her Hat Oct. 24

Grand Exit Oct. 25

FOX
Music Is Magic Oct. 31

Metropolitan Oct. 31

Thanks a Million Nov. 15

In Old Kentucky Nov. 22

METRO
Rendezvous Oct. 25

Perfect Gentleman Nov. 1

Mutiny On the Bounty Nov. 8

A Night At the Opera Nov. 15

Ah! Wilderness Nov. 22

Riff Raff Nov. 29

PARAMOUNT
Eagle's Brood Oct. 25

Wings Over Ethiopia Oct. 25

Little America Nov. 1

Ship Cafe Nov. 1

Peter Ibbetson Nov. 8

So Red the Rose Nov. 22

RKO
Hi! Gaucho Oct. 25

Three Musketeers Nov. 1

To Beat the Band Nov. 8

Annie Oakley Nov. 15

In Person Nov. 22

UNIVERSAL
Remember Last Night? Oct. 28

Three Kids and a Queen Nov. 3

Stormy Nov. 11

We Surrender Nov. 18

East of Java Nov. 25

UNITED ARTISTS
Melody Lingers On Oct. 31

WARNER'S
Case of Lucky Legs Oct. 24

I Found Stella Parrish Nov. 8

Moonlight on Prairie Nov. 8

Personal Maid's Secret Nov. 15

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

G-B Officials Getting

Big Hand On Tunnel'
Arthur A. Lee, vice president and general

manager of G-B, is being kept busy these days
acknowledging felicitations on the success of

"Transatlantic Tunnel," which is reported to

have attracted more customers to the Roxy,
N. Y., in its first week than any other picture,

with a single exception, has done in the past

three years. The second week appears to be
equally as good.

A. P. Waxman, whose department was work-
ing overtime for weeks preparing the advertis-

ing and exploitation on this picture—one of

the best that has ever come out of British stu-

dios, took a well-deserved week's vacation to re-

cuperate after the Roxy opening, but is now
back at his desk.

A LETTER

I. T. M. Explains
To the Editor, FILM BULLETIN:
Dear Sir:

Will you be so kind as to lend your columns
on behalf of the Independent Theatre Managers
for this explanation and apology for the cir-

cumstances which marred our Second Annual
Dinner-Dance last Sunday evening?

Approximately 200 people who did not hold
tickets managed, in some manner, to gain ad-

mittance to the room we occupied, causing the
crowding. Unfortunately, too, we must assume
responsibility for those individuals, who, as the

master of ceremonies so aptly put it, "take two
glasses and make spectacles of themselves."

We sincerely thank our friends who made the

best of a somewhat trying situation and we
know they will accept this explanation and
apology in good spirit.

Very truly,

BARNEY L. COHEN,
President, I. T. M.

George Bancroft With Columbia

George Bancroft, one of the biggest stars on
the Paramount roster in silent and early talkie

days, signed a one-picture contract with Colum-
bia last week. Studio has an option for five

more years.

Through his generalship much of the success

of the Second Annual Banquet of the I. T. M.
is due.

Moliver To Introduce New Came
"Hollywood Movie Star Party," new business

stimulator game, is to be introduced soon in the

Philadelphia territory by Dave Moliver, who be-

lieves it will achieve even greater success than

"Lucky," which he first brought here. The
game is copyrighted and is said to use pictures

of prominent movie stars in place of numbers.
Metropolitan Premium Corp., of which Moliver

is president, represents Dennis Games Co. Mol-
iver has not set a definite date for introduction

of "Hollywood Party," but expects to announce
it shortly.

Baer - Braddock Fight Pix Suit

Vs. Warner Reported Settled

The suit by Oliver Film Corp. of New
York against Warner Bros. Theatres for

alleged copyright violations on the Baer-

Braddock fight pictures was reported set-

tled in New York last week by attorneys

for Harry Voiler (Oliver) and the cir-

cuit. Edward Davis, Philadelphia at-

torney who handled the case locally, said

that he had been advised of the settlement,

but not of the terms.

Action resulted from use of so-called

"bootleg" prints sold to Warners in Phila-

delphia by others than Ray Smith, who
represented Oliver Film and had copy-

right protection. Prints were snatched

out of Warner and several independent
houses after two days' showing. So far,

no suits have been filed against the indies,

but it is known that Voiler is considering
doing so.

Wincheli Coins New One
for Us 'Three Kids"

Walter Wincheli coined a real nifty in de-

scribing Universal's "Three Kids and a Queen"
after pre-viewing it. He said it has plenty of
"applaudience appeal." The columnist likes the

show immensely. It opens at the Roxy, N. Y.,

after "Transatlantic Tunnel" finishes its ex-

tended run.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers* Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
LOCust 4181

PHILA.
RACE 4600

KRANKEL'S SANITARY

SUPPLIES
305 S. 40th STREET PHILA.

FREmont 0127

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
t of theatre business.

sMSTING theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
mhsouts.

gREEING theatre owners of the worry

I that they may have forgotten
part of their show.

EFFICIENTLY operating the largest film

delivery service in the world.

AKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

HORL ACHED
Delivery Service II

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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by Nonamaker

THE INDUSTRY DANCES—
The I. T. M. dinner-dance at the Hotel

Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia Motion Pic-

ture Operators' Union 307 celebration of their

twenty-fifth anniversary at the Broadwood were

both gala affairs . . VARIETY CLUB will hold

its annual show at the Met November 18th

. . . Eddie Sherman rounding up the benefit

talent . . . NEW IDEAL robbed of a few dol-

lars and candy money . . . The Kelly cam-
paigners arrived in a motor-train to make Vine
Street Democratic conscious one noon hour be-

fore election. CHARLIE GOLDFINE, Falls

Theatre, doing the mike stuff and kidding his

pals in the exchanges and elsewhere . . . JOE
MURPHY reports he has sold his interest in

Parkesburg Opera House, Diamond, Birdsboro,

and Palace, Topton, Pa., as well as the Little,

Philadelphia, and says he is now ready to take

on any new propositions that come along . . .

A noticeable improvement is apparent in the

news reels—especially the Fox Movietone reel.

The world-wide coverage is just about the last

word, especially the war stuff from Ethiopia.

When you stop to think what chances these

boys really take to get a few feet of film it's

breath-taking . . .

that are different

Buy direct
from

RROW
Eliminating Commissions to

any Agents

ALWAYS
SOMETHING

NEW!

HORROW NOVELTY CO.

215 MAPKET ST.
PHILA., PA.

ODDS AND ENDS-
JACK (Dynamo of energy) BLUMBERG

deserves a vote of thanks for the unbelievable

amount of work he did for the I. T. M. in the

past week . . . There is another fellow by the

name of GEORGE NONAMAKER, who is a

member of the musician's union. I'll have to

meet him sometime . . . Freely predicted that

Romeo Cella will not be re-elected president

of the more or less dissatisfied Musicians' Union

. . . IZ BOROWSKY, Rex, trying something

new in big shows for little money . . . BILL
PORTER'S Republic girls challenge any other

tvchanges' feminine contingent to a beauty

contest . . .

GREENBERG WEDS — WHILE CAMDEN
BURNS—
j^CK GREENBERG caught us napping with

that marriage last week . . . Here's belated, but

nonetheless, sincere wishes for happiness . . .

Star, Camden, escaped serious trouble last

Wednesday night when fire broke out in the

projection booth at 9.30. The 400 patrons fled

out of the theatre quietly when the blaze was

discovered . . . Operators Charles Flynn and

Thomas Griffith were slightly hurt, the latter

when he leaped from the booth to the main

floor . . . What has happened to CLARENCE
HEXTER, the drollest wit of Vine Street?

Haven't seen him in weeks . . .

ADDENDA:

Cadet, Second and Ontario Streets, reported

reopening under WILLIAM GOLDMAN man-

agership. House has been closed for years and

is listed as belonging to Warner Bros. . . .

Hollywood, Twenty-second and Cambria Streets,

opens Thursday under aegis of JAKE FOX
and JACK GREENBERG . . . SID SAMUEL-
SON and his secretary, SALLY FISHER, were

in town Monday to attend to some Allied busi-

ness. Dropped in to say hello to ye editor . . .

Local exhibs are wondering about what they

insist is a double feature show of two Paramount

pictures at Warner's Stanton— ' Last Outpost"

and "Wings Over Ethiopia." The latter is

listed on release sheet as a feature . . . GEO.

KLINE is joining Quality Premium as special

representative in the Baltimore-Washington ter-

ritory . . . RICHARD L. BROWN now with

First Division as salesman . . . BEN STERN
now officing with BILL HEENAN at 1321 Vine
Street . . .

QUALITY HAS GIFT DEPARTMENT
Quality Premium Distributors of Philadelphia

has opened a complete Gift Department for

theatres using chance games. New department,

under supervision of Sam Blatt, displays over

300 attractive articles direct from factory at a

wide range of prices, which, they claim, omits

the "middleman's" profit. Theatremen are in-

vited to inspect the showroom display at 1305

Vine Street.

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

ACTIO

....What more
can they ask

and they won't

ask for more if

you give them

this

ROARING FARCE

STREAMLINE

EXPRESS

— With —
VICTOR JORY

EVELYN VENABLE
Esther Ralston - Ralph Forbes

Sidney Blackmer

Vince Barnett

COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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on its own. As it is, "Murder At Glen

Athol" will make a strong double feature

show. Three murders and any number of

suspects enliven the story, which is

handled with a lighter touch than most

movie detective yarns. It sets and main-

tains a snappy pace; the dialogue is crisp

and pungent—surprisingly good, as a mat-

ter of fact, and the mystery of "who

dunnit?" will be solved only by Detective

John Miljan. For action you have one

good punch in the nose, an auto dashing

over a cliff, shooting, stabbing and brain

crushing. Crime Club fans will like it and

with a comedy it will make a show of

pleasant diversion. Rates fair-minus on its

own.

PLOT:
Miljan, crime solver par excellence, is on va-

cation writing his past exploits, when he meets
his next-door neighbors, who prove to be quite

a queer bunch. Three murders follow in the

wake of a party given by the neighbors and
attended by Detective Miljan. He becomes in-

volved in solving the crimes through the insist-

ence of Irene Ware, falls in love with her while

doing so, and eventually sails for Europe with

her, after pinning two of the murders on a per-

son you will least suspect—the other crime prov-

ing to be accidental when the butler took a pot

shot at a prowler.

AD TIPS:
Dare 'em to solve it before the end. Spot

cards around the lobby in advance reading: "D )

YOU KNOW WHO COMMITTED THE
MURDER AT GLEN ATHOL?"

NONNIE.

BAP BOY

BOX-OFFICE RATING
COMEDY-ROMANCE . . . "Bad

Boy" is really bad—or worse . . . Just

about as uninspired and uninteresting

a film as has been made this year . . .

Will pass on dual bills only . . . Rates

• +.

20th Century-Fox
56 Minutes
James Dunn . . . Dorothy Wilson . . .

Louise Fazenda . . . John Wray . . .

Luis Alberni . . . Beulah Bondi . . .

Directed by John Blystone

This is not only bad—it's pretty terrible.

A brief 56-minute "feature" effort that

has less than six minutes of real entertain-

ment in it, "Bad Boy" is promptly dele-

gated as suitable only for "filler" material

on a double feature bill. Don't expect to

sell it as "an intimate study of irresponsi-

ble youth braving the scorn of conven-

tional society for a taste of forbidden

pleasures." It is devoid of sex, being so

good that even the susceptible twelve-year-

olds will be bored stiff. Fox has been en-

ergetically running this boy James Dunn

into a rut from which he may never ex-

tricate himself. After his first rise to pop-

ularity in "Bad Girl," Dunn has been
handed a succession of poor roles in poor
pictures and this latest Vina Delmar ex-

cursion in inconsequential romantic doings

just about writes finis to his career—at

least with the Fox outfit. As for "Bad
Boy," it probably should be reported that

Louise Fazenda is rather funny in what
she has to do. That is all worth men-
tioning.

PLOT:
Dunn, a poolroom loiterer, meets and falls

in love with Dorothy Wilson. When he meets
her parents, he discovers that her stepfather is

the man from whom he has won money con-
sistently at pool. Dunn is ordered out of their

house, but Dorothy loves him truely and runs
off to marry him. He tries to find a respect-

able job, but can't. Finally, when he is at the

end of his rope and ready to leave his wife to

a better man (a bank clerk), he happens upon
a robbery, saves the day and becomes a

wounded hero. He gets a job and the consent

of his in-laws.

AD TIPS:
It's by the authoress of "Bad Girl." You

might be able to capitalize on the popularity

of that picture.

R. B.

WINGS OVER ETHIOPIA

BOX-OFFICE RATING
TRAVELOGUE . . . Most timely

and highly interesting subject . . . Not
confined to showing scenery, but re-

veals facts about Selassie's people . . .

Excellent support for weak feature.

Paramount
56 Minutes
Narrator: Gayne Whitman
Directed by L. Wechsler

From the photographic records of a re-

cent expedition into Ethiopia by two Swiss

airmen, Paramount has edited a highly in-

formative and sometimes startling short

feature, which, by reason of its timeliness,

should keenly interest everyone who reads

a newspaper. This is more than a mere

scenic tour of the wild country over which

Haile Selassie rules so precariously at this

moment; it reveals many interesting facts

about the life of the black people that will

engross the average spectator. Almost all

of the material has never been screened be-

fore. In the more impressive passages there

are airplane views of the vast mountain

and desert areas Mussolini has set out to

conquer, and one is struck by the difficulty

of the task he has set for his soldiers. In-

timate glimpses of Emperor Selassie and

his army preparing for the conflict that

was recognized as inevitable months ago;

scenes depicting debtors chained to their

creditors, in accordance with the law; in-

fants having their faces slashed for pur-

poses of identification. The well-written

commentary accompanying the picture

proves an asset. Certainly, this can be ex-

ploited to bolster a weak feature and bring

fair returns. ELK.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE

All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants,

soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary Supplies, 305 S.

40th St., Phila., FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

THEATRES WANTED

PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS



Do You Merely ANNOUNCE
Your Attractions or

Do You Really SELL Them

Your Box-Office Qives The Answer/

You Owe It To Your Business

To Get Acquainted With

METROPOLITAN'S
ATTRACTIVELY DIFFERENT

WINDOW CARDS
a»d POSTERS

Stop in and Look Over Our Large

Variety of Style and Design in

Effective Outdoor Advertising

To Better Serve You • Two Complete Plants

METROPOLITAN
PRINTING COMPANY

1330-36 Vine Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Phones- Rit. 5278 - Race 5461

1601 Guilford Ave.
BALTIMORE, MD.

Phone- Vernon 7310
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMATIC SPECTACLE . . .

Best American-audience film to come
from British studios to date . . . Has
names, action, imagination, strong cli-

max . . . Big showmanship stuff—for

showmen . . . Rates • • •.

G-B

90 Minutes

Richard Dix . . . Made Evans . . . Helen Vinson

Leslie Banks . . . C. Aubrey Smith . . .

George Arliss (as British Prime Minister) . . .

Walter Huston (as President of U. S.) . . .

Directed by Maurice Elvey

"Transatlantic Tunnel" is undoubtedly

the top box-office attraction thus far re-

ceived from the British studios. A fasci-

nating, unusual and dramatic story built

around the imaginative idea of the con-

struction of a sub-oceanic tunnel between

England and America is the basis for this

engrossing film. Furthermore, the cast is

peopled by players whose names and faces

are well-known to American movie fans,

and G-B has engineered one of the smart-

est pieces of showmanship in many months
by spotting George Arliss and Walter

Huston in bits, as English Prime Minister

and President of the United States, re-

spectively. Throughout, the production

has been handled commendably, the fan-

tastic plot bearing a quality of logic that

will make it enjoyable by every class of

patrons, from children to class audience

adults. It should bring good grosses

down the line, and with an additional

stimulus of showmanship, to which "Tun-

nel" certainly lends itself, may do even

better. The cast acquits itself admirably.
Richard Dix makes his role of the har-

assed engineer of the tunnel sympathetic
and engrossing. Arliss and Huston, in

their brief appearances, add a strong

punch to the picture. To G-B and the

other British film producers, we cry,

"More! More!" like "Transatlantic Tun-
nel."

PLOT:

Dix, world famous engineer, has evolved a

plan for construction of a tunnel joining the
two English-speaking nations and secures the
backing of a group of financiers. Every imag-
inable sort of mishap threatens to wreck the
exploit and Dix suffers innumerable misfortunes
in his own life. He loses contact with his wife,

Madge Evans, who, not desiring to stand idly

by, works in the hospital connected with the

tunnel. She falls victim of a strange malady
and is made blind. Fearing that she will be a

burden to her husband, Madge disappears from
his life. Dix's son, grown to manhood during
the ensuing years, does not meet his father un-

til a few hours before the son is killed in a

tunnel disaster which seems to doom the entire

venture. Deserted by his men, Dix, with a few
loyal friends, succeeds in getting through the gap
which stood in the way of the tunnel's comple-

tion. It is a glorious day for both countries

when the structure is finally dedicated, with

Dix and his wife happily reunited.

AD TIPS:

This picture demands and affords exhibitors

a chance for spectacular exploitation. Don''

neglect the romantic angle, but sell the fantastic,

but not impossible, idea of the basic story. Ask
the question for weeks in advance—"IS IT
POSSIBLE—A TUNNEL UNOFR THE AT-

V77C OCEAN CONNECTING ENGLAND
AND THE V. S.?"

ELK.

DANCE BAND

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL-COMEDY . . . Light,

frothy stuff that moves along at a

merry clip from start to finish . . .

Buddy Rogers makes a grand come-

back in appealing role . . . Two good
songs and a few good laughs—and
speed, speed, speed . . . Rates • • +

.

B. I. P.-First Division

68 Minutes
Buddy Rogers . . . June Clyde
Directed by Marcel Varnel

I have no desire to give you the impres-

sion that "Dance Band" is a sensation

—

it is not. But, it certainly contains more
than a moderate share of ingredients that

go to compose a snappy, entertaining

musical film. It is a tribute to the director

and that unknown soul who does the cut-

ting that so light and inconsequential a

story is endowed with a pace that is little

short of terrific from the opening scene

right dow nto the finale. You will never
believe it came from a British film studio,

for the speed is more American than the

vast majority of American film musicals
ever approached. Comedy, romance and
music are blended at a hectic speed into a
melange of good-natured fun. If you
have been so unfortunate as to have wit-
nessed RKO's "Old Man Rhythm,"
which "heralded" the return of Buddy
Rogers to the screen, you will marvel at
the wonders B. I. P. has worked with him.
"Dance Band" definitely succeeds in re-

establishing this handsome and talented
young man to stardom. He is grand,
handling his comedy with the adroitness
of Bob Montgomery, his romantic inter-

ludes with real appeal, his musical mo-
ments with amazing talent. He plays al-

most every instrument in his orchestra

—

and well. As his associate in this madcap
yarn, June Clyde is both appealing and
clever. The two of them play a novel
piano duet that will make the fans sit up.
"The Valparaiso" is a song hit. The story
is unimportant, but "Dance Band" has
struck a tempo that no American-made
musical films, with their cumbersome dance
routines, ever achieve. It should please

mass audiences everywhere and rates

above average business.

PLOT:
Buddy, leader of a top jazz band, meets June

Clyde while avoiding a mixup with another girl.

June leads a girls' band and Buddy helps her
out by joining the act, without revealing his

true identity. All the leading jazz orchestras
are entered in a popularity contest and June
discovers who Buddy really is. Both their

bands are entered, but June's manager, trying

to keep Buddy out of the competition, arranges
to have his instruments stolen, but things get

crossed and June's are taken instead. In a

whirlwind finish, Buddy and his boys go out
to recapture the girls' instruments, wipe up the

gang of thugs while four of their group play
as loud as possible to drown out the noise of

the battle, and return in time to have the girls'

band go on and gain a tie with Buddy's.

AD TIPS:
Sell Rogers' return to stardom. He is worth

plugging and will appeal to the ladies. The
band competition idea can be put over where
there is a stage. It's fast, mad and a little bit

daffy, so sell it strong to the young folks. It's

their show. Play "The Valparaiso," song hit,

in advance. It's a good tune.

R. B.

MURDER AT CLEN ATHOL

BOXOFFICE RATING
DETECTIVE-MYSTERY . . . Sur-

prisingly interesting mystery yarn that

will fully satisfy "who dunnit" fans

. . . Done in light manner that aids

and brings it out of routine . . . Names
missing, pulling down b. o. value . . .

Rates • • —

.

Invincible-First Division

69 Minutes
John Miljan . . . Irene Ware . . . Betty BIythe
Barry Norton . . . Oscar Apfel . . .

Directed by Frank Strayer

If this indie murder-mystery boasted a

name or two that meant more on theatre

marquees, it might have been able to stand

(Continued on Page 10)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of
indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can
give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus (—) will be used
occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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Recapitulation On St. Louis

—And the Future!

It took a St. Louis jury, after six weeks of voluminous testimony, a brief thirty-

eight minutes to reach its verdict acquitting the five major film company executives

who were charged with conspiracy to "freeze out" of business an independent

theatre competitor, in violation of the anti-trust laws. The case is closed, but several

facts in connection with it are worthy of recount.

Independent exhibitors throughout the country owe a vote of appreciation to

the Federal Government, the Administration and the Department of Justice for

their valiant effort to prosecute what appeared to be a violation of law and justice.

Failure to prove the case to the satisfaction of the twelve St. Louis jurymen in no

wise affects the essential fact that the Government was willing and eager to come

to the aid of an independent who apparently had substantial grounds for his charge.

The case may have either the effect of encouraging the film magnates to hold

the restraint of legal action more lightly and lead them to a flagrant disregard for

the rights of independents, or being face to face with a criminal charge may have

the much-to-be-hoped-for salutary effect of inculcating them with some respect for

the small fellow's rights. If the latter result comes from the protracted St. Louis

litigation, it will be well worth to the industry many times what it cost in labor and

money.

But, now, the nation's independent exhibitors must turn their eyes and energies

toward finding solutions to the vital problems affecting the industry—toward a full

and intelligent understanding of them—toward discovery of means of eradicating

the evils practiced by those, who, by their power or unscrupulousness, take

advantage of the others in the industry.

You will soon be forced to face these problems, so chalk them down in your

memory and THINK about them!

BLOCK BOOKING.

,

BLIND SELLING BY NUMBERS.

PREFERRED PLAYING TIME.

INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF "QUICKIES" FROM MAJOR
STUDIOS.

UNFAIR COMPETITIVE PRACTICES BETWEEN EXHIBITORS.

EVER-INCREASING FILM RENTALS.

There you have them in the order of their importance to the basic structure of

the industry. In the ensuing months, FILM BULLETIN will discuss these prob-

lems on the editorial page. We urge all exhibitors to give clear, logical and serious

thought to them. By elimination or continuance of these evils, this industry will

stand or fall.

Mo Wax.
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

GIFTS FOR THEATRE GAMES
IS NOT A "RACKET" WITH US

But part of the money-saving service we extend

to over 100 LUCKY' THEATRES in the Phila. area!

Our tremendous buying,

power enables us to

command the very lowest

prices from our manu-

facturers — so low, in

fact, that we could sell

to the other &ift and

novelty companies now
handling, this type of

merchandise.

LARGEST VARIETY IN THE EAST
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY!

METROPOLITAN PREMIUM CORP.
DAVID S. MOLIVER, President

1226 VINE STREET PHILADELPHIA

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF 'LUCKY' IN PHILA. TERRITORY

Watch for Announcement of our sensationaE

NEW PREMIUM DEALS
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EVENTS on the MARCH/
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

JURY REQUIRES ONLY 38 MINUTES FOR ST. LOUIS VERDICT

Film Executives Acquitted By St. Louis

Jury of Anti -Trust Conspiracy Charge
Special to FILM BULLETIN

38 Minutes . . .

ST. LOUIS. — The five major film company executives, charged with and
indicted for alleged conspiracy to violate the anti-trust laws by withholding product
from three local Fanchon and Marco theatres, were acquitted by the jury here

Monday.

After an exhaustive three-hour charge by .\

ill

Federal Judge George H. Moore, in which,

many observers believed, the jurist indicated

an opinion that he believed the defendants

guilty, and to many portions of which defense

counsel objected strenuously and made excep-

tions, the jury required only thirty-eight min-;

utes to return its acquittal verdict. Only two

ballots were taken and the result came so un-'

expectedly that none of the defendants were

present in the courtroom when the decision was

announced. '

J

The five film men were Harry M. Warner,

Herman Starr and Gradwell Sears, all of War-

ner Bros.; Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO,

and George J. Schaefer, vice-president of Para-

mount. Abel Cary Thomas, treasurer and coun-

sel of Warners, who was among those indicted,

could not stand trial due to illness. The charges

against him will undoubtedly be dropped by the

Government.

Object to Charge . . .

It was obvious that counsel for the film mag-

nates was displeased with Judge Moore's charge

to the jury. Frederick H. Wood, one of War-

ners' attorneys, in objecting to one portion of

the court's charge, said that it "resembled a

stump speech."

When Judge Moore mentioned the galaxy of

legal talent representing the defendants, Wood

objected again, asking the court to supplement

his charge to eliminate whatever effect the re-

mark might have.

At one point, the court referred to "great

accumulations of wealth being used improperly,"

and this, too, brought the lawyer to his feet

with an exception.

6 Weeks . . .

The case consumed exactly six weeks and the

record of testimony showed over 1,000,000

words.

Russell Hardy handled the case for the Gov-

ernment, while a battery of prominent legal

talent, headed by the brilliant veteran and form-

er U. S. Senator James A. Reed, was assembled

to defend the film men.

The outstanding witness for the defense in the

closing days of the case last week was Ned

Depinet, whose forthright manner obviously

made a strong impression on the jurors.. The

RKO president claimed that his company sold

its product to Warner Bros, in St. Louis be-

cause they had already made a deal with War-

ners and because Harry C. Arthur, Jr., F. and

M. head, had complained that he lost money

with RKO pictures. He concluded, then, he

said, that Arthur did want to play them again.

First Sunday Movies

In Phila. Definitely

Fixed For Nov. 17th

Certified . . .

In accordance with the provisions of the leg-

islative act under which the Sunday movies ref-

erendum in Pennsylvania was held last Tues-

day, Philadelphia will get its first Sabbath film

shows this Sunday, November 17th. The vote

was finally certified by the Elections Board to

Mayor Moore yesterday (Tuesday) morning and

the city's highest official said the word "go"

that meant the shattering of the 190-year-old

"blue laws" which forbade commercial enter-

tainment in the Quaker City.

The vote was "Yes," 357,555; "No," 133,034.

Movie houses throughout the city will be al-

lowed to open their doors at 2 P. M. this

coming Sunday and the Mayor issued a warn-

ing that the police would be under strict orders

to prevent violation of this provision of the

law.

Mayor Warns Exhibs . . .

"It is my idea," Moore stated, when accept-

ing the certification, "that nothing can be

done before 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and I

understand no tickets will be sold before that

time.

"I will instruct the police to see that the let-

ter of the law is observed. I am sure that movie

theatre owners generally will adhere to the law.

Doubtless there will be "speakeasy" fellows who
will try to open up before 2 o'clock. However,

the police will be very strict about this, and I

will assign extra police, if necessary, to bring

them in line."

Threat . . .

Meanwhile, the opponents of the open Sun-

day are girding themselves for an attack on the

legality of the law and a campaign against

Warner Bros. Theatres, who led the forces for

approval of the bill.

Rev. William B. Forney, secretary of the

Lord's Day Alliance, is contemplating seeking

an injunction to halt Sunday film shows, on

the grounds that the act required a majority

of the total number of people who voted in the

election—not only a majority of those who
voted on the referendum. He is awaiting the

official count of the mayoralty vote to ascer-

tain if this line of attack is open. If not. Dr.

Forney told FILM BULLETIN that he may
take the question of the bill's constitutionality

into court.

Hits Warners . . .

The church group leader opened his cam-

paign against Warner Bros, by sending a letter

to the Philadelphia Real Estate Board, stating

that "chain theatres from New York are said

to be indebted to our city for #1,054,000 in

delinquent taxes and are permitted to retain

their property and run their business.

"May I ask your board to sec that foreign

corporations that transact business in this city

are compelled to pay their taxes, especially

when they have such large funds to spread for

propaganda."

A letter from Dr. Forney also went to the

Central Labor Council, which supported the

Sunday movie measure, to see that printing for

theatres is done in Philadelphia, additional men

are employed and that there be no increase in

theatre admission prices on Sunday.
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RKO Gets New Prexy
Reorganization Soon
Spitz . . .

With the appointment of Leo Spitz as presi-

dent of RKO, to replace M. H. Aylesworth, the

activity of Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros., bank-

ing interests who recently purchased one half

of RCA's stock in the company, becomes ap-

parent and assumes an aggressive aspect.

Spitz, a veteran film and threatre lawyer, has

announced that he contemplates no immediate

changes in the personnel of RKO, but it is be-

lieved that his selection for the presidency is

the first step in the direction of what may
amount to a sweeping reorganization. The
film company still operates under the super-

vision of the receivership court and a complete

plan of reorganization will have to be sub-

mitted to and accepted by the court before any

radical changes are permissible in the RKO
setup. Such a plan is being prepared now, it

is understood, and will be presented within the

next three months.

RCA Out . . .

The Floyd Odium (Atlas)-John Hertz (Leh-

man) group holds an option to take over the

balance of RCA's holdings in RKO, which must

be exercised within two years. With the com-

plete removal of RCA from the picture, nu-

merous and far-reaching changes are expected

ro take place in the RKO manner of operation

and the manpower.

Theatre Games On Up
In Phila.-New York

Spurt . . .

Tha past few weeks have witnessed an al-

most sensational ?purt in the use of theatre

chance games in eastern cities. Lack of worth-

while film product, the introduction of several

new games, and the natural contagion which

results from even a slight spread of these box-

office stimulants have led to a great increase in

the number of houses employing the games.

In Philadelphia, it is estimated that approxi-

mately 50 theatres took on games within the

past two weeks. Where one house in a com-

petitive neighborhood signs for the game, there

is a rush of the other to get on the bandwagon
—to hold their own, at least.

"Lucky," claiming almost 100 accounts, is

probably the mor:t widely used game in this

territory. Introduction of a new movie horse

race device, "Broadway Handicap," brought

another 17 houses into the game field this week.

"Bank Night," while not being used by many
houses in Philadelphia at present, is beginning

to attract more attention and has added several

theatres to its list recently. "Screeno," lacking

representation here, is being used by only a few

houses.

New York . . .

In New York, the spread of the games was

precipitated by their introduction into more than

30 Loew hou-es. All are using either Bank

Night or Screeno and reports from the circuit

indicate that they are proving successful.

Loew's started to use games in a few of their

theatres last :ummer, but discontinued them

when ths pclice interfered. Acquittal in the

cases heard prompted the chain to resume them

several weeks ago.

Columbia Signs Von Sternberg

Reported success of Josef von Sternberg,
former Paramount megger, with "Crime and
Punishment," his first effort at Columbia, has
led the studio to sign the director to a two-year
contract.

Option On Universal
To Be Taken Up Soon

Three Months . . .

The option held by Standard Capital Co. to

purchase Universal Pictures Corp. for $5,-

500.000, in addition to the loan of $750,000

extended to the film company two weeks ago,

is expected to be exercised within the next few

weeks. Thus, the producing-distributing organ-

ization, founded and controlled for many years

by Carl Laemmle, will pass into the control of

the financial hands of J. Cheever Cowdin, head

of the Standard group.

Rumors that the option, which has three

months from the date of the loan to go, had

already been taken up were denied last week by

Cowdin, who said that no step in this direction

would be taken until U's books were examined

fully.

Wants Laemmle to Remain . . .

However, no one connected with the in-

dustry has any doubts that Standard will take

over the operation of Universal very shortly.

Cowdin has announced that he hopes to re-

tain Carl Laemmle, Sr., in an executive ca-

pacity with the company, should the option be

exercised. He confirmed the general impres-

sion that Charles R. Rogers, at present a pro-

ducer on the Paramount lot, would assume

complete charge of the Universal studio, but

denied statements that Rogers had already done

so or would do so before the option is taken

up.

When the change takes place it is believed

certain that Carl Laemmle, Jr., will be ousted

from his post and would probably leave the

company altogether.
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DUAL BILL APPEAL HEARD BY CIRCUIT COURT
Arguments Presented by Opposing Counsel Last Wednesday

Before Three U. S. Circuit Court Judges In Phila.

DECISION EXPECTED WITHIN TWO MONTHS

Unknown to most of the industry, the final arguments on the major film com-
panies' appeal from the U. S. District Court decision in the Perelman (Philadel-

phia) double feature case were heard last Wednesday (6th) by the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals. Attended only by the opposing counsel, Benjamin Golder and
Otto Kraus, Jr., for the plaintiffs and Morris Wolf for the defendants, the hearing

took only a short time. The Court will now consider the briefs or "paper books"
filed by both sides and is expected to have its decision ready within two to three

months.

Upon the result of this case rests the future

of dual bills throughout the country. If the

ruling in which Federal Judge George A.

Welsh found Warner Bros., Paramount, Fox,

Metro, RKO and United Artists guilty of con-

spiracy to violate the anti-trust laws by insert-

ing in their contracts clauses prohibiting the

showing of double features with their pictures

is sustained, the dual bill barrier erected by

the majors will be down and the few remaining

single feature territories, like Philadelphia and

Washington are virtually certain to go dual.

On the other hand, reversal of the lower court's

decision by the Circuit Court will materially

strengthen the hand of these producers who de-

sire to eliminate duals and will give them the

legal weapon by which they may accomplish

their end.

The Supreme Court of the United States is

the last recourse of appeal, should either liti-

gant decide to appeal further. Upholding of

the verdict by the Circuit Court is believed by

observers to make almost certain the likelihood

that the film companies will carry the case to

the nation's highest tribunal.

Answering Brief Filed

In reply to the appeal brief for the defend-
ants (the highlights of which were printed in

last week's FILM BULLETIN), counsel for

the Perelmans filed their "paper book" with
the Circuit Court of Appeals less than a week
before the final arguments were heard.

This answering brief is composed largely of

quotations of legal precedents in support of the

District Court verdict. Many of the principal

points made in the appellants' brief are refuted

by reference to testimony delivered in this case

or rulings in other cases.

Arguments of the defendants that double
features are a bad thing for the industry are

swept aside by the recital of numerous decisions

which state that the effect of an anti-trust law
violation on the welfare of an industry in no
way affects the legal status of the act. "Hence,"
the plaintiffs' brief declares, "the testimony of
Mr. Kuykendall (Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president) and other witnesses who forecast dire

results from double featuring become imma-
terial."

Re-states Questions Involved
The brief, prepared by Golder and Krau^,

opens with a counter statement of the ques-
tions involved. They are:

"(1.) If defendants, by combination or

conspiracy among themselves, inserted in

their contracts a provision forbidding the

exhibition of their feature films on a dou-

ble feature program, was such provision a

restraint of interstate commerce in viola-

tion of the Sherman Act or of the Clay-

ton Act?

"(2.) Was there sufficient proof of the

above mentioned combination or conspir-

acy?

"(3.) Does denial of the combination

or conspiracy by the conspirators preclude

proof of the same by other competent testi-

mony?"

After quoting the sections of the Sherman
and Clayton Acts claimed to have been violated

by the film companies, the brief sets forth the

vital points made in the plaintiffs' bill of com-

plaint.

"(1) that the defendants control 75%
of the feature films, (2) that without the

feature films produced by the defendants

the independent theatre owners could not

conduct their business at a profit, (3) that

in Philadelphia District the chain theatres,

controlled by Warner Brothers, are given

the privilege of first, second and sometimes

third runs, (4) that when these feature

films reach the plaintiff and other inde-

pendent owners they have lost their novelty

and their drawing power over the public

has been so reduced as to exclude by them-

selves profitable returns, (5) that in con-

sequence the independent owners must offer

additional attractions to the public in the

form of a double feature on the same pro-

gram to make a profit, (6) that the de-

fendants have all inserted in their respective

contracts a clause forbidding double featur-

ing on one program to be enforced by the

penalty of their refusing to furnish any
more feature films, (7) that as a result of

the enforcement of the above interdiction,

plaintiff and other independent owners

must refuse to buy feature films from inde-

pendent producers and also, as a further

result, the defendants, among themselves,

have restricted their sale of feature films in

interstate commerce, (8) that the enforce-

ment of the above restrictive clause will put

plaintiff and independent owners out of

business."

Good Motive' Not Vital

In answer to the contention of the defend-

ants that double features are not good for the

motion picture industry and that their action

in barring them by the clause in their con-
tracts is actuated by a desire to protect the wel-

fare of theatre owners or the industry, is de-

clared in the plaintiffs' brief to be no defense.

"The good motive of the combination
and the fact that it may be beneficial to the

business affected by eliminating cut-throat

competition, etc., furnished no defense

where the result is to restrain interstate

commerce."

Numerous cases in support of this principle

are quoted, including the suit of Paramount
vs. U. S. involving the compulsory arbitration
clause, in which it was ruled that "the prohibi-
tion of the statute cannot ... be evaded by
good motives."

"Hence the testimony of Mr. Kuykendall
and other witnesses who forecast dire re-
sults from double featuring becomes imma-
terial. We might observe in passing that
their own admissions from the witness
stand destroyed their fancied apprehen-
sions. They admitted that the theatres
controlled by the defendants 'double fea-
tured' without any deteriorating effect on
the quality of films and without provoking
the bugaboo of annihilating competition."
On the question of whether or not exhibitors

voluntarily accept the anti-dual clause, the brief
says this:

Charge Coercion
"Again the defendant distributors cannot

claim that the plaintiff and independent
theatre owners voluntarily entered into the
agreement now complained of. This was
eifectively answered in the following case
vhire the same contention was raised:

The case of Paramount compulsory arbitra-

tion case was again quoted, and in part it states:

"In fairness it cannot be said that the
restraint imposed upon these exhibitors is

voluntary because they accept and agree to

be bound by the contracts. They can have
none other, because the defendants have
agreed that they shall not; and, unless
something more than the mere acceptance
of all they can get is shown, they must be
said to have acted under an involuntary
restraint . . . That such coercive restraint

upon the commercial freedom of an exhibi-

tor, who was neither represented nor con-
sulted with reference to the agreement to

adopt the standard form of contract, is un-

due and unreasonable both at common law
and under the Sherman Act, I cannot
doubt. Gains resulting from such restraint

to the industry as a whole do not in the

eyes ol the statute justify the vicarious s.u -

rifices ot the individual, even for the sake

ot bigger and better business. A state

(Continued on Page 6)
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legislature could not lawfully impose com-
pulsory arbitration upun the motion pic-

ture industry . . . Much less should it be
within the power of the combination of

practically all the distributors to do so by
coercion exercised through control of the
available supply of films."

Proof of Conspiracy
It is pointed out that the appellants failed

to cite authorities and cases which state how
a conspiracy must be proved and only laid down
the general proposition that the burden of

proof rests with the plaintiffs. The brief then
recites a Dumber of cases to establish the fact

that no direct proof of a clearly defined con-
spiracy is necessary.

"Thornton on Combinations in Restraint

of Trade.
"A mere tacit understanding between

con.'-pirators to woik to a common purpose
is all that is essential to a guilty, actionable

combination."

"A conspiracy may be inferred from the

things actually done by the alleged con-

spirators, where those things are the natural

consequences of an agreement or under-

standing to do them, and help accomplish

a disclosed common purpose."

In the case at hand, the testimony of I. E.

Cl'adwick, independent producer and one of

the principal witnesses for the plaintiff, is

quoted. His damaging testimony is repeated

about Louis B. Mayer's speech on behalf of

the major producers, in which Mayer declared

that ways and means had been worked out in

New Yoik to stop the double feature practice

and ''have taken the means to remove that

menace."

In refutation of the argument that the M-G-M
head had no authority to represent himself as

speaking for the defendants, the brief states that

Mayer was president of the defendants' pro-

ducers and distributors association and that

when he was introduced as speaking for them,

none of the defendants present objected. Their

silence is held to be proof of their acqui-

escence.

NEW YORK
LETTER

Wants Pa. State Tax on

Children's Tickets Dropped

Just as FILM BULLETIN was being

readied for bed this week, the following

wire arrived:

EDITOR FILM BULLETIN
AM INAUGURATING A CAMPAIGN
TO END TAXATION WITHOUT
REPRESENTATION THOUSANDS
OF CHILDREN ARE PAYING TEN
PERCENT AMUSEMENT TAX IN
PENNSYLVANIA THEY DONT LIKE
IT THE EXEMPTION OF THE
AMUSEMENT TAX FOR CHILDREN
WOULD BE A SWELL CHRISTMAS
PRESENT TO PENNSYLVANIA
YOUNGSTERS WILL YOU HELP TO
REMOVE TAX ON CHILDREN

LARRY WOODIN
ARCADIA THEATRE
WELLSBORO PENNA

Here is a good idea and one that can

probably be accomplished by a concerted

move by all theatre owners in the state.

Just in case some of you Washingtonians and
Philadelphians haven't been over in this mad
beehive town they call Manhattan for a long

time, let me inform you that it's louder, cheaper

and not much the lustrous curiosity of the en-

tire world it was a few years back.

Pictures, the best of them, can't do eight

weeks of decent businers at roadshow rates in

the Astor anymore. Hawkers clutter up the

Gay White Way, selling everything from "gen-

u-ine" watches for two bits to rubber #10 bills

for a nickel. But, why should I mooch in on
O. O. Mclntyre's racket! I'll stick to reporting

movie news from this location.

Gaumont-British turned over "Scrooge" to

Paramount for American release—another in-

dication of Par's acute product shortage . . .

Blaming the Capital's crowded schedule
(Bounty") is there now and the new Marx
Bros, opus on the horizon) Metro has sent the
new Jack Benny flicker, "It's in the Air," into

the Astor, which has been housing most of the
slufr-offs lately . . . Joe Plunkett, who runs the

Astor, is taking over the Bijou, nearby Broad-
way, on a foreign film policy . . . Band unit

has been dropped out of Radio City Center
. . . "39 Steps" is doing SRO biz in extended
runs at RKO houses in greater N. Y. . . .

Glowing reports reach these ears on Von Stern-

berg's "Crime and Punishment" (Columbia)
booked into the Music Hall . . . Warners are

running a build-up campaign in local sheets on
"Stars Over Broadway," which breaks in at the

Strand this Wednesday night. I hear James
Melton gets off to a good picture start in this

. . . Other openings include Fox's "Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo" (boy, did I

expect them to chop that title!); "Thanks a

Million," from the same studio; "Mary Burns,

Fugitive," Paramount; "Remember Last Night?"
U's new hit into the Roxy . . . Paramount Thea-
tre here is trying a new one now; when a pic-

ture is being held over for a second week, on
Thursday night (end of the first week) one of

Par's doubtful films is booked in for one show
to test audience reaction. Thus, they hope to

learn if its worth a play at the house.

ELK.

George Sobel Represents

Nat l Ad Trailer Company
George Sobel, popular Philadelphia theatre-

man, has been appointed exclusive local repre-

sentative of Signer 8C Bryne, New York adver-

tising agency, for their distribution of ad trail-

ers on behalf of Screen Broadcasts, Inc. The
latter concern has contracted with a number of

the largest manufacturers of nationally used

products to produce short, snappy advertising

trailers, which Signer & Byrne are distributing

to theatres throughout the country.

Exhibitors are paid for showing these trailers

on the basis of the number of people attending

the theatres. The advertising matter in the

brief trailers is presented cleverly in entertain-

ing manner. Among the companies on whose
products trailers are already available are Bond
Bread and Ford Motors. A theatre shows only
one trailer at a time. No local advertising is

solicited by this group.

Sobel can be located at the Ritz Theatre,
2235 Orthodox Street, Philadelphia, or through
FILM BULLETIN.

SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT!

HORROW
NOVELTY

ILL OPEN

FOR YOUR

CONVENIENCE

PERMANENT

SHOW ROOM
AT

1319 VINE ST.

PHILADELPHIA
Personal Supervison of

CHARLES HORROW

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER 18th

Buy Your Prizes & Gifts

Direct at WHOLESALE
Prices, Eliminating Agents

Commissionsf
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MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

DUALS A PROBLEM-

Double features, whatever the individual theatre

owner may think about them as a permanent policy,

have come to be somewhat like Mark Twain's descrip-

tion of the weather.

"Everyone talks about it," he said, "but no one

does anything." And this seems to be the situation

as far as the double feature bill is concerned.

For the producer, the twin bill program has

made possible the quantity distribution of mediocre
and low-grade attractions, which properly, in many instances, should have been

shelved or junked. At the same time it has encouraged the continuance of the pro-

duction of inferior quality films and often, in the case of the independent producer,

at least, has resulted in lowered rentals for the feature of real boxoffice stature.

Nevertheless, the independent producer has rather favored double feature billing

as giving him an outlet which, otherwise, he might not be able to get for his produc-

tions against the severe competition of the more heavily financed major companies

and their circuits.

For the exhibitor, the double bill has been a mixed blessing. It has enabled

him to maintain himself, perhaps, in the face of competition that, without it, might

have been ruinous. But it has also built up a Frankenstein, that may one day prove

equally disastrous. The public is now educated to demand two shows for its money

and has become dissatisfied with anything less in many territories, regardless of the

attraction billed. So the showman has no alternative but to continue his dual bill

policy, even though he may realize that it tends to maintain a mediocrity of film

fare for his patrons that eventually must cut into his boxoffice receipts.

CHAINS TO GAMES—

Efforts to break away from the double feature program are always watched by
the trade with interest, if not with the utmost convictio; that it will be successful.

Thus, when the Loew circuit in the metropolitan district, innounced with some fan-

fare of trumpets last week, that a round dozen of its houses had changed over from

doubles to single feature programs for the big half of the week, it was accepted, not

without a grain of salt. The announcement was qualified by the statement that

single features would not become a general policy of the Loew houses, except in

case the results of a study of individual theatres indicated that such a change was

desirable.

A day or two later it became known that the Loew chain was going in for

chance games, such as Screeno, Bank Night, etc., in a big way, no less than 33 houses

of the circuit using these draws to build patronage. The results so far, it was said,

had been satisfactory, although in numerous houses the games had been in operation

for too short a time to obtain a definite line on the box office effects.

Whatever the individual theatre's present gain may be, however, it is clear that

the policy of putting in chance games to draw business, if carried to its logical

conclusion under competitive stress, will eventually be as troublesome a problem as

the double feature has become to most houses, and with few of its advantages.

(Continued On Page 8)

AMES
... in an action-

western picture

HERE IS SOMETHING

UNUSUA L!

I
Written By

One of America's

Most Popular Authors

JAMES OLIVER

CURWOOD
1

Starring

A Famous Actor of

Stage and Screen

Who Will Attract Many
Who Are Not Western

Fans

CONWAY TEARLE

I
— With —

FRED KOHLER
— And —

CLAUDIA DELL

I
The Title

TRAIL S END
A Romance of Action

Studded with Thrills

I
COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.



C-B To Produce
In This Country

8 to 10 . . .

Continually striving to improve its product

for the American market, G-B Pictures an-

nounced last week, through Mark Ostrer, chair-

man of the board who is visiting in this coun-

try, that it would sponsor the production of 8

to 10 features in the United States next year.

These will be distributed under the G-B banner.

Ostrer also stated that his company would

produce 26 pictures in England for the 1936-37

season, of which between 16 and 20 would be

released in America. He expressed himself as

immensely pleased with the progress made by

the American unit of Gaumont-British and has

high hopes for the future.

Michael Balcon, G-B production head, who

accompanied Ostrer, left for Hollywood, where

he plans to sign a number of American film

stars and other talent for work in G-B pictures.

NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!

FOX
In Old Kentucky Nov. 15

Thanks a Million Nov. 22

METRO
Perfect Gentleman Nov. 1

Mutiny On the Bounty Nov. 8

A Night At the Opera Nov. 15

Ah! Wilderness Nov. 22

Riff Raff Nov. 29

PARAMOUNT
Little America Nov. 1

Ship Cafe Nov. 1

Peter Ibbetson Nov. 8

So Red the Rose Nov. 22

RKO
Three Musketeers Nov. 1

To Beat the Band Nov. 8

Annie Oakley Nov. 15

In Person Nov. 22

UNIVERSAL
Three Kids and a Queen Nov. 3

Stormy Nov. 1

1

We Surrender Nov. 18

East of Java Nov. 25

UNITED ARTISTS

Splendor Nov. 23

WARNERS'
I Found Stella Parrish Nov. 8

Moonlight on Prairie Nov. 8

Personal Maid's Secret Nov. 15

Frisco Kid Nov. 28

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS
"FILM BULLETIN'

A. P. Waxman, demon publicity chief of

G-B, pulled a honey last week when he held a

screening of "Transatlantic Tunnel" in the new

38th Street Midtown Tunnel under the Hudson
River. A group of 250 hardy sandhogs and

engineers viewed the picture. Seen above, left

to right, are Waxman, Col. Charles S. Gleim,

Construction Engineer of the Port of N. Y.

Authority, and Norman Redwood, Superintend-

ent of the tunnel.

Suburb Votes For Sun. Movies
But Exhib Won't Show 'Em

- - - Unless

Declaring that only the force of com-
petition will changj his intention, Joseph
Conway, owner of the Epvptian Theatre,
Bala-Cynwyd, suburb of Philadelphia, an-
nounced through his local newspaper im-
mediately after the vote last Tuesday that
he will keep his theatre closed on Sun-
days, despite the "yes" vote on the ref-

erndum in Lower Merion Township, un-
less . . . '"Unless" meaning that he won't
open until his business is adversely
affected by remaining closed.

"We are making a living wiht six days'

work," Conway is reported to have said,
' and the Egyptian will not be open on
Sunday unless business circumstances force

us to."

The three precincts neighboring Con-
way's theatre (Cynwyd, Bala and Mer-
ion), voted against Sunday movies, but a

sufficient number of "yes" votes were
garnered in the other districts of Lower
Merion to swing the vote in favor of the

proposal.

Conway is vice-president of the M. P.

T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, which
fought for the open Sunday.

MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from Page 7)

WHAT TO DO?—
The chief reason why the double feature or the chance game has become a

necessity to bolster up a theatre's boxoffice derives directly from the fact that the

average feature is too low in attraction quality to stand on its own merits. Thus, we
see that the principal reason for the need of boxoffice stimulants stems from the

failure of the majors—the ones who complain loudest—to make better pictures. This

is the plain fact. What there is to do about it, is another question not so easy to

answer.

Only about one film feature out of eight or ten made by any of the major com-
panies is real boxoffice. Count 'em! And they are used to blackjack higher rentals

for the balance of the company's mediocrities from the average independent theatre

owner, if, indeed, he can get them at all when he needs them.

On the other hand, the percentage of boxoffice attractions delivered by the lead-

ing independent producers is happily somewhat higher than among the majors. And
they are not held out from the independent theatre owner to build up his compe-
tition, as in the case of the producer-owned circuits.

With the prospects of an even higher percentage of independently produced
attractions that will stand alone on their own boxoffice merits, as evidenced in the

recent offerings of such companies as Republic, Gaumont-British and First Division-

Pathe, it should be evident to the exhibitor, who is not hog-tied to the tail of his

worst competition, the producer-owned house which gets all the best films before he

can show them, where his real interests lie.

By recognizing them and giving the fullest support to the independent producer

the real showman may one day find that he can dispense with double bills and
artificial stimulants for his boxoffice intake.

To reach EVERY theatre owner

in Phila. and Washington

You must ADVERTISE IN FILM BULLETIN
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by Nonamaker

BACK AGAIN!

LEW SCHRADER back conducting at the

Earle. He opened the house; going over from

the old Globe; stayed on a couple of years;

went to Baltimore; came back to Philly at

SABLOSKY'S Keith's; disappeared for a while

and lust got back at his old post several week's

ago. Lew's pappy, was the baton waver for

years at Keith's when it was Ksith's and

HARRY JORDAN, now at the Trans-Lux, was

the big-time vaudeville impressario . . . And

vaudeville of a sort is back at Nixon's Grand

—now under the managership of LEW BER-

MAN and PHIL WOLFSON. It's a WPEN
radio tie-up with Jack Steck's "Laugh Round-

Up" the feature. Same sort of business as the

"S. S. All In Fun" at the Met awhile back

. . And speaking of the Met did the trans-

formation from a grind double feature movie

to a swank legit theatre housing Hassard Short's

giant musical, "Great Waltz," impress you

any? . . . It's still a grand old house. Capable

of housing anything and everything! But still

a white elephant . . .

FOR THE RECORDS—
We were chatting the other day about pre-

miums, dishes, games, bank nights, etc., when

it suddenly dawned on us that one of the first

local houses to go into the give-away stimulator

thing was the little Italia down at 729 Christian

Street. The story goes like this: Either E. B.

GREGORY, F. A. GIANNINI, or ED AVEL-

LA, the owners, found themselves with consid-

erable Italian statuary and marble knick-knacks

on their hands—the remnants or remains of

surplus stock of a store a relative had in Atlan-

tic City. The store having closed they got to-

gether and figured out a way to get rid of the

ornaments—so they were awarded to the holder

of lucky numbers on specified days at the thea-

tre. This was at least five years ago.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

VINE STREET STUFF-

ROSE FORMAN, First Division assistant

booker, getting married November 17th . . .

Which reminds us of the gag going the rounds

of the exhibitor who put in Bank Night. With

no one claiming the #50 prize which doubles

to #100 the second week, goes to #150 the

third week; #200 the fourth, etc.—until the

amount on deposit totalled #5,000. On this

night a registered customer claimed the amount.

Instead of giving the winner the #5,000 the

exhibitor kept the money and gave him the

keys to the theatre.

BITTIE BITS—

Smith, Europa's assistant manager, married

Sunday . . . Frieda Luberman (Columbia of-

fice) is wedding this week . . . Spotted at Fri-

day night's performance of Nazimova's
"Ghosts": Joe and Mrs. Conway, Abe and Mrs.
Sablosky . . . And down to the street thereafter

to go plunk into Ray O'Rourke heading for

Ma Gillen's place for a stein or two . . . Fays
got a front page publicity break last week when
Sitepin Fetchit got himself pinched in the Mem-
phis Club raid and spent seven hours in jail

. . . Carman gets 20th Century-Fox's "Bad Boy"
first-run in fhilly—which is not our idea of

going hysterical . . . Harry LaVine has that wor-
ried look these days—and he shouldn't because
Republic is doing well here . . . Murray Beier

still remains the least perturbed indie film man
in town . . . What a constitution he must have!

If there's anything that gets down the best of

men—it's selling indie product . . . Warners'
Leader, Forty-first Street and Lancaster Avenue,
long one of the circuit's best spots, closed down
Saturday for complete alterations . . . Lincoln,

already carrying a heavy stage show and film

policy, has now taken on bank Night as an

added starter.

George Kiine With Quality Premium

George Kline, well known Philadelphia thea-

tre man, formerly with National Penn Printing

Co., has joined the staff of Quality Premium
Distributors, Inc. Kline, who has been con-

nected with various branches of the industry

for more than twenty years, will have charge

of the Magic Games, a new Saturday afternoon

series for the youngsters, being distributed by

Quality. He will also handle the firm's pre-

mium deals in Maryland, Washington and Vir-

ginia.

"At/t a aark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER, SERVICE

Member National Filt;

250 N. JUNIPER ST.
LOCust 4181

Carriers' Ass'n

PHILA.
RACE 4600

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

IF1ED
SEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

DEODORANTS

S.lveray perfumed crystals eliminate unpleasant

odors ui your theatre. Flavor Products Co.,

54 North Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE

Ail forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, buibs, disinfectants,

soaps, ctr., Krankel's Sanitary Supplies, 305 S.

40 th St., Phila., FREmont 0127.

THEATRES WANTED

PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

PROJECTIONIST
Young man; licensed; non-union; 10 years

experience; firrt man 5 years; excellent

references; will go anywhere.

FB BOX. 11-'.

FILM BULLETIN.
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mildly amuse less discriminating audi-

ences, but it is more likely that most peo-

ple will yawn and ask, "What's the rea-

son for this?" Booked as part of a dual

bill, with a heavier feature in support, this

will serve the purpose for which it was
obviously made. Risked alone, it will do
poor business anywhere.

PLOT:

Brisson is a ship stoker who fights whenever
someone kids him about his dimples. He is

fired off the boat after a scrap and is hired by

Frawley as bouncer in his cafe. His singing

talent soon gets him the job of crooner. Mean-
while, he falls in love with Arline Judge, who
is a hoofer in the same place. Mady Chris-

tians, wealthy countess, who had spotted Bris-

son when he sang in the ship stokehole, takes

him under her wing to break him into society.

After a spell of going big time and quarreling

with his jealous girl friend, the hero quits it

all. Broke and out of work, he meets Arline's

girl friend, who gets him his job at the cafe

again. At the end, he gets his first mate's

papers and goes aboard the ship in his new
post, only to be followed by his faithful sweet-

heart.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as a "he-man romance with songs."

Offer to admit men with large dimples free; it

may not bring scuh creatures in, but the copy

will attract. Get across the idea that this is

not a musical, but an action romance with

songs.
R. B.

RAINMAKERS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Hits a new low for

this comic duo . . . The kiddies may
get a laugh out of it . . . Rates • +,
getting the plus only because we
hear some people find W. and W.
funny in anything.

RKO
77 Minutes
Wheeler and Woolsey .

Berton Churchill . . .

Directed by Fred Guiol

Dorothy Lee

This is rank! Even my personal an-

tipathy for these two very unfunny gen-

tlemen, Wheeler and Woolsey, received a

severe jolt when I exercised all my avail-

able will power to sit through this gosh-

awful concoction of attempted comedy. I

honestly did not think they could be that

bad! "The Rainmakers" is a horrible ef-

fort at burlesquing the drought in the

farm belt, with the solution to the farm-

ers' problems resting with Mr. Woolsey's

nondescript rainmaking machine. It is

quite possible that escaped lunatics and
backward children will find their antics

funny, but it will be a most trying ex-

experience for anyone else. Something of

a new low in low comedy is hit when the

two comedians attempt to bridge a gap
between two runaway locomotives, cross-

ing from one to the other on a plank. I

regard it as a perfectly safe wager that

even the youngsters will be bored stiff

while this bit of "howl" producing mirth

is being enacted. Dorothy Lee is the one
bright spot in this picture. It's almost a

pity to drag down a double feature pro-

gram with "The Rainmakers." It's a

wash-out!

PLOT:

Woolsey has invented a machine which is

supposed to produce rain and, together with his

assistant, Wheeler, comes to the aid of a

banker in the drought area who has the inter-

est of the farmers at heart. They are opposed

by Churchill, a wealthy landowner, who schemes

to control all the farms in the vicinity. The
rain does fall in time to bring the picture to a

welcome end.

AD TIPS:

If you hare an audience for this team, let

them know you are playing it. To sell it is

to invite walk-outs and complaints.

ELK.

BORN FOR GLORY

BOXOFFICE RATING
WAR MELODRAMA . . . Excit-

ing naval battles give this English im-

port sole distinction . . . Strong on

propaganda for heroism and British

Navy . . . Good performance by John

Mills helps, but lacks names known

here . . . O. K. for dual bills, with

comedy feature for balance . . . Rates

• +.

G-B
70 Minutes
John Mills . . . Barry Mackay . . .

Betty Balfour . . . Jimmy Hanley . . .

Directed by Walter Forde

While this rates as one of G-B's lesser

imports, it is a satisfactory naval adven-

ture melodrama which will please if dual

billed with a lighter feature. Chief hin-

drance to its box-office results, is the utter

lack of names in "Born for Glory" that

mean anything to American audiences.

Those who can be drawn in will witness

some rather exciting naval battles, a dis-

play of true British heroism and quite a

bit of propaganda for bigger and better

fighting ships for the Empire's naval

forces, plus a stirring performance by

John Mills, a Britisher with much acting

promise. Apparently something has been

cut out of the American version and the

story begins rather abruptly, the confusion

not clearing up until after the first two

reels. Once under way, however, it de-

velops into an engrossing melodrama of

battle on the high seas. There are two

thrillingly staged naval encounters and the

hero's one-man efforts to prevent the Ger-

man enemy from repairing its damaged
ship makes for an effective climax. Pro-

duction is O. K. and the story interesting,

if not always believable. As noted above,

this balances neatly as half of a double
feature with a lighter subject, but will go
considerably below average if played
alone.

PLOT:
John Mills is brought up in the tradition of

the British Navy by his unwed mother. His
father, a high ranking officer in the navy, has
forgotten about his escapade and does not know
he has a son. When the war breaks out, the

boy's ship is sunk by the enemy and he is one
of the survivors picked up by the German
vessel. He escapes soon and is successful in

holding up the sailing of the German boat un-

til the English ship arrives to destroy it. In
this brave effort, however, he loses his life and
his father, who commands the British ship, dis-

covers the hero to be his own son.

AD TIPS:
There is no "love interest" and this may be

worth mentioning to action fans. Stress the

naval battles, billing as a spectacular naval epic.

The father-son angle is also appealing.

ELK.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
of theatre business.

SS1STING theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
| misiouts.

gREEING theatre owners of the worry
that they may have forgotten
part of their show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest film

delivery service in the world.

IAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

HORLACHED
Delivery Service II

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



Do You Merely ANNOUNCE
Your Attractions or

Do You Really SELL Them

Your Box-Office Qives The Answer/

You Owe It To Your Business

To Get Acquainted With

METROPOLITAN'S
ATTRACTIVELY DIFFERENT

WINDOW CARDS
AN» POSTERS

Stop in and Look Over Our Larg,e

Variety of Style and Design in

Effective Outdoor Advertising,

To Better Serve You • Two Complete Plants

METROPOLITAN
PRINTING COMPANY

1330-36 Vine Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Phones- Rit. 5278 - Race 5461

1601 Guilford Ave.
BALTIMORE, MD.

Phone- Vernon 7310
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

THANKS A MILLION

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY - MUSICAL ... Far

above average story and topnotch

cast carry this into the big money
class . . . Keeps moving from the

opening scene on . . . More a comedy
than musical . . . Rates • • • +.

20th Century-Fox

88 Minutes

Dick Powell . . . Ann Dvorak . . .

Fred Allen . . . Patsy Kelly . . . Rubinoff . . .

Raymond Walburn . . . Alan Dinehart . . .

Paul Whiteman and Orchestra with Ramona
Yacht Club Boys . . .

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

A grand show! I cannot recall another

film in recent years that struck such a

happy balance between plot and music.

A clever, satirical take-off on a small town

election campaign forms the basis for as

amusing a yarn as we've seen this year.

Interspersed through the story are a num-

ber of songs and a bit of dancing, but

never is one of the musical interludes

dragged in by its tail merely for the pur-

pose of having someone perform; every

one is shrewdly worked into the story and

made a part of it. With a galaxy of

names like Dick Powell, Whiteman and

His Orchestra, the droll Fred Allen of

radio fame, and Rubinoff, "Thanks a Mil-

lion" could hardly miss, but, in addition,

the film is bright, cheerful and amusing

all the way through and it should click

everywhere to far above average grosses.

PLOT:
During a bus change-over in a small town,

Allen, with a languishing theatrical troupe on
his hands, sells a politician the idea that en-

tertainment will help him get over his rpsechss

in his campaign for governor. The troupe is

hired, but the idea doesn't work out so well,

since the people leave as soon as tha show is

over and the speeches begin. The candidate's

backers get die idea to run Powell in place of

the rum sot who has the nomination, believing

he will win with his singing. Just bafore tha

election, Powell exposes the crooked gang who
have backed him and the troupe get set to

leave town in a hurry. But he wins the elec-

tion and is brought back with an escort of a

thousand motorcycle police, singing one of the

songs that brought him victory. There is an

incidental romance between Powell and Ann
Dvorak.

AD TIPS:
Give this the works. Don't give the impres-

sion that this is another musical. It is more

comedy than musical and should be billed thus.

Fred Allen and Rubinoff are two top radio

names; give them top spots in billing.

NONNIE.

THREE MUSKETEERS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
ADVENTURE - ROMANCE . . .

Nice production, but lacking the dash

and action one expects from this story

. . . Actually slow in many spots . . .

Lack of names will hamper it . . . Will

get between • • and • • +.

RKO
90 Minutes

Walter Abel . . . Paul Lukas . . . Onslow Stevens

Ian Keith . . . Heather Angel . . .

Margot Grahame . . . Ralph Forbes . . .

Rosamond Pinchot . . .

Directed by Rowland V. Lee

Only fair. Can you possibly imagine a

mild, almost languid, film version of this

glorious adventure tale? Yet that is what

the RKO studio has contrived to turn out.

This new "Three Musketeers" was put off

on the wrong foot promptly in the casting,

when Walter Abel, a capable enough

actor, but a wholly unsuitable D'Artagnan,

was given the leading role. He is far re-

moved from the reckless, adventuresome

hero of Dumas' novel, or the thrilling film

figure Doug Fairbanks made him out to

be many years ago. Instead, we are given

a tepid, pleasant fellow, who pleases, but

fails to thrill, us. The production has

class and enough of the dashing spirit of

the novel's pages has been captured to

make a moderately entertaining film. The
romantic story of the four inseparable

friends, who perform many heroic and
hazardous feats to protect their queen and
save France from war with England,
could hardly fail to provide some exciting

moments. When we see at the opening

corps of swordsmen practicing their duel-

ing to the tune of a lively musical num-
ber we knew immediately that RKO had
tampered with one of the finest movie
adventure stories available and it sad-

dened this reviewer. I fear it shall sad-

den many movie fans. Slightly above

average is the best I can see for this.

PLOT:
Abel, as D'Artagnan, a cadet in Paris, is

adopted by the Three Musketeers, after he
challenges all three of them to duels at hourly

intervals on the day of his arrival in the city.

He leads the band in their mission to expose
Ian Keith, who seeks to undermine the royal

house of France for his personal aggrandize-

ment. They must secure a jeweled broach

from the Duke of Buckingham, which the

Queen has secretly given him as a pledge of
good faith, but which Keith plans to use as

proof of her infidelity to the King, if it is not
worn by her at the King's birthday celebration.
The four cohorts achieve their object after

much swordplay and hard riding, arriving at the
palace just in time to save the day.

AD TIPS:

Sell the thrilling duelling scenes and the
daring courage of the four friends; their tri-

umphant campaign to prevent war between
England and France. It's fiction's outstanding
adventure story. (Rosamond Pinchot is a niece

of former Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania.)

ELK.

SHIP CAFE

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY with songs . . . Flimsy,

but mildly amusing "quickie," ob-

viously made for dual bills . . . Will
please, but will not draw . . . Brisson

pleasant hero and sings well . . . Rates
• +.

Paramount
65 Minutes
Carl Brisson . . . Arline Judge . . .

William Frawley . . . Mady Christians . . .

Eddie Davis . . . Grant Withers . . .

Inez Courtney . . .

Directed by Robert Florey

This could never have been intended

by Paramount to be anything more than a

double feature picture. A flimsy, incon-

sequential story, done pleasantly enough,

is stretched very close to the breaking

point. "Ship Cafe" has absolutely no
claim to distinction, unless it be true that

the ladies really adore Carl Brisson's cute

dimples. And that is what the story con-

cerns itself with—dimples! The musical

comedy hero turns in a neat and almost

charming performance as the ship stoker

gone cafe singer, and he renders a couple

of fair song numbers. The balance of the

cast deport themselves adequately enough.

It is quite possible that "Ship Cafe" will

(Continued on Page 10)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxofhee

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some picture*

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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A FILM BULLETIN Reader Writes A Letter

About Independent Exhibitors and says,

"LET EM GET IT!"

Philadelphia, November 18, 1935.

"Editor, FILM BULLETIN:

"With deep interest and a profound admiration for your courage, I have

observed your valiant editorial efforts on behalf of the country's independent exhibi-

tors, of which I am one, and have hoped that some enlightenment might come to

them from your work. As I write this, however, there is no hope any longer and

my despair prompts me to express a few thoughts, which you are privileged to use,

if you see fit.

"It has always puzzled me why theatre owners, unaffiliated with producer-owned

theatre chains are called 'independents'. Certainly, this is a misnomer. How on

earth can a man, who is content to be a mere downtrodden flunkey in his business

life, be termed 'independent'? I believe the major producers were responsible for

pinning that word to exhibitors—as a sort of ironic joke.

" 'Independent'! Is that why they have allowed, with hardly a murmur of

protest, the major producers to foist upon them some of the most outrageous busi-

ness policies practiced in all American industry? Is it because they are "independ-

ents" that they have meekly swallowed block booking and blind selling? The

fantastically ridiculous system of signing contracts for a series of numbers, which

represent vague, thin-air promises about the films they are to receive? The depriva-

tion of their right to play pictures on any days they see fit? Yearly increases in film

rentals, until the point has been reached at which exhibitors are mere collection

agents for the producers?

" 'Independent'! I recall that you have referred to these small fellows as the

'suckers' of the film industry. That is what they are—and nothing more.

"But, on the other hand, perhaps the unaffiliated theatre owners are entitled

to be called 'independent'. In one respect they are. Try to get them together, to

fight shoulder to shoulder for some principle on which all agree. Try to organize

them, so that they will have a semblance of power to counteract the tactics of the

powerful producer interests. Try to induce them to pay two or three dollars a week
toward the support of an organization. Try to urge them to cooperate in any move
for the benefit of all. Then, believe me, you'll learn of what sturdy independent

stuff they are made!

"You'll learn that these 'independents' will gladly fight each other. You'll

find that it requires only one conversation with a major film .sales manager to

make some of them lose all interest in an independent organization. On the subject

of organization dues, expect to witness a display of their strongest independence.
(Why should they pay, they ask, as long as they can belong to a producer-controlled

organization that pays their dues for them!). To them, the very term 'cooperation'

(Continued on Page 4)
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Some trade papers are RECEIVED . . .

and go directly into

the waste paper basket

READ...
and sell the merchandise

advertised in them

Every week, 1000 theatre owners in the Wash-

ington and Philadelphia territories READ FILM

BULLETIN. It is their paper—a fearless, fight-

ing publication that is interested in telling the

TRUTH, and not in pampering a few of the big

film companies, who think they can buy every-

thing.

FB is the paper used by the smart advertiser

WHO WANTS HIS MESSAGE READ.

To reach EVERY theatre owner in the Philadel-

phia and Washington territories—and important

exhibitor leaders throughout the country — you

must ADVERTISE IN FILM BULLETIN.
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EVENTS on the MARCH/
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

JUDGE MOORE DISQUALIFIED EN ST. LOUIS EQUITY CASE

Gov't To Pursue

St. L. Equity Action

Undismayed . . .

Surprised, but undismayed, by the surprising

swift setback handed them by the jury in the

criminal action against Harry Warner, Ned E.

Depinet, Gradwell Sears, Herman Starr and

George J. Schaefer, Department of Justice of-

ficials indicate that they will proceed with re-

newed vigor to prosecute the equity case against

the three producing-distributing companies in-

volved in the litigation.

Utilizing the voluminous 1,000,000-wcrd

transcript of testimony offered in the action

against the five executives, the Government ex-

pects to have its injunction plea heard within

one month. This will seek to compel the film

companies to sell first-run product to the three

Fanchon and Marco theatres, which are alleged-

ly being "squeezed out" of business because

Warners were defeated in their efforts to obtain

control of them.

Hard Case . . .

The brilliant defense attorneys wisely insisted

that the criminal action be heard first, knowing

that this type of case is one of the most difficult

to prove to the satisfaction of a jury.

For a few hours, as Federal Judge George

H. Moore delivered his instructions to the jury

last Monday, it appeared that the lawyers for

the film men were mistaken. The jurist made

remarks that clearly demonstrated his belief

that the defendants were guilty. Numerous ex-

ceptions were taken by defense counsel and

Frederick H. Wood, one of Warner's attorneys,

subsequently paid a #100 contempt fine inflicted

by the Court for his remark that part of the

Judge's speech resembled "a stump speech."

Rut. in thirty-eight minutes after the) left in-

jury box for their deliberations, ili< jury r> -

turned with a verdict of "not guilty."

Moore Disqualified . . .

The following day when the Government
asked the Court to set a date for the hearing of

the equity case, William A. Gentry, for defense

counsel, filed an application to replace Judge
Moore in this action. It was charged that the

jurist showed bias and thereby disqualified him-
self from hearing another case against the same
defendants. Appointment of another Federal

Judge is being awaited.

The Department of Justice apparently feels

that the equity case will prove considerably

easier to establish in convincing manner and

that the personal element will not interfere, as

they think it did in the criminal action.

Other Cases . . .

Meanwhile, reports from Washington state

that Department officials are determined to

force a cleanup of major film company poli-

cies. Various other complaints which poured

into the D. of J. offices within the past year

are being studied and action on them consid-

ered. Next time they go after the big film

powers a more airtight case will undoubtedly be

planned in advance. Such a case would be

directed strictly against the companies and not

against the men who operate them.

Phila. Exhib Groups

Talk Merger Again

MPTO-IEPA . . .

Latent for about six month', talk about a

possible merger between the two exhibitor or-

ganizations in the Eastern Pennsylvania terri-

tory has been revived and may culminate suc-

cessfully this time. Concerned are the IEPA

and MPTO unit.

Previous attempts to have the two bodies join

under one title proved unsuccessful. largely be-

cause tin MPTO would not sever its mem-

bership affiliation with Warner !ii>>-. [Theatres.

One of the principal provisions of the IEPA

by-laws bars inclusion of any affiliated theatres

in the group.

It is reported that committees from the two

organizations are scheduled to meet this week in

another effort to iron out the differences. Ob-

servers assume that the MPTO has reached

some satisfactory solution of the affiliated theatre

problem and will present this to Independent

Exhibitors' body.

Exhib Sues Fox For

20th Century Croup
Bought All Fox . . .

The right of 20th Century-Fox to sell their

so-called "20th Century" group of pictures

away from an exhibitor who had previously

contracted for the entire Fox product, is being

tested in a Minneapolis law court.

On behalf of the Berger Amusement Com-
pany, circuit operating about seven houses

throughout Minnesota and North Dakota, S.

Halpern has filed an action in Federal Court,

asking for a writ of mandamus to compel the

film company to deliver the 20th Century pic-

tures to one of the circuit's houses. Basis for

the action is contract signed by Berger with

Fox before the merger with Century took place,

and which provided that the exhibitor was to

get all the pictures released by Fox.

CIaim of 20th Century-Fox that the special

group made by Zanuck is apart from the reg-

ular Fox releases is answered by the plaintiff,

who argues that 20th Century pictures are

owned by Fox and are being released by them.

FOR ADDITIONAL
EVENTS ON THE MARCH"

ITEMS, PLEASE SEE PACE 8

BENJAMIN COLDER
Prominent Philadelphia attorney, who filed

answering brief with the Circuit Court of Ap-

peals in the double feature case. Decision

expected about the middle of December. Pro-

ducers may take the case to the U. S. Supreme
Court, if lower court ruling against them is

upheld.
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editor and publisher; Roland Barton,
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N. Y. Court Bars

Price Fixing Act

Unconstitutional . . .

Justice Frederick P. Close, of the New York

State Supreme Court, yesterday declared uncon-

stitutional the New York "Fair Trade Act,"

which was enacted to replace the defunct NRA.

The decision grew out of an injunctive action

asked by Doubleday-Doran & Co., book pub-

lishers, to restrain R. H. Macy Si Co. from

selling the former's books at a price lower than

a "stipulated price."

In refusing the injunction and declaring

the statute invalid, Justice Close declared that

the statute authorized the producer of a trade-

marked article to control and stipulate prices

through every medium by which it reaches the

consumer, and would permit him to retain a

property right to that commodity until it

reaches the hand of the consumer.

Admissions? . . .

The Fair Trade Act authorized the producer

of trade-marked articles, in competition with

similar commodities, to include in sales con-

tracts a provision that the buyer will not resell

the article except at a fixed price. Justice

Close held that the control of price cutting lay

beyond the jurisdiction of the State Legislature

and could be legally authorized only by an

amendment to the Constitution.

Most contracts for the exhibition of motion

pictures contain .i clause- specifying minimum

admission charge. It is a nice question as to

whether the courts, in view of the above prece-

dent, would uphold the minimum price pro-

vision of these contracts.

EDITORIAL
(Continued from Page 1

)

implies forfeiture of their God-given right to engage in petty disputes, to cut each

other's throat in competition, to make the film companies more powerful and

richer. Heaven forbid that anyone should take away their 'independence'!

"I have the deepest sympathy for the men who spend their time and labor in

efforts to aid America's independent exhibitors. Their lot is an unfortunate and

unhappy one. Whatever they do is either regarded suspiciously, or disregarded

by the majority of the independents. These unselfish leaders are usually inspired

by a desire to do good, to better balance the scales of power in the industry. But,

how discouraging must be their work!

' Watching independent theatre owners and mingling as one of them has taught

me that only a handful have the foresight to realize that they are gradually being

pushed to extinction. Because they are still permitted to make a few dollars, the

vast majority are blind to the future and the trend of the industry toward concentra-

tion of ALL the power and capital in the hands of a few individuals and companies.

They are not satisfied, but they lack the perspicacity and aggressiveness to do

anything about the situation. They chisel the independent producer down to the

last penny for his product; they fight to hold down the printer's price for their

programs or posters; they may pay minimum wages to their employes—but, the

stronger major film companies always get the terms they demand.

"I may be unduly despondent at this moment about the failure of independent

exhibitors to be more than they are, but no one can deny that they deserve

chastisement.

"Let those independent theatremen who have the vision and capacity to organize

and cooperate, do so for the protection of their own interests. Let them stop trying

to 'save' those petty, selfish exhibitors, who do not comprehend the meaning of the

word 'Independence'. They will get and learn their lesson, perhaps, when it is too

late. And I, for one, say 'LET 'EM GET IT'!

"Sincerely yours,

"AN INDEPENDENT."

Make up your minds, Boys!



^ALL-AMERICAN

THESE WALTER CAMPS OF THE FILM
INDUSTRY HAVE IUST GONE REPUBLIC

INDIANA-ILLINOIS THEATRES, Inc.

INDIANA-ILLINOIS THEATRES, Inc.

WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT .

WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT .

WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT .

INTERBORO CIRCUIT .

LICHTMAN CIRCUIT .

F. W. HUSS & PHOENIX AMUSEMENT CO.

LE KAY THEATRE COMPANY

CAREY & ALEXANDER CIRCUIT

INDIANA
ILLINOIS

PENNSYLVANIA
• NEW IERSEY
DELAWARE

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON

CINCINNATI

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS

BURLEY CIRCUIT

FOX WEST COAST

DUBINSKY BROTHERS CIRCUIT
& BLAIR CIRCUIT

WILLIAM SCHULTE .

DENT CIRCUIT

PUBLIX NORTHWEST .

STATE LAKE THEATRE

FOX WEST COAST

MEYER & LEFF CIRCUIT

SALT LAKE CITY

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT

KANSAS CITY

DETROIT

COLORADO
MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

. NEW YORK

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK REPUBLIC



NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!
COLUMBIA
Western Frontier Nov. 14
Guard That Girl Nov. 15

FOX
In Old Kentucky Nov. 15

Thanks a Million Nov. 22

METRO
Mutiny On the Bounty Nov. 8

A Night At the Opera Nov. 15

Ah! Wilderness Nov. 22

Riff Raff Nov. 29

PARAMOUNT
Peter Ibbetson Nov.

Mary Burns, Fugitive Nov
So Red the Rose Nov.

Nevada Nov. 23
RKO
To Beat the Band Nov
Annie Oakley Nov. 15

In Person Nov. 22

Seven Keys to Baldpate Dec. 6
It Happened in Hollywood Dec. 13

I Dream Too Much Dec. 22
UNIVERSAL
Stormy Nov. 1

1

We Surrender Nov. 18

East of Java Nov. 25

Great Impersonation Dec. 9
Invisible Ray Dec. 16

UNITED ARTISTS
Splendor Nov. 23

WARNERS'
I Found Stella Parrish Nov.

Moonlight on Prairie Nov.

Payoff Nov.
Personal Maid's Secret Nov.

Stars Over Broadway Nov. 23

Frisco Kid , Nov. 28

Broadway Hostess Dec. 7

Miss Pacific Fleet Dec. 14

Man of Iron Dec. 21

Captain Blood Dec. 28

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS
:FILM BULLETIN'
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15

22

8

8

8

9
15

NEW YORK
LETTER

U's "Three Kids and a Queen," a big biz

draw at the Roxy here in its second week, was

pulled after only three days of its west coast

premiere—a perfect example of what mis-

handling a picture can do. The ad approach

out west was to blame . . . Critical and audience

praise was heaped upon Eddie Quill. in for his

work in ' Mutiny." Here is another instance of

a promising career being almost ruined by poor

selection of stories and improper direction.

Quillan, several years ago, was building an en-

thusiastic following that had destined him for

stardom, but an uninterrupted series of bad pic-

tures shot him down the oblivion toboggan.

Here's hoping he gets better treatment this time

. . . Glowing reports on "Annie Oakley"—it

might start a cycle if it lives up to them . . .

French version of "Crime and Punishment" got

rave reviews from the local press, setting a tough
standard for the Von Sternberg-Columbia pic

due this week at the Music Hall. However,
advance reports tell us that the Columbia ver-

sion needn t take a back seat for any other . . .

Saw "Jumbo," the mammoth Hippodrome at-

traction. In every sense a great show and it

should make grand movie entertainment.

Pioneer Pictures has the inside track because of

Jock Whitney's financial interest in the stage

show . . . "Melody Lingers On" with bad re-

views, will linger on at the Rivoli only until the
house can locate a successor. '1 he next U. A.
pic isn't ready apparently . . . We hear that
Paramount s So Ked the Rose" is one of the
season's disappointments . . . The two army
men's 14-mile stratosphere flight was neatly tied

up with ' It s in the Air" (Metro) at the Astor.
1 he Jack Benny film has a strato flight in

comedy . . Para's "Ibbetson" did rather well at

the Music Hall, but the question is: How many
Music Halls can it play throughout the coun-
try? . . . Michael Balcon, G-B's production
chief, went to the coast last week and chances
are that he'll John .Hancock a few important
native stars for his company's pictures . . . Au
revoir.

ELK.

A NEW ONE

J. Wolf, Castle Theatre, Philadelphia,

thought this up all by himself.

First he bought thousands of cases of

soda water at a price so low even you
would hesitate about offering it to the

poor manufacturer. Then he gave the

soda water out free to his patrons. Since

the manufacturer agreed to give him a

refund on all bottles returned, Wolf an-

nounced that he would admit one person 1

returning a bottle to the boxoffice plus

6c. This, of course, brought the cus-

tomer to the theatre twice. He is now
figuring out what he can do about the

bottle tops.

VARIETY CLUB SHOW
The annual show of the Variety Club, Tent

13, was held Monday evening, November 18,

at the Metropolitan Opera House, Broad and

Poplar Streets. Acts from all the vaudeville

theatres and floor shows in town appeared;

while RKO furnished the picture, "Annie Oak-

ley," which was shown for the first time any-

where in the territory at thisi affair.

Attendance was near capacity with proceeds

all going to the charity work carried on by the

club. e

Hospital Patients Now Have Movies
The patients at Philadelphia General Hospi-

tal were presented with a complete projection

and sound equipment for movies recently by

Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner
Bros. Mrs. Robert Loving, president of the

women's aid for cripples and needy, in charge

of welfare work at the hospital for 47 years,

directed the dedication program. The equip-

ment will insure weekly motion picture shows

of which patients have been deprived for nearly

a year.

NIGH
MEANS NIGHTS OF TREMENDOUS BUSINESS!

OPENING SOON IN THE FOLLOWING THEATRES:
Capitol Theatre, Dover, Del.

Castle Theatre, Phila., Pa.

Colonial Theatre, Palmerton, Pa.

Everett Theatre, Middletown, Del.

Fern Rock Theatre, Phila., Pa.

Feeley Theatre, Hazleton, Pa.

Forrest Theatre, Bristol, Pa.

Grand Theatre, Norristown, Pa.

REAL HORSE RACE SCENES.

Legion Theatre, White Haven, Pa.

Lincoln Theatre, Dupont, Pa.

Mayfair Theatre, Phila., Pa.

Newport Theatre, Glen Lyon, Pa.

Park Theatre, Highland Park, Pa.

New Broadway Theatre, Phila., Pa.

Ritz Theatre, Phila., Pa.

Roxy Theatre, Nesquehoning, Pa.

ITS MAGIC!

N. J.Runnemede Theatre, Runnemede,
Savoy Theatre, Catasauqua, Pa.

Stanley Theatre, Larksville, Pa.

State Theatre, Boyertown, Pa.

State Theatre, Nanticoke, Pa.

Strand Theatre, Swoyersville, Pa.

Transit Theatre, Easton, Pa.

Unique Theatre, Phila., Pa.

SEE IT SCREENED TODAY!

QUALITY PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Serving Exhibitors from Coast to Coast HOME OFFICE : - 1305 VINE ST., PHILA., PA.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH CHARLIE KLANG
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MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVINQ
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

There is a familiar ring to the news that Presi-

dent Ed Kuykendall, of the MPTOA, and David

?alfreyman, of the Hays' organization, are sounding

jut exhibitors as to the feasibility of a proposed "self-

regulation plan" for the industry. It is suggested

hat if the exhibitor leaders are receptive to the idea,

jonie substitute for the defunct National Recovery

Act Codes of trade practice may be discovered,

«vhich, of course, would be fine.

That is, provided the average independent thea-

tre man is convinced that the NRA really did pro-

vide much real protection for him during the period in which it was allegedly in

force. Many of them might find it difficult to strike a balance between the benefits

received and the disadvantages suffered.

At least it would be no easy task to determine just which of the numerous

ingenious methods, by which the big producing-distributing-theatre-owning companies

are enabled to extract from the littie fellow the last dime in fat profits, the NRA
was responsible for preventing. That, however, is of little concern now, since the

NRA has been scrapped. Bygones are bygones! That water has passed under the

bridge.

The Supreme Court has given the NRA, good or bad or whatever it may have

been, a more or less decent, if rather spectacular burial, and so we are again

treated to the old, familiar slogan of "self-regulation." It is currently reported that

Messrs. Kuykendall and Palfreyman are touring the South this week in Dallas, Tex.,

Little Rock and New Orleans, seeking to ascertain the attitude of various exhibitor

leaders on the subject of a set-up, which will make it possible for the industry to

"regulate" itself.

Everyone will concede that this is a splendid idea. It expresses a hope and
an ideal which every independent exhibitor will heartily and earnestly endorse.

But we are not yet anywhere near the millenium, and it may be difficult to show
just how "self-regulation" is going to work from the exhibitor's end, for his benefit.

Admittedly, the experiments made at "self-regulation" in the past have worked
beautifully from the point of view of the big producing-distributing groups. But
strange to say they have not resulted in doing away with any of the more serious

abuses from which the exhibitor suffers, such as block booking, blind selling and
the innumerable unfair and discriminatory trade practices imposed on the independ-
ent theatre operator by the majors.

A code of fair practice may be drawn up that looks well and works perfectly

on paper, but it is quite another matter when attempts are made to apply it under
the intense competitive conditions which exist. Almost any kind of an agreement
would do if all the parties to it were men of good will and fair-minded. But some-
where in the set-up there will always be found a company or group that isn't, and
this makes any genuine attempt by the industry at self-regulation impotent.

It will be recalled that the "big, bad wolf" was strong for "self-regulation" in

respect to his dealings with the "three little pigs." He was developing a ravenous
appetite and had it all figured out. But the idea didn't appeal to the "three little

pigs."

This is by no means to compare the Hays' organization to the "big, bad wolf"

of the story and the film. Yet it must be recognized that the MPPDA docs include

among its membership companies who grow ever hungrier for profits.

So "self-regulation" in the film industry probably will remain a Utopian term
for a long while to come. Meanwhile, the wise independent theatre owner will do
his utmost to maintain an alert and militant exhibitor organization, taking advan-
tage of the protection the law now gives him, and advocating and urging further

protective legislation where needed, at the same time giving as much support as

possible to the independent producer, who is not competing with him.

A BRIGHT
NEW STAR
Vivacious, Captivating

Lovable

Rutherford

THE NATION GREETS A NEW
CAPTIVATING PERSONALITY!

SHE SWEEPS TO STARDOM

in

'Waterfront

Lady'
Fast Moving Romance with

The Sock of a Trip-Hammer

With

FRANK ALBERTSON

J. FARRELL MCDONALD
JACK LA RUE

MARY CORDON
CRANT WITHERS

COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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Philly Has First

Sunday Movie Shows

Bad Weather . . .

It required more than biting winds, rain and

sleet to prevent thousands of Philadelphians

from celebrating their newly-won "victory" over

the ancient state "blue laws," by attending their

first Sunday movie shows in this city on No-

vember 17th. The inclement weather undoubt-

edly cut heavily into the attendance, but most

of the larger theatres reported excellent business

—even for more favorable climatic conditions.

It was estimated that close to 200,000 people

were attracted by these first Sunday shows. As

long as an hour before opening (at 2 P. M.),

long queues of "firsts" had formed before sev-

eral of the downtown theatres. By the middle

of the first show, two of the houses reported

capacity crowds. At this time, a strong wind

was playing havoc with those who ventured out

on the street and a driving hail rain was form-

ing slush pools on the sidewalks. But, still,

Philadelphians left their homes to experience

the novelty of witnessing a movie show on the

Sabbath—something which had hitherto been

forbidden them by laws written 190 years before.

Nabes Not So Hot . . .

Reports from neighborhood theatres varied

greatly. The larger theatres apparently were

fairly well filled, while many of the smaller

houses expressed disappointment, despite the

weather. It seemed that the smaller the theatre,

the less satisfactory the response. The opera-

tor of one 500-seater said the gross of the day

did not cover his expenses.

Except for the Stanley and Fox, central city

first-runs, business in the evening was greatly

below that in the afternoon. The weather, of

course, was blamed for this and many exhibitors

pointed out that this happens on any week-day

in bad weather.

Several neighborhood theatres remained

closed. Among these were the Great Northern

and the Tioga, both operated by Columbus
Stamper. Owners of the closed houses are

waiting to learn how their week-day business is

affected before making a definite decision.

Clergy Say . . .

Conflicting opinions were expressed about the

open Sunday by various clergymen in the city.

Rev. William B. Forney, foremost opponent

of Sunday movies and leader in the fight against

approval of the b.ll which legalized them, re-

marked that "Heaven seems to be weeping over

the surrender of the Christian Church to the

movie companies."

Disagreeing with Dr. Forney were several

clergymen, who expressed the opinion that the

church would not be affected to any material

extent.

Rev. Dr. Charles H. Long, rector of Zion

Episcopal Church, said: "The people who want

to come to church will come anyway. I do not

expect Sunday movies to have any effect on my
congregation."

Others who found nothing to concern them

in the opening of movie houses on the Sab-

bath were: Rev. B. Shetlock, pastor of Zion

Lutheran Church, who said: "The folks who

have been coming to church will continue to

do so;" Rev. Martin Dietrich, pastor of Friedens

Evangelical Lutheran Church, who stated: Sun-

day movies will not undermine people's morals

more than during the week. It is the type of

picture that is shown that matters, not when it

is shown."

Meanwhile, plans have been made by op-

ponents of Sunday movies to stage a mass meet-

ing protest against them in the near future.

Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian ministers and

a number of church groups are organizing the

meeting.

U. S. Studying Moves

To Oversee Industry

No Self-Control . . .

One aftermath of the St. Louis verdict, ac-

quitting five major film executives of anti-trust

law violation, is an increased interest on the

part of the Federal Government in discovering

means of checking the monopolistic practices

of the major film companies.

With all efforts to organize some plan of

self-regulation apparently going by the board,

due to lack of interest on the part of the big

film moguls, observers in Washington are con-

vinced that the Department of Justice will sug-

gest some type of regulatory legislation at the

1936 session of Congress.

The film industry, with few exceptions, has

ignored the invitations to attend the "Congress

of Industry," slated for meeting in the Capital

city on December 9th. This attempt to rehabili-

tate the NRA idea of self-regulation within the

limits of the constitution can hardly expect

sympathy from either producers or independent
exhibitors, both recalling the Blue Eagle days
without relish.

Congress . . .

But, quite a few important people in the

Federal Government and in Congress believe

that unless legislation is enacted to protect the
' little fellows," meaning independent exhibitors

and producers, Federal censorship may become
a necessity. The latter step is regarded as un-

desirable by most of those watching the indus-

try from the outside, but they point out that

there is a rapidly growing demand for Govern-
ment supervision of the industry and that it will

come, unless the big powers in film business

consent to loosen their tight grip on the flow

of trade within the industry.

The coming session of Congress, relieved of

the overwhelming burden of New Deal legis-

lation, which occupied practically the entire

last session, may readily turn its attention to

thoroughly airiig the alleged evils practiced by
the majors. All attempts to introduce such leg-

islation before the 1935 Congress were side-

tracked. But, the sponsors have droppsd their

plans; they are merely biding their time—and

it may come shortly after the body convenes

in January.

RKO Universal

Shakeups Awaited
Spitz Looking Over . .

.

Two major film companies are on the verge

of studio reorganizations that are bound to re-

flect decided changes in their products. RKO.
with newly appointed president Leo Spitz on his

first visit to the studio is momentarily expecting

announcement of several important changes in

the setup of production executives, while Uni-

versal is awaiting the replacement of the found-

er of the company, Carl Laemmle, by the

Charles R. Rogers-J. Cheever Cowdin (Standard

Capital Corp.) interests.

The poor quality of product coming from the

RKO studio within the past two years makes it

virtually certain that a complete transformation

will take place there. Several film makers are

being mentioned to head the lot, with Emanuel

Cohen, who had charge of Paramount produc-

tion for a brief period, supposedly having the

inside track because of his friendship with John

D. Hertz and Spitz. Observers, however, are of

the opinion htat Cohen is not the man to better

RKO product.

Universal . . .

At Universal, production is proceeding on

several of the studio's most important features

of the year. However, an obvious air of tension

has gripped the personnel as the change of man-

agement looms nearer.

Rogers will complete the last picture on his

Paramount deal within the next month and will

probably assume charge of U's production

promptly thereafter.

Option to purchase Universal for #5,500.000,

in addition to the #750,000 loan extended to

Laemmle several weeks ago, is expected to be

exercised by the Cowdin-Rogers group almost

any day. Only hitch could be failure of them

to obtain money promised by bankers. How-
ever, it is believed that U is a good buy at that

price and the deal will go through.

''You ain't seen
nothing — until

you see our

SENSATIONAL
DISPLAY OF

PRIZES
for THEATRE GAMES"

Don't delay . . . come in TODAY!

HORROW
NOVELTY COMPANY

1319 VINE STREET
Philadelphia

Phone: Rittenhouse 6539
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SHORT SUBJECTS from Philly

—— by Nonamaker —

—

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTSINSULT—

The next guy who says he is going to tear

down Nonamaker and build a hot dog stand

had better be prepared to be mercilessly panned

for weeks and weeks in this here pillar of

knowledge and learning—which is too good for

some muggs anyhow.

GRAND OPENING—

The turkish bath season opened with a schvitz

at the Broadwood last Friday. GEORGE
SOBEL was elected chief rubber and ribber.

Among those present were ELMER HOLLAN-
DER, Forum Theatre; BILL HUFFMAN, Stan-

ton Theatre; HERMAN KOMER, Second St.

Imperial; PAUL COSTELLO, one of Warner's

district managers; "HARP" LEVIN, Tacony

Liberty; AL BLUMBERG, Midway; BEN
BLUMBERG, Broadway; ED MUHLEMAN,
Lindy. Membership drive is now on. A com-

mittee was appointed to scan Vine Street for

any exhibitors who look like a schvitz would

do them good . . . "A turkish bath," says Sobel,

"is one place where you can't differentiate be-

tween an indie and a chain manager!"

VINE STREET STUFF—
Most of the action of the week centered

around the battle royal of the theatre game and
premium dealers. Quality Premium decided to

concentrate on dishes and discontinued its line

of gifts, BARRIST and GOODWIN tying up
with Horrow Novelty, which opened an elabo-

rate showroom on the street . . . Dennis Games
moved out of the Metropolitan Premium head-

quarters and set up offices in the old United
Artists building . . . DAVE MOLIVER quietly

murmuring something about a "sensational, stu-

pendous new idea," which he promises to spring

soon on unsuspecting exhibitors. Or do they

expect anything?

PLOT—

J. H. JACOBSEN, who wrote us only on

October 23rd last that he was pleased to say

he had everything in hand and was operating

at the same old stand (The Auditorium Thea-

tre, Lebanon, Pa.) AND DOING NICELY—
can't possibly think so today. Parties either

known or unknown have broken into his theatre

and wrecked his sound equipment three times

in as many weeks. Of course, it's lousy to drive

a feller out of business this way; but it's a swell

build-up if you can prove anything and come
out on top! We wish Jacobsen the best of luck

in dealing with those cheese-nibblers!

OBIT—

The sudden death of GEORGE MALLARD,
Hollywood salesman, early last Saturday morn-
ing, saddened most of Vine Street. He was
well known and well liked since he has been in

the business for over 15 years, most of which
time was spent with Warner's.

JOE LEON ILL—

Vine Street is missing one of its most popu-
lar figures these past few days, since JOE LEON
was taken to Mt. Sinai Hospital last Saturday
with a serious stomach disorder. Joe's many
friends are hoping for a speedy recovery . . .

DAVE MILGRAM and RAY SCHWARTZ
have been busy as two bees these past few
weeks. Reason: They've been making a new
theatre out of what used to be known as the
Drury, Thirteenth Street and Germantown Ave-
nue. Now it's the Temple and it gets going
this week.

WISE CRAX—
Yes, George, "Going Hollywood" may mean

getting a divorce.

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE

All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

JANITORS SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants,

soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary Supplies. 305 S.

40th St., Phila., FREmont 0127.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.
1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

Time' Headache To Exhibs
"March of Time," now being distributed by

RKO, is proving a troublesome problem to ex-
hibitors and distributor alike. The subject's
inclination to "take sides" on topical issues is

stirring a hornet's nest, with many theatres being
stung to the extent that they may soon refuse
to play the two-reeler.

Theatremen in many spots claim that patrons
often resent the editorial policy of "Time" and
accuse them of lending their screens for the
spreading of propaganda. The principal pro-
test sems to hinge over the alleged "national-
istic" and "fascistic" propensities of the edi-

torialized newsreel. The public believes the
theatre owners have something to do with it.

RKO exchanges are not finding the sale of

"Time" a bed of roses. It's hard to sell-

—

especially at the prices they claim they are

instructed to get.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery servicel"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers* Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

THEATRES WANTED

PE.N'NA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractive!)

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

P E N N THEATRE
Dependability EQUIPMENT CO.
Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273
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REVIEWS

leave the kids and action fans breathless.

There's a punch in the nose to almost

every foot of film. Add, then, auto

chases; a machine going over an embank-

ment and bursting into flames; a simply

swell riot, with newspapers being tossed

into the air by the combatants until it

looks like a snowstorm; wind-shields

smashed, tires slashed, fists flying, and

firemen playing streams of water on the

scene while the cops round up the ring-

leaders—and you have plenty of excite-

ment for one film. But, the producers had

an interesting story to work with, includ-

ing comedy, kid sympathy and a spirited

battle between rival newspapers for su-

premacy. It's a bang-up movie for any

house where they like their action in gobs

—and fast! Jack LaRue, although they

have become accustomed to seeing him in

heavy roles, does very well in the hero's

shoes this time. This will stand on its

own in action houses and can do above

average biz.

PLOT:

LaRue quits his job as circulation manager

of one paper, when he learns the boss is un-

scrupulously involved in corrupt politics, and

goes over to a rival sheet that is just being

brought back by a new and clean owner.

LaRue's old boss starts a circulation war, intimi-

dating, bullying and even beating up newsboys.

By placing innocent-looking pugs on the cor-

ners, LaRue gives the strong-arm men a good

trimming. But, he is framed, and goes to jail.

However, he gets out in time to direct the

cleaning up of the rival gang in a free-fcr-all

and to get his papers out on the street in time.

Incidental romance between LaRue and Virginia

Pine never gets in the way of the action.

AD TIPS:

Spot kids on the busy corners with newspaper,

yelling "Read all about it—HOT OFF THE
PRESS!" and they distribute heralds. Sell

LaRue, who has a surprising following among

action fans.

NONNIE.

(Continued from Page 12)

PERSONAL MAID S SECRET

"Finest I heatre Painting <md Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

Evcty/hing in B qnipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Has noth-

ing that might save it from mediocrity

. . . Acting and fair pace aid consider-

ably, but never enough to overcome
an inherent element of cheapness in

the story . . . O.K. for duals . . . Rates

• + on its own.

Warner Bros.

60 Minutes

Ruth Donnelly . . . Anita Louise . . .

Margaret Lindsay . . . Warren Hull . . .

Frank Albertson . . . Arthur Treacher . . .

Directed by Arthur G. Collins

A few redeeming features (which aren't

enough to redeem it, however) rescue "Per-

sonal Maid's Secret" from being an out-

and-out dud. One of those familiar, but

capable, Warner "stock" casts handles the

roles efficiently; the plot moves along in

sprightly manner, despite very ordinary

direction. The story is an old-fashioned

dime novel tear-jerker about the wronged
servant girl who gives up her motherhood's

rights when the socially prominent parents

of the son who went away to war and was

shot dead before he could return to be-

come a husband decide (the son's parents,

we mean) to raise the chee-ild as their

very own. But the scenarists realized that

jerking tears with that kind of stuff isn't

as easy at it was fifteen years ago, so

"Maid's Secret" was dolled up with a coat-

ing of humor in the modern manner. That
it was found necessary to repeat one gag

twice in the course of this brief feature is

sufficient evidence of its threadbaredness.

However, Ruth Donnelly does some fine

work as the sacrificial mother and she

should bring a sob in her big revelation

scene. Lack of b. o. names will hold the

grosses down and this won't see Average

business anywhere, unless it is part of a

dual.

PLOT:

Ruth Donnelly, an ambitious maid, elevates
her socially insignificant clients, Warren I lull

and Margaret Lindsay, to Park Avenue promi-
nence. Anita Louise, a debutante, becomes in-

volved in an affair with a married man. To
quash it, the maid confronts Anita with the
startling information that she is really her
mother. She swears her daughter to secrecy,
because Donnelly says she wishes to marry
Treacher, the butler, who doesn't know how old
she is. The romance between Anita and Frank
Albertson is patched up and all ends happily.

AD TIPS:

Sell it to the women as a "woman's picture."
Or, you might try the angle that servants actu-
ally run their employers' homes.

NONNIE.

HEI TIKI
First Division

36 Minutes

An abbreviated version of the Alex-

ander Markey film made on the "Isle of

Ghosts"—New Zealand—was shown at

the Earle (Philadelphia) last week. This

36-minute featurette pictures an interest-

ing a Maori legend enacted by natives on

the authentic locations. It has been excel-

lently edited and unfolds as an engrossing

subject of high average. There is no
nudity. The legend is similar to that of

"Tabu," but "Hei Tiki" (Love Charm)
does not approach that prize-winning Mur-
nau film. A symphonic musical score is

the background for a running commen-
tary that adequately explains the action in

lieu of sub-titles. The audience seemed
to enjoy it thoroughly and the film elicited

applause at its conclusion.

NONNIE.

Boom In British Movies

Thousands of aspirants to movie fame are

flocking to growing British studios from all

parts of the world. The boom in British mo-
tion picture production, in which American capi-

tal is heavily interested, is responsible. Money
is being spent by both established and mush-
room companies.

A flood of talent ranging from impoverished

Russian aristocrats to dusky South Africans and
Irish girls is rushing toward the studios, which

are a full hour's automobile run from the centre

of London.

Boris Karloff to Warners

In order to fulfill a committment he owes

Warner Bros., Boris Karloff will star in "The
Walking Dead," horror yarn, for that com-

pany.

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
I of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
mtssouts.

-REEING theatre owners of the worry
that they may have forgotten

part of their show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest film
i delivery service in the world.

AKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

rlEI.DING die epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

ORLACHED
Delivery Service fl

INC.
PHILADELPHIA

1228 Vine St.

WASHINGH)N
1031 Third St., N. W.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

NEW YORK
518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AS I

THEM
Reviews of New Films

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus (+ ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

MUTtNY ON THE BOUNTY

BOXOFFICE RATING
ADVENTURE-DRAMA . . One

of the BIG pictures in film history

Two hours and 13 minutes of film

made engrossing by grand action and

excellent performances . . . Gable and

Tone should break down female re-

sistance to great extent . . .
Rates

• • • •.

M-G-M
133 Minutes

Charles Laughton . . . Clark Gable . . .

Franchot Tone . . . Eddie Quillan . . .

Dudley Digges . . . Herbert Mundin . . .

Directed by Frank Lloyd

Boxoffices throughout the country

should be unanimous in establishing "Mu-

tiny On the Bounty" as one of the top

attractions of the year. Certainly, this

thrilling sea epic leads anything that has

come from Metro's studio within the past

few years. It's a gripping tale of ill-

treated sailors being driven to mutiny by

an abusive, sadistic captain, in the days of

sailing ships. Made to order for male au-

diences, it was a wise move on M-G-M's

part to use Clark Gable and Franchot

Tone as the lure for feminine trade. With-

out them, "Mutiny," regardless of its ex-

cellence, would not have the same chance

to bring big grosses. Even so, some mem-

bers of the "weaker" sex may find it un-

desirable to witness certain scenes which

are a trifle strong for feminine stomachs,

the plot is evolved with a continuity and

thoroughness that is gripping, and it has

all been filmed in scenic splendor that is

most impressive. Tense and furious ac-

tion, idyllic romance and stark realism are

effectively interspersed throughout the two

hours and thirteen minutes of its running.

This extreme length is practically un-

noticed under the impact of the story and

the wealth of production values. While
no m>men are featured in the cast, both

men and women will find it difficult to

forget the beauty and moving perform-

ances of the young Tahitian girls. Charles

Laughton has a role that is his juiciest to

date and he does miracles with it. Gable

is surprisingly good and Tone's portrayal

is convincing. This is a "special" and
should be sold as such!

PLOT:

A group of British seamen are impressed with

the necessity of duty on the ship Bounty, during

a scientific voyage to Tahiti. Under the cruel,

brutal command of Laughton, even his officers

have difficulty in controlling their emotions
against him. Tone is a midshipman and Gable
is his superior officer. Finally, rebelling against

the abuses, Gable leads the mutineers, who set

Laughton and his loyal crew members adrift in

an open boat. After a month of heroic strug-

gle, Laughton reaches land and eventually Eng-
land, where he starts out to fulfill his oath to

hang Gable. Tone is found on an Island,

where he voluntarily awaits rescue, not having
participated in the mutiny. But, he is arrested

by Laughton, tried and condemned on his testi-

mony. Only after a brilliant denunciation of

Laughton and the British naval system, is he

pardoned. Gable and the mutineers build their

homes on unchartered Pitcairn Island.

AD TIPS:

This, of course, should be sold as one of

the great pictures of all time.

ELK.

PETER. IBBETSON

BOXOFFICE RATING
CLASS DRAMA . . . Handsomely

done mystical drama that is definitely

marked for class houses . . . Moves
slowly, but effectively, stirring the

emotions . . . Will mean little where

action is needed . . . Rates • • • for

class spots; • • — for action houses.

Paramount

84 Minutes

Gary Cooper . . . Ann Harding . . .

John Halliday . . . Ida Lupino . . .

Dickie Moore . . . Douglas Dumbrille . . .

Directed by Henry Hathaway

This is a touching tragic drama that will

stir both men and women. But, the pro-

duction has been made in a slowly paced

style and with such a definite appeal to

intelligent audiences that its boxoffice pos-

sibilities appear to this reviewer to be very

limited. The mystical theme that controls

a large portion of the story, in which two

lovers carry on their romance through

their dreams, will find class audiences re-

sponsive, but where the patrons want ac-

tion and more realistic plot material "Peter

Ibbetson" may cause them to squirm in

their seats. The production is a hand-

some one and the cast above average.

Gary Cooper reveals dramatic talent which

h; has seldom had an opportunity to dis-

play. Ann Harding plays Peter's married

sweetheart with more feeling than I can

recall in any of her previous roles. The
direction by Henry Hathaway is sensitive

and fully cognizant of the spiritual quali-

ties of the story. To offer exhibitors com-

parison with a recent film, it might be well

to mention "The Return of Peter Grimm,"
which employed a mystical theme also.

Action and rural theatres will find this

difficult to sell and slightly below average

business might result. Class houses, how-

ever, should realize considerably above

average grosses with this.

PLOT:

Desiring a career in preference to proffered

wealth from his uncle, Cooper, as Peter, fol-

lows architecture. He has always longed for

his childhood sweetheart, from whom he was

separated many years before, and he meets her

(Ann Harding) as the wife of a nobleman,

when he is called on to plan new stables for

her husband. Their childhood romance is re-

awakened as soon as they meet. When they

are confronted by Ann's husband and accused

of improper relations, a scuffle ensues and

Cooper accidently kills him. Sent to prison

for life and crippled by a beating from one

of the prison guards, Cooper dreams of his

sweetheart often and she dreams of him. Thus,

they meet in their dreams and live their lives

that way, until they both die, promising to meet

later on.

AD TIPS:

Women will love this. It should stir them

to tears. Sell it to them as a tragedy of a love

that was greater than life itself. Sell it as

"unusual," something that one seldom sees in

films.
' R. B.

HOT OFF THE PRESS

BOXOFFICE RATING
ACTION-MELODRAMA . . . This

is a whirlwind of action; fights, auto

chases, smash-ups and a grand riot

. . . Never lets down . . . Cheaply, but

smartly produced . . . LaRue's fol-

lowing in action spots will help . . .

Rates • • + for action houses; else-

where • • —

.

Victory (Preferred Rel.)

60 Minutes

Jack LaRue . . . Virginia Pine . . . Monte Blue

Fuzzy Knight . . . Fred Kelsey

Directed by Al Herman

Here's knock 'em down and drag 'em

out action. Adapted from a Peter B.

Kyne yarn, "Hot Off the Press" splashes

across the screen at a fast pace that will

(Continued on Page 10)
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THE PHILADELPHIA MERCER

There has never been any disagreement with the view that

Philadelphia, like any other film territory, should have one unified

exhibitor organization, rather than two antagonistic bodies pulling

against each other and thus, indirectly, benefiting only their com-

mon foe. The point of dispute between the IEPA and the MPTO
has always been about the type of organization the unified body

should be.

Both of these groups have in their ranks many responsible and

respected exhibitors. The bar between them has been the member-

ship of producer-owned theatres in one group and their exclusion

from the other. Under the present plan for merging the two

groups, this bar is being lifted—but not removed. Affiliated thea-

tres are to be admitted to the new organization, after which they

are to be presented by the independent members with a set of griev-

ances for adjustment. Failure of the affiliates to correct the alleged

abuses will result in their banishment.

Granting that the committees which arrived at this plan faced

certain problems unknown to us, it seems that the procedure is per-

verse. Would it not be the wiser plan for the combined groups of

independents to present their list of grievances to the affiliated

circuits prior to admitting them to membership? It may prove

embarrassing to try to kick them down the stairs so soon after

shaking their hand in welcome.

But, on the other hand, the answer to any objection to an

elastic scheme for merging the two bodies may be this: If the inde-

pendent exhibitors of the Philadelphia territory desire an organiza-

tion controlled by them and they are willing to support it, no one

can stop them from having it!

Mo Wax.
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EVENTS on the MARCH!
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

ALLIED OPENS CAMPAIGN AGAINST BLOCK BOOKING

Allied Issues

'White Hook'

Block Booking . . .

Opening what promise;, to be the most vig-

orous campaign against the block backing sys-

tem ever waged within cr without the industry,

Allied States Association has issued ils "White

Bock" dealing with the subject.

The pamphlet, which will be dktributed to

theatre owners throughout the country, as well

as to all cdueat'onal, relig'oue and civic organi-

zations and lenders interested in metion picture

advancement, urg?s support of the identical

Pcttengill-Neely Bills as the "enly remedy" of

the vicious ccmpulscry bloek booking system of

selling films.

' Compulscry block booking," it is stated on

the cover of the book, "prevents the thencres

from choosing the best pictures offered by all

the producers and requires them to take all of

the pictures—gocd, bad and indifferent—offered

by a few producers.

"

Hit 'Blind Selling' . . .

On "blind selling," the pamphlet has the fol-

lowing to say:

"A number of years ago the distributors sup-

plied fairly complete information as to the pic-

tures sold and the titles of the pictures were

printed on the face of or written into the con-

tra :ts. This enabled exhibiters to cancel so-

called sub:titutions; i. c., pictures that did not

conform to the data supplied. As the Big

Eight, cocpcrat'ng through the Mct'on Picture

Producers and Distributors of America, rounded

out their monopoly they gradually abandoned

the practice of furnishing d:fiiite information

as to the pictures they undertook to deliver.

"Today it is the general practice of the major

distributers to describe in vague general terms

a few of their out:tanding productions through

advertising media known in the trade as 'press

books,' 'announcement bock:' and 'wcrk sheets,"

but to make no designation of the pictures in

the contracts ether than by numbers. This,

practice is known to the cxhibitcrs as the 'num-

bers racket' and, coupled with other provision

of the Standard Exhibition Contract which will

be dealt with hereafter, enables the distributors

to furnrh cr to withhold from the exhibitors

whatever pictures they see fit."

'Wholesale Selling' . . .

Striking at the major producers' cla :m that

block book'ng is merely a fcrm of wholesale

selling of their product, the "white book" re-

marks:

"The Big Eight have attempted to defend the

practice on the ground that it constitutes merely

whelesale selling. But a moment's reflection

will show that it bears no resemblance to any

fcrm of wholesale selling heretofore practiced

in this country. The distributers are net selling

a standcrd commodity by sample cr warranty.

They are forcing the exhibiters to take what-

ever they may see fit to produce, passing on to

the exhibitere—and the public—the losses inci-

dent to their mistakes.

"Not only docs ccmpulscry block booking

enable the di:tributcrs to pass on all losses to

the exhibitors and consumers, but it enables the

Cig Eight virtually to moncpoliee the playing

time of the theatres and thus to exclude inde-

pendently produced pLtures from the screens.

This explains the real reason for the determina-

tion of these powerful organizations to prevent

the enactment of the Pctteng'Il or the Necly bill.

The claim thai there would be an immediate

falling off in revenue is ridiculous, since it is

obvious that the distributers could make more

money from the extended showing of good

pictures than from the forced showing of bad

pictures."

Fear for Monopoly . . .

"The abolition of compulsory block booking

would cpen the screens of the country to any-

one who could make good pictures and thus

would encourage capital and creative talent now
excluded from the business to enter into com-

petition wilh the existing monopoly. It is the

apprehension of such an outcome that makes

the present overlords of the industry content to

divide the business as best they can, shove the

burden of their mirtakes as far as possible onto

the exhibitors and the public, and forego for

the time being the added profits which un-

doubt dly would result from replacing the

fcrecd showing of bad pictures with added

becking: fcr their meritorious pictures."

Phiia. Nahe Theatres

Say Sundays No Cain

Hits Other Days ...
With the receipts of the third open Sunday

entered in their books, Philadelphia's theatre

owners are expressing opinions about Sunday
movies that vary from downright despair to

bright optimism— bu:, the gloomy ones appar-

ently greatly outnumber the satisfied.

Fcr the vast majority of smaller neighborhood

houses in this city the anticipated boom in

weekly grosses has not materialized and the

"little independents" are doing a let of com-

plaining. Reports of Sunday business gathered

by FILM BULLETIN from exhibitors through-

out the city clearly indicate that the extra day's

operation has actually had a contrary effect on

many houses, hurting business during the bal-

ance of the week, without doing enough on

Sunday to make up the difference.

Sinking weekly grosses have made the situa-

tion so acute in some sections of the city that

moves are being set afoct to close down on

Sundays unless there is a startling improvement

in business. Rumors are current that a number
of theatres in the Kensington area will not open

on the Sabbath if an agreement can be reached

by all the competitors in one district.

Getting Worse, Some Say . . .

The first cpen Sunday in Philadelphia was

accompanied by snow and sleet, yet many ex-

hibitors report that business has been worse for

the second and third Sunday shews. Several

houses have shown steady declines in Sunday

grosses, despite relative equality of the pictures.

Practically all of the complaints are coming

from the smaller, subsequent-run theatres. Cen-

tral city and Warner key neighborhood spots

are doing well if the reports are accurate. Their

Saturday and Monday business has been cut to

M. B. COMERFDRD DIES; KURT IN ACCIDENT
SCRANTON, Pa.—M. B. Comerford, general manager of Comer :ord

Theatres, Inc., died in Mcrcv Hospital here Monday nigh:. He had b sen

injured in an automobile accident 0:1 the Lackawanna Trail, nsar Daleville,

Saturday morning, while motoring to Philadelphia with his wife and two
friends to see the Army-Navy football game. Death was due to concussion

of the brain.

One of the most popular and bc r
t known theatre epe raters in the country. Mr.

Comcrfcrd had been the active head of the up:tate circuit founded by his uncle,

M. E. Comcrfcrd, many years ago. The lattrr has been ill in a Waihington, D. C,
hospital since last rummer, when he suffered a stroke.

M. B., as the dead man was affectionately called by his wide circle of friend: and
business acquaintances, was 52 years old.

Mrs. Comcrfcrd and Mr. and Mrs. James P. Lavclle. the ethers in the car with

the theatre man were injured, but not ,'eriously.

The funeral will be held en Thur day and a larg,- number of prominent film

and theatre men from the East are expected to attend the services.
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some extent, but they claim to be showing Iarg;r

weekly grosses. The Stanley Theatre, with the

Marx Bros, picture, showed the effect of the

open Sunday in rather weak Monday business.

The circuit's neighborhood houses are facing

the same situation as most of the independents.

Many are net realizing more in seven days than

they formerly did in six.

The Future . . .

Advocates of the open Sunday as a stimulant

of business contend that the first few months

should not be a criterion. It will take time,

they argue, for the people of Pennsylvania to

adjust themselves to the fact that entertainment

is available on the Sabbath. They are so

saturated in the "blue laws" mode of living

that they still do not think of going to a movie

Abraiii Myers Comments
On St. Louis Decision
In the latest Allied bulletin, Abram F.

Myers, general counsel cf the independ-
ent exhibitors' organization, cbserves

that, desp'te the decision agiin't the Gov-
ernment in the St. Louis consp'racy cr>-r.

"independents should not be downcast."
He praises both Ru^cl' H-"rdy. th <

pr-cial prosecutor and Dirtrict " Court
Judge Geor«e H. Micrs for th".r i-t rv

rity and able handling of their align-
ments.

<:The outcome ha- net changed ths i".*v

one icta." the b->Il<t n t't^— "if f'
-'"

charge of Judge Morr? his any signifi-

cance it is to strengthen the lav;
'

application to con: praties to withhold
produ-t from ind- pendent exhibitors and
give it to the affi'iptsd chain"."

Myrr. expresses th" h::p? th->t th" De-

partment of Justice will not use th" faihu"?

in this rr'mi'vd action to d'"cov"g"! fnr-

th; r lrf»?l attack" on th" major fi'm rr—v
panies, but that thev "will proceed civilly,

rath'r than criminally
"

"They (th? major fi'm ampjnior) will

commit the gravest folly if thrv interpret

the vrrdi-t of the St Louis jurymen a"

conferring on them Wt-tp to proceed
w :th the fxierminatiotj of ind'i.-n^nt _»"-

h'b'tors bv contract', '"on-n'racie" and
unci' r t -"d'ngs to supplv fi'm~, only to

their afn'iat'd chi ns and denv it t<i th"
ind' pendant*!. Hd"P —><\t*- -- ,~-~>>t'-* n-*
b" downca-t by th" vcrd^t but should, on
the contrary. t"k- heart from tHl vig-rons

I 't'inent "f th? Uw a -'d anah sis of the
farts bv Dirtrict Fudge Moc re."

show cn Sunday.

Meanwhile, tha "little fellows" are worrying

about the additional day's expense, the failure

to increase their weekly grosses materially and

the lack of gocd film product to consume the

extra playing time.

Perhaps a little e::tra push in advertising their

Sunday shows and a little mere careful selection

of the picture for family trade would help solve

their problem. Then, again, perhaps it will net.

But it should be tried.

Ascap- Warner Spli>

Want More . . .

Because they felt that their music publishing

subsidiaries were net receiving enough in royal-

ties fcr their music, Warner Bros, last week

withdrew eleven music firms they control from

the Am rican Society of Composers, Authors

and Publishers. At the same time Herman
Starr resigned his membership as an Ascap

director.

The film company claimed that it received

only $340 000 in royalties last year, whereas

they feel that #1.000 000 should be their annual

inccme from this source.

Theatres Involved . . .

Movie theatres may soon be faced with music

royalty charges from two sourees. Ascap has

net indicated what it may do to compensate

exhibitors fcr failure to license the use of music

owned by the Warner controlled publishing

houses. Ner has the latter touched upon the

subject of tacking an additional "music" charge

to their film rental prices. But, alert theatre

owners are preparing for the possibility of such

a step by Warners.

MPTO -IEPA Merger

Plans Advance

Meetings . . .

Consolidation of the exhibitor fcrees of the

Independent Exhibitors Protective Association

and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

the Philadelphia territory advanced another step

toward fulfillment this week when both bodies

met separately and approved the general plan

fcr merging. Several details remain to be

ironed out and it is believed that no difficulty

will be encountered in reaching a complete ac-

cord at the meeting of the two merger commit-

tees, scheduled fcr ne;;t Monday. Final votes

will probably be taken by both bodies within a

week thereafter.

Affiliated Theatres Issue . . .

While unanimous approval of the idea of

merging with the MPTO was expressed at the

IEPA meeting on Monday, considerable opposi-

tion was raised to that portion of the amalgama-

tion plan which provided fcr admittance of the

affiliated theatres on conditions that are to be

decided upon subsequent to their enrollment.

Several members voiced their objection to this

provision and a motion was finally accepted

amending the ple.n to leave the whole issue of

affiliated theatre membership to a vote of the

entire IEPA-MPTO memberships at a joint

meeting. This pjroposal will be presented to

the MPTO committee next Monday.

The MPTO meeting resulted in ratification

of the original plan drawn up by the joint com-

mittee conference. Their committee was em-

powered to negotiate a final plan with th IEPA
group.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
from Philly

by Nonamaker

ANN MrDERMOTT and ANN ROSEN
won Horlachcr Thanksgiving turkeys, which

they generously turned over te> the lady who

cleans the Capital Exchange . . . Oxford Thea-

tre closed two days prior to Stanley-Warner as-

suming full charge . . . Boyd Theatre, Chester,

cekhrates fir:t anniversary . . . JACK BLUM-
BERG celebrated first wedding anniversary

Monday . . . BARNEY COHEN. Admiral to

you, is honestly going to g;t married . . . The

game business has now reached the pjir.t of how

many flashy gifts you can afford to give out

. . Having played most of the available head-

line colored asts SAM STIEFEL'S Fays is now

in the repeat stage . . . The First Division

crowd, both from New York and Philly. did

themselves proud in the send-ott tendered ETTA
SEGAL last Friday evening . . . BUDD ROG-

ERS was in town Saturday fcr the Army-Navy

Game . . . Called up JOHNN Y GOLDER and

they got together artsrwards to discuss business

and other things . . . BEN (Ma ter Art;)

STERN did nicely with his O'Mahoney-George-

wrestling reels and is now lining up additional

product to handle in the territory . . . It's

unanimous on the street that business is terrible

and that headaches are legion . . . Must be the

pre-holiday slump; and Sundays have been no

help to the small neighborhood houses, either.

There are numerous reports that they do no

mere in seven days than they did in six . . .

Maybe COLUMBUS STAMPER and several

ethers had the right idea by staying shut at

that! . . . MOE (Europa) VERBIN ail booked

up with plenty of Amk.no Russ stuff . . . Which
reminds us ths: U-A's ' Red Ssilute" was pick-

eted uneventfully at the Aldine by pacifists and

ethers who no like because of subject matter

against them and their cause . . . Censors or-

dered plenty of "art stuff" out of the Jimmy
Savo "G'rl in the Case" indie; but we under-

stand it's still a good picture . . . Caught an

old, old Chaplin relic the other night rt a pr-

vate 16mm screening. Rememb-r, ' Behind the

Scenes"? Remcrr.br how ."-'d'ences u^rd to

howl at this slaptick? . . . Time will tell on

.rivone and anything—even the movies . . .

Which lead" us to wonder wh thrr the geed old

days weren't actually as much dvc »- tedv?
MOE SHERMAN. FD salesman for Scranton

t rr'tery, t'ken suddenly ill Monday nits ju t as

!v» wi- preparing to leave on a tr p . . . OSCAR
NEU^ELD r-mrt-d -Mff-rini; frem schizo-

phrenia . . . JOE CONWAY, a ruck-r fcr any

cir-us, went ovrr to New York just to see the

circu--musicomcdv show ' Jumbo" . -
T "V ^

specularon on the Street on who might take

over top dutif in Crmcrfcrd <"*reu°t. I r (1 r
rav FRANK WALKER won't t-k-j ':

. . TO"
LEON continues to improve, b-;t is

rt'U >^

pitaling. The Univcr-al rfli-e 't?.ff vKt.-d ''~
S-twrday evening ard k'b't-ed a'va" - f-v

ho.-rs . . . GEORGE FJNKELSTEIN U -
•

Advertising, received binir. o~ ad acccs orie

sales for last three-month period . . .

Constance Bennett Signed Ey C
Mi hid BM-on, product'on

who is in Hollvwood in ( c

chi-f of G-B.
of Am-ri-"?

talent, has signed Constance IVnn t; h rfr "i

a series of pictures for the Br'tish romparv.

Two ttcrVs have already been selected for t':e

ferm-r RKO and Warner star and she will leave

for England shortly to start work on the first.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

Hollywood bankrolls are back of at least one-

rhird of the legitimate stage productions, which have

p ned on Broadway so far this season. Out of some
orty-six stage plays produced to date, no less than

ixteen are credited with being backed either wholly

3r in part by motion picture money, most of it from
3ne or another of the major film companies. Warner
Brothers, M-G-M, and Paramount are said to be the

heaviest plungers in this field, with various individu-

als figuring as the ostensible backers of other produc-

tions, but using the same kind of money.

It is said, that more than three quarters of a million dollars has already been
invested by film interests in stage plays since September, with the prospect of the

figure passing well over the million mark before the end of the season. All of which
should be interesting to motion picture showmen, who ultimately will have to pay in

th.ir rentals, directly or indirectly, the million or so paid out by the big companies
in their ventures in legitimate stage production, particularly, as more than two-thirds

of the film-financed stage plays turned out this season have already proved to be

"flops'' of the first magnitude.

Stage production by the big film companies, with a view to developing new
material for the screen, looks like a "natural'' on the blue prints. The money to be

made on a successful stage play, as well as the added prestige at the boxoffice, which
the screen version later will enjoy (thus whooping up the rentals, of course) is a

temptation that the big film companies cannot be expected to resist. Last year they

backed a few good ones. That is why they are plunging into heavy money in stage

productions this year and are ready to throw more good money after bad. It's a

system.

Unfortunately, it is the exhibitor who must pay in the end, both for the suc-

cesses and the ' flops," in increased rentals for his pictures. Moreover, a Broadway
stage "success" is not invariably a guarantee of screen attraction quality. But the

exhibitor pays just the same.

So maybe the big boys aren't taking such a chance after all, when they dump
a million or so into the legitimate stage play hopper this season. They know where
they will get it back.

This week the Film Daily Relief Fund starts its ninth annual drive for funds.

This is a worthy charity designed to help needy motion picture men and their

fann ies under the stress of sudden misfortune to tide over the emergency. It is

organized to give quick and effective relief, without days of investigation, :o those

needing it, as in praetieally every instance the applicant (and his eligibility) is

known to some member of the Relief Fund Committee.

Since its founding nearly a decade ago the Film Dailx Relief Fund has dis-

pensed sums tolalling an average of #6,000 annually, without a cent spent for

administration or expense. It has aided innumerable cases during this time and has

helped to restore many n otion picture men to economic security, which might other-

wise no: have been possible had not help been available at a critical time.

It is to be hoped that the response to the Relief Fund's appeal tins year will

be no less generous than it has been in the past. Motion picture nun must help

cash other. The Committee for 1936 is as follows: Jack Alicoate, chairman; Don
Merscreau, secretary, Film Daily; "Red" Kami, Motion Picture Daily; Al Lichtman,

M-G-M: Lou Nizer, Film Board of Trad'; Billy Brandt, N. Y. M. P. Theatre'.*

Chamber of Commerce, and Gordon White, president of the Association oi Motion

Picture Advertisers.

Possibilities of organized exhibitors tying up with an independent producing

companv, while they are talked about from time to time, seem to be as far oil .1-

ever. Quite p op. rly the matter should be discussed and considered fro:;: all pos-

sible angles before any definite commitments are made. There are so many pitfalls

in mo t propositions that naturally it is well to go slowly. Yet, it is .1 matter 01

such vital importance to all unkept exhibitors that it should not be delayed too long.

CContinued on Page 6)
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The big problem, of course, is the assurance each theatre n-jcds and must have,

that the product he commits himself for is of adequate boxD.ficc quality and
sufficiently frequent to enable him to figure on it for hh program. And this assur-

ance he can hardly have from a company or companies, which his organization

docs not actually control. At least not after the bookings begin seriously to cut

into the profit:, of the major companies.

It is regrettable that the independent exhibitor organizations cannot locate

some one like the late "Jaydee" Williams, founder and organizer of First National,

which he brought together almost overnight to oppose on th ? production end the

theatre competition of Adolph Zukor and his producer-distributor companies,

Famous Players-Lasky and Paramount, then dominating the field. A big job that

needs a big man and large financial backing, it will be said, but both of these

essentials have been found in this business in times past. Why not now?

Phils. Film Men
Praise M. B. Comerffird
"A fine man of splendid character ... A

true American, who gave every deserving per-

son a 'break' . . . with chnrit/ in his heart at all

t'mes and malice toward none. In this way he
lived each day. May his soul resit in peace."

—Harry LaVine, Republic Pictures.

"The industry has suffered a great loss. All

the film men in Philadelphia have loct a true

and tried friend."

—Sam Gross, Fox Exchange.

"I knew M. B. Comerfcrd fcr a gaod many
years. He was upright and sincere in all his

business dealings. The industry has loct a man
who will never be replaced. I had the pleasure

to be with him only last week, and his sudden

death is hard to realize."

—Sam Rosen, First Division.

"The industry has lost one of its best friends,

who proved himself to be a man among t men."
—-Murray Beier, Preferred Pictures.

"In all the ten years I knew M. B. Com-r-
ford I found h'm to be the highest type of in-

dividual, fair in business dealings and consid-

erate of his fellow man. The industry has lost

an outstanding character."

—Joe Engle, Universal.

"In all my dealing! I found M. B. an upright

individual. Words fail me when asked to ex-

press an c pinion of him in this time of bereave-

ment. We all hate to see h'm go."

—Harry Weiner, Columbia.

"I knew M. B. for twenty-five years. M. E.

never did anything either in real estate or mo-
tion pictures without fir t consulting him. He
was good natured, good hearted, honest and

fair. He will be greatly missed by all."

—Louis Koreon, Ma:terpiece.

"M. B.'s death is a great loss to the Comer-
ford organization, and he will be missed by all

who knew him in the industry."

—Herb Given, G-B.

"All during the twenty year:; I knew him

—

he- always gave the independents a 'break.' We
will miss him greatly."

—Leon Bchal, Capital.

"M. B. will be radly missed by all—both in

and out of the industry. Words fail to express

my regret."

—Wm. G. Mansell, Warner Bros.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriert* As**n

2S0 N. JUNIPER ST.
LOCuit 4181

PHfl.A.
RACE 4600

KEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide fcr a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibiters. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in ycur cotice

NOW!

COLUMBIA
Too Tough to Kill Nov. 23

METRO
Perfect Gentleman Nov. 30

Kind Lady Dec. 6

Whipeaw Dec. 13

Last of the Pagans Dec. 20

Tale of Two Cities Dec. 27

PARAMOUNT
Nevada Nov. 23

Ccronado Nov. 29

R-20 Rides Again Dec. 6

Millions in the Air Dec. 13

Serocge Dec. 20

It's a Great Life Dec. 20

Ccllcgiate Dec. 27

RKO
Seven Keys to Baldpate Dec. 6

It Happened in Hollywood Dec. 13

I Dream Too Much Dec. 22

UNIVERSAL
Eart of Java Nov. 25

Great Impersonation Dec. 9

Invisible Ray Dec. 16

UNITED ARTISTS
Splendor Nov. 23

WARNER BROS.
Stars Over Broadway Nov. 23

Frisco Kid Nov. 28

Broadway Hostess Dec. 7

Miss Pacific Fleet Dec. 14

Man of Iron Dec. 21

Captain Blood Dec. 28

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

Ml "> Vine St., Phila. SPK. 6156

Introducing
HOLLYWOOD'S NEW

GLAMOROUS
FILM STAR

ADORABLE!
VIVACIOUS!
CHARMING!

ANN
IUTHERFORD

In a Thrilling Romance of

Frisco's Waterfront

'WATERFRONT

LADY

— With —

FRANK ALBERTSON
J. Furred Mac Donald

JACK LA RUE
GRANT WITHERS
BARBARA PEPPER

And —

That Superb Mother of

"THE IRISH IN US"

FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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rough melodrama, with comparatively lit-

tle comedy or romantic relLf. This, in

addition to the fact that Cagney's role is

probably the least sympathetic he has had
in two years, will restrict the film's appeal

to the out-and-out action fans. The highly

improbable ending will be difficult for

more intelligent audiences to swallow, as

will the romance between so thoroughly a

"bad egg" as Cagney and the upper class

gal, Margaret Lindsay. The violence of

the action may obscure these faults for ac-

tion fans, but others will be aware of them
and the film's interest will suffer. The di-

rection by Lloyd Bacon has a broad sweep
that makes the picture seem more impor-

tant than it is bajically. The fights, the

fire and all the details are handled ad-

mirably.

PLOT:
Cagney, a sailor without a thing to his name,

comes to Frisco's Barbary Coatt and promptly
gets into a fight with Fred Kohlcr, whom he
kills. He is hailed as the top man in the city

and sets out to prove it. He uses his power
to establish himcclf as one of the wealthiest men
on the Coast. Margaret Lindsay is owner of

a crusading newrpapcr, left to her by her father,

which is fighting the vice forces of Barbary
Coast. Cagney meets and falls in love with her.

Soon she begins to feel affection for him, despite

the wide gulf between their modes of life. When
the Vigilantes come in to clean out the Coast,

Cagney is injured and sentenced to be hanged
by their court. Mirgiret pleads for his life,

saying that he is a victim of his environment

and that he really has mu.h good in him. She
wins his freedom and he promises to become a

useful citizen—under Margaret's guidance.

AD TIPS:
Sell in action houses as Cagney's greatest

action picture. Mention the great fight between

Cagney and Kohlcr. Better class theatres should

plug it as a revelation of an era in American

history.

R. B.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE STREIT

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

NEW YORK
LETTER

NEW YORK.—Widely heralded and with a

load of extra advertising, Warner's ' Stars Over
Broadway" did a Brodie at the Strand here,

being pulled after less than a week's run . . .

Audience howled and nearly caused miner riot

at the midnight "surprise preview" at the Para-

mount last week, whn "surprise" delivered to

stay-ups was a western, "The Eagle's Brood"

. . . Outstanding business in town is being done

at small arty houces with "La Maternclle,"

"New Gulliver," "Legong" and the French ver-

sion of ' Crime and Punishment" . . .
' Land of

Premise," Palestine pic, is doing extremely well

at the Aster, too . . . Notably fine audience re-

action can be credited to "Harmony Lane" on

its successful week-end runs at RKO houses . . .

Capsule criticism of the new Paramount release—
' Millions in the Air"—but not a dime at the

boxoffiee! . . . Mayfair, which couldn't make a

go of it with first-run major "quickies," is click-

ing to big biz as a subsequent run dual bill

house under Loew's . . . Construction on the

Rialto is being rushed to the hoped-for Christ-

mas opening . . . I'm wondering how the Radio

City Center Theatre can expect to do biz with

Fox's "Your Uncle Dudley" . . . G-B previewed
"Third Floor Back" at Symphony, uptown nabe
house, last week and received exceptionally
good audience reaction . . . Hear sad reports,

however, on Arliss' "Mr. Hobo" . . . Columbia's
"Escape from Devil's Island" held for a second
week at the Globe, a rarity in this house . . .

Abyssinia!

Mister Hobo' Breaks Dec. 15th
Arthur A. Lee, vice-president of G-B, has

set December 15th as the national release date
for "Mister Hcbo," George Arliss' newest star-

ring vehicle.

SERVING theatre n»eH« with a knowledge
of theatre business.

ASSISTING theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
misiouli.

FREEING theatre owners of the worry
that they may have forgotten
part of their show.

EFFICIENTLY operating the largest film

delivery service in the world.

TAKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

ORLACHEQ
Delivery Service II

INC.
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE

1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily. Notary Public. Phila.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with
each copy. Yearly contract rates are
lower. Send for contract scale. Address
communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants,

soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary Supplies. ^05 S.

40th St.. Phila.. FREmont 0127.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

SCREINS REFINCSHED
Work executed in theatre by factory experts;

white or silver; Williams Screen Co.. Akron.

Ohio.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

THEATRES WANTED
PEXNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractivel)

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street. Phila., Pa.

j
"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PH1I V 1" \

RITtenhouse 7828 © I'Klmix I IS"

PXbLN THEATRE
DcpcndaM.lf EQUIPMENT CO.
Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

i09 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. J273
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Best of the Marxes

. . . Brings howls from start to finish

. . . Humor is a bit more rational than

before, but still nothing more than

insane . . . Travesty on grand opera

may bring it more class audience re-

sponse . . . Rates • • • where the

Marxes are liked; • • in action and

rural spots.

M-G-M
95 Minutes

Groucho, Chico, Harpo Marx . . .

Kitty Carlisle . . . Allan Jones

Directed by Sam Wood

Probably the best Marx Bros, picture to

date. Supplied with the most uproariously

funny material they have ever had (by

George S. Kaufman, Morrie Ryskind and

Kevin McGuiness), these three loons bring

continuous laughter from the moment they

enter the picture. One might almost com-

plain that there is too much comedy, that

it is tiresomely funny. About 15 minutes

could have been clipped and "Night At

the Opera" would not have been any the

worse for it. Getting themselves involved

in the grand opera business, the three

madcaps cause a near riot in laughs when
they slip the music of "Take Me Out to

the Ball Game" into the score of "II Tro-

vatore," with Harpo and Chico playing

catch across the orchestra pit and Groucho
marching down the aisle selling peanuts,

popcorn, crackerjaclc. Groucho was never

in finer fettle and if there must be any

complaint against him, it's that he lets his

lines go too fast—they're still laughing

when the next one is being delivered. From

the above, you should gather that "A
Night at the Opera" is a very, very funny

movie. It is. I understand the Marx
Bros, films do not do well in most of the

nation's theatres. There is no reason why
this should do any better than their pre-

vious films in action or rural houses, but

the opera angle should help it in class

spots.

PLOT:
Carlisle is in love with Jones, an unknown

operatic tenor, whom the three Marx Brothers
take under their wing and sell him to the Met-
ropolitan through the wealthy matron to whom
Groucho is playing gigolo. A rival and villain-

ous tenor persists in disrupting their plain; but

is thoroughly vanquished when the lover-tenor

triumphs after the riot at the opera. Betwixt
and between more things happen than anyone
other than Kaufman, Ryskind and McGuiness,
the authors, can remember; but it makes for

grand fun.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as THE scretn riot of all time. Fastest,

funniest, Marx-iest. That is all.

NONNIE.

SO REP THE ROSE

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Well played, with

tender drama and comedy relief . . .

But, it leaves one wondering what it

tried to tell . . . Great show for the

South, but a problem for theatres in

North . . . Will do from • • to

• • • depending on theatre and
location.

Paramount

81 Minutes

Margaret Sullavan . . . Walter Connolly . . .

Randolph Scott . . . Janet Beecher . . .

Dickie Moore . . . Elizabeth Patterson . . .

Clarence Muse . . .

Directed by King Vidor

No film made this year offered as diffi-

cult a problem in judging its boxoffice

value. Here you have a beautiful, tender,

dramatic story of the havoc wrought by

the Civil War upon a well-to-do, contented

Southern family. Fine players people the

cast and play their roles to the hilt. And,

during the unfoldment of the story, one

enjoys "So Red the Rose" thoroughly, for

the people always have one's sympathy

and there is a fair amount of suspense

about their predicaments. But the con-

clusion is very unsatisfactory and one is

left perplexed. What was obviously in-

tended as a preachment against war, ends

up as a glorification of it—and especially

as it was fought by the South against the

North. Below the Mason-Dixon Line, this

picture should win great success, for it

carries high praise for the chivalry of

Southern men and the courage of their

women. In the North, however, it will

have to get by strictly on its dramatic

merits and, while it has many, the unsat-

isfactory ending detracts considerably

from them. From Virginia south, this

should do good business. In the North,

class audiences may respond as well, but

action houses will do just fair.

PLOT:
Connolly is head of a happy, moderately

wealthy Southern household, including his wife,

son and daughter. When the Civil War breaks
out, this family refuses to be swayed by the

hysteria and both father and son stay at home.
But, after the son's friend is killed in battle,

the war spirit sets in and eventually Connolly
and his son go away. Only Randolph Scott, a
nephew who was raised in the North, refuses
to go, despite the scornful attitude of Margaret
Sullavan, the daughter, whom he loves. When
the son is killed, Scott goes off to fight with
the South. Connolly is shot and comes home
to die. His regiment returns to the old man-
sion one night, when Margaret is hiding a
wounded Yankee soldier. Scott finds him and
seems determined to have him hung, but Mar-
garet pleads for his life. She realizes that war
has changed Scott from a gentle, peace-loving
man to a brute and is sorry she urged him to
fight. However, he relents and does not turn
the Yankee over to his men. Scott is captured
by the Northerners, who burn down the man-
sion. After the war is over, Scott is freed and
returns home to Margaret.

AD TIPS:
This is adapted from Stark Young's best-

selling novel. Randolph Scott should be billed

with Sullavan and Connolly; he scored a hit in

"Roberta." Sell as one of the great stories of

all time—the novel was acclaimed so.

R. B.

FRISCO KIP

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Typical Cag-

ney tough role—and a bit tougher

than his others . . . Plenty of rough

and tumble action . . . Won't have as

wide appeal as other Cagney films . . .

Rates • • • — for action houses:

• • for better class spots.

Warner Bros.

80 Minutes
James Cagney . . . Margaret Lindsay . . .

Ricardo Cortez . . . Barton MacLane . . .

Lili Damita . . . Donald Wood . . .

George E. Stone . . .

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

This is topheavy with action and where

customers like Cagney and, particularly,

like him in a brawling, smashing type of

role, they will put "Frisco Kid" over to

good grosses. Employing the same locale

and the same period of "Barbary Coast"

(United Artists), it opens with Cagney's

introduction to the Coast by showing him

killing one of the town's toughest char-

acters in a fight, then traces his ruthless,

savage career as the kingpin of Barbary

Coast, down to his last-minute rescue from

hanging by the Vigilantes. It makes for

(Continued on Page 7)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use tome simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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Sydney Cohen's Death
And A Lesson In 'Harmony'!

The foremost figure in independent exhibitor ranks of a decade

ago was suddenly and prematurely snatched from the industry

scene last week when Sydney S. Cohen dropped dead on the street

outside his office in New York City.

No other individual in the history of the motion picture indus-

try occupied so dominant a position in the field of theatre owners'

organization as that of Cohen when he ruled the then independent

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. From 1920 to 1924

he held the post of president and, with New York's famous Jimmy
Walker as counsel, Cohen moulded the one unified independent

exhibitors' body film business has ever seen.

That was the organization which was powerful enough in 1921

to bring Adolph Zukor, then czar of filmdom, to the M. P. T. O. A.

convention in Minneapolis to beg for his business life. Zukor's

entrance into theatre operations had raised a storm of protest from

theatre men and a movement for a complete boycott of Famous
Players-Lasky (Paramount today) was slated for approval at that

convention.

That Zukor was allowed to escape by proffering a mere list of

promises, which he promptly ignored, was no fault of Sydney
Cohen's. Aggressively, relentlessly, he carried on his fight against

the growing tendency among the big film powers toward adoption
of practices which today plague the nation's independent theatre

owners.

Producers' aggressions into the exhibition field; the rapacious

block booking system of selling film products, and all those trade

practices which are now supinely and stupidly accepted by inde-

pendent theatre owners, were being born in the minds of the film

powers in Sydney Cohen's day of leadership, and he fought like a

titan to balk them and stem the tide toward an unbalanced industry.
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There's more to a printing house

than just type and presses

There must be g,ood

MANPOWER
Expert type-setters, make-up men
and pressmen all put their experi-

ence and knowledge into a good

printing job, and their s is the talent

that demonstrates itself in the

quality of the finished product.

Metropolitan Printing Company
1330-36 Vine Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Phones- Rit. 5278 - Race 5461

1601 Guilford Ave.
BALTIMORE, MD.

Phone- Vernon 7310

has a staff of experts to carry your

job through from layout to press

Try us — and learn that

There is a difference in printing
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EVENTS on the MARCH/
'Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

Theatre Games Expected To Be Backed By Phila. Court.

Judge Named; Expect

St. L. Case To Starr

Before January 15th

Government Pressing . .

.

With U. S. District Court Judge Joseph W.
Molyneaux appointed to hear the equity case

against Warner Bros., Paramount and RKO,
the Government is pressing for an early trial

date.

Counsel for the defendants has asked that the

hearing be set for February, claiming that it

required additional time to prepare its defense.

Russell Hardy, special Government prosecutor,

insists that the film companies must have all its

evidence available from the criminal case and

that the civil suit should get under way shortly

after the New Year holiday.

Present indications point to a date close to

January 15th being set by Judge Molyneaux.

• s

Phila. Theatre Came
Dealers Seek Court

Ruling On Legality

Police Warnings . . .

Distributors of theatre chance games in Phil-

adelphia have set in motion a movement to

prevent the police from interfering with the

conduct of the games in local movie houses.

Dennis Games Company, headed by Frank

Parker, have retained Morton Witkin to repre-

sent them and it is believed that a bill in

equity will be filed promptly to restrain the

police department's activities in either warning

theatre men not to run the games or stopping

them from running them. David Moliver, of

Metropolitan Premium Corp., also has employed

counsel and is said to be proceeding along the

same lines.

Within the past two weeks a number of ex-

hibitors have been handed warrants charging

them with operating "lotteries" and, upon ap-

pearance, have usually been released in nomi-

nal bail for further hearing. The game deal-

ers have sought to have the issue brought into

court for a definite ruling, but have been un-

successful so far. The restraining order, how-

ever, will have the effect of preventing further

obstruction by the police department until a

test case is heard.

Exhibitors Pool . . .

On Monday, a group of twenty-five exhibitors

met in Parker's office for a discussion of the

situation. A fund to employ prominent legal

counsel was contributed by most of those pres-

ent, a few refusing. Norman Lewis, one of the

biggest users of games and premiums in the

ty, said he did not want to become involved

by contributing, but stated that he would not

pull the games out of his houses unless the

police actually forced him to do so.

While some houses have discontinued the

games temporarily, the majority are continuing

to conduct them and are hoping that the legal

question will be cleared up soon. The games

have proven very profitable to many neighbor-

hood theatres and the exhibitors do not wish

to have them withdrawn.

The police drive against theatre games is

reported to have been provoked by the attempt

of one exhibitor in West Philadelphia to operate

one cn Sunday two weeks ago.

Sydney Cohen Dies

Exhibitor Leader . . .

Sydney S. Cohen, organizer and leader of

the pre-Hays M. P. T. O. A., dropped dead

last Thursday, while walking to his office at

25 West 43rd Street, New York City. Death

was attributed to heart failure. He was 50

years old.

Cohen was president of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America from 1920 to 1924,

when that organization was strictly independ-

ent. James J. Walker, then a New York State

Senator, was counsel for the body. Together

they vigorously opposed Adolph Zukor's en-

trance into the theatre business and fought

Famous Players-Lasky's policies.

The coming of Will Hays into the industry

brought about the break down of the M. P.

T. O. A. as an important independent factor

and led to a split between Cohen and Walker.

Quit . . .

After holding the chairmanship of the board

during 1925-26, Cohen resigned over the pro-

tests of his members. He was said to be sorely

disappointed by the producers' success in ren-

dering his organization impotent. At the time

of his death he was operating several theatres

:n New York and was active in reorganizing

the Roxy Theatre.

A widower, his wife having died in 1918, he

's survived by a son and daughter, both un-

married. Services were held Sunday morning

in Central Synogogue, New York City.

Civil Rights Bill

Test Case In Phila.

Arrested . .

.

The first court test of the Pennsylvania Civil

Rights Bill, passed at the last session of the

State Legislature, may result from the arrest last

Monday of the management of a Philadelphia

theatre on the charge of segregating Negro
patrons.

Ray O'Rourke, operator of the Doris Theatre,

49th Street and Woodland Avenue, and his

assistant manager, Charles J. Scheel, were

served with warrants and appeared before Mag-
istrate Edward W. Henry Tuesday morning.

Upon advice of their counsel, Ralph C. Dono-

hue, the theatremen waived a hearing and were

held for court and released in $300 bail.

One-Third Colored . . .

Prior to the passage of the new law, O'Rourke

segregated his Colored patrons in one-third of

the theatre, which has no balcony. He has

made no change in his seating arrangements

since the Civil Rights bill was enacted and is

said to claim that he had no reason to do so

inasmuch as the Negroes who attend his thea-

tre had accommodations that were as adequate

and comfortable as those afforded the whites.

This case is one of a number being sponsored

by the National Association for the Advance-

ment of the Colored People to test the law

Thelma Todd Found Dead;

Circumstances Strange

HOLLYWOOD.—Thelma Todd, Met-

ro contract comedienne, was found dead

in her automobile Monday, presumably of

a heart attack. The coroner said she had

been dead for approximately two days.

On Tuesday, the police announced that

death was caused by carbon monoxide.

The actress was not seen after she left

a party at a cafe Saturday night until

the time her body was discovered by her

maid, slumped down in the front scat of

her car, which was parked in the garage

in the rear of Miss Todd's home.

Mysterious circumstances surround the

death and the police are searching for a

connection between recent attempts made

to blackmail the blonde actress and the

fact that no report was made that she

was missing for two days. However, the

two men who were convicted of writing

the extortion letters are still committed,

one in jail, the other in an insane asylum.
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in its practical application. Two Philadelphia

restaurants are now awaiting trial on discrim-

ination charges. The Doris arrest is the first

known attack on movie theatre segregation in

the eastern part of the state.

Two Colored nurses and an interne from a

nearby hospital are the plaintiffs. They claim

that when they seated themselves in the center

of the theatre, they were requested to move to

the side reserved for Colored people. It is said

that they were warned that they may suffer

humiliation or bodily harm from some white

patrons in the house if they persisted in re-

maining where they were. The incident took

place about six weeks before the warrants were

served.

Universal Option Still

Awaiting Standard Take-up

With the three months' option to buy Uni-

versal half expired, J. Cheever Cowdin and

Charles R. Rogers, heads of the Standard Capi-

tal Corp, which holds the option, have not yet

exercised it. February 1st is the deadline.

While little doubt prevails that Standard will

take over the film company, there are some

indications that Cheever and Rogers encoun-

tered more difficulty than thy expected in ob-

taining whatever they lacked of the #5,000,000

needed to swing the deal.

However, it is more likely that the time

elapsed since the option was first given has

been spent in sizing up U's books and in nego-

tiating with Carl Lacmmle, who is said to be

demanding that his old personnel be retained

in the new setup.

EDITORIAL
(Continued from Page 1

)

Their tactics thwarted to some extent by Cohen's forceful lead-

ership of the independent forces, harassed by impending Govern-

mental interference, the film producers scouted about for someone

to oil the troubled waters.

From the cabinet of President Warren G. Harding came the

answer to their prayers. The shrewd politician, with a deaconesque

appearance and a puritanic bent, Will H. Hays, was introduced to

the industry as the man who would bring harmony. The archives

of film business tell us that it was not long after Mr. Hays entered

the scene that the scheduled harmony reigned cheerfully in pro-

ducer ranks—but what discord was visited upon the organized

theatre owners!

The long-standing friendship and association of Cohen and

Jimmy Walker was shattered. Charges of pay-offs and sell-outs

were cast about, and it seemed to make little difference who they

fell upon. The seeds of discord were sown with a thoroughness that

disrupted the M. P. T. O. A. as an independent body, brought about

the admittance of producer-owned theatres into its ranks and their

domination of the organization down to this day, and finally sent

down into the oblivion of self-exile the able, crusading leader of the

independents, Sydney Cohen.

What a lesson in the type of "harmony" offered by the power-

ful film moguls!

Mo Wax.
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Yates Buys Carr's

Republic Interest;

Johnston May Sell

Less Than Year . . .

Less than one year after its formation, Re-

public Pictures Corp. is undergoing a reforma-

tion of its capital setup and management.

Despatches from Hollywood late Tuesday after-

noon state that Herbert J. Yates, the money
man behind Republic and holder of a one-third

interest in the indie producing company, is

purchasing another one-third held by Trem Carr

and W. Ray Johnston.

Carr, it is said, is receiving $500 000 for his

half of the one-third he holds jointly with

Johnston and will step out of the company im-

mediately. Johnston is also slated to sell his

portion to Yates, but will remain as president

and distribution head, temporarily, at least.

Yates-Levine . .

.

Insiders profess to lack of surprise at these

sudden developments, claiming that it has al-

ways been Yates' plan to assume complete con-

trol of the new company shortly after it got

under way. With him will remain Nat Levine,

who recently took charge of all Republic pro-

duction after a tiff with Carr over studio au-

thority.

Yates is said to have fullest confidence in

Levine and he believes that together they can
bring Republic up to major standards. Levine
owns one-third of the company.

Johnston . . .

Ray Johnston, always one of the most popular
film executives, may remain in a salaried post

indefinitely. His experience in distribution and
his popularity will undoubtedly enter into

Yates' considerations.

There are not expected to be any radical

changes made in the Republic home office staff,

since the complaints from Yates have usually

been directed against the Hollywood end. Ed-
die Golden, sales manager, and Ed Finney, ad-

vertising director, are not to be affected by
the changes.

May Spend More . . .

W.th Yates talking of stepping into produc-

tion himself and because of his heavier finan-

cial interest in the company, Republic can be

expected to go in for bigger scale production

than in the past. In addition, the top man has

his laboratory business in mind and with Re-

public a more important factor in the industry,

he foresees the possibility of forcing more work
into Consolidated.

ERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

MERCY' ME!
Thus, Andre Sennwald, N. Y. Times

movie critic, closes his panning review of

"Broadway Hostess" (First National):

"The gentleman who accompanied me to

the Strand on Saturday made the most

pertinent comment. He suggested that

the title be changed to 'Show Them No
Mercy'." Meaning the audience, no doubt.

NEW YORK.

The jurisdictional dispute between the I. A.
T. S. E. and the I. B. E. W. which, for a short time,

leld a threat of nationwide projectionists' strike, has
jeen successfully adjusted, apparently, to the satis-

action of all concerned, and the big film executives
ire breathing a little easier.

Under the new agreement the I. A. receives

^risdiction over property men, laboratory workers
and cameramen, while retaining complete jurisdiction

in the theatres. The I. B., which holds a nine-year
contract with the studios, will retain control of all

electrical workers in the studios, subject to certain revisions and adjustments to be

worked out with the officials of the I. A. on the basis of the jurisdictional agreements

just concluded between the two unions.

For the ind.pendent, unorganized or semi-organized theatre owner, several

deductions of value might be made from examining the foregoing facts, as illustrat-

ing the power of organization, first of all, but more particularly the danger of split-

ting and opposing to each other groups whose interests are basically and funda-

mentally identical.

As long as the I. A. and I. B. members could be used to replace each other

both were at a disadvantage and could be effectively exploited by the big producing-

th atre-owning companies. Similarly, as long as the individual theatre owners or

unaffiliated circuits can be kept divided into different camps and set against each

other by the well-organized major companies and their powerful circuits, they are

going to leave themselves open to every form of unfair competition.

It should never be forgotten that the policies and practices of the producer-

owned or controlled theatre are distinctly different, if not diametrically opposed to

the interests of the independently owned theatre. Their interests and policies are

dictated by the interests and policies of the company owning them and not by the

rules of fair and free competition in show business.

Actually, the two have no common interests in the last analysis. The time has

not come when the lion and the Iamb can lie down together, at least without the

probability that the lamb will get into difficulties or into the lion. Which is much
the same thing as far as the lamb is concerned.

Practically speaking, to disregard this fact is to fail to recognize that any

attempt to maintain a satisfactory working agreement between independent and

affiliated theatres is only another way to keep the independents split and unable

to act unitedly against the common enemy.

There is also a longer view of the recent adjustment of jurisdictional differ-

ence!: between the two technical unions, previously referred to, which the independ-

ent theatre owner might well take into consideration. Just now it is only the tech-

nical workers who are fully organized in the film industry. As such, it will be

argued their interests, demands for higher pay, shorter hours, better working condi-

tions, etc., are as much opposed to the interests of the independent theatre owner
as to the interests of the producer-exhibitor group, which dominates the industry.

In a sense this may be partly true at the present moment. But the definite

trend today is toward the unionization of all workers in a given industry. This

trend is as strong in the motion picture field as it is in the steel, auto and other big

basic industries. Probably the next year will see thousands of studio employees of

various types, who are now unorganized, brought together or coordinated under
some form of industrial union or of closely affiliated groups. This will present

problems to the big producing companies in which the individual theatre operator

will properly have no part or interest.

On the other hand, the movement toward general unionization will undoubtedly
bring him his own special problems, as his ushers and other house employees may
b come organized and, if so, will undoubtedly be affiliated with the projectionists

and stage workers, who are already unionized and are now in his employ.

(Continued »n Page 6)
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This is another and very cogent reason why the independent theatre owner

should keep free of entanglements with the affiliated theatres, whose labor problems

will necessarily be tLd up with the problems of the studios with which they are

identified.

Further, it is another and an equally vital reason why all indepandents should

unite and definitely organize, recognizing their common interests. Th;y will then
be enabled, and only then, to make working agreements with their employees, which
all concerned can carry out with mutual benefit, but which would be impossible if

left to be adjusted in each individual case, especially under the increasingly difficult

competitive conditions that seem to impend.

This is a phase of the developing industrial scene, which to some may seem
to be a bit far-fetched at this time and which has as yet received no general con-

sideration. Nevertheless, it is important enough to make mention of it now as it

may well prove to be a very important factor in the progress of the industry during
the coming year.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

t-ach copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address

communications to FILM BULLETIN.
Hli Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

You'll Be "LUCKY" with This

BOX OFFICE TONIC
The Original "Fool-Proof Game"

FOR PROFITS - PLAY -

OVER 400 ' LUCKY" THEATRES ARE
NOW MAKING MONEY WITH THIS

BOX OFFICE BUILDER

SIMPLE TO PLAY AND OPERATE

SHUFFLE IF YOU LIKE
YOUR AUDIENCE WILL ENJOY
"LUCKY" AND SO WILL YOU

u LUCKY - play LUCKY
OUR NEW ADDRESS

1235 VINE ST.
Or Phone LOCutt 2412

DENNIS GAMES CO.
FRANK HAMERMAN
Exclusive Representative

Gifts For Games
LESS THAN WHOLESALE PRICES

HORROW NOVELTY CO.
1319 VINE STREET

The Largjrt Gift Dictribut zrs :n America

(,<nne in and Be Convinced

N. J. Racing Bill Killed;

No Special Session Voted

TRENTON.—The prospect of legalized pari-

mutuel betting and hor;e racing in New Jersey

is much more remots since leaders of the State

Legislature decided last week against Governor

Hoffman calling a special session of the 1935

Legislature. It is necessary that the proposed

Constitutional amendment be passed by the

1935 body if the question is to be submitted for

a referendum in the near future. Failure to

win approval from this year's Legislature neces-

sitates passage by two other successive Legisla-

tures before it is presented to the voters.

ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
f of theatre business.

A

F

SMSTING theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
mtssouts.

REEING theatre owners of the worry
that they may have forgotten
part of their show.

|FFICIENTLY operating the largest film

g
delivery service in the world.

|AKING CARE of every possible need
in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service
and efficiency at a minimum cost.

ORLACHE
Delivery Service

INC.
PHILADELPHIA

1228 Vine St.

WASHINGTON
1031 Third St., N. W.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

NEW YORK
518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants,

soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary Supplies, 305 S.

40th St., Phila., FREmont 0127.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

'\ e will he sent on request. Box FB 107.

SCREENS REFINISHED
Work executed in theatre by factory expert"::

white or silver; Williams Screen Co., Akron,

Ohio.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DI£L., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co..

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 © TRInity 1189

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

509 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273
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For SERIALS
it must be

COLD MEDAL!
A MASCOT MASTER

SERIAL OF THRILLS IN

12 SENSATIONAL CHAPTERS

— And —

ANN RUTHERFORD

ROBERT WARWICK
PAT O'MALLEY

REVIEWS
(Continued from Page 8)

just fails to make an engrossing movie.

It is directed with a minimum of original-

ity and force, which is the way it was

written, and was obviously intended to be

carried by the broad shoulders of its star.

Concerning a steel mill worker who goes

up the ladder of success, suffers an inflated

ego and slides down again to his "normal"
stratum in life, the story follows the

formula recently made common by oper-

atic musical films, in which the hero or

heroine advances from vending bananas to

singing with the Met, then vice versa.

"Man of Iron" has a fair amount of ac-

tion, but not enough to make this a good
bet for action houses. It will get by on
double feature programs with a light pic-

ire in support, but will excite no one to

more than a yawn or two.

PLOT:

MacLane is a steel foreman who is liked by
his men. Despite the machinations of Eldredge,
his rival for the position, MacLane is appointed
general manager of the plant. Conniving with
Mary Astor, Eldredge tries to break down his

popularity with his men, but is thwarted when
MacLane becomes a hero again by rescuing one
of the workers during an accident. He gets

another promotion to the vice-presidency. When
the boss goes away for a while, MacLane fails

to watch the plant and Eldredge gets in his

dirty work, stirring up the workers against

their old pal. MacLane is injured in a fight

with the men, but events lead to the disclosure

that his rival caused the trouble. The hero,

however, urged by his wife, decides to take his

old position in the mill again.

AD TIPS:

Feature MacLane's famous gangster roles.

He's the new strong man of pictures. Previous
stand-out roles in "G-Men," "Dr. Socrates" and
"Black Fury"

BARTON.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

from Philly

by Nonamaker

SPECIAL WUXTRY!

OSCAR NEUFELD, twenty years in the in-

dustry, recendy resigned as business manager of

Variety Club to do special work in a idling

capacity for First Division, under Sam Rosen
. . . Oscar, who has established one of the

largett circle of friends in local film business,

should prove a valuable addition to First Di-

vision ranks.

JIM CLARK is treasurer of the Philadelphia

Committee of the Will Rogers Memorial Com-
mission . . . We see that the Associated Thea-
tre Owners of Indiana quote a recent FB edi-

torial in their December bulletin . . . CHARLIE
DONOHUE, Preferred, has been ailing . . .

CHARLES C. WAGNER, formerly with Publix

in Detroit, now managing DAVE MILGRAM'S
Avenue . . . NORMAN LEWIS and ARE
ROVNER to entirely remodel the former JAY
EMANUEL South Philly houses—the Grand
and Jackson—during the rummr. Emanuel
remains as director general. LEWIS and ROV-
NER also to open Vine Street offices shortly.

They are looking for space . . . RAY
O'ROURKE arrested on equal rights charge at

his Doris . . . DAVE SHAPIRO reported hav-

ing acquired a site for a theatre at 1183-89
Haddon Avenue, Camden, N. J. . . . What local

exchange manager goes all adither everv time
FB pans one of his dud pix and calls my boss

to rave? . . .

DICK BROWN, formerly First Division as

salesman, may connect elsewhere shortly . . .

PHIL WOLFSON split with LEW BERMAN
several weeks ago. Berman expects to reopen
Nixon's Grand Xmas day with Bert Smith Re-
vue plus pics ... In your last-minute Xmas
present buying rush—don't forget the fellow

right over on the corner—Nookie, who is wait-

ing to serve you . . .

CRYING TOWEL-
HARRY FELT says Sunday business is so

bad that ha is considering keeping closed re-

gardless of what his opposition does . . . Equally
pessimistic reports filter in from other small

neighborhood houses. Consensus of opinion
being that they do little mere business in seven
days than they formerly did in six. And with

added expense . . . HARRY A. GOREN back
from California. A vet theatre man, he ex-

pects to make local connections . . . MORRIS
WAX to open the Apex on New Year's Day.
Alterations now going on . . . CHARLES STEI-
FEL was called down by some of Vine Street's

sartorial experts for wearing a green tie and
blue socks. Pointing to his spats, he said, "I

could forget to wear socks and no one would
notice the difference!" . . . One exhib remarked
the other day that business has been so bad
during this pre-Xmas slump that even his high
blood pressure is low . . .

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service I"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers* Ass'n

2V) N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA
LOC.nt 4181 RACE 4fiP0

Fvrtything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

nn Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156

COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Tense psy-

chological study of brain duel be-

tween smart murderer and brilliant

detective . . . Excellent performances
by Edward Arnold and Peter Lorre

. . . Will have varied b. o. career, hit-

ting from • • • in class houses and
spots where horror films click, down
to • • — in rurals and some neiah-

borhoods.

Columbia

89 Minutes

Edward Arnold . . . Peter Lorre . . .

Marian Marsh . . . Tala Birell . . .

Robert Allen . . . Gene Lockhart

Directed by Josef von Sternberg

This is a difficult picture to judge from
the boxoffice viewpoint. It is a good
movie, tense, shrewd and gripping

throughout. That it is a Hollywood
translated version of Dostoievsky's great

novel should not react against its popu-
larity with American audiences, for the

changes that have been made were made
for simplicity. The original's profound,
searching psychological study of an intelli-

gent murderer's almost imperceptible men-
tal debacle under the withering attack of

a brilliant detective becomes, in this film,

simpler detective versus killer melodrama,
retaining just enough of the psychological

aspect to make it engrossing entertainment

for every type of audience. "Crime and
Punishment" is abetted no little by the

admirable performances of Edward Ar-
nold, as the good-humored, relentless de-

tective, and Peter Lorre, as the student-

murderer. Their subtle battle of wits

holds one in suspense throughout, and it

is only after Lorre heeds his prostitute

confessor that the spectator is allowed to

relax. Lacking the usual romance and
any mentionable degree of comedy relief,

"Crime" will find its toughest going where
these ingredients are essential. Better
class locations should do good. Likewise
action houses where horror stories mean
something. It will bring least in rural

spots.

PLOT:
After graduating from the university with a

brJliant record, Lcrre becomes dejected by his
inability to get a position. Distressed by the
poverty of his mother and sister and his own
tailure, he murders an old female pawnbroker,
believing that his sharp mind will always keep
him safe from detection. Assigned to the case,
Edward Arnold soon suspects Lorre when the
latter offers to assist him in solving the crime.
Gradually, Arnold subtly wears down Lorre's
mind by dropping good-natured hints of his

suspicions, until the murderer cannot resist

longer. Urged by Marian Marsh, a prostitute

w.th whom he associates, Lorre confesses his

crime. He goes to prison and Marian promises
to wait for his release.

AD TIPS:

This is from one of the master novels of all

time. The brain-duel between Arnold and Lorre
suggests two sets of window cards, one featur-

ing Arnold, quoting: "He thinks he has com-
mitted the perfect crime, but . . .

"

—

the other
his antagonist, quoting: "I know he suspects me,
but . . . etc."

BARTON.

SKOWTHEM KO MERCY

BOXOFFICE RATING
GANGSTER MELODRAMA . . .

One of the better, but not the best

of the G-men-gangster cycle . . .

Heart-stopping in parts . . . Should
get good grosses where this type still

goes . . . Rates • • • in those places

and less elsewhere.

20th Century-Fox
74 Minutes
Rochelle Hudson . . . Bruce Cabot . . .

Cesar Romero . . . Edward Norris . . .

Warren Hymer . . . Edward Brophy . . .

Directed by George Marshall

Probably the best method of appraising

this latest film in the fading G-men vs.

gangsters cycle is to subject it to compari-

son with its outstanding predecessors. It

lacks a James Cagney and the romanti-

cized mass appeal of "G-Men." It hasn't

the publicity value of association with the

notorious Dillinger, like "Public Hero No.
1," nor the violence of that picture. Most
like it was "Let 'Em Have It," in that

both stress the psychology of the gang
hoodlum and both point the moral of law's

triumph over outlawry. In several se-

quences, "Show Them No Mercy" over-

shadows all the others. When the inno-

cent young couple and their baby take

refuge in the deserted farmhouse, the spec-

tator has had no indication that this is

the hideout of the band of kidnanoers.

Unknowing, they settle themselves in the

place for the night and, before the gang

arrives, one by one hints are dropped to

the audience that some terrible fate awaits
them. Here you have the most gripping
suspense of the season. Again, when the
young husband is sent out to change some
of the marked ransom money, the homi-
cidal member of the gang cannot restrain

his desire to murder the wife and baby.
Here, too, it becomes a bit difficult to catch
one's breath. The story was written by
Kubec Glasmon, who also gave us the
memorable "Public Enemy" of several

years ago. He has again delivered a com-
pact, realistic melodrama of society's ene
mies. In the hands of Bruce Cabot, as the
murder-bent hoodlum; Cesar Romero, as

the suave, calculating leader; Warren
Hymer, as the soft-hearted half-wit, and
Edward Brophy, as the jittery quitter, Mr.
Glasmon's characters are real in terrifying

fashion. George Marshall's direction is

noteworthy.

PLOT:
When their car stalls on a lonely road, Nor-

ris, with Rochelle and their baby, prepare to
spend the night in what appears to be a de-
serted farm house. The place proves to be the
hideout of a band of four kidnappers, who
have just returned their victim in exchange for

£200,000. They hold the young couple cap-
tives. To test the ransom money, Norris is

sent out to buy things in several towns, threat-

ened that his wife and child will die if he seeks
aid. The Department of Justice had substituted

specially numbered bills for the original ran-

som money and it is through these eventually
that the entire gang is wiped out. Cabot shoots

Romero, and Rochelle fills Cabot with lead

when her husband makes a break for freedom.

AD TIPS:
This can be billed as the best of the G-men

picture since "G-Men." The kidnap angle

affords many opportunities for tabloid newspaper
heralds, etc.

BARTON.

MAN OF IRON

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Barton Mac-

Lane's first starrer—and a weak one

. . . Warner's should keep him in

gangster roles if this is the best they

can give him . . . Fair action . . . Will

just get by as part of dual bill . . .

Rates • • — in action houses; •
elsewhere.

First National
61 Minutes I

Barton MacLane . . . Mary Astor . . .

John Eldredge . . . Dorothy Peterson . . .

Directed by William McGann

The screen's favorite new "tough guy"

got his first starring role from Warners

and it makes one wish that they would

sa\( hi* talents for such hoodlum roles as

he had in "G-Men" and "Dr. Socrates.
- '

Not that Barton MacLane is a bad per-

former in "Man of Iron," but the picture

is as dull as ditch water. Apparently the

ai thors reached into their file of stock

strong man-steel foreman plots and ex-

tt acted this one. It is musty, illogical and

(Continued on Page 7)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can
give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some picture*

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

e • • Means GOOD
© © • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus (— ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS
. . . Relief from block booking, preferred

playing time, high percentages—and some
guts to fight for it!

WILL H. HAYS
... A salary increase from the major

producers. He's entitled to it.

PARAMOUNT
... A production miracle man and a

clean slate to start the 1935-36 season all

over again.

M-G-M
... A half dozen more mutinies on the

good ship Bounty.

RKO
. . . Sam Briskin. They got him!

REPUBLIC
... A load of dates for the "January *s

Republic Month" drive.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
. . . Enough contracts to encourage them

to make more and bigger pictures.

CARL LAEMMLE
. . . An "angel" to enable him to take

up that option himself, so a grand old

veteran might stay in the industry.

FIRST DIVISION
. . . More BIP'S like the first few and

something definite from Pathe.

ALLIED STATES ASS'N

... A rousing vote of thanks from all

independents.

Inside . . .

IEPA-MPTO RATIFY MERCER
PAYROLLS TAXED JAN. 1st

ASCAP ANTI-TRUST CASE OFF

INJUNCTION PROTECTS GAMES IN PHILA.

NO WARNER MUSIC TAX ON THEATRES

FEATURES REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE
LITTLEST REBEL • BRIDE COMES HOME • EAST OF JAVA

I DREAM TOO MUCH • MILLIONS IN THE AIR

(See Back Page)
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GO REPUBLIC
IN JANUARY!

• REPUBLIC is six months old the first of the New Year.

• With nineteen pictures already completed and ready for exhibition and ten more in pro-

duction at this time, REPUBLIC is holding its first celebration.

• JANUARY is REPUBLIC Month. Exhibitors of the nation are invited to join in our

success at this happy time.

• With a well defined objective, REPUBLIC takes its place as a producer and distributor of

motion pictures.

• We make no idle promises.

• Ours is a policy of doing unto others as we would have done unto us.

• Words and speeches do not make pictures. We stand on our record of accomplishment

for the delivery of what we promise.

• We have confidence in you, Mr. Exhibitor, to appreciate our sincere efforts as well as our

endeavors in the making of those motion pictures that will be successful, not only from the

monetary standpoint, for a credit and a respect to be shown on your screen in your community.

• REPUBLIC has started with an unbounded faith in its personnel, in its production depart-

ment, as well as its distribution channels.

• We have sufficient vision to believe that we will get out of our efforts only what we put

into them.

• Recognizing this, we have aimed to make a product that will measure up to the box-office

requirements of your theatre.

• Help us help you by making January REPUBLIC month at your theatre.

W. RAY JOHNSTON,
President
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EVENTS on the MARCH!
"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

ONLY PIZOR DISSENTS AS MPTO AND IEPA COMBINE

Harmony Prevails As IEPA-MPTO Ratify
Merger; Segall President Wax Chairman

Breach Healed . . .

The breach of one and a half year's duration

in the Philadelphia territory exhibitor body was

apparendy completly healed last Friday when

the Independent Exhibitors Protective Associa-

tion and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and

Delaware held a joint meeting for the purpose

of ratifying the merger of the two groups.

Attended by an attitude of almost unanimous

harmony, the conclave of the combined forces

consummated the consolidation plan which had

been drawn up during the preceding two weeks

by committees representing both organizations

and the IEPA and MPTO became, tentatively,

the Independent Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of Eastern Pennsylvania. Sentiment on both

sides was so overwhelming in favor of the

merger that the one move made during the

meeting which might have rendered it discord-

ant was crushed under the unanimity of the

rank and file members.

Officers . . .

After approving the plan for the consolida-

tion, which includes membership for affiliated

theatres, the newly created body elected the

officers and a board of governors of twenty-one

members.

Charles Segall, nominated by David Barrist

for the presidency, was elected, defeating Ray
O'Rourke, the only other nominee. Morris

Wax was unanimously elected to the chairman-

ship of the Board, thus dividing the two most

important posts between former officials of the

old organizations.

Harry Fried, first Vice-President; Ray
O'Rourke, second Vice-President; David Mil-

gram, Treasurer, and George P. Aarons, Sec-

retary, completes the list of officers.

Proxies Barred . . .

An anticipated move by two or three men
unsympathetic to the merger plan to swing the

balance of the meeting their way by introduc-

ing a large number of alleged proxies was badly

defeated, with only the nayes of the proxy-

holders themselves in opposition to the chorus
of ayes voting down the right of representation

for absentees.

Leading the few opposition members was
Lewen Pizor, president of the MPTO. Openly
antagonistic to the consolidation, Pizor came to

the meeting with the announced intention of

disrupting the plan drawn up by the committees

and substituting one more satisfactory to him.

The defeat of the proxy move nipped his plan

in the bud. The concerted determination of

the majority of the leaders and members on

both sides to allow nothing to block the merger

swept through Morris Wax's motion to restrict

the right to vote to those present.

Segall Holds Chair . . .

The job of holding in check the meeting of

approximately seventy-five exhibitors from the

two previously hostile organizations befell Se-

gall. His judicious and wholly impartial con-

duct of the chairmanship was in no small de-

gree responsible for the harmonious tone of the

meeting.

Warner Bros, and other producer-affiliated

theatre circuits have not yet indicated whether

or not they will join the new organization. Ben
Amsterdam, head of Atlantic Theatres, a War-
ner subsidiary, is reported as favorable toward

bringing his circuit into the group.

The first Board meeting of the new body is

scheduled for this Friday at the Bellevue-Strat-

ford Hotel.

Plans are under way for holding a "harmony
dinner" and Charles Goodwin has been ap-

pointed by Segall to head the committee on
irrangements. January 26th has been tenta-

tively set as the date.

Warner's Not To Tax

Theatres For Music;

No Ascap Reduction

Radio Increase . . .

Reports from New York state that Warner
Bros, will not seek to levy a tax on movie thea-

tres ior the use of the copyrighted music con-

tro(l"d by their song publishing subsidiaries,

which vcre recently withdrawn from member-

:hip in the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers. The film company
anticipates making up the loss of whatever thea-

tre revenue it was obtaining through Ascap by

increasing the rates for radio broadcasting.

Ascap, meanwhile, although suffering through

Warner's withdrawal a loss of what is estimated

to be anywhere from 20 to 40 percent of the

current popular music, announced that it will

not compensate movie houses for the decrease

in its music holdings. At a meeting of the

Ascap board last week, it was decided to offer

theatre owners five-year contracts at the pre-

vailing rates, which were substantially increased

last year.

Exhibs May Fight . . .

With the Government's anti-trust suit against

the Society postponed indefinitely, and likely to

be dropped for good, independent exhibitors

may be expected to take up the cudgels and

(Continued on Next Page

)

A
CHARLES SEGALL
. . . Elected President

MORRIS WAX
. . Board Chairman
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fight for lower rates from Ascap. The fight

will probably have to be one to be fought by

ind: pendent exhibitors alone, since most of the

major film companies now own music publish-

ing houses, whose membership in Ascap nets

them substantial incomes.

Federal Tax On Payrolls Effective Jan. 1

Employers of 8 Or More Pay One Percent

As part of the broad Social Security Act passed by the last session of Con-

gress, employers of eight or more persons will be required to pay Uncle Sam one

per cent of their total payrolls, as of January 1st, 1936. Since intra-state, as well

as inter-state businesses, are affected by t lis law, motion picture theatres coming

within the statute will pay the tax. This part of the Act is intended to provide

unemployment insurance for those who lose their jobs in future years.

Those subject to the tax need not employ

the stipulated number of persons regularly. It

will be levied on all employers who have had

eight or more people in their employ one or

more days per week for at least twenty weeks

in the year. The weeks of employment need

not be consecutive.

Exempted from inclusion as regular employees

are those working for a husband, wife, son or

daughter. Also, children employed by their

mother or father. Otherwise, anyone who works

for at least one day per week for a minimum of

20 weeks through the year's 52 is to be included.

Theatres, as well as other businesses, will be

required to keep detailed records of the number

of days and weeks in which their employees ren-

der services. If an eighth worker is employed

during the first len weeks of the year and an-

other is used during the last ten weeks of the

year, the firm is subject to the tax. Accurate

records should be kept, even as to the nuexber

of days part-time workers are employed.

In states having unemployment insurance

(N. Y. and Washington, D. C. included), em-

ployers are granted deductions of the amount

paid to the state, providing that the deduction

is not to exceed 90 per cent of the federal levy.

Collection will be made at the end of each

year.

Failure to pay the federal tax when due will

result in a penalty of interest at the rate of

one-half of one per cent per month for the

delinquent period. Payment will be made to

the Federal Department of Internal Revenue.

Injunction Halts

Phila. Police Drive

On Theatre Games

Temporary Respite , . .

Chance games in Philadelphia movie houses

won a respite from further efforts by the police

department to stop them when the Mayfair

Theatre, Fifty-ninth and Market Streets, ob-

tained a temporary injunction in Municipal

Court restraining police officials from interfer-

ing with the conduct of "Sweepstakes" and

"Broadway Handicap." The house is operated

by David Barrist and Charles Goodwin, local

distributors of the two games.

While this was the only injunction against

the police and applies, legally, only to the

theatre mentioned, it is generally believed that

no further action will be attempted by the de-

partment pending the outcome of the Mayfair

case, which is scheduled to be heard this Fri-

day (27th).

Lottery? . . .

Within the past two weeks, the Philadelphia

police have conducted an intensive drive against

the games by serving warning to many theatre

owners that the games violate tho anti-lottery

laws. Several arrests were made, but none of

the cases have come to trial. Game distributors

have sought to have a court decision handed
down so that the situation might be cleared up
permanently.

Dennis Games Co. and Metropolitan Premium

Corp. have both been active in seeking to force

a showdown with the police. With State Legis-

lator Morton Witkin representing them, Den-

nis Games is proceeding along its own lines to

have "Lucky" receive official police approval

and expresses confidence that this will be

accomplished shortly.

Additional

EVENTS ON THE MARCH

on Page 6

He'll never get them by dreaming!
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THE GREAT ZANUCK!
Has The "Boy Wonder" Lost His Magic Touch - - -

Or, Has He Been Thrown For A Loss By Mass Production?

In this year of film studio upheavals no

Greater mystery confounds the industry than the

collapce of the popular Darryl Zanuck myth.

A myth of near-invincibility that was responsi-

ble fcr making him the moct widely heralded

production man in film business. And a myth,

the build-up of which now accentuates his fail-

ure to deliver fcr 20th Century-Fox in the same

manner that he made good with Warner Bros,

and with his own 20th Century company.

Has Darryl Zanurk bitten off more than he

can chew? Has the acclaimed genuis, who

earned for himself the title of "Boy Wonder,"

been thrown fcr a loss by dat ole dtbbil MASS
PRODUCTION?

These are the thoughts uppermost in the

minds of the battle-scarred exhibitor who, for

years, has been buying picture pearls on paper,

only to find them paste imitations in the can.

When he contracted fcr the 1935-36 20th Cen-

tury-Fox product, the name Zanuck made it

seem that he was buying gilt edge securities

in film and he paid accordingly. But, today,

that exhibitor is pounding the door of the Fox

exchange, demanding a reduction in the prices,

calling for cancellations of the duds and hurl-

ing a tirade of condemnation upon the head

of the unfortunate salesman who, too, was over-

sold on the mighty man Zanuck.

The hoaxed, bewildered and oft-swindled pic-

ture buyer finds many conflicting facts in his

effort to solve the mystery of the great Zanuck

Flop.

How is he to reconcile the recent 1935 efforts

of this short, slim, weazened man with the

youthful genius of a year ago, a decade ago?

Is this the same stripling who is credited with

stepping into an indifferent production company

on the verge of ruin and, with the aid of a

police dog, helping to develop it into a multi-

millionaire preposition? Zanuck has been ac-

claimed fcr giving Warner Bros, a new lease on

life, of infusing one of the laggard Hollywood

studios with the spirit and vitality of youth, of

progress.

While with Warners, he was named as the

man who brought that company to the fore-

front with pictures torn from the headlines of

the day. It was said that before the ink of a

sensational story was dry on the country's news-

papers, Darryl Zanuck had already put a script

writer to work on an original story. Nat Jack

Warner, head of the studio, but Zanuck, was

handed the laurels for making Warners the

leaders among the producers of topical films.

—^ By George Hering ^—

Yet, today, we see that Warner Bros., two years

after the mighty Darryl's exit, still ahead of

the rest of Hollywood in producing pictures on
topical subjects!

But, it would be contrary to well-grounded

fact to ignore the man's ability, his achieve-

ments. The eighteen features he turned out
fcr the original 20th Century over a two-year

period were above average in most instances.

Several, like "The House of Rothschild" and
"Les Miserables," were out:tanding productions.

On the whole, the 20th Century product, re-

leased through United Artists, was of a higS
standard and the industry's confidence in Za-
nuck was built largely on his accomplishments
w.th that company during its two years' exist-

ence.

When, at the inception of the 1935-36 sea-

son, there came the announcement of the com-
bination of Twentieth Century and Fox, the en-

tire industry was agog. Great things were pre-

dicted fcr this dynamic man Zanuck, who had
reputedly rescued one producing company from
the brink of extinction and built another from
an idta.

Here was a great spot for him—a tremendous
organization with a vast studio which was dis-

contented, disco-dant and demoralized. Fox
Film, played around with by bankers who knew
nothing of the industry and who insisted that

methods successful in other businesses be ap-

plied to the motion picture industry, was at

last to fall into the hands of an experienced,

yes, the master, film producer!

But, what happened to Zanuck since he as-

sumed complete charge of enormous, complex
Movietone City?

Still a young man, it cannot be that maturity

has robbed him of his genius for sensing new
cycles and creating them with a smash success.

He has not been out-moded—the brain is too

fertile. Why, then, has he lost the touch—the

ability to time the pulse of the public and give

them what they want when they want it?

The fact is that the demon MASS PRODUC-
TION has "gotten" Zanuck. No longer has

the "Boy Wonder" a mere nine features per

season on which to concentrate, to analyze, to

build up, to have rewritten, to reshoot, if need
be, to take time with and to bend every effort

toward making each a polished, thoroughly

done production.

He's in the WHOLESALE picture business

now. Fifty-five to sixty-five features are on his

schedule

—

more than one per week! While he
is not the actual producer of them all, he car-

ries the burden of supervising some of the de-

tails of every one.

Where is the Zanuck talent visible in "Bad
Boy"? in "Your Uncle Dudley"? In "Navy
Wife"? Nowhere in these commonplace, un-

necessary movies is evident the genius of the

mighty little giant of filmdom?

But, since these can be pointed to as the

lowly "program" pictures not uncommon to

any of the major studios today, let us look at

those that are more indicative of the man
Zanuck himself.

For his personal attention and bearing his

awesome name, the company set aside (at much
h:gher rentals, of course) twelve super-specials,

known as the "20th Century Group," or the

"Zanucks." Here, surely, should the talent of

the peerless one be obvious, even to the un-

trained eye!

Of his twlve, Mr. Zanuck has delivered four.

"Metropolitan" boasted the superb singing of

Lawrence Tibbett, but there ceased its claim
to distinction. As a movie it was mediocre,
employing a flimsy plot as the merest excuse
for connecting Tibbett's songs. It showed no
originality and much that had been done before.

As for boxoffice value, its appeal was definitely

limited to better class audiences and many ex-

hibitors wisely cancelled it. while those who
gambled with it suffered poor receipts.

"Thanks a Million," more than any other

film produced by 20th Century-Fox thus far,

demonstrates what Zanuck might do. It has
originality, universal audience appeal and
shrewd balancing of names. Intelligent and
tareful planning is apparent in this one. [j

was planned as, and is proving to be, sun lif t

boxoffice.

Ronaid Oilman, one of the most dependable
stars on the screen, has never appeared in a

weaker or a poorer directed film than "The
Man Who Broke the Bank it Monte Carlo."
third of the Zanuck specials. This will prob-
ably hit a new low for a Colman film and it

deserves no better fate.

Months after the G-Man versus gangster cycle

had reached its peak, Zanuck came through
with "Show Them No Mercy." It is a good
film, but its chances at the boxoffice do not
rale very highly because the public has had its

fill of this l>pc of story. The ex-leader fol-

lowed them all!

(Continued on Page 12)
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Pizor Threatens Split

In New Exhibitor Body
A move to disrupt the new-found in-

dependent exhibitor unity in the Phila-

delphia territory loomed this week as

Lewen Pizor, president of the M. P. T. O
unit, which merged with the I. E. P. A.

last week, issued a statement to the effect

that he will personally maintain the old

organization headed by him and will keep

its name.

While Pizor stands practically alone in

his efforts to keep the exhibitor groups

split, he may succeed in blocking, tempo-

rarily, at least, the consolidated organiza-

tion's use of the name Independent Mo-

tion Picture Theatre Owners.

Leaders of the new body are hopeful

that the M. P. T. O. leader will change

his attitude and lend his services to the

merged group. A new name is being

considered, however, in case Pizor per-

sists in his announced intention. Several

suggestions have already been made, with

Independent Theatre Owners finding most

favor.

Joins Chesterfield;

Rogers Republic Sales Chief

Eddie Golden, who resigned his post as gen-

eral sales manager of Republic Pictures last Sat-

urday, assumed the same position with Chester-

field Pictures on Monday. Meanwhile, Budd

Rogers, who had been Golden's assistant, was

appointed to fill the latter's position as head of

Republic sales.

Golden, one of the most popular sales ex-

ecutives in the industry, had been with Republic

and its predecessor, Monogram, for three years.

His resignation, coming as a complete surprise,

followed by a few days the news that Trem
Carr had disposed of his interest in Republic to

Herbert J. Yates.

Rogers, formerly sales manager for Liberty

Pictures prior to its consolidation with Republic,

has a reputation for being an aggressive sales

leader. He held important sales positions with

several major film companies.

INDEPENDENT MOTION
PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS

of EASTERN PA., S. N. J. and DEL

OFFICERS

President, Charles Segall

First Vice-President, Harry Fried

Second Vice-President, Ray O'Rourke
Treasurer, David Milgram
Secretary, George P. Aarons

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Chairman, Morris Wax

Harry Fried

Columbus Stamper
David Shapiro

Abe Sablosky

Ray O'Rourke
Ed Jeffries

Milton Rogasner
Leo Posel

Herbert Elliott

David Barrist

Joseph Conway
David Milgram
Luke Gring
Benjamin Fertcl

Michael Lessy

George Gravenstine

Samuel Somerson
Raymond Schwartz
William Butler

Harold D. Cohen

Ascap Monopoly
Suit Postponed

May Be Dropped . . .

The prospect of the Government carrying

through its announced intention to prosecute

the American Society of Composers, Author.-;

and Publishers as a monopoly became more re-

mote last week when the scheduled trial was
postponed indefinitely. The case was removed
from the court calendar by Federal Judg? God-
dard Friday, after counsel for Ascap and the

Department of Justice had agreed that more
time was needed for drawing up a complete
stipulation of facts.

Exhib Wins $24,000
In Anti-Trust Suit

Forced Out . . .

PITTSBURGH.—Charging that seven major

film companies violated the Sherman anti-trust

law and fcrecd him out of bu:iness seven years

ago, Samuel Friedman was upheld by a jury in

U. S. District Court here last Thursday and

awarded #24,000 triple damages, plus counsel

fees.

The trial, which was in its second week, in-

volved the following distributing companies:

Fox, Warner Bros., RKO, Universal, Columbia,

Metro and United Articto.

Friedman, who operated the Capitol Theatre,

Farrc-11, and the Luluna, Sharon, Pa., until 1923,

claimed that the film companies all refused to

deliver film to the two houses and thereby en-

tered into a conspiracy in violation of the anti-

trust law. He appealed to the Pittsburgh Film

Board of Trade, which turned the matter over

fcr arbitration. The decision was against him

and he was forced to give up the theatres be-

cause of a lack of film, he testified.

The defendants are expected to ask fcr a

review of the case by the Circuit Court of

Appeals.

However, there is little doubt left in any-

one's mind that the Government is not pushing

the case with the zeal to be expected if a de-

cision was really wanted by Washington. The

prediction made in the Oetobcr 30th issue of

FILM BULLETIN, at the time of the postpone-

ment from November 4 to sometime in January,

that this case would never reach the courts has

gained considerable credence in film circles, sub-

stantiated to a large extent by the withdrawal

of Warner Eros, frcm the Society.

To Our Many Friends

In the Motion Picture Industry . . .

And Our Best Wishes

for a Prosperous 1936

HORLACHER DELIVERY SERVICE
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Wo Wish Our Many Friends
|

Compliments of the Season a
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I Theatre Premium a

Sales Co.
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1 255-257 N. 13th St. g
I
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PHILA., PA.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVINQ
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

BEN STERN 3

I

LOU FOXMAN
|

NEW YORK.

This is the time of year when the film industry,

as represented by the production, publicity and dis-

tribution sections of it, at least, used to call it a day,

and for a week or so before Christmas and right up
to New Year's Eve, forget everything but the mini-

mum of business routine in celebrating the holiday.

In nearly every office there were parties, free for all

comers, frequently quite wild, at which hospitality

in the way of food and drink was dispensed lavishly.

No one thought about business and seemed to

care less. For all knew (or, at least, took for granted)

that the golden flow that streamed endlessly back from the boxoffices would continue

after the first of the year just as it had for the year past and for the year before

that and before that.

Presents and bonuses were the order of the day everywhere. Christmas cards,

original, formal and informal, and often most expensive and artistic, were printed,

tinted and turned out by the million, and loaded into the mails. The desk of every

big and little executive, down to the head office boy, was piled high with them,

each seemingly vieing with the other to see how many he could send out and receive.

And all of it was in the spirit of Christmas good will and cheer. Actually, of

course, it partook also somewhat of natural human vanity and the desire to show-
off which general prosperity tends to produce.

For all that, it was an era which many of us look back at with more or less

poignant and tender memories. "Them was the good old days," as the ungram-
matical but highly descriptive saying puts it. They were indeed!

But I wonder whether the best thing about them isn't that they are gone?
There was an unreality about them, after all, which made it difficult to make
accurate evaluations about men and things, that inevitably tended toward ultimate

disillusionment.

Nowadays, there are far fewer parties and Christmas cards. The lavishness

of entertainment, which once marked this period of high holiday on all hands, is

no longer generally evident. Such gifts as are distributed are given with a maxi-

mum of discriminating business acumen, indicating a definite hope of a bigger

value to be returned to the donor by the recipient some time later.

As for the bonuses and honorariums, such as most of the larger film firms

used to dispense with a more or less lavish hand to their employees at this time

of year, they are now practically non-existent.

Although most of the larger film companies report substantial increases in

their net profits for the past year, only one—United Artists—as far as the writer

knows, is giving a bonus to its employees this year. Most of the others have not

even fully restored the heavy salary cuts which were made during the past five

years to maintain profits or prevent losses, although the general improvement in

film businesses, as regards producer and distributor, would seem definitely to

warrant it.

All of which tends to indicate that the general tone of prosperity, the return

of business conditions more nearly approximating those of the golden era that

existed prior to 1929, while imminent, will not necessarily bring back the old days.

Large profits will no doubt be made, but they will not be shared by the rank and
file of the industry as in former years.

As for the exhibitor, his situation is about the same as it has always been.
The economics in overhead obtained by the big producing companies are never
passed on to him in the way of reduced rentals or in improved entertainment
quality in the pictures he has to show.

(Continued on Page 11)
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NEW YORK
TIP-OFF

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS . . .

NEW YORK.

Ready for release after being in production

from June 24th until last week, Paramount's

"Rose of the Rancho" is still a sour note. After

months of retakes it cannot even boast a good

recording job on the vocalizing of Swarthout

and Boles . . . Which leads me into the subject

of Paramount's product for the current season.

It has been one of the poorest of the major

crops. The whole Paramount organization

seems discouraged and it is not unlikely that

there will be another new studio setup next

year . . . There is a foreign picture which had

been repeatedly refused entrance into this coun-

try by the Government, but which was admitted

last week after its importer had all objectionable

footage eliminated and shipped in separately.

When both shipments are passed through, he

will replace the clipped footage and book the

film for release in its original content . . .

The N. Y. newspapers turned down Billy Rose's

"Jumbo" ad headed, "Why Go to the Movies?"

. . . First German film to venture a downtown

run in nearly a year is the new Emil Jannings

vehicle. Because it was hailed by the crix and

is not outandout Nazi propaganda, it may en-

joy a fair run . . . After trying the all-picture

policy for many months, the Paramount Theatre

takes in Casa Loma Band for Xmas week . . .

Trade was surprised that Metro's "Ah, Wilder-

ness!" didn't go into the Capital, but went to

Radio City Center instead. This letter writer

knew, however, that Metro has little confidence

in th" b. o. potentialities of "Wilderness" in

metropolitan cities. Their hopes lie with the

small towns . . . FD's "Java Head" was featured

in a long string of RKO houses as the week-

end attraction last week . . . Universal gets a

break in having Allan Jones in "Show Boat."

The handsome young tenor made a hit in the

Marx Brothers riot . . . Metro appears to have a

worthwhile novelty in the "Audioscopics" shorts

with Pete Smith. The audience get trick specs

that give them funny illusions on the screen

. . . "Scrooge," which Paramount picked up

from England for Xmas release in this country

isn't going to do so hot, or we're wrong again

. . . Musical score delaying both Cantor and

Chaplin pics from holiday openings . . . G-B's

"Morals of Marcus" is having a bit of censor

difficulty . . . Although Pathe money is in con-

trol of First Division, active management of

the firm is expected to stay with the Harry

Thomas-Al Friedlandcr regime. Insiders say

they hold too much good will to chuck over-

board . . . Indie product gets break with a play-

ing of Republic's "#1000 a Minute" in the

Roxy . . . RKO is following Loew's in using

Screeno in some of their poorer nabe houses

. . . Paramount has a new one, "Its a Great

Life," which should unquestionably be shelved

—it's so badl . . . Saw Adolph Zukor and

Jesse Lasky lunching together. First time Lasky

has been in town in three years . . . Metro's

"Kind Lady" didn't rate a first run downtown

—

and with the theatres starving for product at

that . . . Exhibitor out in Brooklyn was arrested

after an inquiring customer discovered that all

the names placed in the Bank Nite drum on the

stage were the same—and that a friend of the

management! . . . Evidence of what a tough

time RKO is having in selling "Annie Oakley":

It is having its first N. Y. run in the Astor, now

a sluff-off spot . . . All time low gross lowered

at the Paramount with ' Millions in the Air"

. . . The severe panning given the new Hep-

burn vehicle, ' Sylvia Scarlett," by Jimmie Fid-

ler on a coast to coast radio network, will hurt

the picture immeasurably at the b. o. . . . Au-

diences have a treat in store for them in "First

a Girl" (G-B) . . . The Rockefeller fortune

notwithstanding, the Radio City Center Theatre

will undoubtedly be forced to close shortly, un-

less there is a sharp pickup in biz . . . S'long

until next week . . .

ELK.

This
is my way
of extending

Season's Greetings

and wishing

Mo Wax
and

Film Bulletin

A Grand Nsw Year

A FRIEND
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(Continued from Page 7)

While there is the customary rush into print with the hotsy totsy, optimistic,

rubber stamp forecasts for the coming year, usual at this season, by various leaders

in the industry, there is also to be noted an undertone of warning. It is evident

that more people are attending the theatres, with the probabilities that grosses in

the aggregate will be much greater during 1936 than in 1935. On the other hand,

there is the threat of added taxation, both state, city and federal, which will lay

a heavy burden on the exhibitor if it becomes a reality.

There is also the danger that the present trend of improvement in business

conditions partakes too much of a boom, that may, in the end, be disastrous, unless

watched carefully. The curtailment of government spending, but with no com-

mensurate reduction of the number of unemployed, estimated today at anywhere

from eleven to fifteen million, may have serious effect on the average boxoffice which

cannot be figured at this time.

On the other hand, the definite increase in attendance in recent months at

theatres throughout the country is certain to form the basis for an effort by all the

major producing companies to obtain increased film rentals, thereby creating a

vastly increased overhead for many theatres, which will more than offset the bene-

fits of any ordinary increase in the gross intake.

Taking the longer view of the situation, while there is little doubt that business

is decidedly on the upgrade and that this improvement ought to continue during

the coming year, it must be recognized that the present conditions of widespread

unemployment, if they are not speedily corrected and a majority of the unemployed
and non-producing section of our population returned to productive employment,

will ultimately result in another economic collapse even worse than the one we
have just passed through.

The wise exhibitor will recognize all these factors in making his plans and
determining his policies during the coming year. He must resist the temptations

to "^ake a chance," which usually accompany a boom. Higher living costs and
higher operating expenses will tend to reduce his net even if his gross becomes
measurably higher. He will face, not only added taxes, but also the pressure of

severer competitive conditions.

And the only way in which he can effectively meet these problems is by main-
taining a sane conservative individual attitude toward his own particular business

and by helping to consolidate and perfect his organization.

Well, here's hoping that 1936 will be a banner year-—and not just another 1929.

VER BIG:

BUT ALWAYS TRYING TO PLEASE!

THE 18th YEAR WE WISH

Compliments of the Season

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE

1314 VINE STREET. PHILA . PA

EDDIE GABRIEL, Manager

PREMIUMS
EARLIER!

j[ Owing to conditions necessi-

tating immediate need of

theatres for

NEW PREMIUMS—

QUALITY ANNOUNCES
A PREMIUM SHOW

In January Instead of the Usual
Spring Showing— and Invites Your
Inspection Commencing January 15

of the Following Deals:

ALL CHROME DRESSER SLTJ
At last we have secured entire
U. S. rights for a gorgeousi 24-
week Dresser Set, same quality sold
in department stores. No cheaters!
A bonanza for higher priced
theatres.

A new idea in 22K Gold decorated

"Golden Blue Glassware"
A High Class Luncheon Set!

Beautifully Made!
Decorated in 22K Gold

RED CLOW
A Beautiful and Striking

Combination
KITCHEN and

REFRIGERATOR SET
Flashy At the Box-Office!

GOLDEN CASCADE
22K GOLD

Modernistic Beauty!

New! Novel! Magnificent!

A Worthy Successor to the
Finest Set Any Theatre

Ever Had!

ORANGE BLOSSOM"
"ROSE - BLUSH"

2 Popular Priced Lines of
Dinnerware That Will Win and

Hold Your Lady Patrons!

Opening in January at

Numerous Houses

MACIC
SLATE GAME

A Knockout
Kid Deal

1 1 WEEKS AT 2c

cheap glass;
We are closing out
cur stock of cheap
glassware!

2 - 3 - 6 For One
Limited Quantities'

S/7 / / .'/ SI SP! (IMS 1

1

'/) n

QUALITY PREMIUM
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Serving Exhibitors from Coast to Coast

HOME OFFICE: - 1305 VINE ST., PKIU*&.
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fair enough alone. "Millions in the Air"

is an inconsequential, flimsy and stupid

little picture that is not funny, except for

a few brief moments. With obviously

faked singing by players who cannot sing,

a screwy story and no names of note, it

looks a great deal like a headache for ex-

hibitors. Scouting about for redeeming

features, I might mention that Willie How-

ard, the bushy-haired comic of the ancient

team of Willie and Eugene Howard,

makes his film bow and goes through sev-

eral of his old stage tricks. He brings the

film's few laughs. There is another How-

ard in the picture, but it is John, a pleas-

ant newcomer. The profound plot in-

volves the dual personality of Wendy Bar-

ri;, who pretends to bz only a radio ama-

teur, whereas she is really the daughter of

the wealthy soap manufacturer who spon-

sors the program. With this as a rather

tenuous basis, "Millions" unreels a series

of gags and supposedly comic situations

right down to the happy conclusion, as

happy for the spectator as for the hero

and his cute heroine. This will not do

average business anywhere.

PLOT:

Competing on the radio amateur program

sponsored by Barbier are Wendy Barrie, who is

Barbicr's daughter incognito, and John Howard,

a singer. They are both successful and a ro-

mance springs up between them. When John

discovers that his sweetheart has money and

influence, there is the usual misunderstanding

and the break. Father Barbier is bluntly told

by John that he has little but contempt for him

and his money and that serves to convince the

old man that he will make a fine husband for

his daughter. There is a reconciliation, further

success on the air for the pair and a fadeout.

The radio program gives such performers as

Willie Howard, Eleancre Whitney (tap dancer),

Dave Chasen, Joe Cook's old stooge (he does

an imitation of Cook's one-man band), Benny

Baker, and a few other vaudevillians, a chance

to do their stuff—which is all lightweight.

AD TIPS:

Pass out fake money. Use the radio, of

course. Give Willie Howard top billing and
announce that it is his film introduction and a

funny one. Use an amateur show on the stage

either in advance or in conjunction with the

picture.
L. J.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

Hamerman Exclusive

'Lucky' Representative
Dennis Games Co., distributors of the thea-

tre game "Lucky," have appointed Frank Ham-
erman, well-known film man, their exclusive

representative in th? Philadelphia territory.

M. A. Parker, head of the company, advises the

trade that neither David S. Molivcr nor the

Metropolitan Premium Corp. are any longer

connected with the selling or distribution of

"Lucky."

It is also announced that the cards used in

playing their game can be shuffled and exhibi-

tors are requested to visit the ccmpany's new

headquarters at 1235 Vine Street fcr a com-

plete explanation of several new ideas in the

operation of "Lucky."

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE STREIT

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

ZANUCK
(Continued from Page 5)

The unfortunate victims of the inflated Za-

nuck reputation are, as usual, the exhibitors.

Bamboozled by the gorgeous ballyhoo accom-

panying his affiliation with Fox Film, the

Iambs lined up for the kill and, armed with

the biggest gun in the industry, Darryl Zanuck,

Fox's crack sales department—like the seasoned

huntsmen they are—picked off the juiciest con-

tracts they had ever dared to write. Today,

those contracts are here to plague them and

next season—oh, next season!

All this may be premature criticism of the

white hope of film production. Zanuck may

yet crash through with a string of outstanding

successes and belatedly recompense exhibitors

for their reckless demonstration of faith in his

ability. But the odds are against him. And
those odds can be measured by the difference

between nine features a year and sixty features

a year produced under the guidance of one man,

be he genius or dullard.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address
communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

DEODORANTS
Silvcray perfumed crystals eliminate unpleasant

cdors in your theatre. Flavor Products Co.,

54 North Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants,

soaps, etc., Kranksl's Sanitary Supplies, 305 S.

40th St., Phila., FREmont 0127.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

SCREINS REFINtSHED
Work executed in theatre by factory experts;

white or silver; Williams Screen Co., Akron,

Ohio.

THEATRES WANTED
PEXNA., N. J., DLL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery servicel"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Curriers' Ass'tt

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR. 6156
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from Philly

by Nonamaker

FEWER PRINTS—
Casino Theatre had a six-hour show last Mon-

day when RKO kept feeding them film (three

two-reelers and "West of the Pecos") to kill

time until they could round up a print of the

regularly booked feature, "Powdersmoke

Range." This is doubtless evidence of the fact

that exchanges are using fewer prints on lots

of features—a serious situation so far as the

exhibs are concerned—when they find no prints

available on dates when the picture is sup-

posedly available for their playing.

PERSONALITIES-
BILL HAYNES (Warner's) sends regards

from Utica through son Kenneth, of Quality

Print . . . HERMAN TUCKER, Quality Print,

will be married January 12 to BESS GORDON
. . . CHARLES and MRS. GOODWIN left

for a Bermuda holiday cruise. Back January

2nd . . . PHIL (Colonial) GERSON had a

birthday, and STEVE BODINE celebrated his

WE GUARANTEE PROTECTION

PLAY SAFE - PLAY -

OVER 400 "LUCKY" THEATRES ARE
NOW MAKING MONEY WITH THIS

BOX OFFICE BUILDER

SIMPLE TO PLAY AND OPERATE

SHUFFLE IF YOU LIKE
YOUR AUDIENCE WILL ENJOY
"LUCKY" AND SO WILL YOU

be LUCKY- play LUCKY
OUR NEW ADDRESS

1235 VINE ST.
Or Phone LOCurt 2412

DENNIS GAMES CO.
FRANK HAMERMAN
Exclusive Representative

wedding anniversary Xmas day . . . GEORGE
FISHMAN seems to make a habit of trying to

turn corners in his auto from the wrong side

of the ttrect—then bawling out the other driver

. . . Leader Theatre, entirely remodelled, re-

opened Xmas day . . . NORMAN LEWIS
closed down the Montgomery last Saturday

night after an eight weeks' try . . .

MEMO ON PICS—
So many foreign names evidently have Colum-

bia worried lest the general public gets the idea

that "Crime and Punishment" is a European

importation—so they added a line "Made in

Hollywood" after featuring Dostoievsky, the

author; Von Sternberg, the director, and Peter

Lorre, the actor . . . Quick ins and outs were

Radio's "Annie Oakley" four days at the Stan-

ley, and G-B's "Mr. Hobo" five days at the

Boyd . . .

STUFF 'N' SUCH-
CHARLIE DUTKIN'S daughter, Marci, 9

years old, danced at the Broadway Theatre,

Camden, last Sunday. Charlie, prouder than a

peacock, press-agents her as "a dancing marvel

for her age" . . . For some reason or other

we have been requested innumerable times by

our spy, No. 303, to stick in the column that

SALLY FISHMAN, Upsal Theatre, is THAT
way over BEN FRATKIN . . . Keswick Theatre

has flashiest 3-sheets seen in a long time . . .

XMAS MAIL-
JOE (Egyptian) CONWAY'S one sheets . . .

ABRAM F. MYERS' tremendous, stupendous,

gigantic, colossal prevue of Christmas wishes . . .

And many, many others—some days late in the

congested mails . . .

OTHER XMAS THINGS—
Kiwanian HARRY FRIED'S Wayne and

Seville Theatres' toy matinees with a Christmas

gift to a poor child the admission . . . Many
other houses ditto . . . Those charitable food

basket-giving Variety Clubbers got their fingers

scratched like the deuce pushing grub into 500

baskets last Sunday morning . . . HARRY
THOMAS came into town Tuesday to say

"Merry Xmas" to the First Division bunch . . .

The gals in both National-Penn and Quality

Print made their usual big gift haul this year

. . . Horlachcr's Friday evening pre-Xmas party

was a howling success, with the howling going

full blast until 4 A. M. . . . First Division's

affair at the Majestic Monday night ditto .

Such doings! . . . And last but not least—Holi-

days Greetings to you from me.

HOT
OUT OF TODAY'S

HEADLINES!

9

s (greetings

WM. H. SKUCARD

J. STEWART SILVER

EVENING PUBLIC LEDGER

Several earlier motion

pictures have depicted

the exploits of Uncle

Sam's Federal Agents

— the courageous

G-Men — in the war

against criminals . . .

None, however, has

given so thorough an

"insid;" on the opera-

tions of the racketeers,

who have made a Big

Business of their un-

lawful activities, as

this powerful melo-

drama of one daring

G-Man fighting, sin^le-

handed against a

dangerous gang of

racketeers...

THE INSIDE ON THE

NUMBERS RACKET'

!

-— In the Cast —

DONALD COOK
WARREN HYMER
EVALYN KNAPP

J. CARROLL NAISH

COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Gifts For Games
LESS THAN WHOLESALE PRICES

BORROW NOVELTY CO.

1319 VINE STREET
The Largest Gift Distributors in America

Come in and Be Convinced
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climax, the action is gripping, shocking

and done so realistically that it fascinates

the spectators. »v nile the cast lacks names

that are of value on a marquee, every one

of the players performs admirably. Bick-

ford, as the escaping criminal, turns in his

most handsome performance in my mem-

ory. Leslis Fenton and Frank Albertson

seem to be better than ever before. Clar-

ence Muse, Colored character actor, sings

several spirituals. Director George Mel-

ford gets the most out of his situations and

builds susp2iise expertly. This is a natural

for action houses. If played a second day,

it should do better than the first on word-

of-mouth plugging.

PLOT:
A group of strange characters set sail on an

Oriental ship. Among them is Bickford,

wanted by the police. When a radio announce-

ment advises the listeners on board that a

reward is offered for him, Bickford assumes

control of the ship and orders it turned around

into the next port. However, a typhoon wrecks

the boat and a number of the passengers land

on a deserted and wild island. The wild ani-

mals, which were being shipped aboard the

ship, also land on the island. One at a time,

the castaways start out alone and are devoured

by the lions, until, finally, only Bickford, Eliza-

beth Young and Frank Albertson, a couple of

young lovers, are left. Albertson sends a bird

away with a note, which brings a rescue plane

to the island. Bickford helps them get away,

while he remains as food for the lions.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as being one of the most thrilling

films of the year. Get newspaper clippings of

the story about Bickford actually being attacked

by a lion during the filming and make blow-

ups. Universal Newsreel caught the scene. Get

it and use in advance.
L. J.

(Continued from Page 16)

I DREAM TOO MUCH

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-ROMANCE with songs

. . . Debut of Lily Pons, Met Opera
singer . . . She is looker and clever

actress . . . Just a so-so- story and
nothing much to make this outstand-
ing . . . N. G. for action spots . . .

Should get • • + in better class

houses.

RKO
85 Minutes
Lily Pons . . . Henry Fonda . . . Eric Blore . . .

Osgood Perkins . . . Lucien Littlefield . . .

Directed by John Cromwell

A slender thread of a story, which, at

times, borders on the trite, serves to intro-

duce Lily Pons, latest of the opera trillers

to go movie. She has looks, in a petite,

cute way, and can warble with the best of

them, joining Grace Moore as an opera
star with more than just a voice. "I Dream
Too Much" emerges as better than aver-

age entertainment and should bring above
average grosses in spots where she is

known and where singing and light

comedy are liked. There is nothing dis-

tinguished about the film, other than its

star. Miss Pons capably handles two
operatic arias, "Caro Nome" from "Rigo-

letto" and the Bell song from "Lakme,"
and four popular tunes by Jerome Kern.

One of the latter is almost a "hot" num-
ber and was apparently inserted to prove
the star's versatility. It hardly succeeds.

Henry Fonda, as the young composer
husband who believes himself to be a

genius, does himself proud in a role which
is certainly dissimilar from any he has

played since coming to Hollywood. His
flair for light comedy will surprise. Eric

Blore is funny again in a butler role, and
Osgood Perkins hands in an adroit per-

formance as the manager.

PLOT:
Lily, who has a voice but no ambition for

fame, meets Fonda via falling off a garden wall

onto his shoulder. She wants love, excitement
and babies, while he craves fame as a music
composer. After she marries Fonda, success

comes to Lily through a meeting with Osgood
Perkins. Her hu'band refuses to play the part

of lap dog and leaves her in a huff. The rest

of the stcry involves straightening out the situa-

tion and it all turns out well, with Fonda's opera
b^ing turned into a hit musical comedy with

Lily in the lead.

AD TIPS:
Sell Miss Pons as a look~r and an actress, as

well as a grand singer. Print circulars, leaving

back page blank for patrons to write thei

strangest dream, and award free tickets for best.

This is gay comedy and reference to opera

should be avoided wh"re this miejit hurt. See

that Blore's name and face gets into n'l ads.

HERING.

MILLIONS IN THE AIR

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY with Music . . . Not

worth the time it takes to see . . . In-

consequential radio amateur yarn . . .

Not one single outstanding virtue, ex-

cept, possibly, Willie Howard's movie

bow . . . Rates • +.

Paramount
70 Minutes
Wendy Barrie . . . Willie Howard . . .

John Howard . . . Benny Baker . . .

George Barbier . . .

Directed by Ray McCarey

For the second time Paramount attempts

to cash in on the radio amateur craze (it

was moderately successful with "Every

Night At 8 ') and this second effort should

convince them that they might have let

(Continued on Page 12)

BUSINESS AND PROSPECTS
WERE NEVER BETTER —

MANY THANKS

'%?\ Say MtiQtt #\xpn>mp

here's wishing you

a most convivial Christmas &

a rousing New Year

World's Largest Film Advertising Co.

COLORADO SPRINGS

New York Office:

ROOM 2447, 11 W. 42nd STREET



ITALIAN

FELIZ NAVTDADY
FEIIZ ANO NUEVO

MEXICAN

JOVEUX NOEI .£T

UNE BONNE ANNEE

FRENCH

KAAA XPIITOYTENNA

KAI IE XPONIATKHTA

CREEK

FROHLICHE WEINACHTEN
UND

GLUCKLICHES NEUJAHR

GERMAN

VESELE VANOCE A
STASTNY NOVY ROK

BOHEMIAN

boas musi mo
MUITO FEW E PR0SPERO

/
PORTUGUESE

A Greeting heard 'round the world! It

may be in another language ... in a

strange country . . . but one thing is

always the same: The sentiment behind

the words ... a sentiment that's the

same the world over! And somehow

we're glad that on this one day, at least,

people everywhere are united by a com

mon reverence ... a common cheer . .

regardless of creed or color or country

And so today . . . greatest of all . .

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO
takes this opportunity of extending hoi

day greetings to everyone, everywhere,

who cherishes the ideals for which the

day stands. So you . . . Tony, Pierre,

Emanuel, Hans, and all the rest . . .

accept our MERRY CHRISTMAS and

HAPPY NEW YEAR! Or say it your

own way, if it comes easier!

FELICES PASCUASY
FELIZ ANONUEVO

SPANISH

sitmumcu swiat

I WESOtEGO'ftOKU

POLISH

CPOXHeCTBOM APVOOBUM

M riaCMlrtBWMHOBhlM ItilOM

RUSSIAN

Metropolitan Printing Company
1330-36 Vine Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Phones- Rit. 5278 - Race 5461

1601 Guilford Ave.
BALTIMORE, MD.

Phone- Vernon 7310
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AS I SEE
THEM . . .

Reviews of New Films
By ROLAND BARTON

LITTLEST REBEL, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Shirley's

charm is undiminished . . . This has

more drama than usual in her pix . . .

Bill Robinson helps with acting and
dancing . . . Should do almost as well

as previous Temples . . . Rates

20th Century-Fox

72 Minutes

Sh'rley Temple . . . John Boles . . . Jack Holt
Bill Robinson . . . Karen Morley . . .

Directed by David Butler

Shirley scores again! Those who have

been anticipating the inevitable crack-up

of the diminutive charmer's appeal shall

have to wait longer before demon Time

robs La Temple of those qualities that

persist in making her irresistible. In "The

Littlest Rebel," surrounded by a better

than usual cast, Shirley still manages to

demonstrate that she is more than merely

a cute child. The story, too, is more sub-

stantial than what is generally employed

as a background for her performance, and

the spectator's interest is sustained

throughout. All in all, this is one of the

better Temple films. Outstanding in the

supporting cast is Bill Robinson, whose

acting has improved immensely and whose

tap dancing remains peerless. Several

dances he does with Shirley are fascinat-

ing and they are aided no little by the

child star's adroit cooperation, both in

tapping and in facial expression. Jack
Holt, Karen Morley and John Boles are

valuable names to add to a Temple pic-

ture and their presence gives "R.bel" dra-

matic stature. Perhaps Shirley's popu-
larity is not quite as intense as it was six

months ago, something of the novelty hav-

ing worn off, but her performance in this

film should gain her new adherents.

PLOT:

While Shirley is entertaining her friends at a
birthday party, the Civil War breaks out and
her father, John Boles, is called to defend the
South. Aftrr Union soldiers take possession of

the town, Boles contrives to get through the

enemy lines several times to see his wife, Karen
Morley, and Shirley. The fighting eventually
comes near their home and it i« bur*i"d to the

ground. Karen takes ill and Bill Robinson, a

faithful slave, goes out for Boles. They arrive

just before Karen dies. Boles is tnpped in the
slave quarters by Jack Holt, a Union officer,

who has been won by Shirley, but, when Boles

explans that he is not a rpy and onlv came to

see his sirk wife, Holt gives h ;m a Union uni-

form and a pass through the lines to take Shir-

ley to relatives. Boles is caught, how"wr . and
he and Holt are sentenced to hang. W'th Rob-
inson, Shirley goes to Washington, where she

pleads for her father's life. Both men are

freed and there is a happy reunion.

AD TIPS:

Merchants handling the many Shirley Temple
novelties will arrange tie-ups for di<t>tav shace

in the lobby. You can call this "Shirley's Most
Dramatic Picture." Plug the story.

BARTON.

BRIDE COMES HOME, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Excellent direction,

clever dialogue and good cast make
this above average fun . . . Story is

almost non-existent, but it is not

missed much . . . Should click to

• • • — in most spots; less in action

and rural houses.

Paramount

83 Minutes

Claudette Colbert . . . Fred Ma'-Murray . . .

Robert Young . . . William Collier, Sr. . . .

Edgar Kennedy . . . Donald Meek . . .

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

This has plenty of laughs, most of which

must be credited to the clever direction of

Wesley Ruggles. The plot is so flimsy

that one has the impression that Ruggles

was handed a skeleton script and told to

fill it in with gags and situations as he

went along. He has done an excellent job,

for "The Bride Comes Home" skips from

one amusing situation to another without

allowing the so-called plot to impede it to

any great extent. What there is of story

deals with the usual "good-natured rich

boy versus hot-tempered poor boy, com-

peting for poor-rich girl's pretty hand"
and, of course, nobody ever expects the

rich boy to win. But, when Claudette

Colbert is the girl and Fred MacMurray is

the poor boy, you have the substance to

make young people's hearts flutter. And
"Bride" is a young people's picture. Rob-
ert Young is acceptable as the rich boy.

Involved in the film's funniest situation is

red-faced, rageful Edgar Kennedy, as the

justice of the peace who works himself

into a frenzy while trying to marry Clau-

dette and Robert, and winds up marrying
Claudette and Fred. It leaves 'em laugh-

ing. This picture should get well above
average business where dialogue comedy
goes.

PLOT:

When Young comes into three and a fnlf

million dollars, he fires MacMurray, who has
been his bodyguard, but rehires him promptly
to edit a magazine for men. Claudette's father,

meanwhile, has gone broke and she induces her
childhood boy friend, Young, to give her a job

as assistant to MacMurray. They fall for each

other, but discover that both have violent

tempers. A scrap breaks up their firrt attempt

to get married. Young sells Claudette the idea

of marrying him and they elope. Her father

convinces MacMurray that their fighting is evi-

dence of true love and they race off in a motor-

cycle to intercept the elopers. While Edgar

Kennedy persists in delivering his memorized
marriage ceremony speech before Claudette and

Young, MacMurray has time to race to the

rescue, snatch the girl frcm Young's arm and

marry her himself in an uproarious tumult.

AD TIPS:

Recall "The Gilded Lily" in which the two

stars scored a hit. Sell Colbert and MacMur-
ray as the perfect love team "who love the

modern way." Claim that they "will laugh for

ten minutes after it is over." Dress up a bride

and groom and have them start spats on the

corners, then distribute small cards announcing

the show.
BARTON.

EAST OF JAVA
BOXOFFICE RATING

ADVENTURE MELODRAMA...
Unusually strong on suspense and

action . . . Will hold 'em on the edges

of their seats . . . Lacks only impor-

tant names to have made this good

b. o. . . . Bickford excellent . . . Rates

• • + in action houses and will

please everywhere.

Universal

72 Minutes

Charles Bickford . . . Leslie Fenton . . .

Elizabeth Young . . . Frank Albertson . . .

Siegfried Rumann . . . Clarence Muse . . .

Directed by George Melford

Excellent action-adventure melodrama!

This is the picture during the filming of

which Charles Bickford was clawed by a

lion, and when one watches some of the

amazing scenes in which people are at-

tacked by the animals, it becames evident

that there was more fact than publicity to

the newspaper stories of Bickford's en-

counter on the studio lot. For intense, vio-

lent action, I doubt that there has been a

better picture of this type than "East of

Java" for many months. In the early

sequences, the story is engrossing enough,

but from the time when a terrific typhoon

wrecks the ship and casts the central char-

acters upon a deserted island, down to the

(Continued on Page 14)

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of
indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can
give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you
to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
0 • • O Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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The independent theatre owners of America have their most auspicious oppor-

tunity this year, 1936, to rid themselves of the greatest evil existent in the motion

picture industry today—compulsory block booking!

WHAT WILL THEY DO ABOUT IT?

Will they continue to be bluffed, bamboozled and intimidated by the majoi

producers? Will they remain disinterested, docile and ignorant of the stifling and

crushing influence of a selling system that requires them to buy "blind" the complete

outputs of studios, whose products vary so widely that the leading company of one

year is the worst the next? Will they fall for the false, distorted, lying propaganda

being spread against the Pettengill-Neely bill which the producers are trying to

make appear as a "government regulation" measure.

Remember that this bill strikes only at COMPULSORY block booking. In no

way does it seek to prohibit any exhibitor from buying as many pictures as he

desires from any producer. What it does seek to prevent is film companies FORC-

ING the sale of MORE pictures than an exhibitor wants. This is compulsory block

booking and this is what the Pettengill-Neely bill aims to eliminate. Don't allow

anyone or any propaganda to make you believe otherwise!

Congress will consider this measure at the session which gets under way this

Friday—providing the independent exhibitors of this country do their share to bring

it to the attention of their respective Representatives and Senators.

You can get rid of compulsory block booking this year. DO IT!

Features Reviewed in This Issue

• YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY
• M,000 A MINUTE

( Sec Back I'ugc)

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
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Details of Federal Payroll Tax Law on Page 2
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FEDERAL PAYROLL TAX REQUIRES ALL EMPLOYERS
MAINTAIN ACCURATE RECORDS OF HELP FROM JAN. 1

Even Those Employing Less Than 3 Workers Should Keep

Records Of All Employment To Prove Exclusion From Tax

The announcement in last week's FILM BULLETIN of the basic requirements

of the new Federal tax on payrolls for unemployment compensation brought a

flood of requests from theatremen for additional information on this subject.

Paragraph A Section 901, of the Social Security Act, enacted by the last ses-

sion of Congress, provided, in part, that "On and after January 1, 1936, every

employer (as defined in section 907) shall pay for each calendar year an excise tax

with respect to having individuals in his employ . .
."

The tax for 1936 is to be one per cent of the total payrolls of such employers who,

during the year, employ eight (8) or more individuals for at least twenty days over a period

of at least twenty weeks throughout the year. For 1937, the tax will be two per cent, one

per cent to be paid by the employer and one per cent by the employes. There is

another increase the following year.

All employers, whether subject to the tax or not, are required to maintain such records

of employment as may be necessary to prove the correctness of the amount of tax they pay, or

their exclusion therefrom.

Following are those details of the new law, which apply to theatre operation made

available to FILM BULLETIN by the Treasury Department:

PAYROLL TAX DETAILS

Paragraph B Section 902, of the Social Security Act,

in part:

"The taxpiyer may credit against the tax imposed bi-

section 901 the amount of contributions, with respect

to employment during the taxable year, paid by him

(before the date of filing his return for the taxable

year) into an unemployment fund under a state law.

The total credit allowed to a taxpayer under this sec-

tion for all contributions paid into unemployment funds

with respect to employment during such taxable year

shall not exceed 90 per centum of the tax against which

it is credited, and credit shall be allowed only for con-

tributions made under the laws of States certified for

the taxable year as provided in section 903.

[Thus far, only nine states and the District of

Columbia have passed unemployment compensation

laws These are New York. Massachusetts, New
Hamsphire, Alabama. Wisconsin, Utah, California,

Oregon and Washington. In many other states,

however, this legislation is scheduled to be among

the first orders of business as soon as the legis-

latures reconvene. If a state does not enact any

unemployment compensation legislation, employers

in that state merely pay the full one per cent tax

to the Federal Government.]
Paragraph C Section 905, in part:

"(a) The tax imposed by this title shall be col-

lected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue under the

direction of the Secretary of the Treasury and shall be

paid into the Treasury of the United States as internal

revenue collections . . •

"(b) Not later than January 31, next following

the close of the taxable year, each employer shall make

a return of the tax under this title for such taxable

year. Each such return * * * shall contain such in-

formation and be made in such manner as the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of

the Secretary of the Treasury, may by regulations pre-

scribe."

Paragraph D Section 907, in part:

"When used in this title

"(a) The term 'employer' does not include any

person unless on each of some twenty days during the

taxable year, each day being in a different calendar

week, the total number of individuals who were in his

employ for some portion of the day (whether or not

at the same moment of time" was eight or more.

"(b) The term 'wages' means all remuneration for

employment, including the cash value of all remunera-

tion paid in any medium other than cash.

"(c) The term 'employment' means any service, of

whatever nature, performed within the United States by

an employee for his employer, except—Service per-

formed by an individual in the employ of his son.

daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child

under the age of twenty-one in the employ of his

father or mother."
* * *

Paragraph H Section 1114 (a) (Title XI) of the

Revenue Act of 1926 provides:

"(a) Any person required under this Act to pay

any tax, or required by law or regulations made under

authority thereof to make a return, keep any records,

or supply any information, for the purpose of the

computation, assessment, or collection of any tax im-

posed by this Act; who willfully fails to pay such
tax, make such return, keep such records, or supply
such information, at the time or times required by law
or regulations, shall, in addition to other penalties
provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and. upon
conviction thereof, be fined not more than $ 10,000,
or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both,
together with the costs of prosecution."

Pursuant to the above quoted provisions of law, the
following regulations are hereby prescribed with respect
to the records to be maintained for the purpose of the
excise tax imposed by Title IX of the Social Security
Act:

"(a) Every person subject to tax under the Act
shall, during the calendar year 1936 or any calendar
year thereafter, for each such calendar year, keep such
permanent records as are necessary to establish:

"(1) The total amount of remuneration payable to
his employees in cash or in a medium other than

cash, showing separately, (a) total remnueration pay-

able with respect to services excepted by section 907
( c ) . * * *

"(2) The amount of the contributions with respect

to employment during the calendar year paid by him
into any State unemployment fund, showing separately,

(a) payments made and not deducted (or deductible)

from the remuneration of employees, (b) payments

made and deducted (or deductible) from the remunera-

tion of employees, (c) payments made with respect to

services excepted by section 907(c).

"(3) Such other information as will enable the
Commissioner to determine whether such person is sub-
ject to the tax, and, if subject to the tax, the amount
[hereof.

"(a) No particular method of accounting or form
of record is prescribed. Each person may adopt such
records and such methods of accounting as may best

meet the requirements of his own business, provided
that they clearly and accurately show the information

required above, and enable him to make a proper
return on the prescribed form.

"(b) Records are not required to show the number
of individuals employed on any days, but must show
the total amount of remuneration actually paid during
each calendar month and the number of individuals

employed during each calendar month or during each

such lesser period as the employer may elect.

"(c) Any person who employs individuals during

any calendar year but who considers that he is not an

employer subject to the tax (see Paragraph D, above),

should be prepared to establish by proper records (in-

cluding, where necessary, records of the number of

persons employed each day) that he is not an employer
subject to the tax.

"(d) All records required by these regulations shall

be kept safe and readily accessible at the principal place

of business of the person required to keep such rec-

ords, or at such other place or places as the Commis-
sioner, upon written application by the person con-

cerned, may approve. Such records shall at all times

be open for inspection by internal revenue officers, and
shall be preserved for a period of at least four years

from the due date of the tax for the calendar year to

which they relate."

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

to Film Bulletin

"Just the Sort of Trade Paper

this Industry Needs - - Badly"

AN EXHIBITOR FRIEND
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BLOCK BOOKING FIGHT TO REACH CLIMAX IN CONGRESS

Congress Expected

To Consider Block

Booking - Copyright

Opens January 3 . . .

Congress convenes this Friday for a pre-elec-

tion session which most reliable quarters report

will be only lightly burdened with important

national legislation. With this prospect, the

film industry is awaiting, apprehensively or

eagerly, depending on which side of the fence

one is on, the introduction of several bills, which

ate expected to greatly influnce the course of

the business.

Outstanding on the roster of prospective film

legislation is the Pettengill-Neely bill to outlaw

block booking. Supported by the majority of

civic and church organizations, this measure is

virtualiy certain to receive considerable atten-

tion from Congress.

The Duffy Bill to revise the penalty for copy-

right violations will probably be the first bill

affecting the industry to be acted upon.

Fight . . .

Major film interests have a wholesome fear for

the Pettengill-Neely bill, as evidenced by the

flood of propaganda against it being dissemi-

nated through various channels. Chief of the

obstacles against passage of this measure is the

apathetic attitude of thousands of independent

exhibitors. Either through ignorance of the

effects of block booking or through their accep-

tance of the distorted propaganda from major

producer sources, many theatre owners are tak-

ing no interest in furthering the bill's chances

for enactment. In Washington, the opinion pre-

vails that a united front by independent theatre

interests would probably swing enough votes to

pass the measure.

Govt Legal Staff

Bolstered For St. L.

Equity Case Jan. 6

Goverment Determined . . .

With January 6th definitely fixed as the day

for the start of the Government's heralded

equity case against Warner Bros., Paramount

and RKO in St. Louis, the Department of Jus-

tice gave its opponents additional food for

thought on its determination to win the suit

by announcing the appointment of one of its

crack anti-trust case attorneys, Walter Rice. He
will assist special prosecutor Russell Hardy, who
handled, practically single-handed, the crim-

inal case against the five film executives.

Some criticism was levelled at Attorney Gen-

eral Homer S. Cummings, after the adverse

decision was turned in by the jury in the crim-

inal action, for failing to give Hardy additional

legal aid during the trial. The five defendants

were represented by the most imposing array of

legal talent ever assembled in a film case and

Hardy was required to combat them alone for

six weeks of strenuous court procedure. By
the appointment of Rice, the Attorney General

indicates that he recognizes that this case is

more than a one-man job and he will not permit

a lack et sufficient aid to hamper Hardy in the

equity suit.

Warners Building 6

New Houses in Wash.

New Deal Result . . .

Exhibitors in six different sections of the na-

tion's capital city were dealt a staggering blow

last week when Harry M. Warner announced

that his company would construct six new movie

houses, each seating from 1000 to 1500. Never

having complained before of a theatre seat de-

ficiency, Washington has enjoyed a mild box-

office boom in the past two years, due to the

influx of people to fill the thousands of Gov-

ernment jobs created by the New Deal.

In making the announcement. President War-
ner attributed the building campaign to a desire

to "keep pace with the growing needs of the

community." What he does not mention is that

the need is a temporary one and the trend is

definitely in the direction of curtailment of Fed-

eral employment.

Myers Asks One . . .

In the latest Allied bulletin, Abram F. Myers
comments on the Warner expansion move and
asks, with good reason, "What will be the situa-

tion a few years from now with these additional

theatres?"

And, Mr. Myers answers himself. "This is

not hard to predict. The Warner houses will

demand increased protection over the remaining

independnt theatres; they will demand the impo-

sition of new and more onerous terms in the

contracts with the independent theatres; they

may even demand exclusive contracts for them-

selves . .
."

Yes, sir, prosperity has returned to the major

film companies!

Frank Walker Head

Of Comerford Chain

Leaves Politics . . .

Speculation on who might be the successor

to the late M. B. Comerford, as active head of

the Comerford theatre circuit, seems to have

been put at rest by the announcement from

Washington that Frank Walker had resigned as

executive director of the National Emergency

Council and will devote most of his time to the

management of the circuit.

Prior to his appointment by President Roose-

velt as head of the "little cabinet," Walker was

treasurer and general manager of the Comer-

P8ZOR INSISTS HE WILL MAINTAIN OLD MPTO
UNIT; MERCED EXHIBITORS TO SELECT NEW NAME

Although virtually the entire independent membership of the MPTO unit has

joined the newly merged exhibitor body in Philadelphia, tentatively named the Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Theatre Owners, Lewen Pizor, president of the old MPTO.
insists that he will maintain that organization, even if he is the only member.

While a few leaders of the merged group still expect Pizor to change his mind

and drop his belligerent attitude, the majority feel that the new organization should get

down to business and ignore the one-man holdout.

If he should refuse to relinquish his technical hold on the same MPTO. Pizor maj

succeed in blocking the use of IMPTO by the consolidated organization. It is doubtful

that the latter body will fight the issue, but is expected to choose another name .11 the

next board of governors' meeting, scheduled to take place next week, unless, b) that

time, Pizor no longer stands in the way of a single harmonious exhibitor organization

in this territory.
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ford theatres. His acceptance of the Govern-

ment post kept him occupied in Washington

most of the time and, although he did not

sever his connections completely with the cir-

cuit, he was not active in its management.

In Scranton . . .

Following the tragic death of M. B. in an

automobile accident several weeks ago, and due

to the prolonged illness of M. E., it became

necessary that someone else take over the reins

of the Comerford interests.

While Walker has declared that he will return

to Washington when his duties with the theatre

chain permit, it is believed that nothing less

than an appointment to the postmaster general-

ship, a post for which he has often been men-

tioned, would tempt him to return to the

political scene.

Phila.s Erlanger May Try

Pictures; Seeking Chaplin Film

Erlanger, usually idle leg t house at 21st and

Market Streets, Philadelphia, may go movies

again soon. S. Nixon-Nirdiinger is flirting with

the idea and at present is shooting wires to

Charlie Chaplin in the hope of bringing his

"Modern Times" to the house for a two-a-day

engagement.
Regardless of success or failure in securing the

Chaplin film, Nirdlinger may try a freak pic-

ture policy there for a month or so and may

operate only on Saturdays and Sundays if busi-

ness warrants.

The house ran the previous Chaplin release,

"City Lights" at roadshow prices and RKO
operated it for one season some four or five

years ago. It has housed few legitimate shows

in the past three years, but is open at present

with "Black Pit," little theatre group labor play.

PENNA. THEATRES MUST
GET NEW STATE PERMITS
January 10th is the deadline for

all places of amusement in Pennsyl-

vania to apply for their 1956 permits,

as provided in the State Amusement

Tax law. A penalty will he levied

on any theatres which have not filed

applications hy that date.

Unfair Allocations

Attacked By Allied

Sell More—Make Less . . .

The major film companies' practice of raising

the average film rental by making fewer pic-

tures than are sold and charging exhibitors the

highest allocations for those that are delivered,

is attacked in the current Allied States Associa-

tion bulletin.

Under the heading "Unfair Allocations

Again," Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel, has

this to say:

"There is considerable agitation in exhibitor

circles against the prevailing practice among dis-

tributors of selling more pictures than they in-

tend to make, allocating all pictures delivered

to the higher classifications, and thus increasing

the average price per picture far above what the

exhibitor thought he was going to pay. This is

a species of dishonesty which would not be

tolerated in any other industry and would be

promptly stamped out if the motion picture in-

dustry had the proper leadership. Mr. Hays
should be the first to condemn this common
form of cheating and demand that, for the

honor of the industry, it be stopped.

"That, however, cannot be expected. Mr.

Hays can at least say, in extenuation, that he is

the mere employee—not the boss—of the dis-

tributors. But what of certain so-called exhibi-

tor leaders who wring their hands and moan
about this practice while professing opposition

to the Pettengill Bill? Under that bill any ex-

hibitor who wants to commit commercial suicide

by continuing to do business in this way may do

so, but the distributors cannot compel him to

buy pictures in that way. It is time the exhibi-

tors built a fire under all such leaders—or cast

them into the discard."

NEW RELEASES
EASTERN PA., S. N. J., DEL.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14

DAYS of the date of general release. Latest

releases are listed below. Send in your notice

NOW!

COLUMBIA
Lone Wolf Returns Dec. 31

FOX
King of Burlesque Jan. 3

Charlie Chan's Secret Jan. 10

METRO
Riff Raff Jan. 3

Three Live Ghosts Jan. 10

Exclusive Story Jan. 17

Tough Guy Jan. 24

PARAMOUNT
Collegiate Dec. 27

Bride Comes Home Dec. 27

RKO
I Dream Too Much Dec. 27

We're Only Human Dec. 27

Freckles Dec. 27

UNIVERSAL
Magnificent Obsession Jan. 6

Invisible Ray Jan. 13

Dangerous Water Jan. 20

WARNER BROS.
Miss Pacific Fleet Dec. 27
Dangerous Jan. 8

Neufeld With Horlacher

Oscar Neufeld. veteran Philadelphia film man,
who was recently associated with the Variety

Club and First Division, joined Horlacher De-
livery Service last week, as special assistant to

President James P. Clark.

This One May Prove To Be A Tough Baby
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from Philly

by Nonamaker

HAPPY NEW YEAR—
To assist Philadelphia amusement seekers

find that which they were looking for practically

all local houses gave midnight performances . . .

Several tossed in additional milkman's matinees

way after that . . . And the Palace and Victoria

kept the Family company by staying open all

night. The S-W houses that play vaude on

Saturdays added "in the flesh" entertainment

for the New Year's Eve and the Earle aug-

mented N. T. G.'s Revue with ten or co addi-

tional specialties bringing the total to twenty

for the evening shows for which they got a

buck . . .

WE SEE BY THE PAPERS—

The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin carried

ads on seventeen simultaneous bookings on M-

G-M's "Mutiny On the Bounty" one day this

week! . . . MR and MRS. CHARLES GOOD-
WIN spent the holidays Bermuda-ing . . . MR.

and MRS. JACK BLUMBERG are expecting

. . . BARNEY COHEN is also married . . .

And JACK (Europa) SMITH looks none he

worse for bridegrooming . . . BILL KARRER
has a terrific Republic complex. "Watch this

outfit go," he crows . . . HORROW NOVELTY
CO. moving in with Dennis Games Co. next

week . . . Those nice plush ear-muffs thar

Whitey, Vine Street's favorite traffic cop. re-

ceived as an Xmas present thirteen years ago.

served him faithfully during the blizzardy cold

spell . . .

OUT-OF-TOWNERS—

During the Saturday night performance, the

manager of the Palace, Seaford, Del., imagined

he smelled smoke in the theatre. So, the en-

tire crew stayed around to investigate until X.'O

A. M. and left satisfied that they had been mis

taken. Sunday mortrng everyone in Seaford

awoke to find the Palace burned to the ground!

. . . Bud Hissner is erecting a brilliant new

marquee on the Academy, Lebanon . . . Finch,

of Finch & Walls, took over the Auditorium.

Lebanon. Policy: Duals at 10 cents . . . F. &.

W. reopened the .iajah, Reading, Xmas Day.

House recently suffered damage by fire . . .

Walter Rogers recently repainted his Forrcit,

Treverlon, in lavish white and gold. Several

film salesmen feel that Walter might apply a

few coats of the same paint to his well known

"town car" . . . Quite a few up-state exhibitors

are eyeing Mt. Joy, with the thought of erecting

a theatre. Has a population of some 3000, in-

cluding nearby neighboring towns . . . E. W.

Hastings, Hub, Millsboro, Del., reports his sat-

isfaction with business since he opened.

Richard Dix To Columbia

Richard Dix goes to Columbia for one pic-

ture, "The Devil's Squadron.' '

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING?
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

At the turn of the year it is customary to glance

backward over the previous twelve months for a

quick check-up, plus and minus, and, then having

struck a rough balance, to take a deep breath and
plunge into the pleasant waters of prophecy for relief.

But first it may be an excellent idea to examine the

record of past events carefully, as they may indicate

future trends, before assuming a prophetic role.

Nineteen thirty-five has been a strenuous year

in the film industry. There have been important

changes in the executive personnel of most of the

big companies and also certain corporate shifts of

control, such as the Fox-20th Century merger and the entrance of the Atlas Cor-
poration and Lehmann Brothers, the bankers, into dominant positions in RKO
and Paramount.

For the independent exhibitor these changes hold no immediate particular

significance. They do not mean that there will be any reversal of the present

oppressive policies of the major film companies or relief from any of the discrimina-

tory practices from which the unaffiliated theatre operator now suffers. Taking the

longer view, however, these changes indicate the steady trend toward a concentra-

tion and control of the industry's capital base, which inevitably will eventually lead

to government intervention, if indefinitely continued, as it seems almost certain to be.

This is a possibility that is not to be regarded lightly or too hopefully by the

individual exhibitor, for government interference into the highly complicated mech-
anism of our industry may easily become a knife that cuts both ways, and equally

harmful for all concerned. From time to time it will be discussed in this depart-

ment at more length, for it is important that every exhibitor should understand just

what government supervision and control may mean to him individually.

Two outstanding events of the past year, which require no discussion here,

because they now have no bearing on the industry's future course, were the pass-

ing of the NRA and the Supreme Court's ruling against the Tri-Ergon patents held

by William Fox. Had either been sustained the future history of the industry's

development would have been vastly different than it now will be.

The acquittal of Warners, Paramount and RKO in the St. Louis conspiracy

seemed to be a definite setback to the cause of the independent exhibitor and vo

open the way for further discriminatory tactics on the part of the major companies,

which has made all unaffiliated theatre owners feel insecure. The government's

equity suit against these three major companies on an application for a temporary
injunction, for allegedly refusing to service Fanchon and Marco's three St. Louis

theatres, which constituted a part of the original conspiracy charge, however, i-

still pending, although its outcome will not necessarily establish a precedent from
which other independent showmen can garner much hope.

On the other hand the recent decision (December 19) of the Federal District

Couit in Pittsburgh, Pa., awarding triple damages, totalling ^^24.000, plus attorney's

fees, to Samuel Friedman, an independent exhibitor of Sharon, Pa., in his anti-

trust action against the eight major companies, does contain the assurance thai

the law at times affords some protection to the individual theatre operator against

tiie more flagrant violations of his right to remain in business.

Taking the year as a whole, the business of the average theatre has shown
marked improvement over the two preceding years at least and all present indica-

tions seem to point to a continued upward trend at the boxoffice. The volume of

production is increasing, which gives the individual showman a somewhat wider

latitude in selecting his attractions. Further, the boxoffice quality ol independent

productions has also shown marked improvement as against the product of the

majors, many of whom have seemingly gone in for "quickies," to fill out theii

programs.

(Continued on Page 6)
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For the coming year the outlook for continued improvement in production

quality thus seems to be good. It should mean increased patronage if the percent-

age of quality production holds up to forecasts. On the other hand, there is the

very real danger of further oppressive taxation, both federal, state and local, which
every exhibitor must oppose to the limit of his power, as it may well preclude any
profits even with increased business.

Legislation is certain to be introduced in many states soon after the first of the

year, which will have for its objective increased taxation to meet the rising costs of

government and the motion picture theatre, as usual, will be selected as the easiest

mark. Only fully organized efforts by the exhibitors, themselves, can prevent the

politicians from raiding the industry on a scale hitherto never approximated, even
in war time.

Similar legislation will also no doubt be initiated in Congress, for Uncle Sam
is carrying a heavy load these days and even with the predicted cuts in the millions

being spent for relief and on the WPA, the Administration will try to reduce the

annual deficit to a minimum, especially as it is a Presidential campaign year.

As forecast recently in this column the tendency to unionize every branch of
the industry is moving forward rapidly (note the progress of the I. A. T. S. E.

within the past fortnight in aligning and drawing toward itself all classes of theatre

and studio employees) and this mass unionization will surely be a factor which
will have to be reckoned with by every theatre, probably before the end of the
coming year.

Aside from the consideration of these possibilities, which calls for a far better

understanding and spirit of cooperation among all ranks of theatre owners, affiliated

and unaffiliated, than has to date existed, if the problems indicated are to be effec-

tively solved, all forecasts for the coming year should be optimistic.

At all events 1936 is now with us and we must do the best we can with it.

HAPPY NEW YEAR and—let's go!

'Jafsie' Condon On Stage

Dr. John F. Condon, the famous "Jafsie" of

the Lindbergh kidnapping case, is proving to be

somewhat of a vaudevile sensation. The 70-

year-old ransom intermediary and accuser of

Bruno Hauptmann is being booked by theatres

all over the country since he opened his vaude-

ville tour in Lynn, Mass., last week, to packed

houses.

A GOOD RESOLUTION
FOR THE NEW YEAR!

PATRONIZE
FILM BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

THROUCOUT 1936

'ERVING theatre needs with a knowledge
k of theatre business.

SS1ST1NG theatre owners with a staff of

trained clerks and office files. No
mttsouts.

REEING theatre owners of the worry

that they may have forgotten

' part of their show.

.FFICIENTLY operating the largest film

delivery service in the world.

BAKING CARE of every possible need

in the delivery of film.

YIELDING the epitome of safety, service

and efficiency at a minimum cost.

HORLACHED
Delivery Service fl

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHING! ON NEW YORK
1031 Third St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public. Phila.

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE

SUPPLY HOUSE

A True Friend of

all

Independent Exhibitors

wishes you

A HAPPY
NEW

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 15 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are

lower. Send for contract scale. Address
communications to FILM BULLETIN,
1313 Vine Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and econom-

ically by Paramount Decorating Co., 311 North

Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate unpleasant

odors in your theatre. Flavor Products Co.,

54 North Fifth Street. Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disinfectants,

soaps, etc., KrankePs Sanitary Supplies, 305 S.

40th St., Phila., FREmont 0127.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to theatre

operation handled on minimum rates. Representa-

tive will be sent on request. Box FB 107.

SCREENS REFINISHED
Work executed in theatre by factory experts;

white or silver; Williams Screen Co., Akron,

Ohio.

THEATRES WANTED
PENNA., N. J., DEL., MD. Buy or lease.

Goodis, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

UNIFORMS
USHERS' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

P E N N THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.Dependability

Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote On Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service I"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE

Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER ST. PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600
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preference for Horton's fumbling type of

comedy, so its boxoffice possibilities will

have to be judged by the records of pre-

vious Horton films. Dealing with small

town life and "just plain folks," "Dudley"
has its best chances in rural spots, where
it might do average business. In cities,

Horton's following, while loyal, is restrict-

ed to comparatively few film patrons. Be-

cause it will please those who can be lured

in, this will make excellent balance for a

drama or an action picture on a double
feature program.

PLOT:
Occupied with projects for the benefit of his

town and beset by a nagging widowed sister-

in-law, Horton has always neglected his own
paint business and his personal happiness. He
thinks he is getting rid of his sister-in-law when
her daughter wins $5,000 in a singing contest,

but, it develops, that the contest was unfair and
the prize is withheld. Needing money for his

business and in the hope of sending his sister-

in-law and her children to Europe, he tries to

borrow $5,000 from his friends, but is turned
down on all sides. Finally, he awakens to the

fact that he has been a sucker, so he adopts
high-pressure methods and obtains the loan,

sends his relatives away and forces enough con-

tracts for his business to enable him to marry
Lois Wilson.

AD TIPS:
The title affords an opportunity for a teaser

campaign along the lines of: "If you want to

have a howling good time, just see "Your Uncle
Dudley!"

L. J.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 Vine St., Phila. SPR, 6156

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE STREET

Philadelphia

Locust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

FRISCO WATERFRONTS

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Implausible and mud-

dled story is hard to swallow . . .

Weakly played by leading charac-

ters . . . Cheap title will not help,

either. Will be acceptable on dual

bills, but n. g. on its own . . . Rates

Republic
66 Minutes
Ben Lyon . . . Helen Twelvetrees . . .

Rod LaRocque . . . Russell Hopton . . .

Directed by Arthur Lubin

Starting with the premise that a woman,
who loves her husband, will divorce him

and marry his enemy just to inspire her

first husband to achieve success, "Frisco

Waterfront" obviously went into produc-

iton with two strikes called against it be-

fore the camera was turned. And neither

the direction, the dialogue, nor the acting

is of a calibre that might overcome this

plot defect. It shapes up as an implausi-

ble screen story, played by a cast that ap-

pears to be as much b?fuddled by the

inconsistent characterizations as any spec-

tator. The story told in flashback form,

the picture manages to be fairly engross-

ing, providing one is willing to overlook

the stupid plot and the dull playing of

Ben Lyon in the central role. This is ask-

ing too much of the average movie fan,

so "Frisco Waterfront" must be chalked

down as passable for double feature bills,

but too weak to stand alone. The title

fails to suggest the type of picture it is and
will not help sell it anywhere.

PLOT:
Governor-elect of California, Lyon and his

former enemy, LaRocque, are critically injured

when a truck crashes into their voting booth.

In a prolonged flashback, Lyon's career is pic-

tured. He goes off to war, while LaRocque,
his rival for Helen Twetlvetrees' affection,

stays at home and becomes a prominent and
prosperous newspaper man. Returning after

the war, Lyon marries Helen, but cannot find

work until he lands a job as a dock worker.

She tries to inspire him to advance himself,

and when he seems satisfied to remain as he is,

she leaves him and obtains a divorce. Helen
marries LaRocque, and Ben, burned up, de-

termines to make himself a man of importance.

Still loving her first husband, Helen urges La-

Rocque to help him and Lyon slowly advances

until he becomes a candidate for Governor.
After the flash-back history, LaRocque dies and
leaves Helen and Lyon free to remarry.

AD TIPS:
Follow the line: "Hate Made Him When

Love Had Failed Him!" This will suggest tin-

type of serious drama this was intended to be.

L. J.

Chaplin Premiere Jan. 16th
Charlie Chaplin's first picture in almost four

years, "Modern Times," is scheduled to open

at the Rivoli, N. Y.. January 16th. It will be

one of the most elaborate premieres since the

gold rush days of '29.

RACKETS

YOUR Dimes and
° Nickels Swell

the Racketeers

Millions!

Boi^ALD cook
EVALYN KNAPP
Warren Hymer

J. Carrol Naish

Herbert Rawiinson

Theodore Von Eltz

Morgan Wallace

James Bush

\
Earl Eby

Directed by

EDWARD L. CAHN

THE INSIDE ON THE

NUMBERS RACKET !

COLD MEDAL
FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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AS I

THEM
Reviews of New Films

By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING
We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus (—) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

TALE OF TWO CITIES, A
BOXOFFICE RATING

COSTUME MELODRAMA . . .

Fine, dignified production of Dickens'

classic . . . Has more action and ex-

citement than "Copperfield" . . . Ex-

cellent performances . . . Will not

approach "Bounty" grosses, however

. . . Rates • • • generally; slightly

less in action houses.

M-G-M
125 Minutes

Ronald Colman . . . Elizabeth Allan . . .

Edna May Oliver . . . Reginald Owen . . .

Blanche Yurka . . . Basil Rathbone . . .

Henry B. Walthall . . . Isabel Jewell . . .

H. B. Warner . . .

Directed by Jack Conway

A fine production, but not a great

movie! The same dignity and respectful

care that Metro poured into its production

of "David Copperfield" has gone into the

making of this other Charles Dickens clas-

sic. That "A Tale of Two Cities" en-

joys an advantage over its predecessor may
he attributed to the fact that its story

concerns itself more with a simple melo-

dramatic plot than with the shrewd, mi-

nute character study so typical of "Cop-

perfield" and most Dickens' works. Sid-

ney Cartons' noble sacrifice of his worth-

less life to save the husband of the woman
he loved is pictured with a directness and
sympathy that should make it a popular

film. The colorful and exciting period of

the French Revolution gives the film a

sweeping, actionful background. While

Jack Conway's direc tion of tin- Revolution

scenes failed to impress this reviewer as

Utilizing their full filmic possibilities, they

have a magnitude that will impress most

movie spectators. " 1 wo Cities" boasts an

almost perfect cast. With Ronald Col-

man delivering his ablest performance

since "Arrowsmith," the central character,

Carton, holds the affection of everyone,

and his death under the guillotine as-

sumes the proportions of true tragedy.

Throughout, the cast is superfine, with a

bit by Isabel Jewell, as the condemned
seamstress, winning particular attention.

For all its virtues, however, "Two Cities"

does not emerge a masterpiece. It will not

shatter any records, but good business

should be realized in most houses, only the

action spots, where "Copperfield" nose-

dived, being doubtful responders.

PLOT:
Colman, dissolute, cynical drunkard, but a

brilliant lawyer, is responsible for saving Don-
ald Woods' life when the latter is framed on a

treason charge upon his arrival in London
from Paris. Colman is befriended by Elizabeth
Allen, who loves Woods, and he falls in love
with her. After Elizabeth and Woods are mar-
ried, the French Revolution storms through
France and all the nobles are being guillotined

by the People's Tribunal. Woods, who is the
nephew of one of the most tyrannical nobles
of France, is lured back to Paris and sentenced
to the guillotine. Realizing Elizabeth's great
love for her husband, Colman resolves to make
a great sacrifice to save him. Gaining entrance
to his cell, Colman drugs Woods and has him
carried out on the pretext that it is he, who has
fainted. Satisfied to have given his life for

someone loved by the woman he adores, Colman
keeps his tryst with Madame Guillotine.

AD TIPS:

Libraries and book stores will tie up their

windows in exchange for lobby displays of the
novel. This is Colman's greatest performance
in five years. Sell it as being greater than
"Copperfield."

BARTON.

$1,000 A MINUTE

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Rather fast action

keeps this fair comedy at a good clip

from start to finish . . . Comics Ed-
ward Brophy and Edgar Kennedy
get most of the laughs . . . Lack of

important names will retard this on
short runs, but it will please mass au-

diences . . . Rates • •.

Republic

69 Minutes

Roger Pryor . . . Leila Hyams . . .

Edgar Kennedy . . . Edward Brophy . . .

Sterling Holloway . . .

Directed by Aubrey Scotto

This is a fair comedy with plenty of

action to make it OK for average audi-

ences. The old "Brewster's Millions"

Reviews in a paper with the

COURAGE To Say What It Think:

are the only reviews worth reading

yarn, about a young man with a desig-

nated amount of money to spend within a

definite period of time and his experiences
in trying to dispose of the filthy stuff, has
been rt hashed here and just enough zip
given its treatment to bring a fair lauph
response from undiscriminating film fans.

Oddly, however, it isn't the difficulties of
money-spender Roger Pryor that get most
of the laughs in "£1,000 a Minute," but the
antics of the two comics Edgar Kennedy
and Edward Brophy. 1 he explosive Ken-
nedy, as a less-than-smart detective who
suspects Pryor of Having stolen the gelt,

and Brophy, as an even-less-smart gun-
man assigned to see that he spends it on
the level, make the picture the comedy
that it is. Pryor is fair enough and Leila
Hyams lends her rather drab beauty to the
unimportant love interest. It all makes
for a moderately amusing movie that offers
the not-too-hard-to-please spectator an
hour's fun.

PLOT:
Fired from his newspaper reporting job,

Pryor flops into the lap of luxury when he is

picked to spend £720,000 in twelve hours by
two well healed gents, who have nothing more
to do than to bet that no man can spend £1000
a minute for that length of time. With £10,-
000 as his reward if he pulls the trick, Pryor
sets out, bodyguarded by mug Brophy, who is

to see that every transaction is Ieg^imate. His
spending spree causes flatfoot Edgar Kennedy to
chase alter him as a bank robber suspect. With
only a few minutes left and no way available
to get rid of the last £25,000, Pryor gets hit
by an auto, is rushed to a hospital and comes
to just in time to buy radium and present it to
the hospital.

AD TIPS:
This title suggests all sorts of teasers that will

stir plenty of interest in advance. Phony dollar
bills will catch the eye.

L. J.

YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Mildly amusing

"the - worm - turns" yarn . . . Will
please Horton fans . . . Best for rural
spots and n. g. for action houses . . .

Best for dual bills . . . Rates • • in

small towns; • + in cities.

20th Century-Fox
60 Minutes
Edward Everett Horton . . . Lois Wilson . . .

John McGuire . . . Alan Dinehart . . .

Directed by Eugene Forde

A typical Edward Everett Horton story
that measures up to program picture status

by virtue of the star's amusing perform-
ance. It will please Horton's fans, but,

generally, "Your Uncle Dudley" will need
support on a dual bill. Following the rou-
tine of the downtrodden man who is tor-

tured into becoming a roaring lion in his

home and community, this yarn makes no
pretentions at being more than a mildly
tunny bit of film fare. There is nothing
in it that might attract those who have no

(Continued on Page 7)
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WHAT IS YOUR PURPOSE, MR. PIZOR?

An Open Letter to Lewen Vizor, President of the M. P. T. O.

of Eastern Penna., the Membership of Which Voted Recently

to Merge with the Independent Exhibitors Protective Assn.

Dear Mr. Pizor:

It should be needless for us to recite to you the happenings in

exhibitor organization affairs in the Philadelphia territory during the

past year and a half. But, your unbecoming exhibition since the organi-

zation you headed voted to join with the I. E. P. A. in the formation of

one solid, unified body of theatre owners, impels us to mention a few
facts which are so obvious and cogent that your activities appear more
incredible in the light of them.

You well know that for a year and a half the exhibitors of this ter-

ritory have dissipated their organized strength by maintaining a division

in their ranks. You know that it has been the fervent hope and the

desire of the vast majority of independent theatremen to have their

differences reconciled, in order that they may present a united front

for their protection against the forces, both within and without the

industry, who prefer just such disunity as has existed here this year and
a half. You know that the independents are the prey of those forces

when they stand apart—that they can equitably balance the scales of

power in the industry only when they are welded together in one aggres-

sive body.

On December 19th, at the Broadwood Hotel, a joint meeting of

the voting memberships of both the M. P. T. O. and the I. E. P. A. was
held for the purpose of ratifying a consolidation of exhibitor strength

in this territory in ONE body, to be named the Independent Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey

and Delaware.

You were at that meeting, Mr. Pizor. You witnessed the whole-

hearted earnestness for harmony of all the men attending. You know
that no friction between the two previously hostile groups existed; that

the olive branch was extended to affiliated theatres in admitting them
to unqualified membership. Unless we are mistaken, YOU EVEN
VOTED FOR THE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE
MERGED BODY! And, when the meeting was terminated, it ap-

peared that a new day had dawned for the theatre owners of the Phila-

delphia territory.

But, for some obscure, unnamed, apparently unjustifiable reason,

you deliberately set out to smash the hopes of the overwhelming major-

{ConHnued on page two)
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WARNERS STAR TROUBLES
CAGNEY, DVORAK, REGAN

Hollywood.—Warner Bros, studio is see-

ing stars these days. And the stars are

sputtering. First, James Cagney refused to

proceed with his contract unless he was
assured that he would be required to make
only three pictures per year for the re-

maining two years on his pact. Work on
his next film, "Over the Wall" is being de-

layed. Then, Ann Dvorak filed suit against

the studio charging that she has been pre-

vented from working and earning her

$1,500 weekly since the end of October.

After that, Phil Regan paraded out on a

peeve, because he was being used in Vita-

phone shorts. He went to Republic to star

in a feature. This company has often been

beset by player protests, the 'stock company'
group particularly complaining against too

frequent use.

'Rose' Reported Not So Good;
Paramount Waits for

Next Swarthout

Hollywood.—"Pvose of the Rancho," first

starrer for Gladys Swarthout, didn't turn

out to be what Paramount expected of it, so

the company is reported to have decided to

withhold its release until the songstress'

second, "Give Us This Night," gets its run.

t

EDITORIAL
(Continual from front fnigc)

ity of independent theatremen by wrecking the merger. You have
spoken vaguely of your "principles," of technicalities on which the

consolidation is "illegal." These attempts to vindicate your position sat-

isfy neither the independent exhibitors nor us.

Let us ask you five pertinent questions, Mr. Pizor. Perhaps we can

get down to brass tacks concerning your shocking, unworthy actions

in seeking to split the ranks wide open again. Answer these questions,

if you will, and we shall print your reply, providing, of course, you con-

fine yourself to the issues at point.

( 1 ) Were you to have been fully satisfied as to the "legality" of

the merger, would you still persist in attempting to frustrate the will

of the majority of independent exhibitors by maintaining the old

M. P. T. O.?

(2) Do you really anticipate any number of right-thinking,

reputable independent theatre owners to join your unity-breaking group?

(3) Is the producer controlled M. P. T. O. A. behind your move
to prevent this territory from having one unified exhibitor body?

(4) Have you apprised the officials of the Comerford circuit, of

Warner Bros., etc., of your actions to split the independents, and do

they lend you active or tacit support to accomplish that end?

( 5 ) What is your motive, Mr. Pizor, if it is not to rupture the

new-found unity of independent theatre owners in this territory, to ham-
string their efforts at organization, to render them weaponless, impotent,

supine?

We await your reply.

Most sincerely yours,

FILM BULLETIN.

m mm

At LdSt! A SET THAT IS

DIFFERENT! nothing like it

EVER OFFERED BEFORE

Without Cheaters!
No Item Worth Less Than 25c

. . . Values up to $1.50 Each

Short Set! only 24 weeks

Exclusive! cannot be imitated

THE GORGEOUS NEW

ALL-CHROME
DRESSERWARE SET

(Available also in Chrome and Black)

QUALITY PREMIUM
DIST., INC.

"Serving Exhibitors From Coast to Coast"

Home Office: 1305 Vine Street, Philadelphia
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EVENTS on the MARCH

!

tfReporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

PHILLY AFFILIATES — INDIES SPLIT IN SEPARATE GROUPS

INDEPENDENTS AND AFFILIATED CHAINS
DIVIDED IN PHILA. ORGANIZATION RIFT

TWO BODIES . . .

Where one unified exhibitor organization

was supposed to hold sway in the Phila-

delphia territory following the merger of

the M.P.T.O. and the I.E. P.A. several weeks

ago, it now appears certain that there will

be two bodies, one composed solely of in-

dependents, the other of producer-con-

trolled circuits.

A sharp cleavage between the independ-

ents and affiliated theatres developed within

the past week, through the activities of

Lewen Pizor, president of the M.P.T.O.

of Eastern Pennsylvania, and avowed op-

ponent of the consolidation of the two

exhibitor groups. Pizor claims that he has

lined up all the affiliated circuits in the ter-

ritory for membership in the organization

whose majority membership voted to merge

with the I.E. P.A. at a joint meeting of both

bodies on December 19th. The new organi-

zation was tentatively named the Independ-

ent Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Eastern Pa., S. N. J. and Delaware.

PIZOR ACTIVE . . .

Proclaiming himself unalterably opposed

to the merger, but without stating any

reasons other than that it was "illegal" and

that he was following his "principles," Pizor

told FILM BULLETIN on Monday that he

had received assurances that they would

remain in the M.P.T.O. from the following

affiliated chains: Warner Bros., Comerford,

Loews, Skouras, Wilmer & Vincent. The
Comerford circuit has written him a letter

confirming their stand, he said.

Asked for a list of the independent

theatremen who had announced their in-

tention to reject the merger, Pizor named
only Norman Lewis and Abe Rovner, opera-

tors of a small circuit in this city, but, he

insisted, "there will be others."

The majority of independents are puzzled

by Pizor's efforts to wreck the consolida-

tion of the two bodies. While they are not

concerned gravely over the refusal of the

producer-owned houses to join the IMPTO,
most of them preferring a strictly independ-

ent organization anyhow, they are baffled by

Pizor's action in seeking to block the will

of the vast majority of their number.

SEGALL COUNTERS ....
Realizing that Pizor will make his most

intense drive for independent membership

up-state, where only a few exhibitors are

aware of the facts behind the conflict,

Charles Segall, elected president of the

IMPTO and chairman of the old MPTO
board, sent a letter to all up-state independ-

ents advising them of the purposes of the

consolidation and warning them of "mali-

cious attempts to defeat the purpose" of the

new body by "one disgruntled individual."

MERGER WANTED 2 YEARS . . .

After reciting the actions of both or-

ganizations in approving the merger over-

whelmingly, Segall's letter continues:

"During the past week a number of mis-

leading statements have appeared, seeking to

create the impression that the merger of the

memberships does not have the unanimous

approval of all. The hundreds of independ-

ent theatremen in the Penna. territory, who
have been clamoring for just such a merger

during the past two years, will know how
to treat any malicious attempts to defeat

the purpose.

"Every important territory has today a

strong, unified exhibitor organization. Are

the independent theatremen of this terri-

tory to be denied such a single, active or-

ganization because of the opposition of one

disgruntled individual?"

Meanwhile, the IMPTO is proceeding

with initial organization plans, the fixing

of dues, selection of headquarters, etc. A
Harmony Banquet will be held January 26th

unless there is a sudden change in plans.

DUAL BILL DECISION
LIKELY IN 2 WEEKS

The Circuit Court of Appeals in Phila-

delphia is expected to hand down its ruling

on double features in the Perelman case

within the next two or three weeks. The

appeal of the dcfendent major film com-
panies from U. S. District Court Judge

Welsh's decision was heard on November
6th and the Circuit Court usually requires

from 2 to 3 months to reach a verdict.

It is anticipated that the producers will

carry the case to the United States Supreme

Court if their appeal is rejected.

MOTION TO DISMISS
ST. LOUIS CASE
REFUSED
GOV'T SCORES . . .

The first skirmish in the St. Louis equity

suit against Warner Bros., RKO and Para-

mount was won by the Government on

Monday, when Federal Judge Joseph W.
Molyneaux refused the motion of defense

counsel to throw the case out on the

grounds that the material to be covered is

the same as that on which the five execu-

tives of the companies were acquitted sev-

eral weeks ago.

The hearing opened Monday with vir-

tually the same battery of expensive counsel

representing the producers, while the De-

partment of Justice legal 'forces were some-

what reinforced. At the defense table was

Abel Cary Thomas, Warner treasurer and

counsel, who was too ill to stand trial on

the criminal charge last month. He will as-

sist ex-Senator James Reed and the other

defense attorneys during the civil case.

RICE OBJECTS . . .

Opposing the defendants' motion for dis-

missal, Walter L. Rice, aggressive young

Department of Justice attorney, pointed out

that the verdict of the jury in the criminal

action has no bearing on the civil suit.

Logically, he argued:

"Merely because a jury acquitted them

(the five executives) does not mean that

they are immune from injunction for future

wrongs. Suppose, for the sake of arguement,

the jury misunderstood the law or the facts

in the criminal case; suppose it was misled

by fictitious issues or admiration for certain

attorneys; or, suppose it was corrupt?

Should any of these situations prevent the

alleged victims from getting relief?"

Taking of testimony will get under way
on Thursday morning.

Charles Segall III

Charles Segall, recently elected president

of the IMPTO of Philadelphia, is ill at his

home with a touch of pneumonia. Stricken

Sunday, his condition was greatly improved

late Monday afternoon, but took a turn for

the worse during Monday night and w as re-

ported as "unfavorable" Tuesday morning.
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NEW YORK BARS
CHILDREN ALONE
FROM MOVIES
DEAD LAW . . .

Suddenly reviving an obsolete and pre-

viously unenforced law prohibiting children

under 16, not escorted by adults, from at-

tending motion picture theatres, the Juven-

ile Aid Bureau of the New York City Police

Department swooped down on 59 movie

houses in Manhattan, Brooklyn and the

Bronx last Saturday and served owners,

cashiers and doormen with summonses. The

drive was led by Byrnes MacDonald, head

of the Bureau.

Read Merritt Crawford's criticism

of MacDonald's action in this

week's FILM BULLETIN.

MacDonald said that "the type of motion

pictures presented is not an issue," but that

there is a law on the books and it is his

business to enforce it. "The physical hazard

presented by large groups of children

gathering unprotected by adult supervision

is a danger that cannot be easily overlooked.

Fire, stampede or panic among your un-

supervised children might cause great loss

of life, and the morals of our children must

be protected from the vultures who prey

upon the youth within the dark confines

of these public gathering places."

EXHIBITS WILL COOPERATE

Mayor La Guardia stated on Monday that

he would ask the Legislature to enact a bill

permitting children to visit theatres with-

out escort, providing they are seated in a

special section under supervision of a mat-

ron.

Harry Brandt, president of the I.T.O.A.,

declared that he is in accord with the May-
or's plan. "Theatre men have recognized

their responsibility," he said. They employ

extra ushers for crowded matinees and

theatres are better protected against fire

than other buildings. Affiliated circuits also

voiced their approval of La Guardia's sug-

gestion.

WARNERS-HEARST
REPORTED SET ON
HOME TELEVISION
WITHIN ONE YEAR . . .

The threat of television competition for

theatres loomed closer this week with the

announcement in The Film Daily on Mon-
day that Warner Bros, and William Ran-

dolph Hearst are actively engaged in ex-

perimenting with the device for use in

homes.

Hearst, heavily interested in Farnsworth

Television Co., a Philadelphia organization,

is reported in the paper to be fully satisfied

with the reception sets built by Farnsworth

and is now awaiting the ironing out of the

transmission wrinkles which have puzzled

television experts. Experiments are said to

have proven successful recently—it may re-

quire about one more year to be ready for

marketing reasonably priced sets for homes.

Warners come into the picture through

their association with Hearst in producing

the Cosmopolitan pictures and are slated to

provide the entertainment for the television

setup.

N. Y. INDIE CHAIN
CLAIMS 30 HOUSES

WEISMAN . . .

Upon his return from Hollywood this

week, Milton C. Weisman, counsel for the

Independent Theatre Owners Ass'n of New
York, stated that his project for formation

of an independent theatre circuit is not

dead and details for its formation will be

completed within the next few weeks.

According to Weisman, the indie circuit is

assured of approximately 130 theatre mem-
bers at this time, with the prospect of more

being added before the ranks are finally

closed. Delay in consummating the plan

has been due to the necessity for reorganiz-

ing the financial setup as originally planned

by the attorney.

Chaplin Postpones "Times"

Hollywood.—Not wholly satisfied with

the finished version of "Modern Times,"

Charlie Chaplin has decided to postpone the

release of the picture for several weeks, dur-

ing which the scissors may be used quite

extensively. It was scheduled to open at the

Rivoli (N. Y.) on January 16th.

OH, YEAH!
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OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

There is no end to the troubles of the

man who owns or operates a motion picture

theatre. He is beset by enemies and exploit-

ers, taxes, license fees, fire and building re-

gulations, ordinances and laws, of every

sort and variety, all of which put a heavy

drain upon him and freguently become so

burdensome as actually to threaten his bus-

iness existence.

And as if he didn't have enough grief

in the regular run of things, every now and
then along comes some new type of cru-

sader seeking the notoriety and headlines which the newspapers always give

to anyone who finds a new method of putting the movie theatre on the spot.

In its essence, of course, the campaigns of these cranks, reformers or, if

you will, "public spirited" citizens, amounts to a polite form of blackmail as

far as the exhibitor is concerned, no matter what high-minded motive may
be the basis or window dressing for the attack. In the end, right or wrong,

it is the motion picture theatre which has to pay the damages and costs, and
without the slightest hope of redress.

Any irresponsible churchman, police or civic official or politician, who
can think up a new way to put the "bee" on the movies, or dig up some out-

worn ordinance or statute under which the theatre owner can be harassed or

mulcted in the name of the law, the public good, health, morals or what have

you, is free to do so with the assurance, first, that he will get himself into the

headlines, and second, that his victims will have no means of redress. All

they can do is to take it on the chin and pay and pay and pay.

New York just now is going through one of these periods. A certain Mr.

Byrnes MacDonald, about whom nobody ever heard before his entrance on

the movie scene, is head of the Police Department's Juvenile Aid Bureau.

This bureau is of comparatively recent establishment (perhaps it may have

been Mr. MacDonald's own idea, jobs being scarce as they are just now?) the

"juvenile aid" previously provided by the police having been chiefly to break

up street ball games of the kids or to chase unfortunate youngsters in the

parks who might be trying to pick up a few odd pennies with a handful of

newspapers or a blacking box, in which, of course, there was no "percentage"

for the cops.

With the Bureau's establishment, however, a larger horizon at once de-

veloped. The ingenious Mr. MacDonald discovered that the "aid" his bureau
could afford juveniles, delinquent or otherwise, in the regular course of things,

hardly justified his job. Something more had to be done. A scrapbook with

plenty of headlines and clippings testifying to activity is frequently very con-

vincing to those who may question the usefulness or the reverse of a depart-

ment or bureau, especially when there is a steady effort to reduce adminis-

trative costs.

Now in the New York Penal Code there are many sections, which are

seldom or rarely enforced. Many of them are really dead letters like the old

blue laws. Section 484, subsection 1, of this code has long been a law, but

like many others has been more regarded in the breach than in the observ-

(Continued on jia^c 6)

IT'S NOT
EXACTLY

When we shout

from the roof-tops

that

is one of the greatest

G-Man vs. Gunman

pictures of them all!

An Expose of the "Numbers"

Racket

THAT HAS WHAT IT TAKES

TO BRING BIG NUMBERS TO

YOUR BOX OFFICE

Cast includes

Donald Cook

Evalyn Knapp

Warren Hymer
J. Carroll Naish

Herbert Rawlinson

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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{Continued from page 5)

ance. It was aimed originally, primarily, to bar children from going to movies

which might be hurtful to their young minds and makes it a misdemeanor to

permit children under 16 to attend theatres and certain other public places

unless accompanied by a parent, guardian or other authorized adult.

With this law as his authority, Mr. MacDonald has launched a city-wide

drive to prevent unescorted children under 16 from attending motion picture

theatres. On Saturday some fifty-nine neighborhood theatres in Manhattan,

Brooklyn and the Bronx were served with some 115 summonses for violations

of this section of the Penal Code. More will doubtless be served during the

current week.

The children, guilty of going to the movies, were, of course, arrested and
taken to the nearest Juvenile Aid Bureau unit in the nearest police station,

where they were held until their parents or guardians could be reached.

What the effect of being arrested and disgraced, in their youthful eyes,

may be upon these unfortunate youngsters no one seems to consider or care.

Mr. MacDonald has made the headlines and has justified the existence of his

"bureau." He says, according to the "New York Times," that the drive will

continue "indefinitely" and that no less than 127 theatres in the three bor-

oughs "which have been repeatedly complained against and as repeatedly

warned" will be the first object of his attack.

He admits that the pictures shown by the theatres afford no criticism for

juveniles to see, and that he is in thorough agreement with the idea of chil-

dren attending "movies," but insists that they be properly supervised. Pos-

sibly he had in mind that the Police Department's Juvenile Aid Bureau might

be directed to provide escorts or "proper supervision" for the youngsters wish-

ing to attend the theatres? Or perhaps the theatre might be persuaded to

increase their house staffs by a specially licensed "supervisor" to look after

the kids?

Such a course would provide plenty more political jobs—at the expense

of the theatres—who have to pay the freight, anyway.

Fortunately, New York City has a strong exhibitor organization and it is

reasonable to expect that this latest campaign will shortly lose news interest,

when it will be dropped, after suitable adjustments and concessions have been

made. But the costs and losses will have to be borne by the exhibitor just

the same.

— REVIEWS—
{Continued from page 8)

cept it as more than a time-passer—and only

58 minutes at that! Victor Jory is the top

name and that can hardly be termed a box

office asset. Jory, incidentally, handles his

role poorly and the acting of the balance of

the cast is nothing of which they can be

proud. While the title is a good one for

action houses, it is misleading and has no

basis in the story. Obviously made for

double feature programs, "Too Tough to

Kill" rates no better than passable for the

city dumps and cheap rural houses.

PLOT:

Named to get action on completion of a huge

tunnel in the Colorado River area, Jory finds that

certain men are sabotaging the project and trying to

block it. He gets new machinery and fires some of

the men suspected of trying to wreck the works.

Sally O'Neil, a newspaper reporter sent out to cover

the job and find out the cause for the delays, falls

for Jory and tries to help him. At first he repulses

her, but, when she overhears a plot to kill Jory and

blow up the tunnel, she and Johnny Arthur, her

photographer, run a locomotive into the tunnel to

nip the scheme. This brings a confession from the

guilty men, who were trying to get the contract for

their company, and Sally into Jory's arms.

AD TIPS:

Use the title for what it's worth. Play up Jory

as a lone handed strong man battling against great

odds.

L. J.

FORCED LANDING

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY-MELODRAMA . . . Medi-

ocre baffler, weakly acted and poorly

directed . . . It's routine stuff of every-

one being suspected of murder . . .

Will pass on dual bill, but requires

strong support . . . Rates •.

Republic

61 Minutes

Onslow Stevens . . . Esther Ralston . . .

Sidney Blackmer . . . Toby Wing . . .

Eddie Nugent . . .

Directed by Melville Brown

Just another one of those mysteries, with

everyone assembled in one spot trying to

make the audience and the baffled detective

(he's a G-man this time) believe he or she

is the murderer. "Forced Landing" is defi-

nitely undistinguished, commonplace and

lacking in interest. Director Brown missed

completely that crisp pace so necessary to

this type of movie and, as a result, the action

drags. The cast, with the exception of

Esther Ralston (why not give this lady

something worthwhile?), performs in the

heap melodramatic style so typical of pic-

tures like this. Stories like this have been

done so often on the screen in the past few

years that they must be exceptionally fast

paced to hold an audience's attention—and

"Forced Landing" is slow. It will get by on

dual bills in action spots, but is doomed to

flop if tried alone.

PLOT:

Aboard a plane going to New York is a man who
has recently been released from prison after serving

1$ years for kidnapping. He is murdered while the

plane is landing due to a storm. Practically every

one of the other passengers are suspected of the kill-

ing and they all have reasons to do it. Gangsters

who were in on the kidnapping and who are waiting

for the released man to tell where he hid the ransom

money; the young man who was kidnapped as a

child; a former sweetheart of the dead man and her

present lover are all suspected by Government Agent

Onslow Stevens. They are forced to spend the night

in a farm house, where Stevens probes the murder

and finally solves it, but not until a telegraph opera-

tor is also done away with.

AD TIPS:

Lay off the cast. Tabloid heralds with streamer

heading: "MAN MURDERED AS PLANE IS

FORCED DOWN!" Try the same stunt on window

card, with small type telling story and playdates.

L. J.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCuet 4181 RACE 4600
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Quality's Premium Show

Starting on January 15 th, Quality Pre-

mium Distributors, Inc. will hold its annual

display show at 13 05 Vine Street, Philadel-

phia. The increasing demands of many ex-

hibitors for new giveaway deals at this time

led the premium firm to advance the date

of its show several months. A large variety

of novel and striking theatre premiums will

be displayed, including the All-Chrome and

Chrome and Black Dresserware Sets. These

are reputed to be the costliest dresser sets

ever produced for theatre premium use. The

Orange Blossom and Rose Blush Dinner-

ware Deals are two other headliners.

REVIEWS in a paper with the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 VINE STREET, PHILA.

SPRuce 615 6

"Fittest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

s
A

E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

|AKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety,
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACH E
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3 rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

HE REMEMBERS—
Operatic musicals give SAM ROSEN the

shudders . . . Memories of a feature length

picturization of "PAGLICCI" that did a

brodic out at the ill-fated Little, and with

which he was mixed up, loom up to haunt

up to haunt him! . . .

SALES PEP FOR JANUARY—
January is Republic month . . . And War-

ner's play date contest is on from January

12th to March 14th . . . While Universal

gets going with their 3 0th Anniversay . . .

SOCIAL NOTES-
STEVE BODINE had a wedding anni-

versary that got mixed up with the other

holidays. Congratulations should be sent in

care of the Highland Theatre, Audubon,

N. J. . . . And although no one knows why
JOHNNY EHRLICH, New Ideal, cele-

brated his birthday January 1st . . .

BENNY HARRIS caught taking his fam-

ily for a trolley ride last Sunday—when the

children ride two for free. He did his best

to get the dog on too, but the Route 61

motorman did not have a sense of humor . . .

"White Parade," "It Happened One Night,"

"Hell's Angels" and "Scarface" constituted

one local midnight show which started at 10

P. M. and wound up—well—you figure out

the running time! The Market Street

Family is never closed now! . . . JOE
SCHAEFER goes with First Division as

salesman . . . HARRY THOMAS in town

Monday . . . ETTA SEGALL continues her

Monday visits . . . MILDRED LEVY, First

Division, getting married January 19th . . .

And "Dance Band" goes into the Earle this

Friday. Don't forget the first annual ban-

quet of Tenth 13 Variety Club at Bellevue-

Stratford, January 12th .. . DOUGLAS T.

GEORGE, Parker Theatre, Darby, forms

Buck Jones Club for kiddies at Saturday

matinees . . . CHARLIE (Tarzan) GOLD-
FINE, Falls Theatre, nearly wrecked Noo-

kie's cigar store the other day in an argu-

ment over a pound box of candy . . .

AMERICO A. TOMEI is the new President

of Local 77, Musicians Union . . .

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Depetidahility — Lowest Pr»'< • !J

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

309 N. I3th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attr-actively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL- PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 Vine Street

Philadelphia

LOCust 0538

SIMON L1BROS

AL BLOI SON

OSCAR l.IBROS
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AS I SEE
THEM...

Reviews of New Films

By ROLAND BARTON

KING OF BURLESQUE

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL-MELODRAMA . . . Good

cast and musical numbers make this en-

tertaining . . . Haphazard script and

20th Century-box

88 Minutes

Warner Baxter . . . Jack Oakie . . .

Alice Faye . . . Arline Judge . . .

Mona Barrie . . . Dixie Dunbar . . .

Gregory Ratoff . . . Nick Long, Jr. . . .

Kenny Baker . . .

Directed by Sidney Lanfield

This has lots of what it takes to entertain,

but it has been composed so haphazardly

that much of its value has been dissipated.

The first half of the picture is badly handi-

capped by a careless script and pointless di-

rection. Only the expert comic playing of

reliable Jack Oakie saves this portion from

being boring. The second half is crammed
with practically all the worthwhile mate-

rial and this enables "King of burlesque" to

wind up as a better than average musical.

It has a good cast, hea led by Warner Bax-

ter, in a role similar to the one he had in

"42nd Street." Alice F aye is better to look

at and far more appealing than ever before.

Oakie, as noted before, is his usual unforced

comic self. Dixie Dunbar, a cute trick in

'-'hts, Kenny Baker and Nick Long, Jr.,

•sh entert. ining songs and dances in the

closing musical sequence. There is nothing

unusual about the story, involving, as it

does, the show producer who reaches the

heights only to flop when he falls for the

wrong woman. And all the time the right

girl has been right under his nose! That's

novel, isn't it? But, "King of Burlesque"

might have been a swell picture, in spite of

its story weakness, if about half of the first

half had been chopped. What it has in the

way of stars, Oakie comedy and musical

numbers will bring it above average business

generally. By the way, the so-called bur-

lesque in the opening scenes would probably

offend the Minsky Bros.—it's so appallingly

clean!

PLOT:

Having made a success of burlesque on 14tli Street,

Baxter decides to move uptown to Broadway and pro-

duce musical comedies. Despite associate Oakie's mis-

givings, he scores a triumph and becomes the big

shot of show business. Desiring to improve his social

position, he looks for "a dame with class" and falls

for impoverished society widow Mona Barrie, neg-

lecting to realize that the real girl of his heart is

Alice Faye, his dancing leader. Trying to produce

shows in accord with his wife's ideas, Baxter goes

broke and his marriage cracks up. Alice, who had

gone to England to become famous on her own, re-

turns in time to promote Baxter back on his feet

with a big hit, by providing him with a bogus Rus-

sian millionaire with a bankroll—her bankroll. Baxter

marries Alice and Oakie marries Arline Judge to get

her out of his hair.

AD TIPS:

Compare this to "Thanks a Million." Unit that

this is the true story of a famous Broadway pro-

ducer's career. Sell the cast and give Oakie billing

above Faye.

BARTON.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY-COMEDY . . . Weakened

version of the old Geo. M. Cohan play

. . . Only slightly entertaining . . . Act-

ing just so-so . . . OK for duals, but

will go below average alone . . .

Rates • +.

RKO
68 Minutes

Gene Raymond . . . Margaret Callahan . . .

Eric Blore . . . Erin O'Brien-Moore . . .

Henry Travers . . . Grant Mitchell . . .

Directed by William Hamilton & Edward Killy

This is the fourth (or is it the fifth?)

movie version of the Earl Derr Biggers novel

and the George M. Cohan stage play. The

law of diminishing returns has been operat-

ing as usual and we have on hand now the

poorest one of the lot. It sums up to very

mild mystery-comedy. RKO apparently felt

that the ole hoss needed a shot of novelty to

bring it up to date, so the basic plot was

altered just enough to ruin whatever vestiges

of interest the original had. Too, quite a

few gags were tossed in to "modernize" this

relic. Whereas, in the Cohan play, the mys-
terious doings at Baldpate Inn were delib-

erately stirred up by the crooks who desired

to prevent the young novelist from writing

his book, in this version we are asked to be-

lieve that the dizzy events really take

place—which makes it almost impossible to

swallow. Gene Raymond plays McGee, the

novelist, with the subtlety of a piano mover.

Eric Blore is less satisfying than ever before.

The few laughs gleaned by this reviewer

were turned in by Henry Travers, the fe-

male-hating "hermit." On the whole, how-
ever, the cast does little to redeem the pic-

ture. "Seven Keys to Baldpate" may amuse
the juvenile trade, but we imagine it will

bore the average adult audience fairly stiff.

It does make good fare for a dual bill,

though.

PLOT:

Possessing what he believes is the only key to de-

serted Baldpate Inn, Raymond goes there to write a

novel in twenty-four hours. One by one, six other

people show up and gain admittance to the Inn with

keys each possesses. Mysterious happenings run ram-
pant through the house, distracting Raymond and
preventing him from writing his novel. A detective

who has recovered stolen jewels is there to get

$200,000 from the man who lost them and collected

insurance. Several people are trying to outwit each

other for the money, a newspaper woman is follow-

ing the stolen jewels for a story, and a nutty "her-

mit," who hates women because his wife skipped out

with a saxophone player, is cavorting around the

premises as a ghost. Raymond fails to complete his

novel, but he marries Margaret Callahan, the reporter.

AD TIPS:

Follow the "Keys" angle by teaser window cards

and circulars. "Here is one of the 'Seven Keys to

Baldpate,' House of a Thousand Thrills'." Place seven

keys in seven different store windows within a radius

of ten blocks around the theatre; each one carrying

a card reading, "This is one of the 'Seven Keys to

Baldpate.' Find the other six keys, which are in

stores within ten blocks around the Blank Theatre.

The first fifty people to bring the names of the seven

stores to the theatre will win passes."

BARTON.

TOO TOUGH TO KILL

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . This claims a weak

story, weaker cast and a phoney title

... A fair amount of action justifies

its use on a dual bill . . . Rates

Columbia

5 8 Minutes

Victor Jory . . . Sally O'Neil . . .

Johnny Arthur . . . Thurston Hall . . .

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

A cheap melodrama that will get by only

in the last run action spots. It is impossible

to find one element in it that warrants its

production or that will cause anyone to ac-

{Continued on page 6)

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.
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PUBLICITY-SEEKER PIZOR

Last week FILM BULLETIN addressed an open letter to Lewen

Pizor, President of the Philadelphia M. P. T. O., the membership of

which voted to merge with the I. E. P. A. to form one unified exhibitor

body in this territory, and therein we asked Mr. Pizor to answer five

pertinent questions concerning his shameful attempt to destroy the new-

born unity.

We asked him his motives in seeking to keep the exhibitors divided;

if the producer-controlled M. P. T. O. A. was behind his move; if the

affiliated circuits were aware of his activities, and if they were support-

ing him. We offered to print his reply.

But, Mr. Pizor didn't answer those questions. All efforts to elicit

a reply were unavailing. Could it have been FEAR or was it a sincere

desire to SHUN PUBLICITY that impelled him to remain silent?

No, it was not the latter, for Mr. Pizor loves his publicity. Ap-

proached by an exhibitor, who asked him what he had to say about our

letter, he replied, in effect: "Great! It's just the sort of publicity I need

to put this over!"

There is a representative slant on the sincerity of the man who is

deliberately contriving to keep independent exhibitors disorganized and

at the mercy of the powerful producer and chain interests. Pizor is

either the willing servant or an unconscious pawn of those interests, for

the effect of his actions to split the exhibitor ranks leads consequently

to the conclusion that he is one or the other, for, unfortunately, the

result is the same.

If this is the kind of publicity he wants—and this is the kind he

deserves—Mr. Pizor shall get it!

MO WAX.

Features Reviewed In This Issue

DANGEROUS • ROSE OF THE RANCHO •

ANOTHER FACE • TANGO

See pages 8 ami 9

FIRST A GIRL

Read Merritt Crawford on Television as

Competition to the Movies

{Page 5)
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WHAT DIFFERENCE

DOES IT MAKE
HOW OLD

A TRADE PAPER IS?

A trade paper may be

established for twenty

years and still have noth-

ing of importance for its

readers. That type of

paper gives its advertisers

too little for their money.

FILM BULLETIN has been

established for two years,

but those who receive it

read it—and that should

be of primary interest to

the advertiser who has

something to sell!
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EVENTS on the MARCH

!

tfReporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

ST. LOUIS CASE IS FAILURE FOR GOVERNMENT SO FAR

GOV'T CASE
IN ST. LOUIS
LOOKS WEAK

Mistake . . .

St. Louis.—As the Government's equity

suit against Warner Bros., RKO and Para-

mount proceeds in its second week, it appears

increasingly convincing that the Depart-

ment of Justice made a tactical error in

allowing the criminal action to take pre-

cedence over the civil trial.

All the steam seems to have been taken

out of the Government's case by the acquit-

tal of the five film executives, who were

tried on virtually identical evidence as is

now being presented in the present action.

The defendants have gained confidence by

their previous victory and their denials of

alleged conversations and actions, which

tend to prove conspiracy to "freeze out"

the Fanchon & Marco theatre interests in

this city, are pronounced with more convic-

tion and less trepidation than were evident

during the criminal case.

Slow Start . . .

The civil suit has progressed very slowly

thus far. After the opening addresses of

opposing counsel, several witnesses have

taken the stand to deliver repetitous testi-

mony and there have been no new and start-

ling disclosures. And, it is just such im-

pressive disclosures that the Government

needs if it is to overcome the unconscious

influence of both judge and counsel of the

acquittal in the criminal case.

In his opening speech, Russell Hardy,

chief of the Government counsel, declared,

"This case is an attack by great wealth on

a relatively puny business." He again referred

to the defendant companies as "large cor-

porate clusters" of tremendous holdings and

power.

Witnesses . . .

The first witness for the Government was

Thomas N. Dysart, president of the St.

Louis Chamber of Commerce and head of

the group that owns the three houses in-

volved in the suit, the Ambassador, Missouri

and New Grand Central Theatres. He re-

viewed the various conferences which he

attended and which bear on the case, but

there was nothing in his testimony that had

not already been covered during the trial of

the five executives. Repeated, too, was the

statement made by former Mayor Kreis-

mann at one of the conferences of the bond-

holders' committee to the effect that the

latter had heard enough of Warners threats

and that the proper move had been made in

leasing the houses to Allen Snyder.

Hardy asked Federal Judge Joseph W.
Molyneaux to bar all witnesses from the

courtroom during the hearing, after Louis

Phillips, Paramount attorney, had asserted

that his client had been indicted on perjured

testimony.

Other witnesses, including Spyros P.

Skouras, revealed little that added to what

had been offered before. Only the testimony

of J. M. Ulmer, a Cleveland attorney, added

anything to the Government's case, and this

was ordered stricken out by Judge Moly-

neaux.

Ulmer was called to describe a similar

case in Wheeling, W. Va., in which he

acted for a client. In that case, he stated,

Herman Starr remarked that he should ac-

cept Warners proposition or suffer the dif-

ficulty of finding anyone else to take the

theatre. Ulmer said that Starr told him that

his company has a "way" of dealing with

such matters and mentioned the St. Louis

case as evidence of how they deal.

SETTLE PITTS. SUIT
AFTER JUDGE GRANTS
MAJORS NEW TRIAL

$24,000 Award . . .

Pittsburgh.—Setting aside the verdict of

the jury which awarded $24,000 to Samuel

Friedman, former owner of theatres in Far-

rell and Sharon, Pa., in his damage suit

against seven major film companies, U. S.

District Court Judge Nelson McVicar last

Friday ordered a new trial. Meanwhile, how-

ever, the distributors reached an agreement

with Friedman and the case was settled Out

of court for an unnamed sum.

Warner Bros., Fox, RKO, Metro, Co-

lumbia, Universal and United Artists had

been accused of conspiracy to refuse pro-

duct to Friedman's two theatres, resulting

in his being forced out of business in 1928.

ROXY PASSES

Master Showman . . .

Picture and show business lost one of its

most amazing personalities, the master of

an era in American theatricals, when Samuel

Lionel Rothafel, better known to the nation

as "Roxy", passed peacefully away in his

sleep Monday morning. He was 5 2.

Samuel Lionel Rothai i i

Pioneer in the presentation of stage shows

in movie theatres, Rothafel became nation-

ally famous with the building of the huge

original Roxy Theatre in New York, where

he provided enormous and elaborate stage

spectacles for natives and tourists during

the Golden Era of the '20's. During the de-

pression, Roxy's star dimmed and Ins last

theatrical venture, the operation of the

Roxy-iVlastb.uim in Philadelphia, ended in

failure within a few months.

(Contin net/ on following />",'.,'<)
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Humble Start . . .

After a meagre education, Rothafel en-

tered the business world at the age of 14,

when he became a cashboy in a New York

department store. A selling job, then some

adventure marked his career when he joined

the Marine Corps and fought in China dur-

ing the Boxer Rebellion.

Forest city, Pennsylvania, was the scene

of his first theatrical effort. He gave his

customers three reels for five cents and they

sat on folding chairs. This entertainment

was offered in a barroom, where Roxy served

the drinks as well.

Milwaukee, Minneapolis, then New York,

where he took one managing job before he

was signed to handle the largest movie house

in the world at that time—the Strand on

Broadway. The Rialto, Rivoli and Capitol

Theatres also felt the guiding hand of this

show genius.

The crowning achievement of his career

was the building and management of his

own Roxy Theatre, still a monument to his

name. There he held sway during the pros-

perous days and it was the beckon of a still

greater opportunity, one that proved to be

a mirage and a stumbling block in his path

of uninterrupted sucesses—the construction

of vast Radio City, with two immense

theatres, both to be guided by him, that

took Rothafel from the site of his greatest

success and virtually brought to an end his

brilliant career.

Poor health and his disappointment over

the Radio City failure left their mark on

the man and he took a prolonged vacation.

Then came the brief try in Philadelphia and

a few minor flurries in the business he loved

and did so much to elevate. But Roxy's day

had closed and it was fitting and well that

he passed beyond in the quiet that is slumber,

untroubled by meditation on life's unkind-

ness in his latter years.

Another Barrage of Bogus "Facts"

On Block Booking From the Majors!

The major film producers have dropped another smoke screen of propa-

ganda to obscure the honest facts involved in the compulsory block booking

issue. It is another pamphlet, anonymous, of course, titled "THE WHOLE-
SALE DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES—FACTS AND FIGURES
CONCERNING BLOCK BOOKING," and it provides additional proof that

the big boys suffer the jitters every time they think that they may be forced

to sell their pictures ON THEIR MERITS—and not by compulsion!

A masterpiece of lame and impotent conclusions, this latest pamphlet from

the majors and their bright boy Hays stands as conclusive proof that it is only

for the maintenance of their all-powerful monopoly that the leading producers

want to perpetuate the vicious compulsory block booking system.

Falsely, they would have the unthinking exhibitor believe that if com-

pulsory block booking is outlawed he could not buy more than one picture at

a time. This is rank deceit, for the Pettengill bill seeks only to prohibit

COMPULSORY block booking and gives the exhibitor the privilege of buying

only what he needs and wants. They would have him believe that he will have

to pay more for pictures if he does not buy an entire product. This is another

snare and delusion to catch the theatreman who does not or cannot understand

that a free market is the buyer's surest safeguard against being soaked.

Even if all the misrepresentations and downright lies in that pamphlet

were to be true, the exhibitor would not be worse off than he is today. If the

Pettengill bill were to be enacted into law, he would still have the privilege of

buying at one time the complete output of any company.

Deception, half-truths and deliberate distortions of fact will never win

the block booking fight for the majors—not unless independent exhibitors have

no brains!

MO WAX.

EXHIBITOR: "So what} 1 had to play all those in the other basket!"
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MERGED PHILLY UNIT
TO MEET NEXT WEEK
Jan. 23rd . . .

The first general meeting of the recently

organized Independent Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, South

New Jersey, and Delaware is expected to be

called for next Thursday, January 23rd, at

which time a complete organization plan

will probably be presented to the members.

The body, a consolidation of the IEPA

and the MPTO units, will discuss and de-

cide many important problems facing the

independent theatre owners in the Philadel-

phia territory, in addition to formulating

policies, settling the question of dues, loca-

tion of headquarters and obtaining a charter.

The delay in calling the first meeting was

due to the illness of president Charles Segall,

who has been confined to bed with pneu-

monia for the past two weeks. While Segall

will not be able to be present at the forth-

coming confab, he is expected to have a

message for the members.

Pizor Soliciting . . .

While the directors of the IMPTO have

been occupied with planning the setup of

the merged organization, Lewen Pizor has

been soliciting proxies from up-state Penn-

sylvania exhibitors to empower him to de-

clare the merger null and void. Despite his

efforts and the number of proxies he may
obtain, the majority of the former MPTO
members in Philadelphia favor the merger

and will ignore any action Pizor may take.

Present indications point toward the latter

maintaining the old MPTO unit, affiliated

with the producer-controlled MPTOA, as a

chain theatre organization in opposition to

the Independent MPTO.

U. A. Gives Clair Film

Clever Newsad

The United Artists advertising depart-

ment should be awarded an orchid for its

sweet opening newspaper ad on Rene Clair's

first English film, "The Ghost Goes West,"

in the New York dailies.

Reproducing an infra-red photograph of

Queen Mary viewing the film from a foral-

decorated box at the Leicester Square Thea-

tre, London, the ad remarks that "this great

honor was bestowed upon Alexander Koda's

production, etc." Which for novelty and

selling power, takes some sort of a prize.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

The announcement that a deal had
been concluded between Hearst and War-
ner Brothers, under the terms of which,
Hearst, a principal owner of the Farnsworth
Television Company of Philadelphia, in as-

sociation with Warners, might be expected
to launch television within a year, has occa-
sioned considerable discussion in the trade.

Naturally enough, with competitive condi-
tions as tough as they are already, the inde-

pendent exhibitor would like to know what
to expect from visual radio as a possible

opposition, if it is to become a reality within

as short a period as the next twelve months.

Everyone is aware, of course, that the advances made in the direction of

commercial television by the scientists and technicians during the past two
years have been little short of marvelous. The improvement of the cathode
tube, which does away with the now obsolete "scanner," with its inevitable

flicker and consequent eye strain, in itself is a tremendous step forward. So,

too, is the development of the iconoscope or "electric eye," which is the visual
twin of the microphone, in that it receives and transmits scenes and movement
within its range, just as the "mike" records and transmits sounds.

Thus, it is possible, using a cathode tube with its reproducing disc and an
iconoscope in conjunction, to produce a miniature visualization of a scene
taking place several hundred feet away from the point where the iconoscope
is located, provided the scene or action comes within the field covered by the

"electric eye." This action might be anything from a base ball game, with a
view of the whole diamond and players, or Babe Ruth hitting a "homer" and
emptying the bases, the action being shown at each base as the "electric eye"
is turned upon it, to President Roosevelt making one of his popular appeals for

national reconstruction.

Having brought television to this point in the laboratory, it is not unrea-
sonable to assume that commercial television is "just around the comer." By
"commercial television" the writer means to imply only the introduction of

television receiving sets in the home, just as radio sets are now installed, and
not television in the theatre, with which we are here chiefly concerned.

This last is a long way off indeed, although to televise a motion picture or

a moving scene large enough to fill a theatre's screen has always been
theoretically possible. Actually, it has not yet been found practicable to

reproduce a televised scene in an area larger than 10 x 10 inches. Up to this

size a clear and distinct reproduction is possible. When the area is increased
above this point, however, the edges and outer limits of the picture become
fringy and indistinct. Striations or cracks often appear across the whole pic-

ture, just as scratches on the emulsion show up on film, except that these

"breaks" are horizontal and across the visual image, instead of vertical.

That "home" television is nearly ready to make its debut, at least as far

as the preparatory laboratory and experimental work is concerned, is no doubt
true. But there are many "ifs" which must be considered, many obstacles that

must be surmounted, both technical and commercial, before television will

become a commercial reality. Meanwhile there will be plenty of television

stock for sale and plenty of "sucker" money, no doubt, to buy it.

During the next year the technical improvements already made and those

which will undoubtedly be made will form the basis for numerous "important"

announcements, most of which will have as their basis the sale of stock to the

unwary, as the ultimate consideration. But with these the exhibitor need not

concern himself, unless perchance he is an investor also.

(Continued on page 10)
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TENT 13 AFFAIR
SCORES TRIUMPH

Showmanship . . .

Staged as only a group of showmen might

do it, Variety Club's Philadelphia Tent 1

3

presented its first annual banquet to an as-

semblage of more than 900 men from every

walk of life at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel

Sunday evening. For variety, brilliance and

the scope of its showmanship, the affair was

unanimously acclaimed the greatest of its

kind in the city's history.

The typical movie adjectives of "stupen-

dous," "colossal," "tremendous" that were

hurled upon the event in advance by its

sponsors proved to be fairly descriptive.

While not one of the three governors an-

nounced as guests attended, there were pres-

ent a large group of celebrities from the

political, legal, medical and sports, not to

mention, of course, the film and theatre

worlds.

Charity . . .

A serious and charitable note was struck

in the midst of all the festivities, when Dr.

J. Norman Henry, former Philadelphia Di-

rector of Public Health, was given a check

for $1000 by the Variety Club, with which

four infantile paralysis victims are to be

rendered aid.

The speakers included Mayor Wilson, Jack

Kelly, Al Schacht, Louis Nizer, Judge Harry

Kalodner, Bob Hall, Earle Sweigart, James

Clark, Charles Pettijohn and Senator Frank

Harris. George Jessel was toastmaster.

Addressing his victorious opponent in the

recent Mayoralty race, Kelly said, "If I had

been elected Mayor of Philadelphia, I would

use this Variety Club organization in every

possible way to further the city's interests.

There is a tip for you, Mr. Mayor."

After the speakers had had their round,

N. T. G. staged a huge variety show.

UNIVERSAL MAY NOT
PASS FROM LAEMMLE
Option Still On . . .

Lack of capital with which to lift the

option on Universal Pictures may prevent

Standard Capital Corporation (Chas. Rogers

and J. Cheever Cowdin) from taking the

company out of the hands of Carl Laemmle

and the present Universal setup

The three months option, which expires

February 1st, provides for substantial cash

payments to Laemmle and reliable sources

report that Rogers-Cowdin have encounter-

ed difficulty in interesting any banks to

supply the money. Efforts are reported to

have been made to entice the Universal pre-

sident to accept stock in the new setup in

place of cash. Laemmle is said to have re-

fused.

DUALS RULING NEAR
Momentarily . . .

Decision on appeal of the double feature

decision in the Philadelphia Circuit Court

of Appeals is expected momentarily. A
query of the court yesterday (Tuesday)

brought the response that "the ruling in the

Perelman vs. Warner Bros, et al. case may
come down any day now."

If upheld ng the District Court's decision

against the distributors, the Circuit Court

ruling will probably result in immediate

lowering of the existent bar against dualling

certain major companies' products. Only

an appeal to the United States Supreme

Court would bring any further delay.

Waxman Signs With G-B

A. P. Waxman, veteran film ad man,

signed a new contract with G-B last week

to continue in his post as advertising counsel

for the company. Waxman is credited with

doing an excellent job of presenting G-B's

English-made product to American theatre-

men and audiences.

RECOVERING

Showing marked improvement in his

fight against pneumonia, Charles Segall,

president-elect of the IMPTO, merged body

of the former MPTO and IEPA groups, may

be ready to return to the organization wars

again within the next two weeks. During

his illness, Lewen Pizor, president of the old

MPTO, has been strenuously active in seek-

ing to upset the consolidation of the two

groups, which Segall was largely instru-

mental in effecting.

ALLIED DIRECTORS
TO MAP LEGISLATIVE
CAMPAIGN FOR YEAR
Meet Feb. 4-5 . . .

Block booking, copyright law revision,

preferred playdates are to be among the sub-

jects slated to occupy the attention of Allied

States Ass'n directors at their annual meet-

ing in Washington, February 4 and 5. The

confab will be held at the Carlton Hotel

and a full attendance is anticipated.

Principal among the topics to be con-

sidered will be the formulation of plans for

furthering enlistment of public support in

favor of the Pettengill-Neely bill to abolish

compulsory block booking. Allied leaders

feel that some steps must be taken to count-

eract the effect of several anonymous

pamphlets issued by the major producers

and they are expected to supplement the

Allied "White Book" with additional pub-

licity on this subject for public consump-

tion, as well as for exhibitors.

Other Problems . . .

The Duffy b.'ll, eliminating the arbitrary

penalty clause for copyright violations; the

Ohio and Wisconsin cases against preferred

playing time; Warner-Ascap scrap; taxes;

the St. Louis equity suit now in progress;

labor's move to industrialize the entire in-

dustry, and the consideration of means to

combat unfair trade practices and chain

theatre aggression are scheduled for discus-

sion.

The current Allied bulletin suggests three

possible remedies for protecting the inde-

pendents against major producer tactics,

(1) legislation, (2) litigation and (3)

marshalling buying power through cooper-

atives.

Elections . . .

Officers of the national body for 193 6

will be elected by the Board. Incumbents

are: President, Sidney E. Samuelson; Chair-

man and General Counsel, Abram F. Myers;

Secretary and Treasurer, Herman A. Blum;

Recording Secretary, H. M. Richey.

FILM STOCKS UP
Profits . . .

Reflecting the prospects of increased pro-

fits, the securities of the major film com-

panies have been riding to new highs on the

New York stock exchange. RKO, 20th

Century-Fox, and Warner Bros, all reached

new tops at the end of last week.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

Odds 'N'Ends

—

The Evening Bulletin is raising its theatre

ad rates as of February 1st . . . No change

at Ledger or Record . . . JACK WEISS no

longer with Metropolitan Printing, but in

silk screen processing business for himself

. . . CHARLES GOODWIN to Pittsburgh

for a week at the China and Glass Exposi-

tion and expected to bring back new deals

for Quality Premium . . . Still no decision

on the legality of business stimulator games

and the situation has the boys worried . . .

Flock of rumors around the street anent

DAVE MOLIVER and what his next move
will be. Expected to hook up with BAR-
RIST-GOODWIN in game and premium

business . . . HERMAN TUCKER, Quality

Print artist got married Sunday night and

is honeymooning in New York . . . Several

of the FELT'S are anticipating . . . ABE
RESNICK will have a birthday soon . . .

Erlanger Theatre gets going with pictures

January 3 0th, with "Land of Promise",

Jewish talkie, first in on straight rental basis.

S. NIXON NIRDLINGER expects to con-

tinue operating house with pictures after

the run of this one is over . . . HARRY
THOMAS stayed over Monday to discuss

F D affairs with SAM ROSEN . . . MORRIS
WAX opened the JOY (which is the old

Apex re-christened and done up in fancy

clothes) . . . Republic biggies in town for

conference with HARRY LA VINE on

Monday last included HERMAN GLUCK-
MAN, HERBERT J. YATES, & WALTER
VINCENT . . . FRANCES JANE CAN-
TOR recuperating from National-Penn-itis

at Atlantic City . . . MOE VERBIN is out

at the Europa with JAY HARRISON now
handling publicity and general managership

and newly-wed JACK SMITH taking over

house managership . . . HARRY WEINER
won't talk—except when he's selling Co-
lumbia—then he's hard to stop . . . BILL
GOLDMAN is said to be definitely set to

build a new house in the 69th Street area.

Bashful

—

ELSIE FINN, Record film critic, who co-

authored the Lily Pons opus, "I DREAM
TOO MUCH," said she thought RKO did

a right good job of her brain child when
RKO Manager FRANK McNAMEE ar-

ranged a screening for her. Elsie, however,

discreetly side-stepped reviewing her own
picture in the paper, sending Hobe Morri-

picture in the paper, sending HOBE MOR-
RISON to the Aldine instead . . . BILL

FUTERMAN, back on the job after a

week's illness, says he is going to crack down
on a lot of guys claiming to be Keystone

members who aren't . . . First meeting of

the new M. P. T. M. will be held this

week ... SID BLOOMFIELD, Glenside,

played 193 5 critic's prize picture "IN-

FORMER" ahead of other repeaters and did

nicely . . . SUE HALEY, National-Penn

Printing, has new Katherine Hepburn hair-

cut . . . JOE LEON back on job at U and

thanks everyone for kindness and remem-

brance during illness . . . "MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION" goes into the Boyd, and the

paper on this show is knockout . . . BILL

BUTLER is sunning down in Florida.

HIGHLIGHTS
Of Variety Banquet

Toastmaster Georgie Jessel outdid himself.

Even Cantor couldn't have been funnier.

Do not fail to ask someone who was there

to tell you Ken Murray's joke about Mr.

Dionne, the quintuplet king.

Poor Herbert J. Yates was unfortunate

enough to be out of the room at the mo-
ment Jessel called him to take a bow. There-

after, Mr. Yates came in for a terrific rib-

bing about spending so much of his time in

the well-known "can."

Lou Nizer certainly copped whatever

prize was offered for the best speaker. His

"business is business" speech hit home so

directly that it brought a two-minute ova-

tion at its conclusion.

Harry Thomas was either too bashful or

too full (of food, we mean) to stand up and

take a bow when they called on him.

Some of the gentlemen haven't caught

their breath yet after viewing that gorgeous

blonde N. T. G. showed them.

Deserving of the lion's share of praise for

the handsome staging of the affair are:

Leonard Schlesinger, Lou Davidoff, Charles

Goodwin and Charles Zagrans. These boys

worked hard and the result was a striking

compliment to their ability.

Crosby to Columbia
After Next for Paramount
Hollywood.—Following completion of his

next picture for Paramount, Bing Crosby

goes to the Columbia studio for one feature

under Emanuel Cohen. The crooner's

Columbia film is expected to be ready in

late spring.

Don't
KEEP THIS

'Confidential'

Here is a picture

thai is a

showman's dream

The 'inside' on the

Numbers Racket

filmed io the lune

of G-men's

machine gun fire!

*Confidential'
A MASCOT PICTURE

with

DONALD COOK

EVALYN KNAPP

WARREN HYMER

J. CARROL NAISH

HERBERT RAWLINSON

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET. N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

DANGEROUS

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Well written, directed

and acted romantic drama . . . Holds

one's attention throughout . . . Smart

casting of Davis and Tone will help it

at the b. o. . . . Rates • • +.

Warner Bros.

78 Minutes

Bette Davis . . . Franchot Tone . . .

Margaret Lindsay . . . Alison Skipworth . . .

Dick Foran . . . John Eldredge . . .

Directed by Alfred E. Green

Bette Davis has a role similar to the ones

she played so well in "Of Human Bondage"

and "Bordertown," and once again she lends

distinction to a film by the sincerity and

dramatic appeal of her performance. "Dan-

gerous" is not an outstanding picture, but

it is thoroughly engrossing and, while lean-

ing heavily on the tragic side, has a com-

bination of a story and a cast which should

appeal strongly to women. As a former

stage star who has hit the bottom and is

down to the cheap barrooms, Miss Davis

does a job that is almost as fascinating as

her neurotic, vicious waitress of "Bondage."

She has another antipathetical character and

makes the most of it. Opposite her Franchot

Tone, an excellent choice from the boxoffice

viewpoint, again displays the more mature

talent that was evident in "Mutiny." The

balance of the cast, as well, was apparently

selected with intelligent care. "Dangerous"

should get better than average grosses gen-

erally. It is not for children.

PLOT:

Tone, a prominent young architect, is soon to

marry Margaret Lindsay, society girl. He finds Bette,

formerly a promising stage actress, drunk in a cheap

barroom. Pitying her, Tone takes her to his home

and places her under the care of Alison Skipworth,

his housekeeper. While he does not love her, Tone

is strangely fascinated by Bette, who does love him,

and he asks her to marry him. She does not reveal

the fact that she is married and stalls him, hoping

that she can induce her husband, from whom she is

separated, to divorce her. Tone, meanwhile, invests

all his money in a play for her. Before the opening,

she goes to her husband and when he refuses her a

divorce, she takes him for a ride in the country and

smashes the car into a tree, hoping to kill either him

or herself. Both are injured and Bette realizes that

she may ruin Tone's life. When she recovers, she

appears in the play and scores a success. She is re-

conciled with her husband and Tone is free to return

to Margaret.

AD TIPS:

Plug this as Bette s biggest role since "Of Human

Bondage." The title affords chances for teaser win-

dow cards and circulars. Sell it to the ladies. It is

their picture!

BARTON.

ROSE OF THE RANCHO

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL ROMANCE . . . This will

prove to be one of the season's out-

standing flops . . . It's a western with

music and pretty stupid throughout

. . . Swarthout shows possibilities, but

they are ruined in this one . . . Rates

• • — only because of the curiosity to

see the songstress.

Paramount

80 Minutes

Gladys Swarthout . . . John Boles . . .

Charles Bickford . . . Willie Howard . . .

Herb Williams . . . H. B. Warner . . .

Grace Bradley . . .

Directed by Marion Gering

Gladys Swarthout, Metropolitan Opera

singer, could hardly have been given a poorer

start on her film career. "Rose of the

Rancho" is an expensively produced horse

opera in every sense of the word, being a

western melodrama with singing by Swarth-

out, Boles and whole choruses of cowboys,

but it all seems pretty ridiculous and a poor

recording job does not help matters. Miss

Swarthout has looks, personality and a grand

voice, when it is not marred by harsh sound.

Her next picture must be considerably bet-

ter to her, if she is to survive and become

the star whose potentialities are apparent,

but submerged in this first effort. Although

its story is placed in one of the most colorful

periods of American history and vast oppor-

tunities for broad, sweeping action were

available, "Rose" does not move swiftly, and

a distracting air of artificiality pervades its

scenes. It is hard to believe and yet is not

acceptable as fantasy. Generally, it will im-

press the masses as being ridiculous. The

comedy of energetic Willie Howard and

Herb Williams will probably appeal to more

people than any of the other features of the

film. This will have a hard time of it at the

boxoffice. Most of the business it gets will

come from the curiosity of those who desire

to see Miss Swarthout's film debut. And

they will be disappointed.

PLOT:

Boles, a government agent, comes to California to

smash the bands who are robbing the Spaniards of

their land. Miss Swarthout, daughter of Warner,

Spanish aristocrat, is the secret leader of a Vigilantes'

band, who are trying to accomplish the same end by

taking the law into their own hands. Boles prevents

the hanging of Charles Bickford, head of one of the

marauding gangs, by Swarthout's Vigilantes. He meets

Swarthout and they fall in love. He explains that

he stopped the hanging, because the law should take

its course. To obtain the evidence against Bickford,

he joins his gang. One day, he spots the disguised

leader of the Vigilantes and follows. When he enters

the cabin to nab him, Swarthout is there. Not know-

ing that she is the leader, he suspects her of being

his lover. Eventually, Boles learns that she is the

strange Vigilante leader and he steps into the breach

to save her father's home, put a stop to Bickford's

activities and marry Swarthout.

AD TIPS:

Go to the limit on Swarthout. She has the stuff

and should be sold. For action houses, the western

melodrama. Vigilantes, robber gangs, etc. Spaniard

street bally. Put one on a horse and let him walk

the streets with signs draped oxer animal's sides.

L. J.

REVIEWS, in a paper, with the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!
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FIRST A GIRL

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with musical numbers . . .

Talented Jessie Matthews in a thin,

heavy-handed plot . . . Musical numbers

lavish, but lack originality . . . Will

entertain moderately . . . Rates • • —
with strong selling; n. g. for action

houses.

G-B

78 Minutes

Jessie Matthews . . . Sonnie Hale . . .

Anna Lee . . . Griffith Jones . . .

Directed by Victor Saville

"First a Girl" is about on a par with Jes-

sie Matthews' first release in this country,

"Evergreen." Both have been primarily

vehicles for displaying the really notable tal-

ents of the agile English musical comedy

star. She sings and dances admirably and is

a winsome personality. What besets this film

and prevents it from achieving anything

near the quality worthy of Miss Matthews is

a thin, overworked plot and the heavy-

handed direction of Victor Saville. True, it

is novel, but it is also unbelievable. We are

asked to accept the young lady as being a

young man posing as a young lady (a female

impersonator, to be more exact). Of course,

she falls in love with a young man, who

eventually learns that she is not male, but

female. It is all too thin to provide 78 min-

utes of entertainment and therein lies the

tale of the failure of "First a Girl." Several

elaborate, but unoriginal musical numbers

are inserted throughout the film. It boasts

three tunes, which, while not outstanding,

are pleasant enough. Sonnie Hale labors dili-

gently to make his role funny and, unfortu-

nately, meets with little success. Placing

Miss Matthews on one side of the ledger and

spotting the film's liabilities on the other, I

believe we get a balance of fair-minus in

entertainment.

PLOT:

Matthews is a stage struck messenger for a Lon-

don modiste. By accident she meets Hale, a self-

styled Shakespearean actor compelled by hard times

to resort to female impersonations. When laryngitis

prevents him from accepting an engagement, Hale

thrusts Matthews into the breach. She scores heav-

ily. The act appears in London and is a sensation.

Matthews is in pretty much of a spot, however, as

the female impersonation stunt compels her to don

male attire while off-stage. Jessie falls in love with

Jones, who is engaged to Lee, a gold digging blonde.

When Jones discovers Matthews at an isolated French

bathing resort he realizes the "boy" is a girl. Learn-

ing her true identity has become known, Jessie con-

fesses her love to Jones and determines to quit the

stage. Hale takes his partner's place in the act and

is a surprise hit. Matthews leaves with Jones, while

Lee agrees to back Hale in a production of "Hamlet."

AD TIPS:

Sell Matthews as the great musical comedy star

of Europe. The plot offers countless exploitation pos-

sibilities. Try the female impersonator walking bally-

Jx>o. Use a girl in male attire, top hat, tails, etc.

RUDY.

ANOTHER FACE

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MELODRAMA ... A novel

plot, with quite enough action to please

those who like it . . . Lacks name

strength and will suffer accordingly at

b. o. . . . Rates • +, but will do better

second day than first.

RKO
70 Minutes

Wallace Ford . . . Brian Donlevy . . .

Phyliss Brooks . . . Erik Rhodes . . .

Alan Hale . . .

Directed by Christy Cabanne

This has a real asset in the clever and

novel plot of a gangster who goes to Holly-

wood to become a movie gunman and a

studio publicity hound who plans to have

the gangster's arrest pulled right on the set.

It makes for fast moving comedy and plenty

of action. "Another Face" flops, however,

in the cast list. Not one name that means

anything has been used and it will prove

difficult to sell that way. Brian Donlevy,

newcomer from the stage, turns in a swell

performance as the mug who goes actor in a

big way. He gets a number of laughs with

his efforts to play a Barrymore. But, who

knows Donlevy? Wallace Ford is the only

other player who is known, and while he gets

the most out of his publicity man role, his

name spells nothing on the marquee. This

will please those who come in and word of

mouth should bring more for the second

day that the first. Below average will be its

fate, nevertheless.

PLOT:

Tired of his racket, gangster Donlevy has his

face lifted by a plastic surgeon, then bumps off his

stooge and the doctor, thus expecting to remove

everyone who knows anything about him. Unfortun-

ately for him, however, he misses the doctor's nurse,

who escapes to save her life. In Hollywood, Don-

levy gets a film role as a gangster. The nurse is

there too and, recognizing him, she tells Ford, the

studio publicity man. The latter decides to have the

cops come on the set to arrest Donlevy during the

filming of the picture and thereby have •> great

stunt to his credit. The studio officials crimp his

plan and Donlevy grabs Ford's girl friend, protects

himself with her, and makes his getaway. 11c is

finally snared by the police with the publicity chief's

help. There is an incidental romance between Ford

and Phyliss Brooks.

AD TIPS:

Ifs unusual and should be sold so. For action

houses, the gangster angle should be handled straight.

Elsewhere, it should be treated as comedy. Tabloid

heading reading, "GANGSTER-KILLER NABBED
ON HOLLYWOOD MOVIE SET!", on window

cards or heralds.

L. J.

TANGO

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Light-weight

romantic affair that concerns high pres-

sure advertising and the selling of

"Tango" hosiery . . . Cast helps it . . .

Lack of action nixes it for action spots

. . . Okeh for doubling with fast action

thriller . . . Rates • +.

Invincible—First Division

68 Minutes

Marion Nixon . . . Chick Chandler . . .

Marie Prevost . . . Warren Hymer . . .

George Meeker . . . Herman Bing . . .

Matty Kemp . . .

Directed by Phil Rosen

A routine little comedy-drama all the

way, but neatly produced. With a title that

is misleading if you expect anything Span-

ish, other than one dance number and stock-

ings christened "Tango," and a worn-thin

yarn about the shop girl and the rich boy

who fall in love, marry secretly, are sepa-

rated and finally reunited when the baby ar-

rives, it is simple to recognize "Tango" as

very mild film fare. A capable cast and

competent, if unimaginative, direction help

the production appear worth the effort put

into it. Marian Nixon is pleasing in one of

those sympathy-stirring happy-and-sad roles,

and robust Herman Bing brings a few

laughs in his usual sputtering Dutchman bit.

Although the title sounds definitely musical,

the one tango number and several night club

scenes are the only song and dance bits.

"Tango" will hardly displease anyone and,

therefore, it is acceptable stuff for dual bills,

paired to best advantage with an action pic-

ture.

PLOT:

Nixon, job-hunting, gets a chance at modelling

"Tango" hosiery, but quits as soon as Meeker, the

boss, makes passes at her. Later, she meets his brother.

Kemp, and falls in love with him when he proves

to be a nice boy, quite unlike his brother. Meeker

tries to break up the romance, and failing, resorts to

meanness after they are married secretly. Meeker and

his mother have the marriage annulled. From then

on, Marian waits patiently for Kemp's return. The

baby arrives meanwhile and is present to welcome his

papa when he comes in at the last moment.

AD TIPS:

Sell as a tender story of youthful lore and deio-

tion. Tie in with hosiery stores for u indole display*.

NONNIE.
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
{Continued from page 5)

As to the potentials of television as a competitor of the motion picture,
except as the radio has been, they are apparently only negligible within any
time that can be reasonably forecast at present. The progress of television in
England, Germany and Russia, where it has made great strides during the
past twelve months, has stimulated activity here. It has been reliably reported
that the Radio Corporation of America, which holds a dominant position in

the television field, although there are a host of lesser companies and experi-
mental stations, has had under consideration the manufacture of television
sets for home use on a production scale, some say as many as 50,000, for the
New York territory alone, to be in readiness for the standardization of equip-
ment, which must come before "home" television on a really commercial basis
can be achieved. But as each of these sets would have to be sold at from
$700 to $900 at present manufacturing costs, the idea has been shelved until

further progress is made.

To attempt to enumerate, much less discuss, the various "ifs" and
obstacles, which will hold up commercial television more or less indefinitely,

is impracticable within the limits of this department this week. They range
from the limited size of the image televised, which can be looked at by only
two or three individuals at a time, and then only by close attention and with

an effort not required when listening to a radio broadcast, to the problem of

tremendous costs involved for producing adequate television programs.

As a novelty, only, television would probably be popular for a compara-
tively short period, which could not possibly warrant the tremendously costly

erection and construction of the stations necessary to broadcast the programs.
A radius of five miles is now about the limit for satisfactory television broad-
casting, and the number of these stations can thus be roughly estimated for

any given territory.

This brings in the question of the "co-axial" cable about which we have
recently heard something from which these programs would have to be fed to

these stations. As the American Telephone and Telegraph is now discussing

with Uncle Sam whether this cable should or should not be open to others,

before it will consent to construct it, the question of future television broad-

casting simmers down to one of government supervision or control, or of pri-

vate monopoly.

This adds a political problem to the technical and commercial and eco-

nomic problems already indicated, which must be solved before "home" tele-

vision can become a reality. Personally, the writer feels that the exhibitor need
have no fear about it interfering with his business—at least this year.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

FILM BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

ARE AMONG
THE LEADERS IN

THEIR FIELDS

PATRONIZE THEM!

Howard Hughes
New Air Speed Champ

Howard Hughes, youthful producer of

"Hell's Angels", "Scarface" and other out-

standing films, broke into the headlines

Tuesday by completing the fastest trans-

continental airplane flight on record, making

the route from Burbank, California to New-
ark, New Jersey in 9 hours, 27 minutes and

10 seconds. This shattered the previous re-

cord by more than half an hour.

Sennwald, 'Times'

Movie Critic, Dead

Andre Sennwald, film critic on the New
York Times, died in a gas explosion in his

penthouse apartment in Manhattan Sunday

afternoon. It was not determined whether

his death was accidental or suicidal. He was

28 years old and one of the most highly re-

garded movie critics in the country.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-
cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-

pleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

John Gilbert Dies

Hollywood

.

—The "great lover" of silent

picture days, John Gilbert, died here last

Thursday, after an illness of several weeks.

The death of the 3 8 year old actor was at-

tributed to heart failure.

Gilbert first achieved great fame in "The

Big Parade" and he was one of the highest

paid screen players until the advent of

sound. His voice recorded poorly and his

popularity waned rapidly. In the past five

years he appeared in only a few pictures,

none of which brought much response at

the boxoffices.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

13 15 VINE STREET, PHILA.

SPRuce 6156
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Columbia Gets Daab,

Ace Film Publiciteer

Hy Dabb, one of filmdom's most promin-

ent publicity experts, was appointed to direct

Columbia's advertising and publicity, fol-

lowing the resignation last Tuesday of Bruce

Gallup.

Daab, formerly with RKO, where he

handled some of the outstanding exploita-

tion campaigns, joined Columbia's ad de-

partment on the Coast only a short time

ago.

Fairbanks No Longer

Actor; Will Produce

Arriving in New York last week, after

six months in Europe, Douglas Fairbanks

(Sr.) told the press that he would never act

in films again, but would confine his motion

picture activities to production in the

future. And Doug said that he would make

two features per year for United Artists, the

first to be "Marco Polo," a typical Fair-

banks role in which some younger player

will get his chance.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

H

s
A

E
T
Y
ORLACHE
Delivery Service

INC.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

AK1NG CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety,
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

R
PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

NEW YORK
TIP -OFF

NEW YORK.

Paramount is once again assuming con-

trol of the Long Island studios and will pro-

duce three or four pix yearly there . . . The

New Rialto is doing smash business during

afternoons . . . Daily Variety scooped the

trade paper field with their preview notice

on the Chaplin opus, "Modern Times." It,

incidentally, was far from a rave . . . Anx-

ious to build Gladys Swarthout into big star-

dom, Paramount wanted very badly to with-

hold "Rose of the Rancho" until her next

one is released. Acute shortage of that com-

pany's product prevents this, however, and

"Rose" goes into the Paramount here this

week . . . Enterprising indie exchange has

dug up unreleased British film starring

Charles Laughton and is peddling it around

. . . Hollywood will have the last laugh on

Hecht and MacArthur when they finally

find out that the smart boys' new effort,

"Soak the Rich," is a dud. We predict a

horrible death for it at the b. o. . . . At-

tended a private screening of the first Hal-

perin production under the Academy ban-

ner
—

"I Fight the Sea." It's something away

from the beaten track of indie films and

well produced, with some thrilling whaling

episodes ... A prominent N. Y. exhibitor is

one of the backers of the new legit show

"O Evening Star" . . . Best business in

years at the Paramount wasn't due so much
to the pic ("Bride Comes Home") as to

stage band attraction, the Casa Loma boys.

First flesh act in this house in about a year

and at no increase in prices . . . Palestine

film, "Land of Promise," booked over the

RKO circuit locally . . . After holding

"Crime of Dr. Crespi" on the shelf for many
months, Republic gets a break with it in the

new Rialto . . . Begging the pardon of you

box office conscious exhibs, we humbly sub-

mit our idea of the "best ten" for 193 5:

(1) The 3 9 Steps; (2) The Informer; (3)

Sequoia; (4) Mutiny on the Bounty; (5)

Top Hat; (6) Ruggles of Red Gap; (7)

David Copperfield; (8) The Good Fairy;

(9) Lives of a Bengal Lancer; (10) Les

Miserables . . . Following these, we would

choose "Man Who Knew Too Much,"

"Wedding Night," "Whole Town's Talk-

ing." ELK.

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability — Louest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3 273

NEW RELEASES
Eastern Pa., S. N. J., Del.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you
desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14 DAYS
of the date of general release. Latest releases

are listed below. Send in your notice NOW!

COLUMBIA

Mysterious Avenger Jan. 17

No More Yesterdays Jan. 25

FOX

Paddy O'Day Jan. 17

Professional Soldier Jan. 24

METRO

Exclusive Story Jan. 17

Tough Guy Jan. 24

PARAMOUNT

Rose of the Rancho Jan. 10

Her Master's Voice Jan. 17

Soak the Rich Jan. 17

Anything Goes Jan. 24

RKO

Two in the Dark Jan. 17

Chatterbox Jan. 24

UNIVERSAL

Invisible Ray Jan. 13

Dangerous Water Jan. 20

WARNER BROS.

Dangerous Jan. 8

UNITED ARTISTS

Strike Me Pink ...Jan. 17

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL- PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 Vine Street

Philadelphia

LOCust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS
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Trailers in more movie
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Federal Court

To Ask Golder

To Investigate

Block Booking

And Oilier Major

Film 1'raciices!



Played Warner's Karlton,

Philadelphia, 9 Days

"I'm your woman— and
you can't get rid of me!"

ONE OF THE IMMORTAL LOVE

. TALES OF ALL TIME!

. . . becomes a living, stirring

motion picture drama

DOUGLAS

ffllRBfMKS
AND

GERTRUDE

LDUIREIICE
in

(JO 1111
tfreely adapted from Marker's "LaVie de Boheme'

It's a Woman's Picture

Thai Men Will Love!

. . . AND IT SPELLS B-O-X-O-F-F-I-C-E

FIRST DIVISION
HARRY H. THOMAS. President — EXECUTIVE OFFICES — RKO BLDG. — RADIO CITY, N. Y.
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Golder Investigation May Probe
Every Phase of Industry and

Bring Criminal Indictments
By MO WAX

From an unimpeachable source, FILM BULLETIN learned

today (Wednesday) that Federal Judge George A. Welsh, of the

U. S. District Court of Eastern Pennsylvania, will designate

Attorney Benjamin M. Golder special investigator of the block

booking system specifically and other phases of the motion pic-

ture industry generally. This move is preliminary to the calling

of a Federal Grand Jury investigation for the purpose of finding

whether there are grounds for a criminal conspiracy action against

the major film companies.

Judge Welsh, who heard the double feature case and whose

decision charging six major film distributors with conspiracy to

violate the anti-trust laws, was recently sustained by the U. S.

Circuit Court of Appeals, has been delving for the past year into

the various practices employed by the film companies and he has

apparently come to the conclusion that there is some basis for

making a thorough investigation. Before taking definite legal

action, however, he has chosen to ask Golder to assemble evidence

upon which he may proceed to call a Grand Jury.

NO SUBPOENA POWER

The attorney's position will be quasi-of-

ficial and he will have no subpoena power.

However, it is understood that Judge Welsh

has assured Golder that if he should en-

counter difficulty from any source to which

he goes for data his powers will be so en-

larged as to enable him to command the

production of any evidence he desires. There

will be no remuneration and Golder will

bear the expenses himself. The investiga-

tion, while principally supposed to concern

the features and effects of block booking

and blind selling, will probably extend to

every phase and branch of the film indus-

try. Preferred playing time, activities of the

major producers in the theatre field, terms

of the standard film contracts, these are a

few of the matters which might be brought

within the scope of the investigation.

Golder, it is believed, will have the consent

of the Court to cover as much territory as

he deems necessary.

GRAND JURY TO INDICT

The Federal Grand Jury, if the Court

finds it advisable to present the evidence to

it, may bring in a true bill and indict the

Benjamin Martin Goldlr

individuals and companies alleged to be im-

plicated in a conspiracy. Such a criminal

action might touch some of the highest fig-

ures in the film industry and affect the

largest producing-distributing organizations.

Judge Welsh is understood to have be-

come interested in the problems of the in-

dustry during the hearing of the double

feature case. At that time he repeatedly in-

jected the question of block booking into

his questioning from the bench. He is in-

terested not only from the economic view-

point, as it affects theatre owners, but also

from the social angle, as it affects the

public.

GOLDER A FIGHTER

Mr. Golder, who prosecuted the Perelman
dual bill case and won what is believed to

be the first conspiracy case against the film

companies, is known as an aggressive, able

fighter. He became active in film business

affairs for the first time through his con-
nection with the Perelman case. He has

gained a thorough knowledge of the indus-

try and is regarded as the logical man to

conduct an investigation of this type.

Golder is leaving for a month's vacation

at the end of this week and he will assume
his duty immediately upon his return.

GOV'T TO COOPERATE

It was learned positively that the Depart-

ment of Justice have knowledge of the de-

velopments and it is believed likely that

Golder will be rendered every possible as-

sistance by the Attorney General's office. In

fact, it is not remote to assume that the

Department has been in touch with the sit-

uation and actually prompted or suggested

the action.

Civic and church bodies are understood

to have urged Judge Welsh to take some
steps to break down the block booking sys-

tem and attendant film industry evils and

the jurist is said to have consulted with nu-
merous theatremen to learn the practical

problems facing the independent exhibitors

in their dealings with the major film com-
panies.
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Write or call us for our Advertising

Rates. Weekly circulation 1000 copies,

covering every theatre owner in the

Philadelphia and Baltimore-Washington
territories.
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TIP-OFF

NEW" YORK.

After resting on the shelf for over two

years, but it couldn't be made acceptable

for release, "Frankie and Johnnie" will go

out thru the Republic exchanges. Produced

at the old Biograph studio here, it was

orginally intended to be released by RKO,
but the latter outfit said no . . . Despite the

publicly announced makeup, Mary Pickford

and Jesse Lasky may split their recently

cemented association. The row started over

the cost of re-writing "One Rainy After-

noon" several times and Miss Pickford in-

timated that her money was being used too

liberally and carelessly . . . "Exclusive

Story" nose-dived at the Capitol despite the

fact that Martin Mooney, author was front

page publicity for a week preceding its

opening . . . Chaplin's "Modern Times" is

now scheduled to open Wednesday evening

at the Rivoli. Prices for the premiere are

$5.50 orchestra; $2.20 balcony. Pop prices

starting the next day . . . Reports from the

coast are enthusiastic about the possibilities

of Frank Capra's "Opera Hat." The Co-

lumbia director has altered the story to deal

more extensively with the topical farm

problem . . . "Ceiling Zero" came in for

handsome reviews from practically all the

local newscricks . . . They are beginning

to discuss Lubitsch's successor as Paramount

studio head. In addition to generally poor

product during his regime, the company

misses the two or three money makers he

personally directed each year . . . G-B's

= EDITORIAL ~-

MAJORS SHOULD ALLOW DUALS
WITH THEIR WEAKER FEATURES

PENDING OUTCOME OF THE CASE

The double feature case will probably spend several more
months lingering in the Federal courts before the United States

Supreme Court finally determines if the major distributors have

the right to insert clauses banning duals in their contracts.

Meanwhile, it might be wise for the companies, which were

found guilty by two Federal courts of conspiracy to violate the

anti-trust laws, to consider a liberal policy on the duals problem

while the case is being carried through higher legal channels. It

is only a matter of two or three months at most before the

Supreme Court finally settles the issue and the distributors would
be taking advantage of a temporary legal technicality, which
might cost many of their customers much and by the abrogation

of which they would not suffer a penny's loss.

Certainly no one would be damaged if those companies which
use the anti-dual clause were to allow their lower classification

pictures to be double featured. Exhibitors are taking severe

losses on those "weakies" every day and, whereas they perish at

the boxoffice when booked alone, they might bring a profitable

return if dualled with another appropriate feature.

Should the Supreme Court unexpectedly reverse the two
lower court rulings, no revenue would have been lost by the film

companies and the exhibitors will have been given an opportunity

to save themselves from several days' depressing receipts.

The theatre owners are entitled to expect at least this small

consideration from the mighty majors.

"King of the Damned," on which we have

heard nice reports, goes into the Roxy this

Friday . . . Edward G. Robinson's two year

old duel with Warners will probably be

terminated with the completion of his next

three pictures for that company, first of

which is "Bullets or Ballots." The actor

is fed up with gangster roles and that is the

type of part with which WB have made

money with him in his pictures.

. . . Richard Bennett, reported on the verge

of death in the dailies, has never really been

critically ill, his doctors say . . . Beset by

disappointing pix from their own company's

studio, the Paramount here is continuing

its semi-flesh policy — and increasing the

amount of flesh. In addition to a band,

which they have have been using for the

p.ist month, the Yacht Club Boys have been

spotted in support of "Collegiate", "Ceiling

Zero," the new Cagney-O'Brien opus, was

favored with nice reviews in most dailies

. . . Chaplin is reported spending a load of

jack in doctoring "Modern Times." About
one-third of the film may have to be re-

made to satisfy the finicky comic . . . Like

the case of the man biting the dog, it's

news when a producer walks out on a pic-

ture because he can't get along with the

star. That's what happened at Paramount.

Benjamin Glazer withdrew as producer of

"I Loved A Soldier" when Marlene Diet-

rich kicked about the script, which he had

oked, and ordered it changed. And so an-

other headache was tossed into Lubitsch's

overloaded lap . . . Both Hepburn and

"Sylvia Scarlett" were razzed by the critics.

ELK.
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EVENTS on the MARCH

!

(fReporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

GOVERNMENT TO INCLUDE FILM OFFICIALS IN NEW TRIAL

GOVERNMENT ASKS
DISMISSAL OF
ST. LOUIS CASE;
SEEKS NEW TRIAL

SURPRISE . . .

St. Louis.—In a sudden surprise move on

Tues., special Government prosecutor Rus-

sell Hardy requested Federal Judge Joseph

W. Molyneaux to dismiss the equity suit

in progress against Warner Bros., RKO, and

Paramount to permit the Department of

Justice to file a new case in which the im-

plicated executives of the defendant com-

panies may be included. The judge indi-

cated that he would grant the motion today

(Wed.) by his remark, in answer to defense

counsel's objections, "I am of the opinion

that they have an absolute right to dismiss,

but, of course, I will hear you."

Hardy's startling motion came after

Government counsel had seen their case

virtually being tossed into discard by the

Court's refusal to admit vital testimony

from key witnesses. When the all-import-

ant conversations which Harry C. Arthur,

vice-pres. of Fanchon & Marco, is alleged

to have had with certain film executives of

the three distributing companies were order-

ed stricken from the record. Hardy and his

associates apparently came to the conclusion

that they did not have a chance.

DEFENSE SCORES . . .

This ban on Arthur's testimony was the

last straw in a series of reverses which had

upset the Government's case during the

four or five days preceding. The defense

attorneys had employed every legal stra-

tegem to bar evidence gathered in conversa-

tions between Government witnesses and

officials of the defendant companies.

Last Friday, testimony of conversations

involving Adolph Zukor were declared in-

admissable when counsel for Paramount

claimed that Zukor was not authorized to

act or bind the company, inasmuch as it

was then in receivership.

Attempts of the Government to intro-

duce the business records of the theatres

operated by F. & M. to show that they lost

money because of Warners alleged campaign

against them proved unsuccessful when de-

fense counsel claimed that the evidence was

not admissable.

A conversation between a Government

witness and Jules Levy, RKO official, was

not allowed to remain in the record because

RKO's attorney, Jacob M. Lashy, protested

that Levy was not speaking in any official

capacity.

ALLIED DIRECTORS
MEET TUES. - WED.

PROBLEMS . . .

Directors of national Allied States Ass'n

meet in Washington Tuesday and Wednes-

day, February 4-5, to shape the organiza-

tion's policies for this year.

Many problems face the body, chief

among which are: (1) Course to be taken

in support of the Pettengill-Neely bill to

abolish compulsory block booking; (2) pos-

sible revision of the Duffy copyright bill,

to put stronger teeth into it; (3) election

of officers.

MAJORS MAY DELAY EFFECT OF DUALS
VERDICT SEVERAL MONTHS BY ASKING
REHEARING OF CASE BY CIRCUIT COURT

THOROUGH . . .

Not overlooking any possibility for re-

versing the decisions of the U. S. District

Court and the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals on the double feature issue, counsel

for the major film companies, defendants in

the Perelman case, are planning to take ad-

vantage of every legal avenue for delay

open to them.

Morris Wolf, chief of defense counsel,

has stated that he will petition the Circuit

Court for a re-hearing of the case. 3 0 days

following the handing down of the appeal

opinion is allowed for filing of a request

for re-hearing. From two to four weeks is

usually required by the Court for consider-

ation of such petitions.

SUPREME COURT NEXT . . .

Little hope is held out by observers for

favorable action by the Circuit Court on

the defense's petition in this case. The opin-

ion was conclusively against the film com-

panies and there seems to be hardly any

basis for the request, except as a dilatory

move.

If the petition is denied, the next step is

toward the U. S. Supreme Court. The de-

fendants will have ninety days from the

date of the Circuit Court's action on their

appeal for re-hearing in which to file with

the nation's highest tribunal for a writ of

certiorari. If a writ were to be granted

them, the case would be argued before the

nine justices in the capitol.

CHANCES SLIM . . .

However, legalists say they would not

gamble on the majors' chances of winning

a certiorari writ from the Supreme Court

in the face of the strong adverse decisions

delivered by both lower Federal Courts.

While these legal moves are being played

by the attorneys for the film companies,

the dual bill status remains unchanged. The

clauses barring double featuring in major

film contracts have not been affected, in-

asmuch as the defendants have been granted

a stay of mandate pending the outcome of

their appeal efforts. The distributors are

expected to show leniency in application of

the clauses, however, in the interim.
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PIZOR ROUNDS UP
MPTO MEETING; HE

IS ELECTED PRES.

OFFICERS EASY . . .

After several weeks of strenuous cam-

paigning to stir up sufficient interest in a

meeting of the old Philadelphia MPTO
body, Lewen Pizor, president of the group,

succeeded in corralling some twenty-five

exhibitors for the election meeting held last

Friday at his office in the Philadelphia Sav-

ings Fund Society Building.

The election of officers was a cut and

dried affair, the names appearing on a print-

ed ballot handed to each man present. Mr.

Pizor's name was the only one under the

title "President". He was re-elected unan-

imously—by acclamation—no nayes being

heard. The three vice-presidents whose

names were printed on the ballot and who
were elected are: Michael Egnal, Al R.

Boyd (Mr. Boyd was absent, vacationing

in the south), and George T. Gravenstine.

Al Fischer and George P. Aarons were

the only nominees for the offices of Trea-

surer and Secretary respectively.

BOARD . . .

On the Board of Managers the following

names were listed: Norman Lewis, Abe
Rovner, Lewis Felt, Ted Schlanger (Warner

Bros.), Abe Sablosky, Nate Sablosky, Ed
Jefferies, Jos. Schwartz, John Monroe, Jake

Fox, Ben Amsterdam, J. F. Corbett, Oscar

Stiefel, William Hissner, Herman Coane,

Max Korr, E. M. Connolly, Luke Farrell,

Luke Gring, Ben Bache and Sam Kantor.

Reports from the meeting indicated that

the group was barely able to eke out enough

names to complete the Board.

Chaplin Film at Erlanger

"Modern Times," the new Charlie Chaplin

film will open Tuesday, February 11th, at

the Erlanger Theatre for an unlimited en-

gagement, during which it will be shown

in continuous performance. According to

Sam Nirdlinger, "Modern Times" will not

be shown at any other Philadelphia theatre

this season. Nirdlinger made deal direct

with author-director-actor Chaplin and is

understood to be paying a very high per-

centage for the run. "Land of Promise,"

the film made in Palestine will have a ten-

day run. Edgar Woolf has been appointed

as the new manager of the theatre, with

Tommy LaBrum remaining as assistant and

publicist.

Conspicuously missing from the list of

nominees printed on the ballot were the

names of many former board members who
had gone over to the newly organized

IMPTO, which was intended to be a merger

of the IEPA and the MPTO. A number

of these men attended the MPTO meeting,

but they were ignored in the nominations

because they had incurred the ill will of the

dictatorial Mr. Pizor.

MERGER TABOO . . .

Any possible dispute about the sidetrack-

ing of the merger was avoided by Pizor and

the meeting was rushed through to a hasty

conclusion. The one attempt, by Abe Sab-

losky, to revive talk of consolidating with

the IEPA was quickly overruled and the

committee which had negot ated the merger

was ordered discharged.

feature programs. The vote in the six

houses has apparently surprised exchangemen

and exhibitors, including the Cohens them-

selves.

DETROIT PATRONS
VOTING FOR DUALS

6 HOUSES . . .

Detroit.—In an effort to learn the actual

preferences of their patrons for double or

single features, Ben and Lew Cohen, opera-

tors of a circuit of six theatres located in

various sections of the city, are conducting

a vote on the issue in all their houses. The

balloting so far shows a heavy advantage in

favor of duals, the bargain fans out-voting

those for single feature bills over three to

one.

Balloting was started on January 18th

and continues until the 31st. Small cards,

containing spaces for "yes" or "no", the

name and address of voter, are handed to

all patrons. The houses are of varying sizes

and cater to all classes of audiences.

SQUELCH OPPOSITION . . .

With the vote to date indicating that the

final count will show a convincing advant-

age to pro-dual fans, producer and exhibitor

opposition to double featuring will find it

difficult to sponsor any further moves to

abolish or restrict the policy.

The double feature question has been dis-

turbing this territory recently and some ex-

hibitors have expressed themselves as ap-

posed to dualling and urged a return to one

Brisson Out of Par.

Hollyu'OOcl.—Carl Brisson, musical star,

and Paramount have come to a parting of

the ways. Contract of the player has been

settled and he winds up at the studio next

month. He failed to click from the start,

but justly claimed poor vehicles.

IMPTO May Meet Next

Week; Segall Promises

Strong Organization

The first general meeting of the

newly organized Independent Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern

Pennsylvania will probably be held the

latter part of next week, it was learned

today (Wednesday). A meeting was

scheduled two weeks ago, but was

postponed when Charley Segall, pre-

sident of the group, was stricken with

pneumonia.

Segall is recuperating and will leave

on Sunday for a month's stay in Flo-

rida. At an informal conference with

other officials of the IMPTO, he sug-

gested that a meeting be held prior to

his return and the date was set ten-

tatively for next Thursday.

In a statement to FILM BUL-
LETIN, Segall said that "the IMPTO
will be a strong, aggressive organiza-

tion of exhibitors with the fixed pur-

pose of benefitting not any individual

or any special group, but all theatre

owners." He expressed regret that his

sudden illness had delayed the start of

the group's activities and urged the

members to be patient and do all in

their power to cooperate with the

leaders.

"We hope to help all exhibitors,

and ask every man to do his share in

making the IMPTO the power it may
well become in this industry. Only

by a real, sincere belief in our pur-

poses and principles on the part of us

all can we succeed," said the president.
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OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

THEATRES FACE THREAT
OF INCREASED TAXATION

The annual report of the Film Board of

Trade made public this week showing an
increase in the country's total seating capa-
city of some 175,446 to a new high of

11,308,041, in a total of houses of 18,508, a
gain of 245 over last year, while indicating

a national pick-up in business, perhaps,

should not be regarded by the individual

showman as great cause for congratulation.

While reports from many sections do indi-

cate a definite upward trend and improve-
ment in theatre business generally, few exhibitors should feel over-optimistic,

for the reason that the future is full of uncertainties and the increase in "pros-

perity'' is only comparative.

The year 1935 was better than 1934, it is true, for most houses, though
there were many casualties, especially among independent theatres, in the

course of the year. And 1934 was better than 1933, which was pretty close to

the all-time low for theatre business.

Thus, while the prospects for improved business in 1936 are far from dis-

couraging, they hardly impel the hope that the theatre business will become
what once was regarded as "normal" unless a miracle happens, which is not

at all likely in the present economic condition of the nation.

Most of the trade press enthusiastically feature the fact that practically

all the major companies have shown considerable increases in their earnings,

especially during the last quarter of 1935. Apparently, they do not reckon
with the possibility that these increased profits do not necessarily reflect a
similar improvement in the net of the average motion picture house. Nor do
they seem to consider the further probability that the "prosperity" of the indus-

try is largely gauged by the earnings of the big companies. The taxes, how-
ever, are paid by the exhibitor.

The last monthly report of the Bureau of Internal Revenue in Washington,
D. C, showed that collections from the theatre admission tax during the last

six months of 1935 were $8,874,871, as against $7,848,246 for the same period
in 1934, a gain of $1,026,625. There was a decided falling off in the receipts

for the month of December, however, as against the receipts of last November,
the difference between the two months being close to $115,000. At the same
time it was noted that the collections in December, 1935, were slightly under
$90,000 more than in December, 1934.

All of which may be taken by the statistician as indicating definite

improvement in theatre operation as far as the box office is concerned, and
therefore evidence of a substantial increase in profits. If the local and state

taxes, which most houses are paying in addition to the federal tax, the high
costs of film and the difficulties of competition with producer-owned houses,
were taken into consideration, however, it would be found that in the majority
of independent theatres this increase in profits will be negligible, if it exists
at all.

This situation makes the possibility that the national administration may
seek higher admission taxes, as one of the means to meet the mounting deficit

in government costs, a distinctly disturbing thought. That it is more than a
vague probability is indicated by a report from Washington early this week,
which indicates that United States Treasury actuaries are considering higher
admission taxes as one means to raise funds. If it is so decided it will mean
that the present 40-cent exemption probably will be removed and a tax laid on
all admissions above 15 or 20 cents.

(Continued on pa^c 10)
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AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

KING OF THE DAMNED

BOXOFFICE RATING

ADVENTURE-DRAMA . . . Best

production out of the G-B studio to

date . . . Devil's Island story of cruelty,

bravery, loyalty and restrained romance

. . . Gripping . . . Fine acting and di-

rection . . . Rates • • • —

G-B

75 Minutes

Conrad Veidt . . . Helen Vinson . . .

Noah Beery . . .

Directed by Walter Forde

No more absorbing and exciting film has

reached the screen this season than this.

From the very start, and for three quarters

of the film's running, one is held in grip-

ping suspense as the story builds steadily to

a climax in which mob action, tragedy, de-

spair and ultimate triumph are mingled with

dramatic intensity. The action centers on

a penal island, dominated by cruel grafting

heads and the plot concerns the plan of the

prisoners to take command of the island.

It is stark realism for the most part, the

only relief being the romance between the

leader of the condemned and the daughter

of the deposed commandants, and the

comedy of Noah Beery. As the "King of

the Damned", Conrad Veidt is superb. There

is an ominous quietness about his playing

that strengthens the role far beyond what

loud theatricals might have done to it. On
a par with Veidt is Beery who, as the child-

ish, loyal convict brute, delivers a perform-

ance that excels anything he has ever done

before. The romance between Veidt and
Vinson is effectively restrained. There is

nothing English about "King of the

Damned." It is a forceful, dramatic, ef-

fective movie that might have come from

one of the better American studios. It

should get grosses above average every-

where.

PLOT:

Helen Vinson arrives on the penal island to visit her

father, the commandant, who is ill. Her fiance, who
has been assistant in charge, is a cruel tyrant who
drives the convicts at a killing pace to finish a swamp
road in time to earn his graft payment. Veidt, leader

of the plot to liberate the convicts, is orderly to

Helen's fiance and he utilizes his position to organize

the revolt. An immediate, unuttered attachment

springs up between Helen and Veidt and he is sent

away with the road gang as a consequence. The
first atempt to stage a revolt fails when one of the

convicts squeals. Beery refuses to reveal his co-con-

spirators and is sentenced to be executed. A moment
before Beery is to be killed, the real revolt breaks

loose and the convicts take possession of the island.

They start to reconstruct everything to prove to the

outside world that they are better than their former

masters. Their work, however, is interrupted when

a battleship comes to the island and it is revealed

that it was warned by Helen. The island is bom-

barded and only the heroism of Beery in signalling

the ship saves the entire place from destruction.

Veidt surrenders and asks his followers to accept im-

prisonment again, but under the promised fairness

of a new commandant. He sails for England to stand

trial, convinced of his right, and Helen goes with

him.

AD TIPS:

This deserves strong selling. The title should be

used for advance teaser campaign . . , "Who is the

King of the Damned?" Go rough in the copy and

sell it to the men—it is their picture!

M. W.

REVIEWS, in a paper with the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1315 VINE STREET, PHILA.
SPRuce 61 56

DANCING FEET

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Liviely,

amusing, dance-ful comedy . . . More

than makes up for lack of strong names

with excellent comedy material, good

tunes and speed . . . Whirlwind danc-

ing finish . . . Rates * * + on word-

of-mouth buildup.

Rep it hi ic

7 0 Minutes

Ben Lyon . . . Joan Marsh . . .

Isabel Jewell . . . Eddie Nugent . . .

Vince Barnett . . . Purnell Pratt . . .

Directed by Joseph Santley

A surprise! A bright, cheerful, dance-

ful musical, with more comedy than music,

that starts off at a right smart pace and

maintains it down through a whirlwind fin-

ish. It has few names that look big on a

marquee, but it has everything else; youth,

gaiety, freshness, vitality, romance, singable

and swingable tunes, some of the swiftest

dancing these eyes have ever seen and a pro-

duction that would do credit to any of the

so-called major studios. It is a pleasant

treat for your customers. Vince Barnett is

a howl as chiropractor taking dancing les-

sons all over the hostesses' feet. In the ro-

mantic roles, beautiful Joan Marsh, Ben

Lyon and Eddie Nugent are all fine. And
Isabel Jewell again wins recognition as a

grand little actress. The finish is a knock-

out. By adroit cutting, they flash from the

broadcastings of dancing lessons to those

listening in. In rapid fire scenes, you get

shots of everyone in the city catching the

spirit of the idea and hoofing all over the

screen. It is all swift and all the dancers

are aces up, providing a socko finish. Word-

of-mouth plugging will build this up as it

goes along. It should bring above average

grosses everywhere.

PLOT:

Socially prominent Joan, her do-nothing sweetie.

Ben Lyon, and their young friends find the coming-

out party given by Joan's grandfather too tame, so

they skip off to a dime-a-dance joint. There Joan

meets Eddie Nugent, who has ideas about becoming

a dance instructor. When Joan returns home, she

faces an irate granddaddy and she leaves home when

he scolds her severely. After Lyon refuses to elope

with her, she goes to a hotel, where she again meets

Nugent, who pays her bill with his last $3 5. Back
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at the dance hall, Joan pals with Isabel Jewell and

gets a job as a hostess. Nugent sells her the idea of

broadcasting dancing lessons and Lyon proves him-

self a good sport by trying to help them sell the

plan. However, Joan's grandfather squashes the first

attempt, but he takes a liking to Nugent and de-

cides he "has what it takes." He backs the plan and

realizes that Joan and Nugent are in love—and he

doesn't like Lyon anyway.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as "YOUTHFUL!" If concentrates on

dancing and Astaire, Rogers, Powell have made the

fans dance-conscious. A dance contest is a "natural."

NONNIE.

EXCLUSIVE STORY

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Interesting start

as expose of "numbers" racket, but

goes "screwy" after second reel . . .

Should get by in action houses, but it

will bore better class audiences . . .

Rates • • for action spots; • + else-

where.

M-G-M

7 5 Minutes

Franchot Tone . . . Madge Evans . . .

Stuart Erwin . . . Joseph Calleia . . .

J. Farrell MacDonald . . . Robert Barrat . . .

Directed by George B. Seitz

After the first two reels, in which you

are promised an interesting and exciting ex-

pose of the vicious "numbers" racket, "Ex-

clusive Story" flops miserably and the only

thing that is exposed is the fact that Metro

should leave the production of topical melo-

dramas to Warner Bros, studio. From the

numbers angle, the story skips to a burning

ship incident, which is a mess of the most

involved and least comprehensible film this

reviewer has seen in several months. Direc-

tor Seitz was obviously having a grand time

with the montage effects, but the same can-

not be said for the poor spectator, who is

having a headache trying to figure it all

out. Franchot Tone is a playboy again (that

role in "Mutiny" was a mistake!) and his

performance is about as colorless as any-

thing we've seen in the same several months

mentioned above. The one redeeming fea-

ture of "Exclusive Story" is the effective

few bits played by Joseph Calleia, the gent

who can do more with a gangster role than

anyone we've seen to date. He's splendid as

a petty gunman. The others in the cast do

what they can with a dizzy script and some

dizzier direction. Action fans will accept

this, especially with some selling, for aver-

age business. It will go below where the

fans demand some logic in their film fare.

PLOT:

J. Farrell MacDonald, a grocer, has been forced

into the "numbers business," although he wants no

part of it. His daughter, Madge Evans, tries to inter-

est newspaper reporter Stuart Erwin, but he pays no

attention until a dead man is propped up against

the door of Madge's apartment. Then, Erwin gets

busy and tries to have playboy Tone appointed a

special prosecutor of the racket, but the latter re-

fuses. To get MacDonald out of the way, the gang

sends him off to Cuba. He is next seen on a burning

coastwise boat, which was set aflame by the liquid

fire being shipped to smugglers in Havana. Tone

rescues MacDonald and determines to fight the

racketeers, especially after Madge prods him. He does

force a confession from Calleia, who had killed

MacDonald and others, and rounds up the entire

gang. Then he throws over his society sweetheart and

marries Madge.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as an "expose of the numbers racket,"

where racketeering pictures mean something. This

story is by Mar/in Mooncy, the New York newspaper

man, who was recently sent to jail for refusing to

re real the 'source of certain information he gave a

Grand Jury investigating rackets in New York. This

is its strongest selling point.

BARTON.

RING AROUND THE MOON

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Adult, heavy love drama

. . . Splendidly acted in leads . . .

Should please the female trade im-

mensely . . . Title and lack of names

will hold it down to • It will

satisfy.

Chesterfield-First Division

70 Minutes

Donald Cook . . . Erin O'Brien Moore . . .

Ann Doran . . .

Directed by Charles Lamont

Given a first rate production and enacted

by a cast of players who acquit themselves

handsomely, this tear-jerker emerges as an

absorbing love drama and satisfactory en-

tertainment for spots liking their drama

heavy. Cook, Moore and Doran handle their

roles expertly and make their rather unsym-

pathetic characters real people in whose

tangled lives you will find yourself deeply

engrossed. The newspaper atmosphere is

more genuine than usual in movies and the

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

reporters are not the usual carefree, gin-

drinking bums the films prefer to make
them out to be. The entire job rings of

simple sincerity and it should please every-

one. Particularly is it suited for women and

should be sold to them. The title and rela-

tively unattractive cast handicap it at the

outset, but those who see it will help second

day grosses. Fine for dualing with a com-

edy or action picture.

PLOT:

Cook, a reporter, who Ann Doran considers her

man, gets himself married to Erin Moore, daughter of

the paper's owner, after she has him fired. Ann tries

suicide, but recovers. After a scrappy honeymoon in

the South, Cook and his wife return home, only to

separate. Erin's father commits suicide because he is

on the brink of failure, leaving her penniless. Cook
does not know. Ann, meanwhile, has married and is

quite happy. Unable to find work or locate her hus-

band, Erin collapses and is taken home by Ann. Cook
shows up, having written a money-making play, and

Ann brings the husband and wife together again.

Cook buys the old mansion, which had been Erin's

home, and they move in to live happily.

AD TIPS:

Sell to the women on the angle that marriage can

bring happiness or despair, depending on the couple

and their willingness to give and take.

NONNIE.

MORALS OF MARCUS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Lupe Velez makes this

fairly amusing . . . Not as sexy as the

title . . . Will satisfy on dual bills . . .

Rates • +.

G-B

72 Minutes

Lupe Velez . . . Ian Hunter . . .

Adrienne Allen . . . Noel Madison . . .

Directed by Miles Mander

Fiery, and in this case, comical, Lupe

Velez is the sole claim of "The Morals of

Marcus" to designation as acceptable enter-

tainment. The tempestuous little Mexican

star contrives to make this film mildly

amusing. But, it is burdened with quite too

many handicaps to make it acceptable for

more than use on a double feature program.

A far-fetched story and slow-paced direc-

tion retard the spectator's interest whenever

Miss Velez is not on the screen to pep it up.

Some advantage has been added to the pic-

ture since its completion last summer by

the presence of Ian Hunter in the cast. He
has appeared in several recent American-

made films and now claims a limited follow-

ing in this country. While the basic story

is hard to swallow, the romance between

1 1 inner, the scientist, and Lupe, the escaped

harem girl, is agreeably entertaining.

(Continued on next page)
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This will present a problem to most exhibitors, especially those, who are
already paying heavy municipal and state taxes, but who will find it difficult

or impossible to pass on the tax to their customers and who will have to absorb
it themselves. It may well mean the difference between a small profit on a
house, in some instances, and an actual deficit at the end of the current year.

This is a matter which every theatre owner and every theatre owning
group or association should at once take up with their representatives in Con-
gress. It is too serious to let slide, even for an instant. It should be shown Con-
gress that the proper place to make the levies for new money, which the

nation's economic condition demands, should not be on the theatre, which
already is bearing at least its full share.

The great corporations, all of which have made enormous profits during
the past year, even while the small business man has suffered, and the high
incomes, which have shown increases, even while the average citizen's has
remained stationary and its potential buying power has decreased, should be
made to pay their fair proportion of the national expense.

The motion picture theatre is already "doing its bit," both as an income
producer for Uncle Sam and as an entertainer of the millions who just now
need relief and relaxation most, and at a price they can afford. Further taxa-

tion will mean either one of two things. Either decreased patronage for the

theatres, which would also mean that the gross tax received by govern-
ment might not be measurably increased; or, in some instances, even the

eventual closing of a theatre.

Neither of these things may be regarded as desirable, either from the

government's, the public's or the theatre's point of view. But they are possi-

bilities which should be fully considered.

It should not be forgotten, however, that this threat of increased taxation

is mainly due to the over-enthusiastic optimism with which most of us view
the slight upward trends toward a prosperity, which has long been non-existent

in the film business. And having glimpsed it, we ballyhoo it, as if the boom
days were really with us again. They aren'tl At least for most. And they will

not be for a long, long time if the industry, already over-burdened with taxes of

every kind, has to load up with more of them.

10

— REVIEWS—
{Continued from page 9)

PLOT:

To escape being sold to an old Sultan in Syria by

her stepfather, Lupe stows away in Hunter's baggage

on a ship bound for London. She bullies and coaxes

him to protect her and take her to his home. She

falls in love with her bachelor protector, but en-

counters opposition in Adrienne Allen. The latter

divorces her husband in the hope of marrying

Hunter and, to rid herself of Lupe, tells her that

Hunter loves her (Adrienne). Lupe goes to Paris

with Noel Madison, philanderer, who promises to

marry her. When she learns that his intentions are

not honorable, Lupe quits him and gets a job singing

in a cheap dive. There, Hunter finds her, after he

comes to the realization that she is the one he loves.

AD TIPS:

The title is suggestive and should be utilized to

attract the adult trade. Give lan Hunter good billing

and mention his performance in "I found Stella Par-

ish." The angle that "fiery Lit fie tames a new Tar-

zan" may helI'.

L. J.

NEW RELEASES

Eastern Pa., S. N. J., Del.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14 DAYS

of the date of general release. Latest releases

are listed below. Send in your notice NOW!

COLUMBIA

Lady of Secret Jan. 2 5

FOX

By Marriage Jan. 3 1

Every Saturday Night Feb. 7

It Had To Happen Feb. 14

Here Comes Trouble Feb. 21

Prisoner of Shark Island Feb. 28

METRO

Rose Marie Jan. 3 1

Voice of Bugler Ann Feb. 7

Bohemian Girl Feb. 14

Wife vs. Secretary Feb. 21

PARAMOUNT

Timothy Quest Jan. 31

Milky Way Feb. 7

DCklkl THEATRErenn equipment co.
Dependability — Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

3 09 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3 273

Drift Fence Feb. 14

Woman Trap Feb. 14

Desire Feb. 22

Klondike Annie Feb. 28

Prevue Feb. 28

RKO

Feather Lode Jan. 24

Green Shadows Jan. 31

Love On A Bet Feb. 7

UNIVERSAL

Next Time We Love Jan. 27

Dangerous Waters Feb. 10

Don't Get Personal Feb. 17

WARNER'S

Widow From Monte Carlo Jan. 24

Ceiling Zero Jan. 2 5

Man of Iron Feb. 3

UNITED ARTISTS

Strike Me Pink Jan. 17

Ghost Goes West Feb. 7

Budd Rogers
Heads American B. I. P. Unit

Budd Rogers, until recently eastern sales

manager for Republic Pictures, has been

appointed vice-president of Alliance Films

Corp., the American subsidiary of British

International Pictures, and will have com-

plete charge of the company's activities in

this country.

This season, Alliance is releasing ten

pictures through First Division, one each

through M-G-M and Columbia. These re-

leases are selected from the entire B. I. P.

lineup, because they are regarded as suitable

for the American market. Five new features

have just arrived from England and First

Division will have the privilege to select

as many as they desire to release.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189
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SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

HOT STUFF—

A bit of highly seasoned columnar chili

for these cold days . . . HARRY LA VINE
was sick-a-bed with a cold. Returned to

the street in time for screening of "Danc-

ing Feet" all bundled up even to cotton in

the ears . . . MRS. LUCCHESE paid the

exchange a visit and also looked over the

latest Republic release . . . EDDIE GOLDEN
was in town last week to confer with BEN
GOLDER on double feature decision . . .

HARRY THOMAS and AL FRIED-

LANDER also gave Philly a break . . .

BENNY HARRIS' pooch is a snow hound

. . . MOE VERBIN has his eye on the

Little as a possible second Philadelphia art

house . . . CHARLIE HORROWS lip is

better . . . LEON BEHAL won lunch

money playing pin ball the other day . . .

Met JEANNETTE WILLENSKY and the

former I. E. P. A. secretary looks fine and

dandy . . . GEORGE KLINE back in town

—looking as fit and dapper as ever . . .

CHARLES SEGAL is getting along very

nicely and expected to be up and around

within another week. He hops off to Flor-

ida this week to recuperate . . . LARRY
RUCH, Liberty, Camden, had a birthday

. . . MAX STEINHOUSE, Overbrook, cele-

brates his wedding anniversary this week

. . . Trans-Lux had the King's death foot-

age all tied up, beating other local houses

by days on the resume of his life—there's a

showman's scoop for you! . . .

MORE HEAT

—

If you know how to go about it you may

find some VERY interesting stills in First

Division's poster department on a banned

picture, titled "Valley of the Nudes"

. . . What enterprising film center cigar

store proprietor thumbed his nose at a New
York hotel house detective when he was vis-

iting with his wife? . . . MEL KOFF and

BARNEY COHEN caught looking at bas-

sinets and cradles in the Broad Street furni-

ture store windows . . . Most of the Vine

Street girls complained about the cold

weather. Some of them should wear more

clothing . . . Local film and photo league

will show famous "Road to Life" Feb. 1st

at New Theatre Studios ... A posie to SAM
STIEFEL who volunteered to release the

MILLS BROTHERS (3 brothers and their

father) when the report came in Friday

that the fourth brother, who was ill for

months, had died . . . Condolences to JAY
EMANUEL upon the death of his father

. . . RICHARD BARTHELMESS arrives in

legit Feb. 6th .. . And BEN LYON begins

a personal at the Earle soon . . . WM.
GOLDMAN to Bermuda for 10 days . . .

STEVE BODINE, New Highland, Audu-

bon, N. J., first winner of M. P. T. M. Bet-

ter Programs Contest . . . The BEN
STERN-LOU FOXMAN dish emporium is

growing fast.

RELIANCE RELEASE
DEAL SET WITH RKO

ONE MORE FOR U. A

Negotiations were completed last week

between Reliance Pictures and RKO, where-

by the future product of the former will

be distributed by RKO. The deal becomes

effective with the release of the first picture

following "The Last of the Mohicans,"

which is the last Reliance picture to be dis-

tributed through United Artists.

Reliance has completed two pictures so

far this season, "Red Saline" and "The

Melody Lingers On." "Last of the Mohic-

ans" is now in production and following Us

completion Edward Small, vice-president of

Reliance, becomes an associate producer for

RKO and the company's production will

be moved to the RKO studio.

Announcement of this deal settles rumors

to the effect that Reliance would go with

either 20th Century-Fox or Paramount.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-

pleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL- PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 Vine Street

Philadelphia

LOCust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

s
A

E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and

L office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

|AKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

YIELDING the epitome of safety,
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

HORLACH E n
Delivery Service ll

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



THE MEDIUM
THRU WHICH YOU
ADVERTISE • • •

As imporiani as Ihe message itself is ihe

publication through which y°u advertise

your product.

IS IT READ THOROUGHLY AND EAGERLY?
HAS IT THE RESPECT AND GOOD-WILL OF
ITS READERS?

FILM BULLETIN is regarded by theatre

owners as their paper. Aggressive and
progressive ... a publication of young
ideas, modern ideas . . . sincere, straight-

forward and honest. For these virtues

FILM BULLETIN has won ihe admiration

of its readers, who look forward to each

week's issue eagerly and who believe in it.

What more can an advertiser ask?

The
1208-16

PRINTED BY

MAJESTIC PRESS. INC.

RACE STREET. PHILADELPHIA
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Golder Will Ask

Exhibs & Groups

Air Grievances

Against Majors
GOVERNMENT TO PURSUE ST. LOUIS CASE

Features Reviewed In This Issue

I CONQUER THE SEA • ANYTHING GOES

CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET • LEAVENWORTH CASE

WE'RE ONLY HUMAN

MAJORS ON LOOSE FOR THEATRES AGAIN,

Warns Merritt Crawford
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The Cayegj . . . Brightegj

Musical In Months . • • !

Not since

THE
CONTINENTAL'

has a dance

number swept

the nation like

the sensational

'VALPARAISO'

" 'Dance Band' Big at

Earle Theatre in Philly"

said the M. P. Daily

Booked all over large circuits

Just did tremendous business at

Park, Reading despite bad weather

« DANCE KAMI »
DIRECTED BY MARCEL VARNEL

FIRST DIVISION
HARRY H. THOMAS, President — EXECUTIVE OFFICES — RKO BLDG. — RADIO CITY, N. Y.
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EDITORIALS
THERE IS MUCH THAT

NEEDS INVESTIGATION!
The appointment of former Congressman Benjamin M. Golder as amicus

curiae, friend of the court, to examine and analyze the trade practices of the

majors and to report whether or not he finds evidence of a conspiracy to vio-

late the anti-trust laws, should be hailed by independents everywhere. Here,

for the first time, independent exhibitors are to be afforded the opportunity

to present their grievances in toto to a Federal Court. It is an opportunity that

they may never have within their grasp again for many years to come, years

during which the grip of the small group of ruthless theatre-grabbing pro-

ducers may choke them out of existence.

Only these majors and their stooges will deny that virtually all the power

in motion picture industry has become concentrated in the hands of a few in-

dividuals and their companies. Controlling the largest and most important

portion of the film supply, these producers-exhibitors have usurped the pre-

rogatives of the independent theatre owners who are their customers, demand-

ing conditions that are the most onerous existent in any industry in these broad

United States.

At the source of this monopolistic power lies the vicious block booking

system, which, despite the protestations of the majors and their white haired

boy Hays, stifles the free flow of trade, robs the exhibitor of his purchasing

power, binds him unextricably to the small group who control picture pro-

duction today. Exhibitors have absolutely NOTHING to gain through the com-

pulsory block-blind-selling system, but it has been crammed down their throats

with such overpowering force and coercive persuasion that many of them are

actually convinced they are simply buying "wholesale." WHOLESALE—with-

out either choice or knowledge of what the product might be! That is funny.

In what other industry does there exist a practice like preferred playing

time? Name another business in which the seller thinks nothing of opening a

shop next door to his customer. Pictures sold at one price and their allocations

switched if they turn out slightly better than had been expected! High per-

centages of gross receipts, without allowance granted even for the money
spent to increase the producer's share by advertising!

Oh, yes, there is much that needs investigation in this motion picture

business, for these practices COULD NOT EXIST in an industry which is free

and unrestrained by monopolistic influences.

Federal Judge George A. Welsh, who instituted the probe, is a sincere,

public-spirited jurist who has taken cognizance of the unbalanced condition

of the movie industry and is concerned about the effect such a situation has

upon the public. He has set in motion the wheels of a quasi-official examina-

tion that will be clothed with full legal powers if the facts substantiate his

fears of illegal practices by the majors.

In his selection of Golder to conduct the investigation. Judge Welsh has

chosen an aggressive, dominant legal figure who displayed a conclusive grasp

of industry problems by his handling of the double feature case. He is a man
to be feared by those film companies who may be guilty and, we feel confid-

ent, he will do a magnificent job of adjusting many of the evils in this business

—providing exhibitors place the amunition in his hands!

MO WAX.

LAY OFF, BOYS!
The producer-controlled MPTOA dis-

likes the American judicial system!

Why? Because two Federal Courts
have had the audacity to tell the major
film companies that they are forbidden
to insert clauses in their contracts ar-

bitrarily barring double features.

In the latest MPTOA bulletin, pre-

sident Ed Kuykendall points to the de-

cision in the Perelman case as "an-
other striking example of the inability

of the courts to fully comprehend, ap-
preciate or understand and determine
economic problems of any particular

industry."

This is merely another way of saying
that our court system is all cockeyed
and it serves to prove that Mr. Kuyken-
dall has become so imbued with the

dictatorial ideology of his major film

supporters that he has forgotten what-
ever he might have known at one time
about democratic processes.

The very fact that courts of law are
supposed, theoretically, to close their

ears to the pleas of intrenched interests

to protect their strong positions in the

economic scheme of things—and some
courts still do so—has prevented Am-
erica from becoming a nation of a few
industrial overlords controlling vast

monopolies, with the rest of us their

serfs. The ubiquitous gentleman from
Mississippi should know that, or has he
conveniently forgotten?

And, speaking of faulty memory

—

when Kuykendall states in the organi-
zation bulletin that "we do not favor
the unrestrained and arbitrary control

of this matter (duals) by the producers"
he apparently has forgotten (or thinks
we have) that during the course of

the Perelman case in U. S. District

Court he admitted on the stand having
met with executives of the guilty com-
panies, before they started to use the

clauses, and implored them to take
steps to bar double features!

But, most significant of all in the
MPTOA bulletin is the repitition of the

majors' plea, "Don't sue!" How incon-
gruous it is for the MPTOA president
to say of the decision that "It again
significantly shows the futility of trying

to solve economic problems by litiga-

tion."

What that amounts to is an obse-
quious mouthing by Kuykendall of the
distracted, almost plaintive cry of those
majors whose hunger for power knows
no limit, "Aw, lay off, boys!"
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Fays, Phila. To Close

Fays, Philadelphia Colored show house,

will close down tomorrow night (Thurs.).

Sam Stiefel has been operating the theatre

since last September. Closing is attributed

to heavy losses for the past two months,
topped off by flop of three Mills Bros, and
father.

Stiefel goes to the Lincoln, only other

Colored show place in town. Fays is owned
by Comerford. No decision has been made
as yet on house's future.

Hoffman Quits Republic

Will Produce Own Pix

Hollywood.—M. H. Hoffman has left

Republic after producing six pictures there

and will revive his Liberty Pictures or-

ganization. With M. H., Jr., he will make
six features this season.

Hoffman has been reported as dissatisfied

with the Republic setup since he joined the

company.

When A Stunt Leads
To Complications

Charles C. Wagner, manager of

Dave Milgram's Avenue Theatre in

Philly, knew he had a good stunt in

putting out personal cards on "Ren-
dezvous" bearing Rosalind Russell's

signature and this notation: "Dearest

—Our Rendezvous will be at the

Avenue Theatre. Meet me in the lob-

by on Friday or Saturday. Baldwin
2900." But, he had no idea that it

would be taken so seriously by the

woman who called the theatre and de-

manded to speak to "that hussy, Ros-
alind Russell." With justified wrath,

the irate woman shouted, "I've known
that that tramp husband of mine has

been cheating for two years, but this

is the first time I've been able to get

the goods on him. Let me speak to

that woman!"

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

Reports from many sections tend to con-
firm what was previously little more than a
vague threat to the independent theatre

operator, namely, that practically all the

major film companies are about to set out
on another theatre buying and building
spree. Apparently, these bourbons of the

film business have neither learned nor for-

gotten anything during the half dozen lean
years which the industry has just passed
thru.

In the welter of wild movie stock specula-
tion and the even wilder scramble for theatre

domination made by these so-called major
producer-distributor groups in the boom-
bubble years before the Wall Street debacle
of October, 1929, the country was over-seated to a point, where, even if the

film business had maintained a normal and consistent growth, it would have
taken all of a decade to catch up.

How much the industry has suffered from this speculative spree during the

intervening years, no independent exhibitor needs to be told. Largely because
of it he has been forced to submit to numerous unfair trade practices and
competitive conditions which would not be tolerated or possible in most other

businesses. Every film he booked, in a measure, helped to support the thea-

tres of his major-owned competitor and to pay something of the cost of that

company's orgy of real estate speculation, which, in turn, again contained the

threat of additional competition, when or if the film business once more began
to prosper.

Today, according to the latest available figures, as contained in the annual
report of the Film Boards of Trade, there is one motion picture theatre seat for

every 11 persons, as compared with 13 persons, per seat on January 1, 1935.

And this figure takes account only of the 15,000 or so theatres operating on
January 1, 1936, ignoring the 3,000 odd others which remain dark. The in-

crease in seating during the past year is to be found in the circuits, affiliated

and unaffiliated, and is stated to be 581 theatres, with an approximate seat-

ing capacity of 390,410.

The report further discloses the disturbing fact that independent theatres,

the real backbone of the industry, actually fell off in numbers and in seating

capacity. The roster for January 1, 1936 shows that independent houses now
total 12,852, a drop of 268 over the same date last year, with a corresponding
decrease in seating of 241,469.

Thus the actual increase in circuit-owned houses during the past year is

approximately 850 in all, with the net increase of 581 houses, already noted,

as compared with the total listed January 1, 1935. All this is taken to indicate

that there has been a definite improvement in the film business during the past

two years, which of course, no one will undertake to deny. It has been suf-

ficient to warrant the re-opening of many dark houses and to some extent to

stimulate new theatre construction in certain localities. But for all that, the

upturn in box office receipts' for the average exhibitor has not been such as
to greatly reassure him.

Film costs were never higher than they are today. Competition never
keener. The exhibitor has to give his audience a bigger entertainment value
for a rock-bottom admission price than ever before, and his margin of profit

is of the slenderest, what with taxes of different kinds, "giveaways," etc. Any
slight shift in the general business situation may put him again in the "red."

{Continued on page 10)
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Attorney Promises Impartial

Investigation, But Will Urge

Prosecution If Facts Warrant
By Mo Wax —

Exclusn e FILM BULLETIN S/orj

Declaring that he will conduct his investigation of the block book-

ing system and other major film company trade practices with the "ut-

most impartiality," Benjamin M. Golder told FILM BULLETIN also

that he would not hesitate to urge the court to order a Federal Grand

Jury probe if the facts presented to him warrant such action.

The noted Philadelphia attorney, designated a "friend of the court"

by U. S. District Court Judge George A. Welsh last Thursday to probe

alleged monopolistic practices by the majors and report if there is need

for a Grand jury investigation, made this statement shortly before leav-

ing for a month's vacation in Florida the day following his appointment.

COURT INTERESTED IN PUBLIC

Golder said that Judge Welsh is interested

in the effect which alleged illegal practices

by the major producers and distributors

may have upon the public. "He wants to

preserve the motion picture industry as a

great educational and entertainment factor

in the social life of our nation," the at-

torney stated, "and some evidence has been

laid before him to make him believe that

free expression thru this great medium is

being hampered by certain interests."

I have merely been asked by the court to

investigate whether legal bounds are being

over-stepped and I shall do my job with the

utmost impartiality. However, if the facts

presented to me by those who have com-

plaints warrant, I shall not hesitate to urge

the court to prosecute the guilty parties to

the limit."

WILL COVER WIDE SCOPE

It is understood that Golder will request

individual exhibitors and organizations to

present their grievances to him either in

writing or personally. Information and its

source will be held strictly confidential.

While the block booking system will be

the particular target of the investigation,

it has been indicated that Golder will not

limit himself to any one phase of the in-

dustry. The practices of the affiliated thea-

tre chains in ticing up all products to pre-

vent in lependent competitors from obtain-

ing any prior runs will probably be one of

the most important practices to receive the

investigator's attention. Preferred playing

time and other restrictive conditions in ma-

jor film contracts are expected to pass under

Golder's scrutiny.

In Washington, it was reported that

Golder had requested the Federal Trade

Commission to send him a copy of the trans-

cript of testimony in that body's block

Judge George A. Welsh
. . . Interested in the Public

booking suit against Paramount and the re-

port filed by the Commission after the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals refused to issue a

cease and desist order in that case.

EXHIBITS SEE HOPE

Independent exhibitors throughout the

country view the Golder investigation as the

first tangible opportunity to break the ever-

tightening grip of a few companies on the

industry. Discouraged by the inability of

the courts and the Federal Government to

check the powerful film producing interests,

they are almost fearfully jubilant about this

"break" and the investigation will receive

their closest attention.

Golder's clear cut victory over the film

companies in the Perelman double feature

case makes the independents sanguinary

about the outcome of his probe of other un-
fair trade practices.

MAJORS WORRIED

And, by the same token, the majors have

cause for much concern. His conduct of the

duals case won Golder the wholesome re-

spect of the producers and the entire in-

dustry and it is hardly with pleasure that

they contemplate the prospect of having

him delving into the effects of their con-

tracts and their relationships with inde-

pendent exhibitors.

On the sidelines, the independent pro-

ducers and distributors will watch the pro-

ceedings with particular interest, for they

have witnessed their market greatly re-

stricted by block booking and the increas-

ing volume of pictures produced by the

major group.

Too, certain of the majors themselves

will find cause for satisfaction if the probe

results in shattering the iron grip of the

Hays group. Columbia, Universal and

United Artists, not owning large theatre

circuits, have often been subjected to dis-

crimination by other major companies

Within the past year or two, the so-called

"big 8" has become the "mighty f," in-

cluding those which control the huge

chains.
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EVENTS on the MARCH

!

"Reporting the Industry's News from An Editorial Viewpoint"

RESULTS OF PHILLY PROBE MAY GUIDE GOVT IN ST. LOUIS

GOV'T DETERMINED TO PUSH ST. LOUIS
CASE WITH EXECUTIVES CO-DEFENDANTS

DISMISSED . . .

Washington.—Undaunted by their second

serious reversal in the Government's attempt

to compel Warner Bros., RKO and Para-

mount to sell first run product to three

Fanchon & Marco theatres in St. Louis,

Department of Justice officials have ex-

pressed their determination to bring another

civil suit against the three companies and

to include, as co-defendants, those exec-

utives whose testimony is vital to a com-

plete presentation of the case.

The equity action, which had been in its

third full week, was dismissed by Federal

Judge Joseph West Molyneaux when the

Government's chief prosecutor, Russell

Hardy, made a motion to that effect. The

plaintiff's right to institute another suit

whenever it desires to do so was not pre-

judiced by the dismissal and Attorney

General Homer S. Cummings indicated that

his department would proceed to plan a

new case immediately.

BLOCKED . .

.

Hardy found it necessary to terminate

the action when Judge Molyneaux blocked

his efforts to elicit evidence from some of

the most important film executive witnesses

for the reason that they were not parties

to the action. Realizing that he had no

case unless their testimony could be admit-

ted, the Department of Justice lawyer filed

his motion for dismissal.

In his plea for the dismissal, Hardy de-

clared that "we came here to try to stop a

practice indulged in by great producers to

drive smaller concerns out of business all

over the country. The local case is only a

small segment of a great conspiracy."

MAY WATCH PHILLY PROBE . . .

In some quarters here there is a feeling

that the Department of Justice will delay

any further action in St. Louis while the

Golder probe of the industry is being con-

ducted in Philadelphia. A strong belief ex-

ists, too, that the Government is involved

in the action of Federal Judge Welsh in

appointing the former Congressman to in-

vestigate alleged illegal practices by the

majors.

Hardy and his assistants returned to De-

partment headquarters here during the week-

end, but are not making their plans public.

DUAL BILL RULING
SCORED BY MPTOA

COURTS 'FUTILE' . . .

In its current bulletin, the MPTO states

that the U. S. Circuit Court decision in the

Perelman double feature case "again sig-

nificantly shows the futility of trying to

solve economic problems by litigation."

The bulletin declares that it has no cri-

ticism for the court's "legal reasoning," but

the decision is pointed to as "another strik-

ing example of the inability of the courts

to fully comprehend, appreciate or under-

stand and determine economic problems of

any particular industry."

INDIES NOT HELPED . . .

Independent producers and distributors are

really not helped by double features, the

bulletin continues, remarking that they were

more prosperous in silent picture days, be-

fore the spread of duals.

"We all know that the major studios can

turn out cheap features for double featur-

ing just as easily as the independents, per-

haps easier and certainly in greater volume."

Cagney Will Sue

Warners On Pact

Hollywood.—Reports here say that James

Cagney is determined to force a showdown

with Warners on his contract and will bring

matter into court. Star at present is out of

the studio, with Errol Flynn taking his

place.

Phila. IMPTO
Meets Tuesday

The newly organized Independent

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Eastern Pa. will hold their first general

meeting Tuesday, February 11, at 11

a.m. in the Broadwood Hotel, Phila.

In addition to organization matters,

it is understood that the members will

be advised on the nature of the Golder

investigation and how it might affect

their relationship with the major pro-

ducers.

In the absence of president Charles

Segall, Morris Wax, chairman of the

board is expected to preside.

The Board met last Friday and

passed motions on the following:

To fix dues temporarily at 10 cents

per seat.

To retain 13 13 Vine Street as the

organization's headquarters.

To employ Jeannette Willensky as

temporary secretary.

To revise the old IEPA charter to

serve the IMPTO.

The following board members

pledged payments of dues in advance

of $100: David Shapiro, Ben Fertel,

Morris Wax, Mike Lessy, Columbus

Stamper, Harry Fried, Lew Segall, Ray

Schwartz, David Barrist, Luke Gring

and Bill Butler.
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LAEMMLE HITS
MAJORS' STAND

AGAINST DUALS
STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER' . .

.

Addressing an "Open Letter To Producers

(Especially Those Who Own Theatres),"

Carl Laemmle takes them to task in the

current Universal Weekly for opposing the

will of those exhibitors who prefer to or

must of necessity run double features. Urg-

ing the majors to "live and let live" and

warning them not to "be too darned smart,"

the Universal president hits straight from

the shoulder to the core of the dual bill

problem by pointing out that "if the movie

fans want them (duals), they are going to

get them."

Referring to the recent opinion of the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals upholding

the District Court decision in favor of

duals in the Perelman case, Laemmle asks,

"Why quarrel about it? Why quibble about

it? Why not be decent about it?"

"Practically, you realize that there is

no real argument against the use of double

features. If the movie fans want them,

they are going to get them, no matter what

any court says. If the movie fans don't

want them, they won't live, regardless of

court decrees.

MAJORS CONTROL RUNS . . .

"Just pretend that you own only one

theatre. Pretend that your opposition gets

the very best of the first run pictures. Pre-

tend that you cannot get any of these first

runs. In such case what would you do?

The chances are a million to one that you

would jump to double features to save your

hide."

The statement points out that the thea-

tre-owning majors themselves have been

successful with dual bills and asks: "Why
not admit that the other fellow has as much
right to live as you have?"

CALLS FOR FAIR PLAY . . .

"Universal is hurt as much as it is helped

by double-featuring; but it still feels that

the exhibitor who wants to run double fea-

tures has a ri^ht to do his damnest to exist.

"Lick your competitor if you have brains

enough, but don't rely on brawn. Play fair.

In these days the courts won't stand for

anything else. Don't lead with your chin.

Be humble. Live and let live. Don't be too

darned smart."

The latest Hecht-MacArthur opus, "Soak

the Rich" opened at the Astor Tuesday and

got the press razzing we predicted for it

several issues ago. It is about as amateurish

a film as we've seen in some time, taking its

place beside that other H & M flop, "Once

In A Blue Moon" . . . The Rivoli will be

dark from Tuesday midnight to Wednes-

day evening, when the Chaplin film opens

to a carriage and press audience. This is

one of the biggest events in film business

and everyone will be there . . . We hear that

James Cagney will really sue Warners for

breach of contract. Meanwhile, the studio

is spotting Errol Flynn in the assigned

Cagney roles . . . The Lubitsch-Paramount

strain is reaching the breaking point, our

west coast spy advises . , . Warners will

soon release "Mr. Cohen Takes A Walk"
locally. It is one of their British-made pix

. . . They say out in Hollywood that the

reason Paramount resigned Mae West to an-

other two year contract was the report that

RKO was ready to pay her plenty for her

stories, as well as her acting . . . "Collegiate"

couldn't last thru its second week at the

Paramount and was pulled today . . . One

of the few Warner films to get a first run

away from one of their own houses is "Pet-

rified Forest," which opens at the Music

Hall Thursday . . . That Golder quiz over

in Philly was the topic of conversation in

all film circles after the story broke in

FILM BULLETIN last Thursday . . . First

Division got a good indie bet in "I Conquer

The Sea," which we reported having seen

and liked about a month ago . . . Uncle

Carl Laemmle has cooled off on his desire

to get rid of U, we hear, and would like to

call it quits on the proposed deal with the

Cowdin-Rogers group . . . There is friction

between Hecht & McArthur . . . Edmund

Lowe and Constance Cummings go into

G-B's "Doomed Cargo" . . . Same outfit's

"King of the Damned" is doing Oke at the

Roxy . . . More anon.

ELK.

Judge Welsh Referred To Films As Social Problem

During Dual Bill Trial; Also Hit Block Booking

The action of Federal Judge George A. Welsh in designating Benjamin M.

Golder special investigator of the motion picture industry recalls the fact that the

District Court jurist evidenced great interest in motion pictures as a social and

cultural problem during the Perelman double feature case in Philadelphia.

"You gentlemen have raised one of the biggest problems in our American

life today," the Court remarked during the course of that case. "We want to

know whether or not there is an embargo laid upon the expression of the nation's

cultural instinct."

"I am approaching the case on the theory that the public is a party to this

action. I consider that the public is an important party to this action. They

certainly were the object of the solicitude of Congress in the Sherman Anti-Trust

Act and the Clayton Act of 1914."

In opening the trial, Judge Welsh declared, "We are dealing with the motion

picture industry, which touches the lives of our people in a very important and

legitimate way, and I want to know whether or not there has been a monopoly

here, and I don't care how that monopoly has been created."

On several occasions during the duals case, the Court injected the block

booking system into the proceedings, questioning witnesses and attorneys about

its effect on both theatre owners and the public. At one point, it was reported in

FILM BULLETIN of December 1 1, 1934, while the trial was in progress, Morris

Wolf, chief of defense counsel, declared that the last run exhibitor "can exist by

operating his house more efficiently; by proper maintenance; courtesy to patrons

and better selection of pictures. Judge Welsh immediately interrupted to ask

how, under the block booking system, the exhibitor could possibly select his pic-

tures more carefully. And the able lawyer had no logical answer."
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AS I SEJEf THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

I CONQUER THE SEA

BOX-OFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Exceptional, unusual

thriller of whalers . . . Artistic, action-

ful . . . sufficient romantic interest to

attract the ladies. Rates • • • despite

lack of names and, with proper ex-

; ploitation, can go above.

Halperin Brothers—First Division

7 5 Minutes

Steffi Duna . . . Stanley Morner . . .

Douglas Walton . . .

Directed by Vistor Halpern

Most of us still remember Elmer Clifton's

road-show whaling picture, "Down To The

Sea In Ships," which long held the reputa-

tion of being the last word in this type of

thriller. But "I Conquer The Sea" tops it

—and then some! It's a punch-packed

drama, combining superb photography,

brilliant film editing and sufficient thrills

to please the most ardent action fans and

enough romance to satisfy the female por-

tion of an audience. It is admirably acted,

too, by the small cast. In addition there are

several sailor chanties rendered in fine, clear

voices; plenty of authenticity; atmosphere,

and a remarkable piecing in of studio and

actual whaling shots. The average movie

goer won't know but that its all the McCoy
—unless you are foolish enough to tell

them. It should be big boxoffice wherever

showmen lay their hands on it. Arty enough

for the better spots and plenty thrilling for

the action spots, its lack of marquee names

should be no detriment. It delivers real sit-

on-seat edge thrills thruout. Mere words

fail in trying to describe the terrific wallop

contained in the whale harpooning scenes.

They are unquestionably the greatest shots

of their kind yet recorded by the movie

camera.

PLOT:

Steffi Duna falls in love with Morner, champ

harpooner of the fishing colony. When he returns

from a whaling expedition minus an arm, she is

sporting enough to refuse his offer to release her

from her promise to marry him. This, despite the

fact that she has meanwhile fallen in love with

Morner's brother, Walton, who is a doctor and has

cured her little brother of a crooked foot so that he

can walk again. Her love for Walton is sensed by

Morner; but he doesn't realize its depth until, when

on a second whaling trip, he notices his brother

wearing the "good luck" charm Duna wished him

to wear. This time the mate of the whale they

harpoon upsets the boat and Walton saves Morner's

life by getting him safely upon some rocks off the

mainland. Strapping him to several fragments of

the wrecked boat Walton swims off for help. While

he is gone and is being picked up by Duna's relatives

in a rescue boat—the truth flashes thru the crippled

Morner's mind and he slips off the rocks, after un-

tieing himself, to a suicide by drowning—paving the

way for a mating of his betrothed and his brother.

AD TIPS:

It's an exploitation "natural". Sell it on the whale

angle. One of the greatest thrillers of all time. The

press book and ad matter is knock-out. Get behind

it and harpoon yourself some real dough'.

NONNIE.

ANYTHING GOES

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Some good

music, which is pretty old and not

much comedy . . . Direction slows it

down badly . . . Only a fair musical,

but names should bring it • • • —

Paramount

100 Minutes

Bing Crosby . . . Ethel Merman . . .

Charlie Ruggles . . . Ida Lupino . . .

Arthur Treacher . . . Grace Bradley . . .

Directed by Lewis Milestone

As musicals go, this is rather ordinary,

being neither as snappy or entertaining as

the stage hit from which it was taken.

What really prevents "Anything Goes"

from going any place is Milestone's direc-

tion, which thoroughly gums up the works,

and you can quote me. For some reason,

he has seen fit to throw the whole machinery

into second gear and, as a consequence, there

are stretches that prove pretty boring. And,

I might add that the picture is far less

humorous than any comedy has a right to

be. Crosby's crooning is pleasant, although

his acting only serves to convince this re-

viewer that he'll never learn how. Ruggles

and Arthur Treacher take the comedy hon-

ors, or what there are of them. Merman
has been crudely handled and doesn't im-

press at all. As for Lupino, she just sits.

Crosby's popularity has diminished acutely

in many spots and there the picture will

have to rely on the supporting cast and the

reputation of the musical as a Broadway

hit. It will do above average everywhere.

The picture contains many of the original

tunes from the show, including "You're the

Top" and "I Get A Kick Out of You," but

I fear that they are too dated to prove of

much value in exploitation.

PLOT:

Merman, a night club queen, sails for London.

Her boy friend, Crosby, who had come to wish her

bon voyage, suddenly decides to make the trip him-

self when he spots Lupino among the passengers.

Latter is returning to England in the custody of

Treacher after having escaped to America to avoid

a forced marriage. Also on board is Ruggles, an

escaped convict posing as a clergyman. Crosby, un-

able to show a passport, is mistaken for a dangerous

criminal and evades the ship's officers only through

the manuevers of Ruggles and Merman. This hide

and seek stuff continues for considerable time with

Crosby making love to Lupino at every opportunity.

Eventually the ship reaches Southampton and Crosby

identifies himself enabling him to land the gal.

Merman, having made a play for Treacher all during

the voyage, wins him. Ruggles is revealed to be a

harmless gun-toter and is white washed by the au-

thorities.

AD TIPS:

The show played Broadway for one year. "You're

the Top" was one of the song hits of its day and

everybody was writing verses to its music; this might

be revived and tickets offered for the best ones writ-

ten by patrons.

RUDY.

REVIEWS, in. a paper, with the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!
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CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET

BOXOFFICE RATING
MYSTERY . . . Continuous action

from start to finish . . . One of the

better Chans . . . Plenty of thrills

. . . Rates * * + for action spots;

• • elsewhere.

20th Century-Fox

70 Minutes

Warner Oland . . . Henrietta Crosman . . .

Herbert Mundin . . . Rosina Lawrence . . .

Charles Quigley . . . Edward Trevor . . .

Astrid Allwyn . . .

Directed by Gordon Wiles

Like the famed brook, the series of Charlie

Chan mystery films seems to flow on and on

in an endless stream; not as placidly, it is

true, but with somewhat the same consist-

ency. Even the death of his author-creator,

Earl Derr Biggers, did not deter the inqui-

sitive and shrewd Charlie from carrying on

his pursuit of the countless strange killings

that disturb the celluloid world. And, as I

watched this current Chan adventure, I was

struck by the complete orientation of

Warner Oland in the role of the imper-

turbable Chinaman. Without Oland the

Chan series would have faded from the pub-

lic taste long ago, but with him there is no

reason why it should not remain one of the

least spectacular, yet most definite, boxorfice

attractions for lovers of the mystery film.

"Charlie Chan's Secret" is one of the better

Chans. It requires little mental energy, re-

lying more upon weird effects and sudden

surprises than upon logical deduction. For

comedy relief, Herbert Mundin is present

and Charlie, consequently, has fewer of his

delightful Chinese proverbs to offer. The

cast is capable and Rosina Lawrence in-

pressed me as a particularly attractive in-

genue. This should get average Chan gros-

ses, at least.

PLOT:
Charlie Chan arrives to probe the disappearance

of Henrietta Crosman's nephew, who is sole heir to

a fortune which would go to other members of the

family if he died. The nephew returns to his home

and is killed by a mysteriously thrown dagger. His

body vanishes and turns up while his aunt is holding

a seance. Everyone in the family, who would have

profited by his death, and the spiritual medium and

her aide are suspected. The killer attempts to do

away with Miss Crosman, when she assists Charlie

on the case, and her death is faked by the detective.

At another seance, Miss Crosman's spirit apparently

returns and the murder is caught when he throws

another knife at the apparition. It is Miss Cros-

man's son-in-law, who had embezzled some of the

inherited funds. There is an incidental romance be-

tween Rosina Lawrence and Charles Quigley.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as one of the best Chain. Use Oland's head

everywhere; he is the symbol of Charlie Chan. Try

leaser cards or small circulars reading "If you would

like to learn Charlie Chan's Seceret meet me in the

Theatre lobby Tuesday or Wednesday."

KARTON.

LEAVENWORTH CASE, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY . . . Republic decided a

swell mystery novel needed re-writing

and messed it up . . . Killer is revealed

at beginning, hurting interest . . . Rates

• • — ; best for duals.

Republic

6 5 Minutes

Donald Cook . . . Norman Foster . . .

Jean Rouverol . . . Erin O'Brien-Moore . . .

Warren Hymer . . . Maude Eburne . .

Gavin Gordon . . . Frank Sheridan . . .

Directed by Lewis D. Collins

The novel from which this film was ad-

apted was one of the most absorbing mys-

teries ever written, but apparently Republic

was not satisfied with it and saw fit to re-

vise it so that practically all the good fea-

tures of the book were eliminated and

routine, oftimes dull, movie resulted. What
remains of the novel plot is the fact that

the murder is committed, actually, by a

trained monkey, which turns on the gas jet

to bring death to wealthy old Silas Leaven-

worth. But, in the film, the murderer reveals

himself at the beginning and there is no

mystery as to "whodunit." All the action

centers around the efforts of the detective

hero to find the killer, while the spectator

knows it all the time. This presents a sit-

uation that hardly induces suspense or ex-

citement and the interest suffers consider-

ably. As the homicidal Dr. Harwell,

Donald Cook is an adequate menace. Nor-

man Foster is no different as the detective

than he might be as a newspaperman, a

poor-but-honest cop, a straight romantic

interest, or any other role; he's just plain

Norman Foster—which isn't exactly a com-
pliment. Jean Rouverel is an interesting

new personality, but hasn't much to do.

Maude Eburne and Warren Hymer get what
laughs there are in the heavy-handed script.

"Leavenworth Case" will go best on dual

bills, with something light. Below average

on its own.

PLOT:

Eager to marry Erin O'Brien-Moore and share the

fortune she would inherit, Cook murders her hus-

band by having his trained monkey turn on the

gas jet in the wealthy old broker's room. He ac-

complishes this by whistling a tunc which prompts

the monk to do the dirty work. Leavenworth's re-

latives are all held in his home on suspicion of

committing what detective Norman Foster is con-

vinced is murder—and not suicide. During the in-

vestigation Cook tries to do away with two others.

The newsy old maid, Maude Eburne, solves the

method of the murder and aids Foster in forcing

the confession from Cook. The romance, which had

sprung up between Foster and Jean Rouverel while

the murder is being solved culminates in a wedding.

AD TIPS:

Tie in the novel by Anna Katherine Creen which

sold many copies. Teasers showing monkey and

asking, "What Did This Monkey Have to Do with

the 'Leavenworth Case?' " should attract. Sell the

novel angle of the monkey committing the crime.

L. J.

WE'RE ONLY HUMAN

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Honest cop in

mix-up is the hackneyed theme of this

dual biller . . . Nothing to distinguish

it in any way . . . Hardly worth the

time to make or see it . . . Rates * +
for action houses only.

RKO
68 Minutes

Preston Foster . . . Jane Wyatt . . .

James Gleason . . . Arthur Hohl . . .

Mischa Auer . . .

Directed by James Flood

A cheap cops and robbers yarn cheaply

produced. Why RKO would bother manu-
facturing something like this escapes this

reviewer. It has no appeal in the way of

title, cast, story or direction. It is so medi-

ocre in every respect that the only justifica-

tion for its production might be found in

the arguement that it fills playing time for

theatres that have nothing else to offer.

And that is hardly reason enough! Even
the players seem to sense the uselessness of

this trite story of a policeman who loses

his courage when he allows a crook to escape

out of his grasp and regains it when his

girlfriend sneers him into wiping out a gang

single-handed. They all skip through their

roles with a minimum of effort. The direc-

tion is no less commonplace than the acting

and the story. And the title apparently

implies that cops have hearts, lungs, livers

and emotions, just like us plain folks. What
a surprise! You can get by with "We're
Only Human" on a dual bill, but don't at-

tempt it alone.

PLOT:

Policeman Foster nabs a crook and attempts to

bring him in single-handed, whereas he might have

taken the entire gang if he had called for help from
other cops. The crook makes a getaway and Foster

is suspended from the force. In order to win rein-

statement, he hopes to recapture the crook and his

whole gang. With the moral aid of Jane Wyatt,
girl reporter, he effects the job and is replaced on
the force. The g'rl accepts him and all ends happily.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as a glorification of the coppers who are

"only human," Preston Foster, best knoun name,

was star of "Last Days of Pompeii."

L. J.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

13 15 VINE STREET, PHILA.

SPRuce 6156
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
{Continued from page 4)

In this exceedingly vulnerable situation, when any back wind of the de-
pression may set him on the wrong side of the ledger again, the independent
showman has not much cause for self-congratulation.

He will have still less, once the majors get fairly launched on their theatre
expansion plans. Thanks to the high film prices the independent has been
compelled to pay, these companies have finally got the red ink out of their

ledgers, and with an eager eye cocked toward a rising stock market, are ready
to set out on their reckless way again, without reckoning on the cost.

Presently, we may expect to see another era of movie stock and real estate

speculation in theatre properties, comparable to the lunatic period that

brough about the receiverships, bankruptcies and reorganizations in the film

industry following 1929, of which the echoes can still be hear.

As a corollary, of course, this inflationary process will create the most
savage and ruthless sort of competition within the trade, probably worse than
any that has yet been seen, for this type of speculation inevitably disregards
every principle of sound showmanship and constructive box office building,

its sole function being to create higher stock prices and Wall Street profits,

rather than good pictures.

Of course, there is no need to concern ourselves with the stock setting side

of the matter. The great American sucker public, which always has a pen-
chant for movie stocks, when properly ballyhooed, may again be ready to

wade in up to their necks (where they will eventually get it when the water
in the movie stocks rises high enough) for they have probably forgotten what
happened before.

What does concern every one in the film business, however, is the fact

that motion picture stock speculation, especially when it is based on inflated

theatre values, is mighty bad for the whole motion picture business. It ex-

aggerates competitive conditions, which already are bad enough and creates

faise values, which are not collectible at the box office. As far as the normal
progress of the business is concerned, it is essentially destructive.

No one would worry very much if it was the majors or their stockholders,

alone, who ultimately suffered when the final inevitable collapse comes. Those
who speculate must take their chances. This time it will probably be more
catastrophic than the last, but this time also, unfortunately, it will carry down
with it, many, who have no share in its speculative aspects.

For the independent exhibitor the figures of the past year show the trends

of the business, as far as he is concerned. Nearly all the theatre fatalities

have occurred in the ranks of the independent operators. That the casualties

will be far heavier this year and next once the majors start again on an orgy
of theatre expansion, still further over-seating the country, should be obvious
to all.

The best answer that the independent can make for his self-protection

against this threat of increased competition is to buy a minimum or none at

all of his producer-distributor competitor's film and to support to the limit

those independent, non-theatre owning producing companies by booking
their product exclusively, if possible.

Even better would it be if the independents could organize their buying
powers to support independent producing companies, either now existent or

which could be formed. Then, indeed, they could turn the tables on their big
competitors, who count their gains and draw their strength from the very
bookings they receive from the independent houses, which their policies tend
to destroy.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

The Friend of the Independent

CLEM'S INDEPENDENT
THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

EVERYTHING For Your Theatre

1224 VINE STREET PHILA.

WE REFUSE

TO KEEP
THE FACT

CONFIDENTIAL
THAT

'CONFIDENTIAL'

IS BREAKING
BOX-OFFICE

RECORDS

WHEREVER IT PLAYS I

-AND REMEMBER

'CONFIDENTIAL'

WAS THE FIRST

EXPOSE OF THE

NUMBERS RACKET

TO BE RELEASED!

'CONFIDENTIAL'
WITH

DONALD COOK

EVALYN KNAPP

J. CARROL NAISH

WARREN HYMER

MORGAN WALLACE

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

ABOUT SOME PIX—

We wonder how Chaplin's new one,

"Modern Times," will fare at the Erlanger

at the demanded high top, at which S-W
balked . . . We also wonder whether the

First Division release, "I Conquer The Sea,"

a swell whaling picture, will get the breaks

it deserves locally ... As soon as the

RKO best picture of the year, "THE IN-
FORMER" started getting a flock of repeat

bookings they placed it in the percentage

class . . . Diamond Theatre has 13 th birth-

day .. . CHARLIE GOLDFINE playfully

tossed a hunk of ice thru BEN STERN-
LOU FOXMAN's window the other

day when the fellow he heaved it at ducked
. . . What exhibitor telephoned the Para-

mount shipper and, resorting to ventriloqu-

ism, mimiced EARL SWEIGART's voice

to instruct him not to release a certain show
to his opposition—causing no end of con-

fusion? . . . Republic's "DANCING FEET"
with Ben Lyon, goes into the Earle this

Friday with Ben in person, and HARRY
LA VINE calmly asks, "Why not?"

EVENTS—BLESSED AND OTHERWISE
It hasn't happened as yet at the JACK

BLUMBERG's. Don't get impatient; we'll

let you know when . . . JIM CLARK and

all the Horlacher-ites proud of their ability

to get trucks thru up-state snow-blocked
roads . . . The premium furnishers and the

game distributors are still waiting more or

s
A

E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and

L office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety,
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

less patiently for the court to hand down
decision on lagality of "Lucky"—"Bango"—"Movie"—etc. Former would like to see

games outlawed; latter are praying for

favorable ruling. Meanwhile theatres con-

tinue to play these business stimulators

without police interference . . . BARNEY
COFIEN and MEL KOFF now washing

and drying dishes . . . The girls in the

various exchanges refuse to spill the dirt

to ye scribler of this column of stuff and

nonsense lest their "taking down their hair"

appear in brutal black type upon pure white

paper . . . Therefore, it's our idea to leave

some blank space for them to be catty

about each other in their own inimitable

way—a golden opportunity to fill in what-

ever they think about each other!

JUST THINGS YOU MIGHT WANT
TO KNOW—
M. P. T. O. has new flag flung from

GEO. AARON's offices up over the drug

store ... SIR ELI GINSBERG piqued over

our not mentioning him in the column re-

cently. Tch! Tch! . . . ETTA SEGALL
still makes her weekly visits to the local

FD exchange . . . NAT FLEISHER's "Air-

kure" apparatus sems to have caught on in

a big way in local theatres . . . OSCAR
NEUFELD considering circulating a peti-

tion for removal of Vine Street cartracks.

Four machines have skidded upon the side-

walks within the past week. It's really

dangerous! . . . National-Penn is doing

quite a few handsome tricks with their

offset presses these days . . . Would you be

interested to know that SARAH ROSEN is

"Rosebud" to her intimates? ... A masked

bandit held up the Pearl Theatre Saturday

night and escaped with the receipts. Man-

ager C. P. McLANE, cashier and several

others held at point of pistol and locked in

washroom, while thief scooped up cash. He
was recognized and police are on his trail.

Ooh, excitement! . . . CHARLES SEGALL
left for Florida Sunday . . . DAVE BAR-
RIST will leave any day now . . . LEW
PIZOR is slated to go . . . And I have to

walk around Vine Street sneezing. I wanna

raise.

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability — Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-
cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively
made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL-PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 Vine Street

Philadelphia

LOCust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS



THE MEDIUM
THRU WHICH YOU
ADVERTISE . . .

As important as ihe message itself is ihe

publication through which you advertise

your product.

IS IT READ THOROUGHLY AND EAGERLY?
HAS IT THE RESPECT AND GOOD-WILL OF
ITS READERS?

FILM BULLETIN is regarded by theatre

owners as their paper. Aggressive and
progressive ... a publication of young
ideas, modern ideas . . . sincere, straight-

forward and honest. For these virtues

FILM BULLETIN has won ihe admiration

of its readers, who look forward to each

week's issue eagerly and who believe in it.

What more can an advertiser ask?

PRINTED BY

The MAJESTIC PRESS. Inc.

1208-16 RACE STREET. PHILADELPHIA
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HOW THE FILM COMPANIES MIGHT
AVOID SUITS AND INVESTIGATIONS!

Some of the major producers who have been much maligned

and distracted by various legal actions, are raising the cry that

they are kept so busy dodging summonses and inquisitors, that

they have little time left to attend to the production of pictures.

And, with straight faces, they seize upon this to alibi the flood of

inferior product that has stemmed from their studios during the

past six months.

Without arguing the worth of this shallow excuse and ac-

cepting it on its false-face value, it can be readily understood

that it amounts to a plea by the producers to be allowed to go

on their merry way, slugging exhibitors with all sorts of inor-

dinate terms and unfair practices, or suffer the consequences in

the form of poorer quality pictures.

We hope no exhibitors, who, heaven knows, are none too

courageous in their dealings with the more powerful majors,

are taken in by this pretext and decide that a few grains of ten-

der mercy should be thrown to those unfortunate producer-ex-

hibitors, who conduct their film distribution and theatre chain

operations as ruthlessly as the outermost borders of legality will

permit. Withdrawal of all legal attacks against them would
merely mean the loss of the one strong weapon exhibitors seem to

have over the producers.

If the offending film companies desire to rid themselves of

the annoyance and expense of escaping the toils of the law, they

can do so easily enough. Let them cease the practice of inserting

in their contracts such onerous conditions as are not based on

equity and unquestionable legality, but are conceived to squeeze

out every dollar the exhibitor tariff will bear—and then some,

without regard for their intrinsic fairness. Let them ask of them-

selves, honestly and without blind greed; Are we giving our cus-

tomers a break if we do this?

Only a fool or a malicious malefactor might encourage base-

less attacks on innocent victims. But, certain of the major film

companies are not innocent of really vicious practices and the

harder they are hit, the better every sincere, fair-minded in-

dustry member should like it.

All these law suits and investigations may be the means of con-

vincing some ruthless individuals and their companies that "Live

and let live" is a sounder policy than "Never give a sucker a

break!"

MO WAX.

YAMINS AND SAMUELSON
ALLIED GAINED AND LOST
In Nathan Yamins, Allied

chose for its national president
one of the most highly regarded
theatremen in the country. Re-
ticent, but quietly effective,
keen, discerning and the posses-

sor of the deep respect of all who
know him well, Mr. Yamins
should carry Allied a long way
toward its goal of a single, uni-
fied, national independent ex-
hibitor body. His election is a

distinct gain for the organiza-
tion.

But, Sidney Samuelson was
forced to accede to the pressure
of his private business affairs and
step out of the leadership of Al-
lied, for which he had done so

much. Aggressive, practical, im-
mensely sincere, he was an ideal

leader, a fighter who sought vic-

tory, but was wise enough to

bide his time or retreat if it

meant ultimate victory for his

followers, the independent exhib-
itors. In Samuelson's decision to

take a less active interest in its

affairs, Allied suffered greatly.

TAKE A BOW, PETE
The independent theatre own-

ers of the U. S. owe a profound
vote of appreciation to Pete Har-
rison for his many services on
their behalf. But, never has he
done them a greater service than
by his action in printing and
widely distributing the pamph-
let containing complete charges
to the Jury by Federal Judge
George H. Moore in the cele-

brated St. Louis case.

Mr. Harrison properly alludes to the
jurist's instructions to the jury as a
"Magna Charta for the motion picture
industry" and even the accused them-
selves would do well to read it tho-

roughly so that they might gain a fuller

knowledge of their own rights in the
conduct of their businesses and the
rights to which their customers and
competitors are lawfully entitled.
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NEW YORK.

Well, the Paramount studio switch we've

been calling our shot on for the past month

has finally happened. Lubitsch is out as

head of the studio, replaced by Bill LeBaron

temporarily. Watterson Rothacker, who

has really been the boss during Lubitsch's

supposed reign, will take full charge shortly,

but Winnie Sheehan may supplant him be-

fore long. Although Lubitsch is slated to

return to his old position as producer-direc-

tor of a few pictures per year, we suspect

he will be found at another studio after he

returns from a three months Europe vaca-

tion (they usually give them vacations

when they let 'em down or out!) . . .

Warners' "Story of Louis Pasteur" got swell

reviews here, but there's lots of doubt in

many quarters about its b. o. power . . .

"Mr. Cohen Takes A Walk," Warner Bri-

tish-made pic. opens the Astor on Lincoln's

Birthday. It may do OK in Noo Yawk,

but Oi Oi elsewhere . . . "Wife Vs. Secre-

tary" comes into the Capitol Friday . . .

The muddled projectionists situation was

cleared up a bit by the ruling of a Brook-

lyn Supreme Court justice, who held the

Allied operators to be a company union and

ordered their contract with the I.T.O.A.

abrogated . . . The Little Carnegie is re-

viving "Henry the VIII" again, counting

on the additional value of Robert Donat

in the cast. He was unknown when the pic-

ture was first released . . . Other openings

this week: "Prisoner of Shark Island" at

the Center; "It Had To Happen" at the

Roxy; "Bohemian Girl" at the Rialto . . .

"Mickey's Polo Team" wins our personal

award as the funniest cartoon to date . . .

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

CHAPLIN RETURNS
AFTER FIVE YEARS

—

AS GREAT AS EVER!

Chaplin is back! And he is the same
old Charlie, changed not a whit for all his

five years absence from the screen. The

same tattered, tragic figure, whose timeless

clowning, ever old, yet ever new, epitomiz-

ing as it does the ultimate in cinematic art

in the perfection of its pantomine, once more
will make box office history.

That was the verdict of the critics after

the premiere of "Modern Times" at the Rivoli in New York last week and that

was the general opinion of the audiences, which have since packed that thea-

tre from early morning to midnight, and which probably will continue to pack

it for many weeks to come.

To the older Chaplin fans many of the scenes were reminiscent of the

comedian's earlier screen successes. Old gags and situations, made over

hardly at all and strung together in a series of loosely linked episodes made
up most of the story. But for all that they had lost none of the Chaplin magic.

The roller-skating sequence, with its breath-taking acrobatics where
Charlie momentarily misses doing a six story fall, recalls "The Rink," while

the scenes on the escalator, in the department store where Charlie has briefly

a job as night watchman, are reminiscent of "The Floorwalker." There are

others, of course, but after all they are not important. The really important

thing is that the old Chaplin is back, unchanged, and the millions who have

been waiting so long impatiently to see him again will get their money's worth.

To those who may have hoped, largely from the volume ol rumor and
publicity, which the making of "Modern Times" has begot during the past

year, and a half, that it would present something new in style and form as

a social satire, there will be a measure of disappointment.

"Modern Times" attempts no innovations in motion picture technique,

nor does it undertake to convey any particular message, even though its

opening theme is built around the "speed-up" system in vogue in the modern
factory, with Charlie as its special victim.

The fantastic assortment of huge cog-wheels, conveyor-belts and machine

contraptions of various kinds are made merely the means for gorgeous comedy
and not for any satiric thrusts at the machine age.

The picture opens in a sort of futuristic factory, where the boss, by touch-

ing a button can get a television view of any department and by television

transmit his orders for speed-up to his workers. Between "speed-ups" the boss

is shown putting in his time doing jig saw puzzles, while down in the main
factory room, Chaplin and his fellow workers are shown desperately trying

to keep pace with a speeding transmission belt on which are pieces of ma-
chinery with sundry nuts and bolts that must be tightened before they pass

to the assembly room.

ELK. (Continued on page 10)
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Golder Investigation May Include

MPTOA Affiliation with Producers

SOURCE OF ORGANIZATION'S FUNDS
EXPECTED TO BE OBJECT OF OUIZ

The behind-the-scenes connections of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America with the Hays organization will probably be one

of the important objects of Attorney Benjamin M. Golder's investi-

gation of the motion picture industry, it has been learned by FILM
BULLETIN.

Golder, designated amicus curiae (friend of the court) by Federal

Judge George A. Welsh two weeks ago to probe alleged illegal prac-

tices by major film distributors, and the judge are both said to be intensely

interested in the position of the MPTOA as a reputed exhibitor body,

while including in its membership those majors owning theatre chains.

The source of the organization's funds may be investigated by Golder.

ALLIED DIRECTORS
ELECT YAMINS PRES.

RESPECTED . . .

Nathan Yamins is the new president of

National Allied States Ass'n, having been

elected by the Board of Directors meeting

held in Washington last week to succeed

Sidney E. Samuelson. The latter withdrew

his name from the nominations because his

personal business affairs prevented him from

accepting a third term.

Yamins, veteran Fall River, Mass. ex-

hibitor, has been active in Allied councils for

a number of years and represented the inde-

pendent exhibitors on the late, unlamented

Code Authority. His acumen and fairness

while serving in that position won him the

respect of majors and independents alike.

MYERS REELECTED . . .

Abraham F. Myers, chairman of the

board and general counsel, was reelected, as

were Herman A. Blum, treasurer, and H.

M. Richey, secretary. Samuelson and Ar-

thur B. Price, Baltimore exhibitor, were

elected to the Executive committee. Price

was also named eastern regional vice-pre-

sident, with Walter B. Littlefield second

vice-president.

Aaron Saperstcin was again elected vice-

president of the west; Martin Smith of the

middle states, and Harry A. Cole the south.

CONVENTION TO CLEVELAND . . .

The organization's annual convention

will be held in Cleveland during the latter

part of May. One of the most weighty and

far-reaching aggendas is being arranged for

the meeting and the leaders anticipate one

of the largest exhibitor turnouts in the

body's history.

GOLDER RESTING . . .

Despite trade paper reports that the at-

torney took a "mass of data" to his south-

ern retreat, it is understood that he is merely

resting and is doing no more than casual

work in connection with the forthcoming

probe. However, Mr. Golder is believed to

have stopped at Department of Justice

headquarters in Washington while enroute

to Florida and will probably do the same

when he returns at the end of his four

weeks vacation.

Department officials, dissatisfied with the

course of the Government's unsuccessful

prosecution of three of the film companies

in St. Louis, are known to be keenly in-

terested in Mr. Golder's appointment and

what he might do to reveal the alleged ab-

uses in the industry. The Philadelphia at-

torney will probably go through the mass

of exhibitor complaints accumulated by

the Department during its year-old inquiry

into the film business.

PETITION FOR NEW
DUALS TRIAL MUST

BE FILED BY SAT.
REHEARING . . .

Saturday is the deadline for t lie six major

film companies involved in the Perelman

double feature suit to file their petition tor

a rehearing of the case by the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals. According to Morris

Wolf, head of the majors' counsel, this ac-

tion will be taken.

Legal observers hold out little hope for

a favorable ruling on the motion by the

Circuit Court. There is no doubt that the

film companies will carry their plea to the

U. S. Supreme Court in the event this move
fails.

JUSTICE DEP'T MAY
FILE NEW ST. LOUIS
SUIT WITHIN WEEK

PREPARING . . .

Washington, Feb. 11.—The Department

of Justice has almost completed prepara-

tions for its new, broadened St. Louis case

against Warner, RKO and Paramount and

may file it within one week, it was learned

here today.

The new action, brought as a result of

the dismissal, without prejudice, on Jan-

uary 28th of the previous equity suit at

the Government's request, will include num-
erous executives of the three film companies,

whose testimony on important conversa-

tions was barred previously for various rea-

sons.

It is believed likely that Federal Judge

Joseph A. Molyneaux will sit in the new-

trial.

MOVING!
By the time the next issue of

FILM BULLETIN reaches

you, we shall be located in

our new headquarters at 1323

Vine Street, in Philadelphia.

We hope our many friends

will find their way to our

third floor offices to continue

those tete-a-tetes, chats, dis-

putes, harangues or tirades

we found so exhilarating and

enlightening while in our old

quarters.
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N.Y. License Commissioner Warns Games May Be Unlawful

N. Y. INDIES BALK
AT BANNING GAMES
UNLESS CHAINS FIX
PROTECTION, PRICES

LOOKS HOPELESS . . .

New York.—The meeting of independ-

ent and affiliated theatre groups called by

License Commissioner Paul Moss, Monday,

to seek the voluntary elimination of all

theatre chance games, ended in a bat tie of

words between independent and chain op-

erators, during which practically every

grievance felt on both sides was given an

airing. It was clear at the conclusion that

nothing will be done to stop the games

without interference by legal authorities.

Commissioner Moss told the meeting, at-

tended by Loew's, RKO and Skouras, in

addition to numerous independent theatre-

men, that there was every likelihood that

the courts would ultimately declare the

games in violation of the law and that he

is in position to revoke the licenses of any

theatres operating lotteries. But, the meet-

ing was called, he said, to urge the theatre

owners to agree on some plan for discon-

tinuing the practice without police inter-

ference.

TELL GRIEVANCES . . .

Independent exhibitor leaders declared

that they did not feel that they could give

up their business stimulators unless the pro-

ducer-controlled chains adjust their clear-

ance demands and raise their admission

prices. Bernard Barr, speaking for the

I.T.O.A. termed the excessive protection

given chain houses "intolerable" and stated

that his group would gladly discontinue

games if such abuses were stopped.

Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's theatre

chief, took the position that the circuit's

competitors had started the practice and

his company was forced to follow suit.

The confab wound up with Moss advis-

ing the disputing groups to write him and

suggest how the matter might be ironed

out. But it looks hopeless, with the cir-

cuits refusing to give an inch on indie com-

plaints against them and the latter main-

taining they need games to exist.

LENT!
The Lenten season starts on Wed-

nesday Fcbruary 26th, and ends

1 aster Sunday, April 1 2th.

NO ACTION ON
FILM LEGISLATION
LIKELY AT THIS

SESSION OF CONGRESS
EARLY BREAK . . .

Washington, Feb. 11.—With congres-

sional leaders pressing for an early adjourn-

ment, so that the two parties can get down

to the long, arduous labors attendant upon

a presidential election year, it is being taken

for granted that the problems of the film

industry will receive no attention during the

current session. May 1st is being discussed

as the date for adjournment and this will

allow for consideration of only the most

urgent "must" legislation.

Principal film bills languishing in com-

mittees are the Pettengill-Neely measure to

outlaw compulsory block booking and the

Duffy copyright revision bill. The block

booking bill is one that would require con-

siderable time for discussion, inasmuch as

it is certain to be attacked by its opponents

as a censorship move, a topic which in-

evitably leads to protracted harangues from

both sides.

The Duffy Bill as originally presented,

now fails to satisfy its sponsors and there

is talk of putting stronger teeth into it.

A bill of such comparatively minor national

concern is hardly likely to intrude itself

into a Congress that is anxious to get out

on the soap boxes as soon as possible.

Eschmann FD Eastern

District Sales Manager

Ed Eschmann, veteran film man, has been

appointed Eastern District Sales Manager for

First Division Exchanges. Formerly with

United Artists and First National, Esch-

mann has recently been with Pathe in New
York.

Eschmann's appointment is in line with

recent FD expansion moves, latest of which

is the opening of an office in New Haven.

Jeannette Berliner, Philadelphia exchange

booker, goes to the New Haven office in the

same capacity. Mary Meadowcroft comes

liom Universal to handle the booking for

the local exchange.

EXCHANGES CAN FIX
PRICES, BAN DUALS,
MINN. COURT RULES

SOUGHT INJUNCTION . . .

Minneapolis.—After close to four months

of consideration, Federal Judge G. H.

Nordbye handed down his ruling in the case

brought by the Benz Bros, to compel major

film exchanges to permit them to exhibit

their product at ten cents admission and

on dual bills, and sustained the right of the

distributors to fix a minimum price of 1

S

cents and to bar double featuring of their

pictures.

The plaintiffs, operating as Shubert Thea-

tres Corp., argued that a conspiracy existed

among the distributors to drive them out

of business and asked a temporary injunc-

tion restraining them from refusing to sell

product to their theatres.

DENIED . . .

In denying the plea, Judge Nordbye ruled

that since the houses operated by the Benzcs

were in competition to better class houses

nearby, the low admission scale would jeo-

pardize the welfare of others. Plaintiffs

claimed that the exchanges were selling to

other 10 cent spots, but the Court over-

ruled this contention on the grounds that

those houses were not in competition to

theatres getting higher admissions.

Benz Bros, state that they will carry the

fight further, seeking a permanent injunc-

tion. The case was heard last fall.

Cagney Sues Warners
Los Angeles. — Asserting that Warner

Bros, had violated their contract with him

by compelling him to make more than four

pictures per year, James Cagney filed suit

against the company in Superior Court here

last Friday, asking that the contract be

cancelled. The actor contended that Jack

Warner, head of the studio, agreed when a

five year pact was made in 1932 that he

would not be obligated to appear in more

than four features yearly, but that he had

been cast in five during each of the past

two years.

The court ordered Warners to show cause

by this Friday why they should not be re-

strained from preventing Cagney from ap-

pearing in pictures for any other company.
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PHILA. IMPTO HITS
RKO PRODUCT, ASKS
TERMS BE REDUCED

FIRST MEETING . . .

Sparks flew Tuesday at the first general

meeting of the recently organized Independ-

ent MPTO of Philadelphia when RKO was

accused of having failed completely to live

up to its pre-season selling promises and a

demand for adjustment of their terms made

upon the film company.

The action, taking final form in a reso-

lution presented by David Barrist, alleged

that "of the 16 pictures so far released, only

one, 'Top Hat' measures up" to the repre-

sentations made in RKO's trade journal ad-

vertising, its advance literature and the as-

surances of its sales representatives when the

193 5-36 product was being sold.

The resolution states, therefore, that

"RKO be requested to revise the terms of

existing contracts where such revision is

justified as a matter of honest and fair

merchandising."

SEND COPY TO JUDGE . . .

It was further resolved that copies of the

resolution be sent to Federal Judge George

A. Welsh and Benjamin M. Golder, the lat-

ter recently appointed by the jurist to be

special investigator of various phases of the

industry, "as an instance of the evil of

blind selling."

The meeting of the group, which is a

merger of the majority of former members

of the old MPTO and the IEPA, was attend-

ed by approximately 8 0 exhibitors. In the

absence of president Charles Segall, who is

recuperating from illness in Florida, Morris

Wax occupied the chair.

$15,000 BUDGET . . .

A budget plan requiring $ 1 5,000 yearly,

was accepted by the body. This provides

$5,000 for counsel; $3 5 00 business manager;

$1500 secretary; $2 5 00 operating expenses,

and $2 5 00 reserve for any additional litiga-

tion. The entire sum is to be underwritten

by a group of 20 to 3 0 men, while other

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET, Phila.. Pa.

MAJORS WATCHING CONGRESS CHAIN
STORE BILL; FEAR IT MAY AFFECT THEM

PROTECTS INDIES . . .

Major film executives are said to be closely following the course of

the chain store bill recently introduced in the Senate by Senator Robin-
son of Arkansas. Their interest is attributed to the fear that the measure
may be amended in some way to include the motion picture industry.

The Robinson Bill seeks to amend the
members will pay ten cents per seat yearly

dues.

Harry Fried warned the members that

unless they support the organization, which

is only interested in protecting their invest-

ments they may find themselves without

any theatres to protect.

Harry A. Goren was appointed special

field contact man to interest upstate ex-

hibitors in the organization's work.

REPORT THALBERG
SET TO OUIT M-G-M

DISSATISFIED . . .

New York.—It was reliably reported here

yesterday (Tuesday) that Irving Thalberg

is almost irreconcilably determined to sever

his production connections with Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer. It has been rumored often

in recent months that the prominent pro-

ducer has been discontented with his posi-

tion and it is known that officials of the

company have been striving by every means

to satisfy his demands. However, FILM
BULLETIN has learned that some high

M-G-M executives are despairing of reach-

ing an accord with Thalberg and the split

in the long association may be announced

any day.

(In the registration report filed by

Loew's, Inc. with the SEC last week, it

was revealed that Thalberg was given an

option to purchase up to 100,000 shares

of unissued common stock over a period

of five years at an average price of ap-

proximately $3 5 per share. Other con-

cessions as to authority, selection of his

own pictures, stars, etc. are known to

have been granted him.)

G-B Holds Novel 'Rhodes'

Preview At Miami Beach
Miami Beach, Florida. — A. P. Waxman,

G-B's demon publicity doctor, engineered

one of the slickest preview stunts here

Monday night with an invitation showing

ol "Rhodes, the Diamond Master" at the

new Lincoln Theatre. Large gathering of

circuit and independent theatremen were

present, including Nathan Yamins, Charles

Segall, Col. W. S. Butterfield, Eddie Alper-

SOn, Albert Warner, Claude Ezell, Harry

Brandt and Aaron Saperstein.

anti-trust laws to protect independent mer-

chants by "suppressing more effectually dis-

crimination between customers of the same

seller not supported by sound economic dif-

ferences in their business position or in the

cost of servicing them." As the means for

accomplishing this end, the amendment

would make it unlawful for firms to dis-

criminate in their prices between purchasers

of similar goods.

The bill has won the unanimous approval

of the Judiciary Committee of the Senate

and stands a good chance of enactment dur-

ing the present session of Congress. It is

based on the results of an inquiry of chain

store practices conducted by the Federal

Trade Commission and the American Retail

Federation.

Bennett, Karloff Sail

To Make G-B Pictures

New York. — Constance Bennett sailed

last Wednesday and Boris Karloff left to-

day, both bound for the G-B studios to

appear in features for the English company.

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
I

ledge of theatre business.

E

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

|REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1 03 1 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Not.irv Public, Phila.
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AS I SEE THEM . . • REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) a"d minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

LADY CONSENTS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Pleasant drama of marital

mixup . . . Harding has her most sym-

pathetic role in two years . . . Will

draw the ladies, but has little to offer

the action lovers . . . Rates • • + in

better class spots; • • — in action

houses.

on which woman he loves, seemed to brittle.

Edward Ellis is outstanding in the support-

ing cast and Margaret Lindsay is properly

hateful as the scheming "other" woman.
Stephen Roberts direction is spotty. Heavy
on dialogue and light on physical action,

"The Lady Consents" will do its best in

class houses.

PLOT:

Lindsay, a scheming wench with a desire to crash

high soc.ety, purposely injures herself so that she

may be treated by medico Marshall. Although hap-

pily marred to Harding, he falls for his patient,

divorces his spouse and marries Margaret. Within a

short time, Marshall's life has been made into what
is commonly known as a "hell" by his new wife.

Marshall takes it all in silence, but Ellis, his father

who is very fond of Ann, forsakes his son's home
for a hunting lodge. There he is mortally wounded
when a rifle accidentally explodes and dies in the

presence of Ann and her former husband, Marshall

admits his marriage is a fiasco, professes his love for

Ann and asks Margaret for a divorce. She refuses.

Whereupon Ann reveals that Marshall's property is

still in her name and threatens to take it away from

him. Margaret agrees to grant Marshall his divorce

and step out of their lives.

AD TIPS:

Sell this to the women. Use all the questions like:

"Must at man lose a woman to realize that he really

needs her?" Notify women's clubs, bridge societies,

etc. Impress that this is Harding's finest, her most

human role to date.

RUDY.

public has brought him back to the screen,

not as the celebrated safe-cracker, but in

the comparatively unexciting role of a res-

pectable banker who is the object of a na-

tionwide hunt. The title is really a mis-

nomer, for Valentine does not return and a

slick newspaper reporter replaces him as the

central figure in the story. For three quart-

ers of the film, we have an interesting plot,

rather brightly comic, pleasantly romantic

and tinged with just enough mystery to

give it suspense. When "The Return of

Jimmy Valentine" drops its guard and goes

frankly, cheaply melodramatic in the last

two reels one feels a sense of disappoint-

ment. Because of this compromise, ap-

parently intended to satisfy the action

customers, the picture will have to be con-

tent to creep through to fair grosses gen-

erally. Roger Pryor's flip reporter role is

well done, but he is not our idea of the

ideal hero. Charlotte Henry, surprisingly

grown up and looking like Margaret Sul-

lavan's twin, is very pleasing in her comedy

and romantic parts, but looks weak in the

few dramatic spots handed her. Edgar

Kennedy and James Burtis have several

protracted comedy sequences that bring

quite a few laughs, but are far too long and

retard the action. Poor cutting is evident

during the time they are on the screen.

Robert Warwick is a pleasing Valentine-

gone-straight.

RKO

8 0 Minutes

Ann Harding . . . Herbert Marshall . . .

Margaret Lindsay . . . Walter Abel . . .

Edward Ellis . . . Ilka Chase . . .

Hobart Cavanaugh . . .

Directed by Stephen Roberts

Except for its basic plot, which is routine

and has been done too often before, this

is an intelligently written and capably

acted domestic drama. It will hardly do

any nip-ups at the boxoffices of the land,

but women will find much in "The Lady

Consents" to entertain and interest them.

One of the principal reasons for the mild

success of the film is the performance of

Ann Harding. The blonde star has dropped

some of that cold austerity that has alien-

ated her from a vast portion of her pos-

sible audience and delivers what can almost

be termed a warm, appealing role as the

wronged wife. Marshall's performance, as

the husband who can't make up his mind

Return of Jimmie Valentine

BOXOFFICE RATING ....

COMEDY-DRAMA ... Not a crook

story, but concerns hunt for Valentine,

who has become respectable banker . . .

Holds interest throughout . . . Comedy
stretched too long and action is re-

tarded . . . Will stand on own . . .

Rates • •

Republic

65 Minutes

Roger Pryor . . . Charlotte Henry . . .

Robert Warwick . . . Edgar Kennedy . . .

Lois Wilson ... J. Carrol Naish . . .

James Burtis . . .

Directed by Lewis D. Collins

A mildly amusing comedy, with slight

mystery angle and a melodramatic climax.

The name of Jimmy Valentine is one of

the most revered in crook fiction, and Re-

PLOT:

As a circulation stunt for his paper, Pryor con-

ceives the idea of inaugurating a search for Jimmy
Valentine, the famed cracksman, who had disappeared

years before. Cleverly tracing him to a small mid-

western town, Pryor discovers that Valentine is a

banker and respectable citizen—the father of the

girl who has fallen in love with him and is eager

to help him find Valentine in order to get the $ 5 000

reward for an orphanage. Realizing that the reporter

has penetrated his disguise, Robert Warwick (Valen-

tine) tells his daughter the truth. She goes to his

hotel to urge him not to send the story to his paper,

but he tells her that he must perform his duty and

disclose her father's identity. Gangster J. Carrol

Naish enters the scene to kill Valentine for the

double-cross he erroneously believes was given his

father by Valentine. Forcing Pryor to aid him, he

plots to kill Warwick after compell ng him to rob

his own bank. Pryor sets off the alarm, however, and

fights oft Naish and his henchmen until the police

arrive. Pryor decides that he owes a greater debt to

Warwick and the girl he loves and tears up the

story.

AD TIPS:

The name jimmy Valentine should In- plastered

all oier your town or neighborhood . Teaser lack cards
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will stir interest: "$5000 Reward for the Return

of Jimmy Valentine." The title is the thing to sell,

but the cast should not be overlooked, giving a good

spot to Edgar Kennedy in all copy.

M. W.

LONE WOLF RETURNS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

CROOK-MELODRAMA . . . Nicely

done, showing bright writing and di-

rection . . . Nothing unusual about the

story, but almost irresistibly pleasant

seller . . . Should get * * on word or

mouth build-up.

Columbia

69 Minutes

Melvyn Douglas . . . Gail Patrick . . .

Tala Birell . . . Raymond Walburn . . .

Douglass Dumbrille . . .

Directed by Roy William Neill

Adroitly mingling a nice sense of comedy

and romance with the ancient international

crook theme, Columbia has turned out an

unimportant, but nevertheless, thoroughly

entertaining film. "The Lone Wolf Re-

turns" tells nothing new, nor does it tell

nothing new in any strikingly new manner,

but, without pretention, it skips along from

suspense to romance to comedy and back

again to suspense, all written smartly, hand-

led expertly by a likeable cast of players and

directed shrewdly. As the jewel thief (who
goes straight at the end, of course) Melvyn
Douglas turns in a suave and ingratiating

performance. Raymond Walburn carries the

comedy burden and acquits himself notably.

Gail Patrick looks lovely and acts adequately

enough for so beautiful a lady. The lesser

roles are given careful attention by a cap-

able supporting cast. "Lone Wolf" cer-

tainly will not do phenomenal business any-

where, but it is equally suitable as mild,

amusing and exciting entertainment for

every type of audience. Those who see it

will become live ads for it.

PLOT:

Escaping, after pulling a smart jewel job in the

neighborhood, Douglas takes refuge in the home of

Gail Patrick, wealthy heiress. She saves him from
the police by treating him as a guest. Love grows

between the "lone wolf" thief and his beautiful

hostess. Complications arise when a former female

associate of Douglas and her two aides plan to steal

Gail's jewels and seek to involve Douglas with them.

Realizing that he loves her and wishes to go straight,

he outwits the crooks and prevents the robbery. His

reward is a pardon from the police for his past re-

cord and Gail's promise to marry him.

AD TIPS:

This is a bally natural. Dress up the street man
in topper, tails and cane, with a sign reading: "I

am the Lone Wolf—so watch your jewels! See 'The

Lone Wolf Returns' at the etc." Sell it as a bright,

sophisticated crook story that is DIFFERENT.
BARTON.

MUSS 'EM UP

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY-MELODRAMA . . . Fair

stuff for action houses . . . Title comes

from instructions to police in dealing

with criminals . . . Lack of names

makes it best for duals . . . Rates * •

for action spots; only • + elsewhere.

RKO
70 Minutes

Preston Foster . . . Margaret Callahan . . .

Alan Mowbray . . . Ralph Morgan . . .

'Big Boy' Williams . . . Maxie Rosenbloom . . .

Florine McKinney . . .

Directed by Charles Vidor

This has enough action and mystery to

satisfy the fans of this type of entertain-

ment. The title derived from the instruc-

tions given New York cops by their chief

recently, it deals with the rather rough ef-

forts of Preston Foster, a private detective,

to solve a kidnapping that turns out to be

a fake inside job. Title might have been

used to much better advantage in a G-men
yarn, but RKO evidently figured that it

was best to get the jump with whatever

they had in production. "Muss 'Em Up"
keeps moving at a fair pace throughout,

with some comedy by 'Big Boy' Williams

helping to keep it moving. The romance

between Foster and Margaret Callahan can

hardly be counted as making an impression,

thus confining the picture's lure almost

strictly to the male trade. It will get by

on its own in action houses, but will serve

best on a dual bill in other spots.

PLOT:

Foster, a private detective, is called to the home
of Alan Mowbray by Margaret, the latter 's secre-

tary, and is told by Mowbray that he has received

a threatening letter demanding $200,000. Mowbray's

ward, Florine McKinney, is kidnapped and Mowbray,
being broke, uses his daughter's trust fund to pay

off. But he gets another letter demanding an addi-

tional $5 0,000, which is supplied by Florinc's fiance.

When the girl is returned, Foster senses that there is

something between Mowbray and Florine and he dis-

covers that they are lovers and had faked the snatch

to get the money and elope. When the accused pair

try to escape, they are finished off trying to break

through electrically-charged gates. Foster and Mar-

garet look at each other and Mowbray's daughter

and the boy who thought he was Florine's sweetie

begin to under stand that they love each other.

AD TIPS:

Direct attention to the title's derivation. Sell it

as strong action and mystery. Snipe small sheets or

window cards with photo of several tough-looking

mugs and line: "ATTENTION POLICE: If you find

these men—"MUSS 'EM UP!"

L. J.

AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'

A New FILM BULLETIN Feature
By Wolf-Smith

Begins In Next Week's Issue!

IT'S A GREAT LIFE

BOXOFFICE BEATING

COMEDY-DRAMA with songs . . .

First story about Government CCC
camps and a poor one . . . Has very

little entertainment value . . . Joe Mor-

rison sings several songs, but they mean

nothing . . . Will pass only as second

half of dual bills. Rates • +

Paramount

63 Minutes

Joe Morrison . . . Paul Kelly . . .

Chic Sale . . . Rosalind Keith . . .

Baby Leroy . . . William Frawley
David Holt . . .

Directed by Edward F. Cline

Paramount will not spend any time or

money bragging about this. Not in story

content, direction, acting or production

values does "It's A Great Life" shape up as

anything more than a "quickie" commit-
ment filler. Everything about it insists that

it be relegated to the lower half of double

feature programs and in that spot it will

draw plenty of yawns. The story is the first

attempt to dramatize the Civilian Conser-

vation Camps and it should discourage the

other studios which might have been con-

templating anything along these lines.

Slow moving, lacking either enough action

or romantic interest, it is forced to rely on
a big fire scene for its climax punch, but

even that will not excite anyone. Morrison has

several songs, none of which promises much
repetition. Chic Sale does his well-known
old man role and gets a few laughs. Paul

Kelly and William Frawley are noticeable

in the cast. "It's A Great Life" will go

well below average everywhere.

PLOT:

Joining up with the CCC, Morrison meets Kelly,

a hobo, while on his way to the camp. The two
become great friends and Morrison sells his pal the

idea of sending a large portion of his monthly pay
to Rosalind Keith, Morrison's girl friend, who is an

orphan and supports three younger kids. Returning

home for a brief vacation, Morrison takes Kelly with

him and the latter falls in love with Rosalind. Un-
knowing, Morrison proposes to her and is refused.

Later, back at camp, he learns that Kelly has stolen

her affection and they break. On the day thTt

Rosalind visits the camp, a fire breaks out and Kelly's

heroism in blowing up a dam to flood the land saves

the lives of everyone. Morrison realizes that Rosa-

lind really loves Kelly, so he steps out of the way.

AD. TIPS:

Stress the patriotic and heroic angle of the CCC
camps. Sell Morrison, the only saleable name, as the

popular radio crooner who put oier "The Last

Roundup."

L. J.
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When Chaplin is made to test the automatic feeder, designed to reduce

the lunch hour and increase efficiency, it proves to be the final straw.

In a hilarious scene in which mechanically moving soup and meat plates,

a swiftly revolving ear of corn and a chin wiper that functions usually at the

wrong time are but a few of the props, Charlie goes quite berserk and ends
up by wrecking the factory.

From this point on Chaplin's experiences are as varied as they are up-

roriously funny. Having recovered from his nervous breakdown he finds him-

self jobless and gets mixed up in an unemployed demonstration. Thrown into

jail, he accidentally prevents a jail break and is released as a hero. Then he

gets a job in a shipyard and launches an incompleted vessel by knocking the

props from under it. Later he gets a job in a department store as a night

watchman, borrows roller skates from the toy department and sails dizzily on

his rounds. Jailed again he gets out and becomes a waiter in a night club,

where he executes a remarkable dance, delivers a duck (not one of Joe Pen-

ner's) to an irate patron and then, in utter disregard of all Chaplin precedents

actually sings a song. Yes, a song. The words are mostly spiggoty or volapuk

or something like that, but the voice is Chaplin's and it's a mighty good voice

too. And with it goes a pantomime that is Chaplin's best, than which there is

no more to be said.

There are dozens and scores of episodes and gags which are priceless

and unforgetably mirthful. What "Modern Times" may. lack in story structure

is more than made up in its wealth of stunts and gags. It is throughout, Chap-

lin, the peerless pantominist at his best. What more can be or need be said?

The supporting cast, of which no mention has been made, is of the best.

Little Paulette Goddard, Chaplin's latest find, and a more than worthy succes-

sor to the winsome Edna Purviance and those who followed her as Charlie's

leading ladies, is most attractive and a splendid foil for the star, as the water-

front girl whom he befriends. Chester Conklin, Hank Mann, Henry Bergman

and all the others are perfect and expert in their parts.

There is no doubt but that "Modern Times" is quite the biggest motion

picture event of this season.

Oh yes, there is one feature of the program at the Rivoli, which also

should not fail of mention. It is Walt Disney's "Mickey Mouse's Polo Team"
in technicolor. For fast and furious animated joy it tops anything in its line

that has recently been seen. It is worth the admission price all by itself. Don't

miss it, exhibitors, if you can get it on your list. It's a wow!

Fox, Phila. Pulls

'Every Saturday Night'

20th Century-Fox may change its mind

about producing a series of the Jones Family

features, first of which is "Every Saturday

Night," since the Fox, Philadelphia, pulled

the picture after a five days run to miser-

able business. Booking was set for seven

days. "It Had To Happen" was rushed in

today (Wednesday) with the same stage

show continuing for the first two days.

Raft, Paramount At Odds

Hollywood.—Latest star trouble here is

the tiff between George Raft and Para-

mount. Star is off the lot at request of

studio heads, because of his refusal to work

in "Concertina" (co-starrer with Carole

Lombard) unless he has his own camera-

man. Paramount says he can stay out if

he wants to and they will substitute Fred

MacMurray.

"Not a dark, bouse in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

The Friend of the Independent

CI FM'C INDEPENDENTVfcl" ,TI * THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

EVERYTHING For Your Theatre

1224 VINE STREET PHILA.

8
A SERIES OF

NEW ANGLE
WESTERN
DRAMAS

Starring

Number One:

James Oliver Curwood's

Colorful Romantic Drama of

A Man's Redemption

"Trails End"

Number Two:

The Judgment Book

With

6 MORE
NATURALS

FOR
BOX-OFFICE

ACTION

TO FOLLOW

The first action pictures with

western atmosphere ever pro-

duced with such an uncompar-

able, big name star!

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET. N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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SHORT SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

speed . .

.

When SAM STIEFEL stepped out of Fay's last

Thursday midnight that human dynamo SID

STANLEY and his assistant LESTER JEFFERILS

stepped in; rounded up an 8-act bill of vaudeville

and a screen show and had the house ready for

opening Friday noon . . . STIEFEL is in at the Lin-

coln in a booking capacity with HARRY SLATKO
remaining as manager . . .

SHORT 'SHORTAGE' . . .

Bookers for the Erlanger had difficulty no end in

finding first run shorts available for surrounding bill

with Chaplin's "Modern Times." No one could sell

them anything since S-W had previously bought up

all product with few exceptions.

SABBATH SHUT-DOWNS . . .

Sunday movies have proven such a flop in some

spots that houses such as the Douglas, in a West

Philly neighborhood, and The Lincoln have discon-

tinued them. The Lincoln opening up at 10 P.M.

with a feature, vaude, and feature again. Plenty of

other exhibitors wish they had courage enough to do

the same thing; but figure why should they give

their opposition a break. This doubtless proves the

far-sightedness of COLUMBUS STAMPER, manag-

ing director of the Great Northern and the Tioga,

by not having Sunday movies in either of these houses

so far.

IT HAPPENED . . .

JACK (try and hold him) BLUMBERG and Mrs.

Blumbcrg are finally the proud parents of a baby

girl born last Friday ... And MAX STEINHOUSE
and wife are expecting another blessed event . . .

JOHN COLDER is in Florida ... The Met opens

March 6-7-8 for showing of "King Lear," Yiddish

talkie. MOE VERBIN handling Jewish organization

benefits . . . Fay's staying closed on Sundays for

time being . . . Despite CHARLIE DUTKIN'S
cousin buying the Bell, Charlie will remain at the

Parkside, Camden . . . BILL BUTLER left for Florida

Sunday . . . JERRY LEWIS, formerly with U-A
and Pathe, is covering Scranton territory for Re-

public . . . AGNES SHEA, formerly with Preferred,

would appreciate anyone desiring her short-hand and

typing services getting in touch with her in care of

FILM BULLETIN . . . National Theatre Supply Co.

moved into their new quarters, first floor of the

Warner Building . . . O. B. DFRR, formerly with

Republic expects to announce new connection shortly

. . . JOE (sucker for a circus) CONWAY was

around pulling the old "private dick" gag. This

time he said he represented the sheriff's office . . .

JOHN MONROF, at Forepaugh's, one of the city's

oldest theatres and home of I0-20-J0 mellers in the

mauve decade, says business is still good in what is

now the heart of the tenderloin, a misnomer for a

real tough neighborhood . . . SAMUEL WALDMAN,
of the Garden, formerly the old Gayety burlesque

house, agrees and adds that Monroe is the best

kind of competition to have as they get along to-

gether like two peas in a pod . . . And speaking of

burlesque did you read about the Troc beauties who
got pinched for an after theatre party in Jack

Toland's place? But its time to strip the gears on

a new projector!

NEW RELEASES

Eastern Pa., S. N. J., Del.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14 DAYS
of the date of general release. Latest releases

are listed below. Send in your notice NOW!

COLUMBIA

You May Be Next Feb.

FOX

Every Saturday Night Feb. 7

It Had To Happen ..Feb. 14

Here Comes Trouble Feb. 2 I

Prisoner of Shark Island Feb. 28

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Voice of Bugle Ann Feb. 7

Bohemian Girl Feb. 14

Wife Vs. Secretary Feb. 2

1

Garden Murder Case Feb. 2 8

PARAMOUNT

Milky Way Feb. 7

Drift Fence Feb. 14

Woman Trap Feb. 14

Klondike Annie Feb. 2 1

Desire Feb. 2 8

Preview Murder Mystery Feb. 2 8

RKO

Muss 'Em Up

We're Only Human

Two In the Dark

The Lady Consents

UNITED ARTISTS

Ghost Goes West

UNIVERSAL

Dangerous Waters

Next Time We Love

WARNER BROTHERS

Man Of Iron

Petrified Forest

Song of the Saddle

Feb. 1

Feb. 5

Feb. 12

Feb. 17

Jan. 3 1

Feb.

Feb.

Feb. 3

Feb. 14

Feb. 28

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability — Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

3 09 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3 273

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-
cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLEANING SUPPLIES

Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively
made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL- PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 Vine Street

Philadelphia

LOCust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS
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Make Up Your Mind— NOW!
Quite unexpectedly, Congress bestirred itself last week to

take up the several pieces of legislation concerning the motion
picture industry pending before it. What it will do about the

Pettengill-Neely bill to outlaw COMPULSORY block booking is

of momentous import to every independent exhibitor in the land
and what action the two legislative branches take on that mea-
sure will be largely decided by what those independent exhib-
itors do about it.

Through a bewildering diversity of channels, a flood of in-

sidious propaganda is constantly being spread to force exhibitors

to believe that COMPULSORY block booking is both necessary
and good for them. The powerful and wealthy Hays organiza-
tion is displaying a remarkable talent for distortion of truth and
no fact is too rigid for them to stretch to the breaking point so

that it might be twisted to trick the more gullible exhibitor into

dropping his opposition to the blind-blocking selling system.

The unhappiest feature of this campaign to preserve COM-
PULSORY block booking is the fact that countless theatre own-
ers are either taken in by it or induced to throw up their hands
and take the path of non-resistance. The exchange managerwarns
that he will not be able to get enough pictures; a meek, converted
soul whimpers that rentals will go up; a controlled trade paper
editorial shrieks censorship!—and befuddled Mr. Exhibitor starts

to have his doubts.

Well, he had better make up his mind—and NOW! Either
COMPULSORY blind-block booking is good for him—or it's bad.
Either he has the intelligence to reason that it is responsible for
practically every grievance he holds against the major film com-
panies and he wants to exercise some choice in the selection of
the pictures he runs—or he is content to remain the fettered,

grovelling lackey of the industry, chained to a COMPULSORY
system over which he has no control.

We do not believe that Congress will take any steps to re-

turn selective buying to the independent exhibitors of the United
States unless they demonstrate that they want it.

DO YOU WANT THE WORD "COMPULSORY" TAKEN
OUT OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF SELLING FILM? Make
up your mind now, for you may never again have the opportu-
nity to do anything about it!

MO WAX.

A New Feature

In this issue, FILM BULLETIN presents the introductory article to a

new and, what we believe will prove, highly valuable regular weekly feature.

"Awakening the 'Sleepers' " is to be devoted to the discovery of those

pictures, major or independent, which normally escape the attention of ex-
hibitors, are cancelled by them, or merely booked as program fillers, whereas
they contain some worthy selling angle that might bring startling returns if

properly exploited.

The department will be conducted by Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre-

man and publicity expert, who will select one feature release each week—

a

"sleeper"—outline its possibilities and
suggest a simple, inexpensive, entirely

practical advertising campaign for it.

Mr. Wolfe-Smith is not a hokum artist

and he will direct campaigns toward
the average small theatre operator, who
does his own work and has a limited

amount of money to spend. None of

those elaborate, good-sounding, but im-

practical, exploitation stunts that would
require a centipede with a thousand
dollars to spend, promises the conduc-
tor of this department. And we sug-

gest you take his word for it.

It is our conviction that this new
feature will demonstrate to exhibitors

that they can give certain pictures an
extra day's running time, sell them on
an angle and surprise themselves with
the grosses.

Read Wolfe-Smith today and watch
for his first "sleeper" campaign in next

week's FILM BULLETIN.

The MPTOA's Idea

Of Film 'Problems'

Anyone who has any doubts that the

MPTOA is a major producer organiza-

tion and not an exhibitor body would
do well to study the list of topics to be

discussed at the forthcoming directors'

meeting in Miami.

From that aggenda, one would gather

that all the industry's ills can be laid

neatly at the door of the independent

exhibitors. Double features, low ad-

missions, giveaways, "irresponsible" ex-

hibition are charged against them and
the MPTOA will discuss means of cor-

recting these "evils."

No one dare deny that these are vital

and worthy problems for examination

by the industry. But, have we heard

incorrectly that some abuses, even more
alarming than those accredited to the

independent theatre owners, are being

practiced by certain major producer-

exhibitors?

The MPTOA apparently regards

compulsory block booking as unimport-
ant. And what of preferred playing

time? Constantly increasing rentals?

Theatre aggressions by the Big 5? Dis-

criminatory practices by affiliated thea-

tres in competition with independents?

Could it be that the MPTOA hasn't

its ear to the industry ground? Or is

it that they just don't give a damn?
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The Capitol was plugging "Wife Vs.

Secretary" as the attraction to follow "Rose

Marie." A sudden switch was made and

Columbia's Harry Richman musical with

the hot title "The Music Goes 'Round" was

rushed in to open this Friday. "Wife" ran

into plenty of censorial trouble and was

shipped back to Hollywood for some

clipping of sexy scenes and re-shooting . . .

"Mr. Cohen Takes A Walk" received fair

notices, but Oi Oi business at the Astor!

. . . Wangner's all-color outdoor "Trail of

Lonesome Pine" got a swell bally sendoff

at the Paramount. Opened today (Wed.)

. . . "Life of Louis Pasteur" is disappointing

those who thought it would get a big re-

sponse in this burg—especially with grand

reviews—which augers ill for its road re-

turns . . . Up at First Division things seem

to be stirring again, with talk of Pathe

either going into production or using its

own name on all present FD exchanges for

distribution only. Insiders still dope that

Pathe will remain in background as finan-

cier for a year at least . . . Last week we
suggested that Winnie Sheehan might soon

be top man in Paramount production. We're

hearing things that make us believe there

is something to it . . . Hy Daab has given

the Columbia ad department a shot in the

arm that is showing results in some real

smart stuff, especially on "Music Goes

"Round" . . . Openings: "You May Be

Next (Col.) at the Astor; "Don't Get Per-

sonal" (U.) at the Roxy; "Yellow Dust"
(RKO) at the Rialto, and "Follow the

f leet" at the Music Hall . . . Latest Astaire-

Rogers dance film is too long and RKO
would be smart to clip it quickly before it

gets around too much.

ELK.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

IS THE SINCLAIR LEWIS STORY
REALLY TO BE BANNED?

ALLIED MPTOA COOPERATION
In a column long announcement, under

a Washington dateline in the N. Y. Times
last Sunday (Feb. 16) Sinclair Lewis goes
into throes of righteous wrath over the alleg-

ed banning, by the Hays office, of the film

version of his recent book, "It Can't Happen
Here."

According to Mr. Lewis, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, which he said, had bought the

screen rights from him outright, so that he had no further financial interest in

its screen dramatization, had expended some $200,000 in preparation for the
filming of his widely read novel, which deals largely with the question of what
would happen in the United States were a fascist government to come into

power here, when—BANG!—after "weeks of negotiations" the motion picture

"Czar" says, "Nothing doing!"

All of which, of course, is naturally most distressing to Mr. Lewis. Quite
correctly he points out that this alleged decision of the Hays organization
raises "an extremely important and critical question concerning free speech
and free opinion in the United States." If the screen is to be limited for reasons
of "controversial politics" or possible "international complications" by offend-

ing gentlemen like Mussolini and Hitler, leaders of so-called "friendly powers,"
it is a pretty howdy-do.

Incidentally, Mr. Lewis goes into considerable detail about the great pop-
ularity of his story, "It Can't Happen Here," and the fact that while frankly

"propaganda" it was propaganda only for one thing: "American democracy,"
a statement to which readers of the book will certainly take no exception.

Also he tells at considerable length how Sidney Howard, the playwright had
prepared an unusually fine script for the screen version, the cast had been
practically completed and even the sets finished. Lionel Barrymore had been
engaged to play the leading role of Doremus Jessup and everything was
ready to begin shooting the picture last Monday, when, as has been said, the

movie dictator interposed his iron hand and everything was off.

"Is Mr. Hays going to rule once for all that fiction or drama dealing with
public problems cannot be considered film material?" asks Mr. Lewis, with
what seems to be some heat. "The radio certainly takes no such stand. The
world is full today of Fascist propaganda. The Germans show one pro-Fascist

film after another designed to show that Fascism is superior to liberal democ-
racy. The Italians are doing the same . . . But Mr. flays actually says that

a film cannot be made showing the horrors of fascism and extolling the ad-
vantages of liberal democracy, because Hitler and Mussolini might ban other

Hollywood films from their countries if we were so rash."

Few will take any exception to these remarks of Mr. Lewis, though they

may accept them with a grain of salt. Certainly no motion picture showman
would favor censorship of the kind indicated, regardless of his politics.

From the producer-distributor standpoint, on the other hand, the possi-

bility that a film, which promised to be as "box-office" as the picturization of

Mr. Lewis's novel ought to be, might be boycotted in Germany and Italy would
certainly be no bar to its production. These are two countries which at pre-

sent are not very lucrative markets for American films, anyway.

(Continued on page 10)
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Exhibs Face Higher Percentages

Because Some Are Willing To Pay

OTHER MAJORS POINT TO RKO'S
40% TAKES; ASK WHY NOT THEY

THINKS 35' , TOP . . .

Independent exhibitors face an increase both in the number of percentage

pictures and the amount of the percentages they will be asked by the major

film companies next season. This was indicated last week to FILM BULLETIN

by a prominent film man, who declared that he was seeking to induce his

company to maintain a 35 percent top, but was encountering the complaint

that certain other producers had been successful in obtaining 40 percent from

exhibitors for a few pictures.

"Why should we hold ourselves down to

3 5 percent for a few specials, when RKO,
with one of the weakest products ever re-

leased, had no difficulty in selling many ex-

hibitors a group at 40 percent?" this official

asked. "Even though we may feel that what

we have been getting is the most the ex-

hibitor tariff will bear, we cannot convince

the heads of our company, while another

company, with inferior pictures, is able to

get more than we."

INCREASE LIKELY . . .

This individual, high in the councils of

his company, left little doubt that an ef-

fort would be made, not only by the com-

pany he represents, but also by other ma-

jors, to increase their percentage terms for

the 1936-37 season.

"If exhibitors are willing to pay higher

terms to one or two companies, the others

are bound to ask for the same," he stated.

SHEEHAN TO HAVE
UNIT AT PARAMOUNT
10 PER YEAR . . .

Hollywood.—Winfield Sheehan has defi-

nitely joined Paramount as a unit producer,

it was announced here Monday. The for-

mer head of the Fox studios, who was sup-

planted by Darryl Zanuck, will be respons-

ible for ten features yearly, four to be per-

sonally produced by him and six under his

supervision.

In many quarters, Sheehan is viewed as

the future boss of all Paramount produc-

tion. (This was predicted in last week's

"New York Tip-Off" column by Elk.)

MPTOA BOARD MEETS
MAR. 5; TO DISCUSS
EXHIBITORS' FAULTS
AT MIAMI . . .

The national M. P. T. O. A. board of di-

rectors is scheduled to meet in Miami March
4th and 5th, in lieu of the annual general

meeting, which has been called off for this

year.

According to the aggenda outlined for the

conclave, the principal topics of discussion

will be alleged independent exhibitor abuses

in the industry. Dual billing, low admis-

sions and giveaways will come under the

scrutiny and, undoubtedly, the condemna-
tion of the producer-controlled group.

PRODUCERS ESCAPE . . .

While, in addition, such problems as taxa-

tion, adverse legislation, non-theatrical com-
petition and censorship are slated for discus-

sion, little attention will be given to the

many major producer practices against

which the nation's independent theatre own-
ers are complaining. Among these, only the

re-allocation of pictures after release is

listed for analysis.

WANGER TO U. A.
ON 10 YEAR DEAL

STARTS NEXT SEASON . . .

Hollywood.—Walter Wanger, one of the

outstanding producers with Paramount for

the past few years, leaves that company to

join United Artists at the end of the cur-

rent season. He signed a ten-year contract

last Friday with U. A. and will organize

Walter Wanger Productions to produce four

pictures yearly. Mary Pickford, Douglas

Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin, Samuel Gold-

wyn and Nathan Burkan will be financially

interested in Wanger company, it was an-

nounced.

Wanger has several prominent stars and

writers under contract and he will bring

these, as well as a number of valuable story

properties, to United Artists with him. His

latest production for Paramount is "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine," first new
Technicolor outdoor picture.

PHILA. EXHIBITOR DEFENDS ATTACK ON
RKO'S TERMS, ANSWERING TRADE EDITOR

ANSWER . . .

Barrist, who drew up and introduced the

resolution, sent the following reply, in part,

to the paper:

"The celerity with which, in your issue

of February 14th, you rushed to the aid of

a defenseless producer attacked by a group
of nasty independents, is commendable but

hardly factual."

(Continued on /></x' 6)

ISSUE . . .

Defending the resolution asking RKO for

a rebate on its 193 5-36 contracts for fail-

ure to deliver more than one worthwhile

boxoffice attraction thus far, which the

Phila. IMPTO unanimously passed last week,

David Barrist, local exhibitor, replied to an

attack made on the resolution by a New
York trade paper editor.

The paper stated, "Some sort of a prize

should be awarded to the Philadelphia thea-

treman who spawned the idea of having his

exhibitor unit pass a resolution asking a dis-

tributing company (RKO) to revise its

rentals because the boxoffice value of the

latter's films did not pan out according to

prospectuses.

"This is undoubtedly the prize booby

resolution of the season.

"Compared with result-claims made by

various advertisers over the radio, in news-

papers and in magazines, film companies ac-

tually are pikers when it comes to extolling

the merits of their product."

FILM BULLETIN

Now Located

In New Offices

1323 VINE STREET

Philadelphia. Pa.
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File Petition For Duals Case Rehearing
SIX MAJORS DENY CONSPIRACY PROVEN;
PARAMOUNT FILES SEPARATELY, INSISTS
CLAUSE USED TO PROTECT ITS REVENUE

10 POINTS . . .

In two petitions for a rehearing of the Perelman double feature case filed

with the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on Saturday, the six defendants at-

tacked the findings of the District Court and insisted that no conspiracy to

restrain interstate commerce had been proven against them. One petition

was filed by Morris Wolf, attorney for Warners, RKO, Metro, Fox and United

Artists. Paramount filed a separate one through Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett.

The petition for the five companies listed

ten points on which it claimed the decision

should be upset. The most important of

these are:

The Court "assumed that the affiliated

theatres in Philadelphia obtain an advan-

tage over other theatres in Philadelphia be-

cause of their connections with the de-

fendants, whereas, in fact, the advantage

which the affiliated theatres have resulted

from the location and character of the thea-

tres." Also, only one of the defendants are

interested in theatres in the city.

The Court did not consider the admissi-

bility of the alleged conspiracy evidence.

Chadwick's testimony about Louis B.

Mayer's speech was not admissible and Ed

Kuykendall did not testify that the defend-

ants "agreed to cooperate" with the MPTOA
to wipe out duals.

SHORTS HIT . . .

Whereas the Court held that the duals

ban reduced production and stifled compe-

tition among producers of feature pictures,

it had failed to consider that the same ef-

fect would be had on the producers of short

subjects if duals were allowed.

The "tremendous importance" of the de-

cision to producers and exhibitors. "There

is almost unanimity of opinion among inde-

pendent exhibitors in Philadelphia that they

will be injured seriously" if the prohibitive

clauses are not allowed to remain in effect.

The decision implies that any time com-

petitors adopt a similar trade practice, they

might be accused of conspiracy.

'PROTECTION' . . .

Paramount's petition makes the point that

the defendants acted as free and individual

agents who "have a genuine individual in-

terest to protect their copyrighted films and

the revenues which they derive therefrom."

One of the most striking statements in

this petition is the one that independent pro-

ducers deliberately "desire to be subsidized

and encouraged to continue the manufac-

ture of inferior product."

CONGRESS DECIDES
TO EXAMINE BLOCK
BOOKING MEASURE

BOTH HOUSES . . .

Washington.—Steps were taken last week

by both branches of Congress to study va-

rious film measures, and particularly the

Pettengill-Neely anti-block booking bill.

The announcement that sub-committees

would be appointed by the Interstate Com-

merce Committees of both houses came un-

expectedly and indicated that there is con-

siderable interest in Congress about the

movie industry. It had not been expected

generally that any time would be given to

consideration of this legislation during the

current session.

The House committee last Tuesday moved

to hold hearings on the block booking bill

as soon as possible. This will probably be

within a few weeks. Congressman Samuel

B. Pettengill, sponsor of the measure in the

House, has recommended that an impartial

committee be appointed to consider the bill.

On Wednesday, Senator Burton K.

Wheeler, chairman of tht Senate Com-

mittee, announced that the sub-committee

in the upper branch would consist of Sena-

tor Neely (West Virginia) chairman, Bark-

ley (Kentucky), Benson (Minnesota),

Davis (Penna.) and Metcalf (Rhode

Island)

.

ACTION POSSIBLE NOW . . .

Whereas the Congressional calendar ap-

peared heavily crowded with important na-

tional legislation last week and the prospect

of any action on film legislation appeared

extremely remote, today there seems to be

an excellent chance for consideration of bills

affecting the industry at this session. Neu-

trality and Farm Aid are practically dis-

posed of, while the possibility that some

substitute for the TVA might have to be

found was removed by the Supreme Court

ruling.

PHILA. EXHIBITOR DEFENDS
ATTACK ON RKO'S TERMS

(Continued from page 5

)

Quoting the article's remarks about radio,

newspaper and magazine advertisers, Barrist

writes:

"You will agree, however, that the buyer

who is attracted by these advertisements

first has an opportunity to inspect and

evaluate the shoes, or the automobiles, or

the corset or whatever the particular ad-

vertised product may be. He does not, like

the exhibitor, by a mere assurance of some-

thing to be made months hence. And if he

buys something by mail from a catalogue

and it doesn't measure up to representations,

his money is promptly and cheerfully re-

turned. He is not hailed into court, as is

the exhibitor who refuses to accept a shoddy

substitute for the super attractions he

bought."

LAZY' EXHIBS . . .

Answering the charge that exhibitors are

"lazy" and that they passed up "The In-

former" when it was first released, although

it is now doing business, the Phila. theatre-

man points out that most of the theatres

that played the picture at that time did poor

business.

"Whether the greater cordiality between

distributor and exhibitor in England is due

to the absence of blind selling I do not

know," Barrist states, "but there is prob-

ably some connection between the two

facts.

"The solution of the friction between film

man and exhibitor lies not in summarily dis-

missing every complaint by a group of ex-

hibitors as the action of irresponsibles but

in self-regulation brought about by a more

sympathetic consideration of such com-

plaints as are of long standing," the letter

concludes.
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Awakening the 'Sleepers'

By Wolfe-Smith
This is the introductory article to a new and,
henceforth, regular feature of FILM BULLETIN

Cagney Suit Against

Warners Up Feb. 25
Los Angeles.—James Cagney's suit against

Warner Bros, is scheduled to be heard on

February 2 5 th. The star is seeking to have

the balance of his contract with the studio

annulled to permit him to obtain work

elsewhere. He has won a temporary in-

junction preventing Warners from inter-

fering with his right to perform for any

other studio.

Chaplin Doing Big

Chaplin's "Modern Times" is rolling up

heavy grosses in both New York and Phila-

delphia. Rivoli (N. Y.) reported $70,000

for the first week, while Erlanger (Phila.)

was only house in town to do stand-out

business Sunday.

'Music Goes 'Round'

Into Capitol, N. Y.

New York. — Columbia's "The Music

Goes 'Round" goes into Loew's Capitol

Theatre on Friday. House has played only

Metro product, with few exceptions, for

many years.

Why Not Buy

GOOD Printing?

NATIONAL- PENN

PRINTING CO.

1233 Vine Street

Philadelphia

LOCust 0538

SIMON LIBROS

AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

Gentlemen ... BE SEATED!

And what's more I intend that

you remain in that position until

you hear me through . . . That's a

pretty screwy way of introducing

a new idea and column, and a little

tough . . . but we mean it to be

tough. There's going to be a lot

said in this pillar of prattle (and it's

not going to be at all prattle) that's

going to hurt. And the more it hurts

the more pleased we'll be in the con-

viction that it's "getting over."

Now then, the idea that we intend

"getting over" isn't ONE idea at all

. . . But any number of ideas, taken

one at a time each issue of FILM
BULLETIN, and thoroughly torn

apart on "HOW NOT TO BE A
RUBBER STAMP MANAGER."

Don't be misguided in believing that this

is a steal of another mags idea whereby if

a guy buys a subscription for a year and

sends his mug and three bucks he gets a

nicely framed 8x10 certificate certifying

nobody-knows-what; and his campaigns are

printed crediting him with being an ace

show-man . . . Ah me, No! this department

is going to be as free from horsh as we can

keep it . . .

The obvious answer to "How Not to Be-

come A Rubber Stamp" comes in a vast

chorus from near and far, namelv and to

wit . . . , "All the gags in show-business

were pulled the first year of its growth,

since then, its been a repitition on all the

old chestnuts . .
." Very true, my frans,

but the guy who's smart and on his toes,

knows when to pull an old chestnut out of

the files, dust it off, tie a pink ribbon under

its chin, and parade it out for the neighbors

to gap and gasp over . . . And that's what

so many of so-called showmen aren't wised

up to yet . . . They haven't got the guts

to drag their cans off those comfortable

office chairs, and see what it was that made

dough for them back in those "good old

days" . . . Good old days . . . NUTS . . .

say we . . . Those days are right here now.

How many times on the "street" has it

been said by seasoned theatre-men, "Aw,
it's a stinker, I'll stick it in for one day.

I'll die with it anyway" . . . Don't imagine

that money can only be made with Specials

(?) that are 24-sheetcd and pre-sold across

the country long before your run is reached.

Every week of the year, a "sleeper" comes

along with a pot of dough hidden in 100

feet of its length that knocks at your door

for recognition and many exhibitors are too

lazy to dig it out! . . . This is such an un-

godly abuse of yourself that it isn't funny.

Here then is what we're gonna attempt

. . . See what angles there are in the "sleep-

ers" (Majors and Indies), dig them out,

dress them up and present them to you,

pointing out the selling angles, suggesting

window card copy, teasers, special trailers,

etc., exploitation stunts, or any thing that

will mean extra dough for you at the Box-

office. Our efforts will mainly be directed

at those "sleepers" that another day's play-

ing time may be squeezed out of.

There's no catch to this offer, no strings

attached, nothing except your interest in

yourself . . . Exhibitors know what to do

with the "naturals," it's the "dogs" that

murder them.

We hereby repeat, that this department

will be as free from the well known bunk

as we can keep it . . . We're gonna dig into

features, tear them apart, find angles that

may be of use to your particular situation,

and dish out re-browned chestnuts to you

as fast as we can get them out of the fire

... If a flikker is lousy from opening title

to last fade-out, it will be no concern of

ours, reviewing isn't the province of this

department . . . When one of these inferior

releases come along, it'll be our job to dig

out something in it that will make it sale-

able for your theatre . . . We have no axe

to grind (that is, in this department) . . .

nor any boots to lick . . . Our sole purpose

is for dishing it out straight, to you the

exhibitor, the mug "who's" gotta live with

his run.

I'll be seein' you in FILM BULLETIN
next week with our first "sleeper" cam-

paign !

P. S. In editorial rooms, wixn a man is

finished with a story he usually indicates to

the typography* who is setting his story in

type ready to he run off on the presses,

when the end of the story is reached /n

making a "FinJs" mark something like this.

. . the dollar sign that we struck at

the conclusion of our column was an ac-

cident . . . However, after looking at it in

tlic typewriter, it struck us as a pretty good

idea, and so . . .

$ $ $ $ $
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

PETRIFIED FOREST

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Intelligent

and faithful film of Robert Sherwood's

bogus-philosophical and satirical play

. . . Excellent performances help, but

action is restricted to one set . . .A

boxoffice problem . . . Best for class

spots, where it should do • • • —
High-sounding dialogue will hold it

down to * * elsewhere.

Warner Bros.

8 3 Minutes

Leslie Howard . . . Bette Davis . . .

Genevieve Tobin . . . Humphrey Bogart . . .

Dick Foran . . . Charley Grapewin . . .

Paul Harvey . . .

Directed by Archie L. Mayo

This is at once one of the most distin-

guished and one of the most problematical

films of the season. A faithful reproduc-

tion of Robert Sherwood's satirical and

pseudo-philosophical play of ' the American
scene, the dialogue, which sounds terribly

important, but really isn't, will strike home
to only the more intelligent audience mem-
bers, while sailing merrily over the heads

of the others. Uniformly impressive per-

formances are given by practically everyone

in the cast, from leads to bits. Leslie How-
ard, as the itinerant writer, who is disil-

lusioned about his own talents; Humphrey

Bogart, the escaping gangster, whose sense

of being trapped by fate is parallel to How-
ard's feelings; Charley Grapewin, the de-

crepit pioneer, who spends his time idoliz-

ing the gangster, these are the stand-out

characters. Bette Davis failed to convey to

us the girl-dreamer in the desert setting,

the unpolished artiste for whose future

career the writer willingly gives his life.

The other roles are carefully drawn and de-

serving of compliment. While director Mayo
tried hard to give fluidity and action to the

play, all of which takes place in a desert

Bar-B-Q and gas station, he failed to do

as well as he might, with the result that

the spectator is ever conscious of the fact

that the action is limited to the one set.

The picture is hardly more than the play in

film. "Petrified Forest" is a boxoffice prob-

lem. Undoubtedly, Howard and Davis have

fair drawing power, but the content of the

story is not popular stuff. It will do its

best in metropolitan first runs and class

houses. The middle class neighborhoods and

action spots should do average business, with

the rurals dropping below.

PLOT:

Howard, hobo writer, drops into a desert barbeque

stand and there meets Bette, who dreams of Paris

and becoming a painter. There is an immediate at-

traction between the two, but Howard leaves after

his meal when he realizes that he can do the girl no

good. On the road, the car in which he had gotten

a lift, is stolen by Bogart, escaping public enemy

No. 1. Howard hurries back to the barbeque stand

to warn Bette, but Bogart and his pals are already

there. The gangsters hold everyone captive, while

Bogart awaits the arrival of several other members

of his gang, including his girlfriend. Howard con-

ceives the idea of having Bogart kill him, so Bette

might be the beneficiary of his $5 000 life insurance

policy and get her chance for a new life. Bogart

learns that his girl has been captured and "squealed."

As he is making his getaway, Howard blocks his

path and forces the gangster to shoot him. He dies

in Bette's arms.

AD TIPS:

This should be sold as an unusual and fine film.

For action houses, the gangster angle will bring best

results. Recall Howard and Davis in "Of Human
Bondage." Class spots will sell Robert Sherwood, the

author, and the fact that it is a satire on the Am-
erican scene.

NONNIE.

REVIEWS, in. a
.
paper . with . the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

IT HAD TO HAPPEN
BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Moderately amusing

comedy . . . Raft still plays the gang-

ster, even when handling comedy role

Rosalind Russell helps . . . Rates • •
generally, but Raft may pull slightly

where he is liked.

20th Century-Fox
79 Minutes

George Raft . . . Rosalind Russell . . .

Leo Corrillo . . . Arline Judge . . .

Alan Dinehart . . . Arthur Hohlm . . .

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

It seems that Darryl Zanuck just can't

connect with a good solid hit. "It Had To
Happen" has the cast and the story with

which one might suppose that the hard-

trying 20th Century-Fox production boss

would turn out a boxoffice smash; he has

not done so. Not that this picture hasn't

its merits, but it lacks the sprightliness and

verve one has come to expect of these mod-

ern film comedies. Perhaps the trouble lies

with George Raft's inclination to remain

the everlasting gangster, even when he is

supposed to be funny. As stiff as the

starched shirts he wears, Raft is not our

idea of the best choice for the lowly, but

gay, carefree hero who conquers the haughty

leading lady. I found myself thinking of

Fred MacMurray or Bob Montgomery in the

same role—and that didn't do Mr. Raft's

performance any good in my mind. Rosa-

lind Russell continues her adroit comedy

work, displayed last in "Rendezvous." Leo

Carrillo and Alan Dinehart, two more smart

comics, do their best to show the implac-

able Mr. Raft that it is all intended to be

comedy. All in all, "It Had To Happen"

is mildly pleasant entertainment that will

appeal to Raft's following (largely in ac-

tion houses) and to the average neighbor-

hood trade. The story has a melodramatic

twist that will make it more satisfactory

entertainment for the lower classes.

PLOT:

Arriving as two Italian immigrants, Raft and

Corrillo bump into Rosalind Russell, society lady,

who is evading reporters by leaving through the

ship's steerage. By dint of hard work and ambition,

Raft, within a few years, becomes a mighty power

behind the throne of the city's government, through

his control of his countrymen's voting strength. Alan

Dinehart, Rosalind's husband, is head of a bank

through which Dinehart seeks to mulct thousands

of small depositors. Raft promises to protect the

banker if he will return the money. The latter does

so, only to turn on Raft and seek to have him in-
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dieted for accepting a bribe. However, Raft is ac-

quitted and Rosalind, realizing what a cad her hus-

band is, divorces him and accepts the erstwhile

Italian ditch-digger.

AD TIPS:

Russell has developed quite a following and her

name should be co-starred with Raft's in all copy.

Recall her "Rendezvous" performance. In Italian

sections, Carrillo warrants prominent billing with

Raft and the catch lines should stress the rise of

the young Italian immigrant to power and the hand

of a society woman. Play it up as an entirely NEW
role for Raft, light, gay comedy.

BARTON.

MAN HUNT

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MELODRAMA . . . Just

routine all the way . . . Few exciting

action moments, with more emphasis

on Chic Sale's comedy . . . Title will

get it by for • • — in action spots;

• + elsewhere.

Warner Bros.

61 Minutes

Ricardo Cortez . . . Marguerite Churchill . . .

Chic Sale . . . William Gargan . . .

Maude Eburne . . . George E. Stone . . .

Addison Richards . . .

Directed by William Clemens

"Man Hunt" is a mediocre melodramatic

comedy. It will find its most responsive

audiences in action houses, where more con-

centration on the gangster-action angle

would have satisfied more. Better class

family trade will hardly find anything in

it to draw them or please once they are in.

It's a clean, undistinguished production from

every angle with fair performances and

neat, if unexciting, direction. The story is

preposterous in spots. Ricardo Cortez, play-

ing his usual subdued gangman role, is the

only name that might mean something to

the boxoffice and that only in certain action

spots. Chic Sale, an ex-sheriff with a yen

for using his old guns, handles the comedy

and brings a goodly number of laughs.

Others in the cast do well enough, but none

stand out. The G-men get into the story,

but not for much footage, most of the con-

flict being between small town reporter

and the bandit. However, their presence

may count for something in action houses.

PLOT:

Cortez, escaped convict, is found hiding in the

small town school house where Marguerite Churchill

teaches. He forces her to take him to a secluded

hut which he uses as a hideout. Marguerite gets to

William Gargan, her fiance and reporter on the town

newspaper, and tells him where Cortez is hiding.

She asks Gargan to keep his presence there a secret,

because the bandit might try to shoot his way out

if the police trap him. Eager to get the story, Gar-

gan tells the sheriff, but Cortez makes his getaway

before they arrive. The gangster returns with a

couple others, however, and Gargan hears him plan-

ning to rob the local bank. The reporter starts a

rumor that the bank is in weak condition and may

close down, and the townspeople flock in to with-

draw their money. Cortez finds the bank broke

when he arrives and as he is getting away, Chic

Sale, a retired sheriff, shoots up his tires, enabling

a flock of G-men to nab him. Gargan scoops the

big city papers with the story and is a hero. He
marries Marguerite.

AD TIPS:

The title offers ideas for teaser campaigns. Reward

cards, with Cortez's picture, will get the eyes. Urge

everyone to join the exciting, dangerous "Man Hunt!"

L. J.

VOICE OF BUGLE ANN

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Story of old man's love

for dog makes gentle, unexciting film

. . . "Will hardly reach first base as b.o.

draw . . . Title certainly no help . . .

Rates • +

M-G-M
71 Minutes

Lionel Barrymore . . . Maureen O'Sullivan . . .

Eric Linden . . . Dudley Digges . . .

Spring Byington . . Charley Grapewin . . .

Directed by Richard Thorpe

Old folks may find "The Voice of Bugle

Ann" to their liking, but it will never prove

popular entertainment for the younger

people. A quite, unassuming story of an

old man who loved his dog enough to

murder the man who, he believed, had killed

it, the picture moves slowly and calmly

from beginning to end. There is hardly one

exciting scene in the entire film. Long

stretches of footage are devoted to fox

chases and one must be in an exceedingly

mellow mood to find pleasure to enjoy them.

The romance between Maureen O'Sullivan

and Eric Linden is in the background thru-

out, thereby depriving the story of its one

chance of appealing to the younger trade.

Lionel Barrymore gives another portrayal of

Lionel Barrymore portraying an old man.

The most effective scenes are those in which

the dog shows its affection for its master.

The outdoor shots will win praise from

lovers of this type of film. "Bugle Ann"
will get its best grosses in rural spots, but

these will not reach average. In cities, it

will go considerably below average. Best

for dual bills, with a strong action or

comedy feature for support.

PLOT:

Barrymore, a dog breeder, has a feud with Dudley

Digges, who has built wire fencing around his land

to prevent the dogs from chasing foxes over it.

When "Bugle Ann," Barrymore's favorite dog, is

missing, he accuses Digges of having killed her and

the enraged Barrymore shoots his neighbor. He is

sentenced to 20 years imprisonment, but Maureen

O'Sullivan, daughter of the dead Digges, is instru-

mental in winning his release after a few years. She

tells Barrymore that she had run over the dog with

her machine and had taken her away to be cured.

The dog gave birth to pups and Maureen had left

her out to run wild. In this way, the dog became

entangled in the fence and was killed. Maureen gives

the old man one of the pups. She marries Linden,

Barrymore's son.

AD TIPS:

The cast will bring whatever business this gets;

sell them. Linden scored a hit in "Ah Wilderness,"

and this should be mentioned.

L. J.

SOAK THE RICH

BOXOFFICE RATING

SATIRICAL-COMEDY . . . Almost

as bad as "Once In A Blue Moon" by

Hecht & MacArthur . . . Poorly di-

rected, amateurishly acted in spots . . .

Aside from few class spots where

authors' names might attract a few

customers, this will hit bottom. Rates •

Paramount

8 0 Minutes

Walter Connolly . . . Mary Taylor . . .

John Howard . . . Lionel Stander . . .

Robert Wallsten . . .

Directed by Ben Hecht and Chas. MacArthur

The Rover Boys of Hollywood and As-

toria, Hecht and MacArthur, in their

fourth attempt to merge Art and the

Cinema, have produced a film which de-

serves rank with "Once In A Blue Moon,"
which saw the light of release in only a

few God-forsaken spots in the country.

"Soak the Rich" is a very poor film, and

more so since it is not only anaemic as en-

tertainment, but also possesses an irritat-

ingly crude conception of satire. Except for

a few moments where the authors' celebrated

wit emerges in the clear, the picture is dull,

stupid and pathetically unfunny. The act-

ing ranges from good to amateurish. Walter

Connolly is good, but not seen often enough.

John Howard and Lionel Stander are pass-

able. But, Mary Taylor—oh, my goodness!

The young lady performs in her best high

school acting manner and wins a certain de-

gree of fame for the most horrible film per-

formance in many years. Despite all its fail-

ings, "Soak the Rich" might have had some

success in the better class spots, where the

authors are well known, had they not elect-

ed to toss their barbs at the rather sensitive

subject of campus radicalism. Thus, they

have alienated what would have been the

largest part of their audience. This is just

too, too bad.

PLOT:

Taylor is the dizzy, thrill seeking daughter of

Connolly, multi-millionaire industrialist and the ob-

ject of attacks from both Washington New Dealers

and the radicals. Taylor, engaged to Wallsten, sud-

denly leaves for college where she falls in with a group

(Continued on page 11)
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Aside from this, however, the banning of the Lewis book for picture pur-
poses would surely raise a serious censorship question, if, as Mr. Lewis seems
to think, the ban has really gone into effect. But has it? It appears to this

writer that some one has handed the well-known author a wrong steer, to

use the vernacular. Have put him on the publicity spot, as it were.

For following the prominently played-up and lengthy article in the N. Y.

Times, in which Mr. Lewis's righteous fulminations against the "banning" of

"It Can't Happen Here" appear, are two smaller, insignificant items. One is a
specific denial by the New York Hays office that the film has been banned.
The other is a brief dispatch from the M-G-M studios in Hollywood, that the

picture is scheduled to go before the cameras next week, with Lionel Barry-

more, Maureen O'Sullivan and Virginia Bruce in the leading roles.

Herein, it appears to us is not the fine Italian hand of the little General,
promulgating a new form of political censorship, but the touch of the real

craftsman—the press agent.

For publicity purposes, according to the individual's point of view, it may
or may not be justifiable to get Sinclair Lewis all "steamed up" over the pur-

ported shot-gunning of his latest brain child. But all the same it is better, the

curse, if any, being upon the head of the M-G-M publicity department, than
that a picture of the social significance of "It Can't Happen Here" should fail

to reach the screen.

EXHIBIT "COOPERATION"

From time to time sincere efforts are made by leaders of independent
exhibitor organizations to set up a working basis for cooperation with the

M.P.T.O.A. on problems where the interests of both groups of exhibitors are

similar or identical. Abram F. Myers of Allied could tell many stories of this

kind if he would. So could practically every other independent leader, in al-

most every section of the country. And all would be about the same.

PETTY POLITICS AND DISAPPOINTMENTS

On occasion there have been instances where, because of some serious

emergency which threatened all, there was a possibility of the exhibitors of

various factions getting together, the distributor representatives (who do work
cooperatively for all their apparent frenzied competition, when exhibitors show
any tendency to unite) have always managed to sabotage the movement.

Leaving out the affiliated houses, if all the others would agree to cooper-

ate on a definite, common plan, laying aside for a short time such individual

advantages, as might accrue to this or that theatre meanwhile, for the com-
mon good of all, they could speedily put an end to most of the trade abuses
and discriminatory practices which now exist. From which all, more or less,

now suffer.

Of course, devoutly as this consummation is to be wished, it probably
never will be realized under the "dog eat dog" system in vogue in the film

industry. As long as the distributors can play one house against another or

one group of theatre men against another group, they can almost write their

own ticket. Divide and rule has long been a most successful method for a
small, but well organized minority to dictate its terms to the majority, who
do not understand the power of united action. It will continue until exhibitors

trust each other a little more than they do at present.

Of course, neither Allied or any other independent organization can ever
come to any sort of serious understanding with the M.P.T.O.A., while that

association is dominated by producer distributor interests and run by men
who take their cue from the policies of the big companies, rather than from
the immediate welfare of their exhibitor membership.

"Not a dark bouse in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film ( arrien ' Ass'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

The Friend of the Independent

ri FM'C INDEPENDENT
vfctfT1 9 THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

EVERYTHING For Your Theatre

1224 VINE STREET PHILA.

Hollywood's New Star!

NAT LEVINE
presents

Rutherford

A MASCOT MASTER

^Production

With a

Nautical Background

of

Romance, Glamor,

and Thrills

".
. . Has Action and Human Interest and

the Sforv Holds One's Attention . .
."

—Harrison's Reports.

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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SUBJECTS
By Nonamaker

VINE STREET GONDOLIER

—

We like the gag credited to ELLIOT GOLDMAN
wherein he supposedly invited somebody to meet

him at 13th and Vine Streets BY THE LAKE!

Whitey, the traffic cop, claims 'NOOKIE' BECKETT
and BENNY HARRIS were shooting wild ducks on

the lake one day last week after sundown. Harris

was using 'S.r' ELI GINSBURG as 'pointer' while

Beckett had decoys cut from Habanello 'seconds'

cigar boxes!

We also liked Sock's gag that the reason sailors

like burlesque is because they are SEE-shows!

And we are interested in Paramount's "DESIRE"

since one of their goofy press releases states it heralds

the return of sex to the screen—sex embellished

with that Lubitsch touch! Whoopee! And a couple

of Huzzahs!

WEATHER SYMPHONY

—

Slip, slop, slush, slup, slip, splash, crash, drip!

GAG

—

Press agent for "Tobacco Road" said his show

was the "Georgia White's Scandals!"

EXCHANGE

—

DORIS LASKEY is new assistant to ANN ROSEN
over at Capitol, who have several religious pictures

dusted off for the lenten season . . . The report that

CHARLIE KLANG will go with First Division is

denied . . . MRS. GOLDEN and the Hollywood-

ites started a 'date campaign' during Johnny's

Florida vacation and rounded up a lot of nice bus-

iness in his absence . . . AL BLOFSON, National-

Pcnn Printer, modestly side-steps giving any infor-

mation to 'the press' . . . And speaking of Quality,

CHARLIE GOODWIN will be ready for a vacation

as soon as Dave Barrist gets back if he keeps on

working as hard as he was last Monday . . . BEN
KASSOY's son cried and yelled when he first saw

DAVE MOLIVER, whom the smart youngster mis-

took for the 'boogy man' ... J. STEWART SILVER
and SAM PHALEN, the boys who keep your amuse-

ment directory ads straight in rival newspapers, work

together in rounding up data . . . The Chaplin film

which is doing stand in line business at the Erlanger

has huge sign heralding it atop the closed Lyric's

electric sign . . . WM. GREENFIELD, who operates

the Riviera up Manayunk way, has plans for the

re-opening of NIXON'S GRAND, Broad and Mont-

gomery Avenue, but if he cannot get set soon lie

will pigeon-hole the vaudc-film idea until September.

OSCAR FORMAN slated for the manager berth.

RKO's "The Lady Consents" follows "Ghost Goes

West" into the Aldine . . . WILLIAM GANE, pioneer

theatre man, died suddenly Sunday . . . CHARLES
WAGNER of Milgram's Avenue, has a swell tie up

with his local merchants and naborhood newspaper.

Merchants contribute cash for $30.00 prizes and get

publicity in theatre anc{ the newspaper . . . DAVE
MILGRAM left Sunday for Florida's sunny climate

to join the contingent of local film men already

there.

PHILOSOPHY

—

Last week we learned that it is bad to say that

an exhibitor's business is good.

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET, Phila., Pa.

— REVIEWS —
(Continued from page 9)

of campus communists. Their leader is Howard with

whom Taylor soon finds herself in love. Stander,

agitator and one man political party, kidnaps the

girl and holds her for ransom. Rescued by G-men,

she returns home determined to forget the campus

cut-ups and marry Wallsten. The night Connolly-

plans to announce his daughter's betrothal, the ra-

dicals with Howard at their head stage a demonstra-

tion on his lawn. Aware of Taylor's love for How-
ard, Connolly entertains the demonstrators and insists

that the Red marry his daughter. He does.

AD TIPS:

Picture must he sold around names of Hecbt,

MacArthur and Connolly. Also worth mention is

Howard who scored in "Annapolis Farewell." Sell

hard to local sophisticated gentry.

RUDY.

NEW RELEASES

Eastern Pa., S. N. J., Del.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14 DAYS
of the date of general release. Latest releases

are listed below. Send in your notice NOW!

COLUMBIA

Lady of Secrets Feb. 1

1

Mysterious Avenger Feb. 1

5

Lone Wolf Returns Feb. 17

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Voice of Bugle Ann Feb. 7

Bohemian Girl Feb. 14

Garden Murder Case Feb. 21

Wife vs. Secretary Feb. 2 8

Three Godfathers March 6

RKO
Two in the Dark Feb. 12

Muss 'Em Up Feb. 14

The Lady Consents Feb. 17

Follow the Fleet Feb. 2 5

Love on a Bet March 6

Yellow Dust March 13

Silly Billies March 20

Farmer in the Dell March 27

UNIVERSAL

Dangerous Waters Feb. 10

Love Before Breakfast March 9

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability — Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

309 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

I
ERVING theatre needs with a know-

i ledge of theatre business.

E

SS1STING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and

L office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



• • • spells in the words of all critics

A MILLION DOLLARS
in BOX-OFFICE!

"Here's a show that should interest patrons whose primary interest is entertainment."—MOTION PICTURE HERALD
"Swell Action! All the thrills necessary plus a good story convincingly told. The fire

action stuff is some of the best ever to get into an inde picture and is unusually well

tied to the story." —HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Interest-holding romance and love between exceptional thrill action."—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Mark this one down on your list as one of the best fire pictures ever made. It is

worthy of a spot on any program and will please all types of audiences. The fire shots

are the most thrilling and by far the most spectacular yet woven into a film plot."—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

ABLAZE
With a Cast of

Stellar Performers

FEATURING .

NORMAN FOSTER
EVELYN KNAPP
SYDNEY BLACKMER
OSCAR APFEL

AN EXPLOITEERS SPECIAL THAT WILL PACK 'EM
IN LIKE IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS!

DISTRIBUTED — WITH A REAL CIRCUS ROADSHOW
BALLYHOO OF PAPER AND ACCESSORIES — BY —

MASTERPIECE
FILM ATTRACTIONS INC.
1329 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Trio Productions Inc.
203 Eye Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
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U. S. Files New Suit

Against WB, BKO, Par.

In X. Y. Federal Court

FIRST 'SLEEPER' CAMPAIGN
on "I Conquer The Sea"

M - G - M ASKS EXHIBS CANCEL TEN

HEARINGS ON BLOCK BOOKING START

Features Reviewed In This Issue:

LOVE ON A BET • PRISONER ON SHARK ISLAND • CHATTERBOX

FOLLOW THE FLEET • THE BOHEMIAN GIRL

MERRITT CRAWFORD SEES DANGER

IN TRADE PRESS CENSORSHIP .
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
By Wolfe-Smith

(This is the first in an unlimited series of articles on the exploitation

of "sleepers"—those pictures ivhich are ordinarily overlooked by ex-

hibitors, or neglected by them in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith,

a well-known theatre publicity expert, in his distinctive, breezy style,

will endeavor to awaken your interest in these pictures and show you
how to make them bring surprising business to your theatre. He will

select one picture each week, from both major and independent com-
panies. As the conductor of this department so aptly puts its "Don't

just let 'em come in, die and go out. Start thinking about how to get

that extra dough!"—Editor's Note.)

"I CONQUER THE SEA" — Halperin Bros. — 68 Minutes

Stars:— Steffi Duna . . . Stanley Morner . . . Douglas Walton

"THAR SHE BLOWS!" . . . Whales . . . And the daring, hardy men
who go down to the sea in ships to meet the monsters of the deep in what

often proves mortal combat. The hissing whine of the harpoon as it flies

through the air to find its mark in the hide of the whale. The spout of

blood. Then the thrilling, heart stopping struggle between man and

beast; the tragedy of an over-turned boat, and anxious eyes on shore look

sea-ward for their men who never will return.

COURAGE . . . ADVENTURE . . .

ROMANCE . . . TRAGEDY . . . SACRI-
FICE . . . ACTION . . . These are the in-

gredients of "I Conquer The Sea."

The roar of the sea sends back an echo

reminiscent of the cash register sing-song

started by "Mutiny" and "Captain Blood."

The story has to do with the nearly myth-

ical trade of whaling. In one sequence the

hero (Morner) has his arm literally sawed

off by a rope attached to harpoon which is

safely stuck into the whale's hide . . . baby,

if this doesn't take your breath away noth-

ing will. Remember the gasps in "Moby
Dick" when Barrymorc had his, leg chawed

off ... ? well, this has that stopped for

thrill. In "Moby Dick" they cauterized

Barrymore's leg with a hot iron to prevent

blood poisoning ... In "I Conquer the Sea"

they dip Morner's arm in boiling pitch . . .

Before climaxing the story the big thrill

scene takes place, Morner (the now one-

armed harpooner) hooks a whale, and is at-

tacked by its mate. This sequence is, with-

out doubt, a thriller seldom seen on the

screen. The little whaling boat is rowed

smack up to the infuriated whale, which

with a flip of its tremendous tail, lifts men

and boats clear off the water in a splintered

shower!

Don't look for any box-office names in

this one, but remember that "Blood" had

none either. Rather concentrate on the

story and the whaling action.

The love interest is supplied by the usual

triangle (this time two brothers and the

girl) and is made intensely real by Steffi

Duna. What you want to remember is that

she was the "LA CUCARACHA" girl;

born in Budapest, Hungary. If there are

Hungarians living in your particular sec-

tion, a cheap herald hooked up with action

selling her as a Hungarian star, written in

HUNGARIAN, ought to bring in plenty

of extra dough.

We heartily advocate your making local

tie-ups N. C. if you can, but DON'T BE
A CHISELER and re-establish yourself in

your neighborhood as an important guy.

Keep in mind the fact that your theatre is

just about the most important business

house in your town or neighborhood, so

don't be afraid to promote the other mer-

chants in a dignified way. Okay, enough

gas!

This is an exploitation natural and there's

no limit to what you can do.

In your lobby, mount a cut-out of the

whale from the six sheet, hook on a harpoon

(any iron rod will do) with a real hemp

rope atached to it, sticking into the whale's

head. Stretch the rope over head across the

lobby to a cut-out of the ship. Illuminate

the eyes of the whale with red lamps on a

flasher. (Flashers can be bought at any

electrical store for 15c). Suspend copy (or

llxH's) along the rope.

Boat and ship displays always stop every-

one. Get the model from a steam-ship

ticket agency in exchange for a credit line.

Don't think that because you're not a first

run or key house that the agencies selling

steamship tickets aren't interested in your

neighborhood. Maybe they've been looking

for just such an opportunity. There are

plenty of model ships that the kids will

dig up for you, too, for a display, with the

incentive of a free ducat. Contact your

sporting goods store for a cut-out display

in their window.

Trick up the lobby with life preservers,

ships, lanterns, ships bell, rope ladders, signal

flags and pennants. All of this material can

be promoted by making a little effort and

going down to the shipping companies and

selling them an idea. For this actual material

we'd suggest that you go after the small

shipping companies. Go right down to their

[Continued on page 7)
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That Ml-Imporftant Word — "COMPULSORY"

From the outset of its fight against the Pettengill-Neely Bill

to make COMPULSORY block-blind selling unlawful, the

shrewd Hays organization has cunningly avoided the use of the

qualifying word—"compulsory." For that word is the very

crux of the measure.

The strategy of the producers is obvious. Only by deluding

independent exhibitors into believing that it seeks to take from
them the right to buy more than one picture at a time, could they

hope to win any appreciable amount of opposition to the measure

in independent ranks. How well that plan has worked can be

gathered easily enough by anyone who questions a large number
of independent theatremen on the subject.

It is overwhelmingly discouraging to hear supposedly in-

telligent exhibitors remark, in reference to the bill, "Why, who
wants to be forced to buy one picture at a time!" If you are suc-

cessful in prying from them an admission as to the source of their

information on the issue, you would probably learn that it has

come from some major company exchange manager.

Of course, the truth of the matter is that the Pettengill-

Neely Bill is designed to outlaw th system whereby the film dis-

tributors can FORCE exhibitors to buy all, or almost all, of their

promised product for a season. It is the COMPULSORY feature

of the practice that the measure is aimed at—and, heaven knows,

no independent theatre owner in his right mind can find a sound

arguement against that.

One need only turn back the industry's pages a few years

to behold a sharp contrast between the policies of certain of the

bigger film companies at that time and their policies today. And,
inevitably, you can trace the growth of the unfair practices to

the vicious block-blind selling system.

It is so long ago when pictures were sold by stars and stories

and crazy "numbers" system was just being concocted in the

mind of some manipulating sharp-shooter! Without COMPUL-
SORY block booking that ieda would never have been born.

Even newcomers in the theatre business remember when
companies like Metro and Paramount would have blushed to de-

liver one of the "quickies" that gush forth from their studios

today at a rate that makes the exhibitor who bought them dizzy.

They used to SHELVE an out-and-out "dud" rather than release

it. Not today!

Don't you remember that it is only

a few years ago that each picture had
its fixed price or percentage marked on

the contract. Today there is no price,

no percentage, until the picture is re-

leased, and if it happens to do a bit bet-

ter than expected, it is promptly mark-
ed up in the higher percentage bracket

and the exhibitor— sucker who had
hopes of making a few extra dollars for

himself finds them snatched away by
the producer.

Surely, he hasn't wanted to bring

that on himself. All these tricks of the

trade have been FORCED on him by
the COMPULSORY block booking sys-

tem. Stop and think: No one wants to

take away your privilege to buy two,

three or sixty pictures from any com-
pany with which you desire to do bus-

iness. What should— and MUST— be

eliminated, if this industry is to survive

the greed of a few individuals, is the

COMPULSION in the present film sell-

ing system. That is what the Pettengill-

Neely Bill seeks to do—and only that!

MO WAX.

Metro Asks A Favor

Of Its Customers

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is asking all

its accounts to give up their claims to

ten of the most valuable boxoffice at-

tractions sold by them on the 1935-1936

contracts. And, in exchange, they are

giving eight pictures, of which com-
paratively few appear to have as much
drawing power as those cancelled.

Because this company has been one o^

the fairest and most liberal in its ad-

justment policy, many theatre owners

will probably cooperate by signing the

rider. But, we feel that every exhibitor

should demand the stipulation that any

of these pictures which are delivered

next season be re-sold at terms no higher

than were asked this season.

There has been some talk in M-G-M
circles about higher rentals for 193 6-

1937. Metro will lose every bit of good-

will it has built these past years if it

stoops to a trick so shabby as a demand
for increased rentals from customers

who are granting them a really extra-

ordinary favor.
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Doesn't it get you hot to hear that Sin-

clair Lewis', much talked about novel, "It

Can't Happen Here" won't be screened be-

cause funny Adolph and the bellowing big-

wig of Italy don't like to hear the truth

about themselves! It does me ... I hear

Marlene Dietrich is still raving at Para-

mount about the suggestion that she play

a common chambermaid in her next film.

She may follow Mae West out of the studio

and go back to Germany . . . With George

Raft already out, Paramount has just about

all the star headaches it can stand at one

time . . . William Randolph Hearst is re-

ported carrying on a strenuous editorial

campaign in his newspaper against "Klon-

dike Annie." It has everyone trying to

figure out the pub's slant, inasmuch as

Hearst isn't exactly a Sunday school goodie

himself and the film has been okayed by

censor boards everywhere. It couldn't be a

circulation stunt? . . . Irving Thalberg got

the M-G-M execs so excited by his threat

to quit and go independent that it looks

very much as if he will get everything he

originally wanted. He will be an absolute

free production agent and will get a heavy

percentage of the take on anything he pro-

duces with his own unit. Nick Schenck,

we hear, is out on the coast now huddling

with the Thalberg and offering anything

to get it settled . . . "Trail of the Lonesome

Pine" was called good color, but not so hot

story by the local news crix . . . Warners

and Ascap may be friends again before you

can say "you don't know what you're talk-

ing about."

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

TRADE PAPER CENSORSHIP -

Independent News Overlooked —

"Censorship" is an odious word, wher-
ever applied. It is a term capable of the
broadest definition, but in whatever sense
it may be used its implications are apt to

be unpleasant. So it isn't to be wondered
at that certain remarks of Pete J. Wood, well-

known exhibitor of the Buckeye State, at a
recent luncheon of the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Advertisers, hurt the tender feel-

ings of some of our leading trade paper
editors.

Mr. Wood, who is secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
a lusty Allied unit with a membership of over 370 theatres, had the temerity
to tell the assembled trade paper representatives and advertisers that there

was a "censorship" of the trade press, which tended to suppress news that

didn't gibe with the interests or policies of the major film companies. He
didn't say that the leading trade papers were "subsidized," or anything like

that, although he may have thought it, but he indicated that he believed
that they were "influenced" by what they regarded as their "obligations" to

their advertisers.

Inferentially, of course, he implied that they were NOT mindful of their

"obligations" (if any) to their readers, most of whom must come from the

twelve or thirteen thousand independent theatres, that make up the bulk of

this industry.

Which, on reflection, is really a more serious matter. For where should
the independent theatre man expect to find his trade news unless it is in his

leading trade papers? And if he discovers to his chagrin that this news is

edited to please the big film companies or omitted altogether, as a matter of

common editorial practice, he is naturally going to wonder what for.

Mr. Wood had in mind, no doubt, the fact that the leading trade papers
had conveniently ignored the recent action of the Allied Ohio unit in strongly

endorsing the Pettingill bill, which is a proposed piece of legislation that is

poison to the majors, but which promises a certain amount of relief to the

independent exhibitor from various current trade abuses. Had he been put
to it, no doubt he could have cited numerous other instances of what he
described as "censorship" by the trade press of important "independent" items

of news.

As it was, his remarks brought instant vigorous and overheated denials

from at least one of the leading trade paper editors present and has since

called forth other sidestepping commentaries in defense of exercising freedom
of speech "in a judicious sense," which, of course, is not really freedom of

speech at all.

It must be admitted that the tone of these denials and asseverations fail

to carry much conviction. The facts are tod well known. And they all serve

to bear out Mr. Wood's statements.

Every trade paper man knows the pressure, to describe it mildly, which
certain of the big companies do not hesitate to use to obtain favorable com-
ment either in the news or in the reviews of their pictures. There have been
extreme instances, in the case of some of the smaller trade papers where
definite efforts have been made to destroy a publication by a big film com-
pany whom it had offended by printing the facts. These attempts at coercion,

not only included the refusal of advertising patronage, which may or may not

have even been solicited, but the threat of blacklisting of all concerns doing
business with the publication, that the film company could reach.

ELK. (Continued on page 10)
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Gov't Reopens Anti-Trust Case

Against 3 Majors In N. Y. Court

FAR REACHING ACTION INCLUDING
WB, RKO, PARA AND 40 EXECUTIVES

IS BASED ON SUSPENDED ST. L. CASE

Resuming its attacks on alleged monopolistic practices in St. Louis

by Warner Bros., RKO and Paramount, the Department of Justice in-

stituted in New York Federal Court an anti-trust action against the three

companies and many of their executives that has far broader implications

than the original suit.

While the new action is presumably based on the abuses charged in

St. Louis, the Government's petition is so drawn up as to enable it to bring

in similar complaints from other parts of the country. Reference is made,

for instance, to the Roxy, N. Y., the management of which claimed, dur-

ing the St. Louis equity hearing, that they were unable to obtain adequate

product.

INJUNCTIONS SOUGHT . . .

The petition applies for a preliminary in-

junction restraining the defendant com-

panies from continuing their alleged viola-

tions of the Sherman Anti-Trust law and,

after the hearing, a permanent injunction

in this specific case and a court order to the

defendants to discontinue their general

practices in restraint of trade through con-

tracts, combinations and conspiracies.

Ten companies and thirty officials are

named in the suit. In addition to the three

main companies, the seven subsidiary cor-

porations are Vitaphone Corp.; Vitagraph,

Inc.; First National Pictures, Inc.; Warner
Bros. Circuit Management Corp.; General

Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.; Paramount

Pictures Distributing Corp.; Paramount

Theatre Service Corp.

30 INDIVIDUALS . . .

Heading the group of thirty individuals

named in the petition are: Harry M. War-
ner, Albert M. Warner, Herman Starr,

Adolph Zukor, John E. Otterson and Ned
E. Depinet.

Following in the list of other executives

and employees of the three film companies,

whose names appear in the petition as co-

defendants:

Warner Bros.: Abel Carey Thomas, Grad-
well Sears, Joseph Bernhard, Maurice Silver,

Clayton Bond, Andy W. Smith, Lester

Kriegcr, Roy Haines, N. H. Brower, Robert
Hicks and Byron F. Moore; Paramount:
George J. Schaefer, Neil F. Agnew, Charles

M. Reagan, Ralph Kohn, Sam Dembow
(now with National Screen), Ralph LeBeau,

Maurice Schweitzer, Carroll Peacock and
Mike Lewis; RKO: Jules Levy, Cresson E.

Smith, B. J. McCarthy and Louis Ellman.

$700,000-000 ASSETS . . .

The complaint points out that the three

major companies own assets totalling $767,-

237,63 8 and have 1,811 theatres under

their control. They produce 46 percent of

the important film supply made in this

country on the basis of figures computed

from their 1935-36 schedules.

The allegation that the three companies

conspired to "freeze out" the Fanchon &
Marco interests, who took over the Ambas-
sador, Missouri and Grand Central Theatres

in St. Louis after Warner lost the houses

through rent defaults, is reviewed and War-
ners are charged with having threatened to

compete with F & M in a "malicious and
unfair manner" in order to force them out

of the theatres.

SENATE COMMITTEE
HEARS ARGUMENTS
ON BLOCK BOOKING
MEASURE THURSDAY
MAY BE JOINT HEARING . . .

Washington, February 2 5.—Emissaries of

the major producers and independent ex-

hibitors are converging on this capitol city

to lend their voices, pro and con, on the

subject of the Pettengill-Neely Bill to out-

law compulsory block blind booking. Ed
Kuykcndall, head of the MPTOA, David
Palfreyman and Charles C. Pettijohn will

be the principal representatives of the Hays
organization and will present the usual ar-

guements in favor of the present selling sys-

tem, while approximately 2 5 independents,

most of them members of various Eastern

Ail ed units, are expected to attend in sup-

port of the bill.

The House sub-committee may decide to

hold its hearing jointly with the Senate

group, it was learned today. Senator Neely
of West Virginia is chairman of the upper
branch committee and Representative Pet-

tengill of Indiana heads the House sub-com-
mittee. The hearing gets under way 10.30
A.M. Thursdav.

ALLIED CONVENTION
IN CLEVE. JUNE 2-4

TERMS CHIEF TOPIC . . .

The annual convention of national Allied

States Ass'n will be held at the Hollenden
Hotel, Cleveland, on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, June 2-3-4, it was announced
by H. M. Richey, general convention chair-

man and leader of the Michigan unit of the

organization.

Timed to come at a time when most film

companies will have revealed their terms for

the 1936-37 season, the meeting will be in

position to analyze the deals being offered

and advise their members on them.

The discussion on block booking will

largely be determined by the action of Con-
gress on the pending Pettengill-Neely bill.

Allied leaders are optimistic that this

year's conclave will be the most successful

in the body's history and point to the 193 5

meeting in Atlanta, which was attended far

in excess of their expectations. The advan-
tageous location of the forthcoming conven-
tion is expected to bring an even larger

turnout.

Golder Due Back Next
Week; Inquiry To Start

Benjamin M. Golder, Philadelphia

attorney recently appointed "friend of

the court" by Federal Judge Welsh to

investigate the block booking system

and other alleged monopolistic prac-

tices by the majors, is due back from
his vacation in Palm Beach next week
and will plunge into his job promptly

upon his return. Mr. Golder has been

in touch w ith his office several times

since he reached Florida and has issued

instructions for preparations to enable

him to get the inquiry under way
without loss of time. He will prob-

ably issue a formal statement shortly

after he arrives at his office.
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METRO ASKING EXHIBS EXCHANGE
10 STAR FEATURES FOR 8 OTHERS

NEW POLICY . . .

In what is certainly no less than an am-

azing request to make of their 1 93 5-1936

contract holders, M-G-M is asking to be re-

leased from their obligation to deliver 10

pictures, nine of which arc ace star attrac-

tions, in exchange for 8 other features, only

three of which might be classed as promis-

ing boxoffice values. The release is in the

form of a "rider" to the contracts and is

being presented to every account for signa-

ture.

The explanation offered by the film com-
pany is that they desire to eliminate "hang-

overs," or the release of previous season pic-

tures after a new season has begun. The
plan is to complete the entire 193 5-1936

product before the new season product goes

on the market.

ASK TO DROP 10 . . .

The ten pictures from which Metro is

seeking to be released are: "The Great

Ziegfeld"; "The Forty Days of Musa Dagh";

2 Joan Crawfords; 2 Jean Harlows; 1 Clark

Gable; 1 Grace Moore; 1 Jeanette MacDon-

ald and 1 untitled musical.

In exchange for these, the following 8

pictures are to be substituted: "Speed" with

Madge Evans, Roland Young, Chester Mor-

ris and Ted Healy; "The Unguarded Hour"

with Franchot Tone, Loretta Young and

Lewis Stone; "Lady Comes To Town" with

Clark Gable and Joan Crawford"; "Night

In Glengyle" (no cast listed); "Piccadilly

Jim" with Robert Taylor and Rosalind Rus-

sell; "Captains Courageous" with Freddie

Bartholomew; "His Brother's Wife" with

Franchot Tone, and "Love On the Run"
with Robert Montgomery and Myrna Loy.

SIGNING REPORTED . . .

Metro exchanges report that exhibitors

are signing the riders. Exhibitors say they

are being told by the exchanges that others

are signing and they should, too. Some

theatremen who have signed complain about

the obvious inequity of the deal, but state

that they fear future reprisals if they should

refuse to go along.

PHILA. EXHIBITOR
WINS GAME -

LOTTERY CASE
BRIEF TRIAL . . .

Efforts of the Philadelphia Police Depart-

ment and the District Attorney's office to

halt theatre games in this city received a

setback when an exhibitor who was held on

a lottery charge was acquitted by a jury in

Common Pleas Court last Friday.

Tom Davis, manager of the Globe, 17th

and Annin Streets, was arrested several

months ago and ordered to cease the opera-

tion of "Sweepstakes" in his theatre. After

being dragged through magistrates' courts,

the case was finally set to be heard.

The trial lasted a full five minutes, dur-

ing which the detective who made the arrest

evaded the questions of defense attorney

David Cohen, who sought to learn if he was

compelled to take the card on which the

game is played. Cohen rested and Assistant

District Attorney Tracy rested without

charging the jury. Judge Millar just told

the jury to go ahead and do its duty. One

of the jurors complained of being hard of

hearing, but the verdict of "not guilty"

was quickly announced.

G-B Notables Arrive

Jeffrey Bernard, general manager of dis-

tribution for GB in England, arrived on the

S. S. Majestic last week, for several week's

visit to this country. And Robert Young,

having completed work in two GB produc-

tions—W. Somerset Maughan's "Secret

Agent" with Peter Lorre and Madeleine

Carroll, and "It's Love Again," starring

Jessie Matthews—returned to New York

Tuesday, aboard the S. S. Aquitania. He

leaves for Hollywood in a few days.

Selznick's 2nd In Color

David O. Selznick's second production for

United Artists release will be "Dark Vic-

tory," starring Merle Oberon, first modern

story filmed entirely in the new Techni-

color.

RULING ON MAJORS'
PLEA FOR NEW
DUALS TRIAL EX-

PECTED NEXT WEEK
JUDGES RETURN . . .

The United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals is expected to hand down a ruling on

the petition of the six defendent major film

companies for a rehearing of the Perelman

double feature case shortly after the Spring

term of the court opens on Monday. Judges

Davis and Woolley have been vacationing

out of town, but received copies of the

petitions filed by Warners, RKO, Metro,

Fox and United Artists in one and by

Paramount separately.

No oral hearings will be held on the pleas;

they will either be granted or denied on

what is contained in the written petitions.

DENIAL LIKELY . . .

Legal observers hold no more hope for an

affirmative decision on the producers' latest

move to avoid the effect of District Court

Judge Welsh's original decision decreeing

that they abolish the clause in their con-

tracts prohibiting dual bills than they did

for a reversal of the Welsh ruling by the

Circuit Court. The higher court unani-

mously upheld Judge Welsh's decision and

followers of the case can find nothing in

the petitions for rehearing that might in-

fluence Circuit Judges Buffington, Davis and

Woolley to reverse themselves.

Counsel for the defendants have definitely

indicated that they will carry the case to

the U. S. Supreme Court. They will have

90 days after the Circuit Court's ruling in

which to take the final legal recourse open

to them and file a petition for a writ of

certiorari with the nation's highest court.

MAE WEST QUITS PARA.
Hollywood.—Mae West is reported de-

finitely through with Paramount and signed

to a contract with Emanuel Cohen. The stu-

dio will make a fight to retain the star's

services on the ground that there has been

no contract violation on their part. The

actress, however, is said to be determined to

make the break and has no intentions of re-

turning to the Paramount lot.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
(Continued from page 2)

WHAT THE NEWSPAPER
CRITICS SAY . . .

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (RKO)

"... One of the comforts of the cinema season

. . . The plot gets in the way of some of the

best Berlin music and the most delectable of

Rogers-Astaire dancing ..."
N. Y. TIMES.

"
. . . One of the best of the musicals Rogers

and Astaire have made . . . Filled with tuneful

songs, brilliant dancing and good comedy—in-

gredients which make it "tops" of its kind ..."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"
. . . Another Rogers-Astaire hit . . . Seldom

has a film achieved such graceful informality

PHILA. RECORD.

"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (UNIVERSAL)

"... Ponderous in movement and pedestrian

in speech . . . Definitely mediocre ..."
—N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"In spite of the fact that it took seven writers

to turn out, this picure is a shaky little effort,

doggedly determined to be light and amusing,

with the result that it is often too cute and pic-

uresque for comfort ..."
N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"Dunn-Eilers merged again and so you know
they're at it again . . . The current opus is one

of those true-love-never-runs-smooth things with

all the attendant etcetera, etcetera ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"ROAD GANG" (WARNER'S)

"
. . . No powerful Hollywood names lend im-

portance to the cast, but it is a lusty program
melodrama for the men ..."

N. Y. MIRROR.

"The brutalities of Southern prison camps

hauled out for reinspection ... A minor melo-

drama in all departments ..."
N. Y. TIMES.

"The 'sympathetic' Warner Brothers, who still

have a pretty taste in sadism, tell us once more
of the horrors of convict labor in the Southern

states . . . Succeeds in being an effective in-

dictment of the sentimental theory that convicts

should be tortured for their own good . . . The
acting is satisfactory, particularly on the part

of the players appearing as the cruder prison

guards ..."
N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND" (COLUMBIA)

"
. . . Story is based on an old idea that every

ounce of fun has been squeezed out of long

ago . . . The ditty and the title seem to have
been an after thought on the part of the pro-

ducers, as it evidently was dragged into keep
the picture from dragging. HARRY RICHMAN
is much better at putting over a song than he

is at playing the heavy lover ..."
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"If you like Harry Richman and can still stand

"The Music Goes 'Round and Around" you may
find a certain amount of entertainment in this

stereotyped and shambling musical ..."
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

(Continued on page 10)

dock offices. The final effect in your lobby

will be worth the effort.

A letter to the LIFE SAVER distributor

in your town will bring you a give-a-way

free. Imprint envelopes with copy and play

dates.

Before the trailer goes on, "kill" all house

lights, close the traveller across the screen

and sound a fog horn two or three times.

Follow this with a ship's bell or gong and

then a voice off stage mourning, "All's

well;" follow this with a sharp blast on the

horn, a clanging of the bell and the excited

voice off stage with, "Thar She Blows" . . .

open into the title of "I Conquer The Sea."

Do not rely much on the stills. They

aren't very impressive on the whaling angle

and don't do the picture justice.

If you decide to use heralds or window
cards, go in for big stuff. Make the herald

as large as possible (7x18 inches is a handy

size) and spread the title on in the largest

type it can hold. Those four words
—

"I

CONQUER THE SEA"—will intrigue 'em.

Mat No. 2 5 in the press sheet is effective

and the whale can be clipped out of mat

No. 22 for the bottom of the reverse side

of a circular. Lead it off with a reference

to "Mutiny" and "Blood" in somewhat the

following manner: "You've Seen "Mutiny

on the Bounty" and "Captain Blood"

—

NOW witness the heart-stopping thrill-

drama about the men who flirt with death

to batle WHALES!" Don't forget to add

this line—"The 'LA CUCARACHA' Girl"

—under Steffi Duna's name everywhere.

On the window card spread the title all

over. Just one catch-line and the title will

be most effective. Don't try to tell more.

LET THE TITLE STOP 'EM!

Dig up old newspapers for headlines of

sea disasters and dramatically set this up as

a 40x60 headed with, Ships that didn't

"Conquer The Sea." Follow the newspapers

every day, and when something sensational

breaks, grab off a fist-full of various copies

and file them for future use . . . They'll

come in very handy.

For the class spots, in addition to the

action which will be the basis of your cam-

paign include the angles of: The superb

male chorus chanting in the whaling boats,

rowing home after the kill. The magni-

ficent photography of the sea, the kill of

the monster whale, the smashing of the

small boat as it's hurled skyward. The ro-

mance of the story combined with the ro-

mance of whaling. The artistic production

of a feature dealing with simple people who
live sincerely, whose emotions are as deep

as the sea they ply.

Additional angles for window cards,

heralds, 40x60 etc.

"The ship's timbers and men's bones

cracked like match sticks."

"Thrills of excitement never before im-

agined, brought SHOCKINGLY . . BRUT-
ALLY . . . SMASHINGLY to you!"

"See a murderous mortally wounded

whale spout blood as it battles the harpoon-

ers."

"LA CUCARACHA girl, loving danger-

ously among men who recklessly challenge

the monsters of the sea to win her smile!"

When you play the picture, you can give

it an impressive little prologue (and you

don't need a stage) by having a small male

chorus or a solo bass sing "Asleep In the

Deep." Open the picture on the last few

bars and have the operator keep his sound

off until the song is ended.

Study the press book—it's Okay . . . .

Get goin'!

'I Conquer The Sea'

Into Stanton, Mar. 14
First Division's "I Conquer The Sea"

starts a week's engagement at Warner's

Stanton, Philadelphia, March 14th.

Thomas To Announce New
F. D. Plans Before Mar. 21

The relationship of Pathe and First Divi-

sion, among other things, is expected to be

cleared up prior to March 21st, according

to a statement made by Harry H. Thomas,

president of FD, following his return from

a tour of the company's branches. Thomas

was accompanied by Robert M. McKinney.

a Pathe man and director of First Division.

"Final arrangements on several important

deals pending will be consummated by

March 21st," said Thomas, "at which time

our future production program will be an-

nounced." First Division opened a new ex-

change in New Haven on Tuesday.

MANAGER!
Experienced man who has handled

all details; buying, booking, advertis-

ing, house; seeking position in Phila-

delphia or nearby; will start at low

salary and prove worth.

Write FILM BULLETIN FB Box 119
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AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

FOLLOW THE FLEET

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL COMEDY . . . About on

par with "Top Hat", although danc-

ing is not as impressive. Rogers not

very effective . . . Harriet Hilliard in

impressive debut—as actress, not singer

. . . Rates • • • • -

RKO

Minutes

Fred Astaire . . . Ginger Rogers . . .

Randolph Scott . . . Harriet Hilliard . . .

Astrid Allwyn . . .

Directed by Mark Sandrich

"Follow the Fleet" is probably neither

better nor worse than "Top Hat." Whereas

the story by which the current Astaire-

Rogers dance manoeuvers are strung to-

gether has a bit more substance than their

prior film, the dancing of the duo in "Fol-

low the Fleet" seemed to lack some of the

novelty and dash of their previous successes.

Except for one solo dance by the inimit-

able Astaire and a comedy number by the

team, which is more comical than anything

else, this reviewer experienced a distracting

sense of the absence of that exciting, breath-

taking hoofing we have learned to associate

with the couple. And, it was a bit painful

to notice that Ginger seemed to have lost

some of that very quality. Neither her sing-

ing nor her dancing were up to par. But,

perhaps, what impressed me as being indi-

cations of the team's start on the down-

ward path can really be attributed to an

overcharged expectation that is not fully

satisfied. Harriet Hilliard, known as a radio

singer, makes her film debut and fails to

impress as a singer, but turns out to be a

most pleasant personality with more than

average acting ability for a new-comer.

Poor lighting and poor recording (which

may have been the cause of Ginger's failure

to click with her number) do not do Miss

Hilliard justice during her two songs. But

she shapes up as a likely prospect for future

attention. Most of the laughs are brought

by Astaire's ingratiating personality and not

to especially comical situations or gags. He
is a smart performer and accents his lines

cleverly with motions. None of Irving

Berlin's even score seemed of the hit variety,

but "Let's Face the Music and Dance" will

probably be heard often for a few months.

The dancing stars still are at the top of the

boxoffice ladder and "Follow the Fleet"

should equal "Top Hat" grosses. However,

the spectre of the downgrade should make

them and RKO shudder. They should watch

their next one carefully!

PLOT:

Astaire, a sailor who joined the Navy when his

vaudeville dancing partner, Ginger, refused to marry

him, returns to home port and finds her working

in a dime-a-dance hall. They dance together and

win the cup, but Fred gets her fired. He promises

to get her an appointment with a producer, but

meanwhile is called back to his ship, which sails. In

the meantime, Fred's shipmate, Randolph Scott,

falls for Ginger's sedate sister, Harriet Hilliard. She

takes Scott's love-making seriously and arranges to

have an old ship, left to her by her father, refloated,

so Scott can be its master after they are married.

When the boys return, Fred again ruins Ginger's

chances for a job and Scott falls for Astrid Allwyn,

wealthy widow. When Fred learns that the girls are

in trouble because of the money spent on rebuilding

Harriet's ship, he arranges a performance on board.

First, however, he engineers a split between Scott

and his widow. Then he convinces him that Harriet

is really the girl for him. The show is a success and

Fred and Ginger get a contract to appear in a show

together.

AD TIPS:

Spot a tap dancer in an empty store window;

stills and copy around. Sell the fact that there is

an entertaining romantic story in addition to the

whirlwind dancing of the starts. Harriet Hilliard

is well-known to radio fans.

M. W.

Prisoner of Shark Island

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . Heavy, gripping and lack-

ing in romance . . . Admirable direc-

tion by John Ford; fine performance

by Warner Baxter . . . May be too

strong for ladies . . . Rates • • • —

and better in action spots.

20th Century-Fox

95 Minutes

Warner Baxter . . . Gloria Stuart . . .

Claude Gillingwater . . . O. P. Heggie . . .

Arthur Byron . . . Harry Carey . . .

John Carradine . . . Francis Ford . . .

Directed by John Ford

This is an acting and directing triumph

for Warner Baxter and John Ford, respect-

ively. The story, similar to "Les Miser-

ables," is a part fact—part fiction biogra-

phy of Dr. Samuel A. Mudd, who innocently

treated the broken leg of John Wilkes Booth,

assassin of Abraham Lincoln, and then be-

came the persecuted victim of the nation's

demand for satisfaction for the assassination.

It is extremely heavy, with no mentionable

comedy or romantic relief. But, the suffer-

ings of Mudd will stir the emotions of the

most hardened movie-goer. Woman may
find it a bit too strong for their nerves,

but there is no doubt that they will discuss

the film to its advantage. Baxter delivers

a stirring, intense performance as the hap-

less Dr. Mudd. Ford's direction is a thing

to behold. He again establishes the fact that

he is one of the most intelligent and ima-

ginative directors in Hollywood. He builds

his sequences to a violent emotional pitch,

then checks them at just the proper mo-

ment, so that the spectator's excitement is

carried over into the following sequence.

This job rates with "The Informer." Baxter

dominates the story throughout, but the

balance of the cast is competent in every

role. "Prisoner of Shark Island" is certainly

an impressive and, had, the script not gone

too melodramatic in the closing episodes,

it might have deserved notice in "best"

lists. The absence of romance will un-

doubtedly affect the boxoffice returns, but

it will draw well above average everywhere

and may reach important money in action

houses.
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PLOT:

In jumping to the stage from a box, after shoot-

ing President Lincoln, Booth breaks his leg. Escap-

ing, he stops at the home of Dr. Samuel A. Mudd,

a small town physician, who sets the leg without

knowing that his patient is the assassin. A hysterical

nation demands satisfaction for Lincoln's death and

eight oddly assorted people, among them Mudd, are

accused of being implicated in the crime. To satisfy

the mob, a court-martial condemns all eight victims,

disregarding the evidence. Three are hanged and the

others are sent to an island prison, where Mudd is

made to surfer the worst cruelties. His faithful wife

engineers an escape, but he is recaptured and thrown

into solitary confinement. A yellow fever ep.demic

breaks out in the prison and the only doctor falls

victim to it. Mudd is asked to treat the sick and

his brave, unselfish service wins him executive clem-

ency. He returns to his wife and child.

AD TIPS:

Compare this to "Les Miserables." If is Baxter's

greatest performance. Mention John Ford as the

director of "The Informer" and suggest that this

is another "prize winner." To the ladies, play up the

devotion and sacrifices of Dr. Mudd's wife in her

efforts to win his freedom and clear his name.

BARTON.

LOVE ON A BET

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-ROMANCE . . . Highly

amusing lines keep this going as laugh-

getter . . . Should please everywhere and

build following as it plays down the

line . . . Rates • •

RKO
Minutes

Gene Raymond . . . Wendy Barrie . . .

Helen Broderick . . . William Collier, Sr. . . .

Eddie Gribbon . . ,

Directed by Leigh Jason

This unpretentious comedy holds a flock

of laughs. While it relies principally on

gags for its comedy, there is such an abund-

ance of them—and good ones—that the

film moves at merry clip from start to

finish. The story concerns a somewhat
daffy young man who hitch-hikes from
New York to Los Angeles on the bet that,

starting out with only a suit of underwear,

he will reach his destination in ten days,

with a suit on his back, $100 in a pocket

of the suit and a pretty girl engaged to him.

It is all carried out in sprightly, slightly

mad comedy. Helen Broderick carries off

the acting honors, delivering an endless

stream of comic lines in her droll manner.

Gene Raymond is the young man and
Wendy Barrie the girl and they make a

pleasant romantic team. To start "Love On
A Bet" will have to depend on Raymond's
female following. Word-of-mouth buildup

should bring it up to average grosses when
it reaches the nabes. There is a fair amount
of action, but the title precludes it from
meaning much in action spots.

PLOT:

Because he would rather produce a play than go

into the meat packing business with his wealthy

uncle, Raymond bets his uncle $15,000 that he can

reach Los Angeles from New York in ten days,

with only a suit of underwear to start. He is to

arrive there with a suit, $100 and a pretty girl as

his fiance. On the road, he is picked up by Wendy
Barrie and Helen Broderick, who are driving to his

destination. Raymond and Wendy fall in love. At

the conclusion of an eventful trip, he arrives in Los

Angeles with everything he had set out to get,

but his intended wife insists that he become a meat

packer rather than a play producer.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as one of the liveliest, gayest romantic

comedies of the season. Outline the bet made be-

tween Raymond and Collier. Dress a street bally-

man in the closest thing to woolen undies you can

get away with and let him walk or try to hitch auto

rides at the intersection. Other boys nearby can

distribute circulars.

BARTON.

CHATTERBOX
BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY - ROMANCE . . . Anne
Shirley is delightful as stage struck

cquntry girl . . . Routine story holds

it back from meaning anything more

than mild entertainment . . . Will please

but not draw . . . Rates * * — in nabes

and rurals, but n. g. for action houses.

RKO
67 Minutes

Anne Shirley . . . Phillips Holmes . . .

Erik Rhodes . . . Edward Ellis . . .

Margaret Hamilton . . .

Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.

Only the amusing, adroit performance of

Anne Shirley, in the role of a country girl

who nourishes ambitions to become an act-

ress and is not reluctant to talk about it,

rescues this from being an undistinguished,

meaningless film. Her performance is not

unlike that by Katherine Hepburn in "Alice

Adams." It has the same naivete and warm
appeal and will give the young actress a

popular stature she has not attained before.

She holds the sympathy of the spectator

throughout and when she gets her first part

in a play without knowing that it is really

a burlesque of the type of acting she knows,

everyone in the audience would like to tip

her off. But the story is neither original

nor particularly well written. It only

achieves a certain simplicity that suits Miss

Shirley's characterization adequately. The

lack of action will retard it seriously in

action spots. "Chatterbox" will get its best

REVIEWS, in. a . paper . with . the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

returns in rural and family neighborhood

houses. Even there it will have to rely

largely on word-of-mouth plugging and on

short runs this cannot be counted on for

very much.

PLOT:

Anne, a country girl, whose mother had been an

actress, desires to achieve fame in the same way.

She is constantly talking about her talent and this

irks her grandfather, who is unmovably opposed to

her ambition. When a stock acting company comes

to the town, Anne meets Phillips Holmes, a painter,

who invites her to the performance. Her grandfather

threatens to lock her out if she goes, but she ignores

his warning. The door is locked when she comes

home and she stows away in Holmes auto, unaware

that a farmhand, not her grandfather, had locked the

door. In New York, her newly appointed guardian

gets her an appointment with Erik Rhodes, a pro-

ducer. Instead of turning her down, as Holmes hoped

he would, Rhodes conceives the idea of using her

in a travesty on the old fashioned type of play.

Her performance brings laughs and Anne is heart-

broken. She returns home with her grandfather, who
had been searching for her. This time, Holmes stows

away in their car and, when he is discovered, tells

Anne he loves her.

AD TIPS:

Acclaim Anne Shirley a great new star. Compare

her performance to that by Hepburn in "Alice

Adams." An amateur dramatic acting contest is a

natural in connection with the story.

L. J.

FILM BULLETIN
Now Located

In New Offices

1323 VINE STREET
Philadelphia. Pa.
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
{Continued from page 4)

Fundamentally, the ethics and principles of the leading trade papers are
neither better nor worse than the ethics and principles of the major film com-
panies, who are their main source of income. Water cannot rise above its

level, except under outside pressure.

Mr. Wood should know quite well what the ethics and principles of the

big film companies amount to when it comes to dealing with the independent
exhibitor. He should not expect too much of their trade papers.

The curious part of it is that the big end of the film companies' income
comes from, believe it or not, the independent theatres, who always will be
the backbone of this industry. And the money which the film companies spend
for advertising in the trade press is expended largely to reach and influence

these same theatres.

One might reason from this that the interests of these theatres, who con-
stitute such a large and important part of the circulation which is the basis

of the advertising value of these publications, would receive first considera-

tion in their editorial policies. That this is not the case is chiefly because the

independent, or more correctly the unaffiliated theatres, are now divided and,

to a great extent, unorganized.

This fact prevents them from taking any effective action against either

the well-organized producer-distributor companies and their affiliated thea-

tres or the trade press, which their advertising quite naturally and obviously
controls.

One solution might be a trade paper, nationally circulated, which was
definitely a partisan spokesman for the independent theatres, but not an organ.
Such a paper would not only be able to give the support and cooperation
which the independent theatres ought to have, but its competition would
serve to stiffen the editorial backbones of the other papers and influence them
to give the independents a better break in the news than they do now. And
there is little doubt but that the big film companies would soon give such a
publication their full advertising support, even though they did not care over-

much for its editorial policy. Exhibitor readers are what count, after all.

The "censorship" to which Mr. Wood properly objects would then take on
a different aspect, for the trade press would then be frankly partisan and the

editorial policies of each paper recognized as presenting either the producer-
distributor side of a question or that of the exhibitor.

Of course, the real problem, as Mr. Wood no doubt realizes better than
most, is to get the independent theatre men to think and act collectively for

their common protection and security. It is a big job, but the surest way to

do away with "censorship" of this or any other kind and to put an end to

most of the trade abuses and discriminatory practices, which now exist.

Hearst Refuses Ad
On "Annie" In Bait.

(Believe It Or Not)

Baltimore.—Hearst's News-Post re-

fused the advertising of Keith's on

the new Mae West picture "Klondike

Annie" because the publisher is said

to regard the picture as naughty, it

was learned here Monday.

After running large ads on the film

in Saturday's and Sunday's editions,

the paper notified Larry Schanberger,

manager of the house, that no more

advertising on "Annie" would be ac-

cepted and that the orders came di-

rectly from the "front."

A report from New York stated

that "reformer" Hearst is planning to

editorialize the film in all his sheets

shortly but that it couldn't be learned

whether he is trying to boost it or

hurt it by his actions.

WHAT NEWSPAPER CRITICS SAY
{Continued from page 7)

"It doesn't attempt to deceive you by any vio-

lent promises, and if you go to see it, you are

going with your eyes and ears open and deserv-

ing anything you get ..."
iV. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND" (FOX)
"... Gripping, factual photoplay with WAR-
NER BAXTER scoring in lead . . . JOHN
FORD's careful direction builds up an excellent

background for the individual tragedy of Dr.

Samuel A. Mudd ..."
PHILA. EVE. LEDGER.

"The strange story of Dr. Samuel A. Mudd is

one of the interesting pages of American history

. . . The Fox studio has tried zealously, rather

too much so at times, to reproduce it on the

screen ... It is melodramatic, stark, even grue-

some at times ..."
PHILA. EVE. BULLETIN.

"A fine historical picture . . . Baxter has one of

the strongest parts he has ever played in this

gripping film and he creates a very real picture

of the man who became the victim of a nation's

hysteria ..."
PHILA. DAILY NEWS.

8
MASCOT MASTER

Productions

'Behind the Green Lights"
Norman Foster — Judith Allen —

Sidney Blackmer
68 Minutes—Packed with action.

"Confidential"
Donald Cook — Evalyn Knapp —

Warren Hymer
66 Minutes—The "Inside" on the

Numbers Racket.

Harmony Lane"
Douglas Montgomery — Evelyn Venable

Adrienne Ames — Jos. Cawthorn —
Wm. Frawley — Cora Sue Collins

84 Minutes—The life and songs of

Stephen Foster.

"The Headline Woman"
Heather Ansel — Jack La Rue —
Roger Pryor — Ford Sterling —

Conway Tearle

78 Minutes—New angles to a fast-moving

newspaper story.

"One Frightened Night"
Mary Carlisle — Regis Toomey —

Arthur Hohl — Wally Ford

66 Minutes—Spooky mystery drama.

"Ladies Crave Excitement"
Norman Foster — Evalyn Knapp —
Esther Ralston — Wric Linden —

Purnell Pratt

37 Minutes—The boys who make the news
reels and the girls who make the news.

"Streamline Express"
Victor Jory — Evelyn Venable —
Esther Ralston — Ralph Forbes —

Vinee Barnett

39 Minutes—Temperamental actress, expec

tant father and jewel thieves on fast-

moving cross-country train.

"Waterfront Lady"
Ann Rutherford — Barbara Pepper —
Frank Albertson — Grant Withers —

Jack La Rue
68 Minutes—Romance, glamor and thrills

with a nautical background.

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET. N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

THE MANAGERS TO EAT

—

Wednesday, March 4th is the date. 11.00 P.M.

the time. The spaghetti dinner costs a buck. The

Palumbo floor show goes on at 1.00 A.M. And the

Independent Motion Picture Theatre Managers arc

handling the reservations.

TATTLE—

Proud pappa JACK BLUMBERG announces that

his new "boss is Carole Sandra, 8 '/^ lbs. ringside,

who will celebrate her first birthday February 7,

1937 . . . JOHNNY GOLDER back from the

southland with a coat of tan . . . Those Erlanger

busses paid for by Nirdlinger are a constant burn

up to LARRY GRAVER, The Europa Boys, the

Stanton-ites, and FRANK BUHLER as well as the

East of City Hall Market Streeters of the Warner

clan. The P. R. T. double-deckers make round-

trips from 8th to 21st Street about every 15 min-

utes, and herald the "Modern Times" film with ban-

ners on either side all the way . . . We liked the

reported marque reading: "MICKEY MOUSE . . .

KING GEORGE'S FUNERAL . . . OTHER NO-
VELTIES"—supposedly from a Toronto front . . .

Also the double feature here in town: "STORMY"
"THE RAIN-MAKERS" ... For who-dun-it ad-

dicts "THE MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE OF
CHARLIE. COHEN" might have been a hit except

for the tame ending . . . ANN (Capital) ROSEN
made her semi-annual excursion to Pittsburgh . . .

OSCAR NEUFELD'S pctit:on to have the trolley

tracks on Vine Street removed brought some results.

They have been filled in with asphalt . . . That new

carpet at Fays sure cost a lot of money . . .

YIDDISH THEATRE NEWS

—

Jewish theatre group formerly of the Walnut

(BERNARD ELVING, OSCAR GOREN and others)

reported opening the Rexy, 8th and South . . . BEN
FERTEL became a proud daddy Monday night when

or man stork delivered a son weighing 8 lbs. 1 1 oz.

crib-side . . . AL FRIEDLANDER was in town last

weekend ... "I Conquer The Sea" goes into the

Stanton March 14th ... Is EDGAR MOSS mas-

querading as the father of the Dionne Quintuplets?

Circular is around with smiling Edgar posed with

the five famous kids and the comment: "Congratula-

tions!" LEW SEGALL installed Airkure purifiers

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET, Phila., Pa.

in his Apollo and let his patrons know about it

by featuring their add tional comfort etc. on special

window cards . . . HERMAN GLUCKMAN is due

in town for confab with HARRY LAVINE . . .

GEORGE FINKELSTEIN, local Universalite, leading

Carl Laemmle Ad Drive thruout country . . .

VACATION NOTES

—

DAVE SHAPIRO back from Florida . . . CHAS.

SEGALL and MORRIS WAX soon . . . LEWEN
PIZOR left last Friday and due back in another

week or so . . . and JIM CLARK leaves for Miami

Friday . . . And here I am just about dying with

a bad case of weather-itis . . . But it's a grand and

glorious feeling one gets when he finally sees the

cement of Vine Street once again! We had practic-

ally forgotten it was there!

NEW RELEASES
Eastern Pa., S. N. J., Del.

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you

desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14 DAYS
of the date of general release. Latest releases

are listed below. Send in your notice NOW!

COLUMBIA
Music Goes 'Round Feb. 21

FOX
Country Doctor March 6

Song and Dance Man March 13

Everybody's Old Man March 20

Charlie Chan at the Circus March 27

O'Malley of the Mounted March 27

METRO
Petticoat Fever

Small Town Girl

Moonlight Murder

March 13

Marcli 20

March 27

PARAMOUNT
Call of the Prairie March 6

Give Us This Night March 6

Trail of the Lonesome Pine March 1

3

F Man March 13

UNITED ARTISTS
Little Lord Fauntelroy March S

WARNER'S
Louis Pasteur Feb. 26

Song of the Saddle Feb. 28

Posel Opens Regal Friday
Leo Posel, prominent Philadelphia exhib-

itor, opens his newly built Regal Theatre,

Oxford Avenue and Sanger Street in this

city, Friday night at 8 o'clock.

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability — Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

3 09 N. 13th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLEANING SUPPLIES

Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

I
ERVING theatre needs with a know-

i ledge of theatre business.

E
T
Y

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and

W office files. No missonts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
By Wolfe-Smith

LONE WOLF RETURNS, The ... Columbia ... 69 Minutes
Melvyn Douglas . . . Gail Patrick . . . Tala Birell

The bark of a 45 calibre automatic split the comfortable, partyful

atmosphere, and a roomful of society's best were lined up against the wall.

"Stick them up and keep them there," instructions from a phantom, not

ungentlemanly, voice commanded. From behind the curtain stepped a

debonair figure, handsomely regaled in evening clothes. "My kind friends,

at your service — THE LONE WOLF!"

Michael Lanyard . . . LONE WOLF . . .

a name to stike terror into the hearts of

those who owned valuable jewels, envy of

the aspiring crook. Internationally famous

jewel thief, ever scheming to enact the most

daring robberies, haunting the police on both

sides of the Atlantic, escaping their traps,

daring and damning all who blocked his path.

He left a bloody, romantic exciting, fas-

cinating trail wherever he applied his talents.

THE LONE WOLF . . . Laughing as he

engineers another magnificent job and es-

capes. But, now, surrounded and hounded

by his accomplices and competitors in crime;

wary of the coming of the G-men; bar-

gaining with the soft-spoken "fence" thru

whom he disposes of the "hot stuff" he has

so adroitly pilfered. Now, trying, hoping

to untangle himself from the meshes of his

own past, for a beautiful girl has CAP-
TURED him—his heart!

Here is something that can be sold two
ways and is as good one way as the other.

The action spots have a jewel thief vs. G-
mcn angle that makes it a natural for them.

The class house has a clever, adventuresome,

romantic comedy, by that famous mystery

yarn author, Louis Joseph Vance, who
created and made the character, Michael

Lanyard, known to millions of magazine

and novel readers. It's a snap to get extra

bucks with this show in any type of thea-

tre, so go after them!

Lanyard has always been known as "The

Lone Wolf" different, suave, a gentleman

of his profession. He is the kind of a chap

who has plenty on the ball insofar as treat-

ment and technique are concerned. He al-

ways operates alone, always immacuately

attired, with more S. A. than is good for

his trade. It always seems as though a dame
comes into his life just as he is making a

monkey of the cops, and dumps his apple

cart. In any event he is the most colorful

of jewel thieves, and that, I'm told, is a

highly specialized form of larceny.

Melvyn Douglas who portrays the LONE
WOLF, and Gail Patrick, who's the gal in

the case, aren't box-office names, and yet

it's wise to remember that each has a definite

following. They both turn in swell per-

formances. This fellow Douglas makes Lan-

yard a pleasant, intriguing personality that

will bowl over the ladies and make the men
admire him.

If you're gonna allow this one to come
in cold, on the strength of a trailer and the

usual paper n the lobby, be prepared to

lay an egg. BUT. if you dig into it even

a little bit, you'll be pleasantly surprised

at the results.

Don't be afraid to drag out all the old

gags for attracting attention on the street

or in your lobby, and don't be afraid of

the criticism you'll get for being uncon-

ventional. You're in a screwy business that,

on occasion, calls for screwiness . . .

Go in for teasers; the title is a natural

for them.

Put a mask on one of your stooges or

ushers, dress him in full dress, high hat and

all, and have him parade the streets wearing

a card on his back with the following copy:

"BEWARE! THE LONE WOLF RE-
TURNS — SATURDAY — STRAND
THEATRE."

If it is feasible and more appealing to

your type of audience (class), use a girl for

the street bally. Dress her up in an attrac-

tive evening gown or sport suit and cape

and mask her. On her back, this sign should

hang: "I Have A Rendezvous With the

LONE WOLF When He RETURNS To
the Strand, Saturday and Sunday." If you

can chase up a large dog (white, if pos-

sible), hang the sign on its sides. A tie-up

for the girl's outfit might be made with the

local dress shop.

A teaser that usually clicks for a lot of

attention is the business card carrying a

hand-written memo. In this case, the fol-

lowing: "Just A Tip ... I Return Saturday

. . . (Signed) THE LONE WOLF." Get

these under doors, into automobiles, mail

a mess if you have a mailing list, and other-

wise get them distributed. The offset print-

ers will save you the price of a cut for the

handwriting effect.

Incidentally, DON'T try to economize

unwisely on your circular distribution. Us-

ing undefendable stooges who hang around

the lobby will not bring results. It pays to

employ reliable people to distribute your

material, or most of it will end up down
the sewers. Since you're spending plenty

for heralds or window cards why take a

{Continued on page 9)
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EXHIBITORS' FEAR!

Several observers at the hearing on the Neely anti-compul-

sory block booking bill before the Senate sub-committee ex-

pressed the opinion that Allied had committed a serious blunder

in not bringing a large delegation of independent theatre owners

to Washington to voice their opposition to the practice. There

is no doubt that an impressive, physical display of united exhib-

itor support for the measure would have had its effect on the

sub-committee, but the failure to bring this about can hardly

be laid at Allied's door.

It is time someone openly stated the truth that independent

exhibitors are AFRAID to have their names associated with any

move upon which the major producer-exhibitors frown. FEAR
of retaliation; FEAR that they may be deprived of their pro-

ducts; FEAR that an affiliated, run-controlling, product-con-

trolling theatre might suddenly rise across the street from their's.

It's FEAR that leads to abject cowardice on the part of the

majority of exhibitors and encourages some film companies to

bully them. It's FEAR that brings some theatremen to the low

state of snivelling favor-seekers in their dealings with the majors.

It's FEAR that causes some independents to betray their fellow

exhibitors in order "to get on the right side" of the producers.

Most of this fear is imaginary, built up in the minds of jittery

theatremen, but it exists and is responsible for the low esteem

in which they are held by others in the industry.

There is a crying need for more common self-respect in ex-

hibitor ranks. The major producers would certainly have a far

higher regard for a body of theatremen who, they knew, would
stand up and demand and fight, if need be, for their rights

—

when they honestly believed they were right—than they ever

could for whimpering, fearful, supine chisellers.

Allied leaders like Yamins, Samuelson and a few others have

the courage to "put their necks out" for a cause in which they

sincerely believe. And, mind you, despite what ridicule their

opponents might heap upon them and what sins they charge them
with, THESE MEN HOLD THEIR RESPECT! But, when they

must stand practically alone to battle for a measure that so vit-

ally concerns every independent theatre owner, there is little

hope for correction of any of the abuses about which independ-

ent exhibitors so willingly weep, but so reluctantly move to

remedy.

MO WAX.

Decline of Dishes

They are an encouraging sign

—these persistent reports of a

steady decline in the number of

theatres resorting to giveaways.

They mean that more theatres

are finding possible to show black

ink returns without offering

every lady a dish, or a whole set

of them, each night they attend

the picture show.

The industry will find itself

in a much healthier condition if

producers strive to make only

good pictures and discontinue

the stupid practice of deliber-

ately turning out "quickies" to

fill commitments that should

never have been made so large.

And exhibitors might do their

share by using their brains and

the money they spend on pottery

to sell motion pictures to their

prospective patrons.

Give dishes a rest until the

"next depression" and let's make

the slogan for the coming season

"Back to Showmanship!"
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NEW YORK.

Sam Goldwyn took the lead in accepting

the proposal of the Dramatists Guild that

play authors deal directly with film pro-

ducers for the production of both stage and

film versions of their plays. Idea is to eli-

minate the stage producers' cut on film

rights of plays . . . "Lonesome Pine" gets

a third week at the Paramount . . . "Wife

Vs. Secretary" didn't get the expected raves

from the critical gentry. Opinion was that

it will make money, but as entertainment

—

uh! uh! . . . The theatre game situation is

quiet here, but License Commissioner Moss

is reported planning to blow the lid off soon

and bar every type of alleged lottery in

movie houses . . . There's still some mystery

about Dietrich's walkout on "I Loved A
Soldier," but she isn't on the lot and Para-

mount says it will go ahead with Margaret

Sullavan in the role . . . Jeff Bernerd, G-B
general manager, left town last week headed

for the coast. We hear G-B's Hollywood

production idea isn't cold by any means and

that the British outfit may make half dozen

features there next season . . . Paramount

is talking about re-opening their Astoria

studio again . . . The Capitol's ad on

"Wife," showing Gable between Harlow

and Loy and carrying this caption: "Lucky

Clark Gable . . . Always In the Middle,"

got a laugh from many of the less delicate

boys here . . . The Film Exchange Employes

union is still picketing the Republic Ex-

change. Conferences have been innumerable

but settlement doesn't appear to be in sight

. . . Nicholas Schenck is still out on the

coast trying to induce Irving Thalberg to

take a heavy slice of Metro and stay with

the company . . .

ELK.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

DELUGE OF LEGISLATION
Besets Exhibs and Producers

NEW YORK.

Now that the legislative sessions are in

full swing m many states and Congress is

beginning to get into its stride, a veritable

Pandora s box of troubles opens for the film

industry. In some thirteen states new fiim

legislation has been initiated, most of it tax

measures impelled by the acute need for

relief funds, while in some eight or nine
other states special sessions of the legisla-

ture are contemplated to consider measures
for this purpose, which will almost certainly

select the motion picture theatres as their

easiest target.

In Washington, some 14 bills have already been introduced in the House
or Senate, none of which, however, is a tax bill. Six of these bills have to do
with the correction of present booking practices, of which the Neely-Pettengill

bill (S. 3012 and H. R. 6472), prohibiting block and blind booking, is the most
important, and all tend to place this branch of the industry's activity under
direct government regulation and control.

Contrary to previous reports, the probability that the federal admission
tax will be increased this year is said now to be remote, chiefly because of

the Presidential campaign. But later developments may bring the matter up
for consideration again, when further sources of revenue have to be found to

meet the increasing costs of government.

In New York State several bills regulating the admittance of minors to thea-

tres, providing for a six-day week for projectionists, theatre engineers and fire-

men, and prohibiting "racial offenses" on the screen, have been introduced.
One of these, brought in by Senator Joseph of the Bronx, calls for the segrega-
tion of children between the ages of 10 and 15 years under the supervision of a
matron or other conditions to be determined by the city issuing the license

to the theatre. Another measure introduced by Assemblyman William T.

Andrews would admit children under 16 during non-school hours to approved
theatres and in segregated sections. This bill also requires the theatre to

employ a duly licensed matron for each 200 children and only films approved
for children would be shown. A bill sponsored by Assemblyman Breitbart pro-

vides for special censorship of films intended for children under sixteen.

The first two of these bills are aimed to supplement the present statute

barring children under 16 years from motion picture theatres unless accom-
panied by a parent or "authorized" guardian, which everyone recognizes is

impracticable and almost impossible of enforcement. As introduced, however,
they threaten to lay a heavy burden on exhibitors and efforts are being made
to amend them or introduce substitute measures, which will be fairer to

the theatre, while tending to work out some practical solution of the problem.

In New York City attention is centered on the battle which has been in

progress for months to prevent the city from collecting the two per cent sales

tax, enacted some fifteen months ago, on film rentals. This tax, which was
designed as a revenue measure for relief, was supposed to be collected from
the distributors, but the levy was not demanded from the industry until

recently. Efforts by the distributors to pass the tax on to the exhibitors have
been strenuously opposed by the ITOA, and motions on this action are sched-
uled for a hearing March 6 in the Appellate Division of the State Supreme
Court.

Another action by United Artists, opposing the levy, on behalf of the dis-

tributors will probably be heard late in March, and, it is said, that the Allied

Theatres of New Jersey also plans court action, as theatre owners in New
Jersey, served from New York, are also assessed the tax. The latter action,

(ContinueJ on page 12)
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Block Booking Bill Is Fought On Moral

Grounds,- Producers Evade Monopoly Issue

MEYERS ACCUSES MAJORS OF "DISHONEST" TRADE PRACTICES
UNDER PRESENT SYSTEM; KENT AND MPTOA DEFEND POLICY

The battle of block booking, after months of preparation by both

sides, opened in Washington last Thursday morning when proponents

and opponents of the Neely-Pettengill Bill to outlaw compulsory block-

blind selling of film debated the measure's merits before a sub-committee

of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. At times the arguments

grew so intense that the meeting threatened to get out of the control of

the senator in the chair.

On the affirmative side of the question: Shall compulsory block

-

booking and blind selling be forbidden by national law? were Allied

States Ass'n, representing independent exhibitor interests, and a large

number of civic and church organization leaders, who are concerned

with the moral issue involved in the practice. Opposing passage of the

bill were the major producers, represented by counsel, several executives

and leaders of the MPTOA.
MORAL ISSUE PREDOMINATES . . .

It was obvious that the producers de-

liberatly grasped the issue of morality and

evaded, except for a few casual remarks,

the economic question of monopoly involved

in the block-blind selling system. They

were afforded the opportunity to confine

their arguments in this sphere by the fact

that the majority of the bill's proponents

were the various moral-minded groups, con-

cerned with motion pictures as they affect

the public's morals and, chiefly, their effect

on children.

Some industry observers present in the

hearing room expressed the belief that Al-

lied had blundered in not steering their case

more directly into the economic channels.

Spokesmen for the producers clearly made
the point that exhibitors are business men

and, as such, are far more interested in ex-

hibiting those pictures that will produce

the most revenue than in heeding the de-

mands of public-spirited minority groups.

Evidence such as the fact that Paramount

did not receive one cancellation on the Mae
West pictures, while many theatres did not

play "Alice In Wonderland" had apparent

and telling effect on the sub-committee

members.

'DISHONEST PRACTICES' . . .

Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Al-

lied, struck the keynote for the independ-

ent exhibitor proponents of the bill with the

assertion that "exhibitors have an economic

interest" in the Neely-Pettengill Bill. He
gravely disturbed the opposite side of the

table when he declared that block booking

Phila. Exhibs Endorse
Neely - Pettengill Bill

The Philadelphia IMPTO sent the fol-

lowing wire to Senator James J. Davis of

Pennsylvania, a member of the Senate In-

terstate Commerce sub-committee on the

Neely Bill:

"This organization, limited strictly to

independent theatre owners and expressing

views of hundreds exhibitors Eastern Penn-

sylvania earnestly urges you support Neely

Bill. Compulsory block booking blind sell-

ing system now existing deprives small

theatre owners right to control own business

and purchase film without threat and coer-

cion as fundamental right of all other bus-

iness men. Your influence and recommen-

dation that bill be favorably reported by

committee will earn enduring gratitude.

INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE OWNERS."

has "promoted a monopoly" and is used by

the major film companies as "a cloak for

dishonest trade practices."

The switching of alocations and the

policy of withdrawing good pictures from

the current schedules and re-selling them at

higher terms the following season were

quoted as two examples of the alleged "dis-

honest" practices.

Myers pointed out that the majors insist

that compulsory block booking does not

(Continued on page 6)

SEEN AT BLOCK BOOKING HEARING IN CAPITOL
Left to right: Nathan Yamins conversing with R. H. Cochrane, Universal v. p.; above: Abram F. Myers; below: F.d Kuykendall; Walter
Liulcficid and J. L. Whittle, Baltimore exhibitor, listening attentively; H. M. Richcy; above: Sidney Samuelson reading a newspaper
between sessions; below: George J. Schaefer and Cochrane; George P. Aarons, Phila. MPTO secretary leaning forward to hear M. A. Light-
man of Memphis.
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WARNERS, POWER 'TRUST' AIM TO RUIN
ASCAP, COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE IS TOLD

BLOCK BOOKING
(Continued from page 5)

exist, yet they are present to defend it.

He then read a letter from a mid-western

exhibitor who sought to buy one picture

and offered $75 for it, but was turned

down, although it was offered to him for

$20 if he took the entire product. This,

the Allied attorney claimed, is an example

of the lengths to which the large producers

go to preserve the present selling system.

Answering the producers' contention that

they would go broke if they can't sell in

blocks, he said they would not make the

poor pictures and would make more money

through extended playing time on the good

ones.

'DICTATORSHIP' . . .

Stephen P. Cabot of Boston, vice-presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Research Coun-

cil, was the opening speaker. He outlined

the Council's activities in drawing up the

bill and asserted that better film advocates

were "impotent" in their efforts to have ex-

hibitors show better pictures, because a

"practical dictatorship" exists under the

present system. Independent production is

curbed.

"Art cannot thrive if you stifle it," Mr.

Cabot said. "This bill will restore free com-

petition in film production."

YAMINS HITS MPTOA . . .

Nathan Yamins, Fall River, Mass. exhib-

itor and newly elected president of Allied,

followed Myers. He traced his career in the

industry and stated that he was a member

of the MPTOA until 1928, when that body

"sold its birthright for a mere mess of pot-

tage." This reference was to the MPTOA's
admittance of producer-owned theatres to

membership.

Compulsory block booking, he said, forc-

ed exhibitors to buy the bad pictures in

order to get the good ones. He put into

the record a letter from the Paramount ex-

change in which they refuse his request to

cancel two pictures following the protest

of his local Legion of Decency group. He
was advised to play or pay.

Sidney E. Samuelson, former Allied pre-

sident, outlined the history of the industry

from the days of the weekly service, when

there were three producers in the business,

through the growth of the "star series" plan

and down to the current "numbers" scheme.

I le produced contracts from past years to

show the difference in the manner of selling

dims and pointed out that in 1922 there

were from 22 to 2 5 important producing

firms, while today there are only 8.

1 1. M. Richey and Walter Littlefield,

other Allied leaders, spoke on the evils of

DUFFY BILL . . .

Washington. — The sole purpose of the

Duffy Bill to eliminate the $2 5 0 arbitrary

damage clause in the copyright law is to

"ruin" Ascap, the House Patents Committee

was told last week by Gene Buck, president

of the group. Warner Bros, and the power

trust, which is developing a plan for wired

radio broadcasts directly into homes, are

behind the bill, he declared.

Buck accused Warners of being inspired

by "greed" in quitting the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and Publishers.

"Last year Warners requested the Society

to get more money for their catalogue and

we told them that we are not out to get all

the traffic will bear." He said that Warner

tried to use pressure, but withdrew when

DISNEY MOVES TO
RKO NEXT SEASON

MICKEY AND SILLY . . .

Hollywood . — Walt Disney's Mickey

Mouse and Silly Symphony cartoons will be

distributed by RKO starting with the 1936-

37 season, it was announced here Monday.

Thus, the screen's most popular short sub-

jects leave United Artists, with which com-

pany they achieved international fame and

acclaim.

Disney is reported to have sought an in-

terest in U. A.'s profits and, when he was

rejected, determined to make the change.

Four more subjects will be released through

the present distributor this season.

the practice and how independent theatre

owners are affected by it. Richey declared

that some theatres have been picketed be-

cause the exhibitors had their choice of

playing a picture that was offensive to the

people n their communities or paying for

them and not playing.

PETTIJOHN LEADS ATTACK . . .

Charles C. Pettijohn, counsel for the

MPPDA, was the first speaker for the op-

ponents of the bill and launched into a per-

sonal attack on the Allied leaders. When
he accused Yamins of being a "monopoly"

exhibitor in Fall River and deliberately mis-

leading the civic groups in his town on the

bill, the exhibitor jumped up and demanded

that he be given the right to defend him-

self. Senator Davis of Pennsylvania, acting

chairman, promised him time after Petti-

john was finished.

(Continued on page 9)

their efforts to force Ascap to raise its rates

failed.

VALLEE SPEAKS . . .

Rudy Vallee appeared Tuesday on behalf

of the Bill's opponents and warned the com-
mittee that if the penalty for infringement

of copyrights was removed from the law,

there would be wholesale violations and

music writing would cease to be profitable.

"No man can write good songs on an empty
stomach," he said in urging retention of

the $2 5 0 minimum damage clause.

The four hearings of last week and yes-

terday were taken up by the Bill's oppon-

ents. The proponents are expected to get

their chance next week. Exhibitors and

film producer representatives will speak in

favor of the measure.

GEO. SCHAEFER TO
U.A. AS SALES HEAD

3 YEARS . . .

George J. Schaefer, widely regarded as

one of the most capable sales and distribu-

tion executives in the industry, was ap-

pointed vice-president of United Artists in

charge of domestic and Canadian sales by

the company's board, it was announced by

Samuel Goldwyn on Monday. The con-

tract is for three years.

Warner Theatres Pay
Phila. $391,984 Tax

Warner Bros. Theatres paid the City of

Philadelphia $391,984 this week in real

estate taxes for 193 6. The circuit rushed

payment to obtain a discount of 3 percent.

ANTI-TRUST SUIT
TO START IN MONTH

IN NEW YORK ... 5

Washington. — Department of Justice *

officials anticipate that the re-opened anti- .

trust suit against Warner Bros., RKO and

Paramount will get under way within one

month. The action, involving three thea-
*

tres operated by Fanchon & Marco in St.
\

Louis, was instituted in New York Federal

Court last Tuesday. Thirty executives of

the three film companies are included in

the case as co-defendants.
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AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

chance on wasting them just to save another

dollar or two?

For the lobby, one of the best attention-

getters you can pull is to place a safe on a

table, or on the floor, with this sign over

it: "$10.00 Is Inside This Safe For the

Person Who Can Open It. The First Dial

Number Is Right 5 8. (5 Minute Time

Limit)." This is also good for a store

window, with a still display around the

safe.

Try to get the local police to cooperate

by supplying a display of the tools used

by safe-crackers. If you can't get the real

stuff, fake the display with gloves, sand-

paper, brace and bit, chisels, blackjack, a

safe, automatics and masks.

A wow for the lobby would be a board

with actual photos of criminals wanted by

the police. The local postoffice usually posts

them and may provide you with a batch of

old ones. Mount them and add still of

Douglas and copy on "Lone Wolf Returns."

Place a small show case containing a

string of wax pearls on a table in the lobby.

Light it up. Card above the case should

read: "These are the famous Van Devantan

pearls stolen by Michael Lanyard — THE
LONE WOLF — who has announced that

he will return to this theatre next Saturday

and Sunday. Be ready!"

Outside, jewelry stores should be duck

soup for tie-ups. Stills surrounding the

jewelry display will catch the eyes of pass-

ersby. Try to get in copy reading: "Jewel

Thieves, BEWARE . . . THE LONE WOLF
RETURNS. Saturday, to the Strand Thea-

tre."

Window cards (14x22) should contain

the following copy: "WANTED . . . Dead
or Alive." (Cut of Douglas centered below

this). "THE LONE WOLF . . . who RE-
TURNS to the Strand Theatre, Saturday

and Sunday. Don't try to crowd in a lot

of copy. This calls for plenty of white

space all around.

If you decide to use a herald, follow the

teaser idea on the cover. Give no clue,

just this: "Wanted . . . Dead or Alive . . .

(picture of Douglas) . . . THE LONE
WOLF . . . Details inside!" For the inside

spread, you have a variety of attractive

mats to select from the press sheet. Leave
the back page BLANK or you ruin the

teaser effect!

The stills and llxl4's are plenty OK.
Use them liberally. And the press sheet has

many good ideas for socking this over to

better grosses than you expect. Go to it!

$ $ $ $ $

BLOCK BOOKING
(Continued from page 6)

"Any exhibitor can settle any grievance

by walking into the exchange," the pro-

ducers' attorney declared. He asserted that

the present distributing system costs only

26 percent, whereas, without block book-

ing, it would cost over 40 percent. "We
are not the crooks we've been described

here," he said.

At this juncture, Senator Metcalf of

Rhode Island, who had been scanning the

Fox 1934 year book, looked up and asked

Pettijohn why it was so full of "dirty pic-

tures." Obviously embarrassed, the Hays

lawyer agreed that they were dirty, but

that the films were not.

YAMINS REPLIES . . .

Yamins took the floor after Pettijohn and

stated that his "character, integrity and re-

putation" had been impugned. He chal-

lenged anyone in the room to prove that he

monopolized theatre business in Fall River

by proving that he pays any less for film

than a larger theatre owned by Paramount

in New Bedford. Pettijohn's tactics, he

said, were those of a lawyer who is fighting

a losing battle and resorts to mud-slinging

to confuse the issues.

KENT DEFENDS SYSTEM . . .

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th Cent-

ury-Fox, forcefully defended the block

booking system, declaring that it always

existed in the industry and was the only

feasible method of distributing motion pic-

tures commercially.

He stated that the producers make their

poorer pictures "with their eyes open."

Senator Benson, farmer-labor member from

Minnesota, questioned Kent on this state-

ment, asking why they deliberately pro-

duced poor pictures. The reply was that

they were "experiments."

PENN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT CO.

Dependability — Lowest Prices

Let Us Quote on Your Next Requirements

3 09 N. 13 th St., Phila. RIT. 3273

FILM BULLETIN
Now Located

In New Offices

1323 VINE STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

The executive averred that he would per-

sonally work for a bill that prohibited a

producer from selling a picture until he had

completed it and barred exhibitors from

buying until they have seen it.

Following Kent, R. H. Cochrane, vice-

president of Universal, told the committee

that the production of pictures is a

"gamble" and that it requires the protec-

tion of the present system of distributing.

MPTOA LEADERS OPPOSE BILL . . .

To substantiate their claims that a large

numbers of exhibitors were opposed to the

bill, the producers presented several leaders

of the MPTOA, who spoke in favor of

maintaining the present selling system. Ed
Kuykendall, president of the body, M. A.

Lightman of Tennessee and Sidney Lust of

Washington all voiced their approval of

block booking.

George J. Schaefer, former Paramount

theatre executive, accused the exhibitor pro-

ponents of the bill of using the civic groups

as "catspaws" in their fight to abolish the

practice. Exhibitors play those pictures that

pay them best, without regard for morality,

he said. Paramount sells only about one-

half of its accounts 100 percent of its pro-

duct each season.

Mrs. Florence Parry, a Pittsburgh news-

paper writer, delivered a stirring speech on

behalf of the improved quality of films in

the past year. She said the bill is no longer

needed to raise the moral tone of the movies,

since the producers have done that them-

selves recently.

NATIONAL PENN
PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE ST. PHILADELPHIA
IOC. 0511
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

COUNTRY DOCTOR

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Will be one of year's

biggest boxoffice bets . . . Quints ap-

pear only in last reel and provide high

point of otherwise laggard film . . .

Rates • • • • — except in action

spots.

20th Century-Fox

97 Minutes

Oionne Quintuplets . . . Jean Hersholt . . .

Dorothy Peterson . . . Slim Summerville . . .

June Lang . . . John Qualen . . .

Directed by Henry Ring

Nothing short of a Republican election

can prevent this one from proving to be

one of the boxoffice hits of the year. But,

the picture itself is hardly to be credited for

that. The birth of the five diapered dar-

lings was accorded more publicity than any

single event since the Lone Eagle and We
flew the Atlantic alone and their fame has

diminished but little during the going-on-

two-years of their development. The Quints,

it should be noted, make their appearance

only during the last ten minutes of the pic-

ture. But, those ten minutes are enough to

bowl over any audience. They lift up an

otherwise hackneyed, crudely written story

and are certain to bring more adoring Ahs!

and Ohs! than we would care to count in

any given audience. What "Country Doc-

tor" might have been without the children,

is unimportant, except as it affects this film.

It rambles on, going far out of its way to

make a point, which, in itself, is of dubious

significance. The plot ramifications will

confuse the audience and only make them

a bit impatient for the appearance of the

five stars they came to see. Take out the

Quints and very little of entertainment

value is left. But, the Quints are there and

that means "Country Doctor" will click

everywhere, except in action houses, where

it should do above average, but not big.

PLOT:

Hersholt is the sole doctor in an isolated Canadian

trading post. A diphtheria epidemic sweeps the com-

munity and is checked only when a supply of serum

is flown from Montreal. The doctor goes to the big

city and pleads for a hospital to supplant the inade-

quate one-room shack he now uses. The authorities

vaccillate and Hersholt returns with no definite word.

Barrat, manager of the post, is irked by the doctor's

action and has him removed from office as town

physician. When it is further discovered that Her-

sholt has neglected to secure a license despite his 35

years in medicine, he is forbidden to practice. As he

is about to leave town, Qualen announces that his

wife is with child and demands that Hersholt attend

her. The Quints are born and Hersholt gains world-

wide fame as the first doctor in medical history to

deliver quintuplets alive. As a consequence, the gov-

ernment officials are compelled to construct a mod-

ern hospital, fulfilling Hersholt's dream.

AD TIPS:

Splash pictures of the Quints all over the town;

people love to look at them. Sell the story as a warm,

human document of a doctor's sacrifices for his pro-

fession.

RUDY.

DROP IN
TO SEE US ##a

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET, Phila.. Pa.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Aas'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCnat 4181 RACE 4600

Trail of the Lonesome Pine

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA IN COLOR . . . First

outdoor color film has mediocre story

. . . Color fairly well subdued, but still

interferes with plot . . . Good cast

helps . . . Rates • • • generally.

Paramount

99 Minutes

Sylvia Sidney . . . Fred MacMurray . . .

Henry Fonda . . . Fred Stone . . .

Spanky McFarland . . . Buelah Bondi . . .

Nigel Bruce . . . Robert Barrat . . .

Directed by Henry Hathaway

As an experiment in the development of

color pictures, "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"

is about on a par with "Becky Sharp." As a

boxoffice attraction, it should prove superior,

for its story and cast are definitely more

popular. However, the same fault that

glared, even more noticeably than the color,

in "Becky" is evident in this picture . It is

the preoccupation with color, to the detri-

ment of the story development. While the

plot of "Trail" is somewhat decrepit in it-

self, it is certainly not abetted by direction

that lacks pace and authority. Director

Hathaway was obviously straining for chro-

matic effect when he should have been busy

with the continuity of the story about the

hillbilly feudists. The striking use of color

does mask the story's deficiencies to a con-

siderable extent and that raises the issue of

whether the public is sufficiently interested

in natural tints to overlook a weak plot.

Nonetheless, the film has an excellent cast

and Sylvia Sidney, Fred MacMurray, Henry

Fonda and Fred Stone have enough boxoffice

value in their own rights to assure "Trail"

of above average grosses. With the added

element of novelty, which color still is, it

should bring good returns everywhere.

PLOT:

MacMurray, a railroad engineer, plans to run a

line through the mountain land owned by Stone and

Barrat, whose families have been feuding for genera-

tions. Sylvia, daughter of Stone, and betrothed to

Fonda, falls for MacMurray and, although the feel-

ing is apparently not mutual, he sends her to the city

for an education. Barrat's clan takes offense when

MacMurray befriends Fonda and determines to de-

stroy the railroad project. A trestle is maliciously

dynamited and Spanky McFarland, Sylvia's little

brother, is killed. Fonda visits Barrat in an effort to

end the feud and finds the latter sorrowful at the

child's death and only too willing to call quits. As

Fonda leaves, Barrat's son shoots him in the back.
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Barrat promptly kills his son and carries the mor-

tally wounded Fonda home, where the embattled

mountaineers declare an armistice. Sidney has re-

turned from the city and MacMurray reveals his love

for her.

AD TIPS:

The first outdoor color picture. Stress the natural-

ness of the tinting, a revelation in color photog-

raphy. For action houses, the gun-totin' hillbilly

fend to the death. The cast is big. Include Fred

Stone's name in all billing.

RUDY.

DESIRE

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-ROMANCE . . . Unusual

for Dietrich and certainly more popu-

lar than her previous exotic camera-

studies . . . Frothy comedy and fair

action . . . Cooper excellent . . . Rates

Paramount

90 Minutes

Marlene Dietrich . . . Gary Cooper . . .

John Halliday . . . Alan Mowbray . . .

Ernest Cossart . . .

Directed by Frank Borzage

This is a revelation as Marlene Dietrich

pictures go! The beautiful actress has hap-

pily forsaken the strained exoticism of her

past pictures to appear in a vehicle that of-

fers rib-tickling situations and clever dia-

logue, in addition to the sweaty romance.

Yes, clients, this yarn actually has froth

and Marlene goes for it whole hog. Unlike

those stationary, if memorable, exercises in

photography produced under the Von Stern-

berg aegis, "Desire" has movement of plot

and an all-embracing appeal. Cardiac capers

involving a beautiful jewel thief and he-

man, Gary Cooper's winning efforts to cap-

ture her heart constitute the plot and it has

a bubbling quality, thanks to the direction

of Frank Borzage, who has the rare ability

to lend a unique touch to every sequence

without lifting it beyond the grasp of the

average fan. Cooper wrests acting honors

from Marlene with a most appealing per-

formance. Halliday and Mowbray are also

in the running. Best for class houses, "De-

sire" has enough to satisfy even the action

audience. It should do above average in

most spots.

PLOT:

Dietrich, a devilishly clever jewel thief, has just

made off with an extremely valuable string of pearls.

To frustrate custom investigators at the Franco-

Spanish border line, she drops the pearls into the

pocket of a fellow traveller who turns out to be

Cooper. Her efforts to regain the necklace prove un-

availing and she is compelled to invite Cooper to her

home. By employing a ruse, Halliday, Dietrich's ac-

complice, secures the pearls and, having done so, in-

vites Cooper to leave. But, Dietrich has fallen in love

with her visitor and confesses all. Cooper forces

Halliday to hand over the pearls, which are promptly

returned to the Parisian jeweler from whom they

were stolen. Dietrich is paroled and she and Cooper

leave for America and a honeymoon.

AD TIPS:

Play on the title. It suggests anything you want

to stress. Sell it as something New, Different for

Dietrich. Action houses have the crook angle to

plug.

RUDY.

Leathernecks Have Landed

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-MELODRAMA . . . Mildly

entertaining marine-buddies yarn with

plenty of fighting to please action fans

. . . OK for run-of-mill action houses

. . . Rates • • for them; less elsewhere.

Republic

65 Minutes

Lew Ayres . . . Isabel Jewell . . .

Jimmy Ellison ... J. Carroll Naish . . .

James Burke . . . Maynard Holmes . . .

Victor Wong . . .

Directed by Howard Bretherton

This should prove popular stuff for ac-

tion houses, since it offers a plentiful supply

of melodramatic situations, fights and some

war footage. The climax, in which ex-

marine Lew Ayres comes to the rescue of

his old buddies, provides a patriotic and

fairly exciting finish to a film that covers

so many formulas of entertainment that it

loses much of its potential force. The

happy-go-lucky marines chase the gals, of

course, have their squabbles; one gets killed

and the hero is discharged dishonorably.

But, he comes through with colors flying

in the last reel—and that is why "The

Leathernecks Have Landed" is just a routine

action meller. Isabel Jewell turns in the

stand-out performance as a sort of Shang-

hai Sadie Thompson. Ayres and his two

buddies are the typical movie marines. It

will appeal most to the kiddies and will sat-

isfy action fans.

PLOT:
Ayres, Ellison and Holmes, leatherneck buddies,

finally reach Shanghai after getting into a scrape

over dames in a Havana cabaret. Ayres and Holmes,

out on another spree, get into a fight with Naish,

exiled Russian gun-runner, and Holmes is killed.

Ayres is drummed out of the service for his part

in the affair. Aided by Isabel Jewell, hard-boiled

blonde known as "Brooklyn," the ex-marine tracks

down Naish and kills him. Burke, head of the gun-

running band, gives Ayres the job of running a

consignment into the interior. When the village is

raided by a Chinese renegade band the Marines arrive

in the nick of time. Ayres' old loyalty to the service

causes him to take the side of his old buddies and

the bandits are wiped out. He is reinstated and

sails with his company. Isabel takes a fast passenger

boat to meet him when he lands.

AD TIPS:

Tie-up Marine recruiting headquarters and try to

have leatherneck posted on your sidewalk. Drape

the marquee with pennants and flags. Tack cards

should read "THE LEATHERNECKS HAVE
LANDED at the (Blank) Theatre and there will be

FUN! EXCITEMENT! DRAMA!"
NONNIE.

BOHEMIAN GIRL, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY with music . . . The poorest

of all Laurel & Hardy comedies ... A
makeshift, slap-stick travesty that will

displease even loyal fans of the comic

team . . . Rates • +

M-G-M
71 Minutes

Laurel & Hardy . . . Antonio Moreno . . .

Mae Busch . . . Jacqueline Wells . . .

Thelma Todd . . .

Directed by James W. Home & Charles Rogers

Cross this one off your booking list! In

an effort to be magnanimous, we have

searched our memory for one redeeming

feature of this pretended comedy and must
report that, unless something funny happened
while this reviewer dozed, there is nothing

in "The Bohemian Girl" worthy of com-
mendation. Even the most loyal followers

of Stan and Ollie will find this a tough pill

tq swallow. The plot is silly, but not in a

comical way. The direction is one of the

Technically, in every way, as a matter of

screwiest jobs we have seen in some months,

fact, this rates scallions not to mention the

more commonly known razzberry. The
usually funny Laurel and Hardy haven't

a chance with the poor material placed in

their hands and their antics are too patterned

to bring laughs without adequate "business."

Parents will find plenty to object to for

their children in the story, which has much
to do with an unfaithful wife and some
free and fancy stealing. It is all done

crudely. The late Thelma Todd is seen in a

brief singing sequence, with the voice ob-

viously dubbed. This will bring low grosses

everywhere.

PLOT:

Mae Busch, Hardy's wife, is unfaithful to him
and in love with Antonio Moreno. They are in the

gypsy band, of which Laurel and Hardy are mem-
bers. Seeking money with which they intend to

escape together, Moreno attempts to rob the castle

of a wealthy nobleman. He is caught and given a

beating. Mac steals the nobleman's child to square

accounts for her lover. They leave the child with

Hardy, telling him that it is his own. Laurel and
Hardy raise the child as a gypsy. When the child

is grown to young womanhood, they return to the

same locality and the girl is found on the nobleman's

grounds and ordered to be lashed. Her father re-

cognizes the token around her neck, however, and

realizes she is his long lost daughter. Her guardians

are given their freedom.

AD TIPS:

The story is from Michael Balfe's famous opera.

Display plenty of stills of L and H in costumes; they

look funny.

L. J.
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from page 4)

however, will differ from the other two, in that it involves a question of the
interstate commerce law.

The results of both actions may establish legal precedents, in respect to

the power of a local government to impose what may be described as double
taxes on a theatre, which should be of interest to exhibitors everywhere. It

must be remembered that the local theatres in New York are already paying
a two per cent sales tax on admissions, which is also designed to raise reve-

nues to meet the city's relief costs. Consequently, if the sales tax on film

rentals is sustained by the courts it will, in effect, place a double tax upon the

theatre for the same purpose, viz. relief.

Surveying the theaire tax measures introduced in the various states, it may
be said that, except in one or two instances, the grist is not measurably greater
than is usual at this time of year, in spite of the increasing pressure on state

finances by the demands for relief. This indicates that if the exhibitors in each
state make a careful study of the tax bills now under consideration, which
may affect them, they should be able to defeat them or at worst secure some
form of substitute legislation that will not impose too great hardships on the

industry.

Perhaps even more important to the average exhibitor just now than the

threat of additional taxation, are the anti-blind buying and block-booking
bills now occupying the center of the industry's attention in Washington, for

the success or failure of the passage of these measures affects directly every
exhibitor in the country. Saying nothing, of course, of the big producer-
distributors, who are training their biggest guns to defeat the measures.

To a man, they are pleading, almost tearfully, for the defeat of the Neely-
Pettengill bill, which they say will result in creating chaos, bankruptcy in the

industry, and other ills too numerous to mention, if it ever becomes a law.

From their viewpoint, no doubt they are justified in making a Wailing Wall
out of the hearing on the proposed measure. It certainly will tend to reduce
their fat profits on many of their "lemons." But even more surely it will be of

immeasurable value to thousands of exhibitors and their public in the quality

of entertainment on their screens, for there will then be a definite opportunity

for selection of product. This, in itself, should tend also to impell the pro-

ducers to greater efforts in raising the standard of their pictures.

In connection with the hearings on the bill it is painful to see the squirm-

ings and contortions of Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A., who
opposes the measure as strenuously as any of the producer-distributor com-
panies. It is to be hoped that the committee conducting the hearing, while

recognizing that Ed's hands are the hands of Esau Exhibitor, will also note

that his voice is that of Jacob Producer-Distributor. For the independent exhib-

itors whom Ed represents are infinitesmal in number.
How desperate the big companies are to shelve the Neely-Pettengill legis-

lation, somehow, anyhow, may be noted from the fact that they have even
persuaded the Legion of Decency, whose sole and proper purpose is to

improve the "moral standards of the screen," to come out in opposition to the

measure.
Whoever persuaded the Legion of Decency to take this step has surely

done them an ill service and one which later will react to the Legion's disad-

vantage. Every real friend of the Legion will regret it.

As organized by the National Catholic Welfare Conference, the Legion of

Decency has done a splendid job and done it well. But the Legion should

keep out of politics—especially industry politics—and abide by the rules of

the church, which sponsors it. After all, the "moral questions" involved in

politics are not such as concern an organization like the Legion, which should

confine itself to its original purpose, the improvement of film entertainment.

COMPLETE ART LOBBY SERVICE

American
t display

REPRESENTATIVE
Milt Smith

Write me and I'll visit your theatre to estimate

BOX FB 120, FILM BULLETIN

8 MASCOT MASTER

Productions

"Behind the Green Lights"
Norman Foster — Judith Allen —

Sidney Blackmer
68 Minutes—Packed with action.

"Confidential"
Donald Cook — Evalyn Knapp —

Warren Hymer
66 Minutes—The "Inside" on the

Numbers Racket.

"Harmony Lane"
Douglas Montgomery — Evelyn Venable —

Adrienne Ames — Jos. Cawthorn —
Wm. Frawley — Cora Sue Collins

84 Minutes—The life and songs of

Stephen Foster.

"The Headline Woman"
Heather Angel — Jack La Rue —
Roger Pryor — Ford Sterling —

Conway Tearle

78 Minutes—New angles to a fast-moving

newspaper story.

"One Frightened Night"
Mary Carlisle — Regis Toomey —

Arthur Hohl — Wally Ford
66 Minutes—Spooky mystery drama.

"Ladies Crave Excitement"
Norman Foster — Evalyn Knapp —

Esther Ralston — Eric Linden

Purnell Pratt

67 Minutes—The boys who make the new:

reels and the girls who make the news.

"Streamline Express"
Victor Jory — Evelyn Venable —
Esther Ralston — Ralph Forbes —

Vince Barnett

69 Minutes—Temperamental actress, expec

tant father and jewel thieves on fast-

moving cross-country train.

"Waterfront Lady"
Ann Rutherford — Barbara Pepper —
Frank Albertson — Grant Withers —

Jack La Rue
68 Minutes—Romance, glamor and thrills

with a nautical background.

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By NONAMAKER

DRIVE ON
Business drives in the various exchanges have us

a bit dizzy trying to keep up witli things . . .

Fox is staging an EDGAR MOSS drive ... At

Universal it is Carl LaemmVs Anniversary drive

... At Warner's it's a Philadelphia "over the top"

drive or something . . . Republic has just finished

driving for dates in February, which HARRY LA
VINE appropriated for himself . . . And most ex-

h,bitors are mak ng hone t efforts to drive customers

into their cinema emporiums . . .

PERSONALS

—

MURRAY COHEN, of the Haverford, has been

sick . . . LARRY RUCH, Liberty, Camden, cele-

brated his wedding anniversary February 28th . . .

RUBE SHAPIRO, New Penn, has a birthday March
12th . . . and IZ SEGALL, Rivoli, celebrates his

natal day March 16th .. . DAVE MILGRIM got

back from the sunny south last Sunday . . . JOE
(Jumbo) CONWAY started his Main Line Kiddies

Saturday morning matinees at the Egyptian with

the lenten picture, "King of Kings." One youngster

asked her nurse-ma d on the way out: "Was that

Sunday School we just came out of?" . . . DAVE
BARRIST is somewhere in Mexico. He'll be back

the end of next week . . . HARRY FELT, formerly

at the Bell, dickering with CHARLIE KLANG for

cither one of his two houses . . . Horlachcrs report

that only two minor delays occured during the entire

month of the big storm . . . CHARLES STEIFEL
looking chipper than a two year old . . . DAVE
SABLOSKY's son stricken with appendicitis, operated

on and doing splendidly . . . MILT (American
Display) SMITH going down to Shennandoah Valley-

territory . . . Sylvania Hotel fast becom ng the

Our
Reputation

... is a
guarantee of

QUALITY
and

SERVICE

Whatever you need
. . . from street to

screen . . .

WE HAVE IT!

The Independent Exhibitor's friend

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY HOUSE
1224 Vine Street Philadelphia

home of many film people. JOE LEON, JOE
BURKE, AL TRUELL, LOU BRAGER, OSCAR
NEUFELD, DAVE LODGE, a number of Warner

Managers . . . Last Saturday night was BEN AM-
STERDAM night at the Variety Club . . . LEON-
ARD HETELSON, Colonial proud daddy of 7-lb.

girl born 4 A.M., March 3rd.

OTHER THINGS

—

Park Theatre again played an Amkino release to

the Russ sympathizers in the particular neighborhood

. . . MISS SHEA, formerly with Preferred, now at

Horlachcrs . . . DORIS LASKY, Capital, ill with

grippe . . . O. B. DERR joins Capital to cover up-

state . . . G-B augments local sales staff with CHAS.
FLARITY, formerly w.th Educat onal, Scranton ter-

ritory; JACK KLEIN, formerly with U-A Harris-

burg; JOHNNY SCHAEFER continues in Philadel-

phia and New Jersey . . . TREMONT, Trcmont, Pa.

will be acquired April 15th by C. S. SNYDER, local

undertaker who will close down for renovat ons

taking several weeks . . . Farewell bachelor dinner

tendered LARRY MACKEY, Arcadia, was a big

success at Palumbo's. Larry went to Fort Worth,

Texas, to marry. Seen at the brawl were JEFF KEEN,
HARRY LA VINE, TOMMY LABRUM, CECIL
PENNYFEATHER KEENEY, SAM SHAPIRO and

HARRY GRIECO.

Golder Returns Monday
Benjamin M. Golder, Philadelphia at-

torney who will conduct an investigation

of block booking and other trade practices

for Federal Judge George A. Welsh, will

return to the city from • Palm Beach on

Monday, his office reported today.

Penn Equips Regal

Penn Theatre Equipment Co. furnished

the booth and stage equipment for Leo

Posel's new Regal Theatre, Philadelphia,

which opened last Friday evening to an in-

vitation audience. Comments were partic-

ularly heard on the excellence of the pro-

jection.

Longer Features To Hit

Duals, Asked By Bernhard

Hollywood.—As a move to kill dual bills,

Joseph Bernhard, Warner Theatre boss,

urged the studio to produce longer features.

Films running two and a half hours will

make it difficult for exhibitors to show two
of them, he told the production executives.

'Rhodes' Roxy Hold-Over

New York.—G-B's "Rhodes, The Dia-

mond Master" is being held over at the

Roxy for a second week.

"Finest Tbeatrt Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenkoute 7828 • TRInity 1189

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 J words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS
Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

S
A

E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

IFFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACH E
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



When EDDIE GABRIEL BLOWS HIS HORN

. . . the ticket rolls go Wound and around

AMAZING!
AMUSING!

A SENSATIONAL NOVELTY1

IT'S A BIRD
2 REELS OF A

LOWELL THOMAS
TALL STORY

About a strange METAL-EATING bird, cap-

tured in Africa and brought to America to

deal with the problem of getting rid of

junked autos . . . Auto parts disappear

magically as the bird chews on them . . .

and as a crashing climax, you find out what

happens when a metal-eating bird

LAYS AN EGG!

Are Your Patrons

Interested In These Men?

Franklin D.

ROOSEVELT

Richard E.

BYRD

Hugh S.

JOHNSON

Chas. E.

COUGHLIN

Alfred E.

SMITH

Albert E.

EINSTEIN

Herbert C.

HOOVER

Will

ROGERS

Henry FORD

All Featured in

PERSONALITIES
ON PARADE

Interesting Character Sketches

9 MINUTES

They're DIFFERENT!

Use 'em to round out

BETTER SHOWS

SIX 1 -REEL MUSICALS

INTERNATIONAL
VARIETIES

Featuring Celebrated Performers From

Stages and Concert Halls

Throughout the World

10 — IN COLOR — 10

COLOR CLASSICS
TO BRIGHTEN 10 PROGRAMS

Beautiful and Entertaining

—-and many Exhibitors are re-booking

THE LAST WILDERNESS'—short sensation of '35

CAPITAL
FILM EXCHANGE

1314 VINE STREET - PHILADELPHIA
EDDIE GABRIEL, Manager

Leon Behal, Sales Manager
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Congressional Gommittees

Confused on Block-Booking

GOV'T ANTI - TRUST SUIT

DELAYED FOR MONTH

UNCLE" CARL LAEMMLE
OUT OF UNIVERSAL

Merritt Crawford Sees 'Closed Shop' in Industry

Reviewed In This Issue:

THREE GODFATHERS • THESE THREE • HELL SHIP MORGAN

ROBIN HOOD OF EL DORADO • LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE

'SLEEPER' CAMPAIGN — by Wolfe-Smith

On 'LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST"

Read 'HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS' — by Harry N. Blair
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
By Wolfe-Smith

LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST . . . Universal ... 70 Minutes
Carole Lombard . . . Preston Foster . . . Cesar Romero

Imagine, if you can, gorgeous Carole Lombard in a barroom brawl,

stopping a biffo with her lingerie right eye and coming out of it with a

beautiful shiner. Tsk . . . Tsk . . . Tsk. It's a howl to see her set her

pretty pretty right smack on the floor after that wallop.

Carole, as we've told you, is the gal. Crisp,

brittle, beautiful. She's enough to make any

rich guy do what she has Preston Foster

doing to sell her the wedding bill of goods.

Foster surprises with a neat comedy per-

formance that will amaze those who have

taken a liking to him as a cop or a G-man.
Cesar Romero is the smoothie who gets

shipped off to Japan, just to be out of the

way. There's two handsome leading men
around one of the most gorgeous ladies on

the screen today. So what? You ask. So

what is right.

Here's what we're driving at . . . Show
me a man who doesn't love to see a dam;
get smacked on the kisser. Jimmy Cagney,

before he went highbrow, became a tsi rifle-

ally popular star because he pushed a grape-

fruit in a girl's pan. Oooh, how the boys

yelled! Now, here's a chance to hit that

same psychology. That picture of lovely

Carole with a 'shining lamp' will bring the

men in in droves and if you can't sec it, 1

repeat, go lay an egg.

Yes, it's ludicrous or screwy, whichever

your language happens to be, but it's no

foolin' funny. "Love Before Breakfast"

starts out fast and bams into lotsof laughs.

And it takes a myopic guy who sleeps with

his feet on the office desk to overlook a

socko selling angle in the picture of a lovely

gal taking a bust on the orb. It brings a

howl that lasts through the rest of the pic-

ture. Get a load of this plot "Before Break-

fast":

The gal's boyfriend works for an oil com-
pany and the millionaire who has a yen for

her goes to the slight expense of buying the

oil company so he can ship the boyfriend

off to Japan for a couple of years. Then,

this rich guy sets about the task (and is

it a pleasu:e!) of convincing the gal that

she should march the aisle with him. That

clout on the eye helps a bit, but she's a

tough holdout and a long series of laughs

keep the story hopping along as rich man
chases beautiful gal like a nut.

Daffy? You darn right. Daffy like "It

Happened One Night" was daffy. Dizzy

enough to keep the audience daffy trying

to guess what is going to happen in the

next scene. If that doesn't make for laughs,

go lay an egg!

My whole campaign would be laid out

around that black eye. Every time I see

one of the poste:s or the press sheet, I get

a hearty laugh out of that black eye—and

I'm not exactly a novice at seein' dames

Willi shiners. The only difference is that

most of those I've seen are tough ones or

old hags. But, here—here is this queenly

beauty sporting one and it makes me roar.

It'll make anyone with half a sensuvuma

laugh.

This doesn't call for any involved cam-
paign, so don't be disappointed if you don't

get your money's worth in space in this de-

partment this week. I'm not gypping ya,

I'm just makin' it easy! It's a snap to put

over "Breakfast" by plastering that pretty

face with the polished orb all over your

lobby and town. But, we're laying out some

additional details as follows—that is if you

are still following:

NAMES

Faith Baldwin, one of the most widely

read novelists in the country, wrote this

original yarn. She's the gal who wrote "Wife

Vs. Secretary" and don't hesitate to connect

her up with that popular film. Use her

name in all copy; she means something.

Carole Lombard doesn't have to be sold.

Preston Foster's name won't help very much,

but as soon as they see his phiz, they'll

know him. Cesar Romero did his best work

in "Show Them No Mercy," so if you have

an action spot, show his face as much as

possible and remind 'em of his work in that

kidnap movie.

You can make Universal mean something

to your b. o. by giving them a line as fol-

lows: "Made by the makers of 'Magnificent

Obsession.'
"

LOBBY

Set up a long table in the lobby and serve

free coffee to your patrons. It should be a

cinch to get the coffee, urn, cups, saucers,

spoons, cream and sugar from a nearby res-

taurant, one of the national distributors, or

the local dairy in return for a plug about

the "best coffee in town" . . . "Cream used

in this coffee by XYZ Dairies," etc. Behind

or alongside the table, place a cutout of

Carole (3 sheet D) wearing the shiner.

Copy should be: "Lady with the lamp . . .

A bad cup of coffee got Carole an eyeful of

knuckles . . . Don't make the same mistake!"

. . . See "LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST."

Even if you don't use the coffee tie-up,

spot a cutout of that 3 sheet just behind

the doorman and use the "LADY WITH
A LAMP" copy under it.

Don't overlook the other 3 sheet, too

(style C). It's snappy and can be used with

copy like this: "She knew what she wanted

and got it—SMACK ON THE EYE!"

AWAY FROM THE THEATRE
There's a lulu of a gag in the press sheet

and it's simple, so use it. Get two or three

(Continued on page 6)
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THF CHANGE IN UNIVERSAL

A decade of predictions and rumors have finally culminated
in actuality and the veteran Carl Laemmle relinquishes his con-

trol of Universal Pictures.

The passing of an individual whose name has been synony-
mous with the development of this great industry is naturally
tinged with regret, particularly when that man is a Carl
Laemmle. But, when one considers the men who are to carry on
Universal, it is evident that most of that which was desirable,

fair and equitable in the Laemmle operation of the company will

probably be continued and the addition of young blood and more
capital should carry it to new heights in the industry.

The change must be viewed from three positions: distribu-

tion, production and financial.

Theatre owners should be pleased that Universale distribu-

tion remains in the hands of the two men who conducted it so

notably for many years past. There is no fairer and more rea-

sonable executive in the entire industry than Robert H. Coch-
rane. This retiring, yet effectual, man has been associated with
the company since its organization twenty-four years ago and,
while he has been a less conspicuous figure than "Uncle Carl," his

position has been no less vital. Mr. Cochrane assumes the presi-

dency and during his reign exhibitors may rest assured that they
will be dealing with an open-minded, wholly reasonable execu-
tive, who does NOT believe in getting everything out of his cus-
tomers—at the expense of goodwill and justice.

James R. Grainger, known to everyone as the popular
"Jimmy," is certain to be retained as sales manager. He, too,

can be relied upon to conduct his department on a policy of fair

play and NOT greed. The large volume of contracts Universal
has accumulated under Grainger and the goodwill his company
can claim among independent exhibitors are tributes to the wis-
dom of establishing equitable relationship with one's customers.

The comparatively youthful, yet tried, leadership of C. R.
Rogers in production may be counted upon to show vast improve-
ment. Mr. Rogers has been one of the most successful producers
under the Paramount banner. He brings a forceful and intelli-

gent personality to the Universal lot, where, too often, lack of
sound organization and family complications interfered with the
quality of the product.

One of the most encouraging points in the new setup is the
fact that the entire $5,500,000, price of the sale, is being paid
in cash. Certainly, this should be construed to indicate that J.
Cheever Cowdin and his associates on the financial end are well
equipped to supply the funds required for topnotch production.

Universal holds much promise for the immediate future.
Every theatre owner everywhere undoubtedly joins with this

publication in wishing the new management much success.

MO WAX.

PARAMOUNT'S
AA PICTURES

Paramount, one of the leaders
in originating and adopting
trade practices that are decep-
tive and unfair, has apparently
not undergone a change since
the Otterson regime stepped in.

This company was right at the
head of the parade when "num-
bers" instead of titles, stars and
stories were introduced as a
novel selling policy, and now
they announce a new one that is

more "cute" than vicious, but
indicates how much they relish

kidding their customers.

Next season, we are told,

Paramount will not be content
with selling mere "A" pictures;

they will sell an "AA" group.
What that means, obviously, is

that Paramount realizes that its

'3 5 -'3 6 product has been, on the

whole, of poor quality and the
coming season's selling campaign
requires a "shot in the arm."

No doubt, there are some gul-
lible theatre owners who might
be led to believe that "AA"
means something mysteriously
important, but our guess is that
the Paramount salesmen will be
told "nuts," or some other less

dignified comment, by most ex-
hibitors when they try to sell the
"AA" group at higher rentals
than this season's flop "A" group
was sold.

Take our advice, Mr. Otter-
son; stop Paramount from re-

sorting to tricky devices in its

selling policies. You'll fool no
one but fools by calling poor pic-

tures "AA" or triple A. Concen-
trate your company's energy on
the production of better pic-

tures.
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NEW YORK.

Gasping for product and encountering

over-stiffening attendee resistance, it looks

as though the Radio City Center will fold

up at the first sign of warm weather. Re-

opens with legit in the Fall . . . The Quints

were a sad, sad disappointment here too . . .

We hate to be an 'I told you so' guy, but

remember that we tipped you off some time

ago that Winnie Sheehan will be the next

studio head at Paramount . . . "Klondike

Annie" got a razzing from the newscrix,

but it looks good for a possible three weeks,

with more help than Mae would like to ad-

mit from Fred Warings' crack band in per-

son .. . 'Reformer' W. R. Hearst's cam-

paign helped 'Annie' lots . . . The surprise

hit of the week has been "Love Before Break-

fast" that is clicking hot and heavy at the

Roxy and may also get a third week . . .

"El Dorado" at the Capitol is going umph!

. . . Ben Piazza, Emanuel Cohen's spec. rep.

is in town. Columbia will release the Bing

Crosby picture being made by Cohen and

that same company may get the next West

and one more Gary Cooper after the forth-

coming Capra production . . . Opening this

week: "These Three" at the Rialto; "Petti-

coat Fever" at the Capitol; "Chan At the

Circus" at the Center; ... A lot of local

boys, including yours truly, were sure that

the Universal deal would not go through

and old man Laemmle would stay on . . .

The Dionnes get a second week at the Music

Hall, but not a third, although nothing has

been set as yet to replace it . . . RKO and

Fred Astaire are tiffing and while it looks

serious, chances are against a definite break.

Fred feels he's worth more money than he's

getting and he's going to get it . . .

ELK.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

SEES 'CLOSED SHOP'
IN FILM INDUSTRY

—

Asks Quigley Give Names

NEW YORK.
LABOR ORGANIZING—

Several months ago in this department
it was predicted that a steady drive toward
the unionization of the film industry might
be expected during this year. Apparently
the movement toward a "closed shop" is

taking even more rapid shape than could
have been anticipated. In Hollywood the

actors, writers and directors have already
organized guilds, which, although as yet
unrecognized officially by the producers,
may shortly seek to negotiate some sort of a "closed shop."

It is known that the Actors Equity Association, an A. F. of L. body, which
is the "closed shop" of the stage actors, has officially stated that it is ready
to back its Pacific Coast affiliate, the Screen Actors Guild, to the utmost of its

power in any movement it may make in this direction. It is also reported that

the Screen Actors and Writers Guilds have approached the powerful Inter-

national Alliance of Stage and Theatrical Employees, which not long ago
demanded and obtained "closed shop" status and studio jurisdiction from
the major producers, to ascertain how much support they may expect in the

event that they, too, ask for "closed shop" recognition.

Other studio groups, such as the Technicians Guild, which takes in art

and technical directors, laboratory engineers, set designers, fashion and cos-

tume directors, and other studio workers not eligible for membership in other

organizations, are now in process of being organized.

For some time past, it is reported, conferences have been held in Holly-

wood looking to the formation of a studio labor council, which will adjust

differences that may arise between the various groups and organizations,

jurisdictional and otherwise, and co-ordinate and direct all union activity,

with special reference to the establishment of a "closed shop" on the Coast.

With the I.A.T.S.E. seeking to obtain the same objective in the East, it

becomes apparent that the complete unionization of the industry is not far

off. When this takes place, the writer ventures the prediction, that the big

producer-distributors and their affiliated theatres, little as they may like it,

will have to submit to union demands for hours and pay and working con-

ditions.

QUIGLEY SCARES CAROLINA EXHIBITORS—

Martin Quigley, the publisher, raised a question, when he warned the

exhibitors at the recent convention of the M.P.T.O. of North and South Caro-

lina, that "an insidious and potentially effective campaign is now under way
to color entertainment films with radical and destructive propaganda." He
was evidently taking a crack at the Authors League of America ,which, while

it did not name this distinguished Catholic publisher, evidently had him in

mind and the stuffed red bogey which the Quigley organs are always holding

up to scare the industry, when it referred to "organized alarmists" in a recent

statement.

At any rate Mr. Quigley put the shoe right on and quoted this phrase in

his opening remarks. Then he depended upon his polished periods and glit-

tering generalities to put the rest of his talk over, rather than upon facts,

which after all is merely following out the well-known Quiglescent formula

that somehow sees "red" in everything.

(Continued on page 10)
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Congressional Committees Up In Air

About Entire Block Booking Problem
QUERIES ON PETTENGILL BILL SHOW

CONFUSION; FTC DOUBTS LEGALITY
Special to FILM BULLETIN

Washington.—It becomes increasingly evident, as the hearings on
the Pettengill bill proceed, that the House sub-committee, like the Senate

sub-committee before it, is so confused by the conflicting testimony of

countless civic and church groups appearing as proponents and oppon-
ents of the measure that they have lost sight almost completely of the

economic issue involved. The line of questioning employed by most of

the committee members indicates that the lawmakers are pretty much
up in the air about the purpose, operation and possible result of this bill

to outlaw compulsory block booking.

Only the few Allied leaders have confined

themselves to the industry problem present-

ed by block booking and the economic cure

they hope to effect by this legislation.

The somewhat bewildered congressmen are

promptly thrown off the track again, how-

ever, by the injection of the morality issue

by either a civic organization spokesman or

one of the producers' representatives.

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION . . .

Hearing before the House Interstate and

Foreign Commerce sub-committee were re-

sumed on Monday, after being adjourned

last Wednesday.

Opponents of the Pettengill bill were

given added amunition against the measure

on Monday when W. T. Kelley, chief coun-

cel for the Federal Trade Commission sent a

memorandum to the committee with the

opinion that the portion of the bill requir-

ing producers to provide all exhibitors with

a detailed synopsis of every picture in ad-

vance of sale was "arbitrary and discrimin-

atory" and, therefore, probably unconstitu-

tional.

HEARINGS CONTINUE . . .

Last week's hearings were largely a re-

pitition of testimony offered before the

Senate group. One of the new speakers was

Miss Jeannette Willensky, secretary of the

Phila. IMPTO, who told the committee that

the major producers force block booking on

their independent customers, but allow affi-

liated theatres to select their product. She

charged the majors with opposing the bill

because it jeopardizes the huge salaries taken

by their executives.

"When the heads of an industry become

so drunk with power that they trample

roughshod over the rights of all others, it

is the duty of the Legislature to step in and

remedy such conditions," Miss Willensky de-

clared.

Testimony of opponents was being heard

Tuesday night when the committee ad-

journed, to resume next Monday morning.

Senate Block Booking
Group Considers Inquiry

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Washington.—It has been learned

that the Senate Interstate Commerce
sub-committee, which held hearings

on the Neely anti-block booking bill

several weeks ago, is seriously consider-

ing the advisability of asking Con-

gress to supply funds to a special

group appointed to make an extensive

study of the whole problem during

the summer recess.

The committee members were be-

fuddled by the widely divergent ar-

guments presented for and against the

measure during the public hearings

and they have obtained no clear in-

sight into the problem. A special

group, such as the one being discussed,

would have the time to learn what it

is all about and report to the full

sub-committee when Congress reopens.

It is a virtual certainty that no ac-

tion will be taken by the Senate at

the current session.

Phila. Exhibs Meet

A general meeting of Phila. exhibitors, re-

gardless of affiliation, has been called for this

Thursday at the Broadwood Hotel. Con-

fab is to be held under the auspices of the

local IMPTO and will discuss next season's

selling policies and problems facing theatres

since the aggressive new Fire Marshall's

office opened its drive on movie houses. Many
houses are said to face the loss of their

licenses unless drastic alterations arc made

and it is the plan of president Charles Segal!

to advise the theatremen on the situation.

ANTI-TRUST SUIT
DEFENDANTS WIN
DELAY TO ANSWER

30 DAYS . . .

An attempt by the Government to rush

the anti-trust suit against Warners, RKO,
Paramount, their subsidiaries and 30 ex-

ecutives, arising out of the previous action

in St. Louis, was defeated Tuesday when
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert in New York
District Court turned down the petition of

Russell Hardy to rescind a 30 day extension

granted the defendants for filing their an-

swers. The extension was allowed last Sat-

urday by Federal Judge Coxe and Hardy,
chief of the Department of Justice counsel,

objected on the grounds that Fanchon &
Marco, whose three St. Louis theatres are

involved in the action, are facing an emerg-

ency and need aid quickly.

Judge Hulbert ruled that the defendants

are entitled to sufficient time in which to file

their answers. This extension gives them
time until April 18th and the case is ex-

pected to get under way shortly thereafter.

COURT CANCELS
CAGNEY-WB PACT

STAR BILLING ISSUE . . .

Los Angeles.—James Cagney won his legal

skirmish with Warner Bros, when Judge
Charles Bogue ruled Monday that the dis-

puted contract between the star and the

studio was void because Warners had failed

to give Cagney star billing on its posters for

"Ceiling Zero," thereby violating the pact.

This turn in the case was wholly unex-

pected, inasmuch as Cagney had made the

principal point of his attack an alleged

verbal agreement with Jack Warner that

he was not to be used in more than four

features yearly.

Jack Warner issued a statement immedi-

ately after the verdict stating that the corn-

pan}' would appeal to the State Supreme

Court and warning other producers that

they would protect their interest in Cigney's

services to the limit.

The actor, meanwhile, announced that he

is leaving for England, where he may make
one or more pictures before returning to tliis

country. Unless the higher court reverses

the decision, Cagney is expected to sign with

20th Century-Fox.
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UNIVERSAL PASSES FROM LAEMMLE TO
COWDIN-ROGERS FOR $5,500,000 IN CASH

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

girls to walk the streets or ride on buses

and trolleys, each gal reading a large painted

book (it's just a cover with title painted on

both sheets). They all have black eyes (you

only need a burnt cork.) This will get you

the attention you're after or I'll eat your

last year's straw lid.

A girl on a horse riding around town is

bound to bring a flock of eyes in her direc-

tion. Put a girl and a man on a couple of

nags and send them around with copy on

the saddle blankets. "From Bridle Path to

Bridal Suite in LOVE BEFORE BREAK-
FAST." The riding academy will go for a

tie-up on that stunt. They are probably

getting ready for their Spring business and

ripe for a promotion.

Plaster that 3 sheet 'D' all around the

town. That face with the black eye will

get more attention than any other poster,

so fer pete's sake, spend a couple of bucks

and let the public laugh at the sheet then

they're bound to come in to see the picture.

Get yourself a few good 24 four sheet

locations and post that sheet. It's a honey

and it'll sell "Breakfast"—or /'// lay an egg!

PRINTED MATTER

On a window card or window sheet, us;

that same face with the shiner. For a herald,

use just the face out of one of several mats

(4A, C or 3 A) on the front cover with

this line ONLY: "She Knew What She

Wanted and got it—RIGHT ON THE
EYE!" Or, this line: "The Picture with the

S-O-C-K!" That sort of copy will make

em look inside, where you can tell the rest

of the story, dates, etc.

Now, I warned you in advance that I

had one angle—that black eye—for this

show and, believe me, you will do real dough

with it—IF YOU GO OUT AND SELL

IT THAT WAY!!!

(Oh, yes, by the way, I'm asking all you

fellows who think there is something to

this business of SELLING pictures to

send me campaigns that you have worked

up yourselves on recent pix, so I can pass

some of that dope on (and credit you, of

course) to others who might be able to

use your stuff. SEND IN YOUR CAM-
PAIGNS! SEND 'EM IN!!)

$ $ $ $ $

AFTER 24 YEARS . . .

"Uncle Carl" Laemmle, dean of motion

picture producers, bid adieu to the company

he organized 24 years ago, when the Stand-

ard Capital Corp., headed by J. Cheever

Cowdin and Charles R. Rogers, last Satur-

day lifted its option on Universal Pictures

Corporation by depositing $1,5 00,000 cash

in a New York bank.

When an additional $4,000,000 is paid on

or before April 3rd, the new owners will

take over actual operation of the company.

The entire transaction is to be in cash, al-

though the terms originally arranged pro-

vided for payment of the $4,000,000 in

securities. Interest at the rate of 6 percent

per annum is thus saved by the Standard

group.

Financial aid to the extent of $2,000,000

is reported to have come from C. M. Woolf

Columbia Gets Richard

Dix For Feature Group

Hollywood.—Richard Dix goes to Col-

umbia under a starring contract for a group

of features following completion of his deal

with RKO. Nothing set as yet for the star,

but he will probably make three or four for

Columbia during the '3 6-'37 season.

Carole Lombard

"Love Before Breakfast"

and his General Film Distributors of Lon-

don, in return for which General will handle

distribution of Universal product in Britain,

while U will distribute in this country

several productions made by Woolf abroad.

R. H. COCHRANE PRESIDENT . . .

Robert H. Cochrane, vice-president of the

company since it was organized in 1912,

will replace Laemmle as president. One of

the most popular executives in the industry,

Cochrane has the approval of everyone con-

nected with the deal, including Laemmle,

who regards his old associate as the logical

man to carry on Universal's traditions.

Cowdin will be chairman of the board

and Rogers, a former Paramount producer,

will be executive vice-president in charge

of production. James R. Grainger remains

as general sales manager under a new long

term contract.

'Rhodes' Into Met., D.C.
Washington.—G-B's "Rhodes, The Dia-

mond Master" goes into the Metropolitan

(Warner) here on April 16th.

Tent 13 Fetes Pizor, Egnal
Variety Club Tent 1 3 members were the

luncheon guests of Lewen Pizor and Michael

Egnal, "Kings for a Day," at the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, Wednesday

afternoon.

U Complete 'Show Boat'
Hollywood

.

—"Show Boat" was completed

at Universal City last week. The musical

special will be ready for release in about

two weeks.

Here's Whai the
Newspaper Critics Say:

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST"
(Universal)

"
. . . Breezy romantic comedy scarcely ap-

proaching; but patterned along the lines of

"It Happened One Night" . . . Carole Lombard
excels ..."

—Phila. Record.

"
. . . Carole Lombard is delightful to look at

and amusing to hear in light, slightly rowdy

and wholly charming comedy ..."
—N. Y. Daily News.

"
. . . Has moments which are satisfying enough

to compensate for a routine plot . . . Carole

Lombard plays her part so naturally that you

will hardly suspect she was acting ..."
—N. Y. Post.
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Harry N. Blair Joins FB;
Hollywood Correspondent

As another step in the direction of en-

larged services for its readers, FILM BUL-
LETIN announces the appointment of

Harry N. Blair, prominent magazine, trade

paper writer and executive, as Hollywood

Correspondent.

Mr. Blair, a native of Philadelphia, has

lately been on the coast with the Hollywood

Reporter. He left the University of Penn-

sylvania to join the Phila. Daily News as a

film and play critic, later serving in a similar

capacity with the Evening Ledger.

The advertising field called Blair and he

joined the Fox Film publicity department.

Later, he was associated with Pathe and

Columbia in advertising work. He returned

to writing, but, this time, with a trade paper

the Film Daily, by whom he was sent to

Europe for a survey of film studios there.

He left this paper to become Eastern Editor

of Box Office.

Mr. Blair's one play writing effort was a

mild success and his "Pocahontas Preferred"

was produced in Hollywood last Spring and

ran for five weeks.

FILM BULLETIN'S new staff member

also lays claim to having been an exhibitor

for two years, during which he operated a

360 seat house in Paoli, Pa. "In addition to

booking my pictures," he writes with auto-

biographic pride, "I acted as publicity man,

usher, doorman and bouncer. Once, when
the projector broke down, I mounted the

stage and entertained my customers with a

Charleston."

Our readers will find Mr. Blair's Holly-

wood reporting interesting and informative.

Read his "Hollywood Flickers." every week.

THANK YOU
MY FRIENDS

for swamping us with all those subscriptions.

It makes us feel great to learn we have

SO MANY friends.

HCLI_yWC€l
By HARRY

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

About Pictures:

—

There is only one picture now in

work at Universal, "Unconscious" with

Edward Everett Horton. Production on
"It's a Small World" is being held up
pending selection of a feminine lead

to replace Margaret Sullavan, who
goes to Paramount on loan.

The latter studio has a great picture

in "13 Hours by Air" which is bound
to increase Fred MacMurray's fan fol-

lowing. Thrills, comedy, romance . . .

everything.

Likewise MGM'c "Petticoat Fever"

a funny, yet slightly naughty comedy
with Robert Montgomery and Myrna
Loy turning in swell performances.

Al Jolson's latest Warner opera,

"The Singing Kid" is a decided let-

down with little to recommend it ex-

cept the insane antics of that mad
quartet, The Yacht Club Boys. Nor
does Mrs. Jolson fare much better in

"Colleen" which is a dull and pointless

musical.

The bustle and activity around the

independent studios is an encouraging
sign. Republic's wardrobe depart-

ment is a beehive of action these fine

Spring days with two costume pictures

in work. Joe Santley is making "The
Harvester" with Alice Brady playing

her first serious role on the screen.

Alice, you know, was noted as a dra-

matic actress on the stage and has
never forgiven the movies for typing

her as a dizzy society matron. She
is grateful to Republic for setting her

right at last.

Lew Ayres makes his directorial bow
this week when he starts "Glory

Parade" for Republic. This one pro-

mises to be quite elaborate and is

based on the famous Monitor and Mer-

rimac naval encounter. Jimmy Dunn
and Mae Clarke, who wisecraked in

several Fox films together, do a com-
plete about face as the young lovers.

Go independent to escape type cast-

ing seems to be the order of the day.

Despite all the rumors about Mer-

vyn LeRoy leaving Warners, he will

still with his in-laws, or we have been
given a bum steer.

Our reports on the new Capra-Gary
Cooper film indicate that it will prove
to be a big boxoffice bet and one of

the season's novelties.

) FILIICIKIEIPS
N. BLAIR

War clouds in Europe. War clouds

in Hollywood. Stars on the rampage.
Producers conniving by various and
divers means to outsmart each other

yet massing their combined energies

to meet the open revolt of the actors.

Some fun!

It is hard to understand why Warner
Bros, persist in antagonizing its players

in various ways. Jimmy Cagney is ex-

pected to emerge triumphant in his

present court battle with Warners at

least to the extent of making one or

two outside pictures a year. In which
case whom do you suppose he will

make them for? Right . . . the very

first time. Darryl Zanuck, dynamic
head of 20th Century-Fox and former

Warner big shot.

Over at Paramount the Dietrich

threat to quit is not being taken too

seriously. Marlene's latest picture, "De-

sire" happens to be her best in ages
and is expected to zoom her stock

plenty. The Paramount bosses will

meet "Legs" more than half way to

hold her services although she will

make no more films here until Fall.

Myrna Loy will sooner or later join

Paramount where her fiance, Arthur

Hornblow, is a power. Neither is it

hard to suppose that Janet Gaynor will

soon be working for her old boss, Win-
nie Sheehan, on the same lot and that

Grace Moore, miffed at Columbia, will

shortly sing for good old MGM. In

which case, Jeanette MacDonald might

find herself listening to a good offer

from Harry Cohn.

Young Mr. Astaire is also kicking up
his heels, and I don't mean dancing.

In the first place, he has never enjoyed
being teamed up with Ginger Rogers.

Freddie would really like to solo it with

a different partner for each picture.

After all, he's big enough to demand
the top spot. Besides, such a plan

would give a good break to some of

the dancing cuties who are just wait-

ing for the chance.

If Astaire and RKO come to a part-

ing of the ways, he is almost certain

to join his society pal, Jock Whitney

of U.A.'s Pioneer unit. Fred is in a

sweet spot for there is really nobody

to replace him. How Ginger would

fare alone is a problem.
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AS I SEE THEM . . • REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The
"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

THESE THREE

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Taut, gripping drama set

in handsome Goldwyn production . . .

Strictly adult entertainment, but not

too high class for mass audiences . . .

Excellent performances . . . Rates • • •
generally.

United Artists

91 Minutes

Miriam Hopkins . . . Merle Oberon . . .

Joel McCrea . . . Alma Kruger . . .

Catherine Doucet . . . Bonita Granville . . .

Marcia Mae Jones

Directed by William Wyler

"These Three" is a poignant screen drama,

simply, but powerfully told, masterfully

directed and containing an emotional appeal

that cannot be denied. Written by Lillian

Mel 1 man, who authored the play from which

it was adapted, "Children's Hour," which

has been running on Broadway for a full

year, the screen version shrewdly drops the

play's dealings with the alleged abnormal

relationship between the two young women
and substitutes rumored illicit conduct be-

tween one of the girls and the fiance of

the other. Obviously, it is strictly adult

entertainment. However, that does not

mean that "These Three" is a class picture.

It should prove to be a very popular at-

traction in average naborhood houses. It is

taut, tense drama that leaves the emotions

liam Wyler has done a magnificent job with

flood of sympathy for the three innocent

people whose lives are very nearly wrecked
by a cruel, neurotic child's malicious lying.

The production has been given typically

handsome Goldwyn care and Director Wil-

liam Wyler has done a magnificent job with

a tough script. Acting awards go to Merle

Oberon and the two children, Bonita Gran-
ville and Marcia Mae Jones. The Jones girl,

particularly, is downright superb. She does-

n't appear to be acting at all, and that, I

think, is the test. "These Three" will rank

with the pick of this year.

PLOT:

Merle and Miriam run a private school for child-

ren. Merle is affianced to McCrae, a local doctor,

who, in turn, is secretly loved by Miriam. Bonita,

a neurotic, maladjusted child, hates the school and

proves a disrupting influence among the other pupils.

After being taken to task a number of times, she

breaks out of the school and dashes home to her

grandmother, Alma Kruger. As an excuse for her

own misbehavior, Bonita tells her grandmother that

Miriam and McCrae are having an affair. She

compels her weaker companion, Marcia, to substan-

tiate her story. The resultant scandal brings about

the withdrawal of the other children and the school

is forced to close. When even Merle begins to sus-

pect McCrae has been untrue to her, the engagement

is broken and the doctor goes to Vienna. Hopkins,

distraught, visits Marcia and draws the truth from

her. Bonita's lies are exposed and Merle follows

McCrae.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as a great drama adapted from one of

Broadway's most sensational plays. Use photographs

of the three central characters and caption them:

"These Three had their lives ruined by a child's

malicious lie." Try the old saw of advising parents

NOT to send their younger children to see this

picture, it is too deep for youngsters.

RUDY.

REVIEWS, in. a paper, with the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading1
.

FILM BULLETIN
Now Located

In New Offices

1323 VINE STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

Robin Hood of El Dorado

BOXOFFICE RATING

ADVENTURE DRAMA . . . First

half is strong indictment of early Cali-

fornia settlers who grabbed land from
Mexicans . . . Second half is hokum
melodrama, but OK for action spots . . .

Baxter renders another fine perform-

ance . . . Rates • • +

M-G-M
90 Minutes

Warner Baxter . . . Bruce Cabot . . .

Margo . . . Ann Loring . . .

Eric Linden ... J. Carroll Naish

Directed by William Wellman

For some 4 5 minutes this film provides a

forceful indictment of the tactics employed

by the early settlers of California, who it

seems, forgot all about justice and honor

when they compelled the Mexicans who
tilled the land to accept the domination of

the United States Government just after

the War of 1848. At the 46th minute, how-
ever, the script writers went beserk, resorted

to the crudest hokum and almost completely

ruined the film. The result, then, is one

half documentary stuff that will please class

audiences and one half cheap action stuff

that will be loved by action fans; a sum
total that may not satisfy either element

enough to make this the important boxoffice

picture it might have been. Another marker

against "Robin Hood's" business possibilities

is its lack of romance; this serving to alien-

ate the average nabe audiences. There is

plenty of action, beautiful photography and

some fine emoting by Baxter, Naish and

Margo. This script encountered a flock of

trouble on the Metro lot before it was

filmed, passing dozens of hands before an

acceptable version was found. The incon-

sistencies in the plot are undoubtedly due

to this fact. Ann Loring, who plays one

of the leads, was snatched from Brooklyn

via the beauty contest route. She should

be sent back by the first mail.

PLOT:

Baxter is a Mexican peon farming on the Cali-

fornia land that has just become part of the U. S.

One night a group of American prospectors, in an

effort to secure the gold that has been found on his

property, attack Baxter and ravage his wife, Margo.

She dies and he resolves to kill those responsible.

He hunts them down and does his job, but, be-

wildered by the American concept of justice, he
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joins Naish's band of outlaws and proceeds to ter-

rorize all of California. During a raid on a stage

coach, Linden's fiancee is accidentally killed. A
posse is organized and the band of outlaws exterm-

inated. Baxter, mortally wounded, staggers to Mar-

go's grave, where he dies

AD TIPS:

Action bouses will do best by selling the revenge

motile and Baxter in a swashbuckling romantic

bandit role. Class houses will respond to the his-

torical background, etc. Compare "Robin Hood"

to "Vna Villa." Sell it on epic proportions.

RUDY.

THREE GODFATHERS
BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN DRAMA ... Far above

average western with good cast . . .

Will get by in houses that usually do

not use horse operas . . . Rates • • +
for action spots.

M-G-M
80 Minutes

Chester Morris . . . Lewis Stone . . .

Walter Brennan . . . Irene Hervey . . .

Sidney Toler

Directed by Richard Boleslawski

Evidence that Metro believed this would
evolve as something much more important

than a mere western is contained in the

fact that Richard Boleslawski was named
director and Chester Morris and Lewis Stone

were cast in it. The result may be dis-

appointing, then, to the producer, but

"Three Godfathers" sizes up as a western

of better than average proportions. The
direction is nothing of which Boleslawski

might be proud. What gives the film its

greatest interest is the sincere acting of the

three desert bandits, Morris, Stone and

Walter Brennan. The plot does not warm
up until the film is half gone, but once the

preliminary footage is past, we have an ab-

sorbing melodrama of sacrifice and heroism

that lifts the entire picture above the usual

horse opera level. "Three Godfathers" might
be used to advantage by some middle class

nabe spots that ordinarily shy from west-

erns; the cast and production both warrant

it. Regular action houses should do above

average with this.

PLOT:

Morris, Stone and Brennan, comprising an outlaw

band, visit Morris' old home town with the object

of robbing the bank. Morris hopes to renew his

romance with Irene Hervey, daughter of the town
minister, but finds that she is being engaged the day
he arrives. Tliey rob the bank and flee over the

desert. The three bandits find a man and woman
dead at a poisoned waterhole and a baby still alive.

They determine to bring the baby safely back to

the town. Stone and Brennan die and Morris is left

alone to complete the job. Only a short distance

from his home town again, Morris reailzes that he

cannot make it unless he takes a drink of water

from one of the poisoned holes. Since the poison

does not take effect for an hour, he manages to reach

his former sweetheart and gives her the baby, then

drops dead.

AD TIPS:

Sell the cast in this and impress them with the

fact that it is not an ordinary western. It h a

Peter B. Kyne story.

L. J.

Little Red Schoolhouse

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY DRAMA ... An insur-

mountable problem for almost any

theatre . . . Title no attraction; cast

ditto and subject matter ditto also . . .

May get by for special children's mat-

inees . . . Rates •

First Division (Chesterfield

)

61 Minutes

Frank Coghlan Jr. . . . Ann Doran . . .

Dickie Moore . . . Lloyd Hughes . . .

Richard Carle . . . "Corky"

Directed by Charles LaMont

Begins as a sort of Gus Edwards' school-

days with childish pranks and even the old

problem of "if 3 hens and a quarter lay six

eggs and a half in two days, how many eggs

will they lay in a month" is dragged in.

"Little Red Schoolhouse" will doubtless

lay plenty of eggs itself by not dragging

anyone into the theatres. Its moral-pointing

"be good boys and stay in school instead of

running away and getting mixed up with

bad company," but it just doesn't come off

as more than a namby-pamby school lesson.

The youngsters are all obviously "speaking

their parts" and the others do what little

they have to in satisfactory manner. 'Corky'

the dog, takes the acting honors. The direc-

tion is uninspired and the film consequently

drags slowly along to an apparent climax.

For all its simplicity, it somehow doesn't

ring true. This is suitable for the short end

of a dual bill or for special kiddie shows.

PLOT:

Ann keeps house for her two brothers, Frank, 17,

and Dickie, 10. Frank doesn't get along with Lloyd

Hughes, Ann's boyfriend and co-teacher at the local

schoolhouse, so he runs away and gets mixed up

with some hoboes. One of them, Richard Carle, is

a gangster, returning to his mob in the city. He
takes Frank with him and the youth is used, in-

nocently, in a holdup, during which a watchman

is shot. Frank is sent to a reformatory. Hughes

hears of his plight and comes to help him. When
he visits the boy in the reformatory, Frank pushes

him into a closet and makes a break. Hughes is ac-

cused of aiding his escape. Frank learns that Hughes

came to help and he gives himself up. The watch-

man recovers and absolves Frank, leading to the arrest

of the gangsters. He returns to his sister and the

"Little Red Schoolhouse."

AD TIPS:

Tie up with your local school for a special matinee

showing. Sell it to clean picture groups, etc. Action

houses should plug the reformatory and gangster

angle.

NONNIE.

HELL SHIP MORGAN
BOXOFFICE RATING

SEA MELODRAMA . . . Bancroft re-

turns in strong meller . . . Definitely

made for action spots where is will

please mightly . . . Rates • * + where

Bancroft is liked; • • — in better class

houses.

Columbia

65 Minutes

George Bancroft . . . Ann Sothern . . .

Victor Jory

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

George Bancroft returns to the screen

after a prolonged absence in this unpreten-

tious, but effective, melodrama of the sea.

His performance is forceful and indicates

that there are bigger, more important roles

in store for him in the future. "Hell Ship

Morgan" is burdened with a routine plot,

but Director Lederman has contrived to

keep it moving along at a fast pace through-

out and it will provide exciting entertain-

ment for action fans. Victory Jory, as

Bancroft's pal and rival in love, turns in a

better than usual performance and Ann
Sothern, in a subordinate role, handles the

romantic interest adequately. The story

builds to a sea storm climax that is thrill-

ing and more than compensates for some

slower moments in the earlier sequences.

Bancroft has not been away long enough

for his followers to forget him and he can

still be relied on to draw them into the

action and rural houses, where "Hell Ship"

should do slightly above average. The title

and type of story precludes profitable re-

turns in better class spots. Personally, we

are happy to see the robust Mr. Bancroft

back and hope that he is favored with

vehicles worthy of his great talents.

PLOT:

Jory, a down-and-outer, is picked up by Banc-

roft, captain of a fishing schooner, and given a job

on the boat. The two men become great friends

and vow that they will never have anything to do

with women. Later, Bancroft falls in love with

Ann Sothern, and Jory, mindful of their pact,

tries his best to lead his benefactor back into their

old path. Gradually, love grows between Jory and

Ann and when they are on a fishing trip the re-

straint that has kept both from showing their feel-

ings bursts and they admit their love for each

other. Bancroft learns of this and, angered, he sends

Jory over the side in a terrific storm to fix some-

thing. When Jory gets caught and faces death,

Bancroft goes over to save him and is caught him-

self and crippled. Realizing that he stands in the

way of the others' love, Bancroft tosses himself into

the water and drowns.

AD TIPS:

Sell the return of Bancroft. Recall all his past

great roles and show plenty of stills of him. To

the ladies, play up the eternal triangle angle. If sea

stuff is not taboo in your house, plenty of fishing

equipment can be promoted for your lobby.

L. J.
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
{Continued from page 4)

The amusing part of it, however, is that the M.P.T.O. convention pro-
ceeded to vote a gaudy resolution applauding Mr. Quigley's buffeting of

this straw man of his own making and thanking him for warning them against
this allegedly ungodly and "un-American" propaganda. Probably it never
occurred to them to ask him to tell them the names of some of the wicked,
"red" producers, whom he referred to as "destructionists," who were "spread-
ing like a pestilence their destructive ideas, until eventually they would engulf
church, home and state." Certainly, the least Mr. Quigley might have done
would have been to give them the names of a few of the films, which, he said,

menaced "existing civilization."

It is Mr. Quigley's patriotic duty to publish this list, even if his publica-
tions have already carried the advertising. Also he should certainly tip off

the Catholic Legion of Decency, in which he is a prominent figure, about this

"red" menace or whatever it is, for, unless memory is at fault, it was only a
very few weeks ago that Mr. Quigley, the film industry and one of the leading
spokesmen of the Legion were felicitating each other on the marked improve-
ment which had been brought about in screen entertainment since the Legion
got on the job.

The Legion of Decency list up to last December, showed that out of 1,130

pictures, viewed and passed upon, 528 were given "A" rating, 512 "B" rating,

and 90 "C" rating. No mention was made of any with "red" or radical ten-

dencies, so it is to be presumed that there weren't any, as the Legion certainly

wouldn't have given even a "C" rating to any such.

No doubt the run-of-the-mill screen productions are broader in their

appeal, which is to say more catholic in their treatment, than Mr. Quigley

likes, and on the other hand it may be that he would like to see them even
more Catholic than they are. His tastes and opinions are properly his own
and no one has any right to criticize his privilege to think as he pleases. But

if he honestly feels that the screen is being used as "an aid to the destruction

of existing civilization," to quote his own words, he should certainly tell the

industry, who is doing it, naming names.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

CHAPLIN FIB . . .

Well do we remember Erlanger ads reading "Will

not play elsewhere in Philadelphia this year" . . .

But it now seems they didn't say POSITIVELY and

Chaplin in "Modern Times" plays the Publix houses

and other nabes less than a week after its first run!

OTHER THINGS . . .

The SABLOSKYS are reported breaking ground

for their new house in Frankford next week . . .

CHARLIE COX, former Warnerite, managing the

Bell, reopened by JEROME MYERS last Sunday

. . . RAY MacSCHWARTZ (I wonder who he

thinks he's kidding!) appeared on the Street on

St. Pat's Day with a tie, shirt, socks and shorts

—

ALL GREEN! Oi, Oi! . . . LEW BERMAN is st.ll

roosting atop the Mayfair Apts . . . EDDIE
SCHNITZER, Republic sales manager, is due in town

Wednesday to see HARRY LA VINE . . . BARNEY
COHEN was the first guy to open the Family for

a 24 hour stretch. He caught hell from HARRY
GANNS for not showing up on the floor at 10 sharp

the next morning. Now the house is only closed

from midnite Saturday to 2 P.M. Sunday, during

which time the janitors are kept pretty busy! . . .

Say, LEO POSEL's new Regal is a beaut . . . Warners

have instructed their managers to tone down all

copy on "Klondike Ann'e" . . . Who said MARCUS
BENN is 70? And, if he really is, I wanna know

how the fellow keeps so young looking.

OTHER DOPE . . .

Erlanger return to legit March 2 3rd . . . Hor-

lacher's got thru the up-state floods by reverting to

row boat transportation . . . JOE BURKE, Fox

travelling auditor, who left Ph.lly last Friday to be

marr.ed in Boston in June, was tendered a bachelor

dinner by the local boys. Plans called for Palumbo's,

but Joe sprained his ankle, so the affair was held in

his room in the Broadwood, where OSCAR NEU-
FELD led in the merry-wrecking . . . Most of the

exhibitors show up well in the welcome Spring sun-

shine. Only a few look the worse for hard winter

wear . . . All the legit houses in town w.U be

running during the Democratic Convention in June.

Even the Lyric and Adelphia have been getting the

double o from several mysterious gents recently . . .

TRAVEL DEPARTMENT . . .

Get DAVE BARRIST to tell you about those

Yucatan women! Isn't he the killer, tho! . . . Yes,

and he says the matinee admission to the average

movie house in Yuc. is one and one-third cents in

U. S. gelt. And here the exchanges kick if you

want to charge a dime! . . . FB has moved up two
flights above Preferred and LEW PIZOR prom'sed

to be among the first to visit us. C'mon lazybones,

travel up and see us once 'n a while . . DAVE
MILGRIM still has that faraway Florida look in

his eyes . . .

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCnst 4181 RACE 4600

Columbia Has Strong

List In Production

Hollywood.—Led by the new Capra-

Cooper and Grace Moore films, Columbia

will shortly have ready for release the

strongest portion of its 1935-36 product.

"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town," directed by

Frank Capra and starring Gary Cooper and

Jean Arthur, and "The King Steps Out,"

with Miss Moore and Franchot Tone, will

soon be in the exchanges. "Panic On the

Air," with Lew Ayres, and Richard Dix in

"The Devil's Squadron" will also be ready

within the next week or two. Pleased with

the new Dix vehicle, the studio signed him

to a term contract immediately after seeing

an uncut print.

'Amateur Gentleman' Into

Aldine, Phila., March 26
First national release date on "Amateur

Gentleman" is March 26th, when the Doug.

Fairbanks, Jr. starrer, made in England, is

scheduled to open at the Aldine, Phila.

NEW RELEASES
Eastern Pa., South N. J., and Delaware

Major contracts provide for a ten per cent

cancellation privilege for exhibitors. If you
desire to cancel a picture, you must notify the

exchange by registered mail WITHIN 14 DAYS
of the date of general release. Latest releases

are listed below. Send in your notice NOW!

FOX
Country Beyond
Message to Garcia

Captain January

Gentle Julia

METRO
Small Town Girl

Unguarded Hour
Robin Hood of El Dorado

PARAMOUNT
Too Many Parents

Desert Gold
1 3 Hours by Air

UNIVERSAL
For the Service

Dracula's Daughter
She Married a Million .

WARNER'S
Colleen

Walking Dead

April 3

..April 10

April 17

April 24

April 3

April 10

...April 17

March 20

March 27

March 27

April 6

April 28

April 27

March 21

April 1

SEND IN YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION

FOR

FILM BULLETIN

NOW!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Our
Reputation

... is a

guarantee of

QUALITY
and

SERVICE

Whatever you need

. . . from street to

screen . . .

WE HAVE IT!

The Independent Exhibitor's friend

niMs
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street Philadelphia



NEAREST COMPETITOR
in the worst weather of the year!

f GROSS: $24,000

AVERAGE: $14,000
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EDDIE NUGENT

BEN LYON

JOAN MARSH
ISABEL JEWELL

Ditected by Joseph Santley. Supervised by
Colbert Clark Story by Dave Silverstein

Screen play by Jerry Chodorov, OJive Cooper
and Wellyn Totman.

BOOKED FIRST RUN • N. Y. R0XY • WEEK OF MARCH 20th
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Colder To Ask

Producers Open

Records To Him
FLOODS COST THEATRES MILLIONS

SENATE GROUP MAY REOPEN B. B. HEARINGS

N. J. AND MARYLAND FACE TAXES

Features Reviewed In This Issue:

RHODES • EVERYBODY'S OLD MAN • F-MAN

PETTICOAT FEVER • FRANKIE AND JOHNNIE

Read Harry N. Blair's 'HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS'

Merritt Crawford Praises R. H. Cochrane
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
By WoSfe-Smith

"DON'T GAMBLE WBTH LOVE" . . Columbia . . 64 Minutes
Bruce Cabot . . Ann Sothern . . Irving Pichei . . Ian Keith

"Ten bucks on the red . . . ten bucks on the red . . . okay mister, put

it on the line . . . who else goes on the red . . . place your bets folks, some-

body's gotta win.'
1

The click of the chips, the whir of the roulette wheel

as it spinned the little suicidal ball crazily around the numbers before

settling itself in one of the tellall grooves, the hiss of escaping breath from
the players as each bet was won or lost . . . the click and rattle of the dice

on a far table . . . the whispering shuffle of the cards as they doled out

spasmodic thrills to a hungry-eyed circle of faces, mingled with the per-

fume of gorgeously gowned, near-nude bodies, cigarette smoke and cham-
pagne, plus the un-natural tenseness of the "smart-money-boys" created

an atmosphere of insane suspended motion.

Something was going to happen!

The games feverishly progressed . . . Win-
ning . . . losing . . . winning . . . losing in

an ever constant register as though some
gaunt automaton giant sat cross-legged in

judgment and jerkily pointed here, there,

here, there, "You lose . . . you lose . . . you
lose . . . you win . . . you lose . . . you lose

. . . lose . . . lose . . . lose!
!"

From this poisonous atmosphere there

arose like a white streak of light in a black

room, a scream followed by a shower of

shots barked from a dozen automatics . . .

Hoarse cries . . . smashing glass, wrecked
tables . . . HELL BROKE LOOSE IN
JERRY EDWARDS' JOINT-!

From here on boyiss, we're gonna cool

down a little of the enthusiasm this feature

has aroused in our manly and hairy chest,

and try to be logical in telling you how to

dig into "DON'T GAMBLE WITH LOVE"
so it means dough to you at the till.

This isn't a "Crime Doesn't Pay" weeper

wherein the hero emerges lily-white and

cleansed of his sins to return to his patient

and faithful wife and adoring cheeild, but

it does attack a vicious angle that has plenty

of guts.

Jerry Edwards (Bruce Cabot) runs a

gambling joint which is on the upandup

. . . He's married to luscious Ann (Ann
Sothern) . . . They have a baby . . . They
decide that it wouldn't be fair to the kid

if it was raised in an atmosphere of gambl-

ing, etc., etc. . . Soooooo, he quits the rack-

ets and enters into legitimate business. This

so-called legitimate enterprise develops into

a smart swindle of investors . . . THeV get

away with it because of the apparent re-

spectability of a business firm well set up

. . . The swindling sorta gets Jerry and

after his partners "take" him too, he de-

cides that he was in a cleaner racket before

he went respectable . . . Only now, he

reasons, he'll open a joint that "takes" and

takes plenty. He does . . . He's muscled in

on . . . His family breaks up . . . His joint

is torn limb from limb, as plenty happens

in rapid fire logical progression.

Don't get the idea that this is a shoot

'em up thriller that's made only to the order

of action houses . . . It's action, sure enough,

but the type of action that applies to any

sort of operation. If you have a shoot 'em

up operation, dig into the gangster-gambl-

ing angle and hoke it up for all it's worth.

If you have a good church going patronage

tear down the evils of gambling and build

up the "Crime Doesn't Pay" angle. In any

event regardless of the psalm-singers, they

all love something with plenty of guts and

action. If some people didn't have anything

to squawk about they'd be miserable, so

don't be afraid of stepping on anyone's toes

. . . The picture has plenty that points a

moral, a good home loving guy in spite of

his business, a beautiful dame who's a mother

and dramatic action that unreels itself be-

cause of logical story structure rather than

because some director suddenly decided that

what the picture needed was action and re-

hashed an impossible yarn so he could splice

in a little gun-play.

REMEMBER

BRUCE CABOT, who plays the part of

the gambler recently scored all over the

country in "Show Them No Mercy" and

"Let 'Em Have It." Recall these two gang-

ster roles if you're selling to action fans.

Ann Sothern, who plays the gambler's

wife, is an armful that's plenty decorative

and talented. She's done plenty of stuff and

has a real following.

The remainder of the cast may not mean

so cock-eyed much to you as names, but

they all turn in swell performances . . .

Irving Pichei is an old timer and knows

what it's all about . . . Ian Keith is another

veteran of the stage and screen, recently

having scored in "The Crusades," besides

having an imposing list of other major pic-

tures to his credit.

(Continued on page 6)
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Random Thoughts About Exhibitors and Things

!

Occasionally we are asked by
some irate or icily sneering film

man if we really believe that all

that is evil resides in the battered

bosoms of the larger film com-
panies and that independent ex-
hibitors are the most virtuous
and the most helpless victims

of the more powerful factors in

this industry. These questions

are asked with proper sarcasm
and even the most ardent cham-
pion of independent exhibitors

can hardly keep his self respect

and portray them as being either

virtuous or helpless, generally
speaking. So our answer is NO.

The question of whether they
are ethical or unethical, honest
or dishonest, is not something to

be discussed in general terms by
anyone, for it concerns individ-

uals. A crooked exhibitor is no
more so than a crooked film man
and the unethical ones on both
sides of the fence have really no
distinguishable difference be-
tween them. Similarly, no doubt,
there are fair and thoroughly
honest theatremen who can
match the fairest and most hon-
est exchange managers.

It is in intelligence that ex-
hibitors, as a class, seem to fall

below the standards set by the
people in the production-distri-
bution branches of the indus-
try. Perhaps the claimed help-
lessness of the independent thea-
tremen is due to their own lack
of mental power, rather than to
any reasons over which they
have no control.

Take the matter of organiza-
tion, in which, we have been
told, there is strength. Inde-
pendent exhibitors for many

years have allowed their ranks
to remain split wide open, so

that the less scrupulous film men
have found them easy marks for

abusive practices. Unable to re-

alize the value of combining
their small individual powers in

one accumulated body, they re-

main divided and relish oppor-
tunities to distrust and snipe at

each other.

There are cases, too, in which
groups of independents take into

their organizations representa-

tives of the producers who own
theatres in competition to them,
and they fail to see anything
basically incorrect in depending
for the existence of their organ-
ization on the dues paid into the
meager treasury by the produc-
ers. We are witnessing an in-

stance in the Philadelphia territ-

ory at this very time, where a

group of independents are al-

lowing themselves to be sold an
idea to join just such a setup

—

and unless our diagnosis of inde-

pendent exhibitor reasoning is

cock-eyed, they will walk into

it with wide open eyes.

All the film contract terms of

which independents complain
were gradually slipped into con-
tracts by the producers who
grew bolder and bolder when no
concerted objections were raised

by the signers. One can hardly
blame a business man for not

getting everything his way in a

contract, as long as the other

party doesn't complain stren-

uously enough to make him feel

that it would be better business

to demand less. That is natural

business dealing and the pro-

ducers have been smart enough
to take advantage to the fullest
extent of the exhibitors' acqui-
escence to tougher terms.

Simmering down fragments
of exhibitor psychology we have
gathered, it seems that making
money in the operation of mo-
tion picture theatres in the past
was an easy and mighty simple
thing and very few theatre
owners have awakened to the
fact that the struggle for exist-

ence has become greatly intensi-
fied in recent years and the
trend is definitely toward a
much further tightening of the
profits margin in the future.

As a matter of fact, it strikes

us that the vast majority of ex-
hibitors are so hopelessly dull
and blind about anything but to-

days receipts that whatever cor-
rections of the industry's prob-
lems concerning them might be
brought about will come only
after the policies of the more
ruthless film companies reach
their fullest saturation point
and it is no longer profitable for
them to permit the independents
to operate theatres. So they will
take them away for themselves.
Then, perhaps, this small clique
of producer-exhibitors will turn
around and kick out the less

powerful film companies and the
millenium will have arrived

—

for the clique.

Well, boys, let's get on with
the 193 6-3 7 selling campaign.
And don't forget to polish up
the dishes. If you can't give
them away, you can at least

throw them at each other!

MO WAX.
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NEW JltYORK

NEW YORK.

Loew's will hold a $1,000 bank night

drawing in 19 of their Brooklyn houses after

a month's campaign, starting this Friday

and ending April 22 . . . Gluckman's Re-

public exchange still has its hands full with

the striking Exchange Employes Union. All

houses in the area are being picketed when-

ever they play a Republic picture. Other

film companies are reported urging Gluck-

man to hold out, since success in his ex-

change means labor trouble for the others.

Ed Finney got back from the Coast Monday

. . . Al Friedlander and Harry Thomas are

both out covering FD exchanges throughout

the country ... A showdown on future

relationship of Pathe and First Division

looms imminently. Pathe would like to have

full control, but apparently cannot have

FD distributing facilities without present

Thomas-Friedlander setup . . . "Petticoat

Fever" stays only one week at the Capitol.

"Moonlight Murder" follows Friday . . .

"Love Before Breakfast" looks good for a

third week at the Roxy, after which comes

"Dancing Feet" . . . "Silly Billies" follows

"Preview Murder Case" at the Rialto . . .

Reviews on "These Three" were almost una-

nimous to the effect that it is one of the

year's best and it's clicking strong at the

Rivoli . . . The Quints nose-dived pretty

badly in their second week at the Music

Hall . . . Warners' "Boulder Dam" goes

into the sluff-off Astor following the hold-

over week of "Rhodes" . . . "Brides Are Like

That" is doing horribly at the Strand—and

no wonder! . . . Although they're saying

that Winnie Sheehan won't get that top

Para production job, we're still laying bet*,

that he will—so there! . . . The city's cases

against Loew's on Screeno lottery charge-

are scheduled to come up Friday. Clean bill

of health for all theatre chance games is

expected again.

ELK.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Laemmle Zukor . Cochrane—

NEW YORK.

Old timers in the film industry suddenly
awakened to the realization this week with
something of a shock, that the links which
bind the modern motion picture to its lusty,

colorful, if not always quite respectable
past, are fast disappearing from men's view.

Already, only memories for the most
part, the ' giants" of those rugged, rough
and tumble days have one by one passed
on, retired or been deposed from the leader-
ship which had been theirs in the days when
the industry was building. Until a fortnight

ago a corporal's guard remained, the sole

and sturdy survivors of a desperate and picturesque struggle to maintain
themselves and their companies in the increasingly intense competition of

the industrial scene.

Of these only two, may be said in the strictest sense, to fit this descno-
tion—Carl Laemmle, President of Universal Pictures corporation, and Adolph
Zukor, Chairman of the Board at Paramount—although other lesser leaders of

that glamourous past era, few enough, however, to be counted on the fingers
of one hand, may still be found who retain a more or less active interest in

the current affairs of the modern industry.

Of these two only one now remains—Adolph Zukor. On March 14, as
everyone in the industry now knows, Mr. Laemmle transferred his stock con-
trol of Universal Pictures to Mr. J. Cheever Cowdin, President of the Standard
Capital Corporation, for an option price of some $1,600,000, and an ultimate
figure of some $5,500,000, and thereupon retired from the leadership of the
company which he founded and of which he had been the presiding genius
for so long that few in the industry can remember the contrary.

Mr. Zukor, who remains, the last of the "giants of those days" when the

motion picture was still young, while still actively participating in the affairs

of the Paramount company, no longer occupies the dominant position in the

conduct of its affairs, which he held through so many tumultuous and perilous

years.

It is Mr. Laemmle's distinction, therefore, that he retained right up to the

final instant of his exit, the Presidency and full control of his company. It is no
small distinction when you come to think of it and of the heavy casualties

which have occurred among the great and the near-great in the industry in

the last dozen years. Mr. Laemmle retires, at a time of life when most men
should have been on the retired list for a decade or so, with all the honors
and enough millions to make his declining years comfortable, after thirty

years in which he has seen the film develop from the five and ten store-show

business it was when he entered it to the complicated and world-wide indus-

try of many arts and sciences that it is today. He probably is satisfied and
content to rest on his laurels. He ought to be anyway.

The history of his colorful career is so well known to all, that it requires

no further narration here. "Uncle Carl" has been a conspicuous figure before

the exhibitors of the country so long, as to need no biographer. But the really

unusual thing about Carl Laemmle's thirty years in the film business, and a
basic reason for his success, as well as for his safe conduct through a thou-

sand hazardous and difficult adventures of business life, is one that this writer

has never seen recorded in print.

It is simply that he was fortunate enough to have a loyal and devoted,

and unselfish friend. A friend, by the way, who at the same time happened
to be also of outstanding ability and business judgment.

{Continued on page 10)
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Scope of Golder Inquiry Extended as

Attorney Plans to Examine Majors' Files

MOVE MAY BE PRELIMINARY TO GRAND
JURY CALL IF REQUEST FOR RECORDS
IS OPPOSED; GOES TO N. Y. NEXT WEEK

Exclusive FILM BULLETIN Story

Appearing before Federal Judge George A. Welsh on Monday,
Benjamin Golder, appointed special investigator of the block booking

system and other trade practices, asked the Court to define the scope of

his power and, if necessary, formally extend it, permitting him to re-

quest home office officials in New York or Hollywood to produce certain

records in connection with various complaints filed with the attorney by
exhibitors throughout the country. The jurist assured Mr. Golder that

he had the authority to carry on his inquiry in any part of the country

and that it is by no means limited to the Eastern Pennsylvania province

of the Court.

Pointing out that while evidence of al-

leged illegal practices on the part of dis-

tributors has been furnished him by exhib-

itors, it is necessary that these be checked

by the records in the files of the film com-

panies.

"I shall probably have to request the film

producers-distributors to produce these re-

cords and ask for formal confirmation of

the extent of this probe for which I have

been appointed," the Phila. attorney told

the Court. Judge Welsh replied that he is

interested in obtaining facts to arrive at a

decision on whether or not there have been

violations of the law and Golder should

ferret out these facts, "regardless of where

you must go to get them."

MAY BE WARNING . . .

This latest move by the amicus curiae

('friend of the court') is viewed as serving

warning upon the major film companies

that he will expect them to cooperate by

giving him access to their files in the part-

icular cases which he is investigating. If

he encounters opposition from the produc-

ers, Golder will have paved the way for a

request to Judge Welsh to call the Federal

Grand Jury, after which he would be em-
powered to subpoena any individuals and re-

cords he may require.

TO PROBE CHAIN . . .

Mr. Golder is known to have accumulated

considerable data on the practices of affil-

iated theatre chains in their opposition to

independents and may make this one of the

most far-reaching parts of his report to the

Court. Loew's in New York, Warner Bros,

in Phila., Balaban & Katz in Chicago and

the Fox West Coast circuit are understood

to be the objects of the strongest exhibitor

grievances filed with him. Loew's alleged

grip on the theatre situation in New York

has been brought to Golder's attention as

an outstanding example of the effects of

affiliate chain operation and this company
may receive the brunt of his attack—if the

matter reaches the Grand Jury stage.

The attorney is scheduled to go to New
York next week, at which time he may
make his initial requests for data from the

film companies. He is also believed to be

planning conferences with several people

who may be able to shed some light on his

search for corrective readjustments of the

present methods of dealing between pro-

ducers and exhibitors.

Hints have been dropped from official

quarters that Golder's authority will not

be recognized and this is virtually certain

to lead to a showdown in which the special

investigator will hold the whip hand. A
Federal Grand Jury probe of the entire in-

dustry may provide certain major distrib-

utors and their theatre affiliates with many
uncomfortable days and, possibly, weeks, of

inquisition.

Golder is believed to shy from employing

this last resort since he hopes to correct by

negotiation the oppressive methods of which

the film companies are accused. However,

he has repeatedly expressed himself as de-

termined to force the hand of any individ-

uals or companies who seek to block his

probe.

GOV'T SUIT MAY
BE SPEEDED UP AS
F&M HOUSE CLOSES

LACK OF PRODUCT . . .

Impetus may be given the Government's

case against Warner Bros., RKO and Para-

mount in New York District Court by the

news from St. Louis that Fanchon & Marco

are being forced to close down their Am-
bassador Theatre Thursday for lack of first

run product. This is one of the houses in-

volved in the action, in which the film com-
panies are accused of conspiring to "freeze

out" F. & M. from three theatres for which

they outbid Warners.

Russell Hardy, chief of the Department

of Justice counsel was defeated in an at-

tempted move last week to force immediate

opening of the case. Federal Judge Hulbert

refused to vacate a 3 0 day extension for

filing of answers granted the defendants by

Judge Alfred C. Coxe, despite Hardy's plea

that such an extension would "probably re-

sult in their (F&M) extinction, help make
a success of the conspiracy and turn the

case into a post mortem."

SECOND TO CLOSE . . .

The Ambassador is the second of the three

theatres involved which has been closed

down. The New Grand Central has been

open very little since it was acquired from

the bondholders' committee about a year and

a half ago.

GOLDER ASKS DATA
Following is a statement issued

Tuesday by Attorney Ben). Golder:

"To Whom It May Concern:

"The undersigned has been ap-

pointed amicus curiae ('friend of the

court') by Judge George A. Welsh of

the United States District Court, East-

ern District of Pennsylvania, to inves-

tigate the practice commonly know n

in the motion picture industry as

'compulsory block booking' and vari-

ous other practices, for the purpose

of ascertaining if these practices vio-

late the federal Anti-Trust laws.

"I am soliciting the cooperation of

any and all members of the industry

who have information which may aid

me in reaching a proper and just con-

clusion for recommending to the

Court whatever action the facts may
justify. I would be pleased to receive

such information from any person or

organization in the industry, that the

end for which I have been appointed

may be most adequately accomplished.

"All information will be held in the

strictest confidence.

"Communicate with me at 1622

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Signed) Benjamin M. Golder."
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AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

{Continued from page 2)

LOBBY

This is a natural for lobby stuff that will

knock their eyes out. Try to hit the police

department for samples of various gambl-

ing devices captured in raids. Prepare your

copy in advance to show the chief cop and

have it compliment his brave, gallant men
who took the stuff in raids. Roulette wheels,

punch boards, dice, cards, stage money, etc.

can be had by tieing up with a department

or sporting goods store, and it will get

plentee of attention.

Two simple cutout displays can be made
by your signs shop. A huge hand of five

cards and a roulette wheel. The wheel can

be made to spin by your electrician—and

it won't cost much! Use plenty of stills

on either cutout and move them out in

front on opening day.

Tie-up with an organization (they all

need dough so it shouldn't be tough) for a

display and actual bizarre in your lobby,

with all the tricks, wheels, card games,

punch boards, etc. that you and they can

corall. Prizes can be tickets for the show,

cakes made by the women members of the

org or other prizes ... If your lobby is too

small arrange it on your mez floor ... If

no mez floor is available in your house have

the org run the bizarre in their own hall and

banner the whole business with copy and

cutouts, theatre name and play dates.

Another angle for the organization bizarre

is to tie it up with the Red Cross for a bene-

fit for the flood victims. No one should or

would refuse to "gamble" for such a cause.

If you haven't room to pull a bizarre,

trick up the lobby with the wheels and other

gambling devices along the walls and have

only one or two gals plug the benefit. (In

any event don't fail to plug that gambling

angle!

)

AWAY FROM THE THEATRE

Everyone knows about punchboards, the

ball bagatelle games, and numbers ... It

would be a cinch and very inexpensive to

plant a number of Punch Boards around the

popular bars and restaurants and have the

establishment offer a free punch on the

board for every drink, (or sandwich, or

soda, etc.) the customer took. Prize would

be ONE ticket to see "DON'T GAMBLE
WITH LOVE" AT THE STRAND . . .

ETC."

The same angle could be applied to the

Bagatelle games that are all over everywhere.

Prize again could be tickets for the high

score each two hour period . . . That would

stimulate the play on the machine and keep

the proprietor of the store constantly on

the hop plugging the picture, play-date, etc.

The Number angle could be be tie-in with

your local paper, if you have one, to be

used in, their classified columns . . . They'd

insert a lot of numbers in the various ads

on the page, and the participators would

have to come to the theatre to see if their

number was posted among the lucky ones

for passes. If you use the newspaper for the

classified tie-up insist on getting display

space in the centre of the classified section.

Tie-up copy could read: "You Don't Gamble

For Results In The Columns Of The Podunk

Bleat." Follow this, of course, with your

display space on the picture.

STREET BALLY

If you'll spend a few bucks on a street

stunt that can't miss, give eye to this old

chestnut we dug out of the moth balls.

Dress an attractive gal or guy in evening

clothes, (and have them wearing a mask to

add intrigue to the getup,) parade the bus-

iness section of the town at its peak hours

leaving a trail of shiny new pennies in their

path. The pennies could be dropped by the

guy or gal a couple at a time every minute.

In this way ten bucks could last six hours.

She should be bannered with play-date thea-

tre, title, stars, etc. And look men, there's

no law in the world that says you can't

throw money away. The stunt hasn't been

done for many years and should prove to

be a sensation. Have her wind up in the

lobby of the theatre where you'll have the

picture plenty plugged.

The copy, ads, and paper in the press

sheet are okay. The photos and stills are

swell. The picture has the stuff if you give

it a chance, we're gettin' in a sweat. So get

along little doggie, git along.

Send in your campaigns, men, so some

of the other boys can benefit by your

activities . . . We'll appreciate it, and

you'll get credit for your ideas . . .

Dcnks.

Two Philadelphia Houses

Change Hands

The Byrd and Ambassador Theatres pre-

viously operated by Earl and Joe Forte

changed hands this week. The Byrd going

to Mike Felt; and the Ambassador to fm.
I. Greenfield.

PH3LA. exhibitors
ORGANIZE NEW UNIT

I. T. O. . . .

Still in search of a name, a group of Phila.

independents met last Thursday to find an

identifying title that would stick. The thea-

tremen, some former members of the MPTO
and the disbanded IEPA, had been stymied

in their effort to adopt the name Inde-

pendent MPTO when the old MPTO unit

reserved that title several weeks ago. Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners, Inc. was finally

decided upon at Thursday's confab and the

members are now hoping that no difficulty

will be encountered in making that one

stick.

Approximately 60 exhibitors attended the

meeting at the Broadwood Hotel and dis-

cussions were opened once again on the ad-

visability of merging with the MPTO.
Nothing concrete was done along these lines,

but President Charles Segall reiterated his

desire to bring the two groups together.

Fire Marshall Jacob Clinton was compli-

mented by the body for his drive to remove

fire hazards in theatres and the unit pledged

its cooperation.

A resolution was passed urging all thea-

tres in the territory to assist the Red Cross

in its flood relief work by running special

matinees collecting funds from their pat-

rons. This motion was made by Marcus

Benn.

'Bridge Of Sighs'

Plays Shore Pier

Atlantic City. — Invincible's "Bridge of

Sighs" has been booked into Steel Pier here.

PENN
THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.

Presents

Most Reasonable Estimates

on

REPAIRING
PROJECTORS and
TICKET MACHINES
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HOLLYWOOD
iriLIICIKIEIES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood.

The producers are busy at a game.

Only, instead of playing with numbers,

the dear boys are playing with names.

Big names . . . names that sparkle on

a thousand marguees around the world

. . . names that draw cash custom-

ers ... in short, Box Office names.

Gary Cooper, who progressed from

horse oprys to dramatic roles, is the

latest pawn in the game. The lank

Gary, ere the frost is on the pumpkin,

will shake the dust of the Paramount
lot from his ample boots and amble
over to work for old massa Goldwyn.
Which means still another gem for the

U. A. crown. Gary still has another to

do for Paramount and is also promised
to his ex-boss, Emanuel Cohen, for one
picture.

RKO Radio bosses are expected to

make the next move on the flicker

chess board now that Irene Dunne has

been signed by Paramount for three a
year. Added to this the inevitable

splitting of the popular Astaire-Rogers

combination and the exodus of Ann
Harding to England and you can un-

derstand their worries. RKO had hoped
for another Will Rogers in Fred Stone,

but after "Farmer in the Dell" that hope
is blasted.

Jack Oakie is one name that RKO
Radio is pretty sure to be offering ex-

hibitors in the Fall. He is promised to

Edward Small when his Paramount
termer expires, and Small will sell him
down the ribber to RKO, who is al-

ready seeking vehicles to fit him.

It's a good break for the up and com-
ing players when the big names start

acting temperamental. Bob Montgom-
ery last week decided to take the title

of MGM's "Shove Off" literally and
walk out of his part, so Allan Jones
was given the juicy role opposite

Eleanor Powell. Bob explained that

there were too many comedians in the

cast. If the picture shapes up as an-
other Powell smash, the laugh will be
on Bob.

MGM has no less than four vehicles

lined up for the fast stepping Eleanor
when she returns from New York next
week. Besides "Shove Off" there will

be "Hats in the Air," "Yours and Mine"
and "Broadway Melody of 1937." All

built around a girl who was compara-
tively unknown a year ago. That's fast

stepping in any language!

FLOOD LOSS TO THEATRES RUNS INTO
MILLIONS; PENNA. HIT HARDEST; MANY

HOUSES WILL NOT REOPEN FOR MONTHS
By A Staff Correspondent

Surveying the areas in which the flood

waters have subsided, it is still impossible to

estimate accurrately the damages wrought

on theatres by the raging waters that swept

down upon Eastern states last week. How-
ever, it is certain that the loss to movie

houses will run into many millions of dol-

lars in actual property damage.

Hardest hit was Pennsylvania, while Con-

necticut, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,

Ohio and Massachusetts also suffered sever-

ely.

In Pittsburgh, practically all central city

theatres will have to remain closed for weeks

to completely refurnish, as well as rebuild

the structures. The Penn, Alvin and Stanley

Theatres look like they may not reopen for

several months. Johnstown's Embassy (Wil-

mer & Vincent) is certain to remain closed

for three or four months, having been hold-

ing 20 feet of water during the height of

the flood.

16 IN EASTERN PA. . . .

Sixteen houses are known to be dark in

Eastern Penna., either still flooded or so

badly damaged that they will be unable to

reopen for some time. These are: Comer-

ford's Rialto and Strand, Sunbury; Comer-

ford's Capitol and Pete Pappas' Legionnaire,

Milton; H. W. Larned's Ritz, Muncy;
Robert Houser's Strand, Steelton; Comer-

ford's Capitol and Keystone, Schaffer &
Ginter's Majestic, P. R. Hoffman's Park and

Wm. P. Wilson's Rialto, at Williamsport;

Harry and Oscar Stiefel's Roxy and Martin,

and N. W. Frederick's Garden, Lock Haven;

Comerford's Victoria, Jersey Shore; Aaron

N. Palmer's Majestic and Elks, Middletown.

The following cities in Penna. are either

reopened or preparing to do so: Wilkes-Barre,

Harrisburg, Carbondale, Kingston, Nanti-

coke and Bloomsburg.

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA . . .

The Shenandoah Valley region was cov-

ered by about ten feet of water. Cumber-

land, Md. was completely cut off from the

outside world. Hagerstown and Winchester

were also hit.

In Washington, the Potomac threatened

trouble, but receded before any serious

damage was done.

Pittsburgh film exchanges were washed

out and western Penna. theatre owners came

to Philadelphia in an effort to obtain prints.

Most unaffected houses in the western part

of the state are either running repeat pro-

duct or holding over whatever Him they

can get for indefinite periods.

FILM DELIVERIES MADE . . .

Yoeman service was done by Horlacher's

Delivery Service in the Eastern Penna. and

Baltimore-Washington territories. Despite ex-

tremely hazardous conditions, James Clark,

head of the company, instructed all truck

drivers to get film to the theatres blocked

off by flood waters. In many cases, wide

detours were made, as when film for Cum-
berland, Md. was sent from Baltimore thru

Bedford Springs, Pa., a detour of over 100

miles. Film was delivered by rowboat to

the Strand, Steelton, where the waters had

reached a depth of several feet in the audi-

torium by the time the delivery was affected.

All drivers were instructed by Clark to tele-

phone the Phila. or Washington offices every

hour, regardless of where they were located.

FLOOD NOTES
The newly organized ITO of Phila. passed a reso-

lution last Thursday urging all theatres to collect

funds to aid flood sufferers. Mayor Wilson shortly

thereafter requested all theatres in the city to make

collections Thursday night and for the remainder of

the week. All theatres cheerfully pitched in and

several thousand dollars were contributed, many

houses giving a share of their gross receipts.

Jim Clark of Horlacher's, who is also President

of the Phila. Chapter of the Penna. Motor Truck

Ass'n, organized 300 trucks to transport food, cloth-

ing and boats from the Navy Yard, to Lock Haven,

Sunbury and other flooded points. In addition this

organization collected $1200 for flood relief at last

Sunday's meeting.

Oscar Stiefel was marooned with his house staff

on the roof of the Martin, Lock Haven, for 36

hours. The house was completely washed out.

Pittsburgh independents are concerned by the re-

lease situation created by the closing down of the

first run houses. They are wondering if the ex-

changes will hold up all worthwhile product until

the central city spots reopen and what they will do

meanwhile.

WPA actors in Phila. will hold a flood relief be-

nefit vaudeville-revue at the Locust Street Theatre

for three days, starting Thursday

Theatre accessory companies will hardly be able

to handle the orders for new seats, carpets, draperies

and other furnishings for the next month or two.

The old adage about one fella's hard luck, etc.,

certainly operates in this flood situation.

PENNA. EXHIBS WIN
CIVIL RIGHTS CASE

TEST . . .

Harry Dembow and Harlan Taylor, op-

erators of the Media Theatre, Media, Pa.

were acquitted by the Delaware County

grand jury on a charge of violating the

recently enacted "Civil Rights" bill. The

exhibitors were accused of discriminating

against two Colored partons. The jury de-

cided that there was no violation of the law

and charged the plaintiffs $52 costs.
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AS I SEE, THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -j- ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

PETTICOAT FEVER

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Amusing farce that will

find its greatest favor among younger

female trade . . . Rates • • + every-

where, except in action houses, where

it will go below.

M-G-M

Minutes

Robert Montgomery . . . Myrna Loy . . .

Reginald Owen . . . Winifred Shotter

Directed by George Fitzmaurice

When a handsome young man has been

shut in a hut up in cold, cold Labrador for

two years, hasn't seen a beautiful white

woman in all that time and suddenly has

two of them tossed into his abode with be-

wildering rapidity, there is bound to be

plenty of fun—and there is in "Petticoat

Fever." It is the film version of the farce

that played Broadway last season and, while

Metro has speeded up the action to some

extent, they have unwisely omitted the very

comical marriage scene that convulsed the

play audiences. As farces go this one is no

more or less hair-brained in plot construc-

tion than most. It is built to bring laughs

and "Petticoat Fever" brings its fair share.

The acting is not quite as brilliant as it

might have been. Robert Montgomery and

Myrna Loy are little more than adequate.

The honors go to Reginald Owen, who is

one of the shrewder farceurs in movie bus-

iness today. Class audiences will respond in

greatest numbers and the naborhood spots

will draw a heavy female trade. Action

fans will find "Fever" just a bit too much
on the light side and average will be the

very best their houses should expect.

PLOT:

Montgomery, as Dascom Dinsmore, has isolated

himself in a wireless station in Labrador for two

years. The plane in which Myrna Loy and her pomp-

ous titled fiancee are flying back to Canada crashes

near the cabin and Montgomery plays willing host

to Myrna and not-so-willing host to Reginald Owen.

Seizing the opportunity to make love to a beautiful

woman again, Montgomery dons his tails and enter-

tains. Realizing that he is losing out, Owen plans

to escape with Myrna, but Montgomery tricks him

and sends an Eskimo girl off with him, while Myrna

remains to confess her love for the happy Dascom.

Montgomery's old fiancee arrives on the scene, deter-

mined to keep Bob for herself. She causes a rift be-

tween the lovers and Myrna leaves with Owen. When

Montgomery learns that the belated arrival has come

to claim him because she learned that he has fallen

heir to a title and a fortune, he dashes out and car-

ries Myrna away from the ship altar at which she

is being married to Owen.

AD TIPS:

Catch-line: "Two years without seeing a white

woman . . . then two beautiful ones are suddenly

tossed into his lap!" Sell it as romantic comedy.

Dress a street bally in high hat, tails and gum boots

or snow shoes . . . Back card should read: "I'm a bit

daffy because I've got 'Petticoat Fever'."

BARTON.

SEND IN YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

FOR

FILM BULLETIN

NOW!

RHODES

BOXOFFICE RATING

EPIC DRAMA . . . Heavy, rather

slow-moving story of Rhodes' conquest

of South Africa . . . Lack of romance

and other popular elements hurts mass

appeal . . . Best for class spots where it

rates * • +; action houses * nabes

• • -

G-B

92 Minutes

Walter Huston . . . Oscar Homolka . . .

Basil Sidney . . . Frank Cellier . . .

Peggy Ashcroft

Directed by Berthold Viertel

This would have been a really fine film

had its makers had the courage of their con-

victions. As it stands it is somewhat in-

effective, cumbersome and slow moving,

although always interesting record of the

career of Cecil John Rhodes, the man who
brought "civilization" to South Africa.

Main trouble is lack of sharp character de-

lineation. Although we are led to believe

that Homolka, President of Transvaal, the

Boer Republic, is the real villain of the

piece, he is treated with as much sympathy

as Huston, the hero. Truth of the matter

is that the Boer President actually was the

hero and that the attempt of his country-

men to repulse the British invaders remains

as one of history's most stirring episodes.

But the script writers only caused confusion

by this hedging; they should have ignored

this as much as they did many other histor-

ical facts. Despite the gun play and assorted

rough stuff, I fear "Rhodes" moves too

slowly for American audiences. There is

also a complete absence of heart interest,

and this, too, will affect the boxolfice. Hus-

ton is the sole name of any value on the

marquee, but acting honors are captured by

Homolka. This will require heavy selling

in all but class houses, where the title name

means something.

PLOT:

Rhodes, an ingenious young diamond merchant

operating in the Kimberly fields of South Africa, is

given but six months to live by his physician. By

dint of his own energy and dreams, he becomes the

most powerful man in the territory. His ambition

is to form a Union of South Africa, including the

independent Boer Republic to the North. He outwits

a local cannibal chief, slaughters his warriors and

occupies the gold-filled land north of the Transvaal.

Incensed at the British, Oom Paul refuses to grant
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citizenship CO those Britons who settled in his re-

public. Thereupon, Basil Sidney, Huston's lieutenant,

gathering some 600 men, raids the Boers, only to

fall into a well-laid trap. At Huston's request, the

prisoners are granted amnesty, shortly after which

the now Prime Minister of South Africa, Rhodes,

dies. The United South Africa of Rhodes' dreams

does not come into being until after the Boer War.

AD TIPS:

Should be sold as "An Epic of the Conquest of

Africa by the British," the dramatic career of one of

history's greatest men, etc. Sell Huston as the famous

stage star of "Dodsworth," where that play appeared.

RUDY.

EVERYBODY'S OLD MAN

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Homespun humor
copied from Will Rogers' style . . .

Introduces Irvin S. Cobb in mild,

familiar story . . . Best for rural spots,

where it rates • will go below

average elsewhere.

20th Century-Fox

86 Minutes

Irvin S. Cobb . . . Rochelle Hudson . . .

Norman Foster . . . Alan Dinehart . . .

Warren Hymer . . . Johnny Downs

Directed by James Flood

This is a most ordinary film, destined to

land on second spots of dual bill programs,

especially in metropolitan cities. Its only

chance resides in :ural areas and subsequent

runs where sophistication is frowned upon.

"Everybody's Old Man" lacks what it takes

to make any mark as a coin-getter in key

spots. An attempted following of the late

Will Rogers' pattern, it bears a very obvious

resemblance to Arliss' "Working Man" of

a few seasons back and presents Irvin S.

Cobb, former short story writer, as one of

those enterprising, if somewhat decrepit mil-

lionaires who refuses to be junked on old

age's scrap heap. Cobb has little to offer as

an actor and he will never come within a

million miles of Rogers' warming appeal.

The gentle, mildly humorous yarn moves
along leisurely and with little action. The
cast is rather inept in its support. Small

towns will get the best out of "Old Man"
and that will barely be fair.

PLOT:

Cobb, owner of a great canning factory, places his

vain nephew, Foster, in charge and leaves for a vaca-

tion. The tycoon meets Rochelle Hudson and Johnny
Downs and learns that they arc the children of a

former business competitor. The kids are a wild pair,

unable to administer their own canning plant, which
is slowly going to ruin. In order to help the young-
sters and also deflate his nephew, Cobb decides to take

the. opposition plant in hand. With business rapidly

decreasing as a result of Cobb's acumen, Foster is

compelled to make a deal with his competitor. 1 It

falls in love with Rochelle and the two companies
merge.

AD TIPS:

Sell Cobb as "America's foremost Humorist of To-

day." Rochelle Hudson has a fair following that

should be capitalized on the romantic angle. AimJ

comparing Cobb to Rogers, as it will fend to alienate

the late humorist's former followers.

RUDY.

F—MAN
BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Weak effort to draw

laughs from G-man angle . . . Lacks

names and really has nothing that

might draw them in . . . Rates * +

Paramount

62 Minutes

Jack Haley . . . Grace Bradley . . .

William Frawley . . . Onslow Stevens . . .

Adrienne Marden

Directed by Edward F. Cline

"F-Man" is an intended satire on the G-
man films, but it flops. A few laughs are

scattered through the film, but hardly

enough to compensate for long stretches of

some stupid intended comedy. There isn't

one name in the cast that might mean a

sou to any boxoffice in the land and the

picture will consequently have to be used

on dual bills if exhibitors are to make it

worth anything at all. Jack Haley plays

his usual yokel boy role, this time seeking

to prove to his girl that he can be a real

G-man. Of course, he captures the public

enemy with a water pistol, but there is

nothing unexpected or clever about the way
he does it. As a matter of fact, the entire

plot is so routine that much of the poten-

tial comic effect is dissipated. "F-Man"

may get by in rural spots, but it is slated

for low grosses generally.

PLOT:

Haley leaves his small town sweetheart, Adrienne

Marden, to make good in the city as a G-man. De-

partment of Justice officials laugh at him and finally

give him the title of "F-Man" just to get rid of him.

Haley works as a soda dispenser in a drug store,

while holding down his imagined "government job."

William Frawley, one of the G-men in disguise, visits

the sweetheart of public enemy No. I, hoping to

trap the gangster, Onslow Stevens. Haley, delivering

some drinks, arrives at the apartment with his girl

friend and accidentally tips off the gangster's moll

that Frawley is a G-man. Stevens kidnaps Adrienne

and Frawley, after locking Haley in a closet. He
breaks out and gives chase, finally capturing the

gangster with the aid of a water gun and rescues

his girl and the G-man. W ith the reward he pur-

chases a drug store and marries Adrienne.

REVIEWS, in. a
.
paper . with . the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

AD TIPS:

Sell it as a burlesque of the G-men pictures. Action

houses should sell it as straight gangster-G-man stuff.

Where the comedy angle means most use this: "F-Man
. . . And the F stands for FUN!"

L. J.

FRANKIE AND JOHNNIE

BOXOFFICE RATING
ROMANTIC DRAMA . . . Handsome
film of sentimental yarn adapted from

old ballad . . . "Arty" direction retards

action too much . . . Several good songs

. . . Chester Morris outstanding in

cast . . . Reputation of title should

bring it • • and with strong selling,

it can go well above.

Republic Release

67 Minutes

Chester Morris . . . Helen Morgan . . .

Florence Reed . . . William Harrigan

Directed by Chester Erskin

With a title that implies plenty to mass

audiences and a fairly strong cast, this looks

okeh for average or better business generally.

"Frankie and Johnnie" was made about two

years ago, just before the Legion of Decency

commenced its cleanup drive. Although the

film story had little of the ribaldness sug-

gested by the title of the well-known bal-

lad, RKO, for whose release it was scheduled,

thought it best to pass it up. Now, it comes

through Republic, clean, sentimentally ro-

mantic and a bit dramatic. While the bal-

lad that inspired the tale is omitted entirely,

it has three songs that are not hard to listen

to, especially when they are sung by Helen

Morgan. Chester Morris turns in a fine per-

formance as the lovin', two-timin' Johnnie.

Florence Reed is also good as Lou, the dance

hall proprietress. Miss Morgan's acting is

not much to speak of and she is wisely given

as little as possible to do. Chester Erskin's

direction, while an effort to achieve some-

thing artistic, oftimes retards the action by

his concentration on camera angles. "Frankie

and Johnnie" might be made to bring im-

portant grosses if sold strongly.

PLOT:

Johnnie lands in St. Louis with a small fortune he

won taking over seasoned river gamblers. He meets

Frankie and she falls for him on first sight, throwing

over her old boy friend, Harrigan. The latter takes

it like a sport and stands by to see that Johnnie gives

the gal a fair break at all times. Tired of his new

love, Johnnie goes for the notorious Nellie Bly. Out-

raged, Frankie sets out to shoot her betrayer, but Lou.

owner of the dance hall, saves her the job by having

her men put away the guy "who done Frankie

wrong." Faithful Harrigan is waiting to take Frankie

back into his arms and they set sail down the Mis-

sissippi together.

AD TIPS:

The press sheet has plenty of old-fashioned wood

cuts depicting verses of the old ballad, which are

printed below them. Use these liberally. Dress up a

street ballyhoo couple in costumes of the period and

hate them parade the streets. Tie up with the music

store to feature the ballad.

NONNIF.
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from page 4)

Without Robert H. Cochrane, "R. H." as he has always been affectionately

called by his intimates and subordinates and by which he has been best
known in the trade, it is extremely doubtful if Carl Laemmle, alone, could
have successfully guided the Universal company over the perilous and mainly
uncharted course, which has marked its progress through the years. "R. H."

was always there to take the helm, with no one being a whit the wiser except
a very few of the closest members of the Universal family, whenever the "old

man's" hand trembled or showed uncertainty. A master of the game, himself,

"R. H." was always at hand to catch the ball if his chief fumbled it. And
usually he could pass it back without anyone knowing that it had been
dropped.

In tastes and personal interests, aside from their interest in Universal and
the film business, two men could hardly have been more different. Yet neither

the film business nor any other has ever seen a closer or more sincere and
devoted friendship and respect between two men. Each knew the other as he
knew himself and they were the complements of each other, each supplying

the qualities that the other lacked.

In the last act of the Laemmle regime, it was Mr. Cochrane, then Vice-

President of Universal, who acted with the power of attorney for Mr. Laemmle,
in closing the deal. It is now announced that Mr. Cochrane will be President

of Universal under the new control. Certainly, nothing could be more fitting

than this selection by the new owners. Nor probably more wise. All con-

cerned are due for congratulations.

SENATE GROUP SIFTING BLOCK BOOKING
TESTIMONY AS HOUSE HEARINGS GO ON

Washington.—As the House Interstate

and Foreign Commerce sub-committee con-

tinued to hear witnesses on the Pettengill

anti-compulsory block booking bill, the Sen-

ate group, which had been inactive on the

identical Neely bill since its hearings were

held three weeks ago, opened private discus-

sions Tuesday, said to be aimed at modify-

ing the bill and reopening public hearings on

the revised measure. Whether the supposed

alterations have to do with questioned legal-

ity or easing the restrictions on the sale of

pictures in blocks and in advance of the

selection of stories by producers, could not

be learned.

It is unlikely that the Senate sub-com-

mittee will take any action until the House

concludes its hearings, after which the two

groups may compare records and take joint

action on any future move.

SCHAEFER DISPUTES MONOPOLY . . .

This week's session opened Monday morn-

ing with George J. Schaefer, v. p. of United

Artists, attacking the monopoly charge

made against the majors by independent

spokesmen. There is as much rivalry be-

tween different affiliated circuits as exists be-

tween affiliates and indies, he claimed.

Schaefer sought to justify preferred play-

ing time by telling the committee that it

was brought about by exhibitors deliberately

playing the strongest percentage pictures on

the poorest days of the week and using those

on which the theatres' return would be

greater on week-ends. Chairman Pettengill

caustically commented that it seemed to him

that exhibitors had more moral right to play

pictures when they wanted than the dis-

tributors had to designate play dates.

The U. A. sales executive denied that film

companies switch allocations or "shuffle"

rentals in different territories to get every-

thing they can out of exhibitors.

He accused Nathan Yamins and Walter

Littlefield, Allied leaders, of playing obscene

vaudeville shows in their theatres, although

they appeared to testify against compulsory

block booking on moral grounds. Schaefer

started to read some of the lines alleged to

have been used in these shows, but was asked

to desist by the committee.

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, re-

peated his testimony given before the Sen-

ate group, to the effect that small exhibitors

would be "destroyed" if block booking were

eliminated. He said his organization is co-

operating with the producers in the hope of

increasing the cancellation privilege to 20

percent.

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET. Phila., Pa.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' A&s'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

Fun TreaL>!

LOUISE
F A Z E N D A
MAUDE
E. B U R N E

IN

DOUGHNUTS
and SOCIETY

if

WITH

ANN RUTHERFORD
HEDDA HOPPER
EDDIE NUGENT
FRANKLIN PANGBORN

Tell Your Patrons
to Bring Their
Crykerchiefs Along

They'll laff . . . they'll howl . . .

but there will be tears in their

eyes as they see these two goofy

but grand mothers play hob with

the 400 .. . Teach them how to

"dunk" . . . and almost muddle a

beautiful romance between their

offspring . . .

A GUARANTEED
GLOOM

DESTROYER

<*>

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY

By Ncmamaker

FLOOD RELIEF . . .

Quick to respond to Mayor Wilson's police de-

partment delivered S.O.S. for flood relief funds all

local theatres responded nobly . . . Among the first

to do his part was FRED LEOPOLD of the Locust

Theatre, who ran a special! flood relief matinee long

befor the red car messengers of the Mayor started

calling on the houses!

UNITED CAMPAIGN—THEATRE DIVISION—

has EDGAR MOSS as chairman, and among others

the following workers: LEWEN PIZOR, CHARLES
SEGALL, JEANNETTE WILLENSKY, HANK
LEWIS, WM. MANSELL, SAM GROSS, JAY
EMANUEL, HARRY WEINER, MORRIS WAX,
NORMAN LEWIS, DAVE BARRIST, COLUMBUS
STAMPER, WM. SPIEGEL, RAY SCHWARTZ,
GEORGE P. AARONS.

CHIT CHAT . . .

DAVE BARRIST, CHARLIE GOODWIN (the

dish dealers) and COLUMBUS STAMPER re-opened

Nixon's Grand with 'Modern Traes' . . . SID

STANLEY has put Fays back on its feet, reclaiming

the old Comerford patrons . . . May is First Divi-

sion's HARRY THOMAS Month ... SID BLOOM-
FIELD is out of the Cohen operated Glenside . . .

SIMON LIBROS and AL BLOFSON w.ll be 'Kings

for a Day' at Variety Club April 15 th. We thought

they were 'Kings' every day . . . NORMAN
BECKETT'S partner-brother, FRANK, became a

proud daddy Monday . . . MOE VERBIN is making

improvements in the Record's Amusement Guide . . .

HENRY (OLLIE WOOD) MURDOCK, pic critic

for the Evening Public Ledger, gave HORLACHER's
quite a write up on their "Never a dark house"

reputation—mentioning that the boys put on hip

boots and took to row-boats to get thru the up-state

floods . . . HERB GIVEN, back from Harrisburg

Tuesday, reported all houses open . . . HARRY L.

POGACH, who jumped from Salus' 11th floor

offices in the Franklin Trust Bldg. was well-known

by Vine Streeters. He was owner of the Brunswick

Theatre about five years ago ... SI PERLSWEIG
out of Columbia with JIM FLYNN, booker, taking

his place. It's the first selling job Jim has had in

years WALTER DONAHUE moves up to head-

booker and JIM WINTERS promoted from shipping

department to assistant booker . . . AL TRUELL,
GLEN NORRIS, JOE LEON and HERB GOT-
TLIEB enjoyed watching OSCAR NEUFELD referee

a chorus girls' basketball game at the Walton Roof

the other night . . . HARRY FELT, who used to

have the Bell, now operating the Highland, Highland

Park, Pa., which he took over from CHARLIE
KLANG . . . MURRAY DIAMOND is handling

the new Metro Premium office here for Sussman of

Boston.

HUNGRY AGAIN . . .

The Motion Picture Theatre Managers are going

to eat again Tuesday evening, April 14th, 11.30 P.M.

at the Torch Club ... A lively outfit, that MPTM!

"DREAM" AGAIN . . .

First territory date since road-show at Chestnut

Street Opery House for Warner's "Midsummer

Night's Dream" is at the Narberth . . . Erlanger

out of pix and into legit coming Monday

JERSEY-MARYLAND
FACE ADMISH TAXES
Trenton.—The New Jersey Legislature,

having defeated the "luxury" tax program,

included in which was a ten percent amuse-

ment admission levy, is now considering a

straight one cent on each 2 5 cent admission

similar to the present Pennsylvania tax on

theatre admissions. The urgent need for ad-

ditional revenue to meet unemployment re-

lief requirements makes it seem likely that

some levy on admission is inevitable.

Baltimore.—The Maryland State Senate

passed a bill Monday taxing all theatre ad-

missions ten percent. The measure now
awaits the action of the House. Exhibitors

hope to block the bill in the lower branch

and substitute a less severe levy.

"finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

FILM BULLETIN
Now Located

In New Offices

1323 VINE STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLEANING SUPPLIES

Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

DECORATORS
Decorate your theatre attractively and eco-

nomically by Paramount Decorating Co.,

311 North Thirteenth Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

S
A
F
E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

IFFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
122 8 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
10J1 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

NATIONAL PENN
PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE ST. PHILADELPHIA
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this depart incut is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

HOUSE OF A THOUSAND CANDLES, Republic, 71 Minutes
PHILLIPS HOLMES . . . MAE CLARKE . . . IRVING PICHEL

Another

WORLD WAR
or

PEACE?
These two

hold the vital

answer in their

trembling hands!

Closely guarded, a group of men gather at "THE HOUSE OF A
THOUSAND CANDLES" . . . Sleek men with crafty eyes bent on

what they call business ... A very bloody business ... A business called

International Diplomatic Affairs . . . But too often spelled — WAR!
International SPIES, steeped in intrigue, plotting death, creating

legalized murder. A band of nefarious merchants of death planning

what is to happen to a helpless, bewildered world. Spies selling their

services to those diplomatic bidders who pay the highest price for their

services.

SPIES playing nation against nation,

brewing hate and unrest, selling nationalism

at a premium, planting war-stirring evid-

ence against innocent nations. Vultures

who profit to bring hate into the hearts of

men, whose poisons even now are seeping

into our everyday life, taking root and

blooming into an obscene growth that will

suck into its maw the nations of the world

into another catastrophic war for no reason.

f [ere it is, boys: a story ripped right out

of the headlines that scream at you and

everyone from every newspaper in the

world. INTRIGUE IN DIPLOMACY!
The story of a mighty game of chess with

millions of lives as pawns. Destiny and

fate arc unreeled as man -made powers as a

band of international spies lead European

nation to the brink of war in "THE
HOUSE OF A THOUSAND CANDLES!"

This isn't intended as an invocation

against war—no sir, it's your angle for

selling this picture and making it mean

something to your boxoffice! The nations of

Europe and Asia are at each others' throats

and this picture touches the spy system that

concocts all the intrigue that makes one

country suspicious and hateful of another.

England against Italy; Germany against

France; Japan against Russia— they're all in

the headlines and the world feels like it's

sitting on a keg of dynamite. DYNAMITE!
That's what this angle on "House" offers

you. Dictators, diplomacy, ambassadors,

goodwill merchants, spy systems, armaments

and the threat of war. It's all alive, real

and HOT!

Forget the romance. Forget the melodra-

matics. Forget even ordinary spy stories.

This should and must be sold as an IM-

PORTANT REVELATION about the

makers of war. In this story, the fate of

all Europe hangs in the balance as one

young man is intrusted with a secret, vital,

all-important message from his country

(England) to the seat of the peace-making

body (Geneva). They try to stop him, to

prevent him from reaching his destination

with the peace-preserving message— and

therein lies what you want to tell the people

about the plot.

We're not kidding ourselves or trying to

pass on a lot of hooey about this to you by

telling you that you have a really big and

important picture. It isn't. But it is good

entertainment, engrossing and fairly excit-

ing. The point is that it has a strong, a

really powerful "angle" and if you use it

as we suggest, it should mean cash in the till.

THINGS TO REMEMBER
The world is on the verge, or at least

thinks it is, of another war and the papers

are full of ominous headlines. Clip them

and make use of them in all copy.

The title sounds like another mystery, so

play it down and sell the angle above it.

The litho paper, photos and stills aren'i

worth much in plugging the angle we sug-

gest, so avoid using them, unless you have

the type of people who might be more in-

terested in melodrama. Don't depend on the

exchange accessories to sell this picture

—

they won't!

NAMES
Phillips Holmes is the hero and he has a

definite, if limited following. He is entitled

to top billing in the cast and is best re-

membered by his part in "An American

Tragedy."

Mae Clarke is Holmes' co-worker and

sweetheart, who follows him into plenty of

grief. She, too, has a fair following and

should get equal billing with Holmes. She's

the girl who got the grapefruit in her face

from James Cagney in "Public Enemy."

Irving Pichel is a splendid character actor,

who really delivers a swell performance here

as the master mind of the spy ring. His

name means nothing in drawing power, but

lends prestige to a cast and should be men-

tioned in all copy.

(Continued on page 6)
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The Hays Boys Do An Admirable Job

!

The hearings before the House and

Senate sub-committees on the Pettengill-

Neely bill are finished and a smashing

victory should be chalked up for Will

Hays and his henchmen. The effort to

eliminate the "compulsory" and "blind"

features of the present block selling

system in picture business has failed

and the legislation is deader than the

proverbial doornail. And that calls for

bows by the General, Charlie Pettijohn,

Ed Kuykendall and a few other boys,

whose business it is to see that exhibitors

take nothing away from the big pro-

ducers.

Charlie is Hays' lawyer, and a

mighty slick one. It didn't take him
long to size up the situation as one

which would require only a slightly

better than average display of his clever

mud-slinging to discredit the few ex-

hibitor leaders who had the guts to

come down to Washington and say that

the compulsory blind-block selling sys-

tem is wrong and unfair. So Charlie

proceeded to demonstrate that he is

worth every penny of the fat salary

they pay him.

His campaign was laid out along

these lines: (1) Avoid reference to the

economic and trade evils of the prac-

tice. (2) Lead the hearings up the blind

alleys of morality and censorship. (3)

Discredit Allied, chief proponents of the

bill.

Charlie did a great job! He took

buxom Mae West to his own ample
bosom and showed her all around the

hearing room as the prime example of

exhibitors' waywardness. "Not one can-

cellation in the whole United States on
a Mae West picture," he boomed count-

less times. Exhibitors play dirty pic-

tures because they make money for

them! Independents are just petty

chisellers! They do not have to play

any picture that is objectionable to

their patrons! (No, they only have to

pay for it!) There is no compulsory

block booking! (And, in the next

breath)—Block Booking is necessary

and exhibitors want it! Here is a list

of thirty (out of some 400) pictures

made last season that are a credit to

the industry!

Yes, Charlie did a great job of con-

fusing and beclouding the issue that

the blind-block selling system forces

poor, unwanted, unprofitable pictures

down the throats of independent exhibi-

tors. Shrewd lawyer that he is, he realiz-

ed that if the hearings drifted into reve-

lations of the "numbers" selling system,

preferred playing time, switching of

allocations, affiliated chain tactics, etc.

it might mean defeat for his clients and

passage of the bill. So, he concentrated

on slapping mud all over Nathan
Yamins and other Allied leaders because

they dared play Mae West!

Ed Kuykendall's appearance before

the committees in the guise of "an ex-

hibitor leader" was merely the repiti-

tion of an old act. Mississippi Ed is

pompously introduced as "The Presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America." The introducer

usually recites that title with careful

deliberation, as though in fear that a

truthful slip of the tongue may bring

out "Motion Picture Producer-Theatre

Owners" by mistake.

The M.P.T.O.A. president then says

that he represents some 5,000 or so in-

dependent exhibitors (no mention of the

fact that only a handful know they be-

long) and he agrees with Pettijohn that

there is no block booking, but it is a

"good thing" and exhibitors want it.

He condemns a "bolshevik" minority

who would like to destroy the happy
state of the industry as it exists today

and tells everyone that he and his or-

ganization will correct the evils that

exist by inducing the producers to allow

exhibitors to cancel one or two more

pictures per year.

It sounds ridiculous and slightly fan-

tastic, doesn't it? But, that is how the

Hays boys brought about the defeat of

the Pettengill-Neely bill to outlaw com-

pulsory and blind block booking!

MO WAX.

RKO and 'A' Pictures
Paramount recently announced the

introduction of the novel "Double A"
or "AA" designation for a group of its

193 6-37 pictures. That brought a

hearty laugh, for Paramount has de-

livered one of the poorest products in

its history this season and calling them
"Quintuplet A" pictures next year

won't make them one whit better.

Now, RKO comes forth with their

setup for 193 6-3 7 and tells exhibitors

that they will release 2 5 "A" and 2 5

"B". This company promised approx-

imately 15 "A" pictures this year and,

omitting the Astaire-Rogers films, it

requires a keen pair of eyes and an

elastic sense of judgment to find two
more features that merit an "A" classi-

fication.

The silly and insane limit to which
certain producers are carrying this

"letter-designating" fad is merely a

logical extension of the numbers selling

system. Ultimately, they will find the

use of letters worthless in impressing

exhibitors and a contract will be hand-

ed to exhibitors with only this on it to

identify the product: "Sixty Feature

length films produced by RKO Pictures

Corp. Rental 3 5 percent of the gross

receipts."

Mark that prediction.
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HAYS REELECTED
15th YEAR . . .

For the fifteenth consecutive year, Will

H. Hays was elected to the presidency of

the Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-

tors of America, Inc. at the annual meeting

of the group Monday in New York. The
other incumbent officers of the association

were also reelected. They are: Carl E. Mil-

liken, secretary; F. L. Herron, treasurer,

and George Borthwick, assistant treasurer.

The apparently permanent "czar" of the

production branch of the industry in his

annual report praised the improved quality

of films and declared that "the new stand-

ards of artistry attained by the screen this

year are a tribute to the creative personnel

of the industry."

National Screen Goes
Into Accessory Field

National Screen Service, long with its

eye on the theatre accessory field, has finally

broken into this division through a deal con-

summated last week with American Dis-

play Corp. National Screen Accessories, Inc.

chartered a long time ago by the trailer

concern, will distribute the products of

American Display. The new company will

be controlled by National Screen Service and

Charles L. Casanave, vice-president of the

display firm.

The trailer company has often been re-

ported seeking control of the advertising

accessory departments of the film companies.

Current rumors indicate that another effort

is being made by them to win the major

producers over to a plan of centralizing dis-

tribution of accessories and creating a mono-

poly for National in this field. National

Screen Accessories, Inc. may be the medium
through which they hope to effect this set-

up.

Send in Your

PLEDGE CARDS
for

UNITED CAMPAIGN

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

How far the Federal Communications
Commission plans to go in its investigation
of the film activities of the American Tele-
phone <& Telegraph Company, which it is

now conducting in Washington, D. C, is not
yet clear. There are indications that it may
not desire to delve too deeply into certain
aspects of the giant telephone monopoly's
complicated interests in the film business.
On the other hand witnesses may be called,
who could vastly illuminate some of the
dark spots in the history of the industry's
development during the past decade.

William Fox, for ms ;ance, around whose
companies and the operations of the bank-
ers and investment houses, with whom he
was directly identified up to 1930, the investigation was chiefly centered dur-
ing the past week, might tell a lot. And so could Martin Quigley, publisher
of Motion Picture Herald and the Motion Picture Daily, in the financing of

which the Commission's investigation disclosed, the A. T. & T. Co., through its

subsidiary, Electrical Research Products, Inc., had a hand. It was testified

that ERPI lent Quigley $50,000 on June 30, 1932. Which ought to be regarded
as quite a help to a couple of worthy publications trying to get along in those
perilous days.

It should be noted that William Fox was on hand at the opening of the

investigation's inquiry into the A. T. & T.'s film activities. According to the

United Press, Commission Counsel Samuel Becker, who is conducting the

investigation, told the newspapermen that Mr. Fox hadn't been around and
couldn't be located. The attorney said he understood that numerous courts

had subpoenas out for the former film magnate, but couldn't find him.

A moment later, when Mr. Fox, who was standing nearby, stepped up
and identified himself, Mr. Becker was somewhat embarrassed. He assured
Mr. Fox, however, that he was not wanted for testimony.

All of which was somewhat a source of chagrin to the reporters who had
hoped for a story quite as revelatory as any yet brought out by the Com-
mission. Some of them had read the book by Upton Sinclair, "presenting"

William Fox, which came out about three years ago and was so full of

"dynamite" that it was all but suppressed.

If Mr. Becker has not read this book, he should arrange to do so at once.

It may be that the Commission will then decide to call William Fox.

As to the facts and figures revealed so far by the investigation, it was
interesting but not important to learn that the A. T. & T. through its subsidi-

aries was responsible for financing, to the tune of some $3,413,400, "some of

the worst movies ever produced in America," to quote from a dispatch by
the United Press in the N. Y. World-Telegram.

After all, if the A. T. & T. wanted to spend some of its easy film money in

this way it is no one's particular concern. No one will question that the film

business has been, on the whole, a fairly profitable investment for the tele-

phone company.
On the other hand, it wasn't especially "hot" news, as far as the indus-

try was concerned, to be told that the A. T. & T. had from time to time made
large loans to various film companies and others identified with the film busi-

ness through its subsidiaries the Western Electric and ERPI. During the course

of the reorganizations and intra-company battles which have taken place in

the last half dozen years most of these loans have received public notice again

and again.

Not so, however, the intricate and—to the layman—curious methods of

high finance used in arranging and transferring these huge advances through

the various subsidiaries and affiliates of the A. T. & T. instead of making them

direct. Here is a fertile field in which the Commission might pursue its inquiry,

(Continued on page 10)
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Block Booking Legislation 'Pickled'

As Hearings Wind Up In Confusion

REAL ISSUES BURIED UNDER FLOOD OF
PERSONAL CHARGES BY HAYS' LAWYER

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Washington.—With all sorts of accusations, denials and attacks on
personalities reverberating through the room, hearings on the Pettengill

anti-block booking bill before the House Interstate Commerce sub-com-
mittee were concluded in the atmosphere of confusion that has charac-

terized the entire proceedings before both the Senate and House groups.

Only the most naive and optimistic pro-

ponents of the measure might be led to

doubt that the Pettengill-Neely bill is irre-

trievably buried not only for the current

session of Congress, but for any future ses-

sion as well. At no time did a majority of

the members of either sub-committee seem

to understand the purpose of the proposed

legislation, and even those who showed glim-

merings of comprehension never had an op-

portunity to crystallize their thoughts.

MORALITY BUGABOO . . .

The question was always whether the bill

would "clean up" movies. Only a few brief

remarks were made on the economic prob-

lem facing exhibitors under the present

compulsory block booking system. It was
through Allied's failure to push this topic

to the fore that their case in favor of the

bill collapsed.

Last Wednesday's closing session wit-

nessed Charles C. Pettijohn, attorney for the

Hays' organization, continuing his personal

attacks on Allied leaders. He charged Abram
F. Myers, Col. Harry A. Cole and H. M.
Richey with trying to sell the Tiffany fran-

chise in 1929 and termed it the "block-

bookingest" and "blind-buyingest" contract

ever offered exhibitors.

Phila. MPTO Condemns
U. A. for Score Charge

In a letter to George J. Schaefer, vice-

president and sales manager of United Art-
ists, Lewen Pizor, president of the Phila.

MPTO unit, asks that the "pernicious"

score charge practice be dropped by U. A.
The letter states that the company is "tak-
ing a step backward" by instituting this

additional burden on exhibitors.

Schaefer, in his reply, advised Pizor that

he understood U. A. has always obtained a

score charge and therefore he knew of no
change in policy.

(United Artists only recently commenc-
ed asking exhibitors for a score charge in

certain territories. It was not the practice

previously.)

Myers jumped to the defense of the Tif-

fany deal with the comment that it did

"more than anything to bring down picture

prices and give exhibitors a break."

PRIEST-QUIGLEY HIT . . .

Richey 's appearance before the committee

was loaded with verbal fireworks. He read

a telegram from Arthur D. Maguire, head

of the Detroit Council of Catholic Organi-

zations, in which Mr. Maguire attacked the

statement of Rev. Dr. Jos. Daly, who op-

posed the bill on behalf of the Catholic

Bishops' Committee at a previous hearing.

The telegram accused Martin Quigley, pub-

lisher of the Motion Picture Herald, of

"coaching" Dr. Daly in the speech and of

taking the "producers' money for advertis-

ing dirty films and at the same time is try-

ing to kill the bill."

Pettijohn handed in a brief claiming the

measure is unconstitutional and, if enacted,

would not be upheld by the courts.

Other testimony against the bill was sub-

mitted by Jack Miller, M.P.T.O.A. leader in

Chicago; Jay Emanuel, Phila. trade paper

publisher, and Ed Kuykendall, president of

the M.P.T.O.A.

Forte Bros. Not Giving Up
Byrd, Ambassador, Phila.;

Erroneously Reported
In FB Last Week

It was incorrectly reported in FILM
BULLETIN last week that Pari and

Joe Forte, veteran Philadelphia exhib-

itors had disposed of their interests in

the Byrd and Ambassador Theatres.

This was denied by Joe Forte, who
told FB that "there is absolutely no

truth to the various rumors" concern-

ing anyone else assuming control of

the two houses. In addition to these

two theatres, the Forte Bros, operate

the Baltimore and Sherwood in the

same section of the city.

Transfer of Universal
Takes Place Thurs.;
Laemmle Praises
Robt. H. Cochrane

RETIRING . . .

After 30 years in the motion picture in-

dustry, 24 of them as head of Universal,

"Uncle Carl" Laemmle definitely steps out

of the picture Thursday when the actual

transfer of his holdings in the company he

founded takes place.

Stepping into his shoes is the man who
joined with him in 1912 to organize the

company and who, Laemmle gladly admits,

has been as important a cog in the func-

tioning of the company during all the years

of their association; he is Robert H. Coch-
rane.

Control of Universal passes into the hands

of Standard Capital Corp., in which J.

Cheever Cowdin and Charles R. Rogers are

the leading lights. From this group, Laemmle
collects a total of $5,500,000. They wanted
the veteran producer to remain with the

company as chairman of the board, but he

had decided that he could be no more use-

ful than he would be in an unofficial ca-

pacity, so declined.

BIDS ADIEU . . .

Throughout the Universal City studios he

built, this message appeared on bulletin

boards last week: "This is my goodbye mes-

sage to you, our loyal Universal employees.

My heartfelt thanks to you. Continue to

give the company all that is in you, as you
have always done. With your united help.

Universal will always be a leader."

PRAISES COCHRANE . . .

Upon his arrival in New York on Mon-
day, his last "straight-from-the-shoulder"

talk in Universal Weekly was made public.

In part, it says:

"When I turn over the reins of Universal,

the company will be placed in the hands of

R. H. Cochrane, without whose loyalty,

good sense, unfailing courage and daily ad-

vice this company could never have weath-

ered the storms that beset it or achieved the

measure of success it has attained."

"My heart and my interest will always re-

main with Universal. I feel that because it

has always been a fighting company, and a

fair fighting company with a consideration

for others, it also has a warm spot in the

heart of the great majority of exhibitors.

From those exhibitors I would now like to

ask the same consideration for the new Uni-

versal that they have always given Univer-

sal and me."
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PATRONS MUST SIT WHERE TOLD, PHILA.
JUDGE RULES IN 'CIVIL RIGHTS' CASE

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

{Con tin tied from page 2)

LOBBY
Instead of litho cutouts, just use banners

or spot signs asking these questions: WHO
ARE THE MEN WHO START WAR?
. . . See "THE HOUSE OF A THOUSAND
CANDLES!" ... A GROUP OF MEN
BEHIND LOCKED DOORS PLANNING
DESTRUCTION AND DEATH FOR
MOTHERS' SONS! . . . WHAT WILL
HITLER'S REARMAMENT OF THE
RHINE LEAD TO? . . . WHY HAVE
ENGLAND AND ITALY BECOME EN-
EMIES IN THE PAST FEW MONTHS?
. . . ARE WE FACED WITH ANOTHER
WORLD WAR—WHY? ... See "THE
HOUSE OF A THOUSAND CANDLES!"

Easel up a real or a compo door on one

side of the Lobby. Have this line lettered

on it: BEHIND THIS DOOR A BAND
OF INTERNATIONAL SPIES PLAN
THE NEXT WORLD WAR! ... See

"THE HOUSE OF A THOUSAND
CANDLES" to learn their method!!!

Blow up 40x60 from clippings of recent

headlines on the tense European situation

created by Germany's rearmament of the

Rhine and tie in copy suggested above.

Use the "WHO ARE THE MAKERS OF
WAR" theme in all copy.

AWAY FROM THEATRE
Follow the same copy suggestions made

for use in the lobby. Do not depend on the

litho paper. Print your own sheets or cards

and ask a question like: "WHO WILL
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE NEXT
WORLD WAR?"— and subordinate the

title, cast and other copy to such a line.

It will get plentee attention.

A smash window sheet might lead off

with "EUROPE ON VERGE OF WAR!
YOUTHFUL GOVERNMENT AGENT
HOLDS KEY TO PEACE!" Illustrate this

with a star still of Phillips Holmes with fake

news resume under his photo.

HERALD
A tabloid herald with a scream headline

announcing the threat of war is the logical

door to door piece for this show. Have the

boys pass them out on all street corners

too, yelling "EUROPE FACES NEW WAR
THREAT!" to get attention. It's timely

enough to make 'em all stop and ask for one.

Revamp the press book mats if you must
use them. Pick out a few bits of action and

use your own copy.

There's your angle and take our tip and

go after it. It's hot and can mean dough
to you. If your plans are to let this one just

skid by, it will just about do that. Git

goiri and try it our way.

$ $ $ $ $

EXHIBS ACQUITTED . . .

Patrons entering a theatre must take seats

to which they are directed by the manage-

ment, Judge Eugene V. Alessandroni told

the jury in Phila. Quarter Sessions Court to-

day (Wednesday) just before two theatre-

men were acquitted of charges growing out

of the recently enacted Penna. Civil Rights

law.

Ray O'Rourke, owner, ;nd Charles

Scheels, manager, of the Doris Theatre, were

held for allegedly discriminating against a

nurse and interne from the Mercy Hospital

Judge's 'Civil Rights'

Charge

Following .ire important excerpts from

Judge Alesjandroni's charge to the jury

in the O'Rourke Civil Rights Case:

"If the separation of the races was not

moved or impelled by discrimination of

one race over another, but was for the

purpose or motivated to preserve order in

the theatre, the law has not b^en violated.

"If that is the exclusive motive or rea-

son of separating them, the defendants

have committed no crime. If that is not

the reason, or the motive is discrimination

against colored people, then there is a vio-

lation of this act.

"The owner of a theatre, his manager

and employees, have certain duties to per-

form. He has, if he wishes, a rig^it to

close his theatre entirely. No person who
purchases a ticket to the theatre is en-

titled by right to choose his seat. A thea-

tre owner may, within certain limits,

designate where any person who comes

into that theatre may sit. You are not

entitled to sit any place you may want

to sit."

CAN THE NEXT WORLLV

WAR BE STOPPED 1
... A BOY (PHILLIPS HOLMES) AND

GIRL (MAE CLARKE) DEFY "BEHIND

-

THE-5CENES" DIPLOMACY. *

. .

'r- " " i i '\

THE HOUSE OF A

THOUSAND CAND LES

?£. •
°-

:

" "•• it 1 X
!

„*..'
i. J*$p.mu*)

CENiriElE T Hi 0EA.1TIR IE
•DCXEFtUfR CINTB) PLAYHOUSE 4»TH STUBT AT UXttJ *V[Ntl«

(colored) by not permitting them to sit

wherever they desired in the theatre.

O'Rourke admitted forcing Negroes to sit

in a separate section reserved for them, but

claimed that it was prompted solely by

necessity for keeping order in the house.

The judge directed the jury to consider this

as being within the manager's legal preroga-

tives.

The jury required only 20 minutes to

reach its verdict of not guilty. The prose-

cution was handled by Assistant District

Attorney James Tracy. James Masterson

was defense counsel.

ST. L. DEFENDANTS
GRANTED APPEAL TO
U.S. SUPREME COURT
DISPUTE DISMISSAL . . .

Warner Bros., RKO and Paramount, de-

fendants in the famed St. Louis conspiracy

case, won an important point last Friday

when Federal Judge Charles B. Davis, St.

Louis District Court, granted them the

right of appeal direct to the U. S. Supreme

Court from the ruling of Federal Judge

Joseph W. Molyneaux dismissing the Gov-

ernment's suit against the three film com-

panies without prejudice.

Counsel for the distributors charged in

their assignment of errors that Judge Moly-

neaux erred in allowing the dismissal with-

out prejudice and in ignoring the defend-

ants' claim that the equity suit had actually

been adjudicated by the acquittal of the five

executives last November on a criminal

charge involving the same facts.

NO EFFECT ON N. Y. CASE . . .

Department of Justice officials are report-

ed convinced that Judge Davis' action does

not conflict with procedure in the suit

against the same three companies and thirty

of their executives now pending in New
York District Court.

The St. Louis defendants have 40 days

from March 27th in which to file the:r

appeal with the Supreme Court. The New
York suit is expected to get under way be-

fore the expiration of that time. If the

highest court should decide that the dis-

missal ruling was an error, the entire New
York proceedings would be invalidated.

Warners May Build New
House in South Phila.

Warner Bros, are reported planning to

build a new 1200 to 1 500 seat house at

Broad and Reed Streets, Philadelphia. Pro-

perty has already been acquired, it is said.
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MD. ADMISSION TAX
CUT FROM 10 TO 1%
Baltimore.—The House, Tuesday, threw

out the Senate's proposed ten percent levy

on all theatre admissions and substituted a

one percent tax and graduated scale on

passes. The revised relief tax bill is now

back in the Senate, where, it is believed,

this particular change will not be contested

strongly. The threat of dog racing com-

petition was averted temporarily when the

Delegates tabled a bill Monday night that

would have legalized it in the State.

HCLLYWCCD rLICRERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

N. J. TAX DEFEATED
Trenton.—The New Jersey House, Mon-

day night, defeated, for the fourth time,

the proposed tax on amusements and other

"luxuries." It is not believed that this same

measure will be introduced again, but there

are indications that a modified taxation pro-

gram, also involving theatre admissions, will

be presented Thursday. One cent on each

25 cent ticket may be sought in the new

measure.

Kings for a Day
Simon Libros and Al Blofson, the Nation-

al-Penn Printers, will be "Kings for a Day"
at the Variety Club luncheon, Wednesday,

April 15 th. Plans call for one of the biggest

turnouts yet assembled for one of these af-

fairs. The many friends of Libros and Biof-

son are all expected to turn out and help

in making this a royal affair. Several dis-

tinguished speakers and industry personal-

ities have signified their intention of being

present.

Hollywood.

All eyes are on Paramount with the

battle scene switched from New York
to Hollywood. Floyd Odium, accom-
panied by a staff of big money men;

John Otterson, Adolph Zukor, William

LeBaron and Winfield Sheehan are all

here for a series of huddles on product.

Will Mannie Cohen come back to the

top spot? Is Sheehan still in the pic-

ture? Is the status of Zukor changed?
All these and other pressing points will

be cleared up when the smoke rolls

away. My own hunch is that LeBaron
will make the B pictures and Sheehan
the specials. That Cohen will not come
back and that John Otterson will win
his fight for a free hand in production

matters. A real, man-size job faces

those to whom falls the brunt of

straightening out Paramount's affairs.

Good product must be forthcoming,

and that without delay.

RKO execs are plenty burned up
over an interview given by the patron-

izing Miss Ann Harding in which she

referred to one of her bosses as an
"ex-pants presser." That crack was
funny five years ago, but now is

neither amusing nor accurate. Miss

Harding's inflated ego might be some-
what deflated by a glance at what her

recent pictures did ... or didn't do . . .

at the box-office.

There's nothing wrong with Colum-
bia that a good Capra picture can't

fix. "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" will

clean up or I miss my guess. But why
did they have to tack such a cumber-
some title on a film which has every-

thing else?

Too bad that Vic McLaglen's deal to

make a picture for Universal fell

through. 20th Century-Fox was willing

to release him, but the Academy win-

ner and U execs just couldn't get to-

gether on a story. Vic is in a spot and
knows it. Lots of people say "The In-

former" was an accident. Vic is deter-

mined to make them eat their words,

which means his next picture has got

to be a SMASH.

Rupert Hughes, who irked some
people when he sought to "debunk"
George Washington, has been en-

gaged by MGM to write a story called

"Mr. and Mrs. Washington.'' Sounds
rather unexciting, but you never can
tell.

Hot foot to a sneak preview of "Little

Miss Nobody," the new Jane Withers
picture. It's sure-fire stuff that the kids

will eat up, but why, oh why, did they

have to inject the crook angle?

It is Universal and not 20th Century
who will make a picture built around
the father, mother, sisters and brothers

of the Dionne guintuplets. The old

title, "Where Are My Children," for-

merly tagged on an anti-birth control

film, will be used. The Dionne family

will be brought here to make the

scenes.

Cycles may come and cycles may
go, but the demand for Westerns is al-

ways with us. Excelsior this week
wound up the eighth and last of its

Tim McCoy series. Also finishing are
Tom Tyler's "Pinto Rustlers" for B. B.

Ray and Harry Webb, and Supreme's
"Sundown Saunders," starring Bob
Steele. Maurice Conn has "Wildcat
Trouper" with Kermit Maynard in the

cutting room. Likewise Harry Sher-

man's "Three on the Trail," for Para-

mount.

U.A. will issue a 72-sheet on the Eng-
lish picture, "Things to Come." Which
led one wag to remark that it should
be called: "Things Too Cumbersome."
No? Well, skip it!

Our
Reputation

is a
guarantee of

QUALITY
and

SERVICE

Whatever you need

. . . from street to

screen . . .

WE HAVE IT!

The Independent Exhibitor's Friend

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street Philadelphia

NATIONAL PENN
PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE ST. PHILADELPHIA
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Frank Capra's

first picture in over a year, topnotch in

every department . . . Gary Cooper

brilliant in an ideal role . . . Grand

direction . . . Swell family entertain-

ment, as well as for sophisticates . . .

Rates • • • +

Colu mbia

90 Minutes

Gary Cooper . . . Jean Arthur . . .

George Bancroft . . . Lionel Stander . . .

Ruth Donnelly . . . Walter Catlett . . .

Warren Hymer . . . John Wray . . .

Douglass Dumbrille . . . H. B. Warner

Directed by Frank Capra

This one can't possibly miss. It contains

everything for popular entertainment. While

satiric in theme, the humor is geared within

the limit of the mass intelligence—and that

includes even the kids. Frank Capra has done

a masterful directorial job, exceeding any-

thing he has done before. Gary Cooper sur-

passes himself as the small town hick who

inherits 20 million dollars and outsmarts

those who try to steal it from him. A de-

lightful and wholly logical romance in the

modern manner helps. Jean Arthur sur-

prises as the girl. In fact, the entire cast

plays their roles to the hilt and with evident

relish, illustrating again Capra's most not-

able attribute, an ability to bring out the

best in a performer. The production is

handsome without being lavish. Interest

and suspense are sustained throughout and

the courtroom scene, in which Cooper turns

the tables on those who would have him ad-

judged insane, makes for a smash finish. The

whole picture is clean as a whistle and a

natural for any type of audience. It is a

credit to Columbia, Capra, Cooper and

everyone associated in its production. Mark

it up for high grosses everywhere.

PLOT:

Cooper, a small town tallow maker with a bent

for poetry and music, inherits $20,000,000 from an

eccentric uncle. The latter's attorney insists that he

come to New York to look after his interests.

Naturally, he is meat for the tabloids who hound

him in an effort to get sensational copy. Failing,

Bancroft, a hardboiled editor, sics Jean Arthur, an

expert sob sister on the assignment. Cooper falls

for her, not knowing that she is the one writing

the stuff that holds him up to public ridicule. When

Jean finds she loves him, she quits her job in disgust

over what she has done. Cooper discovers that she is

the culprit and breaks with her. He decides to give

his fortune away to poor farmers, and his relatives,

seeing their chances slipping, try to put him away

in an asylum. In the hangup courtroom scene, the

reconciliation takes place, leading to a happy finale.

AD TIPS:

Sell Cooper and Capra to overcome a poor title.

You are safe in ballyhooing it as the best job both

hate done to date. Exploit this picture in the same

way you would a Will Rogers film; it has much

the same flavor, plus a youthful hero. Run a con-

test for best answers to the question: "What would

yon do if yon suddenly inherited $20,000,000?"

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

13 HOURS BY AIR

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Fine job of sus-

tained suspense and comedy . . . All

action on an airplane; this and title

won't help . . . MacMurray pleasant

as usual; Bennie Bartlett great as the

annoying kid; Zasu Pitts also funny . . .

Rates • • +

Vurn mo ii nt

85 Minutes

Fred MacMurray . . . Joan Bennett . . .

Zasu Pitts . . . Alan Baxter . . .

Fred Keating . . . Bennie Bartlett . . .

Brian Donlevy . . . John Howard . . .

Adrienne Marden . . . Ruth Donnelly

Directed by Mitchell Lcisen

This is one of the more successful "con-

centrated action" melodramas fashioned on

the "Grand Hotel" pattern. A group of

unrelated characters converge on a trans-

continental plane in the Newark Airport

and before the flight to San Francisco has

been completed two are shot, gangster is

captured, the pilot and an heiress find love

and a thoroughly rascally little boy becomes

a hero and saves the day. You can see with-

out a second glance that it is hardly new

movie stuff, but more than the average

amounts of suspense, excitement and comedy

have been written into the script and ex-

tracted by Director Mitchell Leisen. As soon

as the conflicts between the various charac-

ters is revealed "13 Hours By Air" becomes

engrossing. From the outset, Bennie Bart-

lett, the most hateful and amusing kid to

flash across the screen since Jane Withers

scored in "Bright Eyes," achieves something

of a personal triumph. He's very comical.

Zasu Pitts, too, has one of her funniest roles.

Fred MacMurray is one of our most attract-

ive leading men and his ingratiating manner

makes frozen Joan Bennett seem almost alive

in this film. The supporting cast is uni-

formly good, with Alan Baxter's gangster

role a standout. The airplane setting and

the title will retard "13 Hours" at the box-

office. Airplane pictures "ain't what they

used to be." However, this certainly rates

above average grosses on its entertainment

values.

PLOT:

Boarding a plane at Newark for San Francisco are:

Joan Bennett, heiress, who desires to stop her younger

sister from marrying foolishly and must reach her

destination on time; Fred Keating, out to keep Joan

from making it; Alan Baxter, escaping killer; Brian

Donlevy, G-man after Baxter; Zasu Pitts and her

wealthy ward, Bennie Bartlett, whom she must get

to San Francisco on schedule to save the boy's mother

$1,000,000 in a suit, and Fred MacMurray, who can-

cels his leave to be with Joan on the flight. When

MacMurray tries to get through a snowstorm just

to get Joan to Frisco on time, the plane is forced

down. Baxter, realizing he is being trapped by Don-

levy, shoots the latter and a co-pilot. Young Bartlett

helps capture Baxter by squirting fire extinguisher

fluid in his face while he is trying to force MacMur-

ray to fly him to Mexico. As the plane takes off

again, Joan promises to help MacMurray win a bet

by having dinner with him in Frisco.

AD TIPS:

better class spots should sell the comedy angles, of

which there are plenty. Sell MacMurray heavy; he's

a real favorite. Avoid the airplane copy and concen-

trate on the comedy and action.

BARTON.
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SUTTER'S GOLD
BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Slow-moving, confused

and terribly disappointing . . . Hasn't

a chance at the boxoffice, lacking all

elements of popular appeal . . . Rates

• • -

Universal

114 Minutes

Edward Arnold . . . Lee Tracy . . .

Biunie Barnes . . . Katherine Alexander . . .

Montague Love . . . Harry Carey . . .

John Miljan

Directed by James Cruze

It doesn't even glitter! "Sutter's Gold"

will probably go down in history as one of

the most profound disappointments of the

early 1936 season. What was, in conception,

a dynamic and ennobling study of John Sut-

ter, founder of one of California's first

colonies and whose plans for a mighty west-

ern empire pitifully collapsed with the first

news of the great gold strike, comes to the

screen virtually shorn of all qualities that

inspired its production. Hampered by a

crudely manufactured script and directed by

James Cruze with an ineptitude that is really

amazing, it impresses, in toto, as a glorified

horse opera, lacking even the elementary

virtues of that type of picture. It moves

slowly, laboriously and quite dully. Intend-

ed to be a "masterpiece," no thought was

given to love interest and with the film a

"dud" a bit of that ingredient would come
in mighty handy. "Sutter's" just rambles

on and on, lacking cohesion and action. Even

in performances there is nothing to make it

worthwhile. Edward Arnold has given much
better portrayals than his John Sutter. Lee

Tracy is still Lee Tracy. It shapes up as an

exhibitors' headache and only a heavy exploi-

tation campaign will keep it out of the red

in most cases. All in all, you might gather

that I don't think "Sutter's Gold" will pan

out—and that is not intended as a gag!

PLOT:

Forced to flee from Switzerland, Arnold reaches

New York and eventually Cal.fornia. With Tracy

as his side-kick, he establishes a small colony that al-

most expires what with belligerent Mexicans on one

side and war-pathy Indians on the other. After much
travail, the settlement is established and flourishes

under Arnold's complete, if benign administration.

Although he has left a wife and two children in the

old country, Arnold falls hard for Binnie Barnes and

plans to make her queen of his contemplated Pacific

Empire. His plans go awry, however, when gold is

discovered. Madly dashing to the yellow pastures,

the citizens ignore Arnold's edicts and depose him.

Barnes leaves him, but Katherine Alexander, his wife,

comes from Switzerland at Tracy's request. After a

lengthy struggle to regain his lost property via the

courts, Arnold dies, an old man and a failure.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as a great classic; epic of man's mad struggle

for gold. Gold nugget displays in lobby will attract.

RUDY.

MILLIONAIRE KID

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-MELODRAMA ... Up to

average run of independent films . . .

Routine formula aided by well planted

hokum . . . Lacks names, although per-

formances are good . . . OK for duals

. . . Rates • • — and with exploitation

can do average.

Reliable

5 8 Minutes

Betty Compson . . . Bryant Washburn . . .

Charles Delaney . . . Creighton Hale . . .

Bradley Metcalfe . . . Eddie Gribbon . . .

Al St. John

Directed by Bernard B. Ray

The problem of a boy neglected by his

wealthy parents is set forth in this story.

Action is sustained fairly well throughout

and considerable human interest centers

around the child's escape from his home to

become the pal of a gang of crooks. Bradley

Metcalfe, a 12 year old, carries most of the

plot burden in a very capable manner. More

will be seen of him. Betty Compson and

Bryant Washburn, two real veterans, play

the parents and their trouping is excellent.

The production is nicely mounted. On its

own, "Millionaire Kid" will require strong

exploitation (and it lends itself to plenty!)

to bring average returns. Best suited for

duals, spotted on a program with something

very light.

PLOT:
Hemmed in by tutors and the center of a court

battle between his parents, the rich kid decides to

run away. He becomes a newsboy and, as such, is

befriended by band of crooks. When the latter learn

who he is, they are horror-stricken, since kidnapping

is not in their line. The boy's disappearance brings

the parents to their senses and they become recon-

ciled in their happiness over his safe return by a

newspaperman.

AD TIPS:

Recent court battles for possession of a wealth)

New York society woman's child might be tied in

through newspaper headlines. Reveal the Metcalfe

boy as a real "find." This is an exploitation natural

for the exhibitors uho still try to sell their pictures.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood )

.

House of a Thousand Candles

BOXOFFICE RATING
SPY DRAMA . . . Story of interna-

tional intrigue and spy ring trying to

upset England's effort to prevent war

in Europe . . . Outstanding perform-

ance by Pichel . . . Will require strong

selling to mean more than • • —
. Can

do above average, however, if exploited.

Republic

7 1 Minutes

Phillips Holmes . . . Mae Clarke . . .

Irving Pichel . . . Rosita Moreno . . .

Fred Walton
Directed by Arthur Lubin

A mildly engrossing melodrama hinting

at intrigue in European diplomatic circles,

this has a timely exploitation angle that

might be made to mean something if fol-

lowed thru. The yarn focuses on the hero's

mission to deliver a vital message from Eng-
land to Geneva, with a world war hanging

in the balance. On its face, it is principally

another spy story, the usual invisible ink,

carrier pigeons, secret messages and subtle

disposition of agents who fail in their mis-

sions or are suspected of treachery. There is

plenty action of the chase variety, includ-

ing a swell automobile dash over a cliff. The
cast, while not boasting marquee names, is

nevertheless good, with a stand-out per-

formance from Irving Pichel as the master

spy. If approached from the timely,

war-threatening angle, "House Of A Thou-
sand Candles" can stir plenty of interest and

bring average or better grosses. Presented

"cold," it will only rate as another spy

meller.

PLOT:
Pichel, head of an international spy ring, uses

"The House of a Thousand Candles," a cabaret-

gambling place, as a "blind" for his headquarters.

Holmes, English agent, is entrusted with an import-

ant message for delivery to Geneva. Mae Clarke,

another agent, accompanies him on the mission.

Pichel puts Rosita Moreno on Phillips' trail. She

dopes him on the train and lifts the papers. Upon
reporting to Pichel, she learns that she has blundered.

Holmes and Mae have followed her and, after much
adroit manipulating and turning the tables on each

other, Pichel and Holmes come to grips. A wild

automobile ride ends in death for Pichel and the

English agents and sweethearts arrive at Geneva in

time to prevent the spies from carrying out their

plot and succeed in preserving peace in Europe.

AD TIPS:

(See 'Sleeper' Campaign in this issue.)

NONNIE.

JAWS OF THE JUNGLE
Jay Dee Kay Production

3 2 Minutes

This wallop-packing short details

with thrilling authenticity the trek

through Ceylonese jungles by a native

tribe fleeing from an attack of thou-

sands of vampire bats. In their search

for a site for another village these

hapless people are beset by leopards,

an elephant stampede, a giant python,

and other jungle beasts which harass

them from all sides and kill in plenty.

Adroitly cut from feature length

until only the essentials of the story

remain, it emerges as one of the most

thrilling of the not overly-heralded

jungle epics. One marvels at some ot

the shots caught by the camera, and

wonders how it was possible to photo-

graph at close range many of the

thrilling scenes of jungle life in the

raw.

NONNIE.
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that should be productive of much information for the general public, to say
nothing of the film industry.

There was "no information," for instance, according to the testimony of

Mr. Samuel Meisells, assistant accountant for the Commission who has been
studying the records, as to why the $15,000,000 loaned to Fox Theatres by
ERPI on February 26, 1929, was not loaned directly by Western Electric or
the telephone company, which a few hours before had generously handed
it to ERPI. Probably, William Fox, as has been indicated, might be able to

enlighten the Commission on this and other points. That is, if the Commis-
sion really wants to know. So, perhaps, Mr. Fox may be called back after all.

Of particular interest to the exhibitor-readers of the trade press was the

item, already noted, which the Commission's investigation last week revealed,
indicating the relations between the Quigley publications and the powerful
and monopolistic telephone interests which exercise a super-control over all

the big producer-distributor-theatre owning companies, in the financial field

still more than through its monopoly on the manufacture of sound equipment.

The item, hardly more than half a dozen lines, was tucked away at the

end of a long dispatch from the United Press, and was not carried by most'

newspapers using UP service. It probably would have passed unnoticed by
a majority of readers, but it was sufficient to call forth an instant and vigorous,

if not altogether convincing statement, from the Quigley offices.

The paragraph in the UP dispatch was as follows:

"... The complex story then led to the participation of the

A. T. & T. through ERPI in the financing of two movie publi-

cations, Motion Picture Herald and Motion Picture Daily,

printed by the Quigley Pub. Co. Mr. Meisells testified that

ERPI lent Quigley $50,000 on June 30, 1932."

In answer to which the following statement was issued from the Quigley
offices:

"On June 30, 1932, at which time, on account of the depres-
sion, the normal sources of credit to legitimate business were
closed, Quigley Publishing Co. negotiated a credit, in

amount of $50,000, with the Exhibitors Reliance Corp., a sub-

sidiary of ERPI.

"The credit above referred to was negotiated in full and
mutual realization of the fact that it involved no implica-

tions or commitments beyond, or in addition to, repayment
with interest at the normal rate.

"Repayment in full, together with interest, was completed on
April 18, 1935."

Now every exhibitor can decide for himself whether, as the statement

avers there were no "implications or commitments beyond, or in addition to,

repayment (of this loan of $50,000) with interest at the normal rate." Why
should there be? The loan speaks for itself. Money talks!

Nor should there be any doubt but that the loan was paid, in the usual

and proper way that loans are paid. Mr. Quigley's banking connections are

excellent, as everyone knows. Or should know by this time! It isn't every-

one who can borrow $50,000 at a time, when "the normal sources of credit

to legitimate business were closed" as Mr. Quigley was able to, on his own
statement.

There may be no "implications" in this, of course, but it is self-evident

that some further explanations might be in order. Just what was the consid-

eration upon which Mr. Quigley obtained this large loan?

Some weeks ago (Feb. 26 issue FILM BULLETIN) it was pointed out in

this department that there was a definite need for a trade paper as a "par-

tisan spokesman for the independent theatres." The need for such a publi-

cation is surely concretely indicated by this evidence, fragmentary as it is,

which the Federal Communications Commission's inquiry has brought out.

There is a strong probability that Mr. Quigley will be called before the

Commission a little later on. There is also a possibility that there may have
been other "loans," equally as interesting as the $50,000 loaned by ERPI's

subsidiary, the Exhibitors Reliance Corporation.

Many in the film industry would also like to know just what arrangement
Mr. Quigley may have had, if any, with the telephone company, the Hays
organization and the members of the Motion Picture Producers and Distribu-

{Continuccl on page 1
1
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THE UPROARIOUS
AWARD PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

The
DOUGHNUT QUEENS

LOUISE
F A Z E N D A
MAUDE
E B U R N E

Teaching ihe "400'

How io Become
"Dunkers"

IN

"DOUGHNUTS
and SOCIETY

u

The Scrappiest,

Happies! Romance
of 1936!

WITH

ANN RUTHERFORD
HEDDA HOPPER
EDDIE NUGENT
FRANKLIN PANGBORN

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

TRIVIA . . .

Golf season got started at Lulu Country Club

with JOHN McFADDEN, RKO, SAM LEFKO,

RKO, and JOE SCHAEFFER, First Division, making

up a three-some . . . WARNER's are NOT going

to take over the SAN TOY, Reading . . . BOB
LYNCH's new jilappy attracted a lot of attention

on the street last Saturday afternoon as the envious

gave the "super charger" minute inspection . . .

About fifty theatres in the territory using stagger

system on United Campaign trailers each week . . .

LEONARD GIMBEL now managing the Glenside

. . . Waverly, Drexel Hill, open Sundays beginning

Easter Sunday . . . Fay's opened Sunday, March

29th with an 8.30 P.M. to 1.30 A.M. showing of

double features and "Life Begins (and ends) at

Minsky's" . . SID (National-Penn Printing) BLOOM-
FIELD tired doing home-work. Hopes his wife, who

is ill, soon is able to again take over these duties

. . . The date of the midnight shindig and supper to

be given by the Motion Picture Theatre Managers

at the Torch Club has been changed to Tuesday,

April 21st, at 11 P.M. . . . WPA actors vaudeville

show for flood relief opens at the Fox-Locust (house

donated) this Thursday, a week later than originally

scheduled . . . Met to get an indoor circus of 20

acts early in April . . . HERB GIVEN has "Rhodes"

truck in town with replicas of the world's most

famous diamonds prior to Boyd opening, thereby

giving all exhibs an advance plug on this G-B film

. . . The Park Theatre marquee read "YOU ARE

NEXT with ANN SOTHERN" the other day . . .

BENNY (Masterpiece) HARRIS says he will cele-

brate his 2 5 th year in the business April 7th . . .

V/m. Penn Theatre on Lancaster Avenue to be torn

down . . . SAM VARBALOWs new Savar Theatre,

Camden, N. J., scheduled to open April 11th . . .

VENTNOR THEATRE, Ventnor, N. J., Weiland

and Lewis house, ruined by fire March 27th. Will

be rebuilt . . . MARCUS and ALLAN BENN re-

modelling the Belmont . . . AL ESSIG's car 'kissed'

by an electric locomotive out on Bethlehem Pike or

someplace. Car a total wreck. Al also, but he lived

through it with only jitters and bruised leg as re-

minders! . . . Mrs. HARRY LAVINE underwent

an operation Monday . . . JOE ROSSHEIM opens

the Rex, Reading, on April 17th or 18th . . . J.

REIMISCH and HENRY SORK open their Rio,

Reading, soon.

Republic to Have 26
Features for 1936-37

Following conclusion of production-dis-

tribution confabs in New York over the

weekend, Republic announced that 26 fea-

tures, not including westerns, will be made

during the 1936-37 season.

Attending the meeting were: Nat Levine,

W. Ray Johnston, E. H. Goldstein, Edward

Finney, Herman Gluckman, Edward Schnit-

zer, N. K. Loder, Herman Rifkin, Lou Lif-

ton, Sam Hacker, Norton V. Ritchey.

75 percent of the current season's pro-

duct has been completed, Levine said.

Higher budgets will be allotted for next

season's features, the producer stated.

MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continned from page 10)

tors Association, when he set out to "absorb" most of the other leading trade

papers in the industry? This, of course, was before the depression.

Could the Commission carry its inquiry still further, it would also be
interesting if it called General Hays, who might tell them how he commis-
sioned S. J. Rankin of the Rankin Advertising Co. many years ago to make a
survey of the film trade press, with a view to eliminating or "bringing into

line" those papers which spoke for the independent exhibitors. But this, of

course, extends beyond the scope of the present inquiry, as it was before the

big electrics got into the motion picture business.

It will be enough if Mr. Quigley is called. He can tell plenty.

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET, Phila., Pa.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCuit 4181 RACE 4600

SEND IN YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION

FOR

FILM BULLETIN
NOW!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

S
A

E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

|FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

1ELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith .

THE AMATEUR GENTLEMAN, United Artists, 97 Minutes

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR EL8SSA LANDI

His father had been convicted—unjustly—to die for a petty theft

he hadn't committed! He had been forced to suffer the tortures of a

brutal prison system, the system conceived and condoned by the "gentle-

men" of England at that time.

Since, then, it was a "gentlemen's" world in which he was living,

Barnabas Beverly, son of the champion prize ring boxer of England,

whose life had been taken by that cruel and corrupt society, determined

to win his spurs in London's society. He, too, would win esteem by prize

fighting like a "gentleman;" by gambling and cheating like a "gentle-

man;" by making love carelessly like a "gentleman." Thus, he hoped to

lift the cloud from his father's name.

But, he was only an AMATEUR GENTLEMAN!

Okay, guys, here's a nut to crack that's

a pip. If you've bought it. you're going to

play it and on its face "Gent" might get

you down in the dumps. Don't let it do

that—it has angles that will pull it thru.

The picture has everything that makes for

swell entertainment and everyone of your

patrons who drops the price of admission on

your till will feel plenty satisfied that he

bought his money's worth in entertainment

. . . But, the catch is—GET 'EM IN!!!

ANGLES

Here are the guts that we see dough
in . . .

1. THE ROTTEN LAWS OF ENG-
LAND of that time, when a man might
be hung for a theft of as little as 50c.

2. THE FILTHY PRISONS AND
CRUEL TORTURES that were inflicted

upon prisoners . . .

(a) The TREADMILL to which .1 man
was chained and which he had to

continually work with his feet. Ir

he stopped treading even for a mo-
ment, he hung himself! This usually

happened when the prisoner collapsed

from exhaustion . . .

(b) The STRETCHING RACK on

which a suspected prisoner was laid

across a series of wooden spiked bars

with his arms and legs laced spread-

eagle, over the frame and stretched

until his limbs were pulled from their

sockets. Thus were "confessions"

obtained.

3. THE BEGINNING OF PRIZE-
FIGHTING . . . Bare fists ... To a

finish!

PLAY DOWN
Jeeze, we can't be too emphatic about

warning you to avoid the romantic angle.

Elissa Landi and Doug Fairbanks, Jr. do a

fine job, but the love business won't get

any house a dime's worth of customers.

Play down the stars as well. Neither

Fairbanks nor Landi mean much and, in

many spots, they may actually hurt.

Those potential patrons who know Jeffrey

Farnol wrote the story also know that it is

costume. Others don't know that and

shouldn't be shown. Avoid the stills and

other stock material that shows the period

dress.

CAMPAIGN
We promised, at the inception of this

department, that we'd give you inexpensive

and practical campaigns. We've stuck to

that policy as closely as possible. However,

when an attraction like "Amateur Gentle-

man" comes along, you've gotta spend some

dough if you expect to come out from be-

hind the eight ball. You've gotta use a little

imagination and you've gotta get your cans

offa those aforementioned comfortable office

chairs and stir your stumps into activity!

Take your choice of either the prison-

torture or the prize-fighting angles and you

(..in make "Gent" mean bucks.

Dig up or make up imitations of those

torture devices used in the old days.

Contact the prisons for "implements of

confession" and tie it up with the pre-

sent humane method of punishment em-
ployed in our prisons.

Contact a wax museum for figures of

notorious executed murderers and torture

apparatus that was used in earlier times.

Arrange it around the lobby with cutout

of a man hanging on spread-eagled. Copy
should read: "EXECUTED BY TORTURE
FOR A THEFT OF 5 0 CENTS!"

If you prefer the prize-fight angle, dig up

photos of the old timers like John L. Sulli-

van, Jim Jeffries, etc., make blowups of

them (30x40 or 40x60) for display in the

lobby along with one of Fairbanks in fight-

ing pose as "The Amateur Gentleman."

Run a classified ad in the newspaper ask-

ing for old fight pictures and we'll bet our

best girl that you get a flock of stuff from

people who have swell old prints in their

attics.

Here's a swell stunt for the street . . .

Get a wide, open side truck. Mount a

board about 1 5 feet high on it. Chain a

man, spread-eagle, on it, so it appears that

he is suspended by chains which hold his

arms and legs. (Actually, he stands on a

small platform, thus taking the pressure off

his arms.) Banner the top of the frame

with: "TORTURED FOR THE THEFT
OF A LOAF OF BREAD!"

Run the truck in advance without show-

ing title, cast or theatre and playdates. Re-

peat the next day with this catch line:

"THEY TOOK HIS LIFE FOR FIFTY
CENTS." The third day should carry title,

cast and playdates.

If you're afraid to try the human torture

victim on the truck, use a compo cutout

silhouette figure.

SENSATIONALIZE
The campaign on "Gent" needs to be

sensationalized. Remember how they're

selling "Shark Island" and why it's do-

ing business. "Mutiny" and "Captain

Blood" were sold along strong, brutal

lines and they brought results.

Make this hot. It needs a pepping up

badly and we've just given you the angles

with which to do that. DO SOMETHING
. . . Don't allow it to come in COLD—or

it'll stay that way. Now git!

$ $ $ $ $
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BUY FROM THE PRODUCER

WHO ISNT YOUR COMPETITOR

!

There are numerous indications that, with

the return of a certain degree of prosperity the

big five producer-exhibitors are avidly eyeing

the theatre field with the view of spreading their

tentacles further into exhibition.

Today, those five companies are competing

with thousands of independent theatre owners

and we witness the somewhat insane situation

wherein those exhibitors do their share to fill

the coffers of the producer-exhibitors by buy-

ing their films, only to have that very money

used to purchase theatres in competition with

them.

Paramount, still quivering like a fish out

of receivership and jittery about the poor qual-

ity of its product, is deep in negotiations to re-

gain its whole vast chain of houses, which it so

shrewdly kept out of the bankruptcy proceed-

ings. Metro and Warner Brothers and Fox, too,

are "feeling their oats" and casting about for

spots in which to spend some of their fat

bankrolls and grab a firmer hold on the industry.

Only RKO, beset by a multitude of howls from

exhibitors about their awful product, has no

time to increase its theatre holdings. But one

good season will correct that!

These five companies must be regarded as

competitors by every independent exhibitor.

While, today, one of their affiliated theatres may
not be in your neighborhood, their policy stands

as a constant threat against the existence of in-

dependents everywhere, a threat which they do

not hesitate to use when an exhibitor declines

to accept whatever terms they fix for their films.

There are a number of producing com-

panies which confine their part in the industry

to the job of producing films and leave exhibi-

tion to their customers. It is vitally important

that the independent exhibitors of this country

keep in mind, during the approaching selling

season, that those producers who only produce

should be supported before a five cent piece is

added to the wealth of those who do not hesitate

to acquire or build theatres and use their power

to destroy the independent.

United Artists, Columbia, Universal, Re-

public, G-B, the new Pathe company and every

independent deserves the fullest cooperation of

exhibitors in every case where there is a free

choice between one of the big five and these pro-

ducers. Undoubtedly, there are situations in

which, for competitive reasons, exhibitors are

obliged to do business with the producer-exhib-

itors. Also there are situations in which, for

whatever reasons, it is more advantageous to

buy their products. But, in the cases in which

an exhibitor may choose between one of the pro-

ducer-competitors and one of the non-theatre

operating producers, it will be a wise choice, for

the future security of that exhibitor, to buy the

product of the latter. That is, unless he doesn't

care how long he is to be permitted to remain in

business.

MO WAX.
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Well, the Pathe-First Division deal has

finally ironed out the way we've been call-

ing it for many months. The cash behind

Pathe, we hear, may be Proctor & Gamble's.

Harry Thomas may step out and, if he does,

Al Friedlander may go with him, although

Al holds a contract. Eddie Alperson, the

Fox theatre man and a helluva well liked

guy, looks set for the presidency of the new
producing-distrib firm, which will be called

Premier Attractions . . . Budd Rogers' elec-

tion to U's board won't affect his handling

of Alliance (B.I.P.'s American distrib sub-

sid) through some other company .... The
I.T.O.A. here may ask to sit in on the pro-

posed confabs between producers and the

M.P.T.O.A., we learned today. Allied pooh

poohs the possible outcome of the meetings

to tone down trade practices and points out

that when the M.P.T.O.A. sits down with

the producers, it is just one happy family

who wouldn't take anything away from each

other . . . "Great Ziegfeld" opens at the

Astor Wednesday night. Gala premiere . . .

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" is clicking nicely

at the Music Hall despite Holy Week buga-

boo and will hold over . . . The Paramount

looks like it might crack its low record this

week with "Give Us This Night." Plenty

of empty seats at all hours . . . "These

Three" holding its own in third week at

the Rivoli and will stay until the end of

Easter Week, when "Things To Come" is

slated to replace it ... It looks like Re-

public's "House of a Thousand Candles"

outgrossed the three or four preceding major

releases at the Center. Smart, timely exploi-

tation idea helped sell it . . . "Ungardcd

Hour" just about at the Capitol . . . Despite

a big bally opening, Al Jolson's "Kid" isn't

so hot at the Strand. The pic has a few

great highlights, but otherwise shapes up as

nothing unusual . . . New arrivals: "A
Message to Garcia" at the Center . . . "Small

Town Girl" (Friday) at the Capitol . . .

ELK.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

Now that the Neely-Pettengill bill to pro-
hibit block-booking, blind buying, etc., has
been neatly folded and laid away in cam-
phor or more likely buried in chloride of

lime, we hear again the merry, merry spring
song, this being house-cleaning time, of

"self-regulation." It is an old, old melody,
guaranteed to soothe exhibitor nerves,
which promises to put an end to all exhibi-
tion troubles and abolish or alleviate the
numerous trade practices of the big pro-
ducer-distributors, which are the bane of the
exhibition end of the industry.

And who do we hear singing this sweet
refrain? Why none other than that sturdy
exhibitor and master showman, Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.,

who submitted, at the request of the subcommittee of the Federal Interstate

and Foreign Commerce Committee holding the hearings on the Pettengill bill,

a 10-point platform for the adjustment of some 22 practices governing the rela-

tions of the exhibitor with the exchanges, which would be adopted (maybe)
after conferences with the distributors by a special committee representing the

theatre-ownejs.

Mr. Kuykendall's program for the correction of current trade abuses was
excellent, but he was a little vague as to whether this special committee would
meet with representatives of the distributors as a whole or with individual dis-

tributors. He was specific, however, in saying that the committee would be
appointed by the executive committee of the M.P.T.O.A., so perhaps it doesn't

matter much, as most of the executive committee represent theatres, which
are owned by one or the other of the big distributors.

So now we shall shortly see the lion lying down with the lamb and the

wolves (to hear them tell it) getting ready to grow nice woolly coats and
eating grass. It really is a great idea, this plan, by no means original with

Ed Kuykendall, to clean up the industry's house, without any outside or gov-

ernmental assistance. It has been heard before. But it is just music, and not

very good music, at that.

It presents too many difficulties in this realistic world we are living in.

The big producer-distributor-theatre-owning companies, who are running the

house, while the independent exhibitors are carrying most of the overhead
expenses, are concerned only with their own interests, which are PROFITS.
They are not interested in the problems of the smaller theatre man.

Theirs is a "rule or ruin" regime, whether it is shortsighted or not, and to

pretend to talk "cooperation" with them, for the purposes of solving the prob-

lems of the independent theatre operator, is merely talk and nothing else.

Of course, they will go through the motions of conferring with the "ex-

hibitor" representatives. There will be plenty of talk about "cleaning up the

industry" and various promises will be made, just as they have been made
before to hold off legislative or legal actions. But in the end the situation will

be very much as it is now.

The best proof of this is the manner in which the big film companies

opposed the anti-block-booking bill. Every effort was made by the producer

representatives to discredit the exhibitor witnesses, who spoke for the bill.

Personalities were injected and accusations made which really had no bear-

ing on the merits of the measure, so much so that much of the record is

irrelevant and valueless for future reference.

"Colonel" Charles C. Pettijohn, able counsel for the Hays organization

and the big companies, which compose its membership, may be fairly said to

have talked the Pettengill bill into a "cocked hat." After "Colonel" Pettijohn

(Con tin tied on page 12)
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Golder Makes Preliminary Report To
Judge Welsh; Dep't of Justice Men Sit In

ATTORNEY'S FINDINGS AND FUTURE
COURSE DISCUSSED AT SECRET SESSION

In a conference held this afternoon (Wed.), the details of which
must be kept secret for the time being, Benjamin M. Golder, special

investigator of various practices employed by the major film companies,

made a preliminary report of his findings to Federal Judge George A.

Welsh, at whose request the Philadelphia attorney undertook the inquiry.

Present also were representatives of the U. S. Attorney General and the

Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice.

At the specific request of Judge Welsh, the points covered in Mr.

Golder's report and the topics discussed with the Government men were

not to be disclosed. However, it is believed likely that an announcement
of the inquiry's future course may be made from one source within the

next two weeks.

N. Y. EXHIB GROUP
MAY FILE SUIT
AGAINST MAJORS
ON SHORTS FORCING

ANTI-TRUST ACTION . . .

The long fight of the New York I.T.O.A.

against the majors' practice of forcing the

sale of shorts with features may culminate

in an anti-trust suit expected to be filed in

Federal Court shortly. It is understood that

such a case is being prepared by the organi-

zation's counsel.

The I.T.O.A. has been one of the strong-

est opponents of the shorts forcing policy

of the film companies and Harry Brandt,

president of the body, was recently sued by

RKO for failure to accept a number of

shorts. Brandt's answer to the charge was

that the company compelled him to sign

for the short subjects if he wanted the fea-

tures and that this was a violation of the

State anti-trust laws. This case is now pend-

ing Municipal Court.

It is possible that several other exhibitor

groups in the East may join, with the New
York organization to force a legal show-

down on this selling practice.

NO PREMIUMS!
One of the brighter wags on Philly's

Vine Street concocted this shrewd idea

on one of his quiet days.

Says he planned to take over the huge
5000 seat Mastbaum, now closed, and
"run" dishes every night in the week.
He encountered a hitch, however, at that

point in his plan which provided that he

give his patrons a film show, too, on the

slower nights. Claims the dish dealers

objected to his giving away "premiums!"

CHICAGO INDIES
PLAN NEW BOOKING
UNIT TO HOLD RUNS

AGAINST B & K . . .

Chicago.—In an effort to protect them-

selves against the threat of increased clear-

ance for the Balaban & Katz circuit, local

independent exhibitors, led by Aaron Saper-

stein, Allied leader, are said to be planning

a new booking organization which will put

the indies in position to demand that their

present runs be maintained, or bettered. Ex-

hibitors were warned that B & K had asked

for an additional week's clearance in many
spots.

It is intimated that two or three of the

major exchanges are secretly advocating the

formation of such a group, which they

would be able to use to counter balance

B & K's demands for more protection and

to whom they might be able to sell their

products away from the chain.

Past attempts of Allied here to form a

booking combine have been forestalled by

threats of the distributors not to sell it. The

independents are reported to be planning

their new organization in such a manner

that the distributors will leave themselves

open to a conspiracy charge if they refuse

to deal with the booking unit.

Phila. ITO Meets Apr. 16
to Plan Zoning Schedule

The Independent Theatre Owners of Phi-

ladelphia will meet next Thursday, 1 1 A.M.

.it the Broadwood Hotel to take up the prob-

lem of plannning a uniform zoning ,nul pro-

tection schedule for the territory. President

Charles Scgall will preside.

BLOCK BOOKING
BILL NOT DEAD,

ALLIED CLAIMS
HAVE HOPE . . .

Rapping the "defeatist propaganda" in

certain trade papers to the effect that the

Neely-Pettengill bill is dead, Allied, in a spe-

cial bulletin, claims that these charges are

made "without a scintilla of proof."

The bulletin states, in part: "The fact is

that due to the intervention of certain emer-

gency matters and the fact that the print-

ing of the hearings has not been completed,

Chairman Pettengill has not called his sub-

committee into executive session on the bill.

He expects to do so this week.

"Allied has Mr. Pettengill's word for it

that until the sub-committee has met and

considered the measure no one has the right

to draw any inferences whatever as to what
the sub-committee will do."

SENATE WATCHING HOUSE . . .

It is also pointed out that the Senate sub-

committee has taken no action due to the

absence of Senator Neely, the chairman, and

the fact that members of - the Senate group
had been following the more extensive

House hearings.

"Exhibitors are cautioned to keep their feet

on the ground during this period when the

full force and influence of the organized

industry is directed to confusing the issues,

distorting the facts and playing politics.

Caught unprepared because they did not

think hearings would be granted, the Big

Eight are seeking to make up for their miser-

able showing in Washington by a campaign
of discouragement, falsification and mud
slinging," the bulletin advises.

MARYLAND PASSES
07 THEATRE TAX

5 CENTS ON PASSES . . .

Baltimore.—The Maryland State Assem-

bly passed a one percent levy on gross re-

ceipts of all places of amusement late last

week as part of its emergency relief tax pro-

gram. Passes are also taxed as follows: Five

cents where admissions are up to 49 cents;

ten cents from SO cents to one dollar, and

fifteen cents above one dollar.

The gross receipts tax is retroactive as oi

April 1st, while the levy on passes became

effective this week.
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PATHE TO PRODUCE-DISTRIBUTE, FORM
NEW COMPANY, ABSORB FIRST DIVISION

EXPECTED . . .

The long expected move by Pathe to re-

enter the production and distribution fields

took definite form last week with the an-

nouncement that the company was organ-

izing Premier Film Attractions, a new cor-

poration, which will start production this

summer and absorb First Division Exchanges

for distribution.

Through First International Corporation,

Pathe has controlled about 80 percent of

First Division for the past year or so. First

International will be absorbed by Premier

along with FD, according to the plans.

Pathe's laboratory interests and the com-

pany's holdings in the Du Pont Film Manu-
facturing Co. are not to be included in the

Premier setup.

Rumors that Time Magazine will distrib-

ute "March of Time" through the Pathe

unit has been denied by both RKO and

officials of Time, who stated that the re-

leasing deal with RKO extends for another

year from August. However, the March of

Time people are known to have a financial

interest in First Division and this will prob-

ably bring them in to the Premier organi-

zation in some way.

MAY MAKE 26-30 . . .

Premier Film Attraction has set a tenta-

tive schedule of 26 to 3 0 features, in addi-

tion to a series of westerns for the 1936-37

season, it is reported. Releasing deals are

also pending with Alliance (B.I. P.) for con-

tinuation of the arrangement by which FD
is distributing that company's films in this

country this season. Details have not work-

ed out as to what Harry Thomas' capacity

will be with the new organization. There

have been reports that the First Division

president is considering an advantageous

new connection, but nothing definite could

be learned of its nature.

GB Sets Joseph Conrad Story

for Sylvia Sidney

GB has added the work of another world-

famous author to its production list, Joseph

Conrad's novel, "The Secret Agent," having

been purchased for a film to be known as

"Sabotage." Sylvia Sidney will be starred.

This story deals with the sabotage activities

of an underworld criminal in London.

Among the other famous authors whose

stories will be screened by GB are Rudyard

Kipling, Edgar Wallace, Sir H. Rider Hag-
gard, Rafael Sabatini, Gene Markey, Jocelyn

Lee Flardy, and Francois de Croisset.

Dwight Taylor, Hollywood scenarist, has

been signed by GB, and sails shortly for

England.

MAY IS HIS MONTH!

First Division Exchanges throughout the

country are out to make May bring the big-

gest month's business in the company's his-

tory as a tribute to Harry Thomas, president

of the independent firm. "May Is Harry

Thomas Month" and exhibitors everywhere

are urged to give their local FD exchange

every available playdate from the 1st to

31st.

Edw. Corcoran Dies
Edward Corcoran, former Paramount ex-

ploiteer, who had handled the motion pic-

ture exhibit on Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

for a number of years, died suddenly Sun-

day from a heart attack while on his way

East from Hollywood. Stricken on the train

near Syracuse, Kansas, his body was brought

on to Atlantic City, where the burial will

take place Monday. Corcoran staged last

year's Variety Club Pageant and was

coming East to make preparations for the

affair this Fall.

NEW TEMPLE FILM
OKED FOR RELEASE

COURT REVERSES STAND . . .

Shirley Temple's latest picture, "Captain

January," faced a long siege on 20th Cen-

tury-Fox's shelf when Judge Swan in U. S.

Circuit Court of Appeals (N. Y.) reversed

a District Court decision Monday and

granted L. C. Page & Co., publishers of the

book, a temporary injunction restraining the

film company from releasing the picture

pending an accounting of royalties claimed

by Page Co. However, the Court reversed

its stand Tuesday and a stay of the injunc-

tion ruling was allowed 20th Century-Fox,

permitting immediate release of the film.

Numerous dates had already been set in thea-

tres throughout the country.

COST NO EXCUSE . . .

In its decision the Court pointed out that

the producer was warned in advance that

use of the story would violate the publish-

er's and author's copyright. In answer to

the film company's plea to allow the release

of the picture on the grounds that a large

sum had been spent on the picture and that

a full accounting would be made later to the

complainant, Judge Swan declared, "A will-

ful infringer should not by the extent of his

investment be allowed to gain immunity

from the injunctive remedy."

Attorneys for the producer will file for a

writ of certiorari with the U. S. Supreme

Court.

Bernerd Denies

Jessie Matthews
Loan Arrangement

Reports concerning the loan of Jessie

Matthews, GB star, to any other motion

picture company, are without foundation,

according to a statement issued today by

Jeffrey Bernerd. Miss Matthews is under an

exclusive long-term contract to Gaumont
British, and starts work immediately on a

new picture, Bernerd said. This is tentative-

ly titled, "Paris Love Song," and will have

a music score written by Gordon and Revel,

ace song-writing team.

Miss Matthew's most recently completed

picture for GB is "It's Love Again," sched-

uled for early release.

SEND IN YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION

FOR

FILM BULLETIN
NOW!
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HOLLYWOOD rLICKERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, Cal.

Things are starting to hum over on

the Universal lot. Rogers, Koenig and

Grainger are in daily conferences to

decide on the 15 features still due this

season. Defying any possible jinx, "U"

will start two of its biggest pictures on

April 13. These are "My Man Godfrey"

with William Powell, Carole Lombard
and Alice Brady, and "It's a Small

World" with Joan Bennett and Joel

McCrea. Rogers tells me that Universal

will make 36 next season, including a
half dozen John Wayne westerns.

There will also be at least eight from

Buck Jones and a minimum of four

serials.

Republic finishes up "Glory Parade"
this week and has a real picture, judg -

ing by the rushes. At least Lew Ayres
has lost his customary worried look, if

that's a sign. The kid is tickled to death
with being a director and wants to for-

get the grease paint. The future pro-

duction plans of this outfit will be bet-

ter known after padre Nat Levine re-

turns from his guick jaunt to Honolulu,

next week. Encouraging is the promise
that budgets will be upped at least

50%.

Just had a peek at a rough cut of

the new Grace Moore picture, and
happy to report that Columbia has
done well by the singing star, this

time. At least another six weeks be-
fore it is ready due to the intricate scor-

ing. The music is all by Fritz Kreisler

and Von Sternberg hasn't done as neat
a job of directing in several years. "The
King Steps Out" is the final title.

The smaller exhibitors may look to

Columbia for the type of stuff their

audiences eat up. In addition to the

Ken Maynards, Sol Lesser is making
"The Mine With the Iron Door," popu-
lar Harold Bell Wright story of a buried
treasure, with Dick Aden starred;

George O'Brien will make 10 "de luxe"

action pictures for the same company;
Charlie Starrett is up in Canada mak-
ing a series of outdoor films dealing

with the mounties plus which a
new Zane Grey western, "Outlaws of

Palouse," starts next week. This lineup

may not spell ART but it sure sounds
like good BOXOFFICE.

Republic has not yet decided who
will replace John Wayne when the lat-

ter moves over to Universal after mak-

ing his eighth and last of the series

next month. One thing this outfit is

sure of, however, and that is to push

Gene Autrey to the limit. The crooning

cowboy has gone over with a bang.

Plenty of midnight oil being burned

over on Paramount's broad acres what
with lengthy conferences between Ot-

terson, Zukor and production officials.

Everything is expected to be settled by
the end of this week, at which time the

new lineup for next season will be an-

nounced. No doubt about the com-
pany being in tip-top shape with over

eighteen million cash on hand and ren-

tals in excess of one million coming in

weekly. Negative costs have been
sliced while the contract talent list is

being built. Between 65 and 70 pic-

tures will be made.

Recommended: "The Country Be-

yond," 20th Century's lusty picturiza-

tion of the James Oliver Curwood story.

20th, with 24 films in preparation, has
cancelled its planned part-shutdown
and will keep both its studios going
ahead on full schedule.

May we be the first to congratulate

Mary Pickford, whose election to presi-

dent of United Artists is practically as-

sured.

Congratulations also and a word of

welcome to Pathe upon its decision to

re-enter the production end of the busi-

ness. Soon the familiar rooster, with

which we associate so many hits of the

past, will once more grace the screen.

Color is coming faster than most

people think. An advance peek at

some rushes from Pioneer's "Dancing

Pirate" shows the rapid advances be-

ing made. After all, color suggests mu-
sic and comedy. It is in this field that

color should make its most rapid

strides.

Harry Sherman is getting ready to

shoot "The Barrier" in color. This is

one of two famous Rex Beach novels

which he owns. The other is "The

Ne'er Do Well." Paramount will re-

lease, as in the case of his "Hop-along

Cassidy" series.

First Division CompBefes 85%
of Regular Feature Program

With the release of "Southern Maid" and

"August Week-End," Alliance and Chester-

field productions respectively, First Division

completes 8 5 % of the regular feature pro-

gram originally announced by this organi-

zation at the start of the season.

Already released on the Alliance schedule

are "Mimi," "Dance Band," "Red Wagon,"

"Spy 77," "The Living Dead" and "Drake

the Pirate."

Chesterfield and Invincible productions

previously released include "Ring Around

the Moon," "Little Red Schoolhouse," "Dark

Hour," "Brilliant Marriage," "Bridge of

Sighs," "Tango," "Society Fever," Lady in

Scarlet," "What Price Crime," "False Pre-

tenses," "Murder at Glen Athol," "Happi-

ness C. O. D.," "Hitch Hike to Heaven,"

"Death from a Distance," "Girl Who Came
Back" and "Condemned to Live." Other re-

gular features announced which have been

scheduled are "Hong Kong Nights," and

"Java Head."

Exclusive of the regular features four

Hoot Gibson-Diversion productions have

been released with four to come and one

Big Boy Williams-Normandy out-door film

with seven Rex Bells to follow, the initial,

"Too Much Beef" set for release on April

20th.

Added to the current schedule for several

territories and also released is the Halperin

picture "I Conquer the Sea."

PENN
THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.

— Presents —
The New Brenkert

"Enarc" Projection Lamp
• . . take advantage of a good
deal while your old equipment
has a market value

Expert Ticket and
Projection Machine Repairing

THEATP

PHILADELPHIA • PA

o.
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Coming 'Round the Mountain

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN with Songs . . . Hardest-

riding, fastest action seen in many
moons . . . Horse race finish will yank

'em out of their seats . . . Rates

• • • • for western spots.

Republic

Gene Autry . . . Ann Rutherford . . .

Simley Burnette . . . Champion

Directed by Mack Wright

This one is just about tops for action and

novelty in its class. It's the elemental

western formula plus Autry's crooning,

shot midst the loveliest natural mountain

scenery that ever graced a horse opera.

"Coming 'Round the Mountain" gets going

with the first flicker and doesn't let down
until the final fade-out. The average action

fan will find himself sitting on the edge of

his seat when the boys come tearing 'round

that mountain in one of the greatest pinto

pony races over filmed. Throughout, the

film abounds with action highlights such as

the really thrilling fight between two wild

horses. It is seldom that the camera catches

something as exciting as that! Autry's sing-

ing is pleasant and the romantic business

only serves as an occasional breathing spell

to allow the plot to catch up with the whirl-

wind pace of the action. For fans who yell

"Whoopee" over ride-'em-cowboy thrillers

(and for those others fortunate enough to

see it, too) "Coming 'Round the Mountain"

is a treat. We liked it lots!

PLOT:

Autry, pony-express rider, is robbed while bringing

Ann Rutherford the money with which she plans to

pay off the mortgage on her ranch. He is given leave

of absence to capture the culprits. Ann's boyfriend,

who proves to be the villain, tries to sell some horses

to the pony-express company, but Autry insists

that Ann's pinto ponies are better suited for the

work. To settle the matter, a horse race across coun-

try is arranged. Despite the attempted trickery of

the villain, Ann's ponies win. Autry also clears up

the mystery of the robbery and he marries the girl.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as the fastest western in years, feature the

u ild horse fight anJ the thrilling race. Let them

know that Autry sings.

NONNIE.

SINGING KID, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MUSICAL . . . Rescued from being a

flop by one brilliant musical sequence

. . . Trite situations and dialogue don't

help . . . However, strong cast should

account for good returns generally . . .

Rates • • • —

Warner Bros.

8 3 Minutes

Al Jolson . . . Sybil Jason . . .

Edward Everett Horton . . . Lyle Talbot . . .

Allen Jenkins . . . Claire Dodd . . .

Beverly Roberts . . . Yacht Club Boys . . .

Cab Calloway and Orchestra . . .

Mitchell and Durant

Directed by William Keighley

If we except one brilliant sequence, this

one is a most routine musical film, burdened

with a trite plot treated without inspira-

tion. Fortunately, that one sequence cannot

be overlooked. It is probably the most orig-

inal and superbly executed piece of business

ever seen in a musical. Effected with rare

skill by Jolson, the Yacht Club Boys and

Director Keighley, it is an accomplishment

to be applauded. But unfortunately, one se-

quence does not make a picture, and "The

REVIEWS in a paper with the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

Singing Kid" has more than a fair quota of

innocuous situations, dialogue that doesn't

click and a typical, hackneyed musical com-

edy plot. En toto, it does not add up to

grand entertainment by any means. The

production is an elaborate one, in true War-

ner style, and the story is of the same old,

musty backstage formula. Several O. K.

song numbers help, especially "I Love to

Sing-a." Sybil Jason is properly cute. Bev-

erly Roberts, a newcomer, shows promise,

but tries too hard. "The Singing Kid" is

so-so entertainment, except for that one

swell number. It goes without saying, never-

theless, that it will do well above average

everywhere. The cast is strong, Jolson, the

Yacht Club boys and Cab Calloway ac-

counting for most of the draw.

PLOT:

Talbot, after gumming up Jolson's income tax

declarations, follows that up by running away with

his fiancee, Claire Dodd. The shock robs Jolson of

his voice. He settles the affair with the government

and leaves the country to rest, a poor man, his career

shattered. He meets Beverly Roberts, a rustic play-

wright, and falls for her. Her ministrations help

Jolson regain his voice, but there is a quarrel and

he leaves for the city and a stage appearance. Rob-

erts follows him to New York, asks his forgiveness

and Al goes on the stage to knock 'em cold.

AD TIPS:

Sell the cast, giiing equal billing to Jolson, Callo-

way, Yacht Club Boys and Jason. Jolson is poison in

many spots and will need the others for support.

Little Sybil Jason's face should be shown in all illus-

trations.

RUDY.

DRAKE THE PIRATE

BOXOFFICE RATING

SEA ADVENTURE SPECTACLE . . .

Fine production of buccaneering career

of Sir Francis Drake . . . Lacks romance

and verve of "Captain Blood," but can

be sold as same type story . . . Heavy

English touch will retard it generally

. . . Rates • • +

Alliance (1st Dir. Release)

76 Minutes

Matheson Lang . . . Jane Baxter . . .

Henry Mollison . . . Athene Seyler

Directed by Arthur Woods

The)' have judiciously edited this English

importation so that it attains a fair degree

of action on the high seas where pirate Drake
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plundered and fought to make England

master of the waters and, incidentally, en-

rich his Queen's coffers. Fashioned in the

style of "Captain Blood," this film lacks

the vigor and fire of the Sabatini fiction.

However, there are many exciting action

sequences that bridge the heavy tedious royal

court scenes, which are necessary to hold the

historical tale together. The sea fighting is

fierce and bloody, undoubtedly the best

thing the Britishers have done in this line.

Historically, "Drake" strives to justify Eng-

land's conquest of the Spanish fleet, even if

that was brought about by the employment

of the most ruthless pirate sailing the seas

—

Sir Francis Drake. In the title role Mathe-

son Lang is excellent, but his name will

mean nothing to American audiences. Jane

Baxter, who was one of the wives in "Henry

the 8 th," is pleasing as Drake's wife. The

balance of the cast are competent, if un-

known. All this picture needed was a touch

of inspiration on the part of the director

to have made it a really important film; it

lacks that. If sold strongly as a successor to

"Blood" this should bring slightly above

average grosses.

PLOT:

Elizabeth, Queen of England, is told that her coun-

try is practically broke when Drake, a pirate sailor,

is introduced at court to tell of the possibilities of

conquering untold Spanish millions. Unofficially, she

sends him on a plunder.ng journey and he returns

with ships laden with treasure. He meets and mar-

ries Jane Baxter, the betrothed of Henry Mollison,

who is engaged in espionage. With the idea of start-

ing mutiny on Drake's next voyage, Mollison sails

along with his brother. Their plans are discovered

and Mollison is found guilty and sentenced to death.

With the Spanish bottled up in a harbor, Drake em-

ploys a ruse to force them out and engages the

armada in a fierce battle. Victorious and reeking

with plundered gold, Drake returns to England, where

he is knighted by the Queen.

AD TIPS:

Sell this through all libraries, historical societies.

Mention "Captain Blood" and "Mutiny" in all copy,

playing this up as their successor in sea adventures.

Avoid mention of the cast; just refer to "Cast of

5000."

NONNIE.

Girt From Mandalay, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Dull jungle story

plus some interesting animal shots . . .

Too slow getting started, but suspense

and fair action in latter reels will help

in action spots, where it rates • • —

;

less in better class houses.

Republic

60 Minutes

Conrad Nagel . . . Kay Linaker . . .

Donald Cook . . . Esther Ralston . . .

Reginald Barlow

Directed by Howard Bretherton

Slow in getting started. Too much foot-

age is devoted to the efforts of a joy girl

to go straight after being swept into sudden

marriage by an English gentleman who has

gone "native" in the Malay jungles. In the

final two or three reels gripping suspense is

built up by the tiger menace, which threat-

ens the village. It is this portion, to which

more footage should have been allotted, that

"Girl From Mandalay" achieves some note

of success as exciting melodrama. The cast,

while well balanced, has no outstanding

names. Conrad Nagel is pretty much a "has

been" as regards drawing value. Kay Lin-

aker is the most impressive personality

among the players. She shows promise. Sex

angles take it out of juvenile class and offer

good exploitation opportunities. This will

pass for fair-minus returns in action and

nabe spots. Can do better with strong sell-

ing. Too routine for better class houses.

PLOT:

Nagel, an ambitious young English overseer, is the

pal of Donald Cook, in charge of a neighboring plan-

tation. After four years, Nagel is jilted by his

fiancee, back in England. In a Mandalay joint, where

he goes to drown his sorrows, he falls for Kay
Linaker, one of the girls. He marries her and the

two return to the jungle. The girl's determination to

go straight is upset by the disclosure that she had

previously been intimate with Cook. Nagel's jealousy

leads him to plan to shoot his supposed rival. At the

crucial moment, a man-eating tiger enters the scene

and the two men, joined in a common purpose, set

out to get the beast. Cook falls into the tiger pit,

from which Nagel rescues him. This gesture leads

to 3 reconciliation with Kay leading the way.

AD TIPS:

Catch-line: "Jungle heat flaming into passionate

love" . . . "Two love-starved men and one beautiful

woman, Far from Civilization" . . . "The Thrills of

a Tiger Hunt Plus Tropical Romance." Play up the

sweeping away of harriers between humans where

they must fight for the same purpose. Stress the ani-

mal stuff. Plug Kay Linaker as a comer.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

MOONLIGHT MURDER
BOXOFFICE RATING

MURDER-MYSTERY . . . Another

routine detective-making - love - while-

solving-murder quickie . . . Won't get

average grosses anywhere, because it's

the same as dozens before it . . . Rates

* * — in action spots and less else-

where.

M-G-M
68 Minutes

Chester Morris . . . Madge Evans . . .

Leo Carrillo . . . Frank McHugh . . .

Benita Hume . . . Grant Mitchell . . .

Katherine Alexander ... J. Carrol Naish . . .

H. B. Warner
Directed by Edward L. Marin

This time they pop off a famed opera

singer before 20,000 startled spectators in

Hollywood Bowl and a detective with a

pipe in his mouth and a pretty girl in his

heart goes nonchalantly about the business

of playing "guess who?" with the audience.

"Moonlight Murder" is just another mystery

quickie that will please only those fans ad-

dicted to searching for solutions to movie

homicides. There are all the false leads to

throw the audience off the trail of the real

criminal (he's a "mercy killer" this time!),

the usual romance, some not particularly

funny comedy and quite a bit of opera sing-

ing. The point that Metro should have con-

sidered more carefully is that the type of

people who like pictures like "Moonlight

Murder" generally don't like opera and vice

versa. No one in the cast takes the story

too seriously and their performances are

merely adequate. This will get by in action

houses, but rates well below average else-

where.

PLOT:
Leo Carrillo, opera singer, die* mysteriously while

singing in the Hollywood Bowl before a vast audi-

ence. The entire accompanying group of players are

suspected and practically everyone acts suspicious

while detective Chester Morris tries to solve the

crime. Madge Evans, a chemist, helps him solve the

crime, revealing Grant Mitchell, Madge's uncle, as

the one who poisoned the microphone. He confesses

that he did it to save Carrillo from a lingering death,

the inevitable result of an incurable throat disease.

AD TIPS:

The cast, while not outstanding includes a long

list of well-known names; use it in all copy. Stress

the murder being committed before 20,000 people

and no one knew who did it.

L. j.

SNOWED UNDER
BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Hair-brained farce that

didn't turn out as funny as its authors

intended . . . Mildly amusing and often

annoyingly screwy . . . Will have tough

pull to get • • —
,
except in action

houses, where it will get less.

First National

63 Minutes

George Brent . . . Glenda Farrell . . .

Genevieve Tobin . . . Frank McHugh . . .

Patricia Ellis . . . John Eldredge
Directed by Raymond Enright

This is farce, but not as funny as farces

should be. It concerns the mixup of a play-

write who secludes himself in a cabin to fin-

ish a play in peace and quiet, only to have

three women, two of them formerly married

to him and the other anxious to be the third,

do their best to disturb his equanimity.

There is an appalling lot of conversation,

much of which is not laugh-provoking and

the spectacle of three ladies verbally tearing

each other's hair over one man isn't some-

thing to please either male or female. Best

feature of "Snowed Under" is the cast. Frank

McHugh, Glenda Farrell and Genevieve

Tobin are amusing and delightful. George

Brent still doesn't impress this reviewer as

(Continued on page 12)
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
(Continued from page 4)

had concluded his activities at the hearing, leaving the subcommittee not

quite certain as to whether they had been hearing arguments for and against

the bill, or a name-calling contest, Ed Kuykendall submitted his plan for "self-

regulation."

Whether this should be regarded as an additional smoke screen or just

an anaesthetic, is not important. It will serve all present purposes, which ap-
parently are mainly to postpone any legislation, which will bring real relief

to the independent theatres.

CHAPLIN IN RUSSIA

United Artists announces that the distribution rights to Chaplin's "Modern
Times" for the Soviet Union have been sold through the Amkino Corporation,

their American agents, to the Soviet motion picture industry. The deal also

includes Chaplin's "City Lights," and represents the first time that any of

Chaplin's sound films are to be shown in the Soviet Union.

It is stated that the public interest in "Modern Times" has been running
high in the U. S. S. R. ever since a Soviet film delegation, headed by Boris

Shumiatsky, returned from Hollywood with enthusiastic reports of the pic-

ture, which they had previewed in its unfinished form as the guests of Chaplin.

All of which poses the question whether the prints provided the Soviet Union
by United Artists will contain those scenes, which, it is said, were ordered

eliminated from the American version by "Czar" Will H. Hays, as too strong

for the delicate constitutions of American movie audiences.

Mr. Hays, as indicated by his ruling on Sinclair Lewis's "It Can't Happen
Here" and other recent films that tended to disclose that all was not quite as

well as it might be in this "best of all possible worlds," shies away in holy

horror from any attempt at satire of the current social scene. He seems to

believe that the "revolution" is just around the corner.

As everyone who has seen "Modern Times" knows, its social content, as

it has been screened for American audiences, is quite innocuous. Its signifi-

cance, if any, is solely for those sophisticated folk, who do not see eye to eye

with Mr. Hays as to the merits of our present social and industrial system.

For the others, "Modern Times" is just good, old-fashioned Chaplin slapstick

comedy.

So it may be that the Russians will be disappointed, if they find that the

scenes, which the Soviet film delegation saw and which greatly enthused

them, have been eliminated by the American movie "Czar."

In the same announcement from United Artists, it is stated, that an invi-

tation to Chaplin to attend the opening of "Modern Times" in Moscow, will

be sent to him shortly on his trip around the world. If he accepts, perhaps

the Soviet film industry might persuade him to stay awhile in Russia and
make a movie there, which would not have to be edited by the Hays office.

-REVIEWS-
(Continued from page 11)

the type about whom even one, let alone

three, women might make themseleves silly.

Patricia Ellis is pretty bad as the girl who

pleads with Brent to love her. The cast will

bring this whatever results it gets. Below

average will probably be its fate generally,

action spots doing worst.

PLOT:

Playwritc Brent goes off to a cabin with his first

wife, Genevieve, in an effort to complete a partially

finished play. Glenda, his second wife, appears on

the scene with her lawyer, Eldredge, seeking the

arrest of Brent for failure to pay alimony. Patricia

the author's latest flame principally through her

own initiative, is on the spot to squeeze out a con-

fession of love, which Brent dodges. The three gals

quarrel about their man. Deputy sheriff Mcllugh

tries to pinch Brent, but is prevented by the head-

work of Genevieve. It all winds up in happiness

when Kldrcdgc takes Patricia; Glenda gets a promise

to receive her alimony and she woos McHugh, and

Brent and Genevieve discover that they really still

love each other.

AD TIPS:

Sell it a( farce. Give Brent, Farrell, McHugh,

Tobin and Ellis equal anil prominent billing above

bad title. l j

Redbook Boosts New
Capra-Cooper Picture

Redbook Magazine gave "Mr. Deeds Goes

To Town," the new Frank Capra produc-

tion starring Gary Cooper, an unusual pre-

release sendoff with a rave review by H. N.

Swanson, critic. Swanson said of the film,

"I can't guess what its chances will be for

snaring the Academy Award for this year,

but let me tell you, neighbor, it very defin-

itely will be a strong contender for that

honor."

DOUGH
NOT

NUTS
TO YOU!
When You Play

the New Riot of Fun

"Doughnuts

and Society"
WITH

A 6 STAR CAST

LOUISE
F A Z E N D A
MAUDE
E B U R N E

ANN RUTHERFORD
HEDDA HOPPER
EDDIE NUGENT
FRANKLIN PANGBORN

Nuts on the Loose for 1,000 Laffs

and Plenty of Dough for You!

"Dunk" Into the Scrappiest, Hap-

piest Romance of the Year and

Give Yourself a Box-Office Treat!

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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FROM PHILLY

By Ncmamaker

FLASHES . . .

Yiddish 'King Lear' talkie in the Met for Pass-

over week, followed by indoor circus . . . Rexy on

South Street now housing Joosh stock . . . Walt

Disney program at Europa—first time in Philly-

—

is being watched with interest . . . Nixon's Grand

folded quietly . . . JOE (Quality Print) SUSKIN
had a bit of difficulty getting used to his new bifo-

cals . . . NATE ABELOV celebrated wedding

anniversary last week by entertaining with his home

movie projector . . . Mr. and Mrs. MIKE LESSEY
vacationing at the shore . . . Those perfect host

exchangemen, HARRY LA VINE and SAM ROSEN,
took turns throwing prevues for the ladies of MRS
ARTHUR GOLDSMITH'S Women's Clubs . . .

Former reports here notwithstanding, BARNEY
COHEN, honest to goodness announced his engage-

ment at the lucky (?) girl's home last Monday . . .

MEL KOFF still willing to marry anyone who can

get him pictures!

CALL IT NEWS . . .

BILL HOBAN, son-in-law of JOHN McGURK,
and CHARLIE KLANG reopen the SAN TOY,
Reading, this Saturday a week . . . CHARLES LA
BARRE, Palmerton, Pa., exhibitor, had stroke . . .

Mrs. HARRY LA VINE recuperating in hosp.tal for

still another week . . . GEORGE SOBEL taking

over Marietta Theatre, Marietta, Pa., from MARCUS
BENN . . . BENN COHN retains his interest in

the house and remains as manager . . . EDDIE
GABRIEL, LEON BEHALL, and ANN ROSEN
took a look at the first of a new series of BILL
PIZOR's color cartoons . . . Warner offic als picked

Holy Week for Manager's Week this year. Just to

make it tougher to pile up those records. I guess

. . . The timeliness of "Last Mile" necessitated BILL

HEENAN getting additional prints in on the re-

NATIONAL PENN
PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE ST. PHILADELPHIA
tOC. 0 5 3 8

issue of this picture . . . Several exhibs in North

Philly stopped by Warner's from double featuring

last week ... Met BILL DINGLEMAN, former

maintenance man for the old Stanley Company, and

now in electrical business for himself, and he looks

fine and dandy . . . BUCK TAYLOR, former general

manager for Taylor and Zimmerman, who put on

the wild west shows at Willow Grove and the Million

Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, very sick with cancer of

the throat . . . GEORGE SOBEL enters the lumber

business with his dad and brothers. George continues

his theatre operations. The outfit will set up a special

theatre material division to supply lumber, compo,

etc. for construction and sign shops. SAM PALAN
will be manager of the theatre division . . . Theatre-

men are responding nobly to UNITED CAMPAIGN
drive. JEANNETTE WILLENSKY, I.T.O. secretary

is pleading for all members to send in pledges im-

mediately . . . Those rumors that the FELTS are

taking over the Byrd persist, but JOE FORTE,
who should know best, denies it.

GAG . .

.

COPY OF A WIRE: Major AL ESSIG, 309 N.

13th St., Phila., Pa. REPORT FOR DUTY IMMED-
IATELY TO CONTROL ANTI-AIRCRAFT CORPS
IN ADOWA. EMPEROR HAILE. It's been thumb-

tacked in his office for months now and he still

doesn't know who sent it.

A. P. Waxman Makes 'Bank

Night' Tie-up For 'Rhodes'

The first case of "Bank Night" being

utilized for a publicity tie-up on a special

picture has been effected by A. P. Waxman,
G-B advertising chief. Waxman hit on the

idea of inaugurating a "Rhodes Diamond
Night" in connection with the company's

picture "Rhodes, the Diamond Master."

Awards will be diamonds, which exhibitors

will give their patrons instead of cash, as is

usually done with Bank Night.

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET, Phila., Pa.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' ABs'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLEANING SUPPLIES

Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

UNIFORMS
Ushers' and doormen's uniforms attractively

made to measure. American Uniform Co.,

134 South Eleventh Street, Phila., Pa.

I
ERVING theatre needs with a know-

i ledge of theatre business.

A
F
E

SSISTING theatre owners with a
start of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

YIELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
103 1 3rd St., N. W. 5 18 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

DRAKE THE PIRATE First Division 76 Minutes
Matheson Lang .... Jane Baxter .... Athene Seyler

"Has England not one man who can defend her honor on the seas?"

demands Elizabeth, the Virgin Queen. "Where is this bold, daring sailor,

Francis Drake? Bring him to me!"

Kneeling before his Queen, the man who was to make England

Mistress of the Seven Seas, with flashing eyes tells Elizabeth, "Seize the

Spanish fleet! Thus, we shall cripple Spain for Years!"

"By heaven," shouts the Queen, "this is a man! Go your own way,

Francis Drake! Take what money you need, what ships and men you

need. For my sake and for the sake of the England we love, keep your

neck out of the noose!"

Thus was born DRAKE . . . pillager!

plunderer! pirate! DRAKE THE PIRATE!
The common sailor who rose to rule the

seas with ruthlessness for his Queen and his

Empire . . . who was rewarded with knight-

hood to become Sir Francis Drake, the most

feared man ever to scuttle an enemy craft.

Gents, here's a British-made adventure

movie that looks, on its face, like a tough

nut to crack. One look at the cast, your

heart drops and you're apt to ask, "Where's

Gable, or Laughton, or some other star?"

They ain't none there!

What you've got to sell is a TITLE . . .

and what a title! You have the name of

one of the most colorful figures that has

brightened the countless pages of history.

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE! I don't give a

hoot if you don't remember him. It only

proves that exhibitors have short memories.

The point is that this guy is known, admired

and revered as much as a Rafael Sabatini

fiction character by millions of men and

boys who read his exploits in their history

books.

Coming on the heels of "Mutiny" and

"Captain Blood," "Drake" should be able

to ride through to better than average gros-

ses if sold as the successor to those two

sea-going yarns.

Sure it's costume stuff (so were both

"MUTINY" and "BLOOD.") Sure there

isn't a name in the cast that means any-

thing (but did "Blood" have anyone that

meant much?) Sure it's English. Don't get

the idea that we're claiming that "Drake"

has the boxoffice magnetism of either of

those two preceding hits, but IT HAS GOT
THE SAME ELEMENTS! And there's our

angle!

'PIRATE' LOBBY AND FRONT
In your lobby and on the front go

PIRATE with a vengeance! String up the

black skull and cross-bones on the white

bunting all over. DON'T just go nautical

in the usual way, with pennants and flags

of all nations. Use ONLY the pirate flags

for the proper results.

There are quite a few exciting stills.

Blow 'em up to 40x60s and set them up on

a pirate ship cutout in the lobby.

The 6, 3 and 1 sheets all sell the pirate

angle strongly, so use them for cutouts.

Get an old trunk (small one), stuff it

with paper and put a top filling of fake

gold coins, paste jewels and drop a sabre

over it. Label it; "DRAKE THE PIRATE,
He Roamed the Seven Seas, Plundering, Kil-

ling, Risking His Neck To Win This Treas-

ure For His Queen—and A Beautiful Girl!"

Get your ushers and doormen pirate cos-

tumes, to be worn a week in advance. A
silk band across the breast should simply

read: "DRAKE THE PIRATE, Thursday,

Friday, Saturday." You might try to pro-

mote the costume house for the outfits by

giving them a screen ad.

'PIRATE' STREET BALLY
This one is a natural for the walking

street ballyhoo man. Dress him up in a

pirate costume. Pin the skull and cross-

bones on his breast and this sign on his

back: "You Thrilled to 'Captain Blood'

—

Now, Here Comes DRAKE THE PIRATE!
Strand, Thurs.-Fri.-Sat."

If you have a truck or can get one, rig

it up with a six sheet on each side and fly the

pirate flag from the four top corners. Dress

the driver up in a buccaneer outfit.

TRAVEL AGENCY TIE-UP

Most of Drake's adventures occured in

the Carribean, which is popular tourist ter-

ritory. Tie-up with the local travel agency.

Continued on page 6
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THE PRODUCERS ARE GOING
ABOUT IT THE WRONG WAY!

Many months ago FILM BULLETIN pre-

dicted that the major producers would concede

that the ten percent cancellation clause is inade-

quate and that they would "compromise" with

the M.P.T.O.A.'s demands for a 20 percent can-

cellation privilege. We pointed out that the pro-

ducer-controlled exhibitor organization was be-

ing allowed to build up a "fight" on the issue for

the purpose of being credited with gaining this

relief for the theatre owners of the nation.

The conferences which are scheduled to open

in New York this week bear out that prediction,

but exhibitors are not being fooled by this dis-

play of anti-major aggressiveness by an outfit

that is so patently under the thumb of the five

theatre-owning majors whom they profess to be

fighting for concessions.

We are convinced that the persistent com-
plaints of independent exhibitors, led by Allied,

the threats of a Ben Golder investigation, ad-

verse legislation and innumerable legal attacks

have borne fruit and the film companies are now
in a frame of mind to tone down, at least,

inequity and iniquity of some of their selling

practices.

But, if that is true, why must they pursue

their conciliatory policy in a manner that is so

apt to inspire suspicion, rather than confidence,

on the part of the vast body of independent

exhibitors?

The entire setup of the conferences smacks
of deception and insincerity! The M.P.T.O.A. is

dominated by affiliated theatres, whose interests,

except in matters like taxation, censorship, etc.,

are not compatible with those of independents.

The fact that a group of men who are not di-

rectly connected with producer-owned theatres

have been selected to represent the organization

in the meetings does not mitigate the utter lack

of confidence which the M.P.T.O.A. enjoys as a

body.

Further, the secrecy and exclusiveness of the

meetings is likely to raise suspicions that every-

thing is not above board. Whatever propositions

come out from behind those closed doors will be

viewed as being proferred with treacherous,

ulterior motives lurking in the background.

It has been the majors' policy to pooh pooh

Allied, to antagonize all honestly independent ex-

hibitor groups, to play ball only with "their own
boys." Thus, alienated, those independent groups

naturally are forced into the position of conduct-

ing ruthless, relentless warfare against another

branch of the same industry, because that more

powerful branch shows an arrogant disinclina-

tion to hear sincere complaints and do something

about them.

How much wiser it would have been for the

film companies to have invited Allied and other

purely independent exhibitor bodies to sit with

them for an open, frank conference on the indus-

try's ills—and to have barred the M.P.T.O.A.

on the logical grounds that it is stupid for pro-

ducers to sit with a producer-owned organiza-

tion for a discussion of remedies for what ails

independent exhibitors. And how much more

productive of lasting results.

Let's start all over again!

MO WAX.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

THE GREAT ZIEGFELD (Metro)

" . . . The cinema pays lavish sentimental trib-

ute to the most famous American showman
since Barnum ... A romanticized biography,

filled with music, dancing, beautiful girls and
other art forms that appealed to the master . .

."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

" ... So thoroughly Ziegfeldian that it would
be easy to pretend it had been produced by the

Great Glorifier himself . . . Has the opulence,

the lavishness, the expansiveness of the old Fol-

lies; and that reverential approach with which,

we suspect, Ziegfeld might have handled his own
life story ..."

—N. Y. TIMES.

"Elaborate, magnificent, and gorgeous . . . Three
hours of sheer entertainment for the film-goer

who delights in musical-comedy fun ..."
—N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

* ::

"SNOWED UNDER"
(Warner's First National)

"A loud, witless and tiresome farce ..."
—N. Y. Times.

"... A farcial comedy which moves quickly

but never gets very far . . . Falls flat . .
."

—N. Y. Daily News.

". . . One doesn't know whether to laugh or

yawn at this entertainment . . . Not brilliant

in its achievement and sometimes boring in its

artificiality . .
."

—N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

"BRIDES ARE LIKE THAT"
(Warners)

".
. . Pleasant little domestic farce played with

proper exuberance by its cast . .
."

—N. Y. Times.

".
. . Frail, amiable and commonplace little

screen comedy . .
."

—N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

"
. . 'Homey' comedy an unpretentious program

film . . . Its problems are built for comedy and

and its action is for the most part conversa-

tional . .
."

—N. Y. Eve. journal.

MERRITT CRAWFORD

OBSERVING
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

NEW YORK.

Prospective federal control of the film

industry, as recommended by Daniel Ber-

trand, formerly of the Amusements Division

of the NRA, in the report which went for-

ward to the President last week, dealing
with the industry before, during and follow-

ing the code period, was by way of being
a bombshell. It has thrown the Hays office

into consternation and has already been the

subject of countless conferences by the high
executives and legal talent of practically

every one of the big companies, who realize

the seriousness of its implications.

It is not forgotten that a similar situa-

tion faced the industry back in the Harding
Administration, though in this case it was
a question of federal censorship of the films, which brought the question to

the fore, rather than the correction of trade practices, injurious alike to a
majority of theatres and the public which they serve, that is the underlying
motivation of the recommendations in the present report. It was then that

Will H. Hays, the Harding postmaster-general and campaign manager, be-
came "Czar" of the industry and the move for federal control was headed off.

Times have changed since then, however, and General Hays, who has
done a big and complicated job quite as well as his employers, the com-
panies forming the MPPDA could expect, no longer enjoys the influence and
prestige in political circles he originally had, though his power within the

industry has continually waxed greater. It is generally known, of course, that

the General is persona non grata with the present Administration at Wash-
ington, and it is problematical also what influence he may be able to exert

even should the next Administration be Republican.

In any case the creation of a special federal commission to deal with
the industry, whether as an extension of the Federal Trade Commission or as
a separate organization by itself, as proposed in the Bertrand report, will have
political possibilities, whether Democratic or Republican in personnel, that are
far beyond General Hays' power to control and which may injure far more
than they will help the entire industry.

The report, which is considerably over 200 pages, deals at length with

the various practices of the industry, overbuying, block-booking, clearance

and zoning, cancellations, rebates on admissions, forcing of shorts, designated
playdates and non-theatrical accounts, and their treatment under the code
and since. It states that practically all these practices could be corrected or

controlled by Federal supervision.

The report suggests that the commission be formed by the appointment
by the President of the various commissioners (number not designated) "with

or without the approval" of the Senate, with the condition that it would be
illegal for any commissioner to accept a position in the industry within a cer-

tain period after termination of his government service. Deputy commissions
would be appointed for each exchange territory, with liaison committees com-
posed of local film men to aid in preparing clearance and zoning schedules,

settling complaints, etc.

The political patronage involved in this set-up requires no diagram. Nor
its potentials for regimenting and stereotyping the business of every exhibitor,

as well, perhaps, as curbing, within limits, the present ruthless trade practices

of the large producer-distributor-theatre-owning companies.

Primarily, it is their greed and unwillingness to give the independent
theatre a fair break at any time, as witness the scandalous disclosures of the

St. Louis case and the tactics employed by the representatives of the big film

companies in the recent hearings in Washington on the Neely-Pettengill bill,

which is directly responsible for the recommendations in the Bertrand report.

(Continued on page 10)
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NRA Report Urges Government
Control of Film Industry To Check

Monopoly and Other Trade Evils

Block Booking, Overbuying, Clearance, Preferred Playdaies, Premiums
Shoris Forcing, Would Be Probed by Federal Commission

Only Federal regulation of the motion picture industry will lead to correction of the many monopolistic and

unfair trade practices now rife in its operation, it is declared in the comprehensive final report of the NRA
review division filed with the Department of Commerce last week.

While "no one company even approaches monopoly of any division of the industry," there is a tendency "to

establish restraints on free competition" by the "collective" efforts of factors in the industry, the report charges.

Daniel Bertrand, formerly in the amuse-

ment division of the NRA, who prepared

the 25 0-page study, sees the necessity for

appointment of an impartial federal com-

mission to probe all phases of the industry

and set up corrective regulations and to

administer them. To prevent over-buying,

this could be done by "small bodies under

federal supervision located in each exchange

territory, easy to access to all exhibitors, as

under the code."

"The federal government would then be

in a position to withstand appeals to the

courts in place of leaving the small and

relatively helpless exhibitor to his own re-

sources. Such a method would extend govern-

ment protection to the small business man."

WOULD ABOLISH EVILS . . .

Of block booking, the report states that

this is the "most controversial problem"

troubling the industry. Bertrand expresses

the belief that legislation to abolish this

practice might lead to very involved and

costly administration. "Increase of the per-

centage (of cancellations) and removal of

the restrictions on the free exercise of this

right would probably satisfy most exhibi-

tors' objections to block booking," he pre-

sumes. In another part of the report, how-

ever, it is stated that "Exhibitors in gen-

eral favor complete abolition of block book-

ing."

WOULD CURB MONOPOLIES . . .

The books of the producing companies

should be thoroughly examined by an

authoritative federal group to learn if there

are actual evidences of a monopoly in the

industry. The development of certain prac-

tices like block booking, preferred playing

time, forcing of shorts, etc., have led to

what appears to be a monopoly of the ma-

jors, which is resulting in restraint of trade

and hurting the independents, Bertrand

points out. The suggested investigation of

the majors' operations would either establish

the fact or clear the "airs of suspicion"

about them.

He asserts that overbuying might be pre-

vented by a simple statute "making illegal

any contract . . . through which one ex-

hibitor by overbuying prevented another

exhibitor from securing adequate product,

thus acting as an unreasonable restraint on

trade."

PREMIUMS HIT . . .

Premiums, games, giveaways of all sorts

designed to cut prices were described as the

"prickly heat of exhibition."

Uniform zoning and clearance is viewed

as a necessity and a possibility is the fed-

eral anti-trust laws were relaxed in their

application to this problem. However, "ade-

quate federal supervision would have to be

provided to prevent any undue influence

from major groups and to safeguard the

rights of minority groups and the public."

ALL INTERSTATE . . .

In regard to the question as to the gov-

ernment's province in regulating industry,

Bertrand expresses the opinion that "the mo-
tion picture industry is of such a character

that the Federal Government would be jus-

tified in assuming jurisdiction over the in-

dustry as a unit."

The inter-relation of the various branches

of the industry, production, distribution

and exhibition makes them all involved in

interstate commerce and, therefore, subject

to federal regulation, he believes.

The commissioners who would be ap-

pointed by the President to administer the

regulatory body would be prevented by law

from accepting any position in the industry

for a number of years after their participa-

tion on the commission, according to the

Bertrand plan.

EXPECT MAJORS TO
AGREE WITH MPTOA
ON MINOR CHANGES

MEET THURSDAY . . .

The heralded trade practices confab of

the major distributors and a group of

MPTOA officials will culminate in a few

minor alterations in present selling meth-

ods, well-informed circles anticipate. The
plan to build up the producer-controlled

exhib outfit by making a few limited con-

cessions to persistent independent exhibitor

demands for revision of unfair policies has

been predicted for almost a year.

Sales executives of all the majors are ex-

pected to meet with six MPTOA members
Thursday. The latter are Ed Kuykendall,

Lewen Pizor, O. C. Lam, Charles E. Wil-

liams, Jack Miller and E. C. Griffith.

So far, demands of independent exhibitor

groups to be represented in the meetings

have been denied. It is strictly a producer

MPTOA party.

15', CANCELLATION . . .

One of the concessions which is almost

certain to be offered is a 15 percent cancel-

lation privilege in all contracts, to replace

the present 10 percent clause.

Otherwise, the conference will probably

be confined to a discussion of practices by

exhibitors and an attempt may be made to

seek some voluntary plan for cleaning up

premiums, low prices, dual bills and other

exhibition policies which displease the ma-

jors.

Felix Feist Dies
Felix F. Feist, general sales manager

M-G-M, died early Wednesday morning

from arthritis alter a protracted illness.
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GOV'T CHARGES ST. L. DEFENDANTS'
APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT ONLY

AIMED AT DELAYING N. Y. TRIAL
LESS TIME . . .

St. Luuh.—The Department of Justice

regards the motion for an appeal to the

U. S. Supreme Court by the defendants in

the dismissed anti-trust case as an attempt

to delay pursuance of the broader action

now pending in New York District Court,

it is declared in a plea filed with Federal

Judge Charles B. Davis by U. S. District

Attorney Harry C. Blanton last Saturday.

The court is asked to reduce the time allow-

ed for preparing the film companies' appeal,

in order to permit the N. Y. Case to get

under way.

Several weeks ago, Judge Davis granted

the defendants' motion to appeal to the

nation's ultimate tribunal on the grounds

that Judge Molyneaux lacked authority to

dismiss the local equity suit without pre-

judice to the Government's case. Time un-

til May 4th was allowed for filing of the

appeal. Blanton's motion requests the court

to cut that time 10 days, pointing out that,

unless the appeal is presented to the Supreme

Court earlier, the N. Y. action may be de-

layed until next winter.

ADMIT BAR . . .

This move is viewed as an admission by

the Department of Justice that the appeal

blocks the pending trial of the three com-

panies and thirty of their executives.

Solicitor Stanley Reed, who wrote the

motion, argues that the Supreme Court it-

self has several times upheld the right of

courts to dismiss a case without prejudice

prior to the rendering of a decision. In the

light of this fact, the plea points out that

there can be no purpose behind the defend-

ants' action other than a desire to prevent

the prompt commencement of the N. Y.

conspiracy suit.

Judge Davis is scheduled to hand down his

ruling on the Government's motion this

Friday.

Laemmle Jr. Leaving U
Hollywood.—Carl Laemmle, Jr., is leav-

ing Universal to enter the independent pro-

duction field, according to announcement

made here Tuesday. The son of the re-

cently retired Universal president is said to

have several valuable story properties in his

own name and will sign stars to appear in

them.

No release arrangements have been made,

although it is not unlikely that either Uni-

versal or Columbia will distribute for him.

PLANS BEING SET
FOR ALLIED MEET

JUNE 3-5 .. .

Cleveland

.

—Plans to make the forthcom-

ing annual Allied convention here the big-

gest and most important in the organiza-

tion's history are progressing under the

guidance of an aggressive general commit-

tee, headed by H. M. Richey.

At a confab held last week, attended by

Pete Wood, Martin Smith, G. W. Erdmann
and Richey, committees were named and a

general outline of the convention's program

set. Richey was selected general chairman.

Wood and Erdmann will act as general sec-

retaries over all committees.

The following members were named chair-

men of committees: M. B. Horwitz, gen-

eral; Martin G. Smith, arrangements; Ernest

Schwartz, reception; Henry Greenberger,

entertainment; Jack Shulman, banquet;

John Kalafat, exhibits; L. G. Baldwin, pub-

licity; John Urbansky, transportation.

N. J. HOUSE PASSES
4 \ ADMISSION TAX

TO SENATE . . .

Trenton.—After nine unsuccessful at-

tempts to put through the proposed "lux-

ury" tax bill to raise revenue for unemploy-

ment relief, the New Jersey Assembly late

Tuesday night passed the measure and sent

it to the Senate, where favorable action is

expected Wednesday night.

The bill provides for a 4 percent levy on

gross receipts of amusements. Admissions of

10 cents or less are not affected.

Sponsored by Henry Young, Jr., of Essex

County, the measure also includes a tax of

2 cents on every package of twenty ciga-

rettes and a like amount on every twenty

cents worth of cosmetics.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

Give! them a window display with copy like

this: "Cruise Thru the Beautiful Carribean,

Where DRAKE THE PIRATE Scuttled A
Hundred Ships . . See the thrilling romantic

picture 'DRAKE THE PIRATE' at the

Strand . .
."

Perhaps the agency can be promoted for

a free cruise as the prize for any one of

several contests that can be run. It takes

only a little time to try it.

SCHOOLS, GROUPS
The film story of the life of Sir Francis

Drake should get you into your local school.

The picture is historically accurate and you

should start it off by inviting the principal

and all the teachers of the school to a special

screening in advance of the opening. Sell

them the idea of conducting an essay con-

test on the life of Drake, with you provid-

ing the prizes.

Women's clubs and Better Picture groups

will be interested in aiding you to exploit

it. Your job is to bring it to their attention

and let them know that it is historically

important and authentic.

PRINTED MATTER
Your general herald and program copy

should tie in "Mutiny" and "Blood." Front

page of the herald might carry only this:

"First MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY . . .

Then CAPTAIN BLOOD . . . Now—
DRAKE THE PIRATE, The Amazing

Chronicle of the Man Who Made England

Mistress of the Seas!" Spot the skull and

cross-bones on the cover. Several swell mats

are available in the press book to illustrate

the inside spread.

It will pay you to get out a special herald

for the schools, stressing the historical, as

well as the adventuresome and romantic

angles.

So there it is for you to use or pass up.

"DRAKE THE PIRATE" can be sold and

the smart guys will do business with it.

X $I $ $ • $

NEXT WEEK!

FILM BULLETIN'S
SPRING

EQUIPMENT SUPPLEMENT
•

NOW Is the Time to Refurbish YOUR Theatre!

Special Informative Articles on a Variety of Subjects
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ALLIED SEEKS TO
ELIMINATE ASCAP
FEE ON THEATRES

AMENDMENT . . .

Washington.—Seeking the withdrawal of

the Ascap music charge against movie thea-

tres, Allied filed a memorandum Monday

with the House Patents committee, which

is conducting hearings on the Duffy copy-

right bill, proposing that the producers ne-

gotiate with the music group for the rights

and charge it to exhibitors in the film

rentals.

The proposal was made in the form of an

amendment to the bill, but the independent

exhibitors' organization made it clear that if

the "said proviso cannot be incorporated in

the bill without endangering its passage at

this session, the independent exhibitors favor

the prompt enactment of the Duffy bill as

passed by the Senate."

SEEK SINGLE CHARGE . . .

Simplifying the purpose of the proviso,

the memorandum states: "It merely means

that the producer-distributor shall bargain

for and obtain all necessary rights and em-

body them in a single license for a single

charge."

By forcing the music tax to be levied by

the producers, it is fair to assume that the

present "score" charge now obtained by

them from exhibitors would be dropped. In

addition, it is expected that the charge for

music rights would be far less if collected

by the film companies than it is through

the Ascap system.

The Allied memo also states that exhibi-

tors "will resist to the utmost" enactment

of a bill that perpetuates the arbitrary pen-

alty clause. The Duffy bill in its present

form eliminates the $2 5 0 "liquidated dam-
age" clause.

HESS OPPOSES BILL . . .

Gabriel L. Hess, attorney for the Hays
organization, appeared before the committee

Tuesday to voice objection against elimina-

tion of the penalty clause. He argued that

if there were no damage threat against in-

fringers "pirated" exhibitions of films would

be encouraged.

"Unauthorized exhibitions have this in

common," Hess declared, "they not only de-

stroy a portion of the only market available

to distributors, but, by their dishonest com-
petition seriously injure the honest exhib-

itor."

Ed Kuykendall, speaking for the

M.P.T.O.A., had previously favored passage

of the bill without the penalty provision. He
also decried the score charges made by pro-

ducers.

HCLLyWCCD FILICIKIEIPS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, Cal.

Everybody out here is pepped up

over the reports of Easter grosses . . .

Looks like good times are really back.

Now if we can only get some good pix

in the can, Mamma will get her sum-

mer vacation after all.

Speaking of box-office wallop, I hear

that 20th Century's "Under Two Flags"

has nothing else but. Zanuck pulled a

sneak at Long Beach the other night

which caught all the trade paper lad-

dies napping. However, I have it from

someone who was there that the audi-

ence really went for it. Colman and

Colbert sound like a swell team with

Vic McLaglen thrown in for good meas-

ure. A Foreign Legion story.

Universal having found a suitable

vehicle, McLaglen goes over there in a

few weeks to make "Everybody Sings,"

which will mark Lou Brock's debut as a

producer at "U."

Another interesting loan is that of

Paul Muni to Paramount with the pic-

ture as yet undecided. First time that

the former Master Weisenfreund has

been on any other lot except Warners

discounting his unfortunate year with

Fox in the early talkie days.

Looks like Paramount is now all set

with the new season's program com-
pletely outlined and 15 pix scheduled

to start between now and May 15. Ot-

terson and Zukor will be headed east-

ward by the time you read this, hav-

ing accomplished a great job during

the hectic sessions of the past two
weeks.

A visit to the Universal lot surprises

with the way things are humming out

there in the valley. Jack Holt is finish-

ing "Crash Donovan" with Buck Jones

completing "The Phantom Rider," last

of his current serials. "It's a Small

World" with Joan Bennett and Joel

MacCrea starts this week. Also getting

before the cameras is the sure-fire team
of Powell and Lombard in "My Man
Godfrey." What a swell piece of cast-

ing and how Powell will zoom to new
heights when the customers get an
eyeful of his work in "The Great Zieg-

feld."

"U" has a nice piece of merchandise
in "Show Boat" and would like to road
show the film, but being so far behind

in deliveries a regular release is almost

certain.

Lasky-Pickford also has a nifty in

"One Rainy Afternoon." Saw a rough
print and glad to report it's a little bit

of O. K. Lasky has quit being artistic.

This one is down to anyone's level.

Light, witty, clever.

Republic plans to splurge with "20

Fathoms Deep." A camera crew is now
in Florida getting atmospheric shots

with actual production set to start in

three weeks. Nat Levine is also pepped
up about "Gangs of New York," which
he expects to top "The Bowery." Same
type of story by the man who wrote
"Barbary Coast."

Say "farce" to most indie producers

and they'll tell you it's too risky to

make. That's why Invincible is to

be congratulated on making "False

Fronts," which starts this week with

Evalyn Knapp and Chick Chandler as
leads.

Predictions: B. P. Schulberg, whose
contract with Columbia expires May
15, will replace Sam Briskin as head of

RKO production . . . Walter Wanger
will stay with Para . . . Warners will

patch things up with Ascap . . . Carl
Laemmle, assisted by Junior, will make
three a year for major release.

Our
Reputation

... is a
guarantee of

QUALITY
and

SERVICE

Whatever you need

. . . from street to

screen . . .

WE HAVE IT1

The Independent Exhibitor's friend

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street Philadelphia
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

THREE ON THE TRAIL

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN . . . Very good Hopalong

Cassidy horse opera . . . Plenty of

action, better than average dialogue and

beautiful scenery . . . Rates • • •

for action spots.

Paramount

66 Minutes

William Boyd . . . Jimmy Ellison . . .

Muriel Evans . . . Onslow Stevens . . .

Clara Kimball Young

Directed by Howard Bretherton

"Hoppy" and his likeable young pal,

Jimmie Ellison, will add to their growing

legion of fans in this latest of the popular

I lopalong Cassidy series of westerns. Al-

though the plot is routine, it is enlivened by

clever dialogue, far above one expects to

hear in a horse opera. The acting of an able

cast is good and the photography really

swell. The story is a bit slow in getting

under way, but once it does, enough hap-

pens to satisfy the most ardent western fan.

The bang bang siege in a barricaded saloon,

which winds up the film, is a pip. Boyd and

Ellison make a neat, personable team. Gen-

erally, this is considerable above western

standards and the returns on it should be

the same.

PLOT:

Stevens, who rustics cattle and directs the holding

up of stage coaches, has the sheriff under liis thumb.

Not satisfied with getting away with his banditry,

he also goes on the make for pretty Muriel Evans,

the new school teacher. Boyd, crack cowpuncher of

the Bar 20 Three, already sour on Stevens, makes an

open fight of it, for he is stuck on the girl, too.

After a series of exciting incidents, including a bomb-

ing and a big fire, the crook is exposed and Boyd

wins the girl.

AD TIPS:

Don't let this go through as just another western;

it's better. Play up the presence of seieral old timers

in the cast. Three men on horses is a street bally

that ties in the title nicely and will get attention.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood)

SMALL TOWN GIRL

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-ROMANCE . . . Routine

plot about country gal marrying rich

city boy and getting the morning-

after snub . . . Directed and acted

adroitly, it becomes light, pleasant en-

tertainment, especially for young people

. . . Rates • • • -

M-G-M
101 Minutes

Janet Gaynor . . . Robert Taylor . . .

Binnie Barnes . . . Lewis Stone . . .

Andy Devine . . . Elizabeth Patterson . . .

Frank Craven . . . Isabel Jewell . . .

James Stewart

Directed by William A. Wellman

A shrewd bit of casting makes this look

like good boxoffice. There is no more idol-

ized male star on the screen today than Rob-

ert Taylor and it is a perfect romantic setup

to have him toying with the heart of timid,

every-day girlish Janet Gaynor—until, of

course, he realizes that he really loves her

in preference to his vampish former sweet-

heart. The girls will have a swell time suf-

fering with Janet, while they are wishing

that they were in her boots. There isn't a

thing novel about the plot and about ten

minutes could have been clipped without

loss, but it is handled smartly by Director

Wellman and acted to the hilt by the cast.

Gaynor is most sympathetic and Taylor is

handsome and properly hateful in a pleasant

way, until he sees the error of his ways.

Lewis Stone turns in a neat characterization

REVIEWS, in. a .
paper . with . the

COURAGE to say what it thinks

are the only REVIEWS worth reading!

and James Stewart continues to look like

a comer. "Small Town Girl" is routine

stuff, but your fans will enjoy it. Action

houses stand to do the least with it, but

average should be bottom anywhere.

PLOT:
Off a spree, Doctor Taylor, scion of a wealthy

family, ends up by finding himself married to Janet,

a romantic small town girl. He tries to have the

marriage annulled through his father's influence, but

is warned that it may ruin his career. It is decided

that they live together for six months, at the end

of which time Taylor will obtain a divorce. Janet

suffers heartbreak in watching her husband carry on

his romance with Binn!e Barnes, who was his fiance,

and after locating Taylor in Binnie's home one night,

when he is needed to perform an operation, she calls

it quits and returns to her small town. Only after

she is gone does Taylor comprehend that he really

loves her and needs her. He brings her back.

AD TIPS:

Sell the Gaynor-Taylor duo as the season's bright-

est romantic combination. The story is by Ben Ames

Williams, who has a fair following in the popular

fiction field. If you played "Magnificent Obsession"

and found a strong favorable reaction to Taylor, it

might be well to sell him above Gaynor.

L. J.

I MARRIED A DOCTOR

BOXOFFICE RATING
DRAMA . . . Loose adaptation of Sin-

clair Lewis' "Main Street" shapes up as

mild entertainment . . . Lesser roles

capably handled . . . Should do best in

rural spots, where it rates • looks

like less elsewhere.

Warner Bros.

87 Minutes

Pat O'Brien . . . Josephine Hutchinson . . .

Ross Alexander . . . Guy Kibbee . . .

Lousie Fazenda . . . Robert Barrat . . .

Olin Howland

Directed by Archie Mayo

Today, Sinclair Lewis' novel "Main Street"

doesn't seem the important work it was ten

years ago. The experiences of a country

doctor's young city bride in her husband's

small home town has the flavor of "Way
Down East" and the modern movie aud-

iences don't find that type of story as thrill-

ing as the fans of a decade ago. "I Married

A Doctor" is a rather loose adaptation of

the Lewis novel, but the theme is still the

small town high brows' contempt for the

city gal in their midst. A wiser selection for

the role of the doctor would have helped im-

measurably. Pat O'Brien, while more re-

strained than usual, is still Pat O'Brien and
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therefore unsuited for this role. Josephine

Hutchinson renders another dignified and

modest performance as his wife. Guy Kibbee,

Louise Fazenda, Ross Alexander and the

balance of the cast handle their roles more

than adequately. "Doctor" is strictly an

adult movie. It should do its best in rural

sections, but may get fair returns in the

naborhoods.

PLOT:

Josephine marries Pat, a small town doctor, and

they come to his home town to live. Josephine

eagerly plunges into her duties as the wife of one

of the community's more important citizens, only

to find that she is regarded with distrust and dis-

dain by the women. Her attempts to beautify the

town are looked upon as an effort to intrude and

show her sophistication and she is blocked at every

turn. She takes a fancy to Ross Alexander, an

aspiring young artist. Their friendship is regarded

suspiciously by the townspeople and, when the youth

dies, she is accused of causing his death. Weary of

the struggle against the bigotry of her neighbors,

Josephine leaves her husband. After a while, she

realizes that she needs her husband and the friend-

ship of the people she must live among, so she re-

turns to the town to win their affection.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as a serious drama of bigotry am! misun-

derstanding, a study of human nature. Tie up with

book stories and libraries. Unless O'Brien happens

to be a favorite in your spot, sell Hutchinson above

htm. Give Alexander, Kibbee and Fazenda equal

billing with the two top names.

L. J.

UNGUARDED HOUR, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY DRAMA . . . Illogical

story saved by good acting . . . Very

talky and lacks action . . . Must rely

on drawing strength of Tone and Lor-

etta Young . . . Rates • • at best.

M-G-M

80 Minutes

Franchot Tone . . . Loretta Young . . .

Lewis Stone . . . Roland Young . . .

Dudley Digges . . . Jessie Ralph . . .

Henry Daniell . . . Aileen Pringle . . .

E. E. Clive

Directed by Sam Wood

Only the excellent work of the cast

rescues this from complete boredom. Given
drab, actionless direction by Sam Wood and
a highly verbose script, they have no small

job on their hands to keep "The Unguarded
Hour" entertaining and the fact that it is

mildly engrossing is a tribute to the smart

acting of Franchot Tone, Roland Young
and Loretta Young, principally. The plot,

concerning a young barrister, candidate for

the attorney generalship of England, who
innocently finds himself faced with a

charge of murder and is slowly enmeshed in

a web of damning evidence, sounds exciting

in the reading, but on the screen it is ham-

pered by a talkativeness that defeats the

drama inherent in the situation. Tone, how-

ever, makes the role of the young lawyer

real and convincing as a character. Roland

Young has some of his most comic moments

in many films. Loretta Young's actions are

often unbelievable, but she does the best

possible with a difficult role. "Unguarded

Hour" will get fair boxoffice results on the

strength of the cast. It will not prove

wholly satisfactory entertainment, but not

altogether dull. Call it so-so.

PLOT:

Tone is in line for the office of attorney general.

Daniell, husband of Aileen Pringle, an old flame,

blackmails him, and his wife, Loretta, goes to meet

the blackmailer in a lonely spot. On her way, she

overhears a remark made by Dudley Digges to his

wife as they walked along a cliff. Some time later,

Loretta learns through the newspapers that the man
is being held for the murder of his wife. Her test-

imony could free him, but she would be forced tc

disclose the reason for her mission to the spot and

thus harm her husband. Aileen is found dead and

a web of evidence accusing Tone of her murder en-

meshes him. A shrewd and daring trick engineered

by Loretta and Roland Young forces Daniell, the

real murderer into a trap and he confesses to killing

his wife. Loretta testifies at Digges trial and proves

that her death in falling from the cliff was an ac-

cident.

AD TIPS:

Ask the question: "Is Circumstantial Evidence

Enough to Semi a Man to the Chair?" Sell the cast

above the title and overcome the impression given

by the title that it is just another spooky mystery.

BARTON.

FIRST BABY, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Family com-
plications yarn that is human, if in-

consequential . . . Lack of names pushes

it down into dual classification . . .

Best for rural spots, where it should do

• • — ; less elswhere.

20th Century-Vox

63 Minutes

Johnny Downs . . . Shirley Deane . . .

Dixie Dunbar . . . Jane Darwell . . .

Gene Lockhart . . . Taylor Holmes . . .

Marjorie Gateson

Directed by Lewis Seller

Mildly interesting and frankly family

fare about a couple of married kids and their

trials and tribulations with their "first baby"

and the inevitable in-laws. The picture be-

gins with their romance, leads into the less

glamorous realities of trying to keep a home
together. There isn't much in "The First

Baby" to get coin for the average theatre.

It's unexciting and the story is far from

novel, although it is done in down-to-earth

manner and can boast some clever trouping

on the part of the full cast. However, there

is not one name in the cast that means any-

thing to the b. o., with the possible excep-

tion of Dixie Dunbar, whose face will be

familiar to those who saw "King of Bur-

lesque." Best chances for this lie with the

rural spots, but city first runs, and even

the nabes, won't get to first base with it.

Mark it down for the dual bills, unless you

are ready to step out with a strong selling

campaign along the lines of hailing "Baby"

as a Preachment Against Family Interfer-

ence!

PLOT:

When Johnny and Shirley suddenly get married,

the girl's mother immediately barges in and wants

to run the works. The boy puts up with it for a

while and then rebels, backed by his own folks. He
makes mother-in-law takt^ a back seat. Dixie works

at Johnny's office and several innocent situations lead

the wife to be jealous. This almost causes a break,

but a better understanding finally results through

the youthful parents mutual love for their baby.

AD TIPS:

Play up the in-law angle, which most married

people have experienced; it will get both young and

old. Use Dixie Dunbar's face in all copy, since she

is the only one they may know. Sell it as a "prob-

lem" and "moral" story.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood)

Murder On A Bridle Path

BOXOFFICE RATING

MURDER MYSTERY . . . One of the

season's dullest attempts at mixing

mirth and murder . . . The Gleason-

Broderick team fizzles because of its

material . . . Rates • +

RKO

6 5 Minutes

James Gleason . . . Helen Broderick . . .

Leslie Fenton . . . Owen Davis, Jr. . . .

Sheila Terry . . . John Carroll . . .

Louise Latimer . . . Christian Rub . . .

John Arledge

Directed by William Hamilton

RKO substituted Helen Broderick for

Edna May Oliver in this series of amiable

murder mysteries with James Gleason. Now,
Miss Broderick is one of the really funny

ladies of the stage and screen when she is

given the proper lines to speak, but it is

asking too much of any actress to make

something of the stupid, witless stuff that

was handed her in "Murder On A Bridle

Path." This is one of the season's least ef-

fectual murder comedies and neither a

Jimmy Gleason nor a Helen Broderick nor

{Con finiteJ on page 10)
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MERRITT CRAWFORD
{Continued from page 4)

Unhappily, however, federal control of this industry is just as great a
menace to the small exhibitor as it is to the powerful interests, who dominate
the industry. Probably more so, for these interests, at the top, have their own
methods of reaching and influencing official Washington.

That the Bertrand report includes potential government censorship may
be denied. It suggests, however, that the "commission might be intrusted with

the duty of seeing that satisfactory standards be maintained with regard to

all films entering into interstate commerce." And if this is not essentially "cen-

sorship," what then is it?

The creation of the commission may well mean the end of General Hays,

as the "Czar" of the film industry. It may mean the adjustment of numerous
trade practices which today cripple and handicap the average theatre, until

they can hardly be borne. But it will surely open the way to other evils and
oppressions even more burdensome.

The screen must be kept free, just as free as the press, or the rsults will

be calamitous for all.

General Register Shows
Improved Ticket Machine

A new, silent, self-printing ticket issuing

machine was given a "preview" showing

by General Register Corp. last Friday in the

company's New York showroom. The new

device has many improvements, such as vis-

ible numerators, a fully covered motor, and

the novel printing apparatus, which prints

the tickets as it issues them.

Percy Phillipson, president of the com-

pany, who had been in this country for six

weeks, left for England on the Paris Sat-

urday. He stayed to attend the first show-

ing of the new machines.

Return of Road-Shows

What many consider a trend of the times,

and an indication of the return of prosper-

ity, is the majors reverting to the practice

of road-showing their super-specials prior to

general release.

"Great Ziegfeld" (M-G-M) is the first

and on the twice daily, reserved seat policy.

Warners announce that both "Green Pas-

tures" and "Anthony Adverse" will also

first go out in this manner.

Picture

of the

Great

Open

Spaces!

GOLD MEDAL FILM COMPANY
203 EYE STREET, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

-REVIEWS-
(Continued from page 9)

a combination of the two can make it any-

thing more than a dull, gabby, awfully tire-

some movie. The script writers and Director

Hamilton should be told that you can't

make a picture exciting merely by killing

three or four people. Nor can you make it

funny merely by having funny people speak

lines that are frightfully unfunny. This

won't, or shouldn't, get near average bus-

iness anywhere.

PLOT:

Sheila Terry is discovered dead on a br die path

and only Helen Broderick's persuasion forces the

police to drop their report of accidental death and

search for a murderer. She prevails upon her pal

Gleason, the inspector, to let her work on the case.

After the usual number of suspects are lined up and

another murder is committed, Helen nabs the killer,

a servant of the murdered g'rl's family, who sought

revenge for past wrongs.

AD TIPS:

Sell the new star combination of Gleason and

Broderick as a "laugh-getting, clue searching duo."

Mystery with a laugh is the safest line to follow,

except in action spots, where the straight murder

mystery angle uill serve best.

L. J.

Grace Moore To Make
Another For Columbia

Hollywood.—Songstress Grace Moore has

been signed to make another feature for Co-

lumbia. She vacations following completion

of her Von Sternberg production, then re-

turns in the early fall to work in a new mu-

sical film.

Horrow Novelty Co.

MOVING
TO THEIR

MAIN SHOWROOM
215 MARKET STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Complete Line of

Theatre Premiums

Rock-Bottom A
Prices V
The Same Charlie Horrow

to Serve You

Exhibitors!

Come Down and

See For Yourselves!
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

SPRING STUFF . . .

Frank Worth's motorized circus arrived on sched-

ule for a week indoors at the Met . . . And next

week another tanbark outfit moves into the Arena

under Moose auspices . . . The Barnum big top is

current in New York with Tim McCoy in person

and will doubtless hit Philly early in May as per

usual . . . JIM CLARK celebrated his birthday along

with the Easter bunnies Saturday night at a party

held at the Variety Club. BEN AMSTERDAM pre-

sented him with a giant Easter Egg and the Ladies'

Auxiliary gave him a desk set . . . CHARLES RAM-
SEY, Stewartstown, and JOHNNY ROBERTS, Scran-

ton, seen on the street doing some after Easter film

booking . . . BILL BUTLER, JOHN BAGLEY and

HENRY ROSINSKY opened the spring season with

an intense conversation at the N. W. corner of 13th

and Vine Tuesday . . . AL BLOFSON and SIMON
LIBROS are "kings for today" at a Variety Club

luncheon held at the Bellevue-Stratford . . . The In-

dependent Theatre Managers will eat again Tuesday

midnight at the Torch Club.

HODGE PODGE . . .

RAY SMITH handling "Young Explorers' Club"

designed to aid exhibitors sell "Darkest Africa" serial

to kid patronage . . . MANNY HELLER, formerly

with S-W, now with Century Circuit Bellerose Thea-

tre, Long Island, N. Y. . . . S.R.O. was dusted off

for local premiere of M-G-M's "Great Ziegfeld,"

which had one of those government search-light

openings . . . JOHNNY COLDER is re-issuing "TO-
MORROW'S CHILDREN" and doing a whale of a

business with it . . . SAM VARBALOWs new Savar

Theatre in Camden, N. J., opened auspiciously April

11th . . . ELSIE GILLIS has a sparkler that evi-

NATIONAL PENN
PRINTING CO.

1233 VINE ST. PHILADELPHIA
IOC 0 5 i

t

dently signifies someone's good intentions toward

her . . . HORROW NOVELTY is leaving Vine

Street, but will keep in touch with exhibitors from

their main show room down at 2nd and Market

Streets . . . Congratulations to PAUL GREEN-
HALGH on the arrival of a basket of loveliness . . .

Condolences to MIKE KATZ, whose father-in-law

passed away last week . . . BILL MANSELL had his

picture in the papers with AL JOLSON, when the

"mammy-man" was in town for the Stanley open-

ing of the new Warner flicker . . . SAM ROSEN
elated over the Europa booking of the English made

"Loyalties" . . . The premium boys now rival South

Street business methods of dragging wary exhibitors

in off the street to do business . . . Week of April

19th is EDGAR MOSS week at 20th Century-Fox.

where Edgar celebrates his eleventh year . . . This

fellow SKIP WESHNER continues to be a very

popular fellow . . . Spotted BILL GOLDMAN hot-

footing it up Chestnut Street to his office in WCAU
. . . Wish those three exhibitors, who met me on

the street Monday and told me they were sorry

they'd forgotten to mail their two bucks for sub-

scriptions to FB, would do so as soon as they read

this!

Hollywood D. C. Branch

Washington.—Hollywood Film Co. has

opened a local branch in the Mather Bldg.

The new indie exchange is operated by John

Golder of Philadelphia and Edward Martin,

formerly with United Artists. All the prod-

uct handled by the Phila. office will be dis-

tributed locally as well. A. G. Buck is sales-

man in the Baltimore district.

SEND IN YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

FOR

FILM BULLETIN

NOW!

DROP IN
TO SEE US • • •

at our new headquarters

National Theatre Supply
1225 VINE STREET. Phila.. Pa.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Aas'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCuat 4181 RACE 4600

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-
cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189
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ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and

L office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those
pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent
tlxatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

FRANKIE AND JOHNNIE . . . Republic ... 66 Minutes

CHESTER MORRIS . . . HELEN MORGAN

"Frankic and Johnnie were lovers.

Oh, my Lord, how they did love!

They swore to be true to each other,

Just as true as the stars up above.

He was her man, but he done her wrong.

"Frankic , I ain't going to tell you no story.

Us bartender men never lie.

That punk was here an hour ago

With a gal named Nellie Bly.

"Frankie threw back her kimono

And took out her little '44'.

Bang! went Johnnie

To the land of Nevermore!"

There's .1 mess of dough for exhibitors

in that ballad. It forms the basis for your

campaign on this red hot exploitation yarn

about the gal Frankie and the guy Johnnie,

who clone her wrong! It's the softest cinch

for selling that has come the exhibitor's way

in many months and if YOU can't make it

mean big bucks for you—it's your fault and

not the picture's.

LOBBY

Who doesn't know the tune of Frankie

and Johnnie . . . and what a doity rotten

doity he was to the gal who loved him?

The press book tips you off how and where

to gel (he records that should be played well

in advance on your nonsync or on a victrola

in the lobby.

Post the words of the famous ballad on

a 40x60 in the lobby and spot the same in

several windows on the heaviest traffic

streets. A few stills or enlargements of the

clever wood cut sketches from the press

sheet, with copy and play-dates, will make
these strong sales messages.

BREWERY TIE-UP

Now, this might sound like a very tough

proposition to put over, but just try it.

Communicate with your local brewery and

sell them the idea to install a small bar in

your lobby or foyer and provide you with

kegs of beer which you will pass as samples

in small steins out to all patrons. Rig out

the bartender in white coat, flowing mous-

tachioes. Have the victrola repeating the

ditty continually.

While you are doing this, you can prob-

ably tie up a cheese company to supply you

with sample cuts to serve with the crackers

which a baker will probably be glad to sup-

ply you.

Remember! You are offering them plenty

of advertising that would cost the brewer,

the cheese maker, the baker far more if they

were to buy it.

AWAY FROM THE THEATRE

There are a wealth of street bally gags

that can be used on this type of picture.

Rent one of the old high bikes or a tan-

dem wheel and have it ridden all over town

by a man in costume and flowing mous-

tachioes.

A "Frankie and Johnnie" couple parading

around the streets are bound to get a flock

of attention.

Split the copy between oilcloths on each

one's back.

Hunt up one of those street song pluggers

through a local vaudeville agency, dress him

up and have him sing the ballad on every

street corner.

Arrange to have all the music stores fea-

ture the song.

PRINTED MATTER

On your special window card or window

sheet, occupy most of the space with a few

(Continued on page 8)
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REASONABLE CONCESSIONS!
The industry air is filled with talk of "con-

cessions," meaning that the major distributors

apparently have decided it would be both ex-
pedient and economical to grant independent ex-

hibitors a better break in their selling policies.

The reason for their decision is comparatively
unimportant. What really matters is the ulti-

mate good that will undoubtedly result from
their attitude for the independents in particular
and the entire industry. Despite the arrogant
attitude of some of the majors and their stooges,

who confess to see something "radical" about
every exhibitor who dares complain, the wide-
spread wave of protest against certain practices

within recent years have led the wiser heads to

recognize the necessity for correction of flagrant

abuses.

Let us here analyze those concessions which
the distributors might accept without materially
weakening their financial positions and which
will serve to appease the majority body of inde-

pendent theatre owners, who will resist economic
subjugation, but are basically fair and decent
business men.

BLIND SELLING. Almost imperceptibly,
this practice of selling whole products totally

blind has grown out of block booking and made
that selling system the festered spot on the in-

dustry body. Hardly five years ago, the standard
major film contract provided the exhibitor with
either star, story or outstanding director for

each release and granted the buyer the right to

cancel any picture in which the designated name
or story was not included.

This was predicted on the logical assumption
that the buyer was induced to sign a contract
on the strength of the prospects of the product
named and in cases of substitutions, the producer
should be obligated to deliver a picture at least

as good as the one which it replaces, or the ex-
hibitor need not accept it.

If they really wish to weaken the arguments
in favor of eliminating block booking by law,
the majors should return to the practice of giv-
ing their pictures some definite designations in

advance of sale, instead of selling by the onerous
"numbers" or groups "A", "B", "C", "Marquee
Series", etc. There lies the real indecency of the
block booking system!

SWITCHING ALLOCATIONS. If they only
paused to contemplate the ill will aroused among
their customers by this petty practice, no sensible

distributor leader would hesitate to order im-
mediate discontinuance of this vicious and stupid
policy. Further, it might be well for the film

companies to make an actual count of the addi-
tional revenue it brings them. It might prove
woefully inadequate to compensate for the ani-

mosity it engenders.
Exhibitors rightfully regard the switching

of allocations as another manipulation by the
distributors to limit their profits to the smallest
possible margin. It is a recent development and
one that should never have been started. Stop
it now.

PREFERRED PLAYING TIME. The pro
arguments on this issue claim that a film com-
pany has the right to demand that their highest
percentage pictures play on the most lucrative
days of the week. Opponents of the practice
point out that booking a theatre should be the
job of the exhibitor, not the distributor. The
theatreman knows the tastes of his audience and
books to get the biggest weekly gross. The dis-

tributor, having confidence in the drawing pow-
er of his big pictures, should be content to have
them play on any days.

Is it conceivable that a shoe manufacturer
would demand of a merchant that he sell his

product on Saturday to the exclusion of all other
brands, because the greatest volume of shoes are
purchased on that day.

CIRCUITS <DAM-UP' OF PRODUCT. One
of the most unfair practices employed by the
large circuits is their method of "damming up"
product to keep it from independent competitors.
This is something to which the distributors them-
selves should be unalterably opposed, for it un-
doubtedly reduces their revenue.

The privilege of tying up product should not
be allowed the affiliated circuits. The approx-
imate number of pictures needed by every house
in a circuit is well known in advance of the buy-
ing season and a limit should be fixed on the pro-
duct that house can reserve.

This is something that can be accomplished
by the distributors themselves, for they control

both the product and most of the large circuits.

It will open the way for a free and faster flow
of product and will give the independent com-
peting with an affiliated theatre a badly needed
"break."

These by no means cover the full range of
complaints from which the industry's legal and
legislative troubles spring but, correction of

these evils will make for general satisfaction and
would probably save the majors more in legal

fees than the concessions would cost them.

MO WAX.
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NEW YORK.

The T.O.C.C. and the I.T.O.A. are slated

to merge this week. Harry Brandt will prob-

ably be elected to the presidency of the com-

bined group. Charles L. O'Reilly, who has

led the T.O.C.C. for many years, will be-

come a member of the board . . . The town

has been filled with independent exchange-

men for the past week. A new national

indie exchange outfit is said to be brewing

. . . "Ziegfeld" looks set for a long, long

time at the Astor. Sellouts every day and

lines waiting to buy advance tickets almost

any part of the day . . . The edge is off

Shirley's popularity, if business at the Capi-

tol is any criterion. "Captain January" will

probably stay only one week—and that one

not so hot at the b.o. . . . "Desire" clicked

to a fine two and one-half weeks' biz at the

Paramount. This house is far behind on its

playing schedule and holding up the rest of

the territory . . . "Mr. Deeds" took a good

second week's gross at the Music Hall. One

of the best of the season, as a matter of

fact . . . Strand held "I Married a Doctor"

for a second week only because of lack of

replacement . . . "Things to Come" is strug-

gling at the Rivoli . . . The Roxy opens with

"Connecticut Yankee," Will Rogers' reissue

on Friday, after a poor week with "Amateur

Gent" . . . "A Message to Garcia" nose-dived

in its third week at the Center. Fox North-

west Mountie yarn, "The Country Beyond,"

opened Tuesday night at this spot . . . Our
underground agents tip off that there may
be a revolution in RKO's executive staff

very, very shortly . , . While local film ex-

changes and exhibitors are carrying on their

legal battle against the N. Y. sales tax, the

State Legislature passed an extension of the

levy for another year after July 1st, 1936

. . . Jimmy Grainger was signed to a new

three-year contract to stay as Universale

sales manager.

ELK.

IH€ ILILTWCC ID If IL IICKERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, April 28.

If Joe Kennedy becomes Paramount's prexy

what becomes of John Oterson? Will Adolph Zukor

once more become a power in his company under

the new banking set-up? Bringing Manny Cohen
back into the fold gives Paramount exclusive claim

on its big three—Cooper, Crosby and West, all of

whom hold personal contracts with Cohen.

With LeBaron boss of the big Paramount lot,

Cohen will make his headguarters at General Serv-

ice Studios soon to be vacated by Walter Wanger
when, after some hesitation, he steps, over to U. A.

Irving Thalberg was once Carl Laemmle's office boy. Uncle Carl encour-

aged the lad, has remained his friend through the years. What more natural

then than for Laemmle to resume production reins under Thalberg at MGM
now that his beloved Universal has passed into alien hands.

Pictures, no matter how good, still must be sold. That's why the new Uni-

versal bosses are being congratulated on re-signing Jimmy Grainger for an-

other three years.

The new selling season gets under way. To Kansas City planes Nat Levine

to huddle with Ray Johnson and old massa Herb Yates. Manhattan bound are

Louis B. Mayer, Bill Goetz and Al Lichtman.

Harry Cohen faces another tough situation. Manny Cohen's sudden switch

to Paramount means a name shortage at Columbia hard to hurdle in view of

the growing reluctance on the part of the majors toward loaning boxoffice

stars.

New names for old. Warners lose Jimmy Cagney and discover Errol Flynn.

Which is why insiders are wondering who the Warner Bros, will find to replace

Bette Davis when the blonde filly decides to kick over the traces as many say

she is planning to do!

Sam Briskin may have the reputation of being a "tough hombre" around

the RKO lot but no one can deny he is a man of action. With "Marry the Girl"

and "M'liss" starting this week, RKO will have six new films under way by

June 5th.

"Romeo and Juliet" winds up this week. Few pictures have been made
on such a lavish scale and fewer still can boast such a star studded cast. A
new, amazingly youthful Norma Shearer is revealed. George Cukor, who
megaphoned, will next direct "Camille," starring Greta Garbo.

Indie producers are plenty worried over the labor situation here. Word
has gone forth that the little fellows must unionize which means an increased

payroll. Some say they cannot stand the gaff and will have to fold.

Labor's position in Hollywood has never been stronger than at present

due to a tie in with the AFL affiliated Writers, Actors and Directors Guilds.

Producers are at the mercy of the important, if unseen, thousands who toil

behind the camera and who are now in a position to call a strike of the entire

talent group if necessary in order to force their demands. The situation calls

for diplomacy and tact heretofore sadly lacking.

While on the subject of tact, award a palm to Darryl Zanuck. With two

kid stars under contract and each crowding the other it's amazing that Zanuck

manages to keep the parents of both prodigies in a happy state of mind. One
way around the situation is by confining Jane Withers' pictures to the old

Hollywood studio while Shirley emotes exclusively on the Westwood lot, many
miles away.
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Gov't Studying Plan For One Nation-Wide

Attack On Film Biz Anti-Trust Policies

INDIVIDUAL SUITS NO REAL REMEDY,
DEP'T OF JUS. BECOMING CONVINCED

There is evidence that Department of Justice officials are becoming
convinced that individual, isolated legal attacks on alleged anti-trust

practices by the majors is proving fruitless as a remedy for the basic situ-

ation. This may be viewed as a change of the Department's policy in

dealing with the troublesome film industry.

Heretofore, the Government agents have

restricted their work to investigating indi-

vidual complaints filed by independent ex-

hibitors, of which they have received many
hundreds, to ascertain whether they are

strong enough to warrant legal action.

The F&M St. Louis case was selected for

action because D of J investigators felt they

had a bona fide case of conspiracy against

the three film companies involved. The long

drawn out and expensive proceedings have

served to prove to the Government that an

individual suit of this sort must necessarily

be confined to the particular case at hand

and all efforts to broaden its aspect to in-

clude other companies and trade practices

other than those charged against the de-

fendants prove unavailing in the courts.

HARDY BLOCKED . . .

The repeated attempts by Special Prose-

cutor Russell Hardy to widen the scope of

the St. Louis case failed because of legal re-

strictions. There is no doubt, too, that the

Government's case was actually weakened

by the nature of its prosecution. Faced with

the dilemma of either confining the action

to the local situation and winning a verdict

that would be purely local, or endeavoring

to broaden it to national scope and thereby

placing less emphasis on the original com-
plaint, the Department adopted the latter

plan and encountered the court restrictions

that harmed its case no end.

NEW PLAN . . .

Some members of the Department are now
understood to take the view that the pre-

vious policy will only keep them occupied

with fighting individual film industry cases

indefinitely and that it would be wiser to

plan one nation-wide attack on monopolistic

practices alleged to be employed by the ma-
jor producer distributors.

It is understood that the Government at-

torneys are investigating the legal lanes

that might be open for them to follow in

conducting such a broad campaign. When

they are ready for the crack down, they

want to be in position to command the rec-

ords of all the film companies and their Hays
organization and to have the power to sub-

poena anyone whose testimony might aid

them.

This may be the story behind the letter

recently sent the Department to all pro-

ducers, asking information on the number
of films released by them for several years

back and other phases of the business.

CLEM RIZZO DIES;
BURIAL MON. 2 P.M.

Clement Rizzo, one

of the pioneers in the

movie theatre equip-

ment field, died Mon-
day morning in Hahne-

mann Hospital, Phila.,

following an appen-

dectomy. He will be

buried Monday, May
4th, 2 P. M., from bis

home at Crotzer and

Elmwood Avenues, Fol-

croft, Delaware County, Pa. Interment will

be at Whitemarsh Memorial Park.

Although only in his 45th year, "Clem,"

as he was affectionately known to his count-

less friends, celebrated his 3 0th anniversary

in the equipment business last September.

He was one of the organizers of the Inde-

pendent Theatre Supply Dealers Ass'n and

held the office of vice-president.

His place of business will continue to be

operated as in the past under the slogans

made famous by the founder: "Everything

From Street To Screen" and "A True Friend

Of the Independent Exhibitors."

He is survived by his wife and eight chil-

dren. Friends will pay their last respects on

Sunday after 2 P. M. at the Rizzo residence

in Folcroft.

PHELA. EXHIBITOR
GROUPS STILL AT
ODDS ON MERGER

DOUBTFUL . . .

Hopes of exhibitor factions in the Eastern

Penna. territory that one unified organiza-

tion be formed through a merger of the

I.T.O. and the local M.P.T.O. unit appear

to have been dimmed greatly by refusal of

the latter group to extend a cooperative

hand.

As a matter of fact, the M.P.T.O., at its

meeting last Friday, apparently destroyed

all remaining chances for the two groups to

combine in the near future by adopting a

motion appointing a committee to "induce"

I.T.O. members to join the M.P.T.O. Since

this suggestion is viewed as an affront by

the majority of I.T.O. 's, there is little likeli-

hood that it will get anything but the cold

shoulder from the Independents.

MOTION . . .

The M.P.T.O. motion follows:

"A committee of five members of this

organization is to be appointed by the Presi-

dent to meet with the I.T.O. and with any

groups of exhibitors not members of the

M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penna., for the pur-

pose of inducing such non-members to be-

come members of this organization, in order

to bring about one exhibitor organization in

this territory.

"Said committee of five shall have the

power to fully negotiate with such non-

members, limited in its authority, however,

to make no binding agreement or terms

without first submitting same for approval

to this organization.

"Further, on all questions which may be

presented during conferences, touching said

negotiations, which require an immediate

vote of said committee representing this or-

ganization, that said vote sh.ill be a unit

vote of said committee and not individual

votes of members thereof."

Lewen Pizor, President of the unit, ap-

pointed George Aarons, Abe Sablosky, Ed

Jeffries, William Hissner and himself to act

as the committee.

The Ascap situation and insurance were

also discussed at the M.P.T.O. meeting. A
legal committee was appointed to investi

gate the Ascap situation.
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AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

(Hollywood Prei iev
I

SONS O'GUNS

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL COMEDY . . . Sure fire . . .

Joe Brown's best comic effort to date

. . . Swift moving, well acted, grand

fun . . . Rates • • • for any type

house.

Warner Bros.

Joe E. Brown . . . Joan Blondell . . .

Eric Blore . . . Winifred Shaw . . .

Beverly Roberts . . . Robert Barrat . . .

Bert Roach

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Joe E. Brown tops all previous perform-

ances in this fast, funny screen version of

the popular Broadway stage musical. Tak-

ing the comedy aspects of war with Joe as

a dumb cluck who becomes a hero in spite

of himself, it is good for steady laughter all

the way through. Chief comedy situation

centers around the fact that Brown, as a

befuddled doughboy in France, finds him-

self taking orders from Eric Blore, his for-

mer valet and now a hard-boiled sergeant.

The romantic interest centers around three

pretty girls all in pursuit of Joe, whom they

find appealing in spite of his dumb antics.

Joan Blondell, as the fetching daughter of

an innkeeper, is simply swell, never more

attractive, and made more so by a delicious

French accent. Wini Shaw warbles a pash

number, "In the Arms of an Army Man,"

in her role as an overseas entertainer, while

Beverly Roberts registers in a brief bit as a

lovely English girl. Two other songs by

Warren and Dubin both hit the spot, these

being "Over Here," as rendered stirringly

by a soldiers' chorus, and "A Buck and a

Quarter a Day," which Joe and Joan put

over in fine style. There is also a very

funny travesty on an Apache dance put

over in slap bang fashion by Brown and

Frank Mitchell. Lloyd Bacon goes himself

one better in this, aided by first class pro-

duction and superb photography, topped by

some gripping night shots in the trenches

during an engagement. "Sons o' Guns"

looks like good money all around.

PLOT:

Brown, a wealthy young man, finds himself in

France obliged to observe discipl ne for the first time

in his life. To make matters worse his valet, now a

tough top sergeant, is the one who puts him through

his paces. After being condemned to death several

times for various offenses committed w.thout intent

and through sheer stupidity, Brown finds himself

quite by accident leading a night patrol across No
Man's land. Here he captures a machine gun nest

single handed and is followed back to the allied lines

by a good portion of the German army. Not realiz-

ing what he has accomplished, Brown steps up to the

general expecting to hear his death warrant read and

is much amazed when at the end of a long spiel in

French he is decorated by the Croix de Guerre.

AD TIPS:

Yoii can sell this one to the limit to the rait Jot

E. Brou u audience of fans as his finest picture. Songs

are good for a tie-up. Feature fact that foe has three

leading ladies this time, all known.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

TILL WE MEET AGAIN

BOXOFFICE RATING

SPY DRAMA . . . Holds interest

throughout . . . Espionage methods cre-

ate suspense . . . Excellent work by en-

tire cast . . . Not a war story . . . Rates

• • + generally.

Paramount

71 Minutes

Herbert Marshall . . . Gertrude Michael . . .

Lionel Atwill . . . Rod La Rocque . . .

Guy Bates Post

Directed by Robert Florey

This should prove engrossing entertain-

ment for all types of audience. While the

story is certainly not original, it is handled

with a fine sense of fast, suspenseful tempo

by Director Florey. The suspense inherent

in a situation in which lovers, who had

planned to be married, find themselves en-

gaged in espionage for countries at war, is

capitalized to its fullest extent in "Till We
Meet Again." And, when it is as capably

played as this, it rates as above average en-

tertainment. Herbert Marshall turns in an-

other adroit and wholly sympathetic charac-

terization, while Gertrude Michael is both

alluring and emotionally competent as his

fiancee and war enemy. Lionel Atwill is

again the rather over-heavy Teutonic

"heavy," but this will be overlooked in the

swiftness and tenseness of the war spying

background. It is not a war picture, but

might be construed as a plea for the rights

of human life as opposed to mass slaughter.

"Till We Meet" should respond for slightly

better than average grosses generally.

PLOT:

On the eve of their planned marriage, war breaks

out and Marshall and Gertrude are torn apart, he to

join the English spy system, she the German. Later,

Marshall is ordered to enter Germany, where he suc-

ceeds in harassing the enemy. Gertrude is assigned

by her superior officer, Atwill, to locate the spy.

They meet and plan to escape to Holland to await

the end of the war. Atwill becomes aware of Mar-

shall's presence and capacity, but relents long enough

to secretly aid them to escape and re-establish their

love away from the scene of war.

AD TIPS:

This might be made to mean more than the usual

spy film by presenting it as a preachment for human

rights and the love of two people against the back-

ground of war hate and slaughter. "The Lives of

These Two Young People Were More Important Thau

All the Reasons for the World War!"—catchline.

Marshall's superb work in "Dark Angel" should be

recalled.

BARTON.

PANIC ON THE AIR

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA ... Has speed plus and

a grand performance by Lew Ayres

. . . Improbable story will be over-

looked by pop audiences . . . Rates • •

in the nabes and rural spots.

Columbia

54 Minutes

Lew Ayres . . . Florence Rice . . .

Benny Baker . . . Charles Wilson . . .

Edwin Maxwell

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

Columbia has taken a snappy, if improb-

able, pulp yarn and worked it into one of

the fastest moving little mellers of the sea-

son. It doesn't pause to argue its logic, but
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PRE-VIEWS
By WIRE

From Har Bliar (Hollywood)

" 'SHOW BOAT' SURE FIRE
MUSICAL HIT FOR ALL
CLASSES . . STOP . . IRENE
DUNNE SUPERB . . ROBE-
SON'S SINGING MASTER-
FUL . . SHOULD BE A REAL
CLICKER . .

"

"SHOW BOAT"— Universal—Irene
Dunne, Allan Jones

" 'KING STEPS OUT' NOT
UP TO PREVIOUS MOORE
VEHICLES . . STOP . . DIS-
APPOINTING, BUT HAS
MANY WORTHWHILE
ENTERTAINMENT FEA-
TURES . . STOP . . TONE
SHOULD HELP BOX - OF-
FICE GREATLY .

.

"

KING STEPS OUT"— Columbia—
Grace Moore, Franchot Tone

this is rather a virtue. Dealing with the ad-

ventures of a fast-talking radio sports an-

nouncer, who finds himself involved in a

murder, a romance with the suspected lady

and several exciting narrow escapes, "Panic
On the Air" just seems concerned with
keeping on the go—and that it does. Lew
Ayres hasn't delivered a shrewder portrayal

in the past few years. He gets the most
out of the role, never indulging in that

raucous blatancy which makes most movie
radio commentators so damned annoying.
Benny Baker brings a fair number of laughs

and Florence Rice is attractive as the ro-

mantic interest, of which there isn't much.
"Panic" is devoted to speed and excitement
and provides more than a fair share in its

brief 54 minutes. Is shouuld get average re-

turns in the naborhoods and country spots.

PLOT:

Ayres is a radio sports commentator, who usually

beats the newshawks and cops to every important
story. He meets Florence while she is trying to re-

cover part of the ransom money paid by her father
to effect her brother's release from kidnappers. The
wife of the kidnapper is found dead and evidence
points to Florence's guilt. Ayres, having found one
of the bills with a secret code on it, believes that
Florence is innocent and takes her to his place. He
finds more of the bills and finally has the code de-
ciphered. Ayres, Florence and his secretary-stooge are
taken prisoners, but make a getaway. Ayres gets to
a phone booth, where he broadcasts the story of the
kidnapping and names the gang. They are captured

and Florence receives the money that is found on

them. Ayres and she plan to marry.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as Ayres' greatest role since "All Quiet.''

If your patrons go for the mystery angle, use a her-

ald or small card with a "code" of jumbled letters,

offering free admissions to those who work out the

catch-line on "Panic On the Air;" use ad copy on

the reverse side.

L. J.

PRIDE OF THE MARINES

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MELODRAMA . . . Enter-

taining mixture of many elements that

should satisfy pop audiences . . . Heavy

on sentiment and sacrifice . . . Rates

• • — for action and rural spots.

Columbia

64 Minutes

Charles Bickford . . . Florence Rice . . .

Billy Burrud . . . Robert Allen

Directed by D. Ross Lederman

Definitely mass entertainment, this should

get best results in cheaper nabe and rural

theatres. The story, dealing with a hard-

boiled Marine's affection and sacrifice for an

orphaned boy, is thickly coated with the

type of sentiment less sophisticated audi-

ences like. In addition, there should be a

great deal of flag-waving interest in the Ma-

rine-life activities, which are pictured en-

grossingly in detail. There is no actual war

stuff, the only fighting being done in a

sham-battle sequence. Comedy is fair and

the romance is played down. Bickford

handles his role impressively, varying nicely

from the toughened leatherneck to the man
who gives up the kid he has learned to love,

because he knows it is best for the child.

The boy, Billy Burrud, is just good enough

to hold the spectator's sympathy.

PLOT:

Bound for new quarters at San Diego with his

regiment of Marines, Bickford befriends Billy, an

orphan, who is on his way there to live with an uncle.

Bickford takes him to the house, but learns from

Florence Rice that the child's uncle had moved and

left no address. He arranges to keep Billy in the

barracks. Meanwhile, he falls in love with Florence

and hopes to marry her. During a sham battle, Billy

is hurt while trying to warn Bickford of danger.

Florence asks to take care of the boy, but Bickford

refuses when he learns that she is engaged to Robert

Allen. However, he is asked to take an assignment

of secret service work in some far-off island and,

after first refusing, decides that it will be better for

Billy to live with Florence, so he accepts.

AD TIPS:

Sell the angle of the tough Marine's sacrifice for a

little boy. Get a couple "join the Marines" signs

from local headquarters for your lobby and tie in

uith copy on the picture.

L. J.

FEUD OF THE WEST

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN . . . Mystery angle com-
plicates it, but plenty of riding and a

pitched gun battle in a formula gal-

loper with Hoot Gibson will satisfy.

Rates • • for hoss opera houses.

First Division

60 Minutes
Hoot Gibson . . . Buzz Barton . . .

Joan Barclay

Directed by Harry Fraser

This one will pass as an okeh Gibson altho

the plot is messed up in the telling and there

is too much talk retarding the action. Title

is the tip-off on the whole story and there is

riding and shooting in plenty. Starts off

with some good shots of a rodeo with bron-

co busting, steer riding, etc. Shot midst

scenic grandeur, enacted fairly enough, it

will do where they are suckers for westerns.

There is no romance at all and the mystery

is not too deep and somewhat muddled due

to criss-crossing of plot.

PLOT:

Ranch owner, who has feud on with horse-thieves

and land crooks who occupy adjoining property,

notices Hoot winning most of prizes at rodeo. Gives

Hoot job of ferreting out person who is crossing him.

This proves to be his foreman, altho kid Barton is

suspected for awhile. A half-crazed, but harmless,

old horse trader seems to have it in for both sides,

until it is proven, after a pitched gun battle between

the two sides, that the girl, living with him, is actu-

ally the ranch owner's grand-daughter. Gibson sends

Barton back to his home in another state. Since there

has been considerable argument over who owned a

beautiful white horse, Hoot says it is OUR horse

for the fade-out.

AD TIPS:

Sell Gibson. Mention the mystery angle.

NONNIF.

COUNTRY BEYOND, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Old-fashioned

Northwest Mountie meller adapted

from Curwood's novel . . . Good dog

fight is action highlight . . . OK for

action and rural houses, where i: rates

* * — . Needs strong dual support

elsewhere.

20th Century-fox

67 Minutes

Rochellc Hudson . . . Paul Kelly . . .

Robert Kent . . . Alan Dinehart . . .

Alan Hale . . . Buck

Directed by Eugene Fordc

"The Country Beyond" was fashionable

screen fare some fifteen years ago. Telling

a tale of the great outdoors, w here Motilities

(Continued on page 10)
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INFERIOR PRODUCT IRKING PARA;
KENNEDY - ZUKOR MAY HEAD CO.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

HELEN (Frankie) MORGAN
and

CHESTER (Johnnie) MORRIS

"He Was Her Man
But He Done Her Wrong"

verses from the ballad. It will stop them

and make them read. The play-dates, etc.

can be small.

If you use a special herald — and you

should — fill the cover pages, front and

back, with verses. They will take that

herald home and give it more attention than

anything you've distributed in years!

There it is. We're tellin' you to sell a

song—one of the most famous barroom bal-

lads ever yodelled through a bushy drooper,

wet with beer. It's got flavor, guys, but I

mean! "Frankie and Johnnie" can be made

into a real money-getter if you shake your

shoes and pull just one or two smart stunts

with the ballad.

$ ^ $ $ ^

Warners Denied New
Trial In Cagney Suit

Hollywood.—Warners have been denied a

new trial in the James Cagney suit for re-

lease from his contract. Judge Charles

Bogue in Superior Court heard the studio's

plea that the actor had violated his contract

before a local theatre affiliated with the pro-

ducer failed to give him proper billing. This

was the reason for the decision favoring

Cagney. Warners are appealing to the State

Supreme Court.

OTTERSON OUT? . . .

Continued failure to show any marked

improvement in the studio's product is re-

ported to be disturbing Paramount money

men to the extent that they are contemplat-

ing a sweeping change in the executive and

production setups. There is an outside chance

that these switches will be announced fol-

lowing Thursday's (30th) meeting of the

Board in New York.

Joseph P. Kennedy, head of the Securities

Exchange Commission, is being prominently

mentioned as the next president of Para-

mount. Two possible hitches may forestall

his selection, however. He is reported to

be in line for a post in the next Roosevelt

cabinet, providing the Administration is re-

turned to office. Secondly, his insistence on

an absolutely free hand in reorganizing the

company's affairs and personnel may not

meet with the approval of the powers that

be.

ZUKOR MAY HEAD PRODUCTION . .

.

On the production end, moves have been

made frequently of late in an effort to

bolster the quality of the product. These

may culminate in the selection of the vet-

eran Adolph Zukor to take complete charge

REPORT ST. L. CASE
NEAR SETTLEMENT

VICTORY FOR GOV'T . . .

Authoritative reports from New York

and Washington have the famed St. Louis

case nearing a settlement. While the terms

of the negotiations between representatives

of Warners, RKO and Paramount, the Fan-

chon and Marco interests and Department

of Justice officials are being guarded, it is

believed that the settlement will be a vic-

tory for the Government, despite the fact

that it has been unsuccessful in the two

actions it started in St. Louis.

Warners may be asked to give up their

theatre interests in St. Louis and the other

defendants required to guarantee their prod-

ucts to F & M for a number of years. In

return, the Government may use its influ-

ence to remove action recently instituted

by the Missouri Attorney General to have

the defendants' state charters revoked.

Gable To Warners

Hollywood.—Clark Gable has been bor-

rowed by Warners to co-star with Marion

Davies in "Cain and Mabel."

of the studios, both on the coast and in the

east.

Zukor is being credited with being re-

sponsible for whatever improvement recent

releases have shown. Despite the fact that

others have been the nominal heads of pro-

duction, the ex-president and present chair-

man of the board has actually been guiding

studio matters lately.

Emanuel Cohen returns to Paramount on

a three year deal to handle a unit. P. B.

Schulberg will also come back to his old

studio as a unit producer. The rumored

change of sentiment by Walter Wanger,

who was said to have decided to stay with

Paramount, was apparently without founda-

tion and he moves over to the United Art-

ists' lot about June 1st.

These additions and subtractions from

the companys' production assets leave it

about where it was before they took place

and add to the general impression that some

radical move must be made if Paramount

Pictures are to be returned to the confidence

of exhibitors. All of which adds credence

to the prospect that Zukor will again be-

come top man, at least in studio affairs.

Nat'i Screen Acc. Opens
Phila. Display Showroom

The newly organized National Screen Ac-

cessories Corp., successor to American Dis-

play Corp., opened its Philadelphia show-

room at 1319 Vine Street Monday. The

company is offering theatres complete lobby

and front displays, including frames, on a

weekly service basis. Prices of the service

are based on the size of the display and the

theatre's run.

George Dembow, National Screen Service

official, and Jack Levy of the company's

New York office wrere present for the open-

ing. Local sales will be handled by the

trailer staff, Lou Blaustein and Stanley Gold-

berg, and Milt Smith, formerly of Ameri-

can Display.

Harry Thomas Plans New
Indie Exchange Outfit

Harry Thomas, who resigned his position

as president of First Division Exchange this

week, following the taking over of that

company by Grand National Pictures, is

planning the organization of a group of

independent film exchanges, it was learned.

One of the foremost veterans in the indie

distribution field, Thomas is said to have a

number of state rights operators interested

in his proposed setup.
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MAJORS TALKING SELECTIVE DEALS
FOR ALL HOUSES; NO CANCELLATION

MODIFIED BLOCK BOOKING . . .

Final outcome of the major distributors'

plans for easing the pressure from various

exhibitor complaints is now regarded as

likely to be some modified method of selling

in blocks, but allowing theatres to sign for

less than the entire output. Thus, they ex-

pect to remove the onus from the present

block booking system and, at the same time,

do away with the demands for increased can-

cellation privilege.

The distributors are individually drawing

up plans for revising the selling system, but

whatever concessions are made to the indies'

protests will be the result of uniform think-

ing, if not actual collaboration. They will

then go through the routine of presenting

the concessions to the M.P.T.O.A. commit-

tee, who will be credited with swinging

them for the exhibitor body at large. This

is part of the obvious "build-up" for which

the M.P.T.O.A. has been primed for almost

a year.

'
, INCREASE OUT . . .

Increase of the present 10 percent cancel-

lation privilege is definitely out, unless there

is an unexpected change in the attitude of

most of the majors. They are reluctant to

adopt this plan, because they believe that

it will not rid them of attacks on the block

booking issue. Neither is there likely to be

any radical change in the present general

policy on preferred playing time, except,

possibly, some arbitrary limit on the per-

centage of pictures each company may ask

to play on weekends.

PENN
THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.

— Presents —

A Complete Line of

Theatre Supplies

and

Projection Equipment

Switching of allocation after release of a

picture may go by the board, some of the

distributors viewing this as more of a nui-

sance than its worth.

Meanwhile, exhibitors are hesitating to

sign new season deals until definite an-

nouncement is made on the contemplated

changes in past practices. This will prob-

ably force the distributors to announce the

concessions within the next week or two.

CONN. INDEPENDENTS
DISOWN MPTOA UNIT

NO CONNECTION . . .

New Haven.—Recording their indepen-

dence of the M.P.T.O.A., the Connecticut

I.M.P.T.O. last week passed a resolution as-

serting that their body has no connection

with the national organization.

The resolution condemned the M.P.T.O.A.

as producer-controlled, dominated through

the affiliated theatre membership, and de-

clared that no one in the M.P.T.O.A. is

authorized to act for the Independents in

the conferences being held in New York.

The Connecticut indies recently revolted

when efforts were made by an M.P.T.O.A.

official to lead the unit into the ranks of the

pseudo-exhibitor national body.

ALLIED ALERT ON
N.J. TAX MUDDLE

WARY . . .

Trenton.—Facing the threat of an ever-

increasing army of unemployed converging

on the Capitol, Republican leaders decided

Tuesday to hold a full party caucus Wednes-

day morning to reach some decision on pro-

viding funds for relief during the balance

of this year. The "luxury" taxes are still

being considered, in addition to proposed

levies on general retail sales, chain stores,

incomes, utilities, corporate incomes, truck

mileage and gasoline.

New Jersey Allied leaders are keeping a

watchful eye on relief tax developments

here. Sidney Samuelson, Lee Newbury and

other exhibitor leaders have been closely fol-

lowing the Legislature's course since the

taxation issue arose and the so-called "lux-

ury" levies, including an admission tax, were

proposed.

A Six Star Special

with

Money-Getting Names

To Light Your Marquee

And Blaze the Way
To the Box-office!

•WHAT A LIFE!

When Her

Mama Spent

: the $50,000

socutf
WITH

LOUISE FAZENDA
MAUDE EBURNE
With ANN RUTHERFORD,.

EDDIE NUGENT, Hedda

Hopper, Frahldin Pangborn

A Ndl Uxtnt I'roducl

A Maxol Piclun

Brings You

A New Comedy Couple

and

A New Romantic Couple

In a Laugh-Panic!

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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REVIEWS
(Continued from pave 7)

IN THE MAIL

INDEPENDENT
THEATRE OWNERS

Of E. Venna., S. Neiv Jersey and Del.

April 27, 1936.

To the Editor:

This Organization would appreciate beyond

measure, the courtesy of the use of your col-

umns to bring to the attention of all exhibitors

in the Philadelphia Territory particularly, the

urgent need for making immediate contact by

wire or letter, with the Honorable J. Burrwood
Daly, House of Representatives, Washington,

D. C, to request him to support the stand taken

by the Allied States Association in the matter

of the DUFFY COPYRIGHT BILL.

Congressman Daly, a Representative in the

House from Philadelphia, has been appointed a

member of the Sub-Committee which will re-

draft the Copyright Bill.

The Allied States Association has filed a memo-
randum with the Committee requesting favor-

able action on a proviso which will cure the

present unjust system whereby the exhibitor

pays three times for the same service, i. e.,

First, through Film Rentrl; Secondly, by Score

Charge, and Thirdly, by the Seat-Tax paid to

ASCAP. The Allied Memorandum also approves

the elimination of the present PENALTY
CLAUSE.

Inasmuch as each individual exhibitor is di-

rectly concerned with these two amendments to

the Copyright Law, he should take the time and

slight effort necessary to put himself on record

with Congressman Daly in support of the Al-

lied position on the DUFFY BILL.

We thank you for your cooperation in bring-

ing this matter to the attention of the many
hundreds of exhibitors served by FILM BULLE-
TIN.

Very sincerely yours,

JEANNETTE WILLENSKY,
Secretary.

ALPERSON STEPS
INTO G-N POST FRI.

UNIT SETUP . . .

Edward L. Alperson steps out of his post

as executive buyer for National Theatres

and into the presidency of newly formed

Grand National Pictures this Friday, May
1st. His duties will be divided between New
York and the coast, with a great deal of his

first few months occupied with organizing

the production setup.

Present plans of the new Pathe-financed

outfit are to set up a group of unit pro-

ducers to produce on the company's own lot.

No arrangements have been made for han-

dling any outside product, but it is not un-

likely that some tieup will be made with

British International to distribute the cream

of their product in this country.

ALPERSON SEES STRONG LINEUP . .

.

Alperson told Film Bulletin this week
that he expects to line up a strong produc-

tion organization. "There arc plenty of out-

always get their man—and their gal—it fol-

lows that old pattern closely, even supply-

ing the punch climax of a fight to the fin-

ish between two dogs. It's all pretty mild

and routine stuff, except for the perform-

ances of the two canine stars, Buck and

Wolf, who are much more in their element

than the rest of the cast. Children will en-

joy it immensely and there are probably suf-

ficient action fans in some city naborhoods

and rural sections, who like this kind of

Northwest melodrama, to bring the picture

fair returns in those spots. Generally, how-

ever, it will need the support of a stronger

feature. The outdoor scenery is impressive

in many spots.

PLOT:

Kelly and Kent, officers in the Northwest Mounted

Police, are given the job of running down a band of

fur thieves. Dinehart, the leader of the crooks, has

been using Hale, Rochclle's father, in his scheme

without the old man's knowledge. Rochellc aids her

father's escape from the Mounties in an effort to

find Dinehart to prove Hale's innocence. A romance

develops between Kent and Rochelle while Kelly is

out in search for her father and Dinehart. Hale

locates his "partner" and is infuriated when he learns

that Dinehart has been stealing and smuggling the

furs. To rid himself, of Hale, Dinehart turns his dog

Wolf orj him and leaves him for dead. Eventually,

the Mounties gets Dinehart, and Buck rescues Kent

and Rochelle from an impending attack by Wolf.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as thrilling red-blooded drama. Use Buck's

name and picture in all copy. Recall that he is the

great dog star of "Call of the Wild." Yarn is by

James Oliver Curwood.

L. J.

standing unit producers available today,

more than at any time in the past," he said,

"and we are in the market for them."

While the Grand National president would

not name any, it is understood that he and

other officials of the company have been ne-

gotiating with several prominent major

studio producers, among whom is said to be

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who might make three

or four pictures yearly with his father's as-

sistance.

As soon as Alperson assumes his post the

action will actually start at G-N headquar-

ters. Production will probably get under way

by June 1st on the lineup of 36 to 40 fea-

tures for the 1936-37 season.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film deltvery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

25 0 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

THE HARVESTER

BOXOFF1CE RATING

DRAMA . . . Faithful picturization of

famous Gene Stratton Porter novel . . .

Fine performances help slow-moving,

heavy story of "plain folks" . . . Won't

mean much in cities, but rates • • for

small towns.

Republic

74 Minutes

Alice Brady . . . Russell Hardie . . .

Ann Rutherford . . . Joyce Compton . . .

Frank Craven . . . Emma Dunn . . .

Cora Sue Collins . . . Eddie Nugent . . .

Directed by Joseph Santley

Republic has certainly done right by this

tear-jerking story of "plain folks." A really

fine production, sincere, if dull, direction by

Joseph Santley and finely drawn perform-

ances by the cast have been lavished on a

story that hardly warrants such extrava-

gant use of talents. Gene Stratton Porter's

novel moves slowly and the film, following

faithfully, fails to overcome its lethargic

pace. The pace is much too slow to satisfy

the average city audience and action fans

certainly won't go for it. "The Harvester's"

best chances rest with the rural spots, where

it looks good for average business. Credit

is due the cast for extracting every bit of

emotional power from the written pages of

the novel. Miss Brady is in her element as

the ambitious, ruthless mother. Ann Ruth-

erford turns in the best performance of her

young career, winning the sympathy of even

this hardened old fogey as the victim of

Brady's manipulations to separate her from

her sweetheart.

PLOT:

Hardie, a young Indiana farmer, holds a deep,

but unvoiced, love for orphan Ann. Being a pros-

perous and clear-headed lad, Alice considers him a

matrimonial "catch" for her daughter, Joyce Comp-
ton, and removes Ann from his reach. Craven, her

husband, who has been removed from his farm to

the real estate business by his domineering and am-

bitious wife, secretly opposes the forced engagement

of Hardie to Joyce. Eventually, Alice discloses her

sham feelings and trickery to Hardie. The tragic

death of Ann's grandmother draws out Hardie's deep-

seated emotions and he tells of his love for her.

They marry and Hardie returns to his harvesting in

happiness.

AD TIPS:

The novel has been one of the most widely read

books. If is a natural for tie-ups with book stores,

libraries and reading clubs. Sell Alice Brady, who

is a famous stage actress and has appeared in nu-

merous major releases.

NONNIE.
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SUBJECTS

FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

NOTES . . .

LARRY MACKKY, manager of the Arcadia, had

to interrupt his honeymoon to enter Mt. Sinai Hos-

pital for a major operation . . . Penn Theatre Equip-

ment in throes of rebuilding their showroom . . .

National Screen Accessories had auspicious flash open-

ing Monday . . . National-Penn Printing putting in

new photographic equipment . . . FRANK HAM-
MERMAN now dish-game salesman for BARRIST &
GOODWIN . . . SAM PHALEN now with HOW-
ARD 'Lucky' PARKER ... ELI "EMO" ORO-
WITZ, now ensconced in New York offices, and pub-

lishing a movie fan's magazine in addition to carry-

ing on his broadcasting . . . Fox-Locust going to be

turned into a night club on the order of the trans-

formation done to the Earl Carroll Theatre in New
York. JOE MOSS and others in on the proposition

. . . More rumors have Nixon's Grand about to make

another stab at dirt cheap double features; and the

Shubert going into colored musicals . . . The Italian

side of the Ethiopian conflict will be glorified in the

movie showing of "Thunder Over Ethiopia" this

week-end at the Met . . . Little, 22nd & Market,

may go "left" art movie . . . The street stood still

for quite a while Monday as news of Clem's death

spread around . . . MURRAY BEIR struggling

around with a dislocated back ... A guy with a

name Stanley Goldberg they call "Patsy." Look at

him! . . .

PICTURES OF HAPPY FILMEN . . .

HARRY WEINER pleased as h about "Mr.

Deeds" showing at the Stanley . . . HARRY LA
VINE showing broad smiles whenever Republic's fu-

ture product is mentioned . . . JOE ENGLE chipper

as a squirrel in a nut store since reports from the

coast skyhighed "Show Boat" . . . "Grandpa" Edgar

Moss proudly showing George Dembow a photo of

grandson . . . SAM ROSEN tickled with the out-

look of new Grand National Pictures, for whom
he may work, after a trip to N. Y.

NON-THEAT COMPETISH . . .

Gimbel's Dept. Store inaugurates free movie shows

this Friday as a daily feature. The pix are old-time

mellers, silent, with old favorites like Pickford, Fair-

banks, Gish, etc. ... 3 shows every day in the

schedule . . . This may be the start of the oft-

reported retaliation by merchants against the free-

dishes distributed by movie houses, which has cut

heavily into store sales.

NEW WARNER HOUSE . . .

Announcement was made Monday by Albert H.

Lieberman, Inc., that a new 1000-seat movie house

would be constructed at 1705-09 S. Broad Street and

would be operated by Warners. Plans being prepared

by Stephens & Fleisher, architects. Property is said

to be adjoining a plot recently purchased by the

Felt Bros, as a theatre site . . . The Fox will drop

its stage show during the run of "Under Two Flags,''

giving unusual length (110 Minutes) of the picture

as the reason . . . CHARLES STIEFEL says his new

Snyder Avenue house will be named the "President.''

TITLE CHANGE . . .

Mascot's 'Doughnuts and Society' becomes 'Life

Is Like That' when it opens at Fays Friday. HARRY
LA VINE and SID STANLEY engineered the title

change.

Novelties, Premiums, Gifts

Horrow Novelty Company who moved

back to their main showroom at 215 Market

Street last week announce that the move

was made solely for exhibitors' own benefit.

By having exhibitors come down to their

Market Street display rooms, Charlie Hor-

row, feels that they will be immediately im-

pressed with the variety of stock carried and

the rock-bottom prices offered. The Horrow

Novelty Company are among the largest dis-

tributors of carnival and theatre gift mer-

chandise in the east; and thru their large

buying capacity can readily pass on to their

customers considerable price saving.

G-B Stars Return to U. S.

New York.—Peter Lorre returns to New
York Thursday, April 3 0th aboard the U. S.

Liner "Washington." After completing

"Secret Agent," he spent several weeks

traveling on the Continent. Constant Ben-

nett, having completed "Everything Is

Thunder," returns at the same time.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2 J 1 5 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
i ledge of theatre business.

A
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Y

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

KF1CIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

A KING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

[ELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
12 28 Vine St.

WASHINGTON
1031 3rd St., N. W.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

NEW YORK
5 18 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures whch are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent
theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

PANIC ON THE AIR . . 56 MINUTES . . COLUMBIA
LEW AYRES . . FLORENCE RICE . . BENNY BAKER

"Howdy, folks, this is Jerry Tracy, your little boy peep of the air,

broadcasting to you all the news that's fit to speak—and speaking it first.

"What's hot on the Cramer Case? Good people, lend me your ears!

We've been warned to lay off, but the whole case is sizzling hot and we've

just got to talk. If gangsters' guns go boom boom, you're little boy peep

is apt to go floating bye bye to heaven or— ! But, that's our gamble

—

here's the low down . . .

"Remember how wj reported to you that

we came across that five buck note with the

queer markings '15-106-15' on it? Well,

we took it to a cryptographer for decipher-

ing and were trailed back to our office by

a cab driver who looked suspicious.

"Early today we received instructions to

go to a certain hotel, where a woman would

meet us. We were told to give her the five

spot—if we wanted to live. We kept the

date, but the dame didn't. When we broke

into the room we found a beautiful blonde

lying on a couch—DEAD! Now we're go-

ing to blow the lid off this case, so watch

our smoke!"

Yes, guys, here's a mile-a-minute meller

that moves as fast as the hero talks—and

that's plenty fast. The review in FILM

BULLETIN last week reports that "Col-

umbia has taken a snappy, if improbable,

pulp yarn and worked it into one of the

fastest moving little mellers of the season."

Boys, it cries for selling and it can be

sold for a lot less than a fortune. Now,

we're outlining a series of simple, effective

stunts that any guy with an ounce of show-

manship can pull. So, heave ho, my hearties,

take the well - known lead out of your

panties and go to town on this one! It'll

deliver extra dough!

SURROUND WITH SHORTS

Right off the reel, the title suggests the

booking of a flock of shorts featuring radio

stars as the surrounding program. That 5 6

minutes running time of "Panic" gives you

plenty of extra time to fill in with these.

Round up four or five shorts with Joe Pen-

ner, Burns and Allen, Easy Aces, etc. and

bill them as "PANICS OF THE AIR." This

tie in with the title of the feature won't

cost you an extra dime, because you'll need

plenty of shorts anyhow.

RADIO STATION TIE UP

It's a perfect set-up to sell your local

radio station an idea to conduct a contest

for amateur radio news commentators. If

you've got a stage, hold the eliminations

there a week in advance or during the show-

ing of the picture. Otherwise, hold it in

the studio with the name of the picture and

playdates plugged plenty. Either way, it's

bound to get you a load of publicity for the

theatre and the picture.

LOBBY

In your lobby set up a "mike" that isn't

ve:y loud and have a fast talker spiel a

steady line about the picture. Surround him

with stills, blow-ups, cutouts and copy on

"PANIC." The fact that he is talking into

a "mike" will bring them over as they pass

in and out.

If your element goes for the gangster

angle, there is plenty to give them. Fix up

a display of handcuffs, gats, tommy-guns,

blackjacks, etc. Your copy should follow

this angle: "A WISE CRACKING RADIO
ANNOUNCER DEFIED THE TOUGH-
EST MOB OF GANGSTERS IN TOWN!"
You might set up a finger-printing outfit

in the lobby and have every patron who is

willing to have it done recorded. This is

(Continued on page 9)

'Shoots' Patrons
To Get 'Em In!

Walter N. Shelton, manager of Comer-

ford's Capitol, Mauch Chunk, Pa., is using

a clever stunt to attract interest in his

weekly programs. With a small "candid"

camera, he shoots pictures of three or four

patrons and has them reproduced by offset

on the front of the program. Persons iden-

tifying themselves as the photographed

are invited to be guests of the theatre at

any show during the week.
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THE LESSON FROM ST. LOUIS!

The battle of St. Louis has ended. That the

conditions of the truce represent a startling

victory for the plaintiffs and the Government,

is of far less importance than the effect this case

may have on the future conduct of the defend-

ants and others in the industry who may be

tempted to disregard the rights of the underdog.

It has been an expensive fight for the three

defendant film companies. In acceding to the

advice of mediator Sol Rosenblatt, they displayed

much better judgment than in designing their

plan to crush Fachon & Marco, because the latter

dared challenge Warners' theatre monopoly in

St. Louis. By settling out of court, they saved

their companies another half million or so, which

would have gone to lawyers. The million dollars

reputedly spent by Warners, RKO and Para-

mount in fighting the case amounts to far more

than they could possibly have netted from their

scheme over a period of many, many years.

One of the grossest evils existent in the in-

dustry is the practice, among the theatre-owning

majors, of "collaborating" to prevent independ-

ent exhibitors who compete with any of them

from obtaining sufficient product with which to

operate successfully.

This was the basis of the case against these

three producer-exhibitors and it has been an ex-

pensive lesson for them to learn that sooner or

later they are bound to run afoul of the anti-

trust laws.

The tenacity with which the Department of

Justice pursued the case heartened the small ex-

hibitors, many of whom suffer similar abuse

from this "collaboration" practice. They are

now hopeful that the Government will force a

general correction of the discriminatory policies

of the Big 5.

And, it might be well for these major pro-

ducer-exhibitors to regard the termination of

the St. Louis Case, not as a closed and forgotten

book, but, as a warning that they must respect

the rights of those outside their fold. It is com-

mon knowledge that the Department of Justice

is convinced that shady and actual illegal acts

are being committed in some quarters and these

must be eliminated. One member of the Depart-

ment recently remarked that "The film industry

has been our most troublesome field for the past

seven or eight years."

We join, with every right-thinking factor

in film business, in urging the more powerful

producers to readjust their methods to conform
not merely with the outer rim of legality, but

with a sound policy of equity for the little fel-

low, as well as for their own circle. It should

be evident to them that, failing to heed this les-

son, they may find that the St. Louis Case was
merely a prelude to a broader, more drastic at-

tack by the Government, the final outcome of

which may mean their destruction.

MO WAX.
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HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

THE GOLDEN ARROW (Warner)
". . . Fails to hit a bull's eye . . . Story

literally falls to pieces on the screen before it is

played out to its last reel . . . Bette Davis'

acting, although, it is not discreditable, will

hardly enhance her reputation . .
."

—N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . More refreshing story than the usual

run-of-the-mill romance . . . Diverting, if not
exhausting mentally . . . Excellent performances
and direction . .

."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

UNDER TWO FLAGS
(20th Century-Fox)

". . . Lively, absorbing and romantic story

. . . beautifully photographed . . . Thoroughly
entertaining picture . . . Cast is splendid . .

."

—A'. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Cries out for extensive cutting. It is

distinguished by some brilliant performing,
veracious atmosphere and desert sequences that

are visually magnificent and compelling, only to

have these virtues marred by banal situations

and tedious exposition . .
."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"20th Century-Fox has not stinted on its pro-

duction nor on a cast which would do full jus-

tice to a stirring and romantic fable of the

Foreign Legion and of Cigarette, the cafe girl

who saved a battalion from the Arab hordes and

died happily in the arms of her beloved legion-

naire . .
."

—A'. Y. 77MES.

THE PASSING OF THE THIRD
FLOOR BACK (G-B)

".
. . Excellent ... A thoughtful, engrossing

and delicately played picture . .
."

—N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Curiously arresting for its direction,

staging and performance ... A sincere produc-
tion with excellent characterizations . .

."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... A cross-section of life in one of London's
shabby but genteel boarding houses . . . Veidt
excellent . . . All players arc unusually good
types with three principal feminine roles par-

ticularly well played . .
."

—N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

Hollywood, May 5.

Paramount studio officials are wondering what
Joe Kennedy's connection with the company as "ad-
viser" will mean to them. He's talking about "cut-
ting down costs," and that always worries the boys.
Watch out for that long-anticipated merger of Par
and RKO to go thru now!

Let's turn our thoughts away from the biggies
for a moment into the more modest ranks of the
independents. Looks like some big doings in the
distribution end. All the indies who have been re-

leasing through First Division are now out in the

cold due to the new Grand National setup.

Before the new selling season gets under way you are pretty sure to see
several of the larger independents organizing their own distributing system.
Fewer offices covering wider territories will be the plan followed in the begin-
ning, at least.

Just how Harry Thomas fits in with all this is problematical. It's pretty

certain that he and Jack Cosman have some plan in mind. The latter was out

here only recently inquiring about product.

Mike Hoffman cables from Europe that he has lined up his distributing

deals over there and will soon be back ready to start on those 30 features he
has announced.

Trem Carr is happily situated on the Universal lot, where he is preparing
the new John Wayne series. The youthful cowboy star finishes up "Winds
of the Wasteland," his final for Republic, this week. On the same lot the up
and coming Gene Autrey is shooting "Guns and Guitars," concluding the cur-

rent series.

Also in work this week is "Below the Deadline," number five in Chester-

field's lineup. Maurice Conn, back from one of his periodic trips to New York,

starts "Racing Blood," fifth of the eight Peter B. Kynes, starring Frankie Darro.

Nat Levine, on returning from Kansas City, where he confabbed with
Ray Johnston and Herb Yates, gives out word that Republic will turn out nine
pictures in the next eight weeks, five for the current season's schedule.

Our prison parole system comes up for a panning in no less than three

new films. Universal has already finished "Parole," with Radio starting a pic-

ture on the same theme, and Sam Katzman of Victory Productions rushing
through another.

W. C. Field's delicate state of health has Paramount on edge, its present

headache being the long-delayed "Poppy," already in production two months.
Not to be left in a spot, every effort is being made to close with Harold Lloyd
for another one as good as "The Milky Way."

While on the subject of comics, rather surprising that Joe E. Brown will

switch to Radio upon completion of his present pact with Warners. The pie-

faced boy will probably assume the place on RKO's program formerly held
by Wheeler and Woolsey, whose boxoffice pull is said to be slipping.

Got a peek at Columbia's new trademark the other day and it's really

s^imphin. June Gale is shown posed in a flimsy garment which billows about
her form in enticing fashion as she holds the good old torch aloft. This will

first be sprung on the customers when "Lost Horizon," the new Capra picture,

is shown. Incidentally, the sets in this one will knock your eye out. It prom-
ises to be a gorgeous spectacle.

Republic is gambling on the re-election of President Roosevelt, having
paid a pretty penny for screen rights to "The $5,000,000 Mystery," a magazine
serial written by a group of well-known authors from an idea suggested by
the Chief Executive himself. The film will probably be released as "The Presi-

dent's Mystery Story."

Universal is looking around for a new vehicle to fit Vic McLaglen, it hav-
ing been decided that musicals are not so forte so far as the big boy is con-
cerned. This same studio is also dropping its plan to include actual scenes
of the Dionne family in "Where Are My Children?" and will tone down the
story so as to avoid offending the Canadian government.
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Settlement of St. Louis Case Held

Complete Victory for Gov't and F & M
PLAINTIFFS WIN CONTROL OF THEATRE KENNEDY NAMED

SITUATION; GET PRODUCT FOR 10 YEARS PARA "ADVISER"

The protracted litigation brought by the Government against

Warners, RKO and Paramount for allegedly engaging in a monopoly
conspiracy to "freeze out" Fanchon & Marco in St. Louis has finally

ended in an out-of-court settlement, effected last Thursday, when
Federal Judge John C. Knox signed the stipulation which had been

agreed to by all parties concerned, including representatives of the

Department of Justice.

The terms of the settlement represent

what is undoubtedly a complete victory for

the plaintiffs. Apparently convinced that

the Government would pursue the case re-

lentlessly from every possible angle until

the defendants capitulated and that their

legal bill, which is understood to have reach-

ed the million dollar mark already, would

reach grave proportions, officials of the three

film companies conceded terms that sur-

prised everyone.

GET THEATRES, FILM . . .

F & M assume control of 20 theatres

hitherto operated by Warner Bros, in St.

Louis. This eliminates Warners from the

theatre field there entirely. In addition,

they obtain 10 year franchises on all Warner
and RKO product. Paramount, while re-

fusing to agree to an actual franchise, ob-

ligated themselves not to refuse to sell F

& M during the same period for any other

reason than price differences.

The conditions take effect immediately,

F & M taking over the Warner houses and

the film companies selling them product for

the balance of the current season. The terms

on which F & M acquire the Warner thea-

tres are regarded as very reasonable.

GOV'T POSITION . . .

Speculation is rife on what the Govern-
ment's position will be in the future as re-

gards the film industry. Hundreds of com-
plaints from exhibitors throughout the

country have been filed with the Depart-

ment of Justice and film and theatre men
are wondering how the Department will dis-

pose of them.

The satisfactory settlement from the

plaintiffs' viewpoint of the St. Louis case is

almost certain to lead to louder demands

from other complaints for similar handling

of their cases. Decision must be made either

to pigeon-hole them or take action and a

jittery situation will prevail in the industry

until the Government makes up its mind.

CONN. INDIE UNIT
MAY JOIN ALLIED

New Haven.—Although no formal invi-

tation has yet been extended to them, the

recently organized Independent Theatre

Owners, group which broke away from the

M.P.T.O. as a protest against its connection

with the M.P.T.O.A. is understood to be

planning to join the national independent

exhibs' organization.

Nathan Yamins, president of Allied, ad-

dressed the unit two weeks ago and is be-

lieved to have held an informal discussion

with the leaders at that time. The Connec-

ticut indies will be asked to attend the an-

nual Allied convention at Cleveland, May
3-5, to watch the body in action, it was

stated by Yamins.

TO CUT COSTS . . .

Joseph P. Kennedy's experience in the

fields of finance and film business will be

utilized by Paramount in an effort to cor-

rect the mismanagement that has sent the

company's production costs up and the

quality of the product down.

Kennedy, former head of the Securities &
Exchange Commission, was appointed last

Friday by the board of directors "for the

purpose of making a survey" of the mud-
dled production situation and "to report

and make recommendations," according to

the statement issued by the board. He bears

the title of "special adviser."

In his statement, Kennedy declared, in

part: "I have been called into the situation

by the unanimous vote of the directors and

officers to give such help as I may to a com-
pany that has a great potentiality, but which

recently has had rough sledding." In his

role, which is equivalent to "a committee

of survey and policy," Kennedy will invest-

igate the company's failings and recommend
changes as he sees fit.

ZUKOR BACK IN . . .

While there was no intimation that any

changes will be made in the authority of the

present officials, it is regarded in many
circles as certain that Adolph Zukor has

regained his old supremacy, at least in the

production branch, and that Kennedy's ap-

pointment virtually spells the demise of

John Otterson's influence in shaping Para-

mounts future policies.

It has been almost since the beginning of

Otterson's tenure as president last year that

studio costs started to mount, without any

improvement in the quality of the product.

In recent months, Zukor has assumed charge

of production and a slight betterment was

shown.

Otterson came to the company from

Electrical Research, to whom Paramount

was heavily indebted, at the time the com-

pany was reorganized last Spring.

Kenned)' headed F. B. O. Pictures, later

going to Pathe. He recently prepared a plan

for recapitalizing the Radio Corp. of Am-
erica.

Kennedy IVSay Engineer Para-RKO Merger
Special to FILM BULLETIN

HOLLYWOOD, May 5.—Informed persons view revival of the oft-reported, but
lately dormant, merger negotiations between Paramount and RKO as a corollary to

Joseph P. Kennedy's new connection with the former company. Kennedy is regarded
as the man who could engineer the consolidation and, of even greater importance, avoid
a possible tangle with the Federal Government when the projected merger is ready to

be consummated.
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AS I SEE THEM REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

THINGS TO COME

BOXOFFICE RATING

FANTASTIC SPECTACLE . . . Will

hardly satisfy more than a very limited

class, but may provoke enough interest

to bring slightly above average results

generally . . . Photographic accomplish-

ment, but naturally lacks human in-

terest . . . Looks best for class houses,

where it rates * • least in rural

sections.

United Artists Release

96 Minutes

Cedric Hardwicke . . .

Edward Chapman . . .

Raymond Massey

Ralph Richardson

Margaretta Scott

Directed by William Cameron Menzies

This fantastic, imaginative spectacle of

the world of the year 2046, as pictured by

that eminent historian and story book

writer, H. G. Wells, presents a very difficult

job for the critic of today who views it

from the angle of the average movie theatre

boxoffice. It doesn't strike this reviewer as

a particularly strong attraction, except in

the limited section where Mr. Wells' pro-

vocative excursions into the distant future

are regarded as intellectual stimulants. The
trouble with "Things To Come," com-

mercially speaking, is that it compromises

its purported intellectuality with rather

childish fantasy and vice versa. Thus, it is

neither fish nor fowl nor good Buck Rogers.

Mr. Wells tells us, and designer-director

William Cameron Menzies strikingly pho-

tographs the events that will rend and re-

pair this disturbed world during the hundred

years from 1940 to 2040. War, brought on

by ruthless, power-hungry dictators, wrecks

havoc on the world and leaves it a shambles

of pestilence and misery after more than a

quarter of a century of fighting. The only

intelligent people to escape disaster are a

small band of scientists, who hie themselves

off to some isolated, unknown spot, where

they prepare to take charge of the world

when the rest of mankind had wiped out

all vestiges of the old civilization.

Emerging from their seclusion, the scien-

tists encounter a bit of opposition from a

dictator, who is a composite of several well

known European gentlemen of the present

day, but soon overcome him and proceed

to introduce their own mechanical civiliza-

tion. In fabulously technological cities,

where sunshine, rain and fresh air are pro-

duced automatically, the old bogey of

"progress" arises and the ranks of the

scientists are split between the "progress-

ives," who wish to investigate the moon by

shooting a handsome young boy and girl

there in a rocket, and the "reactionaries,"

who disparage all the technological advance-

ments because they have brought the people

no real happiness.

The film ends with the couple being shot

off to the moon and the audience left won-

dering what the significance might be. We
wondered, too, and came to the conclusion

that both Mr. Wells and Mr. Menzies found

themselves pretty much up in the air at

that point and decided to place at least part

of the cast in the same position.

"Things to Come," as we have intimated,

is too classy for the masses and too super-

ficial to satisfy class audiences. Neverthe-

less, it should get good returns in class spots

and average, or slightly above, in nabor-

hoods and action houses. Rural spots will

have a tough time with it.

AD TIPS:

This has a world of exploitation angles. The

Riroli, N. Y., used a couple street bally men dressed

in futuristic costumes and wearing glass enclosed

headgear. Sell it as a tremendous spectacle and bring

in the threat of -war today that may lead to the

results pictured by Wells.

1JARTON.

DRACULA'S DAUGHTER
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

HORROR MYSTERY . . . Well done

thriller-chiller . . . Plot plausible enough

to satisfy adults as well as kids . . .

Well acted . . . Rates • • • — for ac-

tion spots; slightly less for better class

houses.

Universal

63 Minutes

Otto Kruger . . . Margaret Churchill . . .

Irving Pichel . . . Hedda Hopper . . .

Gloria Holden . . . Gilbert Emery . . .

Claude Allister

Directed by Lambert Hillyer

Backed by the boxoffice success of

"Dracula" and the other Universal thrillers

this one should be a good money picture.

Eerie atmosphere and tense situations will

affect all but the most callous fans. While

the story does not stand critical analysis,

the hocus pocus is so well put over and the

parts so expertly played that it all holds

water in spite of its extravagant theme.

The direction is well paced and the effects

secured in a legitimate manner. Slick pho-

tography and an excellent musical score also

help put the picture over. Otto Kruger de-

livers another competent characterization as

a scientist bent only on facts and Gloria

Holden, in both appearance and manner-

isms, is everything anyone could wish for

in the title role. Margaret Churchill's

wholesome personality gives pleasing con-

trast as the scientist's secretary while Irving

Pichel acts a sinister part to perfection. A
word should also be said for the settings

which are well chosen and help to preserve

the proper mood.

PLOT:

Dracula, the vampire man, although "dead" for

500 years, is still able to possess others and make

them do his will. When he is finally finished off by

a specialist in the realm of the metaphysical, he re-

leases a countess, "dead" for 200 years and also a

"dweller on the threshold." Known as "Dracula's

daughter," she returns to prey on the living. The

psychiatrist on whom she centers her lust fights her

strange power by modern scientific means, aided by

members of Scotland Yard. In the end her influ-

ence is overcome and the scientist and his sweetheart

free to find the love they desire.

AD TIPS:

Cash in on the popularity of the original "Dra-

cula." This is its successor in horror. Wide selection

of fine, creepy stills would be easy to plant because

of unusual theme.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).
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DEVIL'S SQUADRON SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR

BOXOFFICE RATING

AIR DRAMA . . . Rates with 'Ceiling

Zero' as topnotch air action film of

season . . . Crashes may be a bit too

strong for the women, but men will

love it . . . Dix gives fine performance

. . . Rates • • • — for action and

rural houses; slightly lower for others.

Columbia

80 Minutes

Richard Dix . . . Karen Morley . . .

Lloyd Nolan . . . Henry Mollison . . .

Shirley Ross . . . Cora Sue Collins . . .

William Stelling

Directed by Erie Kenton

For high powered air thrills, this Colum-

bia film has as its only rival of the current

season "Ceiling Zero." Some of the most

exciting action in the clouds that has ever

found its way to the screen hold the spec-

tator on seat edge. Heart halting suspense

and blood chilling crashes mark "Devil's

Squadron" as exceptionally good film fare

for the male trade, but, perhaps, a bit too

rough on the feminine nerves. Both romance

and comedy are subordinated to the some-

what grim story of a man who gambled

with death to prove that he was not a

coward. Richard Dix is excellent as that

man, endowing the role with his usual sin-

cerity. The supporting players are competent

but the film is Dix's. Certainly, where grim

action is well received, "Squadron" should

get well above average returns. Even in

better class houses, the exciting aviation ex-

ploits will elicit enthusiastic response.

PLOT:

Dix is a plane test pilot, whose reputation for

bravery suffers from a reputed display of cowardice

during the war. He falls in love with Nolan's fiancee,

Karen Morley. Several pilots are killed in test flights,

among them Dix's pal. Karen's brother, afraid of

the danger of crashing, takes his life shortly before

he is scheduled to go up. To protect the youth's

name, Dix takes his body up, then sends the plane

down to crash and bails out. This act only brings

more condemnation down on his head, including the

contempt of Karen. When Nolan, who lacks sufficient

skill, is to make a dangerous test flight, Dix blocks

him and takes his place, risking the most hazardous

stunts to test the plane and, finally, landing it

safely. This effort wins him the love of Karen.

AD TIPS:

Compare it to "Ceiling Zero." Term it the most
thrilling air drama since "Hell's Angels." "Devil's

Squadron" suggests lobby and street ballyhoo stunts,

using costumed Satans. Go after it strong; it won't

disappoint them.

BARTON.

BOXOFFICE RATING

G-MAN MELODRAMA . . . Another

fair-to-middlin' gangster yarn with G-
man touches . . . Satisfactory enter-

tainment for action and rural houses,

where it rates • • + ; under average in

better class spots.

RKO

60 Minutes

Richard Dix . . . Margaret Callahan . . .

Erik Rhodes . . . Owen Davis, Jr. . . .

J. Carroll Naish . . . J. M. Kerrigan . . .

Sheila Terry
Directed by Louis King

While not exactly a G-man story, this

capitalizes on the cycle by making the death

of one the cause for the subsequent action

and bringing them in at the end to wipe

out the mob. Much of the action takes

place in the wide open West. The plot is

routine, but contrives to hold the attention

through various devices for creating sus-

pense, such as the situation in which Dix

becomes a member of the gang which he is

out to trap as revenge for his brother's

death at their hands. A bang-up battle

between the disorganized gangsters, with

the G-men joining in at the end, supplies

enough gun play to satisfy fans who like

this type of stuff. The romance is minor and

the comedy likewise. J. Carrol Naish is

again the fulfillment of the popular concep-

tion of a swarthy gang leader. Dix is ade-

quate as the lawyer playing detective. Should

get slightly better than average where the

G-men angle still means something.

PLOT:

Dix's brother, a Government agent, is murdered by

a band of gangsters. Forsaking his law practice, Dix

sets out to revenge his brother's death. He locates

the gang out West, ostensibly operating a mine, and

through Margaret, innocent sister of Naish, the leader,

learns of their activities. Causing friction in their

ranks, Dix brings on a civil war, with two factions

battling each other. The G-men arrive on the scene

in time to complete the mop-up. Dix has fallen in

love with Margaret and they plan to marry.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as a G-men story. There is still plenty

of dough in that angle for action houses.

L. J.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

Case Against SVBrs. Ames
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COURTROOM DRAMA . . . Will

appeal to the women . . . Exploitation

values in fact that story recalls recent

headlines . . . Establishes Madeliene

Carroll as definite attraction . . . Rates

• • + generally.

Paramount

67 Minutes

Madeliene Carroll . . . George Brent . . .

Beulah Bondi . . . Alan Mowbray . . .

Arthur Treacher . . . Guy Bates Post . . .

Mayo Methot . . . Esther Dale . . .

Edward Brophy

Directed by William A. Seiter

The recent high society case over a

mother's right to sole custody of her child

parallels the theme of this intelligently made

drama. That is an exploitation angle that

should bring better than average business

in spots where the exhibitor will utilize it.

"Mrs. Ames" is principally a story of mother

love, but the drama is relieved by some good

comedy, provided chiefly by Arthur Trea-

cher. Madeliene Carroll demonstrates that

she is not only a beautiful, but a good

actress as well. Her role of the young so-

ciety matron is made both sympathetic and

dramatic by expert trouping. George Brent

is well cast as the aggressive prosecuting

attorney and gives one of his more relaxed

and forceful performances. Seiter 's direc-

tion is swift and the action is never allowed

to lag. This is definitely a women's picture,

but it has plenty of appeal for the males.

PLOT:

Acquitted of murdering her husband, Madeliene

seeks not only to establish her innocence beyond a

shadow of doubt, but also to regain the custody of

her child. In this latter objective she encounters the

bitter opposition of her mother-in-law, who fights to

keep the child for herself. Most of the action is

taken up with the running down of clues and the

custody trial, which finally results in complete vin-

dication for Madeliene. She wins her son's custody.

The love interest develops between Madeliene and

Brent, the prosecutor, who uncovers the facts that

clear her.

AD TIPS:

Careful and special handling required. Play up to

the women. Tic in with the recent custody CMSe aired

in all newspapers. Tabloid herald will get this angle

across most forcefully.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

Additional REVIEW on next page
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REVIEWS
{Continued from page 7)

SPEED

BOXOFFICE RATING

ACTION MELODRAMA . . . Cheap

program auto racing yarn that will just

get by in action spots . . . Pleasant per-

formance by James Stewart helps . . .

Rates • + generally.

M-G-M

6 5 Minutes

James Stewart . . . Wendy Barrie . . .

Una Merkel . . . Ted Healy . . .

Weldon Heyburn . . . Ralph Morgan . . .

Patricia Wilder

Directed by Edwin L. Marin

This is one of the season's weaker efforts.

A cheaply contrived auto racing yarn, its

chief virtues are: A fair amount of action,

a congenial performance by James Stewart

and a few comic moments with Ted Healy.

Una Merkel is submerged in a weak role.

The entire production looks like one from

the cheaper indie studios rather than from

Metro. A considerable portion of the action

is photographed against the background of

the Chrysler Motors plant in Detroit (worth

plenty in free? advertising). The spectator

is shown the operation of the entire plant

and one cannot help wondering what that

would cost the Chrysler company if they

bought the time on the screens of all the

theatres that will play this picture! The

best that can be hoped for "Speed" is

that it will be accepted as the lesser half

of dual bill programs.

PLOT:

Stewart is a test driver and is working on a new

carburetor device in his spare time. Wendy Barrie,

daughter of the motor company head, works incog-

nito in the publicity department. They meet and

Wendy, wanting to help Stewart, arranges to have

Heyburn and argues further with Wendy. Trying to

dcrvtands her motive and they squabble. While rac-

ing at Indianapolis, his car is wrecked, injuring him

and Healy, his mechanic. He places the blame on

Hyburn and argues further with Wendy. Trying to

break the speed record later, he suffers mishap and

is overcome in the scaled car. Heyburn comes to

the rescue, driving the car back over the track to

complete the requirements, breaking the record, and

then rushes Stewart to the hospital. There, he and

Wendy confess their love.

AD TIPS:

The cast has some worth-while names and should

he sold above title. Stewart, Healy and Merkel should

be given top billing. Title siifigesls plenty of tie-ups.

L. J.

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR—F ILM BULLETI N

Large Group Attends
Rizzo Burial Services

Over 100 theatre and film people paid

their last respects Monday to Clem Rizzo,

veteran theatre equipment dealer who died

following an appendectomy, April 27th at

services held in the Rizzo home in Folcroft,

Pa. Burial took place in Whitemarsh Mem-
orial Park.

Among those present were: William

Hunt, Marcus Benn, Morris Gerson, Morris

Wax, Sam Rosen, Ben Fertel, Harry Blum-

berg, Ben Blumberg, Charles Cohen, Isadore

Siegel, William Heenan, Simon Libros, Al-

bert Blofson, Oscar Libros, J. Stewart Silver,

Allen Benn, Ed Boreth, Ed Gabriel, Dan
Heenan, Mo Wax.

G-B Denies Rumors Of
Sale To 20th Century

Renewed reports that Gaumont-British is

contemplating a deal to sell its interests to

20th Century-Fox were denied early this

week by Jeffrey Bernerd, general manager of

the English Company, following a trans-

atlantic telephone conversation with Mark
Ostrer. There is "absolutely no truth in

the report that GB has contemplated or is

contemplating the sale of its interests,"

Bernerd stated.

WARNERS CONDUCT
NATIONAL PUBLIC
SURVEY ON DUALS

EDITORS, WOMEN . . .

Proclaiming their desire to learn the true

reaction of the public, but, perhaps, with a

view toward strengthening the case against

duals in the final legal tussle before the U.

S. Supreme Court on the issue of the pro-

ducers right to arbitrarily bar them, Warner

Bros, started a nation-wide survey last Mon-
day, "seeking the public attitude towards

the exhibition of double features."

The editors, critics and readers of some

2000 daily newspapers, the members of 1000

women's clubs and representatives of over

100 collegiate publications are being asked

the simple questions: "Are you in favor of

having two features shown in motion pic-

ture theatres?" and "Why?"

STATE PROBLEM . . .

The form letter sent to the leaders of the

women's organizations is largely devoted to

th.2 problem that is suposed to be confront-

ing the producers, who, it is indicated, hesi-

tate to make long pictures if they are to be

dual billed. l our of Warners outstanding

features are mentioned, namely, "Midsum-

mer Night's Dream," "Anthony Adverse,"

"Green Pastures" and "The Charge of the

Light Brigade."

"Do audiences prefer two hours and 1 S

minutes of "Anthony Adverse' as an eve-

ning's entertainment or two shorter films

which, with the usual newsreel, shorts and

trailers, probably will total four hours or

more?" the letter asks.

LIMIT ON LENGTH? . . .

It is implied that double featuring acts

as a bar to the production of longer pic-

tures. "Must they (producers) hold every

production, including truly important ones,

within an absolutely rigid span? Or should

they be permitted to make longer films if

it is necessary to tell the story adequately

and if every minute provides genuine en-

tertainment?"

A sparse, single paragraph is devoted to

the opposing side of the question. "From
one standpoint, there is much in favor of

the double feature policy. It sharply in-

creases the demand for films, brings more

bookings, and stimulates the market for all

kinds of pictures. But all this does not

answer the question: "What does the public

want?"

PMILA. UNITS WILL
TALK MERGER AGAIN
MAJORITY WANT MERGER . . .

The two Phila. exhibitor groups, the

I.T.O. and M.P.T.O., have agreed to have

one more try at combining their member-

ships in a new, consolidated organization.

Despite previous failures and the collapse

of the "merger" effected last December 19,

the earnest desire of the overwhelming ma-

jority of men to have a single body has in-

duced this last attempt to bring the two

groups together.

Committees of five from each unit will

meet next Monday. The I.T.O. will be re-

presented by Ray O'Rourke, Mike Lessy,

Morris Wax, Charles Segall and Herbert

Elliott. The M.P.T.O. committee will con-

sist of Lewen Pizor, Ted Schlanger, who re-

presents George Aarons, Ed Jeffries, William

Hissner and Abe Sablosky. Aarons will sit

as secretary for the later group, while Jean-

nette Willensky will act in the same capacity

for the indies.

PIZOR PLAYED . . .

Lewen Pizor, president of the M.P.T.O.

affiliate, was roundly scored at a meeting of

the I.T.O. board Tuesday, for allegedly as-

suming the role of "dictator" over his or-

ganization affairs and seeking to keep the

independent exhibitors in the territory di-

vided. He was charged with distorting a

motion made by Abe Sablosky at a recent

meeting of the M.P.T.O., which was in-

tended to appoint a committee to negotiate

on an equal basis with the I.T.O., so that it

was finally read into the minutes as an "in-

vitation" to members of the independent

unit to join his body.

(Continued on page 10)
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AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

an angle that might bring you police de-

partment cooperation and free newspaper

publicity—if you'll go after it!

RADIO TRUCK
Here's one that's a snap, cheap, but will

knock your town or neighborhood for a

loop. Set a mike up on a truck and have a

snappy spieler shoot a fast line like the one

Ayres uses in the picture (see our first few

paragraphs). Have the title mentioned

every 5 seconds or so. The truck can either

move up the busy streets slowly or be parked

at every busy corner for a few minutes.

Decorate it with paper, of course.

Another idea on this angle, and one that

can easily be sold, is to interest your local

newspaper or radio station to split the cost

of the truck with you and supply a real

news commentator for the gab. The guy

can spiel up-to-the-minute news and turn

in a plug for the picture and theatre every

minute.

On the days when you play the picture

spot the mike up on the marquee and fol-

low the same line as suggested for the truck.

You'll be surprised to find everybody stop

and listen to very word he's got to say.

PRINTING

Utilize the value of the cryptograph

angle for your herald. Have nothing on the

cover but one of those twisters that has

some tie-in with the theatre and playdate

and offer prizes to the first 5 0 who turn in

correct or nearest correct solutions. Use the

inside spread for mats, copy, etc.

Try to place a cryptogram contest in your

local paper. Passes and a few bucks for

awards.

There you are boys. We could give you

lots more on a natural like this, but you

have plenty to work with here. Just drag

yourselves out to pull one or two of these

stunts and the sweet jingling of change in

the cashier's booth will lull you back to

sleep when you play "PANIC ON THE
AIR." Incidentally, don't forget that this

is about the best job Lew Ayres has done

since "All Quiet" and he's going to win a

big new following, so sell that fact.

S'long, until next week. Don't forget to

drop us a line on the gags you pull. We
want to put them in print to help the next

guy.

^ ^ $ ^ $

LEW AYRES
As Fast Talking News Commentator in

PANIC ON THE AIR

As the Founder

would have wanted it

!

CLEM'S

INDEPENDENT

THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

will continue to serve its friends

and patrons, as in the past, up-

holding its reputation for Quality

Products, Efficient Service and a

keen personal regard for the needs

and interests of every customer!

This is as the Founder

would have wanted it I

1224 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
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Lust Heads D.C. 'Dad-Son'

Washington.—Sidney B. Lust, local ex-

hibitor leader, was chairman of the Temple

Brotherhood's annual "Father-Son" Banquet

held at the Mayflower April 29th. About

five hundred fathers and boys attended, in-

cluding a number of film and theatre men.

The Entertainment committee consisted of

Nate Stiefel, chairman, Ben Lust, Sidney

Lust, Dave Ginsburg and Sam N. Wheeler.

Rodgers Metro Sales Mgr.

William F. Rodgers has been appointed

general sales manager of M-G-M. He suc-

ceeds Felix F. Feist, who died several weeks

ago. Rodgers has been with the company

since its organization and is regarded by most

exhibitor leaders as a fair-minded executive.

It was also announced that Thomas Con-

nors has been named eastern sales manager

and Edward M. Saunders, head of the west-

ern division.

Philly Units Talk Merger
(Continued from page 8)

"This one individual is personally keeping

the theatre owners of this territory disor-

ganized and it is a pity that the men who
follow him are not aware of it," one of the

board members declared.

Another charged that Pizor "is frustrat-

ing the will of 99 percent of the exhib-

itors."

Golder Gets Burroughs

John Golder of Hollywood Exchange clos-

ed a deal last week with Harry Rathner of

Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures for Philadelphia

and Washington distribution of 1 5 features,

8 westerns and a serial.

First of the feature group is Willard

Mack's underworld story. "The Dragnet,"

starring Rod La Rocque and Marion Nixon.

Among the others are several by famous

authors and one all-color production, "Phan-

tom of Santa Fe." The serial is "Sky Fight-

ers."

G-B To Hold Second Annual
Sales Convention

Jeffrey Bernerd announced today that

GB's second annual sales convention will

be held in New York City, beginning May
22nd and continuing through the 24th.

Headquarters will be at the Warwick Hotel.

Geo. W. Weeks, general sales manager,

stated that the idea of a series of regional

conventions, previously considered, has been

abandoned in favor of one national one.

Branch managers and salesmen from all of

GB's exchanges in the United States will

attend.

Poster Ass'n Enters

Display Field; Aims

To 'Prevent Monopoly'

The National Poster Service Association

is entering the theatre display business on a

large scale "to maintain a free market" in

the line, according to a statement by Simon

Libros, president of the group.

The poster renters have acquired the

United Poster Art Service, Inc., a firm spe-

cializing in silk screen process sheets, ban-

ners, etc. and have renamed it Associated

Displays Corp. All members of the N.P.S.A.

are stockholders in the new company, with

Libros president.

Complete lobby and front unit displays,

including 3 0x40 and 40x60 process sheets,

banners, blow-ups, frames, mats, etc. will

be offered to theatres on low price rental

basis. The company is also planning to go

into the manufacture of sound trailers.

Libros stated, "We want to maintain a

free market in the theatre accessory line.

This is of vital importance to every exhib-

itor. Monopolization, of course, leads to

monopoly prices and we wish to prevent

this."

Farmville, Va. New House

Fartm illc, Va.—A group of local business

men are reported to have purchased a site

on Main Street for a modern new theatre

of 75 0 seats.

FRIENDLY ADVICE!
... TO ALL EXHIBITORS!

Do not sign contracts for 40x60's,

30x40's, Banners or other Lobby
Displays and Accessories before

you see us because

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!

We are fully equipped to supply

all your needs, at great savings,

of the most outstanding Art Lobby
Displays in the world.

Get our proposition without delay

National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILA.

SIMON LIBROS
AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

READ
the trade paper

that is

FIGHTING
for the

INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS
RIGHTS!

1 3 23 VINE STREET

9Hctenmdettt EXHIBITORS

FILM BULLETIN PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER BLANK

ONE YEAR ... 52 ISSUES . . . $2.00
CANADA $3.00

EUROPE $5.00

Note: Subscription at the rate of $2.00 will be accepted for one year only.

NAME

THEATRE

ADDRESS

POSITION

CITY STATE
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 J words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1313 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

CLEANING SUPPLIES
Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenliouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

F.RV1NG theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

H

s
A
j?

E
T
Y
ORLACHE
Delivery Service

INC.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
stalf of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

ItKKING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

AKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety,
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

R
PHILADELPHIA
12 28 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

HONOR CLEM . . .

The Street was pretty well deserted Monday after-

noon when dozens of film and theatre men travelled

out to Folcroft to see CLEM RIZZO off on his last

journey. A final mass tribute to one of the Street's

most popular figures! . . . The burst main flood at

the 13th and Vine corner Monday morning found

MURRAY DIAMOND gallantly carrying fair dam-

sels across the street. It was a pleasure, says he! . . .

JOE CONWAY hasn't been seen since the circus hit

Noo Yawk . . . CHARLIE GOODWIN is soooo mad

at us! . . . And we hear that LEW PIZOR really

loooves us. He was among our first few hundred

subscribers, if you need proof! . . . National-Kline

Poster will shortly open a lobby-front display room

for their new process sheets on the main stem . . .

RAY O'ROURKE is suffering with painful boil-on-

the-knee, but staying active . . . CHARLIE STIEFEL

may break ground at 2 3rd and Snyder any week

now . . . DAVE MILGRAM and RAY SCHWARTZ
are among the hardest-woiking boys on the street.

Always on the go! . . . Our vote for the snappiest

dresser in spring apparel
—

"Dynamite MIKE LEVIN-

SON . . . Soft-spoken EDDIE GABRIEL is yelling

loud about a couple of really swell shorts he has

—

"It's a Bird" and "Jaws of the Jungle" . . . LOU
BLAUSTEIN was admitted to Jefferson Hospital for

observation Tuesday . . . NORMAN LEWIS con-

tinues to be the territory chief dish-buyer . . .

ABOUT YOU AND YOU AND MAYBE YOU!

RUBE SHAPIRO recuperating at home after long

illness at Jewish Hospital . . . HERB GOTTLIEB,
manager of Warner's Plaza, resigned Saturday . . .

GEORGE DEBERS, former assistant to RKO's JOE
PLUNKETT, in town looking for a connection . . .

OSCAR NEUFELD is "tajsman" of the "Nothing

Ever Happens" Club . . . BEN AMSTERDAM and

MANNY ROSENFELD, of "Manny, Moe and Jack,'

will be "Kings for a Day" at Variety Club luncheon

May 20th . . . FRANK YATES, formerly manager

for Shapiro's Ritz, Oaklyn, N. J., now manager of

Reimish's Rio, Reading . . . RUBE RABINOWITZ,
former manager at Palace, Berlin, N. J., now manag-

ing Ritz, Tacony, for GEO. SOBEL.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCuat 4181 RACE 4600

A RARE FUN TREAT!

It's Dollars to Doughnuts Thai It

Will Clean Up at Your Box-Office

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET. N. W.

Washington, D. C.



REPUBLIC'S

,„ COMIN' ROUND THE MOUNTAIN

BOOKED FIRST RUN
I N

FOX THEATREBROOKLYN, N. Y.

CENTER THEATREDENVER, COLO.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE
S T . LOUIS, M O .

SMALL WONDER EXHIBITORS RAISE |
THEIR OWN RENTALS ^©mm^MlMnim

From All Over Showmen Are Boosling

Their Rentals Anywhere From 33% to

43%. . . . And Everywhere the Autry

Pictures Are Being Shown In Theatres

Where Westerns Were Never Shown

Before. ... Be Kind to Your Box-

office—dale in This Series TODAY!
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

And So They Were Married . . Columbia . . 73 Minutes
Melvyn Douglas . . . Mary Astor . . . Edith Fellows

The just-completed, huge mountain re-

sort hotel is waiting, spick and span, for

the expected flood of pre-Christmas guests.

Nervously, the jittery manager paces the

lobby in fear that something might happen

to upset his plans for making the opening

night a gala affair.

Four people get through the narrow

mountain pass just before the avalanche

blockades the road and makes the hotel as

far as a thousand miles away.

But, those four! A man-hating divorcee

and her shrewish little daughter. A woman-
hating widower and his female-scorning son

of twelve. There they are, the only ones in

that immense hostelry, divided into two

armed camps of hostility.

And that "gala opening night" dinner!

Melvyn Douglas the handsome widower,

seated at one end of the vast dining room,

and Mary Astor, the lovely divorcee, at the

other end. They have learned to hate each

other on first sight! But, the management,

determined to have its "gala" opening night,

turns a gabby hostess loose on poor Mary
and an aggressive master of ceremonies on

Melvyn
—

"to put them in the spirit of the

affair!"

And, in the background, those two kids,

fearful that their parents will marry, plot-

ting to keep them apart!

And that, guys and gals, is the beginning

of a series of comedy sitsiashuns that keeps

"AND SO THEY MARRIED" on the hop,

skip and jump from start to finish.

This thing is funny . . . not the usual

type of strained humor that feeds all the

gags to the top billed star . . . but honestly

funny situations and scintillating dialogue.

WOW TITLE

"AND SO THEY WERE MARRIED"

is a wow title and from it you get all the

cues for stunts to be pulled on the pic. It

suggests more ideas than we can get into

the space allotted to us, so we'll give those

juiciest stunts and you use those best suited

to your requirements. Have no fear about

selling it strong. Get the customers in and

they won't go away from the theatre dis-

satisfied.

AWAY FROM THE THEATRE
Obviously, the title suggests store tie-ups

by the dozen.

For department stores or drug stores a

great comedy window can be outfitted that

is bound to make 'em stop, look and laugh:

Caption a 30 x 40 card with "THEY
LEARNED ABOUT THE FACTS OF
LIFE . . . 'AND SO THEY WERE
MARRIED' " (Smaller lettering should

name stars, theatre, playdates). Mount a

still of Douglas in one corner and one of

Astor in the other with copy like this above

it: "THEY WERE SURE THEY HATED
EACH OTHER . . . 'AND SO THEY
MARRIED' " In the window, the store

should display all manner of drug items that

newlyweds need, such as tooth brushes,

Zonite, bath powder, baby bottles, etc. De-

partment stores would show baby high

chairs, diapers and all infant accessories.

The limits to which this gag can be pull-

ed rest with the individual situation and

how far you think you can carry it. Tone

it down or play it up, but don't pass up the

opportunity such a tie-up affords to sell the

comedy angle.

Department stores are ready and more

than willing, especially at this time of year,

to go for a bridal window tie-up. This is

a natural. The stills are swell and should

be used plentifully, as well as llxl4's and

22x28's. You can get a number of women's

clothing shops to give you this tie-up with-

out any difficulty or expense on your end.

STREET BALLYS
Dress a couple in a bride and groom out-

fit and send them parading around the town

and in the stores. You can rig up the

groom's vest with an electric flasher that

shows the title and playdates through a

stencil clipped on the inside. Paint a black

eye on the bride for laughs.

Another old chestnut, but one that will

catch everybody's eye (and it won't cost

much more than a fishcake) is the open

rig riding through the streets, with bride

and groom perched high on the back seat.

Copy on these should read: "SHE WAS
A DIVORCEE AND HATED ALL MEN
. . . HE WAS AN EX-HUSBAND AND
HAD NO USE FOR WOMEN . . . 'AND
SO THEY WERE MARRIED' "... Strand

Theatre . . . Friday and Saturday.

Try to locate an old tandem bike and

have the couple ride it around the town.

(Continued on page 6)
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The Month of August For Independents!

It hardly requires keen perception and for-

sight to realize what the situation of exhibitors

would be if there were no independent producers

of films. Patently, a market restricted exclus-

ively to the majors would make the theatre

owner's, and particularly the independent's,

position far less secure than it is today.

In their relationship with the independent

film market, exhibitors are divided into three

classifications: (1) Those who do business with

them because they require a certain number of

independent films to operate their theatres; (2)

those who actually do not need independent

pictures, but have found they are as profitable

as many major releases and play as many as pos-

sible to encourage their producers, and ( 3 ) those

who fail to recognize the importance, in the

broad industry sense, of maintaining and spon-

soring independent production.

The block booking system bars a wider play-

ing of non-major films. The effect of the system

is generally used by the last named group of

theatremen as an excuse for their refusal to give

the independent film salesman "a break" when
he pleads for a meager booking or two. "I'm

loaded with product," is a familiar story to him.

How narrow and short-sighted that evasion

of a basic problem might be would be demon-
strated to those exhibitors if the indies were
eliminated from the field and they had no one

to whom to turn when one of their valued major

products were taken from them. How they

would scurry around begging for pictures, in-

dependent or any other brand, with which to

keep their houses open!

Even a hasty appraisal of the program pic-

tures from major studios and comparison with

the better quality independent releases will

prove that the latter are equal in boxoffice value

to many of the "quickies" delivered with im-

posing company labels. The exhibitor who blind-

ly says, "Major or nothing," is being stuck with

expensive flops many times throughout a season,

but he doesn't pay enough attention to his bus-

iness to know it!

Because FILM BULLETIN sincerely believes

that the existence of a strong independent film

market is a vital necessity for independent ex-

ibitors, it is sponsoring a campaign to make
August "Support Independents Month."

We have chosen the month of August on the

advice of numerous theatre and film men, who
invariably pointed out that it is the ideal time

for this drive, since it is usually the low ebb

period in the volume of major releases, bridging

the gap between past and new season deliveries.

We exhort every theatre owner, circuit and

individual, to set aside a fair share of August
playing time for independent product. Do this, if

you choose, on the theory that you are making
an investment in the future security of your

business. Do it because you closely watch the

developments in the industry and have become
aware of the steady improvement in the quality

of independent films. Do it for whatever reason

justifies your taking part in one concerted move-
ment to indicate to the makers of independent

pictures that you are backing them in their

efforts to make 193 6-37 a banner year in inde-

pendent production. Your share in making this

drive successful may pay you heavy dividends

on some opportune day in the future. Select the

pictures best suited for your theatres. Give them

your dates. Make August the MONTH FOR
INDEPENDENTS!

MO WAX.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

DRACULA'S DAUGHTER {Universal)
"A spine chiller . . . Will scare you out of

your skin . . . Gloria Holden plays the title

role with all its eerie significance . . . Excellent

photography helps to create weird atmosphere."—N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

".
. . Really blood-curdling . . . Gloria Holden

remarkably convincing in a quite terrifying

horror picture . .
."

—N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Hair-raising . . . Direction is admirable

for its speed and conciseness . .
."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

SHOW BOAT (Universal)
". . . An opulent, spectacular and generally

enchanting screen musical . . . Wisely follows

the outlines of the original Ziegfeld stage pro-

duction and re-creates to a remarkable degree

the infectious gayety, the undercurrent of sig-

nificant drama and the colorful atmosphere

which distinguished that memorable offering."—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... A grand pageant of song, sentiment and

loamy nationalism—A fine piece of filmic folk-

lore . . . Excellent entertainment ..."
—N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"Easily rates as the best musical of the year."—N. Y. POST.

DEVIL'S SQUADRON (Columbia)
"... A rousing air thriller . . . Spectacular."—N. Y. MIRROR.

"That unsung hero of the airplane industry,

the test pilot, has his somewhat grisly hour in

a film distinguished by some excellent shots of

stunt flying and an accompanying romance . .
."

—N. Y. TIMES.

"Chills and thrills with the daredevils . . .

A thriller . . ."

—N. Y. AMERICAN.

By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, May 19.

Jack Holt's return to the Columbia fold revives

memories of such swell films as "Submarine," "Dir-

igible," et al. But what has become of Ralph

Graves, his former side kick

Not to be outdone by the men in bringing noted

historical characters to the screen, the ladies are

now out to dispute the laurels earned by Arliss,

Laughton and Muni in this type of characterization.

Katie Hepburn will be Mary of Scotland, Kay
Francis will tote a lamp as Florence Nightingale, while Irene Dunne will re-

cord for posterity the achievements of Mme. Curie, discoverer of radium.

Hollywood, ever alert to new developments, awaits with interest the result

of the hearing to be held in Washington on June 15th at which time the pre-

liminary steps leading to a general use of television, will be decided by the

Federal Commission.

The Coast is no longer worried by the threat of moving production back to

New York. Latest blow to picture making in the East is the collapse of the

Hecht-MacArthur deal with Paramount. Only in the return of shorts to wide

popularity is there any hope of renewed activity around the studios in the

Metropolis.

Now that Lubitsch is definitely set to return to Paramount where he will

head his own unit, the only top bracket producer now at liberty is the very im-

portant Winfield Sheehan. Insiders still insist he will go Paramount; others are

egually sure it will be RKO. Meanwhile, Winnie enjoys the life of a country

gentleman, says nothing.

Watterson Rothacker's departure from Paramount is expected to start cm
exodus of the group brought in by John Otterson to represent his interests

Things on the lot have quieted down bom of confidence in Joe Kennedy's

ability to put the company back in top spot.

There are reports current of strained relations between W. Ray Johnston

and Nat Levine. The latter's appointment of Jake Milstein to head Republic's

sales topped a series of incidents which have caused the rift and to see Ray

step out under a new setup would not be at all surprising.

A palm to Warner Brothers for the taste and skill with which they have

handled the difficult task of transforming the ingenuous charm of "The Green

Pastures" into celluloid. Courage and imagination are qualities much needed

in this risky business and when so abundantly evident should be recognized.

Nat Levine, Republic production chief, has appointed Harold Dodds to the

post of casting director succeeding Jack Weiner, whose resignation is effective

May 27. Levine has also signed Sam Ornitz, screen writer, and Larry Ceballos,

dance director, to work on the Marion Talley starring production, "Follow Your

Heart," which Aubrey Scotto will direct.

The passing show: Shirley Temple is dieting . . . Baby Le Roy plans a

comeback . . . Mae Robeson gets a ticket for speeding . . . Maurice Conn
cables Haile Selassie an offer to star in a (colored?) picture . . . Marlene Diet-

rich burns candles in front of John Gilbert's picture . . . Pola Negri says she is

through with pictures, or vice versa.
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Trade Practice Conference A Fizzle

So Far, Clear 10% Cancellation 'Won 1

M.P.T.O.A. GROUP CLAIMS CREDIT
FOR U 'DROPPING' ITS SCORE CHARGE

3 CONFERENCES . . .

The first week of the "fair trade practice conferences" between
major distributors and a self-appointed committee of M.P.T.O.A. leaders

has ended with a net gain of practically nothing in the nature of relief

won for exhibitors.

Paramount, RKO
managers have been

and Universal sales

interviewed by the

M.P.T.O.A. group, with the following re-

mits:

( 1 ) Paramount agreed to allow exhibitors

the same ten percent cancellation privilege

that has been in effect, but will remove

restrictions, except for demanding "reason-

able notice" of intention to cancel a pic-

ture.

(2) RKO agreed to nothing, except to

look further into some of the proposals.

(3) Universal agreed to remove restric-

tions on the ten percent cancellation clause

and to "drop the score charge."

DENIAL . . .

Following the issuance of the story by

Ed Kuykendall that James R. Grainger,

Universale sales manager, had agreed to dis-

continue score charges by his company, it

was reported by Red Kann in M. P. Daily

that Grainger called him to deny that he

ever agreed to do so because Universal has

not collected score charges for the past three

years.

When questioned on Grainger's statement,

Kuykendall is reported to have declared that

the M.P.T.O.A. committee felt justified in

announcing that it had won this "victory"

on the grounds that since Universal had not

collected score charges in the past, it would

not do so this coming season.

TELEVISION NOT
NEAR, REPORT SAYS

COST MILLIONS . . .

Hollywood.—The coming of television

holds no imminent threat to the motion pic-

ture industry, it is stated in a report filed

this week by the scientific committee of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences' Research Council. An investigation

of several months' duration has just been

completed.

The industry is prepared for the crisis

that may arise "when television becomes a

commercial factor," the report reassures. But

chere is little likelihood that ether sound

pictures will become an important factor

before 1937 or 1938, it is declared.

"Before there is any possibility of nation-

wide exploitation, hundreds of millions of

dollars must be expended for numerous
transmitting stations of limited range, con-

necting cables of new design, and receivers.

None of these can be obtained overnight.

There is a possibility of such development

starting in 1937, or more probably in 1938.

It should be noted that its scope, as far as

we can prevision it, is limited to home en-

tertainment purposes in urban areas."

LIMITED TO CITIES . . .

The report points out that "Barring re-

volutionary inventions, there is as yet no

Rodgers-Golden to Speak
On Films at Allied Meet

William F. Rodgers, new general sales

manager for M-G-M, and Edward Golden,

Chesterfield-Invincible, will address the Al-

lied Convention in Cleveland next month as

representatives of major and independent

film producers, respectively.

Golden accepted an invitation extended

to him Tuesday, following a meeting of

the Convention committee in New York.

Rodgers had previously acknowledged his

invitation and stated that he would speak.

Conn. IMPTO Meets Tues.
New Haven.—The regular meeting of

the Independent Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of Connecticut was postponed this

week. The group will meet next Tuesday,

at which time it is likely that the topic of

affiliation with Allied will be taken up.

promise of the enlargement of the field of

television to theatre screen size nor of an

extension of the possible service area to rural

districts in this country."

Receiving sets for experimental work are

being manufactured for several thousand

dollars each and the report states that they

will cost at least $300 if produced in quant-

ities.

PARA. INTO POSTER
RENTING BUSINESS

STARTS JUNE 1st . . .

In an acknowledged attempt to drive the

poster renting houses throughout the coun-

try out of business, Paramount Pictures ex-

changes on June 1st will inaugurate a rental

policy on all advertising accessories now
handled by the poster servicers.

This move may be followed by other

major distributors, but, for the present, is

confined to the one company. Rumors that

Warners will start the plan shortly after

Paramount gets under way have been denied

at the home office, but hints have been drop-

ped to indicate that it is being seriously

considered.

PARA. PLAN . . .

Paramount's plan provides for an increase

in the prices of certain items and the main-

tenance of present prices of others. Two
different scales of rebates are to be paid to

exhibitors returning the material, one for

material returned in good condition, a lower

sum for material returned in damaged con-

dition. No rebates will be paid on any ac-

cessories held by the theatre for more than

five days following the playdates.

The new price schedule is as follows:

1 sheet 15c 8x10 15c

3 sheet 45c 1 lxH's set $1.25

6 sheet 90c 22x28 60c

Blow-up $ 1 .75 14x36 40c

If returned in good condition, the follow-

ing rebates are to be granted:

1 sheet 7c 8x10 9c

3 sheet 21c 1 lxH's 90c

6 sheet 42c 22x28 40c
Blow-up $1.00 14x36 28c

If returned in damaged condition. the re-

bates are to be:

1 sheet none 8x10 5c

3 sheet none 1 lxH's 5 0c

6 sheet none 22x28 20c

Blow-up 50c 14x3 6 15c

Litho paper will be available both mounted
and unmounted. Heralds, window cards and

24 sheets are not returnable and the price

on these items remains unchanged.

Exhibitors will be asked to sign agree-

ments to buy or rent accessory material only

from Paramount. These contracts are con-

strued to have moral force, but cannot be

(Con /in lieJ on pUgt 6)
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(Continued from page 2)

And, for the guy with a bit more exploita-

tion guts, here's one: Put the bride and

groom on an old plug truck horse! That

will get you MORE laughs than anything

that's been pulled in years and rates a high

mark for general publicity for the theatre,

as well as damn strong salesmanship for

this particular picture.

STAGE WEDDING
The press book outlines a novel angle on

that other hoary gag—the stage wedding.

We recommend you study and execute this

one for it has a novel twist that will bring

you a world of free publicity. It revolves

around getting the longest engaged couple

in the locality to do the trick on your stage.

Reason for the duration of the engagement

is the lack of funds with which they could

get married. Obviously, your part in mak-
ing matrimony possible for this pair places

you in the dual role of Cupid and Santa

Claus. Don't pass it up!

PRINTED MATTER

The press sheet contains an unusually fine

assortment of mats that sell. If you use a

special herald, divide the front page in half,

down the middle, with following copy:

MAJOR-M.P.T.O.A. TRADE PRACTICE
CONFERENCES A FAKE, SAYS I.T.O.A.

ed and shown that Mr. Kuykendall and his

crowd can never speak for and truly repre-

sent the independent unaffiliated exhibitors

of the country, but in reality his group is

and has always been supported by the affil-

iated group of exhibitors and producers as

well as the Hays organization. The M.P.

T.O.A. is attempting in a subtle but un-

convincing fashion, to steal the thunder and

sincere purpose of independent exhibitors

who are trying to obtain a fair standard of

trade practice to eliminate important evils

in the exhibition end of the industry, as

well as to afford long needed relief for the

small and independent theatre owner who
has had to bear the brunt of producer-

owned and affiliated theatre domination."

AND
SO

THEY WERE
MARRIED!

Use press sheet mats to illustrate the in-

side spread. The same idea displayed above

can be used on a window card or sheet.

THINGS TO REMEMBER

This picture was made by the producers

of an important current hit, "Mr. Deeds

Goes To Town," so mention it in all copy.

Action house operators should note that

there is a kidnap angle that might help sell

it to the blood and thunder crowds. The

two children of Douglas and Astor engineer

their own fake kidnapping to reconcile their

parents.

All the stunts mentioned above can be

pulled by the smallest houses. None of them

A 'HOLLOW MOCKERY' . . .

Charging that the M.P.T.O.A.-major dis-

tributor trade practice conferences are "a

hollow mockery" and intended to fool the

U. S. Government and block the demands

of exhibitors for real remedies, the Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners Ass'n of New
York issued a warning to independent ex-

hibitors to "protest vigorously against any

move to be made in these unfair trade prac-

tice conferences and place no faith in their

findings."

The statement, issued by John Manheimer,

executive secretary of the group, also de-

mands "not only a showdown, but an open

hearing in Washington, in the presence of

the Federal Trade Commission."

NO PARTICIPATION . . .

The I.T.O.A. had sought to participate

in the conferences, but claims that it was

given what amounted to a "run-around" by

both the distributors and Ed Kuykendall,

president of the M.P.T.O.A. Harry Brandt,

president of the New York independents

contacted Kuykendall, but "was informed

that nobody would be permitted to sit in

to their fair trade practice conferences, ex-

cept representatives of the M.P.T.O.A. and

if the rest of the exhibitors did not like

what the M.P.T.O.A. agreed upon, they did

not have to accept the same," the statement

declares.

"The I.T.O.A., Inc. does not believe that

there is any exhibitor element throughout

(Still of (Still of

Douglas) Astor)

HE HATED SHE SAID,
ALL WOMEN
AND VOWED "NO, NO,

HE'D NEVER A THOUSAND
MARRY AGAIN TIMES NO"

TO FOOL GOV'T . . .

"This procedure of the M.P.T.O.A. in call-

ing upon the distributor big-wigs of the

majors is a hollow mockery. The best that

can be achieved is to have distributors throw
the exhibitors a bone in the form of small

concessions on cancellations and other such

relatively unimportant tid-bits which are

counted on to keep theatre owners quiet for

another year.

"Their strategy is destined as a gesture to

fool the Government and persuade Wash-
ington that the industry is going to clean

house and that there is no need for outside

regulation," it is stated.

The published statement was signed by
Maurice Brown, secretary of the I.T.O.A.

PARAMOUNT POSTERS
(Continued from page 5)

forced upon exhibitors since the film con-

tracts specify that the distributor is to furn-

ish adequate advertising material to theatres

playing the product.

'FREEZE OUT' . . .

Simon Libros, president of the National

Poster Service Ass'n, charged Paramount

with seeking to "freeze out" the poster

renters, "after which they will sell the

posters on their own terms."

A New York trade paper reports a Para-

mount executive as admitting that the com-

pany's aim is to rid the field of the renters,

because "they have no right being in the

business. The material is ours and they have

no right to rent it out."

Scene from "And So They Were Married"

involve more than a few dollars expense,

and most can be done at no cost whatsoever.

Drag your carcass off the chair and sell

this show. Unless, perhaps, you're doing so

well you don't have to work!

Be seem' for bucks.

$ $ $ $ $

Fred Astaire Agrees
To Make Only 2 Per Year

Hollywood.—Under the terms of his new

deal with RKO, Fred Astaire will make no

more than two features each season. In the

past, the dancer has turned out three per

year, but claimed that this number may

shorten his starring life.
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ROBERT H. COCHRANE

On October 1st, 1906, at the instance of Carl
Laemmle, 'Bob' Cochrane joined the Laemmle
Film Service and invested his capital of $2500
to take a one-tenth share in the business. He
became acquainted with the then embryo film

magnate when the Cochrane Advertising Agency
(brothers R. H., P. D. and W. K.,) was hand-
ling the advertising for an Oshkosh, Wis., cloth-

ing firm, with which Laemmle was associated.

When Laemmle was conducting his historic

campaign against the monopolistic General Film
Company, Cochrane was behind the scenes con-

cocting those powerful, attention-compelling ads

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 1936

that are credited with doing as much as any

other factor to smash the Trust. His acute and

shrewd sense of advertising effect and his fight-

er's qualities gave him a role second to none in

that industry drama. (See reproduction of one

of those ads elsewhere on this page).

R. H. Cochrane, one of six brothers, gradu-

ated from high school and stepped into a job

as reporter for the Toledo Bee. It didn't take

him long to advance to the position of city ed-

itor, the youngest man in that post, past or

present, for the Scripps-McRae papers. In 1902

he married Julia Fallis and they have two child-

ren.

In 1909, Mr. Cochrane became vice-president

of the Yankee Film Company, first production

unit organized by Laemmle. The release of

Yankee films was effected through the famous
IMP (Independent Motion Pictures.) In 1912

Universal Film Manufacturing Company was
founded and Cochrane was again named vice-

president. Later this company was supplanted

by the Universal Pictures Corporation.

By all means, it should be mentioned that he

sat on the Code Authority of the Motion Picture

Industry during the NRA days and, although

representing a producer, demonstrated a keen

appreciation of the exhibitor's problems and dis-

played a sense of fairness that won him the

voiced admiration and respect of so ardent an

independent as Nathan Yamins.

All through the 3 0 years of their association,

'Bob' Cochrane played "second fiddle" to Carl

Laemmle only in the public eye, never in plan-

ning, building, fighting for their company's ad-

vancement. When 'Uncle Carl' stepped out of

the picture, selling his interest in Universal to

the J. Cheever Cowdin-Charles R. Rogers group,

he left with these words for his friend:

"When I turn over the reins of Universal, the

company will be placed in the hands of R. H.

Cochrane, without whose loyalty, good sense,

unfailing courage and daily advice this com-

pany could never have weathered the storms

that beset it or achieved the measure of success

it has attained."

On April 3rd, 1936, Mr. Cochrane was elected

president of Universal.
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ALLIED ASKS NON-
MEMBERS TO CLEVE.
'FALSE' LEADERS HIT

YAMINS INVITES . . .

An invitation to all non-members inde-

pendent exhibitors throughout the country

to attend the Allied annual convention in

Cleveland on June 3,4, 5, has been extended

by Nathan Yamins, the organization's pre-

sident.

Prospects for the largest turnout ever to

attend an Allied confab grow increasingly

brighter as the response from all sections

pour into H. M. Richey's headquarters in

Detroit. A program of important discus-

sions and elaborate social affairs, plus the

added inducement of low rail fares, has

stirred considerable enthusiasm among ex-

hibitors and sizeable delegations are expected

to attend from almost every territory.

MYERS HITS M.P.T.O.A. . . .

In a letter to non-member independent

unit leaders, Abram F. Myers attacks the

"false leadership" of those exhibitors who
"are opposing every constructive move-

ment for the relief and benefit of the in-

dependent exhibitors." Although they are

never mentioned by name, the charge is

obviously directed against the M.P.T.O.A.

officials.

"Self constituted leaders receiving special

favors from the distributors and speaking

lines written by employees of the Hays as-

sociation are opposing every constructive

movement for the relief and benefit of the

independent exhibitors and are even presum-

ing to represent and speak for the latter at

the Congressional hearings and industry

conferences," Myer's letter states.

URGES 'REPUDIATION' . . .

"The mere silence of exhibitors in some

territories on such momentous issues as com-

pulsory block-booking, increased film rent-

als, designation of playdates, and last (but

not least) chain expansion and aggression

may be interpreted as acquiescence in the

efforts of those who would gladly deliver

the independent exhibitors into the hands

of their oppressors in order to feather then

own nests.

"This convention will afford you the op-

portunity to repudiate such false leadership

and to proclaim openly where you stand on

the grave issues confronting the exhibitors."

he concludes.

Al Adams Joins Republic
Al Adams, formerly with Monroe Green-

thai at United Artists, has been named as-

sistant director of advertising and publicity

for Republic Pictures. The appointment

was made by Ed Finney, head ot the deparl

mem.

••GEN. FLIMCO'S LAST STAND

Old Flimmyboy. surrounded by Independent
Indians, has about as much chance as a snowball in Hades.
Shot full of holes, punctured nnd perforated from peanut-head to pants, he is

making one final rally and bluff by shooting threatening letters to exhibitors and publishing direful interview!

in cities where he ha* "bought" exchanges. We are making arrangements with the artist now for the General's

obaeo/iiea and burial. While the band is mournfully playing ' Has Anybody Here Seen Kennedy ' over the grave,

you will be making arrangements to hook up with Old Doctor Laemmle who will cure you of all such diseases

as "Repeatera," "Dropsy of the Film." "Rainstorms" and "Pip of the Cashbox " Send for Dr. Laemmle'* loose-

teat aupptementary fUm list to-day.

CARL LAEMMLE. President

TheLaemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS: 196-198 Ltvke Street. CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA
SALT LAKE CITY: EVANSVILLE

The Biggeat and Best Film Renter in the World.

Reproduction of one of R. //. Cocbrane's ads against the Film Trust
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AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) a"d minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

GREEN PASTURES
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMATIC FANTASY . . . True and

faithful recording of the great stage

success . . . Done with charm and im-

agination . . . No names will be over-

come to some extent by play's wide

publicity . . . Rates • • • + for class

houses; • • + for nabes and rural spots

Warner Bros.

90 Minutes

Rex Ingram . . . Oscar Polk . . .

Eddie Anderson . . . Frank Wilson . . .

George Reed . . . Abraham Gleaves . . .

Myrtle Anderson . . . Al Stokes . . .

Edna M. Harris . . . Ernest Whitman

Directed by Marc Connelly & William Keighley

One of the greatest stage successess of a

decade, "Green Pastures" has finally reached

the screen as a production of great artistic

merit. An all-Negro cast depicts the story

of the bible, as seen through the eyes of

simple, colored folk. It is delightful in its

comic moments, moving in its spiritual

sincerity and boasts several stirring dramatic

sequences. Marc Connelly, who was respons-

ible for the stage version, has, together with

William Keighley, done an inspired job,

aided by a handsome production. The acting

is topnotch throughout. The musical num-
bers contributed by the Hall Johnson choir

are a distinct asset, while Hal Mohr rates

praise for an exceptionally fine photography

job. This picture is sure to stir much dis-

cussion, but its boxoffice potentialities are

difficult to guage. Class audiences are cer-

tain to respond strongest, while the average

city naborhood and action and rural house

should see slightly above average grosses on

the strength of the show's five year run

throughout the country. Everyone no mat-

ter what class, will find this a cinematic

gem and a rare experience in the theatre.

PLOT:

A Sunday school teacher relates the story of the

bible to his class of pickanninies. The scene switches

to "Heaven," where Do Lawd is much perturbed

over conditions down on earth. He decides that only

a flood can cure the people. This leads to the episode

of Noah's Ark. The picture continues to portray

various highlights of bible history, all in reverent

manner and in no way to give offense.

AD TIPS:

Rates a big campaign. The play has found cities

and hamlets for over five years. Treat it as some-

thing different in entertainment. Certainly can be

tied up with churches, better film groups, etc.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

KING STEPS OUT, The
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMIC OPERA MUSICAL . . Hand-

somely produced mythical kingdom

operetta . . . Singing not up to previous

Grace Moore vehicles, but Franchot

Tone's presence should give it wider

mass appeal . . . Rates • • • + for

class houses; • • • — for general;

• * for action and rural locations.

Columbia

8 5 Minutes

Grace Moore . . . Franchot Tone . . .

Walter Connolly . . . Raymond Walburn . . .

Victor Jory . . . Frieda Inescourt . . .

Herman Bing . . . Elizabeth Risdon . . .

Nana Bryant

Directed by Josef von Sternberg

While not up to previous Grace Moore

films in musical accomplishments, "King

Steps Out" seems destined for wider pop-

ular appeal than her last picture. It is a

light, carefree mythical kingdom story, with

fair share of romance and liberal sprinkling

of comedy. Most important, from the view-

point of its general boxoffice value- is the

fact that Miss Moore is paired with a pop-

ular leading man, Franchot Tone, who may

be counted upon to enhance its drawing

power with the classes which otherwise

might be expected to pass up this type of

film. The singing star performs capably and

sings in fine voice, but the songs by Fritz

Kreisler lack zest. Josef von Sternberg has

given the story smooth tempo and fluidity

and he has photographed Miss Moore to bet-

ter advantage than she has ever been seen

before. Fine supporting cast make all the

bits interesting and keep the interest high.

Class audiences will like it best and it

should do better than average in nabor-

hoods. Action and rural spots will find it

only a fair attraction.

PLOT:

At the insistancc of their mothers, Tone, the

Austrian emperor, and Freida Inescourt, his cousin

in the Bavarian royal court, are engaged, although

both parties are opposed to the match. Grace Moore,

Freida's sister, and Vf'alter Connolly, their father,

desire to break up the unwelcome affair, so they

vis t Tone's summer palace, Grace disguised as a

dressmaker. Tone falls in love with the girl he be-

lieves a commoner and they steal off for a night of

fun together. Grace is jailed, but Connolly comes

to the rescue to explain who she is and the couple

plan to marry.

AD TIPS:

Sell Moore and Tone as a grand love team. Better

class spots should be told the music is by Kreisler,

others won't care. Connolly, Walburn, Bing are

worthwhile names in the supporting cast.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

THREE LITTLE WOLVES
Disney Silly Symphony
United Artists

This gets our vote as the best Disney

since "Three Little Pigs." It features the

porkies again, this time depicting their

harrowing experience with old man wolf
and his children. While the two frivolous

piggies again are misled and fall into a

trap and are prepared for a luscious wolf
repast, with carrots twisted on their cork-

screw tails and red apples stuffed into

their mouths, the pig who built his house

of bricks is busy with the construction of

a "wolf pacifier." The operation of this

machine will bring howls when papa wolf

is lured within range and it begins to

work havoc upon his luckless hide. Fin-

ally, the contrivance jams him into a

cannon and blows him clear through a

cloud for a fade-out of the three little

pigs marching away to the strains of their

now famous dittie, "Who's Afraid of the

Big Bad Wolf." Tops in color, drawing,

action and laughs. Audience indicated ap-

preciation by applauding at conclusion.

This should get heavy billing on all pro-

grams.

NONNIE.
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ANTHONY ADVERSE
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
BIOGRAPHICAL DRAMA . . . Mas-

terful, compelling entertainment . . .

Wide popularity of novel assures large

audience among reading public . . .

Beautifully produced and photographed

. . . Expert performances . . . Rates

• • • for general patronage and

• • • • for class spots.

Warner Bros.

138 Minutes

Frederic March . . . Olivia deHavilland . . .

Donald Woods . . . Anita Louise . . .

Claude Rains . . . Steffi Duna . . .

Edmund Gwenn . . . Billy Mauch . . .

Ralph Morgan . . . George E. Stone . . .

J. Carrol Naish

Directed by Mervyn LeRoy

A brilliant picturization of Hervey Al-

len's popular and widely-read novel. All

the sweep and compelling drama of the

original have been caught in a powerful

film, which, at times, reaches the zenith of

screen spectacle. Mervyn LeRoy's master-

ful direction gives unity to the widely

spaced episodes which comprise the ad-

ventures of the central character. Fredric

March- playing the role of "Anthony Ad-

verse" as a man, gives a sincere and sus-

tained portrayal which will please the most

critical. Billy Mauch, the child Anthony,

is likewise very effective. Condensing the

lengthy novel into this one-sitting film form

has been accomplished with skill in a com-
pact, fluent script. Five main sequences,

neatly strung together, tell the main story.

The mood of the period has been beautifully

captured and sustained and the dialogue is

always adult. There is no question that

"Anthony Adverse" is a notable production

and will find a large and responsive audience

awaiting it in better class theatres. Gener-

ally, however, the very weight and scope of

the story can be expected to act against its

success. It should get well above average

grosses everywhere, ranging downward as

the intelligence of the audiences is lower.

PLOT:

Anthony Adverse, born out of wedlock to the

lovely bride of a Spanish nobleman and a dashing

Irish adventurer, is placed in a convent. At the

age of ten he is apprenticed to a merchant, who is

actually his grandfather. Thus, he begins h s con-

tact with little Angela, daughter of the merchant's

cook, a contact which is to have a lasting effect

upon his entire life. Grownup and married, Anthony
goes first to Havana, then on to the African coast,

where, through circumstances, he becomes a slave

trader. The years find him back in France, where

he comes afoul of the Spanish grandee's hate. Here
lie becomes reconciled with his wife, now a famous

singer and favorite of Napoleon. Happiness seems

in their grasp, when fate again intrudes and in the

end we find him off to new adventures in America,

together with his young son.

AD TIPS:

Tie up with book stores, libraries, etc. on novel

around which this story is built. Sell March as the

"perfect Anthony Adverse" and conduct a contest

on who else might hate been able to play the role,

or why March is so suited to play the character.

This is one of the most important pictures of the

year, so sell!

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

ONE RAINY AFTERNOON

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . One of the lightest,

frothiest continental farces yet to grace

the screen . . . Laughs all the way,

charming romance and a travesty on

our moral code . . . Rates • • • for

class houses; * * for naborhoods; less

for action and rural spots.

United Artists

(Pickford-Lasky Prod.)

8 6 Minutes

Francis Lederer . . . Ida Lupino . . .

Hugh Herbert . . . Roland Young . . .

Joseph Cawthorn . . . Donald Meek . . .

Erik Rhodes

Directed by Rowland V. Lee

Much ado about nothing, but done with

such verve, sprightliness and downright

charm that it creeps up on you. Did you

ever dig your fork quizzically into a

whipped cream eclair, mutter a satisfied

"Ummmm" at the first taste, then gobble

up with sheer delight the remainder of the

fluffy tid-bit? Well, the initial Pickford-

Lasky production is just that sort of thing.

It is brittle, sparkling champagne comedy,

farce and travesty. Directed with deftness,

performed with the necessary airiness, ap-

pointed with very clever dialogue, this story

about a stolen kiss and what momentous

developments it brought in its wake is as

graceful as one of the falling raindrops.

Outstanding in the cast are Donald Meek,

who has one of the funniest bits in a sea-

son of films, Hugh Herbert, more nervously

comic than usual and Francis Lederer, who
exudes his particular and charming brand

of romantic comedy. This is a sweet dish

for class houses, where it rates well above

average, but will have to rely largely on

word-of-mouth selling in the naborhoods

and rural locations to get fair grosses.

PLOT:

Lederer attends a Parisian cinema in the company

of a countess, who is fascinated by him and is en-

joying much of his company without her husband's

knowledge. Due to a mixup in seats, he kisses Ida

Lupino, who is sitting next to him and who he

thinks is his companion. The League tor Protection

of Public Morals, causes the affair to be widely

publicized and Lederer is arrested. Wishing to avoid

scandal, Lupino pays his fine after a ludicrous trial,

but this only makes him the man of the hour, with

women rushing to the theatre, where he acts. Lederer

and Ida fall in love and at the premier of a new

show, they re-enact the kissing scene, but, this

time, in earnest.

AD TIPS:

Sell on the "preachy" comedy angle. Feature the

oast, great supporting people. Ask the women in

catch copy: "What would yon do if a handsome

stranger suddenly kissed you in a darkened movie

theatre?"

NONNIE.

And So They Were Married

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . First half extremely

funny, but it bogs down in last two

reels . . . Should please average audiences

. . . Rates • * generally and may do

better with selling.

Columbia

7 3 Minutes

Melvyn Douglas . . . Mary Astor . . .

Edith Fellows . . . Jackie Moran . . .

Donald Meek . . . Dorothy Stickney . . .

Romaine Callender

Directed by Elliot Nugent

Had the swift, comic tempo of the first

half of this film been maintained in the

second half, this would have been one of

the outstanding comedies of the year. As

it is, "And So They Were Married" is an

amusing domestic comedy hilarious in parts,

dull in others. The extremely funny situa-

tions in the first half of the film more than

compensate for the less interesting "boy

loses girl" complications that come later.

One particularly comical sequence takes

place in the huge dining room of the brand

new mountain hotel, where Melvyn Doug-

las and Mary Astor, who learned to hate

each other on their first meeting, are the

only guests and are harassed by a typically

obnoxious resort hostess and entertainment

director. Cast stand-outs are little Edith

Fellows and Douglas. Dorothy Stickney, as

the gabby hostess, and Romaine Callender,

the annoying entertainment director, Don-

ald Meek, the flustered hotel manager, all

turn in highly comic performances. This

has strong exploitation angles that will

boost grosses if applied. "Married" should

bring average or better business generally.

PLOT:

Divorcee Mary Astor and her young daughter,

Edith, two man - haters, encounter Douglas, .1

widower, on their way to a mountain resort hotel.

They have a tiff on the road and continue then

verbal battle in the hotel, where they are mistaken

for man and wife. Word arrives that a snow land-

slide has blocked the road. At dinner that evening,

Mary and Douglas are annoyed no end by the hotel s

professional joy-makers and they finally become

friends just to escape their tormentors. Douglas'

(Continued on page 12)
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AND SO THEY WERE MARRIED

{Continued from page 11)

son, Jackie, arrives and, when he learns that his

father and Edith's mother have fallen in love, he

enters into a pact with Edith to break up the affair.

They determine to hate each other so violently that

their parents will hesitate to marry. Their machina-

tions lead to a break between the couple, but the

children then realize that they have only made their

parents miserable, so they plot to bring them to-

gether by faking their kidnapping. This leads to

more complications, but brings Mary and Douglas

together again for a clinch ending.

AD TIPS:

See Wolf-Smith's 'Sleeper' Campaign in this issue.

BARTON.

and broke, Evalyn sells her car and starts out to

hitch hike to him. Chandler, having bought her

car, picks her up on the way. At the hotel, Church-

ill, a con man posing as a Kentucky colonel, and his

"daughter," Patricia Farr, become involved in the

criss-cross of crook-do-crook. Before the many com-

plications are ironed out and Knapp falls into Chand-

ler's arms, Page marries Patricia, under the misap-

prehension that her daddy really owns a vast tobacco

plantation.

AD TIPS:

Sell on the "bluffing one's way to success" angle.

Tie in with clothing stores, etc. on "clothes make

the man" angle.

NONNIE.

THREE OF A KSND

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY . . . Mildly amusing yarn

that has to do with a laundry truck

driver who put up a false front to get

into the money and an assorted group

of swindlers, crooks, etc. at a ritzy hotel

. . . Will do on dual bills . . . Rates

• • -

In vincible—Grand National

73 Minutes

Evalyn Knapp . . . Chick Chandler . . .

Berton Churchill . . . Richard Carle . . .

Patricia Farr . . . Bradley Page

Directed by Phil Rosen

This is a mildly amusing, light-weight

farce that has enough crook business to get

it by on dual bills in nabe spots. While the

laughs don't come as frequently as was in-

tended by the script, the plot moves at a

fair pace and holds the spectator's interest.

It involves a mix-up of identities, with

swindler pitted against swindler and bluster-

ing father making matters worse by his

blundering attempts to prevent his daughter

from marrying one of the slickers. Parts are

glaringly reminiscent, as for instance, the

auto selling gag that was in a two reel

comedy some time back, and the gal show-

ing 'em gag to get a hitch hike from "It

Happened One Night," but both situations

bring laughs. Cast is a pleasant and capable

one. "Three" will satisfy pop audiences, if

paired with a strong drama or action pic-

ture.

PLOT:

Chandler, truck driver for Carle's laundry, wins

bonus with which he decides to put up a "front,"

figuring the better he looks, the better the chances

of getting somewhere. Evalyn Knapp, Carle's daugh-

ter, is stuck on Page, a seashore sub-division swindler.

To get him out of a ritzy hotel, where he is stranded

New 'Zombie' Faces Court

A "battle of the Zombies" is reported

brewing in the New York courts.

S. S. Krellberg, who purchased the rights

to "White Zombie" from Halperin Bros,

after their releasing deal with United Art-

ists had expired, is understood to be seeking

an injunction to halt the release of the

Halperins' new scarer, "Revolt of the Zom-

bies," on the grounds that he owns the

rights to all "zombie" titles.

Dated into the Rialto this Friday, "Re-

volt" may have to be pulled until the matter

is settled.

HE DID

A GRAND JOB
OF SERVING EXHIBITORS

. . . and built the

foundation on

which we can

CONTINUE SERVING YOU

with the BEST

in QUALITY

and SERVICE in

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

3 New Angle
WESTERNS

!

CONWAY TEARLE

IN

James Oliver Curwood's

Colorful Romantic Drama of

a Man's Redemption

Trails End'
WITH

CLAUDIA DELL

FRED KOHLER

"The Judgment Book"

AND

"DESERT GUNS"

NATURALS

FOR

BOX-OFFICE

ACTION!

GOLD MEDAL
Film Company

203 EYE STREET, N. W.

Washington, D. C.
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PIZOR AGAIN CAUSES
DELAY IN PHILA. EX-

HIBS MERGER EFFORT
BUSY NOW . . .

Lewen Pizor, president of the Phila.

M.P.T.O. unit, is again resposible for

delaying the efforts of the members of his

group and the I.T.O. to merge.

After a meeting of committees from both

organizations had been arranged for last

Friday, Pizor sent word through secretary

George P. Aarons that he could not attend

and the confab would therefore have to be

called off. It has been set again for Tues-

day, May 26th, but local exhibitors have

expressed the opinion that the M.P.T.O. pre-

sident may find some other reason for fur-

ther blocking the merger movement.

AS USUAL . . .

There is nothing unusual about Pizor's

present actions in regard to the hoped-for

consolidation of the two exhibitor bodies.

Persistently, since advances were first made

late last year by members of both groups,

this one man has opposed the will of the

majority of Phila. territory theatre owners

and has checkmated every attempt to bring

them together.

When, on last December 19th, a merger

was voted by the attendant membership of

both units, Pizor refused to go along, pulled

a few followers back into the old M.P.T.O.

and has dodged or wrecked every subsequent

consolidation move.

FRIENDLY ADVICE!
... TO ALL EXHIBITORS!

Do not sign contracts for 40x60's,

30x40's. Banners or other Lobby
Displays and Accessories before

you see us because

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!

We are fully equipped to supply

all your needs, at great savings,

of the most outstanding Art Lobby
Displays in the world.

Get our proposition without delay

National-Kline Poster Co.
1307 VINE STREET, PHILA.

SIMON LIBROS
AL BLOFSON

OSCAR LIBROS

SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

BRIEFS . . .

DOC BUCKLEY around lining up product for

his Family, Mahoney City, which he recently opened

. . . Those numerous FELTS to build a 1 500 seater

out at J6th and Wyncote . . . IRVING PHILLIPS

post-cards a rib to the "Vine Street Slaves" from

London, England . . . WILL ROGERS memorial

week will be held beginning May 22nd, during which

period a drive for funds to maintain the Will Rogers

Memorial Hospital (formerly the N. V. A. Sani-

tarium) at Saranac Lake, N. Y., will be made . . .

Board of Governors of the Independent Theatre

Owners will meet Friday at 11.00 A.M. to work

out plans for continuing their organization as they

want it to be . . . MURRAY BEIER and Preferred

Exchange celebrate third anniversary June 1st to

July 4th . . . JEANNETTE WILLENSKY, I.T.O.

Secretary made 1800 mile trip over the week end

to Chicago and back . . . VINCE (R-K-O)

O'DONNELL'S wife operated upon for appendicitis

at University Hospital and now on the road to re-

covery . . . Republic exchange lias name inscribed

in gold leaf upon windows. HARRY LA VINE says

it is a sure sign of permanency . . . WM. ELLIOTT,

McAdoo, Pa. exhibitor visited the street . . . LEW
LINKER, Bridgeton, N. J., seen doing the exchanges

in person . . . VENICE MARGLES is becoming

known as the sage of South Philly . . . The new

Burroughs-Tarzan trade-mark led to the wise crack

that Leo had pups and one of them is stencilled on

JOHNNY GOLDER's exchange window . . . JOE

FORTE remembers when he could best DAVE BAR-

RIST at horseback riding . . . HERB GIVEN smil-

ing broadly over the booking of G-B's Jessie Mat-

thews musical, "It's Love Again" into the Aldine

... A blow up over blow-ups is threatened any

minute with the various poster and photo furnish-

ing companies practically grasping at each other's

throat's . . . JAY EMANUEL leaving for Europe

June 7th . . . Things you never see: GEORGE

SOBEL without a cigar . . . CHARLIE STIEFEL

without a smile . . . JACK BLUMBERG, says the

baby is doing nicely; and that ground will be broken

most any day now for the new President . . . SAM

ROSEN is gleeful about 4 first runs Grand National

has gotten around town in the past 2 weeks.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1 225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Aas'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCnat 4181 RACE 4G00

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

CLEANING SUPPLIES

Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor

Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

s
A
¥
E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No mi snout a.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

EFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

Y[ELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1 228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
103 1 3rd St., N. W. 5 18 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



INDEPENDENCE
In A Trade Paper . . •

What Does It Mean To You ?

// You Are A READER . . .

Ii assures y°u of an hones!
presentation of the facts about

your industry . . Fighting, con-

structive editorials . . Unbiased

box-office reviews.

// You Are An ADVERTISER . . .

The fact thai ii is read thor-

oughly, because ii has some-

thing important io say to its

readers, makes it a most valu-

able medium for selling your

product.

FILM BULLETIN
Is the Independent Theatre Owners' Trade Paper in the East

It's Independence Commands Your Respect!
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'Sleeper' Campaign on "THE DRAG NET"

By Wolfe-Smith

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS by Harry N. Blair
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of thcatrcmen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

THE DRAG NET . . Burroughs-Tarzan Picture . . 67 Minutes
Rod La Rocque, Marian Nixon, Betty Compson, Jack Adair

You take your choice and pick up to-

day's newspaper. What are the headlines

shouting? We ask you? Go ahead tell us

—

what do they yell? You said it, my friend

. . . "FIND POLICE, TOWN OFFICIALS
MEMBERS OF BLACK LEGION MUR-
DER CULT" . . . DISTRICT ATTORNEY
CHARGED WITH IGNORING EVI-

DENCE NAMING FRIEND, LONG
ISLAND SLOT MACHINE CZAR, AS
MAN WHO OFFERED $100,000 BRIBE"
. . "DRAG NET OUT FOR MURDERER
OF MOLLIE COLE" . . .

But the screaming headlines of today's

newspapers are just a feeble whisper com-

pared to the startling revelation of crime

under cover, bloody murder, vice, bribery,

and corruption in the high places exposed

in this crashing underworld melodrama made

from Willard Mack's sensational stage play.

And don't forget that screaming head-

line angle. With the dailies full of news of

gang captures, corrupt politics, and sin

rackets it's your cue to start thinking of a

miniature tabloid to sell this 'Sleeper' for

what it's worth—and it's worth both bar-

rels. This one is no cops and gangdom gats

blazing sort of thing . . . it's EXPOSE all

the way.

Let's get on from the beginning: Heed-

less, care-free, debonair play-boy La Rocque

finds himself made assistant district at-

torney, through the influence of his dad, a

prominent lawyer. He takes Marian Nixon,

his newspaper girl friend, out to a notorious

dive to celebrate. When she opens the door

of a telephone booth—the body of a dead

woman falls against her! Through his be-

ing there, La Rocque incurs the wrath of

his boss for "lowering the dignity of the

D. A.'s office" and is given the case, ad-

mittedly a tough one, to handle. FROM
THEN ON THE FIREWORKS POP!

Taking things seriously for the first time

La Rocque sets out to clean things up re-

gardless of who gets hurt. He soon discovers

the "leak" from headquarters to the

gangsters. A double cross is tried when he

is decoyed to a hotel-room, enters, finds

the apartment in darkness, switches on the

lights, .mil is confronted with the grim

spectacle of the bullet-riddled body of one

oi the night club's henchmen! Documen-
tary evidence planted on the body implicate

La Rocque as the slayer. Officers, tipped off

by the gangsters, arrive; but La Rocque . . .

Now, guys, let's wait up a minute. That
should give you .t rough idea. Just an ink-

ling of what this EXPOSE of crime-rackets;

night club murder; and stink in the high

places is all about.

TABLOID

Sell this with headlines! Large, screaming

headlines like: "BRIBERY AMONG OF-
FICIALS EXPOSED" . . . "GANGDOM
IN LEAGUE WITH CITY OFFICIALS"
. . . "INSIDE STORY OF CORRUPT
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT" . . .

"DEALS OF THE D. A's OFFICE
LAID BARE" etc. People love to read sen-

sational headlines and stories; and here's

your chance to feed 'em plenty and sell

"Drag Net."

On page 6 of the press-sheet you will

find several factual stories proving such

links between law enforcement agents and

gangdom actually do exist. Use them for

copy in your tab. Scene mat No. 16 is a

pip and cries out for placing not only in this

suggested tabloid expose sheet but in other

copy as well. The same choaking shot is

also on the 3 -sheets and 6-sheets. Some

copy in a poetic mood is also in the press

sheet. It might easily find space on either

and inside page of this tab or other copy.

LOBBY

Carry through the crime detection and

drag-net angle with display of handcuffs,

black-jacks, revolvers, machine-guns, etc.

Trot out the rogues gallery board again,

if you haven't used it too often. Embellish

with new photos of recently captured crim-

inals that you can chisel from either the

police department, newspaper morgue, or

the Federal authorities.

Rig up a small platform backed with

plain white compo board. Play a bright,

white spot on it and stand before the board

two or three men made up to resemble crim-

inals. Add sign reading: "CAUGHT IN

THE DRAG' NET.'"' And another sign

at the bottom reading: POLICE LINE-UP.

FRONT

This is a natural for dressing up your

front to look like a sensational tabloid cover.

Clip a flock of headlines on recent crime

events, charges of evil in high municipal

(Continued on page 10)
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WITH APOLOGIES
We approach this matter with the suspicion that it is somehow not the

"proper thing" to editorialize about ourselves, but with the conviction that if

thus we serve, to some extent, the purpose of our readers, as well as this paper,

it may be excused.

From its inception, FILM BULLETIN was resolved to maintain its inde-

pendence in the face of the countless obstacles we knew well enough would be

thrown in its path by those who would be expected to regard with a sort of

baffled animosity a trade publication that dares to print what those behind it

think, and not what is placed in their pens by those with influence in the higher

circles. Our primary job was to convince you, the reader, that this publica-

tion was designed to serve you, to protect your interests by the means of pub-

lishing everything that is important for you to know, to lend whatever aid we
could offer to advance your business.

That we have not failed in this part of our plan is amply evidenced by the

overwhelming, spontaneous response we have received from the independent

theatremen who read this paper. By letter and personal word many of you

have favored us with your approval and appreciation of the job we are doing.

Orders for FILM BULLETIN have come from many other parts of the country

and we have considerably increased our circulation.

All this has had the effect of convincing us that there exists a definite and

articulate demand among independent exhibitors for a really independent organ

of expression—that our resolution to introduce and maintain such an organ

was based on a sound observation of an industry need.

But, there is another side to the publication of a trade journal that charges

a nominal subscription fee. It requires substantial advertising revenue to pros-

per and expand. Now, obviously, it is far more difficult to sell advertising for

an independent publication than for one that kow-tows to those who dispense

that revenue. Further, the independent paper is apt, as we have necessarily

done, to incur the ill will of a few petty antagonists, whose conduct we have

been forced to expose from time to time. These individuals lose no opportunity

to strike back at us by devious means, just as they do not hesitate to sabotage

the efforts of independent theatre owners to protect themselves against the more

powerful factors in the indusry.

Our problem is to demonstrate to those firms who have something to sell

to you that they can reach you most directly and most effectively through a

medium which you read thoroughly and in which you have confidence. We
must convince the film companies that an honest, uncontrolled trade press will

be of greater ultimate value to them than an obsequious one for which you
buyers of film hold little or no respect.

We present this situation to you frankly, because it is through you, our

readers, the independent theatre owners, that those whom we approach for

advertising can learn what we want them to know. You can aid us, and, may
we add, yourself, by letting them know, whenever the occasion presents itself,

what so many of you have expressed directly to us about this paper.

FILM BULLETIN will always continue to serve you, and we behind it are

always impelled by a desire to improve and expand it, so that it may do a better

job for you. You have our word for that!

MO WAX.

LAST CALL
FOR CLEVELAND!

When the next issue of FILM BUL-
LETIN appears, the Allied Convention

will be under way and it will be time

for those theatremen who know they

should have gone, but didn't, to realize

their mistake. Fortunately, it is not by
such individuals, but by those who rec-

ognize that it is vitally important to

their business interests to attend this

meeting and others, that the future of

the nation's independent exhibitors will

be decided.

Never before in Allied's history has

so formidable an array of "ace attrac-

tions" been assembled to address a con-

vention. Russell Hardy, Dr. Daniel Ber-

trand, William F. Rodgers, George W.
Weeks, Edward Golden and Pete Harri-

son, all names of importance in the in-

dustry, not to mention the Allied leaders

themselves, will discuss practically every
phase of the business on which indepen-

dents should be enlightened. Particular

significance is attached to the scheduled
talks by Messrs. Hardy, Government
prosecutor in the St. Louis case, and
Rodgers, new general sales manager of

M-G-M.

No independent exhibitor who has

any desire to keep abreast of the indus-

try's affairs and to cure the evils of

which he may complain should regard a

few days of his time, or the cost of the

trip (it may equal what he pays for a

feature or two) as more valuable than
what he will gain in knowledge at this

meeting. You owe it to no one but your-
self to be in Cleveland next week. The
industry will not be revolutionized
there, but you will certainly know
more about it than before you went.

August is

"Support

the

Independents

Month"

book as many independent pictures .is

possible to encourage the production

of more trood films.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"BULLETS OR BALLOTS" (Warners)

". . . Another crackling underworld melo-

drama. Some of last year's crime news re-

assembled into a crisp, cohesive and fast-moving

script . . . capitally served by such Warner
crime experts as Edward G. Robinson, Humph-
rey Bogart, Barton MacLane and Joan Blondell."

—N. Y. TIMES.

"... A taut and compelling melodrama . . .

Robinson dominates the show . .
."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... Packs a good wallop . . . Robinson,

Bogart and entire cast good . .
."

—N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"THREE WISE GUYS" (M-G-M)

". . . An awkward melange of sentiment and

melodrama ... A hodge-podge entertainment."
—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Typical Runyon formula . . . Raymond
Walburn steals the show . .

."

—N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"The picture M-G-M has made of Damon
Runyon's sentimental restatement of the magi

legend in terms of contemporary con men, punks,

molls, et al. is superficially successful, thanks

to more than the usual dash of first-rate second-

ary players . .
>"

—N. Y. T/M£S.

ONE RAINY AFTERNOON
(United Artists)

"... Gay Continental farce smartly turned

out and done with a sense of humor . . . Lederer

acquits himself ably in the romantic leading

role." —N. Y. EVE. JOURNAL.

".
. . Lederer gives a gay and competent per-

formance. Director Lee has managed to keep

the mood always buoyant . .
."

—N. Y. SUN.

"Performed enthusiastically by a crack com-

pany shrewdly directed by Rowland V. Lee.

They do wonders in exploiting its funny pos-

sibilities."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

HOLLYWOOD fLIICIKEES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, May 26.

Allied's plans to produce 52 a year have this

town agog. Not since the original First National

setup has there been so promising a move on the

part of the independents.

It's a bull year for the kid actors. 20th has Shirley

and Jane, MGM its Freddie and Paramount its Vir-

ginia. Not to be outdone, RKO has just closed with

Sol Lesser for three more Bobby Breen features.

"Happy Go Lucky," the first, starts in luly.

Universal, with the biggest lot in Hollywood, has plenty of money and top

production men to run it. But "U" lacks names. Strong box office tags that

spell dollars in the till. That is why, with the sales convention only two weeks
off, the new heads of the outfit are here for a huddle. No expense will be spared
in preparing a program which will start the trade with its magnitude.

Carl Laemmle, Jr. has just closed for a third yarn before skipping off for a

fling around Europe. No doubt about Junior's plans to get busy in a big way
as soon as he returns here in July.

A regular program of sponsored shorts and featurettes to be released
through Republic offers an interesting study as to the possible boxoffice re-

action. Commercial plugs are accepted over the air as a matter of course.

But then, radio entertainment is free. Anybody's guess is good at this stage

of the game.

Another phase of competition, still small but growing, is the Federal Thea-

tre Project. Stage shows are being put on in the larger cities by unemployed

actors payed out of Government funds. Nominal admissions are charged in

order to attract the class of patrons who go to pictures.

Success story: Just ten years ago, a youngster called William Boyd leaped

into prominence in Cecil DeMille's "Volga Boatman." Fame . . . then the skids

and, more recently, a smash comeback in the "Hopalong Cassidy" series. Now
Bill tardes his chaps to again wear Russian boots for the lead in "Dream of

the Volga Boatman." Thus completing the circle.

Republic is still hunting for a successor to John Wayne. It's a good chance

for some kid. After all, Wayne was a mere prop boy when discovered by

Eddie Grainger and given the top spot in "The Big Trail."

"IT'S LOVE AGAIN" (G-B)

"G-B has yet to do full justice to Jessie Mat-

thews . . . Her last picture imposes the entire

burden of a cumbersome and unevenly paced

comedy upon her shoulders and, although, she

rises to the task with her accustomed loveliness,

gayety and talent, she is unable to convert the

picture into anything more than "a personal

triumph."

—N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Dances its way through a tuneful plot

aided by handsome sets, witty dialogue and

skillful performance . . . Jesse Matthews shows

grace and training in the lead . .
."

—N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Jessie Matthews has no equal of her

type or style . . . Her pictures are welcome

joys . .
."

—N. Y. POST.

Supreme Court Refuses
St. Louis Dismissal Plea
Washington. — The Supreme Court

Monday rejected the appeal of the three

film company defendants in the St. Louis

case to reverse Federal Judge Molyneaux's

decision dismissing the action without pre-

judice to the Government's case.

Although the case had already been

settled out of court, Warner Bros., RKO
and Paramount sought the ruling from

the highest tribunal in an effort to estab-

lish the invalidity of the District Court's

verdict on the grounds that it would en-

able Government lawyers to dismiss any

case which appeared to be going against

them. The Government argued that there

was plenty of precedent for their dismissal

request and asked that Judge Molyneaux's

decision be sustained. The nine justices

agreed.
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Hardy-Bertrand To Address Allied;

Convention Looms As Indies' Biggest
GOV'T COUNSEL AND AUTHOR OF NRA

REPORT TO DISCUSS LEGAL PHASES
Washington*—Announcement was made Tuesday by Abram F.

Myers, counsel for Allied, that Russell Hardy, chief of Government

counsel in the celebrated St. Louis case, and Dr. Daniel Bertrand, author

of the NRA report advocating Federal regulation of the film industry,

will address the Allied Convention in Cleveland next week.

[N LIMELIGHT . . .

Hardy and Bertrand have occupied the

limelight in industry affairs within the past

few months and their presence on the

speakers' list adds considerably to the im-

portance of the confab from independent

exhibitors' viewpoint. The former is credited

with withstanding the onslaught of the

talented legal forces that defended Warner

Bros., RKO and Paramount in the St. Louis

conspiracy case and eventually forcing a

settlement of the case that was considered

a complete victory for the Government and

Fanchon and Marco.

Bertrand tossed a bombshell into the ma-

jors' camp by his final NRA report, in

which he urged the appointment of an im-

partial Federal commission to probe all

phases of the industry to set up corrective

regulations and administer them. He was

formerly in the amusement division of the

NRA and his report indicated a keen in-

sight into the many problems of the film

industry.

IMPOSING LIST . . .

The imposing list of speakers named to

address the convention includes, in addition

to Hardy, Bertrand and Allied leaders, Wil-

liam F. Rodgers, sales manager of M-G-M,

Edward Golden, sales manager of Chester-

field-Invincible, George W. Weeks, general

sales manager of G-B and P. S. "Pete" Har-

rison.

The convention now looms as the biggest

and most vital ever held by Allied and may
exceed any previous gathering of independ-

ent exhibitors. From headquarters in Cleve-

land comes word that the attendance will be

far greater than was originally anticipated

and larger quarters are being arranged in

which to hold the meetings.

Present also will be Paul Williams, De-

partment of Justice agent who has recently

been devoting all his time to investigating

film industry activities. He is not expected

to address the Convention, but will be on

the spot to interview any exhibitors who
have complaints to register about alleged

illegal practices by the majors and affiliated

circuits.

LEGAL ACTION ON
UNFAIR CLEARANCE

ASKS PHILA. I.T.O.
CONSPIRACY . . .

Charg'ng that independent exhibitors are

being unfairly discriminated against on

clearance and run, the Board of Governors

of the Phila. I.T.O. at last Friday's meet-

ing resolved "to take the necessary legal

steps" to show that a conspiracy exists be-

tween Warner Theatres and distributors.

The resolution claims that the independ-

ents sought to bring about a conference on

the subjects of clearance and zoning, but

failed to obtain cooperation from the major

distributors and the chain.

Several men in the group condemned Para-

mount's entry into the poster renting busi-

ness as a move to eventually hurt theatre

owners, but no action was taken on this

subject. Strong sentiment prevailed for

having the unit join Allied and this topic

was set for discussion at a future meeting.

Members were urged to attend the Allied

Convention in Cleveland next week.

RESOLUTION . . .

Following is the resolution on the run sit-

uation:

"WHEREAS, to a large extent the ex-

isting unfair set-up of Clearance and Zon-

ing in this territory is the root of many evils

and,

"WHEREAS, an earnest and sincere ef-

fort was made by this Organization to bring

about a conference of all interested parties

to remedy these conditions, and,

"WHEREAS, we have been unable to se-

cure the cooperation of the major companies

and the affiliated theatre circuits in these

efforts, and,

"WHEREAS, the present set-up of Clear-

ance and Zoning in this territory which was

established by agreement between Distribu-

tors and Warner Brothers is arbitrary, un-

fair and discriminatory,

"THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED thai

we take the necessary legal steps to show

that conspiracy exists in this territory to

discriminate against the independent theatre

owners."

HOUSE GROUP OK'S
PETTENGILL BILL;
SYNOPSIS DROPPED

BLIND SELLING STAYS . . .

Washington.—The Pettengill bill to out-

law compulsory block booking, in drastic-

ally modified form, was reported favorably

by the House Interstate Commerce sub-

committee on Monday. The sections pro-

hibiting "blind selling" and requiring dis-

tributors to furnish the exhibitor with "a

complete and true synopsis" of each picture

were deleted on the motion of Representa-

tive Peyser of New York. Another change

in the measure provided for delaying the

effective date of the law from the original

12 months to 18 months, thus giving the

film companies additional time in which to

adjust their selling methods.

Chairman Pettengill was reported as ex-

pressing the opinion that the elimination of

compulsory block booking will automatic-

ally adjust the faults of blind selling.

rO FULL COMMITTEE . . .

The bill now goes to the full House Com-
mittee, after which, if approved, it will be

presented to the House for a final vote.

No action has been taken as yet by the

Senate sub-committee, headed by Senator

Neely of West Virginia. However, the

House group's move is expected to spur the

upper branch committee to pass judgment
on its identical measure. There still exisits

an outside chance that fast action by the

Senate group will bring the block booking
issue before both houses prior to adjourn-

ment, which is now fixed for June 6th, but
may be delayed again.

Para-RKO Merger Plans
Being Evolved in Secret

Special to FILM BULLETIN

Hollywood.—May 26. Thoroughly

reliable sources advise this correspond-

ent that plans for the forthcoming

merger of Paramount and RKO are

being laid behind closed doors and the

two companies will be operating as

one unit similar to the Warner-First

National setup by next Fall.

There is reason to believe that

Joseph P. Kennedy will be asked to re-

main with Paramount, at least until

the RKO deal is put through.
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Princess Comes Across, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-MYSTERY . . . Unexpect-

edly good mystery yarn, mixed with

comedy . . . Lombard-MacMurray team

suported by fine cast . . . Rates • • •

except in action houses where title will

be hard to overcome.

Paramount

74 Minutes

Carole Lombard . . . Fred MacMurray . . .

Alison Skipworth . . . Douglass Dumbrille . . .

William Frawley . . . George Barbier . . .

Sig Rumann . . . Porter Hall . . .

Lumsden Hare

Directed by William K. Howard

The popular comic - romantic team of

Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray has

been tossed into a rather unexpected story

that provides a more engrossing film than

we would have if they were merely to pur-

sue their quarrel-kiss specialty. "The Princess

Comes Across" is principally a mystery,

flavored with just enough comedy and ro-

mance to make it fine all-around entertain-

ment. Miss Lombard indulges in a delicious

take-off on the cinema Swede Garbo in her

role of a Brooklyn girl who had to go to

Europe and pose as a Swedish princess to get

her movie contract. MacMurray is a con-

certina-playing orchestra leader with a yen

for the "royal" beauty. Their romance

hardly gets under way before the mystery

sets in and they take a back scat. The prob-

lem of who committed the two murders is

the really burning question in the specta-

tor's mind and the stars are merely two of

the individuals involved. The mystery is

mystifying and considerable suspense is

created by the shadowy maneuvers of one

man who is obviously the culprit—until the

closing scenes prove otherwise. The comedy,

while subordinated, is above average and the

romance pleasant. The supporting roles are

in the hands of an unusually capable cast.

"The Princess" should get well above aver-

age grosses in most spots. The farcial title

pulls down its chances in action spots, where

it will have to rely on word-of-mouth

build-up.

PLOT:

Carole, a phoney Swedish "princess," is sailing to

America with Alison Skipworth, her guardian to

fulfill a movie contract. MacMurray is returning

on the same ship with his orchestra. He immediately

falls for Carole, while she maintains the aloofness

proper for "royalty." A blackmailer, who knows

something of their pasts, seeks "hush money" from

both of them. Later he is found dead in Carole's

stateroom. MacMurray helps her by removing the

body and, when a group of foreign detectives on

board start to investigate the killing, the two are

suspected. A strange, unknown figure is always seen

prowling around the boat. When one of the de-

tectives announces that he will reveal the murderer

that night, he is found dead. To clear the girl he

now knows is not a princess, MacMurray sets a trap

for the killer by declaring that he will disclose who
committed both murders. His plan works and he

gets his man, who is one of the detectives. VC'hen

the boat lands, Carole, upset because she thinks Fred

doesn't love her, startles her reception committee

by admitting she is only a girl from Brooklyn. He
rushes to her to tell her that he does.

AD TIPS:

Where the Lombard-MacMurray team has clicked

before, the comedy-romance angles should be stressed.

Action houses will net the best results by plugging

the mystery. Mention the fact that Carole burlesques

Garbo—and does it to a farc-thcc-ucll.

BARTON.

UNBIASED

BOX-OFFICE REVIEWS

From

HOLLYWOOD AND NEW YORK

ARE FOUND EVERY WEEK IN

FILM BULLETIN

BORN TO FIGHT

BOXOFFICE RATING
PRIZE-FIGHT MELODRAMA . . .

Plenty of action and fighting, both in

the ring and out . . . Inside on how
crooked gamblers fix big fights . . .

Darro and La Rue lead cast . . . Rates

• O + for action spots only .

Conn Pictures

66 Minutes

Frankie Darro . . . Jack La Rue . . .

Kane Richmond . . . Frances Grant . . .

Monty Collins

Directed by Charles Hutchinson

A leather pushers holiday, with one fight

after another, side-lights on training and an

interesting yarn by Peter B. Kyne expos-

ing the methods of crooked gamblers, who
"fix" pugs to take nose-dives so they can

collect heavy odds. When the boys aren't

scrapping in the ring, they are punching

each other around outside. There's enough

action in this one to have spread through

two or three films of the type. Frankie

Darro gives an enthusiastic performance as

an up-and-coming young boxer, whose

career we follow. He doesn't look quite

husky enough in ring togs, but his reckless

slugging more than overcomes this defi-

ciency. Suporting cast is okeh, Jack La Rue

again delivering a good heavy role that fits

him neatly. The direction is fast and some

trick wipe-offs and multiple exposure shots

keep the yarn moving at a speedy pace. It

should get better than average grosses in

action houses.

PLOT:
Richmond, who refused to lay down on a fight,

socks La Rue, a gambler, when confronted by him

at a night club after the fight. Ired, La Rue swears

out a warrant for Richmond's arrest, but the latter

"takes it on the lam." In Chicago, he picks up

Darro, a kid roughing it around the country, and

develops him into a promising fighter. The kid walks

out on his manager-trainer, because Richmond re-

fuses to take him to N. Y. to accept fights. Falling

into the hands of a group of gamblers, Darro gets

into a series of fixed fights and learns his lesson.

He returns to Richmond and gets an offer to fight

for the championship at Madison Square Garden.

Richmond decides to risk it. Frankie is told that

he must throw the fight to save his benefactor from

jail. After being slaughtered for a couple of rounds,

Richmond appears and tells the kid to win. La Rue

gets bumped oft for welching on a bet and Richmond

is free to marry Frances Grant, the girl in whose

gymnasium he trained Darro.

AD TIPS:

Sell the fight angle and the expose of crooked

gamblers' "fixing." Dress lift lobby with boxing

gloves; get photos of famous old time battlers; com-

pare them to modern day champs. Sell Darro and

La Rue in the cast. NONNIF.
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Hollywood Preview

HOT MONEY
BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Sounds like

gangster film, but is built solely for

laughs . . . Establishes Ross Alexander

as top notch comedian . . . Moves at

lively pace . . . Lacks romantic interest

. . . Rates * * — generally, but should

build on word-of-mouth.

Warner Bros.

63 Minutes

Ross Alexander . . . Beverly Roberts . . .

Joseph Cawthorn . . . Paul Graetz . . .

Andrew Tombes . . . Harry Burns . . .

Cy Kendall . . . Joe Cunningham
Directed by William McGann

It's the old get-rich-quick yarn about an

inventor and a crew of slick promoters who

try to cash in on his idea. With very little

to sell, except Ross Alexander, it will hardly

reach average grosses generally, but can be

expected to build on favorable word-of-

mouth. It keeps moving at a lively pace

throughout. The dialogue is swift and re-

plete with nifties. Alexander gives the dif-

ficult role of a typical smart alec a likeable

quality which wins the spectator's sympathy.

It is a new type of film character for this

pleasing young player and his display of

versatility will push him further up the

ladder to stardom. There's a batch of char-

acter roles done to the hilt by a lot of sea-

soned old timers. Beverly Roberts is the

girl, but hasn't much to do. Excellent for

dualling with drama.

PLOT:

A screwy inventor lias perfected a means of turn-

ing water into gasoline. A group of sharp-shooters

get hold of him and exploit him for some easy

money. The slickest member of the gang has just

been paroled and his actions in promoting capital

for the invention are fast and funny. Just as the

Better Business Bureau is about to close in on them,

the inventor, who has been missing, is suddenly pro-

duced with another supply of the magic water and

the situation is saved.

AD TIPS:

Build your campaign around Row Alexander, who
has a fair following. Exploit the story as an expose

of the get-rich-quick rackets. Pass out phoney dollar

Mis.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood)

Hollywood Preview

PALM SPRINGS
BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with MUSIC . . . Mediocre,

lightweight musical . . . Has only three

good songs to recommend it . . . Rates

• • — generally.

Paramount

68 Minutes

Frances Langford . . . Sir Guy Standing . . .

Smith Ballew . . . Spring Byington . . .

Sterling Holloway . . . E. E. Clive . . .

Sarah Edwards . . . Ernest Cossart

Directed by Aubrey Scotto

Loosely strung together and lacking any

real plot, this mediocre musical comedy has

little chance to mean much at the box-

office. It is a routine job throughout, ob-

viously one of the "quickies" on Para-

mount's schedule. Frances Langford, best

name in the cast, warbles pleasingly and is

easy on the eye. Smith Ballew, known to

radio fans, makes his screen bow and shows

a pleasant voice and fair talent. Best act-

ing performances are turned in by Sir Guy
Standing, Ernest Cossart and E. E. Clive;

the first two as English noblemen, come on

evil days; Clive as a befuddled English aris-

tocrat. Between them Miss Langford and

Ballew render three humable tunes that are

the film's highlights and are getting a big

play on the airwaves. It's all so very, very

unimportant and lacking in lustre and ap-

peal. Some reviewers refer to pictures like

this as "satisfactory summer entertainment."

Perhaps it is, but it will throw a chill on

most boxoffices.

PLOT:
Frances, daughter of a titled gambler, follows

her parent to a desert resort, where he is operating

a gaming table. Learning of his plight, she plays

up her own title, previously kept hidden, in order

to land a wealthy young idler. Actually, she is in

love with Ballew, a likeable cowboy. When the

society lad's snooty aunt "exposes" her, Frances is

free to marry the man of her choice.

AD TIPS:

Plug these song hits, all of which arc already

popular: "I Don't Want To Make History I Just Want

To Make Lore," "Will I Ever Know}," and "The

Hills of Old Wyoniin.' " Get behind both Langford

and Ballew as radio favorites. Exploit Ballew as a

singing Gary Cooper.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood)

Hollywood Preview

EDUCATING FATHER
BOXOFFICE RATING

DOMESTIC COMEDY . . . Another

in the Jones Family series . . . 'Poison'

for cities, but its down-to-earth humor
will bring fair response in rural dis-

tricts . . . Rates • + in cities . . .

• • in small towns.

20th Century-Fox

6 5 Minutes

Jed Prouty . . . Dixie Dunbar . . .

Spring Byington . . . Shirley Deane . . .

Kenneth Howell . . . Francis Ford . . .

Charles H. Wilson

Directed by James Tinling

This is another episode in the lives of the

typical Jones Family, started in "Every

Saturday Night." Exhibitors in metropol-

itan areas may well throw up their hands in

contemplation of their receipts on the days

they play it, but in rural sections it should

get fair returns. A slender story is made

palatable by homely touches that will strike

a nostalgic cord in rural folks and a few

aviation thrills. Small town atmosphere has

been nicely captured. In contrast to the

slow, leisurely tempo of the greatest por-

tion of "Educating Father," the few emo-

tional scenes are almost ludicrously over-

emphasized. Complete lack of boxoffice

names is handicap which leaves the picture

dependent on an exploitive title and word

of mouth. Jed Prouty, who plays "father"

is John Jones to a "T." Dixie Dunbar, best

name to sell, and Kenneth Howell handle

the slight romantic interest in pleasing man-

ner. Some striking aviation scenes add a bit

of pep to the film.

PLOT:

Young Jack Jones, bound to his father's soda foun-

tain, longs to be an aviator and flys in secret. His

first solo flight is ruined by a dizzy girl, who secrets

herself in the cockp't and throws the plane out of

control by operating the reserve controls. A tragedy

is averted by a miracle, but the incident is bandied

about the small town and becomes .1 scandal. After

promising his father never to fly again, the boy

breaks his word in order to rush the parent back

from an isolated spot in order to save his business

from a crook who is about to close in on it.

AD TIPS:

In spots where the precious Jones Family picture

was successful reference should be made to it. Bill

this as a true picture of the real America. Get sup-

port of women's clubs, better films councils, etc.

Aviation tie-ups will help attract the men and boys,

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood)

Scenes from

G-B's New Musical

"IT'S LOVE AGAIN"
Starring

II ssl I MATTHEWS
With
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G-B SLATES 24 FOR FOR U. S. RELEASE
NEXT SEASON; AMERICAN STARS LISTED

REVIEWS
(Continual from page 7)

Hollywood Preview

His Majesty, Bunker Bean

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Mild comedy

of youth overcoming inferiority com-

plex by believing he's Napoleon . . .

Hasn't one name worth mentioning . . .

Will require strong selling to bring any

returns . . . OK for dual bills . . .

Rates • +

RKO
65 Minutes

Owen Davis, Jr. . . . Louise Latimer . . .

Robert McWade . . . Jessie Ralph . . .

Berton Churchill . . . Eddie Nugent . . .

Hedda Hopper . . . Lucille Ball . . .

Ferdinand Gottschalk

Directed by Wm. Hamilton and Edward Killy

Although this old stage play is still a

mildly amusing comedy, it will bring groans

from theatremen faced with the prospect of

playing it. Only the more capable exhibitor-

showmen will be able to squeeze any results

out of it. It lacks marquee names and real

punch, but it has an angle! With strong

selling something might be made of the fact

that the central character seeks to overcome

an inferiority complex by convincing him-

self that he is really Napoleon. Owen Davis,

Jr. plays that role and registers strongly. He
should build. It is family entertainment,

unhurried in its pace, but containing some

amusing sequences. In sophisticated spots,

they will be bored stiff. Its best chances lie

in rural sections. It will satisfy on dual bills

with a drama or action picture.

PLOT:

Bunker Bean, an office drudge, aims for bigger

things. With the aid of a couple of smart crystal

gazers, he is made to believe that he is the reincar-

nation of Napoleon, as well as an ancient Egyptian

king. This gives him the necessary courage to put

over a deal by which he sells an airplane patent for

a big price and cops the boss' daughter in the bargain.

AD TIPS:

Play up the crystal gazing angle and the novel

method of overcoming an inferiority complex. It

has a world of possibilities. Sell it as a grand comedy

with a new romantic team—Davis and Miss Latimer.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood)

B. F. Zeidman to Make
6 For Grand National

Bennie F. Zeidman, previously unit pro-

ducer at Universal, has signed with Grand

National to make six features for that com-

pany during the 1936-37 season. His first,

"Angles In White" has already been com-

pleted and will be among the first of the

new season's releases for G-N.
Zeidman is the first of a group of unit

producers Edward L, Alperson, president of

the new Pathe subsidiary, expects to line up.

INCREASED PROGRAM . . .

A schedule of 24 features, selected from

a total number of 5 2 to be produced by the

parent company in England, will be released

in this country during the 1936-37 season

by G-B Pictures, it was announced by Jef-

frey Bernerd at the opening session of the

company's second annual sales convention in

New York last Friday. All the films to be

released in America are to be of "A" calibre,

he stated.

ARTHUR A. LEE
Vice-President and General Manager of G-B

Among the players to appear in next sea-

son's G-B program are the following: George

Arliss, Constance Bennett, Edmund Lowe,

Douglass Montgomery, Richard Arlen, Con-

stance Cummings, Victor McLaglen, Jessie

Matthews, Sylvia Sidney, Robert Donat,

Clive Brook, Roland Young, Helen Vinson,

Mary Carlisle, Ernest Truex, Noah Beery,

Nils Asther, Nova Pilbeam, Cedric Hard-

wicke, Jack Hulbert, Oscar Homolka, Lilli

Palmer, Barry Mackay, Hugh Sinclair, Sybil

Thorndyke, Richard Tauber, Gina Malo,

Will Hay and John Mills.

Best known among the directors are:

Raoul Walsh, Alfred Hitchcock, Charles

"Chuck" Reisner, William Beaudine, Geof-

frey Barkas and Robert Stevenson.

7 COMPLETED . . .

Of the 24 pictures, seven have already

been completed. These are:

Constance Bennett in "Everything Is Thun-
der," with Douglass Montgomery and Oscar

Homolka (Oom Paul Kruger of "Rhodes") in

the supporting cast.

"Doomed Cargo," co-starring Edmund Lowe
and Constance Cummings. An action melodrama
"dealing with playboy detective and a new kind

of racket."

"The Two Of Us," starring Jack Hulbert and

Gina Malo. Comedy with music.

"His Majesty's Pajamas," with Clive Brook,

Helen Vinson and Mary Carlisle. Comedy-drama.
"The Marriage of Corbal," story by Rafel

Sabatini. Cast headed by Nils Asther, Noah
Beery, Hugh Sinclair.

"Where There's A Will," comedy, starring

Will Hay and Gina Malo.

"Nine Days A Queen," the story of Lady Jane

Grey. High-powered romantic drama, starring

Cedric Hardwicke, John Mills, Nova Pilbeam,

Sybil Thorndyke.

OTHERS LISTED . . .

Following are the other productions listed

on the schedule, several already in produc-

:ion

:

"The Great Barrier," story of 'Iron Horse'

calibre, starring Richard Arlen, Barry Mackay
and Lilli Palmer.

"Everybody Dance," musical with songs by
Gordon and Revel. Directed by "Chuck" Reis-

ner.

A second Reisner-directed comedy.
Richard Tauber, famous opera singer in an

untitled "modern musical romance."

"Soldiers Three," by Rudyard Kipling, star-

ring Victor McLaglen. Directed by Raoul Walsh.

"Paris Love Songs," musical, starring Jessie

Matthews. Songs by Gordon and Revel.

Jessie Matthews in another musical.

"Stranger On A Honeymoon," romantic melo-

drama by Edgar Wallace, starring Constance
Cummings and Hugh Sinclair.

"King Solomon's Mines," famous story by H.
Rider Haggard. Roland Young will be starred.

"The Nelson Touch," starring George Arliss.

George Arliss in another vehicle.

Constance Bennett in "The Hawk."
Sylvia Sidney and Robert Donat in "The

Hidden Power." To be directed by Alfred Hitch-

cock.

A second production directed by Alfred

Hitchcock. "A mile-a-minute melodrama."
"River of Unrest," action melodrama. No cast

selected.

"The Threat," action melodrama. No cast

selected.

"The Dark Invader," spy story.

DUAL BILL CASE
GOES OVER TO OCT.
The Perelman double feature suit against

the major distributors has been deferred by

the Circuit Court of Appeals until the Octo-

ber term. Reargument of the case had been

scheduled for this week, following granting

of an appeal by the defendants two weeks

ago, but the Circuit Court judges found

they could not give it any time before ad-

journment for the summer and announced

the postponement last Friday.

Even had the Circuit Court ruled on the

case this week, it would have been impos-

sible to obtain a final decision from the U.

S. Supreme Court before the Fall term, in-

asmuch as the highest court adjourns next

week for its summer vacation.
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ALLIED TO BACK INDIE PRODUCER
WITH GUARANTEE OF 3500 BOOKINGS

18 FEATURES . . .

Allied's oft-announced plans to enter the

production field to assure independent ex-

hibitors of a wider film market were indi-

rectly realized last week by the closing of

a deal between the national exhibitor group

and Chesterfield-Invincible Pictures.

The commitments of both parties are as

follows: Chesterfield-Invincible are to pro-

duce 18 features of Class A quality, on bud-

gets far in excess of what the company has

previously fixed for its product. Allied

guarantees the producer a minimum of

3 5 00 bookings on each picture.

The arrangement is for one year only and

was characterized by an Allied leader as "an

engagement—not a marriage." The ulti-

mate plan is to develop a production unit

to deliver 52 features each year. Allied is

to have a strong voice in the selection of

material for the pictures and in the dis-

tribution policies of the company.

NO MONEY PASSED . . .

Despite a rumor that Allied had received

$5 0,000 from C-I, it was definitely learned

that no money was passed. The Allied lead-

ers who negotiated the deal with Edward

Golden, general sales manager of the film

firm, made it clear that it is the natural

outcome of their desire to assure independ'

ent exhibitors of a source of product on

which they can rely and in whose operation

they have a voice. The organization will

share in the profits only after the produc-

ing-distributing outfit has been placed on a

substantial paying basis.

The pictures made by C-I will not be dis-

tributed exclusively to Allied members, it

was stated, but will be available to all thea-

tres. Apparently, the scheme is to give Al-

lied members who contract for the product

some preference over competitors.

'NINTH MAJOR' . . .

The Allied group announced that they

felt that " the most direct relief for the

independent exhibitors is the introduction

into the field of a ninth major company."

Representing Allied were Nathan Yamins,

Sidney E. Samuelson, Aaron Saperstein and

H. M. Richey. Golden spoke for George

Batcheller, president of Chesterfield, and

Maury Cohen, head of Invincible.

Allied leaders had been working on a plan

to organize a new producing company dur-

ing the past few years, but recently reached

the conclusion that it would be wiser to

construct it on the foundation of an ex-

istent organization. It is believed that

Yamins was instrumental in bringing about

this change in the plan.

IMPORTANT
IN THE NEWS

The ABC • . .

of CLEM'S
Successful Policy

T
Attentive service

Best of products . . .

in everything from

street to screen

Consideration . .

.

for exhibitors' economy
and needs

T

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street. Philadelphia

CHI. INDE CIRCUIT
SPLITS WITH MPTOA
Chicago.—The Essaness circuit, most im-

portant independent theatre group in this

city, last week dropped its membership in

the Chicago Exhibitors' Ass'n, local unit of

the M.P.T.O.A. and announced that it

would join Allied.

Reason for the break is the increased

clearance demands of the Balaban & Katz

circuit, affiliated with Paramount, and their

contemplated reversion to dual bills, to

which the indies are opposed.

Roxy Signs G-B Again
New York's famed Roxy Theatre will

house (i-B product next season for a mini-

mum of twenty weeks playing time, it was

announced by George W. Weeks, general

sales manager of the him company. The

deal was closed with Howard S. Cullman,

director of the theatre.

The Roxy was the first run show place

for Ci-li product during the current season.

EDWARD GOLDEN

One of those strange individuals we all envy,

because he can hold an important position, work
hard at it—and still smile. "Eddie," as he is

affectionately known to every big shot (and

many small ones) in the industry, started out

on a career of teeth pulling some few decades

ago and probably learned then what it takes

to get some exhibitors to sign a film contract.

But the reason he's particularly Important In

the News today is the fact that only last week
he engineered one of the shrewdest deals the

industry has read about in months. Allied States

Ass'n has guaranteed Chesterfields and Invin-

cible, the combined film producing companies

for which Golden is general sales manager, be-

tween 3 5 00 and 4000 playdates on 18 features

they will produce next season.

Somewhat grudgingly he let us have the fol-

lowing bald facts about his life's adventure

from birth on March 17th, 1887, in New York

City, down to the present day.

Emitted by graduation from Tuft Medical

and Dental School in 1909, he practiced dentis-

try for five years. The motion picture industry-

won him to its cause in 1914, when he took the

Canada franchise for World Films. In '16, he

came back to Boston and a salesman's job with

American Feature Film, then owned by The

Louis B. Mayer. Followed, more or less rapidly,

by a position with Hiram Abrams' Boston Photo-

play Company; ownership of the New England

rights to D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the

World;" control of American Feature Film; the

N.E. franchises for both Metro and Universal

Films.

The Big City lured him and he entered the

Real Estate branch of theatre business until

Monogram spotted a good man and grabbed him

to become sales manager. When Monogram went

Republic, Golden went along, but resigned in

December, 193 5, to join Chesterfield-Invincible,

where he now handles distribution for George

Batcheller and Maury Cohen.

Serving as alternate for W. Ray Johnston on

the Code Authority, he stood, with Nathan Ya-

mins and R. H. Cochrane, as the bulwarks to

independence.
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AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

{Continued from page 2)

offices, etc., mount them and have blow-

ups made. You can then cut the blow-ups

apart and spot these enlarged headlines all

over your regular frames and around the

boxoffice.

Go in for an unusually large banner

across the front, faked up like a tab head-

ing.

Promote, buy or rent a large size coarse

net. Drape it over and around the box-

office, leaving only enough space for the

tickets to be passed out and the cash taken

in. Spot this line on the net over the win-

dow: "You'll Get Caught in a Net of

Thrills in 'The Drag Net.'
"

Use the netting over the glass of all your

frames, as well and spot stills around the

edges of the net. They will be able to see

your posters through the nets, but it will

give them an odd appearance and get the

dragnet idea across all over your front.

STREET

You're selling it with a tab EXPOSE of

crooked politics, so tie-up with your local

sheet to have your tabs tucked inside the

pages of the daily by newsies on all import-

ant corners. Call your sheet by the same

name as the co-operating paper.

Try the old gag of having four mugs
dressed like gangsters parade streets in single

file with signs on their backs reading: (1)

WE ARE TRYING (2) TO ESCAPE (3)

THE DRAG NET (4) NOW PLAYING

BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS OF ALLIED CONVENTION PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3rd

Opening Session: 2 P.M.

Address of Welcome Harold H. Burton, Mayor of Cleveland

Outline of Convention Activities H. M. Richey

Opening Address President Nathan Yamins

Address: "The Outlook for 1937" George W. Weeks, G-B Sales Manager

THURSDAY, JUNE 4th

Address: "The Job Must Be Done" Abram F. Myers

Address: "The Coming Buying Season" P. S. Harrison

General discussion on Product Situation and Plans.

Address: "An Outsider's Viewpoint" By an unnamed speaker

FRIDAY, JUNE 5th

Address: "Is Government Control the Only Way to Stop Unfair Producer Aggression?"

By Government Official

Address: "The Producer's Side of Selling" William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
Address: "Our Good Friends—The Public" Sidney E. Samuelson

Russell Hardy, prosecutor of the St. Louis case against the majors, and Dr. Daniel Ber-

trand, author of the NRA report, will also address the convention.

AT THE THEATRE. This will

get you plenty of oogling from pedestrians.

SUMMONS GAG
Print fake summons worded: "YOU are

hereby ordered to appear at theatre

on to testify against (name of film

characters) rounded up in "The Drag Net."

SCREEN

In return for your newspaper's co-opera-

tion outside give them this break inside.

Run actual news-flashes (slides) from the

sheet (about six) which are mingled with

an equal number of headlines in connec-

tion with "The Drag Net" Don't fail to

mention "Drag Net" in all of the news

flashes that are phonies for your coming

pic.

That's about all, guys. You can go back

to cat-napping in that lousily ventilated

office cubby-hole of yours now that you've

had fun playing editors and EXPOSING
things rotten in the Denmark of high places

and stirring up sufficient attention to arouse

prospective customer's to the extent of their

parting with some pinch-penny gelt to see

this Willard Mack EXPOSE.

And don't forget that guy WILLARD
MACK. He's got quite a rep as a play-

wright. Give him plenty of mention. He
may attract some added customers.

So get out the TAB SCANDAL SHEET
and scare hell outa them!

Thirty 'till next week!

^ AN

ANALYSIS

of Paramount's

Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract

IS l\ THE MAILS!
Don't Sign Any Contract

Until You have Read
This Analysis . . .

THIS IS OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE TO YOU!

National-Kline Poster Co.
1 307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

Are You Rebuilding Your Theatre?

Are You Altering Your Front?

What Are Your Sign Shop Needs?

Whatever Materials You Require

We Have Them — For Less

Let Us Estimate — It Costs You Nothing

BRING YOUR BUILDING AND SIGN SHOP NEEDS

TO A MAN WHO KNOWS THEATRES

George Sobel

Sawbell Lumber Company
630-32 NORTH 52nd STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Phone TRInity 7988

Noil' Servicing Over 20 Theatres in the Philadelphia Area

LUMBER
MILLWORK
DOOR SASH
SHEETROCK
WALL BOARD
PLYWOOD
MOULDINGS
METAL LATH
PLASTER LATH
FLUE LINING
LIME
SAND
CEMENT
PLASTER
ROLL ROOFING
SHINGLES
PAINT
GLASS
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

CLOSINGS . . .

This is the last week for Pays. They managed

to squeeze out a couple extra weeks under SID

STANLEY'S deft handling . . . "Great Zeigfeld"

is riding along on the cool wave and will close at

the end of the first hot week . . . GEORGE SOBEL
will close down the Ritz two days (Tues. and Wed.)

every week during the summer . . . HARRY PEREL-
MAN expects to close his houses on Sundays when

the heat sets in . . . Many others are worried about

the prospect of a weak seven day week and are talk-

ing about reverting to six days from June ISth to

Labor Day.

ROUND THE TOWN . . .

Warner house managers shuttled again . . . We
have a first hand rumor that LEWEN PIZOR will

step out of local exhib organization affairs soon . . .

The SOBEL Saw-Bell Lumber Company is going

strong. George is getting lots of business from thea-

tres and sign shops ... Is it true that Warners

would have liked to use Republic's "Frankie and

Johnnie" at their Stanton, but feared Cardinal

Dougherty's displeasure? . . . The vogue of hissing

unpopular figures in the newsreels is adding enthu-

siasm to film shows. Today Mussolini rates tops for

getting the well-known "booo!" . . . And, speaking

of newsreels, the Trans-lux is doing nicely over on

Chestnut Street; the idea finally catching on after

nearly a year and a half of tough sledding . . .

HARRISON and SMITH, the Europaites, now en-

sconsed in nice new offices built in the theatre . . .

DAVIi BARRIST, to whom the country is no secret,

is interested in Grand National's new all-Mex fea-

ture. It has a (lock of beauties! . . . The I.T.O.-

PENN
THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.

M.P.T.O. merger meeting was postponed again by the

latter group. ABE SABLOSKY couldn't attend this

time. It is set now for Thursday.

ODDS 'N ENDS . . .

IRV (Upsal Theatre) PHILLIPS, just off the boat

from merry old England, says the cinemas and music

halls there sport double features plus 6 acts of vaude-

ville! Quite a buy, eh what, old chappie? . . .

BARNEY COHEN seems subdued lately! . . . Hor-

lacher's tie-up with the T.W.A. Air lines resulted

in some nifty window-displaying of model airplanes

in their Vine Street windows . . . JOE (sucker for a

circus) CONWAY in his glory with the biggest

show on earth in town for the week . . . BEN
STERN now manager of National-Kline's lobby dis-

play department . . . JAY KANTOR now salesman

for Theatre Premium Sales . . . M. COPPLEMAN is

new office manager at Universal . . . FRANCES
( National-Penn Print) HOLSTEIN getting wed June

7th. She went down to City Hall for her license

Tuesday . . . Motion Picture Theatre Managers As-

sociation adjourned until September . . . Happy

birthday to JACK BLUMBERG, whose natal day-

is June 1st . . . CHARLIE COX doing a good job

at the Bell . . . BILL GOLDMAN moved from

WCAU Building to 15 18 Walnut Street . . . GEO.
DEBERS, formerly with Joe Plunkett of RKO in N.

Y., is the new manager of the Anthony Wayne . . .

The Upsal is going to get a thorough overhauling

... The BEN AMSTERDAM-MANNY (Pep Boy)

ROSENFELD Variety Club luncheon last Wed. was

a huge success ... JIM CLARK and EARLE
SWEIGART are at work already on the Showmen's

Variety Jubilee, set for Atlantic City in Sept. . . .

Fox Exchange sales staff leaves Thurs. for the con-

vention in Chicago . . . HARRY WARNER and

JOE BERNHART, Warner biggies, in town today.

Republic Signs Bartlett

Hollywood. — Michael Bartlett, singer

who appeared in several Columbia musical

successes, has been signed by Republic to

appear opposite Marion Talley, opera star,

in "Follow Your Heart."

Victor Schertziner, director of the Grace

Moore films, will provide the musical score

and Larry Ceballos will stage the dance

numbers. The picture marks Miss Talley's

screen debut.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCuat 4181 RACE 4600

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1G53.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

s
A
jT

E

KRVINC; theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

RISKING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FKICIENTLY operating the lamest
film delivery service in the
world.

lAKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

Y[ELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1 228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Pliila.



YJL OUR paper is a revelation,''

says the latest letter

received on Monday from

an unsigned reader in

Connecticut. Which is

what we've been told

many times before.

if you aren't — you ought to

be a subscriber...

13 23 VINE STREET

9nc(epettdent EXHIBITORS

FILM BULLETIN PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER BLANK

ONE YEAR ... 52 ISSUES . . . $2.00
CANADA $3.00

EUROPE $5.00

Note: Subscription at the rate of $2.00 will be accepted for one year only.

NAME POSITION

THEATRE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

The Independent

theatre owners'

trade paper
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It has something

IMPORTANT
to say on all

important

issues!
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Vital Issues Face

Allied Convention

FOX ANNOUNCES 65 NEW FEATURES

REPUBLIC SALES CONVENTION TO SET 52

PAR.-RKO MERGER REPORTS DENIED

DUALS ISSUE TO BE DECIDED IN FALL

Reviews in This Issue:

EARLY TO BED • THE LONELY TRAIL • SHE-DEVIL ISLAND

THE LAST OUTLAW • THE DRAG NET • SONG OF THE TRAIL

THE LAW IN HER HANDS

'Sleeper' Campaign on 'NOBODY'S FOOL'

By Wolfe-Smith

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS by Harry N. Blair
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent
theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

"NOBODY'S FOOL" . . . Universal ... 63 Minutes
Edward Everett Horton . . . Glenda Farrell . . .

Cesar Romero . . . Warren Hymer

Some time back, at the inception of this

department, we decided that we were going

to "go after" those features which the aver-

age exhibitor would overlook as just another

picture, to help him grab off those extra

bucks which many times means the differ-

ence between profit and loss to him at the

end of the week.

We usually started off with a "lead" that

was intended to excite you to go into the

article with a firm conviction that you were

going to put on a campaign as we suggested.

In "NOBODY'S FOOL," we're going to

skip all the horsh and get right into the

meaty business at hand.

What yon know is that "NOBODY'S
IOOI." hasn't been 24-sheeted across the

country as another supcr-supcr-SUPER-

Sl'ICIAL that's been moved into the upper

brackets of your contract.

What you don't know is that you've got

a swell comedy, slap bang full of laughs,

speed, action, and romance, as the result of

the joint efforts of a fistful of performers

who're tops in their field.

In as few words as possible here are a few

situations in the story . . . HORTON is a

small town sap who noses into the big town
and gets accidentally mixed up into a gang

of real estate racketeers. The gang is headed

by CESAR ROMERO of "Show Them No
Mercy" fame . . . The chief's ace trigger

man is none other than dopey WARREN
HYMER . . . The gun-gal who goes for

Horton is GLENDA FARRELL.

The thing has zip and laughs, and will do

business if you dig out a few more of the

old well-known chestnuts, and don't de-

pend alone on the opening of your doors

and box-office to get you off the nut. It

calls for screwy exploitation, so don't hesi-

tate to pull any of the "crazy" stunts we
suggest or you know.

AWAY FROM THE THEATRE
I [ere are a few general ideas that you can

elaborate on or play down according to your

own situation. Don't miss on using some or

all of these or other ideas that you may
have.

TOY BALLOONS . . . Pick out the tall-

est building in town and at the busiest time

of the day set them loose . . . Have a string

and weight attached to the nipple of the

balloon so they'll waft to the street. An-

nounce that so many passes will be attached

to the balloons. Of course, have the pass

in the form of a herald on the pix.

Copy . . . "A screwy sap gets ganged up

on by gunmen and a moll in 'NOBODY'S
FOOL' "... Cast and playdates, etc.

STREET MEASURER . . . Dress up a

stooge in ear muffs, muffler, fur cap, gloves,

and a heavy jacket . . . Have him wear rid-

ing boots or some sort of heavy-weather

footwear . . . BUT NO PANTS . . . Have

him go to the centre of your town or far

enough away from the theatre with a YARD
STICK AND START MEASURING THE
DISTANCE TO THE THEATRE.

Copy . . . "You may think I'm whacky,

but I'm 'NOBODY'S FOOL' . . . This is

the shortest distance to the STRAND
THEATRE for plenty of laughs" . . . Cast

playdates, etc.

SKATERS . . . Dress up as many stooges

as you can in waiters' or waitress' outfits,

each carrying a tray on which are glued a

bottle and a cup and saucer . . . Have them

skate all around the town ... If you use

girls, have them in short skirts.

Copy . . . "This whacky waiter waited

on the wrong mug and is taking the short-

est way out . . . 'NOBODY'S FOOL' with

etc etc. . . . STRAND . .
."

JACK-ASS STUNT . . . Before we go

into this one we want you to reflect on its

possibilities and the force with which it sells

tlx comedy angle ... If you've any guts at

all, and you should have if you belong in

this business, you'll use it . . . Not only on

this pix but any number of others that'll

come along.

Get a light wagon, a mule or jack-ass,

and four stooges . . . Put the jack-ass IN

the wagon, and hitch the stooges to the

shafts . . . The stooges should pull the

(Continued on page 16)
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The New Boards of Arbitration

Hardly anyone who observes movements in the film industry

has doubted that the original and principal motive for the so-

called "Fair Trade Practice" conferences between the distribu-

tors and the producer-controlled M.P.T.O.A. is the ultimate

establishment of boards of arbitration to keep the industry's

troubles within the industry and Government regulation on the

outside. The widely heralded "concessions" which the M.P.T.O.A.

leaders told theatre owners they expected to get for them were

really nothing more than the coated candy stick held out to make

the swallowing of the arbitration boards more palatable.

Unless an organized, concerted movement is started by inde-

pendent exhibitors against the setting up of these industry courts,

there is no question that they will be established by Fall. It is not

unlikely that Allied, justly distrustful of any idea that is born in

conferences between distributors and a group of men represent-

ing an organization that is controlled by distributors, will oppose

the idea and urge its members to ignore the bodies.

However, that the industry is troubled by diverse difficult

problems, both between exhibitors and producers and exhibitors

and exhibitors, cannot be denied. Now, can any friend of the

industry argue against the proposition that regulation within the

industry is far more desirous than control by some arm of the

Federal Government, PROVIDING that such intra-industry

regulation is absolutely impartial and protects the interests of the

smallest theatre owner as fully as those of the five theatre-operat-

ing producers?

Courts of arbitration for voluntary settlement of industry

disputes may serve a most useful purpose. BUT—and this is a big

"but"—every independent theatre owner must determine that

such boards be so composed that they will have absolutely

EQUAL REPRESENTATION with the total membership of every

other factor in film business, regardless of the manner in which

those other factors are affiliated with, or controlled by, the pro-

ducing-distributing branches of the industry. OTHERWISE,
THEY WILL BECOME INSTRUMENTS OF GRAVE DANGER
TO THE BUSINESS OF EVERY INDEPENDENT!

MO WAX.

THOUGHTS...
It often occurs to us that the major

producers are not displaying business

acumen or political wisdom in their at-

titude toward independent exhibitor

organizations. There is no more certain

way to build up a powerful opposition

party than to give the underdog "out-

siders," who are in the majority, the

battle cry of persecution without repre-

sentation. Yet, the majors proceeded to

conduct conferences on unfair trade

practices with an outfit that has only

a comparative handful of dues-paying

independent members and which is al-

most universally regarded as under

their thumb, while barring from the

meetings representatives of Allied and

other independent groups.

First, everything that comes of those

conferences will be regarded with sus-

picion by most independents; second, by

refusing to favor the M.P.T.O.A. with

substantial concessions, they certainly

did not strengthen their pet exhibitor

body; third, they gave Allied and vari-

ous I.T.O. groups plenty to holler about.

Which isn't exactly an admirable job!

Despite the denials emanating from

official quarters, the merger of Para-

mount and RKO is held to be a cer-

tainty for this Fall by close observers.

Certainly something must be done to

bolster RKO's product, or it will be

able to obtain contracts only from thea-

tres situated in spots so closely competi-

tive that any film is acceptable to fill

out playing time. RKO will eventually

learn that you can't sell a full product

of 40 or 50 features on the strength of

two or three Fred Astaire-Ginger Rog-

ers dance epics.

We extend an orchid to able Red

Kann for his editorial spanking of

vicious, war-mongering William Ran-

dolph Hearst, whose particular brand

of "Americanism" means greedy pro-

tection at any costs of the immense for-

tune he has accumulated from millions

of Americans, even if that means war

and starvation.

Apparently to overcome the adverse

propaganda by peace groups against his

own newsreel, in which the business of

mass-slaughter is invariably pictured as

something lovely to contemplate, Hearst

has recently blasted the other newsreels

on the front pages of his newspapers

as being in secret agreement (Booh!)

with Soviet Russia not to display any-

thing derogatory to that nation.

Thanks, Red, for asking that guy

why he limits his anti-activities to one

country and ignores events in Nazi

Germany and Fascist Italy, where the

sort of "freedom" he approves prevails.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

HALF ANGEL (20th Century-Fox)

"Merry film of mystery . . . Snappy and lively.

Peopled with highly amusing characters . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Unimportant film with a cheap, dull story.

Despite excellent casting it is a depressing and

unconvincing film about murderers and insane

asylums . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Familiar of scene, incident and type . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

TROUBLE FOR TWO (M-G-M)
". . . Uninspired screen version of Robert Louis

Stevenson's famous tale, 'Suicide Club' . . . Moves

slowly and tediously and proves hard going for

cast . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Thoroughly entertaining adventure film,

romantic, suspenseful and capitally played . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Robert Louis Stevenson transferred to the

screen with remarkable fidelity . . . An amiably

exciting romantic melodrama . . . Players are

fine . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

THE KING STEPS OUT (Columbia)

"The lovely and golden-voiced Grace Moore in

a frothy Viennese operetta . . . Story is of little

significance; but its humor is pleasant and its

score includes a charming group of Fritz Kreis-

ler's melodious compositions . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

".
. . Handsome but rather dull musical ro-

mance . . . Charming songs by Fritz Kreisler . . .

Grace Moore definitely ill at ease as an ac-

tress . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"Gay and pretty little romance distinguished by

Kreisler melodies . . . Grace Moore's followers

will share her obvious delight in it . .
."

N. Y. MIRROR.

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, June 1.

With Paramount torn by internal bickerings and
RKO trying hard to effect an organization out of

chaos, added to the fact that it will be a few months
before the new Universal really gets its gait, there

is a better chance for the independent producer

now than at any time in several years.

True, the small fellows are badgered by distribu-

tion worries and lack of finances. Yet, despite all

these handicaps, he can carry through with flying

colors provided he has that all too rare gift of ima-

gination an inventiveness.

It is a sad but true fact that the ability of an independent producer is often

gauged by his ability to beat down players on salary, successfully camouflage

the same old sets and convince the exchanges that his promises will measure

up his actual performance when he knows in his heart he is overstepping his

mark. He depends on flashy titles and has-been names, almost forgetting that

all important element . . . the story.

The way in which stories are dished up by the average indie would make
an amusing story in itself were the situation not so tragic. Instead of coming

first, most often the yarn is given last consideration. Fine for the hack writers

who in the final rush of getting under way in order to meet a deadline can

usually slip over stuff which would never be passed had it received calm con-

sideration.

The major companies are almost as bad, only on a grander scale. They

continue to grind out the same stories, over and over, with different titles, plus

a lot of flap doodle, which, like pink icing, looks good but cannot hide the fact

that the insides are as stale as yesterday's hash.

The biggies have become too expert in the art of making things appear to

be what they ain't. With the talent of the world to choose from, they, too, con-

tinue in the same rut.

M-G-M makes a musical with ten big production numbers and right away
Paramount announces a similar epic with 1 1 bigger and better numbers. It's

a vicious circle and the public pays.

Another evil is that these over pretentious films set up false entertainment

values. Too much . . . much too much, is thrown in to make the picture sure-

fire. The result is a public tired to death of big scenes, overlong production

numbers, bizarre effects. In the end they emerge from the theatre tired out

and secretly feeling that while they may not have been bored, at least it was

so much time wasted.

That is why anyone with half an eye can see a great spot for the indies.

If only they will forget the old girl meets boy formulae and find new story

paths to tread, they will find the public eager and willing to pass up the mil-

lion dollar epics for a chance to sit through something which at least will not

insult its intelligence.

To do this requires courage and imagination. But these have always been

the abiding qualities of the true pioneer. Gird your loins, guys, and put on the

thinking cap. Get wise to yourselves and get your share of the gravy. The

field is wide open!
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Legal and Legislative Issues

To Dominate Allied Convention
TACTICS IN FIGHT TO ELIMINATE

TRADE EVILS WILL BE DISCUSSED
Cleveland , June 2.—As the advance guard of Allied leaders assemble

at the Hollenden Hotel here for the annual Allied convention, reports

are heard that this affair will play a larger part in shaping the course of

the industry than any previous meeting of independent theatremen.

The imposing list of speakers and subjects to be discussed certainly seem

to bear out that prediction.

Chief among the topics slated to receive

the attention of the delegates is the pro-

cedure to be followed by the national or-

ganization in its fight to eradicate by new

legislation or existing law those trade prac-

tices which it regards as unfair to indepen-

dent theatre owners. In this category falls

compulsory block booking, preferred play-

ing time, affiliated theatre aggression and

other lesser evils that place the independents

in conflict with the major producer-dis-

tributors.

TO ADOPT PLAN . . .

It is generally believed that at this con-

vention Allied will decide on its future

method of attack in overcoming unfair trade

policies. To aid them by practical advice, if

it can be elicited from them, Allied has in-

vited several representatives of the Federal

Government to address the meeting. Russell

Hardy, head of government counsel in the

St. Louis case; Daniel Bertrand, author of

the NRA report advising Federal regulation

of the industry; Paul Williams, of the De-

partment of Justice, and even J. Edgar

Hoover, head of the celebrated "G-men,"

will speak.

In addition a "surprise" speaker, reputedly

high in government circles, will address the

convention on the subject: "Is Government

Control the Only Way to Stop Unfair Pro-

ducer Aggression?"

RODGERS WITHDRAWS . . .

The scheduled talk by William F. Rodg-

ers, newly appointed general sales manager

of M-G-M, was cancelled because Mr. Rodg-

ers found it impossible to arrange his work

to attend.

However, speakers for film interests will

include George W. Weeks of G-B and Ed-

ward Golden of Chesterfield-Invincible, who
will present the producers' side of selling.

The affair officially gets under way to-

morrow (Wed.) afternoon, but delegates are

already pouring into the headquarters today.

By all odds this appears certain to be the

greatest convention turnout since the days

when the M.P.T.O.A. was the real indepen-

dent exhibitors' organization and theatre

REPUBLIC SALES
MEET THIS WEEK;
SET 4 COLOR FILMS

TO ANNOUNCE 52 . . .

Republic's second annual sales convention

gets under way in Chicago Thursday and

continues through Friday and Saturday.

Home office executives and salesmen from

all branches left for the Windy City Tues-

day afternoon.

L. E. Kalker, the company's representa-

tive in the British Isles, arrived last week

and spent several days in New York in con-

ference with officials, leaving on the East-

ern special train Tuesday.

Republic will announce four all-color out-

door spectacles on a program of 5 2 fea-

tures and westerns. The program will be

grouped in seven classifications.

8 STORIES . . .

Eight stories have already been definitely

announced and it is anticipated that the en-

tire season's lineup will be made known to

the sales force at the Chicago confab.

The eight are: "Two Years Before the

Mast" and "The President's Mystery," which

will be specials. Other stories are "Army
Girl," "Portia on Trial," "Happy Go
Lucky," "Follow Your Heart," the Marion

Talley starring musical, "Join the Marines"

and "Heart in Bondage." The last named
has already been completed and will be the

first release on the new season's schedule.

Eight Gene Autry westerns, two of which

will be specials, and four serials will top the

action end of the program.

owners looked upon the annual confabs as a

high point in their year's activities. Allied

apparently is reviving that spirit to a large

extent and the 1936 confab may be the

point from which the organization will go
on more rapidly to a dominating place in

the industry.

DENIES RKO-PAR
MERGER REPORTS

'SILLY' . . .

According to a story printed in a New
York daily last week, Leo Spitz, vice-presi-

dent of RKO, termed "absolutely silly" re-

ports that plans were under way to cul-

minate the oft-rumored consolidation of

Paramount and RKO.
Despatches to FILM BULLETIN from

the coast recently have asserted that such

plans are definitely afoot and will be realized

in the early Fall.

Kennedy arrived in New York Thursday

night and refused to comment on the con-

tents of his report on Paramount's opera-

tion. He stated that he will make it known
"within two weeks."

The general opinion among those who
profess to be on "the inside" is that the re-

port will charge the Otterson executive

group with incompetence and wasteful

operation.

SCORE CHARGES
TO BE DROPPED

OR MODIFIED? . . .

Most of the major film distributors have

decided that the score charge is more of a

nuisance than it is worth and will proffer

its elimination as a token of conciliation to

exhibitor complaints, industry observers an-

ticipate. The concession is being credited to

the M.P.T.O.A. trade practice conferences,

but it is generally regarded as the natural

outcome of several years' agitation by inde-

pendent forces against the unwarranted
charge.

Reports from distributor headquarters in-

dicate that the elimination process may take

another season, some modification being of-

fered this season as a "stepping stone" to

eventual discontinuance.

Warners' Profit Up
A net profit of $1,976,245 is reported by

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., for the 29

weeks period ending Feb. 29, 193 6, after all

deductions, including Federal income tax.

had been made. This startling figure com-
pares with a deficit of $133,515 for the same

period last year.
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DUALS SHOWDOWN 20TH-FOX ANNOUNCES 65 FEATURES,
DEFINITE IN FALL 4 ROGERS REISSUES, NEXT SEASON

PHILLY CASE . . .

The recurring problem of whether exhibi-

tors have the right to double feature the pic-

tures they buy, or the producers have the

right to compel single featuring of their

products, is slated to reach a final decision

early next fall.

The Phila. (Perelman) dual bill litigation,

on which reargument was postponed last

week until the Oct. Term of the Circuit

Court of Appeals, is generally regarded as

the crucial case that will force a showdown

on the issue. In that action, the major dis-

tributors were ordered by U. S. District

Court to discontinue the use of the contract

clause barring duals. Appeal to the Circuit

Court has delayed the ultimate U. S. Su-

preme Court decision until Fall.

CONFLICTING VIEWS . . .

The dual bill problem has become increas-

ingly complicated as exhibitors and pro-

ducers both seek to protect their interests

and find themselves in violent conflict.

The majority of independent theatre own-

ers in single bill territories do not desire

to have double featuring become the regu-

lar practice. However, they find themselves

being forced into the practice by the type

of product being turned out in bulk by the

major studios. Many of the films are defi-

nitely produced to accommodate dual bdl

houses and theatres in single feature loca-

tions cannot realize a profit on them when

shown alone.

The producers, on the other hand, are be-

set by the realization that a large section of

the country is committed to twin bills and

they must deliver film in quantity to thea-

tres in these locations. During the past

season the opinion that longer features will

force fewer dual bills gained some credence

in producer circles, but it is hardly likely

that more than two or three dozen pictures

of the two or more hours length can be pro-

duced by all the studios combined. What of

the other 300 features?

SOLUTION ? . . .

In the industry are two schools of thought

on the subject. One propounds the belief

that the public will finally decide the issue

by either patronizing or shunning double

feature shows. The other school argues that

the future of the industry is endangered by

the practice and that there may be no re-

covery from the flood of low quality dual

bill product now glutting the market and

being fed to the public in overdoses. They

suggest regulation within the industry, by

agreement between producers and exhibitors

to limit dualling to films that warrant show-

ing them as two-for-onc admission bargains.

TOTAL 69 . . .

A total of 69 features, 65 new ones and

four Will Rogers' reissues, was announced

for the 193 6-3 7 season by 2 0th Century-

Fox at the annual sales convention held in

Chicago last weekend.

Fifty-four of the films will be produced

at the company's own studio, the remainder

independently and in British studios. Sol

Lesser will make six and five will come from

abroad.

Less than half of the total number of re-

leases are designated by something more

tangible than titles. Outstanding among
the films listed by stars, stories or both are

"Ramona," the company's first Technicolor

venture; "The Road to Glory," with War-
ner Baxter and Fredric March; 4 Shirley

Temple vehicles; 4 Jane Withers vehicles,

and two Irving Berlin musicals.

FULL LIST . . .

Following is the complete list of produc-

tions designated by stars and stories as issued

by John D. Clark, general sales manager:

"Ramona," in Technicolor, with Loretta Young
and Don Ameche; directed by Henry King.

4 Shirley Temple pictures 2 titles listed: "The
Bowery Princess," and "The Stowaway."

4 Jane Withers pictures; 1 title listed: "Pepper;"

one other to be a musical.

2 Irving Berlin musicals; 1 title listed: "On the

Avenue."

3 Charlie Chan stories; 3 titles listed: "With the

Fleet," "At the Race Track" and "Murder at

the Opera."

Johnston Moves to

New Republic Offices

Growth of the company has necessitated

Republic home office taking additional space

in 1776 Broadway, where W. Ray Johnston,

president, will direct the business manage-

ment, production contact and financial ar-

rangements. The domestic sales, publicity

and contract departments remain in the

R.K.O. Building, Radio City.

The story department, headed by Lou

Lifton, is also being enlarged and an effort

will be made to develope new players and

writers for the studio.

There is no doubt that the industry, as a

whole, will be forced to face this vexing

problem seriously within the next six

months.

3 Jones Family stories; 1 title listed: "See Amer-
ica First."

"Road to Glory," starring Fredric March and

Warner Baxter; directed by Howard Hawks.

"Sing, Baby, Sing," musical comedy, with

Adolphe Menjou, Alice Faye, Ted Healy.

1 Dionne Quintuplets feature.

"Girls' Dormitory," with Simone Simon, French

actress.

"To Mary—With Love," starring Warner Baxter

and Myrna Loy; directed by John Cromwell.

"Love Flight," starring Lawrence Tibbett.

"King of the Khyber Rifles," starring Victor

McLaglen.

"Singapore," starring McLaglen.

"Lloyds of London," with Don Ameche.

Re-make of "The Mark of Zorro;" no cast

named.

"The Holy Lie," with Jane Darwell and Claire

Trevor.

"Ladies in Love," with Janet Gaynor.

"Thank You, Jeeves," P. G. Wodehouse story,

with Arthur Treacher.

"Peach Edition," with Sonja Henie, ice-skating

champion.

Re-make of "Seventh Heaven."

In the five British-made features will be one

starring Elizabeth Bergner.

100 SHORTS . . .

A total of 100 short subjects, 88 of them

to be produced by Educational, will be dis-

tributed by 20th Century-Fox, in addition

to 104 issues of Movietone News. There

will be six "Adventures of a Newsreel

Cameraman" and six "Along the Road to

Romance." The Educational groups will

consist of 42 two-reelers and 46 one-reelers.

August is

"Support

the

Independents

Month"

Book as many independent pictures as

possible to encourage the production

of more good films.
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AILILIIED'S IPAST ICIECCKID
By Abram F. Myers

General Counsel and Chairman of the Board of Allied

Allied was organized in protest against

producer domination of the M. P. T. O. A.,

and this circumstance explains Allied's un-

deviating devotion to the interests of the

independent exhibitors.

The organizers had the vision to so vest

control of policy during the first three years

that subversive interests could gain no foot-

hold in Allied's affairs, and when in 1932

the control was turned back to the mem-

bers this policy was so firmly established

that the forces of hell could not prevail

against it.

The fi st problem tackled by Allied was

that of securing "interchangeability" in the

use of the various brands of sound film on

the different types of reproducing equip-

ment. This accomplished, Allied turned its

attention to the high cost of sound pic-

tures and equipment and negotiated the

R-K-O and Tiffany franchises which re-

sulted in lower price levels in territories

where exhibitors made proper use of the op-

portunity afforded them.

At the same time Allied induced RCA
Photophone to produce a standard equip-

ment for less than $300.00 which would

be available to small theatre owners. Com-
petition compelled ERPI to build a low

price equipment also and thus Allied's vision

and initiative made it possible for thousands

of small theatres to remain in business.

Allied leaders being willing to assume per-

sonal risks in the cause to which the or-

ganization was dedicated testified for the

Government in the Paramount and First

National cases, and by continually pressing

for action paved the way for the decisions

outlawing compulsory arbitration and the

blacklisting credit bureaus.

In industry conferences Allied has always

insisted on real relief, not gestures, and has

several times wrung important concessions

from the sales managers only to have the

agreements arrived at repudiated by the

overlords of the industry advised and guided

by the Haysites.

Much of the protection which Allied has

afforded the independent exhibitors cannot

be counted in terms of affirmative action.

By unremitting resistance to the encroach-

ments, Allied has greatly neutralized the

combined forces and power of the producers.

This was especially true under the Code

when the Big Eight possessed powers of life

and death over the independents which they

dared not exercise.

Last winter Allied leaders battled openly

and boldly for the Neely-Pettengill Bill,

suffering abuse and slander at the hands of

the Haysites while many rabbit-hearted ex-

hibitors whose interests were at stake re-

mained at home. Both the Senate and House

subcommittees have reported the measure

favorably—which leaves unbroken Allied's

record of never having lost an argument on

the merits of the independents' cause.

Allied now is actively engaged in a proj-

ect to build on the foundation of two ex-

isting minor companies a new major produc-

ing and distributing organizations in which

the exhibitors will have a stake as an offen-

sive and defensive competitive weapon.

A new program of intense activity in-

volving the creation of competition as well

as a new legislative program and plans for

litigation will be fashioned at the Cleveland

Convention.

llbvuJi ft

FEATURES which make this NEW
REGISTER superior to any previous mode

See the fascinating GENERAL
REG ISTER exhibit of new
ticket issuing machines in our
booth at the Hollenden Hotel,

during Allied Convention.

GCtiCRAt RCGfSFCR CORPORATION
M*0 BROADWAY HCWY6RK, N.V.

ic Individual unit construction

if Velvet touch keyboard

ir Silent operation

if Visable counters

it Modern consol cabinet

if Complete flexibility in size

if Guaranteed mechanical
performance

if Removable motor

if Safety lock (Register operates
only when loaded with
tickets)
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ORGANIZATION » AN ID HOW!
By Wolfe-Smith

For a long time I've been suspicious

—

hell, I've known—that this theatre business

is pretty screwy. When I speak of theatre

business in this sense, I'm referring to the

financial and organization ends and not to

ways of selling pictures to the public.

There's close to as much invested in movie

houses as in any other business in this coun-

try and it's just about as poorly organized

a racket as you or I or anyone else has come

across in all our days.

To hear theatremen moan about their

troubles with competitors and film com-

panies is little short of heart-breaking and

many's the tear I've had shed on my shoul-

der as I sobbed in sympathy in the dusty

offices of so-called "showmen." Way back

in my noodle has always been the questions:

"Why should there be so much strife in this

industry?" "Why isn't something done

about it?"

Occasionally, and somewhat timidly, we

began to ask these questions and in this way

we learned some amazing things about ex-

hibitors. It seems that most of them regard

all other exhibitors as pigs, shysters, knaves

and many unprintable variety of low human

creatures.

"You can't trust any of 'em," one theatre

owner says to me, and ten minutes later

that same guy's competitor tells me what

an untrustworthy rat the first one is. That's

the way it always seems to be and it set

me wondering as to why it should be and if

something couldn't be done to make the

business a bit more legitimate and respect-

able.

And it was with so much deep thought

and a little despair on my shoulders that I

gratefully accepted an invitation to attend

a cocktail party given by one Pete E. Siskind,

President of the American Spirits Company,

with palatial offices and reception rooms in

the Rockefeller Center in New York.

"Pete," I mellowly confided, "this is a

helluva business I'm in. Exhibitors are the

screwiest bunch of business men you've ever

come across. They chisel and cry the blues

about what the film men do to 'em, but

try to get 'em to do something legitimate

to protect themselves and you find yourself

with an almost impossible job on your

hands."

The Carioca is working like hell by this

time and I unburdened my grief on Pete's

dapper and smart little shoulder.

Peter Siskind is a peculiar little guy, about

five foot seven, 13 5 pounds, a pair of eyes

that tell you all too eloquently that he does

not take any wind, who calls a spade a

shovel, is as smart as a whip and who
doesn't waste words.

"Looka kid, I've recognizedly been in this

business since repeal, and from way back in

the old days, even before repeal, the guys

who came out on top were those who recog-

nized what the boys call organization.

You know we used to be cannibals in this

field, eating our own kind whenever we

clashed. Of course, today this is big busi-

ness and there is very little cannibalism go-

ing on. But nevertheless, the few "irregu-

lars" that one discovers have to be more or

less disciplined, and this is the way we do it.

"Now don't get me wrong or any screwy

ideas in your head, but the strength of any

organization depends on ability to hold the

'weak links' on the chain.

"Not long ago our dealers were cutting

prices and bidding for our stuff to beat all

hell. Naturally, we were still getting our

profit and a little bit more because of the

competitive situations the dealers themselves

set up. On the face of it this looked good

for us, but it was a very unhealthy situa-

tion. The dealers were buying and selling

like hell and not making any money. There

seemed only one thing to do and I did it.

I picked the hard way to do it; I always

pick the hard way to do anything. Most

mugs take the line of least resistance and

find themselves tangled up in one another's

hair and pockets. The hard way around is

usually the shortest in the final analysis.

"A couple other men from our company

and I set out to sell our dealers a bill of

goods for their own good. We were going

to get them in line and make them cut this

business of throat-cutting.

"Our first stop was up in Harlem, where

we quietly outlined our price control plan

and by sheer salesmanship convinced the

proprietor of the store that his price on

Carioca Rum was to be so much and so

much. The one argument we harped on was

the fact that he is eventually going to force

himself out of business, and that will hurt

us. We told him he had made a substantial

investment in that store and stock and he

was little short of a damn fool to jeopardize

it without giving himself a fair chance to

keep it going.

"The payoff was that we asked the guy

to plunk down 200 bucks as a guarantee

that he would stay in line. Hell, we didn't

want the fellow's 200, but it was the only

way to make sure that he understood the

language we were speaking. He would for-

feit that money if he cut prices, and he al-

ways would have that 200 smackers in mind

when the temptation presented itself.

"Well, that first guy liked the idea so

much, he gave us an earful on the stupidity

of merchants who blindly fight their com-

petitors instead of cooperating with them.

That was swell moral support and we made

the rounds of all our dealers in two days.

"That was a year ago. Today, I have re-

turned every dime to those dealers and they

are the most grateful bunch you have ever

seen in your life. They recently tendered me

a testimonial dinner in gratitude for my
saving them from cutting their own throats.

"Organization did it, kid, and it can be

applied to any business. Now, in your line,

the theatre owners may not want any dicta-

tion from the people who sell them films,

but it doesn't have to be worked that way.

Why don't those guys organize themselves

in such a way that it will be an expensive

proposition for a guy to break ranks and

make it tough on the straight members. I

suppose you have local organizations of thea-

tremen; give the leaders of those outfits my
tip that you have to make any group of

business put it on the line, if they're going

to make them stay in line. In your business

or mine, you're bound to have some men

who will play the game as they think

shrewdly by grabbing a little temporary ad-

vantage, while the others are observing the

rules. But, take my word for it, if a man

is going to lose more than, or even nearly

as much as he can gain by pulling a fast

one, he'll pass it by.

"With all the dough invested in the movie

theatres in this country, it's certainly sur-

prising to me that the individuals are not

bound in some financial way to toe the

mark."

Perhaps you, too, are surprised!



y^. Message

From Republic

To The Independent

Theatre Owners Of America!

In the entire, eventful history ol the motion
picture industry, never before has there been a
national film producing-distributing organiza-
tion that so decisively and impressively estab-
lished itself among the leaders in its first year
as has Republic.

As picture after picture, produced with care and
an eye to popular entertainment, was released
by this company, the industry sat up and took
notice that here was an important new factor in
film business.

What it promised — and much more—REPUB-
LIC DELIVERED!

To Independent Exhibitors, especially, Repub-
lic has meant a great deal. There is no more
substantial safeguard for your business than
the maintenance of a large, reliable market of

quality films.

In its first year Republic has taken rank with
the national leaders. It shall go forward as in-

evitably as the sun rises in the East and moves
to the West each day of our lives.

We thank the theatre owners of America for

their encouraging support during 1935-1936
and look forward to making them cheer us in
1936-1937.

Sincerely,

REPUBLIC PICTURES CORP.
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AS I SEE THEM ... REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Hollywood Preview

EARLY TO BED

BOXOFFICE RATING

FARCE COMEDY with mystery angle

. . . One of the best in the Ruggles-

Boland series . . . Plenty of laughs and

the plot is kept moving by the murder

mystery . . . Rates • • • for rurals

and nabes; less for sophisticated and ac-

tion audiences.

Paramount

7 5 Minutes

Charles Ruggles . . . Mary Boland . . .

George Barbier . . . Gail Patrick . . .

Sidney Blackmer . . . Robert McWade . . .

Lucien Littlefield . . . Arthur Hoyt . . .

Helen Flint

Directed by Norman McLeod

Sure fire comedy, plus a mild murder mys-

tery, that will bring in the do re mi in

spots where the Ruggles-Boland brand of

fun clicks. They are ideally cast; she, a

giddy spinster, finally wed after a 20 years

courtship; he, a timid salesman of glass eyes.

There are plenty of comic situations, mostly

brought on by Charlie's "tiger-man" com-

plex, and some of them verging on slapstick.

It is all good, clean fun, however, that will

appeal strongest to small town audiences and

naborhoods where comedy sells. Murder

element is introduced cleverly and keeps the

action moving without slowing up the fun.

George Barbier gives the principals excellent

support as a peevish customer. Balance of

the cast first rate. Smart, fast direction aids.

This should do better in action spots than

others of this team's series, due to the mur-

der angle.

PLOT:

After 20 years' delay, Charlie and Mary are mar-

ried. He decides to combine business with pleasure

on their honeymoon and chooses a sanitarium, where

he hopes to land a big order from Barbier. His pro-

pensity for sleep-walking causes him to be suspected

of murdering a fellow lodger. His bride's blunder-

ing efforts to clear him only make matters worse

and things look bad for Charlie until he, by a fluke,

captures the real culprit. He wins the coveted order

for glass eyes.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as the best of the Ruggles-Boland series.

Secure editorial comment or conduct contest on the

topic: "Is it possible to commit a crime while asleep?"

Action spots should sell the murder-mystery angle, of

course. Tie-up with local furniture house on title.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

Hollywood Preview

LAST OUTLAW, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMATIC WESTERN ... set in

western locale, but really human inter-

est drama with homespun characters

. . . Should not be classed as typical

western . . . Rates • • • — for rural

and action spots.

RKO

68 Minutes

Harry Carey . . . Hoot Gibson . . .

Tom Tyler . . . Margaret Callahan . . .

Henry B. Walthall . . . Russell Hopton . . .

Ray Mayer

Directed by Christy Cabanne

Title and cast both outwardly stamp this

as another horse opera, but it is principally

a human interest drama. The riding and

fighting are there, but subordinated to a

tale about a paroled bad man who returns

to his home town to go straight and pro-

tect his now grown-up daughter. Harry

Carey proves he is still a first rate trouper

in the top role. Old Henry B. Walthall

shines, too, as the sheriff who sent Carey to

prison years before and is now befriended by

him. Tom Tyler is seen in the strange role

of one of the gangsters and he risks audi-

ence sympathy by playing the part for all

it's worth. The romance between Hoot Gib-

son and Margaret Callahan is off key

throughout. It was bad casting to give

Hoot a romantic role. A liberal sprinkling

of comedy and several cowboy ditties, ren-

dered in tongue-in-cheek manner by Fred

Scott, provide pleasant relief. Despite its

aim to be suitable fare for general audiences,

"Last Outlaw" will have little chance out-

side the action houses, where it should do

above average.

PLOT:

Carey, a pardoned bank robber, returns to his

home town after 20 years. He protects his grown-

up daughter without revealing his identity to her.

He also aids the sheriff, who originally sent him to

jail, in running down a gang of bank bandits,

against whom the sheriff has been helpless. Carey's

kindness wins the girl's heart and when she learns

who he really is she is proud to claim him as her

father.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as more than a western—5(7/ the story.

You have three important western names to plug and

a worthwhile supporting cast, die Carey plenty

of space; his performance merits it.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

LONELY TRAIL, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

WESTERN . . . Historical horse opry

. . . Story is different and evolved more

plausibly than usual in such films . . .

Up to Wayne standard for action, rid-

ing, etc. . . . Rates • * + for action

spots.

Republic

5 8 Minutes

John Wayne . . . Ann Rutherford . . .

Cy Kendall . . . Jim Toney . . .

Denny Meadows

Directed by Joseph Kane

This horse opera has a claim to distinc-

tion in that its story is off the beaten track.

Dealing with the South in the reconstruc-

tion days following the Civil War, the plot

is more substantial than that usually en-

dowed to westerns and it is plausibly

evolved. The riding and fighting are up to

the Wayne standard, which means that "The

Lonely Trail" will satisfy action fans. Sev-
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HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
BY WIRE

From HARRY BLAIR

WARNERS WHITE ANGEL DISAPPOINTING
WITH KAY FRANCIS WOEFULLY MIS-
CAST AS FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE STOP
SHIRLEY TEMPLE IN POOR LITTLE RICH
GIRL BY ALL ODDS ONE OF HER BEST
SHIRLEY SHARES HONORS WITH FAYE
IN PUTTING OVER FIVE HIT TUNES STOP
FULL REVIEWS FOLLOW

eral of Wayne's more than miraculous es-

capes when pitifully outnumbered demand

a certain degree of credulity on the part of

the spectator, but those who regard Wayne

as their Gable will probably cheer him on.

PLOT:

Reconstruction after the Civil War finds the South

in the grip of racketeering Northern "carpet bag-

gers," exemplified by Cy Kendall, adjutant-general

of a large Texas military district. With military

force he is grabbing votes and heavy taxes. Wayne,

native Texan who fought with the North, returns

with his pal, Toney, to find that his old neighbors

and Ann, his former fiancee, arc his enemies. To get

the goods on Kendall, Wayne and Toney join his

troops. They are later trapped and imprisoned. Ann

and her brothers, Meadows, organize a rescue party,

which arrives just in time to save the heroes and

wipe out Kendall and his murderous troops.

AD TIPS: Sell this as a "different" action story

based on fact.

NONNIE.

DRAG-NET, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Crooked poli-

ticians in league with underworld . . .

Handled lightly . . . Several murders; a

lively fist fight, and frame-ups ... La

Rocque good . . . Rates ••on its own,

but can do better with selling in nabes

and action spots.

Bnrroughs-Tarzan

67 Minutes

Rod La Rocque . . . Marion Nixon . . .

Betty Compson . . . Jack Adair . . .

Edward Keane

Directed by Vin Moore

There's plenty of exploitation sock in this

Willard Mack yarn about a playboy D.A.,

who has a tough case of murder and poli-

tician-gangster expose tossed into his lap.

The producers of "Drag-Net," in an effort

to keep it out of the straight mcller class,

leavened the action with some light dia-

logue. The result is a less dynamic, less ex-

citing action film, but, perhaps, a more gen-

erally appealing one. Rod La Rocque is prin-

cipally responsible for the lighter quality.

He is not usual grim visaged young district

attorney, but rather waltzes through the

role good-naturedly. Marian Nixon, his

newspaper reporter girl-friend, is quite col-

orless. Outstanding in the cast is Jack

Adair, one of the underworld characters,

whose massive, forceful face reminds one of

Edward G. Robinson. Unless we're wrong

again, this chap will be seen in some impor-

tant roles in the near future. The direction

is slipshod, a number of technical faults be-

ing apparent to the critical eye. They will

get by the public, but shouldn't be there.

"Drag-Net" rates average business in nabor-

hood, rural and action houses. It can be

sold for better grosses. Dualled best with

heavy drama or light comedy.

PLOT:

La Rocque's father, prominent lawyer, hopes to

cure his playboy son by getting him a job as assist-

ant d. a. To celebrate his new appointment, La

Rocque takes his sweetheart, Marian, a newspaper re-

porter, out to a notorious cabaret operated by Adair.

When Marian opens a phone booth to make a call,

Betty Compson's body falls at her feet. La Rocque

is assigned to the case. He discovers that there is a

"leak" from the d. a.'s office to the gangsters and

traps Keane, the guilty man. The latter is ordered

by his bosses to make an appointment with La Rocque

in a hotel room, and when the attorney arrives there,

he finds Keane's dead body and incriminating evi-

dence planted against him. The police arrive and La

Rocque, realizing he has been framed, makes a get-

away. He forces a confession from Adair and the

leader of the gang, just as the police arrive at the

cabaret. La Rocque regains his partnership in his

dad's law firm and marries Marian.

AD TIPS:

See Wolfe-Smith's "Sleeper" campagin in last

week's issue of FILM BULLETIN. It mil get you

plenty of extra dough on this show.

NONNIE.

UNBIASED

BOX-OFFICE REVIEWS

From

HOLLYWOOD AND NEW YORK

ARE FOUND EVERY WEEK IN

FILM BULLETIN

SONG OF THE TRAIL

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN . . . Routine stuff that will

please action fans . . . Above average

cast . . . Rates • • where westerns go.

Ambassador
6 5 Minutes

Kermit Maynard . . . Evelyn Brent . . .

Fuzzy Knight . . . Wheeler Oakman . . .

George Hayes . . . Antoinette Lees

Directed by Russell Hopton

Based on James Oliver Curwood's story

"Playing With Fire," this western emerges

as average fare for action houses. The plot

gets going rather slowly, due to the inser-

tion of a lot of stock rodeo shots, but once

under way there is plenty of action. Pro-

duction values are better than the usual run.

A cast including Kermit Maynard, Evelyn

Brent and Fuzzy Knight is worthy of par-

ticular mention in a horse opera. Maynard
rides and fights with proper abandon. Brent

stands out in a comparatively small part as

the villain's dance hall gal. Knight yodels

a song in his inimitable manner. The rest

is all ride 'em, shoot 'em, steal from 'em and
double cross 'em. It's all done intelligently,

as westerns go.

PLOT:

Maynard and side-kick Knight arrive for the rodeo

and meet old friends, Hayes and his daughter An-
toinette. During the rodeo, Hayes gets involved in

crooked card game with Oakman and his henchmen
and loses the claim to his mine. Later, he rifles

Oakman's safe and retrieves it. Oakman kills two
of his own men and diverts suspicion to Hayes.
Brent, Oakman's gal, fruitlessly tries her wiles on
Maynard when he comes looking for Oakman. From
then on, it's a case of mob chase mob until the

murders and the mystery are solved.

AD TIPS:

Sell Cuniood story and the cast.

NONNIE.

SHE-DEVIL ISLAND

BOXOFFICE RATING
LEGENDARY DRAMA with songs

and dances . . . Mexican made, with

English dialogue, this is a surprise . . .

Has good story, plenty of sex, songs,

rhumbas and beautiful photography

... If handled properly, should prove

a cleanup on its art plus sex angle . . .

Rating depends entirely on exploitation

given it.

Chas. Kimball-Grand National

All Mexican Cast

64 Minutes

Made in Mexico with an all native, but

English-speaking cast, this shapes up as one

of the season's most surprising novelties. It

(Continued on page 12)
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is exceptionally good in all departments,

with special emphasis on beautiful and sex-

ful women. In a rhumba number they go

to town and darn near burn up the cellu-

loid. In love scenes, the two leading ladies

put more pash behind a kiss and a pair of

flashing eyes than any dozen well-known

Hollywood ladies can muster in a flock of

bedroom dramas. The story is mainly

legend, the story of an island inhabited by

an Amazon tribe, where a youth goes to

forget the sweetheart he thought unfaith-

ful. It is told dramatically, studded with

some handsome photography. Native sing-

ing, both in chorus and by the male lead, is

excellent. The girls who compose the Ama-

zon tribe are lookers, too. It sums up as a

swell piece of merchandise for anyone who

knows what to do with it!

PLOT:

There is rivalry in a fishing village between two

girls over one man. Under the misapprehension that

the girl he likes best is unfaithful, he sails away to

a distant port, intending to sell his boat and remain

there. Meanwhile, the girl, resenting the jibing of

the other girls in the village, is seriously injured in

a scuffle with them. The boy meets an old friend

and is told the legend of "She-Devil Island," rich

with pearls and inhabited only by a tribe of Ama-

zons. Their plan to go to the island is overheard by

a band of adventurers and a race is made for the

place. The boy's band are captured by the women,

but the adventurers capture the Amazons and begin

a drunken carousal with their captives. The boy's

friend has followed him, however, and arrives in time

to release him and his party. The adventurers are

vanquished. He is told of his sweetheart's illness and

returns to the fishing village. She dies in his arms

and he returns to join his friends on the island.

AD TIPS:

This can be exploited to the skies—and should!

Sell it as something entirely "new, different and sen-

sational." If you've played pictures like "Last of the

Pagans," "Eskimo," etc., you might follow similar

campaigns. This has much more sexiness, songs and

dancing. The girls are beauties and stills of them

should be plastered all over your lobby.

nonnil.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Au'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCoit 4181 RACE 4C04

LAW IN HER HANDS, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA ... An overdose

of courtroom sequences depicting legal-

istic battles between a d. a. and his law-

yer sweetheart . . . Lively and funny in

spots; dull and melodramatic in others

. . . Fair cast may get it by for O O —

.

First National

5 7 Minutes

Margaret Lindsay

Warren Hull . .

Eddie Acuff

Directed by William Clemens

. . Glenda Farrell .

Lyle Talbot . . .

Starting out with the main idea that it is

possible for shrewd attorneys to twist John

Law into all manner of knots, the authors

of this breezy Warner film apparently went

screwy poring over law books for classic ex-

amples to incorporate in the yarn and let the

idea bog down. In parts, "The Law in Her

Hands" is bright, snappy film fare; in oth-

ers it is illogical and rather dull stuff. It

should get by with less discriminating audi-

ences. 57 minutes running time virtually

necessitates dualling it, and a heavy drama

will suit best as its mate. Margaret Lindsay

does as well as might be expected in the role

of the aggressive lady lawyer, but she failed

to impress this party. Glenda Farrell has an-

other of her wise-cracking roles and clicks.

The rest of the cast is just routine. Direc-

tion uneven and uninspired. Offers good ex-

ploitation possibilities.

PLOT:

Margaret and Glenda become full-fledged lawyers.

Hull, assistant d. a., is in love with Margaret and

urges her to give up the profession. She insists on

giving it a try. After losing her first case through

a trick by her opponent, she takes on Talbot, noto-

rious racketeer, as her client and pulls him out of

many scrapes with the law. Despite Hull's breaking

with her, she continues to defend Talbot's gang until

he is accused of being involved in the sale of poi-

soned milk. She refuses to help him, but is kid-

napped and, on threat of death to her and Hull, goes

into court for him. Using every trick at her com-

mand, she almost clears Talbot, but turns on him

and charges him with guilt. She then asks to be dis-

barred for unethical practices and marries Hull.

AD TIPS:

Action houses should sell it on the angle of a

gangster's female "mouthpiece." Stir up interest with

a poll on the question, "Would you trust your fate

to a woman lawyer?" Where comedy goes, feature

Glenda Farrell.

NONNIL.

Thomas Charters New
Indie Distributing Co.

Harry H. Thomas chartered the Mutual
Motion Picture Distributors, Inc., last week,

through which he will release the group of

independent films he has contracted to

handle next season.

The former head of First Division has

been active in lining up indie exchanges

through which he will effect the release of

his product. He has already closed deals for

the series of 8 to 12 James A. Fitzpatrick

features to be made in England. The first

of this series will be "David Livingston."

Other stories listed in this group are "The
Private Life of William Shakespeare," "Rob-
ert Burns" and "The Bells of St. Mary."
Thomas will also handle a group of 14 pro-

duced by Maurice Conn.

'Love Again' Held at Roxy
"It's Love Again," G-B musical starring

Jessie Matthews, was held for a second week
at the Roxy, where it has proved to be one

of the season's biggest grossers.

The Patented
Typewriter Slide

For Sale by
Your Dealer

Samples Upon Request

RADIO-MAT SLIDE
CO., Inc.—Dept. P.

1819 BROADWAY
New York, N. Y.

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION!

. . . guaranteed by an

established reputation

for QUALITY products

and friendly SERVICE.

WHATEVER YOU NEED

FROM STREET TO SCREEN

You'll find the BEST at . . .

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia



Introducing
THE FIRST 3

1936-37 FEATURES from

an IMPORTANT PRODUCING COMPANY
Burroughs - TARZAN
Pictures, Inc.

A Daring Expose

of Corruption in High Office

THE
DRAG -NET

From WILLARD MACK's thrilling stage play

with

ROD MARION

LA ROCQUE NIXON
BETTY COMPSON • JACK ADAIR

ALL in NATURAL COLOR!

ThePHANTOM of

SANTE FE
Stirring Romantic drama of

Old Mexico in Breath-taking hues

with
NORMAN KERRY

NINA QUARTARO
FRANK MAYO

Truth Is

Stranger

Than Fiction

The film story of a man

who lived on the edge of

life for months, among

wild animals, facing
every imaginable danger.

AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE! The Last Word
in

Sensational

Dramatic

Realism 1
.

The Season's Top
Exploitation

Special!

TUNDRA
with DEL CAMBRE • Photographed by NORMAN DAWN

This expedition was conceived and sponsored by CARL LAEMMLE, Sr.

Distributed in Philadelphia and Washington, D. C. territories by

HOLLYWOOD FILM CORP. OF PENNA.
Main Office: 1220 Vine Street, Philadelphia

JOHN GOLDER, Manager
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IMPORTANT IN THE NEWS

ALLIED DEALERS

ABRAM F. MYERS

On this man's shoulders fall many of the

most trying problems facing Allied. In his

positions as general counsel and chairman

of the board, he plays a large part in shap-

ing the organization's policies and guiding

it through the complex legislative and legal

channels that are so vital to realizing real

accomplishments.

Abram F. Myers had considerable experi-

ence with the motion picture industry prob-

lems long before he took any active part in

the industry itself. As junior attorney, De-

partment of Justice, he participated in anti-

trust litigation against the Motion Picture

Patents Company, which resulted in the dis-

solution of the first movie trust. As a mem-
ber of the Federal Trade Commission, ap-

pointed by President Coolidge, he presided

at the heralded, but fruitless, trade prac-

tice conference of the film industry in 1927.

Thus, when he was approached in 1929,

shortly after his appointment for a seven-

year term to the F. T. C. again, by a group

of exhibitor leaders and asked to assist in

forming a real independent organization,

Mr. Myers knew more than a little of the

industry. He accepted and has served Allied

well from then until today.

He was born in Fairfield, Iowa, on July

27, 1889, attended Georgetown University,

and was admitted to the District of Colum-
bia bar in 1912. In addition to the above-

mentioned governmental posts, he has been

principal attorney in the office of the Solici-

tor General of the U. S. ;
special assistant

(o the Attorney General from 1920 to 1926,

being second in charge of all anti-trust liti-

gation.

This able attorney is of the firm convic-

tion that independent exhibitor rights can
only be established by "vigorous legislative

campaigns and the prosecution of numer-
ous suits until there is a marked change
in the attitude of the Big Fight."

NATHAN YAMINS

The new president of Allied is soft-spoken

in a manner that does not reduce his ef-

fectiveness, but rather makes him seem
more so. Probably more than any other
man in exhibitor ranks, he holds the con-
fidence of the vast body of theatremen.
The details of Mr. Yamins' birth and

early career are shrouded in mystery by his

secretary. She opens his biography in the
days of his service during the World War,
when he joined up and saw duty in France.
He has been an exhibitor since 1917 and en-
tered organization work in 1922, when he
joined the then independent M.P.T.O.A. Un-
til 1929 he remained in that body, resigned
to aid in the formation of Allied, and has
been active in that organization since then.

As president of the Independent Exhibi-
tors of New England for over six years and
by his work in national affairs, Mr. Yamins
won himself an enviable reputation that
brought him the presidency of National
Allied this year. He was the independent
exhibitors' representative on the Code
Authority and his fairness and fearlessness
in that post commanded the respect of even
those men against whom he generally stood
opposed.

U Closes Circuit Deals
Deals for Universal's entire 1936-37 prod-

uct have been signed by Fox West Coast

Theatres and the Frank Durkee circuit in

Baltimore.

'Beneath the Sea' Cast
Ben Lyon, Russell Hardie, Irving Pichel,

Ann Rutherford, Fritz Lieber and Vince

Barnett have been signed by Nat Levine to

appear in Republic's "Beneath the Sea,"

sponge-fishing film.

H. M. RICHEY

In addition to being one of the most hand-
some gentlemen in Allied ranks and left-

handed, H. M. Rickey has the reputation
for being something of an ace organizer
and leader of meandering theatremen. To
his credit stands the Allied Theatres of

Michigan, an excellent example of how an
exhibitors' group should function. "Rich"
holds the post of General Manager.

He confesses to these facts:

Born in, of all places, Angola, Indiana, on
September 20, 1894. Educated in Auburn
public and high schools. He entered the

newspaper field in 1914 and labored on pa-

pers in Auburn, Monroe, Mich., Fostoria,

Ohio, and Garrett, Indiana. He served in

the Air Service during the World War, re-

turned to newspaper work as editor in

Auburn. Civic duty called him and he was
elected City Treasurer of Auburn.

In 1921, Richey assumed his present du-
ties. He lent his services to many impor-
tant committees to correct industry trou-

bles, including the committee that wrote
the NRA code. One of the original or-

ganizers of Allied, he has served as Record-
ing Secretary for four years, Secretary for

one year. He is General Chairman of this

year's convention in Cleveland and has been
largely responsible for arranging one of the

most imposing programs in the organiza-
tion's history.

The Detroit Variety Club claims him as
First Vice-President. Detroit Chairman of

the Will Rogers Memorial Fund drive and
activity in many civic groups occupy his

spare time.

Married in 1919 to Naomi Muhn.
Richeys have two children.

The
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MORE AIXIED LEADERS

H. A. COLE SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON AARON A. SAPERSTEIN

You would swear that Colonel Harry Cole

is a Southerner, born and bred. That snow-

white hair and stately carriage belies the

fact that his birthplace was Brooklyn, N. Y.

But, whether it should be attributed to

Brooklyn or Texas, he is the sort of man
one likes to associate with the honorable

South, a fearless fighter and a courteous

gentleman always.

He is among that small group of men
who first conceived the idea of Allied and

developed the organization from a thought.

But, of his career, let him tell it in his own
words.

"I was born in Brooklyn, New York,

March 6, 1882, of poor but honest parents,

and have followed in their footsteps, being

just as poor and almost as honest. Moved
to Atlanta, Georgia, in 1890, attending

school there, including one year at Georgia

Tech. Came to Texas in 1900; was in the

lumber business; later fire insurance inspec-

tor. At the start of the war, went into the

first Officers' Training Camp, and came out

Captain, 344th Field Artillery, 90th Divi-

sion. Was sent to the Artillery School of

Fire at Fort Sill, where I was detached

from my regiment and made instructor.

Promoted to Major, then Lieutenant Colo-

nel, and made Assistant Director of Firing.

Came out of the army in spring of 1919,

and went into the exhibition business, where

I have been ever since.

"Was elected President of the Texas or-

ganization in 1922 and have had the job

practically ever since. Started my National

Association experience in the fight against

the 10 percent Federal admission tax, in

conjunction with Richey, Steffes, Col. Var-

ner and some others, really the nucleus of

the present Allied Association. Some years

later stumped the country with those same
guys and started our present National

Allied.

"I think that brings us up to date."

Long one of the most prominent figures

in Allied circles, Sidney E. Samuelson was

national president in 1934-35. He declined

to have his name considered for re-election

in the national post and also rejected the

nomination of president of the New Jersey

unit late last year, after serving in the posi-

tion for five years. His declination to serve

in high office in no way diminished his

actual activity in Allied affairs, however.

He can be found in the Jersey office in the

Hotel Lincoln, N. Y., almost any day in the

week.

With some difficulty, the following notes

on his life were elicited:

Born January 29, 1895, he was educated

in the New York public schools and College

of the City of New York. Started in thea-

tre business with his dad, in September,

1914. Took over the Park Theatre, Newton,

N. J., November, 1919, and opened the new

Newton Theatre in that town, May, 1924.

Brought the first lawsuit in film industry

against compulsory arbitration in 1923.

This was settled out of court.

Helped organize the Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners of America at Cleveland in 1920

and the M.P.T.O. Jersey unit the same year.

Jersey organization renounced M.P.T.O.A.
affiliation in 1928 and joined Allied at its

formation in 1929. President of N. J. body

from 1930 to 1935. President of national

Allied in 1934-35. Active in civic work of

Newton, where he lives, including member-

ship on town recreation commission, Boy

Scouts, Rotary and Church Mission of Help.

He is married, has two children and takes

his wife to conventions.

Here is one of the most aggressive Allied

leaders in the country and a real veteran
in exhibitor organization affairs. For over

seven years, Aaron Saperstein has led the

Allied of Chicago, one of the most power-
ful units in the entire national organiza-
tion, and a group that has never hesitated

to stand up and fight when it thought it

was right.

The facts about Saperstein's life are

meager, but it is well known that he is one
of the industry's self-made men. At 14 he
was an errand boy for the Globe Film Ex-
change in Chicago. In rapid succession,

then, inspector, receiving clerk, booker,

salesman, assistant manager. This man was
determined to go places and he was on his

way.

He joined Mutual as assistant manager,
later became Chicago general manager.
After operating an independent exchange
for two years, he entered the theatre field

by taking a house on the site of the Chi-

cago Stadium.

For 15 years, he has been active in ex-

hibitor organization affairs, was treasurer
of the Chicago Exhibitors' Association be-

fore Allied was organized, is now serving
his seventh term as president of Allied

Theatres of Illinois. His voice is an impor-
tant one in national Allied affairs.

Biography of another Allied header

MARTIN G. SMITH

Will he found on the next page
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MARTIN G. SMITH

The growth of an independent exhibitor

movement in Ohio has been a matter of

only two or three years and today the unit

is among the most influential in Allied.

Martin Smith has been among the guiding

forces in the development of the Indepen-

dent Theatre Owners of Ohio and has held

the president's chair since its organization

in 1933.

Born March 30, 1892, Smith attended To-

ledo's public schools, then matriculated at

University of Michigan. A post-graduate

course at Cornell followed. He became in-

volved in theatre organizations as far back
as 1921, when he was elected vice-president

of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, in which post he

served for three years. He was one of the

vice-presidents of the M.P.T.O.A. and in

1933 was again elected vice-president of the

Ohio local. He resigned after a short time

to assume the presidency of the I.T.O. and,

later, the regional vice-presidency of Allied

States Association. During code days, Mr.
Smith represented unaffiliated theatres on
the Zoning and Clearance Board.
He is chairman of the board of control,

Toledo Amusement Managers' Association;

member of the advisory board, Toledo Bet-

ter Motion Picture Council; member Va-
riety Club of Columbus.

Wanger to Produce
6 Per Year for U. A.

Following his return from the coast,

where he definitely closed a deal with War-

ner, Wanger to join United Artists' produc-

tion force, George J. Schaefer, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the company,

announced that the unit producer will make

six features yearly for U. A. release. The

contract runs for a number of years.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

wagon all around the town far in advance

of the playdate . . . Have the reins from the

stooges run up to the ass in the wagon.

Copy . . . "I'M A JACK-ASS, BUT . . .

I'M . . . 'NOBODY'S FOOL' . . . FOR
PLENTY OF HEE-HAWS . . . HAW-
HAWS . . . AND HI-DE-HO'S OR
HOWLS AND LAFFS SEE ... ED. EV.

HORTON . . . GLENDA FARRELL . . .

CESAR ROMERO . . . WARREN HYMER
IN 'NOBODY'S FOOL' . . . STRAND .

."

PRINTED MATTER

In the action spots, it will prove more

profitable to play up the gangster-comedy

angle end title over the star . . . Horton is

good and turns in a fine job, but the angle

of comedy-gangster will get the customers

quicker than his name . . . That goes for all

heralds, newspaper ads, window cards, etc.

. . . The press book ads are good but it plays

up Horton, and that's what you've got to

avoid . . . Revamp the ads using the title

from the press book, and a small head of

Horton, but get ahold of a press sheet from

"Show Them No Mercy" and "Miss Pacific

Fleet" and retrick a layout.

Scene from Universal's

"NOBODY'S FOOL"
Glcnda Farrell and Cesar Romero arc surprised

TEASERS

Run teasers in your newspaper or distrib-

ute them house to house advance of your

playdate . . . and tie the teaser campaign up

with your local merchant . . . ON THE
COMEDY ANGLE!!!

Teaser No. 1 . . . Mrs. Jones is NO-
BODY'S FOOL, she wears KANTSLIP un-

dies ... at the XYZ DEPT. STORE.

Teaser No. 2 . . . Tom Brown now is the

life of the party and is NOBODY'S FOOL
since he wears GINSBURG'S CLOTHES.

Teaser No. 3 . . . They used to laugh at

Sally because she had pimples, but she's NO-
BODY'S FOOL, she learned about Pink Pills

at the CUTRATE DRUG STORE.

Follow this up with two or three days of

teasers that read "NOBODY'S FOOL" in

the classified section . . . Just the title . . .

On the day before opening footnote the

teaser with (see page 6). On page 6 the

display ad on the picture will appear.

Get along little dogies . . . get along,

there's dough in that thar flicker . . .

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

^ AN

ANALYSIS

of Paramount's

Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract

IS l\ THi: MAILS!
Don't Sign Any Contract

Until You have Read
This Analysis . . .

THIS IS OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE TO YOU!

National-Kline Poster Co.
13 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros
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'Zombie' Fight in Court

S. S. Krellberg, owner of "White Zom-

bie," won the first move in his attempt to

establish exclusive claim to the word

"Zombie" in movie titles, when N. Y. Su-

preme Court Justice John F. Carew granted

the Amusement Securities Corp. an order

requiring the producers, distributors and

prospective exhibitors of "Revolt of the

Zombies" to show cause why they should

not be enjoined from using that title.

Halperin Bros., producers of the latter

him, Melbert Pictures, Inc., N. Y. distrib-

utors, the Rialto Theatre, the RKO Film

Booking Corp. and the Ameranglo Corp.

were named defendants. The picture was

scheduled to open at the Rialto this Sat-

urday.

Krellberg recently purchased the rights

to "White Zombie" from Halperin Bros,

and now claims no one else can use "zom-

bie" in a title.

G-N Signs 5 Color Pix

Grand National will release five all-color

features next season. Films are to be made

by Regal Productions in newly developed

Hirlacolor, perfected by George Hirliman,

the producer.

First of the series is "Captain Calamity,"

adventure yarn, with "Mauveeta," Poly-

nesian girl seen as Gable's wife in "Mutiny

on the Bounty."

PENN
THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.

PROGRAM
National Convention

Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors

Cleveland — June 3-4-5
Convention Headquarters, Hollenden Hotel

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3rd
Registration of Delegates Mezzanine Floor
Grand Opening of Exhibits Mezzanine Floor
Opening Session, 2.00 P. M. Assembly Room, Mezzanine Floor.
Address of Welcome Mayor Harold H. Burton, Cleveland
Response M. B. Horwitz, General Chairman
Outline of Convention Activities by H. M. Richey, Convention Chairman.
Opening Address President Nathan Yamins
Outline of Entertainment Program Henry Greenberger
Appointment of Committees and Designation of Meeting Places.
Address: "The Outlook for 1937" George W. Weeks, G-B Sales Manager
Discussion: "Is Designation of Play Dates Illegal?" Ray Tesch, of Wisconsin

An explanation of the play date laws passed in Wisconsin and Ohio,
now awaiting a decision as to legality before Ohio Supreme Court.

Announcements and Adjournment.
2.00 P. M. Entertainment for the Ladies. Trip to New Terminal Tower, erected at a

cost of twenty-five million dollars, affording an opportunity to see a panorama of
Cleveland over a 25-mile radius.

WEDNESDAY EVENING AT 7.30 P. M.
Allied Night at the Mayfair Casino. A special night club party at the most beautiful

night club in the Middle West. Your registration ticket entitles you to a delicious

full-course dinner, dancing and a floor show.

THURSDAY, JUNE 4th
Morning—Inspection of Exhibits Mezzanine Floor

Registration of Delegates Mezzanine Floor
Golf Tournament. Leaving the Hotel at 7.45 sharp, front door. Furnish your own

car to drive to Beechmont Country Club, where, through the courtesy of the Enter-
tainment Committee, a Golf Tournament will tee off at 8.30 sharp. Leave Golf Club
promptly at 1.30 P. M. for Convention.

12.30 Noon—Luncheon, Hollenden Hotel.
Second Business Session, 2.00 P. M. Assembly Room, Mezzanine Floor.
Announcements.
Introduction of noted visitors, headed by J. Edgar Hoover.
Address: "The Job Must Be Done" Abram F. Myers, General Counsel of Allied

Address: "The Coming Buying Season" P. S. Harrison, "Harrison's Reports"
What was promised last year, what delivered—things to look out for

in 1937.

General Discussion of Product Situation and Plans.
Address: "An Outsider's Viewpoint."

This address will be given by a nationally known speaker whose name
cannot be given at this time.

Committee Assignments. Miscellaneous.
Adjournment.

12.30 P. M. For the Ladies. Luncheon. Compliments of the Convention, Hollenden
Hotel. Following luncheon, assemble in front of hotel, where transportation will

be furnished for a most unusual trip to Nela Park, where the General Electric

Company will act as host. This trip will be finished in time for a return to the
hotel and a few hours' relaxation and time to dress for banquet.

7.30 P. M. Banquet. Grand Ballroom, Hollenden Hotel. Entertainment through the
courtesy .of the leading theatres and night clubs of Cleveland with a few short
talks and introduction of visiting notables, including Honorable Martin L. Davey,
Governor of Ohio; Honorable Harold H. Burton, Mayor of Cleveland; a national
"surprise" speaker, and others.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5th
Morning Inspection of Exhibits Mezzanine Floor
Meetings of Committees, including Legislative, Chain Theatre Expansion, Taxation,

Product Situation, Designation of Play Dates, Theatre Loans and Building, Music
Tax and Copyright, Score Charges, Trailers, etc., and miscellaneous subjects of

interest to theatre owners. Meetings held in Committee Rooms on Mezzanine Floor,

rooms to be designated later.

Validation of railroad certificates.

Luncheon for delegates in Assembly Room at 12.00 sharp.

1.00 P. M. sharp. Assembly Room, Mezzanine Floor Closing Session
Meeting opened by President Yamins.
Reports of various committees.
Introduction of visiting guests.

Address: "Is Governmental Control the Only Way to Stop Unfair Producer
Aggression?" This talk will be made by an official high in governmental
knowledge.

Address Edward Golden, Sales Manager of Chesterfield-Invincible

Address: "Our Good Friends— The Public" Sidney E. Samuelson, of New Jersey
Reporting the situation on block booking legislation with reports by

H.. A. Cole, of Texas; Abram F. Myers, of Washington, and others.

Miscellaneous business and open forum.
Adjournment.

1.00 P. M. Luncheon for the Ladies at Hollenden Hotel, courtesy of the ladies of

Cleveland and combining a "Queens for the Day" Variety Club luncheon, followed

by cards and/or a sightseeing trip to the Cleveland Art Institute.
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

IT'S HARDLY NEWS . . .

S. NLXON-NIRDLINGER had better send TOMMY
LA BRUM around to take down that huge sign over

the ADELPHIA THEATRE announcing Charlie

Chaplin in "Modern Times," now playing at the

long-dark Erlanger . . . JAMES CLARK, always

thoughtful of his employees, has installed air cooling

system in the office . . . And speaking of Horlacher-

ites—the following have been bitten by the golf bug

and have been seon on local links: JAMES CLARK,
LARRY DAILY, BILL CLARK, and OSCAR NEU-
FELD . . . Happy birthday to ALLEN LEWIS,
whose rotund personage first saw the light of day

on June 4th . . . DAVE BARRIST suffering with

sinus trouble . . . JAY EMANUEL'S "deportation"

party a succession of one gag after another . . .

NATE MILGRAM first on the street with a white

linen suit . . .

SOME MAY THINK IT INTERESTING . . .

S-W neighborhood houses who used vaude on Sat-

urdays have dropped it for the summer . . . JACK
GREENBERG'S Hollywood made first page in dailies

when cops rescued kid locked in after the last show

the other day . . . CHARLIE DUTKIN had his

dancing daughter Marcia on the street last week . . .

EDDIE GABRIEL reports the demand for action

stuff to lure school-free kids is already noticeable

from wise exhibs booking in added features for mid-

week as well as Saturday matinees . . . BENNY
HARRIS' kids are growing up so rapidly that he is

beginning to feel older than he likes . . . Paramount

understood holding up Europa's booking of "Once in

a Blue Moon;" because HARRISON and SMITH
want to plug it as "the world's worst motion pic-

ture;" which they insist it isn't! . . . The boys in

the smaller nabes are slowly making the improve-

ments specified by the fire marshal, who is more pa-

tient than was at first anticipated . . . JOE METZ-

GER busy taking "cool" trailer orders . . . Did you

ever wonder why Bank Night never caught on in

P hill y the way it did in other cities? . . . Those

Hi-Li Contests sponsored by the Daily News in War-

ner houses are a lot of fun ... At the Park Theatre

a kid kept the paddle-ball-rubberband contraption

going for 22 minutes before they stopped the con-

test and announced him the winner! . . . "Great

Clarence Hexter Dies

Clarence G. Hexter, veteran Phila. thea-

treman, died Saturday night after a brief

illness. He operated the Pastime and Point

Breeze, South Philly nabe spots, with his

brother, Jack.

Burial took place Tuesday afternoon. He
is survived by his wife and a son.

'Gay Desperado' P L's 2nd
The second production from Pickford-

Lasky will be "The Gay Desperado," star-

ring Nino Martini, Ida Lupino, Leo Car-

rillo. It will be directed by Rouben Mamou-
lian.

Republic Signs Megger

Hollywood.—Nat Levine announced the

signing of Stuart Walker, well-known di-

rector formerly with Paramount and Uni-

versal, as writer and unit producer for Re-

public.

First assignment on his new job will be

"President's Mystery," Liberty mag yarn as-

sociated with President Roosevelt's name.

Ziegfeld" closes at the Chestnut this coming Satur-

day . . . Local film exchanges are having their hands

full with over-strictness on length of censor reels.

JOHN C. CORE, administrative assistant of the

Censor Board, on the warpath . . . BILL GOLD-
MAN and Warner's will open that new 69th St.

house about Aug. 1 . . . The 5 6th St. looks "cute"

with a canvas awning "marquee" and blue and white

blocks painted on the pavement. Credit to LYLE
TRENCHARD, who has the house looking sum-

mery . . . Cities Theatres chain took over the Globe,

Bethlehem . . . Republic sales staff left Tuesday for

convention in Chicago. Contingent consisted of

HARRY LA VINE, BILL KARRER, MIKE LEVIN-
SON, JERRY LEWIS. The boys are highly enthu-

siastic, having brought the branch forward with a

rush in the last few months . . . Brother of MOE
SHERMAN, Grand National salesman, died last week

. . . SAM FRANKS' Runnemede closed suddenly

last Thursday.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to
theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

CLEANING SUPPLIES
Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

Scenes from the Pickford-Lasky, United Artists production,

'ONE RAINY AlTliRNOON" with IRANC1S LEDERLR and IDA LUPINO

S
A

E
T

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

REEING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

AKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

IELDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



SUPER-SERIAL
FROM

REPUBLIC
PICTURES

CRASH" CORRIGAN
LOIS WILDE • MONTE BLUE

WM.FARNUM*LONCHANEY JR.

FILM DAILY—The exploration of an un-

known world and a score of fanlaslic in-

ventions make this 12 pc. serial GRADE "A"
STUFF for the kids and a good possibility

for adult attraction. "Crash" Corrigan

a sure bet as a matinee idol for the

youngsters

!

PHILA. EXHIBITOR—The naval pro-

fessor thinks that the lost world of

Atlantis contains people who are

causing earthquakes in this world.

WITH LOTS OF ACTION, this

offers possibilities, what with ray

guns, etc. GOOD

!

FILM BULLETIN—A highly imaginative

portrayal of thrills. ..in lost Atlantis. Lots of

trick photography that looks real, pleasant

performances and a fantastic story made to

seem plausible RATES THIS AS AMONG
THE BEST SERIAL BETS OF THE SEASON.
The kids will love it and grown-ups who
read the comic strips will see it!

I

M
IN

ORE EXHIBITORS VOLUNTARILY

CREASE THEIR OWN AUTRY RENTALS!
;
Rave Reviews on "The Singing Cowboy"

!

SHOWMEN'S TRADE
IVIEW—Some new
gles add extra ap-

al for Western fans

d youngsters.

PHILA. EXHIBITOR—
Holds to the same
good standard set by
other Autrys. Strong

on song,; action,
romance!

MOTION PICTURE
HERALD—Gene Autry's

singing is its dominant
exploitation factor. Un-

usual angle in presenta-

tion of television.
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Allied Plans
Campaign To
Force Producers
Out of Theatres

REPUBLIC ANNOUNCES 68 FEATURES

PARAMOUNT TOTAL MAY REACH 80

Reviews in This Issue:

POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL • BELOW THE DEADLINE

THE WHITE ANGEL • NAVY BORN

TROUBLE FOR TWO • HUMAN CARGO

'Sleeper Campaign' on "THE FIRST BABY"
By Wolfe-Smith

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS by Harry N. Blair

0

«3



AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is, to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those
pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent
theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the
view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!
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By Wolfe-Smith

"THE FIRST BABY" . . . 20th Century-Fox ... 73 Minutes
JOHNNY DOWNS . . SHIRLEY DEANE . . DIXIE DUNBAR

Johnny, according to his mother-in-law,

was a no-good loafer who hung around pool

rooms, shot crap and made goo-goo eyes at

the girls but was no fit mate for her darling

daughter. Mother-in-law, according to

Johnny, was a no-good busy-body who in-

sisted on interfering and butting in on poor

Johnny's newly married life, in everything

except accompanying them to bed (she

would have done that, too, if she could

have gotten away with it). Mother-in-law,

however, succeeded in almost dumping their

marital apple-cart by having the newly mar-

ried couple live with them on the first

stretch of their bespattered honeymoon.

After due process of time a baby comes to

the none too happily married couple. This,

instead of uniting the family bond and es-

tablishing a reason for Johnny and his bride

to scram the parental household and set up

their own love nest now made legal by the

courts, only tended to make the eagle eye

and beak of the legally appointed mother

look sharper and closer for the welfare of

her datter, and see to it that she, even

with her unwelcome spouse, was not to

leave the eagle's brood, come what may.

What follows is that Johnny and mother-

in-law bust up a family party wherein sweet

ma takes home her datter, who, feeling

contrite, turns back to her Johnny for a

reconciliation only to find, by some screwy

coincidence, a strange dame curled up in

her corner of the bed.

Well men, here we have the guts of the

story as released by 20th Century sur-

rounded by a bunch of performers who turn

in good performances but whose names

wouldn't mean a nickel to you at the box-

office.

We also find a story that has plenty of

comedy situations and is good entertain-

ment, but isn't strong enough to stand on

its own without a campaign.

The one and only thing that you've got

to sell in this flicker is the title. If you

overlook that you might just as well look

around for the largest crying towel you

have in the joint and start weeping buckets

full in anticipation of the gross you'll get

on this one.

HOWEVER, . . . go to town on the

possibilities of the title ... let your imagina-

tion run wild on the possibilities of such a

tag as "The First Baby" suggests . . . "THE
FIRST BABY" IS THE ONLY THING
YOU HAVE TO SELL.

LOBBY

String a clothes line across your lobby.

Hang on the clothes line baby's diapers, at-

tached by clothes pins. On each diaper

spell out the title.

Scour your neighborhood for mothers who
are willing to loan you pictures of their first

babies to compete in a photographic baby

beauty contest. Pick out three prize win-

ners (prizes for which can be promoted

from your local merchants on a dozen tie-

ups) and blow them up to a 30x40 size

which you should spot in your lobby. Have
a slew of the other contestants' pictures

mounted on a panel above the clothes line

on which is spelled out the title. Decorate

the remainder of the lobby as a nursery,

spotting cutouts of the baby from the six

sheet backed up with compo-board, the

other figures on the six sheet looking down
on the baby are good too.

AWAY FROM THE THEATRE

The old chestnut of a stooge pushing a

baby carriage around town with the label

on his back GOIN' TO TOWN WITH
"THE FIRST BABY," can't miss for

laughs.

(Continued on page 12)

Good Baby Gag

A gag that might be applied to "The

First Baby" with profitable results was

pulled last week by George Sobel of the

Ritz Theatre, Tacony, Phil a., in connec-

tion with his game night. This is an old

chestnut, but is a great one and requires

the build-up that Sobel gave it.

For a couple of weeks in advance he

advertised the fact that one of the prizes

on Game Nite would be a "live baby."

Obviously, when the "baby" was wheeled

out on the stage that night, it was a baby

pig. It had the entire naborhood in a

dither and brought a howl when it was

handed to the lucky party.

This one can be tied in with a picture

like "The First Baby" perfectly and

should prove a bonanza.
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THE ALLIED CONVENTION
What was doubtlessly the most impressive

convention in the annals of independent exhibi-

tor organization has been recorded in Allied's

minute book and once again that body demon-

strated that it is the agency to which the nation's

independents must look for correction of basic

trade evils.

There was some wild and aimless shooting in

the air at Cleveland last week, but surprisingly

little. On the other hand, much intelligent, ac-

curate and valuable information was imparted

to the 600 or more theatremen who travelled

from every section of the country to take part

in an admirably managed affair. There is no

question but that it added immeasurably to

Allied's prestige.

The outstanding development, of course, was

the adoption of the plan designed to force, by

legal and legislative means, the complete disasso-

ciation of the producers from their theatre hold-

ings. On its bare repetition, this sounds like a

job too incredibly remote from the realm of ac-

complishment to merit serious consideration.

But, it should be remembered that the Assistant

U. S. Attorney General, in his address to the

convention, ventured the prediction that laws

passed by state legislatures or the national Con-

gress to prohibit the operation of theatres by pro-

ducers of films would be constitutionally valid;

that in other industrial fields large corporations

have been compelled by legislation to relinquish

their holdings in other branches of the same in-

dustry! It should be remembered, also, that in

at least one European country individuals and

companies engaged in film production are pro-

hibited by law from participating in the opera-

tion of theatres.

The dynamic Al Steffes solemnly warned the

delegates that the job is a tremendous one; that

the producers will fight against its accomplish-

ment with all the resources at their command;

that it will require the employment of outstand-

ing legal talent to assist counsel Abram F. Myers

and the committee; that Allied must be prepared

to raise a fund of at least $2 5 0,000 to see it

through. No one present in that meeting room

could fail to sense the grim determination of the

entire assemblage to fight this battle, as the op-

portunity to rescind the resolution was later

proferred, and refused—unanimously.

It was fitting that Allied, in session at the

greatest convention in its history, should have

undertaken this task to remove what Nathan

Yamins referred to as the "sword of Damocles"

hanging over the head of every independent

exhibitor—the threat of crushing, irresistible

competition from producer-operated theatres!

It should prove to be the struggle that will bring

every independent rallying around Allied's

banner.

It may even serve to convince the powerful

film producers that they have underestimated

the might of ten thousand small business men,

whose strength, when united in a common pur-

pose, is overwhelming!

MO WAX.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"FURY" (M-G-M)
"... A grim drama based on the mad antics

of a mob . . . Some powerful punches ... A
human drama . . . Spencer Tracy's finest char-

acterization . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... A powerful but inconclusive indictment of

mob violence and lynch law . . . Fritz Lang's

direction superb . . . Cast gives an inspired per-

formance with Spencer Tracy a perfect choice

for the leading role . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... A dramatic indictment of lynch law . . .

The finest original drama the screen has pro-

vided this year . . . Brilliantly directed . . . Bit-

ingly written . . . Splendidly performed . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"LITTLE MISS NOBODY (20th Cen-
tury-Fox)

". . . Tear jerker . . . made to order vehicle for

the impish little Miss Jane Withers . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Has little to recommend it aside from the

Withers personality."

N. Y. TIMES.

"A wistful, tragic picture demonstrating once

more what a genuinely gifted little actress Jane

Withers is . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"THE PRINCESS COMES ACROSS"
(Paramount)

"Film stars satirized in witty picture . . . Stellar

cast ... A vivid and deft comedy-drama."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"Amusing comedy with an engaging cast and

flip dialogue . .
."

N. Y. EVE. JOURNAL.

"Amusing comedy melodrama of shipboard life

. . . Proof of the excellence of Wm. K. How-
ard's technic in directing . .

."

N. Y. SUN.

HOLLYWOOD rLICKELQS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, June 9.

Ed Alperson, Grand National's energetic presi-

dent, is in town getting things in shape for an early
start. Several production deals are on the fire be-
sides the two features which Benny Zeldman will

make. Grand National has also taken over the local

Far West Exchanges. It won't be long now!

Republic will fill the gap left by John Wayne's
exit with two series of eight, each starring Bob
Steele and Johnny Mack Brown. Bigger than usual
budgets are promised in an effort to put the boys
over in fine style.

Harry Carey, who seems the most likely successor to William S. Hart, will

also make three outdoor specials for RKO.

Gene Autrey and Republic continue to battle over the Western star's right

to make personal appearances. The result will probably be a boost in pay
for Gene, whose present salary is surprisingly small considering his popularity.

Hollywood, long on sunshine, is short on names. Major lots, not bothering
to develop new personalities, continue to use the same players over and over,

at inflated prices. Indies, in the main, must rely on freaks and has-beens.
That is why George Hirliman, with two dozen features scheduled, is shipping
Len Goldstein East to look over the summer stock companies for prospective

talent.

The "Tundra" company is now making added shots in the High Sierras

and, after another week of interiors, this Burroughs-Tarzan spectacle of the

North country will be completed, after many months of production.

With a troubled world eager to laugh, top name comedians are in a sweet
spot. While Thalberg angles to get Harold Lloyd away from Paramount, Sam
Goldwyn steps in to kill Eddie Cantor's idea of appearing in "Three Men on
a Horse" for Warners. Eddie and Sam are acting like two strange bull dogs
at the moment.

Eddie Quillan makes a strong comeback in Gentleman from Louisiana,"

a jockey picture which Republic is making, based on the life of Tod Sloan.

Aubrey Scotto, who will direct the two song birds, Marion Talley and
Michael Bartlett in Republic's "Follow Your Heart," once sang in opera him-
self, so should have little difficulty in getting the best results out of his stars.

This will be the most pretentious film ever turned out by Nat Levine's boys.

Did you know that Ann Sothern's mother, Annette Lake, appears in films

occasionally . . . and that Jean Harlow's mater was once an extra . . . and
that Henry Armetta used to be doorman at the old Fox studio on Tenth Ave-
nue . . . that Fred Astaire's feet have gone to his head?

"Huckleberry Finn" in Technicolor is the alluring promise held forth by
Dave Selznick as the first of a Mark Twain series, provided a deal now on
with Paramount and the late author's estate goes through.

"THE LAW IN HER HANDS"
(Warner-First National)

. . . Not much originality . . . Unevenly di-

rected; but has enough interest to keep one's

attention

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Margaret Lindsay and all the other mem-
bers of the Warner-First National stock com-

pany appearing in this congenial triviality should

be protected from such amiable mediocrities . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"Another melodrama of the legal profession fash-

ioned from familiar movie material ... A mildly

absorbing picture . .
."

PHILA. RECORD.

THE CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES
(Paramount)

"... A sensational if not always convincing

melodrama with Madeline Carroll, newly im-

ported English actress, giving good perform-

ance . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Court room drama with romantic inter-

est . . . Cast good . .
."

N Y. EVE. JOURNAL.

"Another whodunit . . . Madeline Carroll and

George Brent go to town with it after a slow

start . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
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Record Allied Convention Votes Plan

To Drive Producers Out of Exhibition

$250,000 FUND SOUGHT FOR FIGHT

OVER 600 EXHIBS ATTEND BODY'S
MOST SUCCESSFUL CONFAB AT CLEVE.

By Mo Wax

The greatest convention in Allied history voted itself the biggest

job ever attempted by a theatremen's organization last Thursday after-

noon at Cleveland. On motion of the committee on Chain Expansion,

headed by Al Steffes, firebrand of the Northwest, the more than 600

independent exhibitors assembled at the confab passed a resolution insti-

tuting a nation-wide legal-legislative campaign to force the producers

of motion pictures out of the exhibition field. Earlier at that same ses-

sion, Russell Hardy, Assistant Attorney General and prosecutor of the

celebrated St. Louis case, told the convention that he believed such legis-

lation would be held valid under the Constitution.

Apprehensive that the members might

have adopted the resolution in light mood,

Steffes returned to the rostrum at the clos-

ing session the following day and solemnly

declared that the committee desired sober

reconsideration of the measure and pointed

out that the drive would require a fund of

at least $2 5 0,000 if its purpose is to be

realized. No contributions were asked from

the floor, but voluntary pledges totaling

over $60,000 were shouted by the leaders

of various units. No doubt was left in the

mind of anyone that the move had the

unanimous support of the independents.

STARTS MILDLY . . .

This was the sensational high point of a

convention that started as though it might

be the most subdued in the organization's

seven-year career. President Nathan Yamins'

(Continued on page 6)

Allied Convention

Business
HIGHLIGHTS

Split Production-Exhibition

Resolution to inaugurate legal and legis-

lative fight to force film producers from

exhibition. Fund of $2 5 0,000 asked from

Allied ranks to employ outstanding legal

talent to assist Myers, Yamins and com-

mittee consisting of Steffes, Samuelson and

Cole. $100,000 to be sought within next

three to four weeks for preliminary ex-

(Con tinned on page 6)

MYERS LOOKS FOR
BOOKING BILL OK
WITHIN 6 MONTHS

DOUBTS PASSAGE NOW . . .

Washington.—"Six months delay is the

best the Haysites can hope for and the

worst we can expect," said Abram F. Myers,

general counsel of Allied, on Monday in

reply to an inquiry concerning the true

status of the Pettengill-Neely bills to ban

compulsory block booking.

Mr. Myers stated that he is confident the

Senate Interstate Commerce Committee will

report the Neely bill favorably with full

printed report upon reconvening early next

week. "Frankly, however, I doubt whether

time remains for action on the bills by both

houses at this session," he said.

HITS TRADE REPORTS . . .

The Allied leader termed current trade

paper reports that the bills are dead as

"ridiculous in the face of the unswerving

support being rendered them by public

groups with millions of members."

U-RKO Meet Men
Universal and RKO hold their annual

sales conventions in New York starting

this coming Monday (June 15), the former

at the Astor Hotel, RKO at the Waldorf.

U is expected to announce a schedule of

44 features, while RKO will list a minimum

of 48 and possible maximum of 5 2 for the

1936-37 season.

SNAPPED BY THE FILM BULLETIN CAMERA AT ALLIED'S CONVENTION
Left to right: Herman Blum of Baltimore; Aaron Saperstein of Chicago; Mrs. Sidney E. Samuelson of New Jersey; R n retch <>t Wisconsin;

Col. Harry A. Cole of Texas; Mr. and Mrs. Henderson M. Richey of Detroit; Martin G. Smith of Ohio.
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ALLIED CLEVELAND CONVENTION
opening address was conciliatory

out the olive branch to the producers and

urged round table conferences between

Allied and the "real men" in the majors'

ranks, not their underlings. If the two fac-

tions could meet "on common ground,"

stated the president, "I am certain our ma-

jor problems can be solved." Only if such

efforts prove a failure should Allied resort

to legal and legislative means, he said in

closing.

MYERS DISPUTES . . .

Yamins' address left the conventioneers

and trade paper reporters glancing at each

other in wonderment. Was this to mean the

inauguration of a new policy by Allied? A
short time later, when Abram F. Myers,

general counsel and chief proponent of the

body's aggressive legal and legislative policy,

took the rostrum such conjectures were dis-

pelled.

On three distinct occasions in the past,

Allied had sought by the "round table"

theory to correct the evils practiced against

independent exhibitors by the majors, he

stated, but no good had resulted from the

conferences. The organization had shown its

"good faith," but it was the "utter and

complete failure" of such attempts to nego-

tiate with the producer-distributors that

convinced Allied leaders that conferences

were "futile and productive of no good."

The able veteran attorney cautioned the

assemblage against being led again into a

"relinquishment" of the aggressive policies

that have established Allied as the champion

of independents' rights.

ACCORD . . .

After Myers had concluded, Yamins spoke

again in the interest of clearing up any

doubts as might exist that Allied leaders

were in accord on the organization's method

of procedure and objectives. He declared

himself in complete agreement with the

counsellor's remarks and ready to carry on

(Continued from page 5)

It held

the established policies as a loyal member.

Again, however, he expressed the hope that

the producers' minds are "big enough" to

recognize that Allied is entitled to full

recognition and their cooperation, and that

it will fight for what it regards as justice

for the nation's independent theatre owners.

HUGE SUCCESS . . .

Both the business and social activities of

the convention were handled with a finesse

seldom equalled at affairs of this type. The

sessions opened and closed very close to

scheduled times. The entertainment at the

two dinners was of the best and through-

out there was evidence of shrewd and care-

ful management that reflected credit on H.

M. Richey, M. B. Horwitz and their com-

mittees.

The speakers included Russell Hardy;

George W. Weeks of G-B; Ray Tesch, of

the Wisconsin unit; Daniel Bertrand, author

of the NRA report on the film industry;

Edward Golden, general sales manager of

Chesterfield-Invincible; P. S. Harrison of

Harrison's Reports; Yamins, Myers, Steffes

and Richey.

ALLIED CONVENTION
BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS

(Continued from page J)

penses. Bills outlawing affiliated theatres to

be introduced into state Legislatures and

national Congress.

Russell Hardy's Address

Chief of Government counsel in the St.

Louis case advised convention that while it

is not illegal for producers to operate thea-

tres he believes laws could be enacted to

make it illegal and vouches for constitu-

tionality of such statutes. Refers Hays or-

ganization as an "irresistible economic

force" that can overwhelm any factor in

the industry "unless the strong arm of the

FILM BULLETIN FIRST

Copies of FILM BULLETIN were

airmailed to the Allied Convention in

Cleveland and were distributed before

any of the other trade papers were on

the spot. The other boys, namely, Red

Kann of M. P. Daily, Arthur Eddy of

Film Daily, Chick Lewis of Show-

men's, and Gene Rich of Boxofficc,

carried worried expressions until copies

of their sheets arrived. Of course, it

might have been an epidemic of indi-

gestion!

Government protects them against oppres-

sion" (applause).

Ask Hays' Ouster
Resolution, offered by Steffes and passed

to accompaniment of ear-splitting applause

and shouts, urges stockholders, trustees and

creditors of major producing companies to

oust Will H. Hays, who "has accomplished

nothing toward bringing about harmony

and cooperation between the different

branches of the motion picture industry."

Tiff on Policy

Apparent disagreement between old Al-

lied leaders, headed by Myers, Steffes, Sam-

uelson, et al., and Yamins on question of

whether organization should fight or nego-

tiate, dissipated by Yamins' statement that

he is ready to follow Myers' judgment on

policy. Opinion prevails that producers have

opportunity to make overtures through Al-

lied president if they wish, but exhibitors

group will not take initiative.

Urges Playdate Bills

Ray Tesch recounted maneuvers to bring

about enactment of Ohio and Wisconsin

laws to make compulsory preferred playing

time illegal. Urged other units to intro-

duce similar bills in their state Legislatures.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA AT THE ALLIED CONVENTION
/.<•// to right: Dr. C. £. Herman of Pittsburgh; Russell Hardy, Assistant U. S. Attorney General; Edward Ansin and Phil Smith of Boston;

Sidney E. Samuclson of New Jersey; Mr. and Mrs. Lee Newbury; Fred Herrington of Pittsburgh.
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ALLIED SPEAKERS — AND WHAT THEY SAID

Yamins Urges Negotiation

NATHAN YAMINS
President of National Allied

Referred to purpose of convention as tak-

ing "inventory of affairs annually." Warned
exhibitors to compare conditions in the in-

dustry not to previous year, but to several

years before in order to have proper per-

spective.

Score charges are equivalent to "paying

tribute" for right to stay in business. Can
be compared to rackets of Al Capone in

Chicago, but these were punishable by im-

prisonment.
Preferred playing time makes distributor

the exhibitor's "partner" on best days of

week and leaves latter on his own on poor

days.

Independents are "slowly, but surely, be-

ing crushed and forced out of business."

Recalled Adolph Zukor's promise to Sid-

ney Cohen in 1920 never to build or buy
competitive theatres to coerce independents.

Zukor ignored that vow. Affiliated theatres

today have power to take any product away
from indies who have had them for years.

Producers use their theatres to "jack up"
rentals by "veiled threats" to build in com-

petition.

Believes there is enough vision among
production leaders to bring about solution

of problems by negotiation, but this must
be accomplished by the top men, not lesser

lights.

Neither producers nor exhibitors desire

"outside interference" in the industry, but

if negotiations with producers fail, exhibs

cannot be blamed for seeking outside aid.

Allied leaders have been subjected to

"vilification" by producers. They will not

continue to carry brunt indefinitely unless

whole body of indie exhibitors support

them.

Is Preferred Playing Time
Legal?

RAY TESCH
Business Manager, Wisconsin Unit

"We are witnessing a trend toward the

gradual elimination of independent produc-

tion and independent exhibition."

Abram F. Myers prepared the first bill to

eliminate compulsory designation of play-

dates and it was passed by the Ohio Legis-

lature in July, 1935. Wisconsin unit fol-

lowed suit and introduced similar bill and,

after considerable delay, it was passed and
signed by Governor. Major distributors have
filed suits to have both laws declared un-

constitutional. Ohio case will probably be
heard before August 1st.

Supporters of the bill base claim of con-

stitutionality on state's right to regulate

"incidentals of interstate commerce," mean-
ing that which protects the health, morals
and general welfare of its people. This is a

proper exercise of the police power of a
state.

If successful in this case, exhibitors may
be able to convince courts and state legisla-

tures that block booking and other unfair
trade practices fall under police power
regulatory rights of individual states.

Recommended that other units write and
introduce similar measures.

'Fight,' Says Myers

ABRAM F. MYERS
General Counsel, Board Chairman, Allied

"Utter and complete failure" of attempts
to negotiate solution to difficulties with
producers led Allied leaders to conviction

that further efforts in this direction would
be "futile and productive of no good."

Since interests of independent exhibs
"frequently conflict with those of producers,

distributors and producer-affiliated thea-

tres, the independent exhibitors must main-
tain purely independent trade associations

for the protection of their interests."

Cooperation with other branches in in-

dustry is desirable, but must be conducted
by real independent leaders, "not through
producer-subsidized organizations and lead-

ers."

Film industry is "legitimate business"
and should be conducted to encourage con-

fidence within the industry and command
respect of the public. Following trade prac-

tices interfere with efforts of exhibitors to

render best service to public:

"(1) Compulsory block booking and blind

selling;

"(2) Unreasonable protection and clear-

ance;
"(3) Favoritism in leasing and delivering

films to affiliated theatres;

"(4) Compulsory designation of play-

dates;

"(5) Regulation of admission prices of

subsequent-run independent theatres

in favor of prior-run affiliated thea-

tres."

Independents are justified in using every
legal means for enforcing these principles

and encouraging additional supply of films.

"It would be interesting to hear the ex-

ecutives of the major companies explain to

their stockholders" their rejection of the

"moderate" proposals offered by Allied to

joint trade conference in 1929.

Would also be interesting to hear them
justify "huge contributions to finance an
organization of stooges" (M.P.T.O.A.).

Allied is recognized by public groups in-

terested in films as "representing decency
and progress in the motion picture indus-

try."

"Allied conventions belong to the exhibi-

tors, they constitute free and open forums."
"Experience teaches that nothing can be

gained by petitioning the Big Eight for re-

forms or redress. The only hope for relief

is in the direction of legislation and litiga-

tion."

"Finally, and most important of all, you
should continue with renewed interest and
vigor your efforts to solve the ever-increas-

ing menace of product shortage by encour-
aging the establishment of new sources of

production."

Analyzes Sales Policies

P. S. HARRISON
Publisher, Harrison's Reports

Address (read by H. M. Richey) quoted
results of questionnaire on film selling

terms sent to several hundred exhibitors to

prove that majors do not have uniform na-

tional sales policies.

Some exhibitors get features without
shorts. Preferred playing time not always
demanded or gotten by majors. Percentages
not uniformly asked.

Score charges were not obtained in all

cases by companies who insisted that it

was part of their national sales policies.

Exhibitors warned that majors are con-
cocting new "trick clauses" to insert in

contracts and cautioned to watch for them
and refuse to sign whenever possible.

Pledges Gov't Protection

RUSSELL HARDY
Assistant U. S. Attorney General

The lack of a sufficient supply of good
films is industry's real problem.
Glad to report that St. Louis case was

"successful" for the Government and indi-

vidual plaintiff's. Traced record of the case.

The Government has been "severely criti-

cized for taking sides." Some insist the
Dept. of Justice should have stayed out and
left Fanchon & Marco to seek their own
legal redress. The cost of the injunction

bond alone would have been prohibitive for

an individual.

The major film companies are "a highly
organized group in constant personal touch
with each other."

"Strong arm of the Government" must
protect the smaller business man from "op-
pression."

Fact that producers are in competition
with their own customers is basis of most
complaints brought to Government. A simi-

lar situation existed in the railroad business
when the roads took an interest in some of

their shippers. Congress forced the rail-

roads out of such business.

Expresesd opinion that legislation to

force producers out of theatre business
would be held valid under the Constitution.

"Small business will never vanish from
the American scene."

"The Department of Justice will exhaust
every power" to correct situation in film

industry.

Raps Paramount Poster Plan

P. J. WOOD
Business Manager, Ohio Unit

Explanation of new Paramount poster
rental plan. Exhibitors must pay increased
price for originals and credits are allow ed
only on judgment of condition by Lara-
mount's poster clerks. Exhibitor must be
accountant to keep records.

This is the first step. If Paramount suc-

ceeds, others will follow and cost of posters

to exhibitors will increase from $300 to

$500 annually.

Urged convention to go on record con-
demning the Paramount plan. (Resolution
on this was later passed.)

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON
ALLIED CONVENTION SPEECHES

WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 13
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REPUBLIC NAMES 52 STORIES;

TITLES; ADD 16 NEW WESTERNS

'MAJOR' PRODUCT,
SAYS NAT LEVINE

ENTHUSIASM . . .

Republic, fastest growing film company
in the business, held its second annual sales

convention at the Drake Hotel in Chicago

last Thursday to Saturday, and announced

a schedule of 5 2 features, 16 additional

westerns and four serials for release during

the 1936-37 season.

In addressing the convention on opening

day, Nat Levine, head of the production

forces, asserted that Republic's product

must be regarded now as "of major calibre."

The intense enthusiasm of the assembled ex-

ecutives, branch manager and salesmen left

no doubt in the observer's mind that every-

one in this outfit really believes that Repub-

lic has carved itself an important niche in

the industry structure and will continue to

go forward.

SIX DIVISIONS . . .

The originally announced schedule of 5 2

features is divided into six divisions with

the following titles:

2 Anniversary Specials:

"Two Years Before the Mast" and "The Presi-

dent's Mystery Story."

The Jubilee 6:

Marion Talley and Michael Bartlett in "Fol-

low Your Heart," "Army Girl," "Portia on

Trial," "Happy-Go-Lucky," "Join the Marines"

and "Hearts in Bondage," with James Dunn and

Mae Clarke.

24 Gilt Edge Pacemakers:

"Down to the Sea," "The Country Gentle-
man," "Gangs of New York," "Steamboat
Mary," "Legion of the Damned," "The Broad-
casting Mystery," "Between Two Loves," "Navy
Blues," "Bachelor Girl," "Sky Hostess," "Isle of

Lost Men," "Why Worry?" "Two Men and a

Woman," "Special Order," "The Beloved Brute,"

"Bulldog Edition," "The Affairs of Cappy Ricks,"

"The Kentucky Handicap," "Swift Lightning,"

"The Chinese Orange Mystery," "Dangerous
Pleasure," "Missing Men," "Call of the Primi-

tive" and a Mrs. Wallace Reid special.

4 Natural-Color Epics:

"Lives of a Texas Ranger," "The Painted Stal-

lion," "In Old Monterey" and "The Vanishing

West."

2 Gene Autry Specials

6 Gene Autry Musical Westerns

8 William Colt MacDonald Westerns

4 Serials

To these have been added these two series of

westerns:

8. Bob Steele Westerns

8 Johnny Mack Brown Westerns

SPEAKERS . . .

The convention was addressed by Presi-

dent W. Ray Johnston, General Sales Man-

ager J. J. Milstein, Ad Chief Ed Finney,

Contract Manager Sam Hacker, and M. J.

Siegel, studio executive.

Other executives who spoke were E. H.

Goldstein, Edward Schnitzer, Herbert J.

Yates, Walter Vincent, Herman Gluckman

and Norton V. Ritchey. Several franchise

holders and branch managers also addressed

the convention, including Ed Morey of Bos-

ton, Harry A. LaVine of Phila., and Jack

Bellman of New York.

EDWARD FINNEY
Director of Advertising and Publicity

August is

"Support

the

Independents

Month"

Book as many independent pictures as

possible to encourage the production

of more good films.

Philly Closings
Lincoln Theatre closes next week for the

summer. Remodeling includes new seats.

Will reopen late in August.

Jackson Theatre in South Philadelphia

likewise closes for summer and is being

practically rebuilt.

B-T President to N. Y.

Hollywood.—Ben S. Cohen, president of

Burroughs-Tarzan, leaves here for New
York Thursday to arrange for extended runs

on "Phantom of Santa Fe," all-color fea-

ture, and "Tundra," huge outdoor spectacle,

which took seven months to complete.

52 ISSUES
$2.00

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS Or NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Hollywood Pn iu u

POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Loaded with

all the socko punches which the Temple

fans love . . . Shirley on the screen

almost throughout . . . Good support-

ing cast . . . Rates • * * * — in

Temple houses; • • • in class and

action spots.

20th Century-Fox

72 Minutes

Shirley Temple . . . Alice Faye . . .

Gloria Stuart . . . Jack Haley . . .

Michael Whalen . . . Jane Darwell . . .

Sarah Haden . . . Claude Gillingwater . . .

Henry Armetta . . . Arthur Hoyt

Directed by Irving Cummings

Nothing has been spared to make this

sure-fire, which it succeeds in being despite

a rather outmoded story. Shirley is all the

way through the piece. She sings and dances

delightfully besides putting over her lines in

grand fashion. Picture is crammed with

good situations, all of which have been

brought out by the clever direction of Irv-

ing Cummings. Alice Faye is more or less

lost as a vaudeville actress teamed up with

Jack Haley. Mild love interest is developed

between Gloria Stuart and Michael Whalen

and well played. Other parts are compe-

tently handled with several neat bits. The
four songs by Gordon and Revel are all

catchy and a dance routine with Alice,

Shirley and Haley gives the picture a snap

finish. Production oke and camera work tip

top. This one can't miss. The Temple fans

will adore it.

PLOT:

Shirley is the motherless and much-waited-on

daughter of a millionaire soap manufacturer. When
her father decides to send her off to school to avoid

further pampering by the servants, Shirley escapes

and teams up with a hurdy-gurdy player. Her danc-

ing wins her many coins and she joins the organ

grinder's ample Italian family. A pair of hoofers see

the child and recognize her talent, which is the

means of winning them a radio contract. Their

sponsor is a rival soap manufacturer, and it is by

hearing her voice over the air that Shirley is discov-

ered, her father having believed her to be in the

school all the time. Conclusion sees the two com-

panies merged and the father taking a bride who can

give his daughter a mother's care.

AD TIPS:

Plug the songs . . . fake advantage of the many

commercial tieups offered . . . stage a Shirley Temple

double contest . . . Rates big campaign.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

Hollywood Preview

WHITE ANGEL, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

HISTORICAL DRAMA . . . Good

women's picture . . . Kay Francis is

miscast, but does fairly well with the

role . . . Handsome production, best

suited for class houses . . . Rates • • +
generally; better in class spots.

Warner Bros.

7 5 Minutes

Kay Francis . . . Donald Woods . . .

Ian Hunter . . . Nigel Bruce . . .

Henry O'Neill . . . Billy Mauch . . .

Phoebe Foster . . . Montagu Love . . .

Halliwell Hobbes

Directed by William Dieterle

This picturization of the career of Flor-

ence Nightingale is rather ponderous and

slow moving, although compelling in spots.

Director Dieterle sought to stress the human

side of the character in order to make her

more the woman and less the saint, but

Kay Francis was not the wisest selection

for the title role and the role is not as im-

pressive as it might have been. Despite ex-

cellent dialogue, the action is without ex-

citement. The production is handsome and

the atmosphere sustained properly through-

out. The misery of the hospitals and bar-

racks which the nurse worked so hard to

alleviate is treated very effectively. A good

musical score is a distinct asset. The sup-

porting cast is fine and pulls Miss Francis

through her weaker moments. The picture

might be regarded as "important" and will

find its most responsive audiences in better

class theatres. Generally, however, it will be

considered too heavy in its movement to

merit more than average-plus returns.

PLOT:

Florence Nightingale, high born English girl, re-

nounces society to minister to the British soldiers

wounded in the Crimea. To this point she goes

organizing a band of nurses and bringing order out

of chaos frequently by clashing with the big wigs in

the war office bound around with red tape. Nothing

can stop the girl in her inspired task and even ro-

mance is sacrificed in order to fulfill her mission.

In the end she emerges victorious over those who
scoffed at her ideas and becomes not only a national

figure but one who will live in history forever.

AD TIPS:

Play up a "new" Kay Francis. Stress the his-

torical aspects of the picture, which insures church,

school and club cooperation. Drug store tieups pos-

sible.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

TROUBLE FOR TWO

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-ADVENTURE . . . Mildly

entertaining combination of comedy,

romance and adventure . . . From R. L.

Stevenson's "Suicide Club" . . . Cos-

tume period . . . Supporting cast over-

shadows stars . . . Rates • except

in action houses.

M-G-M
90 Minutes

Robert Montgomery . . . Rosalind Russell . . .

Frank Morgan . . . Reginald Owen . . .

E. E. Clive . . . Louis Hayward

Directed by J. Walter Ruben

This is a loosely adapted and loosely writ-

ten version of Robert Louis Stevenson's

"Suicide Club." The script was obviously

not as cohesive as it might have been and
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the result is a somewhat rambling mixture

of romance, adventure, comedy and mys-

tery. That the film succeeds in proving as

mildly entertaining as it does may be at-

tributed to (1) the effective handling of the

mystery sequences by Director J. Walter

Ruben, and (2) the adroit performance by

Reginald Owen as the weird "president" of

the Suicide Club, where men draw cards for

the privilege to die. Remaining acting don-

ors, whatever is left after Owen's part is

considered, go to Frank Morgan. The ro-

mantic leads, Robert Montgomery and Rosa-

lind Russell, neither look nor act their best.

In cute curls and ruffle collar, handsome

Bob looks something less than the dashing

romantic hero. Miss Russell isn't photo-

graphed to best advantage and helps her role

none by a sober, almost somber, expression

throughout. "Trouble for Two" will at-

tract average grosses in better class houses,

but, despite a fair amount of action and

suspense, will go below in action and rural

spots.

PLOT:

Plans for the royal marriage of Montgomery and

Rosalind go astray when the princess sends word

with her ambassador that she will not marry "a pig

in a poke." Glad to be free, Montgomery goes to

London for a holiday with his guardian, Frank Mor-

gan. They meet Rosalind on the boat, but do not

know her identity. Later, they encounter her again

in the "Suicide Club," operated by the exiled leader

of the revolutionists of Montgomery's country. Rosa-

lind follows them to the club and draws the card to

kill Montgomery. She finally breaks down and con-

fesses who she is. Montgomery is later trapped by

the revolutionist leader, but escapes. Morgan is held

their prisoner and is rescued by his royal master by

a clever ruse. The couple now willingly unite their

families and countries.

AD TIPS:

Sell Robert Louis Stevenson. Tie-up with libraries,

book stores, etc. Sell to the children on this angle.

Action houses should stress the mystery and suspense

of the "Suicide Club." Pass out cards inviting the

readers to "A Rendezvous with Death at the Suicide

Club."

BARTON.

BELOW THE DEADLINE

MELODRAMA . . . Jewel thieves vs.

cops and insurance investigators . . .

Sufficiency of action and clever angles

make it interesting all the way . . .

Lack of star names will retard it, but

it rates * * for action and rural spots.

Chesterfield-Grand National

70 Minutes

Russell Hopton . . . Cecelia Parker . . .

Theodore Von Eltz

Directed by Charles Lamont

Capably directed and enacted, this meller

of daring diamond robbers who venture be-

low what the cops have designated "the

deadline" and get away with a swell haul by

framing one of the cops—moves along right

sprightly and affords lightweight action en-

tertainment all the way. No stint on pro-

duction values is apparent and Chesterfield

can take bows for turning out an above the

average programmer. For action fans there

are several fights; a train wreck; cops chas-

ing robbers; a bit of shooting, and logical

sleuthing. It will get by nicely in action

and rural spots.

PLOT:

Hopton, cop with a brogue a yard thick, in love

with Parker, secretary to diamond merchant. Von
Eltz's gang carefully plan robbery, playing up to

Parker in advance and framing Hopton by ruse em-

ploying Parker's handwriting and his brogue. Hop-

ton, grabbed by the cops, makes getaway; hops train,

which is wrecked. He thinks fast, exchanges papers

with corpse, and after siege in hospital and some

face lifting emerges as his own brother out to avenge

his wrong. How he succeeds and eventually wins

Parker and lands Von Eltz behind bars unfolds log-

ically and does not insult the intelligence.

AD TIPS:

Feature the diamond robbery angle and mention

the facial surgery business. Sell if as another you

can't fool the law opus.

NONNIE.

Hollywood Pre vie iv

NAVY BORN

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Simple story

of three naval officers and their efforts

to keep the child of a fellow officer

from alien hands . . . Lacks strong

names, but is pleasant entertainment

for dual spots . . . Rates • • — on its

own.

Republic

68 Minutes

William Gargan . . . Claire Dodd . . .

Douglas Fowley . . . George Irving . . .

Dorothy Tree . . . William Newell . . .

Addison Randall . . . Paul Fix

Directed by Nate Watt

William Gargan, Douglas Fowley and

William Newell shine in this pleasing, if un-

important, picture. It all centers around

UNBIASED

BOX-OFFICE REVIEWS

From

HOLLYWOOD AND NEW YORK

ARE FOUND EVERY WEEK IN

FILM BULLETIN

these three navy lieutenants, who try to

keep the orphaned baby of their comrade

from the mother's wealthy family who had

bitterly opposed the marriage. In their en-

deavor to keep their promise to the dead

aviator, they get into all sorts of scrapes

with the rich relatives, even resorting to

kidnapping. Claire Dodd is the chief femi-

nine interest and plays her usual role with

less than customary zest. Dorothy Tree is

clever as the flip friend of the family. There

is a light sprinkling of comedy throughout

the picture, which helps to relieve the ten-

sion in the more exciting scenes, as when it

is discovered that the kidnapper has snatched

the wrong baby. "Navy Born" will satisfy

pop audiences and is good for dualling with

a heavy drama.

PLOT:

Balked in their attempts to obtain custody of a

baby born of a love marriage between their daughter

and a navy man, both dead, the family of the girl

resorts to all sorts of measures to take the child

from the three navy men who are its guardians. The
family is foiled in the end.

AD TIPS:

Play up the child custody angle, recently in the

headlines. Action spots should plug the kidnap angle.

HAR BLAIR (Hollywood).

HUMAN CARGO

BOXOFFICE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Another one of

those yarns about an ace newspaper re-

porter and a society girl trying to be

one—both uncovering a new smug-

gling racket . . . Fair action . . .

Quickie in every respect and only sat-

isfactory for action houses, where it

rates • • —

.

20th Century-Fox

6 5 Minutes

Claire Trevor .

Alan Dinehart .

Rita Cansino . .

Morgan Wallace

Ralf Harolds . .

. Brian Donlevy . . .

. Ralph Morgan . . .

Herman Bing . . .

. . John McGuire . .

. Helen Trov

Directed by Allan Dwan

Built to satisfy pop action audiences, this

mellerdrammer of newspaper reporters,

smugglers and blackmailers will get bv in

such spots. There is nothing new about it,

except the story angle that smugglers of

humans use their knowledge to blackmail

their cargo once they have landed them in

this country, Principally, however, the

story concerns itself with the rivalry be-

tween star reporter Brian Donlevy, who
bullies his editor, and society girl Claire

Trevor, who thinks reporting for a news-

sheet is so much excitement! They are out

to get the scoops on each other, before the

(Continued on page I 2 ">
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other has awakened. If that plot sounds

routine to you—it should! However, there

is enough action in the smuggling scenes

and the last roundup of the criminals to

hold action fans comfortably engrossed.

Strong exploitation of the human smug-

gling and blackmailing angles will help this

through in the cheaper locations, but noth-

ing will do it much good in better class

houses. It's a fair action offering.

PLOT:

Donlevy, star reporter, and Claire, society girl

working for a rival newspaper, both plan to expose

and capture a criminal ring smuggling aliens into

this country and then blackmailing them. They go

to Canada separately and meet, when both arrange

to have themselves smuggled into the U. S. by the

gang. Their identity is known to the smugglers, who
plan to murder them. They escape and lead to the

arrest of the gang's leader, who is a prominent citi-

zen. Claire is now convinced that she will be hap-

pier as Donlevy's wife than as a reporter.

AD TIPS:

Action bouses should make the most of the smug-

gling and blackmailing angles. The latter phase is a

new slant and can be ballyhooed as "expose."

L. J.

Samuel Goldwyn

Leaves Hospital

New York.—Samuel Goldwyn was dis-

charged from Doctors Hospital Tuesday,

completely cured of the intestinal toxemia

which he contracted on his recent arrival

from Europe. He went immediately to his

suite at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Mr. Goldwyn will remain in New York

for two weeks, holding conferences with his

eastern staff and with the distribution ex-

ecutives of United Artists.

The producer will then leave for Holly-

wood to take up the production reins at his

studio and to attend the annual sales con-

vention of United Artists to be held at the

film capital from June 30 to July 2.

PHILA. MERGER QUIET
That on-again-off-again merger of the

Phila. I.T.O. and M.P.T.O. units has been

dormant for the past two weeks. Interest

is lagging on the part of the majority of

members of both groups and there is some

question if even a united organization will

gain much support from the rank and file

independents, who are disgusted with the

long delay in consummating the consolida-

tion and openly condemn the leaderships of

the two organizations.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

{Continued from page 2)

Dixie Dunbar and Johnny Downs in a

scene from "The First Baby"

A teaser gag that is bound to get a lot

of attention and send the pix off to a com-

edy start would be as follows: Promote a

real baby from a poor family in your com-

munity and have a man carry the baby in

his arms in buses, in trolley cars or sub-

ways. Everyone in the car will offer his seat

to the apparently unfortunate father who

has to tote his youngster around. Just a

simple tag on the man's back reading "THE
FIRST BABY" will get plenty of laughs

and create an interest in the picture. Only

a man carrying the infant can get the best

results on this gag.

For department, drug and furniture stores

the title plus the possibility of June bride

tie-ups is a natural for bedroom suites,

kitchen furniture, drug items, infant ac-

cessories, flowers, etc.

PRINTED MATTER

If you use the newspapers, just tease your

prospective audience along by slugging in at

least four or five one-inch teasers carrying

the title alone. If you don't use a news-

paper, trick up your teasers with comedy

cuts from Mat S. P. 3B and the title.

For your actual display, catch line your

copy at the heading and run into a bold

black face title which should dominate the

ad. A few comedy cuts interspersed would

help.

$ $ $ $

The Convention's
Lighter Mood

Everyone was agreed that too much
credit could not be heaped upon Henderson
M. Richey, Moe Horwitz and the commit-
tees that make the convention so brilliant a

business and social success. The two dinner

parties, the entertainment, the incidental so-

cial activities were so intelligently planned
that one might have assumed a group of

men with nothing else to do for months
had arranged it all. And a registration fee

of only $5 covered everything. The first

night's party at the elaborate Mayfair Ca-
sino was worth that!

On the wall directly behind and over the

rostrum appeared the Latin word "Salve,"

which was what Nathan Yamins assured
the delegates they would not get.

J. H. .Morris, Ralph Wilkins' inseparable
side-kick, won one of the golf prizes for a

crack 73.

The National Screen Personality Boys,
George Dembow- and Mort Van Praag, were
on the job early, late and continuously. In-

cidentally, they grabbed off the best display

space at the convention for their National
Screen Accessories. Had the complete rear

of the convention hall for NSA lobby dis-

plays. Ben Rosenberg was on the job and
Herman Robbins popped in for one day.

When six feet two, Russell Hardy went
to the rostrum and started to talk about
three feet over the top of the "mike." A. F.

Myers' drollery asserted itself with the re-

mark that someone "raise the 'mike,' or

lower the speaker."

Fred Herrington's Western Penna. dele-

gation was the largest from any unit. 42

exhibitors from that territory were regis-

tered and approximately 30 wives and
friends. * *

The Phila. contingent consisted of Dave
Milgram and Ray Schwartz. They received

lots of attention fr.om Allied leaders, who
wanted to know when the Philly exhibs

would be ready to rejoin.

Martin Smith's youthful appearance cer-

tainly belies the 44 years he claims to have
left behind.

Most noticeable happy couples in attend-

ance: Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Richey, Mr. and
Mrs. Sid Samuelson, Mr. and Mrs. Lee New-
bury, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Chesborough, Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Wood.

A cable was read from Walter B. Little-

field honeymooning in Europe.

Always the Loser

In the course of his remarks on the

resolution advocating the disassocia-

tion of producers from the exhibition

field, Sid Samuelson asked the Allied

delegates to bear in mind that "the

producers have never won a legal fight

against exhibitors on a broad prin-

ciple of justice."
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Producers Out of Exhibition

W. A. STEFFES
Leader, Allied Northwest Unit

Since 1922, independent exhibitors have
been getting the "run-around" from Will H.
Hays in their attempts to negotiate with

producers.

"Don't ever think little Willie is going to

allow us to get the heads of the individual

companies into a room without him."

Pictures are steadily getting worse.

"Are we going to negotiate until the pro-

ducers acquire another 2000 theatres, or

are we going to use a big stick?"

Independents must find a way to "drive

them (producers) out of the exhibition busi-

ness altogether."

Butchers forced the packers out the
butcher business, why can't exhibitors drive

producers out of exhibition?

Introduced resolution condemning pro-
ducer-affiliated theatres as tending directly

toward monopoly and urging the "complete
disassociation" of production and distribu-
tion on the one hand, and exhibition" on
the other.

Spoke at later session to impress dele-
gates with importance of the step and point
out that it will require fund of $250,000
to accomplish purpose.

Film Situation

GEORGE \V. WEEKS
General Sales Manager, G-B

The fact that the circuits are out grab-
bing new theatres is indication that it's go-
ing to be a big year.

"The fundamental trouble with the mo-
tion picture industry is a scarcity of really
fine motion pictures."

"No producer can escape part of the
blame for dual bills." The producers en-
courage their spread by making less big
pictures.

Independent exhibitors must support good
pictures regardless of by whom or where
they are made.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Au'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCuit 4181 RACE 4600

Praises Purpose of NRA
DANIEL BERTRAND

Author of NRA Report on Film Industry

"For the most part, the independent is

back where he started some three or four

years ago. The strong have grown stronger

and the weak still must get along as best

he can."

"The laws intended to prevent monopoly
—those Clayton and Sherman anti-trust

statutes that some speak about as Gibral-

tars of eternal security have been proved

over and over again, under present opera-

tions, to be ineffective."

"Producer, distributor, and exhibitor were
brought together for the first time in their

history under the Code."

Allied, C-I Tieup

EDWARD GOLDEN
General Sales Mgr., Chesterfield-Invincible

Chesterfield-Invincible have full knowl-

edge of responsibility assumed in tieup with

national Allied.

Independent production has gone to "low-

est ebb in history" and must be brought

back.

C-I are adequately financed to carry

through the program planned.

Distributors handling the product will

have to pass most severe tests and be ac-

ceptable to Allied leaders.

"We are not looking to make quick

money. We are looking into the future."

Other Speakers

Martin G. Smith, president of the Ohio
Allied unit, opened the convention, welcom-
ing the delegates to Cleveland, and called

upon Mayor Harold H. Burton.

M. B. Horwitz responded to the Mayor.

Henderson M. Richey took charge of the

convention and read a telegram from Wil-

liam F. Rodgers, M-G-M sales manager,
who was to address the convention, but

found he could not come. Richey remarked
that "Mr. Rodgers may have found him-

self at a meeting in Hays' office," but ex-

pressed the opinion that Rodgers is "a fine

gentleman," who would have come had it

been within his control to do so.

J. Don Alexander, president of Alexander
Films Co., remarked that over one-half of

the theatres in the country are showing ad-

vertising films. Complimented Allied on its

success in sponsoring the tieup with his

company.

Fred Herrington, of Pittsburgh, urged
support by subscriptions of P. S. Harrison's

publication for his work on behalf of inde-

pendent exhibitors.

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

James Ritter, of Detroit, a former presi-

dent of national Allied, offered the resolu-

tion commending Allied's officers for their

work on the Pettengill-Neely bill, express-

ing resentment against majors' efforts to

slander these men and urging continuation

of the efforts to effect passage of the bills.

Sidney E. Samuelson expressed opinion

that fight to force producers out of exhibi-

tion can be won, but Allied members must
be prepared for long, hard fight.

Harry A. Cole of Texas quoted statistics

to demonstrate growth of affiliated chains

in recent years. In 1919, Texas had no af-

ffiliated theatres; in 1921, 11; in 1933, 187;

today, 290. Not one town of 10,000 popula-

tion or over in Texas that is not controlled

by affiliated chain.

Tentative pledges to fund to split produc-
tion-exhibition made by following: Smith,
for Ohio unit, will raise "between $10,000
and $15,000;" Yamins, for New England,
"at least $5,000;" Steffes, for Minnesota,
"at least $10,000;" Richey, for Detroit,

"conservatively. $10,000;" Davis, for W. Pa.,

"we will go along;" Olive, for D. C,. "we'll

do our share;" Ritter, "I'll personally con-

tribute $1,000;" Cole, "I'll give a thou-

sand." .

Arthur K. Howard, business manager of

N.E. unit, explained his unit's liability in-

surance tieup with Lloyd's of London and
advocated its acceptance by national Allied.

It will save exhibitors from 19 percent up,

he stated.

Congrats from Conn.
IMPTO

Nathan Yamins read a wire from

the Independent M.P.T.O. of Con-

necticut congratulating Allied on its

work and extending good wishes for a

successful convention. This group is

expected to join Allied soon.

FIRST!
IN THE EQUIPMENT FIELD

FOR YEARS . . .

WISE EXHIBITORS

HAVE FOUND THE

BEST IN PRODUCT

AND SERVICE

AT . . .

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

O

EVERYTHING FROM STREET TO SCREEN
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PARAMOUNT LISTS 40 FOR FIRST
6 MONTHS; MAY TOTAL 80 FOR SEASON

Resolution on Plan to Split

Production-Exhibition

WHEREAS, the operation of theatres by the

producers and distributors tends directly to-

ward monopoly, results in unfair practices and

restraint of trade bringing about inevitably the

complete destruction of Independent Theatres,

deprives the public of freedom of choice in the

matter of motion picture entertainment and is

otherwise contrary to the public interests;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
by the Independent motion picture theatre

owners of the United States assembled at the

Annual Convention of Allied States Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Exhibitors at Cleve-

land, Ohio, this fourth day of June, 1 936, as

follows:

FIRST. That Allied States Association em-

bark on a campaign of vigorous action, em-

ploying all legal means at its disposal, to re-

tard and prevent the further expansion of the

affiliated chains and to enjoin and restrain the

unfair and oppressive methods by which they

are enlarging and extending their monopoly.

SECOND. That in carrying out this man-

date the General Counsel and President of

Allied, with the advice and consent of the

special committee of three is authorized and

directed to co-operate with and assist inde-

pendent exhibitors belonging to regional units

of Allied in the institution and prosecution to

final judgment such numbers of cases as may
be necessary to obtain a judicial determination

of the legal rights of such independents under

existing laws in their struggle to remain in

business.

THIRD. That the general counsel is fur-

ther authorized and directed to prepare suit-

able drafts of bills for introduction into the

Federal Congress and the Legislature of the

States having for their purpose the complete

disassociation of the functions of production

and distribution of motion pictures on the

one hand, and the exhibition of such pictures

on the other with the recommendation that in-

dependent exhibitors, individually and through

their association, strive for the enactment of

such legislation.

LARGEST OUTPUT . . .

The Paramount program for the 1936-37

season may total 80 features, according to

announcement made by Sales Manager Neil

F. Agnew at the company's annual sales con-

vention held in Chicago starting last Satur-

day. 40 of these are named by titles and

many by full casts to be released during the

first six months of the season, starting in

August.

While the output may not be 80, Agnew
stated that the total will be between 70 and

80, with every indication pointing to the

largest schedule ever attempted by the com-
pany.

40 DESIGNATED . . .

The release schedule, by months, of the

first forty has been almost completely set,

only one musical and three Hopalong Cas-

sidy westerns lacking definite release dates.

Following is the program for the first six

months:

AUGUST, seven pictures:

"The Texas Ranger," with Fred MacMurray, Jack

Oakie, Jean Parker, Lloyd Nolan and Bennie Bartlett;

directed by King Vidor.

"The General Dies at Dawn," with Gary Cooper,

Madeleine Carroll, William Frawley; directed by Lewis

Milestone.

"My American Wife," with Francis Lederer, Ann
Sothern, Fred Stone, Billie Burke, Ketti Gallian.

"Lady Be Careful," with Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle,

Larry Crabbe, Grant Withers and Benny Baker.

"I'd Give My Life," with Tom Brown and Janet

Beecher.

"Johnny Gets His Gun," with Ralph Bellamy,

Katherine Locke and David Holt.

"Hollywood Boulevard," with John Halliday, Rob-

ert Cummings, Marsha Hunt, Esther Ralston and

Frieda Innescourt.

SEPTEMBER, seven pictures:

"Big Broadcast of 1937," with Jack Benny, George

Burns and Gracie Allen and an all-star cast, plus

specialties by Bing Crosby, Bob Burns, Leopold Sto-

kowski and other celebrities; directed by Mitchell

Leisen.

"Wedding Present," with Joan Bennett, Gary

Cooper and George Bancroft. B. P. Schulberg's first

production.

"Hideaway Girl," with Frances Farmer and Kent

Taylor.

"Wives Never Know," with Charlie Ruggles, Mary

Boland, Adolphe Menjou and Verrec Teasdale; di-

rected by Elliott Nugent.

"Stairs of Sand," Zanc Grey story, with Larry

Crabbe, Marsha Hunt, Raymond Hatton.

"Murder with Pictures," with Ketti Gallian and

Kent Taylor.

"With Banners Blowing," with Gladys George,

John Howard, Arline Judge, Isabel Jewel, Dudley

Diggcs and Harry Carey.

OCTOBER, six pictures:

"Maid of Salem," Frank Lloyd production, starring

Claudettc Colbert.

"Personal Appearance," starring Mae West, an

Emanuel Cohen production.

"Queen of the Jungle," with Raymond Milland,

Sir Guy Standing, Akim Tamiroff and Lynne Over-

man.

"Everything for Sale." No cast named.

"Three Married Men," with Lynne Overman, Ros-

coe Karns, William Frawley, George Barbier, Robert

Cummings, Marsha Hunt, Elizabeth Patterson, Ben-

nie Bartlett and Virginia Weidler.

"Rose Bowl," with Frances Farmer, Larry Crabbe

and Nick Lukats.

NOVEMBER, six pictures:

"The Plainsman," Cecil B. DeMille production, with

Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur.

"Champagne Waltz," with Gladys Swarthout, Fred

MacMurray, Jack Oakie, Lyda Roberti, Veloz and

Yolanda; directed by Edward Sutherland.

"Pinkerton, the Detective," with Edward Arnold.

"Hotel Haywire," with Charlie Ruggles, Mary
Boland, George Burns and Gracie Allen.

"The Barrier," from the Rex Beach story. To be

produced by Harry Sherman.

"Our Miss Keane," with Virginia Weidler and Billy

Lee.

DECEMBER, five pictures:

"College Holiday," with Jack Benny, Frances Far-

mer, Louis DaPron, Robert Cummings, Johnny

Downs, Eleanore Whitney.

"Don't Look Now," starring W. C. Fields.

"The Tightwad," starring Charlie Ruggles.

"Broadway Afternoon." No cast named.

"The Turning Point," with Gail Patrick, Marsha

Hunt and Elizabeth Patterson.

JANUARY, five pictures:

"Spawn of the North," in Technicolor, starring

Carole Lombard, Henry Fonda and Cary Grant; di-

rected by Henry Hathaway.

"Hard to Handle," starring Claudette Colbert;

directed by Wesley Ruggles.

"Follow the Sun," with Bing Crosby, George Burns

and Gracie Allen and Lynne Overman; directed by

Norman Taurog.

"Playboy," with George Raft and Ida Lupino.

"A Gun for Hire." No cast named.

The remaining four in this group of forty

are:

"Artists and Models," musical, with no cast named.

3 Hopalong Cassidy westerns, starring Bill Boyd.

SECOND HALF . . .

Stories and stars have been named for the

following productions scheduled to be re-

leased during the second half of the coming

season:

"Slave Ship," in Technicolor, with Gary Cooper;

directed by Henry Hathaway.

"Diamond Rush," starring either Gary Cooper or

Fred MacMurray; Wesley Ruggles directing.

"Count of Luxembourg," with Irene Dunne and

W. C. Fields.

"Panama Gal," with Fred MacMurray and Carole

Lombard.

"High, Wide and Handsome," with Irene Dunne,

Fred MacMurray and Randolph Scott.

"Safari," with Edward Arnold.

"That's What Girls Arc Made Of," with Sylvia

Sidney and Fred MacMurray.

"It Happened in Paradise," with Bing Crosby.

"Easy Living," with Jean Arthur.

One Harold Lloyd comedy.

Two Marlcne Dietrich starring vehicles, one di-

WARNERS SET 60

MANY IN WORK . . .

A program of 60 Warner-First National-

Cosmopolitan features for next season was

made known at the company's eastern and

Canadian sales convention in New York

last week.

The Warner lineup for 1936-37

will be published in next week's

issue of FILM BULLETIN.

Many of the productions are already com-

pleted and a large number are in work, ac-

cording to a statement by Jack L. Warner,

head of production.

The new season product includes 8 stage

play adaptations, 18 novels and stories, 7

based on "newspaper headlines," 6 biogra-

phies and 6 westerns.

rected by Ernst Lubitsch.

"The Golden Era," starring Claudette Colbert.

One other Claudette Colbert picture.

One more Gary Cooper starring vehicle.
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Deny Sale of Fox,

Phila., to Warners

Recurrent rumors of the sale of the Fox,

Phila., to Warner Bros, was denied Monday

by an official of the latter company, who

admitted that negotiations had been going

on for some time, but no deal closed. The

Fox has been the only downtown first run

not controlled by the Warner circuit. It is

currently under the wing of Al Boyd.

One story has vaudeville going out of the

Fox into the Stanley, if the deal is consum-

mated. This, however, was termed "ridicu-

lous" bv the same Warner executive.

Stallman Wins Ad Award

J. Lester Stallman, manager of the Col-

lege Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa., is the winner

of the Quigley May bronze plaque for his

campaign on "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
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$2.00
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

YOU REALLY DON'T HAVE TO
READ IT, YOU KNOW . . .

The latest gag is to hand the guy in a white linen

suit a broom and make him sweep off the pavement.

MOE VERBIN and GEORGE SOBEL were sports

enough to carry through with the white wing ap-

pelation last week . . . Caught MILT SMITH, Na-

tional Screen Accessories, with a couple of bonafide

Roumanian gypsy girls in his office. For the price

of a couple cups coffee and some buns they were

willing to predict all sorts of things about his future

. . . 'POP' KORSON wants it understood that the

automobile accident he fared in is not worth men-

tioning . . . KEN HAYNES, Quality Print, now in

the Washington territory, with HERMAN TUCKER
supervising the Quality production department in his

stead . . . CHARLES STIEFEL has definitely de-

cided to call his new downtown house "The Presi-

dent." Says people now salute him as "Mr. Regis"

and "Mr. Venice"—so he anticipates their calling

him "Mr. President" . . . PHIL WOLFSON now

handling 'Lucky' . . . SAM PALEN now handling

Scranton-Wilkes-Barre territory for Columbia . . .

GEORGE SOBEL and HOWARD PARKER, with

assistance of STANLEY MORDERSKY, Polish radio

announcer over WPEN and WRAX, pulled the "Giv-

ing away a live baby" (pig) gag in such showmanly

manner that they had all the Ritz Polish patrons ex-

cited . . . DAVE MILGRAM and RAY SCHWARTZ
back from Allied Cleveland Convention looking and

feeling none the worse . . . EDDIE GABRIEL and

family took trip to Delaware Water Gap . . . LEON

BEHALL and wife seen at Atlantic City . . . AL

BLOFSON, National-Penn, says exhibs are refusing

lo sign Paramount poster contracts . . . BIG NEWS!

CHARLIE GOLDFINE moves down to the Syl-

vania—joining the movie colony there . . . BILL

HEXTER, brother of the late CLARENCE HEX-

TER, in town from New York to assist Jack in

looking after their theatre interests . . . SID STAN-

LEY and two undisclosed partners reported leasing

Fay's from Comerford for next season with a con-

tinuation of vaude and picture policy beginning late

in August . . . Our condolences to KAY KA1Z,

Gem Theatre, whose mother died suddenly early in

the morning of June 9th . . . Republic employees

all happy over HARRY LA VINE'S distributing of

bonus money to everybody—the result of the local

exchange coming in third in national standing tor

last season's sales . . . Back from the convention

—

in Chicago—Harry, Mike, Bill, and all the bo\ s »re

full of pep and enthusiasm for Republic's second

year . . . Following houses now closed on Sundays ac-

cording to those who should know: Admiral, Car-

man, Rialto, Upsal, Lyric—Germantown, Ritz and

Pike . . . 'SKIP' WESHNER and TED SCHLANGER
continue to rate tops with the Warner boys who

work under 'em . . . JOE FORTE'S son, Joe, Jr.,

graduates from Penn and receives appointment at Jef-

ferson Medical . . . BENNY HARRIS' sun-bathing

has begun.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

IKRVING theatre needs with a know-
i ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and

L office files. No missouts.

F
E

REKING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

IaKING CARK of every possible
need in the delivery of film

(EMHNG the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at a
minimum cost.

H
ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
103 1 3rd St., N. W. 5 18 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.



Chesterfield and Invincible

ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF

INDEPENDENT LEADERSHIP

• We stand firmly upon our record of years of accomplishment in that market.

Year in and year out. Chesterfield and Invincible have made promises of

delivery, and, year after year, every promise has been fulfilled.

In the season of 1936-37, responsible Independent producers and distributors

will again assume the position of respect and confidence that they so justly

deserve.

Our plans for 1936-37 consist of 18 pictures, nine to be made by Chesterfield

and nine to be made by Invincible.

We shall offer, through Independent exchanges, a program of feature pictures,

planned and conceived with the Box Office as our sole objective.

Chesterfield and Invincible will offer action stories of living, virile characters;

drama, and comedy, with a sprinkling of music.

• There are three important factors in the successful operation of Independent

production and distribution:

FIRST, a spirit of encouragement and support by exhibitors to

the product of the Independent producer.

SECOND, a product of worth-while quality, produced by pro-

ducers with an established record for regularity of delivery;

producers with a financial responsibility that enables them to

make good every promise; producers with a proved knowledge

of sound showmanship principles in production; producers with

a keen sense of integrity.

THIRD, Independent exchanges properly manned; exchanges

with a full understanding of their responsibilities to exhibitors;

exchanges with an appreciation of their obligations to the

Independent producer.

WE ARE NOW READY TO NEGOTIATE FOR SUCH DISTRI-

BUTION.

• Chesterfield and Invincible, in the future as in the past, shall continue tc

strive for the creation and fulfillment of confidence with all whom they serve

in business.

CHESTERFIELD PICTURES
GEORGE R. BATCHELLER, PRES.

INVINCIBLE PICTURES
MAURY M. COHEN. PRES.
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Drive For Fnndg
To Fight Affiliated

Chains Under Way

UNIVERSAL HAS CAPITAL, COCHRANE SAYS

OTTERSON OUT OF PARAMOUNT

ALLIED DEAL WITH CI DISCLOSED

Reviews in This Issue:

MY MAN GODFREY • SECRET AGENT

REVOLT OF THE ZOMBIES • SPENDTHRIFT

HIGH TENSION • I STAND CONDEMNED

'Sleeper Campaign' on "PAROLE"
By Wolfe-Smith

HOLLYWOOD FLICKERS by Harry N. Blair
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of thcatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

PAROLE' UNIVERSAL 68 MINUTES

Henry Hunter . . . Ann Preston . . . Alan Dinehart

Alan Hale . . . Grant Mitchell

WHAT
PRICE PAROLE?

U AND WHO PAYS?

J • Thousands of priionon and their

pretty molls are paroled each year

-only to prey again on Innocent

men, women and children I See this

gripping andsonsationalpicturoofcon-

ditions that load tif crime and carnago t

Dillinger! . . . Karpis! . . . Marian! . . .

Crowley! . . . Legs Diamond! . . . all paroled

cons were on the loose who went sour on

society and ended up with bullet riddled

chests . . . Are these ex-cons victims of an

exacting society that collects its toll from

lawless murderers and resurrected wrecks of

men, or is society victimized by the poisoned

minds of clever maniacs who work their

way thru crooked channels of pull to gain

their freedom as beasts of the cities . . .?

A reformed con on parole lands a job

and attempts to live as a decent citizen . . .

Someone squeals to his boss that he's a jail-

bird . . . He's fired. He finds another job

and is fired again ... He goes screwy and

follows the line of least resistance ... A
hold -up ... a gun-shot . . . Murder . . .

Arrest . . . The hot scat . . . WHY? . . .

Who was victimized . . . The public or the

PAROLED CONVICT . . . ?

The papers are full of stories every day

about paroled jail-birds who wouldn't or

couldn't toe the line in society . . . One
man out of every 45 is a convict . . . Per-

haps your best friend has a record . . .

Should he be shunned or helped?

Boyoboyoboy . . . This is a natural ex-

ploitation special that you can't help going

to town on! Joe Weil, publicity director

of Universal did a grand job in his press-

sheet on this hot subject and there's damn
little left to add that will help you get in

the bucks.

LOBBY
Every police department has a collection

of weapons that they've taken from prison-

ers . . . Mount them on a board and place

it in a conspicuous spot in your lobby.

COPY: "Actual weapons of DEATH taken

from CONVICTS . . . Should such men
be released on PAROLE to roam free on

the streets?"

Blow-up the heads of Dillinger, Karpis,

Mahan, Crowley, Legs Diamond and spot

them around the walls of the lobby . . .

COPY: "ALL PAROLED prisoners turned

loose upon YOU to KILL . . . Who was

responsible for this crime upon society?"

Special HEADLINE 40x60 reproduced in

the press-sheet.

STAGE
Invite the local Boy Scout troop to the

theatre for a preview and have the Chief of

Police or other high official give them a talk

on "Crime Doesn't Pay."

Here's an angle that's bound to click for

a load of attention . . . Don't be afraid of

it . . . The only criticism that can fall on

you will be good ... Go to the next com-
munity or town and from the police de-

partment find out who was paroled and who
hadn't a job . . . Get him to come up to

your theatre (and he will if the cops say

so) put a mask over his face and you in-

troduce him from the stage . . . His plea

will be for a job, along the lines that he's

an ex-con who's paid his debt to society, is

married and has a family and who desper-

ately wants to go straight ... If it's pos-

sible get the Warden of the jug nearest you

to preface the plea of the con with a talk

on crime, prisons, and wind up with Parole

. . . You or he or the con needn't mention

a word about the picture other than Parole,

but make sure that they mention it during

their talk . . . Immediately after the con

gets through with his tear-jerker asking

forgiveness and a job of society, open up

your traveller and go smack-bang into the

trailer.

STREET BALLY

Dress four or five stooges up in convicts

suits with their ankles chained together . . .

COPY No. 1 : "I was a killer ... I expect

to be PAROLED" . . .

COPY No. 2: "One out of every 45 men is

an EX-CONVICT who got out on

PAROLE" . . .

COPY No. 3: "DILLINGER got out on

PAROLE and killed innocent people" . . .

COPY No. 4: "If you believe in PAROLE
give an ex-convict a job" . . .

COPY No. 5: "PAROLE . . . Strand Thea-

tre ... 2 Days Only . . . Starts Saturday."

(Continued on page 8)

Parole System Hit

Albert Edward Wiggam, D.Sc. in one

of his 'Explore Your Mind' syndicated

newspaper series (John Dille Co., N. Y.)

asks the question: "DOES THE FRE-
QUENT VIOLATION OF PAROLE BY
PRISONERS INDICATE PAROLE
SHOULD BE ABOLISHED?" And an-

swers: "In the best article yet written

on this tremendously important subject,

by Judge George W. Alger, of New York,

in the March Atlantic, he shows the

trouble is not with parole as such, but

with the fact that only one or two States

have an intelligent "parole system." There

are 3 5,000 ex-convicts now on parole and

how they are selected and supervised is a

serious question, yet a large portion of

them have no supervision whatsoever, but

are merely criminals turned loose on so-

ciety, some of them actually insane.

Scarcely half a dozen States make any

appropriation worth while for supervision.

Judge Alger makes it evident that an in-

telligent parole system that aided the

prisoner to readjust himself to life and
society would be of incalcuable service."
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THE ISSUE OF MONOPOLY

!

Monopoly will be one of the outstanding
issues in the forthcoming Presidential cam-
paign. Both major political parties, especially

the Democratic, are committed to planks
against the control of industries by small
groups and the enactment of new, more effica-

cious legislation, or the more rigid enforce-
ment of our present anti-trust laws, to curb
the tendency toward centralization of indus-
trial power.

In the light of the situation that exists in

the motion picture industry and the recent
action taken by Allied to seek the disassocia-
tion of production from exhibition on the
grounds that the ownership of theatre circuits

by producers tends toward monopoly, the
remarks made by President Roosevelt on this

subject at the Texas Centennial Exposition
last Friday are most significant.

In referring to conditions found in Texas
a generation ago, before state laws to control
corporations were passed, Mr. Roosevelt de-
clared that undemocratic monopolies "were
bearing down heavily on their smaller com-
petitors, and on the people they served. Be-
cause of this they were taking away oppor-
tunity."

The President stated further:
"In our national life, public and private,

the very nature of free government demands
that there must be a line of defense held by
the yeomanry of business and industry and
agriculture, not the generalissimos, but the
small men, the average men . . , those who
have an ownership in their business and a
responsibility which gives them stability.

"Any elemental policy, economic or politi-

cal, which tends to eliminate these depend-
able defenders of democratic institutions and.
to concentrate control in the hands of a few
small, powerful groups, is directly opposed to
the stability of government and to democratic
government itself."

The film industry has fallen under the
domination of five producer-theatre owning
corporations, which operate with such har-
mony as to give them life or death control over
all other factors engaged in the motion pic-
ture business. This group dominates not only
the small, independent theatre owner, but,
also, the other film producers.

Through the vast circuits of theatres they
operate, theirs is the power to force condi-
tions on every other producer and exhibitor
in the land. Columbia, United Artists and
Universal, presumably tremendously strong,
independent units on their own, are actually,
in a lesser degree, in the same boat with the
small theatre owner, who accepts the terms
presented to him by the film companies or
does without the product.

The producer-owned circuits control a
formidable portion of the total film rentals
available throughout the country. It requires
mere common sense to understand that the
producers without theatres would suffer the
loss of considerable revenue if they were to
be deprived of the business from affiliated

chains. Thus, they are forced, by the circum-
stances existent in the industry, to fall in line

and abide by whatever rules are fixed by the
Big 5.

Can anyone question the validity of the
statement that these producers, and any other
independent film makers, would enjoy far
greater opportunity and advantage if granted
a freer market in which to sell their products.
Open up to them equal access to the large,
first-runs now controlled by the producer-
exhibitors, the greatest portion of whose play-
ing time is consumed by the "swap" deals
made between the affiliated chains, and you
would witness a spreading of wings in pro-
duction that would carry the film industry to
far greater heights than it has ever reached.

The virtual monopoly that resides in those
five producer-exhibitor corporations is stifling

the normal competitive forces in the motion
picture industry. If allowed to pursue their

course, there is no doubt but that they would
eventually destroy not onlj' the independent
theatre owners, but the other film producers
as well. Such is the inevitable tendency of
private monopolies.

Although they may not be aware of it, or
hesitate to utter it, the shattering of the mo-
nopoly in the motion picture industry, by
severing production from exhibition, will

bring as much benefit to producers outside the
theatre-owning group as to independent
exhibitors.

MO WAX.
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H€UI_yW€CID rLICREES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, June 16.

Regardless of how the exhibs feel about radio

competition, the signing of picture names for air

programs gees merrily on. Fred Astaire and Joe E.

Brown are the latest to offer movie theatres weekly

competition via the ether. And this is only the begin-
ning!

Indies, geared to cut corners, seldom pioneer,

are content to follow the well beaten path. Not so

the energetic Burroughs-Tarzan outfit. This com-

pany gets the jump on every other studio in the

business by creating means to include intricate wipes, fades and dissolves in

color films for the first time, in its forthcoming "The Phantom of Santa Fe."

Something to crow about!

When Walt Disney, who helped mere than any other person to revive in-

terest in short subjects, jumps into the feature class, it's news. First of the full

lengths will be a color cartoon fantasy based on "Snow White." This will be

followed by several others. Hal Roach is also snubbing shorts and will make

at least five features this season.

There's another earthquake due in California. Joe Kennedy's report to the

Paramount board hit the present studio setup an awful wallop. One thing is

certain. Paramount must have a new production head—and soon. The studio's

present situation is precarious, to say the least.

Regardless of Kennedy's recommendation that Louis B. Mayer be brought

in to save the organization from ruin, there are many who feel that after the

smoke blows away none other than our old friend Winnie Sheehan will be

guiding the helm. It wouldn't surprise us in the least. Nothing would, in fact.

May we crowd in a little boost for a guy who really deserves a break?

Duncan Renaldo, after his messy immigration mixup, is making a comeback

in Chesterfield's "Lady Luck." Let's hope the title is a good omen for Dune.

Supreme is working on the last of its present Bob Steele series, prior to

lining up under the Republic banner. Meanwhile, John Wayne goes to Alaska

on location for Trem Carr's first at Universal. And, by the way, don't be too

surprised if W. Ray Johnston soon deserts Republic to join Trem at "U."

Buddy Rogers, back in town and youthful as ever, constantly squires Mary

Pickford, here and there. Wedding bells for these two are expected to ring as

soon as Mary finishes her series of broadcasts, the sponsors being exceedingly

doubtful regarding the public's reaction to such a match.

"Tundra," Burroughs-Tarzan outdoor special, will be released as a road

show attraction in July, prior to its general exhibition.

What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"SECRET AGENT" (G-B)
". . . One of those affairs in which practically

every member of the cast turns out to be a spy

. . . Marred by inexpert camera technique . . .

uneven sound recording . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Credible, handsome and frequently ex-

citing . . . Sound reproduction . . . far from

good ... In no sense the equal of 'The Man
Who Knew Too Much' or 'The 3 9 Steps' . .

."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . There are thrills and spectacular scenes

in the film which are handled so casually by

the director and the players that they do not

generate the expected excitement . . . Fascinat-

ing to watch unfold . . . No sustained dramatic

scenes . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"HEARTS DIVIDED'

(Cosmopolitan-Warner's )

". . . The year's most disappointing picture

saved from utter downfall by innumerable de-

vices of direction and the performances of the

supporting cast . . . Marion Davies is miscast

and Dick Powell, while in his usual pleasant

voice is burdened with aimless lyrics . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"... A trifle pompous and not conclusively

100/f entertainment; but it offers Miss Davies

a chance to be a heroine in an historical romance

heavily weighted with gold lace, hoopskirts and

period furniture . .
."

JV. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Historical melodrama with a Warner
star-studded cast . . . Claude Raines takes the

acting honors away from Marion Davies and

Dick Powell . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

* * tr

"PRIVATE NUMBER"
(20th Century-Fox)

"Common Clay" now "Private Number" . . .

Picture is well cast, but the players have a

difficult time trying to revitalize some of the

antique episodes of the plot . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

".
. . Well acted throughout . . . The plot,

however, creaks and the two really capable

juvenile leads will probably never get over hav-

ing had to speak the lines they say in "Private

Number."
N. Y. TIMES.

"The banalities that stud "Private Number"

are not likely to militate against the film's

popular success . . . Young-Taylor-Rathbone-

Kelly-Owsley all good . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
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Allied Opens Drive For Funds To Back

Campaign Against Affiliated Circuits

LETTER BY YAMINS TERMS MOVE
'LAST STAND' AGAINST MONOPOLY

Allied this week instituted the initial move—a drive to raise from
$100,000 to $2 50,000—in its campaign to carry out the provisions of

the resolution, adopted at the annual convention two weeks ago, to take

steps to force the complete disassociation of production from exhibition.

A letter from Nathan Yamins, president of the national body, to all

Allied members officially opened the drive.

Yamins expresses the belief that there are

at least one hundred independent exhibitors

"with enough at stake and with a sufficient

appreciation of the precariousness of their

position to contribute $1000 to the fund.

Allied leaders at the convention stated that

they were hopeful that the $100,000 re-

quired for preliminary expenses would be

raised in this manner, the balance to come
from the rank and rile members in smaller

contributions.

ALL THREATENED . . .

The president's letter warns all independ-

ent exhibitors that, regardless of their pre-

sent position, none are safe from the threat

of producer-owned theatre opposition.

"This movement constitutes the last stand

of the independent theatre owners against

the encroachments of the motion picture

monopoly," the letter declares. "Towns of

three and four thousand inhabitants are be-

ing invaded in some parts of the country,

and there appears to be a fixed purpose on

the part of the monopolists to pursue their

campaign of aggression until every theatre

capable of showing even a small profit has

been absorbed.

"If you are now in a closed situation, or

if your competition is fair, your lot is a

happy one; but you should be ever mindful

of the fact that once you are subjected to

affiliated chain competition your security

will be at an end and you will continue to

operate, if at all, by indulgence of your

competitor."

He states that his letter is not alarmist

propaganda, and issues the ominous warn-

ing that "If this effort fails, there may never

be another attempt at united action."

MEET NEXT WEEK . . .

The Special Defense Committee, as the

group in charge of effectuating the resolu-

tion is known, is scheduled to meet in New
York early next week, it was learned on

Monday. The committee consists of Yamins,

Sidney E. Samuelson, W. A. Steffes, H. A.

Cole and Abram F. Myers. James C. Ritter,

former Allied president from Detroit, is

treasurer of the fund. The money will be

utilized to employ "outstanding legal talent"

to assist Myers and to carry on a vigorous

legislative and legal campaign.

JACK COHN HITS
FILM STARS ON AIR

COMPETITION . . .

Film stars, whose popularity has been es-

tablished by the movie industry, are increas-

ing the competitive problems of theatres by
appearing on radio programs, it was declared

by Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia,
in an interview with a New York paper

last week. He expressed the opinion that

steps should and probably would be taken

by the producers to curb this practice, by
inserting clauses in new contracts with play-

ers forbidding their participation in com-
petitive forms of entertainment.

Cohn asserted that the value of the in-

dustry's product was being cheapened by
the fact that the radio was giving away
without charge what the movie theatre was
forced to sell at an admission price.

Columbia Confab Mon.-Wed.

Columbia's annual sales convention gets

going Monday afternoon at the Drake Hotel,

Chicago, extending through Wednesday.

Jack Cohn and Abe Montague, sales man-

ager, will head the eastern delegation, leav-

ing for the Windy City Saturday afternoon.

Others in this contingent will be Nate Spin-

gold, Hy Daab, A. Schneider and Harry

Weiner.

H. B. Wathall Dies

Hollywood, June 17.—Henry B. Walt-

hall, the famed little colonel of "Birth Of

A Nation" died in a sanatarium near here

today. The 5 5 year veteran actor collapsed

recently, after completing his role in "China

Clipper."

OTTERSON OUT AS
PARA. PRES., ZUKOR
MAY REPLACE HIM

EXPECTED . . .

As had been predicted in FILM BULLE-
TIN several times during the past few

months, John E. Otterson will not continue

as president of Paramount Pictures. This

was definitely decided at the stockholders'

meeting yesterday (Tues.) morning, when

the former Erpi president was not elected

a director of the company. Inasmuch as the

by-laws provide that the president be a di-

rector, it is tantamount to his removal from

the office he has occupied for approximately

one year.

Otterson's contract has four more years

to go at a salary of Si 50,000 for one year

and 4100,000 for the remaining three years.

Settlement of this pact is expected to lead

to difficulties, with the ousted head re-

ported asking payment in full, while inter-

ested stockholders indicated at the meeting

that they would oppose any substantial pay-

ment to Otterson.

ZUKOR MAY GO IN . . .

It appears quite certain that Adolph

Zukor, deposed at the time of Otterson's

election, will regain his position as president

of the company when the board of direc-

tors meets within the next few days. Senti-

ment within the company is strong for

Zukor, under whose regime the company
was very successful up to the time it was

plunged into receivership. He replaced Ot-

terson as head of the production department

shortly after Joseph P. Kennedy assumed the

role of advisor on the company's affairs. It

is likely that Kennedy will urge the board

to elect Zukor.

NEW DIRECTORS . . .

Five new directors were elected to the

board. They are: Neil F. Agnew, vice-presi-

dent and sales manager of the company;

E. V. Richards, head of the Saenger- Para-

mount circuit in the south; Barney Balaban,

president of Balaban & Katz Theatres of

Chicago, also affiliated with Paramount; A.

Conger Goodyear, president of the Museum
of Modern Art, and Paul McClintock, vice-

president of Sterling Products.

Saul Rogers, William Fox's former attor-

ney, appeared on behalf of a group of stock-

holders and protested the election of the

latter two directors on the grounds that

they were unacquainted with the motion

picture industry. He also charged misman-
agement, resulting in the loss of a number
of outstanding names in the production

branch.



SEASON

TWO ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST THE PRESIDENT'S MYSTERY STORY

Famous Novel by Richard Henry Dana Novel suggested by President Roosevelt, by Six Famous Author

THE JUBILEE SIX
ARMY GIRL
Red Book Serial by Maj. Chas. L. Clifford, U. S. A.

PORTIA ON TRIAL
Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by Faith Baldwin

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY
A Musical Extravaganza

FOLLOW YOUR HEART
Starring Marion Talley, Music by Victor Schertzinger

JOIN THE MARINES
A sequel to "Leathernecks"

HEARTS IN BONDAGE
An Epic of Civil War Days with an all-star cast

^

4 EPICS in NATURAL COLOR LIVES OF A TEXAS RANGER • THE PAI

IN OLD MONTEREY • THE VAN
E

2 GENE AUTRY SPECIALS 6 GENE AUTRY MUSICAL WE 1

Featuring Headline Radio, Stage, and Screen Personalities From All Over The u

8 Greater Westerns based on Wm. Colt MacDonald's "The Three Mesquiteers" Noxjl

4 Republic Serials made bv Nat Levine. Kina of Serial Makers
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24 GILT EDGE PACEMAKERS
1. DOWN TO THE SEA . . . By Wm. Ullman, Jr.

2. THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN
A "State Fair" type of story

3. GANGS OF NEW YORK . By Herbert Asbury

4. STEAMBOAT MARY with Skipworth and Moran

5. LEGION OF THE DAMNED . By Robert DuSoe

6. THE BROADCASTING MYSTERY ... A Radio Story

7. BETWEEN TWO LOVES . By Gerald Beaumont

8. NAVY BLUES . . Intimate scenes of navy life

9. BACHELOR GIRL ... By Mrs. Wallace Reid

10. SKY HOSTESS
A story of the air lanes

11. ISLE OF LOST MEN . By Alan Vaughn Elston

12. WHY WORRY . with Skipworth and Moran

FRANKIE A JOHNNIE .

13. TWO MEN AND A WOMAN . By Frank R. Adams

14. SPECIAL ORDER . .... By Octavus Roy Cohen

15. THE BELOVED BRUTE . . By Owen Francis

16. BULLDOG EDITION ..... A Newspaper Story

17. THE AFFAIRS OF CAPPY RICKS . By Peter B. Kyne

18. THE KENTUCKY HANDICAP
A romantic story of the turf

19. SWIFT LIGHTNING . By James Oliver Curwood

20. THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY . By Ellery Queen

21. DANGEROUS PLEASURE Auto Racing Story

22. MISSING MEN . A Story of the Secret Service

23. A MRS. WALLACE REID EXPLOITATION SPECIAL

A ballyhoo box-office builder

24. CALL OF THE PRIMITIVE

An Exploitation Special

By Peter B. Kyne
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UNIVERSAL HAS MONEY FOR GOOD PIX,
COCHRANE TELLS CONVENTION; 42 SET

FILM MEN IN COMMAND . . .

"For the first time in the history of the

company, we are properly financed, so that

we can give you the kind of pictures you

have been hungry for, and plenty of them."

This statement was the highlight of the

opening address by Robert H. Cochrane,

president of the "new" Universal, to the

delegates attending the first full sales con-

vention ever held by this company.

The sessions opened Monday afternoon at

the Astor Hotel in New York and we>re

slated to continue until Thursday.

A program of 42 features, including six

westerns starring Buck Jones, was announc-

ed for the 1936-37 season by Sales Manager

James R. Grainger.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

{Continued from page 2)

Left to right: District Manager Sig Wittman and
Philly Branch Manager Joe Engel snapped at

Universal Convention

Cochrane told the enthusiastic executives

and sales representatives, too, that the

money men behind Universal have "no in-

tention of doing what other financial men
did in other companies. They are going to

let motion picture men run this motion pic-

ture company," he declared.

PRODUCT SET . . .

42 feature films will be produced during the

193 6-3 7 season. The production schedule is

headed by "Madam Curie," a romantic biog-

raphy of the French scientist. Irene Dunn will

appear in the name role. Two musical extra-

vaganzas are on the schedule—"Melody Lady"

RKO TO HAVE 54
6 O'BRIENS . . .

A program of 48 features and 6 George

O'Brien westerns will compose the 1936-37

schedule of RKO, it was announced during

the company's sales convention at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York Tues-

day.

Outstanding in the RKO lineup will be

"Mary of Scotland," co-starring Katherine

Hepburn and Fredric March; "Gunga Din;"

two Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers musicals; a

Lily Pons musical; two Joe E. Brown com-

edies and three features starring Bobby

Breen.

Alperson Setting 30
Or More for G-N Season
Hollywood.—Edward L. Alperson, Grand

National president, has been here for several

weeks conferring with producers on his

company's lineup for the 1936-3 7 season.

He is expected to leave for New York at

the end of this week, where he will an-

nounce a program of 3 0 or more features.

Donat Out of G-B Film
London.—"The Hidden Power," one of

G-B's ballyhooed specials for the coming

season will be minus Robert Donat, it was

reported here. The player, to have been

co-starred with Sylvia Sidney in the Alfred

Hitchcock film, has been dropped because

of an ailment that will keep him idle for

several weeks.

with music by Jerome Kern and "Hippodrome."

Joan Bennett and Joel McCrea in "Two in a

Crowd" will be the company's lead-off film for

the new season.

SHORTS . . .

6 5 one-reelers consisting of cartoons and nov-

elties; four new serials; a monthly series of

action thrillers similar to the "Camera Thrills"

of this season; and 104 issues of Universal News.

PRINTED MATTER
The ad layouts are swell . . . Mats number

2A, 2E, 3A, and 2B have pulenteee of sock

. . . You don't need a damn name to sell

this baby. It's got story and dramatic ac-

tion that'll knock the customers goofy.

Use the paper and lithos plentifully . . .

Bill the show wherever possible . . . The

six and 24 sheets are honey's. The llx!4's

and 2 2x2
8

's are very good too.

The front cover of the Press-sheet would

make a swell broadside for a herald if re-

duced and reproduced in offset. Study the

press sheet and get going with an exploita-

tion natural.

$ $ $ $

EXECUTIVES AT THE UNIVERSAL SALES CONVENTION
Left to right: Robert H. Cochrane, president; James R. Grainger, sales manager; Charles R. Rogers, vice-president and chief of production;

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, and P. D. Cochrane, head of advertising and publicity.
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TERMS OF ALLIED DEAL WITH
CHESTER'D-INVIN'BLE DISCLOSED

SUPPORT . . .

The terms of the deal whereby Allied

States Ass'n agrees to suport the product

of Chesterfield-Invincible has been made

known to leaders of the organization's units

throughout the country. The contract, en-

tered into between the two, jointly operated

film companies and Nathan Yamins, Her-

man Blum and H. M. Richey, as representa-

tives of Allied, states, in a preamble, that

the producers "propose to increase the num-
ber and improve the quality of the motion

pictures produced by them and desire to

enlist the goodwill and assistance of Allied"

in obtaining contracts. Further, it states,

Allied "is desirous of stimulating and en-

couraging the production of suitable motion

pictures in order to preserve competition in

the production and distribution of such pic-

tures and to insure an adequate supply of

motion pictures for the use and benefit of

the motion picture exhibitors of the United

States."

% TO ALLIED . . .

Under the terms of the contract Allied,

in return for its promotion of the business

of Chesterfield-Invincible, is to receive 2 yo

of the first $100,000 in film rentals paid to

the companies by all exhibitors in the United

States on each picture. If any picture grosses

in excess of $100,000, C-I agrees to pay

Allied 25% of what it receives as its share

from the territorial distributors.

The exhibitors' group may advise the pro-

ducers on the selection of stories, titles and

casts, but C-I is to have the final word on

all production matters.

V
SfiS£5>

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to *500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
13 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

HIGH LIGHTS . . .

Following are the high lights of the con-

tract:

1. Chesterfield and Invincible will each an-

nounce, not later than June 15, 193 6, a program
of 9 features (18 in all) for 193 6-3 7 season.

First Chesterfield picture is to be released not

later than September 1st; First Invincible not

later than September 28th. Both companies are

to complete their programs within fifteen months

from the date of their first releases.

2. With the advice of Allied unit leaders,

but reserving to themselves power of selection,

trie producers are to negotiate franchise agree-

ments with regional distributors.

3. Allied, its officers, local units, their leaders

and members are to use their best efforts to

promote the goodwill and business of C-I and

to cooperate fully and actively in assisting sales

representatives to secure exhibition contracts

from exhibitors on these pictures, and to counsel,

advise and encourage bona fide observance and

performance of such contract.

4. The advice and counsel of a committee of

experienced exhibitors designated by Allied will

be made available to the producers in the selec-

tion of suitable stories, titles and casts, but the

ultimate determination of such matters shall rest

with the producers and they shall not be obli-

gated to avail themselves of the assistance of

the Allied committee when to do so might in-

terfere with or retard production schedule. Pro-

ducers are to place special emphasis on avoid-

ance of material known to be offensive to or-

ganized public groups.

5. Each of the producing companies is to pay

the treasurer of Allied an amount equal to two

per cent (2%) of the gross film rentals paid by

exhibitors in the United States to regional dis-

tributors, until the total of such film rentals

shall reach $100,000.

6. On any picture grossing more than

$100,000, the producers are to pay Allied an

amount equal to twenty-five per cent (25%) of

all amounts received by the producers from the

distributors as their share of the gross film rent-

als above the said $100,000 per picture.

7. On the 15th of each month throughout the

term of the contract, the producers are to send

Allied a certified statement showing the gross

amounts received by each exchange as film

rentals.

8. The producers are to require all distribu-

tors to make adequate provision for keeping ac-

"Finest Tbeatrt Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2 3 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

R IT ten house 782 8 • TRInity 1189

"Not a dark bouse in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National r'ilm Carriers' Asa'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

I.OCu.t 4181 ICACE 4600

curate records. Allied is to have the right to

audit the companies' books, if it desires to do so.

9. Each monthly statement to Allied, from
the producers, is to be accompanied by the

check covering the amount due Allied.

10. The right of Allied to its percentage of

the rentals shall continue for three years after

the first release of each picture, or until the

franchise agreements with the distributors ex-

pire, whichever is the later date.

11. The money received by Allied, after de-

duction of expenses incurred by Allied and

amounts released to Allied by its units in the

form of dues or otherwise, is to be divided be-

tween the units in accordance with a plan to be

approved by the Board of Directors of Allied on

the principle of rewarding the units in accord-

ance with the effort put forth and results

achieved. The producers are to have no control

over the distribution of such funds.

12. Allied is not to enter into agreement to

foster or support the product of any other pro-

ducing company in the 1936-37 season.

13. Allied has the right to appoint a commit-

tee of two to cooperate with a like committee

from the producers to draft an appropriate form

of exhibition contract for use by the distribu-

tors subsequent to the 1936-37 program. For

the 193 6-3 7 season the distributors are to use

a form of standard exhibition contract.

14. At any time between 10 months and one

year from the date of the contract, Allied and

the producers, on the application of either party,

are to meet with a view to formulating and exe-

cuting a new agreement extending the plan for

the next year's product.

The contract was signed by George R.

Batcheller, President, for Chesterfield Mo-

tion Pictures Corporation; M. M. Cohen,

President, for Invincible Pictures Corpora-

tion, and Nathan Yamins, H. M. Richey

and Herman A. Blum, Representative of

Allied. It was witnessed by George R.

Batcheller, Jr.

THEATRE BEAUTY

PATRON COMFORT

. . an IDEAL combi-

nation featured in

IDEAL SEATS

If you are planning to re-seat . . .

by all means visit our showroom

. . . get our quotation first . . .

you'll find the BEST at

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"
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REVIEWS
{Continued from page 12)

Hollywood Preview

HIGH TENSION

BOXOFFICE RATING
ACTION COMEDY . . . Swift mov-

ing program entertainment . . . Slim

plot dressed up with clever gags . . .

Good performances, especially by Don-

levy, but no big names to plug . . .

Rates • • for action and rural spots;

less for better class locations.

20th Century-Fox

63 Minutes

Brian Donlcvy . . . Glenda Farrell . . .

Norman Foster . . . Helen Wood . . .

Robert McWade . . . Hattie McDaniel . . .

Theodore von Eltr

Directed by Allan Dwan

Chief asset of this action programmer,

built for dual bills, is its sustained action.

It never lets down. But what happens is

neither sensational nor very important, and

for that reason "High Tension" will have

to look to cheaper action and rural spots

for its business. Brian Donlevy plays a fast-

talking deep sea diver in grand style. He
rolls off some nifty gags and swings a mean

right on more than one occasion. There are

several socko fights, in one of which a grand

piano is brought into play with surprising

results. Glenda Farrell is her usual wise-

cracking self as a writer of pulp magazine

stories, and Norman Foster does well enough

in the thankless role of the diver's slow-

witted pal. Hattie MacDaniel, the huge col-

ored actress, has several good comedy mo-
ments as Glenda's maid. While something is

happening every minute, at no time is there

any demand placed on the spectator's intel-

lect. Thus, it should prove to be satisfac-

tory entertainment for those who like their

action undiluted. It will get fair returns in

such spots.

PLOT:

Donlevy is a deep-chested deep-sea diver who makes
his living repairing ocean cables. While off duty, he

is very much the ladies man, his particular girl

friend being Glenda, who writes stories for pulp

magazines, in which she glorifies Donlevy. His pal

is Foster and when the two quarrel over a girl, a

series of incidents is built around their feud, until

the final rescuing of Donlevy by Foster when the

former's life is threatened.

AD TIPS:

Co-star Donlcvy and Tamil as a wise-cracking,

loting team. Display of diver's suits, cable, etc.

effective for the lobby. If you play it in the sum-
mer, bill if as being so full of continuous action it

will make them forget the heat.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

SECRET AGENT

BOXOFFICE RATING

SPY MELODRAMA . . . Jerky, badly

composed efforts at experimentation

with tricky film technique . . . Parts

will leave average spectator befuddled

. . . Lorre's adroit performance helps

. . . Rates • • generally; perhaps

slightly better for action houses.

G-B

83 Minutes

Madeleine Carroll . . . Peter I or re . . .

John Gielgud . . . Robert Young . . .

Percy Marmont

Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

Alfred Hitchock, "England's greatest di-

rector," hasn't done quite so well by this

spy story. In an effort to individualize the

film he employed some dubious technical

tricks to gain effect and turned out a jerky,

halting job that will annoy many specta-

tors, because it will befuddle them. Fur-

thermore, it has particularly poor record-

ing. Had the directorial and editing work

been smoother, "Secret Agent" would have

been a much more satisfactory film. As is,

it has Peter Lorre in another of his phleg-

matic killer roles. He can commit murder

more nonchalantly than any other actor on

the screen. Madeleine Carroll and a new-

comer to these shores, John Gielgud, pro-

vide the romantic interest, which suffers

from the same indecisive treatment as most

of the other portions of the story. Pur-

portedly adapted from spy stories by W.
Somerset Maugham, "Agent" is a bit out-

dated and suffers from Mr. Hitchcock's un-

successful experiments. It should get fair

grosses in action houses and can do better

with strong exploitation.

PLOT:

Gielgud and Madeleine Carroll, British secret serv-

ice agents, are assigned to the job of locating Robert

Young, a dangerous German spy. They are supplied

with the assistance of Lorre, known as "The General,"

who kills those marked by the agents. Young, posing

as an American, renews an old romance with Made-

leine. He is taking her away with him, when Lorre

finds out who he is. With Gielgud, they pursue and

catch Young and are about to finish him off when
the train is wrecked. Both Lorre and Young are

pinned beneath the wreckage and the "General" kills

the German while he is drinking from the flask

Lorre handed him. We understand that Gielgud and

Carroll are married after the war.

AD TIPS:

Action houses should sell Lorre strongly and recall

his roles in "The Man Who Knew Too Much,"

"Mad Love" and "Crime and Punishment ." Better

(law spots will get best results by plugging Carroll

and Hitchcock, latter as director of "i9 Steps."

L. j.

Hollywood Preview

SPENDTHRIFT

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Dual bill stuff . . .

Will have to rely on Fonda's pulling

strength and a catchy title . . . Hasn't

much else . . . Just routine comedy,

not very bright . . . Rates • • — gen-

erally.

Paramount

Henry Fonda . . . Pat Paterson . . .

Mary Brian . . . George Barbier . . .

J. M. Kerrigan . . . Richard Carle . . .

Edward Brophy

Directed by Raoul Walsh

Just a passable comedy that has one good

name and a fair supporting cast. "Spend-

thrift" is a story of the sporting set and a

young man faced with the necessity of mak-

ing his own way. It isn't told with par-

ticular brightness. The popular Henry

Fonda is not at his best in the main role,

but manages to turn in an interesting per-

formance which should please the ladies.

Pat Paterson, absent from the screen for

some time, returns in a delightful role as

the daughter of a stableman. Latter role is

played with effect by J. M. Kerrigan. Sur-

prise of the piece, however, is Mary Brian,

in a flattering new make-up and playing an

unsympathetic role to the hilt. As a matter

of fact, the story and its treatment are not

worthy of the cast. There are no really high

comic points and the serious moments are

few and subdued. There just doesn't seem

to be much reason for it. Boxoffice returns

will have to depend on Fonda's appeal in

your location. It will make satisfactory fare

for dualling with a heavy drama or action

picture.

PLOT:

Left with a racing stable, expensive tastes, a

pleasing personality, but no ready cash, Fonda finds

himself in a difficult spot. He decides that the best

way out of his predicament is to put up a bold

front. By a certain degree of ingenuity he con-

trives to elude the advances of an ambitious little

Southern gal, gain the good graces of his wealthy

but crochety old uncle and win the hand of the

stableman's pretty daughter. Horses figure in the

story, but it is not a racetrack yarn.

AD TIPS:

Get behind Fonda, who has a fol lott ing. Exploit

the "ucti" Mary Brian, playing a "heavy" for the

first time. The title offers possibilities of bank and

commercial tie-ups. The value of thrift might be

the subject of a contest, will) the winners having

free accounts opened for them in the naborhooi

bank.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).
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I STAND CONDEMNED

BOXOFFICE RATING

SPY DRAMA . . . Unknown foreign

cast in a heavy and rather slow-mov-

ing war spy yarn . . . Will not draw

or please average American audiences

. . . Fine performance by Bauer only

selling angle . . . Rates • + generally;

better in arty spots.

United Artists Release

7 5 Minutes

Henry Bauer . . . Penelope Dudley Ward . . .

Lawrence Olivier . . . Athene Seyler

Directed by Anthony Asquith

This stands very little chance for box-

office success in this country. It is distinctly

foreign and not an outstanding picture by

any means. Apparently it was hoped that

it could be sold to American audiences on

the strength of the excellent performance

by Henry Bauer, an outstanding character

actor, but there is not enough merit to the

production to warrant the expectations of

its success. It is routine, old-fashioned spy

melodrama, accented by the impressive act-

ing of Bauer. He is always fascinating, and

rates the comparisons with Emil Jannings.

However, he will have to wait until he

makes his appearance in a more generally

appealing American film before he wins

recognition from any considerable audience

here. "I Stand Condemned" will serve best

purpose as part of a dual bill with a com-

edy. On its own, it will not be able to get

average grosses.

PLOT:

Olivier, Russian army officer, meets Penelope Ward

in the hospital where she is a nurse She is be-

throthed to Bauer, rich grain merchant, and an in-

tense hatred is born between the two men when

Bauer realizes Olivier has become his rival for the

girl. After the two men gamble, Olivier owes his

enemy a huge sum, which Bauer demands paid within

three days. Olivier uses a spy to help him get the

money to meet the debt, but when the latter's

quarters are raided, Olivier is implicated and ar-

rested. Bauer is faced with making a decision that

will save his rival's life and cost him the girl, or

allow the other man to go to his death, although

he knows he is innocent He decides to sacrifice li is

love because he understands that she loves Olivier.

AD TIPS:

Sell Bauer as the greatest character actor since

Emil farmings—and greater. The title is a strong

one and the press book offers much virile copy that

should be utilized in program, herald and news-

l>apcr advertising. Your ability to put over Bauer

will decide your results on this picture.

BARTON.

New West Philly Theatre
Albert M. Greenfield negotiated a real

estate deal yesterday for parties undisclosed

whereby a lot was obtained from the Penn-

sylvania Railroad at 62nd and Woodland

Avenue upon which a theatre will subse-

quently be erected.

SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

WEEK'S HODGE PODGE

—

The midget auto races in the city owned stadium

arc badly effecting business in the South Philly

houses . . . BEN FUTTERMAN has the Community

Theatre Morrisville, Pa. . . . SID BLOOMFIELD
now managing the Bell, 31st and Wharton Streets

and still on the job at National-Penn Print . . .

'Nookie' BECKETT'S wife to the hospital for ap-

pendectomy . . . Aldine to close after Democratic

Convention . . . CHARLIE STIEFEL (Mr. Pre-

sident) takes over the Brunswick and will completely

refurbish before reopening it . . . HILDINGER's

Victory, Trenton, N. J., closed . . . Rumor has a

SAM VARBALO-DAVE SHAPIRO merger on the

fire . . . DAN (Peerless) HEENAN has a flock of

nice-look ing features in . . . MURRAY BEIER

appropriated an Annheuser-Busch Brewing Company

painting of 'Custer's Last Stand' for exchange win-

dow display on this new serial . . . SID STANLEY
on vacation for a few weeks until he begins work

prior to Fay's reopening under his own management

. . . Jackson, Lebanon, Pa. cuts admission to 10c for

adults and 6c for kids . . . Warner's, Atlantic City,

re-opens June 19th .. . "Great Ziegfeld" at r.oad

show scales goes into Apollo, A. C. on same date

... We wonder who eventually will pay for that

luncheon the Broadway Hotel prepared for CHAS.

SEGALL and which everybody "forgot" . . . DAVE
BARRIST recovered from sinus ailment which kept

him away from the Allied Convention . . . HERB

GIVEN looking cheerful over G-B prospects for

next season . . . EMO (you remember him!) ties-in

with Phila. Daily News whereby readers can have

mailed to them for the asking copy of his Movie-

Broadcast, a fan mag in tab form . . . The FELT's

have given the Bluebird a bright new front . . .

OSCAR NEUFELD out of town on a swing around

the Horlacher circuit . . . "Private Number" gets

a fourth week at the Fox, which incidentally, is still

under the A. R. Boyd management . . . Nothing

has happened so far on the converting of the Fox-

Locust into a local Paradise . . . And nothing is set

as yet for the Shubert altho burlesk activity can

be expected there in the fall . . . Several exchanges

are handling a flock of n. c. ad reels. They get a

small % for distributing and theatres are glad to

get them, because the advertising is cleverly con-

cealed and they save the price of a single reel . . .

And if you ever wondered why Warner houses stop-

ped co-operative merchant give-aways ask the legal

department about the suit brought and won by a

couple married on one of their neighborhood theatre-

stages and who were promised lots of nice thing'

which they didn't get—so they sued for them and

Warner's had to cash in! . . . Ask me the name of

the notorious columnist on a trade sheet who got

married last Saturday, Yippee! . . . BILL GOLD-

MAN, HARRY BIBEN and HARRY WAXMAN
spotted breakfasting on the N. Y. train Monday

morning . . . JOE ENGEL led his Universal crew

to the convention in N. Y. on the same train . . .

The local Republic crew don't hesitate to say they're

work ing for a great guy—HERMAN GLUCKMAN

... If you play "Knock Knock," stop up to the

office to see us. We've got a couple of pips . . .

And what is this "Flicker Club" we hear is being

formed on the street.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

CLEANING SUPPLIES

Reduce the cost of your janitor supplies

—

deodorants, soaps, etc., buy from Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. 5th Street, Phila., Pa.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

s
A
j?

E

ERVING theatre needs with a know-
ledge of theatre business.

SSISTING theatre owners with a
staff of trained clerks and
office files. No missouts.

RISING theatre owners of the
worry that they may have
forgotten part of their
show.

FFICIENTLY operating the largest
film delivery service in the
world.

|AKING CARE of every possible
need in the delivery of film

YHOLDING the epitome of safety.
service and efficiency at <

minimum cost.

H
ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Vine St.

BALTIMORE
206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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HONEST . . . IMPARTIAL REVIEWS YOU CAN TRUST!

AS I SEE, THEM . . . reviews or new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( -f- ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Hollywood Preview

MY MAN GODFREY

BOXOFFICE RATING
FARCE COMEDY . . . Powell and

Lombard swell in a mad, merry com-

edy of dizzy moderns . . . Ranks with

the top comedies of the year . . . Grand

supporting cast helps, too . . . Rates

• •• + for better class spots; slightly

less for action and rural houses.

Universal

9 5 Minutes

William Powell . . . Carole Lombard . . .

Alice Brady . . . Eugene Pallette . . .

Gail Patrick . . . Alan Mowbray . . .

Mischa Auer . . . Franklyn Pangborn . . .

Robert Light

Directed by Gregory La Cava

A steady succession of hilarious situations,

played to the hilt by a grand cast, makes

this one good for continuous laughter. It

ranks right at the top of the season's bright

film pieces and is a great sample for the

New Universal. It has that gay, carefree air

that so many present-day movies strive for,

but so few capture. Characters romp
through the film speaking lines in an un-

studied, easy manner, which gives it a de-

cidedly different effect. It reflects high

credit on the skillful direction of Gregory

La Cava, the madcap playing of Carole

Lombard, Bill Powell, Alice Brady, Gene

Pallette and as fine a supporting cast as

anyone could wish for. Miss Lombard must

have loved her part of a nit-wit society girl,

for she does it to perfection, topping all

previous performances. Powell, as a broken-

down society man, is likewise swell, and the

scenes between these two are priceless comic

moments. A palm also to Alice Brady, who
makes her role of the dizzy mother out-

standing. And Pallette scores heavily as the

long suffering father. Photography and sets

are first class. It's perfect warm weather

entertainment, but a grand show at ten be-

low zero as well. Will do ace business in

better class spots and anywhere they like

fun; well above average in action and rural

locations as well.

PLOT:

Two high society girls, sisters, engaged on a scav-

anger hunt as part of a charity affair, set out to

find the Forgotten Man at a hobo camp. There

they discover Godfrey, who is immediately engaged

as butler by the younger sister. After a series of

mad happenings, it develops that Godfrey is likewise

a socialite come on evil ways and it is he who
eventually comes to the rescue when it seems cer-

tain that the family fortune is about to be lost.

AD TIPS:

Sell the team of Powell and Lombard, well matched

and of added interest to the public because they were

formerly married to each other in real life. Bill

the cast as the merriest group of people eicr as-

sembled in one film The story is adapted from a

well-known noiel of the same title; tie up with book

stores for display.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood)

BBHBHM—WW——
SPREADING

THROUGHOUT THE EAST

FILM
BULLETIN

MOST IMPORTANT
TRADE PAPER nM THE INDUSTRY

REVOLT OF THE ZOMBIES

BOXOFFICE RATING
HORROR MELODRAMA . . . Title a

darb for exploitation, but this has too

much love story and not sufficient zom-

bies or revolt . . . Eerie atmosphere its

chief asset . . . Rates • • + for short

runs in action and rural spots.

Academy-Grand National

62 Minutes

Carol Stone . . . Dean Jagger . . .

Robert Noland . . . Roy D'Arcy
Directed by Douglas Biggs

The fascination the subject of black

magic and the legend of the zombies holds

for so many people will bring a good re-

sponse to this intended horror film, but "Re-

volt of the Zombies" will disappoint them.

There is too much love story and far too

little of the material patrons of this type of

art relish. Despite its defects, it can be

counted upon to do above average business

on short runs, but word of mouth advertis-

ing will not be favorable. The title is a

honey and will draw every lover of eerie,

fantastic melodrama. There are no names

in the cast that mean anything, but the

performances are adequate enough. Photog-

raphy creates the creepy atmosphere that is

the film's outstanding virtue. Where they

go for these things, this will probably hold

its own, but its mildness creates a distinct

let-down after being lured by that immense

title!

PLOT:
A Yogi priest introduces a regiment of zombies

to the French forces during the World War. Fear-

ful that these living dead creatures will destroy

civilization, the various governments appoint dele-

gates to an expedition to learn the secret of zombie-

izm. While on this expedition Jagger and Noland

both fall in love with Carol Stone. She shows a

preference for Noland. Jagger comes upon the secret

of the creation of zombies and he soon has the

natives, as well as the rest of the members of the

expedition under his power. Carol persuades him to

renounce his power for her sake The zombies revolt

and Jagger is killed. Carol marries Noland.

AD TIPS:

Sell the title for all its worth. Go strong on the

weird stuff; lobby displays, zombies walking the

streets, a girl being hypnotized in a window, etc.

It's a corker for exploitation.

NONNIE.

Additional Reviews an page 10
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

COUNTERFEIT" . . . COLUMBIA ... 74 MINUTES
CHESTER MORRIS . . . MARGOT GRAHAME

MARIAN MARSH . . . LLOYD NOLAN

Millions of dollars that aren't worth the

paper it's printed on floods the country

every year. Phoney dough printed and

shrewdly distributed by organized gangdom
mulcts millions of Americans out of mil-

lions and baffles the police. That's some-

thing to think about!

Now it's WAR! War by America's

T-Men . . . guardians of the U. S. Treasury

. . . against crime's slickest minions—th?

counterfeiters! Employing all the devices of

science, as well as bullets and tear gas, the

T-Men hunt 'em down and rip into 'em.

"COUNTERFEIT" — what a title! A
darb of an action thriller. A blonde moll

as spurious as the money she passes, cross-

ing the cops and double crossing her own
gang. But, romance, sentiment, comedy all

play secondary roles to the fast-charging

melodrama about the rounding up of the

bogus money makers ... all on the screen

for the first time . . . complete . . . uncen-

sored

!

Here it is, guys, one of the juiciest ex-

ploitation honeys of this or any season. And,

if you can't see the dough in it—honest-to-

goodness REAL DOUGH—you oughta ask

the Columbia exchange manager to lend you

enough to have your eyes examined. But,

for Pete's sake, make up your mind to go

out and work on it!

It's a 'money' picture about phoney

money that should be sold with a money
campaign. That doesn't mean that you have

to spend any large amount of your dough

on it. It means that you can pull about a

dozen or two stunts that will hardly cost

you a cent.

The first thing you should think about

when "Counterfeit" confronts you on your

availability sheets is that neatly typed chart

of phoney dough serial numbers that you

have thumb-tacked in your cashier's cage.

And since you are constantly on the alert

for bum dough—your second thought might

well be, "Is the money in my pocket coun-

terfeit?" That's only natural, guys, when
you're reminded of something—you have a

PERSONAL reaction first! And believe you

me every last one of your customers will

have that self same personal reaction when

you make them money and counterfeit con-

scious before you play the picture. Once

you steam them up—the picture will sell it-

self, so get going on this one early—a couple

of weeks in advance at least, with newspaper

teaser ads as shown in the press book, which

are all okeh.

Incidentally, grab a copy of this press

sheet pronto. It's a peach of a Hy Daab job

and gives you the low-down clearer than

a-b-c how to milk this pic for s.r.o. biz and

plenty of extra bucks.

SELL S1.00 BILLS

Hire a poorly dressed man to visit busy

corners and try to sell good, new $1.00 bills

for 75 cents each. Plant the stunt with your

local newspaper. The amazing persistence

of refusals will make good reading and will

tie directly in with the picture.

On other busy corners use the counter-

feit bill throaway Columbia adexperts have

prepared and which is certainly a swell and

unusual novelty that will cause everyone in

your community to take a second look. Be

sure they are given out "face up," as the

reverse is blank for your imprint.

CAMPAIGN AGAINST COUNTERFEIT
MONEY

Invite your local secret service treasury

men and local police officials with bankers

and other prominent citizens to a preview.

Have the "press" cover this, and by con-

sulting local bank heads ascertain what par-

ticular type of bogus bills are at present

circulating through your district and issue

formal warnings against them. The bank

tellers will tell you wherein lie the de-

ficiencies of the fake bills, making them

easily recognizable.

TELL YOUR PATRONS HOW TO
RECOGNIZE A COUNTER-

FEIT BILL

Supplement whatever information your

local bank men give you with the statement

(Continued on page 8)
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THEATRE-OWNING PRODUCERS

AND FILM COMPANIES

!

The letter we received early this week from
an exhibitor who prefers to be known merely by
the signature "R" puts these two questions to us:

"Isn't the selection of two theatremen, E. V.

Richards and Barney Balaban, to the new Para-

mount Board an ominous warning that this com-

pany is again preparing to go on a theatre-buy-

ing spree? What can we independent theatre

owners do, within the limits I am aware of, to

protect our futures in the film industry?"

There can be little doubt that the answer to

the first it "yes." For some time now, Paramount
has been giving the trade many indications that

it plans to plunge into the theatre field even more
heavily than in the past. The Zukor regime is

back on the throne and it should be recalled that

Adolph the Ambitious was the original instigator

of producer-affiliated theatre chains. Make no

mistake about it, Paramount is on the march
again—not in the production of better product,

mind you— in the acquisition of exhibitors'

theatres!

To the second question, Mr. "R," we shall

answer with the repetition of an editorial, which
appeared in FILM BULLETIN several months
ago. Unless, then, you are prepared to join in

an aggressive movement, like that planned by

Allied, to drive the producers from theatre bus-

iness by legal and legislative means, the follow-

ing is our reply:

"BUY FROM THE PRODUCER
WHO ISN'T YOUR COMPETITOR!

"There are numerous indications that, with the return

of a certain degree of prosperity the big five producer-ex-

ihitors are avidly eyeing the theatre field with the view of

spreading their tentacles further into exhibition.

"Today, those five companies are competing with thou-

sands of independent theatre owners and we witness the

someivhat insane situation wherein those exhibitors do their

share to fill the coffers of the producer-exhibitors by buy-

ing their films, only to have that very money used to pur-

chase theatres in competition with them.

"Paramount, still quivering like a fish out of receiver-

ship and jittery about the poor quality of its product, is

deep in negotiations to regain its whole vast chain of houses,

tvhich it so shrewdly kept out of the bankruptcy proceed-

ings. Metro and Warner Brothers and Fox, too, are "feeling
their oats" and casting about for spots in which to spend
some of their fat bankrolls and grab a firmer hold on the

industry. Only RKO, beset by a multitude of howls from
exhibitors about their awful product, has no time to in-

crease its theatre holdings. But one good season will cor-

rect that!

"These five companies must be regarded as competitors

by every independent exhibitor. While, today, one of their

affiliated theatres may not be in your neighborhood, their

policy stands as a constant threat against the existence of

independents everywhere, a threat which they do not hesi-

tate to use when an exhibitor declines to accept whatever
terms they fixed for their films.

"There are a number of producing companies which

confine their part in the industry to the job of producing

films and leave exhibition to their customers. It is vitally

important that the independent exhibitors of this country

keep in mind, during the approaching selling season, that

those producers who only produce should be supported be-

fore a five cent piece is added to the wealth of those who
do not hesitate to acquire or build theatres and use their

potver to destroy the independent.

"United Artists, Columbia, Universal, Republic, G-B,

the new Pathe company and every independent descries

the fullest cooperation of exhibitors in every case where

there is a free choice between one of the big five and these

producers. Undoubtedly, there are situations in which for

competitive reasons, exhibitors are obliged to do business

with the producer-exhibitors. Also there are situations in

which, for whatever reasons, it is more advantageous to

buy their products. But, in the cases in tvhich an exhibitor

may choose between one of the producer-competitors and

one of the non-theatre operating producers, it u ill be a u he

choice, for the future security of that exhibitor, to buy tin

product of the latter. That is, unless he doesn't care bow

long he is to be permitted to remain in business.

MO WAX."
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL"
(20th Century-Fox)

". . . As a picture this is virtually non-

existent; as a display window for the ever-

expanding Shirley Temple talents it is en-

tirelv satisfying . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.
". . . The remarkable acting talent of

Shirley Temple is virtually scuttled while

she goes through a series of song and

dance routines . . . She is in no sense

stumped by the assignment; but one cannot

avoid the suspicion that the cinema is in-

tent on making a freak out of an excellent

little actress . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
"Another Shirley Temple hit in which

most of the burden of the revamped vehicle

falls upon her shoulders . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

'SAN FRANCISCO" (M-G-M)
". . . A completely satisfying photoplay

. . . Impressive and thoroughly entertain-

ing

film .

ment

Direction and cast excellent

N. Y. TIMES.
Overwhelms ... A truly no able

thrilling, graphic, grand entertain-

. Story good old-fashioned hokum;
but cast and W. S. Van Dyke's direction

make it a screen work of distinction . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
".

. . Romantic melodrama about the sin-

ful and intriRuintf Barbary Coast is a cun-

ningly screened pattern of cinematic hokum
. . . The earthquake sequences as handled
by Van Dyke makes a slick crescendo to a

screen drama in which he wisely concen-
trated on production tricks."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"PAROLE" (Universal)
". . . Fascinating, although faintly de-

pressing, entertainment presented at ma-
th ine-Kun pace . .

."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.
". . . Moves across the screen with a

force that sends a strong wave of sym-
pathy over the audience . . . (as! help to

make the story believable and interest-

ing . .
."

V V. DAILY NEWS.
(Continued on l>a%e 8)

HCLLYWCCD rLICKERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, June 30.

Convention days spell a "marking-time" period

lor the studios. Most of the lots are very quiet, an
exception being RKO, where things are humming
since Sam Briskm returned from the annual sales

meet. Six pictures are now in work and ten will be

going by mid-July, a record.

Meanwhile, other lots are taking the opportunity

to expand facilities. 20th-Fox is spending around
two million on improvements, while the whole Uni-

versal plant is being revamped.

The U.A. gang is huddling here this week, the only outfit to plot its new
season's line of attack on the home grounds.

U.A. will lean heavily toward color on its new program. The beauty of

Selznick's "Garden of Allah," now being cut, dispels all doubt regarding the

gradual passing of black and white entirely.

Behind the split up of Mary Pickford and Jesse Lasky is said to be Miss

Pickford's plans for a long honeymoon abroad following her marriage to

Buddy Rogers. "The World Is Mine," which spells finis to the Pickford-Lasky

combination, might well, by its title, express the lady's state of mind.

Francis Lederer and Nino Martini, the only two stars under contract to

P-L, will be taken over by Lasky, who, insiders say, will return to Paramount,

which he helped organize three decades ago.

With Adolph Zukor practically set to again head Paramount, looks like the

old guard is swinging back into power. Picture business cannot be learned

in a day.

Grand National, it appears, must turn to England for product. A direct

result of the present situation confronting indie producers. All are uncertain

of the futupe. Rising labor costs, impaired distribution, lack of proper financ-

ing all conspire to held the little fellows back.

Ed Alperson, after hanging around Hollywood for several weeks trying to

line up new units, will soon be on his way to London. So far, the only pro-

ducers definitely set by Grand National are Benny Zeidman (6) and George

Hirliman (5), with the latter's ace, George O'Brien, committed to RKO. Zeid-

man has "Angels in White" finished as Grand National's first release and is

starting his second, "In His Steps," this week.

Encouraging is the word that Monogram Pictures may be revived with Wall

Street backing and Ray Johnston heading the new setup. Nothing definite can

be hoped for, however, until next season, since Ray's contract with Republic

still has until December to run.

Falcon Pictures, a new addition to the indie ranks, starts "Island Captives"

on July 15, as the first of four action features.

The passing of years has yet to develop another Broncho Billy, William S.

Hart or Tom Mix. No recent western star has approached any of these three

in popularity. Republic, on the hunt for such a personality, has started "The

Three Mesquiteers" as the first of a series of eight westerns featuring Ray

Corrigan, Bob Livingston and Syd Saylor.

Another newcomer to the field of action heroes is Fred Scott, former con-

cert singer, now making "Romance Rides the Range" for Jed Buell, former

press agent.
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Phila. Exhib Unit Plans To Reorganize;

May Ask Prominent Figure To Head Group
SAMUELSON, WOODHULL MENTIONED

TALK OF M.P.T.O. MERGER DROPPED
Plans to revive the original Independent Exhibitors Protective Asso-

ciation in the Philadelphia territory are under way, it was learned by

FILM BULLETIN Tuesday. The move is scheduled to reach the definite

stage at a luncheon meeting to be held next Monday by a group of men
previously connected with both the Independent organization and the

local M.P.T.O. unit.

With all efforts to bring about a merger

of the indies, headed by Charles Segall, Mor-

ris Wax, Harry Fried and David Barrist,

and the local M.P.T.O. unit, led by Lewen

Pizor, definitely dropped, the independent

leaders have decided on re-establishment of

the I.E.P.A. as the logical move to give the

territory an aggressive unaffiliated body.

SEEK ACTIVE HEAD . . .

Part of the plan is to bring in a promi-

nent industry figure outside of the Phila-

delphia territory to take active charge of

the group. Under consideration are Sidney

Samuelson, former president of national Al-

lied, and Pete Woodhull, a former presi-

dent of the M.P.T.O.A., who reputedly quit

when he refused to accede to Hays' organi-

zation dictation.

It is not definitely known if Samuelson

has been approached with any offer, but a

preliminary meeting was held with Wood-
hull in Philadelphia one day last week. It

could not be learned exactly what capacity

either of these men would occupy, if they

accept the post, but it may be assumed that

the position would be similar to that held

by H. N. Richey, active leader of the De-

troit Allied unit.

Another question that remains unan-

swered, thus far, is whether the I.E.P.A. will

again seek affiliation with Allied. It for-

merly held membership in the national inde-

pendent organization, but was dropped when
the abortive merger with the M.P.T.O. was

supposedly consummated last December.

The inclusion of affiliated theatres in the

merged group made it ineligible for mem-
bership in Allied.

N. J. Allied Convention
Sept. 10-11 at Seashore

Allied of New Jersey has fixed September
10-11 as the dates for the annual conven-
tion. It will be held at Atlantic City, scene

of the unit's past few confabs.

PICKFORD-LASKY
SPLIT; L TO PAR?
By Hollywood Correspondent

2 PICTURES . . .

Hollywood.—What may be a new record

for short life of a major producing company

was established last week with the announce-

ment that the Mary Pickford-Jesse Lasky

outfit will discontinue its operations follow-

ing completion of its second feature.

Even before the company plunged into

actual production on its first film, "One
Rainy Afternoon," there were indications of

disagreement between the two heads. After

considerable quibbling about the story and

production matters, the picture got under

way and was completed, but proved unsuc-

cessful at the boxoffice.

Five features were to be produced by P-L

for United Artists release during the com-

ing season, but this has now been reduced to

one, "The World Is Mine," starring Nino

Martini, which is now in production.

LASKY TO PAR? . . .

It is not unlikely that Lasky will return

to Paramount in a production capacity, per-

haps as Adolph Zukor's chief aide. The re-

turn of the latter to his former dominating

position in Paramount and the dire need for

competent production manpower by this

company presents a perfect setup for the

resumption of the association of the two
Paramount founders.

Ben Oletsky Acquires

Gold Medal, D.C. Exch'ge
Washington.—Ben Oletsky last week took

over control of the Gold Medal Exchange

by acquiring the interest of Mrs. Josephine

Lucchese. The popular film man has been

connected with G-M for several years in a

selling capacity.

Exchange has been liquidating whatever

product it had since Mascot was merged

with Republic. Oletsky now plans to make
new state rights deals tor additional product

and expects to announce several important

deals within the next tew weeks.

N. E. ALLIED WARNS
FAILURE TO BACK C-I

MAY FINISH ORGAN.

BREAK 'SELLER' MARKET . . .

Boston.—A warning that failure to sup-

port the cooperative deal between Allied and

Chesterfield-Invincible Pictures might be

construed as an indication of satisfaction on

the part of exhibitors with the present film

situation and lead to the disbandment of the

organization, was issued by the Independent

Exhibitors of New England, regional Allied

unit, in its latest bulletin.

"The present shortage of pictures in the

film market, which has created a sellers'

market, must be cracked down upon by

every independent exhibitor, if he expects to

have a profitable business investment in the

future," the bulletin states. "Allied is pro-

viding you with such an opportunity. There

should be no need for us to ask you to buy

this product, but we do state most em-

phatically that failure on your part to go

for this deal will convince Allied that you

are satisfied with present market conditions,

and that you no longer have need of an

organization."

This unit is headed by Nathan Yamins,

president of national Allied.

No Action Yet by Conn.

Group on Allied Tieup

New Haven.—No definite decision on af-

filiating with national Allied has been

reached yet by the Independent M.P.T.O.

of Connecticut, according to J. A. Davis,

executive secretary of the unit.

"In many issues our heart has been with

them and in many legislative matters of

benefit to the independent exhibitors we
have put our shoulders to the wheel in con-

cert with the efforts of Allied," Davis de-

clared. "W hat our final decision will be

with respect to any definite affiliation, I do

not know, nor would I care to hazard a

guess."

The I. M.P.T.O. group is .in offshoot of

the local M.P.T.O. unit. The break came

when indie members of the latter outfit

balked at attempts to affiliate them with the

M.P.T.O.A.
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AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Hollywood Preview

BRIDE WALKS OUT, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
FARCE COMEDY . . . Smart and

sprightly . . . Offers Barbara Stanwyck

best part in months . . . Cast strong

sales point . . . Rates • • + for class

houses; * * for nabes and rurals . . .

Not much for action spots.

RKO
7 5 Minutes

Barbara Stanwyck . . . Gene Raymond . . .

Robert Young . . . Ned Sparks . . .

Helen Broderick . . . Hattie McDaniels . . .

Robert Warwick . . . Vivian Oakland . . .

Willie Best

Directed by Leigh Jason

A light, romantic farce, studded with

bright situations and smart dialogue. It has

been amusingly directed by Leigh Jason, one

of the up-and-coming young meggers, who
has sustained a gay, bantering mood through-

out "The Bride Walks Out." It shapes up

as an above average bet for better class lo-

cations; not so strong for action spots. Bar-

bara Stanwyck, who has never quite im-

pressed us as one of the great dramatic ac-

tresses, here has one of her best roles in many
months. She plays all her scenes with a de-

lightful gaiety, while retaining her natural

sincerity. And she has never been photo-

graphed more attractively. Gene Raymond
is pleasing as the young husband, but it is

Robert Young who steals the male honors

with a perfectly swell portrait of a con-

stantly inebriated young millionaire. Helen

Broderick's caustic wit is a joy and Hattie

McDaniels gets plenty of laughs as the

Negro maid. It's a strong cast that should

prove the picture's best selling point.

PLOT:

Barbara, after some hesitation, quits her job and

marries Raymond, a poor clerk. The struggle to

make ends meet proves too much for her and she

secretly returns to her job. This leads to a quarrel

and subsequent separation. Barbara is pursued by

Young, wealthy playboy, but her heart is really with

her unhappy husband. She finally quits her job

again, this time for good, and returns to struggle

along with Raymond as best they can.

AD TIPS:

Ask the question: "Should Wives Work"? Bill

Stanwyck and Raymond as a grand new love team.

Sell her as a "new" Barbara Stanwyck, a comedienne

of the first water.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

Hollywood Preview

DOWN TO THE SEA

BOXOFFICE RATING

ADVENTURE DRAMA ... A novel

and interesting film angle . . . Exciting

events among the sponge fishers . . .

Well balanced entertainment, capably

acted by good cast . . . Rates • • +
for nabes and rural spots.

Republic

62 Minutes

Ben Lyon . . . Russell Hardie . . .

Ann Rutherford . . . Irving Pichel . . .

Fritz Leiber . . . Vince Barnett . . .

Nigel de Brulier . . . Paul Porcasi . . .

Maurice Murphy

Directed by Lewis D. Collins

Here is something novel. The story, while

familiar in outline, takes on new values and

interest by reason of the unique setting

—

that of the sponge reefs off the Florida keys.

This business of sponge fishing is one that is

unknown to the vast majority of people

and it lends fascination to the unfolding of

this routine story of love, rivalry and sac-

rifice. Most of the exteriors were actually

filmed on location and are attractively

photographed. The action is sustained and

there are moments of high excitement.

Strong love interest is blended with these in-

gredients to make a picture that should sat-

isfy naborhood, action and rural audiences.

The acting is first rate, with Ben Lyon and

Russell Hardie taking first honors. Veterans

Fritz Leiber and Irving Pichel also handle

their roles expertly. If the exploitation pos-

sibilities of this unusual film are realized, it

looms as a better than average attraction.

PLOT:

Rivalry between the sponge fishers who work from

large boats in deep water with divers who fish along

shore from small boats. Russell Hardie and Ben

Lyon represent the two factions. Ben is the over-

confident best diver in the group using power boats.

Hardie champions the sponge "hookers" who work

from the small boats. Both are rivals for the hand

of Ann Rutherford, daughter of the sponger boss.

A highlight is the competitive diving for the Golden

Cross, thrown into the water by the priest at the

ceremony which asks blessing on the divers in their

dangerous duties. There is a murder by the brow-

beating captain of the poaching trawler (Irving

Pichel). Lyon is suspected. The scheming captain

deliberately has him hoisted up too fast from the

ocean bed and he develops the dreaded "bends."

Dying, he redeems himself by saving his rival to

whom the girl has given her love.

AD TIPS:

Dress your lobby with arrangements of sponges,

fishermen's nets and undersea stuff. Bill it as the

first picture to truly reveal the wonders of the ocean's

depths. Drug store tie-ups possible.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

WOMEN ARE TROUBLE

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY-MELODRAMA . . . Yarn

about reporters and gangsters follows

beaten paths, but is directed with zip

. . . Dialogue good for laughs . . . Will

satisfy nabe and action audiences . . .

Rates • •.

M-G-M

60 Minutes

Stuart Erwin . . . Paul Kelly . . .

Florence Rice . . . Margaret Irving . . .

Cy Kendall . . . John Harrington . . .

Raymond Hatton . . . Harold Huber

Directed by Errol Taggart

The cast in this won't mean much to box-

offices generally and the story is far from

novel, but both writing and direction have

endowed it with a snappy pace. It's a simple

yarn about a dame who wants to be a re-

porter and gets into the hair of a couple of

old-time newshounds, until she tosses one of

the prize scoops into their laps by using her
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little camera to trap a gang killer. There's

a nice blending of comedy, action and ro-

mance—none of it outstanding, but enter-

taining enough in a mild way. Stuart Erwin

and Paul Kelly are a couple of good movie

newspapermen. Florence Rice gets a better

break than usual and handles it neatly.

"Women Are Trouble" will just about make

the grade to fair grosses and it will prove

satisfactory fare where they don't ask for

important subject matters. Action houses

should do best with this on the gangster

angle, if they overcome the title hindrance.

PLOT:

Florence, seeking a job as reporter, gets a break

when she stumbles on a gang killing that has been

fixed to look like an accident. Kelly, the city editor,

stalls her, while he puts Erwin, his star reporter, on

the job. Florence again gets a break, using her can-

did camera to snap a picture of the accused killer

being killed by another gangster. Kelly publishes a

story to the effect that the real killer will be re-

vealed in a forthcoming issue. The gangsters kidnap

Florence and Kelly and are in the process of forcing

from them the name of the killer, when Erwin arrives

with the police to free them. The romance between

Erwin and Florence culminates in marriage.

AD TIPS:

Action spots should stress the gangster angle, of

course. Places where comedy mean most should plug

the title and Erwin's name.

L. J.

Hollywood Preview

EASY MONEY

BOXOFF1CE RATING

MELODRAMA . . . Timely expose of

the fake accident racket done in con-

vincing manner . . . Good exploitation

possibilities and must be sold . . . Lacks

names . . . Rates • or better, for

nabes and rural spots, depending on

strength of campaign.

Invincible

70 Minutes

Onslow Stevens . . . Kay Linaker . . .

Noel Madison . . . Alan Vincent . .

Barbara Barondess

Directed by Phil Rosen

A story from the headlines, which offers

showmen a chance to really go to town!

This indie offering doesn't show any preten-

tious production values, but it was handled

in a sincere and convincing manner, result-

ing in a film that will prove somewhat above

average in general interest. It exposes the

machinations of racketeers who fake acci-

dents to collect insurance money. It's new
subject matter and the direction and acting

contrive to make it both believable and in-

teresting. The angle will require heavy ex-

ploitation, but it lends itself to headlining

and a campaign on it will produce results.

There isn't one name in the cast that is of

any value on the marquee, but the roles are

all played capably. Onslow Stevens does a

good job as the deputy d.a., who deliber-

ately muffs a conviction to save his younger

brother. The latter role is played with re-

straint by Alan Vincent. The romance is

subordinated throughout. There's nothing

startling about "Easy Money," but it has

a swell angle and title to sell.

PLOT:

Vincent is part of a gang of crooks who fake

accidents to mulct the insurance companies. He is

caught, but gets away through the kindness of his

brother, Stevens, district attorney. He is so enraged

at the "accident" ring that he quits his job to fight

them. He manages to find the head of the mob and
tricks him into a confession. His aide is Kay Lin-

aker, secretary in the insurance office. Stevens mar-
ries her after cleaning up the gang.

AD TIPS:

Dig out recent headlines on fake insurance accident

cases. Sell the story as an expose of the "world's

meanest racket." Tie up with your local civic au-

thorities to help break up this fraud. Go ballyhoo

strongly!

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

TICKET TO PARADISE

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-ROMANCE . . . Clever

story idea developed into pleasant com-
edy . . . Cast very good, altho not

strong for marquee . . . Rates • •, ex-

cept for action spots, where it needs

support.

Republic

67 Minutes

Roger Pryor . . . Wendy Barrie . . .

Claude Gillingwater . . . Luis Alberni . . .

E. E. Clive

Directed by Aubrey Scotto

"Ticket to Paradise" has been evolved

out of one of the season's brightest comedy
ideas—that of a young man who falls vic-

tim to amnesia, falls in love with a beau-

tiful girl and falls into a load of trouble

trying to learn his identity. Of this mate-

rial, Republic has fashioned something less

than a riotous comedy, but a pleasant piece

that contrives to be always amusing and

Honest . . . Impartial

REVIEWS
You Can Trust

entertaining. Director Scotto happily keeps

the situations flowing at a fair pace and a

grand cast that makes up in ability what it

lacks in marquee value do a bit more than

their share. Roger Pryor has one of his best

roles as the young man who may have a

wife and children somewhere, but can't re-

member. Wendy Barrie displays charm and

talent that was not revealed ever so boldly

in the roles she played for other studios.

She is delightful. The others are equally

competent. This looks good for average re-

turns in the naborhoods and rural spots.

Action houses will get best results by dual-

ling it with a western or heavy drama.

PLOT:

On his way to close an important business deal,

Pryor 's cab overturns and he loses his memory. He
takes a job driving a hack and meets Wendy, daughter

of wealthy broker Gillingwater. Gillingwater hires

him, only to find that he has turned his office into

an agency for discovering his name and past history.

He is fired, but Wendy tells her father that she in-

tends to marry him. Gillingwater points out that

he may be married, but doesn't know it and he gives

Pryor three weeks in which to learn who he is, or

leave them. Together, he and Wendy set out to get

his picture on the front pages of newspapers by pull-

ing the most fantastic publicity stunts, but invari-

ably the photographs show Wendy's legs much more
clearly than his face. Eventually, after many es-

capades, a blow on the head brings Pryor to, just im

time to save his deal from a conniving competitor

and win Wendy's hand.

AD TIPS:

The story idea lends itself to all sorts of ballyhoo.

Have several stooges parade the streets with signs on
their back reading: "Who Am I? I Have Lost My
Memory. See 'Ticket To Paradise' at etc."

The amnesia angle can be followed in many other

stunts.

BARTON.

SPEED REPORTER, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
ACTION MELLER . . . Usual assort-

ment of Talmadge stunts, put on with

more speed than usual . . . Will pep up

any dual bill . . . Rates • • for action

spots.

Reliable

60 Minutes

Richard Talmadge . . . Luana Walters . . .

Richard Cramer . . . Bob Walker . . .

Frank Crane

Directed by Bernard B. Ray

This one has speed—and how. For an as-

sortment of plain and fancy window jump-

ing, hopping precariously around roof ledges,

hanging on the back of speeding autOS and

slam-bang, catch -as -catch-can slugging,

Dick Talmadge is the ace man of the screen.

In "Speed Reporter" he provides even more

stunting than usual. This frolic, in which

(Continued on pttge 10)
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AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

of most treasury men that all fake money

has one weakness—a muddled photograph in

the center of the bill. Fine steel etching of

real bills shows a neat, lined design as a

background. Every counterfeit lacks this

neat, precise appearance. Another, though

less simple to determine, is that silk runs

through the paper of real bills. Bogus money

has no silk at all—or too much.

OTHER MONEY GAG
Get from local banks serial numbers on

what bills they are distributing on certain

days during the week. Offer passes to see

"Counterfeit" to those presenting bills cor-

responding to those printed in local news-

paper ads or on your throwouts.

The counterfeit dollar cellophane enve-

lopes are also worth a try. Your cashier

and whatever merchants you can tie-up

with give one good dollar in change en-

cased in the imprinted envelope which plugs

the picture title and date of showing and

theatre. Your Columbia exchange can fur-

nish these.

WINDOW DISPLAYS

Put buck notes in center of cards with

magnifying glass.

LOBBY
Get after the local authorities, or try the

proper Federal branch in your city, to lend

you some of the counterfeiting equipment

they have confiscated, such as printing

presses, plates, paper, etc. Don't be afraid

to go after this stuff. Just work on the

angle that you are aiding the fight against

this type of crime.

If you haven't used it previously, try the

fingerprinting gag. Set up a booth in your

lobby a week in advance and invite the pa-

trons to have themselves fingerprinted for

non-criminal police records. The department

will probably be happy to cooperate with

you on this—if you ask them properly.

If you operate a blood-and-thunder gang-

ster-loving joint, dress up the lobby with a

display of captured firearms. Also set up a

rogues gallery and reward posters that you

can promote out of the police department.

Don't wait for someone to come into your

theatre to drop this stuff in your lap and

show you how to do it. Go out after it; it

pays heavy dividends in b.o. receipts.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film (Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCnat 4

1

hi race 4600

THOMAS ORGANIZING
STRONG INDIE GROUP

Harry H. Thomas

CONN-HALPERINS . . .

A new, formidable independent produc-

ing-distributing company is being organized

by Harry H. Thomas, former president of

First Division Exchanges. This outfit, Mu-
tual Motion Picture Distributors, already

includes two prominent inde producers,

Maurice Conn and Edward and Victor Hal-

perin. Thomas is known to be dickering

with several others.

Present plans call for distribution through

state rights exchanges, but outlet branches

may be set up by Mutual, where deals can-

not be made with existent exchanges.

TABLOID

One of the swellest tabs we've seen in a

month of Sundays is all ready for you on

this one. You'll find a sample in the press

sheet. Use it!

There's nothing counterfeit about "Coun-

terfeit" except the title. All you have to

do to make it bring you a potfull of dough

is to sell that bogus money angle all over

your town or neighborhood. You can think

of any number of additional stunts your-

self—if you'll only think. If you don't

—

well, we've tried to make you . . .

$ $ $ $ $

"finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

MONOGRAM MAY
PRODUCE AGAIN
By Hollywood Correspondent

Hollywood.—It has been reported here

during the past week that the dissolved

Monogram organization may be revived to

re-enter the production field next year.

Strength has been given this rumor by the

persistence of reports that W. Ray Johnston

will leave Republic when his contract ex-

pires at the end of this year.

Financial parties said to be interested in

re-establishing Monogram are understood to

regard the independent film market as re-

ceptive at this time, due to the dearth of

substantial producers since Republic swal-

lowed the outstanding outfits in this field.

What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

(Continued from page 4)

". . . The evils of the prison parole sys-

tem effectually and permanently wiped out

by Universal Pictures . . . The only char-

acters allowed by the story to be human
and understandable are not the nice, re-

claimed convicts, but the toughs . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

* * *

"THE LAST OUTLAW" (RKO)
". . . The old and the new West in con-

flict . . . Lacks the speed and snappiness ef

the best of the westerns."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"Thoroughly enjoyable western melo-

drama . . . Presents an amusing and con-

ceivable picture of the struggle for read-

justment of a man thrust abruptly out into

a world he has been out of touch with for

a quarter of a century . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Fair-to-middling western about a

famous outlaw just released from prison

who uses old-time tactics to track down a

gang of present-day racketeers . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
* * *

"MURDER BY AN ARISTOCRAT"
(First National-Warner's)

". . . Disappointing mystery film due to

the banal manner in which the story is

worked out under Frank McDonald's direc-

tion . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Fair mystifier in which powers of

magic at unraveling police bafflers are suc-

cessfully employed . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
". . . Mignon G. Eberhart's detective

novels are notable for weird atmosphere of

a sort difficult to translate into pictures

. . . In this instance the producer, director,

scenarists, and cameraman seemingly gave
up without an effort . . . The plot is

straightforward and logical. If is also

dull . .
."

PHILA. EVE. PUBLIC LEDGER.
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UNITED ARTISTS TO RELEASE 34

FEATURES; 18 DISNEYS NEXT SEASON

9 PRODUCERS . . .

Hollywood.—The product of nine out-

standing independent producers, totaling 34

features, and 18 Mickey Mouse and Silly

Symphony cartoons from Walt Disney will

comprise the program to be distributed by

United Artists during the 193 6-37 season, it

was announced here Tuesday by George J.

Schaefer, v. p. in charge of sales, at the

opening of the annual sales convention.

The producers are Charles Chaplin, Sam-

uel Goldwyn, Pickford-Lasky Productions,

Selznick International, Alexander Korda,

Walter Wanger, Reliance Pictures, Elisabeth

Bergner and Criterion Films.

Recent events have forced some changes

in U.A.'s original plans for the new season.

John Hay Whitney merged his Pioneer

Technicolor outfit with Selznick and will

not produce three color features announced

previously. The Pickford-Lasky combina-

tion, after differences of opinion between

the sponsors had interfered with the com-

pany's progress at the outset, got off to a

rather weak start and decided to call it quits

for good last week. However, one more pic-

ture is in production and will be distributed

on U.A.'s new schedule. Reliance, follow-

ing completion of "Last of the Mohicans,"

goes over to RKO.

LOOKS STRONGER . . .

Despite these losses, the distributing com-
pany has lined up this year the most impos-

ing group of independent producers in its

history. Selznick and Wanger, ranked with

the most successful producers in the entire

industry, are two potent additions to any

studio, and it is to them, together with

Goidwyn, that U.A. looks for its ace

product.

PRODUCT . .

.

The schedule of features made by each

producing unit is as follows:

CHAPLIN (2):

He will be producer-director of both. Paulette

Goddard will star in one.

GOLDWYN (7):

"Dodsworth," from the novel by Sinclair

Lewis and stage play by Sidney Howard. Walter
Huston, Ruth Chatterton, Paul Lukas and Mary
Astor in cast. Director, William Wyler.

"Come And Get It," from Edna Ferber's novel.

Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer, Mady Christ-

ians head cast. Director, Howard Hawks.

"Pony Boy," Eddie Cantor's new production.

"Shake Hands With Murder," timely melo-
drama.

"Women Can Be Wrong," starring Miriam
Hopkins.

"In Love and War," starring Merle Oberon,
with Brian Aherne. From John Balderston's
story of Ireland's fight for freedom.

A second Miriam Hopkins starring vehicle.

George T. Schaefer

Vice-President, United Artists

PICKFORD-LASKY (1):

"The World Is Mine," romance of Mexico,

starring Nino Martini, Ida Lupino and Leo Car-

rillo. Director, Rouben Mamoulian.

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL (7):

"Garden of Allah," in technicolor, starring

Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer. Director,

Richard Boleslawski.

"Tom Sawyer," Mark Twain's classic. No
cast named.

"The Man With a Young Wife," by O. H. P.

Garrett, starring Edward Arnold.

Ronald Colman will be starred in one of two
productions. Choice is between Shakespeare's

"Julius Caesar" and Jacob Wasserman's "The
World's Illusion."

A second technicolor production and three

untitled black and white films.

KORDA (6):

"Rembrandt" starring Charles Laughton, with

Gertrude Lawrence and Elsa Lanchester. Korda
will direct.

"Knight Without Armor," starring Marlene
Dietrich.

"I, Claudius," from Robert Graves' novel,

starring Charles Laughton and Merle Oberon.

"The Divorce of Lady X," starring Merle

Oberon.

"The Man Who Could Work Miracles," H. G.

Wells' story, starring Roland Young.

"Dark Journey," starring Miiani Hopkins and
Conrad Veidt.

WAGNER (7):

"History Is Made At Night," starring Charles

Boyer.

"Vogues of 193 7," story of the fashion world.

"Three Time Loser," starring Spencer Tracy,

Sylvia Sidney and Henry Fonda.

Court Orders 'Revolt of

Zombies' Title Dropped

The court battle over the right to use the

word "zombie" in movie titles ended, tem-

porarily, at least, on Monday, when N. Y.

Supreme Court referee Herman Hoffman

issued a permanent injunction restraining

Academy Pictures and others from using the

title "Revolt of the Zombies." Suit was

brought by Amusement Securities Corp.,

owners of "White Zombie," who claimed

that they controlled the word in movie titles

and would suffer damage if "Revolt" were

distributed under that title.

A. S. Krellberg, attorney for Amusement
Securities, stated that they warned Edward

and Victor Halperin, producers of "Revolt,"

prior to its release, not to use the title, but

that they continued to advertise it and

booked it into the Rialto Theatre, where it

played for one week recently. He declared

that his company intends to produce an-

other "zombie" film in the near future and

that the Halperin film will severely affect

its chances.

The referee awarded the plaintiff $75 00

damages.

Bachman New Manager
Of G-N Philly Branch

John Bachman, formerly Phila. city sales-

man for Warner Bros., resigned his position

last Saturday to assume the managership of

the local Grand National branch. He suc-

ceeds Sam Rosen.

Rosen, who was appointed by Harry

Thomas during the First Division regime,

is understood to have been offered another

position with Grand National, but declined.

He expects to announce a new connection

within the next few weeks, after returning

from a brief vacation.

"Arabian Nights," in technicolor, starring.

Charles Boyer, Sylvia Sidney, Henry Fonda and

Madeleine Carroll.

"A Woman Loves Once," cast not named.

"Desert Intrigue," from Alfred Batson's novel.

"Wuthering Heights," from Emily Bronte's

novel, starring Charles Boyer and Sylvia Sidney.

RELIANCE (1):

"The Last of the Mohicans," by James Feni-

more Cooper. Cast includes Randolph Scott,

Binnie Barnes, Henry Wilcoxon, Bruce Cabot,

Heather Angel. Director, George B. Seitz

BERGNER (I):

"Dreaming Lips," starring Elisabeth Bergner.

Director Paul Czinner.

CRITERION (2):

"Accused," starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

and Dolores Del Rio. Director Thornton Free-

land.

"High Treason," starring Fairbanks, Jr.

Disney will deliver 9 Mickey Mouse and 9

Silly Symphony technicolor cartoons.
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Dick plays a never-say-die reporter, packs a

jump every two feet of film and a punch

every two frames—at least it seemed that

way to this bewildered reporter. Strictly

action, this will be okeh where they like

their film fare elemental, with plenty hap-

pening, and happening fast. It will also

serve well if dualled with a heavy drama or

light comedy.

PLOT:
Talmadge, ace reporter, is assigned the double job

of getting story and resignation from Crane, fake

reformer in league with gamblers and racketeers. He
does this in double quick time, with the aid of Luana

Walters, sob sister, whom he loves, and despite the

interference of his city editor, who is in cahoots

with the gang.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as the speediest of action filni< and feature

Talmadge as the ace stunt man. Try to locate a

nervy stooge, ubo will pull a daring stunt on a

building at a busy section.

NONNIE.

B-T's 'Tundra' Completed
Hollywood.—Burroughs-Tarzan's exploi-

tation feature "Tundra" has been com-

pleted and will be ready for road-show re-

lease next month. Stars Del Cambre, former

All-American fotball star at S. M. U. Most

of the footage shot in Alaska and the Arctic

Circle.

Gary Cooper to Goldwyn
Hollywood.—Following completion of his

contract with Paramount this fall, Gary

Cooper goes over to Samuel Goldwyn on a

three year pact. Star will make two per

season for the United Artists producer.

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1 307 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

RUMOR OF THE WEEK . . .

That Stanley-Warner will positively take
over the Fox Sept. 1st.

NOT HEADLINES; BUT
FAIR READING . . .

SAMUEL H. STEIFEL marries Alberta

Miller, one of the town's lovelier fashion

models . . . WILLIE FRIEDMAN'S sister

dies . . . CHARLES EHRLICH, brother of

New Ideal Johnnie, now office manager for

Dennis Games . . . HORLACHER'S annual

outing will take place at Kuglers-on-the-

Delaware July 19th . . . JACKSON, South

Philly, reopened last Fri. entirely refur-

bished as the Grand closes for same sort of

face-lifting . . . The Vine St. wags have

some pips in the line of unprintable dilly

dallies . . . National Screen trailer and Ac-

cessory boys and girls had a picnic last

weekend . . . MURRAY BEIER returning

to normal after that fight pix deluge . . .

Add a feather to the Trans-Lux's cap for

alert servicing and editing of their news
reels which had them showing Democratic
Convention doings one day after they hap-

pened . . . Finals in the Hi-Li Contests

being held in the S-W houses this week-
end .. . S. NIXON-NIRDLINGER wanted
to find out how many conventionites would
attend a legit attraction at the Broad. He
found out all right—to his sorrow! . . . AL
ESSIG'S wife, a former organist, has a

girl band in one of the shore spots ... If

LEON BEHALL asks you what President

he resembles, yell McKinley . . . OSCAR
NEUFELD says he can't sleep now that

the convention din has subsided . . . HARRY
LA VINE gets as much of a kick out of

watching NAT LAVINE'S cowboys ride

across the screen as JOE CONWAY does
out of a circus! . . . AL BLOFSON proudly
showing exhibs National-Kline's new lobby
display showroom in the rear of Nat'l-

Penn. . . . DAVE COOPER, former Warner
booker, now up-state salesman taking over
territory previously covered by CHARLES
BEILAN, who has been switched to New
Jersey . . . MRS. NORMAN BECKETT re-

covered and home from appendix operation
. . . NATE ABELOVE, whose ancestors
must have had Scotch blood in their veins,

reports that his son, aged three, swallowed
a dime, but that it has now been recovered
after seven days worriment . . . SAM
PALEN doing nicely as salesman with Co-
lumbia.

CONTINUING RUMOR
OF LAST WEEK . . .

BOB LYNCH and DAVE BARRIST re-

ported as being the money men in back of

HARRY SLATKO, who is going to open
Nixon's Grand with a Lincoln Theatre
policy.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to
theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-
pleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.
Lombard 7554.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,
FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TAKES
A step forward in transportation

TO
Offer our customers the best

in modern service

THE
Satisfied accounts prove to be

our best ad

A I R
Land and sea all used as the

show must go on

Agents

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS

TWA

Anywhere in United States overnight
Many distant points the same day

H
ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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Advancing

To Leadership

BECAUSE IT IS THE

Most Important Trade Paper

In This Industry

!

Join the growing list of

subscribers who want to

get the vital news about

the industry in honest,

straight - forward manner

every week—

13 23 VINE STREET

9>tdepe+uknt EXHIBITORS

FILM BULLETIN PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER BLANK

ONE YEAR ... 52 ISSUES . . . $2.00
CANADA $3.00

EUROPE $5.00

Note: Subscription at the rate of $2.00 will be accepted for one year only.

NAME POSITION

THEATRE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE



HOUSE
FOR GIRLS

(or "THE SILVER LINING" )

MR. SHOWMAN- HERE ISA REAL BOX OFFICE FEATURE T

WANTED A MAN SHE COULD NOT GET
THOUGHT MONEY COULD BUY EVERYTHING SHE WANTED
LIVED ON PARK AVE • HE WAS FROM POVERTY ROW
DISCOVERED HER WORLD WAS A SHAM

SIGHTS OF NEW YORK
POVERTY ROW • • • SLUMS
PARK AVENUE - PLAYGROUND OF THE RICH
CRIMINAL COURTS

Atlantic Pictures

1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Distributed by

ATLANTIC PICTURES
FRANCHISE HOLDERS

ATLANTA
Savini Films

BOSTON
Academy Pictures

BUFFALO
Pyramid Exchange

CHARLOTTE
Amily Pictures

CHICAGO
B. N. Judell. Inc.

CINCINNATI
Big Feature Rights

CLEVELAND
Selected Pictures

DALLAS
Amity Film Exchange

DENVER
Atlantic Film Exchange

DES MOINES
Capitol Pictures Corp.

DETROIT
Monarch Pictures

INDIANAPOLIS
Big Feature Rights

KANSAS CITY
Consolidated Film Dist.

LOS ANGELES
Selected Pictures

LOUISVILLE
Big Feature Rights

MILWAUKEE
Superior Pictures

MINNEAPOLIS
Elliott Film Co.

NEW HAVEN
Connecticut Film Dist.

NEW ORLEANS
Atlantic Pictures

NEW YORK
Times Pictures

OKLAHOMA CITY
Allied Film Exchange

OMAHA
Capitol Pictures Corp.

PHILADELPHIA
Peerless Dist. Corp.

PITTSBURGH
Majestic Pictures Corp .

ST. LOUIS
B. N. Judell. Inc.

SALT LAKE
Perfex Pictures Exchange

SAN FRANCISCO
Atlantic Film Exchange

SEATTLE
Principal Pictures

WASHINGTON
Peerless Dist. Co.

THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE FEATURES EVER PRODUCED - BOOK EM NOW !

» . PAUL
Muni

HARBOR
GEORGE RAFT

BORIS KARLOFF

ANN DVORAK
and KAREN MORLEy
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WE WANT ACTION
AGAINST RADIO COMPETITION!

Several weeks ago. Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, remarked in an interview

that film's stars, whose popularity has been established by the movie industry, are increas-

ing the competitive problems of theatres by appearing on radio programs. He suggested

that the producers should curb this practice by inserting a clause in new contracts with

players forbidding their participation in competitive forms of entertainment.

Since Mr. Cohn voiced his opinion nothing has been done, openly at least, by the Hays
organization to effectuate his plan. Radio, in itself, is one of the strongest competitors of

the motion picture industry. Generally speaking, the same class of people who frequent

movie theatres listen to broadcasts. Unestimated millions remain at home on nights when
their favorite radio performers are on and it is no more than logical to count a fair percent-

age of these people as prospective theatre patrons.

The extent of the effect a prominent film star's presence on a broadcast program can

have on theatre attendance was forcefully impressed upon this writer one night last week.

Upon entering a large apartment house, occupied principally by middle class people, at

a ripe theatre hour, the sound of a familiar voice issuing from radios in almost every apart-

ment struck us as we entered on the first floor. On the upper floor, where our friend's

apartment was located, we alighted from the elevator to hear radios pouring out that same
voice. Everyone, it seemed, was tuned in on that one program. The friend, too, was listen-

ing in.

It was Clark Gable, a ham vaudeville actor before filmdom raised him to the level oi

an international romantic idol, reading lines from one of his earlier films, "Men In White,"

and thereby keeping thousands of likely movie fans at home with the radio.

We would like to see Jack Cohn force the issue with the other producers on this problem.

There is a need for leadership in combatting this competition. Furthermore, the threat of

television hovers over the film industry another sword of Damocles boding ill for the security

of producers and exhibitors alike. Film-made stars may soon be appearing on television

screens in millions of homes throughout the nation.

NOW is the time to halt this practice. The producers owe it to their customers, the exib-

itors, to stop it. Unless they do, and without delay, it will fall upon the independent theatre

owners to devise some means of retaliating—and not with any more resolutions 1
.

MO WAX.

AUGUST IS "SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENTS MONTH'
BOOK AS MANY INDEPENDENT PICTURES AS POSSIBLE TO
ENCOURAGE THE PRODUCTION OF MORE GOOD FILMS.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

"TICKET TO PARADISE" . . . REPUBLIC ... 67 MINUTES
Roger Pryor . . . Wendy Barrie . . . Claude Gillingwater

Just suppose you had plenty of bucks,

had a swell business, was on your way to

close a big deal, when suddenly . . . B-O-P

. . . you were socked on the conk and all the

lights went out! . . . You open your eyes

what seems centuries later, only to discover

to your amazement that you still are in the

dark with all the lights very much out, and

not knowing from a hole in the wall who,

what, or why you are . . .

You can't remember your name, address,

or phone number. You can't remember

whether you are married, engaged, single or

what have you. So the psychiatrists work

over you until you actually are ready to go

nuts, but still you can't remember. Not a

brain cell is working. It's just like you were

born when you awoke in that stinking hos-

pital quiet after that sock on the dome that

put you out. So they keep on trying to

make you remember; but it's no dice. You

are about ready to really go screwey when

you decide to get them to lay off you by

agreeing to "remember" whatever they

want you to.

And there my frans, you have an idea for

a story ... A good story . . . All the old

wheezes that were pulled according to that

formula, started, got goin' and ended up

seriously. But in this yarn the story opens

up with a sock and socks along at a hilarious

pace, hitting plenty of high spots in laughs.

ROGER PRYOR and WENDY BARRIE
are the love interests, and they do a swell

job. Assisting them is the veteran of many

a yarn, CLAUDE GILLINGWATER, who

just completed another good job in Shirley

Temple's "Poor Little Rich Girl."

However, we don't mean to tell you that

all you have to do to come from behind that

black ball is to stick their respective names

on the marquee and wait for the bucks to

roll in . . . They won't . . . But it's good to

know that you have a cast of competent

players in a story that would click along

nicely without any names at all.

TITLE

"TICKET TO PARADISE" as a handle

is just about perfect for light summer en-

tertainment . . . It's a tag that can be used

for a dozen different tie-ups . . . The ob-

vious one of course is the travel agent one

. . . Such as, "We can't give you a TICKET
TO PARADISE, but we can give you the

next best thing in a WORLD CRUISE."

We'd suggest that you snipe the tag all

over your territory in actual big yella tags,

snipes for barns, old buildings, wagons, taxi-

cabs, cars and any other space available. In

the pic, Pryor discovers that he's a Yellow

Cab driver, so that should be a cinch for

you to tie into . . . Tie-up still No. 2

shows Pryor as a Yellow Cab driver answer-

ing a call from a street box . . . This still

could be mounted in every cab (Yellow or

otherwise) mounted on an 11x14 board

carrying the playdate, theatre and the usual

. . . Copy should be, "Roger Pryor in

'TICKET TO PARADISE' NOW PLAY-
ING at the STRAND was a rich man who
got bumped on the CONK and forgot who
he was . . He woke up as a cabby . .

."

STREET STUNT
The old chestnut of having a pretty girl

in short skirts skating around the town is

always good for plenty of attention . . .

Have her pass out large tickets which carry

the title prominently . . . The nature of the

tag will get lotsa laughs and attention to

your picture and playdate.

TEASERS
You can stir up plenty of attention with

any and all of the teaser gags . . . News-

paper one inch slugs, heralds in the form of

small cards which can be placed in cars,

trolleys, buses, under doors, etc. . . . Have

a card made up to look like a traffic sum-

mons . . . Tie them on to the windshield

wipers of as many cars as you can . . .

Another old wheeze that always gets re-

sults and is worth repeating is to have a

small business card made up to appear as

though you had written it in long hand . . .

This can be done by any printer who em-

ploys the offset process . . . Copy: "Sorry

you were out . . . Just got a ticket to

'TICKET TO PARADISE.' Call me at

(phone number of theatre) . .
."

The ad layouts and copy are good . . .

However, you can re-vamp the copy as you

please . . . it's all very simply laid out and

fool proof . . .

Get going on this baby . . . It's a smart

piece of comedy and shouldn't be allowed

(Continued on page 7)
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Metro, 20th-Fox Getting Together

To Take Control of Gaumont-British
CONFERENCES ON COAST EXPECTED

TO RESULT IN DEAL BEFORE WEEK END
By Hollywood Correspondent

Hollywood , July 7. — The extended negotiations between 20th

Century-Fox and Gaumont-British for acquisition by the American

company of a controlling interest in the English outfit are expected

to reach a conclusion before the end of the week. Reliable sources re-

port that Loew's, Inc., parent company of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, will

be associated with 20th Century in the deal. Joseph M. Schenck, chair-

man of the 20th Century board, is conferring here with Isidor Ostrer,

president of G-B.

A 49 percent interest in G-B was pur-

chased by William Fox when he headed the

company bearing his name. This was

acquired by 20th Century-Fox. Repeated

attempts were made by the American com-

pany to buy a controlling interest in its

British affiliate, but the Ostrer brothers de-

clined to drop their control.

SQUEEZE . . .

Through their minority interest, however,

the 20th Century group has been able to

tie up efforts of the Ostrers to recapitalize

their company and, it is reported, recent

stringency in financial affairs has forced

them to reopen the negotiations. They have

no choice but to sell out or buy out and

their financial position makes the latter al-

ternative impossible, according to reports.

Gaumont-British is the leading amuse-

ment organization in England, controlling,

in addition to its film production facilities,

a large chain of movie theatres, legitimate

theatres, restaurants, hotels, cafes, radio and

television apparatus.

Loew's is said to figure in the deal through

the relationship of Joe Schenck to Nick,

president of Loew's, and through the fact

that the latter company does not relish be-

ing left out of a deal that involves so im-

portant a part of the fast-growing British

film industry. Metro is understood to have

demanded a slice of the deal.

Alperson Signs Niblo
To Make 8 Pix for G-N

By Hollywood Correspondent

Hollywood, July 7.—Edward L. Alper-

son, president of Grand National, here on

product deals, has closed with Fred Niblo,

director of many outstanding screen suc-

cesses, to produce eight or more features for

his company. Niblo is now lining up

stories.

Another deal with an important producer

has been closed by Alperson, but his name
cannot be disclosed at this time.

$15,000 FUND AIM OF
PHILA. INDE GROUP;
WOODHULL AS B. MGR.
PROGRESS REPORTED . . .

The latest move in exhibitor organization

affairs in the Phila. territory is definitely

under way following an important meeting

of leading independents at the Broadwood

Hotel on Tuesday. While a somewhat vague

statement issued by the group's leaders stated

that "certain definite strides of progress

have been made," these concrete facts were

learned from several sources after the meet-

ing was concluded:

(1) A fund of between $10,000 and

$15,000, with the latter figure as the final

mark looked for, will be sought from a

group of between 20 and 30 original or-

ganizers. This sum is to be replenished each

year and will be more than ample to cover

the yearly budget.

(2) "Pete" Woodhull, prominent indus-

try figure for many years, is virtually cer-

tain to be retained as business manager of

the new body.

(3) The organization will be strictly in-

dependent and will be composed of former

members of both the I.E. P. A. and the

M.P.T.O.

STATEMENT . . .

In the statement issued after Tuesday's

confab, the group states, "The plan com-

prises the selection of an experienced ex-

hibitor leader of national prominence and a

substantial fund was immediately under-

written. Conferences have been held be-

tween the local independent group and

'Pete' Woodhull, for many years active in

National organization. Both Charles Scgall,

president of the Local organization, and

'Pete' Woodhull stated that negotiations at

the moment were still in progress."

Approximately twenty men were reported

in attendance at the meeting, which was

strictly private.

PETTENGILL BILL
TO BE INTRODUCED
IN NEXT CONGRESS

SPONSOR DETERMINED . . .

Washington. — Determination of Con-

gressman Samuel B. Pettengill, sponsor of

the House anti-block booking bill, to fol-

low up his efforts to bring about enactment

of his measure at the next session of Con-

gress, was expressed in a report, appearing

in a post-session issue of the Congressional

Record.

"Important legislation seldom is enacted

the first session it is introduced," Pettengill's

report remarked. "The battle will go on."

BILL DRASTICALLY CUT . . .

The Pettengill measure, unlike Senator

Neely's identical bill, which was reported as

written by the full Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee, won the approval of the

House subcommittee only after being dras-

tically emasculated by removal of the pro-

vision barring blind selling. For this rea-

son the bill did not reach the House, largely

because neither Representative Pettengill

nor Allied, its principal sponsors, approved

of the revision.

The Pettengill report states that "a ma-

jority of the subcommittee felt that with

block booking prohibited, so that exhibitors

would not be compelled to buy films in a

block before they were produced, the para-

graph on blind selling could be omitted on

the theory that exhibitors would then have

an opportunity, in many instances, to see a

preview of films before becoming bound to

exhibit them. I did not favor the elimina-

tion of the blind selling feature"

"I wish a better report could be made.

However, the resistance to the bill was for-

midable," Pettengill stated.

A. H. Giannini Named
U.A. President, Chairman

Hollywood, July 8.—Dr. A. H. Giannini,

brother of A. P., head ot the Bank of Amer-

ica, was unanimously elected president and

chairman of the board of United Artists

here today. The selection was a surprise,

Mary Pickford having been generally re-

garded as the likely choice, but she is re-

ported to have declined the post.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"CRIME OF DR. FORBES"

(20th Century-Fox)
". . . In spite of having had to work un-

der definite restraint, director and ex-

tremely competent cast have produced an

engaging picture . . . Good entertain-

ment . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"... A production fit for the most fas-

tidious film fan ... A sensible, forceful

and, at times, highly humorous story . . .

a splendid cast . . . well directed . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"A hotly controversial theme is intro-

duced in this unusual melodrama which pre-

sents it with taste and without championing
either view of the question, "Has a con-

sciencious and qualified physican the right

to end human suffering?" . . . Substantial

drama, daring and provocative with a cli-

max that packs a staggering wallop . .
."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

"I STAND CONDEMNED"
(United Artists)

"An excitable piece . . . performance of

Harry Baur as vivid a characterization as

any screen has offered."

N. Y. SUN.

"Baur gives an excellent performance in

heavy drama.'"
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"Baur's acting most impressive . . . art-

fully photographed, imaginatively directed

and splendidly acted."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

"WHITE ANGEL"
( Warner's)

"Deserves to take its place alongside of

'Pasteur'."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"A great and distinguished film."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

"Ennobling, inspirational entertainment."

N. Y. AMERICAN.

By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, July 6.

Once more the Catholic church lets loose on
Hollywood. This time the blast comes direct from

the Vatican and will be heeded. Already the

studios are taking steps to clean house. Not only

will the moral tone of pictures be advanced. The

tendency to glorify cheapness in both language

and conduct will be curbed.

As usual. Will Hays has "nothing to say-" To

us, it looks very much as though his much vaunted

"censorship within the industry" plan has failed or,

at least, slipped . . . badly. Producers will now really have to toe the line,

hope that it isn't too late.

Let's

When are exhibs really going to get busy and put a stop to movie stars

appearing on the air in competition with their own pictures? This is a ridic-

ulous situation which could exist in no other line of activity except this screwy

film business. If only the boys got together and levied a boycott on some of

the offending screen names, it might bring home to the producers that they

mean business and will not tolerate such unfair competition.

Truth is, the producers are afraid of the boxoffice bets. In creating the star

system they have built a Frankenstein which will in time destroy the whole

works. On one end you have the extras struggling along on a few dollars a

week while the top notch players pull down five thousand a week and some-

times more. For what? Acting is a very complicated business, they say. Oh
yes? How about Shirley Temple, the biggest draw in the business? Based

on long observation I say that acting in pictures is child's play compared to

stage acting and anyone of average intelligence could do it after a few weeks

coaching. Right now, it's the world's sweetest racket.

RKO, in its present spot needs names . . . badly. Knowing this, its three

biggest stars: Astaire, Rogers and Hepburn, all went to headquarters with

demands for salary boosts. Did they get them? You win ... of course. In

fact, the latter player has kicked up such a row that her contract has just been

adjusted for the third time in the past few months. Each time she got a raise.

Yet anyone who studies the boxoffice barometer knows that Katie is on the

wane.

Bette Davis is the latest star to walk. And, as Warners seem in no mood
to give in, she remains on the suspended list along with Jimmy Cagney. Even

the indies are not immune, the Gene Autrey-Republic matter still hanging

fire. Only in constantly developing new personalities does there seem to be

any solution. And then you begin all over again.

With Barney Balaban installed as the new prexy at Paramount and brother

A. J. in a top spot at RKO, those persistent merger rumors are again hot. Wall

Street credits this with being partly responsible for the steady climb in Para-

mount stock offerings.

Henry B. Wathall's impressive performance in MGM's "Devil Doll'' was in

the nature of a grand exit for the veteran performer. His sudden passing has

resulted in Ben Zeidman having to postpone "In His Steps" for three weeks.

Walthall was to have had the lead in this. The story is now being rewritten

to play up to the love interest.
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BALABAN, HEAD OF B & K CIRCUIT,
ELECTED PRESIDENT OF PARAMOUNT

ZUKOR APPROVAL . . .

With the approval of Paramount's vir-

tual dictator, Adolph Zukor, Barney Bala-

ban, head of the Balaban & Katz affiliated

theatre circuit in Chicago, was elected

president of Paramount Pictures at last

Thursday's meeting of the board of direc-

tors. Zukor, who could have had the job

for the asking, declined, preferring to re-

main in his present post as active head of

production and acknowledged boss of the

company from his position as chairman of

the board.

The selection of Balaban, who will re-

main as president of the B & K chain for

the time being, was acclaimed by many in-

dustry observers as a wise choice for Para-

mount. It promises a new era of coopera-

tion between the production, distribution

and exhibition branches of the company:

Zukor at the studio helm, Neil F. Agnew
directing distribution, and Balaban guiding

the theatre affiliates.

POPE ASKS LEGION
EXTENSION; POINTS
TO U. S. ADVANCES

THROUGHOUT WORLD . . .

In an encyclical letter on the world film

situation, Pope Pius last week urged the ex-

tension of Legion of Decency activities

throughout the world and commented on

the improvement the organizaton had

wrought in the moral tone of American-

made movies.

The Pontiff asked for cooperation between

bishops and Catholic laymen in setting up

reviewing agencies in other countries.

Of the effect of the drive in this coun-

try, the encyclical declared, "This campaign

succeeded in raising the moral level of films

and in the process has in no wise inflicted

damage on the industry because many
Catholics who had abstained from the ci-

nema resumed patronage when assured of its

moral improvement."

He also states, however, that it was the

inability of the producers to put into effect

their promises to improve the moral tone of

films that brought about the necessity for

the original Legion of Decency drive.

Felt's in West Oak Lane
Plans are completed for a moving picture

theatre and seven stores to be erected at

5 6th Ave. and Wyncote Ave., West Oak
Lane, Phila., Pa. Thalheimer and Weltz are

the architects with Cecil M. Felt, the

owner. Calls for one and two stories of

brick, steel, stone and concrete construction.

Estimates will be submitted on July 17th.

Quits Nat'l Review Bd.;

Cites Source of Funds

Dr. Louis I. Harris, for ten years a mem-
ber of the executive committee of the Na-
tional Board of Motion Picture Review, re-

signed almost a month ago, charging that

the organization is directly controlled by the

film producers, since they pay for its main-

tenance, and that the board "has failed to

serve as the spokesman body for the Ameri-

can community" in its relationship with the

motion picture industry.

Dr. Harris' letter, written to Dean
George W. Kirchwey, chairman of the

executive committee, last June 9th, was

made public last Saturday. In part, it

stated:

"During my association with it the board

has failed to serve as the spokesman body

for the American community to help in

realizing the recreational, educational and

social possibilities of the motion picture.

"Also in my opinion, as I have from time

to time stated, it was of questionable pro-

priety for the board to accept for its prin-

cipal source of maintenance and support

money paid to it by the motion picture in-

dustry for the review of pictures. How
could the board, beholden as it has been to

the industry for the money thus received,

feel free and with good grace criticize the

program, achievements and activities of

those in control of the motion picture

industry?"

GB Promises 2 Per Month

According to Arthur A. Lee, vice-presi-

dent, Gaumont-British will release its

1936-37 product on a regular schedule of

two features each month. First will be

"Doomed Cargo," with Edmund Lowe and

Constance Cummings. Second release will

be "Nine Days a Queen," starring Nova
Pilbeam and Cedric Hardwicke.

Imperial Buys 'Soldier'

Imperial purchased the film rights to

"Soldier of Fortune," George Atwill's fic-

tionized biography of a modern international

Robin Hood.

Prom the coast comes word that this com-
pany has already started production on

"Wooden Kimona," from the Broadway

stage success.

Gluckman Sees Big

Advance During '36-'37

Optimistic about the industry's prospects

in the coming year, usually reticent Her-

man Gluckman, holder of two of Republic's

most important franchises, in New York

and Phila., indulged in one of his infrequent

talks for publication.

"After a trying five years, the theatres of

the country have seen a really amazing re-

vival of business during the past six months

to a year. That, of course, augurs well for

everyone else connected with the industry

—

producer, distributor, equipment manufac-

turer, employe—for, after all, it is through

the exhibitor's boxoffice that flows the life-

blood of the entire motion picture industry.

Herman Gluckman

"Every producer is eager to take advan-

tage of this improvement in general condi-

tions, I'm sure, and they will strive to make

the best product possible.

"As for Republic, what we delivered this

past season only served to prove that we

are an important new factor in the indus-

try. What we have plans for this coming

season will exceed the fullest limits of what

any exhibitor will allow himself to expect

from any film company. We pioneered last

season. Now we will build on this founda-

tion of experience."

Loew's Earns Over 7
Millions in 40 Weeks

Loew's, Inc., parent company of M-G-M
Pictures, shows a net profit of $7,390,495

for the forty-week period ending June 4, it

was reported by David Bernstein, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, today (Wed.). This is

equivalent to $4.47 a share of common stock

outstanding.

The profit for the 40 weeks ended June

6, 193 5, was $5,840,35 1 after the same de-

ductions had been made.
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Hollywood Preview

BENGAL TIGER

BOXOFFICE RATING

ROMANTIC MELODRAMA ... Ex-

citing film of circus life . . . Barton

MacLane scores with a new perform-

ance . . . Routine story and lack of im-

portant names will hold this down

to • •.

NINE DAYS A QUEEN

BOXOFFICE RATING

HISTORICAL DRAMA . . . Care-

fully done and fairly interesting cos-

tume film that moves a bit too delib-

erately for American mass audiences

. . . Nova Pilbeam and young Tester

boy add interest with appealing per-

formances . . . Rates • • for better

class locations; less for rural and action

spots.

REVIEWS
{Continued from page 8)

Winds Of the Wasteland

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN . . . Maintains high Wayne
standard . . . Plenty of thrills and hard

riding, including ancient stage coaches

in speedy race . . . Rates • • + for

action spots.

Republic

5 7 Minutes

John Wayne . . . Phyllis Fraser . . .

Yakima Canutt . . . Lane Chandler . . .

Douglas Cosgrove . . . Lew Kelly

Directed by Mack Wright

Among the best of the current crop of

westerns. And that holds good in all depart-

ments. Story is logical and better than aver-

age; the boys do their stunt riding and other

tricks in A-l style and the ghost town and

stage coach race are novel twists in this

actionful Wayne. The romance, of course,

is a secondary consideration; but the com-

edy is well taken care of by Lew Kelly, who

turns in a swell performance. Cowboy stuff

is by Wayne and two other horse opera stars

in their own right, Chandler and Canutt.

With this combination this one can't fail to

hit the mark.

PLOT:

Cosgrove sells Wayne and Chandler a stage coach

route which leads to a ghost city. With the assist-

ance of Flint and Kelly, the only remaining resi-

dents, they build up the town by getting the tele-

graph line thru their town and by Wayne winning

mail contract after hard coach race with Cosgrove

and his henchmen, who do all in their power, to

win it for themselves. In the meantime, Phyllis has

arrived to visit her father, Flint, the ghost town's

owner and doctor, and Wayne falls in love with her.

They decide to remain in the town, whose popula-

tion has grown to well over the 5 00 mark.

AD TIPS:

SELL it as the rip-roaring-ist Wayne western

yet! Tell tho action fans TRUTHFULLY that there

it something doing very minute.

NONNIL.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carrier*' Aaa'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.
LOCuat 4181 RACK 4(00

"Warner Bros.

65 Minutes

Barton MacLane . . . June Travis . . .

Warren Hull . . . Don Barclay . . .

Paul Graetz . . . Joseph King . . .

Carlyle Moore, Jr.

Directed by Louis King

Despite the fact that this is quite an ex-

citing film and Barton MacLane departs

from his gangster roles to turn in a strong

performance as the cat trainer in a circus,

"Bengal Tiger" will only be able to pull fair

grosses. Chief handicap is as routine a story

as is possible—the older, less handsome ani-

mal trainer married to his beautiful young
ward; the handsome younger man entering

the picture; the husband's jealousy and ulti-

mate sacrifice. However, there is plenty of

realistic circus action footage. The atmos-

phere of the big top is well sustained and

the photography always top notch. Kids

and circus loving adults will get a great

kick out of most of it, especially the scenes

in which MacLane is in the cages, apparently

in grave danger of attack by the animals.

PLOT:

Satan, a beautiful Bengal tiger, has never been

fully subdued and is considered unfit for training

by the circus folk. This arouses in MacLane, proud

of his ability to put the big cats through their

paces, the determination to bend the tiger to his

will. MacLane is heartbroken when June Travis,

daughter of an old pal, who had married MacLane
out of sympathy, developes a fondness for Warren
Hull, the trainer's assistant. Desperate with jealousy,

MacLane sends Hull in to battle Satan, but repents

at the last moment and goes in to rescue him, re-

sulting in a sacrifice that clears the way for the

lovers.

AD TIPS:

Lots of chance for exploitation here. Try to get

a wild animal cage for lobby display or to be mount-

ed on an open truck. If you can't net the animal,

have a truck dressed up like a cage, with fides

COi i red; use a lion roar sound as it noes through tin

streets and signs should read: "You can see the

'Bengal Tiger' at the Theatres

on "

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

G-B

79 Minutes

Nova Pilbeam . . . Cedric Hardwicke . . .

John Mills . . . Frank Cellier . . .

Desmond Tester . . . Felix Aylmer . . .

Leslie Perrins . . . Sybil Thorndike

Directed by Robert Stevenson

There is no doubt that considerable time,

care and money was poured into this drama

of England's nine days queen, Lady Jane

Grey, but the success it may meet in Eng-

land will not be duplicated in this country.

Despite the evident attention to detail and

a fairly engrossing development of the plot,

the movement is far too deliberate to prove

satisfying to average American audiences.

Class houses should do average, or perhaps,

slightly better, with it, but in the nabor-

hoods, the action and rural locations, it is

definitely below average from a boxoffice

viewpoint. Nova Pilbeam is an appealing

teary-eyed Lady Jane and young Desmond

Tester shows promise as the boy king Ed-

ward, successor to Henry VIII. Cedric

Hardwicke, in the role of scheming Earl of

Warwick, is somewhat too heavy a "heavy."

PLOT:

Following the death of Henry VIII, intrigue grips

the court of Britain, with Hardwicke plotting to

manoeuvre himself into the position of power behind

the throne. He realizes that he can control the

throne by forcing the enthronement of Lady Jane

Grey, Nova, a mere child, who was fourth in line

by the wishes of King Henry. He engineers the

marriage of Lady Jane to his son, Mills, and con-

trives to have the young girl crowned. After nine

days as queen, Lady Jane Grey, her husband and

Hardwicke are beheaded when "bloody" Mary Tudor

defeats their forces and assumes her rightful place

on the throne.

AD TIPS:

Sell this as a highly dramatic story of England's

"child queen" who ruled for nine short days. Ex-

ploit Nora as one of the greatest child actresses on

the screen.

L. J.

"Finest Theatrt Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2J15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouic 7828 • TRInity 1189
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

ALL THE NEWS THAT FITS—
WE PRINT . . .

BEN SCHILDLER, Avenue, Wilmington,

interested in new theatre being built in

Paxtang, which is a suburb of Harrisburg,

Pa. . . . HARRY CHERTCOFF, Strand,

Lancaster, interested in new house being

built at Lemoyne, Pa. . . . HERMAN
RUBIN creates mild sensation on Vine

Street when he appears beneath a ten-gal-

lon hat . . . HARRY LA VINE thought

GENE AUTRY had dropped in to say

"Howdy" . . . CHARLIE DUTKIN'S birth-

day was celebrated by the entire nation

July 4th .. . MILTON WEEKS, formerly

with MILTON ROGASNER at the Iris, now
assisting AL FISHER out at the Keswick
. . . AL TRUELL, JOE LEON, HERB
GOTTLIEB, OSCAR NEUFELD and others

of the 'Sylvania Film Club' instrumental in

arranging benefit last Saturday night at

Willow Grove Park for Marjorie Fontaine,

one of the Walton Roof girls. Sufficient

funds were raised to send her to White
Haven . . . HARRY THOMAS, Horlacher
N. Y. driver, promoted to assistant to JOE
KENNEDY . . . LYLE TRENCHARD va-

cationing riding the waves to nowhere in

his own boat . . . JOE GLASNER, former
organist, back in town again after assisting

JOE ROSSHEIM up in Reading . . . LOU
BLAUSTEIN, National Screen, still sick at

his home in Brooklyn . . . LEW MARTIN,
formerly interested in Darby Theatre, to

become manager of the Bijou burlesk house
shortly . . . GEORGE DEBER, handling the
Anthony Wayne Theatre for HARRY
FRIED, likes Wayne so well that he has
moved to the Wayne Hotel. Says it is much

v0&
Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
13 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

better than commuting . . . AL TRUELL,
Fox advertising, in N. Y. State camping for

vacation . . . SAM (newlywed) STEIFEL
on the street. Closeted with MURRAY
BEIER, who is back to selling "Custer's

Last Stand" after cleaning up with Joe

Louis' last fall . . . LARRY DAILY'S the

proud daddy of a baby girl born last Fri-

day .. . PERCY HASSENGER, former ex-

change owner, seen chatting to BENNY
HARRIS, sun-tanned Masterpiece booker

. . . MRS. GIVEN had to call the S. P. C. A.

to remove some crazy cats from empty
store next door to her exchange . . . The
FELTS, WARNERS and CHARLIE STIE-
FEL, all busy building, while every other

day someone THINKS about taking over

the once art film Little, or the Locust . . .

Ventnor, Atlantic City, reopens this Satur-

day . . . Hang out the crepe—OSCAR NEU-
FELD'S 'heart' has gone bye-bye to New
York and thence to Florida, so the mar-
riage, which he still insists was no fake, is

off indefinitely.

CONTINUING RUMOR STARTED
SEVERAL WEEKS AGO . . .

It is BOB LYNCH'S son-in-law, THOMAS
BURNS, who is in back of HARRY
SLATKO, who is going to inaugurate a Lin-

coln Theatre policy up at Nixon's-Grand!

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

to come in cold. Of course, if you're the

type of guy who can afford to tack up

another 'red' day because of your own lazi-

ness, you'll look at this attempt at analysis

of picture merchandise and say, "Aw it's

just another pix that I'll have to take a lick-

ing on," and promptly shift from left to

right cheek and continue snoring . . . We
hope not. You can come from behind with

this one.

NOW
is the time to attend to such

matters as equipment, seats,

carpets, etc., so your theatre

will be in tip-top shape for the

coming season, to which we
are all looking forward as the

best in many years. And, of

course, when you consider

these things you'll think of

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,

Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary

Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TAKES
A step forward in transportation

TO
Offer our customers the best

in modern service

THE
Satisfied accounts prove to be

our best ad

A I R
Land and sea all used as the

show must go on

Agents

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS

TWA

Anywhere in United States overnight

Many distant points the same day

H
ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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HONEST . . . IMPARTIAL REVIEWS YOU CAN TRUST!

AS I SEE THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use some simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxomce

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

SAN FRANCISCO

BOXOFFICE RATING
ROMANTIC MELODRAMA with

songs . . . Handsome production, ex-

citing and spectacular earthquake, ex-

cellent cast, good direction and Mac-

Donald's singing . . . Also an old-

fashioned hokum story that will not

appeal to sophisticated audiences . . .

Rates • • • +.

M-G-M

115 Minutes

Clark Gable . . . Jeanette MacDonald . . .

Spencer Tracy . . . Jack Holt . . .

Ted Healy . . . Jessie Ralph . . .

Shirley Ross . . . Al Shean

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

This is a strange mixture of virtues and

faults. An excellent cast, both from the

viewpoints of capability and boxorrice value;

shrewd, sweeping direction by Van Dyke;

the most spectacular earthquake sequence

ever put on film; a careful and handsome

production and some fine singing by Jean-

ette MacDonald can be listed on the credit

side for "San Francisco." Chalked against

it, however, are the following debits: an

old-fashioned, melodramatic story, ending

on a note of phoney spiritual redemption

that made this reviewer feel quite uncom-

fortable, and, strange as it may seem, too

much singing by Miss MacDonald. There is

some question, too, of the wisdom in cast-

ing Spencer Tracy in the role of a priest. Al-

though his performance is excellent, pre-

vious casting has definitely "typed" him as

a tough mug and a difficult mental hazard

obstructs his acceptance by audiences in

priest's garb. There was a tendency to

snicker when he appeared in the early scenes

during the show I attended. There is no

question that "San Francisco" is a slick job,

but the story will be hard to swallow for

sophisticated audiences. Nevertheless, it

rates as one of the stronger boxoffice bets of

the season, with best returns
,
coming from

rural spots. The presence of Gable, as the

overlord of Frisco's old Barbary Coast, and

that supporting cast, coupled with the su-

perbly executed earthquake spectacle, as-

sures it strong support.

PLOT:
Gable, leader of the Barbary Coast, employs Jean-

ette as a singer in his cabaret. He falls for her and

wants her to live with him, which she mistakes for

a marriage proposal. When she realizes his meaning,

she walks out on him and seek comfort from Tracy,

a priest and boyhood chum of Gable. Jack Holt,

prominent citizen and sponsor of the famed Tivoli

Opera House, induces Jeanette to sing there and she

is a sensation. Gable offers to marry her and she

returns with him to sing at his den. Tracy refuses

to allow Jeanette to appear there and Gable strikes

him. Jeanette leaves with Tracy and accepts Holt's

marriage offer. A drive against the Coast by reform

elements ruins Gable and Jeanette seeks to help him

by representing his club in a contest for $10,000.

She wins by singing the popular song "San Fran-

cisco," but Gable refuses to accept the prize. The
earthquake lets loose its destruction and sends the

city up in flames. Holt is killed, but Jeanette and

Gable escape. He finds her and realizes the evil of

his ways. With other surviving natives, the lovers

march back to the city to rebuild it.

AD TIPS:

Sell that cast and the spectacular earthquake

scenes.

BARTON.

SPREADING
THROUGHOUT THE EAST

FILM
BULLETIN

MOST IMPORTANT
TRADE PAPER IN THE INDUSTRY

Hollywood Preview

DEVIL DOLL, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
HORROR DRAMA . . . Highly fan-

tastic . . . Barrymore, bent on revenge,

turns human beings into dolls . . . Will

get by as novelty in most spots, but re-

quires careful selling . . . Rates • • +
where horror stuff goes; • • elsewhere.

M-G-M
70 Minutes

Lionel Barrymore . . . Maureen O'Sullivan . . .

Frank Lawton . . . Arthur Hohl . .

Henry B. Walthall . . . Lucy Beaumont . . .

Pedro de Cordoba
Directed by Tod Browning

Tod Browning, who directed most of the

late Lon Chaney's best pictures, here again

displays his skill with the weird horror type

of picture. It is well done, especially in

trick effects and weird lighting, which con-

trive to give the film an eeriness that will

make the spectators shudder. It is acted to

the hilt by Lionel Barrymore, who mas-

querades as an old woman through most of

the picture. Maureen O'Sullivan does her

little charmingly and the late Henry B.

Walthall scores as the scientist. The dia-

logue is above average. So fantastic a story

as this, concerning the bizarre revenge prac-

ticed by Barrymore in converting his ene-

mies into dolls, may not appeal to the aver-

age audience, but if the novel exploitation

angles it offers are utilized, it should bring

better than average returns generally.

PLOT:

Barrymore, having been sent to Devil's Island

through a plot of three former business associates,

escapes, bent on revenge. He meets up with a mad

scientist, who imparts to him a process by which

human beings can be reduced to the size of dolls.

When the scientist dies, Barrymore decides to use

this formula to make his enemies pay for the wrong

they have done him. He opens a doll shop in Paris,

disguised as an old lady. He has one live doll to

carry out his plans and it is through her that he

manages to turn one of the men into a doll, have

another murdered and the third tortured into con-

fessing.

AD TIPS:

Use iloll displays. Use widgets on the street. Tie

Up with the hook "Burn. Witch, Burn," on which

the film story uas based.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

Additional Reviews on page 6
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Film Rentals 9N9 Other Things
RKO and Metro are asking 40 percent for

some of their pictures this season, we are told.

Of course, it is little less than amusing that a

company which failed as miserably as RKO
did the season past should have the courage,

or should we say, the unmitigated gall, to ask

increased rentals in the light of past perform-

ance. But even Metro, unquestionably the

leading producing company today, has no

right to demand higher PERCENTAGES.

Increased theatre receipts does not justify

demands for a greater PERCENTAGE of the

gross. When a theatre's business is better, the

film company's proportionate share is natur-

ally greater. Both exhibitor and producer thus

gain with an increase in the gross.

No reasonable theatreman can deny the

right of a producer who sells his product on

an outright deal to ask a fair increase if the

theatre's business has substantially advanced

and the exhibitor is showing a decent profit.

But, it is a greedy and short-sighted policy to

boost percentages in an effort to prevent the

theatre owner from showing a better profit.

That's downright avarice and not so wise.

Our comments of last week on the subject

of competition created by the appearance of

film stars on radio programs have stirred more

response than we thought it possible to elicit

these sweltering summer days. Several letters

have come in requesting us to, as one writer

put it, "pursue the producers with the topic

until they do something to correct a stupid

situation."

Far more effective than the editorial blasts

of any trade journal in prodding the producers

to take action would be the individual and

organized voices of thousands of theatre own-

ers. Let them hear from you, particularly Jack

Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, who has

been one of the most outspoken campaigners

against the practice in the producer ranks.

Pete Harrison, militant champion of the in-

dependent exhibitor's cause, has issued his

latest Digest of Contract Terms, revealing the

results of a survey on rental terms and con-

tract provisions confidentially gleaned from

exhibitors throughout the country. It will prove

of invaluable aid to every exhibitor who gets

it—and everyone should.

MO WAX.

AUGUST IS "SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENTS MONTH'
BOOK AS MANY INDEPENDENT PICTURES AS POSSIBLE TO
ENCOURAGE THE PRODUCTION OF MORE GOOD FILMS.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow^ these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

C'mon, guys, you've been almost every-

thing if you have been following us down
the dfzzy publicity trail—this week you're

going to be SHAKEDOWN ARTISTS!
You know—that slick, slimey type of in-

dividual who gets the goods on somebody

and then applies "pressure" for the "come

across."

We know it's hot, but this picture's hot

too. Plenty hot if you give it the works.

All kinds of rackets have hit the screen

lately hot out of the headlines of today's

newspapers; but here's a flock of celluloid

about the -headiest and most daring of all

"smoothie" games that are on the wrong
sick of the fence. One that reaps the great-

est harvest from the suckers, and which up

to now has received the least amount of

heat from the authorities. It is the HUSH
MONEY RACKET! And boys, here it rips

the guts from the rats who silkily create

the situations that weave themselves around

their victims. Victims who don't know
what's being pulled on them until it's too

late. They must either pay up or else . . .

The "or else" in their case isn't the well-

known ride but takes the form of dirt

spilling that would expose their victims

mercilessly and ruin their reputations.

Yep, that's the kinda muggs we're asking

you boys to be while you sell this actionful,

suspenseful, can full of film dynamite.

You're gonna turn blackmailer and like it.

If you don't take offense and bounce some

bricks off our conks for suggesting such a

thing— it will get you some swell added

dough with a minimum of effort on your

part. Here, then, fe.lers is the low down:

Shake them down to see "Shakedown."

SELL IT WITH 'TEASERS'

The main situation in the picture has to

do with a double-crossed deb who decides

NOT to pay the $5 0,000 hush-money and

NOT to shut up either! This suggests any

number of "teaser" stunts, some of which

we fear suggesting to you lest you find

yourself in the town hoosegow for misuse

of the U. S. mails for sending out too strong

a "teaser" post-card or for getting yourself

pinched on a fake squawk from a lovely

blonde stooge who yells you are trying to

make her pay and pay and pay. So you'd

better play safe and do it this way. Slug

the classified columns of the newspapers.

SUGGESTED COPY: (A) "J. G. COME
ACROSS. NOON TOMORROW. PHONE
ADAMS 45 00" (phone number of theatre)

or (B) "J. G. SURE THIS IS A SHAKE-
DOWN. PHONE ADAMS 4500 (phone

number of theatre) NOON TOMORROW
WITHOUT FAIL."

Circulars placed under doors or hung on

door-knobs might read:

"THIS IS A SHAKEDOWN . . .

WE'VE GOT PLENTY ON YOU!
COME TO THE ACME THEATRE,
BROAD AND ELM STREETS,
THURSDAY, BETWEEN 11 A.M.

AND 10 P.M.

... OR ELSE!

Also throw these in parked autos, or

have them left on trolley and bus seats.

Or—the following in a less obvious vein

—printed in script on plain stationery en-

closed and sealed in plain envelope, hand

addressed to names from city directory:

"THIS IS A SHAKEDOWN. WE'VE
GOT PLENTY ON YOU. UNLESS YOU
WANT US TO SPILL THE DIRT TO
LOCAL PAPERS YOU WILL PHONE
(phone number of theatre) ANY TIME
BETWEEN .6 and 10 P.M. TOMORROW.

ONE WHO KNOWS."

Put these under the proper doors; but for

gosh sake keep this stuff out of the mails!!!

The class spots can burn up their cam-

paigns on such a "teaser" build-up that

should get all their upstage patronage in a

stew and SHAKEDOWN CONSCIOUS.
And this should be a cinch to do. Most of

the class spots have audiences that have or

had dough, and who were or are perfect

set-ups for the shakedown hush-money gag.

But don't get yourself into much trouble!

For action spots you should be able to go

to town with all the ole hoke of the G-Men
. . . gangsters . . . fire-arms display in the

lobby . . . "Reward" and "Wanted" signs.

Try and steam-up your local police offi-

cials and get a co-operative newspaper re-

(Confinned on page 7)
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THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS
from An Editorial Viewpoint

SQUASHING BRITISH

COMPETITION

G-B to Americans . . .

With an alarming (for Hollywood) rush in the past two years,

the British film market has progressed to the point of being a

serious threat to the dominance of leading American producers.

The English studios have been bidding for and buying the services

of outstanding American stars, directors, technicians, oftimes at

prices far in excess of what they had been earning in this country.

Something had to be done about it.

Latest reports from London, New York and Hollywood in-

dicate that the deal by which Gaumont-British, leading English

film firm, is to pass into American hands will be closed any day.

Loew's, parent company of M-G-M, is to acquire 2 5 percent of

the G-B stock and cooperate with 20th Century-Fox, holders of

49 percent, in the operation of the company, according to one

report. Another has Loew's, 20th Century and the Ostrer Bros.,

present majority stockholders, each having one-third, with control

shared by the two American outfits and operation in the hands of

the Ostrers.

Not-so-good for Exhibs . . .

American producers will shed no tears over the elimination of

the strongest overseas competitor. Stars and directors won't walk

out so readily on terms offered them, because a juicy contract will

be waiting for them on the other side.

What tears will be shed will come from the eyes of exhibitors.

G-B's product has become increasingly attractive in the American

market during the past two years. In a closely held film market,

another 16 or 20 features each season helped to loosen the string-

ency. While no mention has been made of the method of distri-

bution for what will probably still be known as G-B Pictures in

this country, it is not unlikely that, after this year, the product

will be split between 20th Century and Metro, eliminating the

separate sales organization maintained here by G-B.

CAGNEY TO GRAND NATIONAL
Scoop . . .

Scoring what the trade might refer to as a star scoop, soft-

spoken Edward L. Alperson, Grand National prexy, announced

last Saturday the signing of two-fisted James Cagney, ex-Warner

luminary, to appear in a series of features under the G-N banner.

While one player can hardly be said to establish a film company,

no one can question the fact that one as prominent as Cagney is

quite a feather in the cap of a brand new outfit.

Cagney, turbulent figure at the WB studio until he walked

out about six months ago, because he felt he was being used more

often than was good for his boxoffice value, will start on his first

G-N film within six weeks. A story is being selected and the

Irish boy from Noo Yawk's East Side, who gave up a promising

medical career to become a grand actor, will have something to

say about it. You'd hardly believe it, but Cagney would like his

films to have a bit more artistic worth than the rough and tumble

brawls he has engaged in in the past.

Meanwhile, Alperson and Carl Leserman hopped off to the

Coast to close additional deals with producers, directors, stars for

Grand National's first program, probably between 42 and 5 2

features.

1ST NATIONAL VANISHES
Formed by Exhibs . . .

Almost twenty years ago a large group of exhibitors, faced by

film terms they regarded as onerous, lent their financial and buy-

ing support to First National Pictures, Inc. The company was

organized by the late J. D. Williams and Thomas L. Tally.

Such outstanding stars of the day as Mary Pickford, Charlie

Chaplin and Norma and Constance Talmadge flocked to the ban-

ner of this company which had an assured outlet to several thou-

sand theatres, an integral part of which was the Stanley Com-
pany of America.

In 1929, Warner Brothers, flushed with the success of their

pioneering venture in sound films, cast about for means of widen-

ing their interests and extending their power in the industry,

acquired both the Stanley Company and First National. Since

then F-N has been submerged beneath the Warner name and l ist

Friday was entirely obliterated by a vote of the stock-holders to

dissolve the corporation and distribute its assets.

Allied Seeking Similar Tie-up . . .

Today, with much agitation again rife in the industn against

alleged monopolistic practices by the powerful producing bloc.

Allied States Association is campaigning among independent ex-

hibitors for the creation of a new First National set-up. with the

present Chesterfield-Invincible organization as the source of film

supply.

Issued weekly at 13 23 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittcnhouse 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher .ind Editor;

Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamaker, Associate Editors. New York Office: 1658 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3094
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KENNEDY REPORT SECRET—PAR. AUTRY-REPUBLIC KISS

Pay Him $50,000 . . .

Paramount gave Joseph P. Kennedy $5 0,000 and thanked him

for his report on the company's shortcomings, but refused to

make its contents public. Generally, it is assumed in the trade

that the former SEC chief took a lusty smack at the company's

production bosses during the past year and might even have gone

so far as to have accused them of negligent spending of Para-

mount cash. The directors believe that publication of such a

report won't do anyone good and might do the company much
harm, so it shall remain buried in the archives, while Adolph

Zukor goes about his business of attempting to rehabilitate Para-

mount's production prestige.

Otterson Will Have to Sue . . .

Meanwhile, the directors temporarily disposed of the question

of John E. Otterson's contract by advising Mr. Otterson that,

since he is no longer president of the company, he won't get paid.

Of course, there is the matter of a five year contract cheer-

fully granted to the former Erpi president a year ago. $4 5 0,000

is still due Otterson under the terms of this pact and if he ex-

pects to collect it, which he undoubtedly does, he'll have to sue.

BETTE DAVIS SNUBS W. B.

Suspended . . .

Hollywood.—The breach between academy-award winner

Bette Davis and her employers, Warners, reached an impasse this

week when the star ignored the studio's ultimatum to come back

to work or suffer suspension. She was suspended. Beverly Roberts,

who is getting an energetic build-up by W-B, was given Bette's

role in "God's Country and the Woman."
Out here there is a rumor that Miss Davis will follow ex-

studio mate Jim Cagney to Grand National.

FINNEY JOINS G-N AS
ADVERTISING CHIEF

Edward I'inniy

Edward Einney last

Saturday resigned his

position as head of

Republic's advertising

and publicity depart-

ment to occupy the

same post with Grand

National. One of the

most popular of the

film ad men, Finney

has been in the in-

dustry for 15 years,

having been, prior

with his association

with Republic, assist-

ant advertising man-

ager of United Artists

and press sheet editor

for M-G-M.

8 Per Year . . .

Hollywood.—The squabble between Republic and Gene Autry

which left this outfit without an outstanding western star has

been patched up, the singing cowboy getting a heavy increase in

salary. He will make 8 pictures per year for 7 years.

The saddle yodler walked out on the studio several weeks ago,

claiming that his greatly increased popularity had not been re-

cognized by Republic with a boost in his stipend; and because

he could make ten times as much on the radio. Under his new

deal he is allowed to make personal appearances and appear on the

air, retaining all he earns from these sources.

He goes into work this week on "Oh, Suzanna."

G-MEN PROBING WEST COAST
Exhibitor Complaints . . .

Los Angeles.—Fox West Coast Theatres, storm center of num-
erous previous investigations, inquiries, legal actions, is again the

subject of a probe by the Department of Justice. This outfit has

been a veritable nightmare for independent exhibitors on the Coast

for several years, if one is to judge by the number of complaints

registered against it.

This time, the G-men are looking into the charge that the

Skouras-operated circuit is engaged in a conspiracy with several

major film firms to restrain the free flow of trade.

Pierson M. Hall, U. S. d.a., promises that the facts will be

turned over to Homer S. Cummings, Attorney General.

EIGHTEEN FROM C.-I.

3500 Allied Bookings Guaranteed . . .

Subsequent to the one year arrangement negotiated by Edward

Golden, general sales manager for Chesterfield and Invincible

pictures, and Nathan Yamins, Sidney E. Samuelson, Aaron Saper-

stein and H. M. Richey, of Allied States Association, whereby-

Allied guaranteed these producers 3 5 00 bookings on each picture

they made of Class A quality, on budgets far in excess of what

their companies had previously fixed for product—comes the an-

nouncement from George R. Batcheller, president of Chesterfield:

and Maury M. Cohen, president of Invincible, of the titles of the

1 8 they intend to make.

The list follows: "Alone," "Born Lucky," "Betrayed," "House

of Secrets," "The Only Way," "Red Lights Ahead," "Dancing in

the Dark," "Great Ballyhoo," "Shadow Speaks," "Adorable Cheat,"

"Narrow Road." "Beauty Racket," "Mysteries of Paris," Pro-

fessional Model," and four specials: "Ellis Island," "Missing Girls,"

"Return of Raffles" and "Fugitive from Justice."

Says Batcheller: "We approach the new season with a sincere

appreciation of the responsibility of independent leadership and

with a full understanding of the obligations which that respon-

sibility places upon us. As in the past, we shall do our utmost to

fulfill your expectations."

Cohen adds, "It is our purpose and intention to make motion

pictures that will provide wholesome entertainment for the entire

family."

Golden remarks, "Chesterfield and Invincible will deliver

on schedule with definite release dates, these eighteen features.

We fully expect to come to you again one year from now with

a record of 1936-37 accomplishments that will warrant your

further encouragement and support."
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR"
(Columbia)

"Lacks the usual blood and thunder which

usually go with a Harold Bell Wright story,

but has the customary background of Arizona's

mountains and deserts . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Honor, love and placid, comic adventure

give it a nice balance . . . Has well-managed

cast of experienced players . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Harold Bell Wright's story given a

straightforward performance and concise direc-

tion . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"FATAL LADY" (Paramount)

". . . Mary Ellis takes another beating at the

hands of the cinema ... A much too obvious

mystery plot which moves along at a funeral

pace . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Possibly not the worst film of the sum-

mer season; but in the course of its unreeling

it was a bit difficult to recall offhand one that

had more claims to the distinction . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"Some of the unhappiest features of a number
of stock movie themes combined . .

."

N. Y. TIMES.

"HIGH TENSION"
(20th Century-Fox)

"The comedy element lifts this above the

mediocre . . . Donlevy and Foster assure a fem-

inine interest . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"Better than average hot-weather film fare

... a loud and funny comedy . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"Nothing of vital importance to the welfare

of the cinema . . . Nice performances by Donlevy
and Farrell and Foster and Wood . . ."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"TWO AGAINST THE WORLD"
(Warner's)

"... A sad, sad tale . . . The plot is better

than its presentation. With more capable direc-

tion and a more capable cast it might have been

a drama with a soul . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"Based upon Louis Weitzenkorn's "Five Star

Final" it lacks the sincerity of purpose that dis-

tinguished the earlier work . . . Here the muck-
raking is conducted by an unscrupulous broad-

casting executive, instead of by the publisher of

a tabloid newspaper . . . Principal roles are in

capable hands . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

" '. . . Five Star Final' stuffed into a radio

station and losing nearly all the bite and sting,

fury and vigor of the original . . . Humphrey
Bogart does a nice, restrained piece of acting;
and first-rate performances are given by Helen
MacKeller and Henry O'Neill . .

."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

HCLILyW'DCID ELICREES
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, July 14.

Not in a long time has this town been so upset

over anything as the move by exhibitors against

permitting film names on the air. It's the popular

attitude out here to scoff at the theatre end of the

business. Yet when the exhibs really get stirred up
over anything, Hollywood starts shaking in its boots,

for deep down it knows that those little theatre own-
ers which are held in such scorn can make or break

the stars, big and small.

Certainly the situation reflects discredit on studio heads who are stupid

enough to let Radio undermine the very foundations of picture business. They
are really to blame for not curbing the greediness of the already overpaid

stars who don't have brains enough to know when they are well off.

The merger of Maurice Conn's Ambassador Pictures with Halperin Brothers

Academy Productions, now practically set, is a step in the right direction. The

two outfits have been working closely together for some time and their com-

bined forces should result in a better product.

Victor Halperin has just finished directing "Racing Blood." for Conn, this

being the fifth of the current Frankie Darro series. Kermit Maynard starts his

fourth, "Wild Horse Roundup" on July 20. Both series seem to have every-

thing that the smaller houses need in the way of fast moving entertainment.

Other new indie outfits are getting into action assuring a greater selection

of product. E. B. Derr has gone to New York with a print of "The Glory Trail"

his first Tom Keene starrer and already has the second, "The 31st Star" in pre-

paration.

Latest to join the ranks is the newly formed De Luxe Pictures, which gets

under way August 1 with "Bold Heritage," first of six musical Westerns. Geo.

W. Callahan is president.

Lon Young is taking a well deserved rest after supervising 30 pictures dur-

ing the past two years for Chesterfield-Invincible. Lon is considering several

deals which have been offered, one from a major studio.

It is not at all improbable that Young will hook up with Grand National

whose final plans are now being set. Ed Alperson and, Carl Leserman have

arrived from the East and promise a complete announcement by next week.

We can remember way back when the first reguirement of a Western star

was to know how to ride. Now the rough and tumble boys have gone dudish.

To be able to warble a mean ditty while aridin' old Paint is the main thing.

Which reminds us that C. C. Burr has signed up George Eldredge, a former

opera singer, to make a series of musical westerns. Now if only he could cop

off Marion Talley for the fem lead!

Speaking of singing cowboys reminds us that the Gene Autrey-Republic

tiff, which we predicted would be settled out of court, is now past history.

Gene came out on top in the new deal which gives him more money, the right

to appear on the radio and other concessions.

Westerns in color should offer a great amount of interest to fans by reason

of their natural backgrounds. George Hirliman's "Devil on Horseback," now
in the finishing stages, will be entirely in Hirlacolor.

Sam Katzman has started "Chinatown." first of two serials he will make on

his Victory program of 20 pictures. Six of these will be exploitation features,

eight melodramas and four musicals. His second serial, which starts in Sep-

tember, will be called "Scotland Yard." Katzman seems well organized and

should deliver.
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Hollywood Preview

CRASH DONOVAN

BOXOFFICE RATING

POLICE DRAMA . . . Exciting chase

stuff lifts this to average program

standard. Otherwise slow moving. Jack

Holt the only big name. Rates: • *

for action and rural spots.

Universal

5 5 Minutes

Jack Holt . . . John King . . .

Nan Gray . . . Eddie Acuff . . .

Hugh Buckler . . . Ward Bond . . .

James Donlan . . . Douglas Fowley . . .

Lane Chandler . . . William Tannen . . .

Paul Porcasi . . . Lee Phelps

Directed by William Nigh.

Glorifying the motorcycle cop. Drags

except in spots where there are chases and

trick riding. Holt is commanding as usual

in the name role. His partner is a likeable

youngster, John King, who should build.

Kids will go for the footage devoted to

speeding cars going around sharp turns in

a cloud of dust with the cops in close pur-

suit. Best for Saturday afternoon patron-

age as thin story will bore most adults. Sup-

porting roles well played and action pho-

tography especially commendable. Should

get by on strength of Holt's name.

PLOT:

Holt, tiring of work as a carnival stunt cyclist,

joins the highway police. He proves his mettle by

capturing a gang of smugglers after a thrilling gun

fight. His younger side kick, King, is a likeable

youngster with whom Holt's girl falls in love, when
the kid is hurt in an accident. Holt is naturally re-

sentful and when the boy is later captured by crooks

he is torn between his duty and jealousy. In the end

his better nature prevails and he rescues the kid by
crashing through a house on a motorcycle thereby

paving the way for the two youngsters to get mar-

ried.

AD TIPS:

Invite motorcycle clubs to attend showing in a

bod y thereby attracting much attention. Have motor-

cycle ballyhoo. Tie up with bicycle and motorcycle

stores.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhousc 7828 • TRInity 1189

Hollywood Preview

HEART OF THE WEST

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN . . . Weakest of the Hop-

along Cassidy series . . . Will have to

get by on reputation built by previous

releases . . . Rates • + for action and

rural spots; less elsewhere.

Paramount

60 Minutes

William Boyd . . . Jimmy Ellison . . .

George Hayes . . . Sydney Blackmer . . .

Lynn Gabriel . . . Walter Miller . . ,

Fred Kohler . . . Warner Richmond

Directed by Howard Bretherton.

There is little entertainment in this out-

moded tale of the old West which relies on

stock situations and worn-out gags to get

by. Boyd does the best he can with his lim-

ited material, and Jimmy Ellison carries the

love interest with Lynn Gabriel, who plays

the daughter of a neighboring rancher.

George Hayes is good, as usual, and supplies

most of the comedy with his portrayal of

an old ranch hand overcome with his own
importance. Director Bretherton has man-

aged to speed up the action in spots but is

handicapped. Beautiful photography is the

one redeeming feature of the film.

PLOT:

Rustlers have invaded the ranch and made off

with so much cattle that it is decided to fence the

land in. The crooks resent this and try to stop the

fencing, which results in several pitched battles.

When this fails they resort to devious means to

cheat the honest rancher out of his land and water

rights. Jimmy has fallen for the rancher's pretty

daughter and in the end he and Bill manage to clean

up the mob and restore justice.

AD TIPS:

Plug this one on the strength of the popular

Hopalong scries. Mention Boyd. Not much you can

do otherwise.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

Al Adams New
Republic Ad Head

Al Adams, formerly with U-A and Para-

mount, was appointed publicity and adver-

tising director of Republic, succeeding Ed.

Finney, who resigned last week to join

Grand National.

FILM BULLETIN

52 ISSUES
$2.00

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

ABOUT PICTURES
AND PEOPLE

Nat Levine contracted with William Berke,

independent producers, to produce a series of six

Republic action features and four all-color out-

door productions.
* * *

Alexander Korda has signed Robert Donat to

be co-starred with Marlene Dietrich in "Night
Without Amour." This will be released by

United Artists.

* * *

William A. Wellman has been signed by
Selznick-International as staff director. His first

assignment is "The Advon:ur2s of Tom Sawyer."

* s- «•

Republic will make, as its first all color pro-

duction, "Robin Hood."

Imperial Pictures has purchased the screen

rights of "Night of Crime," a mystery by Arm-
strong Livingston.

Columbia has engaged Norman McLeod, pro-

minent Paramount director, to megaphone "Pen-

nies From Heaven," the Bing Crosby starring

vehicle.

* *

The same studio placed nine year old Edith

Fellows under a long term contract.

3- * *

Gertrude Niesen, popular Broadway torch

singer, has been signatured to a term contract

by Universal. Her first role will be in "Every-

body Sing^M*

* * *

Bob Savini's Twickenham production, "The
Private Secretary," starring Edward Everett

Horton is proving to be one of the most popular

English importations of the season in this coun-

try.

* * *

One of the best looking series of single reel

scenics we've come across is Captain Harold

Auten's twelve "Screen Travelers."

Buy from

FILM BULLETIN

ADVERTISERS

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

DESPITE DENIALS . . .

Bob Lynch does not like to have his name as-

sociated with the reopening of Nixon's Grand.

This spot will intensify the competition in a

heavily seated section of town and may bring

repercussions from others in the district. How-
ever, despite his denials, this colyum's multi-

tudinous pie bring us word that the energetic

Metro boss is in it up to his adequate waist-

line or deeper! What makes the independents

sore is the fact that a film exchangeman, with

his inside connections, has an unfair advantage

over them.

PHEW!—
It's an old wheeze, but some of the ex-

hibitors we meet convince us that it isn't the

heat—it's the HUMANITY! . . . And, while

we're on that subject—the 3 Stooges visited

Vine Street on Monday, but failed to create

much of a furore. Everyone thought they were

just three more exhibitors! . . . Now, going to

the sublime Jeff Keen, who also pens a good

column, seems to think some worthwhile com-

ments appear herein. He lifted, with credits,

several bits of thisa and thata from here last

week.

CONDOLENCES

—

Our deepest sympathy to KAY KATZ, whose

father died Sunday, so soon after his mother's

passing . . . Heard from ERIC KNIGHT, pre-

Murdock pixture eric on the Ledger. He's a

gentleman farmer, no less, breeding and train-

ing thoroughbred horses and shooting amateur

16 mm films and writing books in his spare time

. . . DAVE BARRIST's Ritz being Ritzed-up

. . . Employees in most film exchanges are grate-

ful for the consideration of their bosses in per-

V

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

*300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1J07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

mitting them to knock off early during those

boiling afternoons last week. If you're inter-

ested, I worked later than usual on those days,

just because the guy who pays me takes this

sheet seriously . . . PHIL WOLFSON busy ar-

ranging details for Flicker Club picnic . . .

HARRY DEMBOW and JOE BERKE can be

found at the Riviera Apts., A. C. for the sum-
mer . . . MEL KOFF, amateur mechanic, took

MURRAY BEIER's adding machine apart one

day this week and put it together so expertly

that MURRAY'S profits jumped 5 00 per cent.

Koff says he can do the same with anybody's ad-

ding machine at regular mechanic union wages
. . . SAM ROSEN has several propositions hang-

ing fire but can't make up his mind.

REVELATION

—

Do you guys know that in "Buried Loot," one

of the early "Crime Doesn't Pay" series at Metro,

ROBERT TAYLOR is featured all the way thru?

. . . Do you also know—or care—that there is

going to be a shortage of two reel comedies next

season?

BITS

—

JOHNNY BACHMAN was quite thrilled by a

wire he received on Monday telling him that

G-N had grabbed off JAMES CAGNEY for a

series of pix . . . BOB SAVINI in town Tuesday
and eating lunch with DAN HEENAN . . . The
buying season is getting under way rather slowly

this year, we are told. Increased demands of

the film companies and exhibitor reluctance to

pay the upped rentals are acting as the brakes

. . . We're not the one to squash a juicy pub-

licity plum, BUT—didn't LEW PIZOR know he

was stepping into a highly competitive situation

before he bought the old Cambria proposition?

My, my, there it is out. Forgive us for asking.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

lease from them in connection with what

they are doing toward breaking up the

"Shakedown" racket.

OTHER PRINTED MATTER
The front cover of the press sheet is a

honey that can be used for a window card,

window sheet or herald broadside . . . Get

a-hold of it and just look. The ad layouts

are also plenty oke . . . Any of them can

be re-vamped to fit your situation. The

paper is colorful and peppy ... it can't

miss building interest . . . Use plenty of it.

A week in advance of showing, spot win-

dow cards reading: "HAVE YOU EVER
BEEN THE VICTIM OF A SHAKE-
DOWN?" Cover them a week later with

cards reading: "SEE HOW THE SHAKE-
DOWN RACKET IS WORKED AT THE
ACME THEATRE BEGINNING THURS-
DAY."

We know it's summer-time and hot as

all h—1, but here's an opportunity to stir

up some of that business that's around for

the guys who stay awake. Start teasing 'em

with "SHAKEDOWN" and it'll bring

dough —big dough!

$ $ $ $ $

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-
pleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.
Lombard 7554.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TAKES
A step forward in transportation

TO
Offer our customers the best

in modern service

THE
Satisfied accounts prove to be

our best ad

AIR
Land and sea all used as the

show must go on

Agents

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS

TWA"

Anywhere in United States overnight

Many distant points the same day

H
OR L ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
103 1 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

Member Nation.il Film Carriers, Inc.

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.
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AS I SEE THEM . . • REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING

We have been requested by many ex-

hibitors to use tome simple system of

indicating our rating of the boxoffice

value of the films reviewed below. The

"point" system of evaluation, at best, can

give you only an arbitrary estimate of a

picture's drawing power, so we urge you

to read the entire reviews. Some pictures

are particularly suitable for certain types

of audiences and this must be covered in

the detailed criticisms.

• Means POOR
• • Means AVERAGE

• • • Means GOOD
• • • • Means EXCELLENT

Plus ( + ) and minus ( — ) will be used

occasionally to indicate slightly above or

below the point rating.

Hollywood Preview

WHITE FANG

BOXOFFICE RATING
OUTDOOR MELODRAMA . . . Good

program stuff designed to please all

classes plus several good names and the

popular dog star, Lightning . . . Rates:

• • + for rurals and nabes; less in class

spots.

20th Century-Fox

70 Minutes

Jean Muir . . . Michael Whalen . . .

Slim Summerville . . . Jane Darwell . . .

Chas. Winninger . . . Lightning

Directed by David Butler

Worthy successor to "Ca 11 of the Wild"

and built on same formula as the other Jack

London film. Most of the action takes place

in the frozen north. The human drama has

been stressed with Lightning given just

enough footage to satisfy the legion of dog

lovers. This canine star, in the name role,

that of a dog with a wolf strain, has been

well directed and trained and his stuff is at

all times convincing and highly effective.

As befits its setting, everything in the

picture is done with bold strokes. It has

acts of heroism, lusty romance, robust hu-

mor and almost continuous action. Whalen,

is the young adventurer who finds his true

self amid the elements, gives a sincere per-

formance which will win him many new

fans while Jean Muir is at all times in char-

acter as the girl who redeems him. Slim

Summerville has seldom been funnier, with

Jane Darwell and Charles Winninger also

in fine form. Butler's direction imparts the

force and action required and the snow-

covered landscape has been beautifully pho-

tographed.

PLOT:

Whalen a young prospector, narrowly escapes

hanging for murder of sweetheart's brother, actually

a suicide. Most of the action is taken up with prov-

ing his innocence. There is also conflict over posses-

sion of a mine, owned by the brother and coveted

by a ruthless saloon keeper. Lightning figures in one

long sequence where he follows Whalen out into a

blizzard enroute to the mine bent on attack and

remains to protect him from the elements. Light-

ning adopts Whalen as his master and it is through

the animal that the latter is proven innocent.

AD TIPS:

Have beautiful police Jog on display m lobby.

Make deal with local pet shop to offer police puppy

as prize. Bill film as sequel to "Call of the Wild."

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

HEARTS IN BONDAGE

BOXOFFICE RATING
HISTORICAL DRAMA . . . Hand-

some and engrossing production featur-

ing historic Civil War battle between

America's first iron-clad vessels—Mon-
itor and Merrimac . . . Rest is an ap-

pealing story of lovers torn apart by

war hatred . . . Cast good . . . Rates:

• • •+ except in action spots, where

the costume angle will hold it down.

Republic

70 Minutes

James Dunn . . . Mae Clarke . . .

David Manners . . . Charlotte Henry . . .

Fritz Leiber . . . Henry B. Walthall . . .

Frank McGlynn, Sr. . . . Oscar Apfel

Directed by Lew Ayres

With the gruelling historic battle between

America's first 2 iron-clad ships as the focal

Honest • • • Impartial

REVIEWS
You Can Trust

point of the story, Lew Ayres, in his first

directorial effort, has fashioned a handsome,

sentimental and occasionally exciting film

of Civil War strife, heroism and sacrifice,

and of the lives and loves shattered by the

struggle between North and South. In over-

coming the disadvantages of a routine script

that emits lines about the stupidity of war

while depicting its glory, and a bit of bad

casting in spotting James Dunn in the male

lead, Ayres has subordinated all other ele-

ments to the development of events leading

to the battle climax. The combat is well done

and supplies a punch finish to a story, which,

while it holds nothing unusual, always con-

trives to be interesting. Clarke is a charming

heroine, never having been photographed to

better advantage. Fritz Leiber delivers an

adroit characterization of Erikson, builder

of the Monitor. David Manners, Henry B.

Walthall and Frank McGlynn, Sr., in his

usual Lincoln role, are worthy of praise.

Dunn tries hard, but fails to impress. The

romance and conflict between lovers and

friends is done with creditable restraint.

Where there is no prejudice against costume

pictures, "Hearts In Bondage" should get

slightly better than average returns.

PLOT:

At tl)e outbreak of the Civil War, Dunn, in com-

mand pf the Union ship Merrimac, stationed in

Southern port, sinks the vessel rather than let it

fall info Confederate hands. For this he is dis-

honorably discharged from the service. The South,

in need of ships to break the blockade by the North,

raises the Merrimac and clads it in iron, the only

ship of its kind. Leiber, Dunn's uncle and a de-

signer of ships, draws plans for an iron-clad vessel

with revolving gun-turret, the Monitor. With its

acceptance by the Government, Leiber insists that his

nephew be reinstated and given a place on the rliip.

The Monitor arrives in Southern waters when the

Merrimac i« destroying the blockading Northern ves-

sels. In the battle, Dunn is compelled to order the

firing of a cannon shot that kills Manners, his

sweetheart's brother. With the Monitor victorious

and the war over, Dunn returns to Mae, who has

renounced their love because of his decision to enter

the war. Believing their views unreconcilable, they

encounter President Lincoln on a path beside the

Potomac and learn from him that love must find a

way now that the conflict is over.

AD TIPS:

A model ship contest or display will attract at-

tention. Sell the historical angle to schools, children.

Hang out the flags. Tie up with veteran groups.

BARTON.

{Additional Reviews on page 6)
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It appears that the jolly Ed Kuykendall, grand

padishah of the M.P.T.O.A., is rather piqued at

the refusal of the distributors to grant him his

widely heralded 10-point program of trade

practice concessions. One can hardly blame

the Gentleman From Mississippi.

We must confess that it looked to us like a

perfect setup for the major distributors to throw

the M.P.T.O.A. a few bones as the multitude of

independent exhibitors shouted the praises of

Ed and his minions for rescuing them from

bondage. It wouldn't have cost the film com-

panies much and would have bolstered the

organization that is owned by the Big Five

producer-exhibitors.

It seems that while the less powerful dis-

tributors like Universal, Columbia, Gaumont-

British and Republic were willing to play ball

with the exhibitors and grant certain conces-

sions, those who rate exhibitor goodwill at nil

refused to go along. Consequently, the un-

edifying spectacle of Kuykendall holding the

time -honored bag and muttering veiled threats

about falling back upon the same "litigation

anl legislation" to correct trade evils for which

he has accused Allied of disrupting the in-

dustry. However, there is less than little chance

of the M.P.T.O.A. biting the hands of the five

producer-exhibitors who feed them.

One swallow does not make a summer, nor

does one picture make a film company—but

we sense something significant in Columbia's

splurge on "Lost Horizons," most pretentious

effort ever made by this outfit.

It was during the industry's most trying years

that Columbia made its greatest progress.

Starting with "It Happened One Night," the

company surged forward and its stock became
one of the most favored securities on the

market. For a time there were rumors that the

Cohn Brothers were having a fight on their

hands to prevent control from being grabbed

by some of the more powerful film moguls, who
dreaded the prospect of a fast-growing com-

petitor. Then, to add to their headaches, a

squabble with the Hays organization de-

veloped and a permanent rift loomed.

During those troublesome months, the com-

pany wavered and failed to continue forward

at the same rapid pace. Now, however, the

difficulties appear settled and an era of greater

success seems to lie ahead.

So long as Columbia maintains a fair sell-

ing policy, it is to the interest of independent

exhibitors to lend it every encouragement for

the simple reason that it minds its own busi-

ness—production and distribution—and leaves

exhibition to exhibitors.

MO WAX.
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AUGUST IS "SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENTS MONTH"
BOOK AS MANY INDEPENDENT PICTURES AS POSSIBLE TO
ENCOURAGE THE PRODUCTION OF MORE GOOD FILMS.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

"HEARTS IN BONDAGE" . . REPUBLIC . . 70 MINUTES
JAMES DUNN . . MAE CLARKE . . DAVSD MANNERS
CHARLOTTE HENRY.. FRANK McGLYNN, SR.

Liquid fire and poisonous gas, when intro-

duced in the World War, created a horrify-

ing situation in warfare . . . Ironclad ships

during the Civil War created equally as

much of a sensation . . . Here were ships

that withstood and proceeded under the

heretofore withering fire of the men-of-

war . . . Literally taking the terrific pound-

ing broadside the little ships nosed directly

ahead to do their work of destruction . . .

Here then was the beginning of modern

warfare . . . The immortal battle between

the Monitor and the Merrimac!

The battle scene between these two iron-

clad ships is simply terrific ... As Lew
Ayer's first directorial venture, "HEARTS"
is a swell job . . .

The story is an old one it's true; North

against the South, friend fighting against

friend, brother against brother, and the

hero of the North fighting against the

brother of his sweetheart, thus estranging

the lovers, who at the end of the war are

reconciled by the great healer and humani-

tarian, Abe Lincoln . . . However, trite as

the story may seem on the face of it, you

have in this Republic release, a great piece

of production, in a story that has all sorts

of angles for exploitation and publicity plus

a cast of people who have proven them-

selves any number of times in many fine

productions.

The following players need no introduc-

tion to any audience anywhere . . . JAMES
DUNN . . . MAE CLARKE . . . DAVID
MANNERS . . . CHARLOTTE HENRY
. . . the late HENRY B. WALTHALL . . .

FRITZ LIEBER . . . IRVING PICHEL
. . . The biggest bleat that it's been our lot

to receive in the form of criticism of the

pictures that we've picked out for use as

subjects in our "Sleeper" campaigns was

. . . NO NAMES . . . Okay, mugg, here's

a flicker that has everything on the ball

plus a wealth of marquee money names.

Every one of the above stars have follow-

ings, and you'd be suckers not to sell this

as a spectacle of great names, in a great

story of the horrors of the war between

the states . . .

The p:ess book lists two full pages of tie-

ups that are bound to click to good advan-

tage . . . Pick out those which you think

fit your situation and go to town . . .

SCHOOL AND NEWSPAPER TIE-UP

It should be a pushover to get into the

schools with this baby . . . Monitor and

Merrimac stuff is great . . . Every kid is

thrilled by the story of these two gallant

sea-dogs . . . Prizes on the best themes of

the English classes and history classes . . .

Prizes for reproduction of the models of the

two ships can be promoted from any enter-

prising merchant. Have the model contest

started in the manual training classes of the

schools and then enlarge it to include the

trade schools. Go with the story to your

newspaper and sell them an idea for a co-

operative merchant page tied in with

"HEARTS IN BONDAGE" and the ship

model building contest, and open the con-

test to everyone under 18 years of age . . .

This should be good for story breaks and

plenty of free display for the picture . . .

The newspaper will be sure to go for it

because in addition to being good copy and

a circulation builder, it reaps a full page

(or if you can, a double truck) of adver-

tising for them.

CIVIL WAR VETERAN STUNT

it's very possible that there may be some

Civil War veterans in your vicinity . . .

Get 'em together for a free preview . . .

Have reporters from the newspapers there,

and interview the old fellows immediately

after the showing of the picture ... A
cameraman on the spot would add to the

(Continued on page 7)
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KENNEDY SLAMS PAR. SPENDING

Asks 'Unhampered' Production . . .

Joseph P. Kennedy finally had his way about making public

the contents of his report on Paramount Pictures. Last Thursday,

quite unexpectedly, The Wall Street Journal, published the report.

"The showing makes inevitable the conclusion that Para-

mount's management which took over the affairs of the reor-

ganized company less than a year ago has never succeeded in

getting started during the period when other companies have made

ample profits," the former SEC chief stated in the blast.

"The fact is that Paramount's problem must be solved outside

of New York. It must be solved in 'production' unhampered by

New York. That is where the overcosts arise—that is whence

'big money' pictures must come. Other companies derive profits

consistently from production and therefore the task is not in-

superable, even if the trick is not easy."

Hits Executive Salaries . . .

From many different angles the scholarly-looking financial

wizard fires away at alleged malpractices in the Hollywood studios.

".
. . Salaries of actors, directors and cameramen constitute

40% of production cost. Studio overhead is the next largest item,

averaging 20% to 35% of production expense. Cost of distribu-

tion is relatively small and offers little chance of savings. . .
."

".
. . When every allowance for agents is made, it still remains

true that 19c out of every $1.00 of expense now goes to executives

for salaries—to people not directly engaged in the actual work of

production and distribution, a factor which brings studio over-

head to an actual 35% -45% instead of the theoretical 3 5%
claimed . .

."

".
. . It is doubtful if executives can justify their salaries, but

it is certain that the salaries paid to actors are paid to compensate

for peculiar talents which cannot be recruited at will or pleasure
n

".
. . As long as there is intense and uncontrollable compe-

tition among the executives of various companies for the services

of the 'artists' of the industry, so long will all talk of lower salary

scales remain mere pious gestures . .
."

Recommends 'Picture Man' for President . . .

Evidently having Adolph Zukor in mind, Kennedy stated "I

recommend that you elect for President, succeeding its present

incumbent, a man of outstanding reputation from the industry—
'a picture man'."

Zukor refused the post, content to assume dictatorial control

of production, placing his friend, Barney Balaban, theatreman, in

the president's chair. With that set-up, Paramount now looks for-

ward to eradicating the faults of the Otterson regime, which

brought the company to the brink of disaster.

TERMS HIGH— SELLING SLOW

Percentage Increases . . .

From many sections of the country pour in reports that ex-

hibitors are playing a wait-and-see game of film buying this sea-

son. The reason: Increased rental terms by the producers.

RKO, winner of last season's booby prize for product which

was sold at terms on which few, if any, theatres showed a profit,

is at it again this year. No cuts are being offered; rather, in-

creases are being asked and the outfit is getting the merry ha-ha

from most exhibitors.

Paramount, admittedly a flop last season, offers fresh promises

this year and asks theatre owners to gamble on it at higher prices

than they paid for its miserable '3 5-'36 stuff.

Metro, leader of the field today, has upped its percentage de-

mands, asking 40% for a group of specials that formerly went

for 3 5%. The 5% difference is giving them no end of trouble,

raising a storm of protest from theatremen that may result in

costing the company more than it could possibly make on the in-

creased demands.

N. E. Allied Protests . . .

A recently issued bulletin from the Independent Exhibitors

of New England, Allied unit, has this to say about Leo's terms:

"The consensus of opinion of the owners of over one hundred

theatres represented at a meeting of the organization was that the

Metro sales policy is an unreasonable demand on the exhibitor's

ability to pay for product and that those forced to purchase it

at the terms offered will commit business suicide."

Querying its members on when they arc going to "stop being

suckers," the bulletin continues with this:

"Let's look ahead! If Metro gets away with it, what will Fox,

Warners and the rest of the majors do? Already they are point-

ing to Metro and saying, 'Our pictures are just as good as theirs,

so why shouldn't we get 4 at 40'% and so forth and so on'."

Issued weekly at 13 23 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittcnhousc 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor;
Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamaker, Associate Editors. New York Office: 16S8 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3094.
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THE METRO-FOX GB DEAL

G. B. Out Here . . .

All the rumors about the set-up of the Metro, 20th Century-

Fox, Gaumont-British merger in English production were laid to

rest on Monday with the formal announcement of the results of

the five months' negotiation.

The important thing to exhibitors in this country is that

MGM and 20th Century will henceforth distribute in the U. S.

product made at the GB studios, "thus greatly reducing the cost

of distribution," according to Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of

20th Centruy-Fox. In what manner the split of product between

the two American firms will be made was not disclosed, nor was

the method of liquidating contracts now held by GB.

The Terms . . .

The conditions of the agreement, which must still be ratified

by the boards of the three companies, provide that a new British

holding company be organized. Gaumont-British and the British

public will hold approximately 60S of the stock. 20th Century

and Metro will each have an approximate 20' , .

Chief benefits from the deal for the American firms (1)

Acquisition of an established production unit in England, where

they are required by law to produce at least one picture for every

five or six of its American-made features it distributes; (2) Eco-

nomies in distribution costs by consolidation of their British sell-

ing forces with that of GB; (3) Elimination of a strong com-

petitor for the services of stars, directors, writers, technicians.

According to Schenck, GB's selling force in this country will

be "absorbed" by Fox and MGM.

PHILA. THEATRICAL SCENE

Changes . .

.

For the 1936-37 season Philadelphia will have a considerably

altered scene of theatrical activities. The Shubert is going burlesk

under N. Y. management. The Garrick is to be demolished to

make room for more stores. The Broad Street Theatre is slated

for the wrecking crew with the site to be used as a parking lot.

Both the Lyric and Adelphi on North Broad Street are also to be

razed. The Walnut will have Yiddish plays the same as last year

and the Rcxy on South Street will reopen with more Yiddish plays.

This leaves the Forrest and the Chestnut, operated by the Shuberts,

and the Erlanger, under the managership of Sam Nirdlinger, as

the only three houses to play legit attractions with the exception

of the huge uptown Met, which w 11 occasionally pi ly the bigger

production and revues. The Little may re-open with art films, as

may the Locust Street Theatre. Nixon's Grand, long closed except

for brief occupancy last season with Chaplin in "Modern Times,"

re-opens under direction of Harry Slatko, with policy of co.orcd

stage shows plus pictures. The Lincoln will re-open with a similar

pclicy under agcis of Sam H. Stiefel. It is understood that a book-

ing war is now on between these latter two houses, both trying

to sign up all available colored headliners. Lincoln will open with

Cab Calloway and Nixon's-Grand with Ethel Waters. And cur-

rent rumor has the Mastbaum slated for re-opening with an un-

disclosed policy.

PARAMOUNT SUES GOLDWYN
Gary Cooper $5,000,000 Star . . .

Los Angeles.—Handsome, lanky Gary Cooper had a price of

$5,000,000 placed on his head Monday. Paramount Pictures,

sponsors of his film fortunes for the past ten years, entered suit

m Federal Court against Samuel Goldwyn, charging that the latter,

"by means of false and fraudulent representations and state-

ments," induced Cooper to drop negotiations with Paramount for

a renewal of his contract and signed with the United Artists'

producer. For this, Paramount asks $4,000,000 actual and $1,000,-

000 punitive damages.

Adolph Zukor in a personal statement to the press declared that

Mr. Goldwyn had committed a "breach of good morals and ethics,

and a violation of the law." He stated further that Paramount

had taken the former movie cowboy when he was unknown and

developed him to stardom. Cooper, it is said out here has always

felt an obligation to Goldwyn, who gave him his first chance,

after discovering him as a cowboy-extra in "The Winning of

Barbara Worth."

Cooper's present contract with Paramount runs until Decem-

ber.

WARNERS CAN'T STOP CAGNEY

Will Make at Least 4 for G-N . . .

With the signing of James Cagney, former Warner Bros, star,

last week, Grand National gets off to a start that will immediately

place them in the running with the best of the independents.

Before leaving for the West Coast Edward L. Alperson and Carl

Lesse:man announced that Cagney will make at least four pictures

for the 1936-37 season. "John Sullivan's Hat," "The Luck of

the Irish," "Studs Lornegan," and an untitled original by Charles

Buddington Kelland are the first four that Cagney will make.

A total of 5 2 feature productions will constitute the G-N
line-up. Producers for this product have all been set and deals

made. The mere formality of signing contracts remaining. Con-

rad Nagel has been signed for one series.

In connection with Grand National signing Cagney, Harry

M. Warner stated in Hollywood that Warner Brothers could do

nothing about it since the courts issued a decree giving him the

right to earn a living and they can not interfere. This definitely

indicates the Warner studio is no further interested at this time.

DIRECTORS DIE

Alan Crosland . . .

Hollywood.—Alan Crosland, prominent Warner director, died

here last Thursday night. He had been injured when his car over-

turned about a week before. Pneumonia set in and checked his

fight for recovery. He was 42 years old.

Crosland directed Al Jolson's "Jazz Singer," "Sea Beast," "Don

Juan" and other Warner successes.

Stephen Roberts . . .

Stephen Roberts, another director, died suddenly of a heart

attack here last Friday. He had recently signed a five year con-

tract to direct pictures for RKO.
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HOLLYWOOD rLICRERS
By HARRY N. BLAIR

Hollywood, July 21.

Producers are starting to see the light. They

finally realize that exhibitors mean business on the

question of radio competition with star names as

bait. After Lux had announced Wallace Beery and
Stuart Erwin in a scene from "Viva Villa," MGM
officials heeded the rumblings and cancelled the

performance. Claudette Colbert and Walter Huston

were rushed in to sub.

Warners tried to put a stop to Joan Blondell's

broadcast set for August 1 but finally agreed to let

it go through at the same time making it more or less official that no more

Warner stars will be allowed on the air.

It was to be expected, of course, that the first move agin ether-izing the

boxoffice should come from companies with strong theatre connections.

Douglass MacLean is the latest producer to join the Grand National group

a deal having just been closed between Ed Alperson and the former screen

comedian to make at least four pictures for the current season. Alperson,

having lined up most of his domestic product, sails for England July 29 to

close with John Maxwell of British International for a series of eight features

to be made in England.

With Jimmy Cagney leading its star list and several equally big names set

on a profit-sharing basis. GN promises to have the most important product in

the indie field. Boosting its program from 30 to 52 is an indication of its scope.

The Cagney vehicles alone are budgeted at half a million each.

Bennie Zeidman starts "In His Steps," second for Grand National, on July 30.

Alperson states that GN will have its own exchange in every key city with

its own sales organization. There will be no franchise deals.

Many adjectives will be spilled over MGM's "Romeo and Juliet" but the

main thing is: will it make money? My definite opinion is "yes" for although

a surprisingly honest transcription of the play, there is not a dull moment.

The large crowds of people, the gorgeous sets and the star studded cast ah

spell box office. Women will love it and everyone knows what that means.

Frank Capra has finally brought in "Lost Horizon" after being in produc-

tion for exactly 98 days, a record for Columbia. Judging by the rushes, this

latest Colman picture has what it takes.

Production is humming out here now with every lot running at full capa-

city. Warners lead with a dozen features in work and the other big studios

are not far behind.

C. C. Burr, wth an eye to the ballyhoo which U. A. is preparing for its film

version of James Fenimore Cooper's "Last of the Mohicans," has bought the

screen rights to a group of stories by the same author. First will be "The Lone

Prarie," with John Eldredge and Queenie Smith set for the leads and produc-

tion all ready to go.

What The Newspaper
Critics Sc&v :

"MEET NERO WOLFE" (Columbia)

"... A new and engaging gumshoe whose de-

duction in the first of his cases to receive cinema

attention is nothing short of Sherlockian . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Rex Stout's corpulent, beer-drinking,

orchid-loving sleuth comes agreeably and enter-

tainingly to life in the person of that grand

actor, Edward Arnold in a film which is con-

siderably less than satisfactory gooseflesh enter-

tainment . . . Entire cast good . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

". . . Role of Nero Wolfe a natural for Arnold

and makes this as satisfactory a murder mystery

as it is."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"EARLY TO BED" (Paramount)

"Boland and Ruggles cause gales of merri-

ment in a rollicking farce, studded with funny

lines and amusing characterizations . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Pleasant lightweight entertainment re-

plete with funny situations . . . Boland and

Ruggles provide some truly chucklesome mo-

ments . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"... A more than passably successful bit of

lunacy . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"THE GREEN PASTURES"

(Warner's)

". . . Transferred to the screen with care,

taste and fidelity by the direction of the author.

Marc Connelly, and Wm. Keighley ... It re-

mains a beautiful, moving and stirring work
. . . Rex Ingram, as "De Lawd" gives a fine and

distingushed portrayal . . . All the roles are

managed with high and satisfying skill."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIB i_ NE,

". . . Has the rough beauty of homespun, the

irresistable compulsion of simple faith ... It

has concreteness and gives one a nostalgic feel-

ing that it ought to be true and that if it isn't

we are all, somehow, obscurely the worse for it.

Rex Ingram and the entire cast play in exquisite

manner . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

".
. . Film version of Marc Connelly's Pulitzer

prize-winner faithfully adheres to the letter and
spirit of the original "divine comedy of modern
literature" . . . Rex tngram, majority of the
original company, Hall Johnson Choir and every-
one in cast perform amazingly well ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"WHITE FANG" (20th Century-Fox)

". . . Assuredly one of the mishaps of the

season . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

".
. . About the best that can be said of the

cinematic emergence of this Jack London story

is that the Alaskan snow scenes have a coolint

effect on these hot days . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Good ... A rousing movie of North-

land adventure during gold-rush days . .
."

N. Y. POST.
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{Continued

okay. Lynn Shores kept things moving and

turned out a nice directing job with good

camera work contributing to the general

effect.

PLOT:

Keene leads a band of Confederates who have re-

fused to surrender westward in search of homesteads.

They are accompanied by their families. The time is

right after the Civil War. An ex-soldier who resents

their coming stirs up trouble with the redskins,

which resuts in an Indian massacre for which the

colonists are blamed. Bush stands trial among his

own comrades rather than be court martialed, taking

the blame although he is not guilty. His sacrifice

leaves the way clear for the colonists. Keene is

obliged to order execution of his pal whom he be-

lieves responsible. A romance between Keene and

the daughter of the post commandant is woven thru

the story in convincing manner.

AD TIPS:

Ping Keene as the latest western sensation . . .

Exploit film as a "different" kind of western. Try

essay contest on subject of "heroism."

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

Hollywood Preview

WILDCAT TROOPER

BOXOFFICE RATING
NORTHWEST MOUNTIE MELLER
. . . Plenty of fights, hard riding and

gun stuff . . . Cast above average for

this type film . . . Rates: • • + for

action and rural spots.

Ambassador

60 Minutes

Kermit Maynard . . . Hobart Bosworth . . .

Fuzzy Knight . . . Lois Wilde . . .

Jim Thorpe . . . Yakima Canutt . . .

Eddie Phillips . . . Roger Williams

Directed by Elmer Clifton

Furious fighting between the fur trappers

of the far north serves as the meat of this

action-ful film. It boasts a cast well above

average for this type of picture and the

finished performances make a routine yarn

seem more reasonable than it might have

otherwise. Kermit Maynard docs a lot of

trick riding, uses one and two guns with

equal agility and aim and makes generous

use of his fists in beseting as many as a half

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCMt 4181 RACE 4600

I E W S

from page 8

)

dozen enemy stalwarts at one time. Fuzzy

Knight supplies whatever comedy there is,

but only makes two brief appearances. Hob-

art Bosworth, grand old veteran, is really

swell as the brains behind the gang. Director

Clifton keeps the action going at a rapid

pace throughout and the photography proves

a decided asset. This rates slightly above

average for spots where outdoor action

clicks.

PLOT:

Two mounties capture a killer enroute to the fur

trapping country to aid a gang in promoting a feud

between two rival trapping outfits. The feud is

caused by continuous hijacking of pelts, for which

each faction blames the other. Actually, the steal-

ing is being done by the gang whose cover-up man
and guiding spirit is the town's elderly and appar-

ently respectable doctor. Maynard poses as the killer,

learns the secret, brings the warring factors together

and exposes the culprits. He also finds time for a little

love making, winning the hand of the younger trap-

per's sister.

AD TIPS:

Insert classified ad in your local paper, offering

reward for hijacked fur shipments. Tic up with fur

stores for display of pelts in lobby. Sell fast action

and strong cast.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

EARTHWORM TRACTORS

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY ... Joe E. Brown is Alex-

ander Botts, super-salesman, in a rather

dull, over-worked bit of slapstick . . .

Rates • • — even where Brown is

liked.

Warner Bros.- 1st National

69 Minutes

Joe E. Brown . . . June Travis . . .

Guy Kibbee . . . Dick Foran . . .

Carol Hughes

Directed by Raymond Enright

Mildly amusing in only a few spots. Wil-

liam Hazlett Upson's character, Alexander

Botts, super-salesman, fits Brown like a

glove, but the material is so slim that laughs

come few and far between. His antics while

demonstrating tractors and the slapstick

havoc wrought by the machines would have

been suitable for a two reel comedy, but

at this length they are stretched to endless

monotony. Guy Kibbee gets most of the

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street, Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"

laughs in his role of a deaf crabby pros-

pective customer. Mark this down as one

of the poorer Joe E. Brown efforts. It will

have a tough time pulling even in those

locations where the star has a following.

Best for rural spots and places where slap-

stick is appreciated.

PLOT:

Brown, super-salesman, determines to go out in the

world to make good for his fiance, Carol Hughes,

by selling something "big." So, he takes on a line

of tractors. While demonstrating for his first custo-

mer, Kibbee, he meets his daughter, June Travis, and

falls in love with her. They quarrel and Joe goes

back to Carol, without having sold Kibbee. He finds

Carol married and returns to look for June. Eventu-

ally, he finds her in Chicago and follows her back

to her home town, where he finally sells Kibbee an

order and wins his daughter's hand.

AD TIPS:

Sell Brown, where he means anything. If you

can't promote a tractor of some sort for street dis-

play purposes, construct some queer Rube Goldberg

contraption for display in lobby or on street.

NONNIE.

Kapner in Allentown
Allentown, Fa.—Sidney Kapner, brother

of Eddie Kapner, booker for Stanley-Warner

in Philadelphia, purchased the Transit Thea-

tre here from Henry B. Friedman.

Max Korr is to do the buying and book-

ing.

FILM BULLETIN
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

THE FOX THEATRE AT 16th & MARKET
STREETS BECOMES A PART OF THE LOCAL
WARNER BROTHERS CHAIN SATURDAY,

AUGUST 1st. JULES LEVY, OF WARNER
BROTHERS REAL, ESTATE DEPARTMENT
AND LARRY KENT, BROTHER OF SIDNEY

KENT AND REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FOX
FILM CORP. WERE IN TOWN YESTERDAY
CHECKING THE FOX BUILDING PREPARA-

TORY TO THE FORMAL CONVERSION FROM
ONE MANAGEMENT TO THE OTHER. HER-

MAN WHITMAN, MANAGER OF THE EARLE,

WILL BECOME MANAGER OF THE FOX.

S' NEWS ... SO HELP ME!—
CHARLES SPINK, one-time manager of Fay's

in town as the new director-in-chief of Philly's

little herd of WPA theatre project . . . Stanley-

Warner are in on the "Miss America" thing

again this year. Daily News and Variety Club
co-operating. "Miss Philadelphia" will be chosen

at the Earle during week of August 27th. Con-

test will go through usual neighborhood elimin-

ations . . . Several issues ago we remarked that

rumor had people taking over "The Locust."

Of course, we meant the Locust Street Theatre

and not the 5 2nd and Locust Streets house where
FRED LEOPOLD is permanently situated . . .

"Ecstasy" the much banned Czecho-Slovakian

cinema is playing in Atlantic City at the Audi-
torium in the city-owned Convention Hall no
less and are the exhibs down there sore . . .

The Hollywood, A.C., has dicontinued its policy

of week-end vaudeville until the pier season

ends . . . G-B's "Secret Agent" gets first run
at arty Europa . . . Re-issue of Fox's "David
Harum" with Will Rogers goes into the Fox
while the same house passes up latest Jane
Withers picture . . . LEO POSEL is spending
his vacation in Maine . . . CHARLES GOODWIN
in Europe . . . W. O. HECKMAN, Orpheum,
Reading, reports things got off to a fair start

. . . LEW FOXMAN, premium dealer, expects

to be on his own in same business shortly . . .

JOE LEON, who temporarily has lost his voice,

took business trip thru Delaware . . . M. I.

FRIEDMAN, operating theatres in Coplay, Ath-

ens and Weatherly, Pa., in town Monday . . .

FINCH and WALL, owners of the Rajah, Read-

ing, also seen on the street for the first time in

several months . . . PERCY BLOCH sold his set

of 'Bobby Jones' golf clubs to AL DAVIS. Tak-

ing his golf seriously, Percy decided he needed

a new set . . . DAVE LODGE, the bill-poster

emir, and HARRY KAUFMAN, New York film

man, seen around local censor board trying to

get a picture titled "Damaged Lives" through;

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

but it looks dubious . . . FRANK HAMMER-
MAN in Deal, N. J. conducting summer stock

company with his son, Paul ... 250 Horlacher-

ites picnic at Mohican Club at Delair, N. J.

last Sunday. TOM LARK, treasurer and JIM
CLARK made speeches while OSCAR NEUFELD
acted as M. C. and presented 3 0 prizes to win-

ners of sport events, etc. . . . SALEM APPLE-
GATE, BILL HUMPHRIES, and CHARLIE
KLANG caught walking down the A. C. boards

singing at 1.00 A.M. t'other morn . . . HARRY
WEINER had a dizzy time entertaining the 3

Stooges for the week they were in town . . .

ESTHER DIAMOND, Fox, and CLARA KRAF-
SOW, Paramount, vacationing on a cruise . . .

CHARLIE GOLDFINE's outboard motor, 'The

Playboy,' for sale . . . DAN HEENAN's son

now in Horlacher's office . . . MEL KOFF joined

Film Colony at the Sylvania which now resem-

bles Vine Street on a busy day . . . National-

Kline Poster now providing own material on

Paramount pictures by silk screen process.

AWA&EN8NG THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

color of the gag to take a few shots of the

"boys" to be used in conjunction with the

story that such a stunt rates . . .

Grab off the negatives from the newspa-

per photographers and blow them up to

40x60 size . . . Spot these in the lobby and

the front, tied in with "HEARTS" ... It

should attract plentee of attention . . .

LOBBY AND FRONT

Go after the lobby and front with all

the hoke of ships and war on the high seas

you can corall. Ship's lanterns, Jacob's lad-

ders, old ship's steering wheel, ship's com-

pass, pennants and flags, old-fashioned ship's

gun which can be promoted with a little

effort . . . The historical societies have all

sorts of trophies which they'll be glad to

loan you as an exhibit . . . Shipping com-

panies will be glad to loan you all sorts of

ship models on a co-op tie-up . . . They're

ripe for it now and will be willing to go

the whole hog if you give them a plug on

ship travel, Then . . .
(
1860) and Now

(1936).

PRINTED MATTER

Mat No. 14 is plenty okay for a broad-

side of a herald . . . Play up the cast and

copy over the title in all your printed mat-

ter . . . Sell the angles. Mention the title as

inconspicuously as possible . . . It's not so

hot! The paper is swell . . . Plaster is around

wherever possible . . .

(>et goin' on a Sleeper that has plenty to

sell.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

SAVE
TIME

ENERGY
INSURANCE

WORRY
MONEY

Economically Sensible

for All Your Deliveries

to Be Made by

H OR L ACHE p
Delivery Service ll

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

TWA

Motor Carrier Vgents for

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to (Oast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public. Phila.

Member National Film Carrier* , Inc.
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AS I SEE THEM . . • REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING:— • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • * • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+ ) and Minus (— ) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this -point" system can (five you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviewsSome pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism
revIews -

Hollywood Preview

ROMEO AND JULIET

BOXOFFICE RATING

CLASSIC TRAGEDY . . . Great wo-

man's picture . . . Norma Shearer heads

a star sprinkled cast and gives her best

performance to date . . . Rates • • • •

for class houses, grading down propor-

tionately with intelligence of audiences.

M-G-M

Noti' runs over 2 hours; to be cut.

Norma Shearer . . . Leslie Howard . . .

Basil Rathbone . . . John Barrymore . . .

Edna May Oliver . . . C. Aubrey Smith . . .

Andy Devine . . . Ralph Forbes . . .

Reginald Denny . . . Conway Tearle . . .

Henry Kolker . . . Violet Kemble Cooper . . .

Robert Warwick

Directed by George Cukor

The greatest love story in the English

language has been brought to the screen

with all the beauty of the original lines

preserved and practically every scene of

Shakespeare's play retained. Handsomely

mounted and photographed in a highly art-

istic manner, the film pictorially is a thing

of great beauty. Norma Shearer shines in

the difficult role of Juliet and Leslie How-
ard was an ideal choice for her much smit-

ten lover, Romeo. Crowding these two for

honors, Basil Rathbone gives one of his

thoroughly hateful characterizations, while

John Barrymore offers a highly animated

portrayal of the gay Mercutio. It is easy

to sec that money has not been spared to

make this classic a screen masterpiece which

it most certainly is. The sets are massive

and authentic. Before them is a constant

procession of interesting types to balance

the tender, intimate moments when the two

lovers find stolen happiness. The whole

thing has been beautifully directed by Geo.

Cukor who has managed to give the pro-

ceedings a human, down-to-earth touch

which avoids all suggestion of the high-

brow. MGM and all connected with this

picture rate a hand. It took courage to

spend so much money on what looked like

a big gamble. However, they have nothing

to worry about for the film is sure to gross

many, many times its cost besides helping

to boost the prestige of motion pictures as

a medium of entertainment.

PLOT:

Romeo and Juliet, between whose families there

exists a long standing feud, fall hopelessly in love.

Following a secret marriage, Romeo is banished from
Verona for killing Juliet's cousin (Rathbone) in a

dual. Juliet's parents, not knowing she is married,

force her into a match with Paris (Ralph Forbes).

On the eve of her wedding day, Juliet, in desperation,

takes a sleeping potion which will make her appear

dead 48 hours, meanwhile sending word of her hoax

to Romeo who is to join her in running away. The
message is sidetracked and Romeo thinking her dead,

goes to her tomb and takes poison. When Juliet

awakes and finds her lover a suicide, she takes his

knife and kills herself. This double tragedy has the

effect of reuniting the enstranged families who realize

that their hatred and bitterness has been the cause.

AD TIPS:

A wealth of tie-ups to he obtained with schools,

colleges, women's clubs and many organizations not

often approachable. Book stores, department store

windows and many commercial products bearing same

name as picture all good prospects.

HARRY BLAIR (Hollywood).

PHANTOM OF SANTA FE

BOXOFFICE RATING

ALL-COLOR OUTDOOR DRAMA
. . . Surprisingly good color job, with

more action than any of the previous

tinted epics . . . Winds up in a blaze

of excitement . . . Weakness is in cast,

but acting is competent . . Rates • • +
or slightly better generally.

Bu rroughs-T arzan

60 Minutes

Norman Kerry . . . Frank Mayo . . .

Carmelita Geraghty . . . Nina Quartaro

Directed by Jacques Jaccard

Done in handsome Cinecolor, this is an

eye-filling and oftimes exciting outdoor

melodrama. While the hues are not as bril-

liant as those in the Technicolor films,

"Phantom of Santa Fe" has what previous

color pitcures have lacked—action. It winds

up in a wild and wooly chase that will have

action fans whooping it up. For those satis-

fied with less sanguinary entertainment,

there is an appealing adventure story, cap-

able acting by a cast of unimportant names

and beautiful outdoor scenery. Despite the

weakness in the cast, this may prove to be

more popular than either of the two Tech-
nicolor productions, "Becky Sharp" or

"Dancing Pirate." Certainly, it has more of

the elements that please the patrons of action

and rural spots.

PLOT:

Kerry, in love with Nina, suspects Mayo, also her
suitor, of being the leader of a band of renegades

who stole a fortune in gold ceremonial vessels from
the Mission Guadalupe in Old Mexico. Tabbed "The
Phantom of Santa Fe" for his quick and daring raids

in search of the stolen valuables, Kerry enlists the

aid of Mayo's mistress, Carmelita, to trap Mayo. She

tips him off that the loot will be smuggled out of

town in a passing wagon train. After a wild chase

and battle, the wagon train is overtaken; the loot

recovered, and, as the priest waves his blessing, Kerry
carries off Nina on his horse to eternal romance.

AD TIPS:

Sell the color, but stress the fact that this has,

in addition, a thrilling adventure story. Tie it up
with "Trail of the Lonesome Pine," only other out-

door color film. For street bally, send a masked rider

in Mexican cowboy costume through the town on
horseback.

NONNIE.

Hollywood Preview

THE GLORY TRAIL

BOXOFFICE RATING

OUTDOOR DRAMA . . . Renegade

band of Confederates in conflict with

Indians . . . Lots of action and rates

above average western + for

action and rural houses.

Crescent Pictures

65 Minutes

Tom Keene . . . Joan Barclay . . .

James Bush . . . E. H. Calvert . . .

Frank Melton . . . Walter Long

Directed by Lynn Shores

Out of the ordinary by reason of good

sound story, which compensates for an ex-

cess of fights and chases. Keene shapes up

as the hero and should prove popular in the

E. B. Derr series, of which this is the first.

James Bush is convincing as Keene's rash

young lieutenant who sacrifices his life in

the belief that by so doing he will save his

fellow colonists. Joan Barclay makes an at-

tractive heroine and others in the cast are

(Con tin tied on page 6)
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METRO'S TERMS
Only a few months ago Metro asked all its customers to grant it a

favor by relinquishing their right to ten outstanding releases on the 1935-

36 program in return for eight pictures of far less value. An overwhelm-

ing majority of theatre owners signed the contract rider to relieve M-G-M
of its obligation to deliver those ten films, inspired principally by the fact

that over a period of years this company had built a reputation for fair-

ness in its terms and dealings with exhibitors.

All the goodwill that it took those many years to build will be de-

stroyed in very short time if Metro persists in its announced sales policy

for the 1936-37 season. The acknowledged superiority of its product, its

galaxy of recognized stars, producers and directors will count for naught

when exhibitors determine that there is more profit in the products of

those producers whose pictures they buy at more reasonable terms.

We have stated before that improvement in boxoffice grosses entitles

the film companies to ask an increase in outright rentals, if their product

warrants it. But, when, as Metro is doing, a company demands higher

percentages, as high as 40 percent on some pictures, it is seeking only to

increase its own profits while barring the exhibitor from realizing a pro-

portionate betterment of his own conditions. It is unfair.

Far more than it can possibly gain from the increase in percentages

Metro stands to lose in the respect and friendship of its customers. They

should consider this.

MO WAX.

AUGUST IS "SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENTS MONTH
BOOK AS MANY INDEPENDENT PICTURES AS POSSIBLE TO
ENCOURAGE THE PRODUCTION OF MORE GOOD FILMS.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those

pictures which are ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent

theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view t& having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

It hasn't been so many moons back when

the whole motion picture world was gaga

about the G-MAN yarns, and rightly so.

The idea unfurled itself high, wide, and

handsome to the tune of many, many bucks

that changed the tune of the ole cash re-

gister from the Swan Song to "Happy Days

Are Here Again." This a peculiarly "fol-

low-the-leader" world, and when the idea

takes hold you can almost cash in for the

approximate results in dollars and cents.

Okay, guys, hold your seats for a new cycle

of film fare, started by the New Universal,

that's gonna sweep across a thrill hungry

nation-wide audience . . . THE G MEN OF
THE POSTOFFICE!!!

'POSTAL INSPECTOR' has what it

takes, and we're not foolin' ... A cast that's

worth plenty in bucks just to stick their

names up on the marquee . . . CORTEZ . . .

ELLIS . . . LUGOSI . . . each and everyone

of them has a definite and profitable follow-

ing . . . Cortez just finished in a radio drama

that was plenty swell on a national hook-up

that added to his already acclaiming audi-

ences. We don't have to go into the appeal

and ability of Pat Ellis, nor the specific

following of Lugosi.

The story is fast, exciting, thrilling, ro-

mantic, with action that's the McCoy . . .

For those situations located near the recent

flood areas, it'll be well to remember that

there's a scene in 'POSTAL' that's, no fool-

ing, thrilling . . . Mail thieves go wild in

this flood swept city . . .The inspectors give

chase . . . Over roof tops, through the swirl-

ing streets, and then smash-bang into a

building.

POST OFFICE ANGLE

Here's the most obvious of all the stunts

to exploit this yarn . . . Special performance

for the postal employees in your neighbor-

hood or city . . . Of course, if your house

is in a large city it would be advisable to

limit your invitations to the local carriers

of your community plus a few of the of-

ficials . . . Address them from the stage after

the performance on the virtues of the story

as told in the picture, and why the public

at large should be told about it . . . Get 'em

steamed up as a form of G-Man (and they'll

love it) and send them out to spread the

word . . . NOW THEN . . . Here's the

angle that'll make il easy for the mail-men

to get over their story without feeling as

though they were bully's . . . Contact your

local postal authority before the screening

for the carriers and explain (and show if

necessary by a special showing) why and

how the pix extols the virtues, bravery,

G-Man type of person the mail-man is . . .

Get steamed up and BUILD THE GUY UP,

harping on the G-Man angle who never be-

fore received the recognition publicly that

he rightly deserved . . . Then sell him on

the idea that each carrier wear a button

about an inch or inch and a half in diameter

which carries the title, play-date, cast and

theatre, on his lapel for about two weeks in

advance of your showing.

EXPLOITATION

Paint up a "post card" 40x60 inches with

copy such as: "Beware of stock-swindlers,

confidence men, and the slick gangsters who

use the mails to defraud you . . . See

'POSTAL INSPECTOR' at the STRAND
THEATRE, starting MONDAY" ... Ad-

dress the card to every sub-post-office sta-

tion in your city or neighborhood . . . Make

certain that these cards are mailed from the

mail box in a busy spot in town immediately

after the postman has made his collection

. . . That'll insure a showing on the street

. . . Make certain that there's sufficient post-

age on the 40x60 . . . They'll have to pick

it up ... If there aren't many sub-post-

offices that you can mail them to, pick out

city officials, newspaper editors, etc.

These are only two angles that should be

very effective if you expend a little effort

to get them going . . . The press sheet lists

a slew of good stunts as compiled by Jow

Weil . . . Pick out those suitable for your

spot . . . The paper is swell and should be

used liberally . . . The 24 sheet would make

a knock-out of a cutout that should be used

in the lobby in advance and on the front

when the flicker plays . . . Get along, little

doggies, this is a natural for action and class

spots alike . . . There's dough aplenty in it,

so ferret it out!
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GOV'T BOMBSHELL
BEING READIED

Gathering Data . . .

While the major film companies and their affiliated theatre

chains quake with fear at the prospect of what might happen,

the Department of Justice in Washington proceeds with a meth-

odical and thorough investigation of all the ramifications prior to

setting off a bomb that may well jar the industry to its very

foundations.

In recent weeks all important producing, distributing and

theatre organizations have received questionnaires, which they are

privileged to answer or ignore, on various phases of the industry.

This is regarded as another indication that the government is de-

termined to learn why film business has given it trouble more

persistently than any other industry in the country during the

past eight or ten years. The huge volume of independent exhib-

itor complaints that has poured into the Justice Department in

recent years is commanding the attention of the Attorney General.

To make matters worse for themselves, certain of the leading pro-

ducers have displayed notorious hostility to the Roosevelt Admin-

istration and seem to be bending every effort to bring about F. D.

R.'s defeat in the forthcoming election.

Motive Not Political . . .

However, informed circles do not regard such recent develop-

ments as the refusal of the major distributors to handle the gov-

erment-produced documentary film, "The Plow That Broke The

Plains" as the provocation for the government's purported action.

Rather, it is believed that the volume and persistency of exhibitor

complaints have convinced the authorities that the motion picture

industry is a suitable object for attack as a monopoly.

Many months ago FILM BULLETIN predicted that the Gov-

ernment was planning a single, all-inclusive attack against alleged

illegal practices by the Majors. Today, more than ever it is the

conviction of this paper that the Government is laying the ground-

work for such a drive; and that it will take place this fall. It is

not unlikely that it will take the form of a Federal Grand Jury

investigation, resulting in legislation to force certain regulations

on the industry.

the practice

appearing on

EXHIBS SORE ABOUT
STARS ON AIR
Cohn Being Asked to Lead Fight . . .

The ire of exhibitors throughout the country is up against the

continuance and spread of

of film stars

radio - broad-

casts. The recent editorial

blasts by FILM BULLETIN
against this home-made com-

petition have brought a flood

of etters from theatremen to

producers, it has been learned.

Jack Cohn, vice president

of Columbia, named by us as

the leading exponent of the

war against film stars on the

air, is understood to have re-

ceived a number of requests
Jack Cohn, Vicc-Pres., Columbia ( a- -a \ l-lv jirom individual exhibitors and

organizations asking him to take the lead in the fight.

Conn. Indies Protest . . .

At a meeting of the organization last week the Connecticut

I.M.P.T.O. passed a resolution urging the producers "to bar these

personalities (film stars) from the radio by contract clauses or

otherwise, except when such broadcasts do not conflict with the

generally recognized and legitimate hours of theatre operation."

The resolution points out that "it is generally conceded that

the motion picture theatres are almost entirely responsible for the

recognition by the public of the abilities and for the success of

these personalities, therefore, when they divert the public away

from the motion picture theatres they are actually biting the hands

that feed them. This callous indifference on the part of these in-

dividuals to the fate of these self same motion picture theatres,

while adding to their own profits, is not typical of the American

spirit of fair play and it cannot be condemned too strongly by all

fair minded people, both in and out of our industry."

Giving Producers Weapon . . .

It is believed that the producers are eager to receive a large

number of exhibitor squawks on this issue. Heretofore the pro-

ducers have been unable to cope with expensive star temperament

in seeking to force the inclusion of clauses in contracts barring

radio appearances. Armed with a flood of protests from exhib-

itors—the people who ultimately hold the fate of any player,

through their advertising of pictures—the producers may be able

to enforce their demands.

Issued weekly at 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittenhousc 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor;
Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamakcr, Associate Editors. New York Office: 165 8 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3 094.
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'BEANO' PALACES HIT BOSTON

Theatres Converted . . .

Boston, Mass.,—The success of the lotto chance games in thea-

tres has brought repercussions unlooked for. This city has been

hit by the opening of a large number of "Beano" houses, where,

at the price of five cents per card, the patron has a chance to win

from $1.00 to $5.00.

Indicative of the widespread popularity of the game is the

fact that several former movie houses have recently been con-

verted into these "Beano Palaces." Inability to obtain sufficient

product or a satisfactory run on pictures have been in most cases

the cause for exhibitors turning to this new form of amusement.

While Boston itself is amply studded with these game empor-

iums, it is in the surrounding seashore resorts that one sees the

extent to which this enterprise has been developed. In many spots

there are from two to four games being operated on each city

block, each capable of seating several hundred people.

Squawks Difficult . . .

The fact that theatres have been conducting similar games

for years has exhibitors on a spot from which they can hardly

register an organized complaint against this form of competition.

Also, there is the fact that theatre men themselves are said to be

interested in many of the "Beano Palaces."

STAR RAIDING

Fox After Cantor . . .

A short time ago Sam Goldwyn raided the Paramount star

list and last week found himself with a $5,000,000 suit on his

hands. Gary Cooper was the prize involved in that case. But

today it looks very much as if the same Goldwyn faces the pros-

pect of going into court to protect one of his most valuable star

properties.

Eddie Cantor, long chafing at the delays in getting his film

productions under way, is reported to be conferring with 20th

Century-Fox officials prior to walking out on the remainder of

his contract with Goldwyn. Two more pictures are to be made

by the pop-eyed comedian for the U-A producer under this pact.

Cantor claims that the delays before his last two pictures got

under way cost him many of thousands of dollars. His Goldwyn

contract provides that his productions are to start within "a

reasonable time" and he has expressed himself as determined to

force a legal show-down on the definition of this expression.

Loss of the famed, versatile comic will be an irreparable blow

to Goldwyn, having always been his leading money-maker.

CHEAP INSURANCE FOR ALLIED

Lloyd's . . .

Liability insurance, long one of the troublesome problems of

theatre operation is on its way to being most satisfactorily settled,

for members of Allied States Association at least, if negotiations

which the organization are now carrying on with representatives

of Lloyds' of London go through The deal, first announced at

the convention in Cleveland, promises to save theatres from 20'
,

to 5 0' i on their present rates.

Aaron Rosenberg, of Boston, representative of the insurance

company, conferred with a group of Allied leaders in New York
on Tuesday. The exhibitors' group is understood to be asking that

the deal be offered exclusively to its members. If the youthful

agent can sell this idea to his company, we will see the first uni-

form insurance deal ever put over by a national exhibitor organ-

ization.

GRAND NATIONAL SIGNS MORE
Bickford — Fan Dancer . . .

A fair portion of its 1936-37 product set, Grand National

officials, Edward Alperson, Carl Leserman, Ed Finney, returned

to New York at the beginning of this week to complete arrange-

ments for their distribution.

Before leaving the coast contracts were signed with Charles

Bickford to make and star in four productions this season; Sally

Rand, famed wielder of the fans, who will star in "September

Morn," which strikes us as a very appropriate title. Earlier, the

G-N executives had closed a deal with Douglas MacLean to pro-

duce a series for the company. He goes to work immediately on

the first James Cagney vehicle.

NEWS ABOUT FILMS AND MAKERS

Republic Budget Up . . .

A decision to increase the budgets on many of the coming

season's productions was reached by Republic's board of strategy

in Hollywood late last week. Present were financier Herbert J.

Yates, general sales manager J. J. Milstein, Eastern s. m. Ed

Schnitzer and others. Two specials on the program are slated to

cost $5 00,000, by far the most pretentious efforts ever made by

this growing outfit.

Columbia has finally decided on "Interlude," an original by

sure-fire Robert Riskin, for Grace Moore's next singing starrer.

"I Was A Captive of Nazi Germany," indie propaganda film,

opens at the Globe in N. Y. Saturday, but encountered censorial

trouble out in Chicago. It was turned down in the Windy City

on the ground that the Germans might demonstrate against it.

Ohio has approved it.

Mae West's "Personal Appearance" gets some strong cast sup-

port with the selections of Randolph Scott and Warren Williams

for roles.

G-B is giving "Nine Days A Queen" a gala send-off in this

country with a two-a-day showing at the Four Star Theatre out

in L. A.

Edward L. Alperson, Grand National prexy, left for London

today (Wed.) to negotiate deals for foreign distribution of G-N's

product.

Paramount has substituted Charles Ruggles for W. C. Fields

in "Count of Luxembourg," Irene Dunne starrer. Illness of the

latter comic necessitated the switch.
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AS I SEE THEM . . • REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING:— • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • • • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+ ) and Minus ( — ) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can Rive you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews.

Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

SUZY

BOXOFFICE RATING

ROMANTIC MELODRAMA . . .

Stupid story will cut down the box-

office possibilities of this one in better

class locations . . . Strong cast makes it

sure bet for cheaper spots, where it

rates • • • —

.

M-G-M

9 3 Minutes

Jean Harlow . . . Franchot Tone . . .

Cary Grant . . . Lewis Stone . . .

Benita Hume . . . Inez Courtney

Directed by George Fitzmaurice

I don't doubt that the gum-chewing shop

girls will find "Suzy" something about

which to heave sighs. After all, there is

Jean Harlow surrounded by two of the

leading romantic figures on the screen. But,

to any discriminating spectator, I believe

"Suzy" will bring on a feeling akin to

nausea. It boasts one of the most stupid

stories of the season and, while she has im-

proved her talent for comedy considerably,

the brassy Miss Harlow still remains one of

the worst dramatic performers in existence.

In this one, Jean is an all-sacrificing angel

of goodness in the latter sequences, despite

the fact that she had deliberately hooked

two men into marriage, running out on the

first one when he was shot without waiting

to see if he was dead. In brief, she conducts

herself like a bum of the first water in the

first half, only to make herself and the

script look silly in the second half by pre-

tending that her soul is lily white. A cho-

rus girl with a determination to marry a

nobleman, Jean quickly marries Tone, sees

him shot by a German spy, runs out on

him and just as quickly marries the dash-

ing and wealthy aviator, Cary Grant. Of
course, the female spy (Benita Hume) in-

veigles Grant later on and Jean, with the

aid of Tone and a few convenient coinci-

dents, saves the Allies from defeat and pro-

tects the reputation of the dead Cary. It

gets sillier as it nears the finish. However,
there is some bright dialogue by Dorothy

Parker in the earlier sequences and both

Grant and Tone turn in pleasing perform-

ances. The cast makes it definitely an above

average boxoffice bet for cheaper naborhoods.

It will slip down in better class spots.

AD TIPS:

Sell the cast. Plug Harlow's performance as some-

thing new for her; bright comedy, dialogue by

Dorothy Parker, etc. Action houses will do best with

the spy angle.

BARTON.

CRIME OF DR. FORBES, The

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . One of the best "sleep-

ers" to come unheralded out of Holly-

wood this season . . . Excellent direc-

tion of an engrossing mercy-killer

story . . . Cleverly acted . . . Will build

strongly on word-of-mouth, but de-

serves heavy exploitation campaign . . .

Rates • ® + or better if sold.

2 0th Century-Fox

76 Minutes

Gloria Stuart . . . Robert Kent . . .

Henry Armetta . . . Sara Haden . . .

J. Edward Bromberg . . . Taylor Holmes . . .

DeWitt Jennings . . . Alan Dinehart . . .

Charles Lane

Directed by George Marshall

Here is a surprise package of film that

rates with the most interesting, best di-

rected, most capably acted dramas of the

year. It is a "sleeper" in the true sense of

the word, offering alert exhibitors a chance

to do a whale of a business if they will be-

stir themselves to exploit the sensational

"mercy-killer" angle. Director George Mar-

shall displays a flexible camera that keeps

the action hopping throughout; a cast of

small marquee importance delivers uni-

formly adroit performances, and a drama-

charged script makes these 76 minutes seem

like considerably less running time. The

"mercy-killing" takes place when Brom-

berg, a famous physician, who has been

critically injured, begs to be put out of his

misery. Among those he pleads with are

Kent, his assistant, who is in love with

Bromberg's wife, Gloria Stuart, and Sara

Haden, his former aide, who lias secretly

loved Bromberg for years. Kent is accused

of the murder and the subsequent trial

scenes are handled so effectively that the

spectator is treated to one of the most in-

telligent and exciting pieces of direction and

writing of the season. It also indulges in a

deft bit of satire pointed at the average

American's delight for things morbid. A
showdown on the mercy-death angle is

avoided by a surprise finish that proves no

one person gave the victim an overdose of

the drug, but each gave him slightly more

than the regular dose, which he saved and

took at one time to commit suicide. Lack

of marquee names will hold this back, but

those who see it will be strong sellers. It

looks good for above average grosses gen-

erally.

AD TIPS:

Go strong headline stuff on the "mercy-killer"

angle. Ask the question: "Has a doctor the moral

right to fake a Human Life?" Avoid the idea that

this is a murder-mystery.

NONNIE.

GO GET 'EM HAINES

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY MELODRAMA . . . Re-

porter turns detective to solve murder

aboard ship . . . Has sufficient action

and novelty to get by . . . Rates • 9

for action and rural spots.

Winchester (Republic Release)

62 Minutes

Bill Boyd . . . Sheila Terry . . .

Eleanor Hunt . . . Leroy Mason . . .

Jimmie Aubrey . . . Lee Shumway . . .

Lloyd Ingraham

Directed by Sam Newfeld

Moderately entertaining murder mysterj

on shipboard, with Bill Boyd 'tailing' an

absconding financier and flirting with Sheila

Terry. Between these activities, he keeps

bus}' chasing around the decks, engaging in

fist fights with various suspects and eventu-

all)' solving the murder. One of the fights

(Con tin tied on next page)
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is a humdinger, taking place on a narrow

runway above the engine room. Boyd is sat-

isfactory, as is the rest of the cast. Aubrey

gets a good number of laughs as a perpetual

drunk. Mystery fans won't have much
trouble figuring out the guilty person, but

the plot is handled cleverly enough to make

it always interesting. Average fare for

action and rural houses.

AD TIPS:

Sell it as rip-roaring mystery-action. Star Boyd.

NONNIE.

WE WENT TO COLLEGE

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Mild stuff that has its

moments of good fun . . . Cast good,

but weak on names . . . Rates * +
generally.

M-G-M

68 Minutes

Charles Butterworth . . . Hugh Herbert . . .

Una Merkel . . . Walter Abel . . .

Walter Catlett

Directed by Joseph Santley

Fair comedy with a pleasant nostalgic

quality that will make it particularly ap-

pealing to college graduates. For general

consumption, however, I doubt that it has

enough to bring it much success at the box-

office. The plot, a flimsy affair, concerns

itself with the antics of a group of old

grads who return to their alma mater for

a reunion. Most of them come back for the

fun of it, but Walter Abel comes only be-

cause he sees a chance to win the building

contract for a new campus building. He is

bitten worse than the others, renewing a

romance with his old college sweetheart,

Una Merkel, that very nearly wrecks his

own married life. This affair serves as the

background for the comic business supplied

by the poker-faced Butterworth and giddy

Herbert. They furnish a reasonable number

of laughs, but hardly enough to make this a

howl. The weakness of the cast will hold it

down well below average generally.

AD TIPS:

Sell the story as a true-life, sentimental comedy-

drama. Where comedy means most, plug Butterworth,

Herbert and Merkel as a grand comic trio.

BARTON.

"finett Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189
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LADY LUCK

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY-DRAMA . . . Mixup in-

volving sweepstakes winners, racketeers,

chiselers and lovers ... It is fairly

sprightly, but weak fare generally . . .

Rates • + as the light half of dual bills.

Chesterfield

5 8 Minutes

Patricia Farr . . . William Bakewell . . .

Duncan Renaldo . . . Lulu McConnell . . .

Iris Adrian . . . Jameson Thomas . . .

Vivian Oakland . . . Arthur Hoyt . . .

Claude Allister . . . Lew Kelly

Directed by Charles Lamont

Mild light-weight entertainment that

won't mean a thing on its own, but is suit-

able for rounding out a dual bill with a

heavy drama. A listing of the ingredients

makes it appear like an action melodrama,

but it is chiefly comedy, with a murder, fist

fight and horse race tossed in for action.

Several chorus numbers are worked in for

good measure. Cast is weak, with a neat

performance by Lulu McConnell, formerly

from vaudeville and musical comedy, out-

standing. The dialogue is flip and occasion-

ally amusing. Plot has to do with the mixup

caused when Lulu wins a sweepstakes prize

and Patricia Farr, a manicurist bearing the

same name, thinks she had won it. Lulu

agrees to take the pot and manage Patricia

while the latter cops the dough for endorse-

ments, stage appearances, etc. A young re-

porter (Bakewell), a night club racketeer

(Renaldo) and a chiseler (Thomas) vie for

Patricia's hand, with complications involv-

ing the murder of the chiseler being cleared

up by the reporter and a happy-go-lucky

detective.

AD TIPS:

Sell it on the "Luck" angle. Free tickets to the

Lucky Ladies, etc. A remote chance might he to

plug Duncan Renaldo's return to the screen. He
uas the star of "Trader Horn."

NONNIE.

Pa. Merger Up Again
Charles Segall is trying once again to

bring about the merger of the local M.P.T.O.

unit and I.T.O. A meeting has been set for

next week, with Ted Schlanger, local

Warner boss taking an active part.

Merger attempts have flopped a dozen

i lines within the past six months.

SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

SCAN-TEES

—

JOE MURPHY takes over Community Thea-
tre, Morrisville, Pa., for September opening . . .

HENRY SORK's Opera House, Parksburg, Pa.,

closed until fall . . . ELIAS COURY, Victoria,

Lansford, Pa., to build another house in Wilkes-

Barre . . . MILDRED LEVY now booker for

Grand National . . . MARY MEADOWCROFT
now booker for Republic . . . BILL PORTER
promoted to office manager for Republic . . .

In collaboration with JOE SILVER, DAVE
MOLIVER worked out plan of inserting separate

ads in the Evening Ledger for houses playing

"lucky" games . . . JACK COHEN, Grant and
Glenside Theatres, is producing a comedy for

legit stage, 'In The Doghouse' in New York
. . . HERB GOTTLIEB, formerly with Warner's,

SAM BURNS, formerly a checker for various

exchanges, and a MR. RUDOW have formed a

legit production company with offices in the Real

Estate Trust Building. Plans call for a revival

of 'Flying High' as their first venture ... A
small town exhibitor out in Ohio is supposed to

have put up the following sign on his marquee:

"DOUBLE FEATURE. NEITHER ONE ANY
GOOD." That's taking honesty seriously! . . .

The Lu Lu Motion Picture Golfers are convinced

that the Ashbourne Motion Picture Golfers are

afraid to meet them in open competition this

year. BILL WOLF and LARRY DAILY are rar-

ing to go, while HARRY WEINER claims he

can't get his team together . . . HERB ELLIOTT
and wife go to Thompson's Camp, Maine, next

week . . . BILL GOLDMAN'S Terminal, 69th

Street, will open around Labor Day . . . SID

STANLEY'S Fay's scheduled to get going August
28th . . . BARNEY COHEN getting stout . . .

MIKE LEVINSON aod JOE SCHAEFER as

brown as berries . . . The clean-up and electrical

squads are busy these days sprucing up the

Mastbaum . . . OSCAR (old timer) NEUFELD
suggests the following as swell titles for tear-

jerkers: "A Letter In the Cradle" and "A Curl

From Baby's Head" . . . MO WAX, tout, back

from jaunt to Suffolk Downs and so the slavery

goes on and on! . . . M-G-M will road show

"Romeo and Juliet" at the Chestnut St. Opera

House shortly after Labor Day . . . Warners
go to work on their new 5 00 seat Center Thea-

tre, just West of the Europa on Market Street.

Walker With F. R. Again
Frank C. Walker, general manager of the

Comerford Theatres, has been drafted by

President Roosevelt again to take an active

part in his campaign for re-election. He has

been assigned important post of chairman of

the finance committee.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"SUZY" (M-G-M)
". . . Stereotyped entertainment ... A pretty

feeble fable and nothing that Harlow, Tone,

Grant and Stone can do helps matters much . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"The trouble with "Suzy" is that too many

authors were put to work on her and all but

spoiled the gal before they were through . . .

Harlow runs gamut; but some of the high hist-

ronics are unbecoming to Jean's type ... In

spite of a glittering cast and an elaborate pro-

duction, the story is mediocre . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Spy mystery in which Miss Harlow's

performance may be numbered among her Last

. . . Tone can be thanked for the few hcnast

moments of drama that the film possesses . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"RETURN OF SOPHIE LANG"
(Paramount)

"Clever but reformed Sophie . . . Action

throughout is quick and the dialogue is lively

and amusing . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Hardly comes under the head of dis-

tinguished entertainment . . . The merry in-

trigues of the cops and robbers are pleasantly,

if not too excitingly, managed . . . Gertrude

Michael is attractive and likable as the great

Sophie . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

" . . Sophie's melodramatic 'return' lively,

engagingly played and amiably agile photo-

play . . .»

N. Y. TIMES.

V
«5>

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

*300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1 3 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

HARRY N. BLAIR, Film Bulletin's

Hollywood correspondent, is on

vacation. His column, "Hollywood

Flickers," will reappear upon his

return to the cinema city in the

fall.

"EARTHWORM TRACTORS"
( Warner's-First Division)

"Typical Joe E. Brown vehicle . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . For fully %'s of its unreeling it stalls

for time . . . Through all this scanty rigmarole

Joe E. Brown thrusts his way along noisily and
in perfect good humor . . . Guy Kibbee is superb

as a dyspeptic, reactionary lumber merchant."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"For Brown fans only . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"COUNTERFEIT" (Columbia)
".

. . Action galore . . . Offers little that

has not already been seen and heard in these

justice triumphs pieces; but with a tough story

and a tougher cast, it succeeds in furnishing

abundant gore and suspense . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Thriller concerning 'T-Men' full of

action . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"New film thriller tells a familiar story, but

is excellent description of war on underworld."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

"WE WENT TO COLLEGE" (M-G-M)
"Sure-fire cast in a "true to life," but trite,

story make this something of a screen delight."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

".
. . Has no particular distinction, but is

often very funny entertairtment . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Just about as pleasant a comedy as we
have seen this season . . . Gayly examines a

national phenomenon, the Alumni Reunion . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

Philly Locust St. May
Get Show-Cabaret Policy

Sam Sticfel is reported dickering for the

closed Locust Street Theatre, Philadelphia,

which he plans to convert into a theatre-

cabaret similar to New York's French Ca-

sino. He has contact with owner through

Mitten Bank, for whom he books the Lin-

coln here.

Stiefel figures the alterations would cost

about $75,000, with present seats replaced

by tables and chairs arranged in tiers. Floor

show, food and drinks would be the policy.

Several months ago a report had Joe Moss

and New York group considering the house

for a similar purpose.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-
pleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.
Lombard 7554.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-
fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,
FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TIME
SAVE

ENERGY
INSURANCE

WORRY
MONEY

H

Economically Sensible

for All Your Deliveries

to Be Made by

ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
12 28 Vine St. 2 06 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

TWA

Motor Carrier Agents for

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to (Oast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public, Phila.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.
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JAMES DUNN
MAE CLARKE
DAVID MANNERS
CHARLOTTE HENRY
HENRY B. WALTHALL
FRITZ LEIBER • GEORGE
IRVING • IRVING PICHEL
Produced by NAT LEVINE

Directed by Lew Ayres • Supervised by Colbert Clark • Screen Play

by Bernard Schubert and Olive Cooper • Adaptation by Karl Brown
Original Story by Wallace MacDonald
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Things We Like For 936 - '37

We like the looks of Grand National, baby

film firm of the industry that seems to be start-

ing its life in long pants. The signing of Cagney

was a bold stroke, auguring similar daring

moves in its production plans that will bring

it rapidly to the forefront as one of the smart

film outfits. We like the calm, sane manner in

which Alperson, Leserman, Finney are laying

their plans and building their staff. G-N looks

good to us and we're willing to be called on

that when next season rolls around.

Columbia appeals to us , too. Here is an or-

ganization that has the talent to do big things,

but has always seemed to hold itself in leash.

We think this company is going to start to

move to a higher plane this year. It moved for-

ward with mighty strides during the depression

years and strikes us as just about ready to

burst out in full splendor. The budget on "Lost

Horizon" is the tip-off.

Then, there's Universal. You'll find smart

production brains operating out in Universal

City these days. All the extra dead-head weight

is being dropped and replaced with intelligent,

alert film workers. No more financial worries,

no more dependency on the success of one

picture to pay unpaid bills. U is on solid

ground and will improve—inevitably.

In one brief season Republic demonstrated

that it is headed for a top spot in the industry.

But, it isn't so much for what it did last season

that we like this outfit—it's for the golden pro-

mise it holds for the new year. The production

of one picture — "Follow Your Heart" — has

touched off the spark that Republic needed to

encourage it to try new heights. Budgets on

all '36-'37 films have been sent up considerably

and an enthusiasm reigns that is bound to be

translated into greater achievement. Watch

Republic!

Chesterfield-Invincible hasn't been anything

to cheer about in the past. We doubt that even

they will deny that. Never assured of any sub-

stantial outlet, C-I has plodded along produc-

ing at low cost because its gamble was a

risky one. But, we like C-I this year—and for

the future. George Batcheller and Maury

Cohen have the talent to make good pictures.

They have shown that in what they produced

for very little. Today, they have what they

need—an assured volume of playing time from

3500 Allied theatres throughout the country,

and you can look for product of an entirely

different type and quality. Here is something

to be encouraged by every independent ex-

hibitor.

And we like that independent combination

of Maurice Conn and the Halperin Brothers.

This is a merger of some of the keenest young

production talent in the business. Don't make

the mistake of passing it off lightly.

MO WAX.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of ibis department is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremcn those

pictures wh'ch arc ordinarily overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent
theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the

view to baling you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you the best possible returns.

I a low these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

Heave ho! me lids, and get yourselves

set for a ride for extra bucks on a yarn of

the sea . . . We're not going to attempt to

get you steamed up about selling this one as

another "Captain Blood" or "Mutiny," but

we are going to step heavily on the angle

that every guy in the world at one time or

another has been adventurously attracted to

the sea and all that it holds imaginatively

for every growing or grown-up kid.

The title is a pip and should attract plenty

by merely serting it up . . . Sell it plentee,

over and above all copy.

The pix in itself is oke, entertaining, ex-

citing, thrilling, and sprinkled with a ro-

mantic angle to take care of the heart-thrill

seekers. The cast isn't strong on the

marquee. Headed by Ben I. yon, and sur-

rounded by veterans of the stage and screen,

such as Russel Elardie, Ann Rutherford,

Irving Pichel and Fritz Licber, and as such

it shouldn't set you up with an alibi that it

hasn't real talent.

Don't forget men, that you have to go

after this one or it'll be disappointing. Nay,

it'll be pathetic! You've got real entertain-

ment merchandise here, and if you're going

to allow it to come in cold, the cob-webs

in your box-office will be your own fault.

The story has to do with the ancient and

exciting industry of sponge fishing . . . Just

to mention sponge-fishing in itself isn't very

exciting, but remember that sponges are

deep-sea animals that have to be dived for

. . . Men go to the bottom of the sea in

shark-infested waters, and cut the sponges

loose from the ocean bottom. The picture

show all of the thrills and danger of the

divers in some swell under water shots.

Go after this one with inexpensive stunts

that are bound to attract attention and do

you good.

LOBBY
Use cutouts from the one and three sheets

. . . Promote or hire one or more divers'

suits and set them up in the lobby . . . An
angle where to get divers' suits besides the

costuiners is, the wholesale sponge dealers.

If you have difficulty locating one, contact

your local hardware dealer and he'll give

you the information . . . Tie up the idea

with the wholesaler that you are cooperating

with the hardware man in a special sale and

display of sponges and chamois . . . This

gives you a window tie-up with the mer-

chant too, as this is the season for sponges.

Shoot everything out front when the pic-

ture plays.

STREET BALLY
Some time back we suggested that you

contact other theatres in your territory that

plays your product so you could cooperate in

building a street float in the form of a boat

or a ship ... If you didn't do it before get

going now ... A few of you can get to-

gether and divide the cost of the bally and

use it on any number of shows ... It would

be a pip for this one.

Have a diver in full rig sitting on the

edge of the boat. Harpooners perched at the

bow . . . Banners and cutouts along the

sides. This positively will get vou those

extra bucks that you need at this time of

the year so badly.

NEWSBOY STUNT
Another old chestnut that's dug out of

the moth balls every once in a while is the

sailor cap gag for newsboys . . . They're on

the street all the time. Get them a white

sailor cap with the title, theatre and play-

dates painted on the brim, and you're bound

to get a permanent plug on the show . . .

It's worth the little extra dough it'll cost

you for the caps and imprint.

SEASHORE STUNT
We mentioned this one before, but it's a

natural piece of exploitation for this pix . . .

Get a flock of toy sail boats at the five and

ten . . . Have the title, theatre and play-

dates painted on the sail or sides of the boat

and set them LOOSE IN THE WATER
WHEN THE BATHERS ARE CONGRE-
GATED ON THE BEACH . . . This stunt

is a push-over for the seashore houses, or any

situation near a beach of any kind ... It

can't miss . . . !

The front cover of the press sheet is swell

for a broadside herald or window card . . .

If used for a herald take your copy to a

printer who uses the offset photo-lith method

and have him reduce it to the size you want.

The paper is colorful and plenty exciting

. . . Use it liberally.

$ $ ^ J
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MONOGRAM REVIVAL VERIFIED
Johnston-Republic Split Soon . . .

On unimpeachable authority, FILM BULLETIN has learned

that Monogram Pictures will reenter the production field within

the next year. Rumors to the effect that the Johnston-Carr out-

fit, which merged with several other independents to form

Republic, will be

reorganized have

emanated from

Wall Street with-

in the past few

weeks, but none

of these could be

confirmed pre-

viously.

W. Ray John-

ston is understood

to be negotiating

with Republic for

release from his

contract as presi-

dent, which has

until the end of

this year to run.

Immediately upon

severance of his

connections there

it is believed that

he will plunge
into plans for reestablishment of Monogram as an active produc-

tion, and, perhaps, distribution, factor.

Carr Back, Too . . .

Trem Carr, who headed production for Monogram, is slated to

return to his old position as soon as hindering agreements with

Republic and Universal expire. Upon his withdrawal from the

former outfit he agreed to stay out of production on his own for

one year. He subsequently signed with Universal to produce a

group of westerns. Carr will be free of both contracts by the

time Monogram is ready to go into production on a 1937-38

product.

Johnston, long one of the most popular executives in the indus-

try, has not been happy in Republic setup for some time. He is

said to feel that there is a need and room for more strong inde-

pendent production units.

Substantial financial interests are known to be behind the new
Monogram venture, indicating that it will be a more important

factor than it was prior to the Republic merger.

W. Ray Johnston, President, Republic

STARS ON AIR A MENACE—COHN
Says Producers Must Stop Them . . .

Championing the right of exhibitors to protest against the

presence of film-made stars on radio programs and pointing out

that the existence of hundreds of small town theatres is at stake

unless the practice is stopped, Jack Cohn, vice-president of Colum-

bia, this week issued a warning to other producers that they must

prevent their contract players from engaging in this form of com-

petition to theatres or see it develop into a much more serious

menace in the fall.

"When the radio season gets into full swing in the fall there

will be close to a dozen major network air shows emanating from

Hollywood and using Hollywood stars," the executive stated.

"This means that there will be direct, active competition to the

movie theatre operators almost every single night in the week."

May Ruin Small Town Houses . . .

"There are literally hundreds of small town exhibitors in the

smaller towns and villages throughout the country for whom this

type of competition might easily spell ruin. When you consider

that for many of these men one night of bad business means the

difference between a profitable week in the operation of their

theatres the seriousness of the problem can be appreciated."

Cohn remarks that people will be reluctant to travel into the

towns to a movie if they can get famous film stars on their radios

"with the flick of a dial."

"Major producing companies in Hollywood must cooperate

with motion picture exhibitors if this dangerous type of competi-

tion is to be checked. Contracts with the stars must include re-

strictions that will keep the stars from exploiting their movie-

built personalities in direct competition with the motion pictures.

It is the only way that the problem can be solved," Cohn con-

cludes.

KUYKENDALL'S FAITH REBORN
Foresees Concessions Next Year . . .

The same Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A., who.

several weeks ago, dared threaten the major producers with the

possibility that his group might take drastic legal steps against

them unless some of the ballyhooed ten trade practice concessions

were granted them, found his faith reborn when he addressed a

group of Southeastern exhibitors on Monday. Now jolly Ed be-

lieves that four of the ten points will be conceded to exhibitors

bv the time the next selling season rolls around.

Issued weekly at 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittenhouse 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor;

Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamaker, Associate Editors. New York Office: 1 658 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3094.
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WARNERS QUIT ASCAP BATTLE
No Air Plugs Hurt . . .

Warner Bros, came back into the Ascap fold this week. Out
since last Jan. 1st, when they quit because they felt their music

publishing interests were not receiving as much as they should in

royalties, Warners found they were losing much more by not

having the songs from their pictures accorded proper time on the

air. In addition, the Ascap member song writers in their studio

were walking out.

So, what looked like it might be the blow to break up the pow-

erful music Society has developed into a defeat for its enemies and

Ascap today is stronger than ever in the knowledge of its triumph.

However, that very victory may prove to be its undoing in the

forthcoming legal scrape with the U. S. Government on the charge

that the Society constitutes a monopoly. Certainly the Govern-

ment's case looks stronger now that it has been demonstrated that

even the powerful Warner group could not exist outside Ascap's

ranks.

FRIEDLANDER-F.D. SETTLE
Ace Exploiteer . . .

Not every exhibitor who made money with "Road to Ruin,"

"Goona Goona" or a dozen other film freaks knew that Al Fried-

lander was the man who concocted the exploitation to which those

pictures owed most of their success.

Last week, Friedlander, associated with Harry Thomas in the

development of First Division Exchanges to a national organiza-

tion of importance and vice-president of the company until it

was absorbed by Grand National, settled his contract, which had

two more years to run, and announced that he is on his own.

Something of a master analyst of public psychology and public

taste, this man Friendlander has something badly needed in this

industry. He'll be heard from soon—and in some startling manner.

MORE MERGER GAB IN PHILLY
Little Interest . . .

Every few weeks someone in Philadelphia gets the urge to hold

a meeting and spend some more time talking about merging the two

exhibitor groups. They meet again Thursday and they'll talk

again—when they aren't eating lunch—but hardly anyone be-

lieves that anything, except indigestion for some of the gabbers,

will come of it.

Meanwhile, those Phil ly indies who never had had any taste

for the merger are looking forward to the setting up of a new

independent organization in the fall under the guidance of a

business manager. It looks like Pete Woodhull has the job if he

wants it.

N. J. ALLIED PICK TRAYMORE
For Convention . . .

Allied of New Jersey has definitely decided on the Traymore

f lotel, Atlantic City, for their annual convention, which will be

held on September 10-11. Demands of certain film companies for

much higher rentals and the national organization's drive to force

producers out of theatre business are the focal points that are

expected to result in the largest turnout in the group's history.

GOLDER GETS C-I PRODUCT
For Philly . . .

After several weeks of negotiating, John Golder of Hollywood

Film Exchange signed to distribute the valued Chesterfield-

Invincible product for the 1936-37 season. Deal was closed Tues-

day with Edward Golden, who was eager to have Golder handle

the product here and "got his man."

The popular indie exchangeman will also have an interest in

C-I distribution in the Washington territory, but is not ready at

this time to name his associate.

C-I's deal with Allied States Ass'n, whereby the exhibitor

organization guaranteed the jointly operated film companies a

minimum of 3 5 00 dates during the coming season, has greatly

enhanced the industry's respect for the Batcheller-Cohen outfit.

Vastly increased budgets are to go into the new productions,

prominent writers, directors and players are being signed and, on

the whole, Chesterfield-Invincible shapes up as one of the organi-

zations to be watched this year.

It must deliver or lose the support of Allied. With that incen-

tive, it should deliver.

2 FB MEN JOIN G-N

Crawford and Blair . . .

Two men until recently associated with FILM BULLETIN
joined Grand National's publicity department last week. They

are Merritt Crawford, who will do a grand job on G-N's press

books, and Harry N. Blair, possessor of one of the most facile

publicity pens in captivity, who has been assigned to special yarns.

Both are under Ed Finney, who handles the entire ad department

when he isn't working on the production of a series of westerns

for G-N release.

ADDENDA
About Pictures and People . . .

The enthusiasm with which everyone connected with Repub-

ic regards the Marion Talley-Michael Bartlett musical, "Follow

Your Heart," has been translated into a decision to increase all

negative budgets. A total of $8,3 00,000 will be spent on 72 fea-

tures during the 1936-37 season, it was decided at the conferences

held on the coast last week.

Columbia has nabbed one of the ace directors in Hollywood to

meg the forthcoming Irene Dunne vehicle, "Theodora Goes Wild."

He is Richard Boleslawski, who did "Les Miserables" among others.

Edward Finney, who also heads Grand National's advertising

and publicity department, will produce a series of 8 westerns

under the title of Boots and Saddles Productions. G-N release, of

course.

Russell Bell, prominent advertising art expert, has been named

art director of Grand National.

Maurice Conn and the Halperin Brothers have formally united

their producing organizations under Television Pictures, Inc.

These two aggressive indies form one of the most promising units

on the coast.

"Devil on Horseback" will be the first release officially under

the Grand National banner.
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HCLLYHCCD IflLIICIKEIRS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Pinch-hitting for Harry Blair

Hollywood, August 3.

Sam Goldwyn's headache won't feel any better with the two law suits

against him this week. Paramount may or may not be serious about their

$5,000,000, suit over their pride and joy, Gary Cooper, but it looks as though

Eddie Cantor, probably Goldwyn's best attraction, means business with his

attempt to tear up his contract with Sam.

With a program of 20 pictures before them and Ed Halperin off to New
York to arrange for distribution, including a deal for foreign releases, the

merger between Maurice Conn and the Halperin Brothers has been effected.

With this merger completed only two Indies, Victory and Chesterfield remain,

who have gone through the season and faced all the problem's of the Inde-

pendent producers.

For his production of "Personal Appearance" the Mae West starrer, Eman-
uel Cohen, is surrounding the hour glass gal with a brilliant cast. Already

signed are Warren William, Alice Brady, Elizabeth Patterson, Isabell Jewell,

Randolph Scott and Etienne Giradot. Today we hear Cohen is negotiating

for the services of Jack Holt in one of the top roles.

Nice to hear Rod La Roque is doing a picture. He signed a one picture

deal with I. E. Chadwick. No title as yet but scheduled to begin shortly.

R. W. Richards, formerly production manager for Hecht and McArthur is

set with Columbia for three pictures. James Cruze will direct the first. Rich-

ard's is setting up his own Independent Company at Pathe.

Republic Studios staged their first national production and sales confer-

ence last week at the Ambassador, since J. J. Milstein became general man-

ager. New season's set-up is completed and special campaign mapped out

for "Follow Your Heart," the Marion Talley-Michael Bartlett opera.

That swell actress, Gertrude Michael, has finally been released from her

contract with Paramount, where her roles have been none too good except

her two spins as Sophie Lang. Now she's free lancing and looking for better

roles.

Cecelia Parker and Eric Linden go into the leads in "In His Steps'' at Talis-

man for Grand National. Karl Brown, who also scripted is directing and Ben

Ziedman will produce, this being his second production for the organization.

Good news to hear that William S. Holman has ironed out his difficulties

with Harry Conn. The studio manager, who was attempting to have his con-

tract settled, stays on until the end of next year.

George Hirliman's production of "Daniel Boone" left for Big Bear this week

for location scenes. Jack Stern and Henry Tobias ticketed to write the musical

score for the George O'Brien starrer.

Martin Mooney has signed with Chesterfield to do two originals, "Missing

Girls" and "Police Woman." Mooney will also handle screen treatment.

Jack Young, formerly with the Shuberts, started this week at Republic as

dialogue director.

Hoot Gibson has completed a six picture deal with Walter Futter and has

severed his partnership connections with the producer.

What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"SATAN MET A LADY" (Warner's)

"Credulity shocker . . . By dialogue and plot

you'd never know, unless informed, that Dashiell

Hammett had anything to do with this produc-

tion . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"Has certain amusing episodes; but the strain-

ed humor and self-conscious sophistication be-

comes as exhausting as the effort to follow the

addled plot. Warren William gives a smirking

and over-studied performance and Bette Davis

walks through her lines languidly . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... A cynical farce of elaborate and sus-

tained cheapness . . . Causes talented actors and

actresses including Warren William, Bette Davis,

Arthur Treacher and Alison Skipworth to be-

have like numbskulls . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"THREE CHEERS FOR LOVE"
(Paramount)

"... A modest but snappy little musical

comedy featuring several youngsters who dance

and sing creditably. Eleanor Whitney, a cute

trick, is fast on her toes and can put over a

song number . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Most harmless picture of the year . . .

An amiable and furiously innocuous screen

musical short, stretched to feature length . . .

Everyone in the cast is pleasant and likeable."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Passes as a musical comedy, but the

music is no great tribute to its authors, and the

comedy is most elusive . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"MARY OF SCOTLAND" (RKO)

"... A richly produced, dignified and stir-

ringly dramatic cinematization of one of the

most colorful periods and personalities in history

. . . MUST BE CONSIDERED ONE OF THE
YEAR'S NOTABLE PHOTOPLAYS . . . Katha-

rine Hepburn's Mary Stuart shines brilliantly."

N. Y. TIMES.

"... A triumphant film . . . Exquisitely beau-

tiful . . . There are many fine performances and

John Ford's direction is a masterly job . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Stunning screen drama . . . Masterfully

directed, splendidly cast, exquisitely written . . .

A triumph for Hepburn . .
."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1J07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros
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AS I SEE, THEM . . . REVIEWS of new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING:— • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • • • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+ ) and Minus (— ) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews.
Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

TO MARY—WITH LOVE

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Engrossing, human story

of marital difficulties . . . for adults

. . . Loy and Baxter in good perform-

ances . . . Rates • • • — for class and

naborhood locations; slightly less for

action houses.

2 0th Century-Fox

92 Minutes

Warner Baxter . . . Myrna Loy . . .

Ian Huntec . . . Jean Dixon

Directed by John Cromwell

This is one of the most intelligent treat-

ments of the oft abused theme of marriage

ever brought to the screen. The central

characters—husband, wife and "other man"

—are always human, understandable people.

With a less attractive cast, a film dealing

with so serious a story would hardly prove

very successful generally. But, the presence

of Myrna Loy and Warner Baxter, both,

incidentally, delivering expert performances,

assures "To Marry—With Love" above aver-

age grosses everywhere. Better class nabor-

hood spots will get the best out of it; action

houses the least. The story traces the married

life of Baxter and Loy from its happy be-

ginnings, down thru their first misunder-

standing, the loss of their child at birth, his

mad plunge for wealth, the crash, his finan-

cial and moral degeneration, to her ultimate

decision to seek a divorce. Then, after all

the years of loving Myrna silently, Ian

Hunter, their best friend, convinces them

that their's has only been the story of "mar-

riage" and they must go on together. One

does not lose interest in the outcome, for

the story is never obvious or false. It is

strictly adult entertainment.

AD TIPS: Sell the two stars. Belter class spots

should plug the story as an intelligent and true

drama and marriage. Teaser cards, bearing just the

title and the theatre's phone number will bring a

flock of response.

BARTON.

Hollywood Previeiv

MARY OF SCOTLAND

BOXOFFICE RATING

HISTORICAL DRAMA . . . Hand-

some production, but too long and

wordy for general audiences. B. O.

strength will be confined to first runs

and class houses. Rates * * + or less

for naborhoods, action and rural loca-

tions.

RKO
131 Minutes

Katherine Hepburn . . . Fredric March . . .

Florence Eldridge . . . Douglas Walton . . .

John Caradine . . . Robert Barrat . . .

Ian Keith . . . Moroni Olsen . . .

Ralph Forbes . . . Alan Mowbray . . .

Frieda Inescourt

Directed by John Ford

A beautiful film, unsparing in its pro-

duction, "Mary of Scotland", however, will

have to depend chiefly on the drawing power

of its stars' names in most spots. Students

will find it interesting, but the attempts to

lend authenticity led to numerous long

speeches and the drawing out of unimport-

ant scenes to tedious lenghths. The technical

production cannot be overrated. Dudley

Nichols' adaption is faithful. John Ford's

direction, in parts, is commendable. The

musical background is excellent. But, all

this does not mean a popular film—or a

particularly gaod one, artistically. On the

stage, the adroit performance of Helen Hayes

as the unfortunate, doomed Queen Mary

made the central character so humanly ap-

pealing that it scored a great success.

Katherine Hepburn has her moments, but is

somewhat bewildered and, at no time dis-

plays the warmth of Miss Hayes. Conse-

quently, "Mary" on film looms more as a

monumental historical effort than as mass

entertainment. As Bothwell, blustering

Scottish protector of the queen he loves,

Frederic March captures acting honors. It

is on his shoulders that much of the film's

chances for boxoffice success will weigh.

An outstanding performance is delivered

by Florence Eldridge as Elizabeth, who rids

herself of her rivals for the throne, among
them the hapless Mary.

AD TIPS: Sell to the women strongly as an im-

mortal love story. Picture Mary as a woman who
willingly went to her death for the man she lot ed.

Tie up with historical societies, etc.

HANNA (Hollywood).

SATAN MET A LADY

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY FARCE ... One of the

season's worst . . . Bette Davis in poor

performance . . . Rates * +

Warner Bros.

74 Minutes

Bette Davis . . . Warren William . . .

Alison Skipworth . . . Arthur Treacher . . .

Marie Wilson . . . Maynard Holmes . . .

Wini Shaw . . . Porter Hall

Directed by William Dieterle

The brothers Warner should be and prob-

ably are ashamed of this. It ranks well up

in the listing of the season's worst films.

"Satan Met A Lady" is another version of

"The Maltese Falcon", made in '30 or '31 by

the same company, but don't let Dashiell

Hammett's name in connection with it fool

you; that competent author of "The Thin

Man" would become violenty ill if he saw

it. The plot is incoherent and nothing would

be gained by the reader if we attempted to

itemize the film's events here. Evidently the

authors and the director, as well as the cast,

were befuddled by their efforts to make a

mystery into a farce, the result being a far-

cial mystery that is neither comical nor

mysterious, but quite boring. Bette, winner

of one of the Academy Awards recently,

you may recall, must have felt that she

might as well leave something for Warners

to remember her by, for she turns in what

can be unhesitatingly termed a weird and

terrible performance. The others are little

better, with the exceptions of Marie Wilson,

a clever comedienne, and Maynard Holmes,

who does an unconventional murder role

neatly. This will flop at the boxoffice as

soon as word of it gets around.

AD TIPS: Mention that it is by Ham met t, author

of "Thin Man." Sell Bette Daiis on her prciious

performances. Name Skipworth and Treacher.

L. J. £l
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

ARTHUR KEYS, formerly at the Palmyra,

replaces DICK BELBER as manager at Varba-

low's Savar, Camden. The latter is going into

business for himself ... The LESTER WUR-
TELES are infanticipating ... It looks like

Masterpiece has nabbed a swell exploitation bet

in "Gay Love" in which the robust SOPHIE

TUCKER sings several red-hot numbers . . .

MURRAY BEIER is vacationing up New Eng-

land way. His operation has been postponed

until he gets into better shape . . . First import-

ant Fox pic to play away from the Fox here

goes into the Boyd today (Wed.)—first result

of Warners recent acquisition . . . Rumor has it

that Fox stage shows and orchestra will be

switched to the Mastbaum with HERMAN
WHITMAN going there as manager . . .

MAURICE PHILLIPS (Upsal) motoring through

Canada with friends had narrow escape from

serious injury when car did a "Lucky" Teeter

and turned over three tim:s after skidding cn

the road to Toronto . . . Grand and Lincoln

battle start Sept. 4th .. . Paramount house-

wrecking on Summer St. prior to erecting their

new exchange . . . Rumored that the Hirsch's

will take over Milgram's Lorraine . . . Deal is

set between JIM CLARK and JACK GREEN-

BERG, of the Roxy, Northampton to merge with

BILL HUMPHRIES and CHARLIE KLANG, who

have the Savoy, Catasauqua . . . Bank closed the

Embassy, Jenkintown, Monday and it will re-

main shut until new owners or tenants take

possession. Glenside, Glenside, expected to be

closed by same bank . . . IZ BAROWSKY, whose

Rex Theatre is sporting a new electric sign, s

going on a motor trip towards Tennessee this

week end . . . PETE WOODHULL in town con-

ferring with CHARLES SEGAL, MORRIS WAX,

DAVE MILGRAM and I.M.T.O.'s JEANNETTE
WILLENSKY . . . Additional S-W downtown

rumors have the Stanton slated for second runs

like the Palace . . . The vaude out of the Earle

with the Mastbaum the only vaude-pic house

downtown. Musicians union no like this idea

. . . JOE SUSKIN vacationing at Saratoga

Springs . . . DAVE MOLIVER to marry a

cousin of LEONARD EDDLESON in the Fall

. . . We stand corrected on our crack of several

weeks back: "It's not the heat—it's the human-

ity." One of Vine Street's sweet young things

remarking: "It's not the heat; it's the humility!"

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

25 0 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

"finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2J 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7 828 • TRInity 1189

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

NATE GOLDSTEIN of Western Massachusetts

Theatres usually manages to visit Boston's film

district once a week. This week was not an

exception . . . HOLLIS G. REED has reopened

the McKinley Theatre in McKinley, Maine for

the Summer season . . . JOE COHEN, booker

for the Pouzzner circuit, is the champion golfer

among the film men of New England. Joe won
the Boston Friars' Club tournament with a 76

and then went down to New Haven to annex
the M.P.T.O.A. silver cup with a 74. ART
HOWARD, business manager of Independent

Exhibitors, spent several days in New York
working on the cooperative insurance plan for

Allied. A special meeting was held here in the

Boston office shortly after his return . . . E.

M. LOEW Theatres are expanding. Just recently

they took over the Lancaster Theatre with other

acquisitions imminent. Loew's now have thirty-

two theatres on their string . . . Both PHIL
BERLER and MAX FINN, E. M. Loew execu-

tives, are summering with their families at the

Breakers in Swampscott. They don't mind com-
muting to the office every day. A cool dip re-

freshes them after the day's work . . . The
chief topic of discussion is—how will the Met-
ropolitan make out without its traditional stage

show. The Met is going on a single feature basis

on Sept. 3rd starting off with "Anthony Ad-
verse" . . . GEORGE KRASKA is making out

very well at the Fine Arts Theatre. "Cloistered"

is going into its eighth week. Incidentally, Geo.

is going to take a trip to Europe shortly . . .

ALBERT McEVOY motored all thru the South-

land on his recent vacation. He has returned to

manage his Union Theatre in Attleboro . . .

JOE BRENNAN is very proud of his godchild,

DOROTHY EAGEN. Dorothy has acted in over

thirty pictures. She recently visited Joe and
Boston coming directly from Hollywood . . .

J. B. EAMES is not content with just opening

one theatre. He reopened two for the summer:
the Hall Inn Pines at Bretton Woods and the

Colonial in Bethlehem, New Hampshire . . .

Bank night is here to stay. The Massachussets

Supreme Court ruled that "bank night" was
not a lottery. More recently, in a test case for

Suffolk County, JUDGE FISK of the Suffolk

Superior Court found CHARLES S. WILSON,
manager of the Hamilton Theatre in Dorchester,

and ROY E. HEFFNER, New England bank
night director, not guilty on the charge of con-

ducting a lottery.

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street. Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"

52 ISSUES
$2.00

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.

Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SACamore 1653.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TIME
SAVE

ENERGY
INSURANCE

WORRY
MONEY

H

Economically Sensible

for All Your Deliveries

to Be Made by

ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
103 1 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

TWA

Motor Carrier Agents for

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to (Oast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily. Notary Public. Phil*.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.



BOLD!
• WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT (40 Theatres)
• COMERFORD CIRCUIT (21 Theatres)
• WILMER & VINCENT CIRCUIT
'EFFINGER CIRCUIT
• PUBLIX-SKOURAS CIRCUIT
•ROSSHEIM CIRCUIT
• JACKSON, LEBANON
• WAX CIRCUIT
• and over 100 Class A Theatres

The Biggest Bet Since "Ftash Gordon"

CUSTER'S LAST STAND
AN ACTIONFULL SERIAL IN FIFTEEN SMASHING EPISODES

With REX LEASE, JACK MULHALL, WILLIAM FARNUM, RUTH MIX,

LONA ANDRE, REED HOWES, BOBBY NELSON, DOROTHY GULLIVER,

WILLIAM DESMOND, FRANK McGLYNN, and a cast of 25001

Don't take our word for it! Look up the

Reviews ... or ask the man who's seen it!

Get your dates in NOW at —

Preferred Pictures Corporation A
1323 VINE STREET PHILADELPHIA Sjffik
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Things We Dislike For 936 - '37
{--Or Most Any Season/}

For the dubious honor of heading this list

there is some rivalry between the new season

selling terms of RKO and Metro. By reason of

the fact that RKO's '35-'3G product was so con-

clusively worse, the honor is their's.

We heartily dislike RKO's terms because

they have raised them despite the fact that

their program for the season now ending is

almost universally acknowledged to have been

the poorest of any major company. Because,

when a company fails as miserably as this one

did and shows little or no prospect of improve-

ment in the new season, it should reason that

the customers who were stuck last season are

entitled to a "break," a chance to get some-

thing back for their losses.

We can't dislike Metro for failing to deliver

product, for they undoubtedly did give thea-

tres many of their strongest attractions. But,

it must be noted that there was a let-down in

this company's consistency, a tendency to slip

thru more "quickies" than in previous years.

Especially, therefore, is Metro's demand for

higher PERCENTAGES unfair to the exhibitor.

On outright sales, the general improvement in

boxoffice receipts would entitle a successful

producing company to a reasonable increase,

but not to "hog" the profits by jacking up the

PERCENTAGES on the money makers.

Paramount deserves a worthy spot on this

list of dislikes for pretty much the same reason

that RKO is so prominently present. A poor

product, a public admission by a paid invest-

igator (see Joseph P. Kennedy's report) that

the prospects for '36-'37 are no brighter than

the season past, and yet this outfit unblush-

ingly steps up and asks for more than it got

previously

A scallion or two to those supposedly power-

ful moguls who are so helpless in their "efforts"

to prevent their own film stars from creating

competition for exhibitors by appearing on

radio programs. Only a single individual or

two like Jack Cohn of Columbia have had the

temerity to take the initiative in checking this

practice. The mighty Hays Organization, which
is ever so ready to take up any fight against

reform of industry evils, is twiddling its collect-

ive thumbs. They could stop this form of "home-

made" competition by merely voting to do so.

We have a well cultivated hate for exhib-

itors who furtively admit that all exhibitors are

double crossing fiends at heart—except them-

selves. They either refuse to enter into nego-

tiations with their opposition on matters tha^

affect their business mutually, such as prices,

premiums, product, clearance, etc. Or, if they

can be persuaded to discuss their problems

they do so with distrust and insincerity. It is

this attitude of stupid suspicion more than any-

thing else that makes exhibitors, as a body, the

least respected members of the industry.

As a matter of fact, we're not quite sure but

what we dislike most of all the theatre owner

who cries the blues like a veteran, but is a

novice when it comes to protecting himself by

paying two dollars a week to support an or-

ganization.

MO WAX.

o w
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this depart incut is to bring forcefully to the attention of theatremen those pictures which are ordinarily
overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aim. to point out the latent
exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring yon
the best possible returns, follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

•TWO-FISTED GENTLEMAN" . . . Columbia ... 63 Minutes

James Dunn . . . June Clayworth

Here's a story, guys, of a two fisted

fighter who packs a load of dynamite in

both mitts and wins a flock o' ring battles

as long as his wife is doin' his managin';

but who gets punch drunk over dames and

goes soft doing 1 5 fast rounds every early

morning on a night club floor. No use tell-

ing you that such training winds him up

behind the eight ball. Also no use telling

you that he loses fight after fight and w.nds

up in a flop joint just a bum in the park

after a short whirl in top hat society. That

his "ring-wise" wife locates him; inspires

him to fight again; and that he wins is also

the well known formula.

SELL THE WOMEN

But this one's got a pip of an angle sug-

gested by Columbia's ol' ace publicist, Hy
Daab, and if you follow it through it should

mean plenty of extra bucks in the till for

you and you and you. Here's how! . . .

It's still fresh in the minds of the sports

fans that Joe Louis, Max Baer and Jack

Dempsey were aces up as fighters until some-

how or other a woman came into their lives.

Get blow-ups made of these three leather-

pushers; streamer-head it with the caption:

"DID WOMEN WRECK THEIR CA-
REERS?" Underneath each picture place

pertinent captions such as: JOE LOUIS,
'THE BROWN BOMBER' . . . Considered

invincible until after his marriage. Did

wedded bliss soften him? "MAX BAER

—

a push-over for the 'Brown Bomber' shortly

after his marriage and a whirl at being a

play boy on the Gay White Way. Did

marriage soften him?" "JACK DEMPSEY
—In a class of his own. What happend to

the 'Manassa Mauler' after his marriage to

Estelle Taylor?"

Clinch this angle for direct tie-in over a

blow-up of a still from the picture with

wordage like this "ONE WOMAN MADE
MICKEY BLAKE A CHAMP, ANOTHER
MADE HIM A CHUMP!" See "THE TWO
FISTED GENTLEMAN."

Such a lobby display should get the ladies

as well as the gents into a controversial

mood. Before you know it they will all be

discussing the pros and cons of women and

fighters. You see, boys, you now have the

WOMEN as interested in your coming pic-

ture as the men, who are cinch suckers for

such stuff as this. To get their attention all

you have to do is splash your front with

plenty of gore and fisticuff paraphernalia.

So concentrate on the women!

In this picture June Clayworth, a new star

who you will have to sell, wears a flock of

sports togs, which easily lead into window
display tie-ups as suggested in the press sheet.

She plays the part of business manager of a

big New York fight club and a string of

fighters, surely an unusual career for a girl.

She's a female Tex Rickard. This gives you

a double tie-in. First: Get window cards out

with following copy: "A FEMALE TEX
RICKARD MANAGES 'THE TWO-
FISTED GENTLEMAN' NOW PLAYING.
GEM THEATRE." Use ad mat TFG-27A
for illustration. Second: Build a feature

story around women in your community

who are following unusual occupations to

earn their livelihood.

STREET BALLY

Get an athletic young man to parade the

streets attired in top-hat, evening dress shirt

and tails coat with bow tie and fighter's

trunks INSTEAD OF PANTS! Small cloth

sign can be sewed on back of the coat read-

ing: " 'TWO-FISTED GENTLEMAN' AT
THE GEM THEATRE NOW." This will

stop 'em cold.

WINDOW
Get an empty store window on a main

street. Promote sporting goods store for

punching bag, rack, boxing gloves and other

stuff. Spot stills all around the place. Hire

an amateur boxer to punch the bag at inter-

vals. This should be a 'natural' for the men

and a regu'tr traffic stopper.

Use the backs of fight-cards for your pro-

gram plugs. And try to interest the local

(Continued on page 10)

\ Jh&ASLdu motuu^ ire thiA. !
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THE INDUSTRY'S NEWS

WARNERS DUAL POLL BOGUS
Not Representative . . .

On May 15 th last, Warner Bros, opened a poll which they

reputed was to ascertain the desires of the American public in re-

gards to single and double features. Monday the result of the vote

was announced as standing 568,751 in favor of single features,

157,073 in favor of double features, a margin of almost 4 to 1.

No one familiar with this film company's long standing op-

position to twin bills or with the nature of the poll it was con-

ducting had the slightest notion that the result would be otherwise

than overwhelmingly against duals. The questionnaire was ob-

viously directed to people who would have disdain for "bargain

shows." College heads, leaders of civic organizations, newspaper

editors—these are hardly representative of the mass audiences

that comprise the largest portion of daily movie theatre attend-

ance.

In contrast to this vote is the poll held in a group of Detroit

theatres several months ago, where the tabulation showed the

patrons favoring double features by a 3 to 1 margin. Too, there

were the recent experiments by Loew's theatres in New York,

where the dropping of the second feature resulted in a noticeable

reduction in business and the circuit quickly restored its former

policy of twin bills.

The Warner poll result was published almost simultaneously

with the announcement in Chicago that the Balaban & Katz cir-

cuit, affiliated with Paramount, resumes a double feature policy,

breaking down the single feature agreement reached between them

and most Chicago independents almost four years ago.

Cause or Effect? . . .

The grave problem of double features is responsible for one

of the industry's most perplexing dilemnas. Is the practice the

cause of poorer quality films, or is it the effect?

Undoubtedly, the spread of duals has had a tendency to re-

duce the necessity for making pictures of a high quality if they

are to succeed at the nation's boxoffices. In territories where the

practice is widespread almost any feature film, regardless of how
cheaply and inartistically it has been produced, will show a profit.

There is a shortage of product and exhibitors buy every film avail-

able to fill their playing time. Thus, the production of "quickies"

is encouraged, not only by independent film companies, by any

means, but by the biggest of the majors as well.

Many theatremen claim, and with justification, that the

spread of double featuring is the effect of the producers' mass

production methods. Companies turning out 50 to 70 feature

pictures during a season are to be expected to make many of them

hurriedly merely to meet thir contracted commitments. These

"quickies" are glutting the market and, it is claimed, forcing ex-

hibitors to support them with another feature or suffer loss.

Not Desired . . .

Independent exhibitors generally desire widespread double

feature programs no more than the major producers or their af-

filiated theatre circuits. It results in a shrinking of the film market

available to independents for good runs and compels them to fol-

low their stronger competitors with two features, instead of hav-

ing the opportunity to buy some of them for prior run.

But, while they do not want the practice, the exhibitor asks:

"What am I to do with all the 'duds' delivered to me every season?

How else can I get a fair return on pictures that few people will

pay to see if shown alone?"

This is the problem of double features in simplicity. No polls

will solve it. Production will.

TELEVISION PROGRESS

Philco Test . . .

In its inevitable progress toward widespread commercial use

television took another step forward on Tuesday when the Philco

Radio and Television Corp. conducted successful tests at a distance

of seven miles from Philadelphia to the suburb Rydal.

A boxing match, soloist singing, a radio commentator talking,

a telephone-television conversation and a movie film were broad-

cast in the experiment, which was conducted for a group of some

sixty people, including newspaper reporters.

The reports indicated that the tests were very successful, the

images, about 7 by 8 inches, being revealed as "clear and without

evident distortion."

William H. Grimditch, chief engineer for Philco, stated that

they hope to achieve the clarity of home movies in the very near

future. He expressed the opinion that commercial television will

"not come this year nor next."

Larry E. Grubb, president of Philco, declared, "We don't be-

lieve that television is right around the corner, but we do believe

it will result in a tremendous industry when it does arrive. We
do not believe in doing anything premature."

But, it is on its way and presents an acute problem for the

motion picture industry.

Issued weekly at 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittcnhouse 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor;

Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamaker, Associate Editors. New York Office: 1 658 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3094.
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ASTOR CASE DYNAMITE

Moguls Frightened . . .

Hollywood.—Not even the Legion of Decency or the threat

of Governmental investigations of monopoly charges disturbed the

higher ups in the film industry as much as this Mary Astor case.

Everyone agrees that it is loaded with dynamite and the big shoti

are holding their breath for fear that it will get out of hand.

What they foresee is the swarms of reformists, who always

hnd the movie industry a juicy morsel for attack, ready to point

to Mary Astor's alleged moral laxity as the type of life led by

film stars generally. An outbreak of this sort will destroy the ac-

complishments of the producers in toning up their production^

since the Legion's drive started two years ago.

Strenuous moves are being made by important film moguls

to settle the case before it goes further. They will bend every

effort to force settlement, because it is believed that introduction

of the actress' telltale diary will set off a deluge of criticism against

the whole film colony that will cost many millions to overcome.

It is one of the unfortunate phases of this industry that one per-

son's indiscretions are multiplied a thousandfold out here and the

charges leveled against an entire industry.

N.E. EXHIBS HIT PARA. TERMS

Urge Cut in Prices . . .

Boston.—"You know what! Paramount delivered last year; if

you pay MORE or even AS MUCH next year don't blame us!"

Thus, the militant Independent Exhibitors of New England, Al-

lied unit, takes a crack at a second of the important major pro-

ducers in its current August bulletin. Last month, the group's

organ blasted Metro's new terms, urging the members to refrain

from buying the product unless they were revised downward.

"Of course, it's OK for any distributor to pay salaries between

15 and 20 G a year to men whose job is to get exhibitors' names

onto outrageous contracts but it's a crime for your organization to

give you any information that will show up the other side of

what you're buying," the bulletin declares.

Point to Kennedy Report . . .

"All of which leads up to Paramount's latest demands for

1936-37 product and our desire to call your attention to the

'much discussed $80,000 document of Paramount affairs' pub-

lished in part in the trade papers. When the Paramount salesman

tells you what he wants and how good his product is going to be,

let him explain why Paramount paid $80,000 to Joe Kennedy to

be told about:

(a) "Major failures in recent studio operations are:

(1) "Loss on 1935-36 feature pictures;

(2) "Lack of progress on the 193 6-3 7 feature pictures

program."

In conclusion, the bulletin, prepared by Arthur K. Howard,
business manager, warns its readers:

"You know what Paramount delivered last year; if you pay
MORE or even AS MUCH next year don't blame us. We can't

stop any exhibitor's throwing his money away if he wants to do

it!"

CONN. IMPTO ASKS COHN LEAD
WAR AGAINST STARS ON RADIO

Suggest Direct Protest to Stars . . .

Urging Jack Cohn to "accept the mantle of leadership" in the

fight against the appearance of film stars on radio broadcasts,

J. A. Davis, executive secretary of the Independent M.P.T.O. of

Connecticut wrote the Columbia vice-president last week offering

the suggestion that exhibitors throughout the country send a flood

of protest telegrams direct to the stars at the radio studios on the

nights they broadcast.

"This personal, collective, widespread and concentrated protest

will have a salutary effect far greater than any protests to date

by the producers themselves," Davis states in the letter. "This

would be the opening gun in the battle to relieve a condition which

is actually a serious menace to the theatres of our country."

This unit passed a resolution last week commending Mrs.

George Temple, mother of Shirley, for her refusal to accept "a

very flattering offer" for the young star's appearance on a radio

broadcast.

N. J. Allied Protest . . .

Added to the growing volume of protests against radio compe-

tition from exhibitor groups all over the country was the resolu-

tion of Allied of New Jersey, who recorded their opposition at a

meeting in the Hotel Lincoln, N. Y., Tuesday. Copies of the

resolution will be sent to all producers and to the Hays organi-

zation.

The meeting was presided over by Lee Newbury, president of

the group.

NEW PHILA. MERGER PLAN
Persistence . . .

Perhaps, after all, persistence will win and a merger between

the two disrupted exhibitor groups in the Phila. territory will be

effected. Unless someone else walks out this time, as Lewen Pizor,

president of the M.P.T.O. unit, did after a consolidation was sup-

posedly effected last December, there is a reasonable possibility that

the I.T.O. and the M.P.T.O. will find themselves "one big happy

family" next week.

At a meeting of committees from both organizations held last

Thursday, a platform for merging was adopted and will be sub-

mitted to the memberships of both bodies on Aug. 19th. The

planks are these:

1. The new merged organization to be known as the United

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylva-

nia, Southern New Jersey and Delaware.

2. A Board of Twenty (20) to be selected, ten (10) from

each organization, which twenty (20) is to select the

President, Chairman of the Board, all officers, and the

Secretary, etc. The officers and directors to be named

from this group of twenty.

3. No charter member of the merged organization to be

subject to expulsion, except for non-payment of dues.

4. A charter member to be one who joins the organization

at the time it is formed and pays up his dues before a

designated date.

5. That the Committee of Twenty (20) meet August

20th, 1936, alternates to take the place of any absentees.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"JAILBREAK" (Warner's)

"An inept and at tim2s ludicrous picture des-

cribing life within prison walls . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

".
. . No star names; but a well-acted, tense

and compact drama of life and death within

prison walls . .
."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

". . . Adequate mystifier . . . Rowdy but

acceptable entertainment . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"THE DEVIL DOLL" (M-G-M)

".
. . Second-rate Tod Browning, but pretty

good fun anyway . . . Mechanically excellent

. . . You are more likely to be amused by the

narrative than terrorized by it . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE

". . . Camera wizards on a field day ... A
grotesque, slightly horrible and consistently in-

teresting freak film . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

".
. . Unusual, provocative and thrilling hor-

ror film . . . Its punch is violently landed by
the wizardry of bewitching trick photography

. . . Lionel Barrymore gives a sure performance

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

"THE ROAD TO GLORY"
(20th Century-Fox)

". . . Powerful and effective war drama much
more than a casual imitation of celebrated pre-

decessors in the field . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Powerful war film with great stars in

leads . . . Forceful and vigorous story with

scenes of blood and butchery, feverishly written

and directed and played by an inspired com-
pany . .

."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

". . . Realistic war film presented realistic-

ally enough to serve as pacifistic propaganda
. . . Gripping and well directed by Howard
Hawks . . . Cast excellent . . . Triangular love

story is the film's only weakness . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

::- :> ::- :;•

"SPENDTHRIFT" (Paramount)

"... A slight and superficially diverting

fable . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"Only distinguishing feature is that it pre-

sents Mary Brian in the role of the nastiest of

the recent Hollywood villainesses . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"Nutty enough . . . Amusingly silly . . .

Fonda a charming playboy . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

{Continual on page 10)

H'CILILyWCCD fILIICIKIEIES
By DAVID I. HANNA

Pinch-hitting for Harry Blair

Hollywood, August 11.

Nat Levine and the whole Republic organization are still basking in the

applause and bouquets that followed the preview of "Follow Your Heart" the

Talley-Bartlett picture. It was accorded a grand reception and the critics agree

that it ranks with any of the million dollar musicals.

Louis B. Mayer and the big ones at Metro must be feeling kind of low,

since it was their studio that brought the warbling Talley from New York on

a term contract. The Kansas City diva twiddled her thumbs for almost a year

until she was released and signed by Republic.

Independent producers, who two months ago, were taking the count, are

looking forward to brighter days. By the end of the month the market should

be straightened out and production deals set insuring well over 150 pictures

for the 1936-37 season.

Sally Eilers and Robert Armstrong go into the top spot in "Without

Orders" at Radio. Louis Friedlander is directing.

The success of Paramount's "Rhythm on the Range" is being attributed to

Bob Burns, the radio comic. Smart showmanship was displayed by Para, on

this production. Three newcomers, Frances Farmer, Burns and Martha Raye

were all prominently cast, with each clicking 100
', / with the public.

The spectacular pageant "Everyman" which begins a limited engagement

at the Hollywood Bowl in September is drawing its cast from picture names.

Ian Keith is set for the romantic title lead. Others include Vince Barnett,

Lionel Belmore and rumor has it that Mrs. Leslie Carter will be prominent in

the cast.

Sol Lesser announces "Rainbow Over the River" will be his next starrer

for the singing juvenile, Bobby Breen. May Robson, Louise Beavers and the

Hall Johnson choir will also be in the cast.

The long delayed production of "The White Horse Inn" may finally see

the light of day. It is reported that Warner Bros, have spent $150,000 for the

picture rights and are prepared to spend that amount for the stage show.

The beautiful Austrian operetta is scheduled to open at Radio City sometime

in September.

An addition to the film colony this week was the dark-haired beauty

Lenore Ulric. The stage star is here for an important role in Garbo's "Camille."

The actress hopes she fares a bit better with the film moguls than on her last

trip.

Noah Beery, Jr. has signed a new seven year starring contract with Uni-

versal. His first role will be in "Tress" by Albert Payson Terhune.

Richard Dix and Chester Morris are head men in Columbia's "Depths

Below." Screen play is by Jerome Chodorov with Edward Chodorov megging
the production.

Eddie Cantor may yet get the chance to play the coveted lead of the verse

card scribbler in "Three Men on a Horse." Although Frank McHugh seems
set at Warners in the role, they've stopped production to negotiate with

Cantor. The comedian settled his suit with Sam Goldwyn without court act-

ivity and is now negotiating picture deals.

Radio has bought the stage play "Once Over Lightly" . . . Gregory Ratoff

off to New York for personal appearance with "Road to Glory" . . . The "Per-

sonal Appearance" company left this week for location. Alice Brady is drag-

ging along her two pooches . . . Sam Katzman starts shooting August 10th on
his fifteen chapter serial with Bela Lugosi set in the top role.

Phil Regan, Brooklyn's singing cop returns in a few weeks to Republic

Studios to begin preparation for "Join the Marines," his first picture under his

new deal with the Studio. His ether crooning will be broadcast from Holly-

wood.
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Produced by

H AT LEVI J'

FOLLOVJ
NIGEL BRUCE • HENRIETTA CROSMAN • WALTER
CATLETT • JOHN ELDREDGE • CLARENCE MUSE • LUIS

ALBERNI • VIVIENNE OSBORNE • EUNICE HEALY
Associate Producer: Albert E. Levoy • Directed by Aubrey Scotto • Supervised by Leonard Fields

Screen Play by Nathaniel West, Lester Cole & Samuel Ornitz • Additional Dialogue by Olive Cooper
Story based on idea by Dana Burnet • Dance Director: Larry Ceballos

A REPUBLIC PRODUCTION
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HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Remember them in

"Green Pastures"?

fetl/Z. the songs the ^

nation will be humming:

FOLLOW YOUR HEART
MAGNOLIAS IN THE

MOONLIGHT
WHO MINDS 'BOUT ME

jiii
f

VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER

Composer of One Night of Love"

and "Morchefa"

*

HEART
MOTION PICTURE EVENT! MARION

TALLEY'S FIRST SCREEN APPEARANCE.

CO-STARRED WITH MICHAEL BART-

LETT. BLENDING THEIR GLORIOUS

VOICES TO THE MAGIC MUSIC OF

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER IN A GAY,

SPARKLING STORY OF RARE RO-

MANCE. THE SCREEN'S NEWEST
SINGING STARS IN THE ROMANTIC

THRILL YOUR AUDIENCES HAVE

BEEN WAITING FOR.
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AS I SEE. THEM . . . reviews or new films
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING:— • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • % • Means GOOD; • • • • Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+ ) and Minus (— ) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews.
Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed cri.icism.

Hollywood Pre lieu

FOLLOW YOUR HEART

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL-ROMANCE . . . Ranks

with the better filmusicals produced in

the past few years . . . Marion Talley

and Michael Bartlett compose a grand

singing and romantic team . . . Rates

• • • + for class spots and slightly

less generally.

Republic

8 5 Minutes

Marion Talley . . . Michael Bartlett . . .

Nigel Bruce . . . Luis Alberni . . .

Henrietta Crosman . . . Walter Catlett . . .

Vivienne Osborne . . . Ben Blue . . .

Eunice Healy . . . Hall Johnson Choir

Directed by Aubrey Scotto

This sets a new standard for Republic

and producer Nat Levine, who here demon-

strates that he ranks with the foremost film

makers when provided with a more flexible

budget. "Follow Your Heart" is a handsome

production, pictorially beautiful and with

high entertainment value. Unquestionably,

it will click to excellent grosses. Marion

Talley, sensational young prima donna of

the Met, before she suddenly retired several

years ago, finally makes her long awaited

film debut and reveals a ravishing charm and

remarkably fine voice. Singing with effort-

less range, a thrill for all music lovers, she

proves herself equally facile in the classical

numbers and the popular melodies. Paired

with her in the singing and romance is

Michael Bartlett and they comprise a team

that should make the MacDonald - Eddy

combination look to its laurels. It was little

less than a stroke of genius on the part of

l evine to have thrown these two attractive

and capable performers together. The story

swings along in carefree style, disregarding

the conventional plot devices. Marion is the

gifted member of an impoverished thea-

trical family, determined to marry a simple

man and settle down to a simple life. Bart-

lett happens along and makes her change

her mind. It is happily studded with com-
edy, chiefly supplied by the temperamental

Luis Alberni and bewildered Nigel Bruce.

The plot has many unique twists that make

it always surprising and engrossing. Thru-

out, the supporting cast is excellent. Direc-

tor Scotto has contrived to keep the action

flowing at an attention-holding pace.

AD TIPS: Sell this great new smging-romant:c

team of Talley and Bartlett. Compare them favor-

ably with the MacDonald-Eddy duo. Step out on

this—it is worthy of your best efforts.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Hollywood Preview

HIS BROTHER'S WIFE

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Fair story with too much

plot . . . B. O. wallop in Robert Tay-

lor's name . . . Rates • • • or better,

depending on what Taylor means to the

spot.

M-G-M
70 Minutes

Robert Taylor . . . Barbara Stanwyck . . .

Jean Hersholt . . . Joseph Calleia . . .

John Eldredge . . . Jed Prouty . . .

Samuel S. Hinds . . . Pedro de Cordoba

Directed by W. S. Van Dyke

This looks like boxoffice dynamite, prin-

cipally because of the presence of Robert

Taylor in the cast. Otherwise, it would be

hardly more than an ordinary program of-

fering. The plot is too involved and drags

noticeably in several spots. However, there

are a few dramatic high points and the

picture has the advantage of intelligent

direction by W. S. Van Dyke. Starting in

lively mood, when Taylor, a young doctor,

meets Barbara Stanwyck in a gambling house

and goes on a gay ten days spree with her.

Scheduled to go to the tropics for research

work, Taylor is induced by his older brother,

Eldredge, to drop her and go away, which

he does. The plot then thickens, Barbara

marrying Eldredge only to spite him, never

living with him. Taylor returns, finds

Barbara has covered a bad gambling check

for him, takes her back to the jungle with

him, not knowing that she is his brother's

wife. There is the expected break when he

does learn, but it is all straightened out by

Barbara's heroic act in offering herself as a

human guinea pig to test the serum Taylor

has discovered. Stanwyck offers her usual

flat dramatic performance. Eldredge, Jean

Hersholt and Joseph Calleia are effective.

Where Taylor counts strongly, especially in

neat docto: 's white, this will click.

AD TIPS: Sell Taylor to a fare- thee- well and show

him in plenty of stills. Present the triangle angle,

asking the women all sorts of questions about the

right of a woman to love even if she is married.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Hollywood Preview

SING BABY SING

BOXOFFICE RATING
MUSICAL-COMEDY . . . Grand cast

of comics has loaded this with laughs

. . four good musical numbers help . .

Hasn't much story . . . Rates ••• —

where they like comedy.

20th Century-Fox

87 Minutes

Alice Faye . . . Adolphe Menjou . . .

Gregory Ratoff . . . Patsy Kelly . . .

Ted Healy . . . Michael Whalen . . .

Ritz Brothers . . . Montagu Love

Directed by Sidney Lanfield

This is almost strictly a laugh picture.

Packed with one of the best comedy casts

of the season, it provides a corking good

time that is maintained at a fast pace right

down to the finish line. Where they like

fun, "Sing Baby Sing" will hum a lively

tune at the cashier's window. It isn't much

on story, a thin love yarn featuring Alice

Faye and Mike Whalen only making a feeble

pretense at being plot. But, the script

writers and Director Sidney Lanfield have

stocked the picture with a flock of gags

that make the story seem an annoying in-

trusion. Adolphe Menjou walks off with

the acting honors, doing an inimitable job

as the actor sop. Patsy Kelly, Gregory Ratoff

and Ted Healy are all involved in funny

situations and deliver their particular brands

of comedy. There are four songs, a couple

of which hit us as hits. The central comic
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situation involves the plan of Gregory Ratoff

to make his protege nite club singer, Alice,

famous by mixing her up with Menjou, a

polluted film actor on vacation in New
York. Menjou runs out on the gal and a

cross-country chase ensues (recalling the re-

cent Barrymore escapade).

AD TIPS: Sell the cast as the outstanding array

of comic assembled in one picture. Dress a girl in

ballyhoo costume and hare her walk the streets,

stopping at corners t<t sing a bit of one of the songs

In selling the story, refer to the recent cross-country

chase of a famous Hollywood actor.

HANNA (Hollywood).

MEET NERO WOLF
BOXOFFICE RATING

DETECTIVE COMEDY . . . Out-

standing performances by Arnold and

Stander and adroit direction placing ac-

cent on comedy makes this mystery

good entertainment . . . Rates • • +
generally.

Columbia

7 2 Minutes

Edward Arnold . . . Lionel Stander . . .

Russell Hardie . . . Victor Jory . . .

Dennie Moore . . . Joan Perry . . .

John Qualen

Directed by Herbert Biberman

As a detective thriller, this is no great

shakes, but it is grand entertainment as a

mixture of comedy and detective deducing.

There is far more laughs than suspense and

the patrons will get far more kick out of

the shrewd performances of Edward Arnold

and Lionel Stander than the plot. It strikes

us that Columbia has discovered a most in-

teresting companion for Philo Vance, Perry

Mason, et al, in this fellow Wolfe. True, he

has his draw-backs. First, he never leaves

his house, allowing his "leg man," Stander,

to do all the dirty work and strong arm

stuff. Arnold, as Wolfe, merely sits around

drinking beer, eating or pottering around

with orchids, whilst he puts the two and two

that Stander unearths together and usually

gets twice as much for an answer. Thus,

he solves a couple of murders and directs

his stooge to apprehend the killer. But, he

is a most engaging fellow and even habitual

whodunit fans will forgive him if he some-

times discloses a clairvoyant mind in his de-

ductions. The dialogue is snappy and Direc-

tor Biberman has cleverly made all his char-

acters interesting thru their little idiosyn-

cracies. "Meet Nero Wolfe" will entertain

all classes and rates slightly above average

for the b. o.

AD TIPS: Sell Arnold as a new type detective.

Action houses should push the murder mystery angle,

while other spots will get best_ results by stressing

the comedy. Give plenty of space to Stander, whose

recent comedy roles have won him a following.

NONNIE.

Hollywood Preview

GIRL'S DORMITORY

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Heavy and effective story

on the order of "These Three" . . . Has

sfong appeal for women, but will in-

terest males as well . . . Acting excel-

lent . . . Rates • • +

20th Century-Fox

63 Minutes

Herbert Marshall . . . Ruth Chatterton . . .

Si mo no Simon . . . Constance Collier . , .

J. Edward Bromberg . . . Dixie Dunbar . . .

John Qualen . . . Shirley Deane

Directed by Irving Cummings

This rates with "These Three" as a problem

story. Handled delicately under the sensitive

direction of Irving Cummings and boasting

three magnificent performances by the lead-

ing payers, "Girl's Dormitory" emerges as

topnotch entertainment. While its appeal is

directed chiefly to women, it will prove en-

grossing to men as well. The film has been

given a strong publicity campaign because it

serves to introduce Simone Simon, talented

young French actress. Her debut is lauda-

tory, displaying extraordinary ability that

promises much for her future. Between two

such experienced performers as Marshall and

Chatterton, who also are at their best the

youg lady more than holds her own, domin-

ating practically every scene in which she

appears. She plays the role of a 14 year old

girl, attendant in a Teutonic school for girls,

who is secretly in love with the director,

Marshall. A passionate love letter she writes

to an anonymous man is discovered and the

school suffers disgrace. She confesses that it

was an imaginary letter written to the di-

rector, who is loved by Chatterton. Simone

runs away, but is brought back by Marshall,

who confesses that he loves her too. The

action moves at rather a fast pace, with

little footage wasted on incidental plot. It

runs only 63 minutes. In the supporting

cast, J. Edward Bromberg and Constance

Collier are noteworthy.

AD TIPS: Sell the dramatic story on sensational

angles; it is juicy. Simone Simon can justly be hailed

as a brilliant new discovery. Sell her strong.

HANNA (Hollywood).

CHARLIE CHAN AT THE
RACE TRACK

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY . . Not up to recent Chans

. . . Will barely satisfy the Oriental

sleuth's fans . . . Rates • •

20th Century-Fox

70 Minutes

Warner Oland . . . Keye Luke . . .

Alan Dinehart

Directed by H. Bruce Humberstone

This is a bit below the standard set by

recent Charlie Chan epics. The shrewd, in-

gratitating performance of Warner Oland

alone saves this from being a less than inter-

esting mystery yarn. As it is, he is on the

screen most of the time and, whether he be

in some foreign land, at the circus or the

race track, the Chan of Oland is something

to delight and entertain. This time the

mystery is concerned with crooked gamblers

who do the horse switching act as exposed

recently in March of Time. Charlie, of

course, gets his man, even if one or two of

the events leading up to the capture test

the elasticity of the spectator's imagination.

Keye Luke, as the sleuth's son, is fast be-

coming an integral part of this Chan saga

and this one is no exception. He has a very

funny sequence with a laundry wagon that

is loaded with fireworks. Alan Dinehart

turns in one of his patented smoothie per-

formances. "Chan at the Race Track" can

be counted on for average grosses in the

spots where they like the series.

AD TIPS: Sell the popular Chan and feature his

son-assistant. There is a strong angle in the race

horse "fixing." Ask the question: "Are Horse Races

'Fixed' "?

NONNIE.

Honest . . . Impartial!

REVIEWS
You Can Trust
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K. C. Ruling Regarded

As Setback for Indies

The decision of Federal Judge Otis of the

U. S. District Court in Kansas City uphold-

ing the right of distributors to sell Fox

Mid-west Theatres on any clearance terms

they desire is regarded by the independent

exhibitor leaders as a setback for the small

theatre owners competing with chains.

The verdict came in the suit brought by

Emanuel Rolsky, et al., against Fox Mid-

west and a group of major distributors. The

plaintiffs claimed that the uniformity of the

clearance provisions in the contracts between

the distributors and the circuit proved a

conspiracy in violation of the Anti-Trust

Laws. It was argued that independents could

not buy product ahead of the chain on any

conditions.

Judge Otis declared that the film com-

panies are entitled to sell to anyone they

desire and under any terms in accordance

with their copyright privileges. He saw no

conspiracy, only coincidence, in the fact that

the various contracts were almost identical

in their production clauses.

52 ISSUES
$2.00

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Astor Settlement Near
Hollywood, Aug. 11.—Reports here indi-

cate that a settlement of the Mary Astor

suit against her former husband, Dr. Frank-

lyn Thorpe, for custody of their child is

near. Considerable pressure is believed to

have been brought upon both parties to

settle their differences without further

smearing their names or those of others al-

legedly implicated in their shattered mar-

riage.

Hearings have been suspended for two

days now and it is anticipated that they will

not be resumed.

Ambassador, Phila., Switch

The Ambassador, Phila., passes from con-

trol of the Forte Brothers the latter part of

August, according to Arthur Arnold, at-

torney. William I. Greenfield is reported to

be the new operator.

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

{Continned from page 2)

gymnasiums and Y's for body building and

self-defense tie-ups.

PRINTED STUFF

Print phoney fight tickets.

Follow up that "women in the lives of

fighters" angle by printing a flash herald

with the stills of Dempsey, Louis, Baer and

copy about their careers being wrecked by

women. It will make them read it through

and through, so work in your tie-up with

the picture in subtle manner.

That's about all. Remember, "The Two-
Fisted Gentleman" will get you plenty of

dough if you get the ladies interested in him.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

WHAT THE NEWSPAPER
CRITICS SAY:

(Continued from page 5)

"THE FINAL HOUR" (Columbia)

".
. . Routine melodrama in which Ralph

Bellamy in the role of a lawyer sinks to the

gutter because of a faithless wife and is re-

generated thru the kind offices of a girl whom
he had once befriended . .

."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... Reasonably interesting murder mystery

. . . Moves at a lively pace. Is good run-of-the-

mill entertainment . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Pretty crude murder mystery stuff . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"RHYTHM ON THE RANGE"
(Paramount)

".
. . Just another passable Bing Crosby ve-

hicle in which that dashing cowhand darts thru

rodeo, song and love with equal abandon . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Crooning cowboys, rural romance and

musical comedy merriment galore . . . Good."

N. Y. POST.

". . . Good, light entertainment in which there

is more rhythm than reason . . . Chief attrac-

tion is Bing's singing plus the introduction of

two new comedians, Bob Burns and Martha

Raye, who have some hilarious bits of comedy."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"BENGAL TIGER" (Warner's)

". . . Pretty bad ... A lot of silly pother

about some trivial melodramatics no more sig-

nificant than the usual romantic highjinks found

in penny shockers . . . An awful waste of

talented players . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

". . . Fair eternal triangle with circus back-

ground . . . Tiger wrestling scenes moderately

thrilling; but whole plot too familiar . .
."

N. Y. POST.
"... Gory animal picture a fair "thriller."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"GRAND JURY" (RKO)

". . . Weak "purpose" film ... A cinematic

indictment against the laxity allowed by civic

governments in the prosecution of racketeers,

with a good deal more thought on projecting

Fred Stone's comic artistry than on the serious-

ness of the subject matter . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Nothing startlingly novel . . . Holly-

wood continues its serio-comic campaign against

organized crime . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Drama of crime and rackets and the

part the average citizen can play in stamping

them out . . . Fred Stone's characterization good;

but picture only fair . .
."

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR.

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1 3 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamctker

GRAVENSTINE THREATENS SUIT-
GEORGE GRAVENSTINE is contemplating

legal action against Fox Films for refusal to

abide by their contract to supply film to his

Carman Theatre. He claims the exchange is al-

lowing Warners to run product due him . . .

The Boyd closes Sunday night for four days

prior to opening of "Anthony Adverse" . . .

Getting new carpets and sound . . . The York-

town is closed for enlargement, complete reno-

vation and installation of new sound equipment

and will reopen Sept. 4th . . . Germantown re-

opens August 15th with new and improved

sound installation . . . JACK COHEN has pur-

chased the Embassy, Jenkintown . . . Quality

Premium's 6th Annual Dish Show is really

sumpin' to see and admire. Credit is due the

ingenuity of DAVE BARRIST for the arrange-

ment and the workmanship of BILL TRIPLER
for the handsome display . . . CHARLES GOOD-
WIN is due back from Europe on the 27th . . .

JAY EMANUEL is back from Europe and look-

ing healthy . . . LEWEN PIZOR says he likes

to see his name in this paper, so here 'tis . . .

SIMON LIBROS returned from vacation Mon-

day in the well known "pink" and immediately

plunged into his labors of printing and lobby

displaying . . . The hay fever victims are strain-

ing at the leash and will start their annual

migration to the hills next week . . .JOHNNY
ROBERTS, booker for Comerford, seriously ill

with intestinal influenza at his Scranton home

. . . HAROLD SEIDENBERG still manager at

the Fox despite change to Warner management

. . . HARRY WEINER's golf team will meet

OSCAR NEUFELD's club swingers Aug. 2 3 rd at

Ashbourne Country Club. WEINER's team con-

sists of himself, DAVE MILGRAM, JIM CLARK,

TED SCHLANGER, PERCY BLOCH and DAVE
MOLIVER. OSCAR'S bunch includes BILL

WOLF, JACK McFADDEN, SAM LEFKO, BILL

DOYLE, JOE SCHAEFER, JOHNNY BACH-

MAN, LARRY DAILY, and, of course, OSCAR.

The bald pated wag of Vine Street also has AL

DAVIS and BILL CLARK in reserve . . . Pre-

mium Sales Corp. folded with LEW FOXMAN
and JAY RENTER about to re-open at same ad-

dress after lease adjustment . . . BILL DEVEN-
SHIRE, formerly with HERB GIVEN, now with

JOHN GOLDER as salesman . . . CHARLES
KIRKEL will positively build that new Media

house . . . SPANISH INN near MOSCOW, Pa.

will show short subjects three days a week.

No animal pix will be shown, lest drunks think

they're seeing pink elephants . . . MURRAY
DIAMOND of Metro Premiums has signed quite

a few deals on the attractive "Golden Glow"

dishes . . . ERNY and NOLEN's new Renel

Theatre up on North Ogontz Avenue now taking

definite form and viewed in awe by natives

. . . Quality Premium moves within a month.

National-Penn taking over their present quarters

. . . The HEENAN Bros, arc right on the job

ready to cash in on prints of "THOSE WE
LOVE" with the scandalized MARY ASTOR . . .

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

WARREN NICHOLS is seen in the film dis-

trict almost every Friday despite the fact that

he is leaving his cool retreat in Peterboro, New
Hampshire for the heat and humidity of Boston

. . . The August Bulletin of Independent Ex-

hibitors has aroused the exhibitors considerably

—to put it mildly. Metro and Paramount are

the chief objects of denunciation . . . BILL HAR-
WOOD, owner of the Strand Theatre in Gard-
ner, Maine, came down to say "hello" to his

many friends and, incidentally, transact a little

business . . . HARRY ZEITZ was also very much
in evidence. Harry runs the State in New Bed-

ford in case you don't know . . . There is a

very definite rumor that E. M. Loew Theatres,

Inc. are going to construct a new theatre in

Winchester. And these definite rumors have a

habit of being true . . . BEN ABRAHAMS, sales-

man for Warners, had a bit of tough luck. He
fell down accidentally—result; a very painful

split lip. LARRY HERMAN, booker for RALPH
SNIDER, takes his work very seriously. He
hardly misses a picture shown in the film dis-

trict . . . ALLAN DAVIDSON came up from
New York for a vacation. His brother, Harold,

is very well known hereabouts and represents

the General Talking Picture Corporation.

Republic Trade Shows 'Heart'

Republic will hold a trade showing of

the Talley-Bartlett musical "Follow Your

Heart" at the Astor Theatre, N. Y., Thurs-

day morning.

Plans are being made to hold similar pre-

views in Philadelphia and several other ex-

change centers. The Phila. showing may

take place next week.

Hy Daab Loses Father

Philip Daab, father of Hy, popular adver-

tising director of Columbia Pictures, died

last Sunday at his home in Woodcliff, N. J.,

at the age of 71. He was a former news-

paper publisher.

BENNY HARRIS feels neglected because he

hasn't been mentioned here for a week or so.

We're sorry . . . HARRY FELT, who is doing

nicely out at the Park Theatre, Highland Park,

Pa., likewise "commanded" a showing of his

moniker herein. Anybody else, we've overlooked

recently? . . . DAVE MILGRAM denies that the

Lorraine is leaving his chain . . . Genial SKIP

WESHNER won't be pinned down to affirming

or denying the rumored Mastbaum re-opening.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

i

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-
pleasant odors in vour theatre. Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.
Lombard 7554.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FKEmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

122 5 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TIME
SAVE

ENERGY
INSURANCE

WORRY
MONEY

H

Economically Sensible

for All Your Deliveries

to Be Made by

ORL ACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

TWA

Motor Carrier Agents for

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to Coast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public. Phila.

Member National Film Carriers, hie.



"Last of the Red Hot Mamas"

MILLION DOLLAR STAR NAME
in a Sparkling Comedy Romance

Sings

4 Brand New Hits

"My Extraordinary Man"
"Louisville Lady"

"Georgia Gigolo"

"Imagine My Embarrassment"

She's Mae West's Rival!

IN

GAY LCVE 9 9

PHILADELPHIA

MASTERPIECE
FILM ATTRACTIONS

1329 Vine Street

Released by
WASHINGTON

TRIO PRODUCTIONS
Incorporated

203 Eye Street, N. W.
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Admission Increases

From many parts of the country come indica-

tions that the return of a fair degree of prosperity

to picture business is encouraging both major

chains and independents to toy with the idea of

increasing admission prices. Timid steps in this

direction were taken by New York exhibitors last

week by eliminating "Early Bird" matineees and

advancing the hour at which evening prices be-

come effective. In other spots bolder moves are

considered and, under the initiative of the affil-

iated circuits, a tendency in the direction of higher

admissions generally has been created.

No one will argue reasonably that the entire

industry does not stand to gain much if all thea-

tre admissions are increased— and attendance

does not drop off. That is the rub!

Millions of people in the country are on relief

or working for extremely low wages on Govern-

ment sponsored projects. A very, very substan-

tial portion of the patronage of the average small

town or neighborhood movie house is derived

from this element. The improvement in business

conditions that has advanced the lot of the middle

and wealthier classes has not yet seeped through

to the millions who must count their pennies to

make ends meet each week.

It will be extremely inadvisable for operators

of theatres in locations where such people com-

pose the bulk of the population to consider a price

lift at this time. The rise should start at the top.

A price increase in the upper brackets may be

opportune, but the small fellow must watch his

step for the next six months or more.

The Phila. Merger
The two yeci' old split in Philadelphia exhibitor

ranks has been healed! The M.P.T.O. and the

I.E.P.A. are now one body, and those who have
argued that unity must be achieved at any price

have their wish.

Anyone who speaks confidentially with any
large number of independent exhibitors in the

Phila. territory can have no doubt that most of

them view the merger with a skepticism born of

their recollection of previous organization failures.

Several have declared that they would rather

have no organization than one which is ineffect-

ual because of lack of initiative or one that is

controlled by the producers of their affiliated thea-

tre chains.

But, the fair-minded exhibitor generally is will-

ing to give the new group a chance to prove it-

self for what it will ultimately be. Every inde-

pendent ardently desires to have a strong organ-

ization, standing ready to protect their interests.

With such justification, they argue that the big

fellows have the means for taking care of them-

selves, that the small man in the film industry

needs honest, aggressive leadership.

A clear sighted and practical study of the prob-

lem of businessmen's organization reveals the

fact that in most cases the members are too oc-

cupied with their own everyday affairs to lend

much time or thought to the operations of their

organization. Rather do they look to their leaders

to lead. This is certainly no less true of theatre

owners' groups than of the average in other fields.

Therefore, it is upon the shoulders of the men
who have undertaken to direct the affair of the

new Phila. body that responsibility for its accomp-

lishments or its failure will rest, fully and unmis-

takably.

MO WAX.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department is to bring forcefully to the attention of tbeatremen those pictures which are ordinarily

overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aim., to point out the latent

exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you

the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

GENTLEMAN FROM LOUISIANA, The, Republic, 65 Min.

Eddie Quillan, Charlotte Henry, Chic Sale, John Miljan

THEY'RE OFF!

And a dozen handsome thoroughbreds

break the barrier and are away on a thrill-

ing race. On the back of "Lucky Linda"

rides Tod Sloan, an unknown youngster

with a flaming desire to be a great jockey.

The others ride sitting erect, but Sloan

crouches forward, bearing his weight for-

ward on the animal's neck. This method of

riding has never been seen before and the

crowd roars with laughter. But, slowly and

surely "Lucky Linda" passes the field and

races down the stretch an easy winner.

Thus was born the modern method of

riding race horses and "The Gentlcmin

From Louisiana" tells the story of that boy

Tod Sloan ... his ambition . . . rise to

fame . . . heart-break . . . and comeback.

Boys, this hasn't any hidden angle we

can give you. It's right on the face of the

story and it makes for THRILLS . . . EX-
CITEMENT ... and DRAMA. Nothing

sets the blood of men and women tingling

as fast as the charge of beautiful thorough-

breds racing neck and neck down the

stretch. Young and old, they come up out

of their seats and cheer at the track. On
film, an exciting race will bring them out

to the edge of their seats, so sell them

HORSE RACING A-PLENTY ! !

!

In the cast you've got Eddie Quillan, one

of the most sympathetic young actors on

the screen today, and this film marks his

comeback to stardom. He's the perfect

jockey and he makes the famed Tod Sloan

live and breathe again. There's Chic Sale

as the Deacon, pal of the jockey and one of

the sure-fire laugh-getters in pictures. He's

tops in this.

The story is placed in the Gay Nineties

and such famous characters of that day as

'Diamond Jim' Brady, John L. Sullivan and

Steve Brodie flash across the screen. It lends

color and gives you additional selling points.

Listen, guys, dig out every old horse race

stunt you might have pulled or heard about

and set them going all over again. We'll

remind you of a few, but don't stop at

these. "Gent" will pay you nice dividends

if you'll go out and sell, make them horse

race conscious and they'll flock in.

STREET BALLY

Tie up with your local riding academy

to supply four or five good-looking horses

on which you place young boys dressed in

jockey costumes. Put a number on each

horse and have the copy on oilcloth blankets

hanging down the sides of the animals.

Parade them single file down the main

streets. Copy: "The Most Thrilling Horse

Races Ever Filmed" . . . "You'll Cheer

Until You're Hoarse" . . . "This Is A
Sure Bet" . . . "Don't Miss 'Gentleman

From Louisiana' ... At Strand Theatre,

Fri-Sat-Sun."

LOBBY AND INSIDE

There are still a few harness shops in ex-

istence, so locate the one in your town and

tie up for a display of all sorts of riding

paraphernalia in the lobby. They may also

have some pictures of horses and riding

equipment. These will add color to such a

display.

Now here's one that will get you a whale

of attention and shouldn't cost you more

than a couple of dollars—if that. There are

many pin ball machines around based on

horse racing. Rent several of these and

place them in your lobby a week in ad-

vance of showing. Place an usher in charge

with slugs (or you can have the device that

requires a nickel to be inserted removed)

and give every patron a chance. Signs

should explain that every person getting

over a certain score wins a pass to see

"Gent." Don't use the eight or ten marbles

that are usually in such machines, but re-

move four or five to speed up the game.

And make the winning score a reasonable

one.

PRINTED MATTER

There's a wealth of trick heralds and teas-

ers that can be gotten out on a horse rac-

ing picture.

(Continued on page 6)

I
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DOGS WON'T RUN IN JERSEY

Court Bars 'Option' Stunt . . .

The racing hounds won't run in New Jersey with somebody's

two dollars and a lot of theatre receipts being lost on them, Vice

Chancellor Buchanan of Trenton ruled on Tuesday. The track

promoters' scheme to sell "options" on the dogs, conceived for the

purpose of circumventing the anti-gambling laws, contains pos-

sibilities of gambling and therefore cannot be approved, it was

held by the Vice Chancellor.

Exhibitors in Jersey, led by Allied, have been battling against

the threat of dog racing competition for several years and this

time it appeared that they might be defeated by the ingenious

"option purchase" plan to permit wagers to be laid, indirectly, on

the greyhounds. Under this scheme, the bettor buys an option on

a dog. If the dog runs first, second or third, the track agrees to

"repurchase" the option at a certain price.

Court Sees Disguise . . .

The Vice Chancellor's ruling was handed down in an action

brought by the Long Branch Kennel Club asking an injunction

to restrain the sheriff, prosecutor and mayor of Long Branch from

halting operation of the "option" plan at the track. Lawyers for

the Atlantic City Boardwalk Merchants Ass'n were also present

and asked that their group be made a party to the suit, because

a track would open at the seashore resort if the promoters were

successful in their action This, they argued, would result in seri-

ous damage to A.C. businesses.

"The Court is not convinced, to say the least, that it is not

the intent and expectation of the Kennel Club to carry on the

business of betting under the guise and form of the sales and

purchases mentioned," Vice Chancellor Buchanan stated.

"Its proofs are not frank, open, full and complete. Consid-

eration of the proofs leaves it reasonably to be inferred that it

does not intend to 'make offers to repurchase' options on dogs that

do not come in first, second or third in a race."

PHILA. EXHIBS MERGED
After Two Years . . .

After two years of a knock down-drag out battle between the

M.P.T.O. unit and a large group of independents (known vari-

ously as the I.E.P.A., the I.M.P.T.O. and the I.T.O.), the exhibitor

organization situation in the Philadelphia territory this week
boomeranged back virtually to where it started.

At meetings of both groups held today (Wed.) amalgamation

was voted on and committees appointed with full powers to

effectuate the plan for merging. They meet Thursday and un-

doubtedly no hitch will be allowed to stand in the way of com-

pletion of the plan.

Pizor Slated for Presidency . . .

No one individual will emerge from the two-year-old fracas

with keener satisfaction than Lewen Pizor, who is regarded as a

certainty for the president's chair in the combined body. It was

over his alleged domination of the M.P.T.O. that much of the

tumult raged at the time of the split. Further, it was only the

strength of Pizor's determination that prevented the merging of

the groups last December, when he was stripped of any influence

in the proposed combination. This is his victory.

Another man who may justly claim the merger as a personal

triumph is Charles Segali, who worked tirelessly for many months

to bring the units together. He will be chairman of the new
board of directors.

M.P.T.O. in Control . . .

Almost throughout the new United M.P.T.O. will be con-

trolled by members of the M.P.T.O. A majority of the board

and practically all the officers will be from that group. Warner

Bros, and other affiliated theatre groups are members and Ted
Schlanger, local WB boss, will probably play an important role in

the body's affairs.

One of the amendments to the first plan, which provided that

no charter member could be expelled, now allows for expulsion

upon vote of 75 percent of the members.

N. E. UNIT HITS STARS ON AIR

'Serious Inroads' . . .

Joining the ever-growing list of exhibitor units on record

against radio competition created by movie stars on the air, Allied

of New England passed a resolution last week pointing out that

appearances of film stars on radio programs is making "serious

inroads on motion picture industry grosses."

Producers, to whom copies of the resolution were sent, are

asked to incorporate clauses restraining stars from broadcasting.

Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O. A., also registered

an opinion that radio competition is keeping people at home to

hear their favorites for nothing, rather than pay a theatre admis-

sion to see them.

Issued weekly at 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittcnhouse 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor;
Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamaker, Associate Editors. New York Office: 1658 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3094.
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N. J. ALLIED'S CONVENTION
To Discuss Film Terms . . .

"With film demands becoming increasingly exorbitant, exhibi-

tors are more than ever aware of the value of meeting together,

exchanging ideas and information, and laying plans to keep the

independent exhibitor in business," states Lee W. Newbury, presi-

dent of Allied of New Jersey, in the organization's current bulle-

tin. The subject which prompts his remarks is the forthcoming

convention of the group, slated to be held at the Traymore Hotel,

Atlantic City, September 9-10-11.

"The Allied national convention in Cleveland in June demon-

strated beyond doubt the great strength of the independent exhibi-

tors of the country," the bulletin declares. "The problems of

New Jersey theatre owners and of other eastern exhibitors are the

same as those the country over; film, taxation, legislation, the

ever-growing monopoly. Only with unified action and the whole-

hearted interest and cooperation of each and every independent

exhibitor can we hope to solve our major problems.

"You should be at the Hotel Traymore in Atlantic City when

the roll is called," Newbury advises in conclusion. Yes, you

should!

G<N TO SELL GROUPS
First Sales Parley . . .

The new Grand National Films held its first sales convention

at the Warwick Hotel, N. Y., on Monday and Tuesday and issued

some primary information on its policy and product for the

1936-37 season.

"Each producer for Grand National will have its own indi-

vidual product sold separately," stated Carl Leserman, the youth-

ful looking vice-president in charge of distribution. And this

was interpreted to mean that the G-N policy would be similar

to that of United Artists, since the producers in both cases have

profit-sharing arrangements with the parent companies.

Among the other announcements made by Leserman was the

one that the budget on the first James Cagney vehicle, "Great

Guy," would run to $45 0,000 or more. The script for this film

is now in preparation and the star, who attended the sales confab,

will leave for the studio within the next few weeks.

Releases Scheduled . . .

In addition to Leserman, who presided, the meeting was ad-

dressed by James Winn, Eastern division sales manager, and Ed-

ward Finney, producer and director of advertising and publicity.

In attendance were the exchange managers of the eastern, mid-

western and southern divisions, among them John Bachman of

Philadelphia, I. Levine of New Haven and Harry Brown of Wash-
ington.

Dates of the first 17 releases were announced, starting with

"The Devil on Horseback," a George Hirliman production, which

goes out September 22nd.

In order, the others follow:

Sept. 29: "White Legion," with Tala Bircll and Ian Keith; B. F.

Zeidman production.

Oct. f>: "Yellow Cargo," with Conrad Nagel; Hirliman.

Oct. 13: "Captain Calamity," a Hirliman color picture.

Oct. 20: "In His Steps," with Cecelia Parker and Eric Linden;

Zeidman.

Oct. 27: "Call Me Arizona," western, with Tex Ritter; Edward

Finney.

Nov. 4: "We're in the Legion Now," Hirliman color film.

Nov. 10: "Five Little Peppers," Zeidman.

Nov. 17: "Great Guy," with James Cagney.

Nov. 24: "Hats Off," musical; Boris Petroff.

Dec. 3: "Twenty Three and a Half Hours' Leave," Douglas

MacLean.

Dec. 7: "Naval Spy," with Conrad Nagel; Hirliman.

Dec. 10: "Sing Cowboy Sing," with Tex Ritter; Finney.

Dec. 17: "Snow Covered Wagons," produced by Lorenz Del Riccio.

Dec. 24: "China," MacLean.

Jan. 1 : "Grand Canyon," Hirliman color film.

Jan. 8: "Murder With Music," musical; Petroff.

GRAND NATIONAL MEN AT SALES CONCLAVE

In this group of Grand National executives and exchange managers, ue spot

the following: Carl M. Leserman, vice-president ; Edward Finney, producer

and ad head; James Winn, Eastern sales manager; Stanley Hatch, supervisor of

branch operations; John Bachman of Phila.; I. Levine of New Haven; Harry

Brou n of Washington, and Morris Epstein of New York.

SKOURAS-WARNERS TAKE RCA

One Service; Other Equipment . . .

Two important deals were announced by RCA Photophone

this week. One provides for the servicing Erpi equipment in

300 Skouras-operated Fox Theatres in the middle west and west;

the other deal involved the installation of the latest RCA equip-

ment in 13 important Warner houses in the east.

The Skouras contract is the first which RCA has ever signed

for servicing a large circuit using another brand of equipment.

Under the arrangement, RCA service engineers will make periodic

check-up calls and be available for emergency service, without

charge, whenever necessary. Spare replacement parts will be

stored at strategic points throughout the country for emergencies.

The Warner installations are of the new standard High Fidel-

ity System, with rotary stabilizer sound head and a new two-way

cellular type loud speaker, which insures uniformly high quality

sound reproduction.

Tests of this equipment were secretly made in the Strand,

N. Y., and Stanley, Phila.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"HIS BROTHER'S WIFE" (M-G-M)

".
. . Box-office bullseye ... A romantic ab-

surdity . . . For all its outrageous implausibility

it has been smoothly directed by W. S. Van

Dyke . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"The beautiful Mr. Robert Taylor, the love-

liest screen hero of the season, the entrancing

juvenile who causes young women to swoon and

strong men to snarl in a safely old-fashioned

romantic triangle that suffers from lack of vital-

ity; and in which Mr. Taylor never forgets his

charm . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Astonishingly insignificant picture with

ace cast and direction . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

» ::• * ::•

"CHARLIE CHAN AT THE
RACE TRACK (20th Century-Fox)

"Without Warner Oland would be a terrible

bore . . . His human and humorous characteri-

zation make the plot not only bearable but even,

at times, engrossing . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Nothing to get excited about . .
."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . Wholesome film document of Charlie's

umpteenth and latest adventure for the family

trade . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

"CHINA CLIPPER" (Warner's)

". . . Documents dramatic story of a trans-

pacific flight . . . Adds the veriest trace of melo-

drama to season an epic of the commercial air-

ways . . . O'Brien contributes a tense portrait."

N. Y. TIMES.

". . . Celebrates the glories of American trans-

Pacific aviation . . . O'Brien and supporting cast

give admirable performance . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

"... A stunning sequel to 'Ceiling Zero' . .
.'"

N. Y. MIRROR.

* a- * »

"I'D GIVE MY LIFE" (Paramount)

"... A sound standardized melodramatic idea,

moderately well worked out . .
."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

". . . Tom Brown and his associates make a

story which you can't quite bring yourself to

believe — and above-the-a verage melodramatic
photoplay . .

."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

". . . New version of 'The Noose' fair to

middling melodrama . . Performances are

good . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

IHCULrWCCD IFILIICIK IEIBS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, August 18.

Startling is the result of the survey made this week which showed that the

number of all color pictures scheduled for next season, will be three to one

over last. With the first Technicolor film came poo poos from Exhibitors and

so called "smart guys," who stated that it was merely a passing fancy and

would be forgotten by next season. However the cinema village is color con-

scious with 1 1 major films scheduled to use color on next season's product.

Another interesting phase of this revolutionary stage of the industry is the fact

the Indie studios were among the first to realize and accept the new process

as an advantageous step forward in picture making.

Which brings us around to "Tom Sawyer," which Selznick International

are planning to film in color. The search is still on for the two boy leads.

Practically every lad over eight in Hollywood has been tested for the roles

but so far the ideal has not been found. So scouts were sent about the country

this week in the hope that perhaps a "Tom" or "Huck" might be dragged from

behind a Mississippi mud pile or from a Brooklyn street corner.

The stage comedian, Bert Lahr, has been signed to a long term contract at

Universal. His first assignment will be the top comedy role in "Top o' the

Town," a musical.

Vivienne Osborne is replacing Lyda Roberti in Paramount's "Champagne
Waltz." Roberti figured the part was too small and walked after two days

shooting. The delay was inconsequential and picture went right on.

Shirley Ross was signed to a long term contract at Paramount and starts

work Monday in "Hideaway Girl" opposite Lew Ayres. The torch singer was
borrowed by Paramount from M.G.M. and immediately upon the expiration of

her Metro contract signed her to a termer.

We understand that Sol Lesser will ask the same Exhibitor percentage as

R.K.O. demands with their Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers filmusicals, when he

releases "Rainbow on the River," the next Bobby Breen picture. The budget on

this one is the highest ever alloted by Lesser for any production. This may or

may not be a smart idea for the producer, but since the kid warbler has only

made one picture (which has gained some favorable audience reaction), how
can any Exhibitor know whether he can do it again? Even Sam Goldwyn and
a million dollars fizzled with Anna Sten on her second effort.

George Jessel, who seems to wander from studio to studio in Hollywood,

was signed this week by Universal on a three way ticket, producer, director

and writer. The comedian planed East to look over talent for his first picture,

a musical.

With Carl Laemmle out of Universal, the studio has been searching around

for a new trade mark. To replace the familiar plane circling the globe, the

studio finally decided upon a lion, a cub. No relation to Metro's famous Leo.

Jack Holt's first starrer for Larry Darmour goes into production this week.

William Nigh will direct the picture, based on the Alaskan migration of seals.

George R. Batcheller is moving his Chesterfield production from the R.K.O.

lot to Republic. He has started his first production on the new grounds, "Miss-

ing Girls," the Martin Mooney story. Roger Pryor is starring and Phil Rosen

directing.

Jack Mulhall has been engaged by Radio for an important role in "With-

out Orders." The former star, whose bit appearances during the last year,

were warmly greeted by picture audiences throughout the country, is making
vast strides in his comeback and his current assignment looks to be another

step along the steep climb he made once before.

Universal started "Flying Hostess," and "The Luckiest Girl in the World,

this week.

Sol Lesser is substituting Ralph Bellamy in the title role of "Wild Brian

Kent" because of delay in the return of Richard Arlen, who, after six months,

is still working in "The Great Divide," a British Production.
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Hollywood Preview

MUMMY'S BOYS

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY . . . Better story than re-

cent Wheeler-Woolsey epics have had

. . . Their antics the same, however . . .

Will satisfy their fans . . . Rates • •

in rural spots; less in cities.

RKO
63 Minutes

Bert Wheeler . . . Robert Woolsey . . .

Barbara Pepper . . . Moroni Olson . . .

Will Best

Directed by Fred Guiol

With a better, if patterned, story than is

usually handed these comics, Wheeler and

Woolsey have turned in a fairly funny film

in "Mummy's Boys." However, it is still

typically their brand of comedy and will

please their fans, probably annoy others.

This time, the boys give up their ditch-

digger jobs to join a scientific expedition to

Egypt. They are being constantly shadowed

by turbaned dark-skinned Egyptians; they

run afoul a mad scientist bent on wiping

out the expedition party; Wheeler falls in

love with the head scientist's daughter, and

the boys finally trap the crazed archeologist

in their midst by nailing him in a coffin.

It's all slightly crazy and gives the stars

ample opportunity to indulge in their well-

KORSON CLOSES FOR
C.C. BURR PRODUCT

Masterpiece and Trio exchanges, Phila.

and Wash., closed a deal last week to dis-

tribute two series of six features each to be

produced by Charles C. Burr of B. J. S.

Films. Ed Boreth represented Louis ('Pop')

Korson in negotiating the contract with

Burr in New York, where the producer also

set distribution deals with four other eastern

exchanges.

One of the groups will be westerns and

outdoor action pictures. The first of these

will be "Land of the Sky Blue Water,"

starring Harry Carey, Queenie Smith (of

'Showboat') and George Elridge. The sec-

ond group of six will be the "Crime and

Courage" detective series.

known madcap antics. Barbara Pepper

makes a good foil for the bespectacled Wool-

sey and competent love interest for Wheeler.

Moroni Olson is properly menacing as the

insane scientist. It's light, foolish fun for

those who like the boys. Elsewhere, it will

do as the second half of dual bills with a

drama.

AD TIPS: The Egyptian locale affords plenty of

chances for striking lobby displays. Dress two stooges

in Egyptian costumes and hare than parade the

streets with signs on their backs: "We're 'Mummy's

Boys' . . . Lost in Egypt . . . You'll find us at the

Ritz Theatre on Friday, Saturday."

HANNA (Hollywood).

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

Try the "Inside Information Direct From

The Track" teaser. The inside of this little

sheet lists "Lucky Linda" as a sure-winner

in "The Gentleman From Louisiana" and

tells something briefly about the picture.

The same can be done with the cover

headed: "A Sure Bet."

A folder, on the cover of which appears:

"Horse Racing Form. How Would you

like to win 100 for Only 25c?" Inside, of

course, you explain that the "100" refers

to "Thrills" in the "Gentleman From Louisi-

ana."

Cheaper, and perhaps every bit as effec-

tive, would be a small card with this on

one side: "Play Lucky Linda—A sure bet

for next Thurs-Fri or Sat." The other side

to carry title of the picture, cast and thea-

tre name in small type. Don't use any illus-

tractive mats on this type of throwaway.

There it is, fellows. "The Gent" has

dough hidden in it and it's your business (or

is it?) to dig it out. This CAN be sold for

heavy dough, so do it!$$$$$$

FLASH

!

EXTRA

!

New York (Extra).—R. F. "Pete"

Woodhull, former president M. P. T.

O. A., died suddenly this evening

(Wed.)

Republic to Show 'Heart'

To Phila. Exhibs Monday
Herman Gluckman, Harry LaVine and

Republic Pictures will play host to Philadel-

phia exhibitors Monday morning, 1 1 A. M.,

at the Aldine Theatre, when a preview

showing of "Follow Your Heart," the Mar-

ion Talley-Michael Bartlett musical, will be

held.

Weiss Completes Serial

Louis Weiss finished shooting yesterday on

"The Black Coin," his third Weiss-Mintz

serial of the year. Ralph Graves, Ruth Mix,

Dave O'Brien, Clara Kimball Young, Rob-

ert Frazer, Robert Walker, Bryant Wash-

burn and Yakima Canutt head the cast.

Albert Herman directed the production.

"The Black Coin," distributed through state

rights exchanges by Stage & Screen Produc-

tions, Inc., will be released immediately

after "The Clutching Hand," the current

Weiss-Mintz serial.

CLEM'S
INDEPENDENT THEATRE SUPPLY HOUSE

1224 Vine Street. Philadelphia

"Everything From Street to Screen"

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

2 50 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
23 15 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
1 3 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY

By Nonamaker

FREE SHOW

—

Republic's HARRY LA VINE will be host to

an invited audience of exhibitors, critics, their

friends and others at trade showing of "Follow

Your Heart," next Monday, August 24, 193 6,

at 11.00 A.M. at the Aldine Theatre . . . WILLIE
FRIEDMAN recovering slowly from nervous

breakdown. Will be away for about another

month . . . BERT HUSTLER on the street with

broken arm cast very unusually in a brace worn

on his hip. Caused by automobile accident over

a month ago . . . Horlacher's now servicing

CHARLIE STEIFEL's theatres—the Venice and

the Regis . . . JOHNNY BACHMAN in New
York at Grand National convention . . . AL
BLOFSON on vacation at Atlantic City . . .

A new theatre may be built at West York, Pa.

. . . GEORGE AARONS back on the street with

bandaged eye, after weeks of illness . . .

JOHNNY ROBERTS, Comerford booker, re-

covering from illness . . . LOU BLAUSTEIN
on the street Monday after long illness. Every-

one glad to see him . . . AL DAVIS mourning

temporary absence of his wife, who is away . . .

CONNOLLY'S has girl soda jerker . . . Reno-

vations at Horlacher's gives JIM CLARK a closed

in private office and OSCAR NEUFELD a private

secretary . . . JOE BURKE, Fox auditor and JOE
LEON, Universal, organized a fishing party at

Atlantic City last Sunday . . . CLYDE McCROK,
sound experts and record dealers, moving soon

to Summer Street, from their present 13th Street

location . . . BILL WOLF and wife back from

motor tour of Maine . . . HENRY MURDOCK,
Ledger, and JEFF KEEN, News, Philly critics,

back from vacations . . . GEORGE SOBEL going

to Saratoga Springs . . . FRANK BUEHLER
away on vacation. To remain associated with

AL BOYD enterprises upon his return . . . Fay's

opens Sept. 4th. So does Nixon's Grand with

Ethel Waters; and the Lincoln with Bill Robin-

son, billed as "Shirley Temple's dancing teacher"

. . . This Robert Taylor feller has exhibs break-

ing their necks trying to date in anything and

everything he has appeared in . . . HARRY
WAXMAN is raving about biz he did on U's

"There's Always Tomorrow," a Taylor opus, at

the Hollywood, A. C.

WARNER NOTES

—

HARRY GOLDBERG, Warner ad ace, in local

area promoted to similar job in their N. Y. office

. . . STEVE BARUTIO, former manager of the

Boyd promoted to district managership for War-
ners . . . MAURICE GABLE moves over to the

Boyd from the Palace . . . with DICK KIRSCH
coming in from the Imperial to handle the

Palace . . . W. RALPH AIKEN, National Thea-

tre Supply, just returned from a motor trip to

Canada and the Quintuplets . . . GEORGE
CALVIN LEWIS from same place vacationing at

Alexandria, Va. and FRANCES PAUL also from

there, just back from vacation at A. C. . . .

Paint ducking season is on as Vine Street gets

annual coating . . . JOHNNY EHRLICH'S white

shirt was futuristically streaked with green the

other day . . . CHARLIE GOLDFINE got mad
at a pin ball machine to the extent of requiring

4 stitches in his hand . . . Rumor of the week
has S-W re-opening the Met to give North Broad
Street some more competition.

FROM BOSTON
By Bruce

JACK RABINOWITZ came up from Woon-
socket the other day to do some booking. It is

his proud boast that he "never pulls his dates."

We couldn't make out whether his eye twitched

or not . . . Gaumont-British is going places.

Leave it to JOHN SCULLY to sign up the entire

Schine circuit on his recent visit to Gloversville,

N. Y. He sold fifty-three situations as against

only nine last year . . . WELDON WATERS
has been in Boston the past few weeks strug-

gling with the Paramount poster rental service.

Matters seem to be pretty well in hand for he

goes back to the home office shortly . . . HY
YOUNG seems to be perfectly spotted in his

new position as office manager for Columbia.

Paramount's loss is Columbia's gain . . . Warner's

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" did exception-

ally well in Boston last season. Reason: NAN
COHN was handling the publicity. Accordingly,

it seems that "Romeo and Juliet," M-G-M's out-

standing picture, is in for big grosses when it

opens at the Colonial on August 3 0th. Reason:

Nan Cohn . . . ABE SPITZ, one of the oldest ex-

hibitors hereabouts, is due for a pleasant sur-

prise very soon . . . BILL McLAUGHLIN had a

birthday not so long ago. Ask to see what his

wife gave him. It's a beauty . . . PHIL BERLER
is spending his vacation at the Breakers in

Swampscott. Max Finn is still commuting. Bet

Phil rubs it in . . . PHIL SMITH of Academy
Pictures was in good humor the other morning.

Why shouldn't he be. NATE YAMINS has

bought the first four runs of Chesterfield-Invinc-

ible product. Interstate and E. M. Loew have

purchased all over. It looks as if the inde-

pendents are signing up fast. Anyhow, "it looks

like a good year," remarked Phil. A New Haven
office has been opened by Phil to handle Chester-

field-Invincible product. HARRY GIBBS is in

the managerial chair . . . Tireless E. M. LOEW
is business tripping in New York for several

days. His secretary MRS. JOHN TRAGER, the

former Ada Hurwitz, has resigned to make a

career of her home life . . . NATE YAMINS
can get them for you wholesale. Ask MAURICE
WOLF. Nate got him a pair of slacks for $2.15

down in Fall River the other day. Maurice sent

him a check a few days later but Nate is not

fulfilling his agreement if such it was. Mr. Wolf
contends that Nate is not "standing behind the

pants" as he said he would . . . "Cloistered" is

now going into its third month at the Fine Arts

Theatre and every indication points to a run

until Labor Day. Manager GEORGE KRASKA
and his wife are in Europe on pleasure and

business son LEONARD is filling his father's

shoes meanwhile . . . MAX LEVENSON has re-

turned from a trip to Maine and what a tan

he has to show for it . . . FRANK LYDON,
owner of the Hamilton Theatre in Dorchester

has taken care of all his work for the next two
weeks. You will find him vacationing at Buz-

zards Bay. He admits he isn't making any money
. . . Drive-in theatres are proving popular.

There are rumors of two more, one at Pro-

vidence and one at Saugus. The Weymouth
Drive-In theatre is doing great business. Their

major problem is to get the patrons to leave.

Floodlights usually do the trick . . . ANDREW
TAGUE is opening a Spanish villa restaurant

at New Port, Vermont. Ho already has one in

his home town, St. Johnsbury.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to
theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

TRAILERS

Snappy, effective trailers; special low prices.
Film Service Co., 25th St. and Lehigh Ave.,
Phila., Pa., SAGamore 1653.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., KrankePs Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TIM K

SAVE
ENERGY

INSURANCE
WORRY

MONEY

H

Economically Sensible

for All Your Deliveries

to Be Made by

ORLACHE
Delivery Service R

INC.

PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

TWA

Motor Carrier Agents for

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to Coast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, Notary Public. Phila.

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.
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AS I SEE THEM REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING:— • Means POOR; © • Means AVERAGE; • % • Means GOOD; 0 ® ® © Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+ ) and Minus (— ) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews.
Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY WITH SONGS ... Has

great exploitation bet in Sophie Tucker,

who sings four hot Mae Westian songs

. . . Entertaining romantic comedy that

will satisfy generally . . . Rates • • +,

where Tucker's name means something;

less elsewhere.

Pam Pictures

68 Minutes

Florence Desmond . . . Sophie Tucker . . .

Ivor McLaren

Directed by Leslie Hiscott

With the sure-fire boxoffice name of

Sophie Tucker as the lure, this English-made

comedy with songs looks like a better than

average attraction for the cities if it is ex-

ploited. Rural spots, where the Tucker name

means less, will have to plug hard to get

fair grosses. "The Last of the Red-Hot

Mamas," as the robust blues singer is known,

puts over four hot numbers in typical Mae

West style, although one is wont to believe

that Mae got her technique from this vet-

eran. Miss Tucker has no part in the plot,

which is an amusing, well-written and di-

rected farce. Both in tempo and dialogue,

"Gay Love" is less British than most films

coming from the other side. In its leading

player, Florence Desmond, it reveals a

charming, clever young actress who should

net be overlooked by Hollywood much
longer. Her impersonations of Garbo, Zasu

Pitts and Mae West are adroit and delight-

ful. In the romantic and dramatic inter-

ludes she is likewise very capable. The plot

concerns the mixup between two sisters and

their fiances. The pleasure-loving girl who
is about to capture a nobleman in order to

pay her gambling debts, and the actress who
is constantly pursued by her faithful ad-

mirer. They get tangled and the flighty

girl emerges married to her sister's admirer,

while the actress gets her sister's nobleman.

While not exactly original, it has been

handled neatly and makes for pleasant en-

tertainment.

AD TIPS: Sell Sophie Tucker as the "Last of the

Red-Hoi Mamas." She's a million dollar boxoffice

name. Her four numbers are "My Extraordinary

Man," "Louisville Lady," "Georgia Gigolo" and
"Imagine My Embarrassment." Compare her to Mae
West and plug the angle that Mae learned her stuff

from Sophie.

IS A R TON.

Hollywood Preview Hollywood Prei tew

WALKING ON AIR

BOXOFFICE RATING
COMEDY WITH SONGS ... A spar-

kling, smart bit of fun that rates with

the year's better light comedies . . .

Won't be any great shakes at the b.o.,

however . . . Rates © • + where they

like fluffy comedies; much less else-

where.

RKO
68 Minutes

Gene Raymond . . . Ann Sothern . . .

Jessie Ralph . . . Henry Stephenson . . .

Gordon Jones . . . George Meeker . . .

Maxine Jennings

Directed by Joseph Santley

This smart, romantic comedy is one of

the smoothest bits of entertainment to come

out of the R.K.O. studio in a couple of

months. Its light, unimportant stuff with

several tuneful melodies sung by the prin-

cipals, but it will delight those who are

amused by flippant dialogue in a breezy,

slightly screwy story. To the scriptists and

their gags go chief honors, for the lines are

often funny. Their story is another one of

those headstrong daughter-stubborn father

disputes about who will make a suitable hus-

band for daughter. The father hires a pug

to accompany her, while the girl employs a

young man, who poses as a boorish French

count for the purpose of disgusting her

father. Of course, the young man is the

hero and the girl falls for him just about

the time he gets fed up with his job and

quits. He happens to be something of a

crooner and gets a radio job, at which the

girl discovers him. In a hilarious finish, he

gets his girl. Gene Raymond, in one of his

most ingratiating performances as the

phoney nobleman, should please his fans and

make new ones. His is a breezy, colorful

portrayal that will especially please the

ladies. Ann Sothern, as the wilfull daugh-

ter, is captivating and displays better than

average comedy talent. Henry Stephenson

and Jesse Ralph deliver their usual reliable

performances. It's a gay, fluffy bit of fun.

AD TIPS: Sell this a\ madcap comedy with song

hits. Street bally consisting of a number of young
men and girls with signs on their backs: "I'm Walk-
ing on Air."

IIANNA (I lolly wood).

GENTLEMAN
FROM LOUISIANA, The

BOXOFFICE RATING
HORSE RACING MELODRAMA . . .

Built around the life of Tod Sloan,

famed jockey . . . Human, natural

quality will please rural fans particu-

larly . . . Some exciting races . . . Rates

® ® for small towns; less in cities.

Republic

70 Minutes

Eddie Quillan . . . Chic Sale . . .

Charlotte Henry . . . John Miljan . . .

Marjorie Gateson . . . Charles Wilson

Directed by Irving Pichel

Clean, sympathetic entertainment that

will please generally. It hasn't much to offer

in the way of marquee names, but the simple

sincerity of the story and the acting will

bring favorable comment. Using life of Tod

Sloan, famous jockey of the gay nineties

who introduced the modern method of race

riding, as a basis, an interesting, occasionally

exciting yarn about horse racing and the

people who mingle in it has been fashioned.

The atmosphere of the period has been nicely

captured and one meets such characters as

Diamond Jim Brady, John L. Sullivan and

Steve Brodie. But these only form the back-

ground for the eventful story of Sloan's rise

to fame, his partnership in a famous riding

stable, his disgrace and disbarment from

riding and his ultimate comeback to win a

great race and the heart of the girl he loved

in silence. Eddie Quillan stages a signal

comeback of his own in the main role. He
is a fine young actor who deserves more good

roles. Chic Sale, minus his old Civil War
makeup, turns in a neat performance as the

Deacon, the jockey's pal. Charlotte Henry

is a winsome heroine, and John Miljan skips

through his villain's role as the one who first

steals Tod's sweetheart, then causes his dis-

grace. Irving Pichel has done an admirable

directing job in his first effort. The earlier

races are far better staged th:.n the final

one, which fails to create the excitement

that would have made the film a better one.

AD TIPS: The horse racing angle affords a world

of opportunities for lobby displays, street ballys.

Dress the ushers in jockey costumes a week in ad-

vance. Hire a fit horse from a local stable and dress

a rider in jockey outfit for street bally.

HANNA (Hollywood).

Additional Reviews on page 6
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Action ... Not Resolutions

!

It is true, perhaps, that exhibitors yell "wolf, wolf" so often about

film rentals that they hardly believe it themselves when the cry comes

from them in earnest.

This season they have cause to raise their voices and their eco-

nomic fists—against the policies of two major film companies Metro

and RKO, whose terms exceed the bounds not only of equity, but of

sound reason, too. The former with its first shot at 40 percent pictures,

and the latter company with its demands for increased rentals following

on the heels of its delivery of the worst major product of last season are

demonstrating a greed that is arousing exhibitors everywhere against

them and will ultimately bring about their deterioration unless they

succeed in ruining their customers first!

The recently merged United Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the

Eastern Penna. territory will hold its first general meeting next Wednes-

day, Sept. 2, for the expressed purpose of "protesting" against unrea-

sonable film rentals. It is a matter certainly worthy of the attention of

every independent exhibitor.

That meeting can be productive of resolutions or results. If it is

merely to be regarded as a good spot for one or two of the fluent organi-

zation leaders to deliver a bombastic, generalized harangue against all

the film companies, with a lively resolution to top it off, it will do every-

one more good to spend the day at the seashore. If definite ACTION

against the principal offenders is taken, the U.M.P.T.O. will find itself in

position to join hands with other groups like Allied of New England, who

are directing a strenuous campaign against the buying of Metro's prod-

uct on the announced terms, and make their combined disapproval FELT

RATHER THAN HEARD!
MO WAX.
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AWAKENING THE 'SLEEPERS'
The purpose and plan of this department h to bring forcefully to the attention of theatre-men those pictures which are ordinarily

overlooked or neglected in their advertising. Mr. Wolfe-Smith, prominent theatre publicity expert, aims to point out the latent

exploitation angles in these "Sleepers" with the view to having you SELL them to the public in a manner that will bring you
the best possible returns. Follow these "Sleeper" campaigns for bigger grosses!

By Wolfe-Smith

"THEY MET IN A TAXI" . . . Columbia .

Chester Morris . . . Fay Wray

69 Minutes

Lionel Stander . . . Raymond Walburn

Boys, here's a whopper!

Imagine you're a cab driver. You are

parked outside a swell estate that is the ne

plus ultra—or sumpin—but, a real man-

sion . . . the society 400. When who comes

tearin' across the close cropped lawn right

at you but the niftiest dame you ever saw,

trailing a wedding gown behind her!

Into your cab she lams and yells at you

all excited like, but in refined manner, to

beat it the hell outa there as fast as you can

make the old wagon fly. You're thinkin'

fast and figure she must be a society deb

slated to be married to one of those phoney

dukes or counts or sumpin, and that she's

taking a run-out powder on him right at

the altar. So you don't ask any questions,

but step on the gas and head for as far

away from the joint as possible before you

get inquisitive enough to ask just where she

wants to park that gorgeous frame of hers.

Imagine your surprise when she ups and

asks you for help, big, sad-eyed like, and

you know you're just toying with dynamite

when you take her to that hole you comi-

cally call your "apartment" and put her up

for the night.

Boys, we hate to leave you out on a limb

like this, but you'll have to dig into the

press sheet for the rest of this story. Sounds

screwy, something on the order of "It Hap-
pened One Night," doesn't it? Well, that's

just what the coast critics are saying about

it . . . it's a little daffy, but it's great fun,

the kind people love to enjoy.

But, to get back to our first crack that

this is a "whopper." When we first heard

that title—THEY MET IN A TAXI—we
said we didn't give a hoot in a hot place

about what the picture might be like—you'd

have to be deceased to fail to recognize it as

one of the grandest ballyhoo titles ever con-

coc ted

!

So now, guys, get yourselves taxicab con-

scious! You have an opportunity here to

pull some of the sweetest stunts on record

—

easy, cheap, effective exploitation gags that

will get you a flock of extra dough and

make it worth your while to extend your

playing time on TAXI.

COUPLE IN CAB

Before we go into this one, let's mention

this simple fact: your local cab company
will probably be tickled pink to cooperate

with you, lending you a cab or cabs in re-

turn for a plug on your screen. The title

of the picture is a natural business booster

for all taxicabs and the outfits that operate

'em appreciate it. So, don't hesitate to pull

any of the stunts the Columbia boys give

you in the press sheet or the couple we give

you here merely on the alibi that it will

cost you too much.

Now, here's a gag that ANY theatre can

work and we consider it a darb because it

costs a fishcake. Get yourself a cab. Put

a nice-looking couple, attired as bride and

groom, in it. Tie a flock of tin cans, old

shoes, baskets to the back of the taxi. The
big, roughly lettered card fastened on the

back should read: "THEY MET IN A
TAXI—And Look At Them Now! Their

story at the GEM Theatre Starting Friday."

With the cabbie tooting his horn all over

town and with the pleasure people get out

of seeing newlyweds taken advantage of in

that way—this should be a lulu. Use it!

NEWSPAPER STORY

For the boys who like to go in for the

more sensational type of stuff we have this

to offer:

Bribe a couple who are planning to marry

soon, or one who just recently eloped, to tell

a sympathetic male reporter or sob sister on

the local rag how they met in a taxi and

started the romance that culminated in their

marriage. It will make a good heart inter-

(Continned on page 10)

I JJwutiu miHuuf ire ihiA.
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PHILLY'S U.M.P.T.O. STARTED
To Protest High Rentals . . .

Last week Philadelphia's discordant exhibitors effected a merger

of the M.P.T.O. and the I.T.O. and this week they served notice

that, at least while the breath of freshness is in the new body, it

is going to do some loud and healthy complaining about some

of the ills of the industry.

For Wednesday, Sept. 2nd, a meeting of the new outfit has

been called to protest high and unreasonable film rentals. Presi-

dent Lewen Pizor, who called the confab, told FILM BULLETIN
he could not say whether any concrete action would be taken

against any particular offending film companies.

The meeting will be held in the air-cooled Phila. Savings Fund

Bldg., starting at 11 A.M.

Officers, Board Elected . . .

At last Thursday's meeting of merger committees from both

groups the officers and members of the Board of Governors were

elected. They are: Pizor, president; Abe Sablosky, first v.p.;

Michael Lessy, second v. p.; Ben Amsterdam, treasurer; George P.

Aarons, secretary; Ben Fertel, financial secretary.

The Board is comprised by Charles Segall, chairman; Ted

Schlanger, Morris Wax, Ed Jeffries, Herman Coane, William

Hissner, Norman Lewis, Harry Waxman, Harry Fried, Michael

Egnal, David Shapiro, Ben Shindler, David Barrist, Leo Posel,

David Milgram, Pizor, Sablosky, Fertel, Amsterdam and Lessy.

A by-laws committee, consisting of Pizor, Segall, Egnal,

Aarons and Jeannette Willensky, will meet soon to lay the rules

under which the unit will operate.

When asked if the statement attributed to him by a New
York trade paper on Tuesday, to the effect that the new Phila.

organization would be affiliated with the M.P.T.O.A., was true,

Pizor vehemently denied it, saying the reporter misquoted him.

WOODHULL, HAMLIN DIE
Both Popular Figures . . .

The industry last week lost two well-liked men with the pass-

ing of Raymond F. ("Pete") Woodhull and Thomas Hamlin.

The former, 56 years old, was stricken suddenly last Wednesday

morning and died within a few hours, although he had appeared

in excellent health the day before. Hamlin died last Thursday

after suffering in a hospital for many weeks from a severe stom-

ach ailment.

Woodhull first took part in the industry in 1912 when he

managed a theatre in Dover, N. J., which he later acquired. He
sold this house in 1926 to the Fabian interests.

From 1926 to 1929, "Pete," as he was popularly known, served

as president of the M.P.T.O.A. To his intimates he confided that

he could not tolerate the dictation to which he was subjected in

that position by the Hays Organization.

In 1928 he became vice-president and sales manager of Gen-

eral Talking Pictures Corp. In 193 5 he started the publication

of a trade news weekly, Picture Business, which suspended publi-

cation early this year. Recently, his name re-entered the industry

picture with the news that he was being sought by the Indepen-

dent exhibitors' organization in Philadelphia to act as business

manager of their group.

Burial took place in his home town, Dover, last Saturday. He
is survived by his widow and one son.

Hamlin . . .

Tom Hamlin was publisher of Film Curb, having established

that paper 13 years ago. Prior to that he had published Greater

Amusements, a regional in the northwest territory. His first con-

nection with show business, however, was on the vaudeville stage.

Fifty-nine years old, he is survived by his widow, Stella Baker

Hamlin, who had always been actively associated with her late

husband in his work. She will continue to publish their paper.

INDUS TO ATLANTIC CITY
N. J. Allied Confab . . .

Independent exhibitors in the East are whitening their shoes

and sharpening their pencils for the annual convention of New
Jersey's Allied, to be held in Atlantic City on September 9-10-11

in the Traymore Hotel. This affair, in recent years, has developed

into the outstanding territorial exhibitor function in this part of

the country.

Two things are responsible for this. First, the Jersey Allied

group is one of the most aggressive independent units in the

organization and its yearly conventions are loaded with dynamite

and can be counted upon to impart valuable data on industry

problems to the attending delegates. Second, Atlantic City in

September is one of the ideal vacationing spots.

Open Forum . . .

This year will be no exception. President Lee W. Newbury
promises an open forum for independent exhibitors for discussion

of any and all vital issues facing them. "Contract provisions, pre-

ferred playing time, increased film rentals, guarantee and per-

centage arrangements—all will be given their proper considera-

tion," he promises.

Another problem aggravating the industry as a whole—double

features—will get a thorough going-over, as will the question of

increased admission prices.

It looks very much like another interest-laden Allied meeting

and one worthy of the attendance of every independent exhibitor

who likes to keep abreast of the events in the industry from which

he derives (or hopes to) his livelihood.

Issued weekly at 1323 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Rittenhouse 7424. Mo Wax, Publisher and Editor;

Roland Barton, George Frees Nonamaker, Associate Editors. New York Office: 1658 Broadway; phone: Circle 7-3094.
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PRE-SELLING A FILM—AND HOW!

Columbia's 'Horizon' . . .

On Atlantic City's Garden Pier, a novel and highly effective

piece of exploitation on a forthcoming motion picture is being

engaged in by Columbia. It is worthy of particular note because

it is an advanced step in the art of building an assured and expec-

tant audience for a future release.

The display, on "Lost Horizon," was conceived by Frank

McGrann, veteran exploiteer, and consists of miniature models

of the most striking sets used in the picture, the original water

color paintings from which Frank Capra planned the construction

of the sets, and beautiful enlarged photographs of the sets taken

after completion. All this has been attractively arranged and

lighted in a large exhibition room, through which Fred A. Mar-

shall, well-known Major Bowes' publicity man, conducts groups

of onlookers with an interesting spiel. He is aided by Pat Corleto,

from Columbia's exploitation department.

Thousands View It and Sign . . .

Over last week-end an estimated eight to ten thousand people

visited this exhibit and close to four thousand of them signed

their names in the book for those who desire to be personally

informed when "Lost Horizon" will play in their own particular

city or town.

The value of the stunt can best be appreciated by anyone who

watches the grave interest manifested by the expressions on the

faces of those present and their probing inquiries about various

phases of picture making.

Here, certainly, is a form of exploitation that warrants recog-

nition from the industry. It has dignity, is a subtle, yet forceful,

type of propaganda that should be repeated often by producing

companies. What it amounts to is the dispensing of pseudo-tech-

nical information in sugar-coated form for fan consumption.

They eat it up!

So gratified with the results are Columbia executives that they

have laid plans to tour three duplicate units of "The Lost Horizon"

display through the principal cities of the United States, as well

as England and Australia.

ERPI'S NEW SOUND
'Mirrophonic' System . . .

The march of progress in the sound equipment field surged

forward again on Monday when Erpi opened the exhibit of its

latest apparatus—the "Mirrophonic" system. The various devices

embodied in the new equipment were first displayed to a group

of exhibitors, producers' representatives and members of the trade

press at the Hotel Pierre in New York. Later in the day, an

actual demonstration was conducted in the Venice Theatre.

Noteworthy among the mechanical improvements boasted for

this equipment, which will be marketed to theatres shortly, is a

film pulling device known as the "Kinetic Scanner," in which a

damped mechanical impedance is utilized to provide uniform film

velocity. In this manner inconsistency of film speed and distor-

tion of sound are avoided, the Erpi engineers claim.

Even Sound Distribution . . .

The new "di-phonic" speaker system and high power amplifier

are designed to bring the most accurate and distinct reproduc-

tion to all parts of any auditorium. The speaker amplifier actually

consists of 1 5 small horns mounted on one frame, some of the

horns handling high frequencies and other the low frequencies.

Thus, it was pointed out, the sound is spread evenly throughout

a theatre, instead of having the high frequencies concentrated in

some spots and the lows in others.

The units are compact and apparently simple to operate. They

run entirely on A.C., and checking of parts of the circuit need-

ing adjustment is simplified by a "percentage meter." Ball bear-

ings are employed in all moving parts and they are lubricated

automatically.

In the theatre, a number of sound films were shown to illus-

trate the advancements claimed for "Mirrophonic" sound. This

correspondent sat in several parts of the theatre and noted par-

ticularly the equality of volume and clarity on the extreme sides

and in the center.

KUYKENDALL ON THE SPOT
Talked Too Fast . . .

Ever since he made that "threat" to institute legal actions

against the major distributors or ask for Federal supervision of

the industry unless they showed more interest in the M.P.T.O.A.'s

10-point trade practice program, Ed Kuykendall, president of the

outfit, has been backing water at a furious pace. Apparently he

spoke too fast and too much, for he now seems inclined to tone

down the effect of that earlier statement by making it clear that

he will not rush into any rash moves.

The M.P. Daily reports the rotund gentleman from 'Sippi as

saying that he is now willing to compromise with the producers

if they accept any vital part of his program.

ANOTHER RADIO PROTEST...
St. Louis.—Another exhibitor organization protest against radio

broadcasts by film stars was registered last week by the M.P.T.O.

of St. Louis. The unit passed a resolution urging the producers

to prohibit their stars from appearing on ether programs when

they constituted competition against movie theatres. Copies were

sent to the individual producers and to Will Hays.
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What The Newspaper
Critics Say:

"7 SINNERS" (G-B)

".
. . Vastly entertaining screen thriller . . .

Smart and diverting . . . Skillfully constructed,

fast-paced and exciting . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

".
. . First rate thriller . . . brightly written,

lively, novel and refreshing . .
."

N. Y. MIRROR.

". . . Good old-fashioned melodrama brought

amusingly up-to-date . . . Good fun and ranks

high in entertainment value . .
."

N. Y. AMERICAN.

"ANTHONY ADVERSE" (Warner's)

"... A teaser that will send people back to

the book ... In spite of shortening of the story

and telescoping of Anthony's many adventures

the picture is overly long and grows tedious."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

"... A handsome and spectacular production

populated with a huge cast and bulging with

picaresque adventure and romance. It richly

deserves one of Hollywood's favorite adjectives

—colossal . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . Mammoth thriller . . . handsome and

absorbing . .
."

N. Y. MIRROR.

"TO MARY—WITH LOVE"
(20th Century-Fox)

"... A simple story but told in refreshingly

new method . . . Smart dialogue, vivid charac-

ters, inspired direction, clever acting and the

novelty of its form combine to make it a highly

interesting and profoundly moving film . .
."

N. Y. MIRROR.

"... A sorry farrago of suburban sentiment-

ality . . . Banana-split drama of marital felicity,

indicated by a prodigious and sickening quantity

of hugging and bussing on the part of Loy and

Baxter, catastrophe on the inevitable emotional

shoals of life, and eventual reconciliation again

indicated by a crescendo of passes and senti-

mental goose grease between these troupers . . .

Will revolt the sensibilities of even the half-

judicious . .
."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE.

". . . An inherently woeful story that seems

unsuited to Myrna Loy and Warner Baxter . . .

It is a film sketch of the last decade the twink-

ling Twenties . .
."

N. Y. TIMES.

HOLLYWOOD IflLIIOIKIEIRS
By DAVID J. HANNA

Hollywood, August 25.

Hollywood picture studios believe they have finally reached a working

system whereby they can insure their productions against losses incurred by
the sickness of players, deaths of actors, executives and other accidents which

delay production. Heretofore such policies have been taken out on each pro-

duction but officials figured they were costing in excess of the risk, so after

conferences with Lloyds, the London insurance brokers, a blanket arrangement

was worked which covers the studios for the entire season.

And speaking of the famous Lloyds, Daryll Zanuck is producing a film

about the famous insurance firm. Loretta Young is playing the feminine lead

and Tyrone Power, Jr., who has been with the Zanuck unit but a few weeks, is

replacing Don Ameche in the male lead.

Bert Lytell makes his debut as a director with "Love and Laughter," which

Richard Rowland is producing. Charles Starret, from Columbia, and Irene

Hervey, from M-G-M, are scheduled for the leads. That grand trouper, Irene

Franklin, is scheduled for an important role. She will play a burlesque queen,

and from what we hear it's a swell part.

Following the preview reaction to Marion Talley's initial starrer for Repub-

lic, the soprano was signed for two more musicals. Negotiations are also in

progress with Michael Bartlett, who co-starred with her in "Follow Your

Heart."

Hoot Gibson, who was unable to get together with Walter Futter over an

extension of his contract, signed with Max and Arthur Alexander for a series

of eight outdoor dramas with options for four more years. The first is sched-^

uled for production during the middle of September. Rex Bell is also with the

Alexanders.

Negotiations are at a burning point between Metro and Paramount, the

former dickering for the film rights to "The Vagabond King," which Par pro-

duced in 1930 with Jeanette McDonald and Dennis King in the leads. M-G-M
want the musical romance for the McDonald-Eddy combination, and while

Paramount has been considering a remake, they lack the proper duo for the

singing leads.

Ralph Staub, following the preview of his first directorial task, "Sitting

on the Moon," was signed to a six-picture deal by Republic. His first will be

"The Country Gentlemen," which will star the vaudeville comics, Olsen and

Johnson. Production starts immediately.

lames Edward Grant is currently working on the script of James Cagney's

first G-N starrer, "The Great Guy," which Douglas MacLean will produce.

No director named as yet.

Bob Burns, the radio comic, who scored so decisively in "Rhythm on the

Range," has been handed a contract for three pictures for Paramount at a

reported sum of $60,000 apiece. Contract will run for three years.

Smiley Burnette, featured comedian in the Gene Autrey Westerns, was

given a seven-year optional contract this week by Republic. He recently fin-

ished "Ride, Ranger Ride."

More good news about the comeback of Jack Mulhall. The old-timer was

signed this week for two pictures. First is "Love Under Fire" for Sam Goldwyn,

following which he goes into "Libeled Lady" at M-G-M.

Bits: Fourteen-year-old Robert Rockwell has been signed to a term con-

tract by Sol Lesser. His first will be "Wild Brian Kent" . . . Wynne Gibson

signed by Columbia for "Come Closer, Folks," the Jimmy Dunn starrer . .
.

A remake of "Seventh Heaven" has been announced by 20th Century-Fox.

Other than the fact that the sensational French actress Simone Simon has

been selected for the lead, no other word has been released from the studio.
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AS I SEE THEM . • . REVIEWS OF NEW FILMS
By ROLAND BARTON

BOXOFFICE RATING:— • Means POOR; • • Means AVERAGE; • • • Means GOOD; • » 9 « Means EXCELLENT
Plus (+ ) and Minus (— ) will be used occasionally to indicate slightly above or below the point rating.

At best this "point" system can give you only an arbitrary estimate of a picture's drawing power, so we urge you to read the entire reviews.
Some pictures are particularly suitable for certain types of audiences and this must be covered in the detailed criticism.

CAIN AND MABEL
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

COMEDY with music . . . Weak story

and only fair comedy throw the whole

burden of this on Gable . . . He is be-

low par, too . . . Rates • • + generally.

Warner Bros

89 Minutes

Clark Gable . . . Marion Davies . . .

Allen Jenkins . . . Roscoe Karns . . .

Walter Catlett . . . Ruth Donnelly . . .

Pert Kelton . . . William Collier, Sr. . . .

Hobart Cavanaugh . . . David Carlyle

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

This will have to rely strictly on Clark

Gable and the strong comedy support of

such names as Allen Jenkins, Roscoe Karns,

Walter Catlett, Ruth Donnelly and Pert

Kelton. It has its moments, but they are

few and far between. "Cain and Mabel"

lacks the spirit of fun the public demands

in its modern comedies. It is forced, studied

and occasionally downright boring.

Marion Davies, as usual, is a waitress who

finds herself in the enviable spot of becom-

ing the star of an operetta after the flareup

of the star singer. Karns, a press agent, does

the manipulating. Gable is a boxer who be-

comes heavyweight champ through more of

Karns' trickery. Both become unbearably

egotistical and hence obnoxious to the pub-

lic. Karns forces them into a fake, but

eventually true romance. Gable is far from

his best, obviously uncomfortable and with

little chance to show himself to advantage.

Thus it is with most of Miss Davies' leading

men! She, never anything to write home

about, is even less effective in this than in

some of her previous efforts. Walter Catlett

does the finest work in the picture, his char-

acterization of the theatrical producer

squeezing every possible laugh out of t he-

roic. The other comics do their share to

bolster a weak story and tepid direction.

Warren and Dubin contribute several tune-

ful melodies.

AD TIPS: Sell Gable strong ami give the support-

ing cast equal billing with "Davies.

HANNA (Hollywood).

SEVEN SINNERS

BOXOFFICE RATING

MYSTERY-COMEDY . . . Engrossing

murder mystery yarn with several novel

angles . . . Bright comedy dialogue helps

materially . . . Lowe above par in de-

tective role . . . Rates • • + where

they like mysteries.

G a ii 1110)1 1 -British

69 Minutes

Edmund Lowe . . . Constance Cummings . . .

Thorny Bourdelle . . . Henry Oscar

Directed by Albert de Courville

This British-made film is a cleverly di-

rected and smartly dialogued mystery-com-

edy from the pattern of "The Thin Man."

It will engross mystery fans especially, al-

though the plot is rather involved. Its box-

office potentialities rest on the established

popularity of this type of story in this

country and that should spell slightly above

average grosses. Stronger cast names would

have improved its chances immeasurably. As

it is, if the saleable title is exploited, sur-

prising results might be gained. Edmund

Lowe is an American detective out for a

good time in Europe. He comes across a

body, finds it disappears, then locates it

again when the train he is on is wrecked.

With his girlfriend, Lowe sets about the

business of solving the mystery and finally

locates the guilty man, who holds cigars be-

tween his third and fourth fingers. Leader

of a gang of gun smugglers, he has been

disposing of his associates by killing them

and putting their bodies on trains, which he

subsequently wrecks. Lowe turns in one of

his better performances, dropping some of

that annoying suavity. The others in the

cast supply competent support. Direction

by de Courville is topnotch and the dialogue

is lively throughout. Suspense is built in-

telligently and relieved by shrewd bits of

dialogue.

AD TIPS: Sell this on the order of "Thin Man."

The title lends itself to numerous teaser stunts for

advant e e \ ploitation.

BARTON.

TEXAS RANGERS, The
Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING
SUPER WESTERN . . . Thriller for

the men and kids . . . MacMurray will

help with the ladies, but there isn't

much for them here . . . Rates • • +
generally; more for action houses.

Paramount

90 Minutes

Fred MacMurray . . . Jack Oakie . . .

Jean Parker . . . Lloyd Nolan . . .

Edward Ellis . . . Bennie Bartlett

Directed by King Vidor

In scope, "The Texas Ranger" is an im-

posing outdoor melodrama of the clash of

banditry against frontier civilization, but

it is far from wholly satisfactory as enter-

tainment. It hasn't that magnificent sweep

of "Bengal Lancers," nor the compactness of

story. As a boxoffice attraction it is prin-

cipally suited for men and children. Women
will find little in it to please them, except

if it be the presence of Fred MacMurray,

who is far below par in western surround-

ings. It is an attempted glorification of the

Rangers, who contributed so much to the

civilization of the old West. MacMurray is

the leader of three bad men, the other two

being Jack Oakie and Lloyd Nolan. Mac-

Murray and Oakie join the Rangers in Texas

and later meet up with Nolan, still bandit-

ing. They plan to cooperate, but the two

Rangers are sent out to get Nolan. Mac-

Murray refuses, but Oakie goes and is killed

by Nolan. Then, MacMurray goes out after

his old crony and brings him in. There is

an incidental romance between MacMurray

and Jean Parker, the commandant's daugh-

ter. Oakie walks off with acting honors,

delivering one of those sympathetic perform-

ances for which he is noted. He also sings

two songs. Nolan is strong as the bandit

holdout. King Vidor failed to give the film

the excitement and full romantic magnific-

ence popularly sought in such stories. It

doesn't strike as quite a "big" picture, but

rather a super western and that difference is

important to the boxoffice.

AD TIPS: Sell it as a spectacle, an epic of Ameri-

can bistpry, fold romantically, dramatically. Sell

Mai Murray to the women.

HANNA (Hollywood).
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DON'T TURN 'EM LOOSE
—— Hollywood Pre new

BOXOFFICE RATING
MELODRAMA . . . Good story and

fine acting by principals makes intrigu-

ing film . . . Condemnation of parole

system . . . Little comedy or romance

. . . Rates • • + where they like heavy

melodrama.

RKO
66 Minutes

Lewis Stone . . . James Gleason . . .

Bruce Cabot . . . Louise Latimer . . .

Betty Grable . . . Grace Bradley . . .

Frank M. Thomas . . . Harry Jans

Directed by Ben Stoloff

With the abuse of the prison parole sys-

tem as its basis, this film is a strong melo-

drama that should satisfy audiences who like

their entertainment heavy. It is vigorous

stuff, bitter and somewhat sombre, and de-

finitely aimed at the male trade. The story

concerns itself with the problem of a college

professor, who is a member of a parole board,

and his criminal son, whom he contrives to

liberate from prison through his standing on

the board. The boy promises to leave the

country, but on the eve of his sister's wed-

ding he attempts a final robbery. He is about

to kill a policeman when the father appears

and shoots him down. Completely convinc-

ing is Lewis Stone as the upright father. A
sincere, thoroughly dominating performance.

Bruce Cabot gives a finely shaded, contrast-

ing performance as the son. James Gleason

is in character as a detective and Harry Jans

of vaudeville fame turns in a smart bit. Ben

Stoloff's direction is effective from the view-

point that he presents his message forcefully,

with diluting the main plot with extraneous

romantic or comic material.

AD TIPS: The picture has strong exploitation

possibilities. Ask the question: "Should Criminals

Be Paroled?" Stir discussion on the question by in-

terviewing the local police clue)—or have a reporter

on one of the newspapers do it.

HANNA (Hollywood).

STEP ON IT

BOXOFFICE RATING
ACTION MELLER . . . Fast with Tal-

madge turning in usual stunt stuff as a

motorcycle cop . . . Story more logical

than most of these . . . Rates • • for

the cheaper action spots.

Reliable

5 6 Minutes

Richard Talmadge . . . Lois Wilde . . .

George Walsh

Directed by Henri Samuels

A trifle above the average run of Tal-

madge stunt films, because it doesn't violate

the laws of plausibility so flagrantly. It will

please those who enjoy watching the dare-

devil do the reckless things that would kill

other men. This one starts off with Tal-

madge as a motorcycle cop, who gets into

a jam with his superior when he brings in

the daughter of an influential oil magnet.

The old man admires the cop's adherence to

duty and looks to him to "tame her down,"

while also helping out at the refinery by

fighting a gang of oil truck hijackers. All

clean, fast action, a bit of comedy and ro-

mance for the none too fastidious.

AD TIPS: Sell Talmadge as the ace of stunt men.

The title suggests a tie-in with the Safe driving angle.

NONNIE.

OH SUSANNAH!

BOXOFFICE RATING
WESTERN with songs . . . Average

Autry in dude ranch setting . . . Whiz-

zing autos substituted for horses in fast

action finale . . . More attention than

usual to singing and music . . Rates O O

for action spots.

Republic

60 Minutes

Gene Autry . . . Smiley Burnette . . .

Frances Grant . . . Earle Hodgins . . .

Boothe Howard . . . The Light Crust Doughboys

Directed by Joseph Kane

This is as good as the average Gene Autry

epic of the outdoor, with more footage than

usual devoted to the star's yodeling. In

addition, there is snappy hillbilly music by

The Light Crust Doughboys, well known in

some spots for their radio work. "Oh Su-

sannah!" has its fair share of action and

rates to satisfy the Autry fans. The plot

follows formula 6 from the western file.

Howard, a killer, escapes from a sheriff's

posse by jumping from horse to train. He
wallops Autry, tosses him off the moving

train and assumes his identity. Autry is

picked up by a wandering medicine show

and from there on it is a case of having the

star pursuing Howard and his henchmen in

an effort to clear his name. Sprinkled in the

action are several Autry songs, the hot jazz

of the Light Crust band and a romance.

AD TIPS: Sell Autry and the Light Crust Dough-

boys, who are something of a radio sensation.

NONNIE.

Honest . . . Impartial

REVIEWS
You Can Trust

Straight From the Shoulder

Hollywood Preview

BOXOFFICE RATING

DRAMA . . . Lack of marquee names

will hold back this finely directed and

acted film . . . Appealing story of

young boy's reaction to father's love

affair . . . David Holt will capture

fans . . . Rates * *, but should build

on word-of-mouth.

Paramount

6 5 Minutes

David Holt . . . Ralph Bellamy . . .

Andy Clyde . . . Katherine Locke . . .

Noel Madison . . . Bert Hanlon

Directed by Stuart Heisler

This appealing story, with an outstand-

ing performance by young David Holt,

should highly please the family trade. Only

its lack of important names in the cast will

hold it down to fair grosses, but those who

see it will be walking ads. The story, that

of a boy who resents his father's romance

with a young woman, is smoothly told and

suspenseful to a surprising degree. There is

a robbery and murder which are witnessed

by the boy's father, an artist, who sketches

the gangsters. To escape the wrath of the

vengeful gunmen, father and son move to

the country, where the romance develops.

The boy's reactions under the emotional

stress of feeling that he is losing his father

are shrewdly and dramatically portrayed.

His true colors come to the surface on the

night when the gangsters come to the house

and he plans a scheme for saving his father's

life. It leads to a smash finale and a happy

and logical conclusion. Stu.irt I [eisler does

an excellent job on his first directorial as-

signment. The boy Holt will win sympathj

and admiration by his intelligent, adult act-

ing. Andy Clyde, erstwhile two-reeler comic,

takes second honors with his performance

of the girl's understanding grandfather, who

wins the boy's affections. Ralph Bellamy

and Katherine Locke handle their difficult

roles sympathetically.

AD TIPS: Sell Holt as a great young star. The

question of whether a man with a child has a right

to re-marry will provoke comment. The gangster

angle will bring best results in action houses.

HANNA (Hollywood).

{Additional Reviews on page 10)
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I'D GIVE MY LIFE

BOXOFF1CE RATING

DRAMA . . . From the play, "The

Noose" . . . Emerges as rather heavy,

melodramatic tear jerker of antiquated

school . . . Lack of star name strength

will retard it, but once in audiences

will vote it satisfactory entertainment

. . . Rates • • -.

Paramount

80 Minutes

Sir Guy Standing . . . Frances Drake . . .

Tom Brown . . . Janet Beecher . . .

Robert Gleckler

Directed by Edward L. Marin

They have strived valiantly to "modern-

ize" this mauve decade meller of the lad

who killed his racketeer father because "he

was no good" and kept his silence rather

than expose his mother, who is now the wife

of the governor of the state. The mod-

ernizing was fairly successful up to the

eleventh hour saving him from the gallows.

The musty and creaking melodramatics of

yesteryear became unsurmountable at this

point and, altho still potent as a tear jerk-

ing device, it's the thing that almost puts

the picture behind the eight ball.

The cast gives capable performances,

with Tom Brown outstanding as the long-

suffering adolescent, and Sir Guy playing

down the part of the governor. Production

up to standard and there are several musical

numbers that seem to fit logically into the

proceedings, one number in particular,

"Some Day We'll Meet Again," adding to

the tear-jerking when Drake does "a show

must go on" sort of thing while her heart

is breaking. Direction is good.

At the b.o. it won't get average grosses

anywhere.

AD TIPS: Mention that film is based on the play,

"The Noose." Rig up some sort of gallows with rope

dangling. The Rialto, N. Y. played it under the

original title of "The Noose." Action houses might

well do the same.

NONNIE.

"Finest Theatre Painting and Decorating"

HARRY BRODSKY
2315 WALNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

RITtenhouse 7828 • TRInity 1189

Gravenstine Denies

Rumored Suit Vs. Fox

George Gravenstine, operator of the Car-

man Theatre, Phila., vehemently disclaimed

the rumor published in FILM BULLETIN
several weeks ago that he contemplated

bringing legal action against 20th Century-

Fox for the film company's alleged failure

to deliver product to him in accordance with

a contract.

"There is absolutely no basis to the story,"

said Gravenstine, "and I have so advised

the exchange."

English Distribution

of Grand-National Set

Edward L. Alperson, president of Grand

National Films, Inc., arrives tomorrow

(Thursday) on the He de France from an

extended business tour of England and the

Continent.

While abroad, Mr. Alperson concluded a

deal with the Associated British Film Dis-

tributors for the distribution of the entire

1936-37 season lineup of Grand National

product throughout the United Kingdom.

"Not a dark house in more than 20 years

of film delivery service!"

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers' Ass'n

250 N. JUNIPER STREET, PHILA.

LOCust 4181 RACE 4600

Paramount's

"Advertising Material

Rental Service Contract"

will COST THEM from

$300 to $500
MORE per year!

Protect yourself

by dealing ONLY with

National-Kline Poster Co.
13 07 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Simon Libros • Al Blofson • Oscar Libros

AWAKENING THE
'SLEEPERS'

(Continued from page 2)

est feature story and, with a bit of shrewd

manipulation, the lead head can be made to

read: "COUPLE TELL STRANGE RO-
MANCE—THEY MET IN A TAXI."
Blowups of this story in the lobby will give

TAXI the kind of advance sendoff it de-

serves and you will rate orchids for planting

a swell story on a front page.

OTHER CAB GAGS

Columbia's ace exploiteers have laid out a

flock of additional taxi tie-ups, some of

which are pips. Here are the ones we espe-

cially like:

Tie-up with the Yellow or any other local

cab company for special rates to people go-

ing to see THEY MET IN A TAXI at your

theatre.

Tie-up with them also to allow the plac-

ing of neatly lettered cards announcing the

engagement in their cabs. In return for

this, you might give them an ad trailer on

your screen.

Try to land the taxi company for a series

of cooperative newspaper ads. Split the cost

with them, or pay all and give them free

advertising in the theatre.

They suggest window stickers and bumper

strips to go on the cabs.

Use some of these stunts. They will bring

results.

COPY

Plaster that title all over your town or

naborhood. Make the public taxi conscious

and they'll be talking about the picture.

Tie it in with "It Happened One Night,"

since the stories are of the same type. A
caption like "IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
After THEY MET IN A TAXI" will get

'em talking.

Tease them in advance with something

like this: "THEY MET IN A TAXI—And
Then Things Happened!"

Don't forget the cast that has four popu-

lar names— Chester Morris, Fay Wray,

Lionel Stander and Raymond Walburn. For

pete's sake, don't overlook the last named
two. They're grand comedians and have

their followings.

The story is by Octavus Roy Cohen,

well-known Satevepost yarn spiller, and

that's worth a mention.

If you can't or don't sell THEY MET
IN A TAXI for dough, then we ought to

wash our hands clean of you—but probably

won't!

$$$$$$
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SUBJECTS
FROM PHILLY FROM BOSTON
By Nonamaker By Bruce

The latest to be disked out from the red hot

rumor fires has Warner's finally taking over the

Publix Tower-Roosevelt-Nixon houses this Fall

. . . The Variety Jubilee bathing beauty thing

has reached the semi-final stage in the S-W
houses with finals scheduled for the Earle on

September 3rd . . . SAM WALDMAN leases the

Lorraine from DAVE MILGRAM . . . PERRY
LESSY and DAVE TITLEMAN plan a stag party

for ANDY SCHECKMAN who is about to go

and do it . . . LEO POSEL bought most of the

furnishings at the Embassy, Jenkintown, auction

sale last Tuesday . . . W. H. WILSON, Rialto,

Williamsport, seen on the street for the first

time in quite a while ... So were HARRY
SWAIN and HARRY TAYLOR, of the Twain
Theatre, Mansfield, Pa. . . . JIM CLARK and

OSCAR NEUFELD were the only localites to

attend 'Pete' WOODHULL's funeral last Sat-

urday at Dover, N. J. . . . That "talk of the

film row" golf match took place on schedule at

Ashbourne C. C. last Sunday in the terrific heat

with the following harrowing results: OSCAR
NEUFELD's Lu Lu team walked away with 7

of the 9 matches! JOHN BACHMAN won from

JEFF DAVIS; "Mac" McFADDEN, won from

JIM CLARK; BILL WOLF bested GEORGE LES-

SEY; JOE SCHAEFER took over HARRY
WEINER; SAM LEFKO defeated DAVE MIL-

GRAM; LARRY DAILY lost to MAC LEVEN;
OSCAR NEUFELD lost to PERCY BLOCH; AL
DAVIS won from CHARLES ZAGRANS; and

BILL DOYLE won from LOU SEGALL . . .

Oscar suffered slight sunstroke or humiliation

at defeat at the hands of BLOCH and WEINER
likewise bows his head at the defeat of his team
and his personal defeat at the hands of

SCHAEFER! And that's the end of that! . . .

SAM ROSEN goes with Grand National as N. J.

salesman . . . HERMAN GLUCKMAN in town
Monday helping Republicans put over trade

showing of "Follow Your Heart" at the Aldine.

HARRY LA VINE had a major smile on his

face . . .SAM STIEFEL has that Locust Street

Theatre proposition all ironed out. We under-

stand it will be a night club hot spot ere long

. . . MIKE LEVINSON is visiting the famed
Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minn. . . . Horlacher's

will have a startling announcement for the in-

dustry within the next week or two . . .

ALBERT C. JACKSON, W-B exchange cashier,

is out. Replaced by GEORGE HUTCHEON . . .

JOHN GOLDER has an interesting free reel

titled "We Drivers," which played the Fox and

Earle day and date this week . . . HERBERT
COPELAN, gn. mgr. of Atlantic City's Warner
houses, and JOSEPH QUITTNER, mgr. of the

Globe, had a narrow escape from death Tuesday
night when they jumped overboard from a blaz-

ing fishing boat just a few moments before it

exploded. Backfire had set the oil ablaze and
the boys realized that they would have to get

out quick, so they pulled on life preservers and
jumped. The blow-off followed almost immed-
iately. They swam ashore . . . Aldine opens

September 4th with "Last of the Mohicans" . . .

CHARLES DONOHUE leaves Preferred Satur-

day to become office manager at Grand National,

where he will become re-united with JOHN
BACHMAN, his co-worker years ago at both

Educational and Tiffany . . . "Romeo and Juliet"

road showing gets going Sunday at the Chestnut.

MARTIN TUOHEY always manages to come
up from Pawtucket once a week. That's con-

sistency. Incidentally, he has closed a deal with

PHIL SMITH for Chesterfield-Invincible pictures

during the coming season . . . And while we are

on the subject, AL ANDERS has also signed up,

first run, for the Bijou in Springfield . . Business

seems to be getting better all around. Maybe
it's the cooler weather or perhaps the fact that

the beano games have been shut down or maybe
we are all trying harder . . . "Romeo and Juliet"

opens August 3 0th at the Colonial Theatre for

a long run. BERT McKENZIE, M-G-M's veteran

publicity man is in charge of the publicity ably

assisted by NAN COHEN. You should see the

useful mirrors they are distributing for publicity

purposes . . . JIMMY POLLARD thinks business

is better too for he has opened the McAllister

Theatre in Andover, Maine . . . The Wholesome
Film Company is going in for the 16 MM very

seriously . . . HARRY SEGAL, branch manager
for Grand National, has returned from the con-

vention in New York and is rarin' to go . . .

NATE GOLDSTEIN is vacationing now and then

at Spofford Lake while his brother, Sam, prefers

his farm in Longmeadow. They probably swap
around at times . . . The dirigible "Hinden-
burg" passed directly over the film district and
it seemed as if the entire film colony were out

on the streets craning their necks . . . The R-K-O
Boston Theatre will close for alterations the first

couple days in September. They will open on
the 3rd with an elaborate stage show. It seems

that the Metropolitan will not leave the field

clear for the R-K-O Boston after all. Despite

the fact that it had several pictures all lined

up the Metropolitan is going to stick to its tra-

ditional stage shows . . . RALPH TIBBETTS,
Paramount's assistant advertising manager, does

not believe in witches but he does believe in

bewitching JANE FAY. Just recently he let us

in on the news that he had married this maid
of Salem. That's getting ahead of the picture

. . . LESLEY BENDSLEV is following in his

father's footsteps. Rarely does he miss a pre-

view and his judgment is quite sound. The
Community Playhouse out in Wellesley reaps the

benefit of his careful booking . . . We have al-

ways wondered when E. M. LOEW was going

to take a vacation. The time has come. He left

on the 2 5th for a trip to Europe . . . Republic

is confident that they have a good thing. Ac-
cordingly, they are holding a special preview on

"Follow Your Heart" at the Fenway Theatre,

Tuesday morning, August 2 5th. A luncheon will

be served at the Cocoanut Grove afterwards

according to HERMAN RIFKIN . . . EDDIE
POLLARD left his Opera House in Rumford,
Main, the other day to take his annual fishing

cruise. How many did he catch? Eddie won't

tell . . . WALTER YOUNG, who owns the

Strands in Farmington and Pittsfield, is taking

on another theatre in the Granite State. He is

remodeling an old theatre, closed these many
years, in Milton. Walter hopes to open up on

November 1st ... E. MARKEY has gone West
. . . for two weeks and then he returns to run

his Ioka in Exeter, New Hampshire . . . CHAS.
H. BEAN is playing politics now. The former

owner of the Pastime in Franklin, New Hamp-
shire, is running for County Commissioner for

Franklin.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Ten cents per word, including initials,

address, or box number. Minimum inser-

tion 1 5 words. Cash or money order with

each copy. Yearly contract rates are lower.

Send for contract scale. Address communi-

cations to FILM BULLETIN, 1323 Vine

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE
All forms of special insurance applying to

theatre operation handled on minimum
rates. Representative will be sent on re-

quest. Box FB 107.

DEODORANTS
Silveray perfumed crystals eliminate un-
pleasant odors in your theatre. Flavor
Products Co., 54 N. Fifth Street, Phila., Pa.
Lombard 7554.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES

Cups, towels, toilet paper, bulbs, disin-

fectants, soaps, etc., Krankel's Sanitary
Supplies, 305 S. 40th Street, Phila., Pa.,

FREmont 0127.

Everything in Equipment

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.

1225 VINE ST. PHILA., PA.

TIME
SAVE

ENERGY
INSURANCE

WORRY
MONEY

H

Economically Sensible

for All Your Deliveries

to Be Made by

ORLACHE
Delivery Service

INC.

R
PHILADELPHIA BALTIMORE
1228 Vine St. 206 N. Bond St.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
1031 3rd St., N. W. 518 W. 48th St.

TWA

Motor Carrier Agents for

GENERAL AIR EXPRESS
Coast to Coast Overnight

M. Lawrence Daily, NoUry Public, PhUV

Member National Film Carriers, Inc.



READER INTEREST,

After all,

IS WHAT COUNTS!

Some people in ihe motion

picture industry disagree

4
with what FILM BULLETIN

has to say on vital subjects

—many agree . . .

But

to ihe ADVERTISER, ihe

IMPORTANT point is this:

Everyone who receives ihe

paper READS IT!
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